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Journal of APPLIED PHYSICS Vol. 63, No. 8, Part II B, 15 April 1988

Thin Films: Perpendicular Recording

2897 CoCr double-layered media with NiFe and CoZrNb soft-magnetic layers J. P. C. Bemards, C. P. G.
(invited) Schrauwen, V. Zieren, S. B.

Luitjens

2902 A comparison of perpendicular and longitudinal recording C. M. Perlov, J. A. Christner, 0.
Lopez

2905 Magnetic-structural development in Co-Cr films for perpendicular recording J.-W. Lee, B. G. Demczyk. K. R.
media Mountfield, D. E. Laughlin

2908 Influence of oxygen on recording characteristics in vacuum-evaporated Co- F. Kugiya, M. Suzuki, F. Kanno, Y.
Cr thin films Yoshida, 0. Kitakami, H. Fujiwara,

DU. E. Speliotis

2911 Studies on coercivity in Co-Cr thin films by means of a multilayer technique Shigeki Nakagawa, Makoto
Sumide, Yoshitaka Kitamoto,
Yoshiro Niimura, Masahiko Naoe

2914 Torque analysis of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in Co-Cr films K. Ishibashi, Y. Uchiyama, U.
Hwang, T. Suzuki

2917 Stress-induced anisotropy in Co-Cr thin films P. V. Mitchell, K. R. Mountfield,
J. 0. Artman

2920 Magnetic aftereffect in CoCr films Daniel K. Lottis, E. Dan Dahlberg,
J. A. Christner, J. I. Lee, R. L.
Peterson, R. M. White

2923 Magnetization decay in Co-Cr films Bucknell C. Webb, S. Schultz,
S. B. Oseroff

2926 Annealing effect on microstructure and magnetic properties in Fe-Cr Masatoshi Ohkoshi
sputtered films

2929 Magnetic properties and microstructure of Co-Cr-Pr vertically magnetized T. Suzuki, N. Yoshida, U. Hwang,
films Y. Uchiyama, K. Ishibashi

Force Microscopy and Domain Effects

2932 A specific model for domain-wall nucleation in thin-film Permalloy Neil Smith
microelements (invited)

2938 Magnetics of nonlaminated, bilaminated, and multilaminated permalloy C. Tsang, P. Kasiraj, M. Krounbi
stripes

2941 Effects of magnetic history on the domain structure of small NiFe shapes B. W. Corb

2944 Domain wall pinning in sputtered soft amorphous magnetic thin films Wing Kei Ho, Floyd B. Humphrey

2947 Magnetic imaging by atomic force microscope (invited) (abstract) P. Grftter, E. Meyer, H.
Heinzelmann, L. Rosenthaler,
H. R. Hidber, H.-J. GUntherodt

2947 Theory of magnetic imaging by STM force microscopy (invited) (abstract) J. J. Sdenz, N. Garcia

2948 High-resolution magnetic imaging by force microscopy (invited) (abstract) H. K. Wickramasinghe, Y. Martin

2948 Magnetoresistive measurement of the exchange constant in varied N. Smith, D. Markham, W. Doyle,
thickness Permalloy films (abstract) D. LaTourefte

Molecular Magnetam

2949 The quest for a polymeric ferromagnet: A new polymorph of 1,4-bis(2,2,6,6- Joel S. Miller, Joseph C.
tetramethyl-4-oxy-4-piperidyl-l-oxy)butadiyne (invited) Calabrese, Daniel T. Glatzhofer,

Arthur J. Epstein
2952 Ferromagnetism in molecular materials: Decamethylferrocenium A. J. Epstein, Sailesh Chittipeddi,

tetracyanoethanide (DMeFc) (TCNE) (invited) A. Chakraborty, Joel S. Miller
2957 Mossbauer spectroscopy studies of molecular magnets (invited) William Michael Reiff

lU MMM Proceedings: Part A: 2897-3620; Part B: 3621-4358



2962 Ferromagnetic interactions in organic solids: An overview of theory and J. B. Torrance, P. S. Bagus, I.
experiment (invited) Johannsen, A. I. Nazzal, S. S. P.

Parkin, P. Batail

Soft Magnetic Materials: Technical Properties

2966 Magnetic properties and domain structures in domain refined grain-oriented T. Nozawa, Y. Matsuo, H.
silicon steel (invited) Kobayashi, K. Iwayamna, N.

Takahashi

2971 7-mil-thick high-permeability grain-oriented silicon steel sheet K. Iwayama, K. Ueno, Y.
Yoshitomi, H. Nakayama, T.
Kumano

2974 Microanalysis of nonoriented P containing silicon steel Puru Liu, Fulin Li, Liang Chen,
Zhenchun Li

2977 The effect of nickel content on the ac magnetic properties of J ' )-49Co- P. M. Novotny
2V alloys

2980 The influence of size and morphology of eutectoid carbides on the D. C. Jiles
magnetic properties of carbon steels

2983 Effects of the viscosity field on the Barkhausen noise of amorphous M. Celasco, P. Mazzetti, A.
ferromagnetic materials Masoero, A. Stepanescu

2986 Use of resistivity and magnetic measurements to monitor recrystallization G. E. Fish, R. Hasegawa
of metallic glasses

2989 Harmonic signal generation from metallic glasses Ryusuke Hasegawa

2992 Magnetic state of Mn in Fe.0 NioMn,8 2 Si8 before and after crystallization R. Krishnan, K. Le Dang, P. Veillet

Hysteresis and Eddy Current Modeling

2995 Vector Preisach hysteresis models (invited) I. D. Mayergoyz

3001 Determination of the bilinear product Preisach function GyOrgy KAdAr, Edward Della Torre

3004 Vector Preisach and the moving model Edward Della Torre, GyOrgy KAdr

3007 Modeling of velocity effects in eddy current applications Nathan Ida

3010 Linear-exponential functions for eddy current analysis Konrad Weeber, Samuel
Vidyasagar, S. Ratnajeevdn H.
Hoole

3013 Perturbations in the adaptive refinement of boundary elements S. Jayakumaran,
S. Ratnajeevan H. Hoole

3016 Singularity and corner effects in a boundary element model for a short, M. R. Ahmed, P. E. Burke, J. D.
linearly magnetic conducting cylinder Layers

3019 A hybrid method for eddy current open-boundary field computation M. V. K. Chari, G. Bedrosian

3022 The natural finite element formulation of the impedance boundary condition S. Ratnajeevan H. Hoole, Konrad
in shielding structures Weeber, N. Ratnasuneeran G.

Hoole

3025 Spectrally correct finite element operators for electromagnetic vector fields A. R. Pinchuk, C. W. Crowley, P. P.
Silvester, R. L. Ferrari

Phase Transition

3028 Magnetic properties of the copper trimer chains 4-picolinium2 Cu3CI8 and 4- C. E. Zaspel, Gerald V.
picolinium Cu3 Br Rubenacker, Stuart L. Hutton,

John E. Drumheller, R. S. Rubins,
R. D. Willett, Marcus R. Bond

3031 Magnetic tricritical behavior of ethylammonium tetrachlorocuprate Jerome R. Long, Donald N.
Haines, John E. Drumheller

3034 Magnetic study of acetamidinium tetrachlorocuprete II L. Landenburger, Gerald V.
Rubenacker, John E. Drumheller,
Wan Ke Lin, K. Emerson

3036 Unusual finite size effects on critical temperature in fcc Ising J. Pommier, H. T. Diep, A. Ghazali,
antiferromagnets P. Lallemand

3039 Nonequlibrium relaxation of the Ising square lattice at the percolation D. P. Landau, S. Wansleben
threshold

Iv MMM Proceedings: Part A: 2897-3620; Part B: 3621-4358 Iv
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3041 Examination of the cluster variational method for the Ising model and some H. Leidecker, J. Hamden, J.
possible corrections (abstract) Condon

3041 Phase transition in Ising ferromagnetic lattices with fixed spins (abstract) A. Labarta, J. Marro, J. Tejada, B.
Martinez

3042 Mean-field treatment of three component spin Hamiltonian with high-order Z. Pawlowska, J. Oliker, G. F.
cubic anisotropy: Generic phases and sequences of order-order transitions Kventsel, J. Katriel
(abstract)

Itinerant Magnetism

3043 Precision measurements of the magnetization and its temperature 0. Hunter, A. S. Arrotl, A. I.
derivative of Ni and dilute Ni alloys at 290 K Grynszpan, P. Dassonvalle, P.

Langlois

3046 Band structure of cobalt by an empirical approach J. S. Nelson, C. Y. Fong, C. M.
Perov

3049 Electronic properties of Co _,Cr. J. S. Nelson, C. Y. Fong, Inder P.
Batra

3052 Spin-polarized relativistic LMTO method H. Ebert, P. Strange, B. L. Gyorffy

3055 Theory of circularly polarized x-ray absorption by ferromagnetic Fe H. Ebert, P. Strange, B. L. Gyorffy

3058 Fractional quantized nesting for the spin-density waves induced by a G. Faini, F. Pesty, P. Garoche
magnetic field

3061 Thermodynamic investigations of the field-induced spin-density wave: F. Pesty, G. Faini, P. Garoche
Significant departure from Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer behavior at high
field

3064 The role of hybridization in U(Ru,Rh)AI P. A. Veenhuizen, J. C. P. Klaasse,
F. R. de Boer, V. Sechovsky, L.
Havela

3067 Electronic properties of UNi(AI,Ga) V. Sechovsky, H. Maletta, L.
Havela, P. A. Veenhuizen, F. R.
de Boer

3070 5f magnetism in (U,Th)CoSn V. Sechovsky, L. Havela, G.
Hilscher, N. Pillmayr, A. V.
Andreev, P. A. Veenhuizen, F. R.
de Boer

3073 Thermodynamics of free electrons in helical magnetic fields Miguel Calvo

3076 Electromagnetic gauge invariance and orbital motion in field-induced spin- P. Lederer, D. Poilblanc
density-wave collective modes: Magnetorotons (abstract)

30-6 The contribution of Cu2 -Cu2 I pairs to EPR (abstract) Guo-Yin Shen, Chang-qing Xu,
Gui-Ru Bai

Critical Phonomena

3077 Surface and size effects in magnetic phase transitions (invited) D. P. Landau, K. Binder

3082 Bond randomness at [sing criticality Rajiv R. P. Singh, Michael E.
Fisher

3083 First-order phase transition induced by quantum fluctuations in Heisenberg A. B. Harris, E. Rastelli
helimagnets

3086 Critical properties of helical magnets and triangular antiferromagnets Hikaru Kawamura
3089 Spin fluctuations in EuS above Tc: Comparison with asymptotic P. BOni, G. Shirane, H. G. Bohn,

renormalization-group theory W. Zinn

3092 On the ferro-cone-fan magnetic transitions in MnP C. C. Becerra, N. F. Oliveira, Jr.,
A. C. Migliano

3095 3
,P NMR relaxation study of spin dynamics in layered transition-metal J. Ziolo, S. Torre, A. Rigamonti, F.

compounds MPX3  Borsa

3098 Crossover of the spectral weight function: A new interpretation of some Lee Chow, David Fisher
large q neutron scattering data (abstract)

3098 Multicritical point in the magnetic phase diagram of CsNiCI3 (abstract) A. Cailli, L. M. Plumer, Kevin
Hood

MMM Proceedings: Part A: 2897-3620; Part 8: 3621-4358 V
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Magneto-optic Isolators and Materials

3099 Thin-film garnet materials with zero linear birefringence for magneto-optic R. Wolfe, V. J. Fratello, M.
waveguide devices (invited) McGlashan-Powell

3104 Anisotropy of the linear magnetic birefringence in erbium iron garnet M. Guillot, H. Le Gall, P.
Feldmann, A. Marchand

3107 Magnetization anomalies and temperature-dependent hole localization in M. Pardavi-HorvAth, A.
the Ca2 Fe'*Ga3 T: yttrium iron garet system Thavendrarajah, P. E. Wigen, P.

De Gasperis

3110 Photomagnetism in Ca2 Fe 4 -doped yttrium iron garnet M. Pardavi-HorvAth, P. E. Wigen,
G. V~rtesy

3113 Temperature dependence of Faraday rotation in Bi-substituted terbium iron H. Umezawa, Y. Yokoyama, N.
garnet films Koshizuka

3116 Kerr rotation spectra of Bi-substituted polycrystalline YCaVln iron garnets Shoukhrat Egamov, Guiqin Wang,
Shiyuan Zhang, Hao Wang,
Hongru Zhai

3118 Overview of magneto-optic isolator materials and devices (invited) K. Tsushima
(abstract)

3118 Faraday rotator materials for lasers (invited) (abstract) M. J. Weber

Symposium on Rare-Earth Iron Magnets

3119 Magnetic and structural studies of erbium-iron-manganese-boron alloy C. D. Fuerst, G. P. Meisner, F. E.
(invited) Pinkerton, W. B. Yelon

3124 Multi-ion crystal field analysis: Methodology and application to E. B. Boltich
(Er.Pri -) Fe,,B (invited)

3130 Structure and properties of some novel ternary Fe-rich rare-earth K. H. J. Buschow
intermetallics (invited)

3136 Disclinations: The magnetism and the magnetic anisotropies of the rare- R. E. Watson, L. H. Bennett, M.
earth-3d transition-metal hard magnets (invited) Melamud

3139 Magnetic anisotropy energy in single crystal Y, 8Er. 2 Fe14B (invited) C. M. Williams, N. C. Koon, B. N.
(abstract) Das

Bubbles, Bloch Unes, and Other Magnetic Memories
3140 Epitaxial Fe films on GaAs for hybrid semiconductor-magnetic memories Ernst Schloemann, Randal

Tustison, Jehoshua Weissman,
H. Jerrold Van Hook, Thomas
Varitimos

3143 Performance improvement of bubble memories using Bi-substituted bubble P. Thayamballi
films

3146 A Permalloy-access bubble-memory dual-function gate J. R. Kelly

3149 Magnetoresistivity in NiFeCo multilayer films J. H. Hur, C. S. Comstock, A. V.
Pohm, L. A. Pearey

3151 Thermal noise limitations to 2 x 20-y m 2 magnetore!4istive memory element R. I. Waite, A. V. Pohm, C. S.
thresholds Comstock

3153 Direct Bloch line optical observation (invited) A. Thiaville, F. Boileau, J. Miltat, L.
Arnaud

3159 Direct investigations of Bloch line memory functions by wall resonance J. Heidmann, H. Krause. J.
spectroscopy Engemann

3162 Wide domain walls and Bloch lines in Permalloy and Co-Fe films using Kerr P. J. Ryan, T. B. Mitchell
effect microscopy

3165 Generation of vertical Bloch lines in ion-implanted (111) garnet films J. J. Fernandez-de-Castro, F. J.
Friedlaender

3168 Nonuniform wall motion in magnetic stripe domains and its effect on M. R. Lian, F. B. Humphrey
vertical Bloch line propagation

3171 Controlling Bloch lines and domain chopping for multiple stripes aligned in K. Matsuyama, K. Nakamura, H.
parallel Asada, T. Suzuki, K. Fujimoto, S.

Konishi

V MMM Proceedings: Part A: 2897-3620; Part B: 3621-4358 vi
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-- Eddy Current Application and Coupled Phenomena

3174 Modeling of magnetization characteristics and faster magnetodynamic field Y. Saito, Y. Kishino, K. Fukushima,
computation (invited) S. Hayano, N. Tsuya

3179 Numerical micromagnetics by the finite element method. II D. R. Fredkin, T. R. Koehler

3182 Finite element optimization of field configuration for the eddy current testing R. Palanisamy, 0. J. Varonis
of roller bearing rib rings

3185 A coupled field finite element for magnetostructural analysis Dale F. Ostergaard

3188 Electromagnetic field analysis of unbalanced regimes of synchronous I. D. Mayergoyz, F. P. Emad, M. A.
machines Sherif

3191 Magnetic field gene-ated by lightning protection system A. Geri, G. M. Veca

3194 Eddy current losses in composite and/or multibodies withp, ?! 1 M. Taher Ahmed, J. D. Lavers,
P. E. Burke

3197 Finite element modeling of electromagnetic resonators and absorbers J. R. Brauer, R. H. Vander Heiden,
A. B. Bruno

3200 Scattering from an infinite, finitely conducting cylinder by finite element A. B. Bruno, J. R. Brauer
analysis

Composition Modulation and Multilayers

3203 Magnetic properties and film structures of Fe/C multilayers Toshio Kobayashi, Ryoichi
Nakatani, Shigekazu Ootomo,
Noriyuki Kumasaka

3206 Magnetic properties of amorphous Fe-Si compositionally modulated thin B. Martinez, M. A. Moreu, A.

films Labarta, X. Obradors, J. Tejada

3209 Magnetization of Ni-Si, Co-Si, and Fe-Si layered systems C. L. Foiles, J. M. Slaughter

3212 Enhancement of perpendicular anisotropy in amorphous GdCo and TbFe Hiroshi Yamamoto, Masaichi
films prepared by alternative bias sputtering Tanaka, Masahiko Naoe

3215 Ellipsometric and magneto-optic properties of sputtered dysprosium-iron Thomas E. Tiwald, John A.
multilayers Woollam, D. J. Sellmyer

3218 Magnetic properties, anisotropy, and microstructure of sputtered rare-earth Z. S. Shan, S. Nais, K. D.
iron multilayers Aylesworth, D. J. Sellmyer

3221 Structural, electrical, and magnetic properties of Fe/Pd superlattices A. Boufelfel, R. M. Emrick, J. L.
(abstract) Makous, Charles M. Falco,

Charles Majkrzak

3221 Structural and magnetic studies of Fe/W metallic superlattices (abstract) A. Boufelfel, Roy M. Emrick,
Charles M. Falco

3222 Hyperfine field measurements of Co-Cr multilayered films (abstract) M. B. Stearns, Y. D. Zhang, J. I.
Budnick

3223 Magnetic aftereffect in textured Ni/Cu compositionally modulated alloys U. Atzmony, L. J. Swartzendruber,
(abstract) L. H. Bennett, D. Lashmore, R. E.

Watson, M. Rubinstein, P. Lubitz

Thin Films, Sandwiches, and Small Particles

3224 Magnetic and structural studies in Co-Al thin films A. Tsoukatos, B. Dale, J.
Strzeszewski, G. C. Hadjipanayis

3227 X-ray diffraction determination of stress in magnetron-sputtered Permalloy C. D. England, C. M. Falco, J. A.
films Aboaf

3230 Iron nitride thin films prepared by facing targets sputtering A. Morisako, K. Takahashi, M.
Matsumoto, M. Naoe

3233 The dependence of coercivities of ultrafine Fe particles on packing fraction K. Bridger, J. Watts, C. L. Chien
and microstructure

"936 Magnetic anisotropy and granulometri of Ni/CeO2 catalyst A. Mauger, M. Escome, V. Paul-
Boncour, A. Percheron-Guegan,
J. C. Achard, J. Barrault

3239 Magnetic filtration of submicron hematite particles M. F. Haque, R. Aidun, C. Moyer,
S. Arais

3241 Nonlinear magnetic susceptibility tensors of ferromagnetic films Longpei Shi

V| MMM Proceedings: Part A: 2897-3620; Part B: 3621-4358 Vii
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3244 Exchange coupling between a soft and a hard ferromagnetic thin film K. Ounadjela, G. Suran

3247 Magnetic profile in Tb-Fe and Tb-Fe/Ni-Fe bilayer films (abstract) R. 0. Hilleke, G. P. Felcher, F.
Hellman, E. M. Gyorgy

3247 The structural model of the interglobular voids in chains of magnetic metal D. R. Mehandiev, I. D. Dragieva,
powders (abstract) M. S. Slavcheva, 0. T. Buchkov

Thin Films: Longitudinal Recording

3248 Micromagnetic studies of thin metallic films (invited) Jian-Gang Zhu, H. Neal Bertram

3254 Density dependence of noise in thin metallic longitudinal media Jaekyun J. Moon, L. Richard
Carley, Romney R. Katti

3257 Relationship between the transition width and the zigzag wavelength X. Y. Zhang, H. Suhl, P. K. George

3260 Low-noise metal medium for high-density longitudinal recording J. A. Christner, R. Ranlan, R. L.
Peterson, J. I. Lee

3263 The effect of Cr and W nucleation layers on the magnetic properties of J. K. Howard
CoPt films

3266 Micro/magnetic structural development in Co-Ni-Cr and Co-Ni-Cr/Cr films J.-W. Lee, K. R. Mountfield, D. E.
for longitudinal recording media Laughlin

3269 The crystal growth and magnetic properties of sputtered Co-Ni films on bcc Hyung J. Lee
polycrystalline underlayers

3272 The microstructure of iron oxide thin films Cherngye Hwang, Mao-Min Chen,
Gilbert Castillo

3275 Wear resistance of iron oxide thin films Mao-Min Chen, Judy Lin, Tsai-Wei
Wu, Gilbert Castillo

3278 Spacing dependence of magnetic recording with a single thin-film head and C. Michael Jefferson, I. A.
disk (abstract) Beardsley

3278 Microstructure of oblique incidence CoNi thin films (abstract) H.-M. Ho, G. Thomas, J.-S. Gau

Magnetic Semiconductors

3279 Fe-based semimagnetic semiconductors (invited) Andrzej Mycielski

3285 Diluted magnetic semiconductor superlattices for magnetic studies of J. M. Hong, D. D. Awschalom, L. L.
dimensional crossover (invited) Chang, Armin SegmUller

3291 Activated dynamic scaling and magnetic ordering in Cd, ,Mn,Te :Spin S. Geschwind, A. T. Ogielski, G.
glass or random antiferromagnet? (invited) Devlin, J. Hegarty, P. Bridenbaugh

3297 Spin dynamics in Zn, -MnTe T. M. Giebultowicz, J. J. Rhyne,
W. Y. Ching, D. L. Huber, J. K.
Furdyna

3300 Electroreflectance and wavelength-modulated reflectivity spectra of Jolanta Stankiewicz, Jose R.
Zn, -MnSe alloys Fermin

3303 Magnetic and crystallographic characterization of Zn0 78Fe,2 2Se and FeSe B. T. Jonker, J. J. Krebs, S. B.
films on GaAs (001) Qadri, G. A. Prinz, F. Volkening,

N. C. Koon

3306 The mechanism of the high conduction state in the Ca2 Ge" :YIG system S. H. Yuan, M. Pardavi-Horvhth,
P. E. Wigen, P. De Gasperis

3309 Magnetoreflectivity study of excitons in Zn, ,FeSe epilayers (abstract) X. Liu, A. Petrou, G. A. Prinz, B. T.
Jonker, J. J. Krebs, J. Wamock

R-Fe-B Magnetic Hardening and Microstructure

3310 Domain wall pinning versus nucleation of reversed domains in R-Fe-B George C. Hadjipanayis, A. Kim
magnets (invited)

3316 Demagnetization process of sintered R,7Fe. 3 ,B. magnets (R=Nd or Pr) Y. Otani, H. Miyajima, S.
Chikazumi, S. Hirosawa, M.
Sagawa

3319 Effect of heat treatment on grain-boundary microstructure in Nd-Fe-B Y. Tsubokawa, R. Shimizu, S.
sintered magnet Hirosawa, M. Sagawa

3321 Evidence for domain wall pinning by a magnetic grain-boundary phase in K. J. Strnat, H. F. Mildrum, M.
sintered Nd-Fe-B based permanent magnets Tokunaga, H. Harada
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3324 Hard magnetic properties of melt-spun Nd-Co-Fe-B materials C. D. Fuerst, J. F. Herbst

3327 Magnetic properties and microstructure of iron-based rare-earth magnets S. Z. Zhou, C. Guo, 0. Hu
with low-temperature coefficients

3330 Crystallization and texturing in rapidly quenched Nd2FeI4B, and Nd,,Fe77 B. Guo-hau Tu, Z. Altounian, D. H.
Ryan, J. 0. Strom-Olsen

3333 Evidence for particle interaction effects in Nd-Fe-B ribbons (abstract) F. E. Pinkerton

3333 Al2.0 additions to Fe-Nd-B magnets: Can pinning be achieved? (abstract) R. Ramesh, G. Thomas, B. M. Ma

3334 Al-Fe-Nd-B magnets: Where does the Al go? (abstract) R. Ramesh, J. K. Chen, G.
Thomas, B. M. Ma

Microwave Propagation, Resonance, and Devices

3335 Second-order term effect on the dispersion characteristics of a P. De Gasperis, R. Marcelli, G.
magnetostatic delay line Miccoli

3338 Propagation of an extraordinary wave in a thin ferrite film in the absence of David J. Halchin
an external magnetic field

3341 Magnetostatic resonance of holes J. C. Peuzin, J. C. Gay

3344 Brillouin light scattering detection of ferromagnetic resonance in thin films G. Srinivasan, C. E. Patton, J. G.
Booth

3347 Photothermal characterization of inhomogeneous ferromagnetic resonance 0. V. Geisau, U. Netzelmann, J.
absorption in ferrites Pelzl

3350 A contribution to the ferromagnetic resonance linewidth of M-phase barium E. Tsantes, L. M. Silber
ferrite

3353 Effective linewidth measurements at 36 GHz in hexagonal and cubic W. D. Wilber, L. M. Silber
ferrites

3356 A three-octave-band bandwidth Y circulator (abstract) Young Mouh Duh

Magnetic Field Computation

3357 Toward an algorithm to make cuts for magnetic scalar potentials in finite P. R. Kotiuga
element meshes

3360 Variational principles for three-dimensional magnetostatics based on P. R. Kotiuga
helicity

3363 Forces in finite-element magnetostatics using co-energy related estimation S. McFee, D. A. Lowther, J. P.
of field accuracy Webb

3366 The strategic dual image method: An extremely simple procedure for open Y. Saito, K. Takahashi, S. Hayano
field problems

3369 A meaningful post-processing method based on a locally orthogonal Y. Saito, S. Ikeguchi, S. Hayano
discretization

3372 Head saturation in magnetic recording J. P. Peng, J. R. Varner

3375 Three-dimensional finite-element analysis of recording heads D. A. Lowther, T. M. Coughlin

3378 Erasing magnetic recording media K. C. Wiesen, R. R. Katti, S. H.
Charap, M. H. Kryder

3381 Analytical solutions for the three-dimensional side-fringing field of magnetic I. D. Mayergoyz, Dan S.
recording heads Bloomberg

3384 Automatic field problem formulation for CAE stations S. Ratnajeevan H. Hoole, Samuel
Vidyasagar, Konrad Weeber

3387 Reassessment of matrix solvers in repeated solution (abstract) A. W. Anandaraj,
S. Ratnajeevan H. Hoole

Amorphous Materials and Magnetization

3388 Magnetic moment suppression in rapidly solidified Co-TE-B alloys A. Mitra Ghemawat, M. E.
McHenry, R. C. O'Handley

3391 The thermal behavior of the criticai magnetic field in amorphous ribbons R. Montes de Oca, E. Amano, R.
Valenzuela

3394 Miniaturization limit of a cloth inductor H. Matsuki, H. Miyazawa, K.
Murakami, T. Yamamoto
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3397 Low-temporature magnetic susceptibility of Fe-B amorphous alloys R. Puniak, W. Dmowski
(abstract)

3397 Magnetic properties of Co-B-C amorphous alloys melt-quenched beyond Montse Pont, K. V. Rao, A. Inoue,
the eutectic regime (abstract) T. Masumoto

3398 Temperature hysteresis and relaxation effects in amorphous Fe-Ni-Zr C. E. Violet, R. J. Borg, K. V. Rao,
alloys (abstract) J. Noques, R. D. Taylor, A. P.

Batra

Rare Earths and Actinides

3399 Electron-hole interaction in TmSe, _Te, under pressure J. Neuenschwander, P. Wachter,
W. Bohrer, P. Fischer

3402 Variational ground state for the periodic Anderson model Samuel P. Bowen, Jay D. Mancini

3405 Heavy fermion behavior in CePtSi and CeRuSi L. Rebelsky, K. Reilly, S. Horn, H.
Borges, J. D. Thompson, J. 0.
Willis, R. Aikin, R. Caspari, C. D.
Bredl

3408 Magnetic susceptibilities of actinide 3d-metal intermetallic compounds R. Bechara Muniz, J.
d'Albuquerque e Castro, A.
Troper, A. A. Gomes

3411 CeSi: A non-Kondo trivalent Ce compound S.A. Shaheen

3414 Anisotropy of the upper critical field in the magnetic heavy-fermion V. V. Moshchalkov, F. Aliev, V.
superconductor URu2Si2  Kovachik, M. Zalyaljutdinov,

T. T. M. Palstra, A. A. Menovsky,
J. A. Mydosh

3417 Magnetic order in the Kondo-lattice compound CePdln E. BrUck, M. van Sprang, J. C. P.
Klaasse, F. R. de Boer

3420 Field-dependent behavior of longitudinal ultrasonic attenuation in UPt 3  M.-F. Xu, A. Schenstrom, H.-P.
Baum, Y. J. Qian, J. B. Ketterson,
D. Hinks, M. Levy, Bimal K. Sarma

3422 A resistance minimum in an alloy of only "impurity" atoms (abstract) Warren E. Henry

3422 Narrow bands and magnetic properties of heavy fermions (abstract) F. Marabelli, P. Wachter

Particulate Recording Materials

3423 Micromagnetic predictions for barium ferrite particles (invited) R. H. Victors

3429 Overwrite modulation in Ba-ferrite particulate media D. E. Speliotis

3432 Magnetization reversal in Ba-ferrite particulate media D. E. Speliotis

3435 The mechanism of nucleation in uniaxial ferromagnets Ching-Ray Chang, D. R. Fredkin

3438 Overwrite temperature dependence for magnetic recording Takayuki Takeda, Katsumichi
Tagami, Takaaki Watanabe

3441 Orientation of acicular particles in magnetic tape 0. I. Paul, B.I. Finkelstein

3443 Recording characteristics of tapes prepared using iron oxide particles S. Aoyama, K. Sumiya, M.
treated with organic titanate Kishimoto, M. Amemiya

3446 Temperature dependence of magnetization time decay in particulate S. B. Oseroff, Z. Dai, C. H. Chan,
magnetic media (abstract) V. M. T bin, S. Schultz

Crystalline Magnetic Multilayers

3447 Magnetic rare-earth superlattices (invited) C. F. Majkrzak, Doon Gibbs, P.
Boni, Alan I. Goldman, J. Kwo, M.
Hong, T. C. Hsieh, R. M. Fleming,
D. B. McWhan, Y. Yafet, J. W.
Cable, J. Bohr, H. Grimm, C. L.
Chien

3453 Interfayer exchange in magnetic superlattices (invited) Y. Yafet, J. Kwo, M. Hong, C. F.
Majkrzak, T. O'Brien

3458 Magnetic characterization of Er/Y superlattices J. A. Borchers, M. B. Salamon, R.
Du, C. P. Flynn, J. J. Rhyne, R. W.
Erwin
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3461 Magnetoelasticity and structure of Er/Y superlattices R. W. Erwin, J. J. Rhyne, J.
Borchers, M. B. Salamon, R. Du,
C. P. Flynn

3464 Magnetic properties of sandwiches and superlattices of fcc Fe(001) grown J. R. Dutcher, B. Heinrich, J. F.
on Cu(001) substrates Cochran, D. A. Steigerwald, W. F.

Egelhoff, Jr.
3467 Magnetic and structural properties of Fe(100)/Ag(100) single-crystal J. J. Krebs, B. T Jonker, G. A.

multilayer films with ultrathin Fe layers Prinz

3470 Structures and magnetic properties of Fe/Ag multilayer films prepared by Y. Kozono, M. Komuro, S.
sputtering and ultrahigh-vacuum depositions Narishige, M. Hanazono, Y. Sugita

3473 Static and dynamic magnetic properties of Fe-Cr-layered structures with F. Saurenbach, U. Walz, L.
antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange Hinchey, P. Gr~nberg, W. Zinn

3476 Co-Mo thin films with an artificially layered structure Noboru Sato
3479 Perpendicular anisotropy in Pd/Co multilayers H. J. G. Draaisma, F. J. A.

den Broader, W. J. M. de Jonge

Itinerant Magnetism and Electronic Structure

3482 Local spin-density functional theory of noncollinear magnetism (invited) J. KObler, K.-H. HOck, J. Sticht,
A. R. Williams

3487 Mn magnetism and magnetic structures in RMn 2  R. Ballou, J. Deportes, R. Lemaire,
B. Ouladdiaf

3490 Effects of chemical and magnetic disorder in FeooMno s D. D. Johnson, F. J. Pinski, G. M.
Stocks

3493 All-electron study of c(2 x 2) S chemisorbed above magnetic Fe(001) S. A. Chubb, W. E. Pickett

3496 Spin fluctuations in Ni above T¢ P. Rusek, J. Callaway

3499 Spin-resolved photoemission from Fe 3Pt(001) Invar and r-Fe films (invited) C. Carbone, G. S. Sohal, E. Kisker,
E. F. Wassermann

3503 The near-edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy of RT2Si2 and RT2Ge2  P. H. Ansari, B. Qi, G. Liang, I.
compounds Perez, F. Lu, M. Croft

3506 Spin-polarized photoelectron diffraction: A new probe of short-range C. S. Fadley, B. Sinkovic, B. D.
magnetic order (invited) (abstract) Hermsmeier, J. Osterwalder

R-Fe Alloying and Processing

3507 Effects of silicon and aluminum additions on magnetic properties of rapidly F. Matsumoto, H. Sakamoto, M.
quenched Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets Komiya, M. Fujikura

3510 Magnetizability of Nd-Fe-B-type magnets with Dy additions M. Tokunaga, M. Endoh, H.
Harada, S. R. Trout

3513 Misch-metal-iron based magnets W. Gong, G. C. Hadjipanayis

3516 The effects of various alloying elements on modifying the elevated Y. Xiao, S. Liu, H. F. Mildrum, K. J.
temperature magnetic properties of sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets Strnat, A. E. Ray

3519 High coercivity Nd-Fe-B magnets with lower dysprosium content A. S. Kim

3522 Elevated temperature study of Nd-Fe-B-based magnets with cobalt and D. R. Gauder, M. H. Froning, R. J.
dysprosium additions White, A. E. Ray

3525 Fe-Nd-B permanent magnet prepared by hot extrusion of rapidly solidified C. J. Yang, R. Ray
melt-spun filaments

3528 Grain growth and alignment in hot deformed Nd-Fe-B magnets Raja K. Mishra, Earl G. Brewer,
Robert W. Lee

3531 A texture study of anisotropic sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets W. C. Chang, T. B. Wu, K. S. Liu

3534 X-ray determination of alignment in FeNdB magnets S.Z. Zhou, Y. X. Zhou, C. D.
Graham, Jr.

3537 Radiation-induced changes in magnetic properties of Nd-Fe-B permanent R. D. Brown, J. R. Cost
magnets (abstract)

3537 Thermal aging and storage characteristics of rapidly solidified Nd-Fe-B E. E. Welker, M. S. Guthrie
powder (abstract)
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Low-Dimensional Magnetism

3538 Quantum energy gap in two quasi-one-dimensional S= 1 Heisenberg J. P. Renard, M. Verdaguer. L. P,
antiferromagnets (invited) Regnault, W. A. C. Erkelens, J.

Rossat-Mignod, J. Ribas, W. G.
Stirting, C. Vettier

3543 Quantum spin chains and the conformal anomaly Jill C. Bonner, John B. Parkinson

3546 The Ising model between one and two dimensions M. A. Novotny

3548 Magnetic biretinngence of two S = 1/2 Heisenberg antiterromagnetic chains A. C. Lamas, C. P. Landee

3551 Low-dimensional magnetic systems; from 1D to 3D ferrimagnets M. Drillon, E. Coronado, M.
Belaiche, R. L. Carlin

3554 Neutron scattering investigation of a quasi-two-dimensional planar D. G. Wiesler, H. Zabel
ferromagnet

3557 Quasi-one- and two-dimensional antiferromagnetism in a-FeC20,.2H20 Satoru Simizu, S. A. Friedberg
and a-MnC 20 4.2H20

3560 Scaling behavior in the S= 1 antiferromagnetic XXZ chain (abstract) J. C. Bonner, G. Miller, J. B.
Parkinson

3560 Thermodynamics of the diluted classical spin Heisenberg chain with single X. Y. Dong, S. Ahmed, A. R.
ion anisotropy (abstract) McGurn

Compounds and Magnetochemistry

3561 Effects of electric and magnetic fields on the convective heat transfer in M. F. Haque, Sigurds Arais, C. A.
gaseous 02 and N20 Moyer, E. E. Anderson, E. Blums

3563 Magnetic properties, hyperfine interactions, and spin dynamics in the layer J. Ziolo, M. Corti, F. Borsa, A.
compounds CsVF4 and RbVF, Rigamonti, A. Paleari, G. Spinolo

3566 Single-crystal ac susceptibility measurements on [Co(NH3)6][CuCl], a 3D, Mary C. Moron, Fernando Palacio,
S= 112 Heisenberg antiferromagnet Josefina Pons, Jaime Casabo,

K. E. Merabet, Richard L. Carlin

3569 Magnetic and structural properties of Mn(SCN)2 (ROH)2 compounds G. C. DeFotis, E. M. McGhee,
K. R. Echols, R. S. Wiese

3572 Crystal structure and magnetic properties of [Co(py)2 (H20) 2Br 2] Richard L. Carlin, Danny Shum,
Ekk Sinn

3575 Magnetic ac susceptibilities of CsMnF4.2H 20 and NH4MnF4.2H20 weak Mercedes Andrs, Fernando
ferromagnets (abstract) Palacio, Fernando Lahoz

3575 Magnetochemistry of chromium (Ill) (abstract) K. E. Merabet, R. Burriel,
Richard L. Carlin

3576 Magnetic properties of some FeCI4 salts (abstract) Carol Lowe, J. A. Zora, K. R.
Seddon, Richard L. Carlin

Magnetic Compounds and Alloys. I

3577 Magnetic phase transition in Yo91Dyoo 3  J. A. Gotaas, J. J. Rhyne, L. E.
Wenger, J. A. Mydosh

3580 X-ray scattering study of the magnetic phase transformation in GdB6 R. M. Galera, D. P. Osterman, J. D.
Axe, S. Kunii, T. Kasuya

3583 Anomalous electrical and magnetic properties of gadolinium hexaboride Naushad Ali

3586 Magnetic properties of YCo,2B6 and GdCo,2 B. intermetallics M. Rosenberg, M. Mittag, K. H. J.
Buschow

3589 Crystal structure of R(Ti,Fe),2(R = Nd,Sm) compound N. C. Liu, N. Kamprath, L.
Wickramasekara, F. J. Cadieu,
H. H. Stadelmaier

3592 A CaCu5-type samarium-iron phase stabilized by zirconium addition Chin Lin, Yun-Xi Sun, Zheng-Hua
Lou

3595 On the snisotropy energies for YC 5 , RCo,, Y2Co,7, and R2Co, 7  H. Takahashi, K. Hikosaka, S.
Ohtsuka, A. Seo, T. Ukai, N. Mori

3598 Neutron inelastic experiments on actinide dioxides: Search for crystal-field S. Kern, J. Morris, C. K. Loong,
levels in NpO2  G. L. Goodman, G. H. Lander, B.

Cort
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3601 Studies of the magnetization densities in Pu compounds; determination of G. H. Lander, M. Wulff, J.
the degree of localization Rebizant, J. C. Spidet, P. J. Brown,

0. Vogt

3604 Magnetic structure of UCu2Si2 and U(Cu 075Mn0.25)2Si2  A. L. Giorgi. A. C. Lawson, J. A.
Goldstone, K. J. Volin, J. 0.
Jorgensen

Magnetic Compounds and Alloys. If
3606 Determination of the absolute magnetic moment direction in Cr2O3 using F. Tasset, P. J. Brown, J. B.

generalized polarization analysis Forsyth

3609 On magnetic transitions in dilute Cr-Ga and Cr-Ge alloys P. Smit, H. L. Alberta

3611 On the magnetic structure of noncollinear r-Fe 0 Mn30  T. Takahashi, T. Ukai, N. Mori

3614 Magnetic anisotropy induced by magnetic field cooling in Ni3Mn alloys T. Yamauchi, H. Miyajima, S.
Chikazumi

3617 Neutron scattering and magnetic susceptibilities of dilute PtCo alloys R. E. Parra, R. A. Lopez
calculated by Monte Carlo methods

3620 Temperature hysteresis and time-dependent effect in the initial U. Atzmony, L. J. Swartzendruber,
susceptibility of rapidly solidified Monel (abstract) L. H. Bennett

3620 Magnetic and structural properties of MMNi..,5Fe. 85 and its hydride F. W. Oliver, W. Morgan, E. C.
(abstract) Hammond, L. Bang-Zheng, L.

-- .~Meng-Zhao, A. Thorpe

) Thermo-magneto-optic Materials

3621 The TM dependence of the magneto-optic signal in GdTb-TM thin films D. K. Hairston, M. H. Kryder

3624 The effects of deposition conditions on microstructure and magnetic J.-W. Lee, H-P. D. Shieh, M. H.
properties of TbFeCo Kryder, D. E. Laughlin

3627 Microstructure and stability of rf-diode sputtered GdTbFeCo thin films H-P. D. Shieh, M. Hong, S.
Nakahara

3630 Characterization of amorphous TbFeCo films for magneto-optical media M. F. Ruane, J. Calkins

3633 Single ion model for magnetostriction in rare-earth-transition-metal Yoshio Suzuki, Norio Ohta
amorphous films

3636 Magneto-optical properties of PtMnSb films prepared by facing targets M. Naoe, N. Kitamura, M. Shoji, A.
sputtering Nagai

3639 Microstructure of sputtered garnet films for magneto-optical recording K. Shono, H. Kano, N. Koshino, S.
media Ogawa

3642 Improvement in optical and magnetic properties of Bi-substituted garnet M. Gomi, K. Satoh, M. Abe
sputtered films for magneto-optical recording

3645 Magnetic anisotropy in TbFe thin films prepared at oblique incidence Sung-Chul Shin, Ashok K.
Agarwala

3648 Materials for magneto-optic data storage (invited) (abstract) Alan E. Bell

Surface and Interfacial Magnetism - , . J " " -

3649 Long-range magnetic reconstruction of ferromagnetic films with diffused J. R. Cullen, K. B. Hathaway,
interfaces J. M. D. Coey

3652 Monolayer ferromagnetism of Fe(1 10) on W(t 10) studied by Mossbauer M. Przybylski, U. Gradmann
spectroscopy

3655 Structural and magnetic properties of Au/Pd/Au sandwiches: A total Soon C. Hong, C. L. Fu, A. J.
energy all-electron approach Freeman

3657 Magnetic proximity effects for Fe films across a thin Ag barrier Z. 0. Oiu, H. Tang, Y. W. Du, G. P.
Stem, J. C. Walker

3659 Effects of magnetic surface anisotropy near the (110) Fe/MnF2 interface H. Tang, Z. Q. Qlu, Y. W. Du, G. P.
Sem, J. C. Walker

3662 Magnetic properties of molecular-beam epitaxial grown (100) iron films D. K. Lottis, J. Florczak. E. Dan
Dahlberg, S. Batra, A. M.
Wowchak, P. I. Cohen

3664 Surface magnetism of oxygen and hydrogen adsorption on Ni(1 11) H. J. Elmers, U. Gradmann
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3667 Ferromagnetc order at Tb surfaces above the bulk Curie temperature C. Rau, C. Jin, M. Robert

3669 Magnetization depth profiling with low-energy electron spectroscopy and J. Woods, A. Ushioda, M.M.
MOKE Donovan, S. W. Sun, M. Tobise,

R. C. O'Handley

3672 Substrate modified growth of epitaxial Fe films (abstract) S. Batra, A. M. Wowchak, P. I.
Cohen, D. K. Lottis, E. D. Dahlberg

Valence Fluctuations and Heavy Fermlons

3673 Collective density fluctuations in heavyermion systems (invited) P. Fulde, K. W. Becker

3676 Electronic structure of the light actinide oxides from electron spectroscopy 0. Gunnarsson, D. D. Sarma, F. U.
(invited) Hillebrecht, K. Sch(nhammer

3680 Photoemission study of 5f localization in UPd 3 _-(Pt,Rh), A. J. Arko, D. D. Koelling, B. D.
Dunlap, A. W. Mitchell, C.
Capasso, M. del Giudice

3683 Basis of strong change of hybridization-induced magnetic ordering between N. Kioussis, B. R. Cooper, J. M.
CeSb and CeTe Wills

3686 Shift in maximum of sound attenuation with magnetic field in UPt H.-P. Baum, M.-F. Xu, Y. J. Qian,
A. Schenstrom, J. B. Ketterson,
D. H. Hinks, M. Levy, B. K. Sarma

3689 Magnetization measurements on (Ce,Gd)A3  A. S. Edelstein, R. L. Holtz

3692 Unstable valence rare earths ion implanted into transition metals: Valence F. Lu, S. Gunapala, M. Croft, N. G.
variation studies Stoffel, M. L. den Boer

3695 Photoemission and BIS spectra of narrow-band uranium systems (abstract) P. S. Riseborough

R-Fe New Phases and Intrinsic Properties .- .>

3696 The magnetic properties of Sm-Ti-Fe and Nd-Ti-Fe hard and soft sputtered N. Kamprath, L. Wickramasekara.,
phases H. Hegde, N. C. Liu, J. K. D.

Jayanetti, F. J. Cadieu

3699 Magnetic properties of rapidly quenched and annealed Fe,oRTi and related Z. R. Zhao, Y. G. Ran, K. 0.
alloys Aylesworth, D. J. Sellmyer, E.

Singleton, J. Strzeszewski, G. C.
Hadjipanayis

3702 Intrinsic magnetic properties of SmTiFeo Ying-chang Yang, Lin-shu Kong,
Shu-he Sun, Dong-mei Gu, Ben-
pei Cheng

3704 Magnetic properties of rare-earth transition-metal boddes S. H. Aly, E. Singleton, G. C.
Hadjipanayis, D. J. Sellmyer, Z. R.
Zhao

3707 The enhancement of the magnetic properties of Fe-Cr-Co-Mo S. Sugimoto, M. Okada, M.
polycrystalling permanent magnet alloys by cold rolling and annealing Homma

3710 The effect of Ga substitution on the magnetic properties of Nd 2Fe 14B, A. T. Pedziwiatr, S. G. Sankar,
Pr2Fe14B, and PrCos W. E. Wallace

3713 Analysis of high-field magnetization measurements on R2Fe,4B single D. Givord, H. S. Li, J. M. Cadogan,
crystals (R =Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm) J. M. D. Coey, J. P. Gavigan, 0.

Yamada, H. Maruyama, M.
Sagawa, S. Hirosawa

3716 Electronic structure and spin density of Gd 2Fe14B W. Y. Ching, Zong-Quan Gu

3719 An NMR study of tetragonal Nd 2Fe ,B and Nd2Fe 1,4 ,CoB Y. D. Zhang, J. I. Budnick, E.
Potenziani II, A. T. Pedziwiatr,
W. E. Wallace, P. Panissod

3722 MOsabauer study of the permanent-magnet material Nd2(Fe, ,Ni,),4B S. Dai, A. H. Morrish, X. Z. Zhou,
B. P. Hu, S. G. Zhang

3725 Neutron determination of the magnetic order and site preference in R. Kumar, W. B. Yelon, C. D.
Er2(Co,Fe,,), Fuerst

3728 Sublattice magnetization and spin reorientation in Nd2 Fe14B (abstract) K. Muraleedharan, G. Kaindl, G.
Wortmann, B. Perscheid, N. C.
Koon
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~2Random Anlaotropy, Random Field.
3729 Magnetic-wave-like excitations and cluster modes in randomly disordered D. Sieger, H. Tietze, R. Geick, P.

Rb2Mn,Cr, _,C4 (invited) Schweiss, G. Heger, W.
Treutmann

3735 Spin-glass transition in the random anisotropy axis model Amitabha Chakrabrti

3738 Critical behavior of weakly diluted frustrated antiferromagnets Julio F. Fernandez

3740 Transition behavior in Gd-Co based alloys with strong anisotropy K. M. Lee, M. J. O'Shea

3743 Magnetic transitions and phases in random-anisotropy magnets D. J. Sellmyer, S. Nafis, M. J.
O'Shea

3746 Random-anisotropy ferromagnetism in amorphous U27Fe73 films P. P. Freitas, T. S. Plaskett, T. R.
39 LMcGuire
3749 Low-temperature spin waves in amorphous FeoNiZro J. A. Fernandez-Baca J. W. Lyrn,

J. J. Rhyne, G. E. Fish

3752 Small-angle neutron scattering from amorphous ErFe 2 and HoFe2 alloys M. L Spano, J. J. Rhyne

3755 Evidence for a spin-glass behavior in the diluted antiferromagnet F. C. Montenegro, S. M. Rezende,
Fe,Zn,-,F2  M. D. Coutinho-Filho

3758 Tricritical point in dilute Ising antiferromagnets in magnetic field P. Azaria, H. T. Diep, Serge Galam

3760 Reorientations, freezing, and plastic phase Serge Galam

-" Ferrite&,

3762 Effect of demagnetizing fields on Kerr effect in ferrites Prabhat K. Singh, P. K. Singh, S.
Prasad

3765 Generalization of Snoek's limit for modeling initial permeability of magnetic Gary G. Bush
materials

3768 Validation of mixture equations for dielectric-magnetic composites H. M. Musal, Jr., H. T. Hahn, G. G
Bush

3771 Microwave susceptibility and effective linewidth of iron-carbonyl powders G. A. Naziripour, C. E. Patton,
M. V. Kogekar

3774 Ferrite-organic multilayer film for microwave monolithic integrate circuits M. Abe, T. Itoh. Y. Tamaura. M.
prepared by ferrite plating based on the spray-spin-coating method Gomi

3777 Molecular-field coefficients of MnFe2O4 and NiFe204 spinel ferrite systems Gerald F. Dionne

3780 Dielectric and magnetic properties of polycrystalline cobalt-substituted LiTi B. K. Kuanr, P. K. Singh, P. Kishan,
ferrites N. Kumar, S. L. N. Rao, Prabhat K.

Singh, G. P. Srivastava

3783 Charge transport in Li-Ni ferrospinels P. Venugopal Reddy

3786 A novel low-temperature preparation of Ni-Zn ferrite and the properties of C. J. Chen, K. Bridger, S. R.
the ultrafine particles formed Winzer, V. PaiVerneker

3789 Studies on high-density nickel zinc ferrite and its magnetic properties using T. T. Srinivasan, P.
novel hydrazine precursors Ravindranathan, L E. Cross, R.

Roy, R. E. Newnham, S. G.
Sankar, K. C. Patil

3792 New routes for the synthesis of iron oxide based magnetic materials Sushama Joshi, D. M. Phase,
S. M. Kanetkar, S. B. Ogale

3795 "Fe-YIG: Narrow x-ray linewidth epitaxial layers on Gd3GaSO,2  D. M. Guatien, W. Lavender, S. L.
Ruby

3798 Simplified Mie series calculation of dipole moments for artificial dielectric Gary G. Bush
constituents

3801 Missing magnetic moment in spinel iron oxide films (abstract) C. Ortiz, G. Vurens, M. M. Chen,
M. Salmeron

SonWaves . . :" ' ' '

3802 Magnetic resonance experiments on ion beam sputtered 11001 Fe films S. A. Oliver, C. Vittoria, E.
Schioemann, H. J. Van Hook,
R. W. Tustison

3805 Spin-wave resonance in FeNiBSi films J. Xia, J. S, Ryu, C. Vittoria
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3808 Spin-wave FMR in annealed NiFe/FeMn thin films A. Layadi, J.-W. Lee, J. 0. Artman

3811 Ferromagnetic antiresonance transmission through pure iron at 73 GHz J. M. Rudd, J. F. Cochran, K. B.
Urquhart, K. Myrtle, B. Heindch

3814 Light scattering from thermal magnons in thin metallic ferromagnetic films J. F. Cochran, J. R. Dutcher

3817 Optical observation of evanescent surface magnons in thin magnetic films G. Srinivasan, P. R. Emtage, J. G.
Booth, C. E. Patton

3820 The dynamics of longitudinal spin fluctuations U. Balucani, R. Vaia, A. Federighi,
V. Tognetti

3823 Zero point motion and magnetic field effects on the spin configuration in a E. Rasteli, A. Tassi
Heisenberg rhombohedral antiferromagnet. Application to solid oxygen

3826 Dynamic susceptibility and damping rate of magnetic excitations in Gong-Jia Hu, Bernard R. Cooper
hybridizing cerium systems

3829 Ferromagnetic and spin-wave resonance in multilayer films (abstract) R.F. Soohoo

3829 Ferromagnetic resonance measurements on epitaxial iron and cobalt films S. A. Oliver, C. Vittoria, J. J. Krebs,
of ZnSe/GaAs substrates (abstract) G. A. Prinz

3830 Spin-wave energies in ferromagnetic nickel alloys (abstract) R. Bechara Muniz, J.
d'Albuquerque e Castro, D. M.
Edwards

Thermo-magneto-optc Recording

3831 Magnetization reversal dynamics in magneto-optic media (invited) M. Mansuripur, T. W. McDaniel

3835 Micromagnetics of magnetization reversal in amorphous Tb-Fe films by C.-J. Lin. J. C. Suit, R. H. Geiss
Lorentz microscopy

3838 Numerical simulation of recorded domain shapes on a rotating magneto- Masahiko Takahashi, Hirofumi
optical disk Sukeda, Masahiro Ojima, Norio

Ohta

3841 A study of the thermal switching behavior in GdTbFe magneto-optic films F. J. A. M. Greidanus, W. F.
using two laser beams Godlieb, P. M. L. 0. Scholte

3844 Performance of magneto-optical recording media with direct overwrite M. D. Schultz, H-P. D. Shieh, M. H.
capability Kryder

3847 Design and performance of magnetic heads for magneto-optic recording J. J. M. Ruigrok, F. J. A. M.
with magnetic field modulation Greidanus, W. F. Godlieb, J. H. M.

Spruit

3850 Improvement of the C/N ratio and corrosivity of TbFeCo amorphous films M. Naoe, N. Kitamura, H. Ito
by controlling their microstructure

3853 Corrosion-resistant-rare-earth-transition-metat amorphous films with high A. Kawamoto, K. Nagato, R.
recording sensitivity for magneto-optical disks Kuzuo, T. Yorozu

3856 Compositional dependence of recording noise in amorphous rare- K. Nagato, A. Kawamoto, T. Sato,
earth-transition-metal magneto-optical disks T. Yorozu

3859 Simulation of bit jitter in magneto-optic recording T. W. McDaniel

3862 Domain shapes of field modulation recorded TbFeCo and GbTbFeCo Shigenori Okamine, Takeshi
magneto-optical disks (abstract) Nakao, Takeshi Maeda, Masahiko

Takahashi, Norio Ohta

'" Symposium on Surface Anisotropy

3863 Large surface anisotropies in ultrathin films of bcc and fcc Fe(0O1) (invited) B. Heinrich, K. B. Urquhart, J. R.
Dutcher, S. T. Purcell, J. F.
Cochran, A. S. Arrott, D. A.
Steigerwald, W. F. Egelhoff, Jr.

3869 Hyperfine fields and spin orientations in (Fe57 /Ag) superlattices from F. A. Volkening, B. T. Jonker, J. J.
conversion electron MOasbauer studies (invited) Krebs, N. C. Koon, G. A. Pnz

3874 Mechanisms of exchange anisotropy (invited) A. P. Malozemoff

3880 Bnllouln scattering from collective spin waves in magnetic superlattices B. Hillebrands, A. Boufelfel, C. M.
(Invited) Falco, P. Baumgart, G.

Guntherodt, E. Zimglebl, J. D.
Thompson
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3885 Theory of magnetic surface anisotropy and exchange effects in the Brillouin G. T. Rado, R. J. Hicken
scattering of light by magnetostatic spin waves (invited)

Heavy Electrons, Magnetic and Transport Properties "

3890 Observation of high-temperature spin fluctuations in UBe,3 by nuclear-spin W. G. Clark, W. H. Wong, W. A.
relaxation Hines, M. D. Lan, D. E.

MacLaughlin, Z. Fisk, J. L. Smith,
H. R. Ott

3893 Magnetic field dependence of the cyclotron effective mass in the Kondo W. Joss, J. M. van Ruitenbeek,
lattice CeB, G. W. Crabtree, J. L. Tholence.

A. P. J. van Deursen, Z. Fisk

3896 Hall effect for Kondo systems P. M. Levy, Wei Guo, D. L. Cox
3899 Transport properties of CeAI3 under pressure Ch. Fierz, D. Jaccard, J. Sierro, J.

Flouquet

3902 Magnetic order and superconductivity in heavy fermion systems (invited) G. Aeppli
(abstract)

3902 Two-impurity Kondo problem: Relevance to heavy fermions (invited) B. A. Jones
(abstract)

3903 Spatially dependent correlation functions in the Anderson model (abstract) Kan Chen, C. Jayaprakash, H. R.
Krishnamurthy

3903 Solutions of the magnetic Eliashberg equations for heavy fermion M. R. Norman
superconductors (abstract)

Magnetoelastic Properties

3904 Magnetoelastic effect on antiferromagnetic phase transitions (invited) W. P. Wolf, C. H. A. Huan

3910 Magnetostriction "jumps" in twinned Tbo.3Dyo7Fel, A. E. Clark, J. P. Teter, 0. D.
McMasters

3913 Magnetoelasticity and magnetovolume of dilute Cr-Si alloys H. L. Alberts, J. A. J. Lourens

3915 Nonlinear magnetization in magnetostrictive amorphous metal ribbons M. D. Mermelstein, A. Dandridge

3918 Improved calculations of magnetoelastic properties in collinear J. A. Tuszyski
metamagnets

3921 Magnetovolume in fcc ferro- and antiferromagnetic 3d-metal alloys M. Acet, H. Zahres, W. Stamm,
E. F. Wassermann

3924 Simulation of the magnetostrictive performance of Terfenol-D in G. Engdahl, L. Svensson
mechanical devices

3927 Magnetoelastic-surface-acoustic-wave attenuation peaks in thin D. Walikainen, R. F. Wiegert, M.
ferromagnetic films Levy

3930 A model for the effect of stress on the low-frequency harmonic content o M. J. Sablik, G. L. Burkhardt, H.
the magnstic induction in ferromagnetic materials Kwun, D. C. Jiles

3933 Magnetic field dependence of the elastic constants in Nd3Se4(abstract) H. Futterer, T. Yohannes, H. Bach,
J. Pelzi, K. Nahm

New Techniques and Applications - . " .

3934 Electron spin injection and detection at a ferromagnetic-paramagnetic Mark Johnson, R. H. Silsbee
interface (invited)

3940 An altemating-gradient magnetometer (invited) P. J. Flanders

3946 Integrated on-line instrumentation for simultaneous automated D. C. Jiles
measurement of magnetic field, induction, Barkhausen effect,
magnetoacoustic emission, and magnetostriction

3949 Large Barkhausen discontinuities in Co-based amorphous wires with J. Yamasaki, F. B. Humphrey, K.
negative magnetostriction Mohr, H. Kawamura, H.

Takamure, R. Mlmh8ll

3952 Training of Barkhausen emission in nickel and iron H. Weinstock, T. Erber

3955 Acoustic emission along the hysteresis loops of various ferro- and M. Guyot, T. Merceron, V. Cagan
ferrimagnets

3958 Modified magnetic properties in laser welde materialb N. Smith, R. Bird
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3961 rf sputtered Cor for magnetography D. Jeanniot, J. C. Bouchand, G.
Sache

J Hard Magnets and Applications,

3964 Prediction of magnetic phase diagrams of selected (RR, _,)2Fe,,B systems E. B. Boltich, F. Pourarian, R. T.
Obermyer, S. G. Sankar, W. E.
Wall, :

3967 Spin reorientation in (Y,,Sm,)2Fe,,B Chin I• Zun-Xiao Uu, Yun-Xi
Sun, Ztang-Hua Lou, Bayinqilao

3969 Spin reorientation in substituted Nd2Co,7 compounds H. Y. Chen, S. G. Sankar, W. E.
Wallace

3972 Structure and magnetic properties of quaternary Pr2 ,RCo, 4B (R = Dy and F. Pourarian, S. Y. Jiang, S. G.
Er) systems and their hydrides Sankar, W. E. Wallace

3975 Magnetic properties of NdDyFeCoAIB alloys A. S. Kim

3978 Giant intrinsic coercivities in as-cast RFe 2Ni2B alloys J. Strzeszewski, A. Nazareth, G. C.
Hadjipanayis

3981 The effect of Lorentz demagnetization field (LDF) on the saturation Shiang-Jiun Heh, Swe-Kai Chen
magnetization of SmCo5 magnets

3984 Thermal stability of five sintered rare-earth-cobalt magnet types D. Li, H. F. Mildrum, K. J. Strnat

3987 Design applications of magnetic mirrors H. A. Leupold, E. Potenziani II

3989 A magnetostrictive motor N. Ida, L E. Roemer

3991 Field enhancement in traveling wave tubes with tapered pole pieces John P. Clarke, Herbert A. Leupold

3993 SEM study of the effect of Zr additive on the microstructures of Ying-Chun Lin, Jiang-Ching Lin,
Sm(Co,Cu,Fe,Zr)7.1 magnets (abstract) Da-Pun Chiang, Kang-Ming Fan,

Wen Cheng Chang

-,Spin Glass Theory, Mostly

3994 Short-range Ising spin glasses in general dimensions Rajiv R. P. Singh, Michael E.
Fisher

3997 Chiral order in a two-dimensional XY spin glass Hikaru Kawamura, Masaharu
Tanemura

3998 Introduction of spin disorder by exchange defects G. Parker, W. M. Saslow

4001 Phase diagram for the Bethe lattice spin glass (abstract) J. M. Carlson, J. T. Chayes, L.
Chayes, J. P. Sethna, D. J.
Thouless

4001 Reentrant ferromagnetism in a two-dimensional Ising model with random N. Benayad, A. Benyoussef, N.
nearest-neighbor interactions (abstract) Boccara

4002 The antiferromagnetic spin glass with frustrations (abstract) M. Blazej, S. Krzeminski, P. Rusek

"Symposlum on High Ti Superconductivity

4003 High T, thin-film superconductivity: Science and technology (invited) T. H. Geballe

4005 Magnetism and superconductivity in La2 SrCu04 y (invited) D. Jorome, W. Kang, S. S. P.
Parkin

4009 The effect of lanthanide substitution on the superconductivity in Ba 2YCu307 H. Takagi, S. Uchida, H. Eisaki, S.
and (La,Sr)2CuO4 (invited) Tanaka, K. Kishio, K. Kitazawa, K.

Fueki

4015 Antiferromagnetism in the high-T, related compounds (invited) S. K. Sinha, D. E. Moncton, D. C.
Johnston, 0. Vaknin, G. Shirane,
C. Stassis

4019 Theoretical studies of high T, superconductors (invited) (abstract) D. J. Scalapino

Magnetic Recording Heads

4020 Laminated CoZr amorphous thin-film recording heads James L. Su, Mao-Min Chen, Jerry
Lo, Rod E. Lee

4023 CoZrMo amorphous films as a soft adjacent layer for biasing K. Yamada, T. Maruyama, M.
magnetoresistive elements with a current shunt layer Ohmuka, T. Tatsumi, H. Urai
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4026 The track-edge bias profile in shunt-biased magnetoresistive heads D. E. Heim

4029 Behavior of thin-film magnetic recording heads and their application to I. R. Walker, A. S. Arrott
micromagnetics (invited)

4033 Bloch line influence on wall motion response in thin-film heads B. E. Argyle, B. Petek, M. E. Re, F.
Suits, D. A. Herman

4036 Study of field-driven wall-configuration conversions for laminated Permalloy D. A. Herman, Jr., B. E. Argyle,
in the easy-axis state P. L. Trouilloud, B. Petek, L. T.

Romankiw, P. C. Andricacos, S.
Krongelb, D. L Rath, D. F.
Canaperi, M. L. Komsa

4039 Measured fields and performance of recording heads J. A. Brug, H. S. Gill, E. Murdock,
S. Naberhuis, G. Tarnopolsky, R.
Simmons

4042 Effect of pole tip alignment on magnetic fringing fields from recording P. V. Koeppe, M. E. Re, M. H.
heads Kryder

Metastable Phases, Quas-Crystals, and Nonequilibrium Growth,

4045 Magnetism of metastable phases: Band theory and epitaxy (invited) P. M. Marcus, V. L. Moruzzi

4051 Ferromagnetism in ultrathin metastable films of fcc Fe, Co, and Ni (invited) R. F. Willis, J. A. C. Bland, W.
Schwarzacher

4057 Magnetic structure of bcc and fcc manganese N. E. Brener, G. Fuster, J.
Callaway, J. L. Fry, Y. Z. Zhao

4060 Stoner theory of magnetic structure of alternate cubic phases of transition J. L. Fry, Y. Z. Zhao, P. C.
metals Pattnaik, V. L. Moruzzi, D. A.

Papaconstantopoulos

4063 Substitutional site preference in a quasicrystal M. EibschUtz, M. E. Lines, H. S.
Chen, J. V. Waszczak, G.
Papaefthymiou, R. B. Frankel

4066 Epitaxial film growth and metastable phases of single crystal Dy by Kai-Yueh Yang, Hitoshi Homma,
molecular beam epitaxy Ivan K. Schuller

4069 Spin-polarized electron energy-loss spectroscopy of metastable bcc cobalt D. M. Lind, Y. U. Idzerda, G. A.
films (abstract) Prinz, B. T. Jonker, J. J. Krebs

4070 Local structure of Als(Mn,Cr,Ru,Re,Si)25 icosahedral alloys studied by W. Dmowski, T. Egami, P. A.
pulsed neutron scattering (abstract) Bancel, P. A. Heiney, K. Volin

4070 Specific-heat measurements for the quasi-c ysalline, first cubic K. Wang, P. Garoche, Y.
approximant and hexagonal phase in N;ivnSi (abstract) Calvayrac

Reentrant Spin Glasses " t: -.- - ,

4071 Magnetic structure and dynamics anomalies in "reentrant" spin glasses M. Hennion, B. Hennion, I.
(invited) Mirebeau, S. Lequien, F. Hippert

4077 Field cooling and demagnetizing field influence on the magnetic structure 1. Mirebeau, M. Hennion, S.
observed in reentrant spin glasses Lequien, F. Hippert

4080 Magnetic correlations in amorphous Fe-Zr alloys J. J. Rhyne, R. W. Erwin, J. A.
Fernandez-Baca, G. E. Fish

4083 Spin-wave excitations in amorphous Fe7,B13 Si9  S. C. Yu, J. W. Lynn, J. J. Rhyne,
G. E. Fish

4086 The domain and the domain wall structures of an FewZr, o reentrant alloy S. Senoussi, S. Hadioudi, P.
Jouret, J. Bilotte, R. Fourmeaux

4089 "Zero" frequency spin relaxation in reentrant magnets E. M. Jackson, S. M. Bhagat, S. B.
Liao, M. A. Manheimer

4091 Quenching of ferrimagneticlike ordering in SrCreFeO,g hexagonal ferrite X. Obradors, A. Labarta, J. Tejada,
M. Pemet, J. L. Tholence, M.
Saint-Paul, B. Barbara

4094 Magnetic behavior of CeFe 2: Effects of ruthenium substitution S. B. Roy, B. R. Coles

4096 High-pressure study of the magnetic states of disordered Ni-Mn alloys R. G. Aitken, K. Daneshvar

4099 Spin dynamics of the reentrant spin-glass system amorphous P. Mangin, D. Boumazouza, B.
(FeCr,_,)nP,5CQ, (abstract) George, R. W. Erwin, J. J. Rhyne
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4099 Double-phase transition in Au 2,,Fe, 7, ? (abstract) L. D. Rakers, Paul A. Beck

Hyperfine Fields, MOsbauer Effect, and NMR

4100 A MOssbauer study of fine iron particles (invited) Z. Q. Qiu, Y. W. Du, H. Tang, J. C.
Walker

4105 Mdssbauer investigation of zinc ferrite particles H. Tang, Y.-W. Du, Z.-O. Oiu, J. C.
Walker

4108 Isomer shift and magnetic properties of EuO under pressure R. D. Taylor, J. N. Farrell

4110 Probing molecular cages in polymeric gels using paramagnetic ions: Darbha Suryanarayana
Internal motion of cupric ion in a cage

4113 A NMR study of YCo, 2B. and GdCo,2B 6 intermetallic compounds K. Erdmann, M. Rosenberg,
K. H. J. Buschow

4116 A NMR study of R2(TM),4 B compounds with R =Sm, Gd, or Lu and TM Fe K. Erdmann, M. Rosenberg,
or Co K. H. J. Buschow

4119 NMR spin-echo studies in sputtered Heusler alloy films K. Le Dang, P. Veillet, R. Krishnan,
A. Morisako, M. Matsumoto, M.
Naoe

4121 Magnetic clustering in LaNi, Fe, compounds M. Escorne, J. Lamloumi, A.
Percheron-Guegan, J. C. Achard,
A. Mauger, G. Jehanno

4124 Local atomic structure in amorphous Fe-P alloys R. L. McCally, J. S. Morgan, T. J.
Kistenmacher, K. Moorjani

4127 Unusual magnetic and lattice transformation in UNiSn, a possible half- N. Bykovetz, Warren N. Herman,
metallic ferromagnetic system T. Yuen, Chan-Soo Jee, C. L. Lin,

J. E. Crow

4130 Environmental influence on the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate in J. Banhart, P. Weinberger, H.
CuPt, , Ebert, J. Voitlander

4133 Crystal/chemical structures and magnetic properties of naturally occurring B. J. Evans, W. R. Dunham, C.
Mn, 7Fe, 304 Porter, S. M. Abernathy, C.

Bluncson

Solitons and Spin-Wave Instabilities

4136 Microwave solitons in magnetic garnet films (invited) P. De Gasperis, R. Marcelli, G.
Miccoli

4141 One-dimensional Dzyaloshinski-Moriya antiferromagnets in an applied field Qing Xia, Peter S. Riseborough

4144 Two-magnon excitations in quantum spin chains Jian-Min Liu, Jill C. Bonner

4147 Spin-wave instabilities and their revival by nonlinear mechanics (invited) H. Suhl, X. Y. Zhang

4151 Instabilities of spin waves in parallel-pumped easy plane ferromagnets S. P. Lim, 0. L. Huber

4154 Chaos in spin clusters: Correlation functions and spectral properties Niraj Srivastava, Charles
Kaufman, Gerhard MUller

4157 Chaos in magnetic garnet thin films P. E. Wigen, H. Doetsch, Y. Ming,
L. Baselgia, F. Waldner

4160 Excitation spectra of generalized antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin chains J. B. Parkinson, J. C. Banner
(abstract)

4160 Spin-wave instability and "true" foldover in single-crystal YIG films Y. T. Zhang, C. E. Patton, G.
(abstract) Srinivasan

Superconductivity and Magnetism of High Tr Superconductors. I.

4161 Superconductivity and spin-glass ordering in RBa2 (Cu,. ,Fej30,: R=Y,Gd; K. Mooriani, J. Bohandy, B. F. Kim,
0<x0.12 F. J. Adrian, Y. W. Du, H. Tang,

Z. Q. Oiu, J. C. Walker
4164 Stabilization of the tetragonal phase of YBa2Cu30 7 . through the addition M. T. Gauss, S. M. Dutrus, C.

of Fe impurities Fainstein, H. R. Salva, L. B.
Steren, M. Tovar, R. Zysler

4167 Magnetic properties of Y-Ba-Cu-O superconductors T. R. McGuire, F. Holtzberg, D. L.
Kaiser, T. M. Shaw, S. Shinde
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4170 Low-field characterization of YBa2 Cu3 07 ., single crystals H. Claus, G. W. Crabtree, J. Z. Liu,
W. K. Kwok, A. Umezawa

4173 Flux creep in high T, superconductors C. Giovannella, P. Rouault, I. A.
Campbell, G. Collin

4176 On the critical fields and current densities of YBa2Cu3O7 and S. Senoussi, M. Oussena, S.
La, 5Sr 0.j5CuO4 superconductors Hadjoudj

4179 Constricted diamagnetic hysteresis loops observed for the high T, U. Atzmony, R. D. Shull, C. K.
superconductors Chiang, L. J. Swartzendruber, L. H.

Bennett, R. E. Watson

4182 New glassy features in high- T, superconductors Y. Yeshurun, Y. Wolfus, I. Felner

4185 Multiple coil pulsed NMR method for measuring the multipole moments of W. G. Clark, T. W. Hijmans, W. H.
particle accelerator bending magnets Wong

4187 Superconducting and magnetic properties of RBa2 Cu30 7 , compounds S. A. Shaheen, N. Jisrawi, Y. H.
Lee, M. Croft, W. L. McLean, H.
Zhen, L. Rebelsky, S. Horn

4190 X-ray absorption spectroscopy studies of high-T, superconductors Y. Jeon, F. Lu, H. Jhans, S. A.
Shaheen, M. Croft, P. H. Ansari

4193 Correlation between electronic states of 0, Cu, and Ba in several high-T. S. Horn, J. Cai, S. A. Shaheen, M.
superconductors Croft, C. L. Chang, M. L. denBoer

4196 Superconductivity and magnetism in transition-element-substituted Gang Xiao, F. H. Streitz, A. Gavrin,
YBa 2Cu3O7 compounds M. Z. Cieplak, C. L. Chien, A.

Bakhshai

4199 Magnetic behavior of both superconducting thin films and their deposition K. Moorjani, J. Bohandy, F. J.
targets Adrian, B. F. Kim, U. Atzmony,

R. D. Shull, C. K. Chiang, L. J.
Swartzendruber, L. H. Bennett

4202 EPR, magnetization, and resistivity studies in doped (4-f or 3-d ions) and D. C. Vier, J. F. Smyth, C. T.
undoped RBa 2Cu3O, high To superconductors (R =Y,Pr,Nd,Eu,Gd,Ho,Er, Sailing, S. Schultz, Y.
or Yb) (abstract) Dalichaouch, B. W. Lee, K. N.

Yang, M. Torikachvili, M. B. Maple,
S. B. Oseroff, Z. Fisk, J. D.
Thompson, J. L. Smith, E.
Zirngiebl

4202 Magnetic ordering and crystal field effects in REBa 2Cu30 7 - (RE=Gd, Dy, B. D. Dunlap, M. Slaski, D. G.
Ho, Er) (abstract) Hinks, C. Segre, K. Zhang, L.

Soderholm, M. Beno, G. W.
Crabtree, W. K. Kwok, S. K. Malik,
I. K. Schuller, J. D. Jorgensen, Z.
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Thermo-Magneto-Optic Materials Geoffrey Bate, Chairperson

The TM dependence of the magneto-optic signal in GdTb-TM thin films
D. K. Hairston and M. H. Kryder
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

The magneto-optic polar Kerr rotation for various GdTb-TM thin films was measured at room
temperature as a function of TM composition and was found to correlate with the Slater-
Pauling curve. In spite of the fact that the temperature dependence of magnetization is a
complicating factor, the data clearly establish the above-mentioned correlation. The TM
compositions ranged from Mn through Fe and Co to Ni. The Fe-based films had Curie
temperatures covering a range from 100 to 300 *C in contrast to the Co-based films whose
Curie temperatures were clearly much greater than 300 *C, Neither the Mn- nor the Ni-based
films exhibited desirable magneto-optic activity when fabricated under the same conditions as
the Fe- and/or Co-based films. When the Fe constituent of the GdTbFe films was gradually
substituted with Mn or Co the room-temperature magneto-optic signal was found to decrease
and increase, respectively. In a similar manner, when the Co constituent of GdTbCo films was
gradually substituted with Fe or Ni the room-temperature magneto-optic effect was found to
increase and decrease, respectively. However, when the Co constituent of GdTbCo films was
gradually substituted with Mn the room-temperature magneto-optic effect also decreased,
clearly establishing the correlation to the Slater-Pauling curve. These results are further
evidence that the magneto-optic effect of traditional RE-TM thin films is dominated by the
TM composition and explain the fact that the magneto-optic signal is largest in GdTbFeCo
thin films. New data supporting the correlation between magneto-optic effect and
perpendicular anisotropy was also obtained.

I. INTRODUCTION Substrates made of soda lime glass were used and a film

The magneto-optic effect of amorphous rare-earth- thickness of approx;" . 1000 A. was thick enough to
transition-metal (RE-TM) films traditionally used for mag- make the films c-'aque. The .backing plate of the target was

neto-optic recording depends upon film composition. In made nf either Fe or Co. Rare-earth tiles of either Od or Tb

general, these films have compositions where the RE ete- ere epoxied to the face of these targets in such a way that

ments are Gd and/or Th and TM elements are Fe and/or Co. the ratio of Gd:Tb was always 2 : 1. The total surface of the

The magneto-optic effect of RE-FeCo films has genes illv Co target covered by RE material was 33.0% while this

been found to be larger than the magneto-optic effect of any nulbWO, va,; 10.5, fU" he Fe target. At times, appropriate

other RE-TM composition. 3 TM tiles of Mn, Fe, Co, or Ni were epoxied onto the target to

It is generally known that the magneto-optic effect of vary the TM composition. In this way five different alloys:

RE-TM films is dominated by the TM magnetization. Stated GdThCoFe, GdTbCoNi, GdThCoMn, GdTbFeCo, and

another way, it is reasonable to describe the polar Kerr rota- GdTbFeMn were fabricated for characterization.

tion and hence the magneto-optic effect of these films as The films were all characterized using a polar Kerr ef-

being proportional to the TM magnetization. fect hysteresis loop tracer to measure the polar Kerr rotation

The well-known Slater-Pauling curve4 5 relates the as a function of temperature. The Fe-based films, denoted

magnetic moment at 0 K of various TM alloys to the valence here as GdTbFeX, were also characterized using a torque

state of the alloy as determined by its composition. The magnetometer to directly measur heir effective perpendic-

Slater-Pauling curve has a maximum peak for FeCo alloys. ular anisotropy,

The coincidence of this peak and the peak in the magneto- K, - 21rM 2

optic effect for RE-FeCo alloys suggests the possibility of a
correlation. III. RESULTS

The temperature dependence of the polar Kerr rotation
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD for various GdTbFeX compositions is shown in Fig. 1. These

A variety of GdTb-TM films were fabricated using near- films were deposited from a target where the RE composi-
ly the same rf sputtering parameters with the significant pro- tion was constant at 30.5% and the TM percentages within
cess variable being the TM composition of the mosaic target. the target TM composition were those indicated in the leg-
The other process parameters, such as target and substrate end. From past experience, a target such as this would yield
voltage, were held constant and are typical for these films, films with a composition near Gdo ,4Tbo.0 -TMo.79 . In that
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the polar Kerr rotation for various
GdThFeX compositions. FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of inverse coercivity for GdTbCoFe

films. The data are extrapolated to show their compensation points.

figure it is seen that GdTbFe has a room-temperature polar A summary of the composition dependence of the room
Kerr rotation of 0.3* and a Curie temperature of around temperature polar Kerr rotation for both the GdTbFeX and
180 °C. As the TM composition changes by the substitution GdTbCoX films is shown in Fig. 5. These data are overlaid
of small amounts of Co for Fe, both the room-temperature upon the data which historically verified the Slater-Pauling
polar Kerr rotation and the Cuoie temperature are seen to curve, thus showing the qualitative correlation between the
increase. However, when Mn is substituted for Fe the room- room temperature MO signal and magnetic moment at 0 K
temperature polar Kerr rotation and the Curie temperature as functions of composition. It should be noted that the cor-
are seen to decrease. relation is strongest for the GdTbCoX films, where the mag-

The room-temperature polar Kerr rotation for the netization of those films is relatively temperature indepen-
GdTbFeX films is summarized in Fig. 2. The figure also dent up to and beyond room temperature.
shows the trend in effective perpendicular anisotropy,
K, - 21rM

2
, for the same films. It can be seen here that the IV. DISCUSSION

MO signal and perpendicular anisotropy show a high corre- The strong correlation between the magneto-optic effectl a t i o n a s f u n c t i o n s o f fi l m c o m p o s i t i o n .T h s t o g c r e a i n b w e n h e a g t -o i c e e tThe various Co-based films, denoted here as GdThCoX, and effective perpendicular anisotropy, K, - 2rrM 2, forwere observed to have polar Kerr rotations that were rela- GdTbFeX films shown in Fig. 2 is presumably a correlationbetween magneto-optic effect and composition-dependent
tively temperature independent over the temperature rangefrom room temperature to 200 C. This is a result of the fact perpendicular anisotropy, K,which is proportional to mag-
that the GdT CoX films had extremely high Curie tempera- netization. Because the GdThFeX films had compensationtures compared to the GdThFeX films. Figure 3 shows the points near room temperature, the perpendicular anisotropytures copre ityo the various films.oFe shIs te constant can be assumed to be the dominant term in theinverse coercivity of the various GdTbCoFe films. It is seen exrsin fr fecve ppndulr asooythere that the compensation temperatures of these films is expression for effective perpendicular anisotropy
between 60 and 100 C. In general, the compensation tem- K - 2M 2.
peratures of all the films were in the vicinity of room-tem- The qualitative correlation between the magneto-optic
perature. Figure 4 summarizes the composition dependence effect of RE-TM films and the Slater-Pauling curve shown
of the room-temperature polar Kerr rotation for the various in Fig. 5 is reasonable in light of several complicating facts.

GdTbCoX compositions. In that figure it can be seen that a Although the Slater-Pauling curve was derived for bulk

GdTbCo film has a room-temperature polar Kerr rotation crystalline alloys near 0 K it can be assumed to qualitatively
just under 0.4'. The polar Kerr rotation decreases from 0.4* describe the TM moment of RE-TM thin films which are
with the substitution of Co by small amounts of either Ni or amorphous but nonetheless highly ordered magnetically.
Mn and increases beyond 0.4 ° with the substitution of Co by Also, the dilution of the TM valence state by the RE conduc-Fe. tion electrons is considered to be relatively insignificant

since the total RE composition is only 20% of the metallic

2 30 -[owl0
K,. 2,M [0,- ,10_]

_ 03
20oO

[0 251 Kew oaon

10.

10 0 10 20 30 0A0/ . , - , . , . , . , . I
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FIG. 2. Composition dependence of the room-temperature polar Kerr rota-
tion and effective perpendicular anisotropy for various GdTbFeX composi. FIG. 4. Composition dependence of the room-temperature polar Kerr rota-
tions. tion for various GdTbCoX alloys.
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-W- - 3 terized here exhibit a wide range of values even though they
,,*J ... , were fabricated under nearly the same set of rf sputtering

2 50 - :c' conditions.
. N For GdTb-TM films the magneto-optic effect qualita-

•"" Fh;! * tively correlates with the Slater-Pauling curve. This fact ex-
" awsl plains the observed maximal magneto-optic effect of

FIG 20-" GdTbFeCo alloys.
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The effects of deposition conditions on microstructure and magnetic
properties of TbFeCo

J-W. Lee, H-P. 0. Shieh, M. H. Kryder, and D. E. Laughlin
Magnetics Technology Center, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been employed to characterize micro/magnetic
structural details of magneto-optical (MO) recording TbFeCo thin films as a function of dc-
magnetron sputtering parameters using bright/dark field imaging, selected area diffraction,
convergent beam electron diffraction, and Lorentz electron microscopy. It is found that the
preparation conditions have a strong impact on both microstructure and magnetic properties
of the films. The microstructures of the films deposited at low argon bleeding pressures
( < 10 mTorr) are featureless, and their magnetic domains are of the "stripe" type with a
perpendicular anisotropy. In contrast, high argon pressures ( > 20 mTorr) give rise to
microvoids surrounding "honeycomblike" networks and in-plane domains with "ripple type"
contrast. The microstructure and magnetic domain structures are related to the films'
magnetic properties as characterized by a MO loop tracer.

I. INTRODUCTION four different P, are shown in Figs. I and 2. The structures
Tb-Fe-Co amorphous thin films have been studied ex- change with PA, reflecting a variation in the mechanism by

tensively as a promising candidate for magneto-optical which the film grows. In Fig. 1(a) (PAr = 2 mTorr), the
(MO) recording media because of their perpendicular mag- film structure is shown to be relatively smooth and feature-
netic anisotropy as well as their high readout signal-to-noise less. At 10 mTorr, the film morphology is even smoother
ratio.'' 2 It is known that perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [Fig. 1 (b) ]. As the PA, increases further (20 mTorr), the
is closely associated with micro/magnetic structures which morphologies change in that the film now contains micro-
depend on deposition parameters such as argon pressure voids surrounding amorphous islands [Fig. 1 (c)]. Further
(PA,) and substrate bias voltage (Vb). The investigation of increase in PA, (40 mTorr) leads to a large increase in the
structural changes in Tb-Fe-Co has been reported as a func- density of microvoids [Fig. 1 (d) 1.
tion of PA, 3 and of oblique incidence angle.4 However, few Cross-sectional samples also reveal smooth and feature-
attempts have been made to correlate the micro/magnetic less morphologies for films deposited at lower P^,, i.e., 2 and
structural changeswith magnetic propertiesofsputtered Tb- 10 mTorr [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Also, the microvoids are
Fe-Co films as a function of deposition parameters. Hence, observed to be perpendicular to the film plane at higher PA,;
this paper describes further results of micro/magnetic struc- i.e., 20 and 40 mTorr [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. The smooth
tural changes and magnetic properties in Th-Fe-Co films as a morphology at lower PAr and the high density of perpendic-
function of PA, ular microvoids causing a columnar microstructure at high-

er PA, are consistent with the zone model proposed by
II. EXPERIMENT Thornton.'

Figures 3 and 4 are selected area diffraction (SAD) and
The films were prepared from a FeCo based Tb-Fe-Co convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns, re-

mosaic target by a dc-magnetron sputtering system on car- spectively. At low PA, (2 mTorr), the SAD pattern exhibits
bon-coated Cu gnds for direct observation by transmission abroad halo [Fig. 3(a)]. Similarly, the CBED pattern re-
electron microscopy (TEM).5 They also were deposited on veals only one broad halo [Fig. 4(a) ]. It should be noted,
glass substrates for cross-sectional TEM observation and however, that the halo in the CBED pattern appears to con-
magneto-optical (MO) measurements. The sputtering was tain weak spots (arrowed). This may indicate that the amor-
carried out at the following PA,: 2, 10, 20, and 40 mTorr. The
deposition rate at cathode power density of 2.2 W/cm 2 was phous phase coexists with microcrystals. With increasing

120 nm/min and the nominal area composition of the target
was Tb, 7 (Fe 4 Co, )73- The nominal thickness of the films is
50 nm. TEM was performed using a Philips EM420T analy-
tical electron microscope. The magnetic domain structures
were observed by the Fresnel mode imaging in Lorentz elec-
tron microscopy (LEM) at 120 kV. The MO hysteresis
loops were measured through the glass substrate of films at
room temperature with a 633-nm He-Ne laser in fields up to
7 kOe.

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Transmission electron micrographs of plane view and FIG. I. Bright field TEM images afb-Fe-Co films (plane view): (a) 2, (b)

cross-sectional specimens of Tb-Fe-Co films deposited at io, (c) 20, and (d) 40 mTorr.
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FIG. 2. Bright field TEM images of cross-sectioned Tb-Fe-Co films: (a) 2, FIG. 4. CBED patterns ofTb-Fe-Co films: (a) 2, (b) 10, (c) 20, and (d) 40
(b) 10, (c) 20, and (d) 40 mTor. mTorr.

PAr (10 mTorr), the SAD pattern shows one broad halo as creases, showing more widely spaced black and white do-
well zs the weak contrast of a second halo [Fig. 3 (b) ]. The mains. As the P.r increases further (20 mTorr), the domain
corresponding CBED pattern contains only one halo [Fig. structures exhibit a "featherlike" ripple configuration asso-
4(b) 1. However, the CBED pattern still displays weak spots ciated with small domains containing an in-plane compo-
within the halo. At 20 mTorr P., the contrast of the second nent of magnetization [Fig. 5 (c) ]. However, a few white
halo becomes stronger [Fig. 3(c) ], as do the microcrystal- and black dots associated with a perpendicular component

line reflections within the first halo [arrowed in Fig. 4(c) a. of magnetization remain. Thus, at larger P, a greater
As the PA, increases even further (40 mTorr ), the same ob- amount of in-plane magnetization exists even though the mi-
servation can be made as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 4(c) [see crostructure is more columnar. This suggests that the col-
Figs. 3(d) and 4(d) ]. These results suggest that the films umnar microstructure is not the major cause of perpendicu-
contain microcrystals. The size of the crystals is less than 1.5 lar anistropy. Furthermore, the decrease of perpendicular
nm. In addition, as the P,, increases, the number of micro- magnetization is not unexpected with increasing PA, since
crystals appears to increase. the microstructures show a high density of microvoids as

The presence of the crystalline reflections could be due well as a higher number of microcrystals.

to either oxides of the rare earth element Th or microcrystals At 40 mTorr, one cannot see any evidence for the forma-
tion of domains [Fig. 5(d)]. This may be associated withof the ternary alloy. However, Tb oxides have larger d spac- deposition parameters. Results (Figs. I and 2) indicate thatings7 than the spacings that we observe in SAD patterns. thinraen Aicesstedniyofmcvis.x-

This rules out the interpretation of the reflections as "ox- the increase in P., increases the density of microvoids. Oxy-
ides." Experimentally, it has been confirmed' that "the in- gen may react with Tb along the microvoids to form non-
crease in PA, increases the exit temperature of the deposited magnetic oxides. Thus the oxides may shield the magnetic
metal, i.e., 64 °C at 1 mTorr PA, and 106 °C at 25 mTorr portions of the amorphous phases. This leads to further sepa-

PAr." Thus the crystallization of the amorphous phase is ration between magnetic portions so that the interaction en-
more likely to occur at higher argon pressure. This inference ergy between the magnetic regions is greatly reduced. This
is consistent with our results since the increasing PA, leads to reduction in interaction energy would give rise to a low mag-
sharper contrast of microcrystalline reflections, netization and hence weak Lorentz force, not capable of pro-

Figure 5 reveals that the magnetic domain structures of ducing images in LEM.'
the domains The influence on the perpendicular magnetization offilms is dependent upon PAr. At 2 mTorr PA,' tedmis PA shown in Fig. S can also be observed through MO hys-

are "stripe type" associated with white and black dots typi- teresis loops. At 2 and 10 mTorr [ Figs. 6 (a) and 6(b)ou , the
cal of perpendicular magnetization [Fig. 5(a) ]. Increasing loops . tand t0 mt ris wit an easy axis
P., to 10 mTorr [Fig. 5(b) ] does not significantly change loops are rectangular, typical of materials with an easy axis
the domain configurations. However, the domain width in- normal to the film plane. Further increase in PA,

FIG. 3. SAD patterns ofTb-Fe-Co films: (a) 2, (b) 10, (c) 20, and (d) 40 FIG. 5. Lorntzimages ofTb-Fe-Cofilms: (a) 2, (b) 10, (c) 20, and (d) 40
mTorr. mTorr.
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a 0'(611.1 C ek4MWn (4) At low PA,' the films show "stripe type" magnetic
2 TO"r Rom Terr 1 domains associated with white and black dotted domains.A ~ti T- 10In-plane "featherlike" domains are observed at high Pa,

NO. (5) MO, loops indicate that low PA, gives rise to perpen-
-4-34 N~a.)-4--2-I 2 34 NI~n)dicular magnetization while higher P~, is dominated by in-,oEiJ i plane magnetization.
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Microstructure and stability of ri-diode sputtered GdTbFeCo thin films
H-P. D. Shieh
DLof Elctil and Computer Engineering Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh.
Pennsylvania 15213

M. Hong nd S. Nakahara
ATdTBellaboratories, Murray HilL New Jersey 07974

The correlation of deposition parameters, microstructure, and stability of rf-diode sputtered
magneto-optical thin films has been studied by using transmission electron microscopy and a
magneto-optical hysteresis loop tracer. Among the sputtering parameters, we found that both
argon bleeding pressure and substrate bias have strong influences on microstructure and
consequently the oxidation resistance of the films. Sputtering using moderate argon pressure
and substrate bias produces dense and smooth films. The bare films are strongly resistant to
oxidation. In contrast, low or high argon pressure and substrate table bias result in films of
high porosity, columnar "islandlike" structure, or "spongelike" morphology. They degrade
rapidly in air.

I. INTRODUCTION erties could be obtained. All the films on copper grids and

Magneto-optical (MO) recording is emerging as a tech- glass substrates in the same run were about 50 nm thick.
nology for high-density, high-capacity erasable data storage There were no passivative overcoats on them and the films
applications.' Amorphous rare earth-transition metal (RE- were exposed to air after they were removed from the sput-
TM) thin films fabricated by sputtering are the most promis- tering chamber. The polar Kerr MO hysteresis loops of the
ing MO recording materials so far. Long-term stability of the films on glass substrates were measured from both film and
RE-TM thin films due to the high oxygen affinity of the rare glass sides at a HeNe laser wavelength. For microstructure
earth constituents is, however, still one of the very critical and morphology characterizations, we used a Philips 420

issues. 2" Among the various proposed solutions, the most TEM operating at 120 kV to obtain bright field imaging and

fundamental and important one is to enhance the environ- selective area electron diffraction patterns.
mental stability of RE-TM thin films. It has been reported III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
that there are strong correlations of the deposition process, From the TEM micrographs, it is noted that both Vb
microstructure, magnetic properties, and oxidation resis- and PA, have strong effects on film morphology. At Vb
tance of sputtered thin films.4

if-diode sputtering is commonly used to fabricate RE-
TM thin films. To maintain a high ionization efficiency, the
argon bleeding pressure (PA,) used in the if-diode mode is
typically several times higher than that applied in the dc-
magnetron mode. Moreover, a negative if-substrate bias vol-
tage ( V5 ) with respect to ground is often applied to influence
the film growth by inducing resputtering during deposition
of the film. In this work, we investigate whether f-diode
sputtering can produce dense and smooth RE-TM thin films
which have desirable magnetic and MO properties and at the
same time possess high oxidation resistance.

II. EXPERIMENT

Quaternary RE-TM thin films of GdTbFeCo were de-
posited by using if-diode sputtering from a 6-in.-diameter
Fe-base mosaic target. The nominal areal composition of the
target is (Gd, Th, )o ,(Fe, Cot )70. The substrates are Com-
ing 0211 l-in.-sq glass and 3-mm-diam copper grids coated

with amorphous carbon for the transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) studies. Both the target and substrate table
were water-cooled and the spacing between them was 2-in.
The chamber, equipped with a liquid-nitrogen cold trap, was
evacuated to 2 x 10-7 Torr prior to Introducing argon to a
predetermined dynamic pressure monitored by a capacitor
monometer. The target voltage was fixed at - 1.2 kV. By FIG. 1. TEM micrographs of films rf-diode spultered at V, = 0 and P,,
varying Vb, Pr,and deposition time, films of different prop- = 10, 20, end 40 mTorr.
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0, the films deposited at 20 and 40 mTorr display colum-
nar "islandlike" structure, surrounded by discontinuous and
continuous chains of voids, as shown in Fig. I. The micro-
graph of the 10 mTorr film does not reveal void regions. At
the other extreme of V = - 200 V, the microstructure very
much depends upon PA, as seen in Fig. 2. In all cases, the
micrographs reveal "micrograin" structures; the "grain"
size of the 10 mTorr film is on the order of several nm; yet the
"grains" become much finer as P., increases to 20 mTorr.
We should note that the term "micrograin" or "grain" used
in this paper is a description of the film region (s) surround-
ed by the voids. These film regions are amorphous, not crys-
talline. As PA, reaches 40 mTort, the structure becomes a
porous and "spongelike" mixture of large size voids and mi-
crograins. Such peculiar morphology may be caused by in-
tense argon bombardment at a high PAr as well as by high
resputtering effects on the growing films due to a high V.

On the other hand, smooth and morphologically fea-
tureless films can be made by using moderate Vb, as illustrat-
ed in Fig. 3, showing two sets of micrographs. Careful in-
spection of the microstructures shows that the films
sputtered at 20 mTorr have finer and smoother morphology * -- aer-
than the 10 mTorr ones, where micrograins are still visible in
the TEM micrographs at a scale of nm.

eioefilms isa FIG. 3. TEM micrographs offilms deposited at moderate P,,, and V.. Sam-
The microstructure of dc-magnetron sputtered s pies A and B were fabricated at V, = - 90 V and PA, 10 and 20 mTor.

simple function of PA,. The films become less dense and respectively. Samples C and D were deposited at V,= -170 V and P,
smooth as PA increases.5 

The morphology of the films varies = 10 and 20 reTort, respectively.
from featureless at 10 mTorr or less to columnar features
surrounded by fine chains of voids at 20 mTorr, and to pro-
nounced continuous void chains at 40 mTorr.' In the rf- diode mode without substrate bias, the trends are quite simi-

lar to those of dc-magnetron sputtering, as seen in Fig. 1,
although isolated columns are still discernible for the films
sputtered at low PA," The regions of white chains surround-
ing the columns increase with increasing PA,, but the argon

inclusion in the deposited films actually decreases with in-
creasing PA,'" Because of the shorter mean free paths of ar-
gon ions at high PA, argon ion bombardment on the grow-
ing films thereby increases with decreasing PA,. The result
suggests that the increase in void regions is not directly relat-
ed to the trapping of argon, but more likely is due to the
change of growth processes by dominant argon ion impinge-
ment on the substrates. At high PA, argon bombardment on
the growing films is less intense and thus the vertical growth
of the films is enhanced, as seen from the distinct columnar

features in Fig. 1. Lowering PAr, however, increases argon
bombardment on the film surface by the energetic argon ions

and neutral species to promote surface diffusion processes.
Therefore, the columnar structure becomes less pro-
nounced. However, with the presence of substrate bias, the
dependence of microstructure on PA is quite different. The
columnar structure does not appear any more, instead, films
deposited at low PA, show micrograins. The grains become
much finer as PAr is increased to 20 mTorr. The marked
difference in the influence of microstructure by Vb suggests
the dominant role of Vb in rf-diode sputtering.

In rf-diode sputtering, V is very effective in modifying
the characteristics of the films. The reflectivity of rf-diode

FIG. -TEM micgapbhs oflm rf-diode sputtered at V, = - 20Vand sputtered films can be made to vary by as much as 5% by
PA, = 10, 20, and 40 mTorr. applying Vb from 0 to - 200 V,

7 implying a significant topo-
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logical change in the films. The application of V induces 7
resputtering on the growing films. Due to the difference in 50 nm GdTbFeCo/Gloss X -633 nm
resputtering rates, RE constituents are preferentially resput- 6 o T- ,r
tered producing RE-deficient films as I V, I increases. More- I

over, V. also affects magnetic properties of the films such as 5 2V - 4o
perpendicular anisotropy.

3 
Among all these effects induced

by Vb, there is an underlying mechanism which affects the He 0 0

characteristics of the films. From the TEM micrographs in (KOe)
Figs. 1-3, it is quite clear that microstructural changes in the 3 "-. . - ------- A.
films are very significant. It is possible that these microstruc- --q. - - --
tural changes are responsible for the change in magnetic .

properties of the films.
It is also noted that in spite of the fact that the argon -

content is higher in the films aputtered at Vb, 7 
the void re-

gions shown in the micrographs of the films sputtered at no-
bias voltage do not appear. This result suggests that argon is 0 10 20 30
not trapped in the void regions. However, the bombardment Day
processes on the films should be optimized since the intense
impingement by energetic ions can damage the films and FIG. 4. The magneto-optically measured coercivities of films as a function
cause high porosity which significantly weakens the stability of the number ofdays of exposure to air. Open and filled symbols represent
of the films, values as measured from substrate and film sides, respectively.

The strength of oxidation resistance of bare RE-TM
thin films can be indirectly evaluated by monitoring the
change in coercivity and MO signal by using a MO hysteresis sistance, in spite of a high argon inclusion in the films ( < 10
loop tracer. As shown in Fig. 4, the coercivity change as a at. %). On the other hand, films with columnar features and
function of the number of days of exposure to air for dense chains of void degrade rapidly in air, although the argon
and smooth films (Vb = - 170 V) are far less than porous content is less than that in the former films. These results
films with rough surfaces (Vb = - 200 V). The morpholo- demonstrate the importance of the microstructure on the
gic void regions provide an easy path for oxygen to diffuse stability of the sputtered amorphous RE-TM thin films.
into the films and to react with the rare earth constituents.
Moreover, the oxygen content in the films deposited at no ACKNOWLEDGMENT
bias voltage is a factor of 2-3 higher than the films deposited
at moderate V,.' Both factors result in adverse effects on the One of us (H-P.D.S.) would like to acknowledge the

stability of the films. By applying a moderate Vb, it is possi- support of an IBM post-doctoral Fellowship.

ble to deposit void-free films whose oxygen content is dra-
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Characterization of amorphous TbFeCo films for magneto-optical media
M. F. Ruane and J. Calkins
Department of Electrical, Computer, and Systems Engineering, Boston University,
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

Sputter-deposited amorphous TbFeCo films can exhibit magneto-optical Kerr rotation and are
leading candidates for erasable optical storage media. Thirty-two TbFeCo samples, deposited
on quartz substrates in four different sputtering runs, were characterized by RBS, VSM, Kerr
loop tracing, and polarization microscope photographs. Both Tb- and Fe-rich samples were
deposited, with room-temperature coercivities ranging from I kOe to over 6 kOe. Kerr
rotations varied from 14 to 32 min of arc (film side) and from 19 to 21 min of arc (substrate
side). Domain photographs, using fields just below coercivity to initiate reversal at inherent
nucleation sites, show domain shapes that vary from irregular structures with internally striped
reversal to rather circular, well-reversed domains. The shape of obsered domains and their
internal magnetization patterns are related to composition and compared with important
magneto-optical properties such as coercive field H. and Kerr rotation 0,. Variability of these
properties across different sputtering runs and within the same run are also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION polarized HeNe laser (A = 632.8 nm) and maximum field

During the if-sputter deposition process, controllable strength of about 5.7 kOe. A temperature-controlled stage

process factors such as target compositions, target-substrate heated samples from room temperature to 130 °C for mea-

geometries, bias voltages, Ar pressure, and if power levels, suring compensation temperature T_,,m.
interact in a complex fashion to determine the composition, A commerical VSM was used to measure remanence
magnetic properties, and magneto-optical (MO) behavior field, B,, and H, for the VSM substrate samples. Because the

of deposited samples.' Developing reproducible MO media VSM was designed for samples with relatively large magnet-

capable of reliable high-density data storage requires a rich ization, signals from our 900 A samples were sometimes

characterization of deposited films, 2
.
3 so that factors con- comparable to system noise levels and required calculations

tributing to domain creation, stability, and erasure can be of B, and H, directly from VSM hysteresis curves.

identified and related to sputtering conditions. This paper A standard polarization microscope, modified to bold a

describes characterization experiments on a series of + 3.6-kOeelectromagnet below itssamplestage was used to

ThFeCo films. photograph domain structures created at inherent nuclea-
Thirty two if-sputter-deposited samples of amorphous tion centers by fields just below the coercive field. Many such

TbFeCo have been studied using Rutherford backscattering centers appear to coincide with visible defects in the film.

(RBS), a Kerr effect hysteresis loop tracer, a vibrating sam- Density of nucleation centers is a function of composition as

pie magnetometer (VSM), and a modified polarization mi- well as of the field applied and the depth of the saturating

croscope. This paper first describes the samples that were field.' Samples were usually saturated in one direction using

studied and the conditions under which they were deposited. the microscope magnet; field strength was then increased in
Next the apparatus used to characterize the samples will be the opposite direction until nucleation was observed, usually

described. Observations on the samples will then be given, at or below the bulk coercive field. Returning the field to

followed by a summary. zero allowed photographs with the domain structures "fro-

Samples consisted of approximately 900 A of TbFeCo zen" in place. Films with H, above 3.6 kOe were reversed

sputtered in Ar from S-in. diameter cathodes onto I-in.-di- externally and then observed under the microscope in the

ameter, 0.5-mm-thick quartz substrates, with a protective area where domains had just begun to nucleate.
overcoat of about 4000 A of A120 3 deposited in situ. Four
sputtering runs, denoted A, B, C, and D, were made with TABLE i. RBS sample compositionsby run (AB,C,D) and radial position
different substrate and target bias voltages. Substrates were (2,4.6) using carbon substrate.
on a rotating substrate carrier at three radii; radius 4 sub-
strates passed directly under the center of the targets, while Run Group ID Tb% Co% Fe% Ar%

radius 2 substrates were 2 in. inward, and radius 6 substrates A-radius 2 19.7 8.3 62.8 9.2
were 2 in. outward from the center. Sample composition was A-radius 4 20.9 8.5 62.1 8.5
determined by RBS analysis (Table I) using a single carbon A-radius 6 21.3 8.7 61.2 8.8

substrate included in each radial group. VSM substrates B-radius 2 22.2 8.8 59.6 9.4
B-radius 4 22.9 9.4 58.4 9.3

were also sputtered with each radial group. B-radius 6 22.8 11.2 55.6 10.4

C-radius 2 23.3 8.7 58.8 9.2
ILEXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS C-radius 4 23.4 8.5 57.6 10.5

C-radius 6 23.5 8.5 57.2 10.8
Hysteresis loops, Kerr rotation 0., and coercivity H c  D-radius 4 17.2 7.4 60.3 15.2

were collected by a computer-controlled loop tracer
4 

using a
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Ill. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATIONS TABLE 11. Kerr loop tracer H, vs temperature for representative samples

A. Room-temlperaure Kerr 1op1 in different runs and radial groups.

Film-side room-temperature measurements of Oe: and Temperature A-2 A-4 A-6 -2 C-2 D-4
H, showed A, B and C to be Tb rich while D was Fe rich. C) (kOe) (kOe) (ke) (kOe) (kOe) (kOe)
Samples within each run tended to be similar in H,, while 20 >5.7 3.8 3.5 2.7 2.2 2.5
different runs showed different H,. Film-side Ox (Fig. 1) 40 >5.7 4.7 3.8 2.8 2.0 2.0
varied widely, with samples within B showing nearly a factor 60 >5.7 >5.7 4.1 2.9 2.0 1.5
of 2 difference in 

0
.Note that A had a room temperature so 3.1 >5.7 4.6 3.1 1.8 1.2

mfor several subarates. Flm-side 0 variability is be- 100 1.9 >5.7 5.7 3.5 1.7 0.9To r 120 1.2 2.7 > 5.7 > 5.7 1.6 0.8
lieved to arise from interference effects at the overcoat layer. 130 1.0 1.8 >5.7 >5.7 1.5 0.7
Substrate-side Ox for all runs was 20 ±1 min of arc and is
comparable to that of other TbFeCo films with similar com-
positions. C. VSM measurements

Observed film-side room-temperature H, varied from
substrate-side values by as much as several hundred Oerst- VSM H, measurements were made with the VSM sub-

eds. This difference might be due to a film-side oxidation strates sputtered with the groups in Table I. VSM results
layer, but more likely arises from field measurement calibra- had lower Top values and broader ranges of high H,. In

tion errors arising from the finite size of the gaussmeter comparison with the Kerr loop tracer results, some differ-

probe area, the errors in estimating the distance from the ences would be expected due to the variability offilm compo-
film to the magnet tip creating the field. sitions with position on the sputtering platform, even at the

same radius. Other differences arise because the VSM mea-
B. Temperature dependence of H. sures only bulk properties, while the Kerr loop tracer ob-

Kerr hysteresis loops were used to measure/aH, from 20 serves localized characteristics. Nonuniformity of H,, which
was observed to increase with radial position on individual

to 130 *C. Table II shows data for samples from each radial substrates as much as 50% from center to edge, could also
group in A and representative samples from B, C, and D. A-2 contribute to Kerr-VSM differences.
has T.P,,p near room temperature, where its H. exceeded the VSM measurement of remanence magnetization, B,, in-
Kerr loop tracer's maximum field. A-4 had 7, ,,p near 80 °C dicated room-temperature values near 4 i0- 4 emu for
and its hysteresis loops showed the usual cnn ersion from To VSM substrates from A, B, and C, while the D VSM sub-
to Fe-rich orientation. 4-6 has its - w..sation point above strate had B r nearer to 2 h 10-s emu.
130 °C and exhibited only Tb-nch I .ps. This variation of
over l00 °C in T,,mp within' e ..e sputtering run is attri- D. Polarization microscope observations
buted to the differences in target-substrate geometry, and
the resulting compositi( ,al differences. Room-temperature coercive field domain structures

B-2 showed compensation point behavior similar toA-6, provide another, qualitative method for distinguishing
although its H, increase near 120 °C was steeper. Samples in among samples deposited in the same run. Domain nuclea-
the B-4 and B-6 radial groups showed no sign of TomP and tion and growth seems to be dominated by the microstruc-
had H, steadily decrease with increasing temperatures. C-2 ture, both in terms of the density and location of nucleation
showed no T., in the temperature range studied, nor did centers, and the manner in which domain walls propagate
3amples studied in the C-4 or C-6 groups. D-4 suggests a and create a reversed region. Thermomagnetic writing
T., below room temperature. creates nucleation centers at each mark, but the shape and

uniformity of the domain is dictated both by the isotherms of
the writing laser and the film's prefer, cd mode of wall propa-

0 RUN RA

o.

S FILM

SIDE

COERCIVITY (kOe.) FIG. 2. Sample coercive field domains, run B, radius 2. Field of view 160

FIG. I. Kerr loop tracer O. and H, data for film side. um. H, 3.I kOe, VSM B, 6X 10- emu.
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FIG. 3. Sample coercive field domains, run B, radius 4. Field of view 160 FIG. 4. Sample coercive field domains, run B, radius 6. Field of view 160
um.H = 3.1 kOe, VSMB, = 4Xl0-emu.Notenucleationatdefectsite. pm. H = 3.1 Oe, VSM B, = 6x lO-'emu.

gation. Coercive field domain photographs indicate differ- loop tracer quickly becomes dominated by the internal
ences in wall propagation among samples. structure of the domain under the laser spot. As long as the

When initially deposited, films generally exhibit a ran- internal patterns become fully reversed with increasing field,
dom up-down minimum energy structure. With a saturating square loops would be expected. When the readout beam
field the pattern becomes uniform, and as the opposite coer- diameter is on the order of the domain size, noise will be
cive field is approached, domains begin to appear. While introduced by jagged edges.
domain wall velocity can be controlled by varying the field
strength, the nature of the wall growth depends on domain IV. SUMMARY
energetics and is characteristic of the film.

Local domain wall growth (smooth, or jagged with den- RBS, Kerr loop tracing, VSM, and coercive domain
dritic structure), the overall shape of the domains, and the photographs have been used to characterize amorphous
internal structure (completely reversed or striped) varied TbFeCo films that could be used for magneto-optical re-
widely. Domains tended towards being either smooth cording media. Variation in sample properties, even in the
walled, round, and completely reversed internally, or jagged, same run, has been apparent in all the characterizations.
with dendritic structures at the wall and striped internal This suggests that predicting MO properties of an individual
structure. The jagged structure is favored by domains with sample from sputtering process parameters such as substrate
high demagnetizing energy compared to wall energy. High and target bias voltages or Ar pressure alone will be difficult.
demagnetizing energy also favors the striped internal struc- Target-sample geometry, exhibited here by radial groupings
ture. Conversely, the smoother walls and complete internal and positioning within the same group, can play an impor-
reversal is associated with higher wall enegy and lower de- tant role.
magnetizing energy.

6
'
7 All samples produced square hyster-

esis loops, including those exhibiting jagged domains.
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Single Ion model for magnetostriction In rare-earth-transition-metal
amorphous films

Yoshio Suzuki and Norio Ohta
Central Research Laboratory. Hitachi Ltd., Kokubunji 185. Tokyo. Japan

The mechanism of magnetostriction in rare-earth-transition-metal amorphous films was
investigated based on a single ion anisotropy model for rare-earth atoms using a point charge
approximation. The theory was compared with the observed magnetostriction in
(Gdo.75 Ro.25 ) 19Co8 films with various rare-earth elements R. The dependence of the observed
magnetostriction on substitutional rare-earth elements R is well explained with this model.
Screening of an electric field was found to be essential for magnetostriction, and a screening
function was determined from the observed magnetostriction. The screening was found to be of
the type in which an electric field decreases more rapidly with an increase of distance than a
Coulombic interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION We define the local magnetic anisotropy K, (i) at the

Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy K. in rare-earth- site i by the following equation:
transition-metal (RE-TM) amorphous films can be separat- Wc (i) = - K, (i)n- (cos2 

OM - (3)
ed into two components, a part due to inverse magnetostric- where n is the number of rare earth atoms in a unit volume.
tion and an intrinsic anisotropy. 1-3 In a previous paper' we Then the bulk anisotropy K. can be obtained as the average
have shown that the intrinsic anisotropy can be explained of K. (i) as K, = (K, (i)) where ( ) means a configura-
with a single ion anisotropy model of rare-earth atoms using tional average over all sites i. Comparing Eqs. ( 1) and (3),
a point charge approximation, and that such an intrinsic we get an expression for K. (i):
anisotropy can be induced by an anelastic deformation dur-
ing deposition of a film. We also pointed out that magneto- K, (i) An qj(3 cos' 0 - 1) (4)
striction is closely related to the single ion anisotropy of rare- R R
earth atoms. In this study we investigated magnetostriction In the folowing analysis we use a uniform strain ap-
in RE-TM amorphous films based on a point charge approx- proximation in which all atomic positions change with a
imation. A point charge model without any screening is strain tensor
known to lead to zero magnetostriction in amorphous struc-
tures.5 We determined the screening function for the crystal E, = eyy = -/2, e, = c, others = 0. (5)
field from the observed magnetostriction in This represents a pure shear part of a uniaxial deformation
(Gdo.75 Ro.25 )19Co 8 I film with various rare-earth elements along z axis.
R. We define the local magnetoelastic coupling constant

B(i) as
II. POINT CHARGE MODEL OF MAGNETOSTRICTION IN dK, (i)
AMORPHOUS STRUCTURES B(i) - de(6)

By applying a point charge modei' in amorphous struc-
ture, the crystal field energy W, (i) associated with the 4f Then, the magnetic and elastic energy per unit volume is
electrons of a rare earth atom at a site i was calculated. The given by
term related to uniaxial anisotropy along z axis can be writ- U = K, (cos

2 
0M - ) + (B(i)) (cos' 6O - J)c + (j) Ge

2
,

ten as4  
(7)

(c- 2 1- qj (3 cos2 6, - I) where G is the shear elastic modulus. The strain is given from
W ( ) = - A -s 6

M -" "R R Eq. (7) as the value of e that minimizes U. The saturation

(1 ) magnetostriction A, is the difference between the strain for

with Om = 0 and that for 0M = ir/2: that is

A = j[e (r)a(J' - J/2), (2) A, = (B(i))/3G. (8)
To calculate the magnetoelastic coupling constant (6) it is

where e is the electron charge, (r) is the size of the 4forbit, convenient to treat contributions of the change of R and the
a is the Stevens factor,'Jis the total angular momentum, 0M change of 0 separately as
is the polar angle of the direction of magnetization, R, and
0. are polar representation of the position of the nearest- B(i) - -+
neighbor ion j, q, is the charge of the ion j, and the sum is "X"taken over the nearest-neighbor ions of i. (9)
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Using the equations

aRj Rj(3 cos 2 0,, - 1)

(76 2
S0, -3 sin 0, cos 0, (10) denshay:
dE 2 (a) (b)

Eq. (9) can be transformed into
(-2) q[ (3 co2 1)

2  
FIG. 2. Mechanism of zero-magnetostrictioti in a pure point charge model.

S2 -(Distribution of the nearest-neighbor ions can be decomposed into compo-

nents of uniformly charged spherical shells (a). Each shell, by uniform
-- 6(sin 0 cos 9,, )2]/IR . ( 11 ) shear strain, turns into a uniformly charged ellipsoidal shell (b, inside

The first term in the parentheses represents the effect of the which the electric feld is zero.

change in the distance of the nearest-neighbor ion R,1, and
the second term the effect of the change in the orientation of into an ellipsoidal shell (Fig. 2(b) .The volume density of
them 90,. We call the former the AR effect and the latter the charge is unchanged after the deformation because the strain
AO effect. Those terms are plotted in Fig. I as a function of (5) is of a pure shear mode. It is known' that the electrostat-
cos 0. The AO effect and the AR effect have opposite contri- ic potential inside an ellipsoid uniformly changed by p is
bution to the magnetoelastic coupling constant.5 The near-
est-neighbor ions around the z axis and in the xy plane con- =const. - p(NxX 2 + NY Y + N, Z 2 )/2, (13)
tribute to B(i) mainly through the &R effect, while those in where N_, NY, and N, are the same as the demagnetization
the intermediate direction contribute mainly through the AO factors for the ellipsoid. Since an ellipsoidal shell can be re-
effect. garded as a superposition of two similar ellipsoids charged

In an amorphous structure, distribution of the nearest by p and - p, the electric field, being the superposition of
neighbors is isotropic. Therefore, the angle factor in Eq. the fields created by those two ellipsoids, is zero inside the
( I I ) can be averaged over a sphere, shell. Thus the charge distributed on this shell has no contri-
B = ((i)) c:(3 cos' 9 1)2 I 6(sin 0 cos 9)2) =0 bution to magnetoelastic coupling.

(12) Magnetostrction is generally nonzero for actual amor-
phous ferromagnets in contrast to the above analysis. This is

This means that in pure point charge approximation the because we employed the following approximations: (1) a
magnetoelastic coupling constant is always zero. uniform strain assumption [Eq. (5) 1; (2) the screening of

The reason why the magnetoelastic coupling becomes electric field by conduction electrons is ignored; (3) the
zero can be explained more directly with the following argu- magnetic moments at rare earth sites were assumed to be
ment. The configurational average (B(i) is equivalent to aligned parallel to the bulk magnetization, while they are
B(i) for a singleion surrounded by a continuous distribution actually oriented closer to the local easy axis.' Among them,
of positive charge defined by the radial distribution function. the second seems to be the main cause for the nonzero value
The distribution of the nearest-neighbor ions can be decom- of magnetostriction.
posed into components of spherical shells like the one shown In general, the potential I/R 3 in Eq. (I ) have to be re-
in Fig. 2(a). If the thickness of the shell is sufficiently small, placed with a screened potential g(R)/R with a screening
the charge density in the shell can be regarded as uniform, factor g(R). Then the magnetoelastic coupling constant B
Each spherical shell, by a uniform shear strain (5), turns = (B(i)) can be calculated, from Eq. (9), as

B= An ((I q
j g'(Rij) (3 cos

2 
0j - I ) 2

4 = (J) AnqNg'(a)/a2', (14)
where N, is the coordination number and a is the average

3 - (o) nearest-neighbor distance. The magnetostriction can now be
written in the following form'o:

2 - (a). (b) FIG. I. The AR effect (a), T a(
d  

- J12) (qe(r)N /a')nG -'ag'(a). ( 15)

and the 40 effect (b) on
I r.,agnetoelastic coupling Ill. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

plotted against the orienta- Figure 3 is the magnetostriction A, in rf sputter deposit-tion of the nearest-neighbor

ions. ed (Gdo,73 R0 .25 )NCo., films.4 Perpendicular magnetic an-
isotropy K. was measured for the films before and after re-

I moval of the substrate. The difference AK. between those
(b two values is the part of K. due to inverse magnetostriction

_ _ _____ .___ mechanism. The saturation magnetostriction A, can be cal-
0 0.5 1 culated using the relationship3 AK, = - (Q) A,o, where o

cos e is the in-plane stress in the film. The stress o( = - 4 X 109
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IV. CONCLUSION
theory -Magnetostriction in rare-earth-transition-metal amor-

20 phous films was analyzed based on a single ion anisotropy
-2 model of rare-earth elements using a point charge approxi-

mation with screening. The dependence of the observed2 °- , magnetostriction in(Gdo 75Ro.25)19Co11 films on the substi-

0- tutional rare earth element R is in reasonable agreement
with the theory. The screening function which was deter-

Lo Ce Pr Nd PmSmEu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu mined to fit the observed magnetostriction is of the type in
which an electric field decreases more rapidly on increasing

FIG. 3. The magnetostrictive part of uniaxial anisotropy obtained as the the distance than a Coulombic interaction.
difference between K. before and after removal of the substrate in sputter
deposited (Gd,5Ro25 )19Co, I films for various substitutional rare earth

elements R (Ref. 4). The vertical scale to the right indicates the correspond-
ing valu,s of saturation magnetostriction.

dyne/cm
2

) was determined from the bending of a silicon 'H. Takagi, S. Tsunashima, S. Uchiyama, and T. Fujii, J_ Appl. Phys. 50,

wafer on which GdjCos, film was deposited. Since Gd 1642 (1979).

atoms have no single ion anisotropy, the value of A, for 'S. Tsunashima, H. Takagi, K. Kamegaki, T. Fujii, and S. Uchiyama,
GdtsCogt was taken as a basis (broken line in Fig. 3), and IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-14. 844 (1978).

S. Yoshino, H. Takagi, S. Tsunashima, M. Masuda. and S. Uchiyama, Jpn.

the effect of each rare earth element R was measured as the J. Appl. Phys. 23, 188 (1984).

difference from this base line. By substituting into Eq. (15) 'Y. Suzuki, S. Takayama. F. Kirino, and N. Ohta, IEEE Trans. Magn. (to

the observed difference in A. between (Gdo. 75 Tbo.25 ) ,5CoM be published).
and Gd1 ,Co8, films (l.9X 0 -.S), with shear modulus Y. Suzuki and T, Egami, J, Mag. Magn. Mater. 31-34,1549 (1983).

aM. T. Hutchings, Solid State Physics, edited by F. Seitz and D. Turnbull
G= 5 X 10'' dyne/cm,q= Iel and other parameters as de- (Academic, New York, 1964), Vol. 16, p. 22T

scribed in Ref. 4, we obtained the screening factor 'K. W. H. Stevens, Proc. Phys. Soc. A65, 209 (1952).

ag' (a) - 7.2 X 10-2 .A negative sign is what we expect of E. C. Stoner, Philos. Mag. 36, 803 (1945).
'J. M. K. Coey and D. H. Ryan, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-20. 1278

an ordinary screening function. The magnetostriction A, (1984).
calculated using this screening factor (solid line in Fig. 3), is 'The corresponding equation in Ref. 4 is wrong by a factor of , 8,-r/3. A

within a reasonable agreement with the observation. negative sign in its Eq. (7j should also bc removed.
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Magneto-optical properties of PtMnSb films prepared by facing targets
sputtering

M. Naoe and N. Kitamura
Department of Physical Electronics, Faculty of Engineering Tokyo Institute of Technology,
2-12-1 Oh-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan

M. Shoji and A. Nagai
Advanced Material Systems Laboratories. Kureha Chemical Industry Co, Ltd., 3-25-1 Hyakunin-cho,
Shjinuku-ku, Tokyo 160 Japan

The magneto-optical properties of PtMnSb Heusler alloy films prepared by a facing targets
sputtering (FTS) system have been studied. The specimen films were deposited onto glass
substrates heated between 20 and 350 *C. The films exhibiting diffraction peaks of Clb-PtMnSb
Heusler alloy were obtained at temperatures above 150 *C. The saturation magnetization 4srMe
increased with increasing substrate temperature and the maximum value of magnetization was
5.8 kG, which is lower than PtMnSb bulk magnetization. The polar Kerr rotation measured
with a He-Ne laser was evaluated at 1.9' on the glass side when an external dc magnetic field of
7 kOe was applied in a perpendicular direction.

I. INTRODUCTION In the preliminary experiment, the surface color of the

As the PtMnSb Heusler alloy with Clb phase has an Sb target changed to black from metallic. By means of SEM

extremely large Kerr effect,' the preparation of PtMnSb observation and EPMA (Electron-Probe Microanalysis),

films attracts much interest for the magneto-optical record- many fine Sb prominences were detected on the Sb target

ing application. Recently, several works have been carried surface whose color changed to black. This phenomenon is

out on PtMnSb thin films fabricated by sputtering and vacu- well known to occur under condition that the temperature of

um evaporation techniques and the preparation conditions the Sb target surface is higher than the critical tempera-

to obtain a large polar Kerr rotation were studied.2-4  ture, - which causes the compositional change of Sb in

Generally, it is said that the magnetic and crystallo- PtMnSb films. For preventing the change of the Sb target

graphic pronerties of sputtered films can be changed by the surface, the Sb target was sufficiently cooled by bonding to

plasma cot, 1 ions, substrate temperature, incidence energy target holder.

of sputtered particles, and deposition rate. In the facing tar- The sputtering was carried out under argon pressure

gets sputtering (F7S) system, the plasma is confined by PA, in the range of 0.7-6 mTorr and the deposition rate was

means of a magnetic field in a space between two targets that 250-630 A/min. The deposition rate of the sputtered

are facing each other and the substrates are placed outside PtMnSb thin film decreased with increasing number of Pt

this region (plasma-free region). As the irradiation by Y chips on the Sb target and was proportional to discharge

electron, Ar atoms, and negative transition metal ions to the current.

growing film surface is greatly reduced, nondamaged depo-
sition of the growing film surface can be achieved.' water -led

In this work,PtMnSb Heusler alloy thin films have been
prepared using the FTS apparatus and their crystallograph-
ic, magnetic, and magneto-optical properties will be de-
scribed.

II. EXPERIMENT
The FTS apparatus used in this study is schematically

shown in Fig. 1. For the plasma confinement, a magnetic
field of 180 0 was applied normal to each target plane. The
substrate was in the "plasma free" region. The specimen
films were deposited onto glass substrate (Coming 7059)
heated between 20 and 350 *C.

In this study, a Mn plate (100 mmo x 5 mm') was used
as the upper side facing target. A Sb/Pt composite target
consisting of a Sb plate (100 mmin X 5 mm' ) and Pt chips water cooled

( 10 x 10 mm 2 ) was used as the lower side facing target. The
composition of films was controlled by altering the number
of Pt chips on the Sb target. FIG. I. Schematic diagram of FTS apparatus used in this study.
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PA, =1OmTorr

[Pt]=25cm2

*6o 0

6 220 4. Diffraction peak intensity as

0 function of deposition rate at argon
- 4 1 pressure P, 1.0 mTorrt (Pt: area
Z of Pt chips).

M, 5b Z 2 Ts = 200oC 0

FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns for 0 10,0 200
6various compositions: (a) composi- DEPOSITION RAT100 00 3 )

(2 tional diagram, (b) diffraction pat-
tern.

binary alloy system. With increase of Pt content from sample

but with further increase of Pt content, intense diffrac-

tion peaks of Clb phase PtMnSb (220) were observed in

samples (C)-(E). The compositions of samples (C)-(E)

i0 20 50 4 50 60 70 80 were different from the stoichiometric composition
2e do (Pt:Mn:Sb = 1:1:1 ). It is therefore considered that the com-

positional range making Clb phase PtMnSb spreads around
In this experiment, using the FTS system consisting of the stoichiometric composition.

two facing targets of different composition (the upper target Figure 3 shows the substrate temperature dependence of

is pure Mn and the lower is a Pt/Sb mosaic target), it is x-ray diffraction peak intensities for the films prepared at

unavoidable that a compositional change in the sputtered PA, = 1.0 mTorr and deposition rate 250 A/min. The films
films occurs along the direction normal to the facing target prepared with substrate temperatures below 100 *C were

plane. The specimen films were therefore cut at the center of amorphous. The crystallization of films prepared by the FTS

glass substrate for the measurement. system was achieved at substrate temperatures above 150 *C,
The film composition was determined by EPMA. The which was higher than with the films prepared by magnetron

crystalline structure of specimen film was determined by x- sputtering.
4 

The relative peak intensities Phk1 is given by

ray diffraction method with CuKa. Polar Kerr hysteresis
loops were measured at normal incidence using a He-Ne la- Phk( = jMAIII1 + 220 + 311

ser source (633 nm) under external magnetic field up to 7 + 1400 + 1331 + 1422)
kOe. Magnetization of specimen was estimated by a VSM where 'Ak) is the diffraction peak intensities at (hkl) reflec-

system. tion of Clb-PtMnSb. Figure 3 indicates that the orientation
of the PtMnSb films was changed by altering substrate tem-

IlL. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION perature and it is the same tendency as with the films pre-

A. Crystallographic properties pared by evaporation technique.

Figure 2 shows the compositional diagram and the x-ray Figure 4 shows the change of diffraction peak intensities

diffraction patterns of PtMnSb films of five different compo- with the deposition rate at the substrate temperature of

sitions (A)-(E). The specimen films were prepared under 200 C and the argon pressure PA, = 1.0 mTorr. '220 was

the argon pressure PAr = 1.0 mTorr, deposition rate 250 i almost constant with deposition rate but 1,1, decreased with

min, and substrate temperature T, = 200 *C. The thickness an increase of deposition rate.

of each specimen was 2500 A. Sample (A), not containing ClB-PtMnSb has a cubic symmetry. As sputtered films

Pt, exhibited Sb and MnSb diffraction peaks, which is ex- may have large stress and a lattice strain may be caused by

pected from the composition of 80 at. % Sb in the Mn-Sb the large stress in sputtered film, the lattice strain in PtMnSb

sputtered films was examined. Figure 5 shows the lattice

strain of PtMnSb films as the function of the Pt chip area on

O.R. = 250 R/ the Sb target. The lattice strain was given by
1.0 d ' 25004 ,

00
0.8 0P
0.6 11 T0 = 00 C

'. o P,00. 5 FIG. 3. Dependence of relative oh,. 00,r

Z peak intensity on substrate tern- - 1.0 o
perature (D.R.: deposition rate; T o6 20

~\0.4 2 O ". / d film thickness). 0 FIG. 5. Lattice strain vs area of Pt

Go 4 P4 chips in PtMnSb films for various de-
oz 0- 0 2 -. position rates.

0 100 200 300 400 0
20 30 40

TS  ('C) AREA OF Pt CHIPS(CmZ
)
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Z_ 1

c/a = l/i8(d20/d) 2 
- 2,

where c/a is the ratio of a axis and c axis lattice constants for 1 [
the tetragonal system, and d220 and d,1 are lattice plane o8 A rril 25, 2
spacings (d spacings) of PtMnSb filns which are calculated 0-
from the diffraction data. If the lattices of PtMnSb films 0  ,L
prepared by the FrS system have no strain, the c/a value 0 2

should be equal to unity. As it is smaller than 1, the PtMnSb L,--Z -
latticesappeartobecompressedinthedirectionofthecaxis. 0 10o "I '2

B. Magnetic propertieS because the measured specimens may have different magnet-

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the saturation magne- ic and magneto-optical properties on the film side and the

tization on the substrate temperature. The saturation mag- substrate side, which are influenced by crystallographic
netization 4irM, increased with increasing substrate tem- properties, compositions, and the smoothness of each sides
perature and had maximum value of 5.8 kG, which is lower surface.
than the PtMnSb bulk magnetization of 6.9 kG. The increase
of 47rM, was caused by the crystallization of Clb-PtMnSb. IV. CONCLUSIONS
The crystallization of films was still incomplete because the

maximum value of 41rM was lower than that of bulk PtMnSb Heusler alloy films have been prepared on glass

PtMnSb. substrates heated between 20 and 350 C by the facing tar-

H, increased from 50 to 120 Oe with increasing sub- gets sputtering (FrS) system. Their crystallograhpic, mag-

strate temperature (from 100 to 350C) when an external netic, and magneto-optical properties were studied. The

magnetic field was applied parallel to the film plane but Hc films with diffraction peaks of Clb-PtMnSb Heusler alloy
dfrom 240 to 60 e when a magnetic field was ap- were obtained at temperatures above 150 "C. The saturation

plied normal to the film plane. magnetization 47rM, increased with increasing substrate
temperature and the maximum value of magnetization was

C. Magneto-optical properties 5.8 kG, which is lower than PtMnSb bulk magnetization.
Polar Kerr rotation measured with a He-Ne laser was evalu-

Figures 7 (a) and 7(b) show the dependence of the polar ated at 1.9' on the glass side when an external dc magnetic
Kerr rotation angle ek on substrate temperature for PtMnSb field of 7 kOe was applied in a perpendicular direction.
films. The angles were measured from the film side and the
substrate side. The Kerr rotation angles increased with an 'P. G. van Engen, K. H. J. Bushchow, R. Jongebreur, and M. Erman, Appl.
increase ofsubstrate temperature. The maximum value of 0k Phys. Lett. 42, 202 (1983).
on the film side was 1.2* at T, = 3500C and that on the 'R. Ohyama, J. Abe, andK. Matsubara, J. Magn. Soc. Jpn. 9, 145 (1985).
substrate side was 1.9' at 300 *C. 'T. Inukai, M. Matsuoka, and K. Ono, Appi. Phys. Lett. 49, 52 (1986).

'M. Shoji, A. Nagai, N. Murayama, Y. Obi, and H. Fujimori, J. Magn. Soc.
In these films, the o, measured from the film side and Jpn. 10, 191 (1986).

substrate side showed different dependencies upon substrate 'M. Naoe, S. Yamanaka. and Y. Hoshi, IEEE Trans. Mag. MAG-16, 646
temperature as shown in Fig. 7. Furthermore, the behavior (1986).
of the saturation magnetization and the polar Kerr rotation 'S. Ashida, T. Yoshida, and K. Akashi, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 4, 2388

(1986).
angles with substrate temperature was not similar, as is 'R. S Robinson and M. Rossnagel, 1. Vac. Sci. Technol. 21, 79 (1982).
shown in Figs. 6 and 7(a). These differences are probably 'O. Auchiello, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 19, 841 (1951).
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Microstructure of sputtered garnet films for magneto-optical recording
media

K. Shono, H. Kano, N. Koshino, and S. Ogawa
Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd. Morinosato- Wakamiya, Atsugi, Kanagawa, Japan

Sputtered garnet films have a high potential for use as a magneto-optical recording medium.
However, the medium noise is thought to be large because of its crystal boundaries. We
investigated the microstructure of films on 0GG substrate, using TEM and SEM. The film
crystallized by postannealing shows a rectangular hysteresis loop with high coercivity, and has
an uneven surface. This is because the direction and size of each crystallite is not uniform.
However, the film crystallized during deposition has quite a smooth surface, but does not have
magnetic properties suitable for use in magneto-optical recording. This film has a mosaiclike
structure, in which all crystallites are uniformly oriented. We found that ion implantation of
Ne + and successive annealing of the film crystallized during deposition improved the magnetic
properties without roughening the surface.

I. INTRODUCTION Films were crystallized during deposition when the sub-
Sputtered garnet film is very promising for use with ap- strate temperature was 530 °C (as-deposited crystallized

plications such as magneto-optical recording because of its film). Films deposited with the substrate temperature of
large magneto-optical figure of merit. '2 We have already 350 °C were crystallized by annealing at 700 °C (postan-
reported that it has a high C/N value at the Ar laser wave- nealed film). The film compositions are given in Table I.
length (52 dB for a GGG substrate and 45 dB for a glass These results were determined by x-ray microanalysis, pre-
substrate) .3 Furthermore, we found that recording using a supposing that the sum of cations was 8. The deviation from
laser diode was possible in spite of the transparency at the the target composition is slightly smaller in the as-deposited
laser diode wavelength, if the film was coated with Cr.4  crystallized film than in the postannealed film.

However, noise induced by this medium is thought to be
much larger than that of amorphous rare-earth transition
metals because this material is crystalline. However, no defi-
nite relationship has been developed between the medium- The x-ray diffraction pattern showed only a (444) peak
induced noise and the crystalline nature of the medium. In of garnet phase in the as-deposited crystallized film. No im-
addition, there are two methods of preparing a sputtered purity phase was observed in spite of the large deviation from
garnet film on a single-crystal substrate such as GGG. One the stoichiometric value. The lattice mismatch was about
crystallizes an amorphous film by postannealing. The other 1%. Figure I shows the RHEED pattern of the as-deposited
makes a crystallized film during deposition.2 Both films are crystallized film. The direction of incident electron beam is
found to be epitaxially grown, when observed using x-ray parallel with (110) direction of the substrate. The diffrac-
diffraction, but there are great differences in surface smooth- tion pattern is not streaky, but forms clear spots. From this
ness and in magnetic properties. result, we could assume that the film is similar to a single

We investigated the microstructures of these films to crystal. The results of x-ray diffraction and RHEED for the
clarify the source of the medium-induced noise, using a postannealed film were almost the same.
transmission electron microscope (TEM), reflection of
high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) equipment, and IV. SURFACE MORPHOLOGY
a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Figure 2 shows the SEM images of the as-deposited

crystallized film and the postannealed film, which are Yaxis
II. FILM PREPARATION modulated to amplify any roughness.

Films were prepared on a (I 11) GGG substrate by rf The surface of the as-deposited crystallized film is very
diode sputtering, using the ceramic target shown in Table I. smooth, although there are some small wrinkles. The surface

TABLE I. Target and film composition.

Bi Y Ga Fe 0

Sputtering target 2.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 12.0
As-deposited crystallized film 1.5 1.3 1.0 4.2 12.0
Postannealed film 1.4 1.2 1.1 4.3 12.0

FIG. I. RHEED pattern of the as-deposited crystallized film.
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FIG. 4. TEM images of the postannealed film: (a) inner region, (b) surface~region.

FIG. 2. SEM image of the as-deposited crystallized film (a), and of the thickness is caused by random nuclear generation at crystal-
postannealed film (b). lization. Figure 5 shows the TEM image of the cross section

for the as-deposited crystallized film. The columnar struc-

ture is observed very clearly, and the width of column almost

of the postannealed film is uneven. It seems that 70-nm parti- corresponds with the size of crystallite. We can see disloca-
cles are dispersed. tions at the interface with the substrate, which may be

Using a precise surface analyzer, we obtained an average caused by the lattice mismatch.
surface roughness value of 2 nm for the postannealed film, The result of cross section for the post-annealed film is
but the roughness of the as-deposited crystallized film was the same as Fig. 4(a).
below the instrument resolution.

VI. ION IMPLANTATION
V. MICROSTRUCTURE Figure 6 shows the Faraday loops of the as-deposited

We analyzed the structure using TEM, removing the crystallized film and the postannealed film. The as-deposited
substrate, by mechanical polishing and ion milling, crystallized film has small coercivity and small squareness

Figure 3 shows the TEM image ofthe as-deposited crys- ratio, while the postannealed film shows a rectangular loop
tallized film. The microcrystallites, each about 70 nm long, with high coercivity, The magnetic property of as-deposited
are arranged in a mosaic structure. The diffraction pattern is crystallized film is not suitable for magneto-optical record-
quite regular, like that of a single crystal. ing.

The microstructure changes with film thickness in the We performed ion implantation in the as-deposited
postannealed film. The same mosaic structure as that in Fig. crystallized film to improve the magnetic property. Ne was
3 was observed near the interface with the substrate. As the implanted in the 0.25-pm film with 100 keV and I x l0ts
film becomes thicker, the uniformity in crystallite size be- ions/cm

2
. The as-implanted film did not show Faraday rota-

comes worse. Figure 4 shows the TEM images of the inner tion because of crystal destruction, but the crystal recovered
region and the surface region. The microcrystallites, with after annealing at 600 *C. Figure 7 shows the Faraday loop
average size of 30 nm, are randomly placed in the inner re- after the annealing. A squareness ratio of I and a coercive
gion. However, larger particles, with average size of about 70 force of 850 Oe are obtained. We examined the microstruc-
nm, are observed in the surface region. It seems that these ture after the ion implantation and the annealing. No change
particles are composed of several crystallites. This corre- was recognized in the surface, when compared with the as-
sponds to the result of SEM. From the diffraction patterns, deposited crystallized film. However, using TEM we found
we find that the direction of each crystallite is generally in that the mosaic structure was distorted by ion implantation.
line in the postannealed film. We think that this change with

FIG. 3. TEM imaW of the as-deposited crystallized film. FIG. 5. Cross-section TEM image of the as-deposited crystallized film.
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(a):
FIG, 7. Improved Faraday

a loop of the as-deposited
0 crystallized film by ion I'M-
_0 0.5 1 1.5 0 1. I .6 plantation and successive

H (k 0.)nelis

FIG. 6. Faraday loop of the(0) analz.
as-deponited crystallized film

(b) (a) and of the postannealed
film (b).

bination of crystallization during deposition and ion implan-
tation.
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VII. CONCLUSION
The icrstruturs ofsputerd ganetfilm ~ GG . Gomi, K. Utsugi, and M. Abe, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-22. 1233

substrate were clarified. The film crystallized during depo- 'J. P. Krumrne. V. Doorman, B. Strocka. and P. Willich, J. Appl. Phys. 60,
sition is superior in surface smoothness and crystal orienta- 2066 (1986).

tion to the film crystallized by postannealing. Ion implants- 'H. Kano, S. Shono, N. Koshino, and S. Ogawa, Digest of the Tenth Annual
Conference on Magnetics in Japan (1986) (in Japanese), p. 32.

tion improves the magnetic property without roughening 'K. Shono. H. Kano, N. Koshino, and S. Ogawa. IEEE Trans. Magn.
the surface. A higher C/N value can be obtained by the com- MAG-23, 2970 (1987).
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Improvement In optical and magnetic properties of Bi-substituted garnet
sputtered films for magneto-optical recording

M. Gomi, K. Satoh, and M. Abe
Department of Physical Electronics Tokyo Institute of Technology, Ookayama, Meguro-ku.
Tokyo 152, Japan

We have investigated the effect on the optical and magnetic properties of adding W or Co to
Bi-substituted garnet films sputtered on glass substrates. Adding a small amount ( < 1.2 at. %)
of W makes the film optically homogeneous. It also increases coercivity more than three times,
probably due to wall pinning by W atoms. Adding Co reduces coercivity. On the thin film with
added W, we have successfully performed a dynamic thermomagnetic writing with a regular
bit shape. This promotes development of magneto-optical memory using garnet sputtered film.

I. INTRODUCTION structure having impurity phases of Bi2Fe40 9 and/or

Sputtered films of Bi-substituted iron garnet on glass Bi46Fe20 72, which do not contain W.
substrates are promising media for magneto-optical memory Figure 1 compares surface morphology between the
applications."- For practical use, however, we must over- films with and without the W additive; adding W improves
come the following serious problem inherent in polycrystal- smoothness in the surface. Furthermore, we have found that
line films: Crystal grain boundaries (I) reduce optical ho- adding W makes the film optically homogeneous (the grain
mogeneity of the film due to concentration of defects around boundaries are undiscernible), and makes reproducibility in
the boundaries and (2) make recorded domains irregular in film preparation good.
shape, causing media noise.5 Problem (2) becomes more se- Similar results were obtained for the Co additive.

rious when domain wall coercivity is low inside the grains.
We have successfully improved (1) by intentionally B. Magnetic and magneto-optic properties

making oxygen defects inside the grains 2 or by relaxing seg- All the films had magnetization of - 3 emu/cm 3, Curie
regation of the defects around the boundaries.' However, temperature of 160 °C, and uniaxial magnetic anisotropy K,
(2) has not yet been improved, which is the subject of this (perpendicular to the film plane) of 3 X 104 erg/cm3 , nearly
study. independent of the content of the W or Co additive. How-

We describe in this paper how the recorded domain ever, coercive force strongly changes by adding W or Co as
shape is improved by adding impurity ions into the film. The below.
improvement is demonstrated by the domain shape recorded Figure 2 shows typical Faraday hysteresis loops of the
dynamically. films added W (1 at. %) or Co (0.09 area % per target)

compared to that of a film with no additive. The squareness
II. FILM PREPARATION of the loop is not changed by the additives. The remanence

The films were prepared on glass substrates (Coming ratio of all the loops is unity, which is an important factor
No. 0317) by the following two steps; (a) deposition of required for magneto-optical memory media. The coercive
amorphous films by f-diode sputtering in Ar and (b) post- force H, decreases by adding Co, but increases by adding W.

annealing for crystallization at TA = 550-600 'C for 3 h in Since increasing H, improves shape of thermomagnetically
air. The sputter deposition was performed under these con- written bit, we hereafter focus our interest only on the films
ditions: rf power density = 8.8 W/cm2 , deposition rate = 10 added with W. Figure 3 shows Hc and Faraday rotation Fof
nm/min, and substrate temperature Ts = 400-480 'C. As a the films (-0.3 pm thick, TA = 580 'C) plotted as a func-
target, we used a ceramic disk of composition tion of the W content. Here, H, for the films annealed at

Bi 2. Dyo9 Fe3 6G%.90 1 2 on which metal chips of W or Co 570 'C are also shown for comparison. The H, increases
were placed at 0-0.13 area % as the additive. The substrate with increasing W content, reaching about 3.5 kOe at W = I
was rotated to get uniformity in film composition and thick-
ness.

TABLE I. Chemical compositions of the films sputtered at Ts = 480 -C.Ili. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION_____ _____________

A. Film composition and quality Area of W chips
on a target Bi Fe Ga Dy W

Table I gives the chemical compositions of the thin films (area %) (at. %) (at.%) (at.%) (at.%) (at.%)
with W additive which has been measured by induction-cou-
pled plasma (ICP) method. The composition does not ap 0 34.1 41.5 12.3 12.1 0

ea 0.08 34.0 41.0 12.3 12.0 0.6preciably change with the W content. Bismuth is slightly 0.10 36.2 39.4 11.8 11.6 1.0
overdosed in these garnet films. X-ray diffraction measure- 0.12 35.4 39.9 11.9 11.7 1.2
ment has shown that these films are of polycrystalline garnet
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- FIG. 3. Coercive force H, and
tsc Faraday rotation Fof -0.3-pm-

A I thick films plotted as a function
of W content. The annealing
temnperature T. is the parameter.

(a) W; 0 ot.Z (b) W: I ot.I 0 .5
W CONTENT (at.%)

FIG. I. SEM micrographs of film surfaces.

at. % for the film annealed at 580 °C. The value is three times
larger than that (1.3 kOe) in the film without the additive..... w0 t. .
Since magnetization in garnet films is reversed by wall mo- 20Za.

tion,7 5 H, may be increased by increasing W atoms which
act as wall pinning sites.

On the other hand, the Faraday rotation is independent 5FIG. 4. Faraday rotation spec-
of the W content, having a value of 2°/pm. Faraday rotation tra of 0.3-pum-thick films.

spectra measured in the wavelength range of 480-800 nm
showed no marked change with the W addition, as seen in
Fig. 4. "co 6M 700 800

Figure 5 shows temperature dependencies of H. and F WAVELENGTH (nm)

of the films with and without the addition of W. The H, of
the film with added W reduces more rapidly, with elevating
temperature, than that without W. This may be a feature of
the coercivity caused by wall pinning. The Faraday rotation
monotonously decreases with temperature increase, inde- 4. WO aFy.

pendent of the W content. .0a t.,/.
3r

C. Recording performance FIG. 5. Temperature dependencies of
T Resorti e tpeff c of We - H, and Fof the films with and without
TO estimate the effect of W addition on domain shape, the addition of W.

we have performed a dynamical thermomagnetic writing.F
Figure 6 illustrates the bit shape of the thin films (-.0.3 pm o

00 100 200T (*C)

201

+~ H MeO) a~=2 Vi: 4,5
m/~sec'

(M) Ws1 st.% 2.

(t)
W: 1.0

(c) Co-0.09cre% atV.0.%

Mf/sec

FIG. 6. Dynamirally recorded bits in- 0.3-pm-thick garnet films with W
FIG. 2. Typical Faraday hysteresis loops of films at room temperature. content = (a) 0.58 at. % and (b) I at. %.
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thick) with W content =(a) 0.38 at. % and (b) I at. %. ment of magneto-optical memory using garnet sputtered
Both films were coated with a 0.1-pum-thick Cr reflective film.
layer which works as a heat absorber. The writing experi- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ments were performed using He-Ne laser (A = 633 tuhnuhowudliet hnkS aaam fTu
power at film surface =3.8 mW, spot size = 3 m) at linear kuba R usear Laoraletor Nippnk Shee lass Co, Lsu.

velocity of 3-4.5 m/s and recording frequency of 500 kHz for theschia Lanaysi oftNilms. Thist woklass par, tly

(duty ratio: 50%) under bias field of 50 Oe. The recorded finanhcembyaGran-ii ofo Setfics Reiseaorch farthe
bits are Ilx 3pum in size, which are regular in shape for the inistrd y fduat-ionA Scien i and sultre h froapan.

film (b), while some of them are remarkably diffuse for the MistyoEdcinSecadCuurofJp.
film (a). Thus the addition of W effectively improves the 1M. tGoni, T. Tanida, and M. Abe, J. Appi. Phys. 57, 3888 (1985).
regularity in shape of the written bit. 'M. Good, K. Utsugi. and M. Abe, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-22, 1233

(1986).
3M. Gosnii. T. Okazaki, and MI. Abe, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-23, 2967

IV. CONCLUSIONS (1987).
We have improved the magnetic and optical properties 'K. Shono. H. Kano, N. Koshino. and S. Ogawa. IEEE Trans. Magn.

of Bi-substituted garnet thin film by adding a small amount NI-23, 2970 ( 1987).
of Wles tha 1. at %. headiton o W ake theoptcal 'M. Abe and M. Gomi. J. Mapn. Soc. Jpn. 11. Supplement No. S1, 299
ofW esstha 1.2at.%. he dditon fW akestheoptcal (1987).

quality homogeneous and increases the coercive force up to iJ.-P. Kramme. V. Doormann, and P. Willich. J. AppI. Phys. 57. 3885
three times, which prevents the domain shape from being (1987).

diffsed Usng te tin ilmwithW aditve, e hve uc- '0. Voegeli and F. J. Friedlaender. IEEE Trans. Mapn. MIAG-7. 711
diffsed Usng te tin ilmwithW aditve, e hve uc- (1971).

cessfully performed a dynamic thermomagnetic writing Bw. D. Dole G. IC. Goldberg, and W. E. Flannery, IEEE Trans. Magn.
with a regular shape in domains. This promotes develop- MAG-. 548 (1970).
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Magnetic anisotropy In TbFe thin films prepared at oblique Incidence
Sung-Chul Shin and Ashok K. Agarwala
Diversified Technologies Group Research Laboratories Eastman Kodak Company Rochester,
New York 14650

Effects of the incident vapor-beam orientation on magnetic anisotropy of TbFe thin films were
investigated. By coevaporation of Tb and Fe on tilted substrates, the angle of incident vapor
beam was made to vary from 0' to 60" with respect to each substrate normal. The magnetic
measurements were carried out using a vibrating sample magnetometer and a torque
magnetometer in applied fields of 15 and 20 kOe, respectively. Assuming an intrinsic
anisotropy with a single easy axis, the easy axis orientation and the intrinsic anisotropy energy
were estimated. It was found that perpendicular magnetic anisotropy did not deteriorate until
the angle of incidence reached 30P. However, the easy axis became tilted from the film normal
for angles of incidence larger than 30; finally, at an incident angle of 60, it was in the film
plane. A rapid increase in the shape anisotropy energy and a simultaneous decrease in the
intrinsic anisotropy energy with the angle of incidence are believed to be causes for the loss of
perpendicularity in the film.

I. INTRODUCTION Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Amorphous rare-earth (RE) transition-metal (TM) al- In Table I, we list the characteristic structural and mag-
loy films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy have at- netic parameters of the TbFe films in this study. All films in
tracted wide attention as promising materials for achieving this study showed amorphous phase and had columnar
erasable high-density data recording. Perpendicular mag- structure, irrespective of the angle of incidence. The growth
netic anisotropy for magneto-optical recording is essential, orientation of columns measured from cross-sectional scan-
because the polar Kerr rotation is utilized in the data read- ning electron micrographs generally followed the empirical
ing. Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of RE-TM alloy relationship' tan f = 1/2 tan a, as reported in Ref. 1. Here,
films seems to be sensitive to the preparation conditions as a and Pare inclined angles of incident vapor beam and col-
well as the composition. In this paper, we report the depend- umnar growth orientation from the substrate normal, re-
ence of magnetic anisotropy on the angle of incidence in spectively.
amorphous TbFe films prepared by evaporation. Figure 1 shows torque curves measured in the incident

vapor beam plane for TbFe films prepared at different angles
I. EXPERIMENT of incidence. Here, 0 denotes the angle that an applied field

Details of the sample preparation technique have been makes from the film normal as shown in Fig. 2. As seen in

reported elsewhere.' Briefly, samples were prepared by ther- Fig. 1, the shape of torque curve is essentially not changed up

mal coevaporation of Tb and Fe on Kodak Estar base sub- to a 30 angle of incidence, where the columns are tilted by
strates (for magnetic measurements) and Si wafer substrates 15* from the film normal. A noticeable change is seen in the

(for structural studies) in a vacuum system maintained at torque curve at a = 40, and the torque curve at a =

SX 10- 6 Torr during deposition. The oblique incidence indicates that the easy axis is placed in the film plane.

was achieved by depositing evaporants on substrates mount- To estimate the intrinsic anisotropy energy and the easy

ed on tilted substrate holders. It should be emphasized that a axis orientation, torque curves were analyzed by a simple
series of samples with different angles of incident vapor model described as follows. We assume that a film has a
beams was prepared in the same run. Hence, possible varia-
tions in preparation conditions between different runs, ex- TABLE 1. Some structural and magnetic parameters of TbFe films pre-
cepting the angle of incidence, were minimized, pared at oblique incidence. Each parameter is denoted as follows: a is the

The film compositions were determined by inductively angle of incidence, 6 is the columnar growth orientation, r. is the peak

coupled plasma (ICP) atomic emission spectrometry, and torque value, io is the angle where the torque is zero in the first quadrant or

the film structures were investigated by 0-20 x-ray diffracto- 0, and M, is the saturation magnetization.
metry and microfractography. Sample a . ", o M,

Torque curves were measured by a torque magnetome- code ') () t to' dyne cm/cm') t*) (emu/cm')
ter in an applied magnetic field of 20 kOe. They were mea-
sured in the incident vapor-beam plane, defined by the film TbFe-71 0 0 - 6.9 0 127
normal and the incident vapor-beam orientation. M-H hys- TbFe-72 20 6 - 6.5 10 133

ThFe-73 30 15 -7.2 3 166
teresis loops were measured by a vibrating sample magne- TbFe-74 40 23 9.3 78 369
tometer, while a magnetic field up to 15 kOe was applied Tbfe-75 60 40 31.6 90 702
both in the film plane and normal to the film plane.
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r= -MHsin(O-0)

=K, sin20-K, sin2(8-85). (2)

0 From Eq. (2), using the peak value r. in the measured
torque curve and the angle 0o where the torque is zero, one
can derive explicit analytical expressions3 for K. and 6 as

7WM No given in Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively:

a___o K. =(K.'+ -,2± 2K,rPcos2 0,)'/ (3)

10 = _L arctan( K, sin2 0 , 4°~~ ~ =°- K, cos 200o± rP/(.

where the positive sign is taken when 7r/4<0(o <lr/2 and the
negative sign is taken when 0<0o < ir/4. Then, putting the
values of K. and 8 into Eq. (2), the torque curve can be
numerically generated. We confirmed that our experimental

, ,torque curves matched well to the theoretical ones within
S""10% accuracy.

The intrinsic anisotropy energy K. of our TbFe films
0calculated from Eq. (3) is plotted with respect to the angle of

incidence in Fig. 3(a), in conjunction with the shape anisot-
ropy energy K,. In Fig. 3(b), we plot the easy axis orienta-

sole,() tion 8 estimated from Eq. (4) and the "perpendicularity"
I' "defined by a Q value of K. cos 6/K,. As seen in these figures,

G.60o for incident angles of up to 30' the intrinsic anisotropy ener-
gy of the film maintains similar values that average about8 X 10 erg/cm3 , without much deterioration of the perpen-
dicular magnetic anisotropy. However, for angles of inci-

SO dence larger than 30, K, decreases with the angle of inci-
#-) dence, and the easy axis shifts from the film normal to in

FIG. 1. Torque curves of ThFe films prepared at different angles of inci-
dence. 4

uniaxial anisotropy with a single easy axis making an angle 8
from the film normal (Fig. 2). We consider only the first- E

order anisotropy energy constant K, and ignore any higher-
order terms. Assuming a continuous film of the bulk mag-
netization M,, we consider a shape anisotropy energy K, of _
21r.W present in the film plane. Then, the total magnetosta- a

tic energy E of the system may be expressed by 20

E = K. sin2(0 _- ) + K, cos2 0 - M,H cos(S - 9),

0 20 40 6

where 0 and 0 indicate the magnetization direction and the (al a (degmes)
direction of applied magnetic field, respectively, measured
from the film normal as defined in Fig. 2. Then, the torque r
at equilibrium is given by 0

Film Normael

KU

FIG. 2. Illustration of coordi-

nates in the torque magnetom- 0.

etb. lb) 20 a (degies)

FIG. 3. (a) Dependence of the intrinsic anisotropy energy K. and the shape
anisotropy energy K, on the angle of incidence. (b) Dependence of the easy

Film axis orientation 6 and the perpendicularity Q on the angle of incidence.
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plane. In particular, the easy axis is completely in the plane stress contribution to the magnetic anisotropy in our films is
at the incident angle of 60'. Therefore, the easy axis orienta- thought to be less than 5%.
tion in our obliquely deposited TbFe film is generally not

; along the incidence beam, in contrast to HoCo system re- IV. CONCLUSIONS
ported by Heiman et al. We have studied the effects of the incident vapor-beam

It is interesting to note that the shape anisotropy energy angle on magnetic anisotropy of TbFe thin films. Perpendic-
is drastically increased with the angle of incidence, in partic- ular magnetic anisotropy was not destroyed until the angle
ular for angles greater than 30". We believe that a rapid in- of incidence a was tilted about 30 from the substrate nor-
crease of the shape anisotropy energy with the angle of inci- mal. However, the easy axis became shifted from the film
dence is mainly ascribed to a change of the "effective" T normal for a larger than 30' and, finally, the film prepared at
concentration, presumably due to a preferential oxidation of a = 60 had completely in-plane anisotropy. A rapid in-
Th. (We define the "effective" Tb concentration as the crease of the shape anisotropy and a simultaneous decrease
amount of Tb which is magnetically active.) As reported in of the intrinsic anisotropy with the angle of incidence are
Ref. 1, the density of a TbFe film decreases with increasing believed to be the causes for a loss of the perpendicularity in
angle of incidence, which indicates that more voids are ex- the film.
pected to exist in a film deposited at a higher angle of inci-
dence. For instance, the density of a TbFe film prepared at ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
a = 60 was 15% smaller than that prepared at a = 0*.
Therefore, the amount of T oxidation becomes enhanced W r rtflt .Bn n .Rglbre oTherfor, te aountof h oidaion ecoes nhaced their measurements of torque and vibrating sample magne-
for a higher angle of incidence. Considering the fact that the thersutometers.
magnetization of TbFe film rapidly increases as Th concen-
tration departs from the compensation composition,5 an in-
crea& in the shape anisotropy energy with increasing angle
of incidence is not unexpected.

There has been much controversy on the contribution of
the internal stress of TbFe film to the intrinsic anisotropy.
Kobayashi et al.' and van Dover et al.' have observed that 'S. C. Shin, .1. Appl. Phys. 61, 3340 (1987).
the magnetostrictive energy due to the stress was negligible 'A. G. Dirks and H. J. Leamy, Thin Solid Films 47, 219 (1977).

-Details will be reported elsewhere.
in their films, while Takagi et al.' have reported a predomi- 'N. Heiman, A. Onion, D. F. Kyser, K. Lee, and C. R. Guarnieri, AlP
nant role of the stress in the perpendicular magnetic anisot- Conf. Proc. 24, 573 (1975).

ropy. Our films showed tensile stress of about I x 108 'Y. Mimura and N. Imamura, AppI. Phys. Lett. 28, 746 (1976).
dyne/cm 2, relatively independent of the incident angle. The 'H. Kobayashi, T. Ono, and A. Tsushima, Appl. Phys. Lett. 43, 389

magnetostrictive energy K,, due to the stress is given by K,, 'R. B. van Dover, M. Hong, E. M. Gyorgy, J. F. Dillon, Jr., and S. D.

= - 3Ao/2,
8 where A is the magnetostrictive coefficient Albiston, J. Appl. Phys. 57, 3897 (1985).

and a is the stress in a film. Taking the value ofA = 5 X 10 'H. Takagi, S. Tsunashima, and S. Uchiyamna, J. App. Phys. 50, 1642
(1979).

at Th 23 Fe77 from Ref. 9, the magnetostrictive energy of our 'D. W. Forester, C. Vittoria, J. Schelleng, and P. Luhitz, J. Appl. Phys. 49,

films is estimated by 7.5 x l0 ergs/cm 3. Therefore, the 1966 (1978).
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Materials for magneto-optic data storage (invited) (abstract)
Alan E. Bell
IBM Research Division, Almaden Research Center, 650 Harry Road, San Jose, California 95120

The optimization of magneto-optic media for data storage applications involves a detailed
consideration of the impact of material properties on the overall performance and reliability
characteristics of the complete media design, which includes both the active layer structure
and the substrate material. Currently, the most highly developed materials for the active layer
are the amorphous rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM) alloys. The RE-TM composition

determines both the Curie temperature and the compensation temperature, both of which
parameters affect the sensitivity, and therefore the data rate which can be achieved using
currently available diode lasers. The thermal and optical characteristics of the active layer

thin-film structure affect the sensitivity, and also determine the degree of enhancement of the
shot-noise-limited SNR during playback. Reliability of magneto-optic media is affected by
uniform surface oxidation of RE-TM alloys, which leads to reduced Kerr rotation through the
formation of an absorptive surface layer with only in-plane anisotropy. The proper choice of
dielectric passivation layers and deposition process can significantly limit this and other
degradation mechanisms. The choice of substrate material must be compatible with the coating
process for the active layer structure, provide a stable mechanical interface to the drive
mechanisms, and also possess good optical properties, most notably low birefringence. This
talk will review the current directions in materials research on magneto-optic media, and relate
the physical characteristics of the materials involved to the major requirements of the data
storage application.
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Surface and Interfacial Magnetism J. C. Walker, Chairperson

Long-range magnetic reconstruction of ferromagnetic films
with diffused interfaces

J. R. Cullen and K. B. Hathaway
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Silver Spring, Maryland 209 10

J. M. D. Coey
Physics Department, Trinity College, Dublin. 2, Ireland

Two models of the magnetic structure of a ferromagnetic film deposited on a substrate are
developed, with a view to explaining the reduced moment of Fe on GaAs. In the first, spin
canting induced by antiferromagnetic exchange in the interface layer falls off rapidly in the
interior of the ferromagnet, the characteristic distance being the size of the reconstructed
magnetic unit cell in the interface. In the second, random anisotropy in the interface layer
induces weakly pinned fluctuations of the magnetization which penetrate to a distance of order
the domain wall width, approximately 100 A..

I. INTRO.UCTION net. This does not agree with the penetration depths inferred

It has been recently demonstrated that bec Fe and Co from experiment. The result is not altered dramatically

can be grown epitaxially on GaAs substrates." 2 The magnet- when exchange fluctuations in the surface layer are taken

ic properties of the resulting single-crystal films have been into account.

studied as a function of film thickness. In the particular case We then augment the model by subjecting surface spins

of Fe it was found that there is an anomalous decrease in the to uniaxial anisotropy whose axes are randomly distributed

magnetization with decreasing film thickness.3 The original on the surface. We show that the resulting magnetization

FMR measurements inferring the m tgnetization decrease reduction extends deeply into the bulk; in the simplest form

were confirmed by magnetometry results.4 Further, the de- of this model the penetration length, K - ', is proportional to

pendence of magnetization on thickness is found to deviate (Ja2 /K) where Jis the ferromagnetic couplingstrength, Kis

significantly from inverse proportionality: this observation the bulk anisotropy and a is the lattice parameter. We esti-

can be explained by a spatially varying magnetization in the mate this quantity to be 100 A for bec Fe, which is in good

bulk of the Fe films. Other evidence for a magnetization agreement with penetration depths obtained experimentally.

decrease near the film-substrate interface comes from a com- We conclude that magnetic surface reconstruction due to

parison of the measured surface spin waves with a theory anisotropy of a random kind offers a simple, plausible expla-

which includes spatial variation in the magnetic param- nation of the observations of spatial variation of magnetic

eters.5 A penetration depth for the magnetization defect of properties of Fe films grown on GaAs.

50 A was inferred from the data. In the next section we describe the model and its conse-

These variations in the magnetic parameters of films quences, including a comparison of the results for average

grown on nonmagnetic substrates are certainly due to the magnetization versus thickness with existing experimental

interaction of the substrate atoms with those of the magnetic results. We discuss the implication of the theory for other

film. It had earlier been suggested that lattice mismatch and types of interfaces in the last section.

consequent stress relief was the mechanism. Estimates of the
change in magnetization due to strain prove this not to be II. MAGNETIC SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION

so.' Two more promising mechanisms come from the ex- We consider semi-infinite bcc Fe with a (110) surface
change and anisotropy fluctuations experienced by Fe atoms layer consisting of randomly distributed As atoms substitut-
in the interfacial layers due to bonding with interdiffused As ing on Fe sites. The problem of ordered surface arrays with
atoms. Analysis of core level shifts in photoemission spectra competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling
of this interface indicates that actual interdiffusion occurs has been treated in several papers.' To set the stage, and
over at most 5-10 A, significantly less than the distance over motivate our extension to randomly distributed couplings,
which the magnetization is reduced. In the present work we we first calculate the magnetization of an ordered bce struc-
consider first the implications of a surface antiferromagnetic ture, consisting of a set of Heisenberg spins with nearest-
coupling on the magnetic properties of a model ferromagne- neighbor coupling J between (110) layers and within each
tic material. We find that, if the interface layers are modeled (100) layer except the first. In the first (surface) layer half
as an ordered Fe-As compound with antiferromagnetic cou- the Fe atoms are replaced by As atoms so that two two-
pling, there is a magnetic surface reconstruction, leading to a dimensional sublattices, one Fe and one As are formed (see
reduced magnetization. This reduction, however, essentially Fig. 1). Those Fe atoms connected by 180 ° As bonds are
disappears in the first one or two layers of the bulk ferromag- taken to be coupled antiferromagnetically with a strength
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We modeled the more probable case of random arrange-
-.0 FIG. I. A picture of the ments by allowing fluctuation in J, and J and studied the

model (110) interface resulting changes in the 0,.. The conclusion as to the disap-o ~ o ~ showigthe Fe and Aspo-
0 0 tsions. As is assumed to pearance of the canting angle as a function of distance from

have replaced the body- the interface remains virtually unchanged. It was with this as
* 0 * S centered Fe atoms on the a background that we were led to consider another conse-

first layer only. The direc- quence of random distributions of As atoms, namely random
F ot tN14 tions of the a- and b-sublat- axial anisotropy.0 : . m ua'm ~tice spins are shown sche- aiaanstoy

x :k w l1 matically.

III. RANDOM SURFACE ANISOTROPY

The surface anisotropy contribution to the Hamiltonian

J.. All other bonds in the first layer are taken as zero. (There can be written as

are no other nearest-neighbor bonds.) The spins are as-
sumed to lie in the (110) plane. The Hamiltonian is H, = - D cos2(e1 . - (3)
H = J cos (60,, - Oj. )where 40i is a random function of the site indices. The J's areassumed to be constants. We look for solutions to the equa-

tions
- i 51 - 16 ) co s(Oi- Ojr) +- H b. (1)

-=0.
The sums are over near neighbon., i andj refer to sites in the ae9
plane, whereas I distinguishes planes. & is Kronecker's delta For the sake of brevity, we describe the effect of the random
symbol. Hb is the crystalline anisotropy energy. We first anisotropy on the ferromagnetic order, i.e., Ja/J<0.173.
solve for the O,, in the mean-field approximation, allowing The important results are essentially the same but require
for a spin-canted solution: lengthier description in the spin canted state. We look for

0,, =e, if i refers to an "a" site solutions for which the differences e, - Oj, where i andj are

and near-neighbor sites, are small. (The E, themselves are not
necessarily small.) In the interior, Eq. (3) becomes, in the

01= - e1 if i refers to a "b" site. (2) continuum approximation,

We choose the sign of the single-ion anisotropy such that V2e(xy,z) = 4K/Ja2 ( - cos 3 0 sin e + I sin3 0 cos E),
[001] is easy, and 0 is measured with respect to this direc- (4)
tion. As shown in Fig. 2, the ferromagnetic state is lowest in
energy for Ja/J < 0.173; for larger values of this ratio, there where K is the strength of the bulk fourth-order anisotropy.
is a canting of the spins. However, the canting practically In the surface layer Eq. (3) takes a more complex form,
disappears for 1> 3. In fact, for the general case of surface reflecting both the presence of the random anisotropy and
spin reconstruction the canting angle falls off as exp( - zib) the existence of the interface itself. The important terms
where b is the length of the magnetic unit cell which forms on which remain after using equations (3) and (4) give rise to a
the surfacc. It is highly unlikely that regular arrays of As and boundary condition on e:
Fe atoms will form with spacings larger than a few ang- 0estroms. (x,,0) = (D/Ja)sin[2e(x,,O) - (0(x,y)], (5)
stroms. &z

where (b is a random function of x and y. (The z axis is
perpendicular to the surface, with z increasing in the Fe inte-
rior.) This fact will make e a random variable as well; how-
ever, the scale over which 0) is correlated is much smaller
than that over which E correlations exist. For this reason the
right-hand side of Eq. (5) may be regarded as a known func-
tion of 0) whose average over all possible values of 0> is zero.

4 - The problem of finding the rms value of e, 01, as a function
ofz is manageable deep in the interior where 0can be treated

n as small. We find

-2 (z)= A[-Ei(-2z)+Ei(-2koz)], (6)

where - Ei( - x) = f ' (dy/y)e K, xis the reciprocal of the
U A 4A &A familiar domain-wall width, and

A = (D/J)2

FIG. 2. Results of the mean field calculation for the canting angles in the
first two layers as a function of the ratio of anti-to-ferromagnetic coupling, while k. is a wave-number cutoff of the order of a - which
The third layer angle is practically zero. Angles are with respect to [100 1. accounts for the neglect of the second derivative term in the
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where L is the fim thickness.
Comparing our M(L) vs I/L results for large L with

U "thick" (1000-4800 A) film experiments, we find the "Co-
herence length" AK-- ' to be in the range 100-200 A; the
uncertainty is due to the variation in the different sets of data
available to us. The main point we wish to emphasize is that
this range is well beyond the 5-10-A interfacial diffusionlengths obtained from photoemission spectra.

u IV. CONCLUSIONS

The model of random surface anisotropy introduced
. .u ,.4 u here gives a satisfactory explanation of the magnetic proper-

Kz ties of the GaAs/Fe (110) interface, in particular, the vari-
ation of the magnetization as a function of film thickness.

FIG. 3. The magnetization relative to the bulk as a function of the dimen- More generally, we expect the mixing of substrate and ferro-
sionless variable iz. Two cases, (a) one for weak and (b) one for strong magnetic atoms at an interface to have a nonlocal effect onrandom surface anisotropy, are indicated, magnetic properties whenever such mixing produces aniso-

tropic spin coupling.

boundary condition, Eq. (5). The magnetization can be ob-
tained from - by exponentiation:

M(z)/M o = exp - (-1/4) .

Curves of M(z) for two values of A are plotted in Fig. 3. For 'G. A. Prinz and J. J. Krebs, Appl. Phys. Lett. 39. 397 (1981).
S'G. A. Prinz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 1051 (1985).largerz we obtain 'C. Vittoria, F. J. Rachford, J. J. Krebs, and G. A. Prinz, Phys. Rev. B 30,

M(z)/M o = 1 - (irA /Kz)exp( -Kz), 3903 (1984).
'T. R. McGuire, J. J. Krebs, and G. A. Prinz, J. Appl. Phys. 55, 2505which shows that the penetration depth for the reconstruc- (1984).

tion is equal to that of the domain wall width, approximately 'M. W. Ruckman, J. J. Joyce, and J. H. Weaver, Phy. Rev. B 33, 7029
100 A for Fe. To compare the theory with experiment, we (1986).
calculate "K. B. Hathaway, H. J. F. Jansen, and A. J. Freeman, Phys. Rev. B 31, 7603

(1985).
'See, for example, C. Demangeat and D. L. Mills, Phys. Rev. B 14, 4997

M(L) = L -' M(z) dz, (1976) and references therein.
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Monolayer ferromagnetism of Fe( 10) on W(1 10) studied by
M~ssbauer spectroscopy

M. Przybylskir) and U. Gradmann
Physikalisches Institut, Technische Universitt Clausthal D-3392 Clausthal-Zellerfeld,
Federal Republic of Gennany

Fe( 110) films in the monolayer regime were prepared at 300 K in UHV on W(110).
Pseudomorphic structure and layer-by-layer growth were established using LEED, AES, and
conversion electron Mossbauer spectroscopy (CEMS). For the pseudomorphic monolayer,
ferromagnetic order was established using CEMS below a monolayer Curie temperature
T¢(1) = (210± 10) K=0.2OTc(o ) for a free monolayer and Tc(l) = (296± 1)
K = 0.28Tc ( o ) for a Ag-coated monolayer, respectively. Magnetic hyperfine fields Bhf (n')
could be measured for 7>90 K. Ground-state values could be determined by extrapolation to
Buf (0) = ( 10 1) T for the free and Bhr (0) = (11.9 ± 0.3) T for the Ag-coated monolayer,
respectively. A critical region 270 < T< 300 K was analyzed to some detail for the Ag-coated
monolayer. In this region, the CEMS spectrum contains a magnetic and a nonmagnetic
component. Transition to the paramagnetic phase occurs by transition of intensity from the
magnetic to the nonmagnetic line, whereas Bhf of the magnetic component remains finite with
approach to Tc. Beyond the true monolayer, double layer and monolayer components can be
distinguished in the CEMS spectra.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The problem of ferromagnetic order in a monolayer was Experiments were performed in a UHV system, 1213

raised by Bloch,' who stated its absence for an isotropic Hei- equipped for molecular beam epitaxy, LEED, AES, and
senberg model. However, it became clear through the work magnetic analysis in situ by CEMS for 7>90 K. Pure Fe-
of Dbring2 how magnetic order can be triggered by magnetic 57(110) films were prepared at Tp = 300 K on clean
anisotropies. As strong, surface-type anisotropies are work- W (110) surfaces. Film thickness was measured using a
ing in the monolayer regime,' it was reasonable that mono- quartz crystal monitor with an accuracy on 4% of one mon-
layer ferromagnetism could be established then for the case olayer. In agreement with previous work, 4 the first two
of monolayers of NiFe and of Co, both in Cu ( 11 I) matri- monolayers were pseudomorphic on W(! 10), thus contain-
ces,4 with Curie temperatures of 0.2 and 0.3 times the bulk ing each the material of 0.82 monolayers of bulk Fe( 110)
value, respectively. Recent interest in the ferromagnetic (a., = 2.866 A, aw = 3.165 -,fFow = - 9.4%). For the
monolayer was raised by strong general interest in two-di- following analysis, it is crucial to know whether the first
mensional ordering phenomena near surfaces, by extended monolayer is completed before the second one starts to grow.
band calculations of ultrathin films in the ground state, 5 by It has been shown recently by CEMS (Ref. 15) that this
theoretical work on the role of shape anisotropy in mono- ideal layer-by-layer growth mode is realized for Fe( 110) on
layer magnetism6 and by recent experimental detection of W (110) at the present preparation temperature Tp = 300
monolayer ferromagnetism for fcc Co and fcc r-Fe, using K, for D< 3. Both Ag-coated and free films of pure Fe-57 on
spin-polarized photoemission.'-8 Strong indications on mon- W( 110) were prepared for CEMS analysis. Samples were
olayerferromagnetism in Gd on W(ll0), with a surprising- characterized by the following notation: W(II0)/D/Ag
ly high Curie temperature, only slightly below that of bulk and W( 110)/D/- represent pure Fe-57 films on W( 110),
material, have been obtained recently using electron spin containing the material ofDbulk monolayers, coated by Ag,
resonance.9  or with free surface, respectively. Because of pseudomor-

For the case of bcc a-Fe, ferromagnetic order at room phism, the true monolayer is given by W( 110)/0.82/Ag or
temperature was reported recently for a Fe( 110) monolayer W( 110)/0.82/ -, respectively.
on W ( 110), using spin-polarized photoelectrons. ' It is just
this case of Fe, for which Mossbauer spectroscopy provides a
unique tool of microscopic, local analysis of magnetic order.
New insight in the nature of two-dimensional ordering phe- Ill. THE Ag-COATED MONOLAYER
nomena seemed to be expected from its application to the Extended measurements between 90 and 400 K were
analysis of magnetic order in Fe monolayers. We therefore performed with the Ag-coated monolayer, W( 110)/0.82/
recently performed an experimental study of magnetism in a Ag, which is stable with respect to residual gas adsorptions.
Fe( 110) monolayer on W( 110), " using conversion electron For T < 263 K, magnetic M6ssbauer spectra were measured,
Mossbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) in UHV, 12

.
13 which we which could be fitted with one single Zeeman sextet, with

report in the present paper. relative intensities of the six lines very near that to be expect-

'Peranent address: Department of Solid State Physics, Academy of Min- ed for the given geometry. For T>300 K, a nonmagnetic
ing and Metallurgy. Krakow. single line was observed. In a critical region 270 < T< 300 K,
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the spectra were more complicated. They could be fitted by (10 A' T, ='300 K
the superposition of one magnetic sixline component and 590 T. = 295K

one nonmagnetic single line. In Fig. 1, we show, versus tem- D
perature, the magnetic hyperfine field Bhf of the magnetic Soo 095

component (O), the relative contribution of the single line
(x ), and Bf, the mean hyperfine field of the sample (). S FIG. 2. CEMS spectra, taken at room
Ferromagnetism disappears at a well-defined critical tem- [C) temperature, for Ag-coated samples
perature Tc (1) (296 ± 1 ) K = 0.28Tc( oo ), in qualita- 5- W WtIO)/D/Agjust above the mono-

tive agreement with an estimate from a high-temperature 79 layer (D=o.9,O.9s .09,respective-series expansion" which predicts Tc (I) = 0.46 Tc ( oo ) for . represent monolayer patches, W and

S = 2, and with the experience from 48Ni/52Fe( 111) in L Ag side of double-layer patches, re-
Cu(lll), Tc(l) =0.2 1Tc(to), and Co in Cu(lll), : spectively. (a) containsa nonmagne-

Z tic and a magnetic subcomponent,
Tc (1) = 0.30Tc ( o).4 A remarkable good coincidence ap- z 109 a') and a).retively.120 .. 09(a') and Wa), respectively.
pears with simple mean field arguments, 7 which tells us that 1220

Tc should be proportional to the number of nearest neigh-
bors, resulting in Tc ( 1 =0.50Tc ( oo ).210

It is now generally accepted that the dependence of Br.
on temperature reflects that of spontaneous magnetization -s - -4 2 0 2 4 6VELOCITY/ (,Iis] -

J,. Surprisingly, we observe roughly the same dependence as
in bulk material. Extrapolation to T = 0 K is problematic. A
tentative T3/2 extrapolation, in the spirit of that bulklike
gross behavior, is used in Fig. 1. Considering for this uncer- room-temperature spectra for D 0.95, 0.98, and 1.09.
tain extrapolation, we take Bhf (0) = ( 11.9 ± 0. 3) T as a Spectra are composed of the nonmagnetic and magnetic
reliable result for the Ag-coated monolayer. A most interest- monolayer components (a') and (a'), respectively, known
ing result concerns the microscopic behavior of the phase from the critical region of the true monolayer, and double-
transition, which apparently can be only analyzed by the layer components (b) and (c), belonging to the W and Ag
present method: Phase transition to the paramagnetic state side of the double layer, respectively. Magnetic hyperfine
takes place not by disappearance of Bhf, which contrarily fields B,,, and relative contributionsp of the components are
remains finite with approach to Tc ( I ), but by a transition of shown in Fig. 3, as a function of D. Predictions of a layer-by-
intensity from the magnetic sextet to the nonmagnetic single layer growth model for P. = P. + Po. are given for com-
line. This might be connected with a nucleation from surface parison. Excellent agreement is observed. Further, pb equals
steps." In our opinion, a superparamagnetic interpretation p,, as expected. Note the weak dependence of Bh.,-, the
of the transition is improbable. Magnetometric measure- magnetic hyperfine field of the magnetic monolayer compo-
ments for final decision are in preparation. nent (a'), on D. Apparently, the presence of double-layer

Some experiments were done for films a little bit thicker patches influences the distribution only on subcomponents
than the pseudomorphic monolayer, D>0.82. For (a') and (a'), not the magnitude of B .-. Preliminary ex-
0.82 <D< 1.64, a sample contains monolayer and double periments indicate that also the Curie temperature of the
layer patches. The microscopic, local character of CEMS monolayer component depends only weakly on D.
allows to see them separately, as can be seen in Fig. 2 for the

.. . . .-,o-- W(11)/If)l/Ag

t---------- ,20 1.,

0.5 Q.9 1.0 1.1 08 09 1.0 ti1

0 100T/K 200 (AO(

FIG. 3. Parameters of room-temperature spectra for Ag-coated samples
FIG, 1. tagnetic hyperfine fields in Fe(I 10) moolayers on W( 10), as s W(l lO)/D/Ag, just above the monolayer, D>O.82. (a) Hyperfine fields
function of temperature T. Hyperfine field B., of the magnetic component B, vs D. for the magnetic monolayer component (a') and for two compo-
(O), mean hyperfine field Bs, (@), and relative contribution p,.,. of the nents, of the double layer, (b) and (c), respectively. (b) Relative contribu-
single line (X), all for the Ag-coated monolayer, W( 10)/0.82/Ag. For tionspofthemonolayer (a) and ofits nonmagnetic (a') and magnetic (a)
the case of the uncoated monolayer, W(I 10)/0.82/ - B,(@) is given for subcomponent, respectively. For P, = P.. + Ps., model prediction are giv-
three temperature, from Fig. 4, below, and Tc (1) from thermal scanning. en for comparison (full line). Dotted ines to guide the eye for P , ,-.
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S0 -suits. We suppose the following answer: Their statement ap-
K W / plies to a film of "(2.0±0.2) A." 2.2A equals D= 1.1,

90K corresponding to 1.34 pseudomorphic layers, roughly the

S12 I situation of the lowest spectrum in Fig. 2; half of the atoms in
, 1 -140K W1i0/11 - such a sample are included in double-layer patches, which,

S .--- 160K | of course, are ferromagnetic at room temperature.

V. CONCLUSIONS
9-

The unique possibilities of the Fe(110) monolayers on
0 5 10 S W( 110) for the analysis of monolayer ferromagnetism are

TIME AFTER PREPARATION/ HOURS given first by its two-dimensional translational symmetry

FIG. 4. Evolution of Bh, with time after preparation, for the uncoated mon. (pseudomorphism) and secondly by the applicability of
olayer, W( 10)/0.82/ -,at T= 90,140,and 160K, respectively. Datafor Mossbauer spectroscopy, which enabled this work. How-
the monolayer component in a sample W( 10)/1.00/- at T= 90 K, are ever, a full experimental analysis should include the applica-
given otion of other methods like magnetometry and spin polarized

electron diffraction, which are in preparation.

IV. THE UNCOATED MONOLAYER ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Structural and magnetic properties of Au/Pd/Au sandwiches:
A total energy all-electron approach

Soon C. Hong and C. L. Fu
Physics Department, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201

A. J. Freeman
Physics Department, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201
and Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

The possibility of magnetism induced in Pd when sandwiched between Au layers, first
proposed and studied experimentally by Brodsky and Freeman, is investigated by means of
highly precise all-electron total energy local spin-density calculations employing the thin-film
full-potential linearized augmented plane wave (FLAPW) method. Total energy local density
calculations are employed on a Au/Pd/Au sandwich with three Pd layers to obtain the
structural properties and five Pd layers to obtain the magnetic properties of an Au/Pd/Au
sandwich. Detailed results are obtained with spin polarized calculations for the Pd lattice
constant stretched taking into account (i) the misfit between the lattice constants of Au and
Pd and (ii) proximity effects in a self-consistent way. The magnetic moment of the center Pd
layer is found to be 0 .0 2/uB which is consistent with the experiment of Brodsky. A negligible
magnetic moment for the interface Pd layers is obtained.

I. INTRODUCTION investigate the magnetic properties we expand the number of
Pd metal shows exotic properties due to its large spin layers up to five (Au/SPd/Au).

fluctuations, the strongest among the pure metals. The spin The local density equations7 are solved self-consistently
fluctuations, which are not large enough to induce ferromag- by use of the FLAPW method.6 In this method, no shape
netism, depress the usual s-wave pairing superconductivity approximations are made to the potential or charge density
and instead are thought to make Pd a most likely candidate in solving Poisson's equation for a general potential and all
for p-wave pairing superconductivity. However, p-wave su- matrix elements corresponding to this general potential are
perconductivity was not observed down to 1.7 mK for very rigorously taken into account in all parts of space. A total of
pure Pd.' Some theoretical studies2 also yield very doubtful about 2 x 300 augmented plane waves are used as a vari-
results for the existence of observable p-wave superconduc- ational basis set. The charge density and potential are ex-
tivity. panded in lattice harmonics with angular momentum com-

Now, negative pressure on Pd metal has been shown to ponents 1<8. A total number of 21-k points in the

enhance the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy.3  irreducible wedge of 2D Brillouin zone is used to converge
Since the enhanced DOS at EF may lead to an enhanced the total energy and spin density.
Stoner factor and hence to a detectable transition tempera-
ture for either magnetism or p-wave superconductivity,
Brodsky and Freeman' made thin films of Pd sandwiched Ill. RESULTS
between Au layers. Their measurements yielded very large A. Structural properties
Stoner factors (350-25 000) for these sandwiches. With We first investigate the structural properties in the
these large Stoner factors, the modified paramagnon model ground state by calculating the total energy of Au/3Pd/Au.
for superfluid 'He leads to appreciable T, from p-wave pair- We have four variables, the 2D lattice constant and the three
ing superconductivity in the absence of magnetic ordering 5  Au-Au, Au-Pd, and Pd-Pd interlayer spacings. Now, it is
Further, in another analysis of the earlier results,' Brodsky reasonable to take the value of Au-Pd as the average of the
found evidence for ferromagnetism, with a very small in- interlayer spacings of Au-Au and Pd-Pd and to assume that
duced magnetic moment. Thus, an interesting question is there is a relationship between the 2D lattice constant and
whether a Au/Pd/Au sandwich is ferromagnetic or a likely the interlayer spacings. Thus, to investigate how the unit cell
p-wave pairing superconductor. volume varies with the change in the 2D lattice constant, we

In this paper, we present a theoretical determination of calculate, at each 2D lattice constant, the total energy for
the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of Au/ three assumed values of interlayer spacing: ( I ) the same as
Pd/Au sandwiches using the highly precise local spin-den- their bulk interlayer spacing regardless of the variations in
sity functional total energy full potential linearized aug- the 2D lattice constant; (2) a spacing corresponding to the
mented plane wave (FLAPW) method for thin film.6  tetragonai distortion which gives a constant area per atom in

the xz (oryz) plane; and (3) a spacing which yields constant
II. METHOD volume per atom (i.e., the same as their respective bulk unit

To investigate the structural properties we use three- cell volume).
layer Pd sandwiched between Au layers (Au/3Pd/Au). To We find that condition (2) gives the smallest total ener-
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gy at any 2D lattice constant. There is a flat minimum in the
E., over the range between the bulk Pd lattice constant
(au) and the average of apd and the bulk Au lattice constant -. , ___

(aA,). The flatness in the total energy is seen from the fact
that over this range, E,,, is almost the same within 0, 5 mRy.
Hence, it is difficult to determine the stablest structure from Ar..j

our calculations despite their high precision. This small total At s)
energy difference may explain the experimental result which o
indicates that the lattice constants of Au/Pd/Au sand-
wiches also lie between apd and (ap + aA,). 151Aut I
B. Charge density, spin density, and magnetism .

The charge density and spin density, which has direct PdtI)

physical significance as obtained from LSD theory, gives i ' . ' -

some insights for the formation of the surface and interface.
Figure 1 shows the charge density and spin density of a Pd U i

Au/5Pd/Au sandwich whose lattice constant is
4(apd +aA.) (which we consider to be a conservative 0

choice). Here the interlayer spacings are determined by the Pd C)
condition which gives the minimum total energy. The orbital (a) (b)

decomposition of the charge density indicates that the
charge density of Pd atoms just one layer below the interface FIG. 1. The charge and spin-density contour map for Au/SPd/Au.

is almost the same as that of the bulklike center-layer Pd.
This means that the screening length for charge density is of
the order of one atomic layer. The p-like charge of the sur- be expanded between 0.0% and 2.4%. The spin-polarized
face Au layer spills out into vacuum to cure the abruptness of calculations for a Pd expansion of 1.2% show that the Pd
the surface and forms the dipole layer which determines the thin films sandwiched between Au layers may be weakly
work function. The spin density in Fig. 1 (b) displays the ferromagetic. The center-layer Pd has a magnetic moment
result that Pd atoms are positively polarized and are separat- of 0.02,UB which is quite consistent with an experimental
ed by interstitial regions that are negatively polarized. The value.' The magnetic moment of the interlayer Pd is reduced
negative polarization of the interstitial is well known from to <0.01 u, by charge transfer and d-band hydridization.
studies on the 3d transition metals.

The calculated magnetic moments of the Pd layers are
< 0.01, 0.015, and 0.02p at the interface, sub-interface, and
center layer Pd, respectively. These values are quite consis- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Magnetic proximity effects for Fe films across a thin Ag barrier
Z. Q. Qiu, H. Tang, Y. W. Du, G. P. Stem, and J. C. Walker
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. Maryland 21218

Multilayer (56Fe/ 57Fe/Ag/ 6Fe) films were prepared by a high vacuum evaporation
technique. Magnetic proximity effects for Fe films across a thin Ag barrier were studied by
M6ssbauer spectroscopy using "Fe as a probe. The hyperfine field of S7Fe increases with the
increase in thickness of the Ag barrier layer. We believe the proximity effects result from the
RKKY interaction, mediated by the s-p electrons of Ag.

INTRODUCTION top of the 57Fe and then about 50 layers of "6Fe is grown on

Great interest has been given to magnetic thin films epi- the Ag. In order to protect the film from oxidation, a 10004-
taxially deposited on single-crystal substrates from the Ag layer is grown on top of the "6Fe. The configuration of the
standpoint of basic research in low dimensional magnetic film is shown in Fig. 1. During the deposition, the vacuum is
systems and because of the potential importance for applica- about 10-' Torr. We made three samples with Ag thick-
tions. Thin films also serve asthebasic unit tobuild superlat- nesses of the 3, 10, and > 1000 layers.
tices and other heterostructures. The different magnetic be- Transmission M6ssbauer spectroscopy was used to in-
havior of thin films compared with bulk materials comes vestigate the magnetic properties of the samples. The source
primarily from the surface of the film. For this reason, the used was "Co in a Rh matrix, with an intensity of about 100
subject of surface magnetism has generated a great deal of mCi. The spectra were taken at 4.2 K, 77 K, and room tem-
interest both experimentally and theoretically. On the ex- perature and were fitted by a least-squares method.
perimental side, the techniques of epitaxy for preparation of The spectra exhibit a six-Lorentzian absorption line
flat, single crystal surfaces has led to the control of the with the intensity ratio about 2:4:1 (Fig. 2), indicating that
growth of films on a layer-by-layer basis. the magnetic moments lie in the plane of the interface. The

We have studied the properties of the surface of epitaxial hyperfine fields of the three samples at different tempera-
Fe films covered by various materials for some time using tures are listed in Table I.
Mossbauer spectrocopy. The hyperfine field, which is be- From the table we can see that at 4.2 K the hyperfine
lieved to be proportional to the magnetic moment, is general- field becomes smaller as the Ag barrier layer gets thinner,
ly different at the surface from that of bulk iron. The tem- finally approaching the bulk value of 340 kG, which demon-
perature dependence of the hyperfine field at the surface, strates that there must exist coupling between the two Fe
which is related to the collective magnetic excitations (for films across the Ag barrier. This result is very reasonable if
example, spin waves) critically depends on the covering ma- one considers the following: the Ag barrier is more like a
terial. For instance, when the Fe film is covered by Ag, it perturbation introduced to a bulk Fe in which a few layers of
gives a T " temperature dependence of the Hh but with the Fe atoms are replaced by Ag atoms. Thus, the thicker the Ag
coefficient 3.5 times the value of bulk. layer, the more the perturbation and the greater the change

In this work, we focus our attention on the Fe-Ag sys- of hyperfine field. It should be pointed out that Ag can grow
tem and study the Fe-Fe interaction through an Ag barrier.
This is important riot only for studying surface effects but
also for producing the Fe-Ag superlattices.

EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION 1111) Ag - 103 A

Our films were grown in a vacuum chamber at about
10-' Torr. 1000 AL of Ag were first deposited onto a mica (110) 5

6Fe - 50 layers
substrate to supply a flat surface for additional deposition.
The substrate was kept at room temperature during depo-
sition. X-ray diffraction shows that only a (I l) Ag diffrac- (Ill) Ag
tion peak exists with the coherence length corresponding to 5?Fe - 3 ioyers
the thickness of the Ag film. Therefore, we expect that a 00) 5Fe -50 layers
single orientation Ag film is formed with the horizontal
grain size larger than 1000 A and probably on the order of
microns, which is "infinite" for Mossbauer spectroscopy. In (II) Ag - I03 A
order to measure the hyperfine field at the interface, the bulk
of the Fe film is made of isotopically pure 56Fe, usually Substrate (Mica)
grown to a thickness of about 50 layers. Probe layers of "Fe
are then grown on the 56Fe. All Fe films are oriented in the FIG. 1. The configuration of multilayer (Fe/Ag) film at different tempera-
(110) direction. The (I 11) Ag barrier layer is deposited on tures.
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TABLE 1. Hyperfine field of multilayer (Fe/Ag) film at different tempera-
T 42K tures.

Hyperfine field (kG)
Thickness of the

Ag barrier layer 4.2 K 77 K 295 K

T=77K 3 layers 341.8 340.9 330.8
10 346.7 344.1 331.0

349.4 346.5 327.6
FIG. 2. M6ssbauer spectra of
(Fe/3-ayers Ag) film at 4.2,
77, and 295 K temperature.

ue is almost independent of the local environment.' How-
ever, the valence contribution from the valence s-like elec-
trons strongly depends on the Fe-Ag and Fe-Fe interactions.
When the Ag barrier layer is thick the hyperfine field has the

=295K largest value. When the Ag barrier becomes thinner, the cou-
. . . . T_ 2__ pling between the two Fe films through RKKY interaction

-12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 becomes stronger. This will result in a change of the spin

VELOCITY (mm / s) density of the Fe conduction electrons at the interface, and
brings the hyperfine field closer to the bulk value.

We now turn our attention to the thermal excitations.

very flat on Fe and there is little interdiffusion between the For a free surface, the surface magnetism obeys the Bloch

Fe and Ag. Therefore, there is only a slight possibility for the law:

Ag interlayer to form holes through which the two Fe films M(T)/M(0) = (0 - B, T
31 2

).
can contact. B, is twice as large as the bulk value Bb,2 For our sample with

When an Fe surface is coated with Ag, the surface states Ag covering, B, is almost 3.5 times greater than the bulk
that give rise to the increased surface magnetism are still value.' After the Ag layer is coated by another Fe film, the
present, but are not as localized as they are for a free surface. surface spins of Fe atoms should get more rigid due to the
This means the Ag delocalizes the Fe surface state making coupling between the two Fe films. After we have completed
the Fe electrons more itinerant. Hence, the increase of sur- our measurement of the hyperfine field as a function of tem-
face magnetization is less pronounced than at the clean sur- perature, we will have more information about the interac-
face.

t 
In this way, the delocalization of the surface state de- tion between the two Fe films. We intend to use more sam-

creases the surface magnetism. We noticed that the small pIes with different Ag barrier thicknesses.
shifts of the majority and minority densities may result in
only small changes in the total charge densities, but they can CONCLUSION
cause a large change of spin density. Therefore, although the
density of the Fe at the interface is bulk-like, due to the pres- We have used M6ssbauer spectroscopy to investigate

ence of the Ag atoms the spin density is not. When the Ag the effect of a ( l ) Ag barrier layer, which is sandwiched

layer is coated by other thicker Fe films, the interaction be- between two thick Fe films, on the hyperfine field of Fe at the

tween the two Fe films across the Ag layer does not seem to Ag-Fe interface. We have found that there exists coupling

change the charge density greatly, but may result in a large between the two Fe films. This coupling, which we believe is

change of spin density, since the noble metal s-p electrons act through the RKKY interaction, mediated by the s-p elec-

as an electron gas and can couple with the Fe d-moment, trons of the Ag, changes the thermal excitation and the con-

giving rise to a RKKY interaction. duction electron spin density of the atoms at the interface,

The hyperfine field is mainly due to the Fermi contact resulting in a change of the hyperfine field.

term which is proportional to the spin density at the nucleus,
involving only s electrons. The large negative polarization of S. Ohnishi, M. Weinert, and A. J. Freeman, Phys. Rev. B 30, 36 (1984).

D. L. Mills and A. A. Muradudin, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 28, 1855 (1967).the core s electrons due to the d moment contributes to the 'J. C. Walker, R. Droste, G. Stern, and J. Tyson, J. Phys. (Paris) Colloq.

hyperfine field about - 130 kG/unpaired spin and this val- 45, C5-357 (1984).
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Effects of magnetic surface anisotropy near the (110) Fe/MnF2 Interface
H. Tang, Z. 0. Qiu, Y. W. Du, G. P. Stern, and J. C. Walker
The Johns Hopkins Uniwersity, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Epitaxial ( 110)56Fe samples have been grown on ( 111 ) Ag and then covered with MnF 2 in
ultrahigh vacuum. Three "Fe layers have been placed at various depths from the Fe/MnF2
interface to permit Mossbauer spectroscopy. A linear temperature dependence of the hyperfine

field for 5Fe layers up to at least 10 layers into the sample is observed. This persistence of
surface magnetic effects into the deep layers of the (110) Fe sample can be understood within
the framework of a classical spin-wave calculation by Rado.

In recent years it has been possible to characterize, both bauer effect. Only the relevant layer or layers (at or near the
theoretically and experimentally, the collective magnetic be- surface) which we wish to study are "labeled" by being made
havior at the surface of a ferromagnet. We have probed the of "Fe. Quartz oscillator deposition monitors and appropri-
surface regions of Fe at an MnF 2 interface to determine ate shutters permit very accurate construction of the sam-
whether the Mn moment can interact with surface Fe mo- ples. At temperatures up to 600 K the diffusion of Fe into Ag
ments to produce a magnetically changed Fe surface. and the interdiffusion of 17Fe and 

6
Fe are completely negli-

For some time theoretical investigations 3 
have also gible. The very high count rate makes it possible to obtain

been made of the collective magnetic excitation at the sur- good Mossbauer spectra of the thinnest "Fe layers in 2 days.
face of a ferromagnet. The excitations are different from While the magnetization and hyperfine fields may not have
bulk because of differences in the exchange interaction for the same relationship at the surface as in bulk,' we can as-
surface spins as well as different longer range interactions sume quite similar temperature dependencies. Thus we can
and specific surface anisotropies. Experimental studies have equate Hhf (7T)/Hhf (0) to M(T)/M(0) for each Fe layer of
been few because of the difficulty of separating surface be- the sample.
havior from bulk. In the case of Fe metal, we have demon- The results of measurements of the temperature de-
strated that there are large collective spin deviations specific pendence of the surface magnetism of Fe at an Ag interface
to the surface which are not detectable beyond three or four are shown in Fig. 1. The results fit a T " dependence but the
layers from the surface. In the work described here these valueofB. obtained is 3.5 times the bulk value, not thefact of
surface specific spin deviations are thermally excited rather 2 predicted in the model calculations, ' 2 

where
than being driven by a resonance method. From the tem-
perature dependence of the magnetic hyperfine fields infor-
mation can be obtained about the nature of Lhe surface mag- It is interesting to note that recent measurements by Pierce et
netic anisotropies. al.

6 
using polarized electron scattering from a free surface of

Because Fe surfaces are very reactive, our experiments
have been carried out on epitaxially grown Fe samples cov-
ered with nondiffusing, nonalloying materials which prevent
the deterioration of the Fe surface. In the work discussed 1.000
here these include Ag, MgO, and MnF 2 .s 

3 .5 BOULK

The basic methods for sample production have been de- .990

scribed in detail elsewhere.4 
The samples are grown on a

(Il1) Ag surface which has been prepared in vacuum by § ge

vapor deposition of about 500 layers of Ag on Fe-free syn- 2
thetic mica. Reflection electron diffraction has shown that
this produces an excellent, flat, single-crystal surface. The .960Fe is then vapor deposited on a heated Ag surface and grows

epitaxially with the (110) surface exposed. This particular .950
system has been well studied and a high degree of epitaxy
results. Because we are only interested in the Fe surface be- .940

havior and because the initial growth of Fe on Ag may not be .,

completely smooth, our samples are at least 50 Fe layers 0 50 00 150 200 250 to

thick. To probe the temperature dependence of the spin de- TEMPERATURE ( K
viations in the surface layers we take advantage of Mass- Flo. i.Plot oM,(/M, (o) forthetwosurfacelayersofS50-layer(0l0)
bauer spectroscopy. Most of the 50-layer (110) Fe samples sample with an Ag interface. The curve is fit to M,(T)/M,(O)
are grown from isotopically pure 'Fe which shows no Moss- = - . T

2 
with . 3.5O .
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FIG. 3. Plot of hyperfine field for (a) and (b), the first two layers and the
FIG. 2. Plot of M,(T)/M,(0) for the top three surface Fe layers of a 50- first three layers ofa 50-layer Fe sample with an MnF interface. (c) shows
layer (110) sample with an MgO interface. Here the fit curve gives a T... the situation for a two-layer "Fe probe placed five layers below the inter-
dependence with B, = 2.2B,-. face.

an amorphous ferromagnet Fe8oB2o also shows a T'I
2 

de- behavior of the collective magnetic excitation. For K, = K.,
pendence with B, = 3.4Bbl. = 0 the model predicts a T1

2 
temperature dependence for

The result for the temperature dependence of the sur- the magnetization of the surface spins with B, = 2B as pre-
face magnetism of Fe at an interface with MgO is shown in viously discussed. For small positive or negative values of K,
Fig. 2. It can be seen that the data also fit to a T31 tempera- and K,, a T12 behavior still occurs but B, may be greater
ture dependence. In this case, however, the B, is 2.2 times the than 2B. It is possible, for selected values offK, and K., to see
bulk value. This is much closer to the value of 2 predicted by surface spin waves which may dominate the bulk spin waves
Mills and Maradudin.' The choice of MgO as an interface in the surface region. These surface waves decrease in ampli-
material was dictated by the result of spin-wave resonance tude experimentally as one moves into the material and lead
experiments' on a thick single Ni film with MgO interfaces, to a quasilinear temperature dependence of the surface mag-
In these experiments no spin-wave resonances were observed netism. The linear dependence only occurs if the perpendicu-
other than the uniform mode, strongly implying that there lar anisotropy K. is positive and the bulk anisotropy K. is
was no spinning at the Ni-MgO interfaces. We interpreted much smaller. The resulting relationship is
this as implying that magnetic anisotropy is very weak at this
interface. The fact that we observe a value of B, consistent AM(T) Kk 5 Te -

with the model calculations for a completely free surface Mo 4srA 2
lends support to this conjecture for Fe-MgO as well.

The most interesting result of all was obtained for the Fe l In 1 - exp 2K 8t2 , - "
surface at an interface with MnF (Fig. 3). The variation of kOT k

hyperfine field with temperature is clearly linear instead of
the T dependence seen with the other interfacial materials In this relation g is the depth into the ferromagnetic film in
and predicted by the previously mentioned theoretical mod- numbers of layers and A is the parameter describing the mag-
els. Although some theoretical models have predicted a qua- netic exchange strength.
silinear temperature dependence for the magnetization of In Fig. 3 we see results for an Fe surface in contact with
ultrathin ferromagnetic films with thicknesses of a few lay- an MnF 2 interface. Because of possible interaction between
ers, no general theoretical model predicts this behavior for the Fe and Mn moments, we expect a significant change in
thick samples at temperatures much less than T,. the magnetic anisotropy in the Fe interface layers. Whether

Rados has recently shown that a special value of the we attribute this to a modified perpendicular exchange inter-
ratio of the two surface anisotropy constants characterizing action or simply call it a change in K,, we can still apply
the (110) Fe surface could result in a quasilinear tempera- Rado's model. The measurements made for an "Fe probe
ture dependence for the surface magnetization. The model layer five layers m from the interface indeed shows the decay
used is the semiclassical model first suggested by Landau. A in slope compared with measurements made at the interface
unique feature of this present model is a description of the itself, in good agreement with the model. By examining the
magnetic anisotropy in terms of two constants K, and K,. data shown in Fig. 3, we can see that the change in slope from
The first constant is familiar from early work of N6el. The (b) to (c) implies, assuming a standard value for A, a value
latter constant is new and is needed for a full parametric of 5.9 ergs/cm' for K,.
description of surface anisotropy. In Rado's model the rela- This work was supported by NSF Grant No. DMR-
tive values and signs of K, and K,, can determine the overall 8500889 and the Chinese APS Program.
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Magnetic properties of molecular-beam epitaxial grown (100) Iron films
D. K. Loths, J. Florczak, and E. Dan Dahlberg
School of Physics and Astronomy. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

S, Batra, A. M. Wowchak, and P. I. Cohen
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

The magnetic properties of epitaxial iron films have been studied. The iron films were grown
on { 100} GaAs and GaInAs substrates. Both the magnitude of the anisotropy energies and
direction of the easy axes were studied using a SQUID magnetometer. In particular,
measurements were made of the magnetization in the plane of the film along the ( 100) and
(110) directions. From these measurements the magnitude of the anisotropy energy and the
direction of the easy axis were determined. Also measurements of the coercivity of the films
were made using a magneto-optic Kerr effect system. These results are compared with those
determined previously for iron films grown on GaAs.

INTRODUCTION hydrogen peroxide, and water solution. After the etch, the

Recently iron films have been grown by molecular- wafer was inserted in the MBE system and heated to 600 °C
beam epitaxy (MBE) on both the {I 101 surface' and { 100} in the presence of As to remove the remaining oxide and to

surface2 of GaAs and on the {1001 surface of ZnSe.3 The anneal the surface. An iron film approximately 25 nm in

GaAs substrates were prepared by chemical polishing and thickness (FE 1) was then grown on this substrate. For these

annealing in the MBE system whereas the ZnSe substrates substrates, the ones used in Refs. I and 2 and FEI, the sur-

had been grown by MBE. In the study of the fims grown on faces will be relatively rough. For the comparison with the

GaAs the coercivities were on the order of 50 Oe whereas ZnSe prepared substrates a buffer layer of 140 run of GaAs
those grown on ZnSe were on the order of 2 Oe. Both deter- was grown on the second GaAs wafer prior to the growth of

minations of the coercivities were made utilizing a vibrating an iron film of 11 nm in thickness (FE3). The GaAs buffer

sample magnetometer (VSM). It was not clear why there layer used for FE3 showed reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED) oscillations indicating the surface

was a large difference in the two coercivities but possible
reasons include the effect of substrate preparation prior to prior to the iron deposition was smooth to a few atomic lay-

deposition of the iron films, a difference in the growth of the ers. This smooth surface will be important in a comparison

iron films due to the slightly different lattice constant of the of the magnetic properties of this sample to the other sam-

substrates and the possibility of chemical reactions or lack ples grown on rough surfaces. The third substrate had a
thereof between the iron and the various substrate materials. GaInAs buffer layer grown on it of 1.5 pm in thickness. Next

Qualitatively the films grown on the two substrate materials a 30-nm iron film (FE4) was grown over this lattice-

were similar in that the thinner of the films grown on either matched layer. From a comparison point of view, one might
type of substrate possessed anisotropy energies which dif- expect this sample to provide the best iron data since thefeted from bulk iron. substrate should be smoother than the chemically polished

In order to better understand the differnces and simi- substrates (although not as smooth as the substrate of FE3)
and the iron film should not be strained. The thicknesses of

larities of the iron films grown on the two different types of th e iron films were trined by thlibration of

substrates, we have studied iron films grown on the {1001 the above iron films were determined by calibration of the
surface of GaAs and Ga.., Inj9As (GaInAs) substrates. evaporation source rate by the RHEED oscillations of iron
One GaAs substrate was prepared in a manner to approxi- grown on an iron whisker.

mate the preparation technique of the GaAs substrates used A commercial SQUID susceptometer4 equipped with a

in the earlier study and another to approximate the ZnSe 50 kOe superconducting magnet was used to measure both

prepared substrate. The GaInAs substrate provided a the anisotropy energies and the coercivities of the samples.
growth plane with a lattice constant very close to that of bulk Most of the data taken on the Fe films with the SQUID

iron. In the next section we will discuss the experimental system required relatively long periods of time for the data
procedures used for the growth of the films and the magnetic accumulation and in addition the data were taken at discrete

measurements. This will be followed by a description of the values of applied magnetic field and not continuously. For
experimental results. The last section contains a discussion example, a sweep from + 10 to - 10 Oe with 21 points

would take roughly an hour which corresponds to an effec-tive field sweep rate on the order of 5 mOe/s. This system
was used to measure the field-dependent magnetization on

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES all samples with the field applied along the (110) and ( 100)
All three films used in this study were prepared by directions. In each case the easy axis was found to lie along

MBE. The GaAs substrate to be used for comparison with the (100) direction, as evidenced by plots like Fig. . The
the earlier chemically polished and vacuum annealed GaAs anisotropy energies were determined from the area between
substrate studies was prepared by etching in a sulfuric acid, the M-H loops along the two directions.' The diamagnetic
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contribution from the substrates was subtracted by examin- TABLE I. Measured properties of the MBE grown magnetic films. The
ing the linear behavior of the moment observed at fields ansiotropy energies weredetermined by studiesofthe.-H loopsproduced

greater than about 800 G. All of the data shown in this paper with a SQUID susceptometer. The coercivilies were measured with the aid
wereaccmulaed t 30 K.of a magneto -optic Kerr system.

were accumulated at 300 K.

A Kerr magneto-optic system was also used to study the K, Thickness Coercivity
coercivities of the MBE films. The Kerr system was operated Sample (10' ergs/cm') (nm) (Oe)
with the applied magnetic field in the plane of the film and
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The magnetic field FE3 45 25 40predclrFE3 2.4 to 10
could be swept by a computer at various rates from 90 to 0.33 F_ 4.7 28 20
Oe/s. Once a sample was mounted in the system it was satu-

rated magnetically in an applied field of 600 Oe. By sweeping
the magnetic field while measuring the Kerr signal the coer-
civities of the Fe films could be measured. The results of the magneto-optic determination of the

coercivities are also displayed in Table I. Possibly the most
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION important feature in these results is that the lowest coercivity

came from the sample with the most perfect surface. The
First we will present the results of the measurements of chemically polished substrate sample (FE I) and the lattice

the anisotropy energies of the films. An example of the data matched sample (FE4) both had coercivities larger than

used in the determination of the anisotropy energies of the FE3. In the previous studies the chemically polished GaAs
films is exhibited in Fig. 1. The data in this figure are the samples had coercivities comparable to the one here but the
magnetization data of FE1 with the magnetic field applied smooth ZnSe samples had a coercivity of only a few Oe. The

parallel to the (110) and (100) directions in the plane of the previous results and the results reported here suggest that
film. As shown in Table I. the two thicker films have fourth- the dominant factor affecting the coercivity is the smooth-
order anisotropy energies which are essentially the same as ness of the substrate and not the lattice match. The one cave-
bulk iron. The thinner film (FE3), however, has an anisot- at is that the reduced anisotropy energy of sample FE3 may
ropy energy which is roughly one-halfthat of bulk iron. The also be relevant.
experimental error in these figures is roughly 15% and is due
to the uncertainties in the thickness of the films. From this CONCLUSIONS
study it would appear that iron films grown on the {100}
surface of GaAs have an interfacial anisotropy energy which The experiments reported here involve a study of the

tends to make the (1 10) axis the easy axis. This is the same anisotropy energies and coercivities of three MBE iron films

result as was obtained in Refs. I and 2. The anisotropy ener- grown on differently prepared substrates of GaAs. The pa-

gy for FE3 compares favorably with the energy of films of a rameters varied in the experimental procedure included the

similar thickness measured in the other studies. The film smoothness of the substrate, and the degree of lattice match

FE3 was grown on a smooth GaAs substrate, i.e., a buffer to the iron films. In a comparison of the results presented

layer of GaAs had been first grown to minimize the disorder here and previous results it would appear that independent

in the surface. This would tend to indicate that the surface of substrate orientation, surface smoothness, and chemical

anisotropies on GaAs are not a manifestation of surface mor- composition (at least with respect to ZnSe and GaAs) the

phology. iron films all possess surface anisotropy energies resulting
from the iron/semiconductor interface. For the iron films
grown on GaAs the surface anisotropy tends to make the
(110) direction the easy direction of the magnetization. The
coercivities measured in these films indicate the surface mor-

0s I phology plays a dominant role. An investigation focusing on
the coercivities of similarly prepared films is currently in

o a I' a "a progress.
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Surface magnetism of oxygen and hydrogen adsorption on Ni(1 11)
H. J. Elmers and U. Gradmann
Physikalisches Institut, Technische Universitat Clausthal D-3392 Clausthal-Zellerfeld,
Federal Republic of Germany'

The changes of surface magnetization and of surface anisotropies of Ni( I 1) surfaces during
adsorption of oxygen and hydrogen were measured at room temperature using torsion
oscillation magnetometry in situ in UHV (UTOM) of ultrathin epitaxial Ni( 111) films on
Re(0001). In the case of oxygen, a rapid chemisorption process is connected with an initial
change in magnetic moment per 0 atom, Ap.o = - 4 .5JUNi (bulk Ni momentZNi ), which is
reduced to - 3 .8PNi in the saturated chemisorption state (0 = J). This chemisorption is
followed by a slow oxidation up to three layers of epitaxial NiO, connected with a change of
the film moment Am = - 2 .7 mML (moment mML of bulk Ni monolayer). Surface anisotropy

fields are reduced from (10 ± 1) T (free surface) to (0 + 1) T both for chemisorbed and
oxidized surfaces. For the case of hydrogen, saturation adsorption at room temperature
(6 =) results in 4 1 H = -

1 .6,UN and a reduction of the surface anisotropy field to (3 ± 1)
T.

I. INTRODUCTION metal films, for testing by LEED and AES, and for magneto-

During the last years, the main interest in surface mag- metry using a torsion oscillation magnetometer working in

netism was concentrated on clean surfaces and metal-metal situ in UHV (UTOM). Clean Ni( 11) films with smooth

interfaces.' Little is known on the influence of gas adsorp- surfaces were prepared by epitaxy on Re(0001), as de-

tion on magnetic surface properties. For the case of small scribed previously.9 Adsorption of 02 and H2 was followed

particle systems only, the influence of adsorption has been continuously by UTOM. The working principle of TOM is

analyzed to some extent by magnetometry, with the main simple. For a sample, suspended on a torsion filament, we

emphasis on changes in surface magnetization. 2 In the case measure the period T of torsion oscillations near equilibri-

of single crystal surfaces, first experimental informations on um, as a function of an applied magnetic field, H. From T,

the surface magnetism of surface reactions were obtained by we easily calculate the magnetic directional moment R. For

spin polarized electron techniques. In the case of Ni, a reduc- a ferromagnetic film, R is determined by the magnetic mo-

tion of polarization was observed as a result of oxygen-ad- ment m = J, V, and by the magnetic anisotropy energy

sorption on Ni(110) by spin-polarized photoemission,' E = L Vcos 2 t? (anisotropy constant L, angle t? between J.,

spin-polarized inverse photoemission,4 and spin-polarized and surface normal). In the case of magnetic saturation, R is

secondary emission.5 For the adsorption of H2 on Ni( 11), connected with J, Vand L Vby

similar observations were done by electron capture spectros-
copy.6 These reductions in polarization indicate a reduction I IR = l/ (J, VH) + 1/2L V. (1)
of surface magnetization without giving quantitative values
for it. Magnetic surface anisotropies,7 which are important Using an anisotropy field HL = 2L /IJ,, this can be written as
for applications because they determine magnetic reversal R = J, VH/( 1 + H/H L) . (2)
properties of thin film devices, cannot be followed by these Two modes of analysis can be performed: In a complete
spin polarized electron techniques. A most direct method to analysis, using a series of external fields, we plot I/R vs I/H
follow both surface magnetization and magnetic surface an- and get, independently, J, V from the slope and L V from the
isotropies during adsorption processes is given by torsion axial section. For an example, compare Fig. 1 (b) below. As
oscillation magnetometry of ultrathin epitaxial films' in situ this complete analysis takes about 15 min for a given state of
in UHV (Ref. 9) (UTOM). As a first application of the the surface, it is not convenient for following adsorption pro-
method, changes in the magnetic properties of Ni( 111 ) sur-faces were observed, caused by Cu coatings.' 0  cesses continuously. In this case, we use an approximate

In the present paper, we report on the first magnetome- analysis at constant field H.(HL. The magnetic moment
tri analysis of gas adsorption processes on magnetic single- only can then be determined by J V=R /H, compare Eq.

(2). This constant field mode was used for continuous regis-
crystal surfaces, in the case of the adsorption ofH 2 andO0°n trtio of adsorption processes, compare Figs. 1(a) and
Ni( 1 11). The experimental method is described in Sec. II. 2(a) below.

Experiments with H2 on Ni( 111 ) are discussed in Sec. iii, a  2(a) below.

more extended study of 02 on Ni( 111) (Ref. I1) is reported Ill. HYDROGEN ON NI(1 11)
in Sec. IV. Some concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.

For the adsorption of hydrogen, the following picture

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD has evolved during the last years' 2' 3 : On smooth Ni ( 11)
Experiments were performed using a previously de- surfaces, H2 adsorbs atomically and activated in two states,

scribed vacuum system, equipped for epitaxial growth of f, and #,, which desorb in thermal desorption (10 K/s)

with desorption peaks at 346 and 384 K, respectively. 3 The
Sonderforschungsbereich 126 of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. atoms in #2 form an overlayer of graphitic structure up to
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2 6 10 12 14 FIG. 2. Magnetometric analysis ofO adsorption on Ni(tll ),at room tem-

b) 1 /H / 10-6 mA
-
' - perature. (a) Continuous record at constant field (#oH = 0.3 T) of R /Hvs

02 exposure, for a Ni(Ilt) film ofD = 23.9 atomic layers. b) Changeof

magnetic moment from complete analysis; m/mML vs 0, exposure [mo-
FIG. 1. MagnetometricanalysisofH adsorption on Ni(ll), at room tern- ment mM, of a bulk monolayer Ni(lll)]. Note the different exposure
perature, for a Ni( ill) film of D = 6.7 atomic layers. (a) Continuous re- scales for the initial part and for the total process, respectively.
cord in the constant field mode (.uoH = 0. 1 T) of R /1H vs time t after H,
inlet atp = 3.2 X 10

- 6 
Pa. (b) Complete analysis I/R vs I/H for the clean

film (101 and for saturation chemisorption (a®). change in slope induced by H adsorption, we take the change
in magnetic moment, Am= -4.OX10- Vsm

0 = 0.5,t2 which does not desorb at room temperature. On a = - 0.68mML [mML = 5.9 X 10- 5  
Vs m =magnetic

perfect surface, the initial sticking probability for 12 is moment of a (bulk) monolayer]. Using 0 = 1, this results in
So =0.02 (Ref. 13); thestickingprobabilityforfl, isrough- A/sH = - 1.80A [moment /N; per (bulk) Ni atom].
ly two orders of magnitude lower. Surface defects of low From the change in axial sections, we take the change in
concentration open a nonactivated channel for adsorption surface anisotropy field, A(p,,H, ) = - 6.9 T. A similar
and therefore sensitively inciease the sticking probability, analysis with a film of D = 13 layers resulted in
By highly concentrated defects, both desorption peaks are A/iH = - 1.

36
/'Ni and A(p,.J H) = - 6.9 T. The excellent

shifted downward in temperature, and desorption from fl2 is agreement of A (/uf ) clearly confirms the surface charac-
enabled even at room temperature. ter of the phenomenon. The reduction of/,,H, from 9.9 T for

In Fig. 1, the magnetometric analysis is shown for ad- the free Ni( I ll) surface' to 3.0 T after H adsorption agrees
sorption of hydrogen on a Ni( I ) film, consisting of with the previous experience that u0H, is lowered to 4 T
D = 6.7 atomic layers, at room temperature, p = 3.2x 10 - when Ni( Il l) is coated by nonmagnetic metals.

7 
The cause

Pa (base pressure < 10 - ' Pa). Figure 1 (a) shows a contin- for the difference in ApH is not clear, at present; further
uous record ofR /H=J, Vversus time t after H, inlet, in the experiments are required. For the present our result is ApH
constantfield mode (tH= 0.1 T). R /Hsaturatesat tz 60 0  = - (1.6 ± 0.

3
)JzN, = (0.93 ± 0.2),. Selwood 2 

found
s = 14L (IL = 10-

6
Torr s). Fort> 6Os, R /Hwasstable, AP H = - 1. 16/Ni for polycrystalline samples and, neglect-

even after pumping off the H 2. Obviously, saturation corre- ing the small difference from - 1, proposed a pair-bonding
sponds to the saturated (3, state, 0 = 1. Its stability at room model. Our result ApH = l/j rather suggests a model in
temperature reflects a low defect concentration. Using the which one electron from the H-atom fills one minority hole.
assumption that the decrease of magnetic moment per ad-
sorbed H atom, APH, is constant, an initial sticking prob-
ability S, = 0.06 can be derived, which again indicates a low IV. OXYGEN ON NI(1 11)
concentration of surface defects. " Figure 1 (b) shows a com- For the adsorption of oxygen on Ni ( I ll), the following
plete analysis (IR vs I/H) for the clean surface and for picture is now generally accepted

4
: Afast initial dissociative

saturation adsorption, respectively. The excellent linearity chemisorption up to 0 = j is followed by a state of very low
indicates excellent ferromagnetic behavior. From the sticking probability, which, finally, above 10 L, is followed
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by slow oxidation up to roughly three layers of epitaxial the oxidized surface [plateau (II)], respectively. They must
NiO( Ill), which are formed by lateral growth of three lay- be compared withpoH N

ItHv = ( + 9.9 ± I) T for the free
ers high nuclei. This behavior is clearly confirmed in the surface. In both plateaus, the surfaces are nearly isotropic,
magnetometric analysis at constant field (/uuoH= 0.3 T), magnetically.
which is shown in Fig. 2(a) for film of D = 23.9 atomic
layers. One clearly observes the sequence of rapid chemi- V. CONCLUSIONS
sorption up to 1.2 L (extended exposure scale), followed by We have shown that magnetometry of ultrathin films in
a completely flat chemisorption plateau (I) (S= 0.005), and situ provides an excellent tool to follow the magnetic aspects
then by a slow oxidation from 11 L up to the oxidation pla- of surface reactions. For the chemisorption of H and 0 on
teau (II) above =90 L. A special type of analysis was done Ni( 111 ), the magnitude of the magnetic moment reduction
using two films of nearly equal thickness [D = 23.9 (23.3)], favours a nonlocal model of the chemisorptive bond. The
and fixed field analysis for different fields of 0 H = 0.3 T previous experience that the magnetic surface anisotropy of
(0.1 T), followed by a complete analysis for changes of mo- Ni( I l) is lowered by a metallic coating is confirmed for
ment and anisotropy using Eq. (1). The result for Am is gaseous chemisorption, which strongly diminishes surface
shown in Fig. 2(b); it agrees qualitatively with Fig. 2(a); the anisotropies (for the case of H), or even virtually extin-
need for the complete analysis for obtaining quantitative re- guishes them (for the case of 0).
sults is clearly seen. The surface character of the observed
Am was checked by a complete analysis [like that in Fig.
1 (b) ] in both plateaus (I) and (II), for a series offilms with
different D. For 15 < D < 52, Am was independent of D, thus
clearly confirming the surface nature of Am. The final result 'A. J. Freeman and C. L. Fu, in Magnetic Properties of Low-Dimensional
then is a moment reduction Apo. per adsorbed oxygen atom. Systems, edited by L. M. Falicov and J. L. Moran-L6pez (Springer, Berlin,

1986).We found Ao, = -
4
.

5
jmN, for the initial chemisorption. it 'p. W. Selwood, Chemisorption and Magnetization (Academic, New York,

is reduced to Au, = - 3.8 iNi for the chemisorption pla- 1975).
teau (I). The surprisingly high magnitude excludes a pair- 'W. Schmitt, H. Hopster, and G. Giintherodt, Phys. Rev. B 31. 4035
bonding model. The negative sign agrees qualitatively with (1985).

'A. Seiler, C. S. Feigerle, J. L. Pena, R. I. Celotta, and D. J. Pierce, Phys.
previous evidence from spin polarized electron experi- Rev. B32, 7776 (1985).
ments.

3 5 
It indicates a homopolar character of this chemi- 'D. L. Abraham and H. Hopster, Phys. Rev. Lett. $8, 1352 (1987).

sorption bond, which remains to be analyzed in theory. For 6S. Eichner, C. Rau, and R. Sizmann, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 6, 208
(1977).the oxidation plateau (11), we found Am = 2.7mM, cor- 'U. Gradmann, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 54-57, 733 (1986).

responding to three monolayers ofantiferromagnetic NiO. " 'U. Gradmann, Appl. Phys. 3, 161 (1974).
Complete analysis before adsorption and in both pla- IV1. Gradmann, R. Bergholz, and E. Bergter, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-

teaus further resulted in the change of total anisotropy field, 20, 1840 (1984).
'E. Bergter, U. Gradmann, and R. Bergholz, Solid State Commun. 53, 565HL. The surface character of this change was checked in the (1985).

usual way 7'" by plotting uoHL vs I/D. Linear dependence, "H. J. Elmers and U. Gradmann, Surf. Sci. 193,94 (1988).
which was found, confirmed the surface character of "K. Christmann, R. J. Behm, G. Ertl, M. A. van Hove, and W. H. Wein-
changes in/oH!L." Resulting surface anisotropy fields are berg 3. Chem. Phys. 70, 4168 (1979).

.K. D. Rendulic, A. Winkler, and H. P. Steinriick, Surf. Sci. 185, 469given by pjoH/ ° 
= ( + 0.7 ± 1) T for the chemisorbed (1987).

surface [plateau (I) and uoH /NO= (-0.5± I) T for "P. H. Holloway, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 18,653 (1981).
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Ferromagnetic order at Tb surfaces above the bulk Curie temperature
C. Rau and C. Jin
Physics Department, Rice University. Houston, Texas 77251

M. Robert
Department of Chemical Engineering, Rice University, Houston. Texas 77251

The magnetic order at surfaces of the 4f rare-earth metal terbium is investigated using electron
capture spectroscopy (ECS), which probes the electron spin polarization (ESP) of the topmost
surface layer. In ECS, the capture of spin-polarized electrons during grazing-angle ion-surface
interaction is used to determine the ESP due to long- and short-ranged surface magnetic order.
It is found that long-ranged ferromagnetic order exists far above the bulk Curie temperature,
measured to be Tcb = 220 K. At 140 K, the long-ranged ESP amounts to 24%. With
increasing temperature, the ESP first decreases montonically up to the bulk N6el temperature
Ttvb = 228 K, then exhibits a pronounced maximum at T = 238 K, and ultimately vanishes at
the surface Curie temperature Tr, = 248 K. These striking results on enhanced magnetic order
at Tb surfaces suggest the presence of very large surface anisotropies.

INTRODUCTION most independent of the applied magnetizing field, then de-
Recent studies have shown that the magnetic properties creases steeply and ultimately vanishes at and above the sur-

of surfaces may differ strongly from those of the bulk."-3 For face Curie temperature Te, = 248 K. This T dependence of
sufficient enhancement of the interactions between the sur- the electron spin polarization of the topmost layer of Tb
face spins, an ordered surface phase is expected to coexist contrasts sharply with that found for Gd in which the elec-
with a disordered bulk phase.' This remarkable phenome- tron spin polarization is a monotonic function of tempera-
non was first observed in Gd.3 6  ture from T well below T,, up to T well above the surface

The magnetic order at the topmost surface layer of a Curie temperature Tc,.
sample is conveniently studied with electron capture spec- EXPERIMENT
troscopy (ECS).' For Gd, ECS was used to investigate the
temperature dependence of the surface magnetic order. Over The basic process in electron capture spectroscopy
the whole investigated temperature region, which ranged (ECS) is the capture of spin-polarized electrons during
from well below the bulk Curie temperature to well above small-angle surface reflection of deuterons D +. For an angle
the surface Curie temperature, the surface magnetization of incidence of 0.3 °, the distance of closest approach of the
was found to decrease monotonically with increasing tem- deuterons to the surface is about 0.8-1.5 A. Therefore, the
perature.5" deuterons probe the spin-polarized local electron densities of

In this work, we have studied the surface magnetization state of the topmost surface layer of the sample.7

of another rare-earth, Tb, which, for reasons described be- Typically, a well-collimated beam of 150-keV D ' ions
low, is expected to behave differently from Gd. is reflected at grazing angle on the target, which is magne-

In the bulk, Th is ferromagnetic at low temperatures, up tized parallel to the surface plane and perpendicular to the
to the bulk Curie temperature Tcb = 220 K, at which it un- incoming beam. Next, specularly reflected particles enter a
dergoes an antiferromagnetic transition with helical spin transverse electric field, which separates the remaining D *
structure. The antiferromagnetic (helical) order disappears from the neutral Do and ionic D- created in one- and two-
at the bulk Neel temperature TNS, above which bulk Tb is electron capture processes, respectively. Finally, the Do

paramagnetic.9  
atoms then hit a tritium(3H) target inducing the nuclear

Contrary to Gd, which has zero totdi orbital angular reaction 3H(d,n)'He (Do + 'H = n + 'He). The emitted
momentum, Tb has eight electrons in the 4fshell, so that its 'He particles are detected using two perpendicular surface
total orbital angular momentum is equal to 3. This very high barrier solid-state detectors.
anisotropy is expected to strongly affect the temperature de- One-electron capture processes at ferromagnetic sur-
pendence and variation of the magnetic ordering at the top- faces yield Do atoms with polarized electron shells. A nu-
most surface layer of Tb samples. clear polarization of the D' atoms is then induced by hyper-

These expectations are confirmed by the present study: fine interaction anid is measured by the asymmetry in the
We first find that ferromagnetic order exists at the topmost angular distribution of the 'He particles emitted in the nu-
surface layer of Thfar above the bulk Curie temperature Tc6  clear reaction described above. Nuclear polarization is a di-
= 220 K. With increasing temperature, starting well below rect measure of the electron spin polarization of the captured
Tc, the electron spin polarization first decreases monotoni- electrons.
cally up to the bulk Niel temperature TNb = 228 K; it then A target magnetizing field is applied to align otherwise
exhibits a very sharp maximum at T= 238 K, which is al- randomly oriented Weiss domains, thereby producing a
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macroscopic magnetization along which the sign and magni- 25

tude of the ESP can be measured. With P the ESP along the Tb
target magnetizing field, we have P= (n n -n )/(n+ 20

+ n -), where n ' and n- are the fractional numbers of elec-

trons with spin moment antiparallel (majority-spin elec-
trons) and parallel (minority-spin electrons), respectively, :
to the target magnetizing field.

Many experimental difficulties must be overcome in or-
der to maintain clean surfaces during multiple heating and N

cooling cycles. At all temperatures, before and after each 5

measurement, the residual surface contaminations C, S, and :
O were shown, using a cylindrical mirror analyzer for Auger ., , I , ,,

electron spectroscopy, to be less than 0.01 monolayer. The 12o o so 20 240 o2? 0

ESP measurements are performed at working pressures of TEMPERATURE I

about 5 X 10- " mbar. Further details on our experimental FIG. 1. Electron spin polarization of the topmost surface layer of I mm-
procedures can be found in Ref. 7. thick Tb samples as function of temperature. Tc, denotes the bulk Curie

The bulk Curie temperature was determined by two in- temperature as determined using ferromagnetic induction and the magneto-

dependent methods, ferromagnetic induction and the mag- optical Kerr effect. Txb denotes the bulk Nel temperature of Tb.

neto-optical Kerr effect. Details are given in Ref. 10.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main results are shown in Fig. 1, which illustrates
the temperature dependence of the electron spin polariza- It may finally be mentioned that recent work in our

tion of the topmost surface layer of a I-mm-thick Th sample, group on single crystalline Tb indicates that the behavior

The experimental temperatures ranged from 140 to 300 K, observed here is not due to the polycrystalline nature of the
respectively, well below and above the bulk Curie and N el present Tb samples.
temperatures. The applied magnetic field was varied
between H = 30 and H = 600 Oe. The ESP data shown in ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Fig. I correspond to H = 60 OCe. This work was supported by the National Science Foun-

As the temperature increases from low values, the ESP dation, the Robert A. Welch Foundation, and by the Petro-
is found to initially decrease monotonically. The same be- leum Research Fund.
havior was found in our earlier studies of Gd. Moreover, as
in Gd, the ESP of the surface does not vanish at Tcb. But,
whereas for Gd the ESP always decreases monotonically up
to the surface Curie temperature at which it vanishes, the 'A. J. Freeman and C. L. Fu, in Magnetic Properties of Low-Dimensional

ESP of the topmost layer of Th exhibits a very pronounced Systems, Vol. 14 of Springer Proceedings in Physics, edited by L. M. Fali-
cov and J. L. Morin-Lispez (Springer, Berlin, 1986).

nonzero minimum at, or at least very close to, TNS, beyond 1G. Alan, in Magnetic Properties of Low-Dimensional Systems, Vol. 14 of

which it steeply increases within the next 10' to ultimately Springer Proceedings in Physics, edited by L. M. Falicov and J. L. Morin-

suddenly drop to zero at a surface Curie temperature T L6pez (Springer, Berlin, 1986).

= 248 K, remaining zero at higher temperatures. 'H. W. Diehl, in Phase Transitions and Critical Phenomena, edited by C.
Domb and I. L. Lebowitz (Academic, London, 1986), Vol. 10.

It is tempting to account for such remarkable behavior 4D. L. Mills, Phys. Rev. B 3, 3887 (1971).
of the ESP ofthe topmost layer by invoking the change ofthe 'C. Rau and S. Eichner, in Nuclear Methods in Materials Research, edited

effective coupling of the latter to the bulk, and assuming that by H. Bethge, H. Baumann, H. Jex, and F. Rauch kvewes, Braunsch-

the latter is antiferromagnetically, or at least helically, cou- weig, 1980), p. 354.
6D. Weller, S. F. Alvarado, W, Gudat, K. Schr6der, and M. Campagna,

pled to the second and deeper surface layers. This assump- Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 155! (1985).
tion is consistent with the observation that the ferromagnetic 'C. Rau, J. Magh. Mag. Mater. 30, 141 (1982).

order, which sets in as temperature is lowered below Tc,, 'C. Rau and S. Eichner, Phys. Rev. B 34, 6347 (1986).

decreases in the neighborhood of TNb, where antiferromag- See, for example, R. D. Greenough and N. F. Hettarachchi, J. Magn.
Magn. Mater. 31.34, 178 (1983).

netic or helical order appears in the bulk. A similar argu- 'OC. Rau, C. Ji, and C. Liu, to appear in Proceedings of the International
ment applies to the subsequent increase of the ESP below Symposium on Applications of Ion Beams produced by Small Accelera-

TNb, as helical order gradually gives way to ferromagnetic tors, Jinan, People's Republic of China, 1987.

order. Clearly, the validity of this argument relies upon suffi- 'F. Aguilera-Granja and J. L. Morhn-Lpez, Phys. Rev. B 31, 7146
(1985).

ciently strong interlayer couplings. Similar arguments were 'IE. F. Sarmonto and C. Tsallis, J. Phys. 47, I115 (1986).

advanced in Refs. 6 and I 1-13. "C. Rau and M. Robert, Phys. Rev. Lett. SO, 2714 (1987).
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Magnetization depth profiling with low-energy electron spectroscopy
and MOKE

J. Woods, A. Ushiodaa) M.M. Donovan, S. W. Sun, M. Tobise, ) and R. C. O'HandleyDepartment ofAfateria[ Science and Engineerin& Massachusetts Institute of Technology
, Cambridge.

Massachusetts 02139
Low-energy electron snectroscopy with (spin) polarization analysis (LEESPA) is described.The power of this n "w technique, especially in combination with magneto-optic Kerr effect(MOKE), for studying the important effects of surface magnetism are illustrated with the firstresults on low magnetostriction amorphous Co-Fe-B ribbons.

I. INTRODUCTION 
trons with energies of 50 eV or less emitted from the sampleSaturation moments of magnetic materials depart from of interest are accelerated to approximately 150 eV andtheir bulk values near a surface because of reduced symme- backscattered from a polycrystaline gold film. An apprecia-try and altered charge distributions (variations over a few ble spin-orbit contribution to the scattering potential causesAngstroms in metals) as well as due to surface stresses and/ an asymmetry in the scattered intensity for electrons. Theor surface segregation (variations over several tens of Ang- scattering asymmetry ;s proportional to the polarization ofstroms). Surface magnetic effects are evident in studies of the secondary electron beam incident on the gold target, andthin magnetic films and multilayers and can be measured to the proportionality constant is the "effective Sherman func-an extent using surface sensitive techniques such as conver- tion. " We have not yet calibrated our spectrometer with asion electron Mdssbauer spectroscopy' or magneto-optic beam of known polarization, so we display our raw asymme-Kerr effect (MOKE).' With growing interest in surface try data. This scattering asymmetry is detected on a channelmagnetism motivated by extensive calculations showing en- plate [CP, Fig. I (a) I detector 2 whose anode is divided intohanced surface moments3 and by the drive to higher-density four quadrants. Thus P, is proportional to the intensity ratiomagnetic recording, new, more versatile surface probes are (I, - 13)/(I + 13) where 1i (i = 1,2,3,4) are the count in-needed. Low-energy secondary electrons are known to bear tensities in the four quadrants labeled clockwise from theinformation about the valence-band magnetization of their top. Similarly P, is proportional to (12 - I4)/(12 + 14).source4 and the depth from which they are emitted can be The thin-film spin polarimeter is mounted in a UHVinferred from the dependence of their mean free path on Auger chamber in the geometry shown in Fig. ). The Augerkinetic energy.' Typically the true secondaries (Eg <70eV) electron gun in the cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) iscome from the outermost 50A of a metal. Thus low-energy the source of primary electrons (20,uA at the sample at 2electron spectroscopy with (spin) polarization analysis keV). The primary electron (PE) beam is focussed to a spot(LEESPA) appear% to be a powerful technique for magnetic approximately 1 mm in diameter on a sample (S). The sec-surface depth profiling" especially when combined with ondary electrons excited from the sample pass through atechniques such as X31KE,7 which probes to a few hundred

Angstroms, and witl. bulk magnetic measurements. Some
controversy remains over the depth probed by low-energy
secondaries.'

We describe a I oESPA/MOKE system which has been
built to study surfac, ,ariations of magnetization and anisot-ropy using the concepts employed by Landolt's group on C()
Fes3Bn, amorphous ribbons6 and Fe single crystals.' How-ever, our system maies use of a thin-film spin polarimeter 9  

4s.ifor secondary electron polarization analysis. The compo- 2 ,nents of the system. -e described and its capabilities demon- P
strated with the first results on low magnetostriction amor-
phous cobalt-iron boron ribbons.

11. EXPERIMENT 
P ( . Ib )

The NBS group has designed a thin-film spin polari- s

meter and used it in . variety of magnetic surface studies.'Our polarimeter is based on their design. Secondary elec-
FIG. 1. Sketch of LEESPA magnetic sample holder (a) and scattering ge-ometry (b). PE and SE indicate primary and secondary electrons, respec-

Grad te fellowshijp supported by Fujitsu Corp. tively. Au is the gold film .nd CP is the channel plate detector of the polar-Permanent address: Hitachi Metals, Kumsapya, Japan. ization analyzer (PA).
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grid before entering the polarization analyzer (PA). A cur- gesting that at H = 0 the magnetization does not lie fully in
rent of 5 nA is measured at the gold film. The PA is config- they direction. This may be due to a transverse anisotropy at
ured to measure components of electron polarization P , and the front surface of the sample induced by its bending stress
PY in two orthogonal axes normal to the secondary electron and the fact that A < 0. It may also reflect an intrinsic surface
beam incident upon it. anisotropy orthogonal toy.'

6

Details of the sample configuration are shown in Fig.
1 (a). Two ribbons of low magnetostriction Co-Fe-B amor-
phous alloy are held in closed loops and magnetized by five B. Energy dependence of polarization
turns of electrical windings in back. The sample holder is
made of OFHC copper and is mounted on a Varian X- Y-Z-0 A simple energy analyzer in the form of a single retard-

manipulator. ing grid is positioned between the channel plate and the sam-

Our MOKE system is based on a design by Mansuripur pie. The retarding grid was held at V. = 0 V in the data

et al.' 3 It uses a He-Ne laser incident at 45* on a sample in displayed in Fig. 2 (a), and all electrons passed the grid. The
either a perpendicular or in-plane field (H < 6 kOe). Details secondary electron yield drops significantly above a kinetic
of its operation will appear in a forthcoming paper.4 energy of 50 eV. Thus, from the "master curve" (see insert of

Fig. 3),5 data taken with V. = 0 integrate information com-

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ing from approximately 50 A closest to the surface. In Fig. 3
the asymmetry at H = 6 Oe [ Fig. 2(a) ] is plotted as a func-

A. Surface N-f loops tion of the retarding grid voltage. These data resemble that
The initial experiment to test th,: polarimeter was to taken by Mauri et al.6 

on amorphous Fe, 3B, 7 out to second-
illuminate the surface of a soft ferromagnetic amorphous ary electron energies of40 eV. The curve (Fig. 3) reflects the
ribbon with the Auger electron gun and measure the spin of combined effects of primary electron penetration and sec-
the secondary electrons as a function of the magnetizing ondary electron mean free path (escape depth). It is cozipli-
field. We have used a low-magnetostriction (A < 0) Co-Fe-B cated further by the plateau at 40-60 eV due to polarization
amorphous ribbon from Hitachi Metals. of the M 23M 4,M 45 Auger electrons ofcobalt and iron which

The initial hysteresis loops were obtained from a rela- reflect valence-band magnetization. Given that the energy of
tively dirty sample (p = 10-' Tort in the unbaked our primary electrons exceeds the critical Ep beyond which
chamber); the Auger spectrum showed only carbon and secondary electron yield is relatively constant' the overall
oxygen at the surface. (The mean free path of Auger elec- variation in polarization with I VG (secondary EK ) repre-
trons with kinetic energies of a few hundred eV is approxi- sents an effective magnetization depth profile.'

5 
At low I VG I

mately 10 . Thus the Auger signal is extremely surface the asymmetry is a measure of magnetization closer to that
sensitive.) The kinetic energy of the incident electron beam of the bulk; at high grid voltages the asymmetry is more a
is 2 keV and initially secondaries of all energies are measured measure of surface magnetization. The magnetization of this
at the polarimeter. Thus the LEESPA signal measures the Co-Fe-B ribbon decreases significantly over the 50 A closest
spin polarization averaged over approximately the outer- to the surface.
most 50Aof the sample,"'- which is much deeper than the
Auger electrons probe.

One of our initial LEESPA M-H loops is shown in Fig.
2 (a). The data are taken from the lower magnetic sample in
Fig. 1. The LR (left right) gold scattering asymmetry de- 000

tected in the PA is proportional to the polarization P, of the
electrons parallel to H (which lies along the ribbon length). 0., - ". t
The PA is sensitive to less than 0.1% change in the scattering 2

asymmetry. Note that the surface M-H loop is not very
square for this closed-loop specimen (no end effects) sug- -

I 0 100 1000o.o oies: En.,y.0v
LR Asy

(deg) (erm/g)

002 E"

0.O 000405

FIG. 2( a). Left right asymmetry ( P, ) vs magnetizing field foar aclosed loop 0 -40 -80 -
0 

-160 -200-240

of tow mapnetostrictionl Co-Fe-B amorphous ribbon taken by LEESPA. Retarding Grid Voltage
(b) PlanarKerrM-H Imp for ashort sample ofthe same materialasin (a).
(c) Bulk vibrating smple magetometer M-H loop for a short sample o FIG. 3. LEESPA data: Scattering asymmetry vs retarding grid voltage rep-

the same material as in (a). The loops in (b) and (c) have been corrected resents a magnetization depth profile. Insert: Electron mean free path vs
for demagnetization. kinetic energy (from Ref. 5).
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C. MOKE widely practiced and less surface sensitive) and with bulk

The MOKE system probes the surface to a depth of magnetometry. Surface anisotropy and reversal domain nu-

approximately 250 A and is therefore less surface sensitive cleation may be well studied by the M-H loops generated by

than LEESPA. Figure 2(b) shows a planar Kerr M-H loop this technique. Magnetization depth profiling by LEESPA

takenonashortsamplemagnetizedinplanewithanexternal may reveal further aspects of surface anisotropy, surface

field. The shape of the MOKE loop on Co-Fe-B is essentially magnetochemistry, and fundamental surface magnetic phe-

square (it has been corrected for demagnetization) unlike nomena. An ambitious agenda lies ahead.

the LEESPA loop [Fig. 2(a)]. A bulk VSM measurement
on the same short specimen [ Fig. 2 (c) ] also shows the same ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

general features observed by MOKE. In either case [Figs. The facilities and research described herein are part of a
2(b) and 2 (c) ] it was not possible to measure any coercivi- larger Magnetic Surface Characterization Facility (MSCF)
ty. These data (Fig. 2) support the inference made above which was established with an initial capital equipment
that the rounded M-H loop obtained by LEESPA [Fig. grant from the U.S. Army Research Office and the Office of
2 (a) ] reflects a surface component ofmagnetization orthog- Naval Research. Ongoing support for various aspects of the
onal to the applied field. Allenspach et aL.' have seen a simi- research within MSCF come from ONR grant No. N00014-

lar rounding of the M-H loop of crystalline (100) Fe for 86-K-0257 and support from 3M Company, Digital Equip-
LEESPA probe depths of 5 A or less. ment Corporation, TDK, AT&T Bell Labs, SOHIO, and

If the surface magnetization perpendicular toy inferred Hitachi Metals. This generous support is deeply appreciat-
by the LEESPA data were due to bending stress, it would ed.
have been seen also in the MOKE signal. Thus it is probably

due to an intrinsic surface anisotropy. For the magnetization 'J. C. Walker, R. Droste, G. Stem, and J. Tyson, J. Appl. Phys. 52, 2500
to have an appreciable component orthogonal to y only in its (1984). M. Przybylski and U. Gradmann, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59. 1152
outer 50 A implies a variation of M over a much shorter (1987).

'S. Bader, E. R. Moog, and P. Grunberg, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 53, L295
distance than dictated by balancing bulk exchange and an- (1986).
isotropy energies (domain wall width 6 is a few thousand 'A.J. Freeman, C. L. Fu, S.Onishi. andM.Weinent, in Polarized Electrons
Angstroms). Some other anisotropy must force the magneti- in Surfa e P'sis, edited by R. Feder (World Scientific, Singapore.

1985), p. I.
zation back into the field direction once the surface anisotro- 'G. Chrobok and M. Hoffman, Phys. Lett. SIA, 257 (1976); J. Unguris, D.
py is no longer effective. The simplest mechanism to invoke T. Pierce, A. Galejs, and R. J. Celotta, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 172 (1982).
is demagnetization. Thus the surface component of magneti- 'M. P. Seah and W. A. Dench. Surf. Interface Anal. 1, 2 (1979).

zation orthogonal to the applied field [y axis in Fig. I (a) ] is 'D. Mauri, R. Allenspach. and M. Landolt, J. Appl. Phys. 58, 906 (1985).
'R. Allenspach, M. Taborelli, M. Landoll, and D. Mauri, Phys. Rev. Lett.
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face layer less than or equal to 50 A, the perpendicular vol- 'D. L. Abraham and H. Hopster, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 1352 (1987).
ume anisotropy K, in the surface region must be greater than 'J. Unguris, D. T. Pierce, and R. J. Celotta, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 57, 1314

the demagnetization anisotropy K, which tends to keep the (1986).
R. J. Celotta and D. T. Pierce, Science 234.333 (1986).

magnetization in the ribbon plane: K. > K, = MHo/2 "J. Kessler, Polarized Electrons (Springer, Berlin, 1976), pp. 77-79.
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6
erg/cm'. (We express the anisotropy near the sur- "Galileo ElectroOptics, Galileo Park, Sturbridge, MA 01518.
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Substrate modified growth of epitaxial Fe films (abstract))
S. Batra, A. M. Wowchak, and P. I. Cohen
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Minnesota Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

D. K. Lottis and E. D. Dahlberg
Department of Physics, University of Minnesota, Minnesota 55455

It is now clear that both the atomic and magnetic properties of epitaxial Fe films can be
controlled by the precise nature of the substrate which acts as the template for the growth. We
have investigated the role of defects and strain arising from lattice mismatch on the growth and
the magnetic properties of the Fe films. The films were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy
(MBE) on three different well characterized surfaces: GaAs(100), Ino.2 Gao.g As(100), and
Fe(100). The first two surfaces were also prepared by MBE. This mole fraction of In was
chosen to match the lattice constant of bulk a-Fe. The growth of the Fe film was characterized
by using reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and the results indicate that the
morphology of the Fe films is smoother on the InGaAs surface than on the GaAs surface. Yet
is is still much rougher than the growth on Fe(100) substrate. The magnetic properties were
measured by using a SQUID magnetometer and coercivity values are comparable to that of the
films grown on ZnSe.'

Work supported by AFOSR 86-0201, CDC, and Honeywell.

'J. J. Krebs, B. T. Jonker, and G. A. Prinz, J. Appl. Phys. 61, 3744 (1987).
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Valence Fluctuations and Heavy Fermions Sam Liu, Chairperson

Collective density fluctuations in heavy-fermion systems (invited)
P. Fulde and K. W. Becker
Max-Planck-Institutfir Festkrperforschung, 7000 Stuttgart 80, Federal Republic of Germany

Density fluctuations in heavy-fermion systems are discussed. Particular attention is paid to the
hydrodynamic modes and it is pointed out how they differ from those of ordinary metals. A
large Landau-Placzek ratio should help to make the quasiparticle diffusion mode observable.
The role of the Coulomb interaction is discussed and it is shown that a low-lying optical
plasmon should exist. The latter can be overdamped. It compliments the acoustic plasmon (or
zero sound) mode into which the quasiparticle diffusion mode goes over for q values outside
the hydrodynamic regime. In a recent experiment quasielastic light scattering due to density
fluctuations has been observed in UPt3. Furthermore, it is shown that the attenuation
mechanism of longitudinal ultrasound in heavy-fermion systems is very different from that of
ordinary metals.

I. INTRODUCTION ed to light scattering and neutron scattering cross sections.

Heavy-fermion systems are characterized by a large ef- From the poles of v (q,(0) one can also extract information
fective mass m* of the quasiparticles at low temperatures. It about the velocity and attenuation of longitudinal ultra-
results from the formation of singlet states at the sites of the sound.

magnetic ions (in most cases Ce or U ions). Since it takes The advantage of hydrodynamic theory is that it is gen-
only a small energy k8 T * to break up a singlet ( T* is typi- eral and does not require specifying the Hamiltonian. In-
cally of order of several tens of degrees) there are an enor- stead, it relates quantities such as the sound velocity and
mous number of low-lying excitations which lead to the oh- attenuation to (i) static thermodynamic functions (e.g., spe-
served large linear specific heat. Since the singlet formation cific heat, thermal expansion, etc.) and (ii) Onsager coeffi-
involves mainly spin degrees of freedom, m* is always asso- cients (e.g., electrical or heat conduction).
ciated with spin fluctuations.'- Due to that, the investiga- The function X00 (q,) is evaluated by applying the pro-
tion of density fluctuations in heavy-fermion systems have jection technique of Mori and Zwanzig.5 Thereby it is impor-
been unduly neglected for a long time. As we shall see they tant to select those variables, which must be treated explicit-
show a number of novel features. Their treatment is particu- ly and cannot be included in internal friction coefficients. In
larly facilitated in the small frequency and long-wavelength addition to 0. we choose for them the Fourier components
regime for which a hydrodynamic description can be given.' of the total energy and electron number operators hq and pq,
Of particular interest is thereby the effect of the long-range and the phonon momentum operator M.. While 0,, relates
Coulomb interaction. It is well known that it has a strong to the broken (continuous) translational symmetry in a lat-
influence on the density-fluctuation spectrum and the ques- tice, the other three dynamic variables relate to conserved
tion is to what extent it leads to new observable effects.4  quantities. This is in accordance with a general theorem6

which states that the number of hydrodynamic modes equals
the number of conserved quantities plus the number of

II. HYDRODYNAMIC THEORY broken continuous symmetries. This rule is modified if long-

We are interested in determining the ion displacement range Coulomb interactions are present. The details of the

function calculations are straightforward when the projection meth-
od is used. We refer for them to the original literature' and

(,) -% -i dte' ( [ b.q (t),]) (1) state here merely the results.
Jo The displacement correlation function has the general

in the hydrodynamic regime3 for which arr-4 1, Ilt 1. Here - form
and I are the mean-free time and mean-free paths of the
quasiparticles, respectively. The longitudinal displacement X#0 (q,w) = -j /[62 - (vrq)

2 + iw/q2D(q,w)] , (3)
operator tb of the ions has the form

where vT is the isothermal sound velocity. D(q,w) contains
I = (/ "w// ,) (b+ + b ~q), (2) contributions from coupling to theenergy and electron den-

where b+ , bq are phonon creation and annihilation opera- sity operators and an internal friction contribution D5 .
tots. Furthermore, M is the ion mass and w,, denotes the Thereby D, incorporates all those degrees of freedom,
phonon energy dispersion. which are not treated explicitly by the above variables. One

The spectral density Im [X, (qo.)/w ] is directly relat- finds
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D(qm) = Dt + i [ + iDEq )] U interaction term. But it is known that generally the long-

[ iD
2

)] (4) range part converts a hydrodynamic mode into a plasma
+ i[B /(o + 

)
]4 oscillation. Therefore, one has to show that the calculated

Here DE and Dr are the quasiparticle energy and density hydrodynamic modes remain correct even when the long-
diffusion constants. It is DE = K/Cv and Dr = o'/(e2X'), range part of the Coulomb interaction is included. In order

where K and o, are the thermal and electrical conductivities. to do this one must start from a realistic Hamiltonian. It
More precisely, o, is the heavy quasiparticle contribution to consists of two (or more) quasiparticle bands which are in-
the electrical conductivity. C. is the specific heat at constant tersected by the Fermi energy EF. We believe that this model
volume and X, is the electronic density susceptibility. The better describes actual heavy-fermion systems than one with
prefactors A and B contain static thermodynamic functions, one quasiparticle band and a hybridization gap just above
We show in Fig. I the different hydrodynamic modes due to EF. The quasiparticle Hamiltonian can be obtained by a
density fluctuations. One notices two Rayleigh peaks (i.e., "downfolding" procedure when one starts from a LMTO
overdamped modes). It can be shown that the width of the type of calculation.9 Assuming that two quasiparticle bands
particle diffusion mode DWqm is by a factor m*/m larger than are intersected by EF implies that two quasiparticle numbers
that due to energy diffusion (i.e., Dr = Dsm*/m). This is are conserved, i.e., one for each band. This assumes that the
due to the fact that X, is not enhanced in heavy-fermion short-range part of the qussiparticle interaction does not ap-
systems. preciably mix the different quasiparticle bands. Therefore

The Landau-Placzek ratio, i.e., the relative intensity the two partial densities must be included in the set of vari-
between the quasielastic peaks and the two Brillouin peaks is ables which are treated explicitly, as well as the interband
by a factor of order 105-10' larger than in ordinary metals.' transition operator between the two bands. Added to this
This opens up the possibility of observing quasielastic light Hamiltonian is the long-ranged part of the Coulomb-inter-
scattering due to density fluctuations in a metal. In a pio- action Hamiltonian.
neering experiment of Mock et al. such scattering has been When one computes the density modes of the system
observed in UPt 3 but not in UBe13. In these experiments one may neglect their weak coupling to the energy-density
Brillouin scattering is observed and the Brillouin scattering fluctuations. In the hydrodynamic regime the following
intensity is directly related to Im w - 'X* (qw). Since the modes are found to be present:
wave vector q could not be varied it is at present still open _iDrq2
whether or not it is the hydrodynamic quasiparticle diffusion , q 2 = -

mode which is seen in that experiment. i1,

III. ROLE OF LONG-RANGE COULOMB INTERACTION q< (5)
Here v., = v; [m*/(3m) ] ,/2 is the velocity of acoustic plas-

In the preceding section the hydrodynamic modes have mons (see below) and r, is a particle-current relaxation
been discussed which appear in the displacement correlation time. The latter is the mean free time of the heavy quasiparti-
function. Their common feature is that the excitation ener- cles which enters into their contribution to the resistivity.
gies vanish in the long-wavelength limit q -0. We want to The term - iDrq2 can be also rewritten as - it.4 ,rl q2. For
discuss in the following electronic density modes, which are q > (2~p )-) the two modes go over into propagating
either outside the hydrodynamic regime ql.< 1, wr < 1, or modes
which fall into the hydrodynamic regime but have finite ex-
citation energies, even asq -0 (nonhydrodynamic modes).' W1,2 (q) = + v~81q - i/2ri, . (6)
A crucial part is thereby played by the long-ranged Coulomb These are acoustic plasmon or zero-sound modes. For de-
interactions. Until now we have incorporated only the short- tails of this crossover we refer to Refs. 3 and 8. Acoustic

range part of the electron interactions by an on-site Hubbard plasmons have been considered before for transition met-

als.' 0 There is one interesting difference, though to the pres-
ent case. In the theory put forward for transition metals the

xW (q.w) (heavy) d electrons are screened by the (light) s electrons
lqw fed Im W and that reduces the large density susceptibility of the d elec-

trons. In the heavy-fermion systems the density susceptibil-
ity of the heavy quasiparticles is small from the beginning
because of the large Landau parameter F -m*/m (for
more details see, e.g., Ref. 9). Therefore, screening has no
dramatic effect on the static density susceptibility.

05 q2 Outside the hydrodynamic regime four propagating
modes are found:

-vPq 0 vpq w = ± 1 - i/2r,

(7)
w = ±- o~p - il2r,

FIG. I. Spectral density of the inm-diplacemnt correlation fumetion in the
hydrodynamk regime- For the difft-nt symbols sec the text (from Re. 3). Here ap --- 6k, T * is a low-lying optical plasmon

." while
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w,, (ne/m) 112 (n, s the conduction electron density) V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
is the conventional plasmon frequency. When (w,-r)'4 1 Hydrodynamic theory for density fluctuations in heavy-

the low-lying plasmon is overdamped and o = - It (Co* )2. fermion systems leads to two new physical effects. One is the
[Note that in this model there is no plasmon mode with a1 possibility of observing in a metal quasielastic scattering due
energy (ne2/m*) 12

, i.e., with the electron mass replaced to density fluctuations. This is due to an enhancement of the
by the large mass m*. ] As long as the q dependence of the Landau-Placzek ratio by 5-6 orders of magnitude as com-
quasielastic light scattering observed in Ref. 7 is not known, pared with conventional metals. Indeed, in recent experi-
it is also possible that it is an overdamped optical plasmon ments by Mock et al quasielastic Brillouin scattering has
which is seen in that experiment. been seen for the first time in the heavy-fermion metal UPt3.

At present it is still open whether it is due to a hydrodynamic
IV. ULTRASOUND ATTENUATION diffusion mode or a nonhydrodynamic mode, because the

momentum transfer q cannot be varied in the experiment.

For sound frequencies in the MHz regime and electron The second physical effect is a new damping mechanism for
meanfree pathsoforder lO0 6 cmonefindsthatDTq 2 <

VTq. longitudinal ultrasound. It yields a larger T dependent
Therefore one is in the "isolated" regime with a sound veloc- sound absorption than the one due to internal friction or heat
ity v,. An interesting result, which follows from X. (q,wo) is conduction.
the attenuation of ultrasound. It turns out that the dominant
attenuation mechanism is very different from the one in ordi- In addition to the hydrodynamic modes a new low-lying

nary metals, which has been worked out by Pippard.t2 In optical plasmon mode is found due to the long-range part of

heavy-fermion systems it is the effect of the quasiparticle the Coulomb interaction. Whether or not it is overdamped in

diffusion which dominates the temperature dependence of UPt 3 is not clear at present.

the longitudinal sound attenuation a,. One finds3

a, 4W d _ft ,, 2.1(8)
,~M 

1 a) -N, e V

Here (u/ 9 fl)r .N, denotes the change of the chemical po-
tential with volume when the electron numer and tempera-
ture are kept fixed, and Mis the ionic mass. Compared with
this damping mechanism the other two contributions which 'C. Varmsa in Theory ofHeavy Fermions and Valence Fluctuations, Vol. 62
result from internal friction and from the heat conduction of Springer Series in Solid State Sciences, edited by T. Kasuya "d 1. Sa-

pole of y,(q,w) are small (see, e.g., Ref. 8). Since so(Springer, New York, 1985).
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Electronic structure of the light actinide oxides from electron spectroscopy
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The 4fcore level spectra of The 2, U0 2, and NpO 2 are shown to be well described in the
Anderson impurity model. The O (2p) -actinide (5/) hybridization is found to be very large.
This leads to a new interpretation of the 7-eV satellite in the 4f spectrum, which corresponds to
an antibonding 5f" - 5f" +  final state, where n = 0,2, and 3 for Th0 2, U02, and NpO2,
respectively. The resonance photoemission 4f spectrum is studied, and it is found that
interference between different intermediate states is crucial for its interpretation. In particular,
the photon energy dependence (CIS spectrum) is strongly influenced by these interference
effects. In the 5f valence spectrum of UO2 the theory gives a satellite, which is due to a split-off
state caused by the large hybridization.

I. INTRODUCTION There has recently been a great interest in the electronic

Core level x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) to- structure of metal oxides, for instance the transition-metal
gether with the Anderson impurity model has provided a oxide NiO (Refs. 4 and 5) and the rare-earth oxide CeO2

6

microscopic understanding of the electronic structure of Among the actinide oxides, U02 is by far the most studied
light rare-earth compounds.' In particular, it was possible to system.' There is, however, no agreement about the elec-
use the core XPS spectrum to deduce the parameters of the tronic structure of UO2, in general, and about the strength of
Anderson model. From these parameters other electron the hybridization between the oxygen 2p and uranium 5f
spectra as well as "low-energy" properties, such as the static states, in particular. One-particle calculations indicate a
susceptibility, were calculated.' In this way it was possible to strong hybridization."'9 To obtain an insulator, the f elec-
obtain a description of Ce compounds using one set of pa- trons, nevertheless, have to be treated as localized (core-
rameters for each system. Apart from a study of the 5/ Th like) in a band calculation.' The valence spectra have usual-
compounds2 and some recent work on U compounds,' this ly been explained in a localized picture, where the p-f
approach has not been applied to the actinides. It is therefore hybridization is neglected, ' but there is also evidence that
an interesting question as to what extent the Anderson impu- this hybridization is of importance."" The valence spec-

rity model can describe actinide compounds. We demon- trum shows a satellite just below the 0 2p band. "'' Reso-
strate that this model gives a good description of the core nance photoemission strongly suggests that the satellite has
spectra of the light actinide (Th, U, and Np) oxides, and we 5/ character,' 2 but its origin is otherwise unknown. The 4/
resolve a longstanding controversy about the importance of core level spectra of U0 2 has a satellite at 7 eV below the
the p-f hybridization for these systems. We further analyze main peak. This satellite has been assigned to a
the U02 4fresonance photoemission spectra. We find that O( 2p) .- U(5f) (Refs. 9,13-15) or a O(2p) -U(6d) (Ref.
interference between different intermediate states plays a 16) shake-up excitation. The main peak has also been inter-
crucial role for the photon energy dependence, and we rec- preted as a "shake-down" satellite related to a 6d (Ref. 17)
oncile the apparent contradiction between this dependence or a 5f( Ref. 18) screening orbital, i.e., the assignments of the
and our interpretation of the 4f/satellite. Finally we have main peak and the satellite are reversed relative to the two
studied the 5fphotoemission spectrum. Due to the large hy- shake-up interpretations. The assignment of the satellite to a
bridization, deduced from the 4f core spectrum, the theory 5f' state has also been discussed.7

predicts a satellite below the 0 2p band, which has been ob-
served experimentally. II. CORE LEVEL XPS SPECTRUM

The calculations of the spectra are performed in the An-
derson impurity model. The 5f", 5f" ', and 5/" + 2 config-

" S.S.C.U., Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560012, India. urations are taken into account in the core level XPS and the
"' Max.Planck Institut flit Feakbrperforschung, D.70MStuttgart 80, West Bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy (BIS) calcula-

Germany. tions and the 5/" ', 5f", and 5f" ' 1 configurations in the
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5J XPS calculation, wheren = 0,2, and 3 for Th, U, and Np, These parameters were then kept fixed for ThO. and NpO2
respectively. The hybridization to the 0 2p band, the Cou- and there are no adjustable parameters for these systems.
lomb interaction Ubetween two 5felectrons and the interac- The results are shown in Fig. 1. Both the relative energies
tion Uf, between a core electron and a 5felectron are includ- and weights of the structures in the calculated spectra agree
ed. All multiplet effects are neglected. BIS measurements well with experiment, and the agreement would further im-
suggest that the multiplet splitting is of the order a few eV. prove ifslightly different values of L'1 ,. and A were allowed
Considering the large hybridization (No-A., - I I eV) found for the different systems. The increase in the weight of the
below, the neglect of the multiplet splitting appears reasona- satellite in going from ThO, to NpO, is due to the lowering
ble for the oxides, although we do not expect this to be gener- of the 5f level energy (ef). The model therefore directly re-
ally true for the actinide compounds. With these assump- lates the lovcring of the 5f BIS spectrum to the increased
tions, we can apply the theory developed earlier for Ce,' weight of the satellite in the 4fcore spectrum. In the presence
provided that the energy ef of thef level is renormalized. ' of a core hole. the lowest 5f" ' ' configuration is almost
The main parameters in the model are oF, U, Ufr, and the degenerate with the 5f" configuration. The leading peak
strength A., ofthep-f hybridization. The relativeenergies of and the satellite therefore correspond to final states which
the 5f" - ', 5f", and 5f" + ' configurations were adjusted so are strong mixtures of these two configurations. The large
that the theoretical spectra reproduced the centers of the separation ( -7 eV) of the main peak and the satellite is
peaks in the 5f XPS and BIS spectra.2

4
-22 Then we have therefore not primarily due to the separation of the two con-

ef =E(f
" 

') - E(f") and U =E(f" - ' ) + E figurations (< I eV) but due to the strong hybridization,
(f" '1) - 2E( f"). For ThO, we used the same value of which gives final states of primarily bonding and antibond-
U = 7.7 eV as for UO, and NpO,, since n = 0 for ThO and ing character with a large separation. This differs from all
the method above cannot be used. To take the 4fspin-orbit the interpretations given above, which assume that the peaks
splitting into account in the 4f core spectrum, two spectra can be assigned to essentially "pure" configurations and that
separated by the experimental splitting were superimposed. the peak separation is close to the energy difference of these
The parameters Uf, = 7.2 eV and A. = 0.76 eV were ad- configurations. We note that these spectra cannot even be
justed so that the UO,4f spectrum was well reproduced. described qualitatively with a small A,, unless we make the

unphysical assumption that U, - 0. A, - 0 would require
that the leading peak in the core spectrum has 5/" character
and the separation between thef" andf" " ' configurations
would then have to be close to the value in the initial state.

IlI. RESONANCE PHOTOEMISSION

Ef 8 5 Cox et al. " have studied the 4fcore spectrum ofUO: for
photon energies hv close to the resonance due to the 3d - 5/
transition. They found a small change in the satellite intensi-
ty when hv was increased to 10 eV above resonance. The
resonance process involves the transition

3d 104f-1
4
5f 3d 4fI45f' 3d "'4 ,f 2 g.

where Eg refers to a continuum electron. It is then natural toC 76 assume that a peak is enhanced at resonance ifit corresponds
Cto a final state with some 5f

2 
character. " Cox et al. therefore

C assigned the main peak to a 5.2 stat ;.,, the satellite to a 5f
state, in contrast to our conclusion that both slructurc con-

tain a substantial 5f2 character. To understand this apparent
contradiction, we have performed resonance photoemission

66 calculations, using a theory presenttd elsewhere. The pa-
rameters were the samt as in ihe calculation of the XPS

A spectrum, except that U was reduced to 4eV. Figure 2 shows
results for the constant initial state (CIS) spectrum for the
main peak and the satellite of the 4fspectrum. The results

are in fair agreement with experiment.
2
" In particular, the

-28 -24 -20 -16 -12 -8 -4 0 satellite intensity at resonance /hv,.,) is not much larger
E than at hv + 10 eV. in good agreement with experiment. " ,

To understand these results it is important to notice that the
FG I Theoretical (full line) and experimental (dots) 4fcore level ipec- 50 configuration is only about 4 eV above the 5/configura-
tra The energy ecro is arbitrary The experimental results were obtained tion in the presence of the 3d hole. Because of the strong
from Ref 20 (ThO. top curve) Ref. 21 (UO middle curve), and Ref. 22 hybridization (N, A_- 1 eV) there is therefore a mixing of
(N.Oi botiHom curve , The spectra have a 4J, :and a4f, 2componen ' and
each component has a main peak and a satellite, corresponding to a bonding these configurations, and the 5" configuration has a finite
and an aniltindlng 5.J' -if" ' state. respectisel), amplitude in the intermediate state, even ifthe 5f/amplitude
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FIG. 2. Theoretical CIS spectrum (photon energy dependence) ofthenmain FIG. 3. Theoretical 5f photoemission spectrum of UO.
peak (full curve) and the satellite (dashed curve) for the 4fspectrum of
UO.. The energy zero for hv (in eV) is at resonance. The curves are normal-ized to their maximum values.

The strong O(2p)-actinide (5j) hybridization
(A., = 0.76 eV) may seem surprising in view of the values
in the range 0. 1-0.2 eV obtained for the Th and U interme-

in the initial state is assumed to be zero. The following Auger talliCs. 2'3 The value' (A., = 0.4 eV) obtained for CeO, is,
process therefore creates both 5f2 and 5/3 configurations. however, also much larger than for the Ce intermetallics.'
The relative phase of these configurations is crucial, since Since the 5forbital of Th is more extended than the 4forbital
the leading peak and the satellite correspond to bonding and of Ce, it is also natural that A, is larger for ThO. than for
antibonding linear combinations of these configurations. At CeO2. In spite of the large value of 4, our parameters are
resonance the phase favors the main peak while the satellite consistent with the fact that ThO.-NpO, are insulators. Ap-
is somewhat suppressed. As the photon energy is increased plying the arguments and notations of Zaanen et al.' and
to the resonance energy of the 5f4 configuration, the relative using the normal interpretation of the BIS spectrum, "4 these
phase of the two configurations in the intermediate state systems can be characterized as having a finite gap of a 5f-
changes. At this value of tv the satellite tends to be favored -6d " character.
while the main peak is suppressed. This behavior is superim-
posed on the decreasing Fano line shape, leading to a large V. SUMMARY
reduction of the main peak but only a small reduction for the In conclusion, we have studied ThO,, UO., and NpO,
satellite as hv is increased. The three structures in the satel- and found that the 4f core spectrum, its photon energy de-
lite CIS curve reflects the three intermediate states formed pendence (for UO,), and the 5f BIS and PES spectra can be
by the 5f, 5f', and 5/ configurations. The splitting of these described within the Anderson impurity model using the
is some% hat too large in the calculation. same parameters fora given compound and only changing e,

in going across the series. The analysis of the core spectrum
IV. VALENCE SPECTRUM shows that thep-f hybridization is very strong (A., = 0.76

We have finally calculated the 5f photoemission spec- eV). The main peak and the 7-eV satellite in the 4f spectra
trum, which is shown in Fig. 3. The same parameters as in are therefore strong mixtures of 5f2 and 5f' configurations
the calculation of the XPS core spectrum were used. Due to with bonding and antibonding character, respectively. Due
the strong hybridization, a bound state is split off below the to the strong hybridization, the theoretical 5f spectrum of
O 2p band (extending between - 4 and - 8 eV). Such a UO has a split-off satellite below the O 2p band at an energy
split-off state is not observed in band calculations. ' The rea- where a 5f satellite is observed experimentally. The reso-
son is that manybody effects effectively enhances the cou- nance photoemission 4fspectrum has been studied. We find
pling strength by a factor Nf relative to a one-particle calcu- that the photon energy dependence for the main peak and
lation (NAa, instead of A., ).' This split-offstate leads to a the satellite does not show directly the amount of 5f2 charac-
satellite in the 4fspectrum, which has been observed experi- ter in these features. Instead the different photon energy de-
mentally, although the experimental results appears to de- pendence can be explained from the interference of different
pend on the sample preparation. t11-2 The calculated appar- intermediate states. This effect should be important for reso-
ent weight is somewhat larger than the experimental weight. nance photoemission of other systems as well.
This may be due to the neglect of lifetime broadening effects
and interference' between 5f and 0 2p emission. Thefspec- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
trum also has weight in the energy range - 4 to - 8 eV, We want to thank J. W. Allen and J. Zaanen for useful
explaining the weak resonance behavior observed experi- discussions and J. W. Allen for making unpublished materi-
mentally for the 0 2p band.' 1.12 al available.
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Photoemission study of 5f localization in UPd 3 _x(Pt,Rh),
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Photoemission measurements in the two systems UPd 3  (Pt,Rh) . show that the 5fspectra
are consistent with localized 5felectrons (peak in spectral weight is below EF for all x within
the double hexagonal DO 24 phase) while at both phase transitions the 5fpeaks lock in at EF
consistent with intinerancy. A satellite 5fpeak which we attribute to d screening is observed in
both localized and itinerant systems.

UPd3 is the only uranium-based intermetallic com- exact position in energy of these peak depends somewhat on
pound in which the 5felectrons are known to be localized, as analysis, but they are approximately at - 0.8 and - 1.5 eV.
determined from neutron diffraction' and heat capacity2  

An interesting side benefit of the present experiment then
measurements. The compound crystallizes in the double he- has been the ability to follow the progression of the satellite
hagonal DO,4 structure, with the 5felectrons in the/ 2 

singlet through the phase transitions and to show that indeed it
ground state. The isoelectronic compound UPt3 , on the oth- exists even for the narrow-band-like systems.
er hand, is an itinerant heavy fermion system

3 
which crystal- The UPd3 -,(Pt,Rh), specimens were made by arc

lizes in the simple hexagonal DO,9 structure. Why it is that melting the constituent materials, annealing the resulting
only UPd 3 among the uranium intermetallic compounds dis- buttons at z 1000 *C for 24 h, and checking for the correct
plays localized 5fbehavioi is still open to speculation. It has phase and lattice parameter with x-ray powder pattern tech-
been suggested4 

that it is the unique feature of the Pd elec- niques. Only those buttons determined to be single phase
tronic structure which prevents 5f-4d overlap. It is also true were used in the experiments. Samples of z 3 X 3 x 10 mm'
however that AnPd 3 compounds (An = Th, U, Np) tend to were cut from the buttons and cleaved in situ in the UHV
crystallize in the DO24 structure. While both phenomena system just prior to making measurements in order to expose
may be driven by the same set of circumstances, we will show a clean surface. The surface purity was monitored via the
in this paper that localized 5/ behavior in the oxygen 

2
p peak at -- 6 eV. For all these materials the freshly

UPd3 - , (Pt,Rh), systems is tied to the DO,4 crystal struc- exposed surface remained oxygen free for several hours after
ture. cleaving.

We report results of photoemission measurements on a Measurements were made at the U2 beamline of the Na-
series of compounds in the systems UPd 3 -_Pt. and tional Synchrotron Light Source in Brookhaven. While
UPd 3 -,Rh,. Previous photoemission measurements5

', in spectra were taken at several photon energies from 40 to 124
UPd 3 have shown that the peak of the 5fspectral density eV, we present here only the 108 eV data (5d 3, 2 resonance) '

occurs not at EF, but rather at z - I eV, consistent with where the 5fsignal is strongest. We do not show the 92 eV
localization. In itinerant systems like UPt 3, on the other data although these were used to make an accurate deter-
hand, the centroid of the 5fpeak is always observed precisely mination of E.. This was needed since there was some ambi-
at E to within experimental resolution.' This observation guity about the exact location in E. whenever a strong 5f
has been utilized' as a "fingerprint"of localized versus itiner- signal centered below EF drowned out the ligand d-like Fer-
ant behavior. In the compounds reported here we also utilize mi edge. Our overall instrument resolution was generally
this "fingerprint"since it has been determined to be consis- =0.

2
5 eV as determined from the Fermi edges of the 92 eV

tent with
2
" ' 

specific heat, resistivity, and susceptibility mea- spectra. It was never worse than 0.3 eV. In all spectra we
surements. have subtracted out the background in the usual fashion by

There are several interesting features of the data shown assuming that the secondary electron photocurrent at each
below, which, because of length requirements, will be the binding energy is proportional to the total integrated photo-
subject of future papers. We point out here that one of the current at lower hinding energies.
previously puzzling features of the UPd3 5f spectrum has The data taken at hv = 108 eV are shown in Fig. I for
been its large width' ( = 1.5 eV full width at half maximum several of the UPd3  Pt, alloys studied, with x ranging
or FWHM) and non-Lorentzian shape. Following our own from 0 to 3. Forx = 0, 1.5, and 3, the alloys are ordered. X-
suggestion"'' that one should expect satellite structure in ray data show that the DO, 4 structure is maintained up to
nearly localized or localized 5fcompounds we reanalyzed x = 2.4 with DO,9 continuing up tox = 3. Nearx = 1.5 one
the UPd, spectrum and found that indeed it consists of two obtains" very weak superlattice lines in the x-ray patterns
peaks which account for the width and the line shape. The superimposed on the DO2 4 structure, indicating some addi-
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from the addition of the two symmetric peaks separated byE= 0.6 eV as shown in the figure.

FIG. 1. Photoemission spectra at hv= 108 eV for the system UPd, Pt, Returning to Fig. 1, one can see that the gross features of
for the x values as shown. The background has been subtracted. Tic marks the asymmetric 5fspectrum remain more or less unchanged
show the positionofthe well-screened peak. Notethat forx = 0and 1.5 the right up tox = 3 (except forx = 1.5, ofcourse). In all cases,
d-like intensity is dramatically different from the remaining alloys, then, it is a composite of two peaks. In particular, it remains

unchanged past the phase transition and into the itinerant
heavy fermion systems. The only thing that changes with x is

tional, thus far unknown, periodicity for a narrow range of the position of the well-screened peak which is marked by tic
compositions. We point this out because it is clear that for marks in Fig. 1. It continues to shift with x slightly toward
x = 0 and 1.5 the 5fpeaks (the large intense peaks between EF. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 3 where the well-
E. and = - 2 eV) are dramatically different from the disor- screened peak positions from the raw data in Fig. I are plot-
dered alloys. For x = 1.5 one can clearly distinguish two 5/ ted versus concentration x. (A complete decomposition of
peaks in the spectra, at - 0.5 and 1.5 eV. Similarly one can the 5fpeaks as done in Fig. 2 would result in = 0.1 eV shift of
distinguish two peaks for UPd 3 if it is noticed that the lower the well-screened peak toward EF, but the physics would be
binding energy peak is now at = - 0.8 eV and the higher unchanged.) in Fig. 3 we also superimpose the peak posi-
binding energy peak remaining at = - 1.5 eV. It is of course tions for the UPd 3 - Rh, series on the same plot and note
common for corelike levels to display satellite structure in that small additions of URh3 to UPd 3 yield results identical
photoemission spectra t4 

so that the observation of two peaks to those obtained for UPt3 addition. (Error bars indicate the
in UPd3 is indeed satisfying. In general, one interprets '

t5,t approximate uncertainty in peak position.) The interesting
the higher binding energy peak as being due to poor screen- feature to note is that at the phase transitions (into the DO,
ing (d-like in our case) while the lower binding energy peak phase at x = 2.4 for UPt 3 addition and into the L 1, phase at
as resulting from good screening (f-like). We will use this x=0.5 for URhJ addition) the well-screened peak suddenly
interpretation as well. locks in at E. to within experimental resolution (remember

The surprising result to be noted in Fig. I is that the that experimentally the peak still appears below E. due to
addition of even = I% UPt 3 to UPd 3 (i.e., x = 0.025) re- the finite resolution) and remains locked at EF up to x = 3.
suits in a dramatic reduction of the d-screened peak and a We interpret the locking in of the 5fpeak at EF as indica-
slight shifting toward EF (to = - 1.2 eV). This is shown tive of the localization-delocalization transition which for
more clearly in Fig. 2 where we display a spectrum for both alloy systems occurs, as stated above, at the crystalline
x = 0.05, representative of 5f emission only, and decom- phase transition. The necessary conclusion is that the local-
posed into two symmetric peaks. The 5/ spectrum is ob- ized nature of ,ne 5felectrons in UPd, is at least partially a
tained by subtracting the off-resonance curve (hv = 92 eV) consequence of the crystal structure.
from the spectrum at hv = 108 eV. The asymmetry of the 5/ The sudden drop in amplitude of the satellite peak (or
line shape is more obvious when displayed in this fashion, conversely the sudden increase at x = 0 and 1.5) is not fully
While the decomposition is not done in a self-consistent fash- understood. It has been considered that in fact the lower
ion (the FWHM of the d-screened peak was simply chosen peak is not a satellite but rather that the two 5/ peaks are
to correspond to that ofx = 1.5), it is nonetheless obvious related to the two unique sites (cubic and hexagonal) of the
that the asymmetric line shape of the 5fspectrum can result uranium atoms in the DO2 structure. They thus represent
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for x = 1.8 i, shiltt(.d away from E, by =0.
2 

eV toward high-
er binding energy. This is as expected' for localized 5felec-
trons. It is reasonable to conclude, then, that if a satellite

exists forx = 1.8, it exists for UPt3 as well, as we have sug-

C gested earlier.', " Indeed, the satellite in UPt 3 is clearly seen
as a shoulder in the spectrum (Fig. 1) at I - eV. It is
easily observable because the main peak is narrower for the

* itinerant case than for the localized case, is situated at E.,

U and is thus somewhat farther removed from the satellite than
forx = 1.8.
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FIG. 3. Positions in energy of the well-screened peak (taken from the raw
data) vs composition for the systems UPd, - Pt, and UPd , Rh,. Note
the locking-in at E. (actually - 0.3 eV due to finite resolution) above the
phase transitions shown by the dashed lines for Rh addition and dotted line 'A. F. Murray and W. J. L. Buyersin Crystalline Electric Field and Struc-
for Pt addition. trul Effects in f-Electron Systems, edited by J. E. Crow, R. P. Guertin,

and T. w. Mihalisin (Plenum, New York. 1980), p. 
257

.
'K. Andres, D. Davidov, P. Dernier, F. Hsu, W. A. Reed, and G. J.

two separate 5f levels. This argument overlooks the fact that Nieuwenhuys, Solid State Commun. 28, 405 (1978).
'For an experimental review of heavy electron systems, see G. R. Stewart,

the "satellite" peak is observed in the DO 5 and the LI 2  Rev. Mod. Phys. 56 755 (1984) and reference therein.
structures as well, albeit much diminished from UPd , . 4B. Johansson and 0. Eriksson, J. Less Common Metals 133,25(1987).
Moreover, it does not explain the large, sudden drop in in- 'Y. Baer, H. R. Ott, and K. Andres, Solid State Commun. 36, 387 (1987).
tensity with minute additions of Pt or Rh since the site sym- 'B. Reihl, N. Martensson, D. E. Eastman, A. J. Arko, and 0. Vogt, Phys.
terity r nRev. B 26, 1842 (1982).metry remains undisturbed. We conjecture that the explana- 'A. J. Arko, C. G. Olson, D. M. Wieliczka, i. Fisk. and J. L. Smith, Phys.
tion for the satellite intensity lies in the position in energy of Rev. Lett. 53, 2050 (1984).
the uranium 6d electrons. It is known from resonance work 'B. D. Dunlap, H. A. Kierstead, S. K. Malik, D. J. Lam, and A. W. Mitch-
(the 6p-6d fano resonance at hv= 19eV) on single crys- ell, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 31,444 1980); F. J. Litterst, S. K. Malik, B. D

Dunlap, H. A. Kierstead, D. J. Lam, A. W. Mitchell, and D. Niarchos,
tals

7 
that in UPt3 the 6d electrons along the r-M direction Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 31,446 (1986).

are situated at = - I eV while similar experiments on UPd3 'A. deVisser, J. C. P. Klaasse, M. van Sprang, J. J. M. Franse. A. Men-
place them at - 3.6 eV. Substitutions of Pt for Pd then may ovsky,andT.T. M. Palstra, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 54-57, 375 (1986); A.
result in the shifting ofsome U-6d density toward EF where deVisser, J. C. P. Klaasse, M. van Sprang, J. J. M. Franse, A. Menovsky,resl iT. T. M. Palstra, and A. J. Dirkmaat. Phys. Lett. 113, 489 (1986).
the greaterf-d overlap favors the/-screening channel (refill- "A. J. Arko, B. W. Yates, B. D. Dunlap, D. D. Koelling, A. W. Mitchell, D.
ing ofthef hole). This is also consistent with the hv = 92 eV J. Lam, Z. Zolnierek, C. G. Olson, Z. Fisk, J. L. Smith. and M. del Gin-
antiresonance spectra (here the spectrum is heavily weight- dice, J. Less Common Metals 133, 87 (1987)." A. J. Arko, B. W. Yates, B. D. Dunlap, D. D. Kolling, A. W. Mitchell, D.
ed in favor of ligand d intensity) which show a sudden shift- J. Lak, Z. ZolYerek, C. G. Olson, Z. Fisk, Li, M. del Gidice, in
ing of the ligand d-DOS toward EF with small Pt addition. Proceedingsofthe 5th International Conference on Valence Fluctuations.
The U-6d DOS will generally mimic the ligand d-DOS. For Bangalore, India, January 5-9, 1987.
the ordered compound UPd, ,Pt, 5, however, the ligand d- "For a discussion of resonant photoemission, see U. Fano, Phys. Rev. 124,

1886 (1961), and also Ref. 6 for resonant photoemission in UIjd,.DOS is found centered at - 4.5 eV. This may explain the "G. H. Lander (privatecommunication).
greater tendency toward d-screening in the middle of the "L. C. Davis and L. A. Feldkamp. Phys. Rev. B 23. 6239 (1981) and refer-
composition range but leaves us with the puzzling question ences therein.
of why the sudden d-shift occurs in the first place. "B. W. Veal and A. P. Paulikas, Phys. Rev. B 31, 5399 (1985).

M. R. Norman, D. D. Koelling, and A. J. Freeman, Phys. Rev. B 31,6251
Finally we wish to point out that the spectra for x = 1.8 (1985).

and x = 3 are nearly identical, except that the peak position "A. J. Arko (unpublished).
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Basis of strong change of hybridization-induced magnetic ordering
between CeSb and CeTe

N. Kioussisa) and B. R. Cooper
Department of Physics West Virginia University Morgantown, West Virginia 26506

J. M. Wills
Las Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A sharp change in the nature of the magnetic ordering has been observed on going from CeSb
to CeTe, both of which have NaCI structures with a small decrease in lattice parameter. This
is an interesting example of the way in which hybridization of partially delocalized felectrons
with band electrons gives rise to highly unusual magnetic properties which show great
chemical sensitivity. In the present paper we apply our previous ab initio treatment of
hybridization-induced effects to investigate this striking change in magnetic behavior. We have
performed self-consistent warped muffin-tin LMTO band calculations treating the Ce 4f states
as resonance states that are constrained to be localized. Compared to CeSb, the anion-derived p
bands in CeTe sink well below the Fermi energy, thus strongly changing the band-f
hybridization. We have calculated the hybridization dressing of the crystal-field levels and the
anisotropic two-ion exchange interaction and compared them with those calculated for CeSb
and with experiment. A strong decrease in the two-ion interaction explains the drastic change
in observed magnetic behavior between CeSb and CeTe.

I. INTRODUCTION anion p electron, clearly demonstrates the sensitivity of the
Among the NaCi-structure monopnictides and mono- hybridization-mediated exchange interactions to chemical

chalcogenides of cerium, CeSb exhibits the most unusual environment.
magnetic behavior. The most striking feature of its low-field The large cube-edge anisotropy and consequent unusual
phase diagram is the occurrence of high-temperature magnetic behavior of the heavier cerium monopnictides
(8.5 < T< TN 16.2 K) phases consisting of a periodic se- (CeSb and CeBi) have been successfully explained - on the
quence of nonmagnetic and magnetically ordered (001) basis of an anisotropic hybridization-mediated two-ion in-
planes with up or down moments along the [001] cube edge teraction. This interaction arises through cooperative hybri-
and close to saturation (.- 2. l/ B ). The nonmagnetic planes, dization between moderately delocalized f electrons of the
which are actually paramagnetic in nature,' disappear below Ce3 lattice and band electrons of non-f atomic parentage.
8.5 K yielding a type-IA antiferromagnetic structure. However, until recently, the basic parameters entenng the

The unique magnetic properties of CeSb are very sensi- theory, namely, the anisotropic two-ion exchange interac-
tive to any perturbation such as pressure,' the dilution2 of tions and the CF splitting, had been taken as phenomenolog-
cerium by nonmagnetic Y or La, or the substitution of anti- ical input to match the experimentally observed Ntel tem-
mcny by another pnictogen3 (Bi, As), or by tellurium.'4 In perature, low-temperature moment, and CF splitting.
particular, magnetization'" and neutron scattering' experi- Recently, Wills and Cooper" have presented a first-princi-
ments on CeSb -. Te, have shown that for a Te concentra- ples calculation of the model parameters for the cerium
tion as small as x = 0.02, the N6l temperature drops ab- monopnictides, based on self-consistent, warped muffin-tin,
ruptly from 16 K to less than 4 K, and the nonmagnetic LMTO band structures calculated for these compounds.
planes are supressed. Moreover, the crystal-field (CF) split- The purpose of this paper is to evaluate from first principles
ting between the ground-state F doublet and the r 8 quartet the model parameters for CeTe in order to understand quan-
of the 4f5, multiplet, which is about 37 K in CeSb, increases titatively the origins of the variation of the hybridization-
with tellurium concentration, reaching its maximum value induced anisotropies on going from a weakly hybridizing
of about 105 K at x = 0.5, and the decreases monotonically system such as CeSb to the presumably more strongly hybri-
with further increase of x to the value of about 32 K in' dizing CeTe system, which being at the border between a
CeTe. CeTe orders at 6 Ts = 2.2 K into a type-IA antiferro- magnetic and a nonmagnetic state has sometimes been re-
magnetic structure, with a Ce3 local moment of only 0.2,ua  ferred to' as a dense Kondo system.
aligned along the (111) direction, in sharp contrast with
CeSb. This dramatic change in magnetic behavior on going II. THE METHOD
from CeSb to CeTe with little change in the lattice constant, The first step is the generation of a self-consistent one-
and where the only obvious change is the addition of an electron potential describing the band structure of CeTe.

This is obtained from a warped muffin-tin LMTO band-
structure calculation, without recourse to the atomic sphere

Present address: Department of Physics, California State University at approximation," i.e., using a nonzero tail parameter as a
Northridge, Northridge, CA 91330. variational parameter. The full interstitial potential is used,
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and the only shape approximation to the potential is a The hybridization-induced shift in the crystal-field en-
spherical averaging in nonoverlapping muffin-tin spheres ergy levels, AEM, in the paramagnetic phase is calculated by
surrounding the Ce and Te sites. The potential is evaluated applying the Schrieffer-Wolff'5 transformation to the CS
at the experimental volume, and the radii of the muffin-tin Hamiltonian to order ( V.k-, ) 2; and the hybridization-medi-
spheres are chosen to nmake the potential continuous where ated two-ion interactions are determined'0 by applying the
spheres touch. Schrieffer-Wolff transformation to order (V,,,,)' and

The core states are included self-consistently and are treating the exchange scattering Hamiltonian in second-or-
obtained from the Dirac equation for the spherically aver- der perturbation theory on band states. There are two contri-
aged potential at each site. The Cefelectrons are treated as butions to AEM: a negative contribution resulting from hy-
localized rather than itinerant states and thus they are in- bridization ofband states above EF with the Cef' state below
cluded self-consistently as core states at each iteration, not EF, and a second positive contribution (which is, however,
being allowed to hybridize with band states. Thus as each smaller by a factor of I/U relative to the first one) resulting
iteration these 4fstates are treated as resonant states that are from hybridization of band states below EF with the Ce f2
constrained to be localized. " The radial basis functions for state above EF.
the (non-]) bands within the muffin-tin spheres are solu-
tions of the scalar relativistic radial equation. 2 Spin-orbit III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
coupling is included self-consistently. The band structure is The band structure of CeTe is plotted in Fig. 1. The
divided into three energy windows: the semicore Ce 5p and energy of the corelike Ce 4f5/2 state lies 78 tRyd below the
Te 5s bands are calculated with an imaginary LMTO tail Fermi energy. At F, the Tep-derived bands have F - , sym-
parameter ic, with K equal to - 0.9 and - 0.3 Ryd, respec- metry while the Ce d-derived bands are the bases for three
tively; and the Ce valence 6s, 6p, and 5d states and Te valence representations, one with F 'and two with F + I symme-
5p states are calculated with a a2 = 0.23 Ryd, which is the try. It is important to note that on going from CeSb to CeTe,
average energy over occupied states in the interstitial, the addition of an anion p electron has caused the p-derived

We next calculate the basic model parameters entering bands to sink far below the Fermi level, so that the bands
the Anderson (Coqblin-Schrieffer) model Hamiltonian."3  dominating the hybridization-induced properties in CeTe in
These are the band energies, 4,k; the band f hybridization the vicinity of r are largely derived from the Ce 5d states.
matrix element, V,,.. of the Hamiltonian for a single-parti- The total density of states (solid curve) corresponding
cle potential surrounding the Ce site between the band state to the band structure in Fig. l is shown in Fig. 2. Also plotted
In,k) and the CeI5/2,m) state; the f-state energy, E/, with in the same figure are the partial density of states for the Ce
respect to the band Fermi energy EF; and finally the intra- d-derived (short-dashed curve) and the Tep-derived (long-
atomicffcorrelation energy U. Because accurate determin- dashed curve) bands, respectively. The Fermi energy and
ation of these quantities requires a highly accurate represen- the density of states at the Fermi energy in CeTe are 0.475
tation of the bands around the resonant f-state energy, we Ryd and 15.6 states/Ryd, respectively, compared to the cor-
perform a final band calculation, after the self-consistency responding values of 0.374 Ryd and 4.4 states/Ryd in CeSb,
process, with the tail parameter of the highest-energy win- indicating the metallic and semimetallic character of these
dow set equal to the resonant f-state energy. compounds, respectively. However, aside from the location

Identifying the Ce 4f5,2 state wit the I = 3,J = 5/2 reso- of EF and the consequent density of states at EF, and the
nance in the local potential within a Ce muffin tin and pro- opening of a gap in the density of states in CeTe below EF
jecting band-f overlap out of the matrix element to correct between 0.325 and 0.375 Ryd, the density of states for the
for band-f nonorthogonality, the hybridization potential two compounds are qualitatively similar.
matrix elements Vk., have been shown'0 to be the product In both compounds, the hybridization-induced shift,
of two quantities. The first of these is the hybridization po-
tential, which is proportional to the resonance width F, and
which provides an overall scale. The second of these is pro-
portional to the product of the KKR structure function and 200

the LMTO eigenvectors, and describes the details of the
band structure. The energy necessary to place the Cefelec- too-
tron in a band state at the Fermi level, EF - Ef, and the
energy required to change from anf' configuration to anf S
configuration, Ef + U - E, are obtained from self-consis- E "N 0 -

tent local-density supercell calculations, in which one con- .
siders eight atoms per unit cell as opposed to two for the -too- CeT
ground-state calculation. These energies are obtained by re-
moving (adding) an f electron to the central Ce site and
allowing the system to relax, resulting in a d screening (anti- -2o0L x K.U r
screening) of thef hole (electron).

4 We find that E - EL

= 3 eV, in good agreement with the value of 2.6 ±0.1 eV FIG. 1. Warped-muffin.tin LMTO band structure of CeTe along symmetry
found in x-ray photoemission experiments,'" and U= 6.3 lines of the fcc Brillouin zone with the Ce 4fstates treated as localized (see
eV. text ). Energies are relative to the Fermi energy.
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too. tized along the interionic axis) which are pertinent to the

CeTe dramatic change in magnetic behavior on going from CeSb
to CeTe. We find that as in the case of" CeSb, the dominant

S7 --- e/l matrix elements involve the m,m = ± 1/2 states, whichim .----Cold

- Total correspond to the piling up of charge along the interionic
II axis. In particular, for m,m' = ± 1/2 we find that E, which~5° in the phenomenological treatment 7

" is chosen to match the

in CeTe, yielding a ratio of about 5.7, in good agreement with

o 25 1/ the value of 7 for the ratio of the experimentally observed
SN6el temperatures. Moreover, for m,m'= ± 1/2 we find

A. that E2= 3.1E2 (ferromagnetic) in CeSb compared to
0.0 0.5 1.0 0.42E, (antiferromagnetic) in CeTe; and E3 = -0.02E, in

E F CeSb compared to 0.17E, in CeTe. This occurrence of ferro-
-- (Ryd) magnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions of comparable

FIG. 2. Total density of states (solid curve) of the LMTO band structure of strength, and the consequent need for "compromise" might

CeTe corresponding to the band structure in Fig. 1. Also shown are the be responsible for the low moment value in CeTe rather than
partial density ofstates for the Ce d-derived (short-dashed curve) and Tep- a "Kondo effect," and also for the change in magnetic struc-
derived (long-dashed curve) bands, respectively. The Fermi energy is at ture compared to that of CeSb. The inclusion of all the tran-
0.475 Ryd. sition channels of the range function matrix in the phenome-

nological theory to treat in detail the magnetic ordering in
these compounds is currently under investigation.

.5E,., in the bare crystal-field energy level of the r, quartet is
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Shift In maximum of sound attenuation with magnetic field in UPt3
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We have measured ultrasonic attenuation and ac susceptibility simultaneously on a UPt3 single
crystal, in various constant magnetic fields at 293 MHz, and in zero field at several
frequencies. The temperature of the attenuation maximum T.,, appears lower than (or very
close to) the susceptibility transition temperature Tc . A breakpoint is defined, which occurs
always at a lower temperature Tbp than T... The shift of this breakpoint, T, - Tbp, exhibits
a small frequency dependence.

INTRODUCTION which was also the crystal c axis. At zero field, temperatures

Ultrasonic attenuation measurements in UPt have pre- were measured with a germanium resistance thermometer

viously shown that the temperature T,., at which the at- (GRT). For thermometry in the presence of fields, a Matsu-

tenuation a is maximum, is lower than the superconducting shita carbon resistance thermometer (CRT, calibrated

transition temperature T., associated with ac susceptibility against the GRT at zero field) was used. Both thermometers

T, measurements. " In this paper, we present our results of were bonded to the copper slug with GE 7031 varnish, with-

simultaneous measurements of the ultrasonic attenuation a in a few mm of the sample.4 The frequency generator was

and ac susceptibility X as a function of temperature T, at 293 part of the MATEC system used for the production and

MHz in various constant magnetic fields, and at several fre- detection of the ultrasonic waves.

quencies in zero field. A typical graph of the temperature dependence of the

The results will be discussed in terms of the shift Tr attenuation and susceptibility is depicted in Fig. I, which

- T., and of another shift T, - Tb, where Tp is the also illustrates how the three temperatures discussed in this

temperature corresponding to the occurrence of a "break- paper were determined. The critical temperature T, is mea-

point" in the a-vs-T curve, which will be defined shortly. sured on the susceptibility curve (b) at the midpoint of the

This second definition of a temperature shift exhibits a small transition step, marked by a star and an arrow. On the at-

frequency dependence. Furthermore, the temperature Tb, is tenuation curve, the temperature T, corresponding to the
always lower than the temperature T,, ; however, T, rapid- maximum in attenuation is the highest point of the smooth

ly approaches T,, as the field is increased, curve passing through the raw data curve, and is indicated
by the arrow on the right above curve (a). The breakpoint is

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS defined as the intersection of the extrapolations of the
"asymptotic" behavior of the attenuation on each side of the

We have investigated a single crystal of UPt. in a dilu- maximum, and is indicated by the arrow on the left above
tion refrigerator between 50 mK and 0.8 K. A quartz trans- curve (a); its corresponding temperature is TbP.
ducer of 26 MHz fundamental frequency was used to pro- The determiAtion of Tv was relatively unambiguous
duce longitudinal ultrasonic waves up to 565 MHz. A and generally better than ± 2 mK on the graph. For Tus
superconducting magnet provided a stable and homogen- and Tbp we report only those results resolved to better than
eous (0.01% in I cmdsv) magnetic field between 0and 1.4 T + 8 mK; however, the resolution was typically a few mK.
(at T = 0 K, H2 - 2.01 T) parallel to the wave propagation

DISCUSSION

Permanent address: Physics Department, Fudan University, Shanghai, Figure 2 shows a plot of T,, - T, vs T, at the ele-
People's Republic of China. venth harmonic, 293 MHz, a high frequency at which the
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FIG. 1. Raw data and definitions: curve (a) shows attenuation with tern- FIG. 3. Shift of the breakpoint temperature T., as a function of T,, at 293
peratures of the maximum T_, (indicated by the right vertical arrow above MHz.
the curve) and of the breakpoint T, (left vertical arrow); curve (b) is ac

susceptibility with critical temperature T,, at the transition midpoint (star

and vertical arrow above curve).

Figure 4 shows a plot of Tr - 7bp as a function of fre-
quency at zero magnetic field. Each point in this figure was
obtained by calculating the average of the results for T,,

signal was reasonably strong. From this figure, it appears - Tbp for all runs at the same frequency. The straight line is
that the maximum occurs at about 35 mK below the super- a least-squares fit of the points obtained as explained above.
conducting transition temperature as defined from the sus- This line shows that there seems to be a weak dependence of

ceptibility measurement. However, in magnetic fields large the position of the break point with respect to frequency.

enough to shift the transition temperatures to lower than 430 From our data, a dependence on frequency of the position of

mK, the temperature T., of the maximum appears to move the maximum could however not be resolved.
above T, , although when considering the uncertainty in the As yet there are no theoretical models for the fact that in

measurements, the positions of the maximum and the mid- zero magnetic field the attenuation maximum appears below
point of the susceptibility transition may well coincide. A the temperature at which the susceptibility indicates a super-

similar analysis of the position of the breakpoint (illustrated conducting transition. We would like to postulate a possible

in Fig. 3) indicates a small increase in the shift Tx - TbP as explanation for the results that have been observed in Figs. 2,

compared to the shift T,, - T,,,, implying that the tem- 3, and 4.

perature corresponding to the breakpoint is always lower
than both the temperatures T., and T,,.

o70

5 0

o s - o
X25 40~

0 05 0 0 3oE0 0

5-0 Cs

I s0 
U 

3 0

S00 230 400 goo

s o 11 480 Frequency (MHz)

Critical temperature (iK) FIG. 4. Shift of the attenuation breakpoint temperature T, as a function of

frequency in zero magnetic field. Each point represents the average of all
FIG. 2. Shift of the temperature T,, of the attenuation maximum as a func- results at that frequency; the straight line is a least-squares fit of those
tion of T,, at 293 MHz. points.
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If it is assumed that this heavy fermion superconductor perature Tvp is always lower than T,,.. The studies as a func-
possesses an anisotropic energy gap5 which vanishes at sev- tion of frequency show that the shift Tx - T, increases
eral places on the Fermi surface, then it is natural to ask what with frequency. We postulate that an explanation for these
might be the effect of pair breaking impurity scattering. It is results might be found in the anisotropic nature of the energy
possible that the node line or points expand into local regions gap, which in the presence of impurity scattering may even
or bands which have zero gap. Near the transition tempera- vanish over a region of finite area in the vicinity of lines or
ture these zero gap regions may extend over substantial por- points. Lowering the temperature would reduce the gapless
tions of the Fermi surface. The attenuation may then begin fraction of the Fermi surface. A magnetic field, while lower-
to change only slightly on passing through the transition ing T,, could realign the gap anisotropies, thereby changing
temperature and not decrease significantly until a substan- the effective interaction of the sound waves with the quasi
tial portion of the Fermi surface has a local gap A(k) particles.
> o,/ 2 . At higher frequencies, one has to go lower in tem-
perature to achieve this condition, i.e., Tp or T.,, should ACKNOWLEDGMENT
move lower relative to Tx. Note that in Fig. 4 the zero fre- This research was partially supported by AFOSR grant
quency extrapolation of the shift is finite, supporting the idea No. AFOSR 84-0350.
of an extended region of gaplessness over the Fermi surface.
In the presence of a magnetic field, the alignment of the
nodal structure may shift, which can in turn affect the inter-
action with the sound waves.

CONCLUSION 'V. Muller, D. Maurer, E. W. Scheidt, Ch. Roth, K. Luders, E. Bucher, and
H. E. Bommel. Solid State Commun. 57, 319 (1986).

We have simultaneously measured the ultrasonic at- 'D. J. Bishop, C. M. Varma, B. Batlogg, E. Bucher, Z. Fisk, and J. L. Smith,

tenuation a and the ac susceptibility X of a single crystal of Phys. Rev. Lett. 53, 1009 (1984).
UPt3 as a function of temperature, at 293 MHz in several ' Y' J. Qian, M-F. Xu, A. Schenstrom, H-P. Baum, J. B. Ketterson, D.

Hinks, M. Levy, and Bimal K. Sarma, Solid State Commun. 63, 599
constant magnetic fields, and also at zero field for several (1987).
frequencies. The analysis of the field-dependent data shows 'H-P. Baum, Y. J. Qian, M-F. Xu, A. Schenstrom, M. Levy, and Bimal K.
that the temperature T, of the maximum in attenuation is Sarma. Proceedings of the 18th Conference on Low Temperature Physics,
always lower than, or almost coincident with, the transition Kyoto, 1987, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 26-3, 1731 (1987).

'J. R. Rodriguez, Phys. Rev. Lett. 55, 250 (1985); C. M. Varma, Comm.
temperature T,, from ac susceptibility. We defined a break Solid State Phys. 11, 221 (1985); E. Bucher, B. Batlogg, D. J. Bishop, C.
point in the attenuation curve, and its corresponding tem- M. Varma, Z. Fisk, and J. L. Smith, J. Appl. Phys. 57, 3060 (1985).
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Magnetization measurements on (Ce,Gd)A13
A. S. Edelstein and R. L Holtz
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375

Ce, - Gd5 A13 exhibits an interesting interplay of heavy-fermion, spin-glass, and
antiferromagnetic behavior. Magnetization measurements were undertaken to further our
understanding of this system and to estimate the fraction of the magnetization involved in the
spin-glass and antiferromagnetic transitions. By making a linear extrapolation of the
magnetization data to H = 0, one defines the spontaneous magnetization, M,. At T = 2 K, we
find that M, is approximately proportional to x for x<0.4 and equal to approximately 10% of
the maximum possible contribution from just the Gd moments. M, increases at a much faster
rate between x = 0.40 and 0.50, but then decreases to zero at x = 0.635 where the system is
antiferromagnetic. For x = 0.635 and T= 1.5 K, the magnetization is proportional to H for
H<80 kOe. Using this linearity, we suggest that nearly all the spins are correlated at low
temperatures for x>0.635.

I. INTRODUCTION pies with x>0.4 are the same samples that were employed in

Previous specific heat, susceptibility, and resistivity the earlier' 2 susceptibility measurements. The measure-

measurements'' 2 on Ce, - Gd, Al3 have established that ments for x <0.2 were made using a vibrating sample magne-
this system exhibits an interesting interplay of heavy-fer- tometer while for x > 0.2 we employed a SQUID system.
mion, spin-glass, and antiferromagnetic behavior. For Figure 1 is a plot of the magnetization M versus the
0.08<x<0.9 there is a susceptibility cusp similar to the one applied field for thex = 0.50 sample at several temperatures.
found in spin-glass systems. The temperatures T, at which Though there is a rapid rise in Mat low fields for T<90 K, M
these anomalies occur, e.g., 100 K for x = 0.5, are surpris- does not saturate at high fields as it would for a simple ferro-
ingly high. None of the ordering temperatures of the trialu- magnet. By making a linear extrapolation of this data to
minides3 are higher than 25 K. Modeling of the specific heat H = 0, as illustrated in Fig. 1, one defines the spontaneous

and susceptibility data on samples having x<0.23 suggests2  magnetization M,. A plot of M, vs T forx = 0.50 is shown in

that for temperatures less than approximately 5 K the spin- Fig. 2. The temperature T,, of the cusp in the susceptibility
glass and heavy-fermion states coexist. at this composition is 100 K. The temperature at which M,

The nature of the transition, which resembles a spin- extrapolates to zero is somewhat above T_,. This is not sur-

glass transition, is drastically modified at high concentra- prising, since the magnetic field has a tendency to align the
tions. This modification occurs for x > x, where x, is the moments and shift the transition. Our magnetization data

critical concentration or percolation threshold above which for the x = 0.05, 0.02, and 0.40 samples are qualitatively
the system is antiferromagnetic. Susceptibility measure- similar but the values of M, are much smaller. The magneti-
ments"2 have determined that 0.5 < x, < 0.635. The specific zation for x = 0.635 for several temperatures is shown in
changes that occur for x > x, are: ( I ) the amplitude of the Fig. 3. The system is antiferromagnetic at this composition
susceptibility anomaly at T. decreases by more than two at 10 K. One sees that there is no spontaneous magnetization
orders or magnitude as one increases x from 0.5 to 0.56, and and that the magnetization is a linear function of the applied
(2) a resistivity anomaly appears at T,,. We have performed field. The ratio ofM /11 for a fixed temperature is constant to
magnetization measurements to further investigate the na-
ture of the magnetism above and below x,. These magnetiza- 60
tion measurements provide further evidence that the magne- T=2 K
tism is very different in these two concentration regimes. 50

Specifically, it appears that there is a rapid change from a
situation where ferromagnetic interactions dominate below 40 J.-10 K
x, to one where antiferromagnetic interactions dominate E

above x,. 9 30 K K.-.. -

II. EXPERIMENT -W _
20 -

X-ray diffraction measurements at 10 concentrations T=90 K

show that the lattice parameters a and c of the hexagonal o - Ud A/DO, strucure ofthe system vary approximately linearly as a Aff" 20 K ,0 0 3

function ofx. This linearity implies that the unusual behav- 0 ' "
ior described above is not associated with any valence insta- 0 10 20 30 40 so 60 70

bility or structural transformation. We have investigated4  
H(kOe)

samples with x = 0.05, 0.20,0.40,0.50, and 0.635. The Sam- FIG. I. Magnetization of Cea 5,Gdo , A, vs H for several temperatures.
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40 TABLE I. Spontaneous magnetization M. at 2 K.

OS 0.5 3 x M. (emu/g) M/M,.o

30 0.05 I 0.1

0.4 10 0.15
20 0,50 36 0.42

20.635 0.0 0.0

obvious that antiferromagnetic interactions should domi-

nate at much higher temperatures.
20 40 60 80 lo0 120 140 One can use the magnetization to investigate whether

TK) the spins are correlated. Consider the magnetization data for
the x = 0.635 sample at T = 1.5 K. The contribution of the

FIG. 2. Spontaneous magnetization M, of CeD 5 Gdo Ai vs temperature. Ce is less than it is in CeA 3. This follows from fact that, if
one scales the CeAI3 magnetization' at T = 1.4 K by 0.365,

within a few percent. Clearly the magnetization changes dra- then the resulting magnetization is larger than the magneti-
matically between x = 0.50 and x = 0.635. zation for the x = 0.635 sample. Further, since the magneti-

zation of CeA 3 shows considerable curvature as a function

IlL. DISCUSSION ofHat 1.4 K, one might expect that the slope of the magneti-
zation curve for the x = 0.635 sample as a function of H

One way of investigating this change is to consider the should decrease at high fields. Instead of the anticipated de-
spontaneous magnetization. It is reasonable to compare this crease in slope in going from 0 0e to 6 T, we have observed a
value with the maximum value one could obtain if only the 1% increase in slope for x = 0.635 at T = 1.5 K. We use
Gd were contributing, M, 4d . Tabulated in Table I is the these results to suggest that both the Ce and Gd spins are
spontaneous magnetization M, at 2 K, the ratio M,/M,. d at correlated for x > xc. Figure 4 shows a plot ofM,/M.Cid v_ x
2 K, and x. One sees that the ratio M/M,0 d stays constant at 2 K and theone point representing the fraction of the spins
at approximately 0.1 for x<0.4 but that it is much larger at that are correlated at x = 0.635, T = 1.5 K. The dashed
x = 0.5. This approximate scaling of M, with x for x<0.4 curves in Fig. 4 are used only to illustrate likely trends. The
suggest that interacting Gd moments are responsible for the curve for the number of spins which are correlated may be
spin-glass transition. The fact that the ratio M,/M,.,, is ap- either above or below the curve for M,/M,0Gd near x = 0.5.
proximately 0.4 for x = 0.50 suggests that the numbet of Nevertheless, Fig. 4 illustrates that there is a dramatic
ferromagnetic interactions increases rapidly between 0.40 change in the character of the system at x > 0.5. If nearly all
and 0.50, i.e., as one approaches x, from below. The large the spins are correlated for x > x_, then one might expect a
decrease in the susceptibility at T above x, and the absence resistivity anomaly for x > x,. It is surprising that this anom-
of any spontaneous magnetization indicates that there is a aly does not occur at the Neel temperature, of order 10 K,
rapid change in the magnetic character of the system. It may
be that antiferromagnetic interactions dominant for x > x,
even at temperatures as high as 100 K. Since the x = 0.635
sample is antiferromagnetic at T= 10 K, one expects that
antiferromagnetic interactions will be important, but it is not Ce I, Gd x A 3

08 a MMs.d /
30

0.6
Ce 365 Gd 635 A' 3 * Fraction Correlated

i T-I K :"0.4
20 - 0.

Z 025- -50K

10 , 7' .W
00 02 04 06 08

T-120 K

. . I I I FG. 4. Plot showing (i) the fraction of the spins that are correlated at the
0 20 40 60 99 point x = 0.635 and 1.5 K and (ii) the ratio of the spontaneous magnetiza-

H(kOl) tion at 2 K to the maximum theoretical moment from just the
Gd, SMlid In a function of Gd concentration x. The dashed lines are

FIG. 3. Magnetization ofCe, , Gd,,- Al, vs H for several temperatures. used to suggest likely trends.
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but instead occurs' at the much higher temperature T.,, of spins are probably involved in the antiferromagnetic transi-
order 100 K. This result leads one to suspect that many of the tion for x>x,.
spins are correlated at high temperatures. The magnetiza-
tion data and resistivity data are consistent with the idea that 'A. S. Edelstein, R. L. Holtz, D. J. Oillespie, R. A. Fisher, and N. E. Phil-

a large fraction of the spins become correlated forx >x, and lips, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 63 & 64, 335 (1987).
T < Tn. 2A. S. Edelstein, R. L. Holtz, D. J. Gillespie, M. Rubinstein, J. Tyson, R. A.

In general, we find that the magnetization of Fisher, and Norman E. Phillips, Phys. Rev. (to be published).
3K. H. I. Buschow and J. F. Fast. Z. Phys. Chem. (Frankfurt) 50, 1

(Ce,Gd)AI3 is consistent with the behavior determined by (196().
our earlier'-

2 measurements. The magnetization measure- 'Forx = 0.05andO.20, magnetizationdatahavebeen presented earlier [A.

ments permit us to infer that a large fraction of the Gd spins S. Edelstein and N. C. Koon, 3. Appl. Phys. 55, 1984 (1984) 1.
aF. R. de Boer, J. Klaasse, 1. Aarts, C. D. Bredl, W. Lieke. U. Rauchsch-

are involved in spin-glass transition as one approaches x, walbe, F. Steglich, R. Felten, U. Umhofer, and G. Weber. J. Magn. Mater.

from below and that a large fraction of both the Ce and Gd 47 & 48, 60 (1985).
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bnstable valence rare earths ion Implanted into transition metals: Valence
variation studies

F. Lu, S. Gunapala, and M. Croft
Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08855-0849

N.G. Stoffel
Bell Communications Research, Navasink, New Jersey 07752

M.L. den Boer
Hunter College/CUNY New York, New York 10021

The technique of ion implantation is applied to study the problem of valence instabilities of Ce
and Eu in transition-metal hosts. L3 x-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements are used to
probe the rare-earth valence state in these materials. Typical extreme valence variations are
illustrated with Y, Ti, and Pd hosts. The important question of identifying extrinsic oxidation
of the rare-earth implant is addressed in detail. The signatures of rare earth oxidation in the x-
ray spectra of both bulk compound and implanted materials are discussed using specific
examples.

Ion implantation has become a standard tool for prepar- gral and lie between the mixing and endpoint states.5 L,-
ing precise near-surface semiconductor alloys.' In many XAS provides a sensitive probe of rare-earth valence by vir-
cases, this technique allows the metastable preparation of tue of the 7-10 eV shift in the 2p binding energy that
atomically dispersed alloys which, under equilibrium condi- accompanies an integral valence change. Moreover, the
tions, simply cannot be formed. The flexibility in implant 10- 7 s time scale for XAS places it in the "fast" or "snap-
and of host afforded by this technique makes it an attractive shot" regime among valence probing techniques.' Thus,
new route to study long-standing questions regarding va- the L3-XAS spectrum of a mixed valence substance consists
lence and magnetic moment instabilities in solids. These of a superposition of two integral valent edge features dis-
questions address the often subtle interactions of the impuri- placed by 7-10 eV with the relative weight of the features
ty orbitals with the host band states, which determine the being related to the average valence. 4 The two integral valent
stability of the impurities valence state and magnetic mo- contributions used to model our Ce in Pd spectrum are
ment.2  shown in Fig. 1. A more detailed discussion of the fitting

In this paper, we will discuss x-ray absorption spectros- procedures used to determine the L3-valence estimates have
copy (XAS) measurements to determine the average va- been discussed elsewhere.4

lence state of Ce and Eu atoms implanted into selected tran- We have discussed the propensity of transition-metal-
sition-metal (T) hosts. Transition-metal hosts chosen to based compounds to stabilize the highest valence state of
illustr.te the extrema of the valence variation of these im- unstable valence rare earths in a number of previous pa-
planted valence fluctuators are discussed. We will also ad- pers. 4" This behavior is traceable in part to the strong vai-
dress the important experimental issue of the identification ation in the T-d orbital energy with varying d occupancy.
of oxidation effects in unstable valence materials,

The samples discussed here were prepared by implant-
ing 100-keV Ce or 150-keV Eu ions into transition-metal
foils. Implant profiles varied from sample to sample, how-
ever, typically the concentration of rare earths was about 1%
or 3% for Ce, and 3% or 10% for Eu in the top 100-300-A -E
range of the foils. RBS measurements on and computer sim- Fs

•U q * a n FIG. 1. Ce-L, spectra for
ulation of the implanted materials were made to determine \ -', Ce implanted in Ti and Pd

the implantation profile. The XAS measurements were 0\ c.in Pd (dots). The solid lines rep-
made at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source with o ."'"'" resent the separate Ce-
the implanted materials being measured in the total electron 2 to model the Ce in Pd spec-
yield mode' and with the powdered CePb, and CeO 2 sam- C tram. The average C-L,

pies being measured in the standard transmission mode. 0 valence in the Ti and Pd
The phenomenon of valence mixing entails the quantum ehosts were 3.14 and 3.33.

tunneling (on a time scale of 10- s) of a rare-earth atom respectively.

between two nearly degenerate valence 4f occupancy states 5700 5740 5780
(e.g., Ce3+4f'.Ce4 +4f or Eu 2 4f'-.Eu'4r). 4 In the
mixed valent state the valence and 4foccupancy are noninte- Energy (eV)
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Specifically, a healthy depression of the d-orbital energy oc- and alloys. The occurren'e of oxidation on the bulk corn-
curs (i) at high values of the d occupancy (nd), due to the pound CePb3 is illustrated in Fig. 3. The solid line in the
large unscreened core charge, and (ii) when the d-band (or figure is the Ce-L 3 spectrum of a CePb 3 sample sealed in an
correlated subband) is half filled, due to the d-bonding ener- inert Ar atomosphere (CePb _). The vertically displaced
gy. The response of the valence of an unstable valence rare dashed spectrum is that of CeO2 , the highest oxide of Ce. The
earth chemically combined with transition-metal-based ma- dotted spectrum superimposed on the CePb3 spectrum is
terials appears to track these d-band energy variations.

4
'-'.  that of the sample after being exposed to air for roughly 60

Whereas intermetallic compounds offer only a restrict- min (in fact, much shorter exposures achieve the same ef-
ed set of systems in which to study the rare-earth valence fect). Clearly, the oxidized spectrum [ CePb3 (ox) ] consists
state to transition-metal coupling, ion-implanted metastable of a superposition of some sites which are oxidized to CeO 2

alloys open all of the transition metals for study. The strong and some which remain CePb3 like.
valence state to transition metal coupling is illustrated in Using this case as an example, we wish to note several
Figs. I and 2 where the L3 spectra for Ce in Ti and Pd, and spectral features which accompany the Ce-oxidation pro-
Eu in Y and Pd are shown. Both Ti and Y represent low-d cess. First, since the oxidation drives Ce sites to their highest
band occupancy transition metals with low unscreened core valence state, the Ce4 + 

feature in the spectra gains intensity.
charges and hence not too deeply bound d orbitals. Pd, on Second, CeO2 exhibits a strong chemical shift to higher ener-
the other hand, has a very high d-band occupancy (i.e., large gy (roughly 4 eV) relative to metallic Ce compounds of any
effective core charge) and also possesses substantial d-band valence. The first (Ce- -related) feature in a partially oxi-
bonding. Ce and Eu implanted in Pd assume their highest dized material is therefore strongly broadened consisting of
possible valence state. The valence state of Eu implanted in unresolved Ce3

" metallic and Ce" oxidized features. Also,
Pd ispureEu

3
+ withtheL 3 spectrum showing essentially no of course, the Ce" oxidized feature is shifted to higher

intensity in the lower-energy Eu
2 +

-edge range. The L3 spec- energy.
trum of Ce in Pd shows clearly resolved Ce + 

and Ce
4
" Third, and finally, we wish to note that there is a strong

contributions w'th the L3 valence obtained from their re- "continuum resonance" feature in the CeO 2 spectra occur-
spective weights oeing about 3.3. This Ce-Lj valence of 3.3 is ring roughly 38 eV beyond the Ce' 3 feature. Such a "contin-
known to represent the highest Ce-valence state in metals, uum resonance" is caused by the multiple scattering of the
however, the full interpretation in terms of the equivalent outgoing photoelectron by the nearest neighbor shell of li-
chemical valences is still an open question.

9  
gand oxygen atoms. " The strength and energy of this con-

By contrast the L spectra for Ce in Ti and Eu in Y tinuum resonance is related to the size and coordination
evidence much lower valences (than in Pd). The Eu

2 
+ coin- (eightfold for CeO2 ) of this oxygen shell. " Typical metallic

ponent in the Eu in Y spectra is clearly dominant, with the environments, where the neighbors are not strongly electro-
average valence being v = 2.3. Indeed, concentrated materi- negative, show much weaker structures in this energy range.
als [like Eu(Pd, Au)2Si,] with Eu valences near 2.3 are Thus, we also associate the appearance ofthis strong contin-
close enough to the magnetic Eu'4+ 

valence state to support uum resonance feature with oxidation. The reader should
magnetically ordered ground states. ' The Ce in Ti L3 spec- note that this effect and those noted in the proceeding para-
trum is typical of a Ce system on the border line between a graph involve atomic or nearest-neighbor shell effects and
mixed valent and a Kondo regime with a Ce-L 3 valence of
3.14.'

The rare earths (especially Ce and Eu) are well known
for their tendency to react strongly with oxygen. This reacti-
vity is sometimes (but not always) inhibited in compounds

' Ce in un(Ox)

' u in Y: , . ..

. ' ' . ........ 2 ....
0 ~~FIG. 2.Eu-L, spectra for 0C0

Eu implanted in Y (aver- YE in Pd.O:
.0 age valence 2.2) and Pd <"ZO . """.... (average valence 3.0).

o 5700 5740 5780

/ Energy (eV)

6950 6990 " 7d30 FIG. 3. Ce-L, spectra for: CePb, (solid line), partially oxidized CePb,-
I CePb, (ox) I; CeO, (dashed line); and Ce implanted in Mn which exhibits

Energy (eV) oxidation effects.
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By contrast, the Eu
3 

character of Eu in Pd noted above

appears to be consistent with the intrinsic metallic-Pd envi-
* ronment.

Summarizing, it appears that ion implantation provides
* -a promising tool with which to introduce unstable valence

h - Eu i Mn(ox) rare-earth atoms into a large number of hosts. Moreover, L,-

0 EU113 ."XAS measurements appear to be a useful first step in study-

"- -.* ing these materials both to gain insight into the rare-earth
0valence state and to identify potential oxidation effects in the

/ near surface alloys.
This work was supported by SNJCST 86-240040-13,

SNJCST 87-240090-13, and DE-F605-84 ER45081. We are

6950 6990 7030 grateful to the CHESS staff at Cornell, where the x-ray ab-

Energy (eV) sorption measurements were carried out.

FIG. 4. Eu-L, spectrum of EuO, and Eu implanted in Mn which exhibits
oxidation effects.
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Parks, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 1947 (1982).

in Fig. 4. The strength and position of the continuum reso- "See Y. Jeon, F. Lu, H. Jhans. S. A. Shaheen, M. Croft, and P. Ansan

nance for the Eu in Mn spectrum again evidences oxidation. (these proceedings).
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Photoemission and BIS spectra of narrow-band uranium systems (abstract)
P. S. Riseborough
Physics Department, Polytechnic University, Brooklyn, New York 11201

The joint photoemission and inverse photoemission spectra should yield the density of states

for removing or adding an electron to the system. In the heavy fermion systems there is a large

discrepancy between the experimentally measured density of states and the density of states

obtained from local density functional band structure calculations. This discrepancy is clearly

indicative of manybody effects. Arko and collaborators' have recently discovered that similar
manybody anomalies can be found in the narrow-band uranium systems. In a systematic series

of studies on uranium compounds and alloys, it was observed that for the systems in which the

f bands are expected to be more localized, the one-electron spectra were found to be broader.
We have performed calculations using an N-fold degenerate Hubbard model, utilizing an

expansion in the Coulomb interaction. The infinite set of diagrams containing independent

single loops have been evaluated. This approximation should be exact in the limit N- oo. We

obtain a qualitative agreement with the experimental findings.

'A.J. Arko, B. W. Yates, D. D. Koelling, B. P. Dunlap, Z. Zolnierek, A. W.
Mitchell, D. J. Lam, C. G. Olson, and M. del Giudice (preprint).
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R-Fe New Phases and Intrinsic Properties Jan F. Herbst, Chairperson

The magnetic properties of Sm-TI-Fe and Nd-TI-Fe hard and soft
sputtered phases

N. Kamprath, L. Wickramasekara, H. Hegde, N. C. Liu, J. K. D. Jayanetti,
and F. J. Cadieu
Physics Department, Queens 14'llege of CUNY, Flushing New York 11367

A series of Sm-Ti-Fe and i,.li-Fe film samples have been synthesized by rf diode sputtering
for Fe-rich compositions. Samples have been directly crystallized onto heated substrates as
well as first deposited amorphous and then subsequently crystallized. In the film plane
magnetic fields have been applied during the deposition and during the crystallization to
induce in-the-film-plane anisotropies into the films. A phase that contained only Sm, Ti, and
Fe has been synthesized in film form that exhibited an in-plane intrinsic coercive force, ,H, of
31 kOe at room temperature and 58 kOe at 5 K. Tetragonal lattice parameters with a = 8.391
Ak and c = 12.297 A have been assigned to the high jH, phase by a fitting to 12 diffraction

lines. The Nd-Ti-Fe and the Sm-Ti-Fe systems also exhibited a soft magnetic phase of the
ThMn 2-type at a nominal composition of Nd (TiFe ,).

INTRODUCTION 1H, values of 31 kOe have now been reported for this phase.

In this paper we report on the magnetic properties of The in-plane jHc value measured at 5 K was 58 kOe for the

several ferromagnetic phases that have been synthesized in same sample. Films of Sm-Ti-Fe have been synthesized for

sputtered films of Fe-rich Sm-Ti-Fe and Nd-Ti-Fe. For both which the hard phase was estimated to occupy 95% of the

of these systems a soft magnetic phase has been observed film volume. No corresponding hard phase has been ob-

which has been identified to be of the ThMn, 2-type struc- served for the Nd-Ti-Fe system.

ture. Some of the x-ray properties of this phase have been
reported separately.' This phase had the approximate com-
position R(TiFe, ,) where R = Nd or Sm. The x-ray struc- EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
ture of this phase has been fitted to a tetragonal ThMn,2- Samples have been rf diode sputtered in a stainless-steel
type structure with a = 8.579 A. and c = 4.799 A for the case system with a base pressure in the 10 - 9

Torr range. Samples
ofSm(TiFe,, ).' have been directly crystallized onto heated substrates or first

Previously we have reported on the stabilization of a made amorphous onto water cooled substrates and then sub-
(Sm + A)Fe, phase where A = Ti or 0. 2 

In addition, sequently crystallized. A magnetic field, H, = 2.5 kOe, was
R2 Fe, 7 phases have been synthesized in film form for applied in the substrate plane during the depositions to in-
R = Nd and Sm. The phases observed in the sputtered films duce in-the-film-plane anisotropies. The sputtering gas used
have been a sensitive function of the sputtering mode em- was Ar at pressures from 100 to 120 mTorr. These pressures
ployed. Films have been directly crystallized onto heated were high enough to thermalize the sputtered atoms before
substrates as well as first deposited in an amorphous form their arrival at the substrates. Arc-melted buttons with com-
and then subsequently crystallized. Normally, a magnetic positions 8.3 at. % Nd, 8.3 at. % Ti, 83.3 at. % Fe and 11.2
field that we call H, has been applied during the sputter at. % Sm, 5.5 at. % Ti, 87.3 at. % Fe were used as targets for
deposition and or crystallization to induce in-the-film-plane sputtering the Nd and Sm films, respectively. For these stud-
anisotropies into the growing films. The expected effects of ies polished polycrystalline A 2 03 substrates were used. The

such a field have been reported elsewhere.
3 

It has been possi- film thirknesses studied ranged from I to 20pm. Little sub-
ble to synthesize Sm-Ti-Fe films that have exhibited in-the- strate specific effects are expected for films of these relatively
film-plane anisotropy constants of 10' erg/cm

3 
for magne- large thicknesses. At this time substrate specific effects have

tizing the films in-plane parallel versus perpendicular to the not been studied. Magnetic measurements to 20 kOe were
direction of the field H,.' For the Sm-Ti-Fe system only, a made using a PAR vibrating magnetometer at room tem-
hard magnetic phase has been observed for films that were perature. High field measurements were made using a Janis
subsequently crystallized from amorphous deposits. We Research Varitemp 9-T superconducting magnet system. X-
have previously reported in-plane ,H, values of 24 kOe at ray diffraction data was collected using a Si(Li) solid state
room temperature.

4  
detector to provide discrimination of Fe fluorescence events.

In this paper we wish to report new measurements on This allowed a high signal to noise ratio to be obtained for Cu
this high ,H, Sm-Ti-Fe phase. Room temperature in-plane radiation.
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FIG. I. Room-temperature hysteresis loops for Nd-Ti-Fe film that exhibit- FIG. 3. Room-temperature hysteresis loop for Sm-Ti-Fe
ed theThMn 2-type structure (a) in the film plane and (b) perpendicular (0.112:0.055:0.873) sample first sputtered amorphous and then crystal-
to the film plane. lized at < 400C. (a) In-plane parallel to H,, (b) In-plane perpendicular to

H,.

RESULTS

Figure I shows hysteresis loops measured at room tern- phous in an in-plane field of 2.5 kOe and then crystallized at
perature for a Nd-Ti-Fe sample that exhibited the ThMn, 2 - 475 °C in the same field. The coercive force measured in the
type structure. Samples of this structure could be synthe- film plane was > 21 kOe as deduced from the minor loop. At
sized for both the Nd-Ti-Fe and Sm-Ti-Fe systems in both 16-kOe magnetizing field in the film plane, 41rM was 3.9 kG.
bulk and film form. For the Nd-Ti-Fe films made at sub- Although this sample contained both a hard and soft mag-
strate temperatures less than 500 °C this structure was the netic phases, it was estimated from magnetic data that 959o
dominant phase. Samples made onto substrates at tempera- by volume was of the hard magnetic phase. The in-the-film-
tures of 500 °C exhibited a simpler x-ray pattern correspond- plane anisotropy was exhibited in this sample because of the
ing to the Nd 2 Fe,, phase. It was possible to directly crystal- in-plane field that had been applied during the crystalliza-
lize such films so that a dominant (300) texture was tion. A model was developed3 that showed the crystalliza-
evidenced.' Figure 2 shows hysteresis loop measured for a tion temperature must be below the Curie temperature and
Nd-Ti-Fe film sample at room temperature. This film was that the size of the crystallites should be greater than a limit
sputtered onto a substrate at 500 "C with an in-plane field of value as well to exhibit this in-the-film-plane anisotropy.
2.5 kOe. This film exhibited a Nd2 Fe7 structure with a pre- In Fig. 4 a hysteresis loop measured in-plane and paral-
dominant (300) texture. The coercive force measured in the lel to H, for a high H, Sm-Ti-Fe sample measured at 293 K
film plane was < 2 kOe. The measured saturation value of is shown. The in-plane jH, measured parallel to H, was 31
41rM was 13.6 kG. kOe. The magnetization has not been fully saturated by the

In Fig. 3 hysteresis loops measured at room-tempera- highest field available of 90 kOe. This sample was amor-
ture in-plane parallel and perpendicular to H, for a Sm-Ti- phous as sputtered and then crystallized ,in situ at , 400 'C.
Fe film are shown. This film sample was sputtered amor- The film surface was specular reflecting with an SEM mea-

sured grain size of 500-600 A diam. In Fig. 5 is shown the
second quadrant hysteresis loop for the same sample as Fig.
4 measured at 5 K. The measured coercivity, iH,, was 58

. .(a) kOe.
(bl

4

,; . -.. / "--/.

FIG. 2. Room-temperature hysteresis loop for a Nd-Ti-Fe crystalline com- FIG. 4. In the film plane hysteresis loop measured at 293 K parallel to H.
position that exhibited a It, Fe, structure with a highly dominant (300) for a Smn-Ti-Fe(O.112-0.055:0,873) sample first sputtered amorphous and

texture (a) in the film plane and (b) perpendicular to the film plane. then crystallized.
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6,- ... . . ... ..... of sputtering conditions. They were Sm 2 Fe 7 ,
pa, F Pl- (Sm + Ti)Fe5 , Sm(Ti,Fe), 2 , and the high , Sm-Ti-Fe
4.. phase. The new magnetic properties reported in this paper

- were magnetic measurements for the Sm(TiFe,,) ThMn,2 -
type structure and the high ,H, Sm-Ti-Fe phase that we have

2 " previously observed. In-plane ,H, values of 31 kOe at 293 K
/ and 58 kOe at 5 K have been observed. This high 1H4 Sm-Ti-

Fe phase has only been observed in samples that were first

--80 K -4 - 0 deposited in an amorphous form and then subsequently
APPLIED FIELD (O) crystallized within a certain temperature range. By fitting to

a tetragonal cell a = 8.391 A and c = 12.297 A parameters
FIG. 5. Second quadrant in-plane hysteresis loop measured at 5 K parallel have been assigned for this phase. A corresponding high ,H,
to H, for Sm-Ti-Fe(O. 112:0.055:.8 73) sample first sputtered amorphous phase has not been observed for Nd-Ti-Fe films. Two lowand then crystallized hs a o enosre o dT-efls w o

aHc phases were observed for Nd-Ti-Fe films, a Nd (TiFe,,)
ThMn, -type structure and a Nd2 Fe, -type structure. The

The high ,Hc Sm-Ti-Fe sample hysteresis loops exhibit- Nd 2 Fe,7 phase was dominant for higher substrate tempera-
ed a drop in the magnetization as the second quadrant was tures for films that were directly crystallized. Directly crys-
entered. This drop in magnetization and the x-ray patterns tallized films made at higher substrate temperatures exhibit-
supported the hypothesis that the samples contained an ad- ed the Nd2 Fe,7 phase with a predominant (300) crystal
mixture of a soft phase. If the hysteresis loop of Fig. 4 was texture.
decomposed into hard and soft phase hysteresis loops, it was
estimated that this sample consisted of approximately 92% ACKNOWLEDGMENT
by volume the hard phase. The estimated ,H, value for the This work was supported by the U. S. Department of
hard phase was then 33 + 2 kOe. The x-ray diffraction pat- Energy and the Professional Staff Congress-Board of High-
tern of the high H, Sm-Ti-Fe was fitted to tetragonal lattice er Education Faculty Research Award Program of the City
parameters for 12 relatively intense diffraction lines that University of New York.
were assigned to the hard phase. The results of this fitting
gave a = 8.391 ± 0.002 A and c = 12.297 + 0.004 A for a
tetragonal cell. No specific tetragonal structure type has 'N. C. Liu, N. Kamprath, L. Wickramasekara, and F. J. Cadieu, these pro-

ceedings.
been assigned to this hard phase. 'F. J. Cadieu, T. D. Cheung, L. Wickramasekara, and S. H. Aly, J. Appl.

Phys. 55, 2611 (1984).
CONCLUSIONS 'F. J. Cadien, T. D. Cheung, L. Wickramasekara, N. Kamprath, H. Hegde,

and N. C. Liu, J. Appl. Phys. 62, 3866 (1987).
We have observed four different magnetic phases in Fe 'T. D. Cheung, L. Wickramasekara, and F. J. Cadieu,.J. Magn. Magn. Mat-

rich Sm-Ti-Fe sputtered films prepared under different sets er. 54-57, 1641 (1986).
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Magnetic properties of rapidly quenched and annealed Fe10 RTi
and related alloys

Z. R. Zhao, Y. G. Ren, K. D. Aylesworth, and D. J. Sellmyer
Behlen Laboratory of Physics, University of Nebraska Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0111

E. Singleton, J. Strzeszewski, and G. C. Hadlipanayis
Deparment of Physis Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

Magnetic measurements are reported for iron-rich ternary alloys with the following
compositions: FeloNd, Dy, - ,Ti (0<x< 1), FeoSmM (M = Ti, V, and Mo), and Fe,0 RV
(R = Y, Gd, and Dy). The samples were prepared by splat cooling or melt spinning and
selected samples were heat treated. The results of x-ray diffraction, electron microscopy, and
thermomagnetic measurements on the FeoNd. Dy, - Ti series are presented and indicate that
the rapidly quenched alloys are nearly single phase and become multiphase upon heating.
Magnetic measurements on the other two series show that the substitution of V for Ti increases
the saturation magnetization.

I. INTRODUCTION hysteresis loops to 8 kOe for each series. Some additional

The search for novel permanent magnet materials has measurements to 80 kOe at 100 K were made in a low-tem-

recently focused on ternary alloys containing iron, a rare perature VSM.

earth, and a transition metal. Interest in these materials was
sparked by the discovery of Fe, 4 Nd, B several years ago.' III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Alloys of the 14:2:1 type have relatively large coercivities Representative results of the x-ray diffraction, electron
(though not larger than Sm-Co based magnets) and large microscopy, and thermomagnetic measurements for the
energy products. FeoNd.Dy, _,Ti series are shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, re-

Recently Ohashi et al.' discovered another iron-rich spectively. The top half of Fig. I shows x-ray diffraction data
compound, Fe,0 SmTi, with an anisotropic structure. Their for an as-quenched sample with x = 0.0. All of the lines can
results indicate that single-phase alloys with this 10: 1: 1 stoi- be indexed according to the tetragonal structure proposed by
chiometry can only be produced with heavy rare earths. If a Ohashi et al.' However, electron diffraction patterns (Fig.
light rare earth is used the alloy becomes a phase mixture of 2) in several grains of an annealed Feo DyTi sample are
the 10:1:1 phase with a-Fe and Fe2 R, or Fe3 R. inconsistent with this structure; rather, they are generally

In this work we investigate the use of rapid-quenching consistent with a ThMn, 2 structure with c = 4.8 A, a = 8.3
techniques in the production of single-phase 10:1:1 alloys, A (c/a = 0.58). The x-ray data can also be indexed success-
and the possibility that these techniques could be used to fully with this latter structure. In addition, Fig. 2(b) shows
stabilize single-phase alloys containing light rare earths. In satellites that suggest a structural modulation along the c
addition, the effects of substituting V and Mo for Ti were
studied.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Fe,0NCD0Y-.T 1

Rapidly quenched samples of FeoNd.Dy, -Ti -J

(x = 0.0, 0.33,0.60, 1.0), Fe,0 SmM (M = Ti, V, and Mo), .- X 0.0

and FeoRV (R = Y, Gd, and Dy) were prepared by splat- D
cooling or melt-spinning mixtures containing the appropri-
ate weight of each element. .0

Measurements were made on the rapidly quenched al- to
loys and selected samples were subjected to a heat treatment
at 800 °C for I h in a pure argon atmosphere. .- Fe (110)

The crystal structure of the FeloNd.Dy, - Ti series 0./ - 33

was investigated by CuKa x-ray diffraction and by electron tn
microscopy with a transmission-electron microscope C (200)

(TEM), and thermomagnetic data on this series were ob- 4J
tained with a high-temperature vibrating-sample magne-
tometer (VSM). The moment of each sample was measured ,
in a constant 1.3-kOe field while the temperature was slowly 30 50 70

raised to 650 °C, held constant for 20 min, and then slowly
lowered to room temperature. 20 (deg .)

This VSM was also used to obtain room-temperature FIG. t. X-ray diffraction patterns for x =0.0 and 0.33 (CuKa radiation).
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0

X
(a) FIG. 4. Curie temperature vs composition for the Fe,, Nd. Dy, - T series.

The bottom half of Fig. I shows diffraction data for the
heat-treated sample with x = 0.33. As indicated in the fig-
ure, the material contains a substantial amount of a-Fe. All
of the heat-treated samples studied (including x = 0.0)
show this iron precipitation upon annealing.

The thermomagnetic data in Fig. 3 indicate the presence
of a high-temperature magnetic phase above the Curie point
of the tetragonal phase. The x-ray data indicate that this
secondary phase is a-Fe.

Magnetization data at H = 8 kOe for this series are sum-
marized in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows that the Curie tem-
perature T, for the heat-treated samples rises from 270 °C
for x = 0.0 to 290'C for x = 0.33 and then diminishes with
increasing x.

The hysteresis measurements for this series indicate that
the largest room-temperature coercivity is 630 Oe and oc-

b curs in samples with x = 0.0. There was no significant differ-
FIG. 2. Electron diffraction data for heat-treated Fe,, DyTi. (a) shows ence between the hysteresis loops for as-quenched and heat-
fourfold rotation symmetry about [001]. In (b) the beam is along [1001, treated samples. TEM measurements indicate that the
and a modulation of about 12 A. along the c direction is seen. typical grain size for the x = 0.0 sample is about 4000 A.

This indicates that despite the rapid quenching, the grain
axis with a period of about 12 A. Thus, it is possible that the size is so large that there is little magnetic hardening due to
rapidly quenched material has a relatively simple tetragonal microstructure.
structure and that annealing produces a rather complex Measurements to 80 kOe show that for x = 0.0 the aver-
structure. Further work is necessary to determine whether age moment per iron is about 1 .8,ua, assuming the structure
the as-quenched material also has this structural modula- is ferrimagnetic, i.e., the Dy moment opposes the Fe mo-
tion. ment. Similar results are found for x = 1.0 assuming a ferro-

The absence of a-Fe peaks in the x-ray pattern for magnetic structure for the Nd.
x = 0.0 indicate that the sample is single phase in the as- Table I summarizes the results of the magnetic measure-
quenched state. Preliminary x-ray data (not presented here) ments. These data indicate that FejoSmV has the largest
for as-quenched Felo NdTi suggest that it too is single-phase. magnetization of the FetoSmM materials studied. Hystere-

Fe,0(Nd00y1,)Ti
40--

b ag
220 -

2 0 
0 .0__ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0 .2 0 .4 0 .6 0 '. 8 1 .0

0 20 400 600 x
T (C)

FIG. 5. Magnetization at H 8 kOe vs composition for the
FIG. 3. Thermomagnetic data at H = l.3 kOe fori = 0.0 and 0.33. Fe,.NdDy _ ,Ti series.
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TABLE I. Magnetization at $ kOe for the Fe,0 SmM and Fe,oRV series. ThMn,2 structure. However, some evidence has been ob-

tained for a modulation of about 12 A& along the c axis, which
Sample o (emu/g) requires further study. Annealing these samples at 800 'C

Fe,0 SmV 98.6 produced multiphased mixtures containing a-Fe. TEM

Felo YV 94.8 measurements indicate that despite rapid quenching the al-
FeoSmTi 86.6 loys are rather coarse grained. This may explain the small
Fe,oGdV 70.0 coercivities observed for both as-quenched and annealed
Fe,0 SmMo 68.3 samples.
FeoDyV 64.2

sis measurements show that FetoGdV has the highest coer- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

civity of all the samples studied, 1.2 kOe. We thank J. Steele for assistance in gathering data. For
Preliminary x-ray data on the series indicate that the as- financial support we are indebted to the U.S. Department of

quenched Feo SmM and Feo RV series are single phase. The Energy under Grants Nos. DE-FGO2-86ER45262 and DE-
precipitation of a-Fe upon heat treatment has also been ob- FGO2-86ER45263.
served in these series.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study indicates that rapidly quenched FeIoRM al- 'See K. H, J. Bushow, Mater. Sci. Rep. 1, t (1996), aod references therein.

loys have structures that are generally consistent with the 2K. Ohashi. T. Yokogama, R. Osugi, and Y. Tawara (unpublished).
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Intrinsic magnetic properties of SmTiFelo
Ying-chang Yang, Lin-shu Kong, Shu-he Sun, and Dong-mei Gu
Department of Physics, Peking University, Beijing, China

Ben-pei Cheng
Institute of Solid State Physics. Academia Sinica, Hefei hina

The rare-earth-iron intermetallic compounds SmTiFe., with x ranging between 8 and 10, have
been synthesized by an arc-melting technique. We found that they crystallize in the ThMn,2-
type tetragonal structure, I 4/mmm. Unusual uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropies have
been observed. The c axis is the easy magnetization direction. Curie temperature is 610 K.
After the discovery of the R2Fe, 4B compounds, we have other ternary rare-earth-iron
intermetallic compounds with strong uniaxial anisotropy.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENT

The permanent magnets based on the Nd2Fe, 4B com- The samples were prepared by arc melting of 99.9%
pounds exhibit the highest-energy product. However, the pure primary materials in a purified argon atmosphere. X-
poor temperature stability limits their applications. The aim ray diffraction experiments with CuKa, radiation were
of this work is to search for rare-earth-iron intermetallic made to determine the crystallographic structure. In addi-
compounds with high magnetocrystalline anisotropy. We tion to the x-ray patterns, electron microscope observation
were particularly interested in ThMn 2-type derivatives with and thermomagnetic analysis were used to identify the single
high iron concentrations." Strong uniaxial magnetocrys- phase.
talline anisotropies have been observed in the compounds Magnetization curves along the easy and hard direc-
with a composition of SmTiFe., with x ranging between 8 tions were measured on aligned samples with a field of up to
and 10. In this investigation we report on the crystallograph- 70 kOe in a temperature range between 1.5 and 300 K. Be-
ic structure and magnetic properties of the new compounds. sides the magnetic measurements, x-ray diffraction experi-

ments performed on powder samples aligned in a field were
made in order to investigate the easy magnetization direc-
tion. Curie temperatures were measured by using a vibrat-

TABLE 1. X-ray powder pattern of ThMn,,-type tetragonal SmTiFe,, ob- in.-suie temperature rang bt

tained with CuKa radiation. ing-specimen magnetometer in a temperature range between
300 and 1000 K.

hkl d(A) (obs) d(A) (calc) !% (obs)
III. RESULTS

2 1 I 2.9894 2.9890 28
3 1 0 2.7037 2.7058 14 A. Crystallographic structure
3 0 1 2.4494 2.4511 42 On the basis of x-ray diffraction experiments, we found
0 0 2 2.3921 2.3955 224 0 0 2.1405 2.1401 78 that the si.TiFe. compounds, with x ranging between 8 and

3 2 1 2.1263 2.1275 too 10, crystallize in the ThMn12-type tetragonal structure, 14/
2 0 2 2.0918 2.0908 69 mmm. For SmTiFeo, a = 8.575 A , c = 4.800 . The pow-
4 2 0 1.9157 1.9145 15 der pattern is shown in Table I. However, second phases as
4 1 1 1.9066 1.9055 15
2 2 2 1.8788 1.8790 29 SmFe2 and TiFe2 appear with the SmTiFe. compounds,
3 I 2 1.7957 1.7947 8 when x> 8.
5 1 0 1.6799 1.6795 8
5 0 1 1.6119 1.6130 5
3 3 2 1.5443 1.5442 9
4 4 0 1.5135 1.5141 23
5 2 1 1.5095 1.5096 16 321

4 2 2 1.4976 1.4964 12
5 3 0 1.4698 1.4690 14 24020
3 0 3 1.3952 1.3948 6
5 I 2 1.3761 1.3760 7 [ i
6 1 1 1.3524 1.3512 it
3 2 3 1.3267 1.3263 19 i 2
5 3 2 1.2532 1.2530 15 3o 4 a2
6 3 1 1.2346 1.2342 23 A A-
6 0 2 1.2264 1.2269 35 I_
550 12115 1.2119 5 a 4 42" 5" so" 43" *' 5,' 5
0 0 4 1.1986 1.1991 34 ( A
6 2 2 1.1796 1.1795 5
7 2 I 1.1420 1.1430 9 FIG. I. X-ray diffraction patterns of SmTiFe,,. (a) Nonaligned powder

sample; (b) aligned powder sample.
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TABLE 11. Magnetic data of SmTiFe, 0 .

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy Curie temperature
Magnetization

a (emu/g) a (/ 5 /u.f.) H, (kOe) K (x 10' erg/cm') Tc (K)

T=l.SK T=300K T=l.5K T=300K T=l.5K T=300K T=1.5K T=300K

135.2 123.0 15.6 14.1 268.1 104.5 12.1 4.27 610

B. Magnetocrystalllne anisotropy in Fig. 1 (b) shows that the c axis is the easy axis for these

Strong uniaxial anisotropies were observed in SmTiFes compounds.
and SmTiFelo compounds. Figure 1 shows the x-ray diffrac- The anisotropy field H4 is estimated by measuring mag-
tion patterns performed on an aligned powder sample [Fig. netization curves. Figure 2 shows magnetization curves at
1 (b) ] in comparison with that of a nonaligned sample. In 1.5 and 300 K, respectively, measured on the easy and hard
the experiments, the orientation of the grains lies in the plane directions. In order to estimate the anisotropy constant,
of the incident and reflected x-ray beam. A strong increase of magnetization curves were corrected for the misalignment of
the (0, 0, 1 )reflections and a diminution of the (h, k, 0) lines some grains and demagnetization effects.

C. Magnetic data
A single phase is identified with the sample of SmTiFe,.

Magnetic data of SmTiFe8 are summarized in Table II.
M
t~sMt IV. DISCUSSION

(I) In the ThMn 2-type tetragonal structure, the Mn
0.8 atoms are distributed on three nonequivalent crystallo-

0.6 graphic sites which are designed as 8i, 8j, and 8f According
to previous work,2 

the neutron diffraction studies on
04 Y(Mn - . Fe. ) 2 give evidence of the reluctance of Fe

atoms to occupy the 8i sites. For the SmTiFe. compounds
0.2 with ThMn, 2-type tetragonal structure, the occupation by

the Fe atoms ofj of the available sites would correspond to a-- stoichiometry of SmTiFe.. The reluctance of Fe atoms to
0 1 2 3 4

A I Hx 10*Oe) occupy the 8i sites is consistent with the fact that second
M phases are associated with SmTiFe, compounds, when

x>8.
1 (2) On the basis of unusual aniaxial anisotropies of

SmTiFe and SmTiFelo, a high coercivity with these com-
0.1 pounds would be expected. The estimated potential maxi-

mum energy product is 38 MGOe. In order to increase the
0.6 / magnetization of these compounds, continuous investiga-

0.4 tions are in progress.

0.2 'Yang Ying-chang, Acta Metal]. Sinica 17, 355 (1981).
'Y. C. Yang, B. Kebe, J. James, J. Deports, and W. Yeton, J. Appl. Phys. S2,

4 5 6 2077 (198,,
HIs 1W0oe) 'Y. C. Yang, 3. J. Long, W. J. James, and R. Yoh, J. Appl. Phys. 53. 1958

119821.
'Y. C. Yang, G. J. Long, B. Kebe, W. J. James, and J. Deportes, The Rare

FIG. 2. Magnetization curves ofSmTiFelo in easy and hard directions. (a) Earths in Maodn Science and Technology (Plenum, New York, 1982),
T= 1.5 K; (b) T= 300 K. Vol. 3, p. 403.
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Magnetic properties of rare-earth transition-metal borides
S. H. Aly, E. Singleton, and G. C. Hadjipanayis
Department of Physics, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

D. J. Sellmyer and Z. R. Zhao
Department of Physics and Astronomy. University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0111

The magnetic and structural properties of quaternary RCo4 _ ,Fe. B alloys with R = Nd, Sm,
Er have been examined with magnetometry and x-ray diffraction. The CeCo4 B-type phase is
found for all x in Er, for x<3 in Sm, and for x = 0, 1, and 2 in Nd. Maximum coercivities have
been obtained in a crystallized SmFe2 Co2B sample with H, > 17 kOe at room temperature.

INTRODUCTION in magnetic fields up to 80 kOe and in the temperature range

The magnetic and structural properties of as-cast -" and of 4.2-700 K. Thermomagnetic data (M. vs ) were ob-

melt-spun 4 RT4 B alloys, where B and T denote rare-earth tained by measuring the magnetization in a small constant

and transition-metal, respectively, have been recently stud- field H as a function of temperature.

ied. It was found that for Co-containing alloys the hexagonal
CeCo4B-type phase is formed with all R except Eu and Yb. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the Fe alloys the phase is formed only in Er-Fe-B. NdCo.,FeB

In the present study we investigate the magnetic proper- The x-ray diffraction patterns showed that the samples
ties of quaternary RCo4 - . Fe. B alloys in the as-cast and generally have a two-phase structure with the CeCo4 B struc-
melt-spun state. The idea was to partially substitute Co with ture as the majority phase in the x = 0,1,2 alloys. The Curie
Fe in an attempt to stabilize the 1:4:1 phase in the Fe-con- temperature of the phase increased from 200 'C in NdCo4 B
taining alloys and study its magnetic properties. to 380 *C in NdCo,FeB. Diffraction lines not fitting the

CeCo4B-type phase could be indexed with an (Fe,Co) 2B
phase. This is also consistent with M-vs-T data which

EXPERIMENT showed a Curie temperature of about 740 *C for this phase.

Alloys with composition RCo4 __ Fe_ B where R = Nd, There is no diffraction evidence for a 2:14:1 phase.
Sm, Er were prepared by arc-melting the pure constituents The two-phase microstructure of the samples resulted in
under argon atmosphere. Ribbon samples were made by constricted hysteresis loops. Figure 1 shows the hysteresis
melt-spinning small pieces from the as-cast alloy. For the loops of a splat-cooled and subsequently heat-treated
Nd-Fe-B system, splat-cooied samples were also made using NdFe2Co 2B sample parallel and perpendicular to the plane
the piston and anvil technique. The ribbons and splat-cooled of the foil. The sample is strongly anisotropic with an easy
samples were heat-treated at a temperature of about 600 *C axis along the plane of the foil. rhe coercivity of the sample
for optimum magnetic hardening. after crystallization is much larger than 8 kOe. Low-tem-

The crystal structure of the alloys was determined by x- perature hysteresis loop measurements (Fig. 2) showed an
ray diffraction using CoKa radiation. The magnetic proper- H, value of 16 kOe at 200 K, which is decreased upon cool-
ties were measured with a vibrating-sample magnetometer ing to 4.2 K. The anomalous structure of the hysteresis loop

could be attributed to the presence of the (Fe,Co).B phase

50 NdFe 2Co2 B - NdFeCo2B

-~E25- 2C- Keoeneld
E

--- AfterAnnealed -50-
-- -- _ _ _ _ _

-8 -4 0 4,- - ----0--o
H (kOe) - - 0 40 B

H (krhe)FI. 1. Hysteresis loops of a splat-cooled and heat-treated Nd-Fe-Co-B

sample along and perpendicular to the sample plane. FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of hysteresis in NdFeCoB.
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FIG. 3. Thermomagnetic data in SmFeCoB and SmFe3CoB melt-spun t

0 1 2 3

or to a spin reorientation of the 1:4:1 phase. The coercivity of X

a fine NdCo2Fe2B powder was also measured and a value of FIG. S. Coercivity and saturation magnetization in SmFe, Co, , B alloys.

2 kOe was found. Magnetization curves obtained parallel
and perpendicular to the alignment direction showed an an-
isotropy field of about 80 kOe. The coercivity of crystallized As the Fe content is increased, the magnetization increases
NdCo4B ribbons was below I kOe. This result was unexpect- but the coercivity is reduced, as expected. However, in crys-
ed since the coercivity of crystallized ribbons of anisotropic tallized ribbons the maximum coercivity was obtained for
rare-earth alloys is much higher.5 It could be that the crystal- the x = 2 alloy (Fig. 6). The room-temperature coercivity
lization temperature of these alloys is higher than 600 °C and was much higher than 17 kOe, but it dropped to below 10
therefore a heat treatment at higher temperatures is required kOe at 4.2 K. At 4.2 K a magnetic field of 80 kOe was not
to fully crystallize the sample. sufficient to saturate the sample. This is because the true H,

is much higher at cryogenic temperatures and therefore
SmCo 4 .,FeB much higher fields are needed to saturate the magnetic mo-

For this system the 1:4:1 phase is found to form over a ments; this behavior results in an "apparent" smaller H.
wider range of compositions, up to x = 3 (Fig. 3). The Curie The anisotropy field for these alloys was estimated3 to be

temperature of the Fe-substituted alloys is also found to in- around 400 kOe. High coercivities were also obtained in fine
crease with Fe content (Fig. 4). This is in contrast to the powders (Fig. 7). The size corresponding to the highest H,
2:14:1 compounds where T, decreases with Fecontent.6 The was found to be in the range 1.5-4.5 pm.
Fe2B-type phase was strongly present in the x = I alloy after
crystallization (Fig. 3).

Figure 5 shows the magnetic properties of as-cast sam-
ples. Maximum coercivity was obtained in the x = sample. ErCo4 _FeB

The 1:4:1 phase was found in all alloys studied. The
Curie temperature of the Co-containing alloys (Fig. 4) is

800 R Fej 04_.R SmFe2 Co 2 B/ {
S
_ 30-

600-/' \-- 4 2°K //

U

::400' .

20-C

a 1 2 3

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60
I-4kOe)

FIG. 4. Curie temperatures in RFeCo, B alloys. The 0 point is believed

to be the Curie temperature of the Fe2B-type phase. FIG. 6. Hysteresis loops in a crystallized SmFezCozB sample.
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TABLE 1. Anisotropy fields of ErCo, - Fe. B alloys.
2- SmFeCo 3B

x M, (einu/g) H, (kOe)

0 30 47
S12 2 30 40

3 38 38

4-
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FIG. 7. Coercivity as a function of milling time in SmFe2 Co2 B. 86ER45263. We are grateful to Y. G. Rest for his assistance
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The enhancement of the magnetic properties of Fe-Cr-Co-Mo polycrystalline
permanent magnet alloys by cold rolling and annealing

S. Sugimoto, M. Okada, and M. Homma
Department of Materials Science, Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University, Sendai 98a Japan

Present works describe the development of Fe-Cr-Co-Mo alloys with favorable {I10}(100)
texture, which will lie along the transverse direction (TD) of the rolled strips. The studied
alloy composition is Fe-30 wt. % Cr-15 wt. %Co-3 wt. % Mo-O. I wt. % Mn-0.05 wt. % S.
The magnetic properties of the alloys have been enhanced along the TD and the best magnetic
properties obtained with TD alloys are B, = 1.2 T (12.0 kG), H, = 82 kA m- (1025 Oe),
and AH. =56 km-3 (7.0 MGOe). The favorable texture is developed by econdary
recrystallization, caused by a mixture of rolling and annealing. It can be considered that the
process adopted in this investigation is useful for mass production of Fe-Cr-Co alloys with high
energy products, without forming a columnar structure or a single crystal.

INTRODUCTION into a cylindrical specimen in a mold with an inside diameter

Fe-Cr-Co permanent magnets produce good magnetic of25 mm. Chemical composition of the alloys was verified as

properties with the advantage of cold formability.'-i Fe-29.7 wt. % Cr-15.0 wt. % Co-3.05 wt. % Mo-O.053

Fe.Cr-Co alloys can provide expanded applicationsfor high- wt. % Mn-0.0660 wt. % S-0.0747 wt. % O-0.0119 wt. % N-

performance small magnet circuits, which are difficult to 0.0145 wt. % C. The ingots were hot-forged to a bar of ap-

make with Alnico and ferrite magnets.' 7  proximately 18 x 18 min cross section. The bars were solu-

The magnetic hardening of this alloy is performed by tion-treated at 1300 C for 30 min and then hot-rolled to

the heat-treating within the miscibility gap after the solution strips in thickness of 2 mn at 1200 *C. In order to prevent

treatment, producing modulated structures consisting of the precipitation of brittle a phase, the strips were reheated

two phases: an FeCo-rich phase (a,) and a Cr-rich phase to 1200 C after every pass. The hot-rolled strips were cold-

(a2 ).'2-14 It is noted that the addition of Mo to this alloy worked to strips of0.4mm in thickness in two steps, after the

increases the coercive force because of the enhancement of heat-treatment at 1250 -C for 10 min. The specimens were

the anisotropic decomposition along the (100) direc- cut along the rolling direction (RD) and transverse direc-

tions.' Good magnetic properties can be expected utilizing tion (TD), respectively, from the final cold-rolled strips.

the anisotropic decomposition to more efficiently elongate
and align the a, phase along the applied field direction in
(100) texture samples. This was done with a Fe-24%Cr- Melting and Casting 2Sm*

15%Co-3%Mo alloy in developing the (100) columnar I H , slamm

structure" or with a (100) ridge single-crystal Fe-22%Cr- F

18.5%Co-3%Mo alloy.3," But it needs a large outlay to pro- "aHt ROlling 2mm in thickness

duce a columnar structure or a single crystal. Cold Ro4lling s6mm in thicines
It is known that the (110) [001] texture is well devel- iI00GC 10min W.G

oped in silicon steels.
6 The (110)[001] texture in silicon Annealing (WQ:Waltr-quenching)

steels is formed as follows: a properly prepared cold-rolled Col Rolling 0.4mm in thickness

strip is annealed at about 800 *C, and primary recrystalliza- A
tion occurs. As the temperature is raised, some grains grow Prim

a
ty Rqcrystallzole IAC. AIr -ooling)

at the expense of the many grains by secondary recrystalliza- a
tion. 

7 
The strong texture is developed by this secondary re- Anneallng far Secoary Recrystaullxatlon

crystallization." 
( 1 e c I ) o "P )

Since Fe-Cr-Co alloys have good ductilities, it can be 1 3) 4)

expected to form a favorable texture by the same method.
The purpose of this work is to find a possible annealing meth-
od to cause secondary recrystallization which gives the fa- a+y a, a. 4* .a
vorable texture including (100) axes.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 1a'C , o 1 11170T

The experimental procedure is shown in Fig. 1. The M ., A 0 t .

nominal composition of the studied alloys was Fe-30 wt. % [ ct-tr tt for et n

Cr-15 wt. % Co-3 wt. % Mo-0.l wt. % Mn-0.05 wt. % S.
The alloys were induction-melted in Ar atmosphere and cast FIG. I. The alloy preparations.
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After the final cold-rolling, the alloys were annealed at F..tSC. MOlM,_s

1000 C for iC 0in for primary recrystallization. ()T (lis Method

It is reported that the phase transformation among three )ft
different a + y + o,, a + y, and a phase regions, is utilized

for secondary recrystallization in the preparation of
Fe-Cr-Co single crystals. " ° In order to find the possible an-
nealing method which easily causes secondary recrystalliza- a .
tion and gives favorable texture, five different annealing
methods shown in Fig. I were adopted in this investigation. - W The (d Mi

The alloys were heat-treated for magnetic hardening .X g

after the five different annealing methods. The heat treat- t
ment is as follows: After the solution treatment at 1200 "C
for I h, the alloys were aged at 635 °C for 20 min (TMT-l)
and were aged at 615 "C for 4 h (TMT-2) in a magnetic field
of 160 kAm -' (2 kOe). The alloys were then held at 610 °C -
for 2 h, followed by the controlled cooling at a rate of 4 C/h The (sth Method

and held at 500 C for 10 h. Details are described else- o ,.o

where.'9

The magnetic properties were measured with automatic

fluxmeter. Textures were determined by x-ray diffractions

and the shape of etching pits.'
10 30 50 70 90

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 20 (deg) )

Figure 2 shows the magnetic properties of Fe-30%Cr-15%Co-3%Mo-0.Mn-0.0SS alloys versus the five an- FIG. 3. The x-ray diffractions of the alloys after the (a) first, the (b) third,
and the (c) fifth annealing methods.

nealing methods. The magnetic properties of TD alloys in-
crease with changing the annealing methods from the firstto
the fifth method. As a result, the difference of magnetic
properties between TD and RD alloys increases. The best
magnetic properties of this compositional alloys are ,H,
=82 kA m-n (l025 Oe), and (BH). =56 kJ m- 3 (7.0 a b

MGOe), obtained by the fifth method with TD alloys.
Figure 3 shows x-ray diffractions of the alloys after the " .

first, the third and the fifth annealing methods. The (200},
{21 11, and {222} diffractions can be seen in the alloys after - - 2
the first and the third methods. In the alloys after the fifth

F*-30C"-15Co-3Mo-0.1Mn -0.0SS '

7

1.0 -10

so TD6

~~ 50011mf~l ILIII a.:

, 0.5 1o, 0.
1.2- 12

so -

(l ) (2) (3) (4) (6)

Anealing Methods FIG. 4 The optical microstructures and the etching pits taken from the
FIG. 2. The magnetic properties ofFe-30% Cr.13% Co-3% Mo-0.1% Mn- alloys annealed by the [(a) and (c) I first and the I (b) and (d) I fifth an-
0.05% S alloy vs the five different annealing methods. nealing method.
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(SHln.a/IJ,3' those of RD alloy and Alnico 6. Although the coercivity of
60 so '40 30 TD, alloy is lower than that of Alnico 8, the alloy has good

F#_30Cr-l5Co_3&40-oInf-0.0Ss 1-2 formability.
T..Alo . In regard tothe present processing, the process takes

0-3MO-0short time to produce the favorable texture than that used in
6..Aly.00silicon steels. It can be considered that this process is useful

for the mass-production of Fe-Cr-Co with high-energy prod-
0.6 ucts comparable to Ainico 8.
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The effect of Ga substitution on the magnetic properties of Nd 2Fe14B,
Pr2Fel 4B, and PrCo 5

A. T. Pedziwiatr,a) S. G. Sankar, and W. E. Wallact
Mellon Institute and Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science Department, Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

R2Fe,4  Ga. B (R = Pr and Nd) and PrCos _Ga alloys were synthesized and examined
by powder x-ray diffraction at room temperature and by magnetometry in the temperature
range 4.2-1100 K. Lattice parameters, Curie temperature, spin-reorientation temperatures,

anisotropy fields, and saturation magnetizations were determined. Phase analysis revealed that
single-phase materials exist only for x< I in the case of 2:14:1 alloys and for x<2 for 1:5 alloys.
An increase in lattice parameters is observed upon Ga substitution in all cases. About 20 K
increase in the Curie temperature is observed for 2:14:1 alloys, whereas there is a dramatic
decrease in 1:5 alloys. Saturation magnetization values decrease upon Ga substitution. The
anisotropy field is slightly enhanced by Ga addition in the Nd2Fe, 4 - ,Ga B system. Spin-
reorientation phenomena in Nd2 Fe14 - . Ga, B and PrCo, - Ga are strongly affected by Ga
addition. The observed behavior is discussed in terms of preferential substitution of Ga atoms
into the Nd2Fe1 4B-type crystal structure and random substitution into the CaCus-type crystal
structure.

INTRODUCTION tometer and CrKa radiation. Aligned (in a 20-kOe field)

The rare-earth-3d metal compounds which are used for powders of selected samples were also studied by x-ray dil -

permanent magnet applications are those belonging to the fraction in order to draw conclusions as to their anisotropy.

1:5 and 2:17 compositions, based on Co, and the 2:14:1 con- Lattice parameter refinement was conducted by a computer

position, based on Fe. Numerous attempts have been made procedure based on Cohen's method. TMA was performed

recently to improve the overall properties of these materials by recording magnetization versus temperature, M vs T,

by substituting various elements in place of rare earth or 3d curves at low external magnetic field in the temperature

metal. '- 3 Some substituents give rise to small improvements range 295-1100 K, with the use of a Faraday-type magnetic

in certain properties but usually there is a tradeoff, i.e., an balance. The Curie temperatures T, were also determined

improvement in one property but loss in another, from these measurements. The magnetic measurements at

Recent studies revealed that gallium markedly increases 295 and 77 K were made on a PAR vibrating sample magne-

the stability of the 1:5 phase. 14.1 It was also found that gal- tometer in external fields up to 20 kOe. For low-temperature

lium addition improves coercivity in Nd-Fe-Co-B sintered measurements (4.2-295 K), a Faraday-type magnetic bal-

magnets.16 The goal of the present work was to determine ance was employed. The saturation magnetizations M, were

the effect of Ga substitution on intrinsic magnetic properties obtained from magnetic isotherms using Honda plots. The

of Nd2 Fe14B, Pr2 Fe 4 B, and PrCos, all of which are used to anisotropy fields HA were obtained at 295 and 77 K for

fabricate permanent magnets. Our attention focused also on powders ( < 37 tim) aligned in wax by measuring the M-vs-

the effect of Ga on spin-reorientation phenomena which oc- H curves in the easy and hard directions. HA was taken as

cur in Nd2Fe14B and PrCos the extrapolated intersection of these curves. The
Nd 2 Fe14 -. Ga. B and PrCo, - .Ga. materials were studied

EXPERIMENT for spin-reorientation appearance in the temperature region
4.2-295 K by recording M-vs-T curves at low external field

Samples were prepared from 99.9% (or better) purity for rough chunks of the samples. The spin-reorientation
starting elements which were alloyed by means of induction temperatures TsR were determined from these measure-
heating in a purified argon atmosphere. Ai-cast ingots were ments.
wrapped in Ta foil, sealed into quartz tubes filled with argon,
and heat treated. R2 Fe 4 _,GaB alloys were annealed at RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
900 "C for two weeks and then rapidly cooled. PrCo, - . Ga,
alloys were annealed for 2 h at 1050 "C and quenched in R2 Fe,4 - Ga.B compounds were prepared for R = Pr

water. X-ray difiraction, thermomagnetic analysis (TMA), and Nd with x = 0.0, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0. X-ray and TMA

and metallographical microscopy were employed to analyze analyses showed, however, that single-phase compounds,

the materials for single-phase character. X-ray diffraction crystallizing in the tetragonal Nd2Fe, 4 B-type'7 crystal

analysis was performed at room temperature on randomly structure, form only for x = 0 and 1.0. PrCo, - ,Ga, com-

oriented powdered samples with the use of a Rigaku difitac- pounds were prepared for x = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and
3.0. Single-phase compounds, crystallizing in the hexagonal

"On leave from Institute of Physics, Jasiellonian University, 300 59 Cra- CaCus -type crystal structure, form in this system only for
cow, Poland. x<2.0. The lattice parameters increase upon gallium substi-
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TABLE I. Crystallographic and magneticdatsobtainedfor2RFe_ Ga B and PrCo, Ga, systems.

M. Q(,/f.u.) HRa(kOe)
a c 7; r-

Composition (A) (A) (K) (K) 295 K 77 K 4.2 K 295 K 77 K

R =Pr
X=0 8.814 12.253 566 31.0 34.8 36.3 so 170
x= !8.813 12.265 586 27.5 30.1 32.8 78 120

R = Nd
x=0 8.792 12.201 589 134 32.2 36.4 38.2 71 cone
z =I 8.789 12.272 603 110 29.2 32.1 33.0 83 cone

PrCos,-Ga,
x=0 5.020 3.970 894 100 9.3 10.4 10.7 145 cone
x = 0.5 5.038 4.004 703 149 6.8 8.3 8.3 100 cone
x = 1.0 5.066 4.011 466 214 4.2 6.1 6.2 30 cone
x= 1.5 5.115 4.040 210 "- 3.6 4.2 ......

x=2.0 5.A70 4.049 60 ... ... 2.0 ... ...

'Sonie of the H. values ae too high to be accurately measured with our present technique; therefore, they should be trea ed as approximate values.

tution for all single-phase materials (see Table I; Fig. 1 ). 5.20 -
For R 2FeI4 ,GaB systems (R=Pr,Nd) there is a PTCos-xGOx

small increase in the r. observed (Table I) when Ga substi- 5.10

tutes for Fe. Superficially it may seem surprising that the
replacement ofa magnetic atom with a nonmagnetic one can FIG. 1. Composition de-
cause an increase in T.. However, we observed the same
effect for Si substitution in R2, Fe,4 _-Si B systems 4.1eters for PrCo c Gar

(R = PrNd,Er,Y) which we explained in detail by assum- 2 [
ing a preferential substitution of Si into the Fe sites involved 4.00 (c)

in antiferromagnetic interactions..2.. By reducing a fraction

of the negative exchange interactions, the overall exchange 3.90

becomes stronger, thus enhancing the T. The average T, a

increase in the R2 Fet 4 _-Si B systems was - 17 K per one
substituted atom, which is almost the same as in the case of 1000

Ga substitution. Therefore, we assume that the same mode PrCo5 .5 Go5
of preferential substitution may take place in the cases of Ga 800
and Si additions. Neutron and Mossbauer studies on
Nd2 Fe 4 - Co, B revealed indeed a preferential substitution - 600

of Co in place of Fe. -
2
' X FIG. 2. Composition de-

In the PrCos _Ga. system, the T, sharply decreases 400 - pendence of the Curie tees-

with composition (see Table 1; Fig. 2). Since the Co-Co in- perature for PrCo, .Ga,

teractions determine the value of T, in this system, we as- 200
sume that the decrease of T, is due to dilution of the Co
sublattice. It is most probable that Ga substitutes for Co in a
random way in PrCo 5 -,Ga,. 0 I 2

A sharp decrease in saturation magnetization is ob- x

served with Ga substitution for both 2:14:1 alloys as well as
for 1:5 alloys (see Table I; Fig. 3). The reduction of the 1 PrCOs..-Ga,
magnetic moment is most probably due to the dilution of the T 4. K

3d metal sublattices with nonmagnetic gallium. o0o
The anisotropy field is enhanced by Ga addition in -

Nd2 Fe4_ GaB, but it decreases in Pr2 Fe, 4 - ,Ga, B (Ta- a o
ble 1). Such a different behavior may be connected with the 1. FIG. 3. Magnetic iso-

fact that in Nd2 Fet4 B there is a cone-to-axis spin reorienta- 6 6 therms for PrCo, -Ga,.

tion at - 135 K, whereas Pr2 Fe,4 B remains axial down to
4.2 K. Addition of Ga decreases the spin-reorientation tem- 4 1.5

perature in Nd2 Fe , Ga, B and increases 7T, (see Table I);
therefore, the temperature range of axial anisotropy be- 2- 2.0

comes wider, which is the result of enhanced axial anisotro-
py. In Pr 2Fe,4 _...GaB the anisotropy field decreases, espe- 0  4 12 16 20
cially at 77 K. Apparently the dilution of the Fe sublattice H (kOe)
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Analysis of high-field magnetization measurements on R2Fe 14B single
crystals (R= Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm)
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Laboratoire Louis N&el C.N.R.S, B.P. 166X,38042 Grenoble, France

J. M. Cadogan, J. M. D. Coey, and J. P. Gavigan
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0. Yamada and H. Maruyama
Department of Physics, Okayama University, 3-1-1 Tsushima Naka, Okayama 700, Japan

M. Sagawa and S. Hirosawa
Sumitomo Special Metals Ca Ltd. Egawa, Shimamato-cho, Mishima-gun. Osaka 618 Japan

Single crystals of the compounds R2Fe 4B some 1-4 mm in size have been grown for a study of
the anisotropy of the magnetization curves. These curves for crystals with R = Th, Dy, Ho, Er,
and Tm were measured at the Service National des Champs Intenses, Grenoble, between 4.2
and 275 K, with fields of 0-18 T being applied along the [ 100], [ 110], and [001 ] directions.
Magnetization curves for all five compounds are analyzed in terms of the exchange and crystal
field interactions (including terms up to sixth order, which may differ at 4fand 4g sites)
following the analysis previously developed for Nd2Fe 4B. Molecular field coefficients
representing the exchange interactions between R and Fe spins decrease from light to heavy R
compounds as previously deduced from analysis of Curie temperatures. The CEF parameters
are approximately the same across the series. In particular, the A20 terms are constant to
within 10%.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The complicated interplay of exchange and crystal field Single crystals of R2Fe,4B (R = Th, Dy, Ho, Er, and
(CEF) interactions in the R2Fe,4B series of compounds Tm) were prepared both by the Czochralski and floating-
(R = rare earth) gives rise to interesting magnetic behavior, zone melting techniques. Magnetization curves along the
as evidenced by numerous single-crystal studies. For in- three principal directions [001], [100], and [110] were
stance, a field-induced, first-order magnetization process measured over the temperature range 4.2-275 K in applied
(type 1 FOMP') has been observed in Nd2Fe14B with B magnetic fields up to 18 T at the Service National des
applied parallel to the [100] direction.2 Recently, type 2 Champs Intenses in Grenoble. These data were analyzed ac-
FOMP's have been observed in Pr2Fe, 4B (Ref. 3) for B cording to the method previously outlined. ' " This analysis
applied parallel to both [ 100] and [ 110]. In Nd2Fe, 4B (Ref. takes into account the different CEF's at the R fand g sites
4) and Ho2Fe 4B (Ref. 5) low-temperature spin tiltingaway (site notation as in Ref. 12).
from the easy c axis is known to occur. Plane-to-axis spin
reorientations have been found in Er2Fe, 4B,6 Tm2Fe,4B,0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
and Yb 2Fe,4B (Ref. 7) (polycrystalline). In Fig. I we show the experimental and calculated tem-

The key to understanding the complex magnetic behav- perature variation of the spontaneous magnetization
ior of the R2F.:,4B series lies in a quantitative analysis of the
exchange and CEF interactions. In two previous papers,"
we presented a molecular field analysis of R-Fe exchange in M(TI-R2Fe18
R2Fe14B with which we deduced values of the molecular 2 14  Tm
field coefficients n,-,, from measured Curie temperatures.
In particular, a substantial enhancement of R-Fe exchange 20 Er
for light R relative to heavy R was reported. From a recent
detailed analysis of single-crystal high-fie!d magnetization M Hocurves of Nd2Fe,4B, o both CEF and exchange parameters (PB/FU) Tb
were deduced which gave a very good description of the
complex magnetic behavior of this compound. 10

The purpose of this present paper is to extend the quan-
titative analysis of single-crystal, high-field magnetization 0 1 T 200
curves to R2Fe,4 B compounds with R = Th, Dy, Ho, Er, 100 T(K) 200
and Tm. The systematic variation of exchange and CEF in- FIG. 1. Experimental (0) and calculated (fil lines) thermal variations of
teractions in the R2Fe,4B series is deduced, the spontaneous magnetization in R2Fe,46.
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TABLE 1. Crystalline electric field parameters (A..) and molecular field coefficients in R2Fe, 4B (R Th, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tin). (N.B. Rare-earth site

notationfand gasin Ref. 12).

IV Dy Ho Er Tm

A_(Ka') f g f s f g f 9 f g

Ao 303.7 308.2 291.6 295.9 297.6 302.0 291.5 295.8 258.1 261.9
A ;2 - 200.4 604.9 - 192.4 580.7 - 196.4 592.8 -221.6 688.9 - 204.5 617.0
A - 14.5 - 12.7 - 13.9 - 12.2 - 8.7 - 7.6 - 16.0 - 14.0 - 12.3 - 10.8
A , 43.4 - 40.6 41.7 -39.0 26.0 -24.4 36.7 -38.6 34.7 -32.5
A. -2.2 -2.2 - 1.3 - 1.3 - 1.3 - 1.3 - 1.2 - 1.2 - 1.75 - 1.7
A -33.2 -12.6 -19.9 -7.6 -18.9 -7.2 -5.7 -2.6 -26.5 -10.1

n.. 01.) 158 162 136 137 135

'Note that the CEF parameters listed for Th are the same as those we reported for the Nd compound in Ref. 10.

[M(T) J for each of the compounds studies. These varia- curves also reveal negligible in-plane anisotropy. The CEF
tions are essentially determined by the strength of the R-Fe and exchange parameters presented in Table I for these two
exchange. Excellent agreement between experiment and the- compounds reproduce these magnetization curves thus ac-
ory is found, the calculations yielding values of the R-Fe counting for both the small in-plane anisotropy and the large
molecular field coefficients nR-F, (in units of jtto) listed in axial anisotropy and its temperature dependence. Specifical-
Table I. The values of nR.F. for the five compounds are ap- ly the lack of in-plane anisotropy here is due to theA L terms
proximately half the value Of nRF. deduced in a similar man- being almost equal in magnitude but opposite in sign at thef
ner for the Nd2Fe, 4B (Ref. 10) compound ( = 307/&). This and g sites.
variation of nRF. through the R.Fe, 4B series is in excellent Fitted magnetization curves for Ho2Fe, 4B at 4.2 K are
agreement with that deduced from T, values using a simple shown in Fig. 3. The measurements reveal that above 57 K
molecular field analysis.s this compound has easy [ 00 1 ] axis anisotropy but below this

Measured and calculated curves of Th 2Fe 4B and temperature the net magnetization is tilted away from [0011
Dy2 Fe,B at 4.2 K are presented in Fig. 2. For the two corre- the tilt angle 9c reaching 2Y at 4.2 K, in agreement with Ref.
sponding R ions the Stevens aj coefficient is large and nega- 5. This tilting, as in Nd2Fel 4B, is due mainly to competition
tive. Both compounds are characterized by very strong axial between the second- and fourth-order CEF interactions on
anisotropy leading to an easy [0011 direction over the entire the Ho3  ion.3 The parameters presented in Table I repro-
magnetically ordered temperature range. The measured duce very well this spin tilt transition ( Tsa = 58 K) togeth-

er with the temperature dependence of the canting angle
[(0,% (4.2 K) =23")]. A further similarity to the

ThFe, B  
Nd2Fe 4B compound is the presence of significant in-plane

15- 2anisotropy between [ 100] and [ 110], the latter being easier.
T-4-2K In Fig. 4 we show the fitted magnetization curves of

[00 Er 2Fe 4B and Tm2Fe 4B at 4.2 K. The Stevens aj coeffi-

1Mr cients of the Er and Tm ions are positive and the net magneti-
M

1,J1B/Ft

D 1 ] 15 Ho2Fe 4B

,,- QlF El 105

5- clog110]1

0 5 B()10 15 20 WT 1I1 2

FIG. 2. Experimnental tO) saidcalculated (full linea) singlecrystal magnet- FIG. 3. Experimental (*) and calculated ill lines) single-crystal magnet-
ization curves at T= 4.2 K for Tb.Fe,2B and DyFe, 4 B iation curves at 4.2 K for HoFeB.
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Er2Fe148 ly observed easy-plane and in-plane anisotropies as can be
15 10 seen in Fig. 4. Our calculations in zero field at low tempera-

10 * tures indicate a canted basal-plane magnetic structure in
Elio] both compounds with canting angles I"( Er) = 7*

10 I4'9(Er) I = 13.7%, [~f(Tm) I = 17.4%, and loft(Tm) I = 28.8',
(t/M T41 with respect to [ 100].

WS/FU) 7T -2 KIn conclusion, our analysis of the magnetization curves
5- 001of several R2Fe1 4B compounds (R = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and

Tm) from T = 4.2 K to room temperature has yielded as set
of CEF parameters (A0 ,,,) and molecular field coefficients

I I nR.F, for each R which reproduce the observed magnetic
20- Tm2 Fe42 behavior. All these parameters are presented in Table I in-

11001 luding CEF parameters for both the f and g sites. i 2 It is"00 2117remarkable that the parameters obtained have similar values

M iq for all compounds. In particular, the second-order CEF pa-
((J0 /FU rameters are constant to within 10%.

10t T=4.2<

Iq 'G. Asti and F. Bolzoni, J. Magn. Mags. Mater. 20, 29 (1980).
5- t04 I L. Pared,. F. Bozoni. and 0. More. Phys. Rev. 8 32, 7604 (1985).

I 'H. Hiroyoshi, H. Kato, M. Yamsada, N. Saito, Y. Nagawa. S. Hirosawa,
I and M. Sagawa, Solid State Commun. 62 475 (1987).

1 4 JD. Givord. H. S. Li, and R. Perrer de la Bitbie, Solid State Comnmun. 51,
0 5 B(T) 10 15 20 857 (1984).

'H. Yamauchi. M. Yamnada. Y. Yamaguchi, H. Yamamoto, S. Hirosawa,
FIG. 4. Experimental (40) andcalculated (fulllines) single-crystal magnet- and M. Sagawa, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 54-57, 575 (1986).
ization curves at 4.2 K for Er,,Fe,4B and Tns,Fe,,B. 'S. Hirosawa and M. Sagawa, Solid State Conmmon. 54, 335 (1985).

'P. Burlet, J. M. D. Coey, J. P. Gavigan, D. Givord, and C. Meyer, Solid
State Conitun. 60, 723 (1986).

zation at low temperatures lies along [100]1 in both corn- 8E. Belorizky, M. A. Fremy, J. P. Gavigan, D. Givord, and H. S. Li. J.
pounds. As the temperature is increased, spin reorientations Appi. Phys. 61, 3971 (1987).

'J. M. Cadogan, J. M. D. Coey, J. P. Gavigan, D. Givord, and HI. S. Li, J.
occur at the point where the Fe anisotropy, which favors Appl. Phys. 61, 3974 (1987).
[0011 ]becomes dominant. We have calculated the spin reor- "J. M. Cadogan, J. P. Gavigan, D. Givord. and H. S. Li J. Phys. F. (to be
ientations in these compounds to be T,,, (Er) =324 K and published).
TsR (Tm) = 313 K, which are in excellent agreement with "J P. Gavigan, D. Givord, H. S. Li, 0. Yamada, H8. Maruyama, M.

Sagawa, and S. Hirosawa, J. Magn. Maga. Mater. 70,416)(1987).
experiment (325 and 315 K, respectively'). The crystal field '21D. Givord, H. S. Li, and J. M. Moreau, Solid State Commosn. 50, 497
and exchange parameters also account for the experimental- (1984).
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Electronic structure and spin density of Gd2 Fe1 4B
W. Y. Ching and Zong-Quan Gus )

Department of Physics University of Missouri-Kansas City, Kansas City, Missouri 64110

The electronic stricture of Gd 2Fe 4B has been calculated using the spin-polarized
orthogonalized linear combination of atomic orbitals method. The use of the band approach to
study the magnetic properties of the rare-earth iron-boron compounds should be more valid in
the case of Gd2Fe 4B because of the exactly half-filledfshell of the Gd atom, which has a zero
orbital angular momentum. The calculated total spin magnetic moment of 18.41 y. per
formula unit is in good agreement with experiment, and the site-decomposed Fe moments
show that thej 2 site has the highest and the e site has the smallest moment. Other results
presented include total and partial density of states and the spin density distributions on the
basal and [ 110] plane. The positive spin density from the Fe sites shows a network type of
structure parallel to the c axis. These and other results are compared with those calculated for
NdFe,4 B.

I. INTRODUCTION Since the Fe moment usually couples ferrimagnetically with

The high-performance permanent magnetic alloy the moment of heavy rare earths such as Gd, we used the

Nd2Fe 4B and its substitutional derivatives have been the spin-up potential of Fe with the spin-down potential of Gd
center of attention for research in magnetic materials. Var- and vice versa in our spin-polarized calculation for

ious experimental measurements on the properties of Gd2Fe 4B. The energy eigenvalues and eigenvectors were

Nd.Fe 4B and similar substituted alloys have been reported, obtained by diagonalizing the secular equation at the six
We have studied the electronic structure of this class of ma- high symmetry points of the irreducible part of the tetra-

terials by means of first principles spin-polarized calcula- gonal Brillouin zone. The state densities, the charge densi-

tions of band structures."- Recently, we have made a de- ties, and the spin densities of Gd 2Fe 4B were calculated
tailed comparative study of the electronic and magnetic based on the wave functions at these six-high symmetry

structures in Y 2FJ4 B, NdFe,4B, Y 2Co1 4B, and Nd 2Co 4B points.

crystals.
4 

In this paper, we report a similar calculation for
Gd2Fe, 4B crystal. The use of the band approach to study the II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
magnetic properties of the rare-earth iron-boron compounds The calculated total density of state (DOS) for
should be more valid in the case of Gd2Fe 4B than in Gd2Fe 4 B is shown in Fig. 2(a) and the projected partial
Nd 2Fe 4B because of the exactly half-filled f shell of the Gd
atom which has a zero orbital angular momentum. We used
the first-principles orthogonalized linear combination of
atomic orbital (OLCAO) mvthod to calculate the band --

structure of Gd 2Fe 4B. This method is highly effective for _,j
systems with very complex structures. Since this method has (a) -
been discussed in considerable detail in the previous work,

4  
/

and in the references cited therein, we will not repeat it here. -,

The basis and potential functions for each type of atom were
prepared first. For Fe and B we used the same potentials and -' / -_\

wave functions as those employed in the Y2Fe 4B and > -- 1 77]
Nd 2Fe 4B calculations. The basis and the potential for Gd A Lm r A H Kr
were separately prepared such that when they were used in
the band-structure calculation of Gd metal with the same O :
OLCAO method, good results were obtained. The band X . - /
structures of Gd along the symmetry lines of the hcp Bril- ILI - ; -
louin zone for the spin-up and spin-down cases are shown in Z (

Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b), respectively. Thse band structures for
hcp Gd are in good agreement with the self-consistent calcu-
lation of Harmon." Both calculations show that the narrowf
band lies near the bottom of the s-p band in the spin-up case
and slightly above the Fermi level in the spin-down case. -,

A L M r A H X r
'Permanent Address: Institute of Semiconductors, Chinese Academy of FIG. I. Spin-polarized band structure ofhcp Gd calculated by theminimal-

Sciences, Beijing, China. basis OLCAO method. (a) Majority-spin band; (b) minority-spin band.
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1.61, 2.96, 2.60, 3.11, 1.90, 2.15,u, for the e, c,]j,] 2, ki, and
k2 sites, respectively. These numbers are to be compared

DOS (PDOS) for Gd, Fe, and B atoms and their orbital with experimental values of 1.94, 2.34, 2.30, 2.67, 2.25, 2.40
components are shown in Figs. 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d), respec- 11s, respectively, deduced from a combination of Mdssbauer
tively. The Gd and Fe r-'ments are ferrimagnetically or- spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance measure-
dered as observed experimentally. The occupied Gdf level is ments.' The agreement between the theoretical calculation
at - 2.5 eV and the empty forbitals is at about 3.1 eV. In and experimental values is moderate, and is of the same qual-
pure Gd, the same two peaks are at - 5.2 and + 0.7 eVwith ity as in the NdFe, 4B case.4 Nevertheless, our calculation
respect to the Fermi level. Thus the interaction with iron d correctly predicts that the 12 site should have the highest
band has shifted thef levels of Gd upward. The majority Fe moment and the e site should have the smallest. It is highly
3d band has three well-resolved structures at - 0.5, - 1.7, desirable to have neutron scattering data on single-crystal
and - 3.1 eV, respectively, which are to be compared with Gd2 Fe, 4B in order to make a more quantitative comparison
the same three structures in Nd2Fe,4B at - 1.0, - 1.9, and between theory and experiment.
- 3.3 eV, respectively. 4 This indicates the effects of Gd and We used the eigenfunctions at the six high-symmetry k

Nd on the Fe d band are slightly different. The majority Fe points from the band calculation, to evaluate the charge den-
3d band is pushed closer to the Fermi level which accounts sity p (r) +pi (r) and the spin-density pt(r) -p4 (r) on
for a much reduced spin magnetic moment. Our calculated the f t, important crystallographic planes. These are shown
total spin magnetic moment is 18.41 u, per formula unit in Vv 4 for the cases of basal plane z = 0 (right panel) and
(F.U.) which is in very good agreement of the measured the I 1101 plane (left panel). The basal plane contains both
value of 18.02 (11 /F.U.). 6 This corresponds to an average the Gd (g) and Gd (f) sites as well as Fe(c) and B sites. The
Fe moment of 2.30p a . The calculated total magnetic mo- [ 110] plane contains not only the two Gd and one B site, but
ments in Y2Fe, 4B and Nd2 Fe, 4B are 32.50 and 34 .6 3 ,ua/ also Fe(e), Fe( j,), Fe(jQ2 ) sites. The labelling of the differ-
F.U., respectively.4 The site-decomposed PDOS for each Fe ent atomic sites in Fig. 4 is similar to that of Fig. 6 in Ref. 4.
atom is shown in Fig. 3. These spectra are quite similar to The charge density plot of Fig. 4(a) is to be compared with
those in Nd2 Fe,4 B except for the c site and thej, site which the charge density distribution of Nd 2Fe, 4B in the same
show slight deviation. This is because these two sites are plane. Two facts merit some comment: First, the charge den-
more influenced by the nearby rare-earth atoms. From the sity due to thefelectrons in Gd in Gd2 Fe,4 B is much more
site-decomposed PDOS, the spin magnetic moments M, at tightly bonded than thefelectrons in Nd atoms in Nd2Fe,4 B;
each of the Fe sites were obtained. We obtained M, values of second, the charge distribution around the two Gd sites,
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0 (orespectively. Therefore, approximately two electrons per Gd
atom are transferred to the Fe sites. Because of the ferrimag-
netic ordering between Gd and Fe moments in Gd2 Fe1 4B, it
is necessary to present both the positive part and the negative
part of the spin densities on the [ 110] and the basal plane
separately which are shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respec-
tively. The positive spin-density maps are quite similar to

(b) (b) those of Nd2Fe 4B: both show an infinite array of network
,o "\type of structure linking all the Fe sites in the [110] plane.

The negative spin densities are all due to the Gdfelectrons.
The disparity between the Gd(f) and Gd(g) sites is even
more prominent in the spin-density map in the basal plane
shown in Fig. 4(c). From these spin-density maps, it appears
that in Gd2Fe 4B, the Fe moments prefer the e direction

W while the Gd ions may have their moments lie in the basal
plane.
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'0B, " B, _5Fe, and '9Co spin-echo NMR experiments have been performed for naturally
abundant and '°B-enriched Nd2Fe1 4B and Nd2 Fel4 -xCoxB (x<0.7) at 1.3 and 4.2 K for
frequencies from 10 to 300 MHz. The Fe hyperfine field (HF) values in the Nd2Fe, 4B
compound and their assignment to the six iron sites are the following: 302(e) 320(c) 325(k,),
334(j,), 352(k 2), and 378(j 2 ) kOe. The substitution of Co for Fe decreases the HF at the Fe
nuclei atj 2, k2,j,, k , and c sites while no obvious change in the HF at the e site nor at the B
nuclei has been found. The spin-echo amplitude corresponding to the Fe(k 2) site line decreases
with increasing Co content. A complex 59Co spectrum is found in the frequencies between 150
and 260 MHz with a strong peak around 250 MHz. These results confirm that Co atoms have
a strong preference to enter the k 2 site.

I. INTRODUCTION NMR measurements support the idea that the Co has a

In order to understand the details of the magnetic prop- strong selectivity in occupying the k2 site.' Obviously, the
erties of the Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets on an atomic most direct way is to measure the "Co NMR spectrum in the
scale, a large number of hyperfine interaction studies con- Nd2Fe14 - Co. B. In the present work we present the results
centrated on the tetragonal Nd2Fe, 4B compound since the of the Co NMR experiments in the Nd2Fe14 - CoB phase.
discovery of this new permanent magnet.'" Several Mass- These results confirm the preference of Co atoms to enter the
bauer studies were devoted to determining the hyperfine k2 site.
fields (HF) at the six nonequivalent Fe sites ( 4e, 4c, 8j,, II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTS
16k, 16k 2). However, the reported results are quite diver-
gent owing to the difficulty in uniquely assigning the six su- In the present work all samples were prepared by arc
perposed sextet spectra of this phase.' NMR studies on this melting. Two Nd2Fe, 4B samples were made using naturally
compound also have problem due to a very strong 'B spin- abundant and 98% "B-enriched boron, respectively. The
echo which overlapped the "Fe lines between 41 and 46 Co substituted samples were made also using the "B-en-
MHz. This clifficulty was removed by isotopic substitution riched boron. A preliminary NMR investigation of the
of "'B in the starting materials and a clear and reliable NMR Nd2Fe,4 - . Co. B system found that these samples often con-
spectrum has been obtained, which very well shows the six tained some amount of Fe and C precipitates. For instance,
distinct peaks. It was, however, still not easy to assign them the NMR measurements on the Nd 2Fe13 3Co0o7B and
to the six Fe sites by looking at the NMR spectrum alone. In Nd 2Fe,2. 6Co,.4B recorded two strong peaks around 46.7
considering that a substitution of Co for Fe will vary the Fe and 290 MHz. The latter indicates a presence of Co atoms in
HF of these sites and that their changes must follow in a bcc a-Fe.' 4 To avoid the interference of these signals in the
continuous way and correspond with the crystalline envi- NMR spectrun, of the tetragonal phase in low Co content
ronments of the idividual sites, we performed a systematic range, sample Ndj5Fe?6CoB. was used whose main phase,
investigation on the Nd ,Fe7 7 -_CoxB8 alloys." responsible for NMR, is close to Nd 2Fe3.8 Co0o 2 B. These

In addition to helping the assignment, the study of samples were checked by a CuKa, x-ray diffraction using a
Nd2Fe,4 - xCo, B compounds itself is very important as the Norelco diffractometer, and the tetragonal phase was identi-
addition of Co atoms improves the Curie temperature as well fled for all these samples with the measured lattice param-
as, within a certain replacement range, the saturation mag- eters found to be very close to the published values.
netization."' ° It is therefore important to know where the The spin-echo NMR measurements were made at 1.3
Co atoms go. The Mossbauer and neutron experiments give and 4.2 K for frequencies raning from 10 to 300 MHz by
somewhat conflicting conclusions.''". Our previous "Fe employing a variable-frequency spin-echo NMR apparatus.
_ _ _Considering the difference in the relaxation time T2 for the
'Permanent address: Dept. of Physics and Institute of Magnetic Materials, different lines, a correction exp( - t IT2 ) has been taken into
Lanzhou Univ. Gansu, People's Republic of China. account for each NMR peak when plotting the NMR spec-
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tra, where t is the separation between the two pulses. Most that of the 51.0 MHz one for Nd2Fe13.3Coo7 B is smaller
* experiments were carried out in zero magnetic field, while than the intensity ratio of the 48.5-MHz line to that of the
* some measurements were performed in an external magnetic 52.0 MHz one for the Nd 2Fel4 B. A similar study of

field up to 9 kOe. NdSFe7, _ Co. B8 (x< 12) also demonstrates that the more
the Co content, the less intense this peak will be."

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The six Fe NMR peaks (taking the 52.0 and 53.0 MHz
For the Nd 2Fe,4 B compound made by naturally abun- resonances shown in Fig. I (a) as one line as mentioned

dant B powder, a very strong "B spin echo was observed above, and hereafter taking 52.0 MHz as the frequency of
centered at 42.4 MHz at 1.3 K which overlaps the 7Fe reso- this line] shown in Fig. 1(a) must correspond to the six
nance lines between 41 and 46 MHz. For the '0 B-enriched nonequivalent Fe sites. It turns out from these spectra that
Nd2Fe 4B, the spin echo at around 42.4 MHz was almost the HF at the different Fe sites are very different and sensi-
removed. Instead, a strong "B resonance occurs at 14.2 tive to the Co replacement. Up to now there were several
MHz. It was found that the "'B NMR frequency of reports of the assignment ofthese six Fe HF values to the six
Nd2Fe 4 -,CoB does not strongly vary with the substitu- Fe sites. As pointed in Refs. 5 and 8, they are, however,
tion of Co for Fe. A detailed '°B and " B NMR measurement somewhat at variance. The above "B and 51Fe NMR results
on the Nd2Fe 4B and Nd ,Fe7 7  Co.Bg will be published can be used in the assignment.
elsewhere.S' (I) Although the relative intensities of the six Fe lines

In Fig. 1 (a) is shown the zero-field 57Fe NMR spectrum shown in Fig. 1 (a) for the Nd2Fe,4B compound do not ex-
of the "3B-enriched Nd2Fe14 B compound. Since the "B reso- actly follow the site population ratio 1:1:2:2:4:4, rather large
nance frequency is far away from the Fe resonance, the 57Fe differences in intensity between the individual lines were ob-
NMR peaks were very well discerned at 41.5, 44.0, 44.7, served, and this enables us to attribute the two largest peaks,
46.0, 48.5, 52.0, and 53.0 MHz. An external magnetic field centered respectively at 44.7 and 48.5 MHz, to be from k-
Ho of 5 kOe removed the 53.0-MHz lines but other peaks type site Fe atoms, while the two smallest lines, at 41.5 and
remained with very small frequency shifts being accounted 44.0 MHz, are from the Fe atoms at the e or c sites, and those
for by the addition of the external field. This enables us to at 44.7 and 52.0 MHz from the Fe atoms at the two j-type
suggest that the 52.0 and 53.0 MHz resonances come from sites.
the Fe atoms of same site; the 52.0-MHz line originates from (2) In the tetragonal Nd2Fe,4B phase, a boron atom is
the domain wall edge whereas the 53.0-MHz line is from the located at the center of a trigonal prism formed by two
domain wall center. The strongest peak, namely the 48.5- Fe (e) and four Fe(k,) atoms. The fact that the "°B NMR
MHz line, was checked in an external field up to 9 kOe. Only frequency does not obviously change with the Co substitu-
a small decrease of the NMR frequency has been found and tion leads to the conclusion that the Co atoms do not prefer-
can be accounted for by y(1

7Fe)H. This implies that the entially replace the Fe atoms at the e and k, sites.
domain and the domain wall have almost the same HF for (3) The fact that the relative intensity of the 48-MHz
this system; it enables us to compare the present NMR re- echo decreased with the substitution of Co for Fe suggests
suts with the M6ssbauer experiments. that the Co atoms enter preferentially into this site, which

Figure 1(b) gives the NMR spectrum of must be the k2 site as we know that the Co atoms do not
Nd2Fe133 Coo.,B. Again six peaks were observed but located preferentially enter the k, site. Thus, the 44.7-MHz line is
at 41.5, 43.3, 44.0, 45.5, 48.0, and 51.0 MHz, showing that assigned to the k, Fe site.
the NMR frequencies of the corresponding lines decreased
with the Co substitution for all these lines except the 41.5
MHz resonance. The intensity ratio of the 48.0-MHz line to .*

i9. Nd zF114B

I Nd2F,14

~tF b.C N dF,1, ,C, 8

FREQUENCY (lt)

FREQUENCY (111) FIG. 2. "Co spn-echo amplitude divided by Frequency in arbitrary units vs

FIG. 1."Fespin-echoamplitudedividedbyfrequencyin-arbitraryunitsvs frequency in MHz at 4.2 K for (a) Nd2Fe13'Co.B and (b)
frequencyin MHzat 1.3 K for (a) NdPe,.B and (b) Nd2FeC.3C.o.,B. Nd2Fe,jCo,,B.
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(4) The Fe atoms at the 4e, 4c, 8j,, 8j2, 16k1, and 16k2  It is well known that the "'Co NMR frequency is very
sites have, respectively, 0, 4, 3, 2, 3, and 4 Fe(k 2 ) atoms in sensitive to the local atomic environment as the transferred
their nearest-neighbor shell.' 6 

With a substitution of the HF contributes a large amount to the total HF. Since the Co
Fe(k2 ) by Co, the "Fe NMR frequencies corresponding to atom carries a small atomic moment, 1.

4
p (Ref. 17), in

these lines will vary, depending on how many Fe(k 2) atoms comparison with the Fe moment of 2.2 IA in the tetragonal
are replaced by Co, in their nearest-neighbor shell. It was Nd 2Fe 4B phase, the Co(k 2) atom surrounded by one Co
found, by comparing the corresponding NMR peaks atom will have a rather smaller HF than that having no Co
between Nd 2Fel 4B and Nd2Fe13.3Coo.7 B shown in Fig. 2, atom in its nearest-neighbor shell. Thus it is reasonable to
that the Co substitution for Fe produced NMR frequency assume that the 235 MHz resonance is a satellite caused by
shifts of0, 0.7, 0.7, 0,5,0.5, and 1.0 MHz inorder ofincreas- the Co(k 2) having one Co atom as its nearest neighbor. If
ing frequency. Therefore, to assign the 41.5-MHz echo to the one assumes that all Co atoms enter the k 2 site, the probabil-
e site is consistent with the fact that there is no Fe(k 2 ) in the ity for a Co atom in NdFe, 4 .Co.B to have m Co atoms as
nearest neighbor of this site Fe; then the 44.0-MHz echo is its nearest neighbors among n possible k2-site Co atoms is

attributed to originate from the Fe(c) atoms. As mentioned given by
in Ref. 5, the most reliable result obtained so far from Moss- (m) [n!Ir!(n - )!]C'( C)(-
bauer data is that the Fe(j 2 ) atoms have the largest HF
among these six Fe sites. The present NMR results are very where C = (xl 14)/16 is the fractional Co concentration in
consistent with this conclusion in that the 52.0 MHz reso- the k2 site and n = 3 for the k2 site. For x = 0.2, we obtained
nance experienced the largest shift when some amount of the P3(0) = 0.87 and P3( 1) = 0.11, respectively; for x = 0.7,

Fe was replaced by Co since the Fe(J 2 ) has the largest num- they are correspondingly 0.56 and 0.36. These results seem
ber of the Fe(k 2 ) neighbors. The 46.0 MHz resonance is compatible with the experimental spectra shown in Figs.

then assigned to the Fe in thej, site. In the present assign- 2(a) and 2(b). A systematic 
59Co NMR study of this sys-

ment, the NMR frequency of thej, site Fe is higher than that tem, including site assignment of the Co HF, is in progress.

of Fe(k,). This seems reasonable if we consider the follow-
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i Mossbauer study of the permanent-magnet material Nd 2(Fe,_Nlj)14 B

S. Dai,* ) A. H. Morrish, and X. Z. Zhoub)
Department of Physics University of Manitoba, Winnipeg MB R3T2N2, Canada

* B.P. Hu and S. G. Zhang
Institute of Physics, Academica Sinica, Beijin& China

Samples of Nd2(Fel _. Ni. ) 4B, 0<x-0.20, with good phase homogeneity have been made by
heating under vacuum for 300 h. 57Fe Mossbauer parameters have been determined for all six
different iron crystallographic sites at room temperature. The nickel atoms preferentially
substitute for iron atoms on the 16k 2 and 8j2 sites. The nickel atoms seem to alter the hyperfine
parameters of the "7Fe nuclei via localized interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ever since the first reports in 1984,- 3 the alloy A. Nd2Fe 14B
Nd2Fe, 4B has been investigated extensively as a superior, The "Fe Mossbauer spectrum of Nd2Fe,4B is shown at
but relatively inexpensive, permanent-magnet material.
These studies include magnetic measurements,

4 neutron dif- the top of Fig. I as dots. If any difference between the recoil-

fraction, 5 NMR,67 and M6ssbauer spectroscopy.' 2 The
neutron-diffraction spectra, after analysis by the Rietveld
method, 5 show that the structure is tetragonal with iron ions
on six sites, 16k,, 16k 2, 8jj, 8j2, 4e, and 4c, neodymium ions Nd2 Fe 1-xIix 14B
on two sites, 4fand 4g, and boron ions also on 4g. The cardi- -

nal number prefixes indicate the number of each site occu- kJ . .

pied per four formula units. One productive way to explore 1.026 .
the origin of the magnetic properties is to study the influence
of cation substitutions. In this work, samples of

Nd2(Fej -,Ni,) 14B with x = 0.00, 0.05,0.10,0.15, and 0.20 1.014

were made and investigated by Mbssbauer spectroscopy.
First, the hyperfine fields at the 57Fe nuclei on the various
iron sites are identified for the end member, x = 0. Next, the . - ...

location of the nickel ions is inferred from the relative areas 7 7
of the subpatterns. Then the variation of the 57Fe hyperfine .1690

parameters with nickel concentration is deduced for each
site. Finally, the data and some of their implications are dis-
cussed.

I1. EXPERIMENT S 0.660

The elements Nd, Fe, Ni, and B, all 99.9% purity, were
mixed in the desired proportions and melted in a vacuum arc 1.-e05•
furnace with an argon atmosphere. The products were re-
melted 4-5 times in order to obtain a homogeneous alloy.
The ingots were sealed in an evacuated quartz tube, annealed 1 .978

at 1000 °C for 300 h, and then quenched rapidly to room
temperature. X-ray diffraction indicated the samples had
the tetragonal crystal structure with a good phase homo- 1.091

geneity; however, a small amount of a second phase was also
detected.

SIFe MWssbauer spectra were collected with a triangular

drive at room temperature. The data were folded and cali-
brated with an a-Fe spectrum. The spectra were fitted with
six sextet and one doublet subpatterns associated with the VELOCITY (mm s)

tetragonal and impurity phases, respectively.
FIG. I. Room-temperature Mosbauer spectra of Nd2(Fe, _Ni,)14B for

0.0x<0.20. The experimental data are shown as dots; the six-line subpat-
Now at Institute of Physics, Academics Sinica, Beijing, China. terns for "Fe nuclei in the six sites, the doublet for an impurity phase, and

* 
6

IOn leave from Southwest Institute of Applied Magnetics, Mianyang, Si- their sum are drawn as solid curves. In addition, the peak locations for these
chuan, China, seven subpatterns are indicated by the bar for x - 0.00.
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TABLE 1. Room-temperature Massbatter parameters, for sixs iron lattice 025-r -
positions in Nd,Fe. The hyperfine: filW H., quadrupole splitting, 00-(e
e - QV., and ionsa shift. 6, asociated with eachbstere iven. 00Nd (F Ni,), 8

II~ 6 ~010-
site (kOe) (inms') (Mal-' 3 , 0

16k, 288(2) 0.27(5) 0.05(3) E~ 8j,
16k, 2%6 0.13 -0.24 F- 000 sI2
8j, 294 0.24 0.05 ---- 4

j, 343 0.51 0.4 S 005

4* 283 -0.73 - 0.08 E
4c 261 0.07 -0.05 -0

0
____________________LA_____ _ tO,-05

-020

less fraction at each site is neglected, then the area ratios of -025 16k
the six sextets should he equal to the ratio of the numbers of -03
iron atoms on each site. Therefore, the areas of the subpat- 00 05 I 0 1 5 2 0

terns associated with the k1, k2, it, j2, el and c sites were X
constrained to be in the ratios 16:16:8:8:4:4, respectively.
Then a good fit was obtained when the hyperfine fields in FIG. 3. Isomer shifts for the six iron sites ofNd.,F1 ,Ni. ),4Basafuonc-
descending order corresponded to the 812, 16k2, 8],, 16k1, 4e tion of the nickel content.

and 4c sites, respectively. The computer fits are shown as
solid curves in Fig. I and the hyperfine parameters are listed B d(e.l)g
in Table 1. .N2F _N.14

These assignments are in reasonable agreement with The room-temperature Mojssbauer spectra for
those of Pinkerton and Dunham' and of van Noort et aL, " Nd 2 (Fe, - . Ni,, ) 64 (x = 0.05, 0. 10, 0.l15, and 0.20) are also
but disagree with the others.7 " " The] 2 site, which has the shown as dots in Fig. 1. The parameters obtained when x = 0
largest hyperfine field, also has the largest number (12) of were helpful in fitting the subpatterns to the data, since the
iron nearest neighbors. The e and c sites have nine and eight site occupancies of the nickel were unknown area constraints
iron nearest neighbors, respectively; hence their associated could not be applied. The fits obtained are also shown by the
hyperfine fields may be expected to be smaller than that for solid curves in Fig. 1.
the k, site, which has 10 iron nearest neighbors. Finally, the The areas of the six sextets as compared to the total
4e sites have four Fe ions nearly in the same plane, four above absorption area, including the doublet for the impurity
this plane and one below. This large asymmetry may be ex- phase, are plotted in Fig. 2 assa function of nickel concentra-
pected to lead to a large electric-field gradient, and therefore tion. A substantial decrease in area occurs for the subpat-
a large quadrupole splitting, as observed. terns associated with the 16k2 and 812 sites. Since it seems

unlikely that recoilless fraction differences could account for
these decreases, it follows that nickel ions preferentially sub-

-1 stitute for iron ions on the 16k 2 and MJ sites. At the largest x
Nd2 WFe,_. Ni.) 14 B

16 k, Nd We, Ni., B
08 - 2

W0 20 6E 04- 1

02 - - 4c

o: 
8

1,(1 0

___________________4e,4ci 
0

1 0

00 05 10 15 2 0
FIG. 2. Relative areas of the six subpatterns associated with the
Nd2 (Fe, -N~l. phase as a function of the nickel concentration. The X
relative area for the impurity phase is not shown, hut it is included in the
total area. FIG. 4. "Fe quadrupole splitting versus nickel substitution of iron atomss.j 3723 J. APOl. Phys., Vol. 63, No.S. 15 April 1068 Daietofa8. 3723



r i - The changes in the quadrupole shift are relatively small.
40 Nd. (Fe,., Ni', B However, the hyperfine fields decrease at all sites; clearly

when nickel is present the transferred hyperfine field is re-
duced.

320 j2  
IV. CONCLUSIONS

0 Nickel atoms prefer to substitute for iron atoms on the
-300 -16k2 and 8j2 sites of Nd2Fel 4B; this result is quite different

a than that observed for yttrium which substitutes randomly
W for Nd ions on the 4f and 4g sites."3 The variety in thea- - oi

W280 zzI changes of the hyperfine parameters suggests that the nickel
U- 6k2 interactions are localized, that is, confined to nearest neigh.

W hors.
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Neutron determination of the magnetic order and site preference
In Er2(Co.Fel-x)17

R. Kumar and W. B. Yelon
University of Missourn Research Reactor, Columbia Missouri 65211

C. D. Fuerst
Physics Department General Motors Research Laboratories Warren, Michigan 48090

Neutron powder diffraction has been used to characterize the magnetic ordering and
crystallographic behavior of Er2 (Coo.ss Fe. 45 )7 which crystallizes in the hexagonal form
(Th 2Ni,7 ). The fsite, which is the dumbbell site, analogous to the c site in the rhombohedral
2-17 phase (ThZn,7 ) and to the j2 site in the 2-14-1 phase, is characterized by long TM-TM
bonds ( > 2.55 A) and a large number of TM near neighbors, and like its analogues, is strongly
preferred by the Fe. The other three sites are slightly cobalt rich, compensating for the Co
deficiency on f The magnetic structure at 293 and 580 K is axial with erbium moments
antiparallel to the transition-metal moments as expected. At 8.7 K, basal plane components
develop in addition to the axial moments on the erbium sites. Further studies will investigate
the spin reorientation as a function of temperature and composition across the entire
composition diagram.

INTRODUCTION hope to answer some of these questions by looking into site-
Rare-earth transition-metal compounds of the type specific magnetic ordering and crystallographic preferences

Er 2 (Co Fe, ) ,7 crystallize in an hexagonal structure of constituents through a detailed elastic neutron diffraction
(Th 2Ni, 7) having two crystallographically inequivalent experiment on the RE, RE _(TMTM -)7 coin-
rare-earth sites (2b, 2d) and four transition-metal sites pounds. We believe the composition and temperature depen-
(12k, 12j, 6g, 4f). While this and the rhombohedral 2-17 dence can be very accurately characterized by identifying
phase are compositionally equally close to the recently dis- the spin reorientation transition temperature in each case as
covered RE2TM ,B structure, the presence of two rare-earth measured by our neutron experiments. As part of this pro-
sites makes the hexagonal phase most similar to the 2-14-1 gram, we report here the site preferences and moment struc-
phase' and consequently of'great interest. It is possible that ture found in Er2(Cro. 55 Fe0 .45 )17 at two temperatures, 8.7
selective substitution of RE and TM constituents would al- and 293 K.
low the development of new magnetic materials of high in-
trinsic anisotropy, exploiting at the same time the high M,
and high T, found in the RE2TM17 phase. For example, EXPERIMENT
there is a change from axial to basal magnetic structure in The sample of nominal stoichiometry
Y2 (Co.Fe, - .) 17 pseudobinary compounds 2 as a function Er2 (Cro.55 FeO.45 )17 was prepared by arc melting the 99.9%
of Co content which can be related to the intrinsic anisotro- pure constituents in the composition Er2.0 2 Co9.3 Fe76 at
py. Several workers' have attempted to model this by mea- General Motors Research Laboratory, Michigan. The 2-
suring anisotropy constants of various order (mostly K, at. % extra erbium was added to compensate for boil-off due
and/or K2) as a function of temperature and composition in
order to understand how the coercivity can be controlled
through anisotropy change. Unfortunately, their interpreta-
tion is not unambiguous because higher-order contributions 17

to the anisotropy cannot be neglected.4 Moreover, inclusion
of these terms can change the theoretical nature of magnetic ls, T5
ordering.3 A particularly interesting question is posed by
these compounds: Why is the TM sublattice anisotropy in
RE 2TM,4B (Ref. 5) (and we believe in RE 2TM,7 com- j
pounds too) an order of magnitude less than in the RETM5  17s
compounds, although both the RE2TM, 7 and RE2TM, 4B
compounds are only slightly modified stacking sequences of 50

the RETM5 units? Furthermore, why is the first change in 2s LL
the sign of K, at 4% Fe temperature independent and the
second change in sign ofK, occurring at - 55% Fe tempera- 0 o ,o 3o 40 0o 6 To e0 o t0o 1o
ture dependent? There is no unanimity as to the causes of * (dew
the interesting, though complicated, anisotropy behavior FIG. I. Measured and cakulated intensities at T= 293 K for
observed in rare-earth transition-metal compounds. We Erz(Feo,,Cr85,),,.
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TABLE I. Fractional coordinates, occupancies, and moments determined by profile fitting at T= 293 K. Moment per f.u. = 30.29 /,; S= 5.20
= (R,.,/R,,)'. R(expected) = 5.55%; R(nuclear) = 7.20%; R(magnetic) = 7.60%. a = 8.3796 A, c = 8.2502 A, V(cell) = 501.7 A'.

Fractional coordinates Occupancies K,

Crystallographic moments
site x y z Constrained Unconstrained (/s,)

Er 2b 0 0 1/4 2.00 2.00 - 3.44(18)
Er 2d 1/3 2/3 3/4 2.00 2.00 -4.67(15)
Co 12k 0.1656(4) 0.3312(7) -0.1670(4) 7.12(10) 5.84(22) 2.54(8)
Co 12j 0.3292(8) -0.0361(6) 1/4 7.02(10) 5.65(23) 2.20(10)
Co 

6g 1/2 0 0 3.59(10) 3.05(14) 1.79(9)
Co 4f 1/3 2/3 0.1079 0.96(6) 0.52(!0) 2.32(9)

to its higher vapor pressure. This unannealed ingot was Then refinement was carried out on cell constants, half-
crushed and ground in an acetone bath until the powder width parameters (U, V, W only) and counter zero point.
could pass through a 45-/Mm sieve. X-ray diffraction, thermal Once good starting values were obtained for the above eight
analysis and magnetization measurements were used to parameters, the atomic position parameters were varied
identify and characterize the RE2TM 7 hexagonal phase. along with the population factors constrained according to
About 3 g of the powdered sample were encased in a 1/8-in. stoichiometry (55% Co, 45% Fe) used in preparing the
vanadium can and the powder pattern was measured with sample. Finally, the two rare-earth and the four transition-
the Position-Sensitive Neutron Diffractometer at the Uni- metal moments were varied to minimize the R factors. It is to
versity of Missouri Research Reactor.

6 
Data was collected in be noted that only average TM moments were refined for

spans of 20 = 25* for four such intervals with a resolution of each site because Co and Fe moments are very highly corre-
0.1* for approximately 24 h at each temperature. However, a lated. At this stage, the Voigt parameter was introduced into
partial powder diagram was measured at T = 580 K consist- the refinement process to correct the half-widths for parti-
ing of only two arm positions of the detector (5°20<55°). cle-size effects. During the process, the background correc-
The sample was heated to high temperature (580 K) using a tion to the total powder diagram was constantly adjusted to
furnace and a closed-cycle refrigerator was used during low- follow a smooth curve. Our fit indices were further reduced
temperature (T = 8.7 K) data collection, by iterating with several fixed values of the overall tempera-

ture factor (f) by trial and error. As a consistency check,
occupancies were finally refined unconstrained as a result of
which the Co population decreased somewhat toward an

REFINEMENT OF DIFFRACTION DATA (Feos Coo.. ) stoichiometry. Other results remained essen-

The MURR-modified Rietveld computer code was used tially unchanged. The final refined powder diagram at

to find the best fit between the calculated and measured pow- T = 293 K is shown in Fig. I.

der diagram. For Er2 (Cro.5 5 Feo,45 ) 7, this meant an inter-
play of 26-28 fitting parameters. Approximately 210 Bragg RESULTS
reflections were used in the 20 = 10(r range for preparing The refined nuclear positions, site occupancies and site
the powder profile. The refinement strategy consisted ofiter- moments for T = 293 and 8.7 K are given in Tables I and II,
ating the first with overall scale and temperature parameter. respectively. As has been observed in other systems, the Er

TABLE 11. Fractional coordinates, occupancies, and moments determined by profile fitting at T= 8.7 K.

Fractional coordinates Occupancies Moments
Crystallographic

site x y z Constrained Unconstrained K, K,

Er 2b 0 0 1/4 2.00 2.00 -3.43(03) -6.87(13)
Er 2d 1/3 2/3 3/4 2.00 2.00 -4.32(14) -8.67(14)
Co 12k 0.1665(6) 0.3330(11) -0.0177(5) 6.91(14) 6.07(36) 3.55(8)
Co 12j 0.3279(10) -0.0378(7) 1/4 6.71(13) 5.79(36) 3.04(9)
Co 6g 1/2 0 0 3.68(14) 3.29(20) 3.27(11)
Co 4f 1/3 2/3 0.1078(9) 1.39(9) 1.08(14) 2.73(9)

Goodness-of-fit values for canted model Goodness-of-fit values for axial model

S= (R,,/R.,)
2 

= 6.85; R(expected) = 5.20%; S= (R,,/R.,)'= 7.10, R(expected) = 5.10%;
R(nuclear) = 9.00%; R(magnetic) = 7.10%. R(nuclear) = 9.50%; R(magnetic) = 7.39%.
Moment per f.u. = 37.45 #,;
A = 8.3518 A, c = 8.2275 A, V(cefl) = 497 A'.
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site moments are unequal and at T = 8.7 K the Er b site ---
moment is still significantly less than the theoretical effective
moment of a 411,2, ion, 9.58 y, and less than the paranmag-
netic moment of Er metal 9.5, presumably due to the effects looma T.

of local crystal fields. The transition-metal moments are rea-
sonable, although the low-temperature values are slightly
large, a feature often noted in Rietveld refinements. At all
temperatures, the transition moments are axial, but at 8.7 K 4o
there is clear evidence for canting of the Er moments. The 2aoo1

axial components of the Er moments are, as usual, antiparal- o

lel to the transition-metal moments. At room temperature o 1O 20 30 40 no SO 0 ao Po -0o1
there is weak evidence for canting but the change in agree- * (d.0

ment factors for a canted model is very small and not defini-
tive. The structure at high temperature (580 K) is apparent- FIG. 2. Partial neutron powder diagram at T = 580 K

ly unchanged (Fig. 2).
The most notable result of the refinement is the strong

preference of Fe for the f site. This site is analogous to the c The observation of site preference for the transition met-

site in the rhombohedral 2-17 phase and to the j2 site in als and the apparent differences of the two Er sites encour-

Nd2Fel4 B; in each case the site has no rare-earth near neigh- ages thinking about the possibility of more complete substi-

bors, 12 long TM-TM bonds (2.57-2.7 A), and in the two tutions: multiple rare earths and transition metals. Little is

RE2 TM,7 phases a short dumbbell bond (-2.4 A). In all known, however, about the phase stability or the effects on

three cases, a strong Fe preference is observed for this site. magnetic properties and these will be the subject of more
However, in Nd2(Co/Fe) 14B and Nd2 (Co/Fe) P, the Fe detailed investigations in the future.
moment on these sites is large while in the present compound
it is relatively small. This difference is presumably due to the 'J. F. Herbst, J. J. Croat, F. E. Pinkerton, and W. B. Yelon, Phys. Rev. B 29,
cooperation of the Nd and Fe anisotropies in the former two 4176 (984).
compounds compared to the (presumably) antagonistic an- 2R. S. Perkins and H. Nagel, Physica 808, 143 (1975).
isotropy effects in the present compound. This further em- 3D. Melville, W. 1. Khan, and S. Rinaldi, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-12,
phasizes the importance of these sites in the magnetic prop- 1012 (1976).

hK. S. V. L. Narasimhan and W. E. Wallace, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-13.
erties of the respective phases. The slight decrease in overall 1333 (1977).
CO content from nominal seen in tie unconstrained refine- 'D. Givord, H. S. Li, and R. Perrier de la Bathie, Solid State Commun. 51.
ment may be due to segregation in the melt. It was observed 857 (1984).
that the cast ingot consisted of a brittle core and a more C. W. Tompson, D. F. R. Mildner, M. Mehregany, J. Sudol, R. Berliner,

and W. B. Yelon, J. Appl. Crystallog. 17, 385 (1984).
ductile skin. Data will be taken to see if the skin is enriched in 'j. F. Herbst, J. J. Croat, R. W. Lee, and W. B. Yelon, J. Appl. Phys. 53, 250

Co to account for the refined stoichiometry. (1982).
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Sublattice magnetization and spin reorientation In Nd2Fe14B (abstract)a)
K. Muraleedharan, G. Kaindl, G. Wortmann, and B. Perscheid
Freje Universitlit Berlin. D-1000 Berlin 33 West Germany

N.C. Koan
Naval Research Laboratory. Washington. DC 203 75

Considerable efforts have recently been made in understanding the magnetic behavior of the
rare-earth transition-metal compound Nd2Fe1 4 B, which orders ferromagnetically at

T,=600 K and exhibits a spin-reorientation transition at TSR = 135 K. In an effort to obtain
direct information on the spin configuration and magnetic ordering in this technologically
important compound, we have performed a Nd-145 Mossbauer study on a single crystal of
Nd2Fe,,B using the 72.5-keV nuclear gamma resonance of Nd-145. The results clearly show
that the temperature dependence of the Nd-sublattice magnetization is totally different from
thait of the macroscopic magnetization, i.e., dropping off far below T,. The results suggest that
the spin-reorientation transition in Nd2 Fe,4 B is driven by an ordering of the Nd sublattice
below TSR.

*'Supported by the BMF1'. projet No. 05 313AX B2/TP4.
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Random Anisotropy, Random Fields T. R. McGuire, Chairperson

Magnetic-wave-like excitations and cluster modes in randomly disordered
Rb 2MnCr_,Cl4 (invited)

D. Sieger, H. Tietze, and R. Geick
Physikalisches Institut, Am Hubland, 8700 Wirzburg, Federal Republic of Germany

P. Schweiss and G. Heger
INFP, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, 7500 Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

W. Treutmann
Institutfir Mineralogie, Lahnberge, 3550 Marburg, Federal Republic of Germany

The randomly disordered magnetic system Rb2 Mn. Crt , Cl4 with competing exchange
interactions and with competing anisotropies has been studied by means of inelastic neutron
scattering. We have investigated three samples of different concentrations (x = 0.70, 0.25,
0.59) at various temperatures (4.2 K < T< 50 K). In the samples with ferromagnetic order
(x = 0.25) and with antiferromagnetic order (x = 0.70), a well-defined spin-wave branch has
been found coexisting with a number of well-defined dispersionless excitations in the same
frequency range of 0.8 THz< v< 2.5 THz. Of particular interest are the excitations in the
sample with x = 0.59 which shows no long-range order but spin-glass behavior with a freezing
temperature of Tf = II K. For T< T, two-dimensional ferro- ad antiferromagnetic
correlations are observed with the same correlation length = 15 k. The excitation spectrum
of this sample gives evidence for a variety of cluster modes and for two types of spin waves,
namely antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic ones, for wavelengths smaller than the
correlation length. Such an excitation spectrum as that observed for our sample with x = 0.59
has not yet been reported for any other spin glass.

I. INTRODUCTION with a strong uniaxial anisotropy,
9 

on the other hand, spin
Competing interactions are very often the cause for waves have been observed with wavelengths smaller than the

some kind of disorder in solids. In mixed antiferromagnets, correlation length similar to the excitations in other diluted
for example, competing anisotropies lead usually to an inter- magnetic systems. But also long-wavelength spin waves have
mediate or oblique antiferromagnetic phase combined with been found with considerably lower frequency, which are
some disorder phenomena for certain values ofthe composi- explained as being due to the precession of spin clusters
tion of the mixture, in the quasi-two-dimensional systems'

2  
around the easy axis.

K.Co, Fe, - , F4 for 0.2<x<0.3 and in K 2 Mn. Fe, -F 4 for With respect to the excitations in magnetic systems with
0.02<x<0.03. Competing exchange interactions, on the oth- randomness, the conjecture of "fractons" has recently been
er hand, usually destroy a long-range magnetic order, and applied to this problem, especially to diluted ferromagnets"
the system exhibits spin-glass behavior for certain concen- and antiferromagnets." The essential result of these theo-
trations. Disregarding, in our context, conducting materials retical considerations is that the excitations are well-defined
and considering only insulating mixed magnetic systems, ex- spin waves below a certain frequency w, or wave vector q.,
amples of this kind are Eu, Sr, _, S with predominantly Hei- while above these values the spin waves become overdamped
senberg-type interactions

3 
and Fe. Mg, - , C 2 with mainly and are then considered as localized or quasi-localized exci-

Ising-type interactions,
4 

where both are three-dimensional tations. Such a crossover from spin waves to quasi-localized
magnets. Our main concern is the following question: what excitations has been observed'" experimentally in the diluted
are the collective excitations of such systems, especially antiferromagnet Mno.sZno.5 F2.
those with a high degree of disorder, namely, the spin By means of neutron inelastic scattering, we have stud-
glasses. An mixed antiferromagnets, the spectrum of magnet- ied the collective magnetic excitations of the mixed system
ic exci', ins usually shows two spin-wave branches corre- Rb2MnCr, - ,C14 which is a quasi-two-dimensional model
spond more or less to those of the two constituents,*" '  

system with both competing anisotropies and competing ex-
even f.,. mixed antiferromagnets with competing anisotro- change interactions.'

3 
Pure Rb2MnCI4 is an antiferromagnet

pies, "'e.g. K 2Co.Fe, ,F 4. For Heisenberg spin glasses like with the c axis as the easy axis (TN = 54.8 K). Pure
Eu, Sr, __S solid solutions,' neutron inelastic scattering has Rb2CrC14 orders ferromagnetically below Tc = 52.4 K with
revealed some structures but not well-defined spin waves, the preferred spin direction perpendicular to the c axis. Both
For the three-dimensional Ising spin glass Fe 4Mg 6 CI2  types of competing interactions cause the magnetic proper-
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ties of the mixed crystals to depend strongly on the concen- studied here exhibit ferromagnetic order (x = 0.25, Cr-rich
tration parameter x. Over the whole concentration range side; see Fig. 1), antiferromagnetic order (x = 0.70, Mn-
(O<x<l), several antife omagnetic and ferromagnetic rich side; see Fig. 1), and spin-glass behavior (x = 0.59).
phases have been found as,. U as spin-glass behavior

4 
in the For the sample with x = 0.70, first results

3 
yielded one spin-

intermediate range x =0.5 by means of neutron diffraction wave branch coexisting in the same frequency range with a
and by means of magnetic resonance measurements com- number of excitations with practically no dispersion over a
bined with average model calculations. ' wide wave-vector range. This result is in contrast to the re-

The ground state of the system (e.g., magnetic order suits mentioned above for mixed antiferrcmagnets.
5-7 

The
outside the spin-glass range) turns out to be not well defined analysis of the energies of the dispersionless excitations in
for reasons of the competing exchange interactions. For the our data has lead us to the conclusion that they can be identi-
range 0.13<x<0.86, the average model calculations yield fled as Ising cluster modes. Such modes nearly independent
canted spin structures with ferro- and antiferromagnetic ofq have been found before, but without a distinct spin-wave
components. For some concentrations x, this ground state is branch, in diluted systems with mainly Ising interactions, '
shown in Fig. I. For all selected values of x the spins are such as Rb 2Co - Mg F 4. In systems with more Heisen-
confined to the c plane and the arrows in Fig. 1 indicate the berg-like interactions

7 
like Rb2Mn, - Mg F4, a single spin-

orientation of the spins with respect to the crystallographic a wave branch is observed which broadens and shows an Ising
axis. There are four arrows for each concentration in Fig. 1 cluster mode structure towards the edge of the Brillouin
corresponding to the four sublattices within the average zone. By applying an external magnetic field to these diluted
model. The arrows are unit vectors and do not represent the systems, they show random field effects'

8 
and disorder phe-

actual value of the sublattice magnetization for the concen- nomena. The above-mentioned coexistence of wavelike mag-
tration x under consideration. In addition to x = 0.25, 0.59, nons with dispersionless Ising cluster modes is also to be
and 0.70 which are the concentrations of the samples in our considered as a disorder phenomenon caused by the compet-
investigation, the limiting cases x = 0.05 (easy-plane ferro- ing exchange interactions and the resulting frustration ef-
magnet) and x = 0.90 (easy-plane antiferromagnet) are fects. In other words, the wave vector q is not a good quan-
shown. The data in Fig. I may possibly represent the average tum number with respect to the magnetic excitations in our
spin orientation, but there will be a high degree of disorder randomly mixed system. And the question to be answered by

causing deviations from the average, especially for x = 0.59. our study is what is the excitation spectrum of
The spin-glass behavior at this concentration cannot be de- Rb2Mn.Cr, _ Cl. samples with magnetic order and espe-
scribed by the average model, which at present provides the cially that of a sample with spin-glass behavior (x = 0.59).
only information about the ground state. The latter sample represents a close approximation to the

According to the information discussed above and in ideal two-dimensional spin-glass model of the easy-plane
agreement with our own characterisation, the three samples type (X Y-like !), i.e., the spins are confined I o the c plane by

a strong anisotropy field.' 3
'
5 

Our results below will show
that spin waves and other excitations are also found in this

Sublattice 1 Sublattice 2 case.
Mn Cr Mn Cr

II. EXPERIMENT

Three different samples of Rb 2Mn. Cr, -C14 mixed
I |crystals have been grown at Marburg University by the

x=0.2S - Bridgman-Stockbarger method. The final concentrations
have been determined to x = 0.25, 0.59, and 0.70 by lattice

constant refinement. All samples have been characterised
and oriented to the (001)-scattering plane on a four-circle

X= 0.59 neutron diffractometer. Neutron scattering investigations
have been performed on the TASKO and IN8 triple-axis
spectrometers at the LLB in Saclay and the ILL in Grenoble,
respectively, with an integral energy resolution of Av=0.25

X= 0.70 THz and momentum resolution of Aq=_0.02 reduced units.
Some additional data have been obtained with the 4F1 triple-

axis spectrometer viewing the cold source at Saclay. Further
experimental details have been published elsewhere.'

9

X - -90 According to the expected range of excitations, the ener-
gy transfer varied from zero through v = 3.0 THz for the
samples with x = 0.59 and 0.70, and from zero through

FIG. I. Ground-state configuration ofRbMnCr,- ,C1, for various con- v, = 5.5 THz for the one with x = 0.25, respectively. The
centrations x as calculated by means of a four-sublattice virtual crystal or
average model. For the considered concentrations, thespins are confined to momentum transfer Q ranged from (14 ,0) through (J,J,0) in
thecplane and the arrows show theirorientation with respect totheaaxis. units of the chemical Brillouin zone of RbMn. Cr, ,C14
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(see below) with longitudinal polarization of q only. In this 3
region of interest constant-Q scans have been taken predomi- I

nantly and additionally some significant constant-energy
scans at low q.

The different types of magnetic ordering in
RbMn Cr, - CI4 require some remarks on magnetic Bri- S +
Ioui zones. In our results for samples with different magnet- -

ic order, we have chosen the reduced wave vector 4 in a
unique way: starting from 4 =0 at (1,1,0) and ending with
4=0.5 at (1,1,0). This means that spin waves in a ferromag- 'I IT

netic sample range from 4 = 0 to 4 = 0.5 while those in an t +
antiferromagnetic one range from 4 = 0.5 to 4 0.25. The
actual wave-vector tansfer is Q = (I ± 4, ± 4± ,0). For rea-
sons of clarity, all values of Q are indexed in terms of the ,

paramagnetic (chemical) unit cell of the Rb2MnCI4  Cr

(K 2NiF 4 ) structure throughout this paper. The choice of . 0.70
(, 1,0) and (1,1,0) as the centers of the antiferromagnetic 5 K

and the ferromagnetic Brillouin zones, respectively, is close-
ly related to our experimental scattering conditions. It has 0  0.25 0.50

been clarified carefully that in the region of interest all coher- REDUCED Wes vECT0R
ent inelastic scattering intensity at low temperatures is of

FIG. 2. Frequency vs wave vector relation of the magnetic excitations for an
magnetic origin and not obscured by phonon scattering. antiferromagnetic RbMnoCrwC , sample: experimental data () and
Furthermore, incoherent background scattering was deter- their width (F-4). The excitations consist of a spin-wave branch (solid line:
mined seperately and independently from appropriate offset guide to the eye; broken line: spin waves of pure RbMnC,) and of disper-

scans, sionless cluster modes (nearest-neighbor configurations to the right). For
further explanations see text.

Ill. RESULTS

We start presenting the experimental results with those cluster modes extend into the range 0.1 <4<0.25 where the
of the sample Rb2Mno.70 Cro.30C14 which shows antiferro- magnon is not observed. The three cluster modes in Fig. 2
magnetic order below Tv = 40 K. This is the sample which are those with the highest probability of occurrence as
has been studied first. 

3 
The experimental data of the inelas- shown in Ref. 13. Our modified Ising cluster model is based

tic scattering cross section show for a constant-Q scan not on the average model calculations 5 
which are related to

only one peak as for an ordinary magnon but several peaks magnetic resonance experimental data. That means there is
and shoulders extending over a relatively wide frequency no parameter adjustable to the present experimental data.
range (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 13). From the observed intensities, The sample Rb2Mno 21 Cr0 75 C14 shows ferromagnetic
we have subtracted the incoherent background and extract- order below T - 35 K. The excitation spectrum exhibits
ed the frequencies of the various peaks and shoulders and the again wavelike magnon excitations in coexistence with dis-
corresponding widths. The resulting data, i. e., peak frequen- persionless cluster modes as in the antiferromagnetic sam-
cies (full circles) and widths (bars), are shown as a frequen- pie. Inelastic neutron scattering experiments have been per-
cy versus wave vector relation in Fig. 2 using the unified formed on this sample at T= 13 K in Saclay (TASCO) and
wave-vector scale as explained in Sec. I. Vertical bars in Fig. at T = 5 K in grenoble (IN 8). Some typical examples of the
2 refer to constant-Q scans and horizontal bars to constant- intensity observed in constant-Q scans are shown in Fig. 3.
energy scans. These experimental data show a series of As for the antiferromagnetic sample, there are several peaks
points which follow closely the spin-wave branch of pure and shoulders in the intensity curves from which we have
Rb2MnCI4, except for the edge of the Brillouin zone, and extracted the peak frequencies and the widths which are
which are therefore considered as a magnon branch in the shown versus the wave vector for the magnetic Brillouin
mixed crystal. For 4-< 0.40, we observed three additional zone (0<4<0.5) in Fig. 4. There is also a series of experi-
series of points in Fig. 2 which show practically no disper- mental data points which follows closely the magnon disper-
sion. These dispersionless modes compare well to the excita- sion curve of pure Rb2 CrC 4 , except for 0.4<4<0.5, and
tions observed in the diluted system RbCo.Mg,-SF, which is identified as a magnon branch. It reaches a maxi-
where they have been described as Ising cluster modes.'

6  
mum frequency v_ = 4.8 THz at the ferromagnetic zone

Therefore, we identify such modes as Ising cluster modes. In boLndary (4 = 0.5). At the r point, in-plane anisotropies
Rb2CO, Mgt , ,F 4, it is easy to find Co" ions with 1, 2, 3, or art responsible for an energy gap of approximately Av 0.05
4 Co" + 

neighbors. In Rb2Mn.Cr- ,-C14, the clusters are THz (magnetic resonance experiments'
5

). Inaddition to the
assumed to originate from frustration effects. Our identifica- magnon branch, there are four series of data points in Fig. 4
tion of these excitations as cluster modes is supported by the which show no dispersion and which are again identified as
fact that their energies agree well with those calculated by Ising cluster modes. These cluster modes have been observed
means of a modified Ising cluster model

5
'
3 

(horizontal solid for 0.1 <4<0.5 but were not found for 4<0. I
lines in Fig. 2). It should be noted that the dispersionless The most striking feature in our experimental results is
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i~e between the mixed crystal with x = 0.25 and pure Rb2CrC 4
(see Fig. 4) can be understood as a consequence of spin cant-
ing in the mixed crystal system and is, hence, much more

o,0 pronounced towards the zone boundary. A very similar be-
havior has been observed in the antiferromagnetic sample

2 4 4(see Fig. 2), also explained in terms of the spin canting
3

(see Fig. 1).
SC0 cIn addition to inelastic measurements, the spin-glassoooo ][ '. o. sample Rb Mo5Co4C14 ha s b e e n s tu d ied b y q u as i -e las t ic

neutron scattering (see Fig. 5) which revealed the spin-glass
behavior of this sample below Tf = 11 K. No magnetic4 .. *. .. . ... Bragg scattering at either antiferromagnetic or ferromagne-

- J¢ €tic peak positions has been observed down to ten, ratures of
about 3.3 K. Diffuse magnetic scattering with scans through

F If .the rods (1,l1,') and (,,) give evidence for the existence of
F .two-dimensional ferromagnetic as well as antiferromagnetic

4 t correlations (short-range order). A full account of this in-
.. vestigation will be published elsewhere.2O The inverse corre-

lation length K and the energy width AE derived from the

FIG. 3. Inelastic neutron scattering intensity of constant-Q scans on experio ntal data are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of tem-

RbMnU , CrU,,Cl. vs frequency. The bars at the experimental points de- perature. W'hi. he limits of experimental error, K has the

note the statistical error of the counting rate. The curves are obtained with a same value for antiterromagnetic correlations and ferromag-
fit and the arrows show the obtained peak frequency of the excitation. netic ones. Below 15 K, K remains constant well above the

instrumental resolution, whereas the energy widths of the
two-dimensional rods reach instrumental resolution of

that the wavelike magnon branch has been observed not only Av = 0.03 THz at T = II K. All this is characteristic of
in the frequency range of the four dispersionless cluster spin-glass behavior.
modes, but also above and below that frequency range. The The inelastic scattering results obtained from the spin-
horizontal solid lines in Fig. 4 are again the results ofcalcula- glass sample at T = 5 K show again a detailed structure with
tions by means of the modified Ising cluster model based on peaks and shoulders. Also from these data we have extracted
the average model ground state for x = 0.25 (see Fig. 1). peak frequencies and widths (see Fig. 6) as described in
The observed cluster configurations are those expected in a more detail above. In general, the scattering intensities are
sample with x = 0.25 from the probabilities of their occur- rather weak, the widths (horizontal bar for constant energy
rence. The difference of the frequencies of the spin waves

••0.25 
2

5 ? T 13 K
T. 5 K 0 "+'

o4. al. +

I RESGIJTION:
_ 10 20 ,30 TIK

33 2

+

0.25 0.5O +
RtEoUCEO VAvEvECTOR+

FIG. 4. Frequency vs wave vector relation of the magnetic excitations for a 0 20 rs
ferromagnetic Rb2Mn% 55 Cr. 1 C14 sample: experimental data (e1 and their

.width -fl. The excitations consist of a spin-wave branch (solid line: guide
to the eye; broken line: spin waves of pure RbC rCl,) and of dispersionless FIG. 5. Inverse correlation length x and energy width AE as a function of
cluster modes (nearest-neighbor configurations to the right). For further temperature as obtained from rod scans (I ± qj ± ql) with a triple-axis
explanations see tent. spectrometer for the RbMn, Cro, Cl, spin-glass sample.
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3 •IV. DISCUSSION

5 K sTypical and unique for the collective magnetic excita-VSKJ tions in Rb 2Mn.Cr, - Cl4 mixed crystals is the coexistance
+ of wavelike magnon branches and dispersionless Ising clus-

+ ter modes in the same frequency range. This has been well
S- " "established for an antiferromagnetic, a ferromagnetic, and a

spin-glass sample in our investigation. Of course, spin waves
alone have been observed in every magnetically ordered sys-
tem and dispersionless cluster modes alone in diluted Co

+ + compounds. The coexistence of both types in our sample is
the essential new result.

Though we can imagine that our randomly disordered
++o samples with competing exchange interaction could also be

described in terms of fractal structures, our experimental

results are not in accord with the theoretical predictions for
oc fractons which, admittedly, have been derived for diluted

0 systems. In our ferromagnetic sample, the spin waves were
EDucE0 WVEECTOA 0.50 observed above and below the Ising cluster modes. In our

other samples, spin waves and cluster modes penetrate each
FIG. 6. Frequency vs wave vector relation of the magnetic excitations for a other. On the basis of our experimental results, we find it
Rb Rn Cr..,Cl, spin-glass sample: experimental data (* and &) and difficult to define a critical frequency Co. below which the
their width (-)- The excitations consist of "ferromagnetic" and "antifer- excttnsfare al e an above which the
romagnetic" spin waves (solid and broken lines: guide to the eye) and of excitations are wavelike and above which they are localized
dispersionless cluster modes (nearest-neighbor configurations to the right). or quasi-localized. 2 

But future theoretical considerations
For further explanations see text. adapted to our magnetic mixed system may yield results

which are in accordance with our experimental data.
Very interesting results of our present study are the ex-

perimental data for Rb2 Mno.5,Crn 4t C 4 which is a close ap-
and vertical for constant-Q scan) are larger than for the anti- proximation to a two-dimensional spin-glass model with
ferro- and ferromagnetic sample and the statistics are poorer predominantly XY interactions. This sample exhibits an ex-
here due to the high degree of disorder. The resulting disper- citation spectrum very similar to that of RbMno 70 Cro.3oCl4
sion relations in Fig. 6 (9 for data obtained with the IN 8 in with antiferromagnetic order and that of
Grenoble and A for data obtained with the triple-axis Rb2 Mno 25Cro.75C14 with ferromagnetic order. In no other
spectrometer at the cold source in Saclay) show four disper- spin glass has such a complicated spectrum of excitations
sionless excitations which again are identified as cluster been observed so far, with two types of spin waves and coex-
modes. They gain maximum intensity around reduced wave isting cluster modes. These excitations, however, have most-
vector " = 0.25 but broaden and diminish towards the val- ly been observed for wavelengths shorter than the two-di-
ues - = 0 and " = 0.5. Again, the excitation frequencies of mensional correlation length, measured from either the
the cluster modes (horizontal solid lines) have been calcu- ferromagnetic (" = 0) or the antiferromagnetic r point
lated by means of the modified Ising cluster model. Here, for ( = 0.5). This means that our data in Fig. 6 resemble a
x = 0.59, all possible eight clusters probably contribute to correspondence to the short-wavelength spectrum of
the cluster modes as shown in Fig. 6, but not all with the Feo 4Mg& 6 C12 , an Ising spin glass.9

same probability of occurrence. An unexpected but very pro- Our explanation for the similarity of the excitation spec-
minant result is the observation of wavelike excitations at trum of the spin-glass sample with that of the ordered sam-
energies below and somewhat into the cluster mode regime. ples is that the random disorder is already quite large in the
They lose their intensities at frequencies above 2.2 THz. The latter as a result of the competing exchange interaction
two spin-wave branches, observed for 0< <0.2 and for which cause frustration and similar effects additionally to
0.3< <0.5, are similar to the magnon dispersion curves of the magnetic order. Therefore, it is possibly a small step from
the ferromagnet Rb2 CrCl4 and of the antiferromagnet the other samples to the spin-glass sample. For both cases,
Rb 2MnCl4 and thus are identified as ferromagnetic and anti- the ground state is not well defined and more realistic infor-
ferromagnetic spin waves, respectively. In Fig. 6, the arrows mation about it can only be obtained by a computer simula-
indicate the reduced q values where the wavelength of the tion which will reveal a great amount of randomness in the
excitation is equal to K-'= 15 A. (see Fig. 4) counted from spin orientations not only in the spin-glass sample but also in
both zone centers, namely from = 0 and from = 0.5. the other ones.
Most of our results in Fig. 6 have been obtained between As mentioned in Sec. III, the frequencies of the disper-
these limits. Due to the large widths of the constant-energy sionless modes can be calculated by means of the Ising clus-
scans at low frequencies (see horizontal bars in Fig. 6) we ter model developed by Cowley and Buyers.' It was modi-
cannot claim with sufficient certainty that some excitations fled •-'9 to take into account the ground state as derived from
have also been observed for wavelengths larger than the cor- average model calculations."5 The excitation energies de-
relation length. pendon the typeofcentral ion (Mn

24 
= MorCr = C) of
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Spin-glass transition in the random anisotropy axis model
Amitabha Chakrabarti
School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota Minneapolis, Minnesota 53455
and Department of Physics, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122"

The critical behavior of the Random Anisotropy Axis model (RAM) is studied by the Monte
Carlo simulation method in the limit of infinite anisotropy. Finite size scaling analysis of the
data for equilibrium averages strongly suggests a zero temperature critical point in two
dimensions and a finite temperature phase transition in three dimensions. The values of the
critical exponents in both two and three dimensions indicate that RAM belongs to the same
universality class as that of short-range Ising spin-glass models.

The unusual magnetic behavior of amorphous interme- Ji4 = Jij 1 • (3)
tallic compounds of rare earths has drawn considerable at- In the computer simulation of model (2) 1 considered lattice
tention in recent years.' Recent experiments 2 on these mate- size up to 40' in two dimensions and 123 in three dimensions.
rials indicate a spin-glass-type phase transition, whereas The vectors A, are chosen randomly from a hemisphere at
theoretical arguments concerning such a transition are still each site, since model (2) is invariant under A, - - i,
controversial. Theoretical studies of these systems are most- a, - - a,. I used the standard Metropolis algorithm and
ly confined to the random anisotropy axis model (RAM) used up to 1.2 X 10' Monte Carlo steps/spin to calculate
introduced by Harris, Plischke, and Zuckerman. 3 The Ham- thermodynamic averages of various quantities.
iltonian for this model is given by No ferromagnetism was detected in either two or three

rJ -D (' , dimensions and the magnetization is always zero
S ([0(S 2F)] for all sample sizes in the temperature range

where J is a ferromagnetic exchange interaction between considered. In order to study the presence of spin-glass order
classical m-component spins S, of unit length and the local if it exists, I considered the single-spin autocorrelation func-

axes of uniaxial anisotropy i, are m-component unit vectors tion defined as' 3

randomly distributed over the surface of an rn-dimensional I N

hypersphere. Renormalization-group investigations4 5 of q(t) = N w ((a((t)aj), (4)

RAM indicate that long-range ferromagnetic order is not
possible for d<4. Chen and Lubensky6 used the replica w
method and predicted a spin-glass behavior when ferromag- E(t) =SignN-' a,(O)a(t) , (5)
netism is absent. Very recent calculations of Harris, Ca- g = )
flisch, and Banavar 7 suggest that in the limit of infinite an- Nis the number of spins, ( ) is the thermodynamic (Monte
isotropy, the lower critical dimension is probably 4 and Carlo) average, and ( ), is the configurational average for
ferromagnetic (spin-glass) order is possible at low tempera- different realizations of the interaction. Then the spin-glass-
tures when the coordination number z is Z rn ( S m). order parameter q is given by

Computer simulation techniques are also employed in
the RAM but they could not lead to a definitive conclu- q = limq(t) . (6)
sion" However, recent numerical studies of Bray and I-.

Moore' 2 in the limit of D- so and d = 2 suggest that RAM I also computed the two-spin time correlation function
exhibits a zero temperature phase transition to a nonferro- 2

(t)/ i N

magnetic ground state quite similar to the d = 2 Ising spin- q ( [a, (O)a (0)]
glass model.

In this paper, I report some results of a detailed numeri- x [a, ( t)a 0] (7)
cal study of the thermodynamics of model (1) in both two
and three dimensions with n = 3 and D- so. In the limit of and the probability distribution function for q given by
D_ o each spin is constrained to be parallel or antiparallel I to+,
to its local anisotropy axes. Writing S =Aia, with ar, P(q) = (6[q-q(t)]), (8)

1 ± I, we obtain an effective Hamiltonian as to
where r is the equilibration time and to is - 3r. I also calcu-

H.= - j Ja,r, (2) lated the quantity

where 3 - ((q 4
)av/(q

2
).], (9)

where ( ) represents an average over P(q). This quantity
is expected to have a scaling form'

4 '
5

Present address. p=&[L /(T- T,)]. (10)
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FIG. I. Plot ofp (defined in text) vs temperature Tin units ofJ/ka for
various system sizesin twodimensions. Solid lines here and in other figures FIG. 2. (a) Same as Fig. except that d 3 in this case. (b) Finite size

are guides to the eye. scaling curve forp according to Eq. (10) with V = 1.4 and t T - T.
T .

Thus, if the system exhibits a second-order phase transition
at T= T_, then curves ofp vs T for various system size L shown in Fig. 2(b), whereas systematic departures from

should inters, -t at T, since p will be independent of L at scaling are observed for T < 1.0. To estimate other critical

T = T_. The p-vs-Tcurves in two and three dimensions are exponents I considered the expected finite size scaling form

shown in Figs. I and 2(a), respectively. In two dimensions ofq and q(2) as

the curves do not intersect each other at any point and hence
indicate that no phase transition takes place for 70.5 J /kB.
This leads one to consider the possibility that T. = 0 in two
dimensions. For a zero temperature critical point in two di- 1
mensions s7 = 0 and y = 2v. Then finite-size scaling 6 pre-
dicts that 16

p=A(L 1/0T), (11)
q -- (L I / T ) ,( 12 ) .4 -L Sy bols

and 12 -

(L T ), (13) ' 12

where 
10

q 
2  

c=oq
21 (t- so). (14) .8

Actually p, q, and q21 scale well with T, = 0 and v.-2.5.

This implies that y- 5 in two dimensions. This value of r is 0.6
consistent with those found for 2D short-range Ising spin-glass models' q but is lower than that found by Bray and 04
Moore for both 2D RAM 12 and 2D Ising spin glass.'9

The situation is dramatically different in three dimen- 0.2
sions as depicted in Fig. 2(a). From the high-temperature
phase the p-vs-T curves for different system sizes come to- o )

gether at around T= 1.0, measured in units of Jfk,. This L1/ 2 3

indicates a phase transition at a temperature T, = 1.0 ± 0.1 t

in three dimensions. Thep values for T> 1.0 scale well ac- FG. 3. Finite size scaling plots for q and q2
1 

according to Eqs. (15) and

cording to Eq. (10) with T, = 1.0 and v= 1.4±0.3 as (16) with /v=2.0and /v=0.45.
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Li 'vq AL"It1)(13) 'For review, see K. Moorjan, and J. M. D. Coey. Magnetic Glosses (Elwe

and 'D.qel J.) 16 Sdflmyer and 9 Nafis, Phy;. Rev. Len. 57, 1173 (1986); & Dieny

L 3 - YqVZ) g(L "1I t 1) (6 n .Bb,6Py.Rv et$,16 19)
where t = (T - Te )/IT,. Figure 3 shows that the data of q (1973).
and e'

2
) for T> 1.0 scale nicely according to Eqs. (15) and 'A. Aharony. Phys. Rev. B 12. 1038 (1975).

(16) with y = 2.8 ± 0.4 and =0.6 ± 0.2 and the pre- 'R.A. Pelcovits, E Pytte, andJ. Rudnick, Pbys. Rev. Lett. 40,476 (1978).
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Critical behavior of weakly diluted frustrated antiferromagnets
Julio F. Fernandez
Centro de Flsc IVIC Apartado 21827. Caracas 1020A. Venezuela

We study the effect of small amounts of bond or site dilution on some frustrated
antiferromagnets (AF) in zero external field. We argue that random field (RF) like effects are
generated by any small amounts of dilution in a large class of Ising AFs, and that these effects
(I) are not covered by the criterion of Harris, (2) obliterate AF order in these systems for
d < 2 (and for d = 2 quite likely), and (3) produce a reduced crossover temperature to impure
critical behavior given by the t, - (&)1v* and * =,y (instead of 0 = a prescribed by the
criterion of Harris for random ferromagnets) for all fcc AF and some bcc AF. Our transfer
matrix results for long strips support our arguments.

Disordered magnetic systems with small amounts of un- S = 2N - '(1 ISie 'Qa'2 + jj2SieQR'j1), (2)
correlated nonmagnetic impurities (which excludes random where S, = ± I is the spin on the ith site, and 1 and 12
fields,' but allows site dilution and random spatial variations stand for sums over all i on the first and second sublattice,
of the exchange bonds) are supposed to follow the criterion respectively.
of Harris2: Critical indexes are unaffected by these impun- We perform our calculations on strips of W spins (for
ties if the specific heat critical exponent (a) fulfills a<0. W= 2,4,6, and 8) across by /spins for kB T= 0.2J2, for val-
For a > 0, the reduced crossover temperature into the im- ues of x such that ). W. We deal with essentially infinitely
pure regime fulfills, t., p (6J)t ta t long strips by letting Il . Clearly, then S=2 W4, and since

The purpose of this paper is to point out that there exists c. -J2 Wand eb .- JIx( - x)1I" 2, it follows that
a wide class of frustrated random antiferromagnets
(FREA) which are not covered by the criterion of Harris. S(3(J2/J))2 W 2/Ix(1 -x)I. (3)
Any small amount of impurities obliterates the ordered state The results obtained, averaged over 40 realizations of
for d<2 in these systems; for d = 3, the antiferromagnetic missing bonds in every case, are shown in Fig. 1. There is
order is stable, but we argue that the reduced crossover tem- reasonably good agreement with Eq. (3), which supports
perature fUlfils tr, - (6j)2/6 ) and ' ='Y, where y is the sus- OUT arguments.
ceptibility exponent. Some results obtained by Monte Carlo simulations for

We shall only consider Ising models in this paper, and k5 T = 1.5 J2 (the transition temperature for J2 =J, < 0 is
shall only discuss in any detail an Ising model on a square
lattice with second-nearest-neighbor exchange .12 < 0 and
first-neighbor exchange J, such that 2 J14 < ,21. It is a frus-
trated3 system, since half the J, bonds are broken in the
ground state. For J, = 0, the system breaks up into two non- 0.08
interacting systems on interpenetrating square sublattices. 0.0

Even forl, 0 (but 21 J < 1J21), reversal of all spins on one 0.07 o
sublattice leaves the ground-state energy invariant. Removal
of a J, bond clearly breaks this degeneracy. Removal of a 0.06 + +
horizontal bond picks one ground state whereas removal of a +
vertical bond picks the other ground state. ) 0.5

Now consider random removal of a fraction x of J, N 0 0
bonds. In any region R of linear size I there will be an un- 00.04 0
balanced number 6n = llf lx(I -x)I 12 of vertical and 0.03 0
horizontal bonds, and a corresponding energy bias 0
e. .J-1n. Following Imry and Ma,' consider making a do- 0.02
main by reversing all spins within R on one of the two sublat-
tices. It will cost a wall energy e,. -J2' '. Clearly a do- 0.01
main will be formed if I> , where l

0 0.1 0.2

ford<2andv= 1/(2 - d). Ford= 2, we expect by analo-
gy with the random field ferromagnet g FIG.I. W'/Sisshownvsx(t - x)forkT=0.21JjandJ,=J,<0.0,0,
.explJ,/Jx(I - x) 1. I, and A stand for transfer matrix results for W = 2, 4, 6, and 8, respective-

I t t t a 1  
lY, and represent averages over at least 40 realizations in all cases. x and +

In order to check the validity of our arguments thus far stand for Monte Carlo results for iW = 8 and 12, respectively, averages over
we use the transfer matrix method" to compute for strips, 10 realizations in both cases.
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2.1 1J21) are also shown in Fig. . They correspond to aver-
ages over 10 configurations of missing bonds.

For site dilution, note that one missing spin removes all f oX&

four J, bonds and does not lift the degeneracy. A little

thought shows that pairs of missing spins lift the degeneracy, Q_
and consequently v is twice as large for site dilution as for t _
bond dilution.

Consider now three-dimensional systems. For bcc lat- a

tices, and J2 <0, IJ2 1 > 2 J1/3, there are two interpenetrat- -5

ing simple cubic antiferromagnets. Just as for the two-di- 5
mensional case, half of the J, bonds are broken, and -7

random-field-like effects are generated by random removal
of J, bonds (as well as by site dilution). For d = 3, e, > 'b
for small x, and antiferromagnetic order is indeed stable to -11 -9 -7 -5 -3 -1 I 3

dilution in this case. For IJ 12 < 2JI1/3, there is no frustra- La leap(-4/T)/x(1-x)

tion, no degeneracy, and no special effects occur. I FIG. 2. Data obtained by the transfer matrix methods is shown for S, de-
straightforward to show that random-field-like effects are fined in Fq. (2), appropriately scaled, is shown. X is the fraction unoccu-

generated by dilution in all three types of antiferromagnets pied sites. x, + , A, 0, and 0 stand for x = 0.01, 0.02,0.05, 0.1, and 0.2,

on fcc lattices. respectively.
We now compare the crossover exponents for random

exchange ferromagnets (REF), for which the Harris2 crite-
rion holds, and for the frustrated random exchange antifer-
romagets (FREA) under consideration. For REF the pre-rdmctet bea under considerati For R t pe and 1. These results for narrow strips provide a clear example
dicted2 behavior is t, -(J~x)i/n for a>0 and x.(l.

(Experiments 7 do not, however, seem to follow this predic- of a system not covered by the criterion of Harris. Indeed,

tion.) We expect for FREA, according to the latter criterion, if > t - Sid as T- T,
(clearly fulfilled by our strips) impurities should be irrele-

S- (Jx) t/, Ozy, (4) vant, which is contrary to our results.

where 7, is the susceptibility exponent, on the basis of the Finally, the following idea [related to the unexpectedly
simple minded argument and numerical results that follow, high crossover temperature (re) into the impure behavior 7

Consider a thermal fluctuation at a reduced temperature t in Fel - . Zn, F2, which is of bcc AF type] may be worth
above T¢,of linear size . It costs a free energy - kB T in the looking into. Let the multicritical point (MP) where the
pure system. Randomness sets in if the random energy e. in AFI, AFII, and paramagnetic phases meet be at
thediluted system fulfills~5 > kB T. To get an expression for J2 = JP( Jf 1 =21J, 1/3), and let y = (J 2 - J2P)/]J, 1 .

ER, let the effective number of spins within !r be Now, fory>0 and tryll the MP behavior will dominate.
n=Y,(SoSj). Then E -J,(nx)"

/2 
for x4 1. Now, if Thus, forX"'

4  
y'/0 the crossover into the impure regime

1,(SoSj) - Yabove T,, then setting ER = k8 Tyields Eq. will be dominated by the effect put forth in this paper (not by
(4). the Harris mechanism).

Some support for the above argument is provided by the
calculation we d,-scribe next. Using the transfer matrix tech-
nique, we have calculated S as a function of both T and x for
long (1> ) strips for W= 2. In this one-dimensional-like
system, S-e

4
/T (not t- 

Y ) for the pure case (x = 0) and
T44 (T is in units of 1J2 /k), and Eq. (4) must be modi- 'See for instance, A. Aharony, J. Appl. Phys. S4,27 (1986).
fled to t, - - 4/log x in this case. Finite scaling leads us to 

2M. E. Fisher, Phys. Rev. 176,257 (1968); A. B. Harris, J. Phys. 7, 1671
(1974); D. Andelmun and A. Aharony, Phys. Rev. B 31, 1305 (1985).

expect 1G. Toulouse, Commun. Math. Phys. 2, 115 (1977).
S-e"/f(e -

4
1/x). , Y. Imry and S. K. Ma, Phys. Rev. Lett. 35, 1399 (1975).

) G.Grinstein and S. K. Ma, Phys. Rev. B 28, 2588 (1983); J. Villain. J.
Our numerical results, shown in Fig. 2, agree well with Phys. (Paris) 43, 1551 (1982).

this prediction. Note that fore -4/ x, S-x-'as expected 'J. F. Fernindez, J. Phys. C 13, L555 (1980); J. F. Fernandez, Phys. Rev. B
25,417 (1982).from Eq. (3), while for e x, S- e4 , also as expected. 'See H. Barrett, Phys. Rev. B 34, 3513 (1986) and references therein.

All points shown correspond to 0.3< T< 1.5. RP. Nightingale, J. Appl. Phys. 53, 7927 (1982).
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Transition behavior in Gd-Co based alloys with strong anisotropy
K. M. Lee and M. J. O'Shea
Cardwell HaIL Department of Physics, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

We have studied the effect of random magnetic anisotropy (RMA) on transition behavior in
Gd-Co glasses. The large RMA induced by alloying with anisotropic rare-earth elements
produces standard speromagnetic behavior which includes nonsaturation of magnetization at
large enough concentrations at 4.2 K and high fields in all the alloys except the most
concentrated Tb alloys. Although these latter alloys have the largest coercivity and the
strongest RMA they appear to be closer to saturation at high fields than intermediate
concentration Tb alloys. We discuss a mechanism by which this saturation may be produced
by short-range correlations in the anisotropy axis.

In this work we will discuss the transition behavior ob- strips 1.5 cm long (and 0.15 cm wide) aligned parallel to the
served in Gd-Co based glasses as a function of random mag- applied field in both ac susceptibility and magnetization ex-
netic anisotropy (RMA) of strength D. RMA is induced in a periments to minimize demagnetization effects. ac suscepti-
controlled fashion by alloying with anisotropic rare earths bility measurements were made with an RMS field of 1 e at
(R) Tb and Dy. The glasses studied have a composition a frequency of 280 Hz. Magnetization measurements were
Gd6s - R Co35. We have shown that alloying with these made using both low-field (up to 800 Oe) and high-field (up
elements produces a crossover from a paramagnetic (PM)- to 75 kOe) vibrating sample magnetometers.
ferrimagnetic (FM) sequence of transitions with decreasing The in-phase ac susceptibility (X) for the R = Dy sys-
temperature to a PM-speromagnetic (SM) sequence of tem is shown in Fig. 1, and X for the Th system has already
transitions due to the strong RMA produced on alloying."2  been presented. The x = 0 alloy shows a FM transition with
In the SM state the spins are frozen in random directions X showing a small decrease below the transition presumably
much like a spin glass due to the presence of RMA.3 We have due to the onset of weak hysteresis in the ferromagnetic
also shown that alloying with Er induces the smallest RMA phase. As x is increased there is a rapid reduction in peak
for a given concentration of all the anisotropic rare earths. In height of X for the Dy alloys and the system crosses over to
these alloys double transitions are present for small Er con- PM-SM transition behavior due to the increase in anisotro-
centration. For larger Er concentrations where the RMA is py strength. We have also studied the anisotropic rare-earth
stronger the double-transition behavior crosses over to PM- systems R = Pr, Nd, Sm, Th, Ho, and Yb and a smooth
SM behavior. The most recent reviews of the magnetic be- crossover from PM-FM to PM-SM transition behavior is
havior of RMA systems are given in Ref. 4. In this work we observed in all of these systems with increasing x.' We find
shall discuss some anomalies in the behavior of Tb-rich al- that the transition temperatures as a function of composition
loys where the RMA is strong and discuss possible explana- x decrease approximately linearly with the largest decrease
tions in terms of a quasi-random axes model, being produced by the alloying rare earth R with smallest

Gd65Co 35 is a ferrimagnet at low temperatures with a spin. Figurc 2 shows examples for the Tb and Dy alloys
Gd spin of 7.5 pa/ion and although there is not general wheresis3 and5/2, respectively, compared toansof7/2 for
agreement as to the value of the Co spin the most recent work trivalent Gd ions. Such behavior has been seen in other rare-
suggests it is about 0.6 p5 /ion.5 We choose to study the
anisotropy effects in this system for three reasons. The ex-
change fluctuations present in this system are not large
enough to produce SG behavior since it remains collinearly 10C
ordered down to low temperatures. The similarity between Dy
Gd and the other rare-earth elements allows this system to
be alloyed with anisotropic rare earths while maintaining a
homogeneous amorphous structure. Finally the RMA
strength may be varied over a large range by a judicious * 05
choice of the rare-earth R and composition x as we have X
shown previously.' 4

The glassy alloys were prepared by splat cooling yield- 10
ing circular foils about 2.5 cm in diameter and 50,um thick.
The composition was determined from the starting constitu- ,-5 50 40 3

ents and estimated to be accurate to about 0.2 at. % by 0 _F . 200
weighing after melting. X rays were used to check the amor- T (K)
phous nature of the samples. The samples for magnetic mea-

surements were in the form of sandwiches of about eight FIG. 1. ac susceptibility for alloys with composition Gd, - Dy, Co.
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x (at.*/o) FIG. 4. Coercivity as a function of composition x for the Tb and Dy alloys at
4.2 K.

FIG. 2. Magnetic phase diagram for the Tb and Dy alloys as deduced from
the peak position of the ac susceptibility.

alloys. All of the other anisotropic rare earths except Tb

earth systems including intra-rare-earth alloys
7 and can be show similar behavior. The expected saturation for ferri-

rationalized in terms of an exchange related to the weighed magnetic Tb 65Co35 and Dy65Co35 are 253 and 282 emu/g

average of the contributions from Gd and the anisotropic assuming a Tb, Dy, and Co moment of 9, 10, and 0.6,u ,
rare earth R. The height of the ac susceptibility curve de- respectively. In the case of the Tb alloys this curve shows a

creases with increasing RMA strength as expected. The val- minimum at about x = 10 at. % with the magnetization be-
ue of D /J for Tbh6 Co3 5 is 0.40 ± 0.06. For these alloys the ing about half of its saturated value before the magnetization
value of D was determined from the magnetization-area rises to within about 20% of its saturation value for x = 65
method8 and the value ofzJ was determined from the transi- at. % (Tb 65Co35 ). The monotonic increase in coercivity is
tion temperature.' The number of nearest neighbors z was the result of the monotonic increase in RMA strength and as
assumed to be 8, which is close to the expected value for a discussed previously' the Tb alloys have the highest coercivi-
close-packed solid. In the case of the Dy65Co35 alloy the ty and RMA strength of all the anisotropic rare earths stud-
magnetization-area method may not be applied with any ied for a given composition. Although coercivity increases
confidence since the alloy does not come close to saturation. with RMA strength, it does not yield a direct measure of D
In the SM state hysteresis is present and a time dependence except at the largest anisotropy values. Since the RMA
of the magnetization is observed, strength and resulting coercivity increase monotonically

The saturation magnetization and coercivity were mea- with increasing Tb concentration the lack of saturation of
sured for the Tb and Dy alloys at 4.2 K after cycling the field intermediate concentration Tb alloys while higher concen-
to 75 kOe, and these results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, tration alloys are more easily saturated is rather surprising.
respectively. The coercivity increases rapidly with Dy or Th The magnetization of the 10 at. % Tb alloy is approximately
content x due to the strong RMA. Also the magnetization that expected from a hemispherical fan of Gd and Tb mo-
decreases rapidly with increasing Dy content due to the pres- ments and antiparallel Co moments suggesting that at small
ence of the strong RMA which prevents saturation of the T concentrations the RMA dominates the behavior of the

rare-earth ions.
We have considered the possibility of chemical inhomo-

geniety explanations such as a microscopic phase separation
for the rise in saturation magnetization of Tb alloys occur-

200 ring but consider these unlikely because of the chemical si-
milarity of the rare earths, especially the heavy rare earths
Tb and Dy studied here.

Tb The above results show that it is possible to induce ferro-
tmagnetic order at high fields in high concentration Tb alloys

Ebut not in intermediate Tb concentration alloys. At low
! 100fields no anomalies are observed with both the transition
o temperature as determined from ac susceptibility, and the ac

susceptibility height both decreasing monotonically with in-
Dcreasing RMA strength as the Tb concentration increases. A

result which we believe to be closely related to this work is
the scaling analyses done in a Gdj5Tb50 Co35 alloys.2 In this

0 2work it was shown that although the RMA in this alloy was
0 20 a 40/60 strong it was possible to achieve excellent ferromagneticx (at%~) scaling at high magnetic fields (1-80 kOe). Below I kOe

FIG. 3. Saturation magnetization at 75 kOe and 4.2 K for selected alloys large deviations from scaling occurred, and below about 700
from the Tb and Dy systems. Oe it was found that a nonlinear or spin-glass scaling equa-
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tion of state fitted the results. Demagnetization effects do not We suggest that the rise in saturation magnetization at 75
become important in these alloys unless the applied field is kOe and 4.2 K in the Th-rich alloys occurs when the correla-
less than 50 Oe. This result shows that a crossover from a tion length for the anisotropy axes spans more than a single
low-field regime where spin-glass-like or SM behavior is Th ion. Similar short-range order will be present in other
present to a high-field regime where ferromagnetic behavior rare-earth alloys such as the Dy system discussed above
is present occurs. since the rare earths are chemically very similar and have

There are two possible factors that may produce a more similar ionic radii. The exchange is weaker in all the other
ferromagnetic alloy at high Th concentrations than at inter- rare-earth alloys including Dy as discussed above so that if
mediate concentrations. The first factor is a strong Th-Th ferromagnetic blocks of spins do form they will be more
exchange. We consider this effect by itself unlikely to pro- weakly coupled with neighboring block spins than in Tb al-
duce the above result for the following reason. The overall loys. Also no evidence for strong cooperative phenomena
exchange, as determined from the transition temperature, is such as discontinuities in magnetization reversal are present
strongest for the Th alloys of all the rare earths studied for a in Dy alloys.
given concentration, however, the Tb-Th exchange is likely In summary, we have shown that the Th alloys of this
to be weaker than the Gd-Gd exchange since the spin on the work show a tendency towards collinear order at high Th
trivalent Th ion is smaller than that on the Gd ion. The concentrations in an applied field and strong speromagnetic
second factor concerns the RMA. In most models of RMA effects such as nonsaturation of magnetization at intermedi-
systems the anisotropy direction is assumed to vary at ran- ate concentrations of Th in an applied field. We have pro-
dom in direction from site to site. A more reasonable as- posed an explanation in which short-range structural order
sumption and one that has been made in some of the more induces short-range correlations in the anisotropy axis.
recent models is that due to the presence of short-range order When the concentration of Th ions is large enough that their
(which is present in all metallic amorphous systems) the average spacing is less than the anisotropy axis correlation
random axes are correlated over short distances.9'

' This im- length, the system crosses over to a behavior where strong
plies that in alloys containing small amounts of Tb and with cooperative phenomena become important due to the forma-
the short-range order extending a few interatomic spacings tion of block spins.
there will be no correlation ofanisotropy axes because the Th We are grateful to D. J. Sellmyer for useful discussions
ions are well separated. At high Th concentrations where during the course of this work.
more nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor Th pairs 1M. J. O'Shea, K. M. Lee, and F. Othman, Phys. Rev. B 34,4944 (1986).

exist the short-range order will be important in producing 2
K. M. Lee, M. J. O'Shea, and D. J. Sellmyer, J. Appl. Phys. 61, 3616

short-range correlations in the anisotropy axes. The result (1987).
will be a strongly ferromagnetic block of spins which inter- 'J. M. D. Coey, . Appl. Phys. 49, 1646 (1978).
acts with neighboring blocks via exchange and anisotropy 'D. J. Sellmyer, to be published in the Proceedings of the Symposium onMagnetic Properties of Amorphous Metals, Spain, 1997; D. 3. Sellmyer,
interactions. S. Nais. and M. . O'Shea, these proceedings.

We note that although there may be a short-range corre- 'K. Fukamichi, T. Goto, T. Sakakibara, S. Todo, K. Aoki, and T. Masu-

lation in anisotropy axes in our Th-rich alloys there is no moto, J. Magn. Mag. Mater. 54, 239 (1986).
6K. M. Lee, N. Singh, and M. J. O'Shea (to be published).correlation on a macroscopic scale (i.e., no coherent anisot- 'S. Legvold, in Ferromagnetic Materials, edited by E. P. Wohlfarth

ropy). We have shown this via torque measurements where (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1980), Vol. I, p. 
78

.
we find that the same torque curve is obtained for any field 'G. Hadjipanayis, D. J. Sellmyer, and B. Brandt, Phys. Rev. B 23, 3349

cooling direction. We shall discuss these results in more de- (1981).
tail elsewhere.'' The large discontinuities in the hysteresis 'E. M. Chudnovsky, W. M. Saslow, and R. A. Serota, Phys. Rev. B33, 251

(1986).
loops for Th-rich alloys at 4.2 K are evidence of the highly W. M. Saslow, Phys. Rev. B 35. 3454 (1987).
cooperative effects in magnetization reversal in these alloys. "A. Fert and M. J. O'Shea (to be published).
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Magnetic transitions and phases in random-anisotropy magnets
D. J. Sellmyer and S. Nais
Behlen Laboratory of Physics, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588

M. J. O'Shea
Department of Physics; Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

The generality and universality of the Ising spin-glass-like phase transitions observed in several
rare-earth, random-anisotropy magnets are discussed. Some uncertainties and practical
problems in determining critical exponents are considered, and a comparison is made to
insulating spin glasses and crystalline spin glasses where an apparent anisotropy-induced
crossover from Heisenberg to Ising-like behavior is seen. The observation of a reentrant
transition in a weak anisotropy system and its correlation with the theory of Chudnovsky,
Saslow, and Scrota [Phys. Rev. B 33, 251 (1986)] for the correlated spin glass is discussed.

INTRODUCTION lating SG systems also be regarded as anisotropy-induced

The development of a theoretical understanding of Ising-type spin glasses?
phase transitions and glass transformations in disordered There are two points to be made in considering these
media maintains a high level of interest and activity. Disor- questions. The first is that the error estimates in scaling anal-
dered magnetic materials with random interactions, for ex- yses tend to be based only on the sensitivity of the quality of
ample, spin glasses (SG), random-anisotropy magnets scaling to small changes in the exponents (say ± 0.1).
(RAM), and random-field magnets, all have seen signifi- These estimates do not account for systematic errors and our
cant experimental and theoretical advances in recent years. recent experience indicates, particularly for dc scaling analy-
However, there remain several aspects which have resisted ses, that the exponent uncertainties probably should be sev-
clear interpretations and which, therefore, remain contro- eral times the often-quoted values of ± 0.1. A second point
versial. In this paper we report on extensions of our recent is that in these scaling analyses of nonlinear susceptibility, as
work in which we successfully analyzed magnetic transitions well as in standard ferromagnetic scaling analyses, the maxi-

in several strong random-anisotropy systems in terms of a mum temperature range of the analysis should be limited.
scaling theory developed for Ising SG transitions."' In addi- Fihnle, Kellner, and Kronmuller9 have shown this for ferro-
tion we make contact with recent theoretical results for the magnetic transitions and also have shown, for a ± J Ising

RAM problem and also with phase transitions in Heisenberg SG, that the effective Edwards-Anderson susceptibility ex-
spin glasses in which anisotropy plays a role. ponent increases from about 2.9 at t = 0 to a maximum ofabout 3.7 at t = 0.4 before decreasing again. " These results

suggest that scaling analyses obtained with data above
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION t = 0.1 are likely to contain some sort of averaged y(T) val-

A major concern in the quest for developing a consistent ue rather than the true critical value for t - 0. These consid-
phase-transition picture for the transitions observed in ran- erations suggests that there may be universal behavior of the
dom-anisotropy systems is the universality (or lack thereof) exponents based on uncertainties considerably larger than
in the critical exponents observed from one system to the those quoted in the table.
next. In Table I we have collected most of the exponents A related point concerns the field dependence of the
measured for RAM glasses. In addition we included several singular susceptibility, X (H) =(H = 0) - M(H)/H.
insulating spin glasses and an estimate of the maximum re- Namely, it has been observed in several of the RAM systems
duced temperature range, t = ( T- T )/T,, over which the of Table I that near t = 0 there generally is a "kink" in
scaling analysis was performed. The three exponents are not X, (H). An example for DyFeB is shown in Fig. I. This also
independent and the scaling relation 6 = I + y/,n was used has been seen often in SG systems such as Cu(Mn) and
to determine one of the exponents. Both ac susceptibility and others. Given that X, a H2 6 at t = 0, the question arises as to
dc magnetization results are included. With a few exceptions the possible existence of high- and low-field values of 6 and
the exponents cluster around the values P = 3.6, f = 1.3, the problem of which one is relevant to the assumed phase
5 = 3.7. However, many of the individual values, at least transition. de Courtenay et al. have considered this prob-
with their quoted errors, are inconsistent with these average lem for Heisenberg SO systems such as Cu(Mn) and
values. The natural questions that arise include: (1) Are Ag(Mn). Briefly, these systems possess an anisotropy-in-
these differences significant? (2) Is there evidence for a well- duced crossover from a Heisenberg to an Ising critical be-
defined Ising-type transition, within a single universality havior. The low-field, low-temperature region (t <d A ) is
class, in these strong anisotropy systems? (3) Can the insu- the Ising regime and the high-field, high-temperature region
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TABLE 1. Compilation of critical exponents for RAM and insulating SG N
systems. .

Tb 64Fe 2 o0Cs

Reference 

20

Material r" ,# 6 - t- (method) Ln .00-43.

a-TbFeGa 3.7 ±0.1 1.7±0.1 3.2±02 0.1 I (ac) vPe,.
a-DyFeB 3.7±0.1 1.5±0.1 3.5±0.2 0.1 3 (ac)
a-DyFeB 3.5±0.1 1.4±0.1 3.5±0.2 0.1 3 (dc) a
a-T GdCo 3.7±0.2 1.3±0.1 3.8±0.3 0.04 4 (dc) _j
a-NdGa" 5.5 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.1 4.9 ± 0.4 0.1 5 (dc)
a-DyNi 2.0±0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.1 0.25 6 (dc)
a-MnAlSiO 3.4±0.1 1.4±0.1 3.4±0.2 0.4 7 (acdc)
CsNiFeF 3.0 ± 0.5 1.2±0.1 3.5±0.5 0.1 8 (dc)
a-MnFP 3.6±0.2 0.8±0.1 5.2±0.3 0.2 7 (de)

Preliminary results. 9 11 13 is 17 19

Log H'

FIG. 2. Scaling ofX,/t as a function ofH 2/t for a-ThFeGa. The fields
are as follows: (inverted triangles) 40 Oe; (triangles) 

7
8Oe; (squares) 120

Oe; (circles) 180 Oe; (lozenges) 240 Oe; (stars) 288 Oe.

(t > d" ) corresponds to a Heisenberg type of critical behav-
ior. Here d is the ratio of anisotropy to exchange strength
and OA is the anisotropy crossover exponent [ ~0.8 for
Cu(Mn) ]. The high-field/low-field transition seen in Fig. I
and also in the scaling plot of Fig. 2 for TbFeGa appears to Our final point concerns the likely observation of the
have nothing to do with this type of crossover. The scaling "correlated spin-glass" (CSG) state first discussed theoreti-
plot of Fig. 2 was obtained with a single set of exponents over cally by Chudnovsky, Saslow, and Serota. " The CSG state
the whole field and temperature region for which t < 0.1 so refers to the weak anisotropy case of a random-anisotropy
that tgd-5. Thus this would correspond to the [sing re- magnet where in zero field there is no net moment and a
gime of de Courtenay et al. An additional point of interest is smooth stochastic rotation of the magnetization (with no
that for the alloys considered by de Courtenay et al. dranges domain walls). The theory predicts that if a, ,, and fi
from about 0.03 to 0.8. If0A = I and d > 0.1, it would appear represent exchange, random-, and coherent-anisotropy
from our previous discussion on limiting scaling analyses to strengths, respectively, then the condition for the existence
t < 0.1 that no meaningful scaling analysis and critical-expo- of the CSG is
nent determination can be performed in the Heisenberg re- A,",( (1
gime. Thus the effective conversion of Heisenberg spin 1,
glasses to Ising spin glasses by anisotropy is a well-defined where A, = ,8,(a/J 2

) - R and a similar relation exists
phenomenon, but the meaning of any "high-temperature" between A, and I?. Here J is the magnitude of the angular
Heisenberg critical phenomena remains to be clarified, momentum and R, is the correlation length of the anisotro-

py axes. The theory also predicts in the CSG state that the

10
8
6 p

4-"

_q 2 X~C 2 6 CSG
T =915

0.8 - SM

0.6 1 1 1 l
10 20 50 100 200 x

H(Oe)
FIG. 3. Magnetic phase diagram shown paramagnetic (P), speromagnetic

FIG. I. Field dependence ofsingular part of the susceptibility for a-DyFeB (SM), and correlated spin-glass phases (after Ref. 12). X is magnetic mo-
A change in slope is seen at about 1(0 Oe. ment concentration.
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1.0 clear observation of the CSG and an associated reentrant
transition as predicted by the theory.

CONCLUSIONS
Z We have considered the universality of the apparent

0.5 phase transitions observed in a number of RAM systems,
and suggest that scaling analyses with higher precision and
with smaller maximum reduced temperature are needed to
confirm a true universality with consistent critical expo-

, I nents. The relationship between the field dependence of the
0 100 200 nonlinear susceptibility seen in RAM's and Heisenberg SG's

T(K) was discussed, and a difficulty pointed out in determining

FIG. 4. ac susceptibility ofa-Er4 Gd,, Co,, as a function of temperature. N, Heisenberg exponents for small enough I to be in the critical

is the demagnetization factor. region. Finally, the observation of a reentrant transition in-
volving the correlated spin-glass phase as predicted by the-

ory was discussed.
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Random-anisotropy ferromagnetism in amorphous U27 Fe73 films
P. P. Freitasa ) T. S. Plaskett, and T. H. McGuire
IBM T. .Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights New York 10598

We measured magnetic and transport properties of amorphous U 27Fe73 films deposited by
magnetron sputtering. The films show a magnetic ordering temperature Tf = 32 K, and a spin-
glass regime below a temperature T , (H). The Arrott plot shows a characteristic change in

concavity at the transition, as predicted by Aharony and Pytte (A-P) for random-anisotropy
systems with D 4J. Although we find a finite susceptibility below Tf, with X0 = 0.66 in units of
the inverse of the demagnetizing factor, the critical exponents & and 52 are close to the values
predicted by the A-P model. The electrical resistivity has a minimum at 31 K, resulting from
the competition between exchange scattering and inelastic spin-flip processes. For T> 200 K a
linear regime with negative dp/dT is found, characteristic of phonon scattering in amorphous
materials. The isotropic magnetoresistance is positive and levels off below Tf reflecting freezing
of spin correlations at this temperature. This behavior can be explained by the existence of
small Imry and Ma domains and partial local magnetic order below Tf.

INTRODUCTION T = T and H =-M at T< Tf. In an Arrott plot, a change in

Noncollinear magnetic structures are common in amor- the concavity of the isotherms is observed at T, and all iso-

phous metallic alloys.' The topological magnetic disorder, therms will approach the origin without intersecting the M
2

existing in random systems, results from the interplay axis (no spontaneous moment). In the random-exchange

between local anisotropy and exchange interactions, and de- case, there is no change in the curvature of the isotherms in

termines their magnetic and transport properties. A simple the Arrott plot, and all lines intersect the HIM axis away
Hamiltonian to describe these competing effects was intro- from the origin due to a finite susceptibility for all T> 0.

duced by Harris, Plischke and Zuckerman
2 : While maagnetization measurements provide a way to mea-

sure the average magnetic moment, transport properties give
= - DiS 2- J(Ro )S sj . information about the spin correlations at the atomic level as

Ithe electron mean free path in amorphous materials does not
Two main extreme cases can be considered. First, random- exceed 1-2 atomic distances. Theories

7
-'" based on coherent

exchange-dominated materials (J> D), such as most spin exchange scattering by localized spins predict a change in
glasses described in terms of the Edwards-Anderson model, sign of the magnetic resistivity and of the magnetoresistance
where there is a distribution of the exchange interaction as the interatomic exchange changes from ferromagnetic to
around an average value J. that can be zero or positive. Sec- antiferromagnetic. Furthermore, inelastic spin-flip pro-
ond, random-anisotropy-dominated systems like non-S- cesses are important above Tr and when k. T > DS.

2 
This is

state rare-earth amorphous alloys, where the local anisotro- not the case in crystalline materials where the paramagnetic
py fields from the magnetic ions dominate over the average spin-disorder resistivity is temperature independent. The
exchange field (D > J).'

4 
Common features of both types of amorphous U-Fe system is one in which we can change from

materials are a finite high-field susceptibility caused by the collinear ferromagnetism (UoFego) to random ferromagne-
alignment of randomly oriented spins into the field direc- tism (U,,Fe,,). A priori, it could be thought to be similar to
tion, a reduced average moment in the ordered regime when the Y-Fe system dominated by random exchange. As we will
compared with the atomic paramagnetic moment, and the show, the intermediate U27Fe73 seems rather to be character-
onset of spin-glass-like behavior below a certain temperature ized by a weak random anisotropy of the type found in the A-
T,. Differences can occur however in the critical behavior P model.
and should show up in the low-field initial susceptibility,

Arrott plots and transport properties. In the critical region, EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
and for low anisotropy values, Aharony and Pytte

5
,
6 

(A-P) U,7 Fe 3 films were deposited by magnetron sputtering
have shown that the susceptibility of a random-anisotropy from U and Fe targets on rotating glass and Si substrates
system should obey X =a 2 = (J/D)4 

in three dimensions, held at room temperature, at a rate of 2-3 A/s. The films
implying infinite susceptibility only for vanishingly small were 2000 A thick and overcoated by 400 A of SiO, to pre-
anisotropy. In the latter case, the isotherms go as H= M

8
' at vent oxidation. The pressure in the sputtering chamber be-

fore backfilling with Ar was 10-8 Torr. Measurements of the
paramagnetic moment were done on a I-pm-thick film de-

Present address: INESC, R. Alves Redol No. 9-2, 1000 Lisbon, Portugal. posited on Si, using a SHE SQUID magnetometer with a
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resolution of2-5X 10-emu. Four-probedc resistivity mea- y = 1.41 ± 0.03. We take T, = 32.6 K, as obtained from a
surements with a resolution of 2 parts in I0 were made in plot of o- 1 vs T. The values of6. and 62 can be compared
fields up to 2 T. Sample composition was obtained by wet with the mean-field values predicted by the A-P model, re-
chemical analysis, and the amorphous character checked by spectively, 7/3 and 5. The value found for Y is close to that
x-ray diffraction, observed in most amorphous magnets. The paramagnetic

moment was also measured and found to be 2
.
6

AB per for-
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION mula unit, probably indicating that all the moment is carried

In Fig. I we show the Arrott plot obtained from rnagne- by the Fe atoms. The moment increase, as compared with 2.2
tization measurements in the reversible regime for T> 25 K. us for bcc Fe, can be due to polarization of conduction-band
M(T) was measured at decreasing temperatures between 37 electrons. At 4.2 K and in a 4 T field, we find a moment of

and 27 K, under a constant magnetic field (5 < H < 200 Oe) 0.45 ,u per formula unit. As the average exchange interac-

applied in the plane of the sample. The general features of the tion is positive, with a Curie-Weiss temperature of 0, = 32
Arrott plot are similar to those predicted by A-P6 for a ran- K, this is also an indication of noncollinear structure. The T,
dom-anisotropy ferromagnet with D < < J. The curvature of value for amorphous U27Fe73 is much lower than the 160 K
the isotherms changes sign between 32 and 33 K, showing Curie temperature found in the crystalline Laves-phase

that the phase transition occurs between these temperatures. compound UFe2,
1
" where most of the moment is also carried

Also, the isotherms do not seem to intercept the M 2 axis by the Fe atoms. The reduction in Tf may denote a decrease
below Tf. In the insert, we show magnetization measure- of the exchange constant in the amorphous alloy, probably
ments at H = 10 Oe for a sample cooled in a 0.5-Oe field, due to RKKY interactions between the Fe atoms.

These results show that the ground state of this system is a In Fig. 2 we show the temperature dependence of the
spin glass5 with Tiff (H = 10 Qe) = 20 K. resistivity. For T> 200 K, we observe a linear dependence

In addition, the low-field susceptibility Xo was measured with a negative dp/dT, characteristic of phonon scattering in
with the field perpendicular to the plane of the sample. At amorphous materials. 12. 3 A progressive deviation from this
the transition, we find x 0 = 0.66 in units of I/N, where N is linear regime occurs below 200 K and the resistivity reaches
the demagnetizing factor (N= 1). This shows that there is a minimum at 31 K, just below the ordering temperature.
no spontaneous moment, the susceptibility does not diverge, For T< T'r, the resistivity increases sharply, as is the case in
and it does not reach the demagnetizing limit. Using various amorphous ferromagnets or random ferromagnets.

xo = (J/D)4, weestimateD/J=0.06. ForHequaltothede- Using Matthiessen's rule, we write P = o +Pph +Po.

magnetizing field H, we find Md = 0.24 Ms, whereM, is the wherepo is the temperature-independent residual resistivity,
saturation magnetization and Md the magnetization value Pph the phonon resistivity usually linear in T for amorphous
for H = Hd . This means that this system cannot be simply materials and p. the magnetic resistivity. To seperate the

described as an asperomagnet' for which Md = 0.5M,. Note magnetic-scattering contributution to the resistivity we

also that M,. = M, for a collinear ferromagnet. A small ran- show in the insert the resistivity of a nonmagnetic analog of

dom-exchange contribution can be responsible for the low nominal composition U3oNi7 . The region of constant nega-

value of M d /M,. From the isothermal lines, we obtain the tive dp/dTextends down to 50 K. Comparing the curves, we
critical exponents 6, = 2.95 + 0.03, 62 = 5.26 ± 0.01, and can say that magnetic-scattering processes are responsible

for the deviations from the linear regime observed in U27Fe71

below 200 K. The magnetic resistivity involves both elastic

1012.0 1 C 15.0 r 7. I 1.04

70.0 'r -- 
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FIG. 2. Resistivity vs temperature for various magnetic fields. The insert
FIG. I. Arrott plot and spin-glass regime in U,,Fe,3 . shows the behavior of a nonmagnetic U-Ni film.
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spin-conserving processes" as well as inelastic spin-flip pro- tion function, and Ap/p cc (S,.Sj) =#', S', where y, is a pa-
cesses.' The latter should give a decreasing resistivity for rameter describing local magnetic order.' The field
decreasing temperature, as spin-flip processes freeze out, ei- dependence of the magnetoresistance is shown in the insert.
ther when ku T becomes comparable to DS 2 or when mag- Above Tf, we observe that Ap/p oc H 2, as expected because
netic order sets in. A magnetic field will have a similar effect. #, c H/( T- O). For T< Tf, the magnetoresistance is lin-
InourcasethistermseemstoexistdowntoTf(Fig.2),and ear in field, indicating that (SI.Sj)=2SI

2 
aH and

therefore spin-flip processes are frozen by magnetic order. IA o H 1/2. The fact that Ap/p is strongly field dependent
This suggests DS 2. k, T in the temperature range studied. below Tindicates that 1 t < 1, and also that a small Imry and

Let us now discuss the origin of the minimum at T. The Ma domain size is exists. " IfJ). D, large domains are expect-
strong field dependence eliminates the possiblity of strt- ed with size proportional to (J/D)2, leading top, = I and
tural effects as observed in two level systems. Also, a Kondo- therefore to very weak or null magnetoresistance. Our re-
likeanomalyisexcludedbecauseit should be associated with suits indicate an intermediate situation between Jo.D and
negative magnetoresistance. We are left with coherent ex- J = D. Note that, in low fields, the magnetoresistance levels
change scattering as found in rare-earth amorphous mag- off at Tf, reflecting the freezing of spin correlations below
nets.' "10 The minimum at T is then caused by the competi- this temperature. At high fields, spin realignment takes
tion between elastic exchange scattering and inelastic place inside the small domains, giving rise to an increase of
spin-flip collisions. The behavior of the magnetic resistivity, yp and of the magnetoresistance. This behavior is different
as well as the sign of the magnetoresistance, qualitatively from that observed in most random ferromagnets, where a
agree with the calculations of Borchi, Poli, and De Gennaro9  peak is observed in the magnetoresistance at T. We can
for the magnetic resistivity of random ferromagnets. That obtain this regime by increasing the amount of Fe, therefore
should be compared with a calculation by Coqblin' where increasing the exchange and reducing the degree of random-
spin-flip processes were ignored. In that case, the sharp in- ness. The positive magnetoresistance found above T means
crease in resistivity below Tf is still observed, but the mag- that the positive contribution coming from the exchange-
netic resistivity becomes constant above T, although still scattering term and induced short-range order dominates
reflecting short-range order effects on the local moment, over the negative contribution coming from suppression of

In Fig. 3 we show the isotropic and anisotropic contri- spin-flip processes.
butions to the magnetoresistance in several fields. The aniso- In conclusion, the magnetic and transport properties of
tropic part is obtained the usual way by a linear extrapola- U27Fe73 films suggest that we have a random-anisotropy fer-
tion of p(H) to B = 0. The observed small value is romagnet rather than a random-exchange system. The iso-
characteristic of spin-glass like materials presenting a small tropic magnetoresistance, however, does not show the char-
exchange gap. This gives rise to similar densities of state at acteristic peak at Tf as usually found or predicted for
the Fermi level for the spin-up and spin-down bands, and random ferromagnets. This probably indicates that mean-
therefore to small anisotropic magnetoresistance. " The iso- field theories, not taking into account the existence of lmry
tropic magnetoresistance, Ap/p = Jp(H) - p(O) l/p(0), in and Ma domains, cannot properly account for the transport
contrast to the anisotropic part is large. In the exchange- properties in the magnetically ordered region. A more com-
scattering model, it is proportional to the two-spin correla- plete account of the research, involving a whole series of

compositions, is now being prepared.
We acknowledge discussions with E. Pytte concerning

the behavior of random systems.
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Low-temperature spin waves In amorphous Fe. 0 _.NIxZrlo
J. A. Femandez-Baca
Solid State Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 and Center of
Materials Science, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

J. W. Lynn
Department of Physics. University of Maryland, College Park Maryland 20742 and Center of Materials
Science, National Bureau of Standards Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

J.J. Rhyne
Center of Materials Science, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

G.E. Fish
Allied Signal, Inc., Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Inelastic neutron scattering measurements have been performed on rapid-quenched ribbons of
Fe ,_.Ni.Zrio (x = 1,5,10) to measure the small wave-vector spin-wave spectrum. At all
three concentrations a quadratic dispersion relation typical of an isotropic ferromagnet is
observed, but with anomalous properties at low temperatures. For x = 5 and 10 the excitations
are found to broaden considerably for temperatures <0.3 T_. For x = 1 the spin waves not
only broaden for T<0.5 T, but the spin-wave energies decrease monotonically with decreasing
temperature while a resolution-limited quasielastic component of the scattering develops.
These results are consistent with a picture of competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
interactions, with reentrant spin-glass behavior evident if the frustration is sufficiently strong.

The unusual compositional dependence of the magnetic polar interactions. The stiffness parameter D renormalizes
properties of the amorphous Invar Fego - , Ni. Zr,o system is with temperature as
of considerable interest. Bulk magnetization and susceptibil- D(T) = D(O) [I -A (T/T ) 5/2], (2)
ity measurements show a paramagnetic to "ferromagnetic"
transition at a temperature T, that decreases with decreasing as predicted by the magnon-magnon interaction theory of a

Ni content.' Furthermore, small-angle neutron scattering Heisenberg ferromagnet. The value D(0) increases with in-
measurements have shown2 that in the iron-rich limit the creasing Ni content x. In addition, D(0) is consistently high-
spin fluctuations are correlated over relatively short ranges er than the value estimated from bulk magnetization mea-
of about 100 A, but static domains also exist which are ap- surements, as found in other Invar alloys. The temperature
proximately five times larger. These results indicate that the dependence of the spin-wave intrinsic linewidths was found
phase below T, is not a true ferromagnetic state. The appear- to be in disagreement with the T 2 form predicted from the
ance of an irreversible susceptibility below TF 80 K has two-magnon interaction theory.' Instead the linewidths
been interpreted as a transition to a spin-glass-like phase' were found to be independent of Tin the range 0.55.< T/T,
and the low-temperature magnetization fails to saturate in <0.90, indicating that there are relevant spin-wave broaden-
fields as large as 19 T These observations have suggested ing mechanisms other than two-magnon interactions.
the description of amorphous Fe Zro as a "wandering axis In this paper we report new results obtained at lower
ferromagnet" with a low-temperature asperomagnetic temperatures for x = 5, 10, as well as results for a new sam-

phase.' This unusual magnetic ordering would be a conse- ple with x = 1.
quence of strong competition between ferromagnetic and an- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
tiferromagnetic exchange interactions originating from a
distribution of Fe-Fe nearest-neighbor distances. "-S The samples used in our experiments were amorphous

The partial substitution of Fe by Ni modifies this distri- ribbons of Fego_ Ni.Zrio (x = 1, 5, 10) prepared by the
bution, which can result in drastic changes of the magnetic flow casting technique in vacuum. The ribbons, approxi-
properties, and favors long-range ferromagnetic order. To mately 25 pim thick and 0.5 cm wide, were loosely wound
obtain a better understanding of how this transition to con- between two aluminum posts to produce fiat platelike sam-
ventional ferromagnetism occurs we have undertaken a pro- pies. The samples were then placed in a Displex closed-cycle
gram to study the spin dynamics of Fe, ,, Ni. Zro for var- refrigerator. The nseutron scattering experiments were per-
ious Ni concentrations x. For x = 5, 10, 20, we have formed on the BT-4 triple axis spectrometer at the National
reported4 the existence of well-defined spin waves with a Bureau of Standards Reactor, with pyrolytic graphite (PG
quadratic dispersion relation of the form 002) crystals used as monochromator and analyzer. The

neutron incident energy was fixed at 3.7,4.9, or 13.5 meV for
E, = D(T)q2 + &. (1) x = 1, 5, and 10, respectively. In order to suppress higher-

In this equation D is the spin-wave stiffness parameter and A order wavelength contaminations a filter (cooled beryllium
is a small effective gap in the spectrum originating from di- forE, = 3.7 and 4.9 meV, and PG forE, = 13.5 meV) was
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placed in the incident beam. Suitable S61ler slit horizontal 0.27,). In the T= 125-225 K region, well-defined excita-
collimators were chosen to produce energy resolutions AE tions that are consistent with the dispersion relation of Eq.
(FWHM) of 0.065 meV (E, = 3.7 meV), 0.089 meV (E, (1) are observed. In addition, the temperature dependence

- 4.9 meV), or 0.40 meV (E, = 13.5 meV). of the stiffness parameter D is consistent with Eq. (2), with
In analyzing the spin-wave data, excitation energies and D(0) = (24.57 ± 0.72) meV A'. However, in this region

linewidth information were obtained by least-squares fitting the spin-wave intrinsic linewidths appear to be temperature
the inelastic scattering spectra to a parametrized theoretical independent.
cross section convoluted with the instrumental resolution In the T= 50-125 K region well-defined excitations
function. Two forms of the spectral weight function were which are consistent with Eq. (1) are also observed. How-
used in this analysis: Double-lorentzian and damped har- ever, the stiffness parameter D decreases with decreasing
monic oscillator. Both forms of the spectral weight function temperature with a concomitant increase in the damping of
yielded qualitatively similar results and in this paper we the excitations, while the intensity of the resolution-limited
make reference only to the results corresponding to the dou- peak at E = 0 increases considerably. This increase of the
ble lorentzian-type cross section. quasielastic scattering intensity is associated with the devel-
(a) Fe89NijZro (T. = 248 K) opment of a spin-glass-order parameter.' Hence we find in

Constant-q scans for wave vectors 0.04 A r'q<0.10 this region a coexistence of spin-wave excitations and spin
A-' at temperatures 0.04 T<T<0.91 T. were taken for freezing phenomena, similar to that found in other "reen-
Fes8 NijZro. Figure I shows the constant-q spectra obtained trant spin-glass" systems.7

forq = 0.08 A - at T 1 0, 30,50,75, and 125 K. The peaks Below T = 50 K no well-defined excitations can be iden-
for energy gain (E <0) and energy loss (E> 0) correspond tified. In this region the inelastic scattering spectra can be
to annihilation and creation of spin-wave excitations, and well described either by overdamped spin waves with ener-
the (resolution-limited) peak at E = 0 corresponds to elastic gies that continue to decrease with the decreasing tempera-
and quasielastic scattering from the sample and environ- ture and collapse at T= 10 K, or by a spin diffusion cross
ment. Due to resolution effects and the fact that our mea- section with no propagating features. In both cases the in-
surements were performed with fixed incident energy, the elastic scattering coexists with the intense resolution-limited
peaks on the energy-gain side of the spectra appear larger peak at E = 0, which continues to increase with the decreas-
than the peaks on the energy-loss side. The solid lines shown ing temperature.
in the figure are the result of the least-squares fits. (b) Fe8sNi5Zr,, (T. = 306 K)

In the analysis of the inelastic scattering data for this Constant-q scans for wave vectors 0.04 A -'<q<0. 10
concentration, we have identified three different tempera- A ' in the temperature range 0.07 T, < T0.33 T, were tak-
ture regions, corresponding to T= 125-225 K (0.5T - en for this sample. Figure 2 shows the spectra obtained at
0.91T,), 50-125 K (0.2T,-0.5T,), and 10-50 K (0.04T,- q = 0.08 A - 'for T= 20,40,60, 100 K. At all temperatures

under study well-defined spin waves were identified that are
consistent with Eq. (1). Unlike the case for x = I no indica-
tion of softening of the spin-wave modes at low temperatures

F. 1Nil .10 44120K

0 75K

JI - 5 SK Fou"IZ110  n 100 K

1 300 40 K

00

200

PIctY I S I,

FIG. t. Constant-q scans at q = 0.08 A - for several temperatures for . 4A -. 0.2 04 0.

amorphous FeNi,Zr. The intensities have been normalize to 5 monitor EaNIsGY feg.V

counts (= 5 min). The solid lines are the result of the least-squares fit to a
double Iorentzian-type cross section convoluted with the instrumental reso- FIG. 2. Constant-q scans at q = 0.05 A - 'for amorphous Fe,,NiZr -The
lution, as explained in the text. solid lines are from the fits.
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- .was observed, and the temperature dependence of the stiff- measurements. The solid lines are the result of least-squares
ness parameter D was consistent with Eq. (2) with fits to the two-magnon interaction form of renormalization
D(O) = (46.90 ± 0.72) meV k. In addition, the resolu- of the stiffness parameter [Eq. (2)]. The ratio D/kT, is
tion-limited peak at E = 0 showed no significant tempera- directly related to the mean-square range of the exchange
ture dependence, unlike the findings for x = 1. The lower- interaction, and clearly decreases with decreasing x. The
temperature excitations, however, are considerably substitution of Fe by Ni increases the average Fe-Fe distance
broadened and this broadening is strongly q dependent. This and thereby decreases the competition between ferromagne-
low-temperature broadening causes the apparent increase of tic and antiferromagnetic interactions. A similar enhance-
the elastic peak intensity with decreasing temperature evi- ment of ferromagnetism has also been obtained by partial
dent in Fig. 2. substitution of Fe by Co and by hydrogenation.' 3

(c) FesoNiloZrlo (T = 359 K) The onset of the low-temperature softening of the spin-
Constant-q scans for wave vectors 0.06 A -'<q<0.09 waveenergies forx = I occursat atemperature ( Tz 125 K)

A - and temperatures 0.06T < T<0.28T were taken for considerably higher than the reported temperature where
this sample. At the lowest temperature studied ( T = 20 K) Fee Zrj0 (no Ni) enters a asperomagnetic phase ( TF = 40
no excitations could be identified due to the coarse resolu- K). The lack of low-temperature spin-wave softening for
tion of these measurements (AE = 0.40 meV) and the small x = 5and 10 would indicate that, at these Ni concentrations,

thermal population factor in the spin-wave cross section. the short-range asperomagnetic phase is gradually replaced
For all the other temperatures the results are qualitatively by a more aligned structure. The low-temperature broaden-
similar to those for the x = 5 sample. Above 40 K well-de- ing of the spin waves at these concentrations, however,
fined spin waves were identified, with no indication of soft- would indicate that there remains some noncollinearity of
ening at low temperatures. The spin-wave stiffness param- the spins in the ground state. The origin of this broadening
eter D renormalized with temperature according to Eq. (2), might be the superimposition of spin waves and a diffusive
with D(0) = (74.2 ± 1.3) meV A2. No indications of a low- component, such as the elementary excitations of the non-
temperature elastic (or resolution-limited quasielastic) collinear configuration of spins suggested by Continentino
component of the magnetic scattering were found, but the and Rivier.' These additional modes would cause an addi-
spin-wave excitations broadened considerably at lower tem- tional T" 2 decrease of the magnetization and would explain
peraturs. the discrepancy between the stiffness parameter D(0) ob-

In order to illustrate the enhancement of ferromagnetic tained from neutron scattering and magnetization measure-
ordering by the partial substitution of Fe by Ni in ments.
Fev - Ni. Zr ,o, we have plotted in Fig. 3 the ratio D /kT, vs
TIT, for x = 1, 5, 10, 20. The higher-temperature values of ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Small-angle neutron scattering from amorphous ErFeg and HoFe2 alloys
M. L. Spano
Naval Surface Weapons Center, Silver Sprinn Maryland 20903 and National Bureau of Standard
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

J. J. Rhyne
National Bureau of Standards Gaithersburg Maryland 20899

Small-angle neutron scattering measurements (SANS) have been made an amorphous ErFe2
and HoFe2 alloys as a function of temperature. These alloys show strong "subcritical"
scattering as the temperature is lowered below their SANS-determined transition temperatures
(T's) of 105 K ( ± I K) and 185 K ( ± 5 K), respectively. The SANS line shapes are
Lorentzian above T, but become increasingly non-Lorentzian below T, and are consistent
with a Lorentzian plus Lorentzian-squared cross section which is appropriate for these random
anisotropy systems. The correlation lengths for ErFe 2 and HoFe2 at low Tare in the range of
60-70 A. Near T, ErFe2 shows a sharp peak, while for HoFe2  is resolution limited over a
range of 25 K below T,.

I. INTRODUCTION (HoFe2 ) and 6.0,k (ErFe.) were used, giving a minimum

The effects of the interplay of random anisotropy and usable wave-vector transfer of about q = 0.017 A - '.

random exchange fields have been well documented in the Above the transition temperature T, for a conventional
Th Fe - . system of amorphous alloys, " where the relative ferromagnet, the neutron scattering cross section (in the
proportions of the terbium and the iron have been varied static approximation) is a.Lorentzian:
from 2% Th to 75% Tb. In this collateral study we are exam- l(q) = A /(q 2 

+ K2), (1)
ining the effect of varying the type of rare-earth material where K = is the inverse spin correlation length. Ap-
while keeping the rare earth to iron ratio constant. It is ex- proaching T, from above one normally expects that K Will
pected that, by keeping the amount of iron constant, we will tend to zero. Below T , K should consist of a transverse part
be able to separate out the effect of the random anisotropy in K, and a longitudinal part K1. K, becomes large and the longi-
these materials. Previous neutron scattering work on the tudinal term contributes very little to the observed scatter-
RFe2 alloys has been carried out on NdFe2 (Ref. 5) as well ing. On the other hand, K, is zero and leads to spin-wave
as TbFe2 .' The present paper presents results on the two scattering with a q- dependence and an amplitude which
alloys HoFe2 and ErFe2 . scaes with depen T.

The large values of magnetic anisotropy characteristic decreases with decreasing T.Aharony and Pytte6 have shown that the scattering
of rare-earth atoms, coupled with the amorphous structure, cross section appropriate for a random anisotropy system
have a very strong effect on the magnetism. Specifically, has the form
Aharony and Pytte6 show that in three dimensions ferro-
magnetic ordering of the spins in a system with random an- l(q) = A + B
isotropy fields cannot occur at any temperature. Further, q' + K- (q2 + K

2
)
2  (2)

they predict that the magnetic correlation length " will be Here K is again the inverse correlation length and is the same
proportional to (I/D) 2, where I is the average value of the for both the conventional Lorentzian term and for the Lor-
random exchange and D is the leading term in the expression entzian-squared term. As will be seen in the following sec-
for the random anisotropy. Therefore, a true second-order tions, Eq. ( 1) is not a good description for these alloys below
phase transition is possible only in the limit of vanishingly the transition temperature, whereas Eq. (2) provides an ade-
small anisotropies, which can be approximated by Gd-based quate fit of the data and yields finite low T values of K. This,
alloys. Although bulk magnetization measurements may along with previous results, indicates that the amorphous
give the appearance of ferromagnetic behavior in these al- RFe2 alloys are not "normal" ferromagnets, but are more
loys, this is generally due to either the use of finite magnetic properly thought of as "correlated" spin glasses7 for T< T,.
fields in these measurements or the fact that ', while not
divergent, may still become quite large. A. ErFe2

In Fig. I we plot the inverse intensity l(q) as a function
IL SANS RESULTS of q2 for several T's both above and below the transition

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements temperature for ErFe2 . Note that the lower-temperature
are presented from the area-detector SANS instrument at curves are not straight lines, as expected from Eq. (M), but
the NBS reactor. Since these materials are structurally are consistent with the cross section of Eq. (2) shown by the
amorphous, coherent phenomena may only be studied in the solid lines in the figure. From these fits we have derived the
small scattering angle regime. Neutron wavelengths of 5.5 coefficients A, B and K( = g'). Figure 2 displays - as a
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the transition temperature Tf = 105 K. The solid lines are fits of the data to

Eq. (2). FIG. 3. Lorentzian and Lorentza-squared (inset) coefficients as a func-
tion of temperature for ErF4,. Both quantities are presented in relative
units.

function of T for ErFe2. As T is lowered the correlation
length rises to a sharp feature (g = 145 A) at T = 105 K the lowest Tmeasured. Because of this divergence it is more
( ± 1 K) and then decreases to a plateau of about 70 A at instructive to plot the inverse correlation length K, as is
low T. This value of 

T
f is in agreement with the magnetiza- shown in Fig. 4. Again we find that the SANS value for T is

tion determined value of 105 K-s The sharp peak at Tf sug- in agreement with the value of 195 K as found from the
gests that long range correlations appear and are quenched magnetization data.

8

at lower Tby the random anisotropy.
Figure 3 shows the Lorentzian and Lorentzian-squared Ill. COMPARISON WITH OTHER RFe2 ALLOYS

coefficients plotted versus 7. The Lorentzian coefficient be- There are many features of the magnetic scattering
haves in an unconventional manner and increases slowly as which are common to all the RFe2 alloys studied, in particu-
T is lowered through T. As T-0 it begins to rise more lar the transition from the Lorentzian to the Lorentzian plus
sharply. The Lorentzian-squared coefficient increases Lorentzian-squared cross section below T and the finite low
sharply as T falls below T and begins to level offat lower T. Tvalues oft. For TbFe2 (Ref. I ) the correlation length rose
This coefficient divided by K is proportional to the square of to a cusp of 130 A at T and upon further cooling decreased
an order parameter. to about 55 A at low T. Later studies of the Th, Fel - . sys-

tem
2
" discovered that, while the behavior oft near the criti-

B. HoFes cal region was strongly dependent upon the amount of rare
The SANS data for HoFe2 are qualitatively similar to earth present, the correlation length always decreased to a

those of ErFe2 and have been fit to Eq. (2). The correlation plateau at lower T. In all four of the Th alloys studied to date
length " increases as Tis lowered toward T- = 185 K ( ± 5 the value oft at low Tis essentially the same: 55 + 5 A.4
K). However, t becomes extremely large at T, exceeding In NdFe2 (Ref. 5) the correlation length rises to a broad
the resolution of the experiment ( - 350-400 A). It remains maximum as Tis lowered toward T. The height of this max-
at this "experimental infinity" until about 160 K, where it imumis 170 A. As in the other three samples- decreases toa
has a value of 330 A. Finally it decreases to a valueof 75, at plateau at lower T (here about 80 A).

too
ErFf- 0.5

EQ 120 -" Ho Fe2
-0.04 TOMU K

z 0.03

0 2K) 40 00 so 100 120 14 IOO.B

T IKI

FIG. 2. Correlation length vs temperature for ErFe,. Note thesharp feature
near T. FIG. 4. Inverse correlation length vs temperature for amorphous HoFe,.
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TABLE I. Transition temperatures and values of the low-temperature cor- earth species present and to be independent of the rare earth-
relation length for several different RPFe alloys. The T'sforthemagnetiza- iron ratio. These values, along with the values for Tf , are
tion data were taken from Ref. 10. tabulated in Table I.
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Evidence for a spin-glass behavior in the diluted antiferromagnet FeZn l -F 2

F. C. Montenegro,a) S. M. Rezende, and M. D. Coutinho-Filho
Univedldade Federal de Pernambuc, Departamenio de .'1sica, 30 000 Recife, P4 Brazil

We report dc susceptibility (X) measurements in the diluted antiferromagnet FeZn, - F2
with concentrations x = 0.10, 0.25, 0.31, and 0.46. The field and temperature dependencies of

X in the x = 0.10 and 0.25 samples reveal that a spin-glass (SG) phase appears at low
temperatures. For x = 0.3 1, which is slightly above the percolation limit (x, = 0.24), the SG
phase is also present at low temperatures, but there is a clear indication of long-range
antiferromagnetic (AF) ordering at intermediate temperatures. Finally, in the sample with
x = 0.46, AF ordering with random-field effects determines the characteristic behavior. These

studies will help in the understanding of the crossover from random field to SG behavior in
dilute antiferromagnets.

The random-field problem" continues to attract a great fields. The "FC-ZFC" irreversibilities are clearly evidenced
deal ofattention both theoretically and experimentally. Very at low temperatures, notably for low applied fields, as usual
recently, de Almeida and Bruinsma

3 showed that a diluted in spin glasses. The susceptibility data were taken in succes-
Ising antiferromagnet (AF) with large dimensionality in a sive temperature steps after the sample had been ZFC for the
field can be mapped on an AF with gaussian randomness, lowest temperature in the range of measurement and the
and that a true glassy phase can occupy a substantial part of field increased to the indicated value. The susceptibility
the (HT) phase diagram, particularly for large effective measured on heating shows a cusp, which rounds as H in-
random fields. In this paper we report investigations of this creases, but is time dependent and irreversible below an irre-

effect in the virtually unexplored high dilution region of the versibility temperature 
T
, (H). In contrast to the RFIM be-

randomly diluted, highly anisotropic, rutile compound havior,
6 

the data obtained on cooling (FC) are reversible
Fe. Zn, - F2 . At intermediate concentrations (x > 0.4), un- and do not show noticeable time dependence. The departure
der an external field, this system has been recognized as an of the ZFC and FC curves defines the onset of the irreversibi-
ideal experimental realization of a d = 3 random-field Ising lity line T (H). A log-log plot of Tj shows that this line can
model (RFIM) system.

4  
be fitted by t(H) = -AH"2 , where t= [T (H)

We have performed dc susceptibility (X) measurements - Tj (0)] IT (0) is the reduced temperature and 0, is a
in samples with concentrations x = 0.10, 0.25, 0.31, and crossover exponent. The measurements yield T, (0)
0.46. The experiments were carried out with a vibrating sam- = 11.2 ± 0.2 K and 6 = 3.4 ± 0.2. This valueofo issimilar
ple magnetometer in magnetic fields in the range 0 < H < 65 to that obtained in other spin glhss systems

7 
and it is also

kOe. The temperature was measured with a carbon glass compatible with the H./
3 

dependence of the AT mean-field
thermometer and controlled to within I mK in the range
4.2 < T<60 K.

The field and temperature dependencies of X in the
x = 0.10 and 0.25 samples reveal that a spin-glass (SG) F12 Zn F|
phase appears below the de Almeida-Thouless' (AT) tran- oo . H,50o 0

ized by nonexponential relaxation times, remanence, strong 5.2

history dependence, and critical behavior of the nonlinear .5 .
susceptibility. For x = 0.31, which is slightly above the per- I -

colation limit (xp = 0.24), the SG phase is also present at ."

low temperatures, but there is a clear indication of long- 5 32 15
range AF ordering at intermediate temperatures. Finally, in : - - T MK

the sample with x = 0.46, AF long-range order with ran-
dom-field effects determines the characteristic behavior. a

The temperature dependence of the susceptibility,
X = MIH, of the x = 0.25 sample, after zero-field-cooling 12
(ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) procedures, for H parallel to 0 20 40 T(K) 60
the easy axis, is shown in Fig. I for various applied magnetic

FIG. I. Temperature dependence of the dc susceptibility M /H for zero.
field-cooled (X,c) and field-cooled (Fc) eZn,, F, with applied
magnetic field H = 10 kOe( + ); H = 20 kOe(A); H 40 kOe(O);

SOn leave from Lepartamento de Fisica, Uiliversidade Federal ds Paraiba, H = 60 kOe( X ). Inset shows X_ and y _ for H = 500 Oe. The solid
58.100 Campina Grande, PB, Brazil. lines are guides to the eye.
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(MF) instability line for a short-range Ising spin-glass mod- kOe, with 6 = 3.3 ± 0.2 and 0 = 3.4 ± 0.2. Our data col.
el.

5  
lapse on a curve giving clear indication that the system satis-

A salient feature of the curves in Fig. I is the fact that T fies scaling in the critical region above T. The values of the
(H) is slightly larger than the temperature of the maximum exponents are in close agreement with those found by Bou.
of the ZFC susceptibility (,zvc ) (see inset). The coinci- chiat8 in AgMn metallic spin glasses for various concentra
dence of these two temperatures has indeed been found both tions of Mn. This result suggests the existence of universality
in metallic' and insulating

9 
spin glasses, but there are sys- in the critical behavior of IsingSGs regardless oftheir metal-

tes in which this does not occur.
7 

Also, evidence was pro- lic or insulating natures.

duced that remanence exists above the spin-glass freezing The temperature dependence of X of the sample
temperature T 1,

0but it wassuggested "that this isaresultof Feo.,oZno.goF2 is presented in Fig. 3. As in the case of
inhomogeneitits and should not occur with proper anneal- x = 0.25, SG behavior is found below an irreversibility line
ing of the sample. This fact reflects also in the temperature T(H), where field hysteresis loops, and remanence and
dependence of the initial susceptibilityx o = (dM/dH)l.Vo. temporal dependence of the isothermal remanent magneti-
As is well known, Xo presents a maximum at the freezing zation (IRM), thermoremanent magnetization (TRM),

temperature T, identical to that of the ac susceptibility.
2  

and XzFC are seen. We note, however, that this occurs in a
For Feu, Zn e,sF,, Xo indeed presents a maximum around temperature region lower than that for x = 0.25. The onset
Tf = 10.2 ± 0.2 K, as shown in Fig. 2, but this temperature of the nonlinear susceptibility region also moved, in this

is different from the irreversibility temperature at H = 0, case, for T: 20 K.

T, (0) = 11.2 ± 0.2 K. Figure 1 also shows a nonlinear sus- Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the sus-

ceptibility region, which emerges for T5 30 K, where the ceptibility of Feo.31 Zno. F 2. In this case, the maximum in
M/H curves begin to be notably field dependent. This is the XzFc is clearly reversible in high fields whereas in low fields

region where presumably cluster formation initiates, before the onset of irreversibility T (H) coincides with the suscep-

the SO state sets in at the AT transition line. In addition, we tibility peak. We believe that the temperature TM (H) of the

briefly mention studies of a scaling analysis of the critical maximum of the susceptibility (which is close enough to the
phenomena, made for the sample with x = 0.25, which will maximum of dX/dT) corresponds to the P-AF transition.

be reported in detail elsewhere. " We used the following scal- On the other hand, the irreversibility temperature T (H)

ing form for the nonlinear susceptibility: corresponds to the SG transition. For temperatures below

XN- =Hv'f+(t/H
2

*). Here t= (T- Tf)/T is the re- T,(H), XzFc shows temporal dependence as expected in

duced temperature, 8 and 0 are scaling exponents, and spin glasses. The interesting feature here is the fact that XFc

f, (x) is a scaling function which approaches a constant as exhibits a dip at low fields. The increase ofFc with decreas-

x-0 and x
-
Y as x-oo with the scaling relations ing T, starting around T,, (H), seems to indicate that long-

y= 0(b- 1)/6and 0= = y +6. The exponent 6 was range AF order has been suppressed in favor of the SG

determined by the initial slope (H up to 20 kOe) ofa log-log phase, the latter emerging from a region of coexistence in
plotofthenonlinearsusceptibilityXNL =Xo -M/Hversus which the AF ordering predominates. We found that the
magnetic field at t = 0, where XL -H"'/ (for higher fields field-hysteresis loops are quite narrow in the coexistence re-

we find deviations towards higher values of 8) whereas 0 was gion and become wider below T, (H), where the SO phase is

obtained from the AT transition line. Scaling was tested for now well established. The coexistence of SG and AF order-

20 different temperatures between T and 2 T and Hup to 20 ings has recently been observed in Feo55 Mgo3 ,5 C12 (Ref. 14)

9.0

7.5 F Zn FFe.0Z9F2

.25 .75.2 5k0
x2lOkOe
520 tOe
o40kOe

5.5 5.0 O60kOe

35
5 1O 15 20 .0T(K) 0 10 P-0 T(K) 30

FIG. 2. Temperature depenldence of initial susceptibility Xo FIG. 3. ZFCand FCsusceptibilitiesM/Hvs temperatureofFe_ oZn.oF,
= (dM/dH),_. of Feo,,,Zno,,F, for H parallel to the easy axis. for several applied magnetic fields.
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... F ZnF T(5keOl * T (Sk0e) net in a uniform field,' since evidence is given (see Fig. 4)
that a true glassy phase can occupy a substancial part of the

4.0 (HT) phase diagram,' even for concentrations above the
ST(%k0) percolation threshold. The coexistence of AF ordering with

random field and SG behavior is a new feature in this class of
system and deserves further investigation.

TO T (40~n) " T(40kOa)
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Tricritical point in dilute Ising antiferromagnets In magnetic field
P. Azaria and H. T. Diep
Laboratoire de Magnitisme des Surfaces Universitk Paris 7 75251 Paris Cedex 05, France

Serge Galam
Dipartement de Recherches Physiques, T22-E3. Universiti Pierre et Marie Curie,
75252 Paris Cedex 05, France

We show by Monte Carlo simulation that the inclusion of next-nearest-neighbor (nnn)
interactions, which are always present in real systems, results in the existence of a tricritical
point in the temperature-field plane. The location of this point depends on the dilution
concentration p and on the nnn interaction strength. These results are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION values + I except at a concentrationp of lattice sites where

Random field Ising model (RFIM) has been subject to they are zero. These vacant sites are chosen at random. The

extensive studies during the last decade. It is now known by first two terms in Eq. ( 1) are performed over all nn and nnn

an exact proof' that the lower critical dimensionality is 2. pairs respectively while the last one over all occupied lattice

The nature of the phase transitions in three dimensions re- sites.

mains, however, an open question. Mean field theories 3  We have carried out extensive MC simulations with dif-

preicted thtthewexitan o f aqusti. M point depends on ferent simple cubic lattice samples of size N = 20'. Finitepredicted that the existence of a tricritical pitdpnso

the random field distribution, in particular, a bimodal distri- size effects have been studied for one case (p = 0.2,

bution ( ± H) yields a tricritical point while a Gaussian one a = - 0.5)." The periodic boundary conditions have been

does not.' In contrast Monte Carlo (MC) results of RFIM imposed throughout. The MC technique used here is the

with a bimodal distribution have been inconclusive: some single-spin flipping procedure where in each run we discard

were interpreted in support of a first-order transition at finite a sufficient number of MC steps (MCS) per spin to equili-

low temperature
4 others favored a continuous transition.' It brate the system before averaging physical quantities over a

is noted that MC results of Ref. 4 have been also interpreted' number of MCS/spin. The two following procedures have

as consistent with a second-order transition provided dy- been used in1 our simulations: () applying H on the antifer-

namical effects are included. Experimentally random field romagnetic (AF) and ferromagnetic (F) initial spin config-namial ffets re nclded Exprimntaly andm feld urations at a given temperature T; (ii) heating or cooling the

systems are obtained by dilution of antiferromagnets ( AF ) system at a given temprt. T; chie he or o the

in a uniform magnetic field." It is not known to what extent system at a given field H. The choice of the former or the
latter procedure depends on the trajectory followed in the

dilute AF in a field is equivalent to RFIM. Qualitatively simulation with respect to the critical line in the (TH)
when dilution is important the uniform AF order can be plane. The first procedure is convenient at high values of H
broken into domains of AF order making the action of a while the second one is more suitable at low values of H. The
uniform field site-dependent. MC simulations performed for use of AF and F configurations as initial conditions helps to
the dilute AF in a field' suggested a second-order transition stabilize the system more rapidly than the use of random
even for strong fields at vacant site concentrationp = 0.3. By initial configurations. The AF is one of the ground states of
including nnn interactions we have found a tricritical point the system when H does not exceed the critical value H, (p)
by MC simulations atp =0.2 for the ratioa = - 0.5ofnnn given by H, (p)= (I -- p)Ho, whereH, = 6 for simple cu-
to nn interaction strengths.' bic structures. The F state, on the other hand, is the stable

In this paper we extend our previous simulations'0 to configuration at high temperatures. Besides, at each concen-
different values ofp and a. The dependence of the location of tration p we used different samples to make sure that the
the tricritical point onp and a is shown and discussed. Final- results are independent of vacant site distributions.
ly a comparaison with a recent probabilistic mean field cal- A full account of this work will be published else-
culation" and some earlier mean field prediction 2 is briefly where." We recall briefly here that the order of the transi-

presented. tion is determined by examining the staggered magnetiza-
tion m,, internal energy U, specific heat c, and staggered

II. PHASE DIAGRAM susceptibility X. The existence of a hysteresis in m,, and in U
We consider the following Hamiltonian: means a first-order transition, otherwise it is a continuous

transition. 1i he system equilibrium is verified by looking at
V=J X SS, + aJ S, - S,, (I) the time-dependence of the local Edwards-Anderson order

J) parameter as well as of other physical quantities. Forp up to

where J > 0 is taken as unit of energy in the following. The 0.3 we used 20.000 MC scps/spin, half of which were dis-
coefficient a is the ratio of nnn to nn interactions and H is the carded for equilibrating. -.- p w,: rger than 0.3 longer runs are
applied uniform magnetic field. The ising spins S, take the needed. For a given p we It ok for the critical points at var-
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FIG. 2. The tricritical temperature oh-
02 tai ed by the probabilistic mean held

3. equations is shown as a function ofp at
-= -0.5
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram in the (TH) plane fora = - 0.5 at various values of
p. Results of runs with fixed H are denoted by solid circles and those with
fixed T by diamonds. First- and second-order critical lines are shown, re- where c is the number of nn and z the number of nnt. The
spectively, by discontinued and solid lines. Results atp = 0 are taken from equations of state become averages of equations of state over
Ref. 13. The inset shows the tricritical temperature as a function ofp. the various configurations (2). We obtain for uniform and

staggered magnetizations
3

m P, M = 6 (,H^,m,,,,6,) (3)

ious values of H and T. In the first-order region we measure and
the hysteresis width and the tricritical point is taken where 3
this width goes to zero by extrapolating. An example at m, = pm,(flH,mm,,y,,6, (4)

p = 0.2 has been shown in Ref. 10. The resulting phase dia-
gramatp=0.l,0.2, and0.3fora= - 0.5 is shown in Fig.l where the expressions of m and m, are identical to those of

where resultsofLandau
t 
Bforp = 0arealso presented. Inthe the pure case when yr = y, and 6, = 6,." Using Eqs. (3)

inset of Fig. I we show the tricritical temperature T, as a and (4) we calculated the location of tricritical point for

function ofp. It is observed that T, decreases strongly with a = - 0.5 at various values ofp. The results are shown in

increasingp. This suggests that there exists a thresholdp, at Fig. 2. The p dependence of the location of the tricritical

which the tricritical point disappears, point justifies an earlier mean field treatment.
2 

A qualita-

We note that atp = 0.3 the full AF order is often broken tive agreement with the MC results shown in the inset of

into domains of AF order. This is seen in runs with high- Fig. I is observed.

temperature F initial spin configurations: below the transi-
tion the staggered magnetization obtained upon cooling can IV. CONCLUSION

be smaller than that obtained by heating from AF initial To summarize we would like to emphasize that both
configurations. This effect is not due to metastability since nnn interactions and dilution can change the nature of the
the local Edwards-Anderson order parameter in runs with F phase diagram. Therefore, experiments on different systems
and AF initial conditions are identical within statistical er- may give different phase diagrams. Experimental results

rors. should thus be interpreted with caution.
We have also obtained the phase diagram at a - 0.6

for p = 0.2. The critical point at H = 0 is T, = 8.75 + 0.05 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
and the tricritical point is located at T, = 3.0 + 0.2, H, The simulations have been carried out on the computer

4.8. This is to be compared with the case a = - 0.5 and FPS-164 of GRECO "Exp6rimentation Numerique'" at the

p = 0.2 where T, = 2.5 + 0.1, H, _ 4.8. The full phase dia- Ecole Normale Sup6rieure.
gram in the space (H,Ta) which requires an enormous
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Reorientations, freezing, and plastic phase
r Serge Galam

Departement de Recherches Physiques, 722-E3. Universite Pierre et Marie Curie,
75252 Paris Cedex 05, France

A physical mechanism for the production of random fields in plastic molecular crystals is
proposed. To account for the reorientating processes, a rotational state is introduced in

addition to the set of equivalent allowed orientations. Molecules in the rotational state act as
static impurities which in turn generate random fields. A magneticlike Hamiltonian is
presented. Experimental implications of the rotational state are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION phenomenon it is appealing to consider the excited state plus

the local deformation as equivalent to some virtual static
A growing interest has been devoted recently to the impurity. This equivalence simplifies much the complicated

study of plastic crystals. 5 Plastic crystals exhibit an inter- dynamics of the plastic crystal by dividing it into two prob-
mediate thermodynamically stable phase, the plastic phase, lems:
between the solid and the liquid phases. In this intermediate (i) a static problem which is the study of a plastic crystal
phase, the centers of mass of the molecules form a regular diluted with impurities;
lattice whereas their orientations are disordered. Plastic (n) a dynamical problem which is the study of the dy-
crystals can be either of the molecular kind, like C(CH3)4,

2  namics of the virtual impurities.
or of the ionic kind, like NaCN. 3'4  From now on we concentrate on point (i) assuming that

In the plastic phase the nature of rotational disorder is we are dealing with times of order r.
rather complicated.' There exists a static orientational disor- Using the rotational state hypothesis, a mapping can be
der distributed among a discrete set of equivalent directions, established between the plastic crystal with reorientations
which usually results from the interplay of symmetries both and a dilute plastic crystal with no reorientations larger than
of the site and the molecule. Large amplitude librations oc- 2ir. Results obtained recently in the study of M (CN) I -I X
cur around each direction together with jumps from one di- mixed crystals,9 with orientational disorder, may be relevant
rection into another. Using some hints from molecular dy- to study the plastic phase. In these systems M is an alkali
namics, 6 it appears that rotational jumps may proceed metal with M = Na, K, and Rb and X is halogen ion with
through some free rotation of the molecule, i.e., rotations spherical symmetry. It was suggested that substitutional ha-
larger than 21r. Moreover, the coexistence of rotational dis- logens x generate random strains which in turn couple to the
order with translational long-range order is mediated by rotational degrees of freedom of the CN.9 These static strains
steric hindrace, which makes the translation-rotation cou- appear to be quenched with a zero configurational average
pling of central importance.7  which causes the problem to belong to the class of random

In Sec. II we propose to account for part of the dynamics field systems. In our problem, X stands for the virtual impur-

of reorientations by introducing a rotational state which ities, i.e., the large angle reorientating molecules. We there-
makes the problem static on short timescales. On this basis, a fore argue that, in plastic crystals at timescales of order r,
magnetic like model is presented in Sec. Ill. Two different there exist random fields which couple to the rotational de-
phase transitions are obtained from the same Hamiltonian to grees of freedom.
describe the solid-plastic and the plastic-liquid transitions.
In the plastic phase the rotational degrees of freedom are II. A NEW MAGNETICLIKE MODEL FOR PLASTIC
found to be frozen. Finally the rotational state hypothesis is CRYSTALS
discussed in the Sec. IV with respect to a recent neutron
experiment on neopentane.' Concluding remarks are con- On this basis a magneticlike model can be defined as

tained in the last part. follows for timescales of order r. To each molecule i we asso-
ciate a variable T = ± I to represent translational degrees
of freedom and a variable Ri = I I to account for the dis-

II. DYNAMICAL VERSUS STATIC DISORDER: THE crete rotational degrees of freedom. At this stage a crude but
ROTATIONAL STATE HYPOTHESIS physically meaningful way to account for reorientating pro-

Because reorientation processes exist which involve ro- cesses is to include a random field H, = ± H which couples
tations larger than 21r, the corresponding typical reorienta- to R,. Molecules in the excited state do not appear explicitly.
tion time -r should allow some relaxation of translational Only their effects are included via the {H, }. Such an approx-

degrees of freedom. This very fact suggests that one consider imation holds only for a very low concentration of reorien-

a molecule in the reorientating process as being in an "excit- tating molecules. From some experiments it seems that the

ed state." For every plastic crystal a new state may therefore concentration is indeed rather low.'
be introduced, in addition to the set of discrete orientations Taking ferromagnetic couplings between nearest neigh-

allowed by symmetry. The excited state is thus surrounded bors for both the {TI} and the {R} together with a local

by a local deformation of the lattice. To account for such a linear coupling, leads to Hamiltonian of the form' 0
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t =- Jr X T T - JR X R,R, expected."
'2 

Indeed, no isotropic contribution to the elastic
structure factor could be detected. This result justifies the
approximation of low concentration for reorientating mole-

cules. Simultaneously the translational disorder associated

The global phase diagram of plastic crystals can be described with the molecular centers of mass was found to be very large

qualitatively using Hamiltonian (1). Taking JT) JR pro- and strongly temperature dependent: the translational De-

duces two regimes for the Hamiltonian (I). bye-Waller factor exhibits a strikingly rapid increase with

There is a low-temperature regime in which the { T, I are temperature.
2

ordered and behave as a uniform field T= (T,). The {R,} It was found
3 that this thermal behavior can be under-

are the critical variables and the effective Hamiltonian is stood using the rotational state hypothesis by taking into
account the increase in the number of rotational states with

= - JR R R, - (Hi + A T)R i . (2) temperature; this number, however, always being of the or-

Xi der of a few percent.
The solid-plastic transition is thus described by the transi-
tion of a ferromagnet in competing uniform and random V. CONCLUSION

fields." The plastic phase appears as an orientational glass- We have presented a Hamiltonian which yields the glo-

like system for times of order r since {(R, )I, = 0 while bal phase diagram found for plastic crystals. The main as-
I{(Rj)'}, = 0 (av denotes configurational average). The sumption of the model sketched above is the existence of
{R, } are frozen by their local random fields {H,}. local excited states which in turn generate random fields. At

At higher temperatures a second regime takes place de- this stage more experiments are needed to check the rota-
scribed by the effective Hamiltonian tional state hypothesis.
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Effect of demagnetizing fields on Kerr effect In ferrites
Prabhat K. Singh, P. K. Singh,a) and S. Prasadb

)

Department of Physics and Astrophysics, University of Delhi Delhi- 10007, India

The analysis of experimental data of magnetomicrowave Kerr effect in MgMn ferrite samples
at 9.442 GHz has been carried out using external permeability tensor components which take
care of demagnetizing fields more accurately in the theory and is based on the guided wave
propagation of the microwave inside the sample. The present analysis gives a better agreement
with the experimental data in comparison to our earlier analysis which was based on the free-
wave propagation of the microwave. The importance of the image effect in the demagnetizing
factor is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION the improper accounting of the demagnetizing field in the
The study of microwave behavior of ferrites has always disk-shaped samples. In this paper we report our experimen-

been a subject of great interest as this combines both interest- tal results on MgMn ferrite samples at X-band frequency.
ing physics and technical importance. The transmission of These results are analyzed using a more refined theory re-
microwaves from magnetized ferrites placed in a waveguide ported in this paper which takes care of the demagnetizing
has been studied earlier by many workers.' However, it was field more accurately than reported earlier. Our analysis also
noticed recently that the microwave reflection from magne- takes account of the guided wave nature of microwave prop-
tized ferrites, called the magnetomicrowave Kerr effect, agation inside the sample.6

could also be very interesting, particularly in disk-shaped
samples.' In this effect the sample may be kept both inside EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
and outside a circular waveguide (generally backed by a me- The experiments were performed using a double micro-
tallic plate in order to account the multiple reflection2 easi- wave bridge originally envisaged by Brodwin and Vernon'
ly). The sample can be magnetized either along the direction for a similar study in semiconductors. The details of the in-
of microwave propagation (i.e., Faraday configuration) or terferometer and modification needed for its use in magnetic
perpendicular (i.e., Voigt configuration) to it. We have re- materials have already been reported in an earlier publica-
cently published quite a bit of work on the study of micro- tion.3 The details of the sample preparation and the param-
wave reflection from the magnetized ferrite sample in the eters are given in Ref. 3.
Faraday configuration. 2" The reflected waves were ana-
lyzcd in terms of R, the amplitude ratio of two orthogonal THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
linearly polarized components of the reflected wave and 6, The experimentally measured parameter R depends
the phase difference between them. Experimentally, various theoretically on the reflection coefficient of negative and
extremes in the value of R as a function of magetic field were positive circularly polarized components of the incident
observed, most of which could be attributed to dimensional microwaves from the magnetized ferrite. These reflection
resonance phenomenon." Most of the time, the theoretical coefficients are related to the permeability tensor compo-
analysis of the results rc,!rnduced the peak structure quite nents of the ferrites and the damping parameter. The expres-
accurately. In the theoretical interpretation ,ji Uhc cpen- sions of permeabilty tensor components for the unsaturated
menatal data, however, we m !y faced two problems. and saturated states of magnetization are different. How-
First, the theoretical peak positions were found to be off ever, in this paper we have considered only the case of the
ometimes by more than I kOe from the corresponding ex- saturated state of magnetization. This is because in the un-

perimental peaks, and second, the damping parameter (a), saturated state of magnetization the expressions of the per-
introduced in order to account for magnetic losses in the meability tensor elements are not exact and contain adjusta-
material, was found to be rather larger than the one expected ble fitting parameters' which can alter the positions of the
from independent effective linewidth measurements.' One peaks in the R-vs-H curve. It is, therefore, difficult to see the
of the possible reasons for this discrepancy was thought to be effect of demagnetizing fields separately. Moreover, in this

state of magnetization, additional losses may occur due to

Also at Division of Materials. National Physical Laboratory, Dr. K. S. the motion of domain walls. In our earlier analysis we made
Krishnan Road. New Delhi-I 10012. India. the following assumptions for calculation of permeability

' Also at Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology, Powai, tensor components at different externally applied dc mag-
Bomby-400076, India. netic fields.
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(a) The demagnetizing fields in the sample are uniform the earlier section. The results have been compared with the
N and can be accounted by a position-independent demagneti- theoretical results based on the FW model. The results of

zating factor along the x, y, andzdirections, e.g., N., N, and two representative samples have been shown in Figs. I and 2.
N.. The experimental curve of R as a function of externally

(b) The originally derived Polder's internal permeabil- applied dc magnetic field in the saturated state of magnetiza-
ity tensor components are valid in our case except that the tion for the sample MgMn2000 is shown in Fig. 1. In this
internal field H,, is given in terms of externally applied mag- sample the experimental minima and maxima are observed
netic field H by the following equation: at fields of 1.90 and 2.23 kOe, respectively, in the value of R

= H-N,4i- M,, () which is followed by a plateau between 2.7 and 4.0 kOe. The
calculations of R have been carried out by using the free-

where 4irM, is the saturation magnetization of the sample. wave model as well as the present modified theory and the
It was discussed earlier3 that assumption (a) could be curves are plotted in the same figure by broken and contin-

valid if the ferrite sample is thin and has a larger dimension uous curves, respectively. The calculations from both mod-
in comparison to the waveguide diameter. This is because els reproduced the maxima in the R-vs-H curve as observed
the first-order demagnetizing factor varies significantly as a experimentally. The maximum was due to dimensional reso-
function of position only near the sample edges."° In the nance. The theoretical maxima by the FW model was at 2.60
present work it was, therefore, decided to use external per- kOe, corresponding to an experimental maximum at 2.23
meability tensor components instead of internal permeabil- kOe. On the other hand, the present theory gives the peak (at
ity tensor components. The expressions of permeability ten- 2.23 kOe) exactly at the same field where the experimental
sor components used in our analysis are taken from Ref. I peak is observed. Thus, the use of the present theory im-
[expression (4.29) of Ref. 1, however, contains a printing proves the agreement between the theory and experiment,
error which has been corrected in the present calculation] particularly in regards to the position of the peaks.
which includes the loss, i.e., the damping term and demagne- Figure 2 illustrates the R-vs-H experimental curve for
tizing factors. In our earlier analysis of the data of the satu- MgMn 1750. The theoretical curves calculated with the help
rated state of magnetization, the contribution of the demag- of the present theory and FW model are also shown in the
netizing factor was not considered. In the present text the same figure, the former being represented by a continuous
theoretical results obtained by the earlier theory is referred curve. In this sample also the results obtaiwied by the present
to as the free-wave (FW) theory and the theoretical results theory improve the agreement between theory and experi-
based on the present theory are referred to as the modified ment. In fact, the matching is almost perfect.
theory. For the calculation of the demagnetizing factor we Similar calculations were also carried out for other sam-
have used Sawado's9 and Joseph and Schl6mann's"' expres- pies reported in our earlier publications.3 It is found that, in
sion. In the former the image effect has been considered general, in all the cases where agreement between theory and
while in the latter spatial variation ofthe demagnetizing field experiment was not so good from the FW theory, a tremen-
is considered. dous improvement was observed by using the modified theo-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analysis of Faraday configuration Kerr effect data 4.0

in terms of the parameter R as a function of applied dc mag- EXPERIMENTAL

netic field has been carried out using the theory discussed in - PRESENT THEORY
---- FW THEORY

2.00 :

.-*...EXPERIME NTAL 3.0
* - PRESENT THEORY

---- FW THEORY

1.50 t
T 2.0

0.0 25

1.00 t

0.50

H -- 0..S 
e

* O
" 0 1

z

. L0.0

0.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

H (k O e ) - H ISo iI

FIG. I. Theoretical (using present theory and FW theory) and experimen- FIG. 2. Theoretical (only for the saturated state of magnetization) and ex-
tal R.H curves for MgMn2000 The theoretical curve in the partially mag- perimental variation of R as a function of applied dc magnetic field for
netized state has not been plotted. MgMn 1750.
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ry so far as the positions of the peaks are concerned. In the guide-sample interface may not die out significantly before
theoretical curves plotted in Figs. I and 2, the demagnetizing their reflection from the other surface of the sample. These

factor was evaluated by using Sawado's expression. The re- modes have a complicated distribution of the microwave

suits obtained by the first-order theory of the demagnetiza- field inside the sample. This may lead to a difference in the
tion factor after Joseph and Schlomann did not give better magnitude of R and also to a slight shift in the experimental
results than Sawado's expression. The possibility of an and theoretical peak positions.

agreement with Joseph and Schl6mann's data ca.- ,ot be rule Second, the anisotropy shifts the resonant frequency.

out if their second-order correction to the demagnetization The phenomenon is well known in single-crystalline materi-
factor (which is sometimes as large as 20% of the first-order als.' As the polycrystalline samples consist of randomly ori-

contribution but difficult to evaluate) could be properly ac- ented crystallite separated by grain boundaries, the angle
counted in the theory. The better agreement with Sawado's between applied field and the crystal axis varies through all

expression clearly brings out a fact that it is important to values. The demagnetizing field at voids, grain boundary,

take into account the image effect in the theory. This is be- and inhomogeneous regions in the sample may also vary
cause the basic difference between Sawado and the first-or- from grain to grain. Thus, the demagnetizing field calculated
der theory of Joseph and Schlomann is that in the former the in terms ofN,, NY, and N, by considering an idealized model
image effect is included in the expression of the demagnetiza- may also differ from the actual values. All these effects may
tion factor while in the latter it was not considered. result in a broadening of the dimensional resonance peak and

The slight discrepancy still remained in some cases, par- a shift in the positions of the theoretical and experimental

ticularly in regard to the magnitude of R in the regions away peaks by different amounts.
from the maxima which may be due to two reasons: First, for
an exact evaluation of magnetic field inside the sample, the 'B. Lax and K. J. Button, Microwave Ferrites and Ferrimagnelics
solution of the electromagnetic boundary value problem is (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1962).
needed and impedance matching at the waveguide-sample 'S. Prasad and R. M. Mehra, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 39, 353 (1978).
interface is required. The calculations are quite complicated 'P. K. Singh, S. Prasad, P. K. Singh, and S. B. Singh, J. Appl. Phys. 53,

9180 (1982).and tedious but in the case of a finite sample, particularly 'P. K. Singh, P. K. Singh, and S. Prasad, J. Phys. C 18, 2305 (1985).
when its dimensions are of the order of wavelength of the 'Q. H. F. Vrehen, A. B. Vonlroenou, and 3. G. M. deLau, Phys. Rev. B 1,
incident radiation, the microwave field inside the sample can 2332 (1970).
be considered almost uniform for the first order of approxi- 'P. K. Singh and S. Prasad, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-18, 1633 (1982).
mation (as onsidered in the present theory).However, due 'M. E. Brodwin and R. . Vernon, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 34, 1129 (1963).'F. Sandy, Raytheon Technical Memo No. T 815 (1969).
to the small normalized electrical length of the sample thick- 'E. Sawado, . Appl. Phys. 40, 1860 (1969).

ness, high-order evanescent modes generated at the wave- "R. 1. Joseph and E. Schlrnann, . Appl. Phys. 36, 1579 (1965).
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Generalization of Snook's limit for modeling initial permeability
of magnetic materials

Gary G. Bush
Research and Development Division Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.
Palo Alto, California, 94304

Permeability relates the magnetic field intensity in a magnetic material to the resulting flux
density. The initial part of the permeability extending from dc fields to the radio-frequency
fields of a few hundred megahertz is due to domain wall displacement. A spin resonance occurs
due to the presence of an anisotropy field, with the result that the permeability drops rapidly at
frequencies above this resonance. It has been observed experimentally that the variation of the
ratio of the magnetic oxides in a given ferrite crystal structure changes the initial permeability
and the resonance frequency. The product of the resonance frequency and the initial
permeability is approximately constant, i.e., Snoek's limit. Thus, if the resonance frequency
increases, the initial permeability decreases in inverse proportion. Experimental results in the
literature confirm the variation of the initial permeability with composition. A modification of
the equations for Snoek's limit suggest that a variable quasistatic magnetic field would have the
same effect on initial permeability as a variation in composition. This effect has been verified
experimentally for magnesium-zinc ferrite samples in a brass coaxial transmission line with an
applied dc magnetic field of 0-500 Oe. The initial permeability of many magnetic materials can
thus be modified in the VHF range by the application of an externally applied magnetic field.

INTRODUCTION eter for the family of curves. The dashed line represents a

The ability to dynamically change the electromagnetic bound for this family of curves and is called Snoek's limit.

constitutive properties of a material by the application of a SNOEKS LIMIT
quasistatic field is very useful. Among the electromagnetic
properties that can be varied by the application of an electric The boundary defined by Snoek's limit' can be found
field are the conductivity of semiconductors and the permit- by taking the product ofu' and the angular resonance fre-
tivity and permeability of ferroelectric materials. The mag- quency for domain wall motion w. The resonance frequency
nitude of electric field required to produce significant can be expressed as a function of the gyromagnetic ratio y
changes, and the simultaneous change of permeability and and the total applied quasistatic magnetic field,
permittivity with electric field, have limited the applications w = y(Ho + H.), (I)
for ferroelectric materials.for errolectic mterils.where H. is the cubic anisotropy equivalent field and Ho is

The permeability of ferrimagnetic materials, such as fer-
rites that exhibit Snoek's limit,' can be controlled by a quasi- the externally applied field. The real part of the permeabilitystatic magnetic field without incuring significant changes in ' can be expressed as a function of the saturation magneti-

permittivity. These materials have found application in cy- ration Mt and the cubic anisotropy constant K,
clotrons, linear accelerators, 2.3 and radio-frequency (rf)
generators. The change in permeability with applied field 10.000 NiZn Fe 2 0

can be independent of frequency also. These materials are 6 0. 30

the subject of this paper. 0 -0.36 --- SNOEK'S LIMIT

INITIAL PERMEABILITY 0.50

The initial permeability spectrum is that part of the per- -00 0.6

meability spectrum as a function of frequency that is due to
domain wall motion. As the frequency of rf excitation in- 0.80

creases, the material reaches a point beyond which the spins 10 1.00
cannot fully respond to the excitation. The magnetization no
longer moves in phase with the excitation and losses occur.
The real part of the permeabilityu' decreases with incrcased . " 0 0 00

frequency and the imaginary part of the permeability/A' .I I 0 II 10 .0

goes through a broad resonance. Figure I describes this be- FREQUENCY (M.)

havior of the real part of permeability of the ferrite FIG. 1. Real part of the permeability of NiZn, _6Fe2O as a function of
Ni0 Zn , 5 Fe2O4. The concentration of nickel is the param- frequency for various fraction b of nickel (Refs. 4 and 8).
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uz'= Mlf./3KI. (2) ..

Before forming the product of wjg' to define the bound, the - f

effect of an external field on the resonance frequency must be SHo .
taken into account. Due to symmetry, the applied field adds 0 --
to the cubic anisotropy field. Thus, an effective cubic anisot-
ropy constant can be defined as 0W 3 :,0

Kr= (M,12) (Ho+ H.). (3) 2

The product of o and p' is therefore 20 Ho 20
2K M 2y/M, so !0  T

2I M' (4) ,o
M, 3K -1 3 H. HO

The product p.' is independent of the cubic anisotropy field I, f2 03

and the externally applied field. If the applied field increases,
Eq. (1) indicates that the resonant frequency will increase,
and Eq. (4) predicts a corresponding decrease in/u'. If the b.

frequency of operation is below the resonance frequency cor- 30 2

responding to the applied field, the resulting 1' should be 0
Of,independent of frequency. 25 A 3

EXPERIMENTS 20

The objective of this work was to investigate the control "
of permeability by an apphed magnetic field. To measure the 03

magnitude of the effect, a coaxial transmission line test fix-
ture was designed (Fig. 2). The control field, Ho, is pro- 1o
duced by a concentric coil of 1940 turns wound on the out-4
side of a section of rigid coaxial transmission line. A current 5
of 2.5 A in the coil produced a maximum field of 675 Oe in
the transmission line. The rf magnetic field is concentric 4 010 20 30 00

with the center conductor and perpendicular to the applied Ho (REL. UNITS)

dc magnetic control field, Ho.The ferrite sample completely
fills the gap between the center conductor and the outer con- FIG. 3. Idealized relationship of p',f and Ho.
ductor.

Figures 3 (a) and 3 (b) are idealized permeability curves
intended to explain the link between the initial permeability
curves such as Fig. I and the measured permeability curves
in Figs. 4 and 5. The same data is plotted in Figs. 3(a) and
3 (b) with the applied field HO as the parameter for the family _s

of curves in Fig. 3(a) and the frequency as the parameter in -- 00 M";
Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(a), the square icons at frequency III I'll
points I and 2, represent the sweeping of the nonlinear lead- 30 -- 500 MH

ing edge of the resonance past frequency f, as H. increases.
These two points correspond to the square icons labeled I 2t

20

05 /

F ARITI

0
o 
COIL0 133 266 399 532 665

COAXIAL H, (0.)
"IIW IItON -

FIG. 4. Real part of the pernneability /,' of M& 3 s Zos Fe2 O vs H for
FIG. 2, Transmission-line sample holder. frequencies between 100 and 500 MHz.
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-ed by Eq. (2) and Fig. 3 (b). Approximately the same behav--27 2'-100 UNz

o---- 200 MHO ior is seen in Fig. 5 for/p above a field ofHo = 200 Oe. After
o- 005 M.
o_-_-50 MH each data point was measured, the sample was subjected to a

diminishing ac degaussing field to reduce hysteresis effects.
All measurements were made at room temperature.

o CONCLUSIONS

Snoek's limit describes a general bound for the family of

- is initial permeability curves for various compositions of fer-
rites possessing cubic anisotropy. The effect of an external
field on the permeability of ferrites has been investigated in

-, . _ the VHF frequency range in light of this theory. The theory
indicated that a frequency-dependent and a frequency-inde-

0 133 266 399 532 665 pendent control field range forp' and y" should exist. Mea-
surements of Mg0. 35 Zn0o65 Fe 20 4 in the frequency range of

H~Oe2 100-500 MHz confirm this behavior. These results should

FIG. 5. Imaginary part of the permeability ou' of Mgo.3 Zno Fe2O4 vs Ho be useful for the molecular engineering of ferrite materials.
for frequencies between 100 and 500 MHz.

and 2 in Fig. 3 (b). As the resonance passes frequencyfl and ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Z' becomes constant for frequencies below the resonance, an The author is greatly indebted to L. C. Eisaman for con-
increase in Ho moves p' from point 3 to point 5. As shown in structing the experimental test fixtures and taking the data
Fig. 3(b), the expected change in u' with frequency is a reported in this paper and to Dr. Russ West of Trans-Tech
smooth curve proportional the relative spacing between the Corporation for invalaable discussions and providing the
curves atf, in Fig. 3(a). Equation (2) indicates an inverse materials tested.
relationship between p' and Ho that is independent of fre-
quency below the resonance at points 3, 4, and 5 and strongly
frequency dependent above the resonant frequency, points I
and 2. 'J. L. Snock, Physics 14,207 (1948).

The measured data shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are for a 
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L. M. Earley, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-30, 3460 (1983).
magnesi zinc ferrite, Mg 5Zno6 Fe2O4, with the spinel 3

L. Earley, (. P. Lawrence, and 1. M. Potter, IEEE Trans. Nacl. Sci.magnesium z NS, 3511 (1983).
crystal structure. The real part of the permeability is shown 'S. Chikazumi, Physics of Magnetism (Krieger, Malabar, FL, 1964), pp.
in Fig. 4 and the corresponding imaginary part of the perme- 328-332.
ability is shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 4, the curves for frequencies 5J. Smitand H. P.J. Wijn,Fe
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es(Wiley, New York

, 1959), pp. 260-276.

between 100 and 500 MHz are frequency dependent below a . H. Morrish, The Physical Principles of Magnetism (Krieger. Malabar,
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field of Ho = 266 Oe. Above this field, the curves come to- 'c. Kittel, Phys. Rev. 73, 155 (1948).
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Validation of mixture equations for dielectric-magnetic composites

H. M. Musal, Jr., H. T. Hahn, and G. G. Bush
Research and Development Division, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.,
Palo Alto, California 94304

Mixture equations relate the effective macroscopic electromagnetic properties (dielectric
constant and magnetic permeability) of a composite material to the intrinsic microscopic
electromagnetic properties of its constituents. The predictions of mixture equations in popular
use generally agree with each other when particles are widely separated (small volume
fraction), but begin to diverge when the volume fraction of particles in the composite is greater
than 10%. This paper reviews the assumptions and characteristics of different representative
mixture equations. The validity of these mixture equations for application to magnetic
composites was tested by comparing their predictions of macroscopic electromagnetic
properties to VHF and UHF measurements of these properties for a series of well-
characterized dielectric-magnetic composite samples comprised of ferrite particles in an epoxy
binder. The investigation emphasized the parameter regimes where large disparities between
the predictions of the various equations exist, namely, large volume fraction of particles,
complex dielectric constant and magnetic permeability (lossy material), and large contrast
ratio between particle and binder properties. Correlation and lack of correlation between the
mixture equation predictions and experimental data are shown.

INTRODUCTION ume of the binder material by use of the mixture equation. In

Mixture theories and their resultant mixture equations the static (or quasistatic) regime, the electric or magnetic
have been applied with some success to predict the effective dipole moments of particles depend only on the dielectric or

macroscopic electromagnetic properties of artificial dielec- magnetic properties, respectively, of the particle materials.

trics and dielectric composites. The objective of the work In this regime, Aspnes' has shown that the general form of

reported here was to evaluate the predictive accuracy of var- the mixture equation for solid spherical particles is
ious mixture equations when applied to magnetic compo- K - K, K - Kh Kb - Kh
sites, particularly in the stressful parameter regimes of large K +fb - , ( )
contrast ratio between constituent properties, large volume K + 2 Kh K, + 2

Kh Kb + 2Kh
fraction of particles, and highly lossy constituent materials, where K is the effective macroscopic dielectric constant or

In the usual composite consisting of particles in a bind- magnetic permeability of the mixture; Kb, K., and Kb are
er, the binder material "wets" the particles. Thus, the parti- the intrinsic dielectric constants or magnetic permeabilities
cles are isolated from each other by the contiguous binder. of a contiguous host (binder) and isolated particle materials;
However, when the volume fraction of particles in the mix- and f. and fb are the volume fractions of particles a and b
ture becomes large, or there is magnetic attraction between materials within the mixture. The mixture equation is writ-
particles, complete wetting may be frustrated, and agglo- ten in this form to facilitate display of how the choice of the
meration of particles produces regions where the particle host material leads to the various well-known mixture equa-
material forms a semicontiguous geometry. In the limit of all tions.
particle material, the particle material must be completely If the host material is chosen to be either a or b material
contiguous. This microgeometry transition from contiguous (K = K, or Kb ), and!, + fh = I, then there are isolated b
binder material to contiguous particle material, as the vol- or a particles in a contiguous a or b binder. This gives the
ume fraction of particles is increased, is an important aspect Maxwell Garnett2 (MGa or MGb) mixture equation. The
of composite modeling, computed value of K for a given volume fraction of particles

is different using MGa vs MGb. Because the host is contigu-
MIXTURE EQUATIONS ous, its properties dominate until the isolated particle vol-

Most commonly used mixture theories are based on an ume fraction closely approaches unity.
equivalent dipole representation of the mixture. The effec- Alternatively, the host material can be chosen to be free
tive macroscopic electromagnetic properties of the mixture space (Kb = I ) andf, + fb - I. Then there are isolated a and
are modeled as an effective dipole moment per unit volume, b particles in a contiguous free-space background. This gives
determined from the intrinsic dipole moments per unit vol- the Lorentz-Lorenz, or Clausius-Mossotti, ' mixture
ume, or per particle, of the constituents, and their relative equation. Even iff, +fb = I (no free-space volume), the
volume fractions within the mixture. This approach divides behavior of K is as though the particles are always isolated
the calculation into two parts. First, the electric and magnet- (neither acts as a contiguous material).
ic intrinsic dipole moments for isolated particles are calcu- Finally, the host material can be chosen to be the mix-
lated. Then, these dipole moments are combined with the ture itself (K. = K) andf, +fb = 1. Then Eq. (1) reduces
electric and magnetic intrinsic dipole moments per unit vol- to
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Ko -K K, -(2K 102
0 4--.+2K + A K, + 2K (2)

This is the Bruggeman 7 (B), or effective-medium, mixture
equation, which is to be solved for K. Neither a nor b materi- -MGMIc
als are treated as contiguous constituents.

The microstructure of a composite may change as the Mu)

volume fractions of its constituents are varied from one ex- 2
treme to another. Therefore, a mixture equation based on a 13(f,e)

single simple model of the microstructure may be inadequate
to predict the effective macroscopic electromagnetic proper- MC (A)

ties over the full range of possible compositions. Sheng' has < EMENT

proposed a two-phase binary-mixture model in which the 100 MA E
volume fractions occupied by the two different phases 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 .1
change with the relative volume fractions of the two con- VOLUME FRACTION OF FERRITE X-I IN EPON 815

stituents of the mixture. The electromagnetic properties of
the two different phases are calculated using the MGa and FIG. I. Magnetic permeability (real part) of composite at 100 MHz.
MGb mixture equations, and the effective macroscopic elec-
tromagnetic properties of the entire composite are calculat- examtned here. A necessary input to the mixture equations is

ed using the Bruggeman mixture equation. The latter step the intrinsic electromagnetic properties of the particles, i.e.,

imposes the assumption that at all volume fractions, other the properties at a volume fraction of unity. This was ob-

than zero or unity, there is no contiguous material in the tained by measuring the dielectric constant and magnetic

composite. permeability of a solid ferrite tile. The tile was then fractured

In the dielectric-magnetic composites under study here, into small particles (of the order of 100-/um average size) to

the binder material that holds the ferrite particles together is be used in fabrcating the composite samples. Using these

a contiguous host material. However, there are regions of particles in an epoxy binder, different volume fraction com-

localized agglomeration of the ferrite particles, which in- posite samples were cast into sections of rigid circular coax-

crease as the volume fraction of ferrite is increased. It there- ial transmission line. These were mounted in a fixture con-

fore was proposed that a two-phase binary-mixture model nected to an automatic network analyzer, where theirreflection and transmission coefficients (S-parameters)
would be appropriate, with the two different phase proper- re and Comissin coeuci n procers

ties calculated via MGa and MGb. In order to preserve the were measured. Computerized data-reduction procedures

identity of the contiguous binder material even at very large used these data to calculate the effective dielectric Constant

volume fractions of ferrite, the effective macroscopic proper- and magnetic permeability of the composites.

ties of the entire composite are also calculated using the MG CORRELATIONS
mixture equation with the two different phases as constitu-
ents. Explicitly, the mixture equation used is Validation of a mixture equation for application to a

IK, +K) 1 (3) type of composite is based on achieving good correlation

K=01 3 ,F,(K, -K,) 11
To calculate the properties of the isolated ferrite particle I,'
phase (K1 ), which will become the contiguous host phase of
the entire composite, K is taken to be that of the binder
(Kb), K, is taken to be that of the ferrite (Kf), and F, is MC(A)

taken to be the volume fraction of ferrite (F). To calculate )
the properties of the agglomerated ferrite particle phase
(KA), K = K, K, = Kb, and F, = (I- F). Finally, to
calculate the properties of the entire composite, K. = K,
Kp = KA, and F is the phase transition function. For the . -'e
numerical results presented here, the phase transition func- MUM

tion was simply taken to be F;. This mixture equation is
designated MU(n). $

COMPOSITE SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENTS
A nickel-zinc ferrite material (designated X-l) was

chosen for composite sample fabrication. The electrical con- * MEASU.EMET

ductivity of this ferrite is very low, which ensures that eddy '.0 .o 0.2 o.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

currents within the particles will not contribute to the parti- VOLUME FRACTION OF FERRITE X I IN EPON 8l5

cle dipole moments' and thus invalidate the quasistatic as-
sumption inherent in the derivation of the mixture equations FIG. 2. Magnetic permeability (imaginary part) of composite at 100 MHz.
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FIG. 3. Magnetic permeability (real part) of composite at 400 MHz. MEASUREMENT

MU(400 MH.

between the predictions of the equation and experimental 0 0 2 0.0 0.6 0.0 1.0

data from typical samples of that type of composite, consis- VOLUME FRACTION OF FERRITE X-7 IN EPON 8,S

tently for both real and imaginary parts of both dielectric FIG. 4. Magnetic permeability (imaginary part) ofcomposite at 400 MHz.

constant and magnetic permeability over the entire range of
volume fraction and frequency. Figures 1-4 show compari-
sons between mixture equation predictions and experimen- used in the calculation than is the real part. Overall, the two-
tal data for the magnetic permeability of the composite at phase binary-mixture equation appears to best represent the
frequencies of 100 and 400 MHz. The data points were ob- behavior of the magnetic permeability over the ranges of
tamined from six different ferrite volume fractions: zero (pure volume fraction and frequency that are covered. These re-
epoxy); 16.4%, 25.6%, 39.0%, and 60.5% (ferrite compo- suits suggest that the mixture equation approach to predict-
sites); and unity (solid ferrite tile). ing the effective macroscopic electromagnetic properties of

The end points of the theoretical and experimental re- dielectric-magnetic composites is valid, provided that the
suits (at zero and unity volume fractions) correlate perfect- microgeometry of the composite structure is considered
ly, as they should, because the experimental data of these when selecting the mixture equations to be used.
two points are inputs to the mixture equation calculation.
The predicted results of the various mixture equations are 'D. E. Aspnes, Am. J. Phys. 50, 704 (1982).
identified as follows: MG() and MG (A) are Maxwell Gar- 'J. C. Maxwell Garnett, Philos. Trans. R. Soc. London 203, 385 (1904);
nett results for isolated and agglomerated ferrite particle 205, 237(1906).nH. A. Lorentz, Wiedem. Ann. 9, 641 (1880).

phases, respectively; B(,fe) are Bruggeman results with fer- 4L. Lorenz, Wiedem. Ann. 11, 70 (1881).
rite and epoxy as the two constituents; and MU( 1) are re- 'R. Clausius, Mechanische Warmetheori, 2nd ed. (Vieweg, Braunschweig),

suIts of the two-phase binary-mixture equation defined ear- Vol. 2, p. 62.
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Microwave susceptibility and effective linewidth of iron-carbonyl powders
G. A. Naziripour, C. E. Patton, and M. V. Kogekar
Department of Physics, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

The effective linewidth technique has been applied to study the microwave response and
effective linewidth of iron carbonyl powders. The frequency and Q of a high-Q microwave
cavity containing small powder samples was measured over a field range of 0-12 kOe at 10
GHz. The frequency data for high field (9-12 kOe) were used in conjunction with
magnetization data and theory to calibrate the microwave system. The calibration parameters
were then used in conjunction with the Q data to determine the negative imaginary part of the
powder microwave permeability z" vs field. The #' results at high field were then fitted to
theory to estimate the operational effective linewidth parameter for the powders. The
procedure provided clear microwave evidence for (1) magnetic saturation of the powders in
the expected field range of 7-8 kOe, (2) the operational validity of a model which treats the
powder particles as noninteracting spheres, and (3) an off-resonance effective linewidth of
about 500 Oe at 10 GHz.

The objective of this study was to perform off-resonance u' = K( 1/Q - l/Q,4. (3)
microwave permeability measurements and effective The w. and Q. parameters correspond to the cavity reso-
linewidth analyses on a series ofiron-carbonyl powders. This nance frequency and Q extrapolations at infinite field. From
technique has proved useful for the separation of resonance the response in Eq. (1), the infinite field frequency w. can
losses from off-resonance losses and the determination of beobtained from plotsofwvvsa"1/H" parameterpgiven by
intrinsic linewidth parameters under conditions for which
direct FMR measurements are not possible.'

2  p = (,c',)/[ I - (P/w,,)2]. (4)
The effective linewidth technique is discussed at length Such plots (essentially o vs I/H o ) are linear at high field [as

in the references cited above. The basic idea is that cavity Q one would expect from Eqs. (1) and (2)] and extrapolate to
and frequency data can be used in conjunction with micro- o. at p = 0 (or HO = c ). Similarly, Q. is obtained from
wave perturbation theory and an analysis of the dynamic plots of Q vs a "I/H 2" parameter q given by
magnetic response to obtain the field dependence of the neg- I _) I ( I W" ) 2(

ative imaginary part of the microwave permeability for the 2 = -2- [1 - (w/o o)
2 ]2  (5)

material of interest. Based on various models for the micro-

wave response, one can use the high-field permeability data Such plots (essentially Q vs 1/H'.) are linear at high field
to determine an operational "effective linewidth" for the ma- and extrapolate to Q_ at q = 0 (or H. = oo ). These extra-
terial. polation procedures were carried out for fields in the range

The complex microwave permeability/p for spherical, 10-15 kOe.
nonconducting particles magnetized to saturation by an ap- The coefficient K in Eqs. (2) and (3) may be obtained
plied static magnetic field H. may be written as empirically or directly from perturbation theory. The em-

jp - I = , ( , + O) I + i(W )2 
-+ i 2]

- (- W) pirical approach was used here. This approach uses the fact
that/z' at high field is relatively insensitive to the parameter

The parameters o,, = y4irM, and w.o = yH, express the sat- 7, and depends only on y, 41rM,, H, and c. Calculated
uration induction 4rM, and the static applied field H. in values of p' vs field were used in conjunction with measure-
frequency units [y is the (positive) gyromagnetic ratio, ap- ments of the cavity frequency versus field and Eq. (2) to
proximately 2.9 GHz/kOe for iron], wi is the microwave determine K for a given powder sample/cavity combination.
frequency, and 7, denotes the relaxation rate. The "effective This value of K was used to convert Q versus field data to
linewidth" for a material with the above response is given by values ofu' versus field. The imaginary part of Eq. (1) was
AH, = 2 71o/y. This AHff parameter simply expresses the then fitted to the empirical y" vs Ho results to determine %0
off-resonance relaxation rate in linewidth units for conven- and AHff. Values of K from perturbation theory were found
ient comparison with the conventional half-power ferromag- to be almost a factor of 2 smaller than indicated by the em-
netic resonance linewidths for saturated materials. pirical approach. These errors are attributed to problems in

The microwave premeability is related to the microwave accurately estimating sample volumes, cavity loading effects
cavity Q and resonance frequency wi through perturbation for the metallic powder specimens, and modifications in p
theory.2 With the usual definition ofp in terms of its positive due to particle interactions.
real and negative imaginary parts, p =,u' - ip', the connec- The basic experimental procedure was to load a small,
tions with Q and c are given by loosely compacted powder sample in a high-Q TE01 I cylin-

- = - 2K ( (c - w- )/] (2) drical 9.9-GHz microwave cavity, use the technique of Refs.
I and 2 to measure the cavity frequency and Q as a function

and of applied field, use the analysis described above to calibrate
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00 0.2 04 Q8 10 FIG.2. Inverse cavity Qas a function ofthe 11H 2, inverse field parameter

INVERSE FIELD PARAMETER p q defined in the text.

FIG. 1. Cavity frequency, relative to a reference frequency of 9.966 GHc, as
a function of the "I/IH" inverse field parameter p defined in the text.

parameter for fields above 10-12 kOe.
The open circle data points in Fig. 3 represent values of

the system response, and then determine p' versus field and (/u' - 1) which were obtained directly from perturbation
the effective linewidth at high field, theory, based on the theoretical empty-cavity unperturbed

Data were obtained on iron-carbonyl powder materials TEOI 1 mode, a sample volume inferred from measured sam-
with 0.6-0.8 wt. % carbon, 0.6-0.8 wt. % nitrogen, nominal pie mass and density values, and the frequency data dis-
particle sizes of 1.5-2.5/pm, and nominal saturation induc- cussed above. It is evident from the figure that these points
tions (41rM,) of 17-19 kG. The 41rM, values were obtained lie well below the theoretical curves. The discrepancy at the
by standard vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) tech- highest fields shown is almost a factor of 2. This discrepancy
niques. Magnetic saturation required fields in excess of is attributed to cavity loading effects and the lack of a well-
about 10 kOe, as expected for iron-based powders consisting defined powder volume parameter for the metallic powders.
of irregular but roughly spherical particles.

3 
The measure- The approach used here was to adjust empirically the pertur-

ments were made on 0.5-0.6-mg powder samples compacted oation theory coefficient K in Eq. (2) [and in Eq. (3)] to
and sealed in l-mm-diam cups in small microwave dielectric "force" a fit of the (,a' - 1) data to the theoretical curves at
sample holders, very high field, Ho > 14 kOe. This "empirical" K value was

Data on cavity frequency versus the dimensionless then used for thep" versus field and effective linewidth anal-
"l/H" parameterp are shown in Fig. 1. The frequency values ysis (discussed below). The result of this procedure for
on the vertical axis indicate the cavity frequency shift, in (pu' - 1) is shown by the solid circle data points in Fig. 3.
kHz, relative to 9.966 GHz. The 700-kHz point, for exam- These points track the theoretical curve for AHfr = 500 Oe
pie, corresponds to a cavity frequency of 9.966 700 GHz. rather well for fields above 9 kOe and fall below this curve at
The measured cavity frequency increases as the "p" param- lower fields. This fall-offis attributed to the lack of magnetic
eter decreases. There is a more-or-less linear region for saturation for fields below 10 kOe.
p < 0.4 and a more gradual, somewhat rounded response for
higher values ofp. The p = 0.4 point corresponds to an ap-
plied static field H. of 10 kOe. As mentioned above, the 40
VSM data showed that fields above about 10 kOe are neces-
sary to magnetically saturate the powders, a necessary con- -
dition for the above microwave response equations to be(ap-

plicable. The data for p < 0.4 were used, therefore, for the J, aoextrapolation to obtain cwa
Figure 2 shows the corresponding results on inverse cav- 0

ity Q vs the "I/H 2 
,, param eter q. Here, the high field data 9 0

region corresponding to magnetic saturation (Ho > 10 kOe o 0
is for q < 0.007 kOe- 2

). The changes in cavity Q at high 00
field, however, are so small that the scatter in the data makes o
it difficult to separate the character of the I/Q vs q response 0 1.0
into saturated and unsaturated regions. Nevertheless, only
the data for q <0.007 kOe- were used for the q =0
(HO = o) extrapolation to obtain Q.. 6.0 8.0 100 120 14.0

Figure 3 shows two theoretical curves and two sets of STATIC APPLIED FELD (kO)

data points for the reduced real part of the permeability FIG. 3. Real part (is' - I) of the reduced microwave permeability as a
(,u' - I ) vs static field H o.The theoretical curves are based function of applied static field. The solid lines represent theoretical curves
on Eq. ( I ) for two different values for AHR,,, 500 Oe ( curve for AH = 500 Oe [curve (a) l and AH , = 4000 Oe [cur, e (b) 1. The

open circles represent the experimental results based on the frequency data(a)] and 4000 Oe [curve (b)]. These curves show that and cavity perturbation theory. The solidcircles represent the experimental(' - I) is relatively insensitive to the choice of the AIr, results adjusted to fit the theoretical curves at high field.
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discussed above. The theoretical y" vs Hu curves for
06 * 0b) AH, - 500 Oe and Al, 5 = 4000 Oe are quite different. As

t- is evident from Eq. ( 1), the theoretical expression for M"
;L. contains 77, (and hence AH, ) as a multiplying factor. It is

0 precisely this sensitivity ofpt" to AHr that makes it possible
04 - to use the p" versus field data to determine high-field effec-

tive linewidths. The data points in Fig. 4 lie slightly above
* the thcoretical curve for AH, = 500 Oeand trackthiscurve

fairly closely down to Ho = 10 kOe. This high-field fit indi-
S0.2 •cates an intrinsic X-band effective linewidth slightly higher

S (a)
4 than 500 Oe. The slight upturn in the data points at fields

above 13 kOe is an artifact of the technique at high fields
00 whenu" becomes small.

60 8 10.0 12.0 140 For fields below 10 kOe, the data points move above the
STATIC APPLIED FIELD (kOe theoretical curve for AHff = 500 Oe. As the powder be-

FIG. 4 Negative imaginary pant' of the reduced microwave permeability comes unsaturated, the microwave losses increase and the
as a function of applied static held. The solid lines represcut theoretical measured p" values become larger than expected on the ba-
curvesfor 1H, =500 Oefcurve(a)l and AH, = 4000 Ce lcurve(b)). sis of Eq. (1). It should be possible to use u" data for the
The solid circles represent the experimental results based on the empirical entire range of fields below saturation, 0 < H, < 10 kOe, to
cavity calibration procedure discussed in the text, model the powder microwave properties for the partially

magnetized and demagnetized states.
An alternative procedure to determine AHl, should be

Before considering the u" results, it is worthwhile to mentioned. This procedure is based on the fact that the slope
point out that the curves and fits in Fig. 3 for (p' - I ) al- of the I/Q vs q response at high field (Fig. 2) is proportional
ready give a rough indication of the operational AH,5 value to %, and hence to AHl, as well. The straight line in Fig. 2
for the powder. The theoretical curve for AH,5 = 500 Oe corresponds to AH = 500 Oe, based on the empirical cali-
tracks the solid data points down to somewhat lower fields bration parameter K discussed above.
than does the AHl, = 4000 Oe curve. This better tracking The authors are grateful to Dr. I. B. Goldberg of the
provides a preliminary indication that the operational pow- Rockwell International Science Center, Thousand Oaks,
dereffective linewidth is in the "hundreds ofOe" rather than California, for supplying the samples, and to Dr. Gopalan
the "thousands of Oe" range. Srinivasan for assistance with the measurements and analy-

Figure 4 shows the corresponding theoretical curves ses.
and adjusted data points for p" vs H,. The two curves are
based on the same parameters as in Fig. 3, with AH 5 values 'C. E. Patton and H. Schmidt, IEEE Trans. Magn MAG-t4, 880 (19781.
of 500 Oe (lower curve) and 4000 Oe (upper curve). The 'C E. Patton and T. Kohane, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 43, 76 (1972).

dSee the brief but useful article, C. P. Bean and I. S. Jacobs, J. Appl. Phys.data points (solid circles) were obtained from the Q vs H(, 31,1228 (1960), for a discussion of magnetization processes and magnetic
data and the empirical K parameter from the (p' - I) fit saturation in iron powders.
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Ferrite-organic multilayer film for microwave monolithic integrate circuits
prepared by ferrite plating based on the spray-spin-coating method

M. Abe,' ) T. Itoha) Y. Tamaura b) and M. Gomiot
Tokyo Institute of Technology. Ookayama. Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152. Japan

We have made multilayer films in which NiZn-ferrite (Fe27 0. . 04 -Ni 14, QuuZna 4 . 0,0O34 )
layers (2000-8000 .k thick) and dextran [ (C6 H 10O 5) 120 1ts,,o] buffer layers (100 A thick) are
laminated alternately on a glass subqtrate. The ferrite layers were formed by ferrite plating
based on the spray-spin-coating n'c Lod at 80 oC, compatible with the low heat resistance
( - 300 oC) of GaAs microwave monolithic integrated circuits. To enhance the adhesive power
of the multilayer film, thin ( - 300 A) magnetite layers were deposited intermediate between
the NiZn-ferrite and dextran and also between the NiZn-ferrite and the substrate. The grain
growth in the ferrite layers is interrupted at the dextran buffer layers, which release the stress
induced in the ferrite layers. Thus the multilayer film can grow much thicker (i.e., up to - 5
/pm) than a NiZn-ferrite monolayer film which peels off at - 1.5 pm thickness due to the
stress. In the multilayer films, the ferrite layers are of polycrystalline spinel structure having no
preferred orientation. The magnetization does not exhibit an anisotropy, lying in the plane of
film.

I. INTRODUCTION alternately the ferrite films and buffer layers which release
Ferrite plating facilitates formation of crystalline spinel the stress. Candidates for the buffer layer material are poly-

films at low temperature (<90 'C) in an aqueous solu- mers (such as saccharides) having OH groups and polymers
tion. 9 This enables us to use non-heat-resisting materials, (such as silylation reagents) having function groups. The
such as plastics,, as a substrate. Thus the ferrite plating has OH and the function groups can chemically couple with Fe
opened the door to new ferrie-film devices using a substrate ions of the ferrite film.' 4 In this study we have made on trial

made of non-heat-resisting materials. The first practical ap- the laminated films, using as the buffer layer material sac-
plication of the ferrite plating is a magnetic capsule toner and charides such as D-glucose [C,HO,6], soluble starch
carrier for zerography and magnetography, in which or- [(CH,,,O),], and dextran I(CH 0,oO),,, n = 1200-
ganic polymer particles are coated with a magnetic layer by 1800], and silylation reagents such as 3-aminopropyl-ethox-
ferrite plating.' We hope the second application of the ferrite ysilane and 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane. Since good

plating to be nonreciprocal ferrite components on a micro- results were obtained only for dextran, we concern ourselves
wave monolithic integrated circuit (MMIC) based on with only the multilayer films of the dextran buffer layers in

GaAs.' The ferrite plating is considered to be the only tech- the following sections. We describe the preparation of the
nique available at present to form a continuous ferrite layer multilayer films, and present structural and magnetic prop-

of good quality on GaAs IC chips which have a low deterior- erties of the films.

ation temperature of -300'C.' Conventional ferrite film II. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULT
preparation techniques, such as sputtering, pyrolysis, paste
method, etc., require substrate heating above several On glass substrates (3 cm X 3 cm X0.5 mm) we have
hundred 'C to get the ferrite crystallized, formed the multilayer films of the structure shown in Fig. 1,

We have reported in a previous paper that the ferrite- laminating the NiZn-ferrite and dextran layers. The initial
plating film can be formed on GaAs in various ways.' The NiZn-ferrite layer was intermediated by a thin ( - 300 A)
best way among them was to form the ferrite film by the
spray-spin-coating method on a SiO 2 intermediate layer
formed on the surface of the GaAs surface. The intermediate (Ni.Zn.Fe)3 04
layer enhances adhesion of the film onto the substrate sur-
face. Using a NiZn-ferrite film made in the best way, we ha% e
fabricated a junction-type circulator, on which nonrecipro-
cal isolator action has been observed. However, a serious Dextrar
problem has arisen in that the ferrite film lost its mirror _

luster when its thickness exceeded - 1pjm, and it peeled off Fe304<,,/
when it exceeded - 1.5 um. This may be because stress is \
induced in the film, which becomes strong as columnar- lNi.Zn,Fe)3 0,
shaped grain " grows with an increase of thickness. " •.

We may be able to overcome this defect by laminating Substrote

Department of Physical Electronics.
Department of Chemistry. FIG. I. Structure of ferrite-organic multilayer film.
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magnetite layer, and the dextran layers were sandwiched by TABLE II. Parameters for multilayer films (F-5, F-10, F-20) and mono-
similar magnetite layers. This was required to enhance the layer film.
adhesion of the NiZn-ferrite films onto the surfaces of the
substrate and the dextran layers. NiZn-ferrite layer

We have formed the NiZn-ferrite and the magnetite lay- Plating Total Magneti- Coercive
ers by the "improved spray-spin-coating" method.t Reac- Type of time thickness' zation force
tion and oxidizing solutions given in Table I were simulta- film (min) Number (Jim) (emu/gI (Oe)

neously sprayed onto the substrate, which was kept at 80 °C F-5 5 20 5.2b  92b  79"
and rotated at 300 rpm. For the dextran layer we sprayed a F-10 10 t0 3.1b  93" 67
dextran solution (1 g/1 concentration) for 2 min, after F-20 20 4 3.0' 90" 56
which we sprayed water to wash off the dextran which did Monolayer 30 1 0.8 81 31

not react into the layer. 'Determined by chemical analysis based on atomic absorption method, as-
We have made multilayer films of three types, F-5, F- 10, suming tht- !ht film density is equal to that for FeO4 .

and F-20, in which each NiZn-ferrite layer was plated for 5, b Averaged over NiZn-ferrite and Fe,O4 layers.
10, and 20 min, respectively, - 2000, -4000, and - 8000 A
in thickness. The deposition rate in the ferrite plating was
400 A/min. The films of types F-5, F- 10, and F-20 peeled off not change appreciably for F-5, F- 10, F-20, and the mono-

when the thickness of the multilayer film exceeded - 5.5, layer, but coercive force reduces in this order, from 77 Oe in

-4, and - 3pum, respectively. The thinner the NiZn-ferrite F-5 to 31 Qe in the monolayer film.

layer, the thicker the multilayer film can grow. The thickest Figure 3 shows ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) traces

multilayer films obtained for the respective types, together obtained for the multilayer film F-5 together with a mono-

with a monolayer film for comparison, are listed in Table II. layer film (- I pm thick) for comparison. They were taken
at 8.941 GHz with the magnetic field perpendicular to the

he cytheatmicaopsition ofetho.e fmasins film plane. The multilayer film exhibits a resonance centered
lyzed by the atomic absorption method. The compositions atH=75kewhawihAl 36Qewietemo-

of al te mltilyerfils (aeraed ver he i~n at H = 7.5 kOe with a width AH = 366 Oe, while the mono-of all the multilayer films (averaged over the NiZn lyrfl xiista tH=76kcwt l 7 e
layer film exhibits that at H = 7.6 kOe with &H = 175 Oe.

and FeO, ferrites) were expressed asand F0-4  ferites) wre exrse that ofthe The AH in the multilayer film is twice as wide as that in the
Fe27 . 1±0o Nio t4 _ 00 Zno 1 4 .0.0304a with which that of themolaefi.

monolayer film (composed only of NiZn-ferrite) agreed. monolayer film.

The composition difference between the multilayer and the
monolayer films due to the Fe30 4 layers was masked by the
error in the analysis. (O)

Figure 2 shows cross sections of the multilayer films
observed by SEM. The columnar structure is interrupted by

the dextran buffer layers. The grain stops growing and starts
growing again at the buffer layers. This releases the stress
due to the grain growth, so that the multilayer film can grow
without peeling off above the limit for the monolayer. The
dextran layer was hardly recognized by SEM, indicating
that its thickness is less than - 100 A. This implies that the
dextran layer is of a monomolecular type, since dextran is (b)
about 100 A in size.

The multilayer films have given x-ray (Cu Ka) diffrac-
tion diagrams composed only of peaks ascribable to spinel
structure, exhibiting no preferred orientation.

Measurement by a VSM has shown that the magnetiza-
tion in the multilayer films does not show an anisotropy,
lying in the plane of film, similar to the monolayer film. As
one can see in Table II, the saturation magnetization does

(c)
TABLE 1. Aqueous solutions used in ferrite plating.

pH Chemical Content (g/l)

FeCI2 3.5HO 3.0

Reaction solution 5.2 NiCI2 6H0 1.5"
ZnCI, 0.02'

NaNO, 0.5
Oxidizing solution 6.9 CHCOONH, 5.0

FIG. 2. SEM observation on a cross section of multilayer films of (a) F-5.
'0 g/I for plating FeO, layer. (b) F-tO, and (c) F-20, given in Table I1.
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sive power of the NiZn-ferrite films.

f = 8.941 GHz (2) In the multilayer films the columnar structure and

H -L film grain growth in the NiZn-ferrite layers are interrupted at the
buffer layers. This releases the stress which is induced in the

ANiZn-ferrite layers as the grain grows. Thus the multilayer
film can grow much thicker (i.e.,- 5 jum) than the mono-

0 layer film which peels off above -~ 1.5 um thickness due to
- I the stress. A multilayer film having thinner NiZn-ferrite lay-

ers can grow thicker than that having thicker NiZn-ferrite
layers, because the stress is released more in the former than
the latter.

(3) The multilayer film exhibits a wider AHofthe FMR

"- MGcurve than the monolayer film, probably due to the Fe
2'

6 8 10 ions in the FeO 4 intermediate layers.
(4) The multilayer films peel off when heated above

FIG. 3. FMR traces for multilayer film F-5 (solid curve) and monolayer 100 *C. To overcome defects (3) and (4), we must dis-
film(dotted curve). pense with the Fe3O 4 intermediate layer. For this we must

find a buffer layer material which has a strong adhesion onto
We have encountered a serious problem where the mul- the NiZn ferrite as well as a higher heat resistance than dex-

tilayer films peels off when they are heated above - 100 'C, tran.
though the monolayer film (which is thin, i.e., -0.8 rim) The authors are thankful to Professor Y. Gondo of Yo-

does not. We could not, therefore, make microstrip lines of kohama National University for allowing us to perform the

Au on the multilayer film in order to fabricate a junction- FMR measurement at his laboratory.
type circulator. Making the strip lines, the film is heated

above - 100 C during sputtering of Au or making a photo- 'M. Abe and Y. Tamaura, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 22, L5 11 (1983).

resist coating. Then, we have constructed the circulator by 2M. Abe and Y. Tamaura, J Appl. Phys. S5, 2614 (1984).
'lines which were formed on a glass plate M. Abe, Y. Tanno, and Y. Tamaura, J. Appl. Phys. 57, 3795 (1985).

pressing microstrip lt Y. Tamaura, Y. Tanno, and M. Abe, Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn. 58, 1500
onto the multilayer film of type F-5. Its circulator perfor- (1985).
mance at 3-5 GHz was similar to that obtained on the NiZn- 'M. Abe and Y. Tamaura, Adv. Ceram. 15, 639 (1985).

ferrite monolayer film.' Details will be reported elsewhere. 'M. Abe, Y. Tamaura. Y. Goto. N. Kitamura, and M. Gomi, J. App. Phys.
61,3211 (1987).

7M. Abe, Y. Tamaura, M. Ohishi, T. Saitoh, and M. Gomi, IEEE Trans.
Magn. (to be published).

Ill CONCLUDING REMARKS 'M. Abe, T. Itoh, Y. Tamaura, Y. Goto, and M. Gomi, IEEE Trans. Magn.

Our main - ults are summarized as follows: MAG-23, 3736 (1987).
'K. Ishikawa, M. Ohishi, T. Saitoh, M. Abe, and Y. Tamaura, Digests of

(I) By the improved spray-spin-coating method we Intermag'87, EB-04.

have made multilayer films composed of NiZn-ferrite layers "In this method the reaction solution has a lowpH value (i.e., 5.2), which

and dextran buffer layers ( - 100 A in thickness). The dex- prevents Fe' ions in the solution from being oxidized to Fe- before the

Iran layers were sandwiched by thin (-300 ,A) intermediate solution is sprayed and mixed with the oxidizing solution. Thus we do not
need to use oxygen-free water which was used in the previous spray-spin-

Fe3O 4 layers, and the initial NiZn-ferrite layer was interme- coating method to inhibit the oxidization. This sases labor in the experi-

diated by a similar Fe30, layer in order to enhance the adhe- ment. Details will be reported elsewhere.
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Molecular-field coefficients of MnFe2O4 and NiFe 2O4 spinel ferrite systems
Gerald F. Dionne
Lincoln Laboratory. Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

Calculated thermomagnetization curves for MnFe2 04 and NiFe2 04 have been matched to
reported experimental results. Since both Mn2 

* and Ni2 
+ ions are also strongly exchange

coupled to the Fe
3 

' ions, separate sets of molecular-field coefficients were determined for each
of these interactions and then averaged into the basic two-sublattice solution. For the usual
case with 80% of the manganese in tetrahedral (A) sites, the ratios of coefficients determined
from the fit to experiment agree closely with the values found from high-temperature
susceptibility measurements, with NAA INAB I = 0.840 and INBB/PNAB I = 0.295. For Ni ferrite,
these ratios exceed those determined from magnetic susceptibilty measurements, suggesting an
intrasublattice exchange for nickel that is stronger than previously considered. Calculations of
magnetic dilution effects in both the manganese and nickel families show good accuracy for a
practical range of Zn2 

+ substitutions in A sites.

I. INTRODUCTION spin S,, the spectroscopic splitting factor gi, and the molecu-

The phenomenological theory of ferrimagnetism has lar-field coefficients N, will be determined as mean values of

been successfully extended to multication oxide systems the individual ion contributions, weighted by the respectve
through the use of semiempirical relations between molecu- fractional concentrations. To keep track of the second mag-

lar-field coefficients and magnetic ion concentrations. In netic cation and its distribution over the two sublattices, the

particular, thermomagnetization curves for a wide range of following notation will be adopted. The generic spinel chem-

rare-earth magnetic garnets.2 and spinel ferrites
3 

have been ical formula A[B2104 will be written as FelMa.m

computed with high accuracy. In the work reported to date I FebiMm 104,where of + am = 1, and bf + bm = 2. With

for the spinels, however, the analyses have been restricted to these definitions, the weighted average values of the relevant

systems in which Fe
3 + is the only magnetic ion. Unlike the variables may now be listed according to

garnet system where the magnetic rare earths occupy their SA = S1po0 + SP-m, (1)
own separate sublattice of dodecahedral sites, strongly mag-
netic Mn2 + 

and Ni
2 + ions of the important manganese and So = SfPbf + Sp,nP ,

nickel ferrites share the tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B)
sites with the principal Fe + magnetic constituent. gA = gfp°f + gP-, , (2)

To adapt the conventional molecular-field approach to
Mn and Ni ferrites, individual coefficients for Mn2 

+ and gB = gfPb + gPbm

Ni
2 ' among themselves and with the Fe

3  
ions that share

the two sublattices must be determined. In this paper, the N4 4 = N,,,paI + Nammp. + 
2N.afPafPom (3)

exchange effects between the different magnetic ions/sublat-
tices are represented by effective values for the N,,, NP,, Nn. = Nblffj4( + Nbam + 2NuimPafpsm
and NA4 coefficients found by a weighted averaging proce- N4B NbffP fpf + Nb,,,Pb

dure. The results of this model are then presented in the form
of thermomagnetization curves of MnFe2 04 and NiFe2 04 + Nabf, (PatPn, + PhfPab ),
that include Zn' + A-sublattice dilutions of up to 40%.

II. THEORY where the Nk, coefficients represent the average exchange
interactions between the various combinations of sublattices

The basic model and notation to be applied here has and ions as indicated by the respective subscripts, and the
been detailed in earlier work3 

and will be followed in every weighting fractions (probabilities) are given by
respect. For the case where more than one type of magnetic
ion shares the i andj sublattices, the effective values of the p /= af/(af + am), p.- , am/(af + am) , (4)

TABLE I. N,,,, coefficients of MnFeO, and NiFeO,.

if mm (Mn) frn (Mn) mm (Ni) fm (Ni)
(cm'/mole) (cm'/mole) (cm/mole) (cm'//mole) (cm/mole)

N , -2500 -tO -t10
No$ -60 - 58 -59 -60 -60
N4, 312 62 187 240 276
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FIG. I. Mn,,Fe0 , Mn.2 Fe,,]O4 and Mn[Fe,104 computed thermo- FIG. 3. Fe[NiFeO 4 thermomagnetization curve, compared with data
magnetization curves, compared with published data (Refs. 6-8). (Ref. 8).

pb = bf/(bf+ bn), p,, = bm/(bf+ bm) . was carefully fitted to the data, and the resulting values of
N.,, N88 , and N4 , were used in Eq. (3) to determine the

A final relation based on reported experiments will be remaining three [six with the aid of Eq. (5)] individual coef-
required: ficients listed in Table I.

N (1/2) (N, + N,+m) (5) (4) The coefficient values determined above were then
verified with a computed thermomagnetization curve of nor-
mal Mn [Fe2 104 (see Fig. 1) that was plotted to fit the Curie

III. DETERMINATION OF MOLECULAR-FIELD temperature and the data point at T= 0.
COEFFICIENTS With these coefficients, thermomagnetization curves

Of the two basic systems studied in this work, manga- for the complete range of Mn site distributions in the system

nese ferrite is more complex, principally because the Mn
2
' Mn, -,Fe. [MnyFe2 4 0 4 from y =0 (normal) toy= I

ion can occupy either sublattice. In addition, severe spin (inverted) were computed and are presented in Fig. 2.

canting of the Mn in the B sublattice must be taken into To determine the coefficients for nickel ferrite, the same

account byafactor (cos 53' = ) multiplying the Mn contri- trial-and-error technique was employed. The case for

bution to the B-sublattice magnetic moment.
6  Fe[NiFe]0 4 is less complicated than Mn

2 
+ because the

The nine individual coefficients of Eq. (3 ) listed in Ta- Ni
2 ' ions occupy only the B sublattice, which means that all

ble I were determined from data for two Mn site distribu- quantities identified by the subscript am are zero (including

tions: (i) partially inverted MnoFe, [Mn0 .2Fej, ]04,7. N.... and Naaj ). In addition, Sm = I, g Z 2.3, and the B-

with af= 0.2, am = 0.8, bf= 1.8, and bm = 0.2, and nor- sublattice canting factor is unity.

real Mn[Fe2 ]0446 with af= 0, am = I, bf= 2, and The computed thermomagnetization curve for nickel

bm = 0. The procedure was as follows: ferrite is plotted in Fig. 3 and compared with the experimen-

(I) N,,ff, Nbbff, and Nb -ff of the Fe' 
3  -02 -Fe

" 
+ cou- tal results,

t 
with the resulting coefficients listed in Table I.

plings were taken from previously reported work.
9  

oc0 1 1 -,
(2) The remaining six coefficients in Eq. (3) were then M,.,.ZnFe 204

reduced to three by means of Eq. (5). NO CANTING - /

(3) A computed thermomagnetization curve of the 8 -

well-documented MnoFeo2[Mn 0 2 Fels]O4 (see Fig. I)
Ci6 M=Mn

8-, , .. J.n.. .>
04

CA

4
2)-

0.. 0 02 04 o 08 1o
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 x

T (K) FIG. 4. B-sublattice canting effects on the resultant n, per formula unit as a

FIG. 2. ThenmomagnetizAtion cues for Mn, Fe,[Mn.Fe ,O. function of A-sublattice dilution for Mn and Ni ferrite.
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FIG. 5. Mn , ,Fe-1,, .,ZnlMn2, ,,,Feo 10, thermomag- FIG.6. Fe, Zn,[Ni, . Fe_ . 10, thermomagnetizationcurves, com-
netization curves. Theory compares favorably with the limited published pared with data (Ref. 8).
data (Ref. 12).

IV. MAGNETIC DILUTION WITH ZINC magnetization and Curie temperature values. As a conse-
Mn and Ni ferrites are also important technological quence, magnetization values much above 5000 G that were

compositions with Zn 2 
+ substitutions into the A sublattice. discussed in recent work9 appear unlikely in this system.

To dilute the A sublattice of these systems, the effects of B- For Ni ferrite, I NAA INA8 I = 200/294 = 0.680 and
sublattice canting as a function of dilutant concentration INa /NAa I = 60/294 = 0.204, exceeding those determined
must be introduced, from magnetic susceptibilty measurements 0.20 and 0.15,

In Fig. 4, init is seen that forx <0.4 there is no departure respectively,' 4 to suggest an intrasublattice exchange for
from the collinear model for Mn ferrite. For Ni ferrite, how- nickel stronger than previously considered.
ever, an empirical factor ( I - 0.4x 2 ) must be applied to the Calculations of magnetic dilution effects in both the
resultant B-sublattice magnetization. For Li ferrite, this fac- manganese and nickel families show good accuracy for up to
tor was determined to be ( 1 - 0.8x2).3 In addition, the Nj 40% of Zn2 ' substitution in A sites.
correction factors for dilution of LiZnTi ferrite" must also
be applied in these systems.

For the MnZn ferrite curves plotted in Fig. 5, it was ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
assumed that Mn maintained the 4:1 distribution between The author is grateful to Gary A. Allen for invaluable
the A and B sites through the entire series, according to assistance in computer programming and computation. This
Mno,8(,-, ) FeO2(1 -. )Zn, [Mn,.2,-,)Fe,, o.2]04. In work was sponsored by the Department of the Army.
Fig. 6, curves are presented for the NiZn ferrite family, fol-
lowing the simpler formula Fe, - . Zn, [Ni, - Fe, I 104.
In both cases, good agreement with experiment s 2 

was ob- 'G. F. Dionne, J. Appl. Phys. 41, 4874 (1970).
tained over the range of x <0.4. 2G. F. Dionne and P. F. Tumelty, J. Appl. Phys. 50. 8257 (1979).

'G. F. Dionne, J. Appl. Phys. 45, 3621 (1974).
'F. K. Lotgering, Philips Res. Rep. 20, 320 (1965).

V. CONCLUSIONS 'A. Broese van Groenou, P. F. Bongers, and A. L. Stuijis. Mater. Sci. Eng.
of the manganese in tetra- 3, 317 (1968).

For the usual case with 80% of Simsa and V. A. M. Brahers, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-lI, 1303
hedral (A) sites, the coefficients determined from the fit to (1975).
experiment agree closely with the values found from high- 'E. W. Goter, Philips Res. Rev. 9, 295 (1954).
temperature susceptibility measurements, with IN,,i4 INAB 'IR. Pauthenet, Ann. Phys. 7. 710 (1952).

6 G F. Dionne, J. Appl. Phys. 61, 3865 (1987).
168/200 ="0.840 and NN9 /NAB 59/200=0.295. J.'Smit and H. P.3. Wijn, Ferrites (Wiley, New York, 1959). p. 15).

The corresponding ratios determined from susceptibility ''In previous work (Ref. 9). two dilution factors were adopted for the A
measurements are 0.82 and 0.28, respectively.'' With coeffi- sublatticex = k and/ork4 For the systems studied here, k ', was used

cients available for Mn 2 ' on both A and B sites, predictions for Mn ferrite and x = k ' for Ni ferrite.
MnC. Guillaud and H. Creveaux. C. R. Acad. Sci. 230. 1458 (1950).

of thermomagnetization curves made for various Mn' ' site "C. A. Clark and W. Sucksmith, Proc. R. Soc. London Ser. A 225, 147
distributions suggest that the B-sublattice spin canting ef- (1954).
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The electric, dielectric permittivity, loss tangent, microwave power absorption, and hysteresis
loop parameters were studied on a series of cobalt-substituted lithium titanium ferrites. The
experimental results indicate that cobalt substitution affect all these parameters. The observed
dispersion in conductivity and dielectric permittivity with frequency and temperature are in
accordance with Maxwell-Wagner model while the microwave and hysteresis loop properties
can be interpreted with the help of Dionne's exchange isolation model.

INTRODUCTION MATERIALS AND METHODS
In some microwave device applications the nonlineari- The ferrite composition chosen for the present

ties impair the performance of ferrites at high-power levels, studies have a generic formula
The general practice adopted to overcome this difficulty is Li0 .6- x/2 Zn0 0Mno., Ti.Co.Fel., ,O 4. The room-
(i) by incorporating some fast relaxing ions in the composi- temperature saturation magnetization (41rM,) and Curie
tion and (ii) by inhibiting the grain growth during the pro- temperature (Ta) of the sample having no cobalt substitu-
cessing of the material to achieve fine grain material. In the tion (i.e., x = 0) is 1550 G and 350 'C, respectively. No ap-
former case, small concentrations of divalent cobalt (Co2 ' ) preciable variation in the 41rM, and T, with cobalt substitu-
in spinel ferrites has been found to be quite effective. The tion up to a level of x 0.04 was noticed. The spinel phase
effect of Co2 

+ ions on magnetocrystalline anisotropy and formation was confirmed by x-ray diffraction study. The
relaxation processes has been successfully exploited in engi- samples were annealed prior to the measurements to remove
neering the materials for high-power applications, deleterious effects.

The present work is confined to the studies carried out The FMR linewidth measurements on spherical sam-
in a composition of lithium titanium ferrite suitably substi- pies were carried out at Xband. AHR at high-power level was
tuted with small contents of zinc and manganese to obtain determined using a magnetron (80 kW peak power, 4 ps
material with rectangular loop characteristics for employ- pulsewidth at 9.4 GHz) as a microwave source. The coercive
ment in latching devices. The cobalt substituted composi- field and remanence magnetization were measured on toroi-
tions have been prepared and studied for its various magnet- dal samples with the help of a 50- Hz hysteresis loop tracer
ic and electrical properties. The measurements of ac conductivity (oac ), dielectric con-

The purpose of the present work was to study the electri-
cal properties such as resistivity, dielectric constant, and the
loss factor as a function of frequency and temperature in the TABLE 1. Sample parameters.

series of Co' ' substituted composition of Li ferrite. The AH aH, H,
microwave properties such as resonance linewidth A-, spin- Sample x (Oe) (oe) (oe) R
wave linewidth AHk, and hysteresis loop parameters, name-
ly remanence ratio R and coercive field H, are also studied. S1 0.000 350 1.5 1.3 0.9
To the best of our knowledge such an extensive experimental S2 0.005 350 3.1 1.15 0.84

S3 0.010 365 5.5 1.25 0.77
study of all these parameters has not been reported so far, S4 0.020 350 I1t4 1.3 0.6
although the microwave behavior in Co-substituted ferrites s5 0.040 390 14.2 2.0 0.42
has been reported by others. '"
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FIG. I. Experimental ac conductivity vs frequency curve at room tempera- FIG. 3. Experimental variation of dielectric permittivity as a function of
lure for different cobalt substitution. Curves a, b, c, and d are for x = 0.0, frequency at room temperature for different cobalt substitution. Curves a.
0.005, 0.01, and 0.04 ions/formula units, respectively, in LiTi ferrites. b. c, and d are for x = 0.0, 0.005, 0.01, and 0.04 ions/formula units in LiTi

ferrites, respectively. The insert shows the variation of c' with temperature
at different frequencies for the sample S3.

stant (E'), and loss tangent (tan 6) were carried by using a
HP 4192A LF Impedence Analyzer as a function of frequen- perature is decressed the conductivity also decreases but a
cy from 5 Hz to 10 MHz and temperature. marked difference is found in this variation at low and high
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION freqt~encies. At low frequencies (for example, at 10 Hz) or.

decreases monotonically with the decrease in T while at
Figure 1 depicts the ac conductivity as a function of higher frequencies ( > 10 kHz) the conductivity decreases

frequency for the samples of different cobalt concentrations. sharply up to a certain temperature and thereafter the rate of
It is observed that for the samples having smaller Co I 2 con- decrease reduces significantly with the reduction in the tem-
centration (i.e., x = 0.00 and 0.005), ac conductivity varies perature. It was noted that the value of conductivity in-
rapidly with the increase in the frequency while for large creases with the increase in the frequency at all temperatures
Co ' ' percentage samples (see sample S5) ac becomes al- but at lower temperatures this uifference is more prominent.
most frequency independent at low frequencies and after a The activation energy (Eo) decreases with the increase in
certain frequency its value increase rapidly. In the interme- the frequency as determined in the high-temperature region
diate Co 2 concentration samples or, increases slowly at (>300 K) and is shown in the insert of Fig. 2.
lower frequencies while its value increases sharply at higher Figure 3 illustrates the experimental dielectric permit-
frequencies (for x = 0.01). tivity data for the samples having various cobalt concentra-

Figure 2 illustrates the variation of o with temperature tions as functions of frequency, and the insert shows its tem-
at different frequencies for sample S3. It was observed that at perature dependence in the range of 0-250 °C for the sample
higher temperature the conductivity is high and as the tem- S3 at various frequencies. The permittivity shows a disper-

sion with frequency for all the samples having different
C2 concentration. In low- frequencies region, the value of
E' is very high and its value decreases with the increase in the
cobalt concentration. On the other hand, the value of c' at
the higher frequencies is small and is nearly frequency inde-

G0 III HI pendent. Moreover, its value is not as sensitive to cobalt con-
5. , .centrations as observed at lower frequencies. The tempera-

S04MHz ture dependence of e' shows that at high frequencies the
0 ,_ Mz permittivity is almost temperature independent but as the

1.0 1 MHz frequency decreases its value becomes more temperature
sensitive particularly in the intermediate temperature range
(i.e., between 100 and 200 °C) where the temperature coeffi-
cient is positive. Moreover, the dispersion region shifts

o D towards high frequencies as T is increased.The observed dispersion in the ac conductivity and per-
S .mittivity can be explained on the basis of Maxwell and Wag-
19 27 35 51. 9 ner model' in which the solid is assumed as composed of well

ooo/T conducting grains (thicknessid, conductivityu a permittiv-
FIG. 2. Experimental variation of conductivity as a function of temperature
at various frequencies for the samples S3. The insert shows the activation ity e1 ) separated from the poorly conducting grain bound-
energy as a function of frequency for the same sample. ary (thickness d2 , conductivity o 2, permittivity E2 ). Follow-
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FIG. 4. Loss tangent vs frequency curves at room temperature for LiTi fer-
rites at different cobalt substitution. Curves a, b, c, and d are for x = 0.0. creased.
0.005. 0.01, and 0.04 ions/formula units, respectively. It is observed that the AHk value increases almost lin-

early by more than an order of magnitude for the Co' con-

ing this model the frequency (w) dependence of r and e' can centration varying from zero to 0.04 ions per formula units
be written as4  

(see Table I). Similar results have been reported earlier.2 3

a, + a= (o ')2  
The FMR linewidth AW, however, does not show a large

I 1 + ) 2 (1) changewithx. The results ofAH are also consistent with the

4 + f, (W-)
2  observation reported by others.

3

( I + (W)2 (2) It is noted that the value of the R is adversely affected by
the addition Co

2 + content and decreases with the increase in
In Eqs. (1) and (2) r is the relaxation time, Ec = 2 = c the Co +2 percentage in the sample. On the other hand, H,
(assumed) c. = ac, Lc. = e, o, = aa,, and a. = &2 shows an opposite behavior with the cobalt concentration
where a = d2/(d 1 + d2 ) and ,fi (d1 + d2 )/d1 . The tem-
weretadependence in a and E' can be introduced in Eqs except for x = 0.005. Dionne3 

had reported a gradual in-perature (2) in o crease of Hc with increasing x throughout the range of study.
1) and (2) if' EThe behavior of H, shows that the Co1 2 

ions known for their
E /t.T

or = a,_ e , (3) high positive anisotropy, however, provide an indication of
where i = I and 2. a,. and E.,are specific properties of the its effectiveness in lowering the H c value for small concen-
material. trations of Co + 2.

The calculations carried out by using Eqs. (I) and (2) The increase in AH, arises due to the fast relaxation
in conjunction with Eq. (3) reproduced qualitatively the ob- effect of Co"+ ions in octahedral sites, which is based on
served dispersion in rac and c'as a function of frequency and their crystal field stabilization energy. The higher charge
temperature. For example, Eq. (2) gives a shift in the disper- Ti

4 
+ ions on neighboring octahedral sites and low charge Li

sion region towards higher frequency as the temperature is ions on adjacent tetrahedral sites help in the stabilization of
increased as observed experimentally (Fig. 2). It is impor- Co2 

+ in o•taiedral sites. The clustering effect of Ti
4 

+ ions
tant to point out that the observed behavior of c' with Tcan around octahedral sites, if any, is expected even in the ab-
be explained only if we assume the activation energies of the sence of Co2 

+ ions and is not going to affect the material
two regions same. If different values of activation energies behavior on addition of the fast relaxing Co2 

+ ions. The
for the two regions are used in Eq. (2) then it gives a disper- observed data can be explained by considering the effect of
sion curve which has a negative temperature coefficent (a Co2 

+ on the anisotropy of the material and the enhance-
behavior opposite from the observed one). The details of the ment of spin-lattice relations rates leading to a larger value of
theoretical analysis of the data will be reported elsewhere. AHk. It has been pointed out that Co2 

+ additions in the
Figure 4 depicts tan 6 as a function of frequency for presence of Ti' + ions in lithium ferrites do not produce the

different Co" concentrations. This parameter decreases expected compensation point in magnetocrystalline anisot-
with both in the increase in the frequency and cobalt concen- ropy. The absence of a dip in the AH data lends support to
tration. It is to be noted that the sample with x = 0 shows a the exchange isolation model. The small increase in micro-
weak frequency dependence at lower frequencies while the wave resonance linewidth with Co2 

+ content is caused by
cobalt inclusion makes the sample more sensitive to the fre- the fast relaxing mechanism of Co

2 
' ions.

quency. An interesting feature noted is that the value of tan 6
decreases with the increase in frequency near room tempera-
ture while its value initially increases with the increase in 1. J. Green and H. J. van Hook, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech.
frequency and after a certain frequency, the value of tan 6 MTT-2S, 155 (1977).
starts decreasing with the further increase in the frequency 'H. J. Van Hook and G. F. Dionne, AlP Conf. Poc. 24,487 (1975).'G. F. Dionne, J. Appl. Phys. 57, 3727 (1985).
at higher temperatures. The peak observed in this variation 'J. Volger, Progr. Semicond. 4, 207 (1960).
shifts towards higher frequencies as the temperature is in- 'F. Haberey and H. P. ). Wijn, Phys. Status Solidi 26,231 (1968).
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Charge transport in Li-Ni ferrospinels
P. Venugopal Reddy
University College of Technology, Osmania University, Hyderabad-500007, India

The electrical conductivity (r) and thermopower (Q) of Li-Ni mixed ferrites have been
studied as a function of composition and temperature. The conduction mechanism in these
ferrites has been explained with the help of carrier concentration (n) and charge carrier
mobility (pu) calculated from the measured experimental values. The composition and
frequency dependence of dielectric constant (e') and dielectric loss tangent (tan 6) have also
been studied at low frequencies. A relationship between dielectric constant (e) and electrical
resistivity (p) has been arrived at. A qualitative explanation for observing a maximum in the
plots of dielectric loss tangent and frequency has also been given.

Lithium ferrite has attracted considerable attention be- room temperature using a capacitance bridge (General Ra-
cause of the squareness of the hysteresis loop coupled with a dio Type 1615A).
superior temperature performance. The squareness of the Thermopower measurements were carried out from
hysteresis loop can be considerably improved by adopting a room temperature to 550 K. The values of Seebeck coeffi-
suitable fabrication process, e.g., by controlling the grain cient (Q) obtained from the values of thermo emf are given
growth, loss of lithia, etc. It has also been demonstrated that in Table I. It can be seen from the table that the values of Q
the squareness of the hysteresis loop can be improved by are continuously decreasing with increasing nickel content.
small additions of nickel or nickel plus zinc. As such, four Based on the negative sign of the Seebeck coefficients ob-
Li-Ni mixed ferrites having different compositions have served for all the four Li-Ni mixed ferrites under study it can
been prepared. Although several researchers reported the be understood that the predominant conduction mechanism
electrical, magnetic, and mechanical properties of lithium is the hopping of electrons between neighboring Fe + and
ferrites, no work has been reported for Li-Ni mixed ferrites. Fe3 

+ ions on the octahedral sites leading to n-type conduc-
Therefore, a study of electrical transport properties of Li-Ni tion. The Seebeck coeffic;ent has been found to decrease con-
mixed ferrites as a function of composition and temperature tinuously with increasing temperature in all the ferrites.
has been undertaken and the results of such a study are pre- The values of electrical conductivity (ar) obtained at
sented in this paper. room temperature for all the four ferites under study are

Polycrystalline lithium-nickel ferrites having the com- given in Table I. It can be seen from the table that the con-
positional formula (Lio 5 Feo.5 ) I -. Ni.Fe04 where x = 0, ductivity is decreasing continuously with increasing nickel
0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 were prepared by the well-known double- content.
sintering process. The ferrites were sintered at 1100 *C in an The electrical conductivity of Li-Ni mixed ferrites was
atmosphere of oxygen. The details of method of preparation measured over a temperature range 300-950 K. Plots of
are given in an earlier publication.' X-ray diffraction studies log a T vs 103/T are shown in Figs. 1-3. They are almost
of all the specimens confirm the formation of a single spinel linear and indicate a transition near the Curie temperature
phase. with a change of slope of the curve with further increase in

The electrical conductivity measurements were carried temperature. Similar transition were observed earlier near
out on polycrystalline ferrite samples of about 3-4 mm 2 and the Curie temperature for Mn-Mg (Ref. 2) mixed ferrites.
1-2-mm thickness using a two-probe method. 2 Thermo- Activation energies in the ferrimagnetic and paramagnetic
power measurements were carried out by an integral meth- regions for all the ferrites have been obtained from the plots
od. In this method a point contact probe is used. The details of log r T and temperature and are given in Table II. The
of the technique are given elsewhere.3 The dielectric con- activation energies of the ferrimagnetic region are less than
stant (?) and the loss tangent, tan 6, were also measured at those of the paramagnetic region.

TABLE I. Experimental data of Li-Ni mixed ferrites at room temperature.

Bulk
Sample Sample density Q a

No. Ferrite No. (g/cm') (/pV/K) (11 1cmu') C tand j
1. Li,,Fe,,O LN-i 3.98 - 1095 7.20x 10- 935 3.05
2. Li , Ni0 ,Fe,,O, LN-ii 4.15 -674 2.16x 10-  438 0.78
3. Li,,Ni,Fe,,O, LN-lII 4.28 - 639 3.00x 10 ' 112 0.64
4. LiQNi_ Fe,,,,O. LN-iV 4.50 -604 1.Sox to -, 42 0.22
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laron charge carriers is given by4

where N is the density of states or concentration of the elec-
0 tronic levels involved in the conduction process, n the carrier

concentration, K the Boltzmann constant, e the charge of an

electron and ST is the entropy transport by the charge carri-
-oa ers and is generally small in oxides/ferrites and it contributes

less than 10 p V/K,4 
so that the equation can be written as

Q = (K/e) [In (N/n)],
1. which reduces to

n = Nexp[ (-Qe/K)]. (2)

-24 -In the case of low mobility semiconductors like ferrites
having exceedingly narrow bands or localized levels, the val-
ue of N,

5' 
the density of states, can be taken as 1022 CM

-
3

.

Equation (2) was used by Morin and Geballe' to calculate
the concentration of charge carriers in the case of
Nio8 Fe2.2 04. The same equation was also used by the author

- 0,of the present investigation to calculate the carrier concen-
,0/T 2tration (n) of Mn-Mg ferrites.7 

The computed values of n
are given in Table II.

FIG 2. Conductivity (log a T) vs temperature (10/T) for sample LN-II. If the conduction in ferrite semiconductors under study

TABLE I1. Experimental data of Li-Ni mixed ferrites at room temperature.

oolivation energies
Carrier (in eV)

concentration Mobility
Sample (n) (,) Ferrimagnetic Paramagnetic
No. (10" cm-) (cm

2
/V s) region region p

1  
f

LN-t 0.68 6.61xl 0 0.46 1.34 3"3 935
LN-11 4.04 3.34x 10-v 0.49 0.69 680 438
LN-Il 6.06 3.09x 10- 0.50 0.74 1825 112
LN-IV 9.09 8.94x 10 0.83 1.43 8513 42
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FIG. 4. Plot of log tan 6 vs frequency for LN-1I1. FIG. 5. Plot of log tan 6 vs frequency for LN-IV.

is predominantly due to only one type of charge carriers, i.e.,
electrons, the mobility of charge carriers (ju ) is given by the p''2

. A similar relationship between e' and p 2 has been
well-known relation found"° for Ni0.4 Zno.6Fe,0 4 samples fired in various atmo-

a=nep0  (ju'/Ls). (3) spheres.

The values of charge carrier mobility have been calculated It has been observed that log tan 5 varies linearly with

using Eq. (3) making use of the experimental values of orand frequency for the ferrites LN-I and LN-II while the dielec-

n, and are included in Table II. It can be seen from the table tric loss tangent versus frequency curves for the samples LN-
that the value of charge carrier mobility has decreased from Ill and LN-IV show maxima at frequencies of 5 and 20 kHz,

6.61 x 10- cm2/V s for LN-I to 8.94X 10-1 cm2/V s for respectively. These results suggest that the frequency at

LN-IV. A careful observation of Table II shows that a con- which the maximum occurs decreases with decreasing nickel

tinuous decrease in the values of conductivity with increas- content. Thus it can be assumed that, though a linear vari-

ing nickel content may be due to the decrease in the values of ation of dielectric loss tangent with frequency is observed in

charge carrier mobility rather than due to the carrier con- the present investigation for the samples LN-I and LN-II, a
centration. maxima may occur for these samples also like the one ob-centatio. . served for the samples LN-III and LN-IV, provided the

Rezlescu and Rezlescu" have studied the composition,

frequency, and temperature of copper containing mixed fer- measurements are made at still lower frequencies.

rites such as Cux Mn , -xFe2O4 and Cu , - .Fe 2 4. These A qualitative explanation can be given for the occur-

workers explained that the composition dependence of the rence of the maxima in the log tan 6 versus frequency curves

dielectric constant by using the assumption9 that the mecha- for LN-III and LN-IV. As pointed out by Iwauchi" the

nism is similar to that of conduction. They observed that the maximum in the dielectric loss is observed when thejumping

electron exchange interaction Fe2 -- Fe3 
+ results in a local or hopping frequency is approximately equal to that of the

displacement of electrons in the direction of the electric field external electric field. 2 Therefore, it can be justifiably as-

which determines the polarization of the ferrites. sumed that the hopping frequencies for LN-IIl and LN-IV

A similar explanation is proposed for the composition are such that a maximum in the dielectric loss is observed

dependence of the dielectric constant of mixed Li-Ni ferrites. near applied frequencies of 5 and 20 kHz, respectively.

Thus for the sample LN-l, the dielectric constant is more 'P. Venugopal Reddy and T. Seshagin Rao, J. Less-Common Metals 75.

because more numbers of Fe2 
I ions which take part in the 255 (1980).

electron exchange interaction, Fe2 = Fe" , and hence are 'P. Venugopal Reddy, T. Seshagiri Rao, and S. M. D. Rao, J. Less-Com-

responsible for the polarization is maximum. Similarly the mon Metals 79.1 (1981).
'P. Venugopal Reddy and T. Seshagiri Rao, Phys. Status Solidi A 77, K63dielectric constant is continuously decreasing with increas- 11983).

ing nickel content indicates that number of ferrous ions on 'J. B. Goodenough, Prog. Solid State Chem. 5. 145 (1971).
the octahedral sites which are available for polarization are 'F. J. Morin and T. G. Geballe, Phys. Rev. 99, 467 (1955).
decreasing, resulting in a continuous decrease in the values 'F. J. Morin, Phys. Rev. 93. 1195 (1953).

'P. Venugopal Reddy, Phys. Status Solidi A 102, 797 (1987).
of dielectric constant. Thus it is clear that the mechanism for 'N. Rezlescu and E. Rezlescu, Phys. Status Solidi A 23. 575 (1974).
both the phenomena, i.e., conductivity and dielectric phe- 'L. I. Rabinkin and Z. I. Nouikoua. Ferrites (Minsk. 19601. p. 146.
nomenon in the case of Li-Ni mixed ferrites, is same. J'3. Smit and H. P. ]. Wijn. Ferrites (N. V. Philips Glocilampenfabrieken,

The values of the dielectric constant e' and p... for four, Eindhoven, 1959).
"K. twauchi, Jpn. J. AppL Phys. 10, 1520 (1971).Li-Ni ferritesunderstudyaregiveninTable 11. It canbeseen 'V. R. K. Murthy and J. Sobhanadri, Phys. Status Solidi A 36, K133from the table that c' is roughly inversely proportional to (1976).
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A novel low-temperature preparation of Ni-Zn ferrite and the properties of the
ultrafine particles formed

C. J. Chen, K. Bridget, S. R. Winzer, and V. Paiverneker
Martin Marietta Laboratory, Baltimore, Maryland 21227

Ultrafine particles of nickel-zinc ferrite have been formed from solutions of metal nitrates by
coprecipitation with hydrazine, followed by aging at 90 *C. The crystallites either aggregate
into much larger clusters or form single particles, depending upon the preparation conditions,
and vary in size from 30 to = 3 0 0 A. Saturation magnetizations (M,) of the ferrites varied
from 40 to 65 emu/g and the coercivities from i to = 100 Oe. Increasing hydrazine
concentrations tended to produce particles with lower M,. However, for hydrazine/metal
ratios below unity, decreasing the hydrazine concentration dramatically lowered the M, value.
Particles formed without hydrazine (e.g., by aging hydroxides precipitated with potassium
hydroxide) did not appear to be magnetic. Variations of the magnetic properties and lattice
parameters as a function of preparation conditions will be discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION taining the coprecipitated precursors were immersed in a

Ferrites are mostly produced using a conventional ce- constant-temperature oil bath preheated to 90 ± 2 'C. The

ramic process involving high-temperature ( > 800 *C), sol- Teflon-lined plastic caps of the Pyrex tubes were then
id-state reactions of a-Fe,0 3 and the constituent divalent screwed on. The solutions were typically aged at 90 ± 2 'C
metal oxides.' Recently. chemical methods have been used for I h, then air cooled. During aging, the precipitates gradu-

with some success to prepare homogeneous, fine, reproduc- ally settled and darkened. After aging, the solids were fil-
ible ferrite powders2 " using aqueous salt solutions of the tered and washed, using 0.45-,um Millipore membranes,

constituent ions.'" The chemically prepared precursors pro- then air-dried overnight, followed by 1 h of vacuum drying
vide greater reactivity and homogeneity, so that ferrites form at 50 *C. Some of the dried solids were further heated to

at lower temperatures ( <600'C) than in the ceramic pro- 150'C for 10 min. During this time, some of the dried solids
cess and without crystal growth, yielding small particles that may have ignited, especially when the initial reaction mix-

have a large surface area and good sinterability. However, ture had a high N2H, content.

. !latively high-temperature annealing (> 400'C) is usually Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), x-ray dif-
necessary to optimize magnetic properties. fraction (XRD), and conventional wet-chemical analyses

Studies show that hydrazine and related compounds were used for powder characterization. Nickel, zinc. and

can form complexes with many metal salts.' -9 These com- iron contents were determined by ind'uctively-coupled plas-
plexes may be ideal as chemical precursors for low-tempera- ma spectroscopy (ICP). Magnetic properties were recorded

ture synthesis of metal oxides. In this study, the important on a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). Crystallite
nickel-zin errites (Ni. Zn, - , Fe,0 4, x = 0.5, 0.65) are sizes t of ferrite products were estimated from the linewidth

prepared through this novel precursor route using hydra- of the 311 peak in the XRD pattern using Sherrer's equation:

zinc-hydrate (NH 4 H,O) as the complexing agent in t = 0.9,1/(B cos O) ), ( t)
aqueous solutions of metal nitrates. The ferrites thus pre-
pared do not require high-temperature annealing to achieve where B is the line broadening and 0 is the Bragg angle.

high-M, values. III. RESULTS
II. EXPERIMENT Figures I and 2 show TEMs of the ferrite particles. In all

The solutions used in the preparations were made up cases, the particles are very fine, typically < 0.1 pm. Figure 1
from Baker-analyzed reagents without further purification, shows that increasing the [N,H 4]/[ Me],, slightly lowered
Stock solutions of ferric nitrate (2.5M), nickel nitrate the particulate size, while maintaining quasicubic morphol-
(1.25M), and zinc nitrate ( 1.25M) were made up with ogy. Figure 2 shows that raising the pH with a noncomplex-
deionized water. A 4M hydrazine stock solution prepared by ing, nonreducing reagent (KOH) resulted in smaller parti-
dilution of NH 4 - H20 (Baker) was stored under nitrogen. cles ( z 100-15 0 A) with a more spherical morphology.

Immediately prior to the reaction, aliquots of the three These ultrafine particles may be very useful for sintering at
metal stock solutions were premixed in the appropriate ratio low temperatures if acceptable magnetic properties can be
and then diluted with deionized water until the total metal achieved without high-temperature annealing.
ion concentration was 0.75M. This solution was added to a Figure 3 shows M, for the ferrite particles plotted as a
50-ml Pyrex glass tube, followed by 4M N,H 4, and IM function of [N2H4]/[Mel,,,,. Unless stated otherwise, all
KOH. The addition of the N2H, to the metal ion solution particles have been annealed at 150 'C. Relatively high mag-
resulted in the formation of light to dark brown, gelatinous netizations can be achieved at this low temperature, e.g.,
precipitates. Deionized water was then added to the mixture > 60 emu/g can be readily obtained. When samples were
toreachatotalvolumeof30mi. TheinitialpHofthesuspen- heated to 1000'C, values of - 76 emu/g were obtained.
sions was measured after dilution. The reaction vessels con- which compares favorably to the M, of commercial
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FIG. I. TEM of ferrites formed
from solutions with [Mel,,,

=The25M and INH4]/[Me],,, s5l
% "-E 0 0 °

Ni. Zn _ Fe2 0 4 (TT2-1 11, ex Transtech) at 78 emu/g 10

(M°). Thus, the maximum value of 65 emu/g (shown in
Fig. 3) represents 83% of the value for a fully fired sample. _

The maximum value shown in Fig. 3 occurs around 0 ,o
[N 2H,]/[Me,, = 2, and the equivalence point for the tN2HY4 (M.t.t1j

mixture falls between (N2 H4 ]/[Me ,_ = 2-3. Thus, on the
low [N 2H 4] side of the maximum, the yield of precipitate FIG. 3. Dependence of M, on [NHj/[Me],,,, for [Mel., = 0.25M.
tends to be low, indicating that the iron may be in the Fe3

state. On the high [N2H4] side of the maximum, the N2H4 is
in excess over equivalence, and the yield ofprecipitate is high
([Me],, < 5 ppm remains in solution after the reaction) but
the iron might be expected to be in the Fe" + state. The de- 4 0

crease in M, with increasing [NH 4 ]/IMe]I,, might, there- , -

fore, be due to increasing amounts of FeO impurities. We 2t. 390
will attempt to demonstrate this by M6ssbauer spectroscopy 1
in future work. Figure 4 shows the variation of other phys- 360s
ical parameters with [N2H 4 ]/[Me],0 . With the exceptiop U

oflHe, the values level offafter [N2H4 I/[MeJ, = 2.
Figure 5 shows the variation of material and magnetic 0

properties for the particles as a function of
[KOH]/[N 2H 1. The results appear fairly scattered, with 60
40<M <65 emu/g and 8.3 <a,<8.4 A. Figure 6 shows
that the initial pH and particle composition vary with
(KOH]/[NH 4 ]. Particles prepared from reaction condi- 4

tions with a pH below equivalence (6-8) become increasing-
ly deficient in nickel as the pH decreases, whereas particles
prepared from reaction conditions close to equivalence and ' 8.36

at a higher pH have values convergent with the
dashed lines, indicating the near stoichiometry of U-
NiZn, Fe204(x = 0.65). This evidence, combined with 6.33

the results showing values for ao lying close to 8.40 A idi-

FIG. 2. TEM of ferrite formed CCfrom solution with [me] ..
0.25M, INoH4U/IMe),, 10

1.33, and [KOH]/[NH4l (N 2H4 ]/[Mntal t
=0.2

FIG. 4. Variation of crystallite size, lattice parameter (a.). coercivity, and
Curie temperature with [NzHI/[Me],j.
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FIG. 5. Variation of crystallite size M, and lattice parameter with [K0HI/(N 2H41
[KOHJ/[N,H.) for [Me],,, = 0.25M and [NH4]/[Me,,, = 0.53 (A),
1.07 (0), 1.33 (0.FIG. 6. Variation of initial PH and particle composition with

[KOH]/IN,H..] for [Me],, = 0.25M and [N,H.]/[MeJ,_ = 0.53 (A),
1.07 (0), 1.33 (0).

cate that we are forming the desired phase. Note that for
NiFe2O4 and ZnFe2O4 the values for a, are 8.34 and 8.44 A, tended to producing new materials that are not accessible
respectively. truhsldsaeratos

The above discussion indicates that NH 4 did not simply truhsldsaeratos
act as a base. Replacing N 21- 4 with KOH did not necessarily 'E. C. Snelling, Soft Ferrites Properties and Applications (CRC Press,

Cleveland, Ohio, 1969).lead to the formation of the correct phase, although pH plays 2T. Takada and M. Kiyama, in Proceedings of the First Internat ional Con-
an important role in the reaction. In general, we found that ference on Ferrites edited by Y. Hoshino, S. lida. and M. Sugimoto (Uni-
too low a [ NHI/ [ Me ]/_,, ratio tends to give nickel defi- versity Park, Tokyo, Japan, 1971), p. 69.
cient and, in extremne cases, amorphous phases, both of 'B. F. B. Yu and A. Goldman, in Proceedings of the Third International

whic hae lw vlue ofM,.Tamra nd atievi deon- Conference on Ferrenes, edited by S. lida and M. Sugimoto (University
whic hae lw vauesofM. TauraandMatievi deon- Park. Tokyo, Japan, 1980), p. 68.

strated the formation of colloidal NiFe2O4 by aging hydrox- 'A. 1. Butev, N. V. Kobrya, P. D. Korostelev, and G. K. Mikhailov, lnorg.

idea precipitated with base alone,"O but to our knowledge Mater. 16, 1259 (1980).
have not reported Ni. Zn , e2  'T. Sato, C. Kuroda, M. Saito, and M. Sogihara, in Ref. 6, p. 72.

- F204-'B. K. Das, Preparatian and Characterization of Material,, edited by J. M.
In conclusion, we have formed Ni. Znt -,FeAO at a Honig and C. N. R. Rao (Academic, New York, 198 1), .P.

low temperature and achieved magnetizations as high as 'H. Franzen and 0. VanMayer, Z. Anorg. Chem. 60 247 (1908).
83% of the fully fired material by annealing at only 150 *C. 'A. Braibanti, F. Dallavalle, M. A. Pellinghelli, and E. Leporati, Iborg.

The particles formed are ultrafine, which may make them Chemn. 7, 1430 (1968).
9A. Braibanti, A. M. ManottiLanfredi, and A. Tiripicchio, Z. Kristallogr.

useful for forming films or sintering at relatively low tem- Kristallgeomn. Kristallphys. Kristallchen,. 124, 335 (1967).
peratures. It is also possible that this method may be ex- "'H. Tamura and E. Matijevic, J. Colloid Interface Sci. 90, 100 (1982).
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k Studies on high-density nickel zinc ferrites and Its magnetic properties using
novel hydrazine precursors

T. T. Srinivasan, P. Ravindranathan, L. E. Cross, R. Roy, and R. E. Newnham
Materials Research Laboratory. The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
S. G. Sankar
Mellon Institute, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15213

K.C. Pat
Inorganic and Physical Chemistry Department, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India

Nickel zinc ferrites have been very widely used in the high-frequency applications. In our
present study we have prepared Ni, - ,Zn, Fe2O4 (0<x( I ) using novel hydrazinium metal
hydrazinecarboxylate precursors. High densities ( - 99%) have been obtained for all the
ferrites sintered at relatively low temperatures, 1100 °C, in comparison with the conventional
method ( > 1200 °C). The variation of magnetic properties like magnetic moment, Curie
temperature, and permeability with zinc concentration have been studied.

INTRODUCTION 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 by chemical analysis. Hydrazine content
Nickel zinc ferrites, Ni _ Zn, Fe20 4, have been com- was determined volumetrically using 0.025-M K103 solu-

mercially used for many years as high-frequency ferrites for tion under Andrews Conditions.9

radio frequency coils, transformer cores, and rod antennas.' (b)Preparation of nickel zinc ferrites, Ni _ Zn, Fe204
There is a specialized application of Ni-Zn ferrites requiring (0<x< 1). The precursors of Ni-Zn ferrites have been de-
low porosity and controlled microstructure in the magnetic composed at 250 'C in an oxygen atmosphere for I It as the
cores of read write heads for high-speed digital tape or disk thermal decomposition studies of the precursors show that
recording.2  The high density also gives good wear prol er- all the complexes decompose exothermally in a single step in

ties against the rapidly moving tapes with their abrasive the temperature range 120-200 'C. The formation of a sin-
coating of iron oxide.4 The conventional ceramic method for gle-phase spinel ferrites has been confirmed through x-ray
the preparation of ferrites involving high temperature can powder diffraction patterns. The green ferrites were pelle-
result in the loss of their fine particle nature. Wet chemical tized using polyvinyl alcohol (5%) as a binder and pellets
methods such as co-precipitation, hydrothermal oxidation, were sintered at various temperatures and soaking times.

spray drying, and freeze drying are reported5 6 to yield ferrite (c) The powder x-ray diffraction patterns for the green
particles ranging from 10 to 100 nm. However, these meth- ferrites and the sintered pellets were taken using a Philips
ods do suffer from certain disadvantages like segregation, PW 1050/70 diffractometer. The particle size analysis of the

and the powders obtained do not compact easily to high den- green ferrite powder and the grain size of the sintered pellets
sity. The use of the solid solution precursor technique7 ap- were examined using transmission electron microscopy
pears to hold considerable promise. Since solid solutions of (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), respec-

hydrazinium metal hydrazinecarboxylate hydrate precur- tively.
sors yield ultrafine ferrites' which sinter at low temperatures
to give high-density materials, it was considered interesting RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
to extend this technique to prepare ultrafine Ni-Zn ferrites X-ray powder diffraction shows a very broad line indi-
which could be sintered at much lower temperatures to yield cating the fine particle nature of the ferrite. A typical x-ray
high-density materials (>99% theoretical density) and
study the magnetic properties.

EXPERIMENT
(a) Preparation of hydrazinium metal hydrazinecar-

boxylate precursors (N2 H,)3 Ni- ,ZnFe2 (N2 H3
COO)9 .3H20, 0<x<l. Aqueous solutions of metal sul-
phates of nickel zinc and iron (II) in the required ratio were
mixed and a solution of N 2H3COOH in N2H4 H 20 was add-
ed until the precipitate dissolves.' Crystalline solids separate
out from the solution in a couple of days. The crystals were
washed with alcohol, ether, and dried over P 205 in a vacuum , 0 A5o70 s.
desiccator. The composition of the crystals were fixed to be - ,
(N2H) 3Ni _ Zn Fe2 (N 2H3COO) 9 3H20 where x = 0.0, FIG. 1. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of green Ni,, Zn FeO4.
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FIG. 2. Variation of lattice constant asas aftunction of x in Ni, - Zn, FeO,.
FIG. 4. Density of Ni, I Zn, F"2O, as a function of sintering temperature.

powder diffiraction pattern of green ferrite Mi),Zn,, Fe2O4
is shown in Fig. 1. The lattice constant a of N-Zn ferrites
increases linearly with zinc concentration (Fig. 2). The 80
average crystallite sizes of Ni I - .Zn~, Fe2O4 calculated from x~
x-ray line broadening'0 are found to be in the range of 10-20 60
n. Transmission electron micrographs of the powders con-

firm the fine particle nature of the ferrites. Typical TEM
picture of Ni0 ,5 Zn0, Fe,2O4 prepared at 250 *C is shown in E

Fig. 3. The particle size calculated from the TEM is - 60
nm.

Fine particle Ni-Zn ferrites have been sintered at 900, _ __________

1000, 1100, and 1200 *C for 24hI. Densities greater than 980/% ' o 06 on s I

of the theoretical density were obtained for all the samples X

sintered above 1000 *C. Density versus firing temperature FIG. 5. Variation of saturation magnetization WM, as a function of x in
has been given in Fig. 4. Increased reactivity of the fine parti- Nil -Zn.FC 2 O,'
cles is responsible for achieving almost theoretical density
ferrites at low temperatures compared to those normally em-
ployed ( >1200C*Q.

The magnetization curves of the green Ni-Zn ferrites at
room temperature showed no hysteresis indicating that the
ferrites are superparamagnetic in naue"The green fer- c
rites prepared at 250 C does not attain saturation magneti-
zation even at 18 kOe. The green Ni-Zn ferrites were pelle- Te (t) no

tized and heated for 24 h at 1100 *C to increase the particle
size- thus rendering them suitable for saturation magnetiza- 30

tion measurements. The variation of magnetic moment with 200
zinc concentration (Fig. 5) can be explained on the basis of 1O

0.0 ~ . . . .

IjI FIG. 6. Plot of Curie temperature (T, vs xin Nil .Zn FeG.

TABLE 1. The variation of the permeabilityup with the firing temperature
L . and frequency for the typical composition. Ni,,,Zn025Fe,0 4.

Permeabilityup as a function of frequency
Sintering

temperatur Density Grain size
(*C) (% theor.) I kHz 10 kHz I1MHz 10 MHz tpum)

90D 98.4 23.72 48.85 49.31 49.77 <1
1100 99.5 50.89 70.43 69.07 73.16 2

FIG. 3. Transmission electron micrograph of Ni., Zn.,Fe2 Oprepared at 1100 99.5 138.84 140.67 129.66 121.71 4
250*C. ___________________
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CONCLUSIONS
From this study, it is seen very clearly that the novel

precursor technique leads to fine particle ferrite formation at
very low temperature ( 120-200 °C). Because of the fine fer-
rite particle (-60 nm), close to theoretical densities
>99%) have been achieved at relatively low temperature

(1100 °C). As we can obtain high-density ferrite using this
method, hot-pressing techniques could be avoided. The
magnetic properties have been studied and match well with
the literature values. It has been observed that the value ofp'
increases with the firing temperature, though the value of
density remains more or less same.

FIG. 7. Scanning electron micrograph of the fracture surface of Ni 0,, Zn0
Fe2O4 sintered at 1200 "C, 24 h.

'E. E. Riches, in Ferrites, A Review of Materials and Applications, edited by
J. Gordon Cook (Mills and Boons, London, 1972), p. 17.
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3
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neighbors and hence the spins become uncoupled. 3 
The Cu- 'T. Sato, C. Kurodo, M. Saito, and M. Sugihara, in Ferrites, Proceedings of

rie temperature decreases with zinc concentration (Fig. 6) theinternational Conference on Ferrites, edited by Y. Hoshino, S. lida, and
and is in agreement with the literature values. M. Sugimoto (University Park Press, Baltimore. MD, 1971 ), p. 72.aB. K. Das, in Preparation and Characterization of Materials, edited by .1.

Permeability measurements have been made on all the M. Honig and C. N. R. Rao (Academic, New York, 1981), p. 75.
ferrites sintered at 900, 1000, and 1100 °C in the frequency 'J.M. Longs, H. S. Horowitz, and L. R. Clavenna, inSolidState Chemistry:
range of I kHz-10 MHz. The values of/' increase with the A ContemporaryOverview, edited by S. L. Holt, J. B. Milstein and M. Rob-

bins (American Chemical Society, Washington, DC, 1980), p. 139.increase in firing temperature for the corresponding compo- 'P. Ravindranathan and K. C. Patil, Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc. 66, 688
sition. The variation of the permeability (y') with the firing (1987).
temperature and the frequency is given in Table I for the 'A. t. Vogel, A Text Book of Quantitative Inorganic Analysis (Longman
typical composition, Ni0.75 Zno.25 Fe20 4. It is clear from the Group, London, 1975).

H P. Kiug and L. E. Alexander, X-ray Diffraction Procedures (Wiley.
table that the density does not change very nuch with the New York, 1954), p. 504.
firing temperature but the value of/' increases with the in- "D. W. Collins, J. T. Dehn, and L. N. Mulay, in Mossbauer Methodology,
crease in sintering temperature. This could be attributed due edited by I. J. Gruvermann (Plenum, New York, 1967), Vol. 3, p. 103.
to the variation in grain size of the ferrite. Typical photomi- '

2
N. S. Satya Murthy. M. G. Natera, S. 1. Youssef, R. J. Begum, and C. M.Srivastava, Phys. Rev. 181, 969 (1969).crograph of Ni0.73 Zno.25 Fe20 4 is shown in Fig. 7. The grain "A. Brooese van Groenou, P. F. Bongens, and A. L. Stuijts, Mater. Sci.size was found to be 3-4,um. Eng. 3, 317 (1968-69).
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New routes for the synthesis of Iron oxide based magnetic materials
Sushama Joshi, D. M. Phase, S. M. Kanetkar, and S. B. Ogale
Department of Physics University of Poona, Pune- 411 007. India

New routes using laser and ion beam techniques are developed to synthesize iron oxide based
magnetic materials. The first method, pulsed ruby laser treatment (pulse duration 30 ns,
A = 0.694 ym) of thermally grown iron oxide (a-FeO 3 ) under water, is shown to lead to the
formation of FeO and Fe30 4 phases depending upon the choice of the treatment parameters.
The other method, ion beam mixing to atomically mix a deposited overlayer of cobalt (400 A
thick) on an a-Fe20 3 substrate with 100-keV Ar+ at a dose higher than I X 1016 ions/cm2,
leads to ferrite formation. The surface layer sensitive technique of conversion electron
Mbssbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) was employed for characterization.

INTRODUCTION coatr ith a 400-A-thick layer of cobalt by vacuum evapo-

Among the transition metal oxides, oxides of iron have a ration .. a background pressure of 10-' Torr. A number of
special importance in view of their interesting physical, such freshly prepared composites were subjected to Ar' ion
chemical, and magnetic properties. These oxides are normal- bombardment (energy = 100 keV; dose in the range be-
ly prepared by chemical processing followed by suitable tween 5 X 10 " and 3 X 1016 ions/cm2 ) to induce atomic mix-
physical treatments such as thermal annealing under specific ing at the interface. In both the experiments samples were
ambient conditions. "- Such processing methodologies, studied by CEMS. CEMS spectra of the samples were re-
though of immense value for gross material synthesis, are corded at room temperature using constant acceleration
hardly suitable for device miniaturization and integration. M6ssbauer spectrometer with a Co57:Rh source. To obtain
Recently, there has been considerable emphasis on the use of the best fit values of hyperfine interaction parameters, com-
newer methods, such as ion implantation and laser treat- puter analysis of the spectra was carried out using the stan-
ments for processing of materials,4 because these methods dard MOSFIT program.'0

offer unique possibilities such as region selectivity, oper-
ational efficiency and process control refinement. In this RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
work we report on two methods based on radiation process- The CEMS spectra of the samples studied in the first
ing for the synthesis and modification of iron oxide based experiment are shown in Fig. 1, and those in the second
thin-film systems. experiment in Fig. 2.

In the first case we have pulsed laser treated the surface Figure 1 (a) shows the CEMS spectrum of the sample
of a-Fe20 3 in air and under water 6 at different energy den- no. 1. The spectrum shows only a single sextet contribution
sities while in the second case we have used the well-estab- corresponding to an a-Fe20 3 phase. The spectrum in Fig.
lished technique of ion beam mixing7 '" to impart controlled 1 (b) represents the state of the sample laser treated under
modifications to the region of the interface between a metal water (sample no. 2) and it can be fitted with one singlet,
film (Co in the present case) and an oxide substrate (a- two doublets and two sextets. The values of the correspond-
Fe2O3 in the present case). ing hyperfine interaction parameters are as follows (IS

= isomer shift, QS = quadrupole splitting, IMF = internal
EXPERIMENT magnetic field).

The iron foils used in both the experiments were 99.99% Singlet: IS = 0.47 mm/s;
pure and were obtained from Good Fellow metals. Mi- Doublet 1: IS = 1.09 mm/s,
croetching and cleaning were carried out prior to their use in
the experiments. In the first experiment, iron foils were heat- QS = 0.46 mm/s;
ed to 450 "C forfour hours to form a thick layerof iron oxide. Doublet 2: IS = 0.60 mm/s,
Conversion electron Mdssbauer spectroscopy (CEMS)
(Ref. 9) revealed that the thickness of the oxide was greater QS = 1.03 mm/s;
than 3000 AL. High-power Q-switched ruby laser pulses (30-
ns pulse width) were used to modify the iron oxide surface at
different energy densities. The specifications of the samples TABLE . Sample specifications.
studied are given in Table I. Sample

In the second experiment, iron substrates were coated no. Specification
with thick layer of iron ( 1000 AL), enriched to 33% "TFe, by
vacuum evaporation in a Varian ultrahigh vacuum system. 1 Iron foil oxidized at 450 dC for 4w

These samples were oxidized at 400 'C for 2 h in air to form a Energy density = l0 J/cm
thick layer of a-Fe20 3. The oxide formation was confirmed 3 Annealing of sample no. 2 at 300 "C for I h
by CEMS measurements. These substrates were then over-
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M6ssbauer spectrum [Fig. I (c) I could be fitted primarily

C -F*203  
with the Fe30 4 phase. The contribution of an FeO phase in
this spectrum was found to be very small. These results are
consistent with the decay scheme for a nonstoichiometric
FeO phase.' 3 A comparison was made between treatment in
water and in air. When the a-Fe20 3 sample was laser treated
in air at the same energy density as that used in the case of

sample no. 2, the Mossbauer spectrum (not shown) indicat-
A , A ed that about 6% of FeO is present in the sample. Most of the

-F30 , a surface layer is transformed into the Fe3 O4 phase.

FIG. 1. The CEMS spectra of DISCUSSION

ta) sample no. I, (b) sample no. Since the water overlayer is transparent to the ruby laser

2, and (c) sample no. 3. wavelength of 0.
6 9 4

gm, the laser energy density is absorbed

_E primarily by the oxide overlayer and the underlying iron.

The energy density of 10 J/cm2 can raise the surface tem-
- AA perature of the sample above the decomposition temperature

F~Ot of a-Fe2O3 and can lead to escape of oxygen atoms. At the
same time, the water layer near the surface can vaporize in
nanoseconds to form a supersaturated vapor of neutral and
ionic radicals near the surface. It is possible that the hydro-
gen released in this process enhances the oxygen desorption
via a reduction reaction leading to a significant quantity of

- e -' a a a the low-oxygen FeO-like phase in the surface layer. The role
VELOCITY (MM sft) of hydrogen seems important in controlling the surface stoi-

chiometry of the resulting oxide phase. Of course, it is im-
portant to mention that when pure iron is treated with a

Sextet 1: IS = 0.14 mm/s, pulsed laser under water one obtains an oxide of iron, viz.,
FeO.5' 6 Thus, whether the effective process is an oxidizing or

IMF = 482 kOe; reducing reaction should depend on the chemical driving

Sextet 2: IS = 0.72 mm/s, IMF = 456 kOe. forces in the system. Also the possibility of a partial laser

The singlet and two doublets together correspond to Rn FeO induced alloying of the underlying Fe into the oxide over-

(Ref. I I) phase and the remaining two sextets together cor- layer cannot be ruled out.

respond to a spinel Fe.O 4 phase. 2 There is no trace of an a- In the above we have demonstrated that pulsed laser

Fe20 3 phase. When sample no. 2 was annealed at a tempera- beam can be used to modify the surface layer properties of

ture of 300 C for I h in vacuum, the corresponding oxides and to synthesize metastable oxide phases. Although
such forms of iron oxides can be used in certain applications.
the scope of their applicability can be considerably enhanced

.0 if these are doped with impurities, such as Co or Ni, at rea-sonable concentrations, thereby modifying their magnetic

properties. Laser processing itself can be used to achieve this
objciic. however, this method often introduces inhomo-
geneities in doping patterns and correspondingly undesired
microstructures due to the intrinsic character of the asso-

__....._A ciated transient thermal processing. Ion beam based meth-

.FIG. 2. The CEMS spectra of ods, on the other hand, offer better control over the dopant
sample (a) oxidizedat400OC for profiles and their concentrations and can be used more effec-
2 h, (b) deposited with 400-A Co tively to achieve controlled doping. We have demonstrated
overlayer, and (c) ion beamamixed using 100-keY Kr

+ ions the use of one such method, ion beam mixing, to achieve

at a dose of I x 10" ions/cm'. synthesis of a ferrite. This was done in the second experi-

A 
ment, discussed below.

B As stated earlier, the second experiment involved iron
F-3,C .04 substrates coated with Fe + Fe

57 
before oxidation at 400 'C

for 2 h. The CEMS spectrum of such an oxidized sample
appears in Fig. 2(a) and it shows the presence of the a-Fe203
phase in the top 0.3-pm layer accessed by the CEMS tech-
nique. The CEMS spectrum corresponding to the cobalt de-

-a -. 4 , a posited sample is shown in Fig. 2 (b). This spectrum shows a

VELOCITY ,-/W) significant difference as compared to the case of the as-oxi-
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dized sample represented by the spectrum of Fig. 2(a). The CONCLUSIONS

spectrum of Fig. 2(b) can be fitted with four magnetic com- We have demonstrated that the nonequilibrium tech-

ponents having hyperfine parameters as stated below: nique of pulsed laser treatment can be used to impart signifi-

(i) IMF = 519 kOe; IS = 0.29 mm/s, cant and interesting modifications to the surface of iron ox-
(ii) IMF - 492 kOe; IS = 0.27 mm/s, ide depending upon the choice of the ambient. We have also
(iii) IMF = 455 kOe; IS 0.54 mm/s, shown that ion beam induced atomic mixing at the interface
(iv) IMF - 330 kOe; IS = 0.03 mm/s. between a deposited over layer (Co in the present case) and

The sextet having hyperfine field of 519 kOe once again cor- iron oxide can be used to synthesize complex forms of oxides

responds to a-Fe2O 3 phase, while the one having 330 kOe such as ferrite.
represents a-Fe. The other two sextets together correspond

to an Fe3 0 4 phase. Formation of some quantity of Fe30 4 in ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
the Co-deposited sample is surprising and needs explana-

tion. Under the ambient of atmospheric pressure, a-Fe2O 3 is The financial support to this work to one of us (S.J.) by

known to be a thermodynamically stable phase on the iron Department of Atomic energy (India) is gratefully ac-
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57Fe-YIG: Narrow x-ray llnewldth epitaxial layers on Gd 3Ga5O 2
D. M. Gualtieri
Electronic Materials and Devices Laboratory, Allied-Signal Incorporated, P. .Box 1021-R,
Morristown. New Jersey 07960

W. Lavender and S. L. Ruby
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory Stanford Linear Accelerator Cente, P. 0. Box 4349,
Stanford, California 94305

Epitaxial layers of 81% 57Fe-enriched Y3Fe.O1 2 were grown on thick, (100)-oriented
substrates of Gd3Ga5O1 2 for experiments in resonant nuclear diffraction. Layers up to 10yrm
thick were grown on each side of 32-mm-diam, 5-mm-thick wafers using techniques common
for the growth of magnetic bubble materials, but with the use of a PbO-V20 5 flux in place of
the usual PbO-B20 3 flux. The PbO-V20 5 flux offers a lower solubility of YIG which allows a
reduction in the amount of 

5 7
Fe oxide required for layer growth. Thick substrates were used to

reduce possible bowing from lattice constant mismatch. Lead incorporation onto yttrium
lattice sites was controlled by adjusting the growth temperature, and this allowed a close lattice
constant match between the layers and the substrate. Layer thickness was essentially uniform
across the layer diameter with the edges 5% thicker than the center. Curie temperature and
Faraday rotation measurements of the equivalent ( 111 )-oriented material indicate as a
formula unit (Y2. 96 Pbo.4 )Fe3(Fe. .Yoo6 )O12. YIG/YIG double-crystal diffraction by
tungsten L-yl irradiation of a 5 X 7-mm rectangular area of the first crystal gave a composite
linewidth of 13 arcsec for the {400} reflection. This same linewidth was observed in
synchrotron illumination of the central 80% of the area of the first layer. The possibility of
linewidth reduction in this material is discussed.

INTRODUCTION YIG LAYER GROWTH
Resonant nuclear diffraction of synchrotron radiation Layers OfY3FeO 1 2 (natural isotope ratios) were grown

can produce brilliant, monochromatic x rays.' Calculations from a PbO-V2 0 5 flux on (111)-oriented 0.5-mm-thick
have shown that the {200) reflection of Y3Fe.O 1 2 (YIG) Gd3Ga5O1 2 substrates for initial lattice contant matching
can utilize the nuclei of the tetrahedral 57Fe atoms as a nu- and magnetic studies. The growth solution was formulated
clear Bragg diffraction (NBD) monochrometer. 2 A double- from the oxides in the following molar ratios:
crystal monochrometer made by Gerdau and co-workers Fe203/Y20 3 = 26,
from two 15-pm-thick layers of 5 7Fe-enriched YIG on 30-
mm-diam (100)-oriented substrates of Gd3GaO,, con- PbO/2V205 = 10,
firmed the utility of YIG in NBD experiments& and

Layers of Y3FeO1 2 on Gd3Ga5 O 2 have been grown for [ (Y20 3 + Fe20 3)/(Y 20 3 + Fe2O3 + V20 5 + JPbO) ]
many years by liquid-phase epitaxy from PbO-B20 3 fluxes.
The high quality of these YIG layers and their substrates is = 0.14.
due essentially to the development of magnetic bubble mem- Depletion of the YIG solute by repeated growth of thick
ory (MBM) devices, which require similar garnet layers. layers allowed variation of the melt saturation and growth
However, in this study we have made several modifications temperatures over the range 895.9-947.4 °C. Layer growth
to the liquid-phase epitaxial process for MBM layers in our was by the horizontal dipping technique,6 as used in the
growth of NBD-YIG layers. First, the substrates for mag- growth of MBM materials, with a unidirectional rotation
netic bubble layers are (Ill) oriented, and a (100) orienta- rate of 200 rev/min. X-ray diffraction measurements indi-
tion is desired for the NBD crystals. The growth characteris- cate an expansion of the lattice constant at lower growth
tics of these two orientations fortunately are similar.4  temperatures (Fig. I) which is caused by incorporation of
Second, the usual 0.5-mm-thick substrates of MBM layers lead from the flux.7 Lattice constant match to the substrate
can bow as a result of the lattice constant mismatch between occurs near 895 *C. A layer grown at 894.4 °C with front and
the YIG layer and the substrate. Thick substrates are pre- back total thickness of 28 Am had a Curie temperature of
ferred for this reason, and 5-mm-thick substrates were used 549.2 K and V araday rotations of 0.080 and 0.025 deg/Aim at
for growth of NBD-YIG layers. Third, the solubility ofYlG 546.1 and 632.8 nm, respectively. The Curie temperature is
is high in the typical PbO-B20 3 fluxed melts used for the close to that for layers grown at the same temperature from
growth of MBM layers, so that a large quantity of "7Fe PbO-B20 3 fluxes, but roughly 10 K lower than that for ce-
would be required for the growth of NBD-YIG layers. For ramic specimens synthesized at high temperature. This indi-
this reason a PbO-V20 5 flux with about half the solubility of cates an incorporation of Y on octahedral Fe lattice sites of
YIG5 was used for the growth of NBD-YIG layers. about 0.06 atoms/f.u. (Refs. 8 and 9). The Faraday rota-
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found to be 905 "C, and growth was planned at 890 "C and an
1.2384 -IG (lead/vanadium oxide flux) approximate supercooling of 15 *C. These (100)-oriented

layers were grown by the same technique as the ( II1 )-ori-
' € ented layers above. Growth rate was about I to J um per

1.2382 minute at the substrate rotation rate of 200 rev/min. The
substrates were not rotated during insertion or removal, and

.e the growth time was measured as the time at rotation. Most
0 residual flux was removed from the crystals after growth by

O holding them just above the melt and linearly increasing the

.2 1.2378 rotation rate from 0-500 rev/min in 30 s, and then holding at
Z 500 rev/min for 30 s. The remaining flux was removed in a
al 70% solution of nitric acid at 90 *C.

1.2370 The 5-mm-thick substrates required a slow rate of inser-
etnm) = 1.2376 + 9.84u1013 e-0.044T('C) tion into, and withdrawal from, the growth furnace to pre-
I I 1 ]vent cracking. An insertion time of 1.5 h and a withdrawal

875 ag00 925$ geoTemperature (Centigrade) time of 3.0 h was used to move the crystals through the ap-
proximately linear 900 °C temperature gradient from the

FIG. 1. Variation of YIG layer lattice constant with growth temperature. space just above the crucible to room temperature. One ef-
The lattice constant, measured at the (888) reflection, was corrected for fect of these slow rates is an etching of substrate and layer
strain using a Poisson ratio of 0.30. Strain-free layers on GGG substrates
(1.2384nm) can be grown from lead oxide-vanadium oxide fluxes at about defects, mostly dislocations, by the PbO vapors in the fur-
890c. nace. This involves much less than 1% of the area of the

layer and apparently has little effect on the diffracting prop-
tiont and lattice constant data indicate a substitution of 0.04 erties of the layers.

os 0y.04 Table 11 shows the growth conditions of the six layers of
atoms of lad for yttrium on the dodecahedral lattice stes. 5'Fe-YIG on 5-mm-thick substrates in this study. Layer
The formula unit for these layers, consistent with the mag- thickness was calculated from weight using a density of

5.168 g/cc, the density of pure Y3Fe5O 2. The layers had one

(Y2.wPbo4 )Fe3(Fe 94Yoo6 )O2. centered, circular fringe under sodium lamp (588-nm) illu-
(100)-oriented wafers of Gd 3GaO,2 , 32 mm diam by 5 mination over the central 80% of area of the "epi" side

mm thickness, were cut from a Czochralski crystal grown by (downward facing in melt). This is the interference pattern
Synthetic Crystal Products (P.O. Box 31428, Charlotte, NC caused by the layer-substrate interface, and it reveals a thick-
28231 ). Cutting and double-sided polishing were performed ness variation of the layer of about 0.15 jm, the edges being
by IMP (7007 Realm Drive, San Jose, CA 95119) using slightly thicker than the center. The other side had roughly
techniques common in the fabrication of substrates for five times this variation.
MBM layers.

The solution for growth of the 57Fe-YIG layers on these X-RAY DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS
thick substrates was formulated from 99.999% pure materi- The x-ray diffraction linewidths of the YIG layers were
als, as listed in Table I. The isotopic analysis of the iron measured in a double-crystal diffractometer built from
oxide, obtained from Oak Ridge National Laboratory, is as Huber model 410 motorized goniometers with 4000-step/
follows: 5 4

Fe, 0.79%; 5
6
Fe, 18.24%; 57

Fe, 80.97% 58 Fe, deg resolution. The irradiated area of the first crystal was a
0.0%. These oxides were melted in a platinum crucible 75 5 X 7 min rectangle, and calibrations with Si( Il )/Si( Il1)
mm high by 45 mm diam, the liquid height being about 30 diffraction of CuK,6 radiation gave a 9 arcsec linewidth.
mm. This crucible was placed in an outer concentric crucible Care was taken in mounting the thick crystals, which are
to capture any leaking materials. Temperature was mea- heavier than typical diffraction specimens. A 13 arcsec
sured by a platinum thermocouple placed in contact with the linewidth for the {400} reflection of a bare Gd 3Ga.O, 2 sub-
outer wall of the growth crucible at the midpoint of the solu- strate was obtained using a Si( 11) monochrometer crystal
tion height.

The saturation temperature of the growth solution was
TABLE It. Growth conditions for the (100) -oriented epitaxial YIG layers
grown from the solution in Table I.

TABLE t. Solution composition for the growth of YIG layers. The molar Growth Growth
ratioa are FeO/Y 20, = 15, PbO/2V 2 0G , = 10, and (Y20 3 + FeO3)/ Thickness Growth time rate temperature
(Y

2
03 + F*1O 3 + V

2
0 + PbO) = 0.1 0. Layer (Am) (a) (pm/mi) (C)

Oxide Moles Mole fraction Grams 57-I 9.5 900 0.63 892.5
57-2 6.7 900 0.45 890.0

PbO 1.65088 0.9000 368.459 57-3 2.7 450 0.36 893.0
Fe203 0.09458 0.0516 15.104 57-4 4.0 450 0.53 890.2
V201 0.08254 0.0450 15.013 57-5 3.3 550 0.36 891.5
Y'O 0.00631 0.0034 1.424 57-6 4.7 800 0.35 890.5
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[ I I I I I above, lead atoms substitute for yttrium atoms in the crystal,
g0 causing an increase in the lattice constant. Differentiating

First Crystal;

Z 57-4 the function which fits the data in Fig. I gives a variation of

Bo aSucnd Crystal: lattice constant with growth temperature of 4X 10' nm/
-, 67-2 deg at 890 *C. The variation of growth rate with temperature

is about 0.05/zm/min/deg, so that a growth rate variation
e 70arising from a temperature change will lead to a variation of

o lattice constant with growth rate of about 8 x 10-4 nm I 'm/o
so- min. Since the fringe pattern reveals a variation of growth

0 -- rate of the layer across the diameter of the central 80% of

13 area ofabout 2.5%, or 0.0l/zm/min, there can be as much as- a 0.000 08 nm variation of lattice constant across the diame-

ter if the growth rate variation is from a temperature gradi-
0- 40 - ent alone.
C€ This lattice constant variation arising from variable lead

30 incorporation can be eliminated through the use of a lead-
o0 free flux, or growth at high temperature. However, the lat-

O tice constant matching to the substrate offered by the lead
20 would be absent. Lithium molybdate-yttrium molybdate

fluxes have been used in the growth of YIG. These fluxes
70 0 0 40 30 20 10 0 have the advantage of an extremely low solubility of

Relative Angle (arc-sec) YIG,"
2 

allowing considerable conservation of 
7
Fe.

FIG. 2. Double-crystal diffraction of W-Ly, radiation by "Fe-enriched
YIG layers. Layer 57-4 was the first (monochrometer) crystal, and layer
57-2 was the second (rocking) crystal. Full width at half maximum is 13 CONCLUSIONS
aresec. Lattice constant matched layers of Y 3Fe5 O1 2 on

Gd3 Ga5 O 2 can be grown from a PbO-V 20 5 flux by using
lead incorporation from the flux as a lattice constant expand-

and Cu Kf radiation. The narrowest observed linewidth was er. Radial variation in lead incorporation, however, broad-
10 arcsec for layer 57-1 using a bare substrate as the first ens x-ray linewidth by lattice constant spread. Lead-free
crystal and 14.4-keV radiation. fluxes, such as lithium molybdate-yttrium molybdate,

Several combinations of layers were tried in YIG(400)/ would be more suitable if lattice constant match to the sub-
YIG(400) double-crystal diffraction. The narrowest oh- strate can be achieved in some other way.
served linewidth was for 57-4 as the first crystal and 57-2 as
the rocking crystal, giving a linewidth of 13 arcsec for W-Ly, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Simplified Mie series calculation of dipole moments for artificial dielectric
constituents

G'ari G. Bush
Research & Development Division, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Incorporated, Palo Alto,
California 94304

Artificial dielectrics are composed of particles embedded in a binding material that fills all of
the space between the particles. They have homogeneous macroscopic constitutive parameters
but significantly inhomogeneous microscopic properties. The macroscopic electric and
magnetic polarizations of such a composite material can often be expressed in terms of the
effective dipole moments of its constituents. The dipole moments of spherical multilayered
particles can be calculated exactly in terms of Mie series. Except for very simple cases, the
calculation of dipole moments by Mie series requires the use of significant computer resources
to evaluate complex argument special functions. To alleviate this situation, closed-form
solutions for spherical particles have been derived in terms of elementary functions for the case
ofa semiconductive or reactive coating on a dielectric core. Ifk is the propagation constant
and r is the radius of curvature, the product kr must be greater than 10 for the coating and less
than I for the core and surrounding media. These solutions treat the important case of a
coating which does not fully shield the core, such that the core properties must be included.
The dipole moments calculated by these equations show very close agreement with exhaustive
Mie series results. These equations have also proven useful in evaluating Mie series of large
complex arguments. The equations are very easily implemented on a desktop computer and
facilitate investigation of the mutual coupling between the imposed electric and magnetic fields
and the resulting electric and magnetic dipole moments.

INTRODUCTION Artificial dielectric materials can be designed to exhibit spe-

The simplest models of artificial dielectric materials re- cific electromagnetic properties such as diamagnetism. The

quire the ability to calculate dipole moments of spheres.' constitutive parameters of artificial dielectrics can be mod-
The Mie series can be used for such calculations,2 but the eled by first calculating the magnetic and electric dipole mo-

effort required to program a full Mie series with the corre- ments of an isolated particle. The interaction between parti-

sponding special function is quite significant. The objective cles is taken into account by a mixture equation that

of this work was to derive an approximate set of equations calculates the effective constitutive parameters for the artifi-
euts aons cial dielectric from the dipole moments and the volume frac-for the magnetic and electric dipole moments of a nonper-

fectly conducting or hollow sphere. In the limit of perfectly tion occupied by the particles.

conducting or pure dielectric materials, the dipole moments Series and integral solutions exist for the dipole mo-

are easily calculated; however, these cases are not usually ments of multilayer spheres and, in the long wavelength ap-
representative of experimentally encountered conditions. proximation, for the ellipsoids. The expression for the dipole

The equations presented here are intended to bridge the gap moments of the multilayered sphere is in the form of a Mie

between simple, idealized models and more realistic com- series. The terms in the Mie series include spherical Hankel

plex Mie calculations, and Bessel functions. To initiate work in this area required

Models of artificial dielectric materials will be discussed finding the dipole moments of particles by the Mie series and

in the following sections. The relationship between the di- thus the complex task of devising and programming robust

pole moments and electromagnetic constitutive parameters spherical Hankel and Bessel function algorithms.' 4 The

will be formulated. The Mie solution will be introduced as a search for an alternative method for the calculation of the

general method for calculating multipole moments of Mie coefficients that does not involve special functions lead

spheres. An approximation for the Mie coefficients will then to the expressions presented in this paper.
be introduced and a comparison of the values calculated by
the simplified equations and by the full Mie series will be
given. DIPOLE MOMENTS
ARTIFICIAL DIELECTRIC MATERIALS The total electric flux density D is given as the sum of the

free-space flux density and the material-induced flux

Artificial dielectric materials are composed of individ- density P:
ual particles imbedded in a medium that completely fills the D=oe+P or D=E,
space between the particles. These materials are microscopi-
cally inhomogeneous and macroscopically homogeneous. P = e,yE, E = eo( I + X,) , (1)
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where c is the permittivity and X, is the electric susceptibil-
ity.

The macroscopic polarization P is equal to the sum of
the microscopic dipole moments of the individual particles
p. Thus, P = Np where N is the number of polarizable parti- FIG. 1. Geometry of the

cles per unit volume. coated sphere.

The microscopic dipole moments of the artificial dielec-
tric are induced by the local electric field EL. The resulting
microscopic polarizability a, is given by

a. =P/(EGoEL) . (2)

If the particles occupy rectangular lattice sites with spacing
e, f, and g in the three lattice dimensions, the local electric
field EL is given by the sum of the applied field E and an 4-rf, ,,/k 0o, (6)
interaction field E (Ref. I): where

E, = pd/co, (3) ko =

where .f, = -j(B, + 34 2 - B3 + A4 - Bs- ),
=1.201 8ir[ (2rg\ (2f)]\

d .3 f3[Jo +Jo , f. = (A, + Y3 + - + '.") ,

and Jo is the zeroth-order Bessel function, and A, and B, are the Mie series coefficients corresponding
For a cubic lattice e =f= g and d- (3e3 ) -'. The re- to the magnetic and electric dipole terms, respectively.

sulting relative permittivity is given by' The Mie coefficients are functions of the propagation
constants in each region and the dimensions of the coated

E = eo[ ( + Na,)/(1 - a,d)] (4) sphere. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the problem. The

and, by a similar analysis, the permeability is given by following approximation was derived for the case of a reac-
S=,u,[ (I + Na,,)/1 - ad) tive shell (k a> 10) and a less-reactive core and surround-

ing media (kob < j and k2a < J). This case is very useful for
where a, is the electric polarizability and a is the magnetic evaluating artificial dielectric materials composed of thin
polarizability. conductive hollow spheres and ferrite-coated hollow or di-

The dipole moment of a multilayer sphere can be found electric core spheres.
by solving the related problem of electromagnetic scattering
from a sphere .2 The scattered field is the multipole response
of the sphere to an external field. All that remains is to identi- APPROXIMATION
fy the electric and magnetic dipole terms in the series and If k, a is greater than 10, it has been observed that the
compute the effective permittivity and permeability of the Mie series can be truncated after the A, and B, terms with
artificial dielectric using Eqs. (4) and (5). The full expres- very little error. The Hankel and Bessel functions can be
sions for the Mie series are given in Ref. 2. replaced by their asymptotic forms' for arguments greater

The polarizability, in terms of the Mie series coefficient, than 10. After considerable algebraic manipulation, the fol-
is lowing approximations were found for A and B,:

_7_ _ 2] 2j _ 4y. +2] - 2j_ + ___'

A, - -(k,,1)4 , uk,b u-k,,- Wukbk,a \ua, , 1 k,, p,.zk,a]
2 -1 + j 2j + 2, + e I + 2j + j 2, I

u, -- kb u2k,a t,,,,k,bk, 0a, ,,ka p,,kb Tv,, k,bk, )
(7)

2kv, 4 kka- 2]k~a ±e-Pk-r 4 2k +j ko

2j 2k~j + 2 _k.'ka +jk~a e _2_+ jk~a + 2kD + k kza 3~~ ~~~~3~~~ 3~kb 3sj~~ jukk
3pau,k~k, 3#+ pkb 3#4 + 3,jk,b ,k,b2 3,j,pkb+ 3pu#,k~k ,u I

(8)

This pair of relations has proven quite useful in analytic A, = (koa) 3 [ (, 2 - 1)/(k'2 + 2)],
modeling of artificial dielectrics. It is not necessary to as- B, =j(ka)[j(e 2 - l)/(2 + 2)] . (9)
sume perfectly conducting or lossless dielectric materials for
the sphere or to assume that the sphere is a homogeneous For the perfectly conducting solid sphere

solid. These equations reduce to the expected asymptotic At = -J(ka)',
formulas. For the case of a solid sphere (no shell)5  B, =j(koa)3 . (10)
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FIG. 2. Comparison of FIG. 3. Compason of the
,approximate and exact solu- approximate and exact solu-tions for Mie coefficient A. tions for Mie coefficient B,

- with ka=O.021 at a fie- with ka =O021 at a ire-

...... quecy ofo 100 M .q.uency of 100 MHz.-0Ooe ----0

i 'o' 1..io
k ,SELL) O SHELL

If the sphere is homogeneous and has the same constitutive while the approximation was implemented in 25 lines. This
parameters as the media, A, and B, are zero. work should be useful to those modeling artificial dielectric

To compare the values of A, and B, calculated by Eqs. materials with the parameters of actual materials rather than
(7) and (8) to the values computed by a full implementation idealized parameters.
of the Mie series, A, and B, were calculated for ka between ACKNOWLEDGMENT
4 and 200 at a frequency of 100 MHz. Figures 2 and 3 show
the results of this comparison for A, and B,, respectively. The author wishes to thank M. V. Smith for her develop-
When ka exceeds 10, the approximation is quite good. ment and programming of the robust Mie series code with

The approximate expressions for , and B, are useful as which this work was compared.
benchmarks to validate the results of robust implementa- 'R. E. Collin, Field Theory of Guided Waves (McGraw-Hill, New York,

tions of the full Mie series. 1960), pp. 509-551.
'J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941),

CONCLUSIONS pp. 414-416.
'E. W. Hobson. The Theory of Spherical and Ellipsoidal Harmonics (Chel-

An approximation to the Mie series coefficients needed sea. New York, 1955), pp. 178-292.

to calculate dipole moments of a single-shell sphere has been 4M. Abramowitz and 1. A. Stegun, Handbook of Mathematical Functions

presented. The approximation has proven useful for analytic (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1970), pp. 355-
478.

modeling of artificial dielectrics. The program to implement 'R. F. Harrington, Time-Harmonic Electromagnetic Fields (McGraw-Hill.
the full Mie calculation required 1500 lines of Fortran 77, New York, 1961), pp. 292-298.
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Missing magnetic moment In spinel iron oxide films (abstract)
C. Ortiz
IBMAlmaden Research Center. San Jose, California 95120

G. Vurens
Cenrterfor Advanwel Materials Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Berkeley California 94720

M. M. Chen
IBMAImaden Research Center, San Jose, California 95120

M. Salmeron
Centerfor Advanced Materials Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

This work studies the influence of oxygen flow and substrate temperature on the physical
properties of reactive sputtered thin films of iron oxide spinels. We have focused on the
variations of the magnetic moment, which can be as low as 20% of the bulk value, for certain

experimental conditions. We present a model which attributes the missing moment to a

mispopulation of Fe moments on the A and B sites. Direct experimental evidence to prove this
model is obtained from conversion electron Mossbauer spectroscopic experiments, which
correlate the missing moment with increased A-site population compared with the "textbook"
population (only 8 A sites out of 64 are filled). For example, samples deposited at room
temperature have always a low moment and are found to have a large A-site population. When
the samples are annealed in vacuum under specific conditions to maintain the oxygen ratio and

to give kinetic energy to the atoms to reach their spinel positions, an increase of the magnetic
moment is observed.
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Magnetic resonance experiments on Ion beam sputtered (100) Fe films
S.A. Oliver and C. Vittoria
Centerfor Electromagnetics Research, Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

E. Schloemann, H. J. Van Hook, and R. W. Tustison
Raytheon Research Division, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements have been performed on single-crystal Fe
films, produced by ion beam sputtering techniques on GaAs substrates. In-plane FMR results
over the frequency range 0.1-20.0 GHz were obtained by a slot line technique. The magnetic
parameters deduced from these measurements are comparable to bulk Fe. In-plane angular
variation reveals a negligible uniaxial anisotropy contribution to the magnetic anisotropy
energy. Spin-wave excitations were observed in 9.5-GHz cavity measurements, and are found
to obey the n2 law. The exchange stiffness constant is found to be somewhat larger than seen in
other epitaxial Fe films. These results show that epitaxial Fe/GaAs films possessing good
magnetic properties may be produced by ion beam sputtering techniques.

INTRODUCTION ated slot line technique.' This experimental technique is

In the last few years, magnetic resonance techniques analogous to traditional FMR, except a planar device is used

have been heavily used in studying the magnetic properties instead of a microwave cavity. The slot line is mounted be-

of single-crystal Fe films grown on semiconductor sub- tween the poles of a bearing mounted 5-kOe magnet, which

strates.- These measurements have shown that high-quali- can be rotated 360r. Microwave energy is transmitted to the

ty magnetic films can be produced by means of molecular- slot line through coaxial lines from a Hewlett-Packard 0.0 1-

beam epitaxy (MBE). Recently, a new technique for 20.0-GHz sweeper source. Resonance results were obtained

producing epitaxial iron films has been developed, that of ion with H angularly varying in the plane of the film, and also

beam sputtering (IBS). 6 We present results for the magnetic with H parallel to the (100) or (110) crystallographic axis

properties of a pair of IBS produced iron films on gallium of the films.

arsenide substrates, measured by ferromagnetic resonance RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
techniques. We find these films to be of high quality, com-
parable to those produced by the MBE technique. In-plane FMR measurements, using the slot line tech-

nique, were used in obtaining values for the effective magnet-
EXPERIMENT ization and anisotropy fields in the films. Resonant field data

The Fe films were epitaxially grown on (100) GaAs taken on the thicker film as a function of angle at fixed fre-

substrates by ion beam sputtering. The growth conditions, quency (17.1 GHz) is displayed in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows

structural characterization, and results from vibrating-sam-
ple magnetometer (VSM) measurements on these films u.s
have recently been reported by Tustison et al.6 The two films
measured had differing thickness calibrations. Thickness of
the thinner film was determined by scanning electron mi- .o

croscopy (SEM) photographs. The thicker film, produced 0 0 0

at a later date, was measured repeatedly by a "Dec-Tac"
thickness profilometer. The nominal thickness of the two 1 o 0

films were found to be 700 and 2440 A, with thickness accu- =
racy of 10% and 5%, respectively. 1.0

Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements were
performed using two different experimental techniques.
Spin-wave resonance (SWR) measurements were obtained .
using the traditional magnetic field swept cavity technique. a. (4
The sample is mounted in a Varian 9.5-GHz cavity, with the FIG. I. Resonant field as a function of in plane angular variation for the

film plane oriented perpendicular to the external magnetic 2440-A Fe/GaAs film using the slot line technique. Solid line is the calcu-

field H. Further FMR results were obtained using a termin- lated fit using the paramenters from Table .
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FIG. 2. Resonant field as a function of frequency for the 2440-A Fe/GaAS FIG. 3. Spin-wave resonance data for the 2440-A Fe/GaAs film from per.
film using the slot line technique with Hparallel to the (100) or (110) axis. pendicular FMR measurements taken at 9.53 GH .
Solid line is the calculated fit to the data using the parameters from Table 1.

resonance results, taken on the same film, where H is parallel with effective magnetization 4srMr = 4irM + 2K IM and
to either the crystallographic (100) or (110) axis, per- y = ge/2mc. Values for 4nrMer and K1/M deduced from the
formed at a series of frequencies between 0.2 and 20.0 GHz. fits for both films are listed in Table I. We have taken g to be
It should be noted that the error bars for the resonant field in equal to 2.09 for all experimental fits. We estimate these
both of these figures are large, being of the order of the plot- results to be accurate within 5%. Both sets of values agree
ted block width (A.H,_ = 80 Oe). This is due to uncertainty well with bulk Fe.4 The value of the in plane uniaxial term is
in determination of the resonance position, as the resonance found to be very small (K/M< 10 Oe), exhibited by the
curves obtained by this technique do not necessarily possess near perfect cubic symmetry shown by the angular variation
the classical Lorentzian lineshape. curve (Fig. I), and in agreement with vibrating-sample

We deduce values for the magnetic parameters of these magnetometer results.6 Calculated behavior for the magnet-
films by means of a least squares fitting routines to the reso- ic resonances using the deduced parameters from Table I, in
nance equations. The general resonance equation is obtained the case where the magnetization is saturated, is plotted as
by the method of Suhl,' starting with the expression for the solid lines in Fig. 1 and 2. These follow the general trend of
energy density of a (100) film with magnetization M in an the experimental data for both the angular and frequency
external field H given by varied results.

+(2rM2 + K)COS2  Both ion beam sputtered Fe films displayed distinct
spin-wave resonances (SWR) for perpendicular FMR mea-

+ (aa22 + a2a2 + a 2 ) surements. We were able to resolve all SWR modes above
+ K. sin 2 

0 co2(o - . ). saturation (H>4irMf). The resonance equation in this ori-
+ K, entation is given by

In addition to terms for the demagnetizing field (41rM) and

the normal first-order cubic anisotropy field (K,), a pair of w'y = H' - 41rM., + 2K,/M,
uniaxial fields are also present in the free energy. Coefficients H' = Ho - (2A /M) (r

2/t 2
) n

2
,

K . and K, are included for uniaxial fields both normal to with t the film thickness, A the exchange stiffness constant,
and in the plane of the film.4 The directional cosines a are H the main line resonance field at excitation frequency
the angles between the magnetization and the cubic axes, f= 0)/2,r = 9.53 GHz, and n the mode number of the spin-
and 0, is the angle corresponding to the in-plane uniaxial wave excitation. High-order n SWR observed in the thicker
field. The resonance equation is given by4  film show excellent agreement to this n 2 law (Fig. 3). Devia-

=(/')
2 

= (H + a) (H + f), tions from n2 are seen at low n for the thicker film. Low-n

a = 4irMff + (K 1/M) (2 - sin2 20) deviations have been noted for other Fe films and are attri-
buted to variation in either the magnetization or uniaxial

- (2K/M)cos 2 ( - ,anisotropy field K' ./M at the film interface.3 The exchange

= (2K/M)cos 40, - (2K,/M)cos 2(0 - 0.), stiffness constant (A = 2.37X 10- 6 erg/cm) for the thicker
film was found using the measured thickness and 41rM,

TABLE I. Summary of magnetic parameters on IBS iron films. = 21 000 G. 6 
This value for the exchange stiffness constant

is somewhat higher than those found in the literature,3 and
4%rM 2K,/M Ho S may be due to uncertainty in the film thickness. Only the

(A) (kOe) (kOe) (kOe) (0c) first two SWR modes are observable for the thinner film. As

700 20.6 0.50 23.367 20 these modes also deviate from n
2, we are unable to obtain A

2440 21.0 0.55 23.705 91 for this film.
Table I also lists values for Ho and the linewidth of the
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-- main line resonance (AM) at 9.53 GHz. Line widths of the constant (A) than found in other epitaxial iron films. The
lBS films are narrow, being comparable to those of films resonance linewidths are seen to be small, with no indication
deposited by MBE.

3 This is a strong indicator of the quality of surface modes in the FMR results.
of these films. In addition, we find no indication for magnetic
resonances above that of the main line. These have been not- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
ed in MBE produced films, and described as the result of The work of S. A. 0. and C. V. was supported in part by
surface modes.' The lack of surface modes indicates that the teNtoa cec onainudrGatN.ES
interfacial structure in IBS produced films is different from 8601661.
that of MBE grown films.

SUMMARYG. A. Prinz, G. T. Rado. and J. J. Krebs, J. AppI. Phys. 53. 2087 (1982).
SUMMARY 1. J. Krebs, F. J. Rachford. P. Lubitz, and G. A. Prinz. J. AppI. Phys. S3.

The ion beam sputtered epitaxial films are found to have 8058 (t982).
magnetic properties comparable to those grown by molecu- 3C.* Vittoria. J..J. Krebs, and G. A. Prinz, J. Magn. Mapn. Miter. 37, L II1

(1983).
lar beam epitaxial techniques. Deduced parameters for the 'J. J. Krebs, B. T. Jonker, andG0. A. Prinz, J. Appl. Phys. 61. 2596 (1987).
effective magnetization (4irM,,), and cubic anisotropy 'C. Vittoria, F. J. Rachford, J.3J. Krebs, and G. A. Prinz, Phys. Rev. B 30,
(K,/M), are close to bulk iron,while the in-plane uniaxial 3903 (1984).
field (. IM) is found to be negligible. Spin-wave resonance 'W. Tustison. T. Varilimos, i. Van Hook, and E. F. Schioemnann. Appi.

Phys. Lett. 51. 285 (1987).
data on the thicker film displays n' behavior for higher n 7H. Ddlsch. P. Roschmann, and W. Schilz, Appl. Phys. 15, 167 (1978).
modes, but yields a larger value for the exchange stiffness 'H. Suhl, Phys. Rev. 97. 555 (1955).
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- Spin-wave resonance In FONIBSI films
J. Xia, J. S. Ryu, and C. Vittoria
Centerfor Electromagnetic Research, Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, Northeastern
University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements have been performed on thin films of

Feso_NiBs Sis alloys (x = 5, 40, and 60). The effective magnetization (41rM, ), magnetic
anisotropy field (HA ), and g factor were measured. The values of g for all the films ranged
between 1.90 <g<2.11. Spin-wave resonance (SWR) excitations were observed for H, the
magnetic field, applied perpendicular to the film plane. SWR fields were found to obey the n

2

law and yielded exchange constants in the range ofA = 0.2-1.9x 10-6 ergs/cm. The nearest-
neighbor exchange parameter J was deduced from A and implies that J varies within a factor of
2 as the value of x changes. In one of the nickel-rich samples, the SWR fields appear to be
linear with n implying nonuniform distribution of magnetization in the film.

I. INTRODUCTION From the FMR derivative absorption versus the dc

Thermal, magnetic, and magnetomechanical properties magnetic field curve we obtained the resonant fields of the

of amorphous ribbons of Fes -,NiB, 5 Sis have been stud- films. We define H I (film plane parallel to the dc field) and

ied.'This system ofmaterials exhibited ferromagnetic order- H , (film plane perpendicular to the dc field). The FMR

ing with high effective magnetization and relative low mag- linewidth, AH, was also obtained directly from the reso-

netic anisotropy field (in the orderof 1-10Oe). In this paper nance curve. The FMR conditions are given below:

we explore this system in a thin-film configuration. In partic- (fir)2 = (H 11 + 4rMff )H 11  (1)
ular, the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and vibrating f/ = H - 41rM, (2)
sample magnetometer (VSM) measurements are reported
on Few. _NixBSis (x = 5,40, and 60) and Fe 2oNiao. The 4frMe1 = 41rM. - HA, (3)

thin films were prepared with an ion beam sputtering tech- where M, is the saturation magnetization measured in VSM
nique. The effective magnetization, magnetic anisotropy apparatus and HA is the magnetic uniaxial anisotropy field.
field, and g factor were measured as a function ofx. In addi- HA may be deduced from VSM and FMR experiments. The
tion, spin-wave resonance (SWR) has been observed so that VSM measurement measures 41rM, in a saturated magnetic
the exchange stiffness constant was determined, field condition. Thus, by subtracting 41rM. from 4arMff, HA

In our experimental results, the values of g for all sam- is deduced. IfHA is greater than zero, it implies that the easy
pies were in the range of 1.90 < g < 2.11. The SWR fields axis of magnetization is normal to the film plane. If HA is
were found to obey the n

2 
law and the exchange constants smaller than zero, the easy axis is in the film plane. y is the

were in the range of A = 0.2-1.9X 10
-
6 ergs/cm. The cx- gyromagnetic ratio.f is the frequency of rf field.

change integral parameter Jvaries within a factor of 2 as the HI, and H, were determined by changing the film orien-
value of x varies from 5 to 60. In addition, the SWR tation to minimize and maximize the FMR field near the

linewidth increased as the spin-wave mode number n in- parallel and perpendicular sample positions, respectively.
creased. The g factor as well as 41rM,, are obtained from Eqs. ( I ) and

(2).
II. EXPERIMENT The spin-wave resonance absorption spectra was mea-

We fabricated thin films of Fes - NiB 5 Sis with an sured for Hperpendicular to film plane. The SWR fields and

ion beam sputtering technique. The composition x was var- linewidths were measured as functions of n, the spin-wave

ied from 5 to 60 at. %. The thickness ranged from 2160 to mode number.

3690 %A. All films were annealed at 275 *C in order to im-

prove the FMR linewidth. Before annealing the FMR
linewidth was approximately 100 Oe. But after annealing the TABLE 1. Experimental results of Fe, , Ni, B, Si, thin films.
linewidth ranged between 30 and 50 Oe in all tested sam-
pies.

2  Sample d 41rM. 41rM, - HA A
The FMR experiments were performed in a microwave no. x ( A) g (kG) (kG) (kG) (10

-
erp/cm)

cavity which is connected to a 9.5-GHz klystron. The sample 1 5 2400 1.92 15.9 12.5 3.4 1.37
was put in the center of the TEo2 cavity with a teflon sample 2 5 2700 2.09 15.8 11.7 4.1 1.87
holder which was rotated in the cavity. Conventional FMR 3 40 2160 2.10 10.7 7.9 2.8 0.68

techniques were used to measure the derivative absorption of 4 40 2400 2.10 10.8 9.1 1.7 0.80
5 60 2230 1.91 6.0 5.4 0.6 0.70

the sample versus the dc magnetic field on a X-Y recorder. 6 60 3690 2.01 6.1 4.6 1.5 0.20
The dc magnetic field was applied in the film plane and nor- 7 60 2700 1.97 6.5 4.8 1.7 ...

mal to it.
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FIG. I. SWR field H. in a Fe.Ni.B,,Si, film vs SWR mode number
square, nZ.

FIG. 2. Exchange integral Jof Fete - ,NiBs Si, and Fe. Ni,, thin films vs
atomic percent nickel, x.

The SWR data was fitted with the following spin-wave
dispersion relation:

f = [ H, - 4rMr + ( 2A4/M, )( nai/d)
2 

], (4)
where d is th f thckes 2A M, itSre t , d () thickness d, and the composition x are listed in Table I. For

where d is the thickness and H. is the SWR resonant field for most samples the n2 law was obeyed very well and the ex-
to the very first spin-wave resonance next to the main fe change constants are in the range of A = 0.2-1.9 X 10 -'
magnetic resonance. By plotting H, vs n2 we verified the n2  ergs/cm. The g factors for all the samples lie in the range
magnetic esonance t SR p ottra ng H.calulaied the h nge o 1.90<g<2.11 which is close to published values for permal-

loy films. 5 For the samples which have the same value of x, A
stant A of the ferromagnetic film from the slope of the curve, varied a little for different thicknesses. This is due to experi-

In analyzing the data for A, we assumed that the local mental error.
structure of the amorphous film is bcc for x < 20 and fcc for The SWR fields versus the SWR mode number square,
x > 20. 4 Clearly, it is meaningless to describe amorphous n', curve is shown in Fig. I. The SWR linewidth increases
films in terms of a crystal structure. However, the coherent and theveWis intensityFdecreases ssRthenspin-wavermode
or coordination length in amorphous films is about 15 A and the SWR intensity decreases as the spin-wave mode

which is greater than the basic unit cell or local structure. Fireses This is sh n inTal I

We are saying that this local coordination within that one or Figure 2 shows that the exchange integral J varies with-
two unit cells is bee or fcc. The exchange interaction is of in a relative small range of J= 0.97-1.70 x 10 - t4 ergs as the
short range; we, therefore, believe that it is meaningful to value of x changes from 5 to 60. This is understandable in
shplaour a; w terfore, believe thag itaisme l toe view of the fact that the exchange integral J describes the
explain our data in terms of an exchange parameter. The interaction between two nearest neighbor ions in the materi-
nearest-neighbor exchange integral J was obtained from al. Hence, it is affected only by the local coordination. The

A = 2JS 2/a (bec structure) (5) point here is that although the films are amorphous, the local

and coordination is maintained such that ferromagnetic ex-

A = 4JS2/a (fcc structure), (6) change is possible.
For one nickel-rich film H, scales linearly with n in-

where S is the spin quantum number and a is the lattice stead of n2 . The exchange constant A cannot be obtained by
constant. using Eq. (4). It is well known that this type of scaling can be

explained in terms of nonuniform distribution of magnetiza-
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION tion within the film. 6 There are many suggestions which im-

Table I summarizes the FMR and VSM results for our ply that the nonuniformity in magnetization may be due to
films. The exchange constant A, g factor, 41rMff, 4irM,, clustersbeingformedinthefilm. At this stage in time it is not

clear what the source of the nonuniformity is. The sample
number of this film is 7 shown in the Table I.

In summary, we studied thin films of Few, Ni, B,sSi,
TABLE 11. Spin-wave resonance data of a Fe,,Ni, B,,Si, film at 9.5 GHz. (x = 5,40, and 60) by FMR and VSM techniques. The effec-
t is the spin-wave mode number, AN. is the SWR linewidth, I. is the inten- tive magnetization, g factor, anistropy field HA, the ex-

sity of the ntih SWR derivative absorption, i. is the intensity of the main change constsnt A and exchange integral J were obtained
resonance, i.e., the FMR, and H. is the magnetic field at the nth SWR. from the experimental results. The spinwave excitations

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 obey the ,2 law and the FMR conditions are explained in

:A. (Oe) 31.6 36.0 44.3 47.5 63.3 79.1 126.6 terms of the well-known Kittel relations. In conclusion, al-
4/, (%) 24 3.2 0.32 0.53 0.27 0.056 0.019 though the films are amorphous, it is still meaningful to in-
H. (kOe) 13.7 13.5 13.4 13.1 12.8 12.4 11.9 troduce parameters, such as exchange constant, which are

related to short-range interactions.
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Spin-wave FMR In annealed NIFe/FeMn thin films
A. Layadi, J.-W. Lee, and J. 0. Artman
Magnetics Technology Center, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213-3890

Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) investigations have been made at 33 GHz on as-deposited
and on annealed bilayer NiFe/FeMn thin films. Supplemental investigations were made at 9
GHz. Following a 350 °C anneal, for I h or longer in duration, the NiFe FMR spectrum was
found to be characterized by a sequence of spin-wave resonance (SWR) modes. The behavior
of the SWR modes is in accord with the presence of a thin ferromagnetic layer at the NiFe/
FeMn interface with magnetization different from the bulk. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) examinations indicate that annealing promotes formation of an interdiffused layer at
the NiFe/FeMn interface and favors NiFe grain growth. Magnetic field limitations precluded
FMR at 0' (perpendicular) field orientation. At various field orientations below the critical
angle, the resonant fields, H,, were found to vary with mode number n as n2 . Also, for n > 1,
the FMR-SWR linewidth A/, has a component varying as n2 . From the 33-GHz 16'
orientation data, the exchange constant A is computed to be ( 1.03 ± 0.15) X 10- ' erg/cm. The
application of an in-plane magnetic field during anneal produces a reduction of the SWR mode
intensities and a broadening of the principal peak. A perpendicular magnetic field had little
effect.

I. INTRODUCTION (W/7/) 2 = [Hcos(a - 0) +HK cos2 0 +2Ak 2/M]
We report here on the spin-wave resonance (SWR) X [Hcos(a- 0)+ HKf cos 2 0 + 2Ak /M,],

modes seen in the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spec- (3)
trum of NiFe/FeMn. Such modes were not seen in as-depos- where w is the microwave frequency, k is the spin-wave prop-
ited samples.' However, SWR modes did appear after the agation constant and HK 0 = 2K IM, - 41TM, is the effec-
proper annealing process. From FMR-SWR data we derive tive anisotropy field. The idealized boundary conditions cor-the exchange constant A, the effective anisotropy field Hg , , tieaioopfed.Tedalzdbuarcniinso-
and the magnetogyric ratio /2on. We start with a brief the. respond to k = nir/d where d is the thickness of the film and

n is an integer (the mode number). The tilt 0 of the magneti-
retical treatment; we then outline the experimental proce- zation is found from
dure and numerical analysis. The findings are correlated
with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) cross-sec- H sin(a - 0) = HK r sin 0 cos 0. (4)
tion studies.

Ill. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
11. THEORY The samples were prepared by rf sputtering onto glass

The equation of motion of the magnetization, including substrates in the presence of a magnetic field. The nominal

spin waves, is given by thickness of the FeMn overlay was kept constant at about 80

d M X Hw + y ) XV
2
M, () nm. Most of the experiments were done on three particular

SM + (samples, each with a different NiFe thickness; these were

where M is the magnetization, y is the magnetogyric ratio, A designated as sample nos. 1, 2, and 3 with respective thick-

is the exchange constant of the ferromagnet, and H, is an nesses of 160,108, and 60 nm. The annealing of the samples
"equivalent" magnetic field which includes the applied and was done with a quartz halogen lamp at temperatures up to

350 *C. The vacuum was maintained at 10- 6 Torr. Magnetic
anisotropy fields. Moreover, M x-, = - M/M X VE, fields up to 5 kOe were applied during some of the anneals. 3

where E is the total free energy of the system, including Zee- The magnetic properties were measured in a 33-GHz
man and anisotropy contributions: resonant cavity FMR spectrometer with internal field mod-

E= Ksin2 0- 2irM 2 sin2 6- M,Hcos(a -0). (2) ulation at 50kHz. The cylindrical cavity was operated in the
The z axis is taken as the normal to the film. Then 0 and a are TE0 11 mode. The external field could reach 19 kOe. Supple-
the angles measured from the normal to the film to, respec- mentary FMR observations were made with a 9-GHz-10-
tively, the magnetization M and the applied field H. Also kOe FMR spectrometer. TEM cross-section analysis was
K sin' 0 is the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy for a performed on vv'rious samples.
film of uniaxial symmetry, - 2irM1 sin2 0 is the demagne-
tizing (anisotropy) energy and - M,H cos(a - 0) is the IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Zeeman energy term. The FMR spectra of the as-deposited NiFe/FeMn films

The FMR relation, including spin waves, is obtained were characterized by a single resonance.' The y/2r and
from the solution of Eq. (I). It can be written in the final HKff values were 2.91 GHz/kOe and - 10.3 k0e, respec-
forn

2
: tively. The variations in these parameters following anneal-
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F. W MR ble approximations, one finds
H, = an2 + b. (6)

F.FMsca a Here the slope a is given by
2- FIG. L. MR spetra ofa a= --[Zl/(Md d2) [cs(O -a) -CID; (7)

* AM6 ~~~~~~ 160-nm-thick NiFe/FeMn -[Ar/Md)~o~-)-I] 7
6 sample (specimen no. 1): the intercept b is given by

4 A L (a)beforeand bafteran. 2b= -H ,{[cos(0 +a) +cosecosa] +D), (8)
7- neal for one hour at 350 *C.

o f= 33.4 GHz, a = 20'. with
j OC= cos(O-a)[cos(O + a) + cos Ocosa]

+ I l- 3 cos
2 

0 (9)

o* 68,0*2,4,6 1820 and

APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD 6 I KO.)

D 2 = [cos(O +a) +cosecosa] 2 -4cos 2 0

ing were no more than 4% or so. Since the "average"magne- + [2w/(rH )1 
2.  (10)

tocrystalline anisotropy in these samples presumably is zero, [For a0 Eqs. (6)-( 10) reduce to Eq. (4), as expected.
HK., is a measure of - 41rM,. No changes in the essential WFrive , and reduc fo EM. doe, aa nuerfeatures of the spectrum were noted following a l-h 200 *(2 We derive H ff and y/27r from FMR done at a number

featresof te sectum wre otedfolowig a -h 00C of different a values. Then, using Eqs. (4), (7), (9), and
anneal; however, after a 1 -h 350 C anneal, spin-wave modes (10)andeHen da aken t a pia , one find tee
appeared. Because of magnetic field limitations, we were not (10) and H datataken at a particular a, one finds the ex-
able to see FMR in the perpendicular external field configu- change constant A. In this manner, from saupe no. b
ration; however up to 6 modes besides the principal (first) (d = 160 nm) H, data taken at a = 16', we found A to be
one were observed at an angle of 15o from the normal. Exam- (1.03 ± 0.15) X 106 erg/cm.
ples ofFMR spectra taken before and after anneal are shown Our spectrometers yields differentiated absorption
in Fig. 1. As the magnetic field is rotated away from the curves, which superficially have a dispersion-type appear-

normal, the relative intensity of the modes (as compared to ance. We define the linewidth AH as the magnetic field inter-
the principal mode) decreases monotonically; for angles val between the derivative peaks. We define the intensity as
greater than 30 only the principal mode was seen. The corresponding to the absorption curve area; in practice we
thicker the sample, the larger the number of modes; no spin compute the FMR signal amplitude times (AH) 2 for this

waves were observed in sample no. 3, the thinnest one. purpose. At any particular angle a the linewidth AH, of the
For all the angles at which the spin waves were seen it nth mode was found for n>2 to vary as n2, i.e.,

was observed that the resonant field H of the nth mode AH = n26H' + 6H'. The presence of this type of
varied linearly with n2, where we assign n = I to the princi- linewidth variation,4 along with the disappearance of spin
pal mode; see Fig. 2. The slope of the H vs n2 plot enables us waves at a particular a(a, ),5 suggests that the spin waves
to compute the exchange constant A. In the perpendicular are associated with dynamic "pinning." The linewidth of theconfiguration (a = 0) it follows from Eqs. (2) and (3) that principal (n = 1) mode increased following the annealingprocess. For the annealed specimens, the plot of AH, vs a

H. = -2Ar 2
n

2
/(Md 2

) + w/l-HK,. (5) reached a maximum at acr, and then decreased to a mini-

The derivation of A from experimental data is obvious here. mum at a = 90'. The critical angles were determined to be
However, the appropriate procedure to be used when H is 30' and 10 from observations made on specimen no. 1 at,
oriented arbitrarily is not immediately apparent. But start- respectively, 33 and 9 GHz. These experimental ac,, values
ing from the general relation [Eq. (3)1, one can solve for agreed reasonably well with the theoretical values, deter-
H,= H, =f(a,n,M,, •). After making some reasona- mined by using Eqs. (3) and (4) to find thosea valuessatis-

fying the constraint5 (dH/dM) _ = 0.
9 -- In specimen no. I the intensities of the n >2 modes rela-

tive to the principal n = 1 mode decreased sharply as the
18 -applied field was rotated in direction away from the normal.

The n = 2 mode decreased in intensity more rapidly than the
17 n = 3 mode which eventually becomes the stronger. With

H. the annealing temperature fixed at 350 °C, the relative SWR
(kOe) mode intensities were found at first to decrease with anneal-

ing time; the intensities then remained almost constant for
15 longer anneals. As an example, in specimen no. I at a = 16"

the intensity of the n = 2 mode decreased from 10.5% to
3.2% when going from a I- to a 3-h anneal; correspondingly,

14 5 0 is 20 25 30 35 40 the n = 3 mode dropped from 5.2% only to 4.7%. This is a
particular example of a general tendency at all a for the even-

FIG. 2. SWR mode position H. vs n' for the specimen of Fig. I at field numbered modes to become less intense than the odd-num-
orientation angles, a, of I r, I6", I r, and 20. bered ones following the anneal.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Interdiffusion between the NiFe-FeMn layers associat-
ed with anneal was insufficient to create a distinct observable
region at the interface. (Such an interdiffused region had
been detected by us in NiFe/a-Fe.O 3 .') However, we con-
jecture that the NiFe magnetization was modified slightly at
the interface. This, in appropriately annealed specimens, evi-
dently produced sufficient "dynamic"pinning to permit gen-
eration of spin-wave modes. At 33 GHz the spin-wave

-i , modes disappear at a critical angle of about 30'. Both the
resonant field H. and the linewidth AH, of the secondary
modes were found to vary as n2 (with n = I being assigned to
the principal mode). We conjecture that the increase in AH,
after anneal is associated with a growth in grain size; thus,
we infer that grain size increases with anneal and even more
so for a magnetic anneal. This seems to be in accord with the
TEM data. The duration of the anneal seems to be progres-
sively effective up to a particular limit, 3 h in our case. Be-
yond that no large changes were observed in either the mode

4L intensities or relative line widths. Application of an in-plane
FIG. 3. TEM mnicraphs of NiFe/FeMn specimen no. 1: (a) bright field magnetic field during anneal led to a reduction in intensity of
(BF) image of as-deposited film, and (b) BF image and (c) dark field ir- the secondary modes and to a broadening of the primary
age following anneal for one hour at 350 C. NiFe and FeMn layers are peak. Application of a perpendicular magnetic field during
denoted by numbers I and 2, respectively. anneal produced little effect.

A magnetic field of 5 kOe was applied either in-plane or ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Ferromagnetic antiresonance transmission through pure iron at 73 GHz
J. M. Rudd, J. F. Cochran, K. B. Urquhart, K. Myrtle, and B. Heinrich
Department of Physic. Simon Fraser University, Burnaby. B.C. VSA IS6, Canada

The magnetic damping in pure iron has been studied over the temperature range 140-300 K
using a single-crystal slab 15 /im thick. The results at room temperature are consistent with the
accepted value of the damping parameter for iron of G = 0.7 X 108 Hz. The damping increases
as the temperature is reduced and reaches a value of approximately 1.4X 10 Hz at 140 K.

The intrinsic magnetic damping in a ferromagnetic met- The 73-GHz apparatus was very similar to the 24-GHz
al is dominated by electron-magnon scattering processes in homodyne system described by Cochran, Heinrich, and
which the electron spin may, or may not, be flipped"-. These Dewar. "The sample, in the form of a thin disk, was clamped
electron scattering processes are mediated by spin-orbit cou- between two cavities and functioned as common endwall for
pling and result in a damping which has the Landau-Lif- each. The dc magnetic field was oriented to lie parallel with
shitz, or Gilbert, form; i.e., the damping is proportional to the plane of the specimen and to be perpendicular to the rf
frequency. Contributions from the intraband processes in magnetic field.
which the electron spin is not flipped are expected to reach a Since the transmission amplitude decreases with in-
maximum at low temperatures for which ql> 1, where q is creasing conductivity we needed a thin sample to observe the
the magon wave vector and I is the electron mean free path. transmission at low temperatures. Our starting material was
In the limit ql> 1 the contributions of the intraband pro- a single-crystal slab, approximately 0.5 mm thick, whose
cesses to magnetic damping become independent of electron normal was within 2 of a [100] axis. A 7.5-mm disk was
mean free path, and reflect the details of the Fermi surface spark cut from the slab. This disk was ground with 600-grit
geometry. ' The spin-flip, or interband, contribution to the silicon carbide paper to reduce the thickness then polished
magnetic damping depends upon the distribution of ex- with 9-/Mm diamond polish to a thickness of 84Mum. The layer
change gaps between spin-up and spin-down electron energy damaged by mechanical polishing was removed by chemi-
bands. The temperature dependence of spin-flip scattering is cally polishing"3 each side for 2 min to obtain the final thick-
expected to reach a maximum at a temperature such that kT ness. The sample was given no further treatment. The aver-
is approximately equal to the exchange gap if the splitting age thickness was found to be 15 jum from the weight and area
between spin-up and spin-down bands is dominated by a of the disk. The sample was tapered: we estimate the taper to
single exchange gap.' It is therefore of interest to measure be approximately 1 m/mm. To reduce the effect of the
the temperature dependence of the damping parameter G for
eventual comparison with detailed band structure calcula-
tions. The temperature dependence of the damping in nickel
has been studied over a wide range using a combination of
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) experiments'

6 and ferro- z
magnetic antiresonance (FMAR) transmission experi- 0n
ments.7 The damping parameter in iron has not been mea-
sured precisely at any temperature, and its temperature
dependence is uncertain. The FMR linewidth in iron is
dominated by exchange conductivity broadening for fre- C.

quencies up to several hundred GHz, and FMAR measure-
ments have not been carried out at frequencies sufficiently z
high to satisfy the requirement' o/y > 4rM,. In this paper b

we give a preliminary report of FMAR experiments on iron c

which have been carried out at 73 GHz (4irM, = 22 kOe W
z

corresponds to 64 Glz for iron). Our goal is to use the
transmission technique to study the damping parameter for "
iron over the temperature range from 0 to 700 K. a s o '

The principle of the FMAR transmission method has MAGNETIC FIELD (k0e)
been described by Heinrich and Mescheryakov'0 as well as FIG. I. Transmitted amplitude as a function of magnetic field for Metglas
by other authors."

' 
Information about the magnetic prop- Fe., B,, Si, at room temperature. The experimental data points are shown

erties of a material can be obtained by fitting the experimen- as crosses ( + ). The solid lines have been calculated assuming: (a)
tal transmission line shape, or by measuring the maximum G = 0.9 x 101 Hz, (b) G = 1. 1 X l0' Hz, (c) G = 1.3 x 0 Hz. Other pa-
transmitted amplitude. The amplitude varies exponentially rameters used in the calculations were: saturation magnetization 16.053
with the damping parameter and so provides a very sensitive  kOe, resistivity 124 X 10-6 fl cm, thickness 37jum, frequency 72.95 GHz, g

factor 2.09. The calculated curves have been scaled to the same peak amplh-
measure of the strength of the damping. tude.
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FIG. 2. Transmitted amplitude as a function of magnetic field for pure iron FIG. 4. Transmitted amplitude as a function of magnetic field for pure iron
at room temperature. The experimental data points are shown as crosses at 140 K, The experimental data points are shown as crosses I + ). The dc
( + ). The dc magnetic field was parallel to the plane of the sample and magnetic field was parallel to the plane of the sample and oriented along a
oriented along a [100] direction. The solid lines have been calculated as- [1001 direction. The solid lines have been calculated assuming (a)
suming(a) G= 0.1 x lOHz. (b) G = O.7 xlOHz.Otherparametersused G =l.3x 10 Hz, (b) G =l.5 10' Hz. Other parameters used in the cal-
in the calculations were: saturation magnetization 21.55 kOe, resistivity culations were: saturation magnetization 21.946 kOe, resistivity
9.8 X 10 - f cm, thickness 15 am, frequency 73 GHz, g factor 2.09. ex- 2.69 x 10 ' 11 cm, thickness 15/pm, frequency 73 GHz, g factor 2.09. ex-
change parameter 2.0X 10- erg/cm, anisotropy 3.5X 10' erg/cm'. The change parameter 2.0x 10 ' erg/cm, anisotropy 4.5 x 10' erg/cm'. The
calculated curves have been scaled to the same peak amplitude, curves have been scaled to the same peak amplitude.

taper on the transmission line shape the sample was copper
plated on one side over all but a central area 2 mm in diame-
ter. An indium seal was used between the sample and the The transmission line shape is very sensitive to the value
receiver cavity to reduce microwave leakage around the of the damping parameter for materials in which the FMR
sample. linewidth is dominated by the intrinsic damping. For exam-

ple, we show in Fig. 1 a comparison of the experimental and
calculated transmission line shapes for the amorphous Met-
glas Fe.2 B 12 Si6 . The solid lines in the figure have been calcu-
lated for three values of the damping parameter. These

o curves have been scaled to the same peak amplitude. Values
t, 0 s of the parameters used in the calculations are listed in the
. figure caption. It is clear from the figure that the best fit to

</ i/ the data is obtained for G = 1.1 X 10 ' Hz and that a change
o 0.6-

in the damping parameter ofO. I x I0 Hz gives a noticeably
b poorer fit. We have chosen this Metglas as a reference mate-

I, rial to calibrate the sensitivity of the transmission systemZ 0.4-< 4 because its properties vary little with temperature and be-

cause it gives a large transmission signal over the tempera-
03 ture range of interest.o 0.2The results of FMAR transmission measurements on

the iron single crystal at room temperature are shown in Fig.

0 _2. The solid lines in Fig. 2 have been calculated for a uni-

0oo ISO 200 25o 300 formly thick slab 15 Am thick. Unfortunately the experimen-
TEMPERATURE (K) tal lineshape is not well described by the theory. The damp-

FIG. 3. Solid lines show the ratio of the maximum transmitted amplitude at ing parameter which is required to fit the data lies between
temperature Tcalculated for a particular value of the damping parameter G 0.1 and 0.7 X 10 Hz. Quoted values for the room tempera-
to the maximum tranamitted amplitude at 300 K calculated using
6 - 0.7 X 10 Hi. Curve (a) calculated for a temperature independent ture damping parameter range from 0.4 to 1.3 X l0' Hz ob-

damping parameter G - 0.7x 10' Hz. (b) calculated for G = LOX 10' Hz, tained from FMR linewidths.
6 

t
-

tn The commonly accepted
(c) calculated for 0 = 1.3 x 10 Hz. The symbols show the experimentally value is G = 0.7 X 10' Hz. The discrepancy between the cal-
observed valumfortheratioofthemaximumtransmittedamplitudeattem- culated and observed line shapes is larger than can be ex-
perature T to the maximum transmitted amplitude at 300 K. The data in-
chlde a correction (less than 50%) for the temperature dependence of the plained by the nonuniform thickness of the specimen. More-

setitivity of the transmision system. over, the FMR linewidth measured at 73 GHz was found to
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Light scattering from thermal magnons in thin metallic ferromagnetic films
J. F. Cochran and J. R. Dutcher
Department of Physics Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, B. C. VSA 1S6, Canada

A computer program has been written with which the complex resonant frequency can be
calculated for a thin ferromagnetic metal film sandwiched between a nonmagnetic metallic
substrate and a nonmagnetic metallic overlayer. The calculation includes exchange and
magnetic damping having the Gilbert form. The program has been used to investigate the
sensitivity of thin-film resonant frequencies to the resistivities of the overlayer, the substrate,
and the magnetic film. It is concluded that the presence of an overlayer and of a substrate are
unimportant for the analysis of Brillouin scattering data from films less than 100 A thick:
uncertainties in the absolute value of the frequency shift of the scattered light-typically
1:200-are greater than, or comparable with, the frequency shifts caused by an overlayer or a
substrate.

In this paper we make i quantitative assessment of the proportional to the factor e'1" - 
u". The disturbances in the

effect of a metallic substrate and of a thin metallic overlayer vacuum, overlayer, and substrate must all be proportional to
on thin film magnon frequencies. Experiments using Bril- this same factor in order that the tangential components of
louin scattering 8 have shown that boundary effects are e. and hy may be continuous everywhere across the inter-
small, but it has yet to be shown that they are negligible if faces at z = - d, z = 0, and z = d. The wave vector q is
accurate magnetic parameters are to be obtained from Bril- real, and in a Brillouin scattering experiment it is determined
louin scattering data."'9  by the wavelength and the angle of incidence of the incident

The theory of Brillouin scattering for thin, unsupported, laser light.' From the outset the frequencyf where w = 21rf
nonmetallic films has been carried through by Camley, Rah- is taken to be a complex quantity. The real part of the fre-
man, and Mills"° using an application of the fluctuation- quency is, of course, the resonant frequency of a normal
dissipation theorem from statistical mechanics. We have mode; the imaginary part off must necessarily be negative
chosen to attack this problem using the approach of Wol- since the amplitude of a normal mode which has been stimu-
fram and DeWames" in which Maxwell's equations and the lated by an impulse must die away with time due to magnetic
Landau-Lifshitz equations for the magnetization are used to dissipation and eddy current damping. Solutions of Max-
calculate the normal modes of the system. We consider a well's equations are sought which have a z dependence -ek
system composed of a magnetic film backed by a nonmagne- where, by definition, the imaginary part of k is taken to be
tic metallic substrate and covered by a nonmagnetic metal positive. In the nonmagnetic metals, Eqs. (I) fully specify
overlayer. The x, y axes are in the plane of the film; z is the dependence of the wave vector k upon frequency. For
directed into the substrate and is parallel with the film nor- example, in the metallic overlayer, the wave vector k, is giv-
mal. The external magnetic field is directed along x, and the en by 2 k ' = - q' + (i/6'), where 6, = c2 /4'Air, and a,
in-plane component of the magnon wave vector is directed is the conductivity of the metal in esu. In the vacuum the
alongy (only magnetic excitations which propagate normal conductivity is, of course, zero and one must include the
to the applied magnetic field are considered). The ground displacement current density in Maxwell's equations.
state of the system is assumed to be uniformly magnetized. In the magnetic metal Maxwell's equations alone do not
The surfaces of the magnetic film are taken to be at z = 0 and determine the allowed values of the wave vector; they serve
at z = d. The front surface of the overlayer is located at only to provide one set of relationships between the compo-
z= -d,. nents of the magnetization and the magnetic fields. From

For this geometry, Maxwell's equations for the magneti- Eqs. (I) one finds
cally active modes become 41-mY = - (I + i&2k 2 )h, + i6-qkh., (2a)

-- -_ c (h, + 4irm,), (1a) 4rm, = ib2qkh, - (I +162q 2)h,. (2b)
OZ c Ot A second set of relationships is provided by the Landau-
- =- I + 4+irm,) (1b) Lifshitz equations of motion for the magnetization which,

-( + atwhen linearized, can be written in component form as 3

Ah, _h, 4(0 1 2 a 3m ^
Oy Oz c MM Mhy (3.)

The displacement currentdensity has been neglected in (lc) 2A 2 _
because at microwave frequencies it is very small compared Ms - H^m + i = - . (

with the conduction current density. Similar equations de-

scribe the fields in the nonmagnetic metals except that In these equations A is the exchange stiffness parameter and
mI, = m = 0. the magnetomechanical ratio, y, is positive and is given by

Solutions of Maxwell's equations are sought which are g(e/2mc). The effective fields HY and H, are
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H, H+ q2 - J 0 G +a, (a V A am,_j= K"n(

=H'_,)ff G +a., (4b) (vi) A m -K,m, (d).

wherefHis the externally applied dc field and G is the Gilbert Conditions (i) and (iv) are required to ensure contin-
magnetic damping parameter. The terms a,, a. represent uity of e., h, across the slab surfaces. Conditions (ii), (iii),
effective fields due to magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Equa- (v), and (vi) are Rado-Weertman " pinning conditions de-
tions (2) can be used together with Eqs. (3) to obtain two rived from a surface pinning energy density having the form
homogeneous equations for the magnetic field components E, = K, (m,/M,)2 + K, (m,/M,)'. The complex frequen-
h,, h.. The requirement that these equations have a nontri- cy w must be chosen so that the determinant of the coeffi-
vial solution leads to a secular equation which is cubic in k 2: cients of the six homogeneous equations for the six field am-

plitudes formed from (i)-(vi) vanishes. This is a very
P,(k8)'+ P2 (k5)4 +P3(k8)+P 4  0, (5) difficult program to carry through algebraically, but one

which presents a relatively uncomplicated numerical prob-
where lem.

Having calculated a normal mode frequency it is a com-
p, = i(2A /M,6 2) 2 , plicated but straightforward matter to calculate the fraction

p - (2A M,
2
) 2[ 1 + i8

2
q

2
] of the incident optical energy which is scattered into a partic-

ular direction, and to calculate the frequency distribution of
+ i(2A /M, 2) (H, + H, + 4irM,), the scattered light.' 16. 

7 
The frequency of the scattered light

p3 = i(2A /M,6 2 ) (q1. 2)(H, + H + 4,rM) is shifted from the frequency of the incident light by ±fz,
wherefR is the real part of the magnetic normal mode fre-

+ (2A /M,6 2) (H, + H, + 8'M,) quency. If the normal mode is lightly damped the frequency

+ i[BH, - (w/y)2], spectrum of the scattered light is a Lorentzian distribution
P4 = i62q2[BH- (w/y)

2] + [BYB,- (0)/,y)
2
1 whose half-power frequency width is Af= 2/-where - 1/Ir

P+ is the imaginary part of the normal mode complex frequen-

cy.
8

In the above expressions By = H, + 41rM,, B, The frequencies of the lowest modes have been listed in
= H, + 41rM. , and 6'2 = c2/4iro, where a is the conduc- Table I for an isotropic film having the magnetic properties

tivity in esu of the magnetic metal. The general solution of of iron, " for an applied in-plane magnetic field of I kOe, and
the combined Maxwell's equations and Landau-Lifshitz for in-plane wave vectors typical of a backscattering experi-
equations is specified by six independent wave amplitudes 4 : ment using 5145-A laser light. For the sake of completeness
a forward propagating and a reverse propagating wave for we have also included a calculation of the frequency using
each of the three wave vectors ki, k2, k3 which satisfy Eq. the Damon-Esbach theory' for a magnetic insulator with-
(6). The six wave amplitudes in the magnetic slab must be out exchange and having no losses, as well as a calculation
chosen so as to satisfy six boundary conditions. These are, for a metallic magnetic material having magnetic losses but
explicitly, at z = 0: no exchange torques. The no-exchange frequencies lie re-

e = ( i+ a), markably close to the Damon-Eshbach frequencies. The
(i) - c-)1-" ' discrepancy decreases with increasing q and increasing mag-h, c, -a netic field, but increases with increasing thickness, rising

where from approximately 1:5000fora 10-A-thick film to 1:300 for
a 1000-A-thick film. Even with the inclusion of exchange,

a = [(kl/k) + I I e - lk,d, the resonant frequencies for the 10-A-thick film are within a
(k,/k o ) - I] few percent of those calculated using Damon-Eshbach theo-

ry. Of course, as is to be expected, exchange becomes more
and k 0 = -q

2 + (ca/c)2 Im ko> 0; important as the wave number of the excitation and the
thickness of the film increases.

(ii) A m-' K •m(0); The frequencies calculated for the "Normal Case" (a
& 1=Ysilver substrate and a 40-A gold overlayer) are compared in

(iii) A ± = K~ (0); Table I with the frequencies calculated for no overlayer but a
d m,(0); silver substrate (column 5), and for a 40-A overla5 cr and a

substrate both of which have the very large resistivity value
and at z = d: of 100 fl cm (column 6). Changing the resistivities of the

overlayer and substrate produces a change of approximately
(iv) e. 1:500 for the 100-A film and for the smallest value of q. The

hd kkj' difference decreases for larger magnetic fields and for larger
values of the in-plane wave vector. The resonant frequency is

where k = - q2 + (i/&') and In (k,) >0; very insensitive to the resistivity of the magnetic film. The
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TABLE . mparisonoteresonant frequenes. f (in 0Hz) of& ystem composed ofaisetallic magnei fima ofcknessdcovered by a4O-A layer of

wavelength light incident at 0= 10' (q =42 413cm - ) and at4V (q = 1
7 

277cm - ). The properties of the magnetic film are taken to be those of iron
having no magnetoceystalfine anisotropy: saturation magnetization, 41rM, = 21.55 kOe; exchange parameter, A = 2.OX 10-' erg/cm; g = 2.09; Gilbert
damping parameter, G = 7.OX 10' Hz: resistivity = LOX 10-3 ft cm. Frequencies for the 100-A-thick magnetic film are lieted for the lowest normal mode
(the uniform, mode) and for the first exchange mode whose wavelength is A = Ud. It has been assumed that the magnetization is unpinned at the film surfaces.
(a) Ans iron film (except that A = 0) sandwiched between a 40-A gold overlayer and a silver substrate. (b) An iron film mounted on a silver subatrate and
covered with a 40-A-thick layer of gold. (c) An iron film mounted on a silver substrate but having no overlayer. (d) An iron film mounted on a substrate
whose resistivity is 100 ftcm and covered by a 40-A-thick layer of a material whose resistivity is 100 flcm. (e) A magnetic film having the magnetic
properties of iron but its resistivity has been increased to 10-0 0cm, mounted on a silver substrate and covered by a 40-A-thick overlayer of gold.

Damon- No-exchange Normal Exchange, High resistivity Increased resistivity
Eshbach metal film' case no overlayetr overlayer and substrate of magnetic metar

Thickness frequency frequency frequency frequency frequency frequency
angle (0Hz) (0Hz) (0Hz) (GHz) (G~z) (0Hz)

d= loA 14.18%6 14.1926 14.2226 14.2227 14.2194 14.2226

0= 10' - i 0.0953 - i 0.0953 - i 0.0943 - i 0.0765 - i 0.0953

d = 10A 15.0560 15.0558 15.5188 15.5188 15.5188 15.5188

0 =4V - i 0.0818 - i 0.0822 - i 0.0812 - i 0.0770 - i 0.0822

d = 100 A 16.5453 16.5773 16.61 12 16.6125 16.5790 16.6113

0= 1tr - i 0.2373 - i 0.2371 - i 0.2270 - i 0.0781 - i 0.2358

9%.7929 96.7929 96.7929 96.7929

- i 0,2294 - i 0.2294 - i 0.2294 - i 0.2261

d = 100 A 21.9798 21.9799 22.3769 22.3770 22.3765 22.3769

S= 45* - i 0. 1109 - i0. 1110 - 10.1019 - i 0.0784 - i0. 1114

96.9833 96.9833 96.9833 9%.9933

- i 0.2298 - i 0.2297 - i 0.2297 - i 0.2269

frequencies listed in the last column have been calculated for '0G. Srinivassn and C. E. Patton, J. AppI. Phys. 61, 4120 (1987).
a ma~gnetic film whose resistivity has been increased two or- 'J. R. Sandercock, in Light Scattering is Solids Ill, edited by M. Cardona

(fro iO to 0~'11 c). he rsuling and G. Guintherodt (Springer, Berlin, 1982), Chap. 6.ders ofmagnitude (fo 0 o1 f m.Terslig 'Carl E. Patton, Phys. Rep. 103, 251 (1984).
frequency shifts are less than 1:10W. "R. E. Camley, Taint S. Rahman, and D. L. Mills, Phys. Rev. B 23.,1226
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and Engineering Research Council of Canada for grants and "T. Wolfram and R. E. DeWames, Phys. Rev. B 4, 3125 (1971).

"Is the program which we wrote, the displacement current was included ina scholarship (J.R.D.) which supported this work. Eq. (Ic) forsthe substrate and overlayer in order to beableto approach an
insulator limit.

"William Fuller Brown, Jr., Micromagnehics (Krieger, Huntington, New
York, 1978). Chap. 3.

"W. S. Ament and G. T. Rado, Phys. Rev. 97, 1558 (1955).
'B. Heinrich, K. B. Urquhart, J. R. Dutcher, J. F. Cochran, A. S. Arrott, '5G. T. Rado and J. R. Weertman. J. Phys. Chems. Solids It, 315 (1959).
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4 P. Grfinberg, M. G. Cottam., W. Vach, C. Mayr, and R. E. Camley. J. Anisotropy was ignored in the calculations for Table I because it has no
AppI. Plsys. 53, 2078 (1982). direct effect on the frequency shifts caused by the electrical properties of

'P. Kabos, W. D. Wilber, C. E. Patton, and P. Grunberg, Phys. Rev. B 29, an overlayer or substrate or on shifts due to the conductivity of the mag-
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Optical observation of evanescent surface magnons in thin magnetic films
G. Snnivasan
Department of Physic Colorado State University. Fort Collins Colorado 80523

P. R. Emtage
Research and Development Center. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15235

J. G. Booth and C. E. Patton
Department of Physics Colorado State University, Fort Collin Colorado 80523

A new type of nonpropagating surface-wave-like magnon has been detected in yttrium iron
garnet films (YIG) in a magnetostatic wave (MSW) device structure using Brillouin light
scattering. The measurements were carried out on a YIG film stripline device operated at 2-4
GHz. With an applied magnetic field parallel to the stripline, magnon signals were observed at
fields above the surface wave band edge. Theory shows that highly localized, evanescent
surface modes can exist at such fields, but only when a ground plane is present; the bandwidth
in field or frequency is inversely proportional to the separation between the film and the
ground plane. The observed evanescent wave band limits are in good agreement with the
theoretical values.

I. INTRODUCTION field data are shown in Fig. 2. The YIG-ground plane sepa-

In the course of Brillouin light scattering (BLS) mea- ration was 625 Mm, as for Fig. 1. The data on the intensity of

surements on magnetostatic wave (MSW) devices utilizing magnon scattered light versus bias field in Fig. 2(a) show

yttrium iron garnet (YIG) films, a new type of spin-wave the expected scattering due to MSSW excitations within the

excitation was recently observed for fields above the magne- surface wave region, 150-492 Oe. Strong scattering is also

tostatic surface wave (MSSW) band edge.
' 2 These modes observed above the MSSW band edge, up toa field of'625 Oe.

have now been investigated in detail, both experimentally The microwave response profile of attenuation in stripline

and theoretically. The excitations consist of highly localized power versus field in Fig. 2(b) shows essentially no power

evanescent surface wave (EVSW) modes with a complex loss above the MSSW band edge, except for a small region of

wave number. The theory shows that these modes are possi- microwave power loss, just above the MSSW band edge,

bly excited only in the presence of a ground plane and that which is due to nonlinear effects associated with the genera-

the bandwidth in field for EVSW excitations is inversely pro- tion of magnons at one half the pump frequency. These re-

portional to the separation between the ground plane and the suits suggest that the observed Brillouin signal above the

YIG film. band edge is due to highly localized evanescent surface-

The Brillouin light scattering measurements were per- wave-like (EVSW) modes. Such localized modes carry very

formed on a signal-to-noise enhancer (SNE) MSW device little microwave power away from the stripline and are not
evident in microwave loss measurements.

structure consisting of a 30-/pm-wide stripline in contact
with a 26.6-pum-thick YIG film.

3"4 
The stripline was on a II. THEORY

625-/gm-thick alumina substrate backed by a conducting

copper ground plane. The incident laser light was focused This section deals with the theory for the evanescent

onto the YIG film through a small hole in the substrate surface waves. It is found that EVSW modes exist when a

which was drilled in close proximity to the stripline. Interac-

tions between the incident light and magnetic excitations
within the YIG film result in a frequency shift for the scat-

tered light. Direct detection of magnons in the YIG film was
accomplished by measuring the intensity versus frequency
shift profile for the forward scattered light through the film >. -0

with a high contrast Fabry-Perot interferometer. Details of
the measurement technique are given elsewere. t ', 1 2

The basic evidence for the new EVSW modes is shown
in the Brillouin spectrum of Fig. 1. This spectrum was ob-
tained for an in-plane bias field of 600 Oe parallel to the 0
stripline and a YIG film-ground plane separation of 625pum. -10 0 10

Despite the fact that the bias field is well above the surface FREO Y SHFT (GHz)
wave band edge of 492 Oe, one observes pronounced scatter-
ing peaks at ± 3 GHz. These peaks disappear when the FIG. I. Brillouin light scattering spectrum for magnetostatic wave signals

at 3 GHz in a yttriuns iron garnet (YIG) film in a signal-to-noise enhancer
ground plane is absent. (SNE) device structure with a static magnetic field of 6t0)Oe applied paral-

Intensity profiles and microwave attenuation versus let to the stripline in the device. The input power was 40 now.
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>" (a) ground plane. In the absence of a ground plane, i.e., - ,
150- this dispersion reduces to the Damon-Eshbach MSSW dis-

persion relation.6 The presence of the ground plane results in
Z100 an additional set of solutions for which K', as well as ', is

nonzero. These solutions correspond to the EVSW modes
p50.

observed by light scattering.
0 O N The complex wave-number solutions for the EVSW

0 modes can be determined from Eqs. (1) and (2). Solutions
i (7 ) for K' occur near 2xl" i-r (one can also find more severely

localized modes with 2xl'=3r, 5ir, etc.). Upon setting
10- 2, l = ir + e and assuming the condition d 4 I, the " param-
2eter can be expressed as

°I V ,% W. X( 2
)D 2D D(450I0 -A. [cos(•) - isin(c)]e- . (3)

100 200 300 400 500 600 ()
STATIC APPLIED FELD P) Equation (1) then reduces to two coupled equations in -'

and e:
FIG. 2. (a) Profile of scattered intensity vs applied field for MSW signals at
3 GHz in the YIG film in the SNE device. The input power was 40 mW. The 2'[ 1[ - Ae 2 "cos(c)]
arrows indicate the field limits H, and H. for magnetostatic surface waves - (7T + c)Ae- 2-" sin(E) - B = 0, (4)
(MSSW) in the YIG film. (b) Data on attenuation in stripline power vs
applied field at 3 GHz for the SNE device and an input power of 10mW. (r + )[1 -Ae -

2
,0 cos(f) I + 2K'L4e- 2" sin(E) = 0, (5)

B=(411d) (f
2 

--f f,--f )/f,. 2(

ground plane is present and that such modes can be support- The complex wave number for the EVSW modes as a func-
ed above the MSSW band edge. The range of fields over tion of applied field can be determined by solving Eqs. (4)
which such modes exist is inversely proportional to the sepa- and (5) for K' and c.
ration between the ground plane and the YIG film.

The system under consideration is an in-plane magne-
tized film of thickness d at a distance 1 from a metallic Ill. RESULTS
ground plane, as shown in Fig. 3. The theory is for magneto- The calculated variation of K' and K' as a function of
static waves with a complex in-plane wave number, field for the EVSW modes at 3 GHz are shown in Fig. 4.
K = K' + ir', with propagation perpendicular to the in-plane Results on te versus field for the MSSW mode are also
field. The analysis is based on the usual magnetostatic mode shown. Two cases are considered. Figure 4(a) is for I = I
formalism.6 The magnon dispersion has the form cm, that is, a very large film-ground plane separation. In this

f2 _A -fH fM - = 0, (1) case the MSSW band extends between field limits H. and

wheref is the magnon frequency. The parametersfH = yH
andfif y4=riMexpress the magnetic field H and the satura-
tion magnetization M in frequency units; ' is a reduced gyro- 1000f-
magnetic ratio. The ; parameter in Eq. (1) is given by 1-1 cm 2

= (f2/4) (1 _-e - (,'+ )d) (I -e 
+  

(2) 500- _(

and k' ~HI.IE
A= I + 2(f+fH)/fm.

For the case K' = 0, Eq. ( I) reduces to the usual disper -

sion relation for MSSW excitations in the presence of a ) 1-6251

500o 25

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram 0- '0
of the structure and excita- 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
tion geometry for surface STATIC APPtED FIELD Pl
waves in an in-plane mag-
netized thin film of thick- FIG. 4. Calculated variation of the surface magnon wavenumber and the
ness data distance I from a real and imaginary parts of the evanescent wave wavenumber with bias field
ground plane. at 3 GHz in a 26.6-pm-thick YIG film and at a distance (a) I cm and b)

625 pm from a ground plane. The fields H, and H,, indicate the field
limits for the evanescent waves. The field limits for the surface waves are

Ground Plan indicated by H, and H,.
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100 ,edge determinations are shown in Fig. 5, along with the re-
-- suits from the theory. The field limits H., HE , and H. are

shown for reference. Figure 5 shows excellent agreement be-
tween data and theory for the upper EVSW band-edge value9600 versus frequency.

" In conclusion, a new type of magnetic excitation in thin
o-" - // YIG films has been identified by Brillouin scattering and

-investigated theoretically; the excitation is an evanescent200/ surface-wave-like (EVSW) mode which can be supported

,0 o' only in the presence of a ground plane. These EVSW modes20 20 2.6 30 36 Q can transport no power and cannot be observed with micro-
C wave loss measurements. The observed cutoff field for such

FIG. 5. Variation of the upper cutoff field Hs, vs excitation frequency for modes agrees well with the theoretical analysis.

evanesceni waves in the YIG film SNE device. The solid points denote the
BLS data and the solid line represents the theory. The dotted lines show the
frequency variation of the MSSW band edge, H. and H., and the evanes-
cent wave low-field band edge Hs,.
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The dynamics of longitudinal spin fluctuations
U. Balucani and R. Vaia
Istituto di Eletronica Quantisiea CNR, 50127 Firenze, Italy

A. Federighi and V. Tognetti
Dipartimento du Fisica dell'Univenit4 and CISMGNSM, 501251 irenze, Italy

The dynamical processes underlying the longitudinal spin fluctuation spectra in Heisenberg
systems are investigated in two distinct physical regimes. Very recent polarized-neutron data in
the one-dimensional ferromagnet CsNiF 3 have supported our previous prediction of a regime
in which longitudinal spectra are dominated by a coupling between spin and exchange energy
densities. A quantum-mechanical analysis is found to give results in good quantitative
agreement with the experimental line shapes. The second regime investigated deals with much
smaller (and less easily accessible) wave vectors. Here, a new hydrodynamic mode ("second
magnon") may in principle be supported at not too high temperatures. The observability of
this feature in real systems (in particular, EuO) is examined.

The conventional picture of the spin dynamics in Hei- = ((A ,S )E defined in the usual way, the spectral
senberg systems at low temperatures is framed in terms of theorem
magnons, i.e., of excitations probing the dynamics in a direc- S (k,) = - 21(l - e - )
tion transverse with respect to the spin ordering, or to an
external magnetic field. Comparatively, much less attention X Im gk (E =ilr, + 10) (2)
has been devoted to the dynamics associated with longitudi- reduces the problem to the study of gk (E). At the lowest
nal spin fluctuationsS , (t) (here, k denotes the wave vector, level only the part of A' quadratic in the Bose operators is
z the direction of spin ordering, and A (t) = A (t) - (A ). retained, giving for g (E) the free-magnon approximation
As a matter of fact, the longitudinal dynamic correlations
('_ k () ,(t)) are certainly more involved than the trans- g(o) (E) = N -' 1fk, (E),
verse ones and, even more important, the corresponding Ion- q

gitudinal intensity turns out to be small at low temperatures, where
making observation with the conventional neutron spec- fk., (E) = (2tr) - '(n* + q - nq)
trometers difficult. However, the recent progress in the tech-
niques using polarized neutrons stimulate a new interest in X (E + ilk q -fifnq ) - . (3)
the field, making future perspectives more optimistic. It is Here nq is the magnon thermal number and
the purpose of this contribution to discuss two physical si- AI, = (Jo - Jq )S + gu,,H is the bare magnon energy
tuations in which the longitudinal spectra exhibit rather un- (Jq = Yj J, cos q'r,). When inserted into Eq. (2), result
usual features, some of which have actually been observed in (3) gives rise to a broad band. Although this unperturbed
very recent neutron experiments. spectrum presents some noteworthy features [e.g., a square-

Starting from the Hamiltonian root singularity at the band edge for d = I (Ref. 1), both for

quantum and classical spins], the physically interesting
A - Y JS, "S, - gu/H S, cases arise from situations where the role of magnon interac-

2 ij jtions is important. At moderate temperatures the latter can
where the leading exchange integrals are assumed to favor a approximately be treated by a Hartree-Fock termination.
ferromagnetic alignment, we shall perform the usual Dy- All the magnon energies become temperature-dependent,
son-Maleev transformation to Bose operators a, a .The lon- J q (aJq where
gitudinal spectrum S' (k,o) is the time Fourier transform
of (.'(O)S' (0),. where a = I1- (NS) -' M ()np.

kS(t)= -(SFN)' Y at . (IP 0

q ,,In particular, for d = land nearest-neighbor exchange J we
Introducing the Zubarev Green's function gk (E) obtain 2

I

g (E) = go'(E) + 4,rJ{ [g ° E) ] [ oh ()] 2  [t](ko(E) ]} (4)I + 4irJ{(l + cos k) [gk°'(E) - h 10)(E)]sin kt °o)(E)} 4

I
where, in lattice units, and

h 10) (E) =(l cos qf,.,(E) t (°)(E) = (l) Xsin qfkq(E).
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In Reft. 1 and 2 result (4) was found to give an excellent both classically and quantum mechanically, Fig. I clearly
account for the data obtained by simulation experiments for shows that in the experimental situation the classical treat-
S I (kw) in a classical chain. It is interesting to note that the ment breaks down completely. In contrast, the good agree-
curly-bracketed term in the denominator of Eq. (4) is pro- ment between the quantum results and the data demon-
Iortional to the spin-energy coupling ((Ek ;S§ A), where strates in a conclusive way the effects of spin-energy
Ek is the Fourier transform of the fluctuation in exchange coupling even in this "realistic" system.
energy density. More precisely, at the lowest level,2  The situation illustrated so far concerns "microscopic"

wave vectors; it is interesting to ask whether this picture is
Ek- - JS + cosk - cosq - cos(k + q)] qualitatively changedask -.O, where apriori one expects to

approach a quasi-hydrodynamic regime with diffusive peaks
X atk , a. (5) centered around w = 0. Even if, in principle, the transition to

Quite recently, Kakurai et al.' have measured separate- this regime can be described by the microscopic approach
ly both the transverse and the longitudinal responses in the adopted so far, the relevance of anharmonic interactions
d = I ferromaget CsNiF 3 by the polarized neutrons tech- (magnon "collisions") in a diffusive situation is so great that
niques. On the basis of the classical results of Ref. 1, these the Hartree-Fock scheme is no longer sufficient. Proceeding
authors invoked spin-energy coupling as the possible mecha- one step further in the Green's function hierarchy, one auto-
nism determining the shape of the longitudinal spectrum. matically includes magnon damping. In addition, as far as

However, a priori such a transposition of results obtained for the longitudinal part is concerned, new, nonperturbative
classical Heisenberg chains to a "real" easy-plane quantum contributions arise which are not interpretable in terms of
system seems doubtful. One objection is easily removed: the one-magnon dynamics and yet are essential to establish even
temperature at which the experiment was performed, simple hydrodynamic results as the proportionality of the
T = 25 K, is sufficiently high that the easy-plane anisotropy spectal width to k 2a
of CsNiF 3 may be neglected. However, a quantum treatment Because of these complications, we preferred to adopt a
is still essential: in particular, a purely classical evaluation more heuristic approach, in which the characterization of
would lead to huge renormalization effects (a=0.58) in the the hydrodynamic regime in terms of a set of few, quasi-
transverse part and to a severe shrinkage of the longitudinal conserved collective variables is exploited from the very
bandwidth. Instead, the inclusion of the proper quantum start, rather than deduced. For S ' (k,w) two such variables
statistics in the magnon numbers is found to account quite have already been introduced, S' and Ek. These are sufli-
well both for the transverse contribution (a 0.9) and for cient to treat spin diffusion at high temperatures, but as Tis
the longitudinal line shape. The latter, evaluated numerical- reduced Umklapp processes become progressively frozen,
ly from Eq. (4), is compared in Fig. I with the experimental making "quasi-momentum":
data; no fitting parameters are used. The relevance of the
nonperturbative character of Eq. (4) is evident: in particu- Pq = (ISN ' qaq+kaq _ (6)
lar, at the band edge the singularity of the unperturbed spec- also approximately conserved. The inclusion of P. (t) in thetrum [Eq. (3)] is washed out. Whereas this aspect is true set of slowly varying collective variables makes the situation

formally analogous to the one met in ordinary fluids at the
Navier-Stokes level. In order to derive a set of coupled hy-
drodynamic equations we have adopted the usual Mori-
Zwanzig technique, with projection operators over the vari-
ables Sk, Ek and the "longitudinal current" k'Pk (here
k k/k). Denoting by the column vector Ak the set of these
three quasi-conserved variables, the corresponding general-

"" , ized Langevin equation formally reads/~4k (t) = ifl(k)A k (t)

0- "T r - d (k,t - ')Ak (T) + Fk (0) (7)

m/o ILet us briefly recall the "hydrodynamic" approximations4

on Eq. (7). First, the frequency matrix f1 (k) is proportional
FIG. I Longitudinal spectraS (k,w) forthed= I caw at the wave vector to static correlations involving., k (0); since in the limit k - 0
/ra = sr/4 (a is the lattice spacing). The dotted line is the spectrum evaluat- the set A k is made of quasi-conserved variables, the nonzero
ed from Eq. (4) using classical statistics. The dashed line is the free-magnon
quantum spectrum, and the solid line is our full theoretical based on Eq. (4) elements of f1(k) are at least proportional to k. On the other
and quantum statistics. For all lines, the parameters h = gsH/JS =OA8 hand, the "memory matrix" r(k,t) is proportional to a cor-
and T0 = k1T/JS = 1.06 correspond to H = 70kG, T=23 K, g=2.4, relation between the fluctuating forces Fk, which in turn
J = 23.6K, and S = 1,i.e.,tothesituationprobedbytheexperimentaldata involve the parts of ,,k orthogonal to the set Ak. Thus,
of Ref 3 in CsNiF3 (closed circles). Strictly speaking, for these parameters r(k,t) is at least proportional to k2; moreover, sine it

* the classical nrmontalization effect is so large that no self-consistent solu-
tion can be found for w, for illustrative purposes, here we have reported the evolves in a "fast" subspace orthogonal to the one spanned
spectrum obtained with the perturbative value ofa = 0.58. by the slowly varying set Ak, the customary hydrodynamic
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ansatz is to make a Markovian approximation, f. W 1 + Me Asgu,,H becomes larger than k.T, v
1(kt) xk 26(t). It is then straightforward to arrive, in our rapidly approaches its infinite-field asymptotic value
case, to a three-peaked line shape for S" (kca), made of , (T*). It is also possible to evaluate both the elastic to
three Lorentzians like the familiar Rayleigh-Brillouin spec- inelastic intensity ratio ("Landau-Placzek ratio") and the
trum in ordinary fluids. In particular, as k -0, in addition to widths, but the expressions are rather complicated and will
a diffusive peak at -= 0, S ' (kw) exhibits an inelastic peak not be reported here. It is instead worthwhile to report the
("second magnon") with a linear dispersion law wsM = vk, expression for the total intensity of the longitudinal spec-
and width r = D k 2, the last result being valid provided trum (parallel susceptibility). For d = 3
that Umklapp processes are really negligible.

This "new" excitation-actually predicted several years X (IfS 2 ) (4sr) 3/2F,12 (gSH/ka T' (7T )3/2 (II)
ago in quantum d = 3 ferromagetse-has still to be ob- to be compared with the transverse susceptibility which in

served in a real experiment. More recently, a clear evidence this regime turns out be be

for it has been found only by simulation experiments in clas- X, = (2S) cotanh (0,pH/k T).
sical spin chains (d = 1 ).6 As before, in our analysis we have To explore the observability of the effect in real systems
considered the general case of a d-dimensional system with we have considered EuO, a d = 3 fcc ferromagnet with two
either classical or quantum "spins." In the classical d=1 important exchange constants J an
case, the calculated second magnon frequencies agree with A and S = 7/2. At low temperatures and/or high fields the
those reported in the simulation data; the latter indicate that second magnon velocity is found to be v = 6.4 d 104t -

the feature virtually disappears for reduced wavevectors cms',whereT=kTJS andJ=J,+J2 =.Kink > O.06ir, where the simpler Hartree-Fock analysis of Eq. Eum In t, here d = s te wid Jk is-- pefetl def .5ind

(4) becomes valid. Within our perturbative calculations the .In this d = 3 case the width Dk 2 is perfectly defined,and is much smaller than WaSM: in practice, one has to allow
width for d = I has an unphysical singularity; as in the case
of magnon damping,7 this feature is likely to be removed by for the small residual Umklapp decay Of Pk (t). The energies

including magnon bound states, and the wave vectors involved are obviously small (e.g.,

In the quantum, d-dimensional "cubic" lattices the sec- wssM 0.12 meV for ka = 0.20 and T = 2.5 K in EuO), but
ond magnon velocity turns out to be the major difficulty is the low longitudinal intensity, of the

order 10-2 of the corresponding transverse one. This fact

v = v. (T*) [F+ , (gu 5H/k 5 T)/ precludes any measurement by conventional neutron spec-

trometry, where the two contributioi. -are in general super-
Ej (glaH/k5 T) ] z. (8) impos 2. In this respect, an extension of .he previously men-

Here tioned polarized-neuu v.,. ::p, inients appears to be essential

v. (T)= (JS/l) [2 (2 + d) T Ol (9) to throw some light on this interesting (albeit rather elusive)
feature of the spin dynamics.

and TO = ksT/JS. In the general case with exchange inte-
grals with extended range, J is defined by the relation 'U. Balucani, A. Rettori, and V. Tognetti, Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 703 (1992);

U. Balucani, M. G. Pini, V. Tognetti, and A. Rettori, Phys. Rev. B 26,4974
lim (jo -J) = J(qa) 

2
, (1982).

9-0 2V. Tognetti, A. Rettori, M. G. Pini, 3. M. Loveluck, U. Balucani, and E.
Balcar, J. Phys. C 16, 5641 (1983).

where a is the lattice parameter of the generalized cubic cell. 'K. Kakurai, R. Pynn, M. Steiner, and B. Dorner, Phys. Rev. Len. 59. 708
Finally, the quantity F. (x) is a generalization of the Rie- (1987).
mann zeta function (a): 'See, e.g., B. J. Berne, Ed., Statistical Mechanics, Part B (Plenum, New

York, 1977), pp. 233-257.
F, (x) = [l(a) ] - ' Idy - = e - sf (x). (10) 'G. Reiter, Phys. Rev. 175, 631 (1968); F. Schwabl and K. H. Michel, Phys.Jo w )'- 1 . ) Rev. B 2,189 (1970).

'T. Schneider and H. R. Jauslin, Phys. Rev. B 2"7, 1919 (1983).
In particular, F(,, (0) = (a), whereas for x> 1, 'u. Balucani, M. G. Pini, and V. Tognetti, J. Phys. C 17,6819 (1984).
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Zero point motion and magnetic field effects on the spin configuration In a
Heisenberg rhombohedral antiferromagnet. Application to solid oxygen

E. Rastelli and A. Tassi
Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universita, 43100 Parma, Italy

The ground state of the Heisenberg rhombohedral antiferromagnet in classical approximation
exhibits infinite degeneracy corresponding to infinite unequivalent helices. We call degenerate
helix (DH) such a spin configuration. In absence of anisotropy long-range order (LRO) is lost
even in 3D with a possible algebraic decay of the correlation function due to a low-energy
catastrophe related to "soft lines" of the magnon energy which vanishes for all wave vectors
falling on the "degeneration line" -i., the locus of the Q wave vectors characterizing the
infinite helixes of the ground state. We have studied the effect of the zero point motion which
removes the infinite degeneracy of the ground state so that quantum disorder sets up LRO. We
have also studied the effect of an external magnetic field. We find that in classical
approximation a magnetic field parallel to the c axis does not remove the infinite degeneracy of
the ground state but it affects the spin-wave energy spectrum what could be observed in an
inelastic scattering experiment. On the contrary, dramatic changes are expected when a
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the c axis because competition arises with the zero
point motion effect so that the magnetic field in this configuration should act as a device to
tune the DH phase. Possible application to solid oxygen is briefly analyzed.

The classical Heisenberg rhombohedral antiferromag- conventional helix.' Even if further exchange interactions
net (RAF) 1 with nearest-neighbor (NN) in-plane interac- such as J2 destroy the infinite degeneracy of the ground state,
tion J < 0 and NN out-of-plane interaction J' has a ground a DH-like scenario could be restored at intermediate tem-
state infinitely degenerate corresponding to infinite unequi- perature by thermal fluctuations which produce heavier re-
valent helixes characterized by Q wave vectors belonging to normalization on the further NN coupling constants.5 Any-
lines Y . in the reciprocal space we call degeneration lines, way, a detailed knowledge of the actual finite temperature
The appearance of infinite isoenergetic spin configurations phenomenology of the RAF model requires further theoreti-
has to be considered as a surprisin- :c -nt: we notice in- cal investigation.
deed that the hamiltonian symmetry, innot be invoked as a Here we consider only the effects produced by the zero
possible source of this strikir p1 , ,menon because further point motion and by an external applied magnetic field. The
spin-spin coupling in addition ,) J and J' can pick a single hamiltonian we consider reads
helix out of the Y. ma-: fold.' In absence of anisotropy the
magnon spectrum sho ws "soft lines" due to vanishing of the H= - Si - + D (S) ()
energy for all wave vectors k falling on .. This fact de- H _ S +)
stroys LRO in 3D at any finite temperature with possible
algebraic de-ay of the correlation because of a low-energy where a runs over 1,2: J, = J is the in-plane NN antiferro-
catastrophe related to a divergent occupation number in cor- magnetic coupling, 12 = J' is the out-of-plane NN coupling.
respondence of those wave vectors where soft lines occur. i labels the sites of a rhombohedral lattice. 8. is a vector
This unorthodox helix was called degenerate helix (DH).' joining the site i with its neighbors of the a shell. DA is the
LRO is marginally restored by some small interactions like planar single ion anisotropy strength. The x axis of our refer-
single ion planar anisotropy DA (Ref. 1) or next-nearest ence frame is along an in-plane NNN row and z axis is along
neighbor (NNN) in-plane coupling J2.2 D.4 does not remove the c axis. Looking for helical configurations, the simple
the infinite degeneracy of the ground state but only lifts the spin-wave analysis of hamiltonian ( 1) leads to the following
soft lines of the magnon spectrum. On the contrary 12 selects ground-state energy
a single helix of the manifold YQ and enters a ripple along
. in the magnon spectrum.' For planar anisotropy small Eo(Q) = Et, (Q) (I + l/S) + A, (2)

enough to leave magnon spectrum reminiscent of the soft where
lines,4 a sequence of three phases is expected at increasing
temperature: a low-temperature degenerate helix with LRO, E , (Q) = - JS 2N cos (Q.6,), (3)
an unorthodox phase with possible algebraic decay of the
spin correlation function at intermediate temperature fol- I
lowed by the usual paramagnetic phase at higher tempera- A = Ek (Q). (4)
ture.

We notice that the elastic neutron scattering cross sec- Ek (Q) is the spin-wave energy spectrum given by
tion by a RAF sample in presence of planar anisotropy
should provide Bragg lines when the scattering wave vector E5 (Q) = [Sk (Q)D, (Q)] 112, (5)

falls on Y'Q instead of the usual peaks that characterize a with
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Sk (Q) - 2J.SX (cos Q4 - cos k.a) that the DH scenario appears again when the DH states be-
come populated and clusters of different Qr.YQ nucleate.

+ DA (2S - 1), (6) We remember that also in a conventional helimagnet such as
NiBr 2 elastic neutron scattering measurements' prove the

Dk(Q) = 2J.SX cos Q'b (1 - cos k6a). (7) simultaneous presence of domains characterized by all Q
belonging to the star in spite of the finite energy cost of a

From now on we confine ourselves to accounting for small domain wall.
interplane coupling (J"I 41 J 1). Forconvenienceweremem- Let us consider the effect of a magnetic field applied
ber that in the classical limit (S- cc) one has either parallel or perpendicular to the c axis. The effect of a
E0 (Q) = E,1 (Q), so that minimization of E., (Q) with re- magnetic field on a DH system is of particular interest be-
spect to Q provides the wave vector of the stable helix config- cause it could be able to remove the degeneration of the
uration which corresponds in this case to the aforemen- ground state playing an important role in testing the exis-
tioned DH.' For small interplane coupling the minimum tence of the degenerate helix. In addition, an interesting
equations reduce to question to clarify is about the interplay between zero point

x0 = -j sin zo + (j 2/6)sin 2z, - (j3/9)sin zo + motion and magnetic field effect. We just consider the first
order contribution in I/Swith respect to the leading (classi-

Yo = 21r/3 + (j13)cos zo + [//(6j) I cos 2zo  cal) term proportional to S 2.

+ [P/(9%) ] cos z. + (8) Ifa magnetic field is applied along the c axis, a term like

z. arbitrary, where - g/BHYS (13)

xo=V.3aQ,/2, yo=aQy/2, zo=cQ,13, ' = /J has to be added to hamiltonian (1). In Eq. (13) g is the

(9) Lande'g factor and A B is the Bohr magneton.
a and c being the NN in-plane and three times the NN out- We look for cone structure whose axis is parallel to the c
of-plane distance. Moving along the line Y. given by (8) axis and call 0 the apex angle. Q is the wave vector of the
one can see that E0 (Q) is weakly Q dependent. This depen- helix according to which the spins are spiraling on the cone
dence on Q implies that also the zero point motion energy A surface. The ground-state energy obtained by the simple
is Q dependent so that, possibly, order may be produced by spin-wave aproximation that retains all terms of order S'
quantum disorder. We have evaluated numerically A along reads
Y.Q (Ref. 6) for antiferromagnetic interplane coupling
(J' <0) and we have found that quantum fluctuations select Eo(Q,0) E1 (Q) + cos 20 [Ee1 (0) - E, (Q)]
a particular helix. However, the numerical accuracy be- + DAS

2
( - l1/2S)Ncos

2 
0

comes poorer as one approaches the physically interesting
range of smallj. Here we have worked out an analytic expan- + DASN/2 - gpuHSNcos 0. (14)
sion of A in powers ofj and we have found

A = 21J INS[ 1.211 + 0.559P2 Minimization of E,(Q,0) with respect to 0 gives the cone

-(0.088 + 0.034cos3z)j+ ... 1. (10) apex angle of the ground-state configuration
cosO=H/Ho for H<H, (15)

In Eq. (10) we have chosen DA (2S - 1 )/(41J IS) = 0.05 a

suitable value for f-oxygen.' The explicit analysis is too where

cumbersome tobequotedhere. Asonecan see from Eq. (10) ga Ho = DA (2S - 1) + 2[Ec1 (0) - Ec1 (Q) ]/NS (16)
quantum fluctuations select the helixes and

Q, = - 2j/(%F a)sin (2nr/3) +..., 0=0 for H>H0 . (17)

Q, = 4ir/(3a) [I + 13j/(27r)cos (2nir/3) + The cone structure reduces continuously to the ferromagne-
tic phase for H- Ho .

Q, = 2nir/c, (11) Minimization of E0 (Q,0) with respect to Q gives the

forj> 0, and same QEYQ as one obtains for zero magnetic field so that
the infinite degeneracy remains. Notice that the cone apex

Q = - 2j/(,F3a)sin [ (2n + 1 )7r/3] + ..., angle does not depend on Q for Qe-Q because

Q, = 4r/(3a){l + 3j/(2r) E., (Q) = - 61J IS2 N(1/2 +j/6). (18)

x cos [ (2n + 17)/3] + We conclude that a magnetic field parallel to the c axis is
not a promising tool in order to select particular helix wave

Q, = (2n + 1)r/c, (12) vectors. On the other hand, the spin wave spectrum is affect-

forj> 0; n is an integer number. ed by the applied field: in particular, it is no longer symmet-
A conventional helix is restored by quantum disorder. ric under the change of sign of the wave vector k. This is a

However, an interesting point is to investigate what happens well-known effect in "conventional" helixes. 910

at intermediate temperature where thermal fluctuations Let us now consider a magnetic field applied in the c
could overcome quantum fluctuations. Indeed it is possible plane. To this end we add to hamiltonian (I) a term like
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.g aHy ST. (19) diate temperature even if this conjecture has to be supported
i by further studies. We have also found that a magnetic field

The main contribution in 1IS reads applied in the c plane competes with the zero point motion so
- gp 5H(2SN) 12/41i(aQ + a - Q - a - a Q). (20) that the degenerate helix can be restored even at zero tem-

We treat (20) as a perturbation with respect to hamiltonian perature.
The picture we have given could be useful to get a better

(1) treated in the simple spin-wave approximation. The insight on the magnetic behavior of solid oxygen in the P
first-order contribution is obviously zero while the second- phase. Solid oxygen is a widely studied molecular system"
order one affects the ground-state energy as follows: where spins lie in the c plane and interact via direct ex-

E(H,Q)=Eo(Q)-(gtu8 H) 2SN/[4D(Q)], (21) change. The lattice structure in the range 24-44 K is just a
where Eo is given by (2) and D0 (Q) is obtained by (7) rhombohedral one. As yet monocrystals have not been
putting k Q. For smallj Eq. (21) reads grown but detailed neutron scattering experiments have

been performed on polycrystalline samples.' The large peak
E(H,Q) = 61J IS2N[a(ih) +fb(j,h)cos 3zo +..., (22) around a scattering wave vector of magnitude close to that
where corresponding to a 120°-three sublattice configuration was
a(j,h) = - (1/2 +j2 /6) (1 + 11S) ascribed to a 2D short-range order. However, the broad peak

at zero energy transfer observed in the neutron cross section
- 2h 2/3(1 - 2j/3 - 2j2/9 + 10/27) shows an intensity of the same order of the surely elastic

+ (1.211 - 0.559/ - 0.088/)/3S (23) peaks observed in the a-oxygen, the monoclinic ordered
phase of solid oxygen in the range 0-24 K. For this reason weand suggest to study the magnetic field effect on the neutron

b(j,h) = 8h 2/27(1 -j/3) - 0.034j/3S, (24) scattering experiment in fl-oxygen because a narrowing of
with h = gaH/( 121J IS) and] = J'/J. the peak in presence of magnetic field should be valuable

Notice that forj> 0, b(j,h) undergoes a change of sign support to the existence of LRO in f phase, the broad peak
for width being in this case related to the existence of a DH

configuration restored by thermal fluctuations instead of a
h =ho =3/2{0.034j/[2S(l -j/3) i

1
/
2. (25) proof of absence of LRO.

This means that the stable configuration corresponds to The authors thank Dr. P. Stephens of the State Universi-
zo= 2nsr/3 [see Eq. (11)] for h <ho  and to ty of New York at Stony Brook for having suggested to study
zo= (2n + I )ar/3 [see Eq. (12)] forh> ho so that a change the RAF model in presence of a magnetic field.
in the position of the elastic neutron scattering peaks should
be seen when the magnetic field reaches its "critical" value 'E. Rastelli and A. Tassi, J. Phys. C 19, L423 (1986).
(25).For/ih=hanydependenceonQinEq.(22)islost -A. P. J. Jansen, Phys. Rev. B 33, 6352 (1986).

(E. Rastelli, L. Reatto, and A. Tassi, Magnetic Excitations and Flucta-
and the DH configuration appears again. ations: Springer Series in Solid-State Sciences (Springer, Berlin, 1984).

The previous result points out that an in-plane magnetic Vol. 54, p. 195.
field could be a useful and handy device to pilot the RAF 'E. Rastelli and A. Tassi, J. Appl. Phys. 61,4117 (1987).

'E. Rastelli and A. Tassi, J. Phys. C 19, 1993 (1986).model through the DH phase. This fact seems to support the E. Rastelli and A. Tassi, J. Phys C 20. L303 (1987).

whole DH phenomenology, which could appear, otherwise, 'P. W. Stephens and C. F. Majkrzak, Phys. Rev. B 33, 1 (1986).
an artefact of the classical approximation. 'A. Adam, D. Billery, C. Terrier, R. Mainard. L P. Regnant, J. Rossat-

In conclusion, we have shown that quantum fluctu- Mignod, and P. Meriel, Solid State Commun. 35, I (1980).
'T. Nagamiya, Solid State Phys. 20. 305 (1967).

ations destroy the degenerate helix at zero temperature but 'B. R. Cooper, Solid State Phys. 21, 393 (1968).
we eApect that a DH scenario could be recovered at interme- "G. C. De Fotis, Phys. Rev. B 23, 4714 (1981).
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Dynamic susceptibility and damping rate of magnetic excitations
In hybridizing cerium systems

Gong-Jia Hu and Bernard R. Cooper
Department of Physics, West Virginia Universio, Morgantown, West Virginia 26506

There has been much interest in the magnetic excitation behavior of cerium and light actinide
systems with partially delocalized f electrons. Both the dispersion and the damping show
unusual characteristics. Previously we have had considerable success in dealing with the
dispersion, and have now developed a theory of the dynamic susceptibility and damping rate of
excitations in magnetically ordered cerium systems where the damping is due to the
hybridization between thefelectrons and the non-f-band electrons. We include in our
calculations both the two-ion interaction, which causes anisotropic magnetic ordering, and the
hybridization-dressed crystal-field effects. We have soplied the theory to CeSb and CeBi and
obtained very large renormalization of the single-ioi zpectrum. The temperature dependence of
location and broadening of energy transfer peaks are in excellent agreement with experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION AND FORMALISM ergy dressed by the hybridization, and a mean-field energy

Recently, the unusual magnetic behavior of moderately induced by the hybridization-mediated anisotropic two-ion

delocalized cerium compounds, especially the heavier mon- interaction. We characterize A',, by its eigenstates and

opnictides CeSb and CeBi, has been studied extensively (see eigenvalues as given by 7elm) = e, In). For magnetically

Refs. 1-8 and further references therein). After extending ordered Ce" systems, six eigenstates in) can be deter-

the treatment off-band electron hybridization (previously mined by the mean-field theory as previously dis-

developed by Coqblin and Schrieffer9 using a Schrieffer- cussed.'-.." The perturbation term A" is the hybridization

Wolff"0 transformation for Ce3" systems) to obtain a hybri- interaction giving the mixing off and band electrons.

dization-mediated anisotropic two-ion interaction, Cooper Next we define a Liouville operator Y which acts on an

et al. " have successfully explained the main features of the operator A as .Y'A -i[,,,A ]. Then the susceptibility can be

anisotropic magnetic behavior of CeSb and CeBi, namely, written as

very large magnetic anisotropy favoring the cube-edge direc- X(z) =/3 (J IY'(J - z)J) (2)
tion of the NaCI structure, 1-3 complex magnetic phase dia- where z = co + isl, /8 = I1/k, T, and J is the total angular mo-
grams, 1 2

.
4 very small crystal-field splitting,3 and other mentum operator.

anomalous properties such as the static susceptibility and After introducing the projection operator
electrical resistivity.' Success has also been achieved in ex-
plaining the unusual, relatively dispersionless, magnetic ex- Q 1 - A (A IA ) '(A 

- 1 - p (3)
citation spectra.6  for a dynamic variable A and following the method devel-

In this paper we present a theory for understanding an- oped by Forster, " the damping rate for a transition operator
other aspect of the magnetic excitation behavior, the damp- L_,, = Im ) (nj, giving a magnetic excitation, is given by the
ing and shifts of excitations as temperature varies, in magne- imaginary part of (1I,, with
tically ordered partially delocalized cerium compounds. We
show that the damping and temperature shifts again can be n (z) IQ [1/(Z - q1Q) IQ L.)
understood on the basis of the hybridization between the f x (L,,,, IL, ) - ' , (4)
electrons and the non-f-band electrons. We include in our where the dot denotes the time derivative; the spectral line
calculations both the hybridization-dressed crystal field 2 3  shift is given by the sum of the real part of fl_. and
(with F7 ground state and small r 7-r, splitting) and the (L, IL.). (The contribution of (L,, IL,,), however, is
anisotropic two-ion interaction, '

- which causes splitting negligible.) Here m, n label the mean-field eigenstates of
within and mixing between the r, and r, multiplets, and
yields anisotropic magnetic ordering. The two-ion interac-
tion is treated in the mean-field approximation. II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our theory is based on a projection-operator method
developed by Mori and others." The starting point is the The dynamic susceptibilities of Ce3 ions in magneti-

hamiltonian cally ordered CeBi and CeSb exhibit unusual characteristics.
For neutron inelastic scattering studies on polycrystalline

= o + ., (1) samples, Heer et al.7 reported that there is only one well-
where 1R". consists of the electron band energies, a configu- separated inelastic peak observed for both CeBi and CeSb.
ration energy for the Ce3 + ion, a Coulomb energy to take At low temperatures ( 5 4 K), the position of the peak is 5.2
account of correlation effects associated with addition of an meV for CeBi and 4.1 meV for CeSb; and the width of the
electron to this configuration, a crystal-field interaction en- peak is 1.2 meV for CeBi and 1.0 meV for CeSb. A shift of the
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(a) (b) CeSb
CeBi CeSb (T 16 K with AF-I Structure)

12 12 E,/E, 0.4E,/E, - -0 28

- o or os 02 71 l -5 60B4/E, - 0.6

1- 112 > 1-112> eX E, - 15.35 K
t 5 5 , , JN(F) -- 008

0-01512 +0031-12> 3 3 X
1112>>

I1,2> 2 4

4 -4o 0.0,1,2> -o.01-5,0> 4 C

0 931512>-037[ -3/2 > J 751,,2> -0.5-3> .. T- 15.4 K

FIG. 1. Calculated Ce' + 
mean-field states and energy levels: (a) for antifer-

romagnetic type I (AF-I) CeBi at 5 K with E,/E, = 0.5, E3/E, = - 0.3, 02 4 6
60B4/E =0.l. (E, = 16.2 K tomatch T, = 25 K.) See text for discussion Energy (meV)
of parameter values; (b) for AF-I CeSb at 4.6 K with E,/E = 0.4, E3/
E= -0.28, 608./E, = 0.6. (E, = 15.4 K to match T, 5  16 K.)

FIG. 2. Imaginary part of the dynamic susceptibility [X" (o) I for q = 0 vs
energy(ha,) for CeSb. coth(&a/2) is the normalization factor to keep the
area under the curve constant for varying temperature. The E, and B, pa-
rameters are the same as in Fig. 1. /N(e ) = - 0.08, chosen as described

energy transfer peak toward lower energy and a broadening in text.
of the peak were observed for both systems with increasint
temperature. Later Rossat-Mignod et al.' reported that the
energy gap in the excitation spectrum at q = 0 should be (,r) times the band density of states at the Fermi energy
about 4.1 ± 0.1 meV for both CeBi and CeSb. This close [N(Ep) ]. The values used for YN(EF) differ slightly from
similarity for CeBi and CeSb found in Ref. 8 is quite surpris- those calculated by Wills and Cooper' (about - 0.07 for
ing because the crystal-field splitting (45 K in CeSb and 8 K both compounds).
in CeBi) and the ordering temperature ( TN = 16 K in CeSb As can be seen in Fig. 2, in fact, the CeSb we obtain a
and 25 K in CeBi) are quite different, single peak as experimentally observed.7 

This is because level
In order to understand the unusual damping and line 2 is at sufficiently low energy that the peak that would corre-

shift behavior of CeBi and CeSb, we have carried out de- spond to the transverse transition has merged into the cen-
tailed calculations based on thef-band hybridization mecha- tral peak, i.e., according to the theory the observed peak
nism. Figure 1 shows the mean-field states and energy levels, should be of wholly longitudinal polarization for CeSb. For
These are not pure r7 doublet and r. quartet, but mixtures CeBi, E 2/E, and E3/E, have been adjusted from the pre-
because of the two-ion interaction. Here the parameters1-6  viously used values6 

in order to bring levels 3 and 4 suffi-
El, E 2, E, give the two-ion anisotropic exchange interaction ciently close together to obtain a single peak of mixed trans-
strength to first, second, and third neighbor Ce3 + 

ions, re- verse and longitudinal character while still obtaining a type I
spectively; and B4 gives the crystal-field splitting (ACF =

360B4 for pure r7 and P. states), which we take from the
experimental value at high temperature in the paramagnetic
regime. For CeSb, the E, have been taken as the values CeBi

tT5 - 25 K with AF-t Structure)Kioussis et al.
4 

use to obtain the unusual magnetic structural E/E, - 0.5behavior. For CeBi, thescaleoftheE. is chosen as previous- e,/e, - -03
ly' '-' to fit the experimental T., but the ratios E2/E, E3/ 4 608B/E, - 0.1
E, differ slightly from those used previously6 

to obtain the 'a E, 16.23 K

dispersion. i JNtC,) - -0.05

On examining Fig. 1, we can see that from considering T - 5 K
the energy level scheme we might expect two energy transfer K

peaks at low temperature rather than the experimentally ob- 3 T- 21.1 K
served single peak. These correspond to a longitudinal tran-
sition operator (L, 3 for both CeBi and CeSb) and a trans-
verse transition operator (L, 4 for CeBi and L,2 for CeSb). _ _A_ _

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, using the formalism described in 0 2 4 6
Sec. I, we have calculated the imaginary part of the dynamic Energy (meV)
susceptibility (giving the energy loss as a function of fre-
quency) for q = 0 for varying temperature. Besides the E. FIG. 3. Imaginary part of the dynamic susceptibility (q = 0) vs energy for
and B4 parameters, the calculation also uses the value of the CeBi. The E, and B, parameters are the same as in Fig. I.
product of the single-site hybridization strength parameter JN(er) = -0.08, chosen as described in text.
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antiferromagnetic structure. For both CeSb and CeBi the the transitions giving the peak are longitudinal, and the cal-

value of /N(ev) has been increased slightly from the first- culated width increases significantly with temperature. For
principles calculated value of Wills and Cooper3 in order to CeBi, the peak has mixed longitudinal and transverse char-
match the experimental linewidth at low temperature. acter, and the calculated width is almost temperature inde-

For CeSb, as seen in Fig. 2, at 4.6 K the peak is at 3.7 pendent. Detailed experiments investigating this predicted
meV with a width of 0.9 meV. The peak energy decreases behavior would be valuable.
(softens) on approaching Tv and the width broadens to 1.5
meV at 15.4 K. This is in excellent agreement with experi- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ment.'

8 
[Note that our only adjustment was to fN(EF) to We have benefited from valuable discussions with G. N.

match the low-temperature width. ] For CeBi as seen in Fig. Kioussis and J. M. Wills. This research has been supported
3, at 5 K the peak is at 4.3 meV, and again the peak shifts to by the National Science Foundation through Grant No.
lower energy with increasing temperature. The width is DMR-85-04449.
about 1.3 eV at 5 K and has little change as temperature
increases.

In conclusion, we have found that upon including the
crystal-field splitting and the hybridization-mediated two- 'B. R. Cooper and R. Siemann, J. Appl. Phys. 50, 1991 (1979); R. Siemann
ion interaction in the hamiltonian and treating the hybridi- and B. R. Cooper. Phys. Rev. Let. U. 1015 (1980).
zation between thefelectrons and the non-f-band electrons 'B. R. Cooper, R. Siemann, D. Yang, P. Thayamballi, and A. Banerjea,

Handbook on the Physics and Chemistry of the Actinides, edited by A. J.
as the main damping mechanism, the unusual dynamic sus- Freeman and G. H. Lander (North-Hollard, Amsterdam, 1985), Chap. 6,
ceptibilities (neutron inelastic spectra) in CeSb and CeBi pp. 435-500.
can be understood. In quantitative agreement with experi- '3J. M. Wills and B. R. Cooper Phys. Rev. B 36, 3809 (1987).
ment,

7as 
the inelastic peak locations calculated at low tem- 'N. Koussis, B. R. Cooper, and A. Banerjea, J. Appl. Phys. 61, 3388

(1987); (to be published).
perature are 3.7 meV for CeSb and 4.3 meV for CeBi, while 'G.J. Hu and B. R. Cooper (to be published).
the widths match experiment with slight adjustment to the 'P. Thayamballi, D. Yang, and B. R. Cooper, Phys. Rev. B 29, 4049
first principles calculated values for fN(cF). Notice that (1984); P. Thayamballi and B. R. Cooper, Phys. Rev. B31,5911 (1985).

'H. Heer, A. Furrer, W. Halg, and 0. Vogt, 1. Phys. C 12, 5207 (1979).the lineshifts from the mean-field results arc very large. This '. Rossat-Mignod, J. M. Effantin, P. Burles, T. Chattopadhyay, L. P. Reg-
large renormalization of the single-ion spectra comes from nault, H. Bartholin, C. Vettier, 0. Vogt, D. Ravot, and J. C. Achart, J.
two sources: dispersion and broadening. (Note that the pa- Mag. Magn. Mater. 52, 111 (1985).
pers cited under Ref. 6 deal only with dispersion.) It is inter- 9B. Coqblin and J. R. Schrieffer, Phys. Rev. 185, 847 (1969).

Io R. Schrieffer and P. A. Wolff, Phys. Rev. 149,491 (1966).
eting tH. Mori, Prog. Theor. Phys. (Kyoto) 33,423 (1965); D. Forster, Hydro-

the enm,,-y transfer peaks in CeSb and CeBi, despite the peak dynamic Fluctuations, Broken Symmetry and Correlation Functions
locatiois being quite similar at low temperature. For CeSb, (Benjamin, Reading, MA, 1975), Chap. 5.
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Ferromagnetic and spln-wave resonance in multilayer films (abstract)
R. F. Soohoo
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of California, at Davis,
Davis, California 95616

Whereas ferromagnetic and spin-wave resonance in single-layered films has been studied for a
number of years,' the study of such resonances in multilayer films is still at its infancy. Before
the multilayer films can be used in possible applications, it is necessary to understand their
superlattice properties. We have used FMR techniques to determine the basic parameters of
these films, both theoretically and experimentally. Theoretically, we have calculated the FMR
spectra for superlattices of single-crystal, polycrystal, and amorphous samples.
Experimentally, we have studied ferromagnetic and spin-wave resonances in Fe/SiO2/Fe/
SiO2 ... ., Fe/Co/Fe/Co .... NiFe/SiO 2/NiFe/SiO 2. .. , and NiFe/Co/NiFe/
Co. . . samples. It was found theoretically and experimentally that for applied fields parallel
and perpendicular to the film plane, the internal fields in various layers may differ. This could
result in widely separated resonances for the various layers. In the case of ferromagnet/
insulator multilayered samples, the FMR spectra depended critically on the insulator thickness
and its degree of perfection. Diffusion of ferromagnetic atoms through pinholes in the
insulating layer provided exchange coupling between ferromagnetic layers and the FMR
spectra appeared similar to samples without insulating layers.

'R. F. Soohoo, Magnetic Thin Films (Harper and Row, New York, 1965), Chaps. 10 and 11.

Ferromagnetic resonance measurements on epitaxial iron and cobalt films of
ZnSe/GaAs substrates (abstract)

S.A. Oliver and C. Vittoria
Centerfor Electromagnetics Research, Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115a)

J. J. Krebs and G. A. Prinz
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 2 03 75

b )

Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements have been performed on single-crystal
epitaxial Fe and Co films deposited by molecular-beam epitaxy onto {100} and {l 101 ZnSe/
GaAs substrates. In-plane FMR results as a function of magnetic field H were obtained over
the frequency range 0.01 <f< 20.0 GHz by means of a slot line technique. Additional in-plane
measurements and measurements with H perpendicular to the plane of the film were
performed using a 9.5-GHz microwave cavity. Zero-field results, as well as frequency versus
magnetic field dispersions, were obtained with H in the field plane parallel to the (100) and
(110) axes. The following parameters were deduced from the results on the { 1001 films:
effective magnetization (Fe: 21.6 kOe; Co: 18.1 kOe), gyromagnetic ratio (Fe: 2.11; Co: 2.17),
and cubic anisotropy field (K,/M) (Fe: 0,29 kOe; Co: 0.32 kOe). Higher-order terms in the
anisotropy field were found to give a negligible contribution. No terms for uniaxial anisotropy
energies were included in the fitting equations. These results are in reasonable agreement with
published values. Spin-wave excitations were observed in iron films on both substrate
orientations, and are found to obey the n2 law. The experimental exchange constant for the
iron films was found to be A = ( 1.9 ± 0.1) X 10-6 erg/cm. Spin waves were excited in thej {100) Co film, but not in the { 101 Co film.

Supported in prt by NSF grant ECS-8601661.
b' Supported by the Offie of Naval Research.
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Spin-wave energies In ferromnagnetic nickel alloys (abstract)
R. Beclhara MWnit') and J. d'Albuquerque e Castroa1

Instituto de Fisica. Universidade Federal Fluminense Niterbi. RJ-24.210 Brazil

0. M. Edwards
Department of Mathematics, Imperial College London, SW7 2BZ~ United Kingdom

An expression is derived for the spin-wave stiffness constant D in a ferromagnetic metallic
alloy. The formalism is based on a multiorbital tight-binding model and the Hartree-Fock
approximation. Both diagonal and off-diagonal disorder are taken into account. Results for Ni-
Fe, Ni-Co, and Ni-Cu alloys are obtained within the coherent potential approximation (CPA)
and compared with previous calculations and experimental data.

'CNPq Research Fellow.
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Magnetization reversal dynamics in magneto-optic media (invited)
M. Mansuipur
College of Engineering, Boston University Boston, Massachusetts 02215

T. W. McDaniel
IBM Corp., General Products Division, Tucson, Arizona 85 744

Dynamics of magnetization reversal in thin films of amorphous rare earth-transition metal
alloys are investigated. Using computer simulations for a two-dimensional square lattice of
dipoles with nearest-neighbor exchange interaction and random axis anisotropy, the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation is numerically integrated to yield the static wall structure and its
motion under an applied field. The simulated results show excellent agreement with theory in
the special cases where analytic solutions exist.

I. INTRODUCTION time-rate of angular momentum change. The torque on a

The process of magnetization reversal in thin films of dipole moment m arising from an effective field H is mX H,

amorphous rare earth-transition metal alloys is of consider- while the angular momentum is m/, with y being the effec-

able importance in erasable optical data storage. The amor- tive gyromagetic ratio. Thus

phous nature of the media and the presence of random axis d2 = ,MXH'( . (Is)
anisotropy in alloys containing non-S-state magnetic ions The effective field has contributions from external, anisotro-
(such as Th and Dy) add a new dimension of complexity to py, exchange, and demagnetizing sources. In addition, it has
the study of magnetization reversal in these materials. Un- a phenomenological term that represents the effect of dissi-
derstanding the nucleation process and the structure and the pative phenomena. This term is proportional to the time-rate
dynamics of domain walls will enable the experimentalist to ofchange ofthe unit vector rn/Iul and, for dimensional rea-
better control the position, shape, and size of written do- sons, its proportionality constant has been defined as air
mains, uniformity of magnetization distribution within the where a is the dimensionless viscous damping parameter.'
reversed region, smoothness of the boundary, and stability of Therefore,
recorded domains under external fields and temperature
gradients; it will also enhance his ability to fully erase or even H c  = H(.,) + H(...) + H < hg
overwrite an existing domain.'

In an effort to better understand the dynamics of magne-

tization reversal in amorphous RE-TM thin films, we have + Y H""'- + . (Ib)
developed a computer simulation based on the Landau-Lif- i.y rlml

shitz-Gilbert equation. 2' The model incorporates random Combining Eqs. (la) and (lb) we obtain:

spatial variations in magnetic parameters of the media in- =I- - [a7/(l + a
2
)JH, - [/(1 + a

2
) JH0, (2a)

cluding random axis anisotropy. Like all simulations of sin 0 = ["/(i + a') ]He - [aT( + a')lH. (2b)
physical systems with near-neighbor interactions our model
is particularly suited for highly parallel computers (such as In theseequations 0and Oare thespherical coordinates of a,
the Connection Machine5 ). The inadequacy of ordinary while He and H+, are the components of the net field from
computers is particularly severe when demagnetizing effects external, anisotropy, exchange, and demagnetizing sources;
have to be incorporated. The small-scale simulations pre- the derivative with respect to time is indicated by a dot.
sented in this paper have been obtained with a VAX 11/780 Equations (2) are the basis of our simulations in which the
machine and, of necessity, ignore the demagnetizing fields, magnetic film is represented by a two-dimensional square
The goal of the paper then is to introduce the algorithm, lattice of magnetic dipoles m,,. Each dipole corresponds to a
show its convergence, and examine the wall structure and d X d square section of the film, and is coupled to its four
dynamics in the limit ofnegligible demagnetizing effects. We nearest neighbors by an exchange field with macroscopic
emphasize, however, that the algorithm is quite general and stiffness coefficient A,. The anisotropy at each lattice site is
can be employed without restrictions in large-scale simula- uniaxial with strength K. and direction (00,0o). For simpli-
tions on supercomputers or parallel machines. city's sake, 0o and 0o for each site are chosen randomly and

independently from the intervals (0,0,) and (O,21r), re-
IL THE L.ADAU-LFSNII"Z-4GIIUERT EQUATION spectively. The effective field components needed in Eqs.

The fundamental law governing magnetization dynam- (2) are determined from energy considerations using a vari-
ics is the mechanical law relating the applied torque to the ational approach.6 Finally, the equations are integrated by
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tefourth-order Runge--Kutta technique and the time steps

tare chosen to keep rotation angles of . during each iter-
ation below 2'.

In the next section we describe some of the simulation
results. The pattern of magnetization is displayed using the
following convention: each moment is represented by its
projections on the plane of the lattice (II component) and 1s
perpendicular to that plane (1 component). The perpendic- .... .......

ular component will have an arrowhead pointing either up or .... . .
down depending on whether the moment is above or below
the plane. The size of the arrowhead will be proportional to
the magnitude of the I component itself, so in case of ambi-
guity one should be guided by this bit of information. To give °
an example,t, is a moment above the plane with the perpen-
dicular component equal to the arrow, and the in-plane com-
ponent along the appendage to the arrow, pointing towards
the upper right corner of the plane. The origin is the point
where the two components join and as such the direction of I

the in-plane component is uniquely identifiable without the
need for another arrowhead. _--__ _

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results presented here are based on the following set . (w." W)

of parameters: M, = 100 emu/cm3, A, 10- 7 erg/cm, K, F
- 10 erg/cm3

, y = - 107 0e- s-", d= A, e--0.5. lF sI 10
According to the standard theory of domain walls this set
corresponds to the following values of domain wall thickness 4,,
and energy density: -, _ _

nrAo = ir / IK. = 99.4 A, (3a)

or. = 44'K. = 1.26 erg/cm
2

. (3b) FIG. I. Domain wall structure and dynamics foramedium with M, = 100
emu/cm 3

, K, = 10' erg/cm3' 
A_ = 10- 7 erg/cm, d= 10 A, y= - 10'

Moreover, contributions of exchange and anisotropy to the Oe' s -, and a = 0.5. It is assumed that the medium has perfect uniaxial
wall energy must be equal. Now consider the results in Fig. anisotropy in the perpendicular direction. (a) Straight wall created from an
1. The simulated array is 30 X 30 and initially the ten co- initial condition with ten columns on the left pointing up and the remaining
lumns on the left had their magnetization vector pointing up 20 columns pointing down. The pattern is obtained after 1000 iterations,corresponding to t = 163 ps. (b) Exchange energy, anisotropy energy, andwhile the remaining 20 columns were pointing down. The total energy of the magnetic system during the relaxation process that starts
cells in the rightmost and leftmost columns are frozen in with the unstable initial configuration and ends with the stable wall struc-
their initial orientations while periodic boundary conditions ture in (a). (c) Under an applied field H,, = I kOe the wall in (a) moves
apply to the top and bottom rows. The random spatial varia- to the right. The pattern is obtained after 4000 iterations corresponding to

t = 658 ps. (d) Exchange energy, anisotropy energy, and total energy of the
tions of parameters and random axis anisotropy are not in- magnetic system under the applied field H,, = I kOe. While the wall ener-
cluded here, as would be the case for the simulation of a gy consisting of exchange and anisotropy contributions remains constant,
uniform film with perfect perpendicular anisotropy. Figure the external field energy decreases linearly with time. (e) Average lattice
1(a) shows the state of the lattice after 1000 iterations, magnetization vstime underthe applied field H,, = I kOe. The initial state

of the lattice is shown in (a). The linear increase of the average magnetiza-Clearly, the abrupt transition from up to down magnetiza- tion with time corresponds to a constant wall velocity of 12.8 m/s, obtained
tion has relaxed into a wall of approximate thickness 100 A, from the average slope of the curve during several time intervals as indicated
in close agreement with Eq. (3a). Note that the in-plane by the symbols x. (f) Same as (e) except that H,, = 250 Oe. The average
components of magnetization are parallel to each other wall velocity is 2.8 m/s.
throughout the wall. For this simulation the external field
was absent and effects of demagnetization were ignored,
leaving exchange and anisotropy as the only driving forces in stable value. Note that the final value of exchange energy is
the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. only slightly above the anisotropy energy. The total energy,

Figure 1 (b) shows exchange, anisotropy, and total en- when divided by the length of the wall (300 A), gives a value
ergies of the system during the above relaation process. It is of o, = 1.28 erg/cm2 in good agreement with Eq. (3b).
observed that for the first 10 ps, the system moves, albeit When a perpendicular field H,,, = I kOe is applied to
very slowly, away from the initial configuration which is an the lattice of Fig. 1 (a) the wall moves to the right with a
unstable, maximum-energy state. After this period the constant velocity. The shape of the wall remains the same at
torques become strong enough to swiftly bring the system to all times as shown in Fig. I (c) but the in-plane component
a state of minimum energy. After a few oscillations the wall precesses around the field. The exchange and anisotropy en-
assumes its final configuration and the energy terms reach a ergies of the moving wall do not change from their static
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values [see Fig. l(d) but the average magnetization of the with our result. Figure 1(f) shows that under an applied
lattice increases with time, as shown in Fig. I(e). The linear field H_, = 250 Oe the velocity drops to 2.8 m/s. Although
increase of magnetization with time corresponds to a wall this velocity is not quite the same as the theoretical value of
velocity of 12.8 m/s. The theoretical formula for wall mobil- V= 3.16 m/s, the error is only about 10%. The reason for
ity in the absence of demagnetiZation 6 is the reduced accuracy is probably the increased significance

p = (alrIAo)( + a2). (4) of numerical errors in relation to the external field. In any
event, the preceding example shows that the simulation re-

where Ao is the wall thickness parameter given by Eq. (3a). suits are reliable and can yield reasonable estimates of the
For the parameter values used here, Eq. (4) predicts a mo- various media characteristics.
bility of 12.65 10- 1 m/(s Oe), which is in good agreement Next, we consider the effect of random axis anisotropy

on wall structure and motion. By assuming a uniform distri-
bution of anisotropy axes with 0 6E(O,r/4) and 0od(0,2r)
we obtain the wall structure of Fig. 2(a), which contains a
21r Bloch line. (The abrupt transition in this case was initial-

ly placed at column 20.) Figure 2(b) shows exchange, an-
isotropy, and total energies of the system while relaxing from

I :::: :::the initial state. Notein comparison with Fig. I that thetotal
energy is now greater, in part due to the presence of the

- .-"S Bloch line within the wall. When the field H.,= - I kOe is
.......... . applied to the lattice of Fig. 2 (a), Fig. 2 (c) is obtained after

3000 iterations; note that the wall has moved to the left and

the line has moved up. The energy versus time curves of Fig.
2(d) confirm that the wall structure during motion has re-

mained intact.
:j * The behavior of average magnetization during wall mo-

.. .... ..... ..::: : :: :: :: . :: ......: : : .... : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :

............ ... ... ......:: : :: :: : ![~ ii i

". ...... .. . .. ....

.......... . ........

FIG. 2. Domain wall structure and dynamics rot a medium with AM, 100

tiory with Oun 4on the le poitigt wand cte rmainitian coumi
-  

............

pointing down. The pattern is obtained after 17 000 iteratins, correspond-nFIG. 3. Domain wall structure and dynamics for a medium with M. = 100
the magnetic system during the relaxation process that starts with the emu/cns, K. = 10' erg/cm'

, 
A4 -10- erg/cm. d== 1. ' A- y 0'

unatableinitiaconflgurationandecdswiththestablewallitructurein (s). Oe
- 

s--, and a= .S. It is assumed that the medium has random axis

(c) Under an applied field H,,, = - I kOe the wall in (a) moves to the left. anisotropy with 0 = r/4 Also the central region has a K. ten times
The pattern is obtained after 3000 iteratios c ing to t = 495 p. larger than the rest of the lattice, (a) Straight wall crested from an initial
(dl Exchange ergy, anisotropy energy, and total energy of the magnetic condition with ten columns on the left pointing up and the remaining 20
system undr the applied field H,, = - I tOe. While the wall energy con- columnpointing down. The pattern isolained after 5000 iterations, corre-
siting of exchange and anisotropy contributions remns conttant, the er- sponding to =731sb) Under anapplied feldH, =3 Oethe wall
t er al ael energy decreases with time. (a) Average magtization vs time bends around the centrl highaniotrpy region. The pattern is otained
under the ale dhe lattice is after 7000 iterations corresponding to =979 p9 e (c) Exchange energy.
slowsiin (a). Thedcresingisetization vs timecurve repreentss vain- anisotropy energy, and total energy of the magnetic system undr the ap
sblewlti velocity as indicated by the symbols x. The average velocity is 19.7 plied field H_,= = 3 kOe. Whie the wll energy conslitping of exchaige and

/s. tf') Same ae except hdat H -2500e. The applied field is not anisoiopy conti31on iM ssMend the total enferly decreases with time-

large enough to overcome the bariers to wall motion created by the random (d) Average lattice magnetiation vs time under the applied field H,_ -3

axis anisotropy. kOe. The initial state of the lattice is shown in (a).
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tion as depicted in Fig. 2(e) shows a slight nonuniformity, identical to Fig. 2. An abrupt transition placed at column 10
which is expected since the wall has to traverse a region with relaxes into the wall (with a 21r Bloch line) shown in Fig.
random distribution of anisotropy axes. The average wall 3(a). Application of the external field H, = 3 kOe results

r velocity in the 500-ps time interval elapsed between Figs. in a bent wall around the central region as shown in Fig.
*2(a) and 2(c) is 19.7 rn/, which issignificantly higher than 3(b). While the exchange and anisotropy energies of the

the 12.8-m/s velocity in Fig. 1 (e). This difference can be system increase in the process of bending, the total energy
' attributed to the gyration of the in-plane component of the decreases due to the reduction in the external field energy

wall magnetization: whereas the wall of Fig. 1 can freely [see Fig. 3(c)]. The average magnetization versus time is
gyrate in the plane of the lattice and thereby cause a reduc- shown in Fig. 3(d), indicating a nonuniform approach to
tion of the translational velocity, the in-plane component in equilibrium. When the field was raised to 8 kOe the wall
Fig. 2 is constrained by the local orientations of the axes of overcame the barrier and moved to the other side. This ex-
anisotropy and its gyration is reduced, causing an increase in ample, in addition to identifying a possible source of coerciv-
the translational velocity. (Of course, the addition of demag- ity, demonstrates that dynamic behavior near a "defect" can
netizing fields with the constraints that they impose on the be quite complex and, therefore, deserves further attention.
in-plane gyration will further change the picture.) Figure Detailed studies are now underway to quantify the effects of
2 (f) shows the average magnetization versus time when the this and other random spatial variations of magnetic param-
wall of Fig. 2(a) is subjected to an external field H.,, eters on the static and dynamic properties of domain walls.
- - 250 Oe. The wall initially moves to the left, but then it

encounters an insurmountable barrier, retreats to the right,
and comes to rest near its initial location. One can associate 'H-P. D. Shich and M. H. Kryder, J. Appl. Phys. 61, 1108 (1987).
this behavior with wall coercivity. 'A. P. Malozemoffand J. C. Slonczewski. Magnetic Domain Walls in Bub-

Finally, Fig. 3 shows the effect of spatial variations in ble Materials (Academic, New York, 1979).
of the film. A smal circular region (ra- S. Shiomi and C. C. Shir, J. AppI. Phys. 54, 6847 (1983).

magnetic pameters Y. Nakatani and N. Hayashi. IEEE Trans. Mag. MAG-23, 2179 (1987).

dius = 3d) at the center of the lattice is assigned a value of SW. D. Hiis, Sci. Am. 2K, 108 (1987).
K, = 10' erg/cm3

; all other parameter assignments are 6M. Mansuripur, J. Appl. Phys. (to be published).
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Micromagnetics of magnetization reversal In amorphous Tb-Fe films
by Lorentz microscopy

C.-J. Un, J. C. Suit, and R. H. Geiss
IBM Research Ditision, Alamden Research Center, 650 Harry Road, San Jose, Cal(fornia 95120-6099

Lorentz electron microscopy has been used to investigate the micromagnetic mechanism of M-
H hysteresis loop behavior of thin amorphous TbFe films with perpendicular easy-axis
magnetic anisotropy. Detailed nucleation and growth behavior of reverse domains was
observed while an applied field provided by the microscope objective lens along the film
normal was slowly changed. Very different results between Tb1 Fe11 and Tb32Fen films have
been observed. The reverse domain grew more or less radially in the former case, while a
dendritelike domain pattern was observed for the latter case.

I. INTRODUCTION deionized water. To avoid the formation of oxidized surface

In the emerging reversible magneto-optical storage layers, which show in-plane magnetization" and can easily

technology, information is stored via micron or even submi- obscure the observation of vertical magnetization patterns

cron-sized vertical magnetic domains on amorphous rare- in Lorentz microscopy, 10-nm SiO2 was deposited both be-

earth transition-metal (RE-TM) alloy films. Such small fore and after the deposition of the TbFe layer.

thermomagnetically written domains have to be uniform
both in size and shape to minimize the read-back modulation B. Lorentz Imaging along N-H hysteresis loops

noise. There is, therefore, a need to fully understand the de- The Fresnel mode of Lorentz electron microscopy12.13
tailed thermomagnetic recording process in RE-TM films, was carried out in a Philips EM 301. We have found that
The temperature dependence of coercivity obtained from M- vertically magnetized TbFe films generally need to be tilted
Hand Ok-H hysteresis loops is traditionally used to discuss 10-30" to obtain good contrast Lorentz images.

8 
The per-

the thermomagnetic recording process. However, to fully pendicular applied field, provided by the objective lens of the
undertand the formation of micron or submicron-sized do- microscope, was continuously variable from - 10 to + 10
mains, one need to investigate the magnetization reversal kOe. First, a film was brought to saturation at 10 kOe, where
process at the corresponding spatial scale. Conventional the Lorentz image appeared featureless. The field was then
VSM and Kerr loops do not provide such micromagnetic gradually decreased toward zero, reversed and increased in
information of the magnetization reversal process, since the opposite direction. We carefully followed the nucleation
their signals represent the average magnetization over a and growth of reverse magnetic domains. This growth pro-
large area. cess of reverse domains was investigated at either constant or

It has been noted that magnetization reversal in amor- slowly increasing applied field.
phous RE-TM films having a strong perpendicular anisotro-
py occurs by nucleation and growth of reverse domains."- IlL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Some observations of the magnetization reversal process in Different TbFe compositions and several other RE-TM
RE-TM films have been carried out previously using optical films have been investigated. Here we concentrate on results
microscopy.'-

2
.'-' The limitation of optical resolution, how- from ThloFes, and Tb32 FF8, since they represent two gen-

ever, precluded clear observation of detailed submicron fea- eral types of magnetization reversal behavior. Figure I (a)
tures. In this paper we present the detailed magnetization shows that for Tb32Fess the difference between the applied
reversal process in TbFe fims at room temperature observed field at which magnetization reversal starts (S, referred to
by Lorentz electron microscopy, which has allowed observa- as the nucleation field) and the applied field required for
tion of submicron vertical magnetic aomains on TbFe complete magnetization reversal (S5, referred to as the satu-
filns."-

0  
ration field) is large, leading to a nonsquare hysteresis loop.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Film preparation ,

TbFe films of 50 nm thickness were deposited at an aver- S2
age rate of0.1 nm/s by dc magnetron cosputteing. The base 3

pressure was 8 x 10- s 
Torr. Film compositions were deter-

mined by x-ray fluorescence. Typical values ofmagnetic an- 8s
isotropy energy constant K., measured with a 16-kOe
torque magnetometer, were in the range of 2-3 X 106 ergs/ '

cm. Samples for transmission electron microscopy were pre-
pared by floating films of' carbon-coated mica substrates in FIG. I. O,-H hysteresis oops for TbzFe. (g) and T1,0Fe, (b).
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Note that the portion of hysteresis loop from S4 to S, is the cron-wide multiple-branch dendritelike reverse domains.
same whether it is started from a demagnetized or saturated The fact that these complicated dendritelike domains, rather
state. On the other hand, for ThbgFeg, as shown in Fig. 1(b), than simpler, more or less circular domains occurred, sug-
the difference between the saturation field and the nuclea- gests that by choosing this dendrite shape the reduction in
tion field is small and the hysteresis loop is square. Note that the demagnetizing energy was larger than the increase in the
if the loop is started from a demagnetized state, the magneti- domain wall energy. This is understandable since immedi-
zation starts to change at a field significantly less than the ately before the start of magnetization reversal, the demag-
nucleation field and appears to saturate at a field also signifi- netizing fields is 3.14 kOe for the AM, of 250 emu/cm3 , and is
cantly less than that when nucleation is required. much larger than the applied field of 0.95 kOe used in Figs.

2(a)-2(c). Once the reversal started, the demagnetizing
A. ThsFeo field at the domain wall of the reverse stripes quickly dimin-

Figure 2(a) shows a Lorentz micrograph at the initial ished and eventually would reverse in direction if the width

stage of magnetization reversal at a field of 0.95 kOe. The of reverse stripes kept increasing. When the width reached a

reason this field is smaller than the field 1.21 kOe at S, in Fig. dimension greater than 5-8 times the film thickness (Figs.

1 (a) is because the loops in Fig. 1 were obtained at a rather 2 (a)-2 (c) ], the domain wall could no longer move because

high sweeping rate of about 17 kOe/min. To catch the initial the total field acting on it became too small, and further

stage of magnetization reversal, we found it was easier if the widening of the reverse stripes could proceed only at larger
film waskept atasmallerfield. Occasionally defects could be applied fields as indicated in Fig. 1 (a) from S3 to S.

identified as preferred nucleation sites. However, reversal Figures 2(d)-2(f) show how the increasing applied
also started at positions where no obvious defects could be fields from 1.45 to 2.75 kOe expanded the reverse stripes by

identified. The reverse domains grew in an interesting way as squeezing the unreversed regions in between. As the width of

shown from Figs. 2(a)-2(f). They could grow with time at a the unreversed area gets squeezed narrower, stronger ap-

constant applied field of 0.95 kOe [Figs. 2(a)-2(c)], indi- plied field is in turn required to cancel the stronger demagne-

cating a thermally activated process.2 This is in good agree- tizing field which is in a direction against the reversal. Given

ment with Ok-H hysteresis loop from from S, to S2 [Fig. the thickness of a domain wall on the order of 10 nm,9 the

1 (a)]. During this stage, the observed increase of reverse width of narrowest unreversed stripe is expected to be at
magnetization along the hysterebis loop occurred micro- least 2-3 times the wall thickness, and the corresponding
scopically by gradually filling out the entire film with submi- demagnetizing field at the domain walls is at most on the

order of 2rM , against reversal. This might be why an ap-
parent saturation can be achieved at an applied field of only
about 2.8 kOe, instead of a field equal to the sum of wall
coercivity and 41rM,.

Following the above discussion, a magnetization rever-
sal process similar to that of Th32Fe6, is expected for those

films having both a nonsquare hysteresis loop and a large
magnetization such that 41rM, is on the same order of the
nucleation field or larger.

Note that thedomain walls in Figs. 2(a)-2(c) appeared
to be rather ragged, as compared with the smoother domain
walls at higher fields [Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) ]. The raggedness
of domain walls in Figs. 2(a)-2(c) can be attributed to local
variation of the wall coercivity. It is expected a the width of

unreversed stripes gets narrower, the demagnetizing field
becomes more sensitive to the stripe width, the local coerciv-
ity variation in comparison becomes less important, and do-
main walls become less ragged.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show a more detailed process of
domain growth. During the exposure of this pair of consecu-

Eu../
FIG. 2. Growth olrverndomain inlb,2 Fe. Mirographs were taken at
zero aplied Sid after being at (a) 0.95 kOe for 10 s, (b) 0.95 kOe for 90 a, FIG. 3. Growth ofreverse domains in Tb,,Fe . Micrographs were taken at
(c) 0.95 kOe for 390 ,(d) l45 kOe for 10 s (e) 2.10 k0e for loa, and (f) an applied field of 0.97 kOe. The area indicated by g in (a) shows weaker
2.76 kOe for 10 s. contrast than the corresponding area in (b).
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Figures 4(a)-4(d) show, in strong contrast to the case
of Tb 32Feee film, that the reverse domain in ThbjFes, film
grew radially. This indicates that the effect of demagnetizing

field is not as important here and that wall energy factors are
dominant. Indeed, the measured M, of this film is 109 emu/
cm

3 
and 4irM is not very large compared to the applied field

used in Fig. 4. The domain wall, however, is very ragged,
presumably due to local variation of the wall coercivity. As
shown in Figs. 4(b)-4(d), as the existing domain wall grew
outward radially but nonuniformly, occasionally different
portions of the wall coalesced and left behind isolated unre-
versed domains inside the larger reverse domain.

IV. SUMMARY

Lorentz electron microscopy has allowed us to investi-
gate in great detail the nucleation and growth process of
reverse domains in amorphous TbFe films having perpen-
dicular easy axis anisotropy. Very different observations

FIG. 4. Growth ofreverse domains in TbhnFe. , Micrographs were taken at were made between ThgFes, and Tb 32Fe6,. We believe that
zero applied field after being at 4.2 kOe (a) for 5 s, (b) for 35 s (c) for 65 s. the major distinguishing factor between these two examples
and (d) for 125 s. lies in the relative magnitude of the demagnetizing fields, as

tive pictures, a field of 0.97 kOe was left on. Some growth compared to the nucleation field.

proceeded while the micrographs were being taken, and the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
added reverse area shows weaker contrast, e.g., the area indi-
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Numerical simulation of recorded domain shapes on a rotating magneto-
optical disk

Masahiko Takahashi, Hirofumi Sukeda, Masahiro Ojima, and Norio Ohta
CentralResearch Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd, Kokubunji, Tokyo 185, Japan

For realizing a very high density magneto-optical recording such as a domain-edge recording,
the way to control domain shapes and sizes precisely was studied by comparing a numerical
simulation with an optical observation of recorded domains on a high-speed rotating disk. The
numerical simulation based on a heat flow analysis was applied to a multilayer structure disk.
A teardroplike domain shape was analyzed by this simulation, which causes a timing error of
edge detection. This shape could be corrected to a symmetrical shape by using a modulated
laser pulse. Moreover, it was found that a distance between two domains was affected by a
thermal correlation of two laser pulses. This effect is remarkable when the time interval
between two pulses is short.

I INTRODUCTION formation of the domain is stable against fluctuations of the

In order to realize magneto-optical disks that are com- external field.2 As one example, for Tb 27Fe,1 Co, 2 film,
petitive with magnetic recording disks and tapes, much at- which has a compensation temperature of 90 °C and Curie
tention should be paid to increasing the linear bit density temperature of 200 *C, both the domain width and length are
along with the track density. A domain-edge recording, for almost independent of the external field. The temperature
which information is stored at both side edges of one do- dependencies of M,, H., and Ox of this film are shown in
main, gives about twice as large a linear density as that of a Fig. 1. In this study, this film was used as a recording layer
conventional domain-position recording. However, it re- and the magnetic properties in Fig. I were used in the simula-
quires more precise control of the domain width, length, and tion.
shape. For this purpose, it is necessary to make clear the On the basis of a simple domain formation model, the
relationship between recorded domains and recording con- domain shape can be identified with an isothermal line of the
ditions quantitatively. In this paper, we report a numerical temperature T, which satisfies
simulation of domain sizes and shapes, and compare them H,, + Hd (T.) + H. (Tw.) = H, (T. ) (i)
with the observation results of domains recorded with var- at the distribution of maximum temperature at each point,
ious recording conditions on a rotating 5-in. TbFeCo disk. where H.,, is the external field, and Hd the demagnetizing

II. EXPERIMENT field. H. is an effective field due to a wall energy term. The
distribution of Hd (T) can be calculated on the basis of a

A ThFeCo film with 100-nm thickness was prepared by temperature dependence of M. in Fig. 1. For simplicity, H
an in-line-type rf magnetron sputtering apparatus. This film is assumed to be small and constant.
war sandwiched between two dielectric nitride layers. A The maximum temperature induced by a high-speed la-
photopolymelized (2P) pregrooved glass disk with a 130 ser was calculated. The model for the calculation consists of
mm diami was used as a substrate.

The coercive force H, and Kerr rotation angle 0 K were
measured using a Kerr hysteresis loop measurement. Satura-
tion magnetization M, was obtained with a vibrating sample 24 1.6
magnetometer. 20 10 5

The domains were recorded on a nongrooved flat area of
the disk using a standard magneto-optical drive,' whose ob- 6, a - 0.4
jective lens had a numerical aperture of 0.6. A 30-mW laser
with a wavelength of 830 nm was used. The recordeddo- 12 . 6ado- 120 6 .3-

mains were observed optically from the overcoating layer ' :"
side using a TV camera mounted on a high-resolution polar- so 4 .a2
ized microscope. The magnification was OX 2X 10, and the
relative resolution was ± 0.1 m. 2 v-; 1

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 40 80 120 160 200 240
A. SImulmtion of recorded domain shapes Temperature (C)

Recently we have selected suitable magnetic properties FIG. I. Dependence of saturation magnetization M,, coercive force H,,
of ThFeCo films for domain-edge recording, for which the and Kerr rotation angle Gx on temperature for TbhFe61Co,2 film.
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inenit pr. Beam running direction
inte t =/air layer (0.1 .,m) - -- .

overcoatg le (0. 1 Pm)
q / TbFeCo recording layer (0. 1Pm)

'\Kerr enhancement layer(O 1 m)

-UV r layer (0. 6pm)

FI 10pm -A Tearropl FIG. 4. Teardroplike

Teardrop-like Domains shaped domains and sym.

FIG. 2. Five-layer model for heat-transfer simulation. n metrical domains recorded
with a modified pulse.

five layers: resin plastic layer/nitride enhancement

layer/TbFeCo recording layer/nitride overcoating layer/air
layer, as shown in Fig. 2. Each meshed cell was
0.2 X0.1 X0.025 jim

3 
and the total number was 25 000. The

heat-diffusion equation at each mesh point for a gaussian 5 m

laser beam running at constant velocity was calculated every Symmetrical Domains
10 ns with a DEQSOL (Differcntial Equation Solver Lan-
guage)' program. The thermal conductivity of the TbFeCo
film was estimated to be 0.4 J/cm °C s from a measurement
of the decrease of Kerr rotation angle OK due to the increase domain shapes are teardroplike whose front is sharp, as
in temperature under a continuous irradiation. Consequent- shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This nonsymrmetrical shape causes an

ly, the maxisum temperature at each mesh point was calcu- unexpected timing shift of edge detection because of the dif-

lated as shown in Fig. 3 by isothermal lines, for which the ferent signal amplitude of each side edge of one domain.

laser power was 8 mW, the pulse widths 100 and 300 ns, and Moreover, it was found that the domain width decreases

the linear velocity 9 m/s. In this figure, the laser pulse starts with decreasing pulse width, as shown by the solid circles in

at the point (0,0). From this temperature distribution, the Fig. 5. This characteristic also causes a drastic change in

distribution of H, and Hd was mapped and T, was estimat- read-out signal amplitude and finally causes a timing shift of

ed from Eq. (1) to be 170 °C for Hn, of 400 Oe. A recorded edge detection at a constant detection threshold.

domain shape for H_, of 400 Oe was shown by the hatched Based on such a calculation, it was understood that the

region in Fig. 3. This domain shape explains an observed teardroplike domain shape is caused by the teardroplike

figure very well, as shown in the photograph in this figure. temperature distribution. At the start of the laser pulse the
temperature does not increase enough owing to a heat diffu-

B. Teardropllke domain shape sion to the surrounding area, while near the end of a pulse the
temperature becomes higher owing to a heat transfer from

For domain-edge recording, the domain shape must be the front. Moreover, in the short-pulse case, laser irradiation
symmetrical. However, both the calculated and observed stops before the temperature is raised enough, and then

small domains are formed. The calculated dependence of the

domain width on the pulse width is shown by a broken line in
Fig. 5, which explains abehavior ofexperimental points very

awell.

o2.0

-ot m TtOa l modified pulse

-.0 0 05 1.0 1. 20 -

0.0.5 owrSn

ex6Ma fiel 1 0 O

- a 0. (1.0 I'S ZO 2,5 .10 15 .0Beam r direction ()m) Pulse Width cnr)

FIG. 3. Calculated distribution ofmaximum temperature (isothermal line) FIG. 5. Filled circle are observed domain width, and broken line is the
and & domain shape (hatched region). Laser power is 8 mW, pulse width calculated one recorded with a rectangular pulse. The solid line is a calculat-
300 ii, and linear velocity 9 ms. ed result for the modified pulse case.
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Width :Intel: second domain length. Figure 6 shows the difference
between the length of the first domain L. and second domain

laser Pulse ~AL plotted against the pulse interval. In this figure, filled

(711) f 2Zi) circles show observed values, and a solid lir'ce huwc;' ,ct-
ed results, respectively. In this case, it) !nic ,'i Lne do-

S-AL' Lo main length with the pulse interval causes a timing shift of

calculation laser p- 6l edge detection. This characteristic depends upon a large
0.4- puls width 3oD Is thermal conductivity of the TbFeCo film.

2 / linear velneity 6m/s
zL ex iternal field 400 Ov

4 01 observation * . * IV. CONCLUSIONS

0 00 150 200 250 300 Shapes and sizes of recorded domains were simulated by
Pulse Interval (on) a domain formation model using a heat-transfer calculation

FIG. 6. Difference between the first domain length L. and the second one for establishing high-density domain-edge recording. By ap-
AL as a function of pulse interval; filled circles are observed values and the plying this analysis to an actual disk, a teardroplike domain
solid line is the calculated result. shape could be analyzed, which sometimes causes a timing

shift of edge detection. This shape is made to be symmetric
by using a modified laser pulse. After this correction, the

These characteristics can be corrected by changing a domain width becomes independent of the laser pulse width.

temperature distribution in a film. For this purpose, the It was aiso found that, in the successive pulse case, the nu-

modified laser pulse whose front intensity is higher than that cleation of a second domain was affected by a heat flow from

of the rear was used. As a result, the teardroplike shape was the first heat pulse. Such a simulation is very useful for inves-

corrected to the symmetrical one, as shown in Fig. 4. More- tigating a control method of recorded domains.

over, in this case, the calculated domain widths are almost
constant for any pulse width, as shown by a thick line in Fig. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
5. Therefore, by using this technique, an arbitrary domain
shape can be corrected to the suitable shape favorable to the The authors would like to thank Professor S. Chika-

domain-edge recording. zumi, Keio University, and Dr. Y. Sugita, Hitachi Ltd., for
fruitful discussions.

C. Domain length change due to a thermal correlation 'M. Ojima, A. Saito, T. Kaku, and Y. Tsunoda, Soc. Photo-Opt. tnstrum.

In an actual operating case, the recording is done by Eng. Proc. 529, 12 (1986).
successive laser pulses. When the time interval between two 'M. Takahashi, T. Niihara, H. Sukeda, T. Maeda, and N. Ohta, in Inter-mag'87 (BB-03) (to be published).
pulses is short, the second domain is affected by a heat flow 'C. Konno, M. Saji. N. Sagawa, and Y. Umetani, Proceedings of the Fall
from the first heat pulse. This leads to an increase in the Joint Computer Conference, November 2-8, 1986.
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A study of the thermal switching behavior In GdTbFe magneto-optic films
using two laser beams

F. J. A. M. Greidanus, W. F. Godlieb, and P. M. L. 0. Scholte
Philips Research Laboratories, P. 0. Box 8000a~ 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands

An understanding of the thermal switching behavior of thin magneto-optic films is of primary
importance for memory applications. We studied the formation of large domains induced by
locally heating a GdTbFe layer with a krypton laser (753 nm) in a static magnetic field. The
switching of the perpendicular magnetization was monitored in a small area of the larger
krypton-laser-irradiated area by measuring the change in Kei r effct with a semiconductor
laser (820 nm). It is observed that the switching is delayed with respect to the start of the
heating pulse. There are strong indications that the delayed magnetization reversal starts
simultaneously over the entire area of the heated spot and is followed by a small domain
expansion.

1. INTRODUCTION (PBS,), while the remaining light is used for focusing and

At present amorphous rare-earth (RE) transition-met- observation of the laser spots. To separate the light reflected
a] (TM) alloys are considered as most promising for appli- from the probe laser and the heating laser, a wave plate is
cations in magneto-optic (MO) recording. Although their inserted in the light path which rotates the probe-laser light
feasibility for MO recording has been shown (see, for exam- by 900, keeping the polarization of the heating-laser light
ple, Ref. 1), probociits related to corrosion and structural unaffected since it is rotated 180'. A second polarizing beam

relaxation, which lead to long-term instability, have not yet splitter (PBS 2 ) deflects the heating-laser light so that only
been completely solved. In these I: yers information is writ- light from the probe laser reaches the photomultiplier. Here,

ten by locally heating a small area (typically I um') with a the rotated component, which is ameasure of the magnitude
semiconductor laser, and switching the perpendicular mag- of the local Kerr effect, is detected. The final separation
netization by means of an external magnetic field. Micro- between the heating beam and probe beam is achieved by
magnetic theories in which this switching behavior is de- means of interference filters. The relative positions of the
scribed have been given by various authors. " Experimental two spots can be monitored with a camera and the objective
studies, however, are greatly hampered by tf._ small spatial lens-MO film distance is kept constant within the depth of
areas and short time scales involved. Recently Shieh et aL.' focus of the probe spot by means of a Foucault knife edge
were able to study domain growth in amorphous MO0 films method.
using a high-speed magneto-optic sampling camera. The sample studied is a GdThFe layer made by magne-

The present paper describes an apparatus used to study tron sputtering on a glass substrate. The MO layer has a

the formation of large domains in MO layers by means of thickness of 44 nm and is covered with a 30-nmn aluminum
two lasers. A high-power krypton laser spot (A I = 753 nm,

e'radius approximately 7pum) is used to locally heat the L N1~)
magnetic layer in an external magnetic field. The response of
the magnetization to changes in temperature sad externalmore
field is monitored by measuring the Kerr effect in a smaller L
Spot (A2 = 820 nm, e' radius approximately 0.6 pm) in- sample
side the larger heated area with a semiconductor laser. -C >NA =0.4~5

IF(X2) FR
1I. EXPERIMENT

Figure I gives an outline of the experimental apparatus. W-4 R---1 PBS
It is a modification of an apparatus designed by van der Poel' PB2 WP B

for the study of rapid crystallization of thin solid films. A BS - A =,
collimated beam of light (krypton laser i,) controlled by
means of an acousto-optic modulator is focused onto the
sample, which is heated by the partially absorbed light. A
second beam (semiconductor laser A2,) is focused into aMO
small spot inside the larger heated area on the sample. This (2
laser is always operated at a very low light level to avoid any
influence on the measurements. Due to the Kerr effect in the FIG. 1.Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. L t,):Laer emitting
MO layer, the polarization of the semiconductor laser light at 753 nm. L(A,);tLaser emitting at 820 not. PM:Photornultipiier (RCA

is rotated. The rotation has an offset of 2.60 because of a C31034). tF(t 2);interi'erene filter transmitting ai 820am. BS:Beam split-
Faraay otatr pace in ron of he bjetivelen. T e Ir. PBS:Potariztag beam spuitter. Moa:monitor. Mod:Acousio-optic mod-
Faraay otaor lace infrot o th objctie lns.The ulator. WP'waveplate (nA for 753 nm, m i/2A for 820 am) . FR:Faraday

rotated component is deflected by a polarizing beam splitter rotator (2 81. 2.6*).
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protection/reflection layer. The GdThFe layer has a perpen-
dicular anisotropy and a compensation point below room
temperature. 80

In Ref. 6 a simple model for the thermal behavior of a HelkA/m)
thin layer on a substrate subject to a laser pulse is discussed. 4 60
It is shown that the temperature increase in the center of the I
heating spot, measured from the beginning of the heating
pulse, is given by 40

AT= (aP/r31 2Apo)arctanVj4t/po. (1) 20

Herepo is the e-' radius of the pulsed Gaussian heat source,
and A and D are the heat conductivity and coefficient of heat
diffusion of the substrate, respectively, a is the absorbed 0 2 /, 6 8 10 12
fraction of the power, P, incident on the film. Only diffusion -- PI.., (rmW)
in the substrate is taken into account. Radial diffusion effects
in the metallic layer are neglected. In our experiment the FIG. 3. Coercive field, obtained form the hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 2, as

appropriate values are po = 7.0 jim, D = 4.8X 10-' m
2/s, a function of laser power. The drawn line is a guide to the eye.

A = 1. 10 W/mK, and a = 0.54. Half of the temperature rise
is realized in a time t, = po/4D, which amounts to t, = 26/ts
in our case. In about 5t,, which would amount to !'(),us, the behavior around the coercive field. At a time ti the heating

temperature has risen to about 75% of its final value. By laser is switched on while the Kerr rotation is monitored

monitoring the change of the magnitude of the Kerr effect, with the probe laser. Due to the heating induced by the ab-

as measured by the probe beam after the start of a heating sorbed power, the magnitude of the Kerr effect decreases.

pulse, it is found that the temperatuie rise slows down in After a certain delay time td the Kerr effect changes sign due

times of about 100-300 /s. We regard this to be a satisfac- to a magnetization reversal in the small spot. At a time tf the
tory agreement in view of the simple model. heating power is switched off and the magnitude of the Kerr

effect increases by the same magnitude as at time t. Surpris-

I1. MEASUREMENTS ingly the delay times 'd varied strongly as a function of ap-
plied field and heating-laser power. Delay times, measured

Figure 2 shows a series of hysteresis loops, measured at the same position on the sample as the hysteresis loops of
with the setup described. The external magnetic field was Fig. 2, are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of field for various
varied slowly while the spot area was kept at an equilibrium powers of the heating laser. Every data point shown is an
temperature determined by the power of the heating beam. average of 10 measurements. Under these conditions the de-
The Kerr effect was simultaneously measured with the lay times t

d vary from 200 js to 2 s. Like the hysteresis
probe spot. The squareness of the hysteresis loops indicates a measurements these data also depend somewhat on the posi-
perpendicular anisotropy at all temperatures. At the highest
laser powers of the heating beam the Curie temperature is
approached. In Fig. 3 the coercive field obtained from the
hysteresis loops in Fig. 2 is shown as a function of heating-
laser power. The rapid decrease at higher temperatures is 8.9mw

clearly observed. The functional dependence, however,
proved to be somewhat dependent on the position on the 10 "
sample, which may be due for instance to compositional var- td (s) 9.7mW\

iations.
In a second set of experiments we studied the switching 10.1mW

10.

760w ga,, 109mW

"J . .,-

SlOW tat2 R*'

w0 110.

M _JI . -r .
k/m0 I~m 20 40 50 s

--- H IkA/m)
FIG. 2. Kerr rotation as a function of external magnetic field. measured at FIG. 4. Delay times as a function of the external field, measured fbr various

A2 = 820n, for various values of the excitation power (A, =753 nm). powers of the pump beam. Drawn lines are guides to the eye.
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From Eq. (1) it is clear that the temperature slowly
rx approaches its equilibrium value. To investigate whether

10' this could be the origin of the delayed switching we did the
following: At relatively long times compared to t,, Eq. (1)- ; td (S)

tiacan be approximated and a linear expression for I/P as a
H 52.1 kA/m function of l/Ft is found. The slope of the function is given

by

A(l/P) - a/AT
A(I/Ft) 2AD 1/21r3/

2  (2)
It can be shown 7 that this expression is more generally valid: 10"

than Eq. (1). By plotting values of I/P vs l/- as obtained
from Fig. 5 and by adopting values of the constants given in

L , i ,Sec. II, we calculate a temperature rise of AT = 93 ± 10 K.8 9 10 11 12 This value is in reasonable agreement with the switching
- Plaser (MW) temperature for this measurement estimated form Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Delay times as a function of power of the large pump laser beam, for This agreement indicates that an important contribution to
a fixed value of the external field. The drawn line is a guide to the eye. the observed delay times comes from thermal effects: It takes

a finite time, which depends on the heating power, to reach
the switching temperature. However, other effects may con-

tion of the heating spot on the sample. At some positions, tribute as well. When measuring hysteresis curves like
much shorter delay times could be obtained. Finally, in Fig. shown in Fig. 2 we observed time-dependent effects, indicat-
5, delay times as a function of heating laser power at a fixed ing that magnetic processes may also be of importance. With
value of the external field are shown, respect to delayed switching it may be remarked that similar

phenomena have been observed by Verhulst et al. in photo-
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS magnetic garnets. They also observed a delayed switching,

From the measurements discussed in Sec. III it appears which they characterized with a so-called breakfree time tuf.
that magnetization reversal within the area of the probe spot A possible mechanism may be that after nucleation the do-
takes place after a time td, which, under specific conditions main wall moves with a low velocity. After a certain time this
(low field, low heating-laser power), may range up to se- velocity becomes unstable and the domain wall moves much
conds. However, it cannot be inferred from the data whether faster, immediately leading to the observed magnetization
nucleation starts at an earlier moment in the heated region reversal.
outside the probe spot. The observed magnetization reversal The effects discussed in this paper are of importance for
would then correspond to a domain wall passing under the the understanding of the behavior of RE-TM layers used for
small laser spot. To investigate this we performed a number MO recording.
of experiments in which the heating beam was switched off ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
just before the observation of magnetization reversal with
the probe laser was expected to occur. Subsequently the We thank B. A. J. Jacobs and A. H. M. Holtslag for
heated area was investigated with a polarization microscope. stimulating discussions and are much indebted to U. Enz for
No sign of domain nucleation inside the heated area was ever useful suggestions and clarifying remarks. The sample was
found. In a second experiment the probe spot was slowly kindly prepared by H. J. H. Wilting of Philips and DuPont
moved towards the edge of the heated area while the delay Optical Company.
time measurements were repeated. No significant changes in
delay times were found until the edge was reached. Switch-ing always occurred instantaneously on the time scale of the 'M. Hartmann, J. Brat, and B. Jacobs, IEEE Trans. Mapn. MAG-20, 10 ! 3

experiments. When the edge was reached the delay time in- (1984).creaed nd withingno ongr ocured istatanousy, B. G. Huth, IBM J. Res. Develop. 11, 100 (1974).
roccurred instantaneously, 1. Mansuripur and G. A. N. Connell. J. Appl. Phys. 55. 3049 (1984).

indicating a domain wall passing slowly through the spot. 4p. Hansen, J. Appl. Phys. 62, 216 (1987).
Although both experiments described above may not be con- SH.-P. D. Shieh and M. H. Kryder, J. Appl. Phys. 61, 1108 ( 1987 ).clusive, they strongly support a picture in which magnetiza- C. J. v.d. Poel, J. Mater. Res. (to be published).

7A. H. M. Holtslag (private communication).
tion reversal starts in an area of the size of the heating-laser 6A. 0. H. Verhulst, T. Holtwijk, W. Lems, and U. Enz, IEEE Trans. Magn.
spot, followed by a small expansion of the domain created. MAG-7, 729 (1971).
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Performance of magneto-optical recording media with direct overwrite
capability

M. D. Schultz, H-P. D. Shieh, and M. H. Kryder
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Carnegie Mellon University. Pittsburgh.
Pennsylvania 15213

The feasibility of directly overwriting certain magneto-optical recording materials without the
use of an external magnetic field has recently been demonstrated in our laboratory. In this
report experiments to evaluate the beam positioning accuracy necessary for successful direct
overwrite, the effects of static bias fields on the direct overwrite process, and the possibility of
writing and erasing domains of arbitrary length on direct-overwrite materials are discussed.
The data show that an error in beam positioning of at least 75% of the nominal domain
diameter is tolerable for complete erasure without an external applied field. Application of
particular values of dc bias field is shown to decrease the pulse width required to write while
only slightly narrowing the allowed margin of erase pulse width, thus raising the allowed data
rate.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
Magneto-optical (MO) recording is a promising alter- A. Erase accuracy

native technology to conventional magnetic recording for One area of concern for direct-overwrite media is the
data storage applications. It offers several advantages, the accuracy requirement for the erase laser beam. Erasure of a
most prominent of which are very high density (500 written domain requires that the laser be fired again (with a
Mbytes/side on a 5-in. disk) and noncontact high-reliability lower total energy) into the center of the written domain. An
operation. Some of the most promising materials for MO experiment was designed to determine just what exactly
recording are the direct-overwrite rare-earth-transition- "into the center" meant in terms of what the allowed "miss"
metal (RE-TM) thin films.' Conventional MO materials re- or off-center distance would be. The apparatus used to con-
quire the application of an external bias field to write the duct this experiment is shown in Fig. 1. A mercury arc lamp
material and a reversed bias field to erase the material. The is used to illuminate the sample, with the writing laser beam
result is a medium that is difficult to overwrite at high data superimposed with the use of a dielectric mirror tuned to the
rates due to the constraints that the field requirements im- wavelength of the laser beam (790 nm).' While the mercury
pose on the system designers. We have found that RE-TM arc lamp is projected onto a large area, a series of lenses
thin films with compensation temperature a few tens of de- terminating in a 1OOX, 0.90 numerical aperture lens is used
grees higher than room temperature have direct overwrite to focus the laser beam to a spot approximately 1 m in
capability. Magnetic domains of Am size can be written and
erased without the presence of an external magnetic field in
MO media such as TbCo, ThGdCo, TbFeCo, and
GdTbFeCo thin films. A properly focused laser pulse with a Experimental
duration of 100 ns at 10-15 mW of power amplitude will Equipment

create stable magnetic domains in these materials. The eras-
ing of the domains is achieved by pulsing the laser at the
same power amplitude but with a shorter pulse duration, Came, L
typically only one-half of that used for writing. Alternative- .ol-Si.,.,.d
ly, the same pulse duration may be used with a lower power "I,,o, W(t* PolsO'
amplitude. Therefore, a 10-MHz data rate on a single chan- AE

nel is achievable. Previous reports on these materials de-
scribed the operating margins with respect to pulse width,
power amplitude, and ambient temperature.2 The experi- Mrro, -00. Los.,
mental results have been subsequently predicted theoretical-
ly by Hansen. 34 In this report, studies of the effects of beam \ isl- otin Optis
position accuracy and static bias fields on the materials are ob,.0t,. , Mosable Boom
described. The ability to write and erase domains of arbi- Sample_ 00tctal L.n°

trary length is discussed as well. FIG. 1. Experimental setup for mesuring beam positioning error.
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Erase Error Tests The data show that if the beam was 0.35pm or less from
100 Pthe center of the domain in sample 1, erasure occurred 100%

of the time. For sample 2, the tolerable error in positioning
so depended upon whether the beam was being moved to the

left of center or to the right of center. To the right, erasure
ao began to fail at 0.43 Mm, while to the left, erasure began to fail

at 0. 57jpm. This asymmetry is not due to material imperfec-
S40 tion, as it was independent of location on the sample. We

v-m Lfhypothesize that it is due to an asymmetry in the profile of
ci-Ssn.PI 2 (Loll)no

2 o P102 Rig the laser beam. If the intensity profile of the laser beam is not
&-So Is 2 (LRf) concentric and the most intense point is off center to the

0 right, this asymmetry could occur. Assuming the domain
0 .1 2 . .4 s 6 7 nucleates first at the most intense spot, but grows to fill a

Ease bears pos tri r n region encircled by a specific constant intensity contour, the
domain would always be centered to the left of the most

FIG. 2. Plot of percentage successful erasure vs beam positioning error. intense spot in the laser beam. Thus, assuming it is necessary

to nucleate a second domain within the first to cause erasure,
the margin for error to the right would be less than the mar-
gin for error to the left. Sample I showed no such asymme-

diameter when the sample is in focus for observation. The try, but this could be due to the smaller nominal domain
diameter.

movable beam-directing lens allowed positioning of the he

beam spot on the media to an accuracy of k/zm with little The steep slope of the error probability versus beam po-
distortion of the beam. sition curves during the transition from 100% to 0% erasurediTortonhe em. was cprovides further information. Such a steep slope indicates

The experiment was conducted by writing a domain, that the written domain is very consistent in size and posi-
_moving the beam spot to the left a measured amount, and ta h rte oani eycnitn nsz n oi

moigtebaIpo otelf eaue mut n tion from one repetition to the next, since errors in domain-
then attempting to erase the domain. Upon successful era- wall position would produce a shallow slope in the error

sure, a domain was then written at the new position. The spot poiion uld ph e thep slope in the rro r

was then moved to the right the same measured amount and probability curve. The steep slope of the data allows us to

erasure again was attempted. This cycle was completed at confidently say that even if the worst-case error is taken as

least 10 times for each measurement of beam motion. The being the maximum tolerable, a beam position error in ex-
cess of 7 5 % of the nominal written domain radius is accepts-

resulting data for a GdTbFeCo and a ThCo sample, whose ble in these films.
magnetic properties have been described elsewhere,

2 is

shown in Fig. 2. The percentage of trials that produced suc-
cessful erasure is plotted versus the distance between the
center of the erase beam spot and the center of the write
beam spot (erase position error). Successful erasure was de- B. Bias-field effects
termined visually, with any visible remnants of the domain The effects of bias fields on the direct overwrite process
constituting unsuccessful erasure. Sample 1 (GdTbFeCo) in these materials were studied. These fields were dc bias,
and sample 2 (TbCo) had nominal domain diameters of 0.8 unchanging for write or erase, and thus do not greatly com-
and 1/pm, respectively. plicate system design. Direct overwrite materials normally

require a smaller laser energy for erase than for write. We
hypothesized that by applying a bias field it might be possible
to write and erase with the same laser pulse energy. The data
for the experiment are shown in Fig. 3. The maximum field

£ 0phma. .,if enegy applied in the test was approximately 100 Oe.
-Mom , energy As the data show, it is possible to bring the erase energy

B -Minium erase enegy requirement very close to the write energy requirement with
• , a bias field that favors the erase process, but only at the

600 - expense of an increased write energy. Such an increase in
" , write energy lowers the data rate significantly and thus is

400 unacceptable in a system. On the other hand, we found that
A fields which favored the writing of the domain significantly

200 reduced the amount of energy required to write the domain,
* * * * * abut narrowed the margin of allowed erase energy. Depend-

ing on the system requirements, such a narrowing might be
r.-s, Era. 0 Feow Wrie 100 0 tolerable when matched against the increased data rates

Relative Field Strength gained by a lower write energy requirement. One other bene-
FIG. 3. Plot ofwrite and erase pulse length asa function of dcbis magnetic fit of a small field to assist writing might be a reduction in
field. domain irregularity and the associated readout noise.6
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C. Variable wIrent mai margin still allowing successful erasure. The demonstration

Early reports on these direct-overwrite materials de- of the writing and erasing of long stripe domains with no
scribed only circular or near circular domains. If only circu- magnetic field indicates that the use of codes involving pulse
lar domains may be used, the bit density and allowed coding width modulation may be possible.
and error correction schemes are more limited than those Proof of the practicality of this scheme, however, is still
allowed in conventional magnetic recording. We have dem- difficult to develop using only static experiments on small
onstrmted that by using a rapidly pulsed (200-ns pulses) Ia- samples of media. Thus work is currently underway to devel-
ser on a slowly moving sample, domains of arbitrary length op a disk tester which can write, read, and overwrite data on
can be written and erased without an external bias field. Se- a moving disc. The data which will be collected using this
lective erasure ofportions ofa long domain has been success- system will be very useful in furthering the knowledge of
fully accomplished at a reduced energy level as well. These direct overwrite in magneto-optical materials and systems.
experiments demonstrate the feasibility of using pulse-
length modulated codes while still retaining direct-overwrite ACKNOWLEDGMENT
capability without an ac field. One of us (H-P.D.S.) would like to acknowledge the

support of an IBM Postdoctoral Fellowship.
III. CONCLUSION

The experiments described above show the feasibility of 'H-P. D. Shieh and M. H. Kryder, Appl. Phys. Lett. 49, 473 (1986).
'H-P. D. Shieh and M. H. Kryder, IEEE Trans. Mapn. MAG-23, 171achieving direct overwrite in RE-TM magneto-optical thin (1987).

films. The data demonstrate that an error in beam position- 3P. Hansen, Appl. Phys. Lett. 50, 356 (1987).
ing of at least 75% of the nominal domain diameter is toler- 'P. Hansen, J. Appl. Phys. 62,216 (1987).
able for successful erasure without an external field. The 5M. H. Kryder, W. H. Meiklejohn, and R. E. Skoda, Proc. Soc. Photo-Opt.

Instrum. Eng. Conf. Opt. Storage Media 420, 236 (1983).
reduction of write pulse duration can be achieved by apply- 'S. Takayama, T. Niihara, K. Kaneko, Y. Sugita, and M. Ojima, J. App!.

ing a dc field, with the effect on the erase laser pulse duration Phys. 61, 2610 (1987).
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Design and performance of magnetic heads for magneto-optic recording
with magnetic field modulation

J. J. M. Ruigrok, F. J. A. M. Greidanus, W. F. Godlieb, and J. H. M. Spruit
Philips Research Laboratores, P. 0. Box 8000a, 5600 JA Eindhoven. The Netherlands

In magneto-optic recording, the most direct way to overwrite stored information is to switch
the magnetization in a laser-heated region of the magneto-optic layer by means of an
alternating magnetic field generated by a magnetic head. The heat dissipation in the head and
the necessary voltage and current amplitude associated with fast switching, the desired high

field, and a large head-to-medium distance make high demands upon the head design and the
current source, respectively. Design criteria and numerical and experimental results for some
circularly symmetric head configurations are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION ing soft magnetic material. The criterion of the minimal

In conventional magneto-optic (MO) recording data number of ampere turns is not the only one. Equally impor-

are written by locally switching the magnetization with a tant is the necessary voltage (see Sec. II B) which, for a pure

modulated laser beam. Erasure of complete sectors on the inductance, is inversely proportional to the switching time r

disk, by switching the magnetization into the initial direc- according to V=2LI/r (V= -Nd41dt=-Ldl/dt)

tion, is necessary before new data can be recorded. Several where (b is the average flux linked by the windirgs of the coil,

methods to overcome this drawback have been suggested. -3 L the self-inductance ofthe coil, and 21 the jump in the trape-

A direct approach is to modulate the magnetic field instead zoidal current of Fig. 2.

of the laser. It is the purpose of the present paper to discuss

the design of magnetic heads for this type of MO recording B. Design criteria
(MOH'S). The demands on the current source needed to drive the

MOH are mainly determined by the product V1 (the ratio
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS V/I is controlled by a transformer), while the operation of

A. Basic principles and theoretical considerations the MOH itself is mainly limited by the power dissipation
P = (VI)( ( )means average) in the head. It is readily de-

Although fast switching times can in principle be rived in the case of a sinusoidal current that
achieved by means of an air coil, cf. Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (f), it is
clear that in order to achieve high fields at a certain distance VI 2,1r 

2
L IT, (l)

from the head, it is necessary to use soft magnetic material. P = I/(2Q) = irf!
2

L /Q, (2)
For the filamentary one-turn coil placed at the surface of a where T=- 1/f is the peroid and Q=-2rfL /R the quality
soft magnetic block [see Fig. I(b)] the field at a certain factor of the head at the frequencyf The resistance R =R_
distance from the block increases by a factor of 2 compared + R,. of the MOH accounts for copper losses in the coil
to the air coil. This follows easily from fH'dr = NI and (including eddy-current losses) and dissipation in the core
H - 0 in the magnetic material and the fact that the shape of (corresponding to a nonzero imaginary part in the complex
the field lines above the magnetic block is unaffected by the permeability y = p' -jp").
presence of the soft magnetic block. For a coil embedded in a For the trapezoidal current,

soft magnetic block, as shown in Fig. 1 (c), this factor will be = 21
2
L/,'. (3)

larger.
The flux density Bjust above the soft magnetic block at For a triangular (- = T/2) current with f= 2.5 MHz or,

the center of the coil is maximal when the magnetic reluc- more generally, a trapezoidal current with r = 200 ns, as
tance for the return flux is minimal, because the potential well as a sinusoidal current with f= 1.59 MHz, we have
drop $H-dr over the return path is then evidently minimal, equal I because of Eqs. ( I ) and (3).
This situation is obtained for a circular symmetric structure.

The field above the center of the coil decreases more
than proportionally with thedistanceh to the coil/soft-mag- W 0(b) (ci 3

netic-block surface, when h exceeds one to two times the "
radius, rc, of the cross-sectional area enclosed by the coil. - ,
This indicates that h must not be chosen larger than 2r,. filamentary oir coil filamentary coil MOH 1

It is readily derived for an air coil that a maximum field id) (1)
is obtained (with a given number of ampere turns), when

r, = h ,% for each turn i. This implies that the air coil is
coniform (apex angle 109.5") and the maximum field is o- MOH2 MOH3 air coil

cated in the (virtual) apex of the cone. From our numerical
calculations it followed that this is not true for coils contain- FIG. 1. Cross sections of the circular symmetric MOH's.
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From Eqs. (Sd) and (5e) it is clear that one would like to
-r--I  operate the MOH as near to the MO layer as possible.

I (t) W011I 0 Ill. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

In this section we will present the results of two-dimen-
sional magnetostatic calculations based on the finite-ele-

" ment package MAGGY2. 4 Self-inductance values are obtained
L by post-processing. For the calculations we took the inner

coil radius rc = 4h. In Fig. 1, three MOH's are shown. Calcu-
lated values of the self-inductance per turn, L IN 2, and the

FIG. 2. Trapezoidal drive current and resulting induction voltage. numer uf ampere turns, NI, necessary to create a field of 20
kA/m at a distance of h = 0.1 mm for these geometries, are

From Eq. (2) and some formulas from Fourier analysis, listed in Table I. For comparison the same parameters forF E the coil without any magnetic material (also shown in Fig.
general expressions follow for the (average) power losses in 1 ) are listed. Although the self-inductance of such an air coil
the case of periodic and aperiodic currents. Omitting a possi- is of course much lower, the number of ampere turns neces-
ble dc power content, one obtains sary to create a field of 20 kA/m is much larger tan that for

P = fr ' 2 L( f, )/Q(f,) (4a) the heads containing magnetic material; hence VI (also list-= ed, for i" = 200 ns, in Table 1) is larger, in accordance with

or the discussion in Sec. II A. From the numbers we can con-
clude that the heads MOHI and MOH2 in Fig. I offer fairly

P= rf fjI'(f)ff[L(f)/Q(f)] df, (4b) optimal designs. Wecould not find an improvement by vary-
Jo" ing the shape of the central pole and the yoke. On the con-

where 1, is the amplitude of the nth harmonic component of trary, this resulted in a deterioration of the performance, as
the periodic current and illustrated by the calculation for the head MOH3. Finally

It Fig. 3(a) shows the flux and equifield lines generated by the
I'(f) --(2/4T, I(t)exp( -j2irft)dt. head MOHI. An advantage of choosing h = r, to 2r is that

H. is almost independent of r. For this calculation, as well asSince L is almost constant [as was implicitly assumed in for all the other calculations discussed in this section, we
Eq. (3)] and since Q usually decreases withf [except at took a relative permeability of# = 800, but any/ larger than
lower frequencies, because of R, (f) = const I and because 100 gives approximately the same results.
of the factor for 11" in the equations, the dissipation in the
MOH and the demands on the current source increase rapid- IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
ly with the frequency (or higher harmonic content) of the
current. To study the actual performance of MOH's we con-

structed several heads of the type MOH I and MOH2 from
C. Scailng laws MnZn-ferrite single crystals. Measured values of L /

N 2 (N= 100 for MOHI, N= 56 for MOH2), Q and NI
In Sec. III we will present results of numerical calcula- (necessary to generate a field of 20 kA/m at a distance of 0.1

tions on some actual head designs. All numerical calcula- mm) and the resulting VI are indicated by an asterisk in
tions will be carried out for h = 0.1 mm. When the dimen- Table I. L and R were measured with a Hewlett Packard
sions of the head and mounting plate scale up with the LF4192A impedance bridge. The above-mentioned NI was
distance from the medium to the MOH surface, h, then it is obtained by measuring the magnetic field strength by means
easily derived (eddy-current effects neglected) that of a homemade magnetoresistance probe. The small discre-

L - h, (5a) pancies between the results of the calculations and measure-
R /h, (5b) ments mainly originate from deviations in the actual design.

R,. -- h, (5c) TABLE 1. Calculations and measurements () on MOH's. Nland V are

VI-ffh 3H2, (5d) the values necessary to generate a field of 20 kA/m at 0.1 mm. L and Q are
measured at I MHz.

AT-P/h 2 fhH'/Q(f), (5e)
L/N ' NI V'I

where ATis the rise in temperature of the MOH (disregard- (nH) Q (A turns) (VA)
ing radiation and convection). It is not necessary to scale up
the mounting plate, when it is large compared to the MOH. MOHI 1.69 ... 7.86 1.04
The proportionality constants follow from our numerical re- 2.11. 20.3* (7.35 ± 0.5)* (1.14 ± 0.16)*

suits in Sec. III and/or experimental results in Sec. IV and MOH2 1.60 ... 7.92 1.00
can also be roughly estimated from simplified models for 1.78- 15.3" (7.10±0.5)- (0.90±0.14)'

MOHs. MOH3 2.35 ... 9.74 2.23
For a filamentary one-turn air coil r, = h for minimal Ainroil 0.41 ... 36.1 5.39

V1 and r, = h v3 for minimal A T (changes in Q neglected).
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74.1 FIG. 4. Temperature rise at the surface of the central pole as a function of
70.7 the frequency (upperscale) and the number of ampere turns, (lower scale),
67.3 and the carrier-to-noise ratio at varying ampere turns.63.8
60.3
56.9
53.5
50.1
4S.5 culations corresponds to a field of about 15 kA/m. Under
43.339.8 the common conditions, i.e., a carrier frequency of I MHZ, a

(36.5 RBW of 30 kHz, and a disk speed of 5.0 m/s, a CNR of over

f=2.SA-turns f=1OMHz AT(K) 50 dB is obtained.

FIG. 3. (a) Equifield lines and flux lines of MOH1. The lines correspond to V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
H, = 3.5,2, 1.6, 1.2, 0.8,0.4,0.16, 0.08, and 0.04 kA/m, respectively, per
ampere turn. (b) Infrared picture of MOHI. In this paper we have discussed some requirements for

MOH's. As a criterion for the best MOH, the one with the
minimal 'I is used. Scaling laws are given for heads operat-

The temperature rise in the MOH is ofgreat importance ing at different distances. Following the design rules,
in practice. Temperature profiles as a function of current and MOH's that meet the requirements have been constructed
frequency were determined by means of high-resolution in- for operation at a small distance from the MO layer. Mea-
frared photography. A representative example is shown in surements on these MOH's confirm the numerically ob-
Fig. 3 (b). Here it can be seen that the strongest temperature tained results. Finally, it was shown that recording can satis-
rise AT is present in the central pole, where the core losses factorily be performed with the present MOH.
are maximal. In Fig. 4, ATin the central pole is plotted as a The change of Q(f) with the material properties, head
function of current and frequency. The approximately qua- dimensions, and coil design and the consequences for the
dratic increase with I (i.e., H) and increase with fare as MOH will be the subject of a future paper.
expected from Eq. (5e). At an amplitude of 8 ampere turns
and a frequency of I MHz a temperature rise of approxi- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Improvement of the C/N ratio and corrosivity of TbFeCo amorphous films by
controlling their microstructure

M. Naoe and N. Kitamura
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering Tokyo Institute of Technology, 2-12-1 0-okayama,
Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152 Japan

H. Ito
Electronic Engineering Research Laboratory, Pioneer Electronic Corporation, 2610 4-chome Tokorozawa-
shi, Saitama 359. Japan

The dependence of structural and magneto-optical (MO) properties of TbFeCo films on Ar
pressure, deposition rate, and magnetic field have been investigated by using the facing-target
sputtering (FTS) system. The films prepared at high deposition rate and/or with the plasma-
free substrate did not have any appreciable columnar structure. The Kerr rotation angle of the
films was as high as 0.37. No significant change in the magneto-optical properties of the films
was observed after exposing them to air for 250 days. MO disks fabricated by the FTS system
had a high C/N ratio of 57 dB at a bit length of 5/um.

I. INTRODUCTION On the other hand, in the facing-targets sputtering

Rare-earth(RE)-transition-metal(TM) amorphous (FIS) system, the bombardment of such ions and y elec-

films are prominent candidates for erasable magneto-optical trons to the growing films are suppressed by the effective

(MO) recording media. However, since their C /Nratio and plasma confinement. In this way, plasma-free sputtering

corrosivity are still not satisfactory for practical application, with low substrate temperature and high deposition rate can

improvements such as the addition of other elements1- 3 and be achieved. It was reported in previous papers '" 2 that the

coating of protective layers4 ' have been attempted. Further- TbFeCo films prepared by the FTS system had a uniform
more, the relationship"- ° between microstructure and and dense columnar structure and exhibited magnetization

chemical, magnetic, and magneto-optical properties of the perpendicular to the film plane even at a deposition rate of

RE-TM films has been investigated, up to 300 nm/min.

It is difficult to prepare uniform, dense, and stable The state of the plasma confinement in the FTS system
can be easily controlled by adjusting the magnetic field asThFeCo films by the conventional dc and rf magnetron spt- soni is ()ad1c.Tepoe lsacnie

tering (CMS) system. In the CMS system as shown in Fig. shown in Figs. I (b) and I (c). The proper plasma confine-

I (a), the growing films can easily be damaged by bombard- ment makes it possible to deposit uniform and stable

ment of negative transition-metal iols and the elevated sub- TbFeCo films without apparent columnar structure on the
strate temperature due to irradiation of high-energy Y elec- plasma-free substrate.
trons from targets. In this study the microstructural and magneto-optical

properties of the TbFeCo films prepared by using the FTS

system at various deposition rates and magnetic fields have
Substrate been investigated. In addition, the aging test of the TbFeCo

-le titfilms and estimation of read-write characteristics on the MO
MSu _I,/ -- | 

eg a
f
iv e Io n s 

.
Mau ti.< "o , i 5,, disks have been made.

CMS System

Permanent Magnetron II. EXPERIMENT
magnet

The FTS system used in this study had been already
described in the previous papers ...

3 
The sputtering condi-

Netve ,- tions are listed in Table I. Each of the facing targets consists
ET asma- of an FeegCo,( alloy plate and pure Th chips (composite

1 Ge x o d

Targets Substrate Anode FTS
system

~ \ TABLE 1. Sputtering conditions of ThFeCo amorphous fims.

Pesma- Residual gas pressure P. 7 X 10 - Tort

free Argon gas pressure P., 3.6 eTort

Applied voltage 280-430 V
Discharge current 1.4-2.7 A

FIG. I. Schematic diagrams ofvarious sputtering systems! (a) CMS (mag- Deposition rate R, 50-100 nm/min
netron), (b) plasma-exposed FTS, and (c) plasma-free FTS.
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- target). For plasma confinement, the magnetic fields Bp of TABLE 11. Sputtering conditions of films used for TEM observations.

160 and 220 G at the central position between the targets are
applied normal to each target plane. The substrate holder is Systems CMS FTS

at a floating potential. Pyrex glass plate and pregrooved ( 12- Plasma exposed Plasma free
in. diam) glass disks are used.

The film composition Tb (Feoo -,Coy) loo was de- P, (Torr) I X 10- 1 lIX1 -  7x 10'
termined by x-ray fluorescence analysis. Transmission elec- P, (

mTor r
) 6 5 3.6

tron micrographs (TEM) and selected-area electron diffrac- Rd (fioin) 50 50 1o0
tion (SAED) patterns were observed by a JEM-2000FX Targets dual composite composite

microscope under an accelerated voltage of 200 kV and a
resolution of 0.14 nm. SAED patterns are converted to a
standard x-y format by a microdensitometer. The reflectiv-
ity, Kerr rotation angle, and coercivity were determined at a systems, respectively. The sputtering conditions of these
wavelength of 830 nm in an external magnetic field of up to films are listed in Table II.
15 kOe at room temperature. The aging test was made by As seen in Figs. 2 and 3, the film prepared by the CMS
exposing the films in air for 250 days. In addition, the read- system consisted of an initial layer, a columnar network, and
write characteristics of the MO disk using the TbFeCo film fine grains, the size of which is large and inhomogeneous.
are estimated at the same wavelength of 830 nm. The film prepared by the plasma-exposed FTS system con-

sisted of a columnar network and fine grains but did not have
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION any initial layer. On the other hand, the film prepared by the

plasma-free FTS system did not even have an appreciable
A. Mlcrostructure columnar network and consisted of only very fine and nearly

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show bright-field TEM micrographs, uniform grains. The schematic drawing in Fig. 3 illustrates
cross-sectional TEM micrographs, and selected-area elec- the difference of microstructure among the three types of
tron diffraction (SAED) patterns, respectively. Panels (a), films.
(b), and (c) in these figures correspond to the films pre- The SAED patterns in Fig. 4 indicate that all specimen
pared by CMS, plasma-exposed FTS, and plasma-free FTS films are amorphous. In order to understand the SAED pat-

terns, they were traced by the microdensitometer. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 5. These tracings may be decomposed
into the broad peaks as shown in Fig.6, corresponding to the
drawing in Fig. 3.

B. Aging test

The 170-nm-thick films with the composition of Tb,,,
(Fego3 Co9.7 )s~g deposited on the glass substrate by the FTS

FIG. 2. Bright-field TEM micrographs of ThFeCo films: (a) CMS. (b) sem at ) .. , Rd o he glass s ate b of
plasma-exposed FS, and (c) plasma-free FrS. system at PA, of 3.6 mTorr, Rd of,00nm/minandsB.,o

160 G were used for the aging test. They were exposed in air
for 250 days. The reflectivity R of the film decreased slightly
to the extent of 4% but the Kerr rotation angle OK of about
0.28' and the coercivity Hc of greater than 12 kOe remained
constant. In addition, an aging test of the films exposed at16

g7rains Columnar Fine • "."- "

subsrate aide jaar substrate a&We Suibafraeoside

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional TEM micrographs and their schematic diagrams: 0 s(ne-l) 0 rnm-) stne-l)
(a) CMS, (b) plasma-exposed FTS, and (c) plasma-free FTS.

FIG. 5. Microdensitometer tracings of SAED patterns: (a) CMS, (b) plas-
ma-exposed F'rS, and (c) plasma-free FTS.

(a) (W) (c)

" t~ , '\ w~ \ . / e "'
U. .Ibi /,' ' ",, /"'.

FIG. 4. Selected-area electron diffraction(SAED) patterns for films: (a)
CMS, (b) plasma-exposed FTS, and (c) plasma-free FTS. FIG. 6. Schematic decomposition of tracings.
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FIG. 7. Dependence of Kerr rotation angle on the Tb concentration (a) FIG 8. Relationship between C/N ratio and bit length in MO disks: (a)
CMS, (b) Bp = 1600, plasma-exposed Mthand Wc) B, = 220- .plasa CMS, (b) plasma-exposed FIS, and (c) plasmTa-freeFTSystemns.
free IFT5 systems.

50 C in 90% relative humidity for 150 mn was performed, the plasma-free substrate, in order to improve the C IN ratio
The gradual decreaae of reflectivity indicated that the filns of the MO disk.
are strongly influenced by atmospheric water vapor and oxy-
gen under the above-mentioned conditions. IV. CONCLUSION

The TFeCo amorphous films have been prepared by
C. Magneto-optical propert ioe the FT S system under an Ar pressure of 3.6 mTorr, depo-

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the Kerr rotation an- sition rate Rd of 50-100 rn/min, and magnetic field B, of
gle OK on Tb content. The films with composition of 160-220 G. It was found from TEM observations that col-
ha. (Fee -,CoY ) tl - .were prepared by the FrS system umnar structure was apparent in films prepared at a Rd as

at PA, of 3.6 mTowi by changing the deposition rate Rd and low as 50 nm/min, but was not observed in the films pre-
magneticfieldB, in 50-l10nm/min and 160-220 G, respec- pared at a Rd as high as 100 nm/m. After theThFeCo film
tively. The 0K in both films with deposition rates of 50 and was exposed in air for 250 days, the film did not show a
100 d n/mm increases significantly with increasing magnet- significant change in the reflectivity, Kerr rotation angle,
ic field. This suggests that preparation of the films on the and coercivity. The films prepared at aRd of 100 nm/mia on
plasma-free substrate is essential to obtain large eK. As illus- the plasma-free substrate (B., = 220 G) exhibited a large
tted in Fig. I, the films prepared at B, of 160 G were Kerr rotation angle of 0.37. The MO disk formed by the
exposed to bombardments of negative transition-metal ions ThFeCo film had a high C/IN ratio of 57 dB at a bit length of
and high-energy helectrons (plasma-exposed). On the other 5pm. Consequently, it has been found that the ThFeCo films
hand, the films prepared at Bu of 220 G were free from such without any appreciable columnar structure prepared at a
bombardments owing to the proper plasma confinement high deposition rate on the plasma-free substrate had a high
(plsma-free). C/ N ratio and good co9osivity.

The films prepared at Rd of 100 nm/mm w on the plasma-
free substrate show a large B of 0.37*. The OK of these films
decreases gradually with increasing Tb content, compared
to that of the films prepared at Rd of 50 nm/mmn on the same
plasma-free substrate. 'N. Imama, S. Tanaka, F. Tank and Y. Nagao, IEEE Trans. Mapg.

T Re ed- teceofacteCat one ng t MAG-21, 1607 (1985).
DK. Aratni, T. Kobayashi, S. Tsunashima, and S. Uchiyama, J. App).

The C/Nratio was measured at a radius of 79.6 mm and Phys. 57, 3903 (1985).

vetityanth of 1m/swth aO redouta poweared f1. theM 'T. lijima, App. Phys. Let. 50, 1835 (1987).veloitystm.5Espe ith a redskut preprd on.5 ith the la. K. Hatwar, S. L Shin, and D. G. Stinson. IEEE Trans. Magn. MAC_
writing power P,,, bit length 4,' and external field H.,, being 22,946 (1986).

8.0 mW, 0.8-l0yrm, and 400 G, respectively. 'M. Miyazaki, 1. Shibata, S. Okada, K. Ito, and S. Ogawa, J. AppI. Phys.

The dependence of the C/Nratio on the bit length in the 61, 3326 (19,7).
O d.isks a),/(b),andic is hown in Fhigr then Mt d s th 'M. Okoshi, M. Harada, T. Tokunaga, S. Honda. and T. Kusuda, IEEE
MO disksa (b), repard (c own i.8The pl -x M dskste. t

T
Trans. MagN. MA-il

M
1633 (1985).

(b) and (c) prepared by the Fr T systems showahigher CIN 'T. Kusuda, S. Honda, and M. Ohkoshi, I. App). Phys. 53, 2338(1982).
ratio than that of the MO disk (a) prepared by the CMIS Tr. Suzuki, Jpn. J. AppI. Phys. 24, L199 (1979).

system. Especially, the MO disk (c) prepared on the plasma- 9H LeamyandA .Dirks, J. ApplPhy.5,2710(1979).
'M. Hong, ,M. Gyorgy, R. a. van Dover, S. Naimuara, D. B. Bacon, andfree substrate shows a high C/IN ratio of 57 dB at abit length P. K. Gallagher, J. p.Phs3951(98)
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Corrosion-resistant-rare-earth-transition-metal amorphous films with high
recording sensitivity for magneto-optical disks

A. Kawamoto, K. Nagato, R. Kuzuo, and T. Yorozu
Central Research Laboratory, Sumitomo Metal Minin& Ichikawa, Chiba, Japan

This study provides a method for improving the corrosion resistance of rare-earth-transition-
metal films used for magneto-optical recording without depressing the recording sensitivity.
This was attained by increasing Co content and substituting Dy for Tb and TbFeCo
amorphous films. Potentiostatic polarization measurements indicate that the pitting potential
of the film increases with the increase of Co content up to y = 0.17 for
(Tb.5 Dyo.5 )o.2, Fe. 79 - yCoy. Attempts are made to explain the results using Auger electron
spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. For the above-noted composition, both the
Kerr rotation angle and coercivity observed through the substrate retain their initial values
after the accelerated aging test. Results indicate that the (Tbo.5 Dyo.5 )0.21 Fe 62 Co0o 17 film
offers superior characteristics for corrosion resistance without disturbing the magnetic
properties.

INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For high-density magneto-optical recording, amor- Potentiostatic polarization curves of

phous rare-earth-transition-metal (RE-TM) films have (Tbo Dyo.5 )0 .21Feo.62Co0 .17 and
achieved appropriate properties regarding carrier-to-noise (Tbo.7 5 Dyo.25 ).21 Feo.7,COo.0 5 are shown in Fig. I. In both
ratios (CNR). RE-TM films, however, trade off their intrin- cases passivation occurs without having an active state,
sic material properties for their chemical instability. In gen- which indicates that spontaneous passivation takes place in
eral, two methods are proposed to protect these films from these amorphous RE-TM alloys. The pitting potential of the
corrosion. One is to improve the corrosion resistance of the former alloy is somewhat larger than the latter case. This
films themselves. The other is to coat them with protective means that films with higher Dy and Co contents are more
layers, usually metals or inorganic materials. stable in an oxidative environment. Changes in the pitting

In this study, improvement of the corrosion resistance potential for various contents of Dy and Co are depicted in
in TbFeCo amorphous films is achieved by increasing Co Fig. 2. Pitting potentials have tendencies to increase as Dy
content and substituting Dy for Tb. As reported before, the and Co contents increase, except for the Co content of 17
Curie temperature (T c ) and coercivity (He) decreases as at. %.
Tb is substituted by Dy without suppressing the Kerr rota- In order to investigate the mechanism of corrosion, AES
tion angle.' This enables us to design disks with desirable and XPS analyses were performed to identify the chemical
recording-power sensitivity and superior corrosion resis- properties of the passivation state. A typical AES depth pro-
tance. file of a TbDyFeCo film after exposure to 60 °C, 80% rela-

tive humidity for 120 h is shown in Fig. 3. In general, the
oxide layer consists of three different regions. Both AES and

EXPERIMENT XPS analyses confirm that oxidized Fe is the main compo-
nent at the outermost surface (0-50 A, region I). Beneath

TbFeCo and TbDyFeCo amorphous films for static this region, Tb and Dy oxides tend to increase whereas Fe
measurements on magneto-optical properties and for poten-
tiostatic measurements were prepared by conventional rf 1.2
sputtering onto water-cooled and rotating glass substrates. (ThDyu
The thickness of the films was about 1200 A, without protec- 0.8 Epit )-,Fe&ACo&1?
tive coatings. The preparation method of the samples for 0.4 ..... .
dynamic testing and the testing conditions are described ......

elsewhere.2  0.0 (TbhLDYmm)jFe0-ComA
The potentiostatic polarization of the films was mea- -

sured in a 0. 1 N NaCIO4 aqueous solution. Kerr hysteresis -
loops were measured before and after exposing the films at -0.8
60 °C, 80% relative humidity for 120 h. Auger electron spec-
troscopy (AES) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 1.2 -5 4
(XPS) measurements were done for samples on glass sub- Log(i) (A/Cm)
strates by the same procedures as described before. Since Tb
and Dy have similar signatures in AES as well as XPS, a peak FIG. I. Potentiostatic polarization curves of TbDyFeCo amorphous films.
separation between Tb and Dy was not performed. Pitting potentials are indicated as E, in the figure.
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0.05 0.3o 0.05 0.1 0.150.05 0.1 0.15 y

yY
eof pitting potentials in RE-TM amor- FIG. 4. Compositional dependence of AES peak intensities of Fe in region I

FIG. 2. Compositional dependence and RE in region 11 after the accelerated aging test.
phous films.

oxides disappear and are replaced with metallic Fe instead Tb:Dy = 50:50, as shown in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, it has low-

(50-120 A, region II). In the third region, however, the er values of the pitting potential. The results are interpreted
amount of Th and Dy oxides decreases and becomes less by the behavior of Co metal at the surface layer. AES peak

than that of metallic Fe (120-400 A, region III). Similar intensities of Co metal at about 30 A from the film surface
results re obtained for TbFe alloys by van Dover et l.4 On are depicted in Fig. 5. With high-Co-content alloys, the
the other hand, both metallic Co and a small amount of oxi- amount of Co metal is the lowest for Th:Dy = 50:50. This

dized Co are observed at the outermost surface, and only the together with the facts mentioned above suggests that corro-

Co metal increases in the inner layer. sion resistance is disturbed by the presence of C metal in the

The structure of the passivation state as mentioned passivation state of oxidized Fe, and this disturbance can be

above is responsible for the corrosion resistance. AES peak prevented by substituting Dy for Th up to 50%.

intensities of Fe in region I and RE in region II for various Consequently, as for the corrosion resistance of RE-TM

compositions in TbDyFeCo amorphous films are illustrated amorphous films, superior characteristics are observed for

in Fig. 4. The peak intensity of Fe in region I increases with alloys containing high Co content. In such compositions, Fe
tends to segregate at the outermost surface, existing as ox-

the increase of Co content, which implies the condensation ids Howevete amouteof Comea whictns it
of oxidized Fe at the outermost surface is conspicuous for ides. However, the amount of C metal which turn s up in the

of oidied e a theoutrmot srfae isconpicousfor surface will increase proportionally and thus disturbs the
high Co content. The peak intensities of RE, existing as ox- ssfae xe .T increase of Co met in the

ides in region II, however, decrease as the Co content in- passivity of the oxide state. This increase of Co metal in the
creases. In the case of Tb:Dy = 75:25, the contents of both passivation state can be avoided by using alloys where Dy is

Fe and RE show low values. Accordingly, results in Figs. 2- substituted forTh up to 50%.

4 indicate that films with superior corrosion resistance are Changes in the Kerr rotation angle (0, ) and coercivity

those that have oxidized Fe at the outermost surface layer. In (Hc) after exposing the samples at 60 C, 80% relative hu-

this case surface oxides of Fe act as the passivation state of midity for 120 h are illustrated in Fig. 6. The compositions of

the film. the films were (Tho.5 Dyo, ) o.2 Feo.79 - Co,. Both OK and

The degree of surface oxidation for Fe in ThFeCo alloys H, observed through he substrate maintained their initial

with a Co content of 17 at. % is comparable to that of values regardless of Co content. H, values observed from the

8 8 (TbasDye).jsFe.aCoog. * : 0 -- 10 (Tbi-xDyx)o.2iFeo.n-yCoT

:Fe -8 *: Xf0
S: Tb,DyX.... :X=0.25

Q- 6o 0 1=0.5

- 4

a2  
2-

Of C-) 0
0 100 200 300 0.05 0.1 0.15

ETCHING DEPTH (A) Y

FIG. 3. AES depth profile of the surface layer in amorphous RE-TM films FIG. S. Compositional dependence of Co AES peak intensities at about 30
after the accelerated aging test (60 'C, 80% relative humidity 120 h). A from the film surface after the accelerated aging test.
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0.4 a)film side drop to about 90% of tie initial values for all the
(Tbo.5Dye.),.11Fe. 7P-YCoy ? compositions studied in Fig. 6. On the other hand, changes

of OK from the initial values decrease with the increase of Co
S0.3 1.0 econtent. When the Co content is increased, the segregation

of RE oxides in region 11 is suppressed at the expense of the
increase of Fe metal as shown in Fig. 4. Since 0,, originates

~ 0.20.9 ~from the TM component of the RE-TM alloys, the decrease
Of OK from its initial value will be prevented due to the in-

~ 0.1FIL SIDE 0. D crease of metallic Fe in region 11.
5 SUBST. sing CD The dynamic characteristics for the disks having the

0.0 composition (Th05 Dyo 5 ) .2, Feu.62COC). indicate a CNR
0.5 0.1 0.15 of 50 dB under the conditions of CLV (4 m/s), a I1-MHz

Y carrier signal, a 500-Qe bias field, and an optimum recording

(b) power of 2.5 mW. The initial characteristics are maintained
after exposure of more than 1000 ht at 60 *C, 80% relative

1.1 (Tb0.5DY0.5)0.lFes.7m-YCor humidity.

~0.9.

0.8 - SUBST. SIDE
'M. Akihiro, T. Sato, J. Tadla, and T. Satoh, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-22.

0.05 0.1 0.15 928(1986).
Y 2K. Nagato, A. Kawamoto T. Sato, and T. Ymrozu, these proceedings, pa-

per FA- 10.
FIG. 6. Changes in (a) Kerr rotation angle 0, and (b) coercivity H, for I T. Yorozu, M. Hirano, K. Oka, and T. Satoh, IEEE Trans, Magn. MAG-
TbDyFeCo films after the accelerated aging test. 0 stand for the vlaues 22, 1218 (1986),
observed from the film side and U for those observed throagh the substrate. 'R. B. van Dover, E. M. Gyorgy. R. P. Frankenthal. M. Hong. and D.J.

0,and H,. represent values ohserved before the aging test. Sicontslfi, J. App). Phys 59, 1291 (1986).
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Compositional dependence of recording noise in amorphous rare-earth-
transition-metal magneto-optical disks

K. Nagato, A. Kawamoto, T. Sato, and T. Yorozu
Central Research Laboratory. Sumitomo Metal Mining Ichikawa, Chiba, Japan

The compositional dependence of recording-power sensitivity and recording-noise
characteristics of TbFeCo and TbDyFeCo films have been studied systematically. The
sensitivity depends on the compositional ratio of rare earth (RE) and transition metal (TM)
rather than on Co content. This is explained by the fact that the temperature at which the
coercive force (He) coincides with the bias magnetic field of 500 Oe, hereafter denoted as T',
varies drastically by altering the RE-to-TM ratio. High recording noise is observed for
compositions having T.., close to Tc. When Tc - Top > 70 °C, optimal carrier-to-noise
ratios are obtained. These results are explained qualitatively by the behavior of domain-wall
motion in the vicinity of the magnetically reversed domain.

I. INTRODUCTION (constant linear velocity, 4 m/s), 0.5-MHz carrier frequen-

Magneto-optical recording has become an attractive cy, 30-kHz resolution bandwidth, and 500-Oe bias magnetic

choice for erasable high-density information storage of the field.

next generation. Recent experiments have shown that re-
cording characteristics such as recording-power sensitivity, Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

domain size, domain regularity, etc., are controlled by the A. Recording-power sensitivity
laser-induced temperature profile, radial and time depen- As mentioned in the Introduction, we define optimum
dence of the magnetic properties, domain nucleation, and recording power at which the second harmonic of the car-
domain-wall mobility."- rier-to-noise ratio becomes minimum as the standard of re-

This study deals primarily with the compositional de- cording-power sensitivity. The compositional dependencies
pendence of recording-power sensitivity in TbFeCo and of optimum recording powers for TbFeCo and TbDyFeCo
TbDyFeCo films, namely the correlation between the tern- alloys are illustrated in Fig. 1. Optimum power depends on
perature dependence of coercive force and/or demagnetiz- the compositional ratio of RE to TM rather than on Tc. The
ing field and the recording laser power at which the second results are interpreted qualitatively by the temperature de-
harmonic of the carrier-to-noise ratio becomes minimum. pendence of H, and M.. For a simple approximation model,
Second, in the course of our study, compositions with high the temperature, denoted as T", at which Hc is lower than
recording noise were observed when compensation tempera- the sum of bias magnetic field, H., and demagnetizing field
tures (T,,p ) were close to Curie temperatures (Ta). At- of 41rM, correlates to the relative size of the reversed do-
tempts are made to explain the results by applying a quasi- main.4  Accordingly, the domain size becomes large when
static force balance model relevant to the domain size and T" is low, namely, the media become sensitive when T' is
shape irregularity for these particular cases. low. T" is lower than T', the temperature at which H, coin-

cides with only the bias magnetic field, when M, has a large
II. EXPERIMENT value as in the case for TM-rich compositions. However, T'

Amorphous ThFeCo and ThDyFeCo films were pre- nearly equals T' for RE-rich compositions due to the small

pared by nonbiased, dc magnetron co-sputtering of Tb or contribution of the demagnetizing field.

TbDy and FeCo alloys. Trilayer structures were fabricated
on polycarbonate substrates [(polycarbonate substrate)/ 0 5 22,0 215TM -

(oxide layer)/(ThFeCo or ThDyFeCo)/(oxide layer)]. 30 0 26O0: R

Film thicknesses were 700-1000 A. The temperature depen- 300 .

dence of the saturation magnetization M, was measured us-
ing a vibrating-sample magnetometer (VSM). The coercive '- 200
force and its temperature dependence were determined by
Kerr hysteresis loops observed through the substrate using a X 5 0
diode laser (830 nm) with fields up to - 12 kOe. Film com- w .
positions were determined by EPMA (electron probe micro- W -1.0
analysis) within an accuracy of ± I at. %. 10.0 15.0 200

The evaluation of magneto-optical recording character- Co content
istics were made on 130-mm-diam polycarbonate disks. The (at )

reflected beam from the media was analyzed by a differential FIG. I. Compositional dependence of Curie temperature T, and optimum
detection method using p-i-n photodiodes. The dynamic recording power. Solid lines stand for ThFeCo and dashed lines for

measurements were carried out with test conditions of CLV ThDyFeCo films.
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I First, let us consider the case for compositions having .
i constant Co content with different RE-to-TM ratio. As illus- M & _X-or

trated in Fig. 1, Tc increases as the composition is varied X=27.5
from RE-rich to TM-rich side. In spite of this increase in To- 23.7

for example in TbxFes7 .3 -xCo1 2 .7 as depicted in Fig. 2(a), Hc 22.0

T' decreases with the decrease of Th concentration. This is r:o

2.0due to the fact that for RE-rich compositions, Hc increases 19
rapidly in the higher temperature region from Tc towards ,, A 4rMs
Tm,, (above room temperature) and has a larger slope of • 1'\ Hxt
H, versus temperature than that for TM-rich compositions

in the vicinity of Tc as depicted in the figure. Similar results,
i.e., the decrease of T' in TM-rich side, were observed for 0 100 200 300

other compositions shown in Fig. I having constant Co con- 100 (0C)

tent with different RE-to-TM ratios. As mentioned earlier, Temp C)

the demagnetizing field in the elevated temperature range is FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of coercive force H, and demagnetizing

sufficiently large for the TM-rich side. Consequently, T' de- field 4rM, for TbDyFeCo films.

creases to a larger extent for the TM-rich composition com-
pared to the RE-rich side. This implies that the reversed B. Rcordng-nolse characteristic
domain formation occurs with low optimum recording pow-

er for the TM-rich side. Recording noise increases drastically for certain compo-

On the other hand, the optimum recording-power de- sitions in both bFeCo and TbDyFeCo alloys as illustrated
pendency on Co content with an identical RE-to-TM ratio is in Fig. 4. As is observed from Fig. 5, these compositions

rather small. Typical examples of the temperature depen- correspond to the region where the temperature difference

dences of H, and the demagnetizing field, 41rM., for between Tc and ToP is below - 70 C. In order to explain
Tb 25Fe7 , - yCo y, i.e., compositions having identical RE-to- these results, we adopted a force balance model analogous to

TM ratios with different Co content are illustrated in Fig. the stability condition of a bubble domain.

2(b). Although Tc is different, similar values for T' are ob- A Gaussian temperature profile is assumed in the local-

tained. The contributions of the demagnetizing field are ly heated area. The temperature distribution is calculated via
about the same in this case. Therefot , comparable values for a finite-difference method.

6 The radial distributions of

T' are obtained as well, resulting in a similar optimum pow- M, (R) and H, (R) are derived by combining this tempera-

er for compositions indicated in Fig. 2(b). ture profile with the measured temperature dependence of

In the case of TbDyFeCo films, as shown in Fig. 3, sub- M, and H,. The stability condition of the reversed domain in

stitution of Dy for Tb results in the decrease of Tc compared the writing process is expressed as follows":

with TbFeCo having identical Co content. In addition, H, is i rRR
smaller than H, for TbFeCo throughout the temperature IF I = 41h 2 .__R) + R _ (R)

range that has been measured. Since the contributions of the 2h 2h 8R

demagnetizing field are similar to TbFeCo [see Fig. 2 (a) ], R( 41r M, (R)
T'and T' decrease to a larger extent compared to TbFeCo, -M, + A(R
which gives rise to higher sensitivity. Thus, disks with highly

sensitive media are achieved using TM-riii TbDyFeCo <2IM(R)H, (R)27Rh I = IF ' , (1)

films.

(4 ,,s 094t1a' .OeOt-W) (4.094US.0e.0N)

a) b) 50 .

4.0 ,_.-__Tb e,?X73 4.0
_C2, Tb5e75_Coy Cr 30- 30.... ,s - .o ...

- -4. Y=17.0 '.-' V0Y0 26 lbo C l,
221 ---- 125 .032 5155

,, H c i -.. 1 8 5 F c 8 7 g0 * Y 0o0 (5

2.0 1!.,- 'r1:* 0-70 " ,e, -0

,, \ ,4ts 4t 'Ms1

0.5 "- , e 0.5 " .z50 .. L,,,M, -50F "" SL-,,
0. , a 1 0 0 0" - - ,,
100 200 300 100 200 .. ..,

Temp (C) Temp (t) M 3M M B
RE content (=)(ai./) RE content (=X)atl)

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of coercive force H, and demagnetizing FIG,. 4. Compositional dependence of carrier-to-noise ratio for TbFeCo and
field 4rrM, for (a) "FhFe,,, xCo, 5 and (b) Th2Fes ,Co,.. TbDyFeCo films. Carrier and noise levels are also shown separately below.
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where or,, (R) is the domain-wall energy per unit area and F Thus a reversed domain is observed in the region between
H_,t is the bias magnetic field. R and h represent the radius of R.and R,,. It should be noticed that, except in the early
the cylindrical reversed domain and the film thickness, re- stage, F is negative for radii greater than R T. during the
spectively. M, (R) represents the average M, value in the temperature rise process in Fig. 6(a). In Fig. 6(b), however,
range 0~r<R. The temperature dependence of or, is calcu- F has a large positive value just above R , Furthermore, the
lated using the mean-field model as has been described else- reversed domaln collapses when T_ rises from 208 *C to

4where.' 209 *C. This is due to the fact that if the domain wall remains
Radial profiles of F in Eq. (1I) are shown in Fig. 6. Fig- at the same position at 209 'C as it was at 208 *C, the Fvalue

ure 6(a)indicates the situation where T,,,,,, is well below at R., becomes positive and deviates from the inequality of
Tc, whereas 6 (b) indicates the situation where Tem,, is close Eq. (1I).
to Tc. F> 0 represents a contracting force that attempts to It is reasonable to assume that compositional fluctu-
shrink the reversed domain and F< 0 represents an expand- ations over submicron areas exist in the sputtered films. This
ing force on the domain wall. T... indicates the temperature will be reflected to the fluctuations of F and F., resulting in
at the center of the laser beam. It reaches - 250 *C at the end the fluctuations of RH . When films with compositions hay-
of the pulse. A domain wall originates only when F has a ing T_,,, close to Tc are considered, shrinkage to the small
negative value at the center of the beam. Once originated, the reversed domain as mentioned above occurs nonuniformly
wall moves from the center toward RH, beyond which the because of these fluctuations existing in the heated ares. Fur-
inequality of Eq. (1) is satisfied, along the negative curve of thermore, numerical values of Findicated in Figs. 6 (a) and

6(b) are distinctly different ( - 10-" and - 10-6 dyn, re-
spectively). This implies that the wall velocity of Fig. 6 (b) is
conspicuously smaller than that of Fig. 6(a). On the other
hand, the expanding velocity ofRH, determined by the radial

ta) ThFCea(1b1M) 6 TbZ0 RPC.(T"D.7xTc,,.7) heat diffusion is larger for Fig. 6 (b), i.e., RH, increases dras-

FWV)F o F tically with a slight temperature increase. These results sug-
15[~ ~ ~~ ~ -F f .wn)j .9, gest that the time needed for the wall mobility of Fig. 6 (b) to

W-)-3 - ~ Slpm) produce the domain radius of RH, is too short, since the wall

1.1

F _Fumay not be able to catch up with the expanding velocity of
-Fs.ARH. Th1ceefre, if compositional fluctuations exist, this will

also be reflected in the strong variations in the domain radi-
22 A 2 us.' These may be some of the reasons for the irregularity

and/or collapse of the reversed domain, which results in an
Sr230 m7 increase of recording-noise in Fig. 6 (b).

J!c

oft, P . Hansen. I. Appi. Phys. 62, 216 (1987).~~~5' SWero 'H. D. Shieb and M. H. Kryder, J. App). Phys. 61, 1108 (1987).
'B. G. Huth, IBM J. Res. Dev. 18, 100 (1974).
'S. Takayama, T. Niihara K. Kaneko, Y. Sugita. and M. Ojima, J. App).
Phys. 61,.2610 (1987).

FIG. 6. Radial distribution of the force F and F. in the heated area. (a) 5M. Takahashi, N. Ohta, S. Takayama. Y. Sugita M. Yoshihiro and K.
compensation temperature T_.,. is well below Curie temperature T,and Shigematsu, IEEE Trans. Mapo. MAG-22, 931 (1986).
(b) T_,,, is near T,. 'S. C. Shin,]1. Magn. Mapn. Mater. 61,.301 (986).
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.. Simulation of bit jitter in magneto-optic recording
T. W. McDaniel
IBM Corporation. General Products Division, Tucson, Arizona 85744

The interplay of several writing and reading phenomena that influence bit-position accuracy
has been analyzed with a computer model of the magneto-optic (MO) recording process. A
micromagnetics simulation determines a minimum energy magnetization state of a MO storage
film following local laser heating in an externally applied bias magnetic field. Bit jitter is
assessed by measuring the length, width, and position of written domains, and by analyzing the
modeled readout signal and its derivative. The influence of variation in the magnetization,
anisotropy, and exchange in an amorphous rare-earth-transition-metal film on the position
and size of recorded marks has been simulated by specifying random variations of a film's
magnetic properties in the thermomagnetic writing step. Variations in medium thermal
sensitivity and the reading laser spot size were also considered. Histograms showing the effects
of write-read imperfections on bit-position accuracy in MO recording were developed.
Comparisons with experiment and separation of other system noise effects have enabled model
validation.

INTRODUCTION ture is taken to be uniformly down (minus sign). The laser
Computer simulations of the processes of thermomag- power profile for the writing of Fig. I commences at t = 0 ns,

netic writing and magneto-optic (MO) reading are useful 9 ns before the time of the first frame of the figure. The peak
supplements to experimental analysis in the development of temperature rise above ambient (300 K) at t = 0 ns was
erasable MO data storage devices. Previously, a method for already 44 K because the laser was in a quiescent state of
modeling thermomagnetic writing in amorphous rare- output power equal to 2 mW between mark-writing events.
earth-transition-metal (RE-TM) alloy films over a two-di- In Fig. 1, the white spot that moves through the film is
mensional mesh of interacting elements was reported.-3 the central hot spot of the laser beam that raises the tempera-
The Monte Carlo model of Ref. 3 was used to examine three ture above T, (M goes to zero). Note that the applied bias
mechanisms contributing to bit jitter in MO readout. High- field Hb = - 300 Oe helps form the newly written mark as a
level descriptors of system variance were used because de- halo around the region heated above Tc. As the laser spot
tailed experimental knowledge about jitter sources is lack- moves to the right, the trailing edge of the irradiated region
ing. Nevertheless, simulations of this type provide, among cools, freezing in the reversed magnetization and forming
other benefits, a quantitative tool for determining a suitable the written domain (mark). The last five frames of Fig. I
operating point for a chosen combination of optical head and show that after the peak temperature of the film has fallen
storage film. below Tc, the domain boundary has essentially become fro-

As detailed in Ref. 3, the simulation examines for all
film elements AE. = AE d + 0 AE + AEb, the change in
total magnetic energy of a single hexagonal cell when its
perpendicular magnetization M is reversed (the M of all
other cells being held fixed). The subscripts d, w, and b de-
note that demagnetizing, domain-wall, and bias-field energy
are considered. The switching probability of cell i is
exp( - AE,,/kT), where kT is the Boltzmann energy. 2 6

Thus, magnetization switching in this model is effected by a
nucleation-type reversal, and subsequent domain growth
represented by cascading cell reversals, all driven by a lower-
ing of the film magnetic energy. 3 0 0

WRITING, READING, AND ERASING

Figure I shows a complete time sequence in the thermo- - 4 2

magnetic writing of a short mark symbol (length 0.98 prm, C 1
width 0.91 pm). A mesh of hexagonal cells of edge length
a = 0.025 pm and height h = 0.07 /m compose the film FIG. I. Time sequence for writing a short mark. H. = - 300 Oe. Read
throughout this work. The film modeled is a RE-TM alloy, frames sequeutially down the columns. Frame times shown are
whose compensation temperature Top and Curie tempera- 9,12,15,18, ... 42 ns, and the peak temperature rise above ambient

(Tm T,) for each frame i- 141,164,179,17.,174,170,154,134,122,ture Tc are approximately 300 and 450 K, respectively. No 11 1, 103, and 96 *C. Plus and minus signs denote up and down magnetiza-magnetic parameter variation is imposed in this section. The tion. Blank areas show IMI < I emu/cm'. Final mark length and width areinitial state of the film magnetization at ambient tempera- 0.98 and 0.91 Am, respectively.
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FIG. 2. Time sequence of erasure of a long mark. Time steps are - i10,
27, 45,63, 81, 99, 117,135,153, 171, 189, 207, 225, 243,and l(X3Ons; AT,. a aoo
= 0,49, 105,148, 151, 153,151, 151,152 151, 152,151, 146, 11,and O0C. "j,.,\Eraure is incomplete. Initial mark length and width are 2.36 and 0.95 p1, . (h

respectively. _ 200

Some mark boundary irregularity beyond the mesh , ,anm Time, st) a

quantization is evident in Fig. 1. In the simulation, two e- FIG. 3. Red-ack signal and magnitude of the signal derivative corr-

fects can contribute to this: (I1) random variance in the cell's sponding to the written marks of (a) Fig. l and (b) Fig. 2. Derisative peak

magnetic parameters imposed by the modeler if a noisy film amplitude and width asymmetry are less that 1% in each case. Amplitude
nat ral ran o m n ss n t e i ple en- and w idth of the signal w aveform reflect physical m ark sizes of Figs. I an d 2is simulated, and (2) as indicated.

tation of the Boltzmann probability of cell switching withthe Metropolis rule. The latter reflects the competition
among the magnetic energies near the domain wall, and the

outcome depends largely on the relative magnitudes and

temperature variations of the contributing energies.

Figure 2 illustrates thermomagnetic erasure of a long

mark with a continuous-wave laser spot. In this simulation, m

the erase spot was started and stopped about 1 pcm beyond 0 . . . . . .I "0Io •00

the left and right edges of the modeled film. Two complete, as i.d oicated.
ratidom scans of the film cells were made at each time step to

ensure that equilibrium was achieved. As in writing, we can (11 ,nmI dah. t 0. NOns.. dm,. 5

see the effect of the erasing beam elevating the film tempera- o.t td.o.n 22 t0. 0

ture above Tso.p, causing the sign of the net magnetization

to change (frames 2-14 in Fig. 2). This is not magnetization I.
reversal induced by the applied field. The true reversal ef-

fects corresponding to erasure are seen in frames 4-lo in Fig.

2. The erase power was inadequate to achieve a clean era- 0 .,,. ) IA
sure, leaving the top and bottom edges of the mark. Increas- V 0 %

ing the erasing power by 1 mW produced a complete erasure.
The readout signals associated with the marks of Figs. 1 o .d5,..t. Of66 0.I

and 2h aet ho t ing ba and g 3 the we enpera- 00 1. .- 3

ted by numerically evaluating the overlap of a Ganssian laser one

spot of full width at half maximum (FWHM) equal to 0.90 '0.0-.

sm with the written marks of Figs. and 2. The signal so
computed corresponds to an unequalized readout in arbi- 0 275 0,I o

trary units. The relative values of the peak signal amplitudes M d

in Fg. 3 cant be directly related to the mark sizes of Figs. 1 FIG. 4 Jier ttatisthc for random variation ofcel magnetization and wa

and 2. The derivative peaks are symmetric for both the short energy. Uniform disttution; + 25% range; 101 trials. (a) and b) phys-

ndical mark length and width distribution; (c distribution of peak signal am-

and long marks, reflecting the apparent symmetry of the plitude; (d) signal peak location; (e) left derivative peak location; (f) deriv-
mark edges. ative peak separation.
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TABLE I. Summary ofjitter analysi (I a etries go with preceding column).

Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean
No. mark mark peak Ia x (left &x (der.
of length I a width 1 , ampl. (arb. deriv) Io pk.sep.) I a

Jitter mechanism trials (jAm) (Am) (pm) (Am) (arb.units) units) (pm) (pm) (Am) (pm)

(I + e)&T(x,). a = 0.02 24 0.944 0.035 0.879 0.026 281.1 10.25 0.102 0.008 0.971 0.012
AFWIHM (read) 1100 0.975 0 0.866 0 279.95 7.85 0.102 0.005 0.978 0.01

Normal diat., a = 0.02
AFWHM (read) 1100 0.975 0 0.866 0 279.47 2.19 0.102 0.002 0.978 0.005

Unif. dist., width = 0.04
A, Ac,, 101 0.966 0.019 0.886 0.022 281.14 3.2 0.104 0.006 0.974 0.006

Unif. dist., width = 0.50
AM, Aoa 50 0.948 0.025 0.875 0.017 281.45 3,44 01 0.006 0.972 0.005

Normal dist., a = 0.083
No parameter variation 34 0.933 0.022 0.867 0.007 280.36 2.06 0.102 0.007 0.969 0.004

JITTER SIMULATIONS 4(a) and 4(b) the mesh element quantization. The histo-
This section illustrates a modeliug capability rather grams of Figs. 4(c)-4(f) suggest that more trials would be

than describing all relevant jitter effi.vts in MO recording. desirable for establishing reliable statistics. This condition
Results are restricted to single value. of the following pa- must be weighed agains the availability of computing re-

rameters for a single modeled film: bias field ( - 300 Oe), source. Each write trial for the thermal variation study on
write power-time profile, laser write spot size (FWHM of short marks involved a mesh of 850 cells scanned in 15 time
0.90pro), film velocity, and mark length (short). We chose steps. Each cell analysis included examining six nearest

the short mark to increase computing throughput, although neighbors to compute AE, and eight near-neighbor shells of
we expect that this choice reduces the sensitivity of detection elements (about 80 elements) for calculating &Ed. Typical-
ofjitter effects in readout due to the nature of the correlation ly, a single write trial required 3.5 processing minutes on an
(overlap) integral of the spot and mark of comparable size IBM 3081 processor. Analysis of larger marks requires pro-

involved in generating the read-back waveform. portionally greater resource unless temporal and spatial re-
The following describes the parameter variations for the solution can be sacrificed.

three sources ofjitter. The temperature rise above ambient in Table I summarizes our analysis of jitter. Jitter analysis
the film AT(x.y) from a finite-element model was modified on longer marks would be expected to exhibit somewhat
to (I + e)AT(x,y), where c is a random number chosen larger variances in the output. Nevertheless, comparing the
from a normul distribution having mean value zero and I mark sizes for the various cases shows that random variation
a = 0.02. Ti'. FWHM of the Gaussian read spot was modi- of input parameters is reflected in the model output. The
fled according to (1 + e) (0.90 Mm), and E was chosen ran- variation present in the case of "no parameter variation" is
domly from ither a uniform or normal distribution. For the just that due to the Monte Carlo minimization ofenergy via
normal distribution, I a = 0.02, while for the uniform distri- the Boltzmann switching probability.
bution, the !,alf-width was 0.02. The third bit jitter source
considered is 'he effect of random variation in the magnetic SUMMARY
properties ot the MO film on a length scale of the cell size. We have demonstrated an application of a thermomag-
Cell magneL,.ation and domain-wall energy involved in the netic write and erase simulation with optical-readout capa-
evaluation of AEu,,, were each modified by a factor of I + c bility to the assessment of bit jitter. Several mechanisms that
(uncorrelatea es for M and 6,,), where e was chosen from contribute to bit jitter are considered: variances in medium
both norma' (I a = 0.083) and uniform (half-width of thermal sensitivity, optical spot size, and the magnetic prop-
0.25) distributions. At this time, the ni'ture of these distribu- erties of the storage film. While the methodology presented
tions must be justified simply on the basis of computational is computationally intensive, the analysis tool appears to in-
conveniencL ad the reasonableness of the results. Neverthe- corporate accurately the essential physics of thermomagne-
less, it is wiui ly accepted that amorphous alloys are charac- tic recording processes.
terized by r ,idomness in physical parameters on a submi-
crometer sciL.. Tc and Tmnp were not varied. M. Mansunipur. . AppI. Phys. 611580 (1987).

Figures 4 (a)-4(f) show representative results, this case 'M. Mansuripur, J. Appl. Phys. 61,3334 (1987).
being jitter el, hanced by random variation of the cell's mag- 'T. w. McDanil and M. Mansuripur, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-23, 2943
netic propern, % using a uniform distribution. Note in Figs. (1987).
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Domain shapes of field modulation recorded TbFeCo and GbTbFeCo
magneto-optical disks (abstract)

Shigenori Okamine, Takeshi Nakao, Takeshi Maeda, Masahiko Takahashi,
and Norio Ohta
Central Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd., Kokubunji, Tokyo 185, Japan

Magneto-optical recording by magnetic field modulation is of particular interest, since direct
overwriting of information can be performed as in conventional magnetic recording."'2 We
used a floating magnetic head to apply a modulated magnetic field ( ± 100- ± 600 Oe) at 5
MHz. We report here the shape of the recorded domains by this tchnique on TbFeCo and
GdTbFeCo 5j in. disks rotating at 1800 rpm. Both TbFeCo and GdTbFeCo films had a Curie
temperature of 200 "C and a compensation temperature of 60 *C. The written domains were
observed by a polarized microscope. For TbFeCo disks, regular chevron-type domains were
formed according to a cooling tail of a continuous laser beam. However, irregular shape
domains were observed in GdTbFeCo disks, that is, the outline of a domain was not smooth,
which caused a large recording noise and decreased a signal-to-noise ratio. We discuss the
relation between domain regularity and magnetic parameters (anisotropy, wall energy, etc.).

F. Tanaka et al., Digest of the 10th Annual Conference on Magnetics in
Japan. 6pB-4 (1986), p. 229 

(in Japanese).
'T. Nakao et al., International Symposium on Optical Memory 1987, To-
kyo (to be published).
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- Symposium on Surface Anisotropy John G. Gay, Chairperson

Large surface anisotroples In ultrathin films of bcc and fcc Fe(OO1) (invited)
B. Heinrich, K. B. Urquhart, J. R. Dutcher, S. T. Purcell, J. F. Cochran, and A. S. Arrott
Surface Physics Laboratory, Department of Physic Simon Fraser University Burnaby,
British Columbia VSA IS6 Canada

D. A. Steigerwald and W. F. Egelhoff, Jr.
Surface Science Division, National Bureau of Standards. Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

Large uniaxial anisotropies associated with interfaces are observed for ultrathin films (3-28
ML) of bcc Fe(001) grown epitaxially on Ag(001) single-crystal substrates and for epitaxial
sandwiches of fcc Fe(001) grown with three layers of Fe using Cu as substrate and
coverlayers. The uniaxial anisotropy is well described by a pseudosurface anisotropy term as
theoretically predicted, yet that theory also predicts large in-plane anisotropies that are not
observed. Adequate treatment of spin-orbit coupling in magnetic theories remains a challenge.
Comparisons of ultrathin films of bcc Fe(001 ) on Ag(001 ) with different coverlayers of Ag or
Au show subtle differences in magnetic behavior as studied by ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) and Brillouin light scattering (BLS). The FMR measurements were carried out at 9.6,
36.6, and 73 GHz microwave frequencies. The BLS measurements were performed using a six-
pass Fabry-Perot interferometer. The power of the techniques of molecular-beam epitaxy
(MBE) for producing well-characterized interfaces is stressed. Growths at 140 K are
compared with those at 300 K to show the limited role of interdiffusion. Oscillations in the
intensity of reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) are exploited in the
characterization of growth. Comparison of the properties of films grown on perfect iron
whisker surfaces with results for mosaic single-crystal substrates show that, while the former
are much to be preferred for growth studies, the latter are really adequate for magnetic studies.

I. INTRODUCTION quisit wir the successful development of well-defined, re-

Theoretical calculations by Gay and Richter' have pre- producible, magnetic structures.

dicted that an unsupported Fe(001) monolayer should pos- The perfect surfaces of Fe(00 1) whiskers exhibit almost

sess a large uniaxial anisotropy with the easy axis oriented flawless RHEED patterns. Intensity oscillations during

normal to the sample surface. This has been indirectly sup- growth of Ag/Fe/Ag sandwiches on them allowed us to

ported by the spin-polarization experiments of Jonker et al.2 identify those RHEED features which are essential in the

Work by our group3 has shown that 3-28-ML-thick Fe films characterization of crystal growth.

in Au/Fe/Ag sandwiches exhibited a strong uniaxial anisot- Magnetic properties of grown Ag/Fe/Ag sandwiches

ropy as the Fe film thickness was decreased, were measured by ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) at 9.6,

Subsequent calculations by Gay and Richter4 for a 36.6, and 73.0 GHz and Brillouin light scattering (BLS)

Fe(00) monolayer supported by a Ag(001) substrate indi- covering the 10-40-GHz range. The most interesting result
caethat evnayeak suppridzation o Ag1 ) s e bandi- was that a Au/Fe(3 ML)/Ag sandwich grown on an Fecate that even a weak hybridization of Ag and Fe bands whisker possessed a uinaxial anisotropy field large enough to

res,lts in a substantial decrease in the uniaxial anisotropy.

Since the details of the magnetic/nonmagnetic metal inter- pull the saturation magnetization M, normal to the speci-Sinc th deail of he agnticnonagneic eta iner- men surface at room temperature (300 K).

face seem to strongly influence the behavior of uniaxial an- esult o admeasure care otn

isotropy, we have extended our work by replacing the 30- 3-ML-thick metastabl S fcc Fe(001) films grown on

ML Au layer used to cover our ultrathin Fe(001 ) films with Cu(001) bthms group ai
a 3-MLAg aye. Tis as lloed s t boh smplfy ur Cu(001) by the NBS group are presented in Sec. VI. The

a 30-ML Ag layer. This has allowed us to both simplify our uniaxial anisotropy field ;n fcc Fe films also strongly holds
growth structures and examine the role of Au/Fe and the saturation magnetization normal to the specimen surface
Ag/Fe interfaces on observed uniaxial anisotropies. at 300 K.

Since Fe atoms in ultrathin films are located mostly in Uniaxial anisotropy in bcc Fe is well described by a
the interface region, and the uniaxial anisotropy is a near pseudosurface anisotropy term as predicted by Gay and
surface effect, one expects that the sharpness of the magne- Richter.4

tic/nonmagnetic interface and quality of the epit xial andhepHowever, major disagreements between theory
growth would play significant roles in magnetic properties of and experiment remain. In particular, their predicted large
the bec Fe(001) films. in-plane anisotropies are not observed.

We must emphasize that investigations of this type 1I. GROWTH OF bcc Fe(001) FILMS
would not be possible without molecular-beam-epitaxy Three nearly identical [30-ML Ag(001)/3-ML bcc
(MBE) techniques. Well-controlled ultrapure atomic Fe(001)/bulk Ag(001) substrate] sandwiches were grown
beams, angular resolved x-ray photoemission spectroscopy at 300 K. Two [30-ML Ag(001)/3.4-ML bcc Fe-
(XPS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and observa- (001)/bulk Ag(001) substrate] sandwiches were grown at
tion of RHEED patterns during growth are necessary prere- 140 K. One of the two Fe(001) films was annealed by warm-
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ing to room temperature before recooling to 140 K for depo-
sition of the 30-ML Ag(001) cover layer. Two special struc-
tures consisting of [30-ML Ag(001) or 30-ML
Au(001)/3-ML bcc Fe(001)/12-ML Ag(001)/Fe(001)
whisker] were grown at 140 and 300 K, respectively, to in.
vestigate growth of Fe(001) films on essentially perfect
Ag(001 ) substrates (see Sec. III).

The growths at 140 K were accomplished by tightly

grasping the molybdenum substrate holder between a pair of 43
liquid-nitrogen-cooled, copper-tipped jaws which had been
recently installed in the growth chamber of our PHI 400
MBE machine.

Preparation of the bulk Ag(001) substrates for growth
has been described elsewhere.

3 
Preparation of the Fe(001)

whisker was straightforward. The 15-mm-long Fe whisker,
grown by chemical vapor deposition, was clamped at one

end to the substrate holder. The whisker was sputtered at 2

keV for 30 min at 750 °C using Ar + ions, left to anneal for 20 M

mn, resputtered for 5 min, and left to sit for 5 min more FIG. 1. RHEED patterns at room temperature: (a) bulk Ag(00/) sub-

before the substrate heater was shut off and the whisker al- strte, [ 1101 azimuth, (b) 3-ML-thick Fe(001) overlayer grown at room

lowed to cool to room temperature. temperature on bulk Ag(010), [ 1101 azimuth, (c) Fe(001) whisker facet,
AES and XPS studies revealed that both the bulk [100] azimuth, (d) Fe(001) whisker facet, [1101 azimuth. This photo-

Ag(001) substrates and the Fe(001) whisker were quite free gragh was deliberately overexposed to emphasize Kikuchi patterns.

from contamination after sputtering and annealing. The
strong RHEED patterns ofa Ag(001) substrate and the Fe structure [Fig. I (a) ]. In contrast, the Fe whisker exhibits

whisker are shown in Fig. 1. nearly perfect diffraction patterns [Figs. 1 (c) and 1 (d) ].
During deposition, the vacuum in the growth chamber The Ewald sphere intersects the 2D rods in well-defined

was held in the low 10- to Torr range. The deposition rate spots (Ewald sphere spots) with very little streaking.
was approximately I ML/min for both Fe and Ag. Evapora- While RHEED oscillations were readily observed in all

tion rates were monitored using a Phillips quartz crystal our samples at room temperature,
7 

we were surprised to find

monitor, RHEED specular spot intensity oscillations, and very pronounced RHEED oscillations for 140 K growths

Auger peak intensities. carried out on the Fe whisker (see Fig. 2). The absence of
Since interface atomic mixing is almost nil for the 140 K interface mixing at 140 K, coupled with the ability to grow

growths of the Fe(001 ) on Ag(001 ), the thickness monitor epitaxially at this temperature, led us to investigate in detail

readings could be used to calibrate the Auger electron inelas- the growth of a Ag/Fe/Ag sandwich on the essentially per-

tic mean free path which is then used to calculate the appar- fect surface of the Fe(00 ) whisker.

ent film thickness. Applying these results to our 300 K The RHEED oscillations observed during the 140 K

growths of 3-ML Fe(001) on Ag(001) revealed that the growths on the Fe whisker are shown in Fig. 2. The Ag(001)
apparent thickness was 15% lower at 300 K than that given film used to cover the Fe whisker was terminated after 12

by the thickness monitor. A simple model calculationfora 3- ML [Fig. 2(a)]. Although not shown on Fig. 2(a), we
ML-thick film, which included I-ML interface atomic mix- found that when the Ag furnace was closed, the Ag RHEED

ing at the Fe/Ag interface, showed that the apparent thick- intensity decreased with time, reaching an equilibrium value

ness should be 17% lower than that given by the thickness below that corresponding to a half-covered surface; usually

monitor. Hence, atomic intermixing at Ag/Fe interfaces after growth, the specular spot intensity either remains con-
seems to be limited to less than one monolayer for room- stant or increases because of post-growth annealing. Upon
temperature growths. This is far less serious than the inter- reopening the shutter, the spot intensity quickly recovered.

mixing observed in fce Fe(001) grown on Cu(001) sub- Clearly, surface diffusion is still taking place at 140 K.

strates at 300 K where Cu and Fe atoms intermixed.
5 6  Subsequent deposition of the 3-ML Fe(001) film also

exhibited well-defined oscillations [Fig. 2(b)]. The
RHEED patterns of grown Fe and Ag layers preserve their
Ewald sphere spots but are now accompanied by short and

IlL. GROWTH CHARACTERIZATION BY RHEED very narrow strmaks. Wide diffuse bands perpendicular to

RHEED patterns of typical substrates are shown in Fig. the RHEED streaks are also visible, indicating that the

1. Notice a dramatic difference in the RHEED patterns of growth at low temperature is accompanied by numerous de-
the bulk Ag(001) substrates and the Fe(001) whisker. In- fects.' The 30-ML Ag(001) cover layer exhibits at least six

tensity variations along the RHEED streaks of the bulk well-defined RHEED oscillations [Fig. 2(c) 1. With in-

Ag(001) reflect the presence of steps and variable length creasing thickness, a dark Kikuchi band splits the RHEED

terraces. The broad specular spot is the result of a short sam- streaks into two well defined and intense spots. The spots

pIe coherence length related to the Ag substrate's mosaic broaden with further increase in the silver cover layer thick-
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iaxial anisotropy field which could be represented
9 by H,

= 2K, I(Md) if the effective field were due to a surface

30*A(100) wW7e.100) anisotropy energy E, = - Ka with its uniaxial symmetry
axis normal to the sample film. G is the Gilbert damping

Sparameter, to = 21rf where f is the microwave frequency,
3# Fe(100I) 12kLAg(100) y = gleI/(2m,c) is the spectroscopic splitting factor, g is the

I (5) g-factor, and q) is the angle between M, and the [001 ] direc-
I p,.td -aOm 0 I tion. A time variation exp( - it) has been assumed.

aThe uniaxial surface anisotropy normal to the surface

can be thought of as an effective field contributing to the

t1t Ag(lO0) oni Fi100) Msl~lsr Faet demagnetizing field

a so (41rDJ M,), = 47rD M, - 2K,/(Md) , (2)
Gmwth', (.ct) where 41rDM, M is the demagnetizing field perpendicular to

FIG. 2. RHEED pattern oscillations for growth at 140 K. The intensity of the sample surface. For ultrathin films, D, is thickness de-
the siecular spot is plotted against growth time. (a) 12.ML Ag grown on pendent (see Table I). The FMR resonance field measures
the Fe(00l) whisker. (b) Subsequent growth of3-ML Fe on the 12-ML Ag the effective demagnetizing field (47rDM,),,, whereas the
film. (c) Growth of the 30-ML coverlayer of Ag on the 3-ML Fe film. strength of the microwave absorption is proportional to the

value of the true saturation magnetization M,. The FMR

peak-to-peak amplitude I of the magnetic field derivative of
ness and eventually changed into chevrons indicate the onset the microwave power absorption is given by
of surface faceting. Annealing the Ag coverlayer at room
temperature removed the faceting, leaving the Ag RHEED I 4rM d [H+(4(rD)M,),]
streaks long and very narrow. The Ag cover layer surface is (AH) 2  

[2H + (4irD1 M, ),w]
flat with its terraces significantly larger than those observed The experimental FMR linewidth AH(w) is related to
in well annealed ( > 400 C) bulk Ag substrates, the intrinsic Gilbert damping constant G and the inhomo-

The bright Ewald sphere spots are visible even when geneous line broadening AH(0) by
facets are present. Hence the presence of Ewald sphere spots AH() 1.16( /r)[G/(rM,)] + 4H(0) (4)
reflects a long-range coherence on the sample surface. It is

the rest of the RHEED pattern that indicates growth perfec- To determine both (41rD, M,) . and g, for a given speci-
tion. Specifically, the absence of any RHEED features other men we carried out FMR at 9.6, 36.6, and 73 GHz. More
than Ewald sphere spots indicates an almost perfect surface. detailed studies, over the narrower frequency range of 10-40

Theappearance of narrow streaks shows the presence of sur- GHz, were done using Brillouin light scattering'
0 

(BLS)
face steps and large terraces, - 100 A long. The intensity with a six-pass Fabry-Perot interferometer. Both techniques
modulation along RHEED streaks reflects a tendency for provide signals with excellent signal-to-noise ratios for the
3D surface roughening. The wide bands perpendicular to the ultrathin films. The electron-spin-resonance (ESR) peak in-
RHEED streaks are a consequence of numerous defects on a tensity of the paramagnetic free radical DPPH was used to
very short lateral scale, provide an absolute calibration of the FMR intensity. Com-

parisons of the saturation magnetization M, in different
IV. DETERMINATION OF MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF samples were then carried out using Eq. (3).
Fe FILMS

FMR is a powerful tool for the study of magnetic mate- V. MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS ON bc FoO1) FILMS
rials. For the Fe(001) surface orientation and the parallel
FMR configuration (applied dc field H and microwave field We summarize the results of our FMR measurements in

h are orthogonal and in the plane) the equations of motion in Table I. For completeness, we have included our previous

the ultrathin film limit [film thickness d< (A, ) 
112

/M, FMR results
3 

for Au/Fe/Ag sandwiches. The fifth entry in

where A,0 is the continuum exchange stiffness constant and Table I is representative of the results obtained for the three

M, is the spontaneous magnetizationI are 3-ML Fe(001) films grown in Ag/Fe/Ag sandwiches at 300
K. The last two table entries are for one of the two 3.4-ML-
thick Fe(001) films grown at 140 K. The other 3.4-ML

i ±- mg + (H + 4irD1M, Fe(001 ) film grown at 140 K (the one allowed to anneal to
Y room temperature before being recooled and covered with

), - =0, Ag) was not included in Table I because its FMR line split- H,+ -L(3 +cos 4.p)+± --G 0

2", M, during cooli.ig to 77 K. This rendered it unsuitable for a(complete FMR study. The Ag/Fe/Ag and Au/Fe/Ag sand-cos 49, + i.a- G m l, i ±L m, = hM, (1) wiches grown on the Fe whiskers were studied using Bril-
r y,~ )ouin light scattering.

where rol, and m, are the rfmagnetization components par- As seen in Table 1, the static magnetic properties of
allel and perpendicular to the sample surface, 2K, /M, is the Ag/Fe/Ag films grown at room temperature [and hereafter
effective cubic anisotropy field, and H, is an additional un- referred to as (Ag/Fe/Ag)3o films] do not differ signifi-
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TABILE 1I.R o fu fwil uolR(001) Qh= M AI(O01)* a80*0uu0iq I x I0.

d T C2e 4.M, (4.D 0 , KM.) ,( 6G) K, G A(0) Frequewy
(MLI (K) meta (kW) (W0) 1 (.P/00,) D, (04p/c0' (.)

-
1 (0,) (OHz)

28 3(0 A. 2155 16.034 (2.0 ), .. 0.984 0943 (0.66 X t0' 50.0 7300
17 300 A. 21.5 16:53 2.08 4.1X )0' 0.973 0.825 0.6 X 0' 69.9 72.91 36.50
6.9 300 A. 21.15 6.317 2.09 1I X10 0.908 0.560 2.3 210' 97.2 72.79 3654
2.8 300 Au 1.00 0562 2.09 0.0 0.846 0.253 5.7 X 0 209.0 72.90 36.50
3.0 300 AS 14,00 0.320 2,00 0.0 0.946 0.277 1.0 X Ice 640.0 36.60 9.54

(3,4)' 300 AS 7.ID -0.023 2.02 0.0 0.879 0.094 2.0 X10' 115.0 36.62 9.54
(3.4)' 77 AS 29.00 - 3.025 2.00 0.0 0.079 0.894 2.1 X 1)0 480.0 36.75 9.56

"Asoumed uun thai fit bulk F&.

Thts A.,tte w pow 140 K. but all tthm wr o 300 K.

cantly from our previously studied (Au/Fe/Ag)3o sam- the 2D limit is approached. This argument is invalid in this
ples.

3 
The effective (41rD, M,)., is very close to that of the case because the g factor is quadratically dependent on the

(Au/Fe/Ag) 3o structures of equivalent thickness. Thus, at spin-orbit-induced orbital moment.1
2 
The decreased value of

ambient temperature Au and Ag contribute to the pseudo- theg factor is either due to the absence of spin-orbit coupling
surface anisotropy almost equally. Noticeable differences in our Ag/Fe/Ag samples or is a result of dynamic interac-
occur at low temperature, though. All 3-ML-thick (Ag/ tions which increase the energy of the measured resonance
Fe/Ag) samples show a negative value of (4irD1 M, ),e at 77 mode. The absence of the spin-orbit interaction in our
K while all of the 3-ML-thick (Au/Fe/Ag)3oo films still Ag/Fe/Ag samples is not likely because the uniaxial anisot-
have a positive (4irDM,)a. ropy is essentially the same as for the Au/Fe/Ag samples.

The saturation magnetization M is independent of the On the other hand, if we assume a complex-valued Gilbert
choice of an Au or Ag cover layer for 300 K growths. Recent damping coefficient, G = GR + iG,, then G, would shift the
SQUID magnetometer measurements indicate

1 
that our 3- energy of the resonant mode proportionally with the micro-

ML samples with Au cover layers have somewhat lower sat- wave frequency co and hence renormalize the g factor. The g
uration magnetizations than bulk Fe [4srM, (3-ML Fe) = 14 factor is likely shifted by dynamic interactions.
kG compared to 4rM (bulk Fe) = 21.55 kG]. However, Itisinteresting to note that the (Ag/Fe/Ag) 3. samples
comparisons of FMR signals with thick Fe films show that exhibit much higher values of AH(0) than those observed in
the bulk saturation magnetization is already recovered in 5- Au/Fe/Ag samples while at the same time the Gilbert
ML-thick samples. damping coefficient G decreases substantially from

There are still noticeable differences in the dynamic G = 5.7 x 106 s -I in the Au/Fe/Ag samples to
magnetic behavior between (Au/Fe/Ag)_,w and (Ag/ G = l.OX l0s- in the Ag/Fe/Ag samples of comparable
Fe/Ag)3oo films. A spectroscopic splitting factor of thickness (see Table I). The frequency-independent part of

r = 1.7588 X 107 G - s -', and hence a g factor ofg-2.00 the FMR linewidth, AH(0), is caused by magnetic inhomo-
was observed in all our Ag/Fe/Ag samples. In contrast, all geneities. Variations of sample thickness result in apprecia-
of the (Au/Fe/Ag) 3o samples maintained the bulk Fe g ble variations of the surface anisotropy fields since H, - I/d.
factor of g = 2.09. Fits of Brillouin light scattering spectra However, inhomogeneities contribute to FMR linebroaden-
obtained on the same specimens agree with the FMR results ing only if their lateral extent is larger than the exchange
proving that the g factor in Ag/Fe/Ag samples is close to length ( - 100 A in Fe). Fast variations related to small ter-
the free-electron value (see Fig. 3). This is a rather surpris- races are averaged out by strong exchange fields. It is likely

ing result. We could argue
3 

that the absence of in-plane an- that long-range imperfections in our Fe films are due to the
isotropy is due to the in-plane anisotropy changing its sign as pronounced "lemon peel" surfaces of the bulk Ag substrates.

The growth of the [30-ML Ag(001)/3.4-ML bcc
Fe(001 )/Ag(001) substrate] sandwich at 140 K [hereafter
referred to as (Ag/Fe/Ag)140 ] resulted in a substantial de-

(a) Tcrease in the room-temperature value of the saturation mag-
0, netization to 4?rM. =7 kG as obtained from Eq. (3). How-

5.206 g . ever, its value of 4IrM, recovers to -20 kG when

. (Ag/Fe/Ag)140 was cooled to liquid-nitrogen tempera-
,o ,o__ tures. The same increase of 4srM, with decreasing tempera-

ture was observed at 9.6 and 36.6 GHz microwave frequen-
cies with corresponding FMR field values of 3.4 and 13.0

0 0 kOe, respectively. The rapid increase of the saturation mag-
0.. 10A00+0 0,5.0 ). netization upon cooling indicates that the critical tempera-

ture T, of the (Ag/Fe/Ag)m sample was T, =420 K (as-
FIG. 3. Spectra obtained by Brillouin light scattering inessuremtents. suming a linear dependence of M, upon temperature T). The
(a) 130-ML Ag(001 )/3 ML bec Fe(0l)/A(001) bulk substrate],
(4'D,MA,).0. (b) [100-ML Cu(0O)/3-ML fcc Fe(0Ol)/Cu(001) increase in M, with decreasing temperature, independent of
bulk substratel, (4wDM,), = - 6.5 kG, = I.618X 10' (Oe s)- -, H,, the dc magnetic field, implies that superparamagnetic fluc-
= 0.23 kOe. tuations is not the mechanism responsible for the decrease in
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T,. The wide bands observed in RHEED patterns of the annealed at 325 K and subsequently covered at ambient tem-
Ag/Fe/Ag samples show the presence of numerous defects perature by a 100-ML-thick Cu(001) coverlayer.
which lead to the exposure of the inner Fe layers to sur- The FMR resonance field at 9.54 GHz is 7.9 kOe, ap-
rounding Ag atoms. This results in a decrease of the ex- proximately 4.5 kOe above the effective field of a'/y -3.4
change coupling and therefore a decrease in the critical tern- kOe. This result, and the absence of any in-plane anisotropy,
perature T.. This interpretation seems to be confirmed by show that measured samples have a large uniaxial anisotro-
results obtained with the Ag/Fe/Ag sample whose Fe film py which results in (4rrDM, ), -6.5 kG. The Brillouin
was grown at 140 K and then allowed to anneal by warming light scattering spectra show two distinct resonance
slowly to room temperature before recooling for growth of branches [Fig. 3(b) ], proving unambiguously that the sub-
the Ag cover layer. The saturation magnetization M, in this strate magnetization M, is perpendicular to the sample sur-
annealed sample was close to that measured in the (Ag/ face in the absence of a dc magnetic field. The first branch
Fe/Ag)3o samples. The annealing process recovers atomic corresponds to resonance modes with the saturation magne-
surface homogeneity and results in the increase of T,. Note tization inclined with respect to the sample surface. The sec-
that for the (Ag/Fe/Ag) 140 specimen the saturation magne- ond branch represents resonance modes with the saturation
tization M, increased by a factor of 3 in going from room to magnetization M, in the plane of the specimen and parallel
liquid-nitrogen temperature [4irM, (300 K) = 7 kG, 41rM, to the applied dc magnetic field.
(77 K)= 20 kG]. At the same time, (4irD1 M,),f changed Detailed fits reveal that a fourth-order anisotropy term,
from 0 to - 3 kG corresponding to a change in H, by a - Ka a4, is needed along with the second-order uniaxial an-
factor of 3 (from 7 to 23 kOe). Hence, H, scales approxi- isotropy, - K,, a2, to increase the calculated resonant fre-
mately as M, and the uniaxial anisotropy energy, - Ka 2, quencies of the first branch [Fig. 3(b) ]. The angle of incli-
scales as MI.This result is acceptable since close to T, the nation of the saturation magnetization is given by
magnetic energies scale according to the powers of a.'

3
'

4  
[MH+ (4rDIM,).g M. cosq,

The fact that H, scales with M, gives AH(0) its strong tem-
perature dependence. AH(0) = 115 G at 300 K and -4K. 2 sin2 ocos q ]sinq 4=0, (5)
AH(0) = 480 G at 77 K. This is consistent with inhomoge- where V is the angle between M, and the specimen plane.
neity linebroadening, for which AH(0) - (SH,) 2

- M2. The corresponding resonance modes are then found by solv-
Brillouin light scattering measurements carried out on ing the Landau-Lifshitz equations of motion."°

the [30-ML Au(001)/3-ML bcc Fe(001)/12-ML Note that the effective field caused by the fourth-order
Ag(001)/Fe(00l) whisker facet] sandwich grown at room term H 2 = 0.23 kOe is much smaller than the effective de-
temperature showed that the uniaxial anisotropy is close to magnetizating field 141rDL M, ,o = 4.5 kG. This is contrary
that observed in the samples grown on bulk Ag substrates. to Brillouin light scattering experiments"0 carried out on
However, the uniaxial anisotropy of the Au/Fe/Ag sand- Cu/Fe superlattices which show H, = 14rD, M, j,.
wich grown on an Fe whisker was increased by 2.5 kOe re- The FMR linewidth increases rapidly with decreasing
suiting in a negative value of (41rD, M, ),N = - 2.5 kOe. M, temperature, resulting in a virtual absence of a FMR signal
of this sample is perpendicular to the sample surface at room at liquid-nitrogen temperature (77 K). Therefore, no esti-
temperature (300 K) and below, mate of the critical temperature T, could be made for the 3-

ML-thick fcc Fe specimens.

VI. MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS ON fcc Fe(001) FILMS

The higher melting point and almost identical atomic VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
size of Fe compared to those of Cu create favorable thermo- We have successfully grown ultrathin bec Fe (001) films
dynamic conditions for Fe agglomeration and atomic mix- surrounded by Ag or Ag and Au layers at room temperature.
ing due to Cu surface segregation onto Fe. The Cu/Fe inter- The presence of a uniaxial anisotropy field with easy axis
face behavior was extensively studied by the NBS group.' I-, perpendicular to the sample surface was firmly established.
2-, and 3-ML-thick Fe overlayers were grown on Cu sub- The uniaxial anisotropy is mainly confined to the surface
strates held at 100 K. At that temperature, the atomic inter- region," hence the use of the term "pseudosurface" anisotro-
mixing was completely supressed. Samples were then gradu- py to describe it.
ally brought to 350 K while the intensity of the Cu 2p XPS This slow variation of K, with d is in agreement with
peak was continuously monitored. It was found that in I- recent calculations by Gay and Richter.' Using the spin-
ML-thick films the Fc started to agglomerate around 200 K orbit interaction in their SCLO band calculations they found
and Cu surface segregation began around 300 K. However, the uniaxial surface anisotropy decreases with the number of
3-ML-thick samples do not show any signs of Fe agglomera- atomic layers of Fe. Fur example, calculations carried out
tion or Cu surface segregation at 325 K and hence provide a for a 5-ML-thick iron film show that the uniaxial energy
well-defined structure suitable for magnetic studies. These decreases 1.7 times from that in the thick film limit which
conclusions were further checked and supported by CO ti- compares well with our decrease of K, by a factor of ~ 1.7.
tration and Cu, Fe XPS angular resolved studies.6  Ag and Au contribute almost equally to the pseudosur-

Magnetic studies using FMR and Brillouin light scatter- face anisotropy energy K. at ambient temperature. How-
ing were carried out on 3-ML-thick fcc Fe (001) films grown ever, at low temperatures, the Fe/Ag interface contnbution
on Cu(001) substrates held at 100 K. The films were then to K, is somewhat larger than that of the Fe/Au interface
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and results in a negative (4irDM,).f - 3 kOe at liquid ML-thick fcc or bcc Fe(0) samples This differs from the
N2 temperatures (77 K). It should be pointed out that theoretical calculations of Gay and Richter' who predicted
Ag(001) and Fe(001) lattices are well matched only in the very strong in-plane anisotropies.
(001) plane. There is an appreciable vertical mismatch due It is less well known that the Gilbert damping is primar-
to the large tetragonal distortion between fcc and bcc lat- ily due to the spin-orbit interaction. 2 In bcc Fe(001) films,
tices. It follows that the presence of steps might affect the the spin-orbit interactions contribution to Gilbert damping
growth of Fe on bulk Ag(001), A significantly smaller den- is dramatically changed when the Au coverlayer is replaced
sity of steps on the Fe whisker substrates may be a reason with Ag. The Gilbert damping coefficient changes from
why we observed an increased uniaxial anisotropy of the G=5.7l0's- in [Au(30 ML)/Fe(3 ML)/Ag bulk)
Au/Fe(3 ML)/Ag sandwiches grown on Fe whiskers com- samples to Gzl.OXIOs - ' in [&g(30 ML)/Fe(3
pared to those sandwiches grown on bulk Ag(001). In the ML)/Ag bulk] samples. Gay and Richter have pointed out
[30-ML Au/3-ML Fe/12-ML Ag/Fe whisker] specimens, that moderate changes in the electronic structure can pro-
(4iTDM,)e = - 2.5 kOe at room temperature (300 K). foundly effect the contribution of the spin-orbit interaction
Note, however, that the overall uniaxial anisotropy field is to magnetic anisotropies. Perhaps this should be extended to
not significantly changed by the quality of the substrate sur- the intrinsic Gilbert damping as well.
face. The authors wish to acknowledge the help of K. Myrtle

We have grown Ag/Fe/Ag sandwiches at 140 K. and J. Rudd in this work and funding from the National
RHEED patterns and intensity oscillations clearly show Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
that epitaxial growth can be achieved at low temperatures.
The growth at 140 K is epitaxial but results in numerous
defects and short terraces causing a substantial decrease in
the critical temperature T,.
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Hyperfine fields and spin orientations in (FesT/Ag) superlattices from
conversion electron Mdssbauer studies (invited)

F. A. Volkeninga) B. T. Jonker, J. J. Krebs, N. C. Koon, and G. A. Prinz
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 203 75-5000

Conversion electron M6ssbauer studies have been carried out as a function of temperature on a
series of single-crystal [ (l00)Fe/( l00)Ag] superlattices grown by MBE on GaAs
substrates. The 57Fe layer thickness was varied from approximately I to 5.5 ML. From the
relative intensity of the Mossbauer lines we show conclusively that the orientation of the
magnetic moment for films 2.4 ML and thinner in zero applied field is perpendicular to the
film plane at low temperatures. For a 5.5-ML film the spin alignment at room temperature is
in the film plane and partially out of the plane at low temperatures. The low-temperature
magnetic hyperfine fields are enhanced relative to bulk Fe.

I. INTRODUCTION late the spin anisotropy of the Fe/Ag(100) system. They

The study of magnetism at surfaces, interfaces, and in found that the out-of-plane configuration is the most energe-
ultrathin films has emerged in recent years as one of the most tically favorable for a free-standing Fe( 100) monolayer 7 but
active areas of solid-state physics. Experimentally, the appli- there results were inconclusive for a monolayer of Fe on

cation of new thin-film growth technologies to the produc- Ag( 100).9
tion of transition-metal single-crystal films, superlattices, More recently, Heinrich et al.' carried out FMR studies
and modulated structures has opened the door to the discov- on 3-, 5-, 17-, and 24-ML-thick Fe( 100) films on Ag( 100).
ery and engineering of new materials with novel proper- By extrapolating their results to thinner films they found
ties. 3 Equally important, advances in theoretical and com- indications that the magnetization of a bilayer of Fe on Ag

putational methods have allowed meaningful comparison of (100) should be perpendicular to the film.
calculated results with experiment and serve as guideposts to Previous M6ssbauer studies of polycrystalline films of

advancing the search for new materials which may exhibit Fe on Cu and Ag,'" Fe on Mg,'" and Fe on MgO (Ref. 15)
unusual properties.4  have shown that for films thinner than 8 k&, the magnetiza-

Attractive systems to investigate are ultrathin magnetic tion was predominantly oriented perpendicular to the plane
films grown epitaxially on single-crystal substrates. Such of the film. However, it remained unclear if the properties
systems are the building blocks of more complicated struc- arose from superparamagnetic clusters or other effects relat-
tures, form a close approximation to ideal 2D magnetic ed to the structure of the film.
films, and approximate the theoretical model calculations. Also of interest are the sizes of the magnetic moments
In particular, epitaxial Fe( 100) on Ag(100) has proved to and the related magnetic hyperfine fields. Layer-by-layer

be a very interesting system. 4-"' It can be grown in high- M6ssbauer investigations of the Fe( I 10)/Ag( I ll) inter-
quality single-crystal form with well-defined, flat interfaces, face show an increase in the ground-state magnetic hyper-
Furthermore, Fe and Ag have very little overlap of their fine field to 350 kG at the interface in comparison to 340 kG
valence electron bands,4  leading to only a small degree of for bulk Fe."'' 7 Recent band-structure calculations"5 on
band hybridization and thus permitting the approximate re- both free-standing Fe( 100) layers and Fe/Ag( 100) inter-
alization of two-dimensional Fe films. Among the properties faces and sandA, ,ches have predicted an enhancement of the
of this system which are of intense interest are the size of the Fe moment to the order of 3 u R or more from the bulk value
magnetic moments, theoretically predicted to be enhanced of 2.2p,, , and wide variations in the magnetic hyperfine field
relative to bulk Fe,4' the mag.,etic anisotropy," 7" the mag- away from the bulk value of 340 kG at low temperatures due
netic hyperfine fields,'" and the nature of the magnetic or- to the effect of the s-like conducti', -lectron polarization on
dering process, which may exhibit two-dimensional behav- the magnetic hyperfine field."'
ior for the thinner films.1''

2  It was the aim of the present work to determine via

The importance of the magnetic surface anisotropy was Mbssbauer spectroscopy both the orientation of the magnet-
recently emphasized by the work of Jonker et al.' who car- ic moments and the size of the magnetic hyperfine fields in
ried out spin polarized photoemission studies of ultrathin high-quality ultrathii Fe( 100)/Ag( 100) single-crystal su-
epitaxial Fe( 100) layers on Ag( 100). It was shown that at perlattice films as a function of temperature. In a previous
room temperature there was no in-plane magnetic moment paper" we presented the first direct evidence for perpendic-

for films thinner than 3 monolayers (ML). It was suggested ular anisotropy in the Fe( 100)/Ag( 100) system: this report
that this resulted from a perpendicular surface anisotropy represents an expansion of that work. Also appearing in this
strong enough to compete with the demagnetization field journal are the results of SQUID magnetometer measure-

(41rM = 21.5 kG in bulk Fe), The photoemission results ments made on the same samples used in this investigation.'"
stimulated theoretical efforts by Gay and Richter 9 to calcu- These measurements confirm that at low temperatures there

is a significant perpendicular remanence M R in these ul-
Permanent addres: Sachs/Freeman Associates, Landover, MD 20785. trathin Fe/Ag superlattice films. Furthermore, the strong
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temperature dependence of MR and the relaxation behavior dow. The r rays were incident normal to the sample plane.
observed in the Mossbauer spectra raise interesting ques- With a 40-mCi source (Co in Rh) a statistically meaningful
tions about the dynamics of these films, spectra for the 2.4-ML sample (20 repeats = 48 ML

5 7
Fe to-

tal) could be obtained in one day.

II. SAMPLES AND METHODS The fitting procedure was based on using the minimum
The epitaxial growth of Fe on Ag(100) at room tem- number of Fe sites needed to obtain a good representation of

The the data. For the 2.4- and 5.5-ML films the spectra could be
perature has been shown to proceed in a layer-by-layer fash- fit with a simple two-site model. For the 0.9- and .8-ML

ion through the completion of 3 monolayers, with further fit w itimpl no-site mo e te 0.9- and 1 r-

deposition accompanied by island formation.
6

.
20 Since the films additional nonmagnetic components, most likely cor-

lattice constants of bcc a-Fe and fcc Ag differ by a factor responding to isolated Fe atoms and small Fe clusters, had to
vte ntants o, tere -Fely an 0.8% Aisatch btwenthe be added to fit the inner lines. The criteria used in choosing
very near a/2, there is only a 0.8% mismatch between the the fit was that the parameters remain well behaved over a
a-Fe(100) and Ag(100) surface nets after a rotation of 45 wide temperature range. Although there are two possible

The samples used in this experiment were grown in a low-temperature fits only one fit was chosen due to the in-

PHI Model 400 molecular-beam epitaxy system, and char- ability of the other to fit the room-temperature data without

acterized in situ with Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) significantly changing the isomer shift and quadrupole split-

and reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). ting obtained at the lower temperatures.

The Fe/Ag superlattices were grown at room temperature Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
on a Ag(100) film 500 , thick grown on a 0.2-Mm-thick
ZnSe(100) epilayer, which was grown in turn on a A. Anisotropy

GaAs( 100) substrate to optimize the surface morphology as Mossbauer spectra for the superlattices containing 5.5-,
indicated by sharp, well-defined streaks in the RHEED pat- 2.4-, 1.8-, and 0.9-ML-thick "

7
Fe layers and measured at 15

tern. The "Fe and Ag were deposited alternately from shut- K are shown in Fig. 1. For comparison, the spectrum of a
tered Knudsen cell-type sources at rates of 1-2 and 5-7 ML/ 500-k-thick 

57
Fe film is also shown. Information concerning

min, respectively. Samples were grown with superlattice per- the orientation of the magnetization relative to the direction
iods in which the 1

7
Fe/Ag layer thicknesses were 0.9/3.9, ofpropagation of the gamma rays is contained in the intensi-

1.8/4.8,2.4/5.6, and 5.5/7.0 ML (I ML Fe = 1.43 A, I ML ties in lines 2 and 5. The intensity ratio is given by 3tx: 1: 1 x:3,
Ag = 2.045 A), as determined by x-ray resonance fluores- where x = 4 sin

2 0/(1 + cos
2 0) and 0 is the angle between

cence (XRF) measurements. The number of periods in the the incident y-ray direction and the direction of the magnetic
superlattices were 45, 30, 20, and 7, respectively. Each hyperfine field. Normally, thin ferromagnetic films are mag-
growth was terminated with an extra period of Ag, and the netized in-plane due to the large shape (or demagnetization)
sample was finally coated with 75 A of Al before removal anisotropy. This corresponds to the line intensity ratio
from the MBE system to prevent oxidation or tarnish on 3:4:1:1:4:3 which is exactly that observed for the 500-A-
exposure to atmosphere. thick sample.

The single-crystal nature of each layer was verified dur- For the 2.4 ML and thinner 
5
7Fe superlattices the inten-

ing growth by RHEED. In an accompanying article,'
9  

sities in the second and fifth lines are very weak indicating
RHEED patterns obtained at various stages during the that the magnetization points predominantly out of plane at
growth of the 0.9/3.9 ML sample are shown and discussed. 15 K. The integrated line intensity ratios for these films are
In brief, the Ag base layer patterns exhibit well-defined approximately 3:0.5:1:1:0.5:3 which is close to the value
streaks and a low background intensity characteristic of a 3:0:1:1:0:3 corresponding to having all of the Fe moments
well-ordered single-crystal surface, and reflect the symme- oriented perpendicular to the plane. This ratio corresponds
try of the Ag ( 100) surface net (assuming simple termina- to a uniform deviation of the Fe moments from perpendicu-
tion of the bulk Ag lattice). RHEED shows that the Fe lay- lar of approximately 30 or, alternately, that approximately
ers exhibit a surface net identical to that of the Ag, as 20% of the moments lie in the planeand 80% are perpendic-
expected. The layers exhibit very well-ordered single-crystal ular to it. Because of possible domain formation and imper-
surfaces throughout the growth of the superlattice, as evi- fections in the films, the correct physical picture probably
denced by comparing Fe and Ag RHEED patterns produced lies in between these two extremes.
by the final period with those of earlier layers and with the At room temperature the hyperfine splitting for the
Ag base layer. three thinnest films measured has collapsed (Fig. 2) and at

The conversion electron Mossbauer spectrometer used intermediate temperatures the spectra exhibit broadening
in this work was of the cylindrical mirror analyzer type. The suggestive of a relaxation process. This broadening is still
acceptance angle was 30'-60

° 
and the energy resolution was somewhat present in the spectra of the 0.9-ML superlattice

approximately 4%. The pass energy was set for the 7.3-keV measured at 15 K. At all temperatures for which the lines
K-shell conversion electrons. The sample was mounted on a can be resolved the spectra indicate a pronounced perpendic-
Cu block connected via a Cu braid to a closed-cycle refrig- ular anisotropy indicating that the relaxation is not due to
erator, the first stage of which was used to cool a radiation 3D superparamagnetic clusters.
shield that also served as a cryopumping surface. The trans- The 5.5-ML sample exhibits a temperature-dependent
ducer and source were inside of the vacuum chamber elimi- orientation of the magnetization as evidenced by comparing
nating the need for a lengthy drive rod assembly and win- the room-temperature spectra shown in Fig. 2 with the spec-
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.5 M

2.4 ML
FIG. 2. Conversion-elec-
tron Mossbauer spectra

. FIG. I. Conversion-lec- . taken at room temperature
tron Mssbauer spectra . for 0.9-. 1.8-, 2.4-, and 5.5-
taken at 15K for 0.9-, 1.8-, . .. ML multilayer films of
2.4-, and 5.5-ML multi- "Fe(100) on Ag(100).
layer films of"Fet 100) on 1.8 ML

2.4 ML Ag(100). Shown for com-
parison is the spectra of a

tikfilm of 57Fe(=500

18 ML

0.9 ML

-8 -4 0 4
• .. Velocity (rnmls)

;.X. " 09 ML 'tltemperature. However, no in-plane moment was observed
.1. nO

for the thinner films (2.5 ML and less) indicating that those
-8 -4 0 4 8 films had no remanent magnetization along the [ 1001 axis at

Velocity (m/s) room temperature. They interpreted this as either being
caused by a surface anisotropy strong enough to force the
moments to lie perpendicular to the plane or that Tc for

trum taken at 15 K (Fig. I). At room temperature the mag- these films had dropped below room temperature. This in-
netization is in the film plane, corresponding to the observed vestigation and the magnetization measurements of Krebs et
3:4:1:1:4:3 intensity ratio. With decreasing temperature the al. 9 (done on the same superlattice films used in this investi-
magnetization points increasingly out of the plane until ap- gation) show that they were correct on both accounts, i.e.,
proximately 77 K, below which the line intensity ratio re- 2.4 ML and thinner films do exhibit strong p"pendictilar
mains close to 3:2:1:1:2:3, which is just that observed for anisotropy, however, they also have a magnetic ordering
powder samples which have a random orientation of mo- temperature below 300 K.
ments.

This suggests that at low temperatures the surface an- B. Hyperfine fields
isotropy of the 5.5-ML film is comparable to the demagnet- Spectra taken at 15 K for the 5.5-, 2.4-, 1.8-, and 0.9-ML
ization field, whereas at room temperature the demagnetiza- Fe superlattices are shown in Fig. I. The spectra for the 2.4-
tion field dominates. This effect may be due in part to the and 1.8-ML Fe films exhibit a pronounced left-right asym-
morphology of the film since the RHEED pattern for this metry in both the apparent linewidths and intensities for the
film was not as good as that from the thinner films (d < 3 outer lines suggestive of a nonzero quadrupole interaction.
ML). This is expected since the growth of Fe on Ag(100) The observed line broadening indicates some distribution of
should proceed in o layer-by-laver fashion for the first three hyperfine fields and the asymmetry in the spectra requires
monolayers and t" --. exhibit island growth.' "°  the presence of at least two crystallographically inequivalent

In comparison the previous investigation by Jonker et sites as is expected due to the presence of Fe atoms with
al.6 of Fe/Ag(100) films via spin-polarized photoemission differing local surroundings of Fe and Ag atoms (e.g., Fe
revealed a net in-plane spin polarization indicative of long- atoms in edge, surface, or interior positions). In order to
range ferromagnetic order for a 5.2-ML Fe film at room approximate the distribution and the asymmetry we used a
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simple two-component model to fit the spectra. The instru- AOO

mental linewidth (FWHM) was 0.3 mm/s, the linewidth
used in fitting the spectra was 0.8 mm/s for lines I and 6. The .'
inner lines exhibit a decreasing linewidth as expected if the z 300

excess linewidth is due to a distribution in the magnetic hy- 0
-j

perfine field. .

The parameters obtained form the fits at 15 K and room 4 200

temperature are given in Table I. At 15 K the hyperfine fields z
for the 2.4-ML superlattice film are 358 and 344 kG, each U ,

component accounting for approximately 50% of the "
7
Fe in t

the sample. The positive isomer shifts of 0.06 and 0.5 mm/s
implies a decrease in the s-electron density at the nucleus.
The hyperfine fields are temperature dependent as shown in
Fig. 3, where the average values of the two components are o 5o o0 150 200 250 300

plotted. A linear extrapolation of the fits to T = 0 for the 2.4- TEMPERATURE (K)

ML superlattice results in hyperfine fields of 371 and 358 FIG. 3. Average hyperfine field as a function of temperature for 1.8-, 2.4-,
kG. The nonzero quadrupole splitting observed for both and 5.5-ML films of "Fe(100) on Ag(10). The dotted portion of the
components reflects a loss of cubic symmetry as one w ld curves corresponds to the temperature regime where relaxation effects are
expect for Fe atoms at an interface or a step. In comparison present in the spectra.

the hyperfine properties of bulk Fe are well known with zero
quadrupole splitting, zero isomer shift, and a magnetic hy- fit, the parameters are similar to that of the 2.4- and 1.8-ML
perfine field at 4.2 K of 340 kG.A similar increase in the T = 0 ground-state values of superlattices. Although a quantitative theory does not yetAh simirfineafie for the T.8-M grun tate vaalusof exist, it seems probable that the relaxation is intimately con-
the hyperfine fields for the .8-ML superlattice can also be nected with the 2D nature of these ultrathin films. This will
extrapolated from those fits. As shown in the table the two be discussed in greater detail in a later paper.
magnetic components have the same values of the quadru- For the 5.5-ML superlattice the magnetic hyperfine
pole splitting and isomer shift as for the 2.4-ML superlattice,
the only difference being the relative weighting factors of the fields HHF at 15 K were slightly larger than the values for the
two components and the additional presence of a small 2.4 ML and thinner films. This is related to the strong tern-
amount of nonmagnetic Fe in this sample (the isomer shift perature dependence of HHF for those films. Extrapolating

and quadrupole splitting for these nonmagnetic components linearly to T = 0 resulted in values of 368 and 353 kG for the

agrees with data for small Fe clusters and isolated Fe atoms two components, which are slightly lower than the values for

in Ag.2 1
,
2 2  the 2.4-ML film. The best fit to the data was obtained using

Since relaxation effects are still present in the spectra of zero quadrupole splitting for both components and a smaller

the 0.9-ML superlattice at 15 K the simple two-component isomer shift than the 2.4- and l.8-ML films for the low-field

model yielded a slightly poorer fit and is not shown. How- component. At room temperature there is a substantial de-

ever, a preliminary fit using a stochastic model suggest that crease (which is much greater than seen for bulk Fe) in HHF

the extrapolated ground-state hyperfine fields for this sam- suggesting a lower Curie temperature for this film. The
ple are again similar to those ofthe 2.4- and 1.8-ML superlat- weighting factors of 65% and 35% respectively, are exactly

tice samples. Also at room temperature where the data was what one expects for the amount of interior and surface
atoms for a 5.5-ML-thick film if one assumes layer-by-layer
growth. This immediately suggest the model of interior and

TABLE I. Hyperfine-field parameters for bulk Fe and for the0.9-, 1.8-, 2.4-, surface atoms as the two different environments.
and 5.5-MLfilms. The spectra for the 0.9-ML film at 15 Kwas not fit due to For the 5.5-ML film the model of interface and interior
relaxation effects. At room temperature the hyperfine splitting for the 0.9-, atoms implies that the interface atoms (352 kG) have a low-
1.8-, aid 2.4-ML films has collapsed. er hyperfine field than the interior (363 kG). This is in

15 K Weighting Hu, QS is agreement with the theoretical studies of a seven-layer Ag/
(300 K) factor (kG) (mn/s) (mim/s) 5Fe/Ag(100) sandwich by Ohnishi, Weinert, and Free-

man.
0 

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the magni-
Bulk Fe 1.0 340 (330) 0.0 ( 0.0) 0.0 (0.0) tude of the extrapolated ground-state hyperfine fields for all
0.9 ML 0.47 ... (0) ( - 0.07) ... (0.02) of the samples are approximately equal and that there seems

0.47 .. (0) ... (0.09) ... (0.43)
0.06 -" (0) ... (0.77) ... (0.39) to be a trend in the data in that the weighting factor of the

1.8 ML 0.37 341 (0) -0.11 (-0.07) 0.06 (0.00) low-field component increases with decreasing sample
0.55 323 (0) 0.16 (0.09) 0.49 (0.37) thickness for the 5.5-, 2.4-, and 1.8-ML films. This is sugges-
0.03 0 (0) 0.77 (0.77) 0.39 (0.39) tive of a model in which these thinner films consist of patches
0.05 0 (0) 0.00 (0.00) 0.50 (0.50) and that the higher hyperfine field component corresponds

2.4 ML 0.48 358 (0) -0.11 (-0.09) 0.06 (0.00) . .
0.52 344 (0) 0.16 (0.09) 0.49 (0.36) to interior atoms in the patch. This is inconsistent with the

5.5 ML 0.65 363 (274) 0.00 (0.00) 0.06 (0.06) assumption of a layer-by-layer growth mode for Fe(100) on
0.35 352 (258) 0.00 (0.00) 0.28 (0.28) Ag(100) up to 3 ML, with island growth for the thicker

films, such as the 5.5-ML film. This conflict may either stem
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Mechanisms of exchange anisotropy (invited)
A. P. Malozernoff
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

Exchange anisotropy refers to a group of phenomena which appear in ferromagnetic-
antiferromagnetic sandwiches, particularly to a field offset in the hysteresis loop. After a brief
review of experiment and earlier theory, a new theory is described involving a random field at
the interface which causes the antiferromagnet to break up into domains, whose size is
inversely proportional to the exchange field offset. The theory is extended by considering the
temperature dependence and also the topological properties of the donains, in particular
nonzero winding numbers which increase the size of the domains and give them added
stability. The metastability of such structures provides an explanation of the magnetic
"training" effect observed in multiple cycles of the hysteresis loop.

I. INTRODUCTION exchange field drops to zero,' 3 
(2) the approximately lin-

This paper compares theories of exchange anisotro- ear falloff (I - T/TflI) of the exchange field with temper-
py,'- particularly the recent random-field model,

4 ' 
to ex- ture to zero at a critical temperature T_ somewhat below

periment.'-"
5 

Several new aspects ofthe random-field mod- the bulk AF Niel temperature
9
"' TN, (3) a magnetic "train-

el are introduced, including the topological properties of the ing" effect, that is, the gradual reduction in the exchange

domains and a cubic spin anisotropy. These features impact field and coercivity with the number of hysteresis loop cy-

comparison to experiment. cles
9,2 

at a temperature where interdiffusion and other un-

Exchange anisotropy refers to a complex of unusual derlying materials changes are excluded, (4) the appearance

properties of exchange-coupled ferromagnetic-antiferro- of exchange anisotropy in AF films grown at room tempera-

magnetic (F-AF) sandwiches.' Typically these proper- ture on a single-domained F layer,' but with amplitude

ties appear after the sandwich is cooled through the AF N&l roughly half the size of that achieved by cooling the AF

temperature TN with an applied field which single-domains through TN, and (5) in FeNi/FeMn layers particularly, the

the ferromagnetic layer. At the operating temperature, dependence of the effect on order of deposition (F or AF

which is usually room temperature in typical systems like first).
Co/CoO and FeNi/FeMn, the applied field can then be re- In the next section, some of the previous theories ofex-

moved, but the ferromagnet now behaves as if it were subject change anisotropy are reviewed, including previous work on

to some sort of internal "exchange field" acting in the same the random-field model which is the main topic of this paper.

direction as the previously applied magnetic field. Alterna- Section III describes a new aspect of the random-field Hei-

tively the effect may be described as a "unidirectional" an- senberg problem: the effect of domain wall topology,"

isotropy which breaks time reversal symmetry. which introduces a new twist into the problem, both literally

Exchange anisotropy may be observed most simply in and figuratively. These effects could be important in under-
the hysteresis loop of the ferromagnet, which is found to be standing magnetic training. While the previous theory as-
offset from zero on the field axis. The offset or "exchange sumes a uniaxial anisotropy in the antiferromagnet, most

anisotropy field" HE can be understood as arising from the systems are cubic. In fact, FeMn has four sublattices with
antiferromagnetic interface, in particular from an energy moments pointing along the four different [ 111 ] direc-
difference Aa, per area of the F-AF interface, between the tions. " Some implications of the cubic anisotropy are dis-
two principal time-reversed ferromagnetic directions, cussed in Sec. IV, along with the conclusions.

Balancing pressures on an assumed domain wall
between these two directions, one finds I. THEORIES OF EXCHANGE ANISOTROPY

HE = Aa/2MFtF, (I) As in many other micromagnetic problems like magnet-

where M, and t, are the magnetization and thickness of the ic domain switching or domain wall dynamics," theories of
ferromagnet, respectively. The inverse tF dependence has exchange anisotropy have progressed in complexity from the
been convincingly verified in experiment, • confirming the most simplistic models treating a layer as a single spin, to
interfacial origin of the effect. The exchange field is also re- one-dimensional -nodels treating a layer as a coupled spin
vealed by a sin 0b contribution to the torque curve," and to chain, to two- and three-dimensional models with the full
the ferromagnetic and spin-wave resonance," where 0 is flexibility of the multidimensional magnetic vector field.
the rotation angle in the plane. The simple models give a qualitative phenomenological pic-

Other experimental observations calling for theoretical ture of the effect but fail quantitatively by a large margin.
explanation include (I) the relative independence of the ex- In the first model of exchange anisotropy, Meiklejohn
change field on AF-layer thickness down to a critical thick- and Bean' treated both the F and AF layers as single spins,
ness of typically a few tens of Angstroms, below which the with F subject to applied field (E - HM,-), with AF sub-
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. ject to uniaxial anisotropy (EeK., sin
2 

t6) and with the two primarily in the antiferromagnetic layer, as suggested by the
coupled by an interfacial exhange J,. While this model nicely experimental observation'' 2 

that the ferromagnetic moment
* predicts an exchange field of order JIM, and a sin b torque in the two directions differs at most by a very small amount.

curve, the experimentally fitted value forJ, was found to be a With Eq. (1) this model predicts an offset field of
hundred to a thousand times smaller than typical bulk F or 2VA5 KT /MFtF, which, with typical parameters, is in good
AF exchange parameters.'"" agreement with experiment.

4
.
6 

Rather than being concen-
This is a highly implausible result. If the reduced J is trated across a single atomic interface, the exchange energy

interpreted as that of some relatively uniform but chemically is now spread out over a domain wall width irjA4 /K(,
modified interfacial layer, it is hard to understand why the leading to a reduction by a factor of 1Vir ;x- '1 a -10 js
magnetic ordering temperature of that layer would not also lea to aeeduo 100, just

be suppressed by a similar ratio (e.g., 500 K/100 = 5 K), w eer, the - eio model

making the layer paramagnetic at room temperature and However, the onedimensional model fails to explain the

decoupling the F and AF layers. On the other hand, if the persistence 
' of exchange anisotropy, with no diminution

reduced J is interpreted in terms of occasional pinholes, it is ofH , down to AF thicknesses of 25m an order ofmagni-

hard to understand the consistency and reproducibility of tude lower than the characteristic domain wall width. In

the effect. There is also the problem that a very special anti- fact, essentially all published data is on AF layers thinner
ferromagnetic configuration is required to give an offset: the than the domain wall width, with the possible exception of
fero-ageti"uncompent configuration o wn n f : t some thick single-crystal NiO data. In FeMn, for example,
so-called "uncompenssted" configuration shown in Fig. a structural transformation from the AF a phase to the non-

o(b) in which only one of the two AF sublattices happens to magnetic (at room temperature) y phase occurs in thick
adjoin the interface. The more natural "compensated" con- films, " so that only a thin magnetic layer is likely to remain
figuration of Fig. I(a) gives no effect. The model also cannot near the interface. The model also fails to account for mag-
explain magnetic training. netic training. And it implausibly assumes a monatomically

A first step towards more theoretical flexibility comes net, unin ad itefac e.
with a one-dimensional chain model, permitting variations perfect, uncompensated interface.
perpendicular to the interfacial plane.

6 
When the ferromag- Kouvel' and N el first recognized the possibility ofob-netic layer in the uncompensated configuration of Fig. I (b) taining exchange anisotropy with AF domain structures ex-

is reversed, or alternatively when the AF spins are reversed tending along the interface, that is with the AF domain walls

isrevreative lytwhenttheeAF spins e a re r s geersted standing perpendicular to the interface. N6el pointed out
relative to the F spins, a high interfacial energy is generated how such structures, pinned by coercivity in the AF layer,
in the configuration of Fig. 1 (c), but this can be relaxed by could account for magnetic training, much as domains give
the introduction of an interfacial domain wall, as shown history-dependent phenomena in coercive ferromagnets.

schematically in Fig. 1(d). Aa, in Eq. (I ) is now 4Jt , However, these early theories could not specify the size of
where A4 =J/a and K are the AF exchange stiffness and these domains and hence could not predict the exchange
uniaxial anisotropy per unit volume, and a is the lattice con- field magnitude.
stant. It is assumed here that the corresponding ferromagne- The present author suggested a way to do this

4 by recog-
tic A and K are sufficiently larger to keep the domain wall nizing the likely randomness in exchange interactions at the

interface, arising from surface roughness or chemical in-
homogeneity on an atomic scale. Following an argument
initially made by Imry and Ma,'8 

one expects the AF io
I 5 -,break up intoa domain state as local regionsreorient to mini-

mize the interfacial random-field energy. ' The characteris-
... x .. -- --------------- tic size of these domains can be estimated by balancing de-

rivatives of the random-field energy and the opposing AF
domain wall energy.

Let J -fiJ-fAA a be the magnitude of the atomistic
interfacial energy, with the field pointing randomly parallel

tN(I,\IPiN..5II\i... ,.. 11 1'1-tNtISI DTt- - .- J/,4*,5K or antiparallel to an assumed AF and F easy uniaxial anisot-

ropy axis lying in the film plane. According to random statis-

-- x - X x -- tics, in an interface area L 'with N = L '/a' atoms, the aver-
aged random-field energy per area will be

- - \ \ \X = -fiJ/a 2
JN

- 
-fJ/aL. Thus the larger the character-

istic domain size, the smaller will be the averaged interfacial
/ ,, / // energy. A detailed analysis5 

shows that L is of order the

domain wall width nr AA4 A1; so again, as in the one-dimen-
sional mod4, the energy is scaled down by a factor of order

FIG. I. Schematic side view of possible atomic spin configurations in a fer. 100.
romagnetic-aniifernmagnetic sandwich with a planar ferromagnetically In a hysteresis loop, the F magnetization direction is
coupled interface indicated by the dashed line. Frustrated bondsare indicat.

ed by crosses. The unfavorable configuration of c) can reduce its energy by reversed, Ifcoercivity in the AF layer can be assumed to hold
forming a planar antife.romagnetic domain wall as in (d). (After Ref. 4.) the domain walls fixed in position, the domain orientations,
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originally favorably aligned along the averaged random in- the same energy (by time reversal symmetry). Then Au in
terfacial field, become unfavorable and metastable. Thus the Eq. (I) drops to zero.
interfacial random-field energy term changes sign and Au of While the random field theory can thus explain many
Eq. (1) is just twicefiJ/aL. Substitution into Eq. (1) leads experimental aspects of exchange anisotropy, some exten-
to an offset field of the form sion of the theory is required to understand the magnetic

training effect and the temperature dependence. These
HE ofJ/2MFtFaL ofAA KA/MFtF, (2) aspects are treated in the following sections.

which has the correct order of magnitude to explain experi- Ill. SPIN TOPOLOGY IN THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL
mental data,4 

withf! of order unity. HEISENBERG MODEL
In the first paper

4 
on the random-field model of ex-

change anisotropy, the AF thickness was assumed infinite. A previous paper' studied the energy u per interfacial

In fact, the energy of such a domain state was positive, giving area of a cylindrical antiferromagnetic domain stabilized by

at best a metastable state. However, for AF layers thinner random interfacial energy in a two-dimensional Heisenberg

than a critical value of order the domain wall width, the system with uniaxial anisotropy. a can be written
domain state can be shown5 

to be negative and hence stable. a° + I >
Indeed, essentially all experimental data fall in this limit. 81rt 4 , ) -

+  
'>6°' (3)

The reason for this upper critical thickness is that the rela- q =fjabo/47' 12tA, (4)
tive contribution of wall exchange and anisotropy energy,
which opposes the formation of the domains, becomes where I is the normalized domain diameter L Ia and 6. is the

greater as the AF layer thickness is increased and eventually normalized Bloch wall width ir AAV; K Ia. The parameter 77
a longer-range ordered state becomes stable.

5 
Kinetic ef- measures the local interfacial field strength through

fects
20 

may make it difficult to observe this critical thickness f =Jj/J. In Eq. (3), the first term represents the random-
experimentally; this is a well-known problem in the exten- field energy and the second the domain wall energy assum-
sive studies of bulk disordered antiferromagnets, which have ing the simple Bloch wall surface energy 4JAiK. Equation
previously been the principal experimental realization of the (3) is valid only for 1 > 6 because at lower values, the walls
random-field model. squeeze against each other' and the exchange energy goes as

The predictions of the random-field model seem consis- 1/.2 It should be recognized that because of the randomness
tent with a variety of other exchange-anisotropy experi- of the interfacial field, the domain geometries can be com-
ments which probe the ferromagnetic layer and which can be plex and both polarities of encircled domain moments can
interpreted simply in terms of an interfacial unidirectional occur. The cylindrical domain is a typical, though not the
pinning anisotropy K, = HEMFtF. In spite of the strong only, geometry because surface tension will round out the
atomistic interfacial exchange, the F layer as a whole is not wall boundaries.
strongly pinned because of the competition and cancellation Actually Eq. (3) implicitly assumes a domain wall
of the random exchange directions. Thus there is no contra- structure in which the spin direction in the middle of the wall
diction with the recent work of Rave et al.

7 
who point out is everywhere the same, as shown schematically in Fig. 2 (a).

that strong interfacial pinning would have a drastic effect on In this figure the spins represent the staggered magnetiza-
the ferromagnetic reorientation. The FMR and spin-wave tion, or equivalently, the spin of a single sublattice. If the
linewidths, 4

" 
5 

which indicate a variation of the local inho-
mogeneous fields of about double the average exchange off-
set field, can also be understood in a natural way. Just as the
average Imry-Ma domain size is determined statistically, so
the distribution of sizes will, according to Gaussian statis- a) d)

tics, be comparable to the average. The FMR linewidth does -(0 -

not "see" the much stronger randomness on shorter length
scales L because in this limit the exchange field

2AFk 2
/MFw21r 2

AF/MFL2 exceeds the random field b) e.
fJ/MFtFaL (because I/L2 dominates /L as L-O). - * a

The critical lower AF thickness observed in experi-

ment 13 can be attributed to the inability of AF coercivity to
hold the domain walls in place when the F orientation is
reversed. The strength of this coercivity is not known, and so f) fl
it is difficult to make a quantitative estimate. But as long as 'Ks-
that coercivity is a bulk phenomenon, its strength will scale
with AF thickness, while the driving force for domain col-
lapse is an interfacial effect, independent of thickness, which FIG. 2. (a)-(c) show a schematic top view of domain configurations in the
arises when the F orientation switches and makes the interfa- antiferromagnetic layer. Arrows represent the staggered spins, or, alterna-

ltively, only one of the two sublattices. (d)-(f) show equivalent topological
cial energy ofthe domains unfavorable. Thus below a critical configurations obtained by rotating all spins by 90" around the vertical axis.
thickness the coercivity will be too weak to hold the domains These configurations are the same as those studied in magnetic bubbles
and they will simply move to new positions with, on average, (Ref. 16) and can be characterized by a winding number S.
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spin direction in the middle of the wall varies as in Figs. 2 (b) 5

or 2(c), an additional exchange term appears.
This problem is in fact closely related to the problem of 4

magnetic bubble domains with different winding numbers.'6

A simple rotation of the spin directions by 90* around the 3 3
vertical axis of Fig. 2 transforms Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c)
into Figs. 2(d), 2(e), and 2(f). These are theS= 0,S= 1, 2
and S = - 1 bubbles,' 6 where S is the winding number de- S=O
fined by the contour integral (21r)-if((d/ds)dsaroundthe I
domain perimeters [Eq. (8.22) of Ref. 16].

One difference with the magnetic bubble case is the ab- o0
sence of demagnetizing fields. In magnetic bubbles, domain 7 f6s

wall twists compress into so-called Bloch lines (e.g., see Fig.
8.5 of Ref. 16) under the influence of such fields. In the AF IG. 3. Equilibrium domain sizes of the two-dimensional random-field
case, the azimuthal angle 0 [see Fig. 2(d) ] simply twists Heisenberg model with uniaxial anisotropy, as a function of the random
linearly as a function of distances along the domain contour, field strength parameter 77, for different winding states S of the domain
Then it can be shown [see Eqs. (8.19) and (8.21) of Ref. 16] walls. The dashed line for S = 0 indicates the likely metastable state caused
that the wall surface energy u and wall width A =-&a are, by slow kinetics (Ref. 20).

respectively,

01 + ( aboedOJ/ .j+ (W5)J/

(5) exchange field is generally reduced by the presence of S #0
-Al_______ \2] - /2 winding states.

\ris Since these S #0 states are higher energy states of the
system, the question arises as to why they should be present

- [I + (2S6° 2] -/Z (6) at all. There are possible thermodynamic as well as kinetic

110)-1 j "reasons. First it is important to recognize that the S #0 states
have a greater stability against collapse than the S = 0 state.

Substituting this new energy term into Eq. (2), one ob- This effect can be understood with reference to Fig. 4.

tains an equation of the form In a one-dimensional (ID) system, with Ising (ID)
spins, domain walls are point defects, and two such defects

C- +111 + ( ] . (7) can annihilate if bought together [Fig. 4(a) ]. In a ID sys-
1 i kri] tem with 2D spins [ Figs. 4 (b) and 4 (c) ], domain walls con-

Minimization gives a ferromagnetic state (/- oo ) for ? < 1, sist of spin rotation, and the two possible rotation polarities

while for 7 > 1, imply two possibilities for two adjacent walls: Opposite rota-

I= / 4 -7'+(8 + 72 /2 tions [Fig. 4(b) ] can unwind and annihilate, but rotations
i n2 )/2 (8) in the samesense [the"winding" configuration of Fig. 4(c)]
r (n- 1have a great stability because as the walls are pushed togeth-

This result is valid for ! > 6, where 1--= A/a is now given er their exchange energy diverges. The winding configura-
in Eq. (6) and shrinks as the winding number S increases. tion can only be annihilated when the wall centers move to
Equation (8) is plotted in Fig. 3 along with the predicted within atomic distances of each other. By contrast, in a ID
domain size for the S = 0 case calculated earlier.

5 
The in- system with 3D spins, the rotations of Fig. 4(c) ran unwind

crease in domain diameter can be understood, as in the case because the spins can twist out of the plane.

of "hard" magnetic bubbles,
6 

from the physical picture of An analogous situation occurs in 2D, as illustrated in
the winding acting like a spring compressed inside the do- Figs. 4(d)-4(f). A finite domain with ID Ising spins has a
main wall. Only for S = 1, the size can be smaller than S = 0 wall consisting entirely of an abrupt change in spin orienta-
because of the narrowing of the domain wall width. The tion across one atomic separation [Fig. 4(d) 1. A domain

S = I curve in Fig. 3 ends where 6 = I I - (4/F_; with 2D spins, while supporting wall rotations, is inherently
extending it to higher q requires extension of the theory to unwinding, as can be seen by following a horizontal cut
the Heisenberg limit. For higher S the Ising limit persists to through the domain in Fig. 4(e). The apparently winding
I-0. configuration along a horizontal line through the domain of

To calculate the offset field Hr from Eq. (1), one needs Fig. 4(f) can actually also unwind because such a domain

Ao. As before, flipping the ferromagnetic orientation and wall must always contain two point singularities of the vec-
leaving the antiferromagnetic domain wall in place causes tor field, which, if brought together, annihilate one of the
the interfacial energy to be reversed in sign: so Aa is given by two senses of rotation within the wall.
twice the interfacial term in Eq. (3). Thus one finds The 2D case with 3D spins was already shown in Fig. 2.

HE = 2fAA/ rMFtFL. The inverse L dependence, com- Here S j0 states have inherently winding configurations
bined with the increased L 's shown in Fig. 3, implies that the and therefore should be particularly stable.
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4, dm to be the lowest-energy S = 0 state.
When the applied field direction is reversed at T< T,,,

S I I ... the originally favorable domain alignment becomes unfavor-
able, and so forces are exerted tending to displace the walls.

b) 1 2 -. / f \- \ f / Ifcoercivity is too weak, theS= 0 domains can unwindand
annihilate. As they do so, the average domain size increases

c) 1 2 / t \ * / "' and H, is reduced according to Eq. (8). On further field
cycles, more and more domains annihilate until the remain-
ing walls are sufficiently far apart to remain stable under
field cycling. This process possibly explains the observed

ll 2 1 magnetic training effect.' 2

Another way to induce exchange anisotropy is to grow
the AF film in situ on the ferromagnet at a temperature well
below T,,, for example, by surface oxidation of Co to form

a) 2 2 CoO or by sputtering of FeMn onto FeNi. In this case the
moments of the growing layer, which may initially begin as
islands, are likely to adopt random orientations. As the is-
lands merge and the domains form, the wall will be left with
random orientations giving a statistical distribution of wind-

I 2 2 ing numbers. If the island scale were known, it would be
possible to estimate the width of that distribution. Even
without this information, a qualitative prediction can be

FIG. 4. Domain configurations for various space (d,) and spin (d,) di- made of a larger average domain size [ Eq. (8) ], because of
mensionalities. The dots in (a) and the line in (d) represent abrupt atomic more S #60 bubbles, leading through Eq. (2) to a lower off-
reorientations characteristic of the Ising model. Configurations (b) and (c) set. This trend is observed in experiment, where offset fields
are called "unwinding" and "winding", respectively. The 2D configura-
tions (e) and (f) are both unwinding, in the tatter case because the abrupt are typically half the size of those obtained in the same films
wall transitions, indicated by the dots, can move together and annihilate, by thermal cycling. ' The stability of S #0 winding states
leaving a configuration equivalent to (e). implies another experimentally verifiable effect, namely that

the lower critical thickness for exchange anisotropy should
be smaller for the low-temperature process than for the ther-
mal cycling process.

IV. CUBIC ANISOTROPY AND TEMPERATURE
DEPENDENCE

This process may be generalized to higher dimensionali-

ties. Stable winding configurations can be achieved only in So far the theory has assumed uniaxial AF anisotropy
certain dimensionalities when closed domains are imbedded and a simple colinear AF spin structure. In fact both CoO
in a uniform vector field: in particular only when the spin and FeMn are believed to be cubic, and FeMn has a four

dimensionality d,, is one greater than the space dimensional- sublattice structure in which the four sublattice moments
ity d. The structures are always unwinding for d. >d + 2 point towards along the four [ I ll] directions.'

7

or d. <d,. Interestingly the critical case d, = d, + 1 is the In this case, a variety of different domain types exist,

one relevant for experimental studies of exchange anisotropy corresponding to the different possible directions of the sub-

in sufficiently thin AF films because the exchange coupling lattices. This is a complex topological problem which will
through the thickness in effect collapses that perpendicular not be addressed here. However, it is plausible to imagine
dimension and leaves an essentially two-dimensional prob- that random interfacial fields can also act to stabilize these

lem. It should be noted that vortices are also stable for domains and that different topological structures can arise.
d = d, = 2 (e.g., in the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition), The typical wall width AA/KAC is now determined by the
but not in a way consistent with a uniform imbedding vector cubic anisotropy K4,. Thus one can anticipate a formula like
field. that of Eq. (2) for the exchange field, but with KAc substitut-

How then are the different winding states determined? ing for K,.
This depends on the process by which exchange anisotropy Here we focus on one particular consequence of the cu-
is "written" into the F-AF sandwich. bic anisotropy, namely its implications for the temperature

The most common technique, as mentioned earlier, is to dependence of the offset field." The interfacial exchange in-
heat the sandwich through the AF N6el temperature TN, teraction JSFSA i.. quadratic in spin, but with one F spin and
while applying a field to single domain the ferromagnet with one AF spin. Similarly uiaxial anisotropy is, in simplest
a higher ordering temperature. Near TN, the AF spins are approximation, quadratic in the AF spin while cubic anisot-
expected to be "labile," partially disordered by thermal fluc- ropy is fourth order. In mean field SA a(0 - T/T, )1

/ ,

tuations. Only below TN does coercivity "freeze in" the do- while if the F Curie temperature is much higher than TN,

main structure. Entropy could then lead to a distribution in there is essentially no temperature dependence in SF in the
the winding states, although the predominant state is likely temperature range around TN.
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Putting these factors together, one predicts an AF wall though this is difficult in an AF on a few hundred Angstrom
width parameter independent of temperature for the uniax- scale. The predicted upper critical thickness should be
ial casebut going as (I - T/TN) - "2 for the cubic case. The looked for. The presence of winding topologies would be of
latter result implies a divergence in domain width with in- interest to test via their unusually high stability. It seems safe
creasing temperature. Alternatively it means that domains to predict that this field of study is just in its infancy.
formed in the process of cooling and frozen in by coercivity
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Brillouin scattering from collective spin waves in magnetic superlattices
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We report on the observation and the analysis of collective magnetostatic spin-wave excitations
in magnetic superlattices. The influence of interface anisotropies, which can become dominant
for small modulation wavelengths, is discussed. For the system Fe/Pd we show that Brillouin
spectroscopy experiments in combination with the measurement of the saturation
magnetization by a SQUID magnetometer give evidence for a magnetic polarization of the Pd
spacer layers, as well as for a small negative out-of-plane interface anisotropy constant of K,
= - 0.15 erg/cm2 .

Magnetic multilayered structures have gained consider- quencies and reanalyze within the new model the experimen-
able interest in the past few years due to their unusual mag- tal data of the Fe/Pd system. We demonstrate that a pre-
netic properties. Besides novel static phenomena like the an- vious description"• of the observed spin-wave frequencies by
tiphase domains in Gd/Y superlattices' and the spin spiral a decrease of the saturation magnetization 41rM, for small
effects in Dy/Y superlattices2 the so-called collective spin- modulation wavelengths A can be improved by the approach
wave excitations are the first and the only dynamic collective of considering a small out-of-plane interface anisotropy as-
features of superlattices reported so far.3-  In most cases suming a value of 41rM, = 17 + 2 kG independent of A. A
they are made up from surface spin waves in each magnetic recently reported strong increase of 47rM, for small A, as
layer coupled by theirdipolar stray fields via the intervening measured by den Broeder et al. using a vibrating sample
nonmagnetic spacer layers giving rise to a new kind of spin- magnetometer,1 ' can consistently be described by the as-
wave band, which exhibits partially bulk-mode- as well as sumption of a magnetic polarization of the Pd spacer layers.
surface-mode-like behavior. A study of these excitations can The interpretation is corroborated by magnetization mea-
reveal information about the magnitude and the direction of surements in magnetic fields parallel and perpendicular to
the saturation magnetization, about magnetic anisotropies, the layers using a SQUID magnetometer.
and about a possible polarization of the spacer material. In The Brillouin scattering experiments were performed at
particular, Brillouin spectroscopy seems to be best suited to room temperature under vacuum in backscattering geome-
study magnetic interface anisotropies due to the sensitivity try using a (3 + 3)-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferome-
of spin waves to the anisotropy fields. It is therefore of cru- ter described elsewhere. 3 A single-mode 5145-A Ar' ion
cial importance to consider Brillouin scattering experiments laser was used with an incident power of p-polarized light of
in addition to established methods of magnetic measure- up to 250 mW. The sampling time per spectrum was typical-
ments in order to gain more information about the magne- ly 5 h. The inelastically scattered light was analyzed depolar-
tism of multilayered structures. ized in order to suppress surface phonon signals. The applied

So far there are only few reports on the observation of magnetic field was oriented parallel to the layer planes and
spin waves in magnetic superlattices by Brillouin spectrosco- perpendicular to the scattering plane.
py.6-'o After theoretical predictions of the existence of the The Fe/Pd superlattice samples were prepared on sin-
collective modes by Camley et al.,3 Griinberg and Mika,' gle-crystal sapphire substrates using a sputtering technique
and by Emtage and Daniel,' first experimental evidence was described elsewhere." The sample parameters are listed in
provided by Brillouin scattering experiments in Mo/Ni su- Ref. 8. The modulation wavelength A varies between 33 and
perlattices by Grimsditch et al.6 and Kueny et al. A first 188 A, and the number of bilayers N varies between 49 and
detailed experimental proof of the predicted magnetic prop- 90. The modulation wavelengths of the samples were deter-
erties of the collective spin-wave band including measure- mined by x-ray diffraction. As shown by Bragg and wide-
ments of the band shapes was presented by Hillebrands et al. film Debye-Scherrer x-ray diffraction the layers grew with a
for Fe/Pd and Fe/W superlattices.8 • preferred orientation of bee Fe ( 110) planes and fcc Pd ( III )

In this paper we present Brillouin scattering experi- planes, with no in-plane orientation. The samples exhibited
ments on Fe/Pd superlattices in addition to a brief review of long-range structural coherence of at least 300 A perpendic-
earlier reported results." 9 We outlinc how to fully include ular to the layers.
interface anisotropies in the calculation of the spin-wave fre- In Figs. I and 2 typical Brillouin spectra of magnetic
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cally toward the upper band edge. At the latter discrete spin-
wave modes can still be resolved due to the small thickness

(a) and the finite number of bilayers
85 

Their strong Stokes/
Aanti-Stokes asymmetry identifies them as surface-mode-like

spin waves. On the other hand, the modes near the lower
edge of the spin-wave band are bulk-mode-like because of

> (b) their small Stokes/anti-Stokes asymmetry. If we neglect the

discrete modes near the upper band edge the shape of the
I (0spin-wave excitation band is qualitatively similar to the cal-

Ic) culated Brillouin scattering cross section for the semi-infi-
nite superlattice system Mo/Ni.'

In Fig. l(b) we show the Brillouin spectrum of an
Fe/Pd superlattice with d = 41.7 A and a much larger

j (d do = 138.7 A. In this case the spin-wave band becomes nar-
rower and no discrete peaks are observable near the upper
band edge. A drastically different spectrum is found for the

-34 -17 0 17 34 case ofdo (9.1 A) much smaller than d (41.0 A) as shown in

FREQUENCY SHIFT (GHz) Fig. 1 (c). In this case a very intense discrete mode is found

FIG. 1. Room-temperature Brillouin spectra of Fe/Pd superlattices in an near 27.7 GHz in the anti-Stokes spectrum. This superlattice

applied magnetic field of I kG: (a) d = 21.9 A, and d. = 24.3 A, (b) surface spin-wave mode, which travels about the total super-
d = 41.7 A and do = 138.7 A, and (c),(d) d = 41.0 A and do = 9.1 A. In lattice stack, is allowed to exist besides the collective spin-
(d) the direction of the applied field has been reversed compared to (c). wave band.

5 
It would merge with the latter for d = do.

The angle of incidence of the laser beam is 45'. The effect of inverting the applied magnetic field on the

Brllouin cross section is demonstr,;ted in Fig. 1 (d). Since
the direction of the applied field defines the sense of re,. olu-

superlattices are displayed for an applied magnetic field of I tion of each surface spin-wave mode about each magnetic
kG. Figure 1 (a) shows the spectrum ofa Fe/Pd superlattice layer, an inverted field exchanges the Stokes and anti-Stokes
with a modulation wavelength of A = 46.2 A. The thickness parts of the spectra.
dofthe magnetic material is close to that of the nonmagnetic Figure 2 shows Brillouin spectra of an Fe/Pd superlat-
material (do). The band of collective spin-wave excitations tice sample with d = 89.4 A and do = 99.0 k for different
can clearly be identified in the right-hand part of the spec- applied magnetic fields H. With increasing H the spin-wave
trum by its specific asymmetric shape. The density of states frequencies increase, accompanied by a bandwidth narrow-
is largest at small frequency shifts and decreases asymmetri- ing.

Since the thickness of each magnetic layer in the super-
lattices considered here is as low as 16 X for the smallest
modulation wavelength, an influence of interface anisotro-

/Fe/POd_ 1pies of the spin-wave frequencies cannot generally be ex-
e- eluded. For a single epitaxial layer ofFe( 110) on a W( 110)

substrate prepared in UHV by electron beam evaporation
/g and in situ measured by Brillouin scattering an increase of

0.5kG the spin-wave frequencies toward smaller Fe thicknesses has
'-.5 k been observed for d < 60 .Using a modified Damon-Esh-

1.0kG bach theory, which includes properly the magnetic in-plane
- and out-of-plane anisotropy contributions, a quantitative
Mcp description of the observed mode behavior could be

S2.0 kG achieved. From a fit of the experimental data the anisotropy
Zconstants could be determined. "
LO In the following we will describe the theory used in the

3.0 kG present work on magnetic superlattices, which includes

magnetic interface anisotropy contributions. It is an exten-
sion of a theoretical approach described elsewhere,

2 
which

3.5kG allows in the magnetostatic limit for the calculation of spin-
wave frequencies of superlattices under the inclusion of vol-

-4.4 -2.7 0.0 22.7 4.4 ume anisotropy contributions described by the volume an-

FREQUENCY SHIFT (GHz) isotropy constant K, and an uniaxial anisotropy constant
K.. We dropped contributions from the latter, since there is

FIG. 2. Room-temperature Brillouin spectra of a Fe/Pd superlattice con- no evidence in the superlattices for uniaxial contributions,
sisting of"49 bilayers with d = 89.4 A and d0 = 99.0 A for different applied
magnetic fields as indicated in the figure. The angle of incidence of the laser which cannot be described more adequately by surface an-
beam is 45. isotropies. Exchange contributions are neglected. 3--5.1012
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Since the Fe layers investigated here all have the ( 110) tion, contrary to results of epitaxial films, where the
planes parallel to the interfaces of the superlattice, we re- constants enter independently in fee andf., s
strict ourselves in the following to this case. We will use a The rest of the calculation is straightforward. Solving
spherical coordinate system, where 0 is the azimuthal angle Maxwell's equations in the magnetic and nonmagnetic lay-
measured against the interface normal and 4) is the polar ers and taking the magnetic boundary conditions at each
angle measured with respect to the crystallographic (001] interface into account, the problem of finding solutions for
axis in the layer plane. The free-energy density""-8 of the propagating spin waves can be reduced to finding the zeros
system consists of (i) the potential energy density f. of the of the boundary-condition determinant. Since at each inter-
magnetization M, in the external field H, face only magnetic interactions between the adjacent layers

fp = - MH sin e cos((b, - l, (1) have to be considered the boundary-condition determinant
can be written in the form of a band matrix. This allows to

where OH, is the angle between the crystallographic [001] apply very effective numerical tools in order to efficiently
direction in the surface and the external field H, (ii) the free- calculate the spin-wave frequencies even for 90 bilayers.
energy densityf due to volume anisotropies, The parallel component of the spin-wave wave vector,

f = (Kl/4){cos
4 

8 + sin 4 
8[sin

4 
4D + sin

2
(24))] q11, is defined by the scattering geometry of the Brillouin

+ [ 'scattering experiment. The perpendicular component q, is
sin (28) [cos 2 

• - sin2 
-}, (2) given in each layer by the relation

2

and (iii) the free-energy densityf! due to interface anisotro-
pies in the homogeneous magnetization approximation, 

t
9 q, = q - [( + X22 sin

2 
a)/( I + i)], (17)

I =(2/d) (K, cos
2 0 

+ K, sin
2 cos 2 

p), (3) where a is the angle between q1, and 4rrM,. In the absense of
surface anisotropies q, is always imaginary, resulting in sur-

where d is the thickness of the magnetic layers and the factor face spin-wave modes. However, in particular for small mag-
of 2 counts the two interfaces. K, and K,., are the out-of- netic thicknesses and large positive surface anisotropy con-
plane and the in-plane anisotropy constants, respectively. tributions, q, can become real and the spin waves have
Since the films considered here are isotropic in plane, we bulklike character in the corresponding layer.
have to average Eqs. (1 )-(3) over the in-plane angle 4P: Figures 3 and 4 show results of the calculations. We

= - MH sin e, (4) used the parameters obtained from the fit of the spin-wave

(KI4) (7 in 4 
8 + cos

2 8), frequencies in single epitaxial Fe( 110) films on W( 110) re-
is (5) ported in Ref. 15. The parameters are given in Figs. 3 and 4.

= (2/d)(K, cos
2 0 + IK,,p sin

2 0). (6) Figure 3 shows the obtained spin-wave frequencies for a

With the resulting free-energy densityf N = 10 superlattice as a function of the Fe layer thickness d,
which is equal to the thickness d, of the nonmagnetic spacer

f=fp +f,. +f, (1) material. As in the case of single layers the spin-wave fre-
we are now able to determine the components of the dynamic quencies increase for small d. The mode of highest frequen-
susceptibility tensor X (Refs. 16-18): cy, which is the surface spin-wave mode revolving about the

x 41ryfv,/W sin
2 0, (8) total superlattice stack, shows an overall frequency increase

with decreasing d and is well separated from the residual

X2 = (47r/fl
2

) [(?,f,/sin )-iyM], (9) modes. Contrary to the case of vanishing interface anisotro-

X21 = (41r/f1
2
)[ (r2fo/sin 0) +irM], (10)

X(22 = 41ry2fee .12, (11)

with 50

f2 = 0,,,12 ... IFe (110)lW(llOl..fl =o6 _o2,(12)

too = (y/M, sin O)iffo -fZo®, (13) 0

wheref,, refer to the second derivatives offwith respect to/p
and v. y is the gyromagnetic ratio and o the spin-wave fre- 30

quency. Since for all superlattices considered in this work
the magnetization has no out-of-plane component (see be-
low) we may assume in the following 0 = 90*. The evaluat- 20

ed expressions forfoO , andfo, are

foe = MH - JK + (4/d) kK, - iK,,), (14) lo dr'zd. K,'4.8xtOerg/cm3
1 0 bilayefs K, - 2.8 erg /CM

2

foo = MH, (I5) 4.Mt -l8kG g ,=0024erg/cml

A,, = 0. (16) 1 ____________0050 100 t50
It should be pointed out, that due to the (110) orientation of Fe Film Thickness (1)
the crystallites in each magnetic film the ,anisotropy contri- FIG. 3. Calculated spin-wave frequencies as a fucion of the layer thick-

butions do not average to zero. However, only a linear com- nes for a N = 10 superlattice with equal thicknesses of the magnetic and
bination ofthe three anisotropy constants enters the calcula- nonmagnetic layers. The parameters are as indicated in the figure.
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FIG. 5. Values of the saturation magnetization obtained from the SQUID

FIG. 4. Calculated spin-wave frequencies as a function of the out-of-plane measurements (crosses) and values from Ref. II (circles) as a function of
interface anisotropy constant K.. The parameters are as indicated in the the inverse Fethickness. The solid line is a fit toour data and thedashed line
figure. is an extrapolation into the regime of twe data of Ref. 11.

pies, this mode cannot be described as a surface spin wave of tization, ' 9" we have reanalyzed the previously measured
a magnetic layer of a thickness equal to the total thickness of Brillouin scattering data using the new model. In order to
the superlattice stack,' 5 since in the latter case the surface support the reported increased values of the saturation mag-
anisotropy contribution should be negligible due to the lid netization for vapor-deposited Fe/Pd superlattices of Fe
factor. All residual modes are nearly degenerate in frequen- thicknesses between 2 and 6 A. (Ref. 11) we also measured
cy for very small d. An analysis of the wave solutions in each for some of our samples 4srM, and the saturation field (kink
layer shows, that due to the dominating interface anisotropy field) H, by means of a SQUID magnetometer for applied
terms the spin waves are bulk-mode-like in each layer, which magnetic fields H up to 54 kG parallel as well as perpendicu-
compared to surface modes have smaller dipolar stray fields lar to the layers. The results from the SQUID measurements
in the nonmagnetic spacer layers and are thus less coupled to are listed in Table I together with those from Ref. 11. For all
each other. samples we obtained higher values of the saturation magne-

Figure 4 shows the spin-wave frequencies of a N = 10 tization as compared to the Brillouin scattering results re-
superlattice with d = do = 30 A. as a function of the surface ported in Refs. 8 and 9. Figure 5 shows a plot of the satura-
anisotropy constant K,. In the plotted range the energy con- tion magnetization obtained from the SQUID
tribution of the surface anisotropy is too small to turn the measurements as a function of the inverse Fe thickness l/d
magnetization out of plane for negative values of K,. With including the data from Ref. 11, except sample 1/8.2. The
increasing K, the spin-wave frequencies increase, whereas values of 41rM, of each superlattice sample have been ob-
for negative values of K, the spin-wave frequencies are re- tained by dividing the measured magnetic moment by the
duced. total Fe volume. The data points lie roughly on a straight

In order to test the influence of interface anisotropies in line, which can be described by
Fe/Pd superlattices as well as to address the above described
discrepancies in the reported values of the saturation magne- 4rM,(d) = 4irM,(d = o) ( I - d,/d), (18)

where d, is the amount, by which the thickness of the mag-
netic layers differs from that of the Fe layers. 4irM, ( o ) is

TABLE 1. Parameters and results ofthe Fe/Pd superlattices investigated by the intrinsic magnetization of Fe. An extrapolation of this
SQUID measurements. n,. (n ): number of atomic Fe (Pd) layers per line into the regime of the data of Ref. II agrees with the
biLayer; A: modulation wavelength; 41rM,: measured SQUID values of the latter, in particular with the sample of largest Fe thickness
saturation magnetization:/,H,: perpendicular saturation field. (d = 6 A). The line is given by 41rM, ( co ) = 14.5 ± 1.5 kG

and d, = - 1.5 A, assuming a uniform magnetization
r,,/"n, Number of A 4arM, ,.p-f, across the total magnetic thickness. The negative value ofd,bilayers t1t (kG) (kG) implies that the thickness of the magnetically active material

44/44 49 198.4 15.6 20.0 is larger than the Fe thickness, i.e., that Pd is magnetically

20/20 70 86.8 16.9 17.2 polarized. However, since in the Pd material only the prod-
10/10 90 42.2 19.2 14.7 uct of 4srM,(oo) of Pd and d, enters Eq. (18), we cannot
3/8.2' 125 26.5 27.0 18.0 determine each of both factors independently.

i 2/Sr2 136 24.4 27.4 8.5
1/8.2 150 22.2 25.2 4.6 An intrinsic saturation magnetization, which is inde-

pendent of A, allows for a consistent description of the Bril-
'Data from den Broeder etal. louin scattering data as well. An increased value of 4trM,
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would result in increased spin-wave frequencies, which, ble. From the Bethe-Slater diagram and the lattice constant
however, are not observed experimentally. On the other mismatch, which causes a stretching of the spacing of near-
hand, a small increase in d with a corresponding decrease in est-neighbor Pd atoms by 10%, the interface mismatch
do modifies the spin-wave "requencies only slightly. would not give rise to a magnetic moment in the Pd layer. On

Assuming therefore the saturation magnetization to be the other hand, a hybridization of the Pd (d) states with the
independent of the modulation wavelength A, magnetic an- Fe(d) states is very likely due to the large density of Pd
isotropy effects have to account for the observed decrease of states at the Fermi level, and might account for the observed
the spin-wave frequencies with decreasing A. Since only a behavior. A fully self-consistent band-structure calculation
linear combination of all anisotropy constants enter the fol- would be most desirable for this case.
mula [see Eqs. (14) and (15)] and K,.p is usually much We would like to thank G. Rado and G. Stegeman for
smaller than K,, we assumed K,,, = 0 and for K, a literature discussions and support. The work at the University of Ari-
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value of 41rM, = 17 ± 2 kG and an out-of-plane anisotropy Contract No. F49620-86-C-0123, and by the Department of
constant K, - 0.15 ± 0.03 erg/cm2.For comparison, an Energy-Materials Sciences Division under Contract No.
analysis of the saturation field H, (see Table I) as a function DE-FG02-87-ER45297. The work at the University of Co-
of lid as determined by the SQUID magnetometer yields a logne was supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft,
value of K, = - 0.38 ± 0.1 erg/cm2 . The latter value has SFB 125. Work at Los Alamos National Laboratory was
the same sign as the value obtained from the Brillouin spec- performed under the auspicies of the Department of Energy.
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Theory of magnetic surface anisotropy and exchange effects In the Brillouin
scattering of light by magne t ostatic spin waves (invited)

G. T. Rado and R. J. Hicken
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

A new theory of the Brillouin shift in the inelastic scattering of light by magnetostatic spin
waves is presented. Contrary to previous work, the present calculations do include exchange
effects and treat the magnetic surface anisotropy constants K, and K,. directly rather than via
the stratagem of effective volume anisotropies. The experimental data for {I 101 Fe on W are
explained about as well by the present theory as by previous work. A detailed analysis reveals
the previously unnoticed fact that the signs of K, and K, for (110) Fe on W are opposite to
those for (j10) Fe on GaAs. Some new spin-wave modes arising from exchange are predicted
and shown to occur outside the frequency range which has been investigated experimentally. A
quantitative explanation is proposed for the occasional applicability of a theory based on
effective volume anisotropies and zero exchange.

I. INTRODUCTION III we present an outline of our calculations. Section IV con-

Recent light scattering measurements by Hillebrands, tains our numerical results and their comparison with the
Baumgart, and Guintherodt' on epitaxially grown Fe (110) experimental data.
films with thicknesses between 8 and 150 A have shown that
for thicknesses below 60 A the frequency of the Brillouin II. METHOD
shift increases with decreasing film thickness by a factor of The method used by Hillebrands et al.' in their calcula-
up to three. These results were attributed' to effects of mag- tion of the Brillouin shift is based on a modified DE theory.
netic surface anisotropies. Calculations' based on the Da- It involves, as does the DE theory, the Maxwell equations of
mon-Eshbach2 (DE) magnetostatic surface mode and on magnetostatics and a simple form of the equation of motion
the replacement of magnetic surface anisotrol ies by effective of the magnetization. The solution of the latter was ex-
volume anisotropies do, in fact, describe the experimental pressed in terms of the magnetic susceptibility tensor which
data reasonably well if fitted values are used for the two had previously been generalized '" by the inclusion of mag-
surface anisotropy constants and for the magnetization. netocrystalline volume anisotropy. Hillebrands et al.' took

Nevertheless, we believe that it is important to deter- even the magnetic surface anisotropy into account by replac-
mine over what range of film thicknesses the use of effective ing each of its constants, such as K,, by an effective volume
volume anisotropies is valid and to investigate whether the anisotropy constant K,, = K, /(2L), where 2L is the thick-
use of these effective anisotropies adequately accounts for ness of the ferromagnetic film under investigation. Contrary
the physical phenomena contained in the Brillouin shift. We to a frequently made assumption, we do not believe that such
present, therefore, a theory of the Brillouin shift in which we a replacement is generally valid for ultrathin films. Al-
completely avoid the replacement of surface anisotropies by though Gradmann et al." presented a theoretical argument
effective volume anisotropies. To do this, we introduce the for the use of Kff in a special static case and Rado' proposed
surface anisotropies by means of the general exchange specific conditions for the use of K., in ferromagnetic reso-
boundary condition of Rado and Weertman3 and then show nance, a general justification for the use of K,, does not seem
that the DE modes must necessarily be replaced by modes to have been obtained so far.
involving exchange effects. We further show that the de- Our method of calculation of the Brillouin shift avoids
pendence of the Brillouin shift on the film thickness can be this problem by not even invoking the concept of Kcf. In-
calculated from the requirement that a certain 8 X 8 determi- stead, we abandon the DE formalism by introducing the sur-
nant arising from the boundary conditions must vanish. The face anisotropy via appropriate boundary conditions and by
Brillouin shifts calculated in this way describe the experi- including exchange interactions in the theory. We start with
mental data about as well as the shifts calculated on the basis the Maxwell equations of magnetostatics,
of effective volume anisotropies. Moreover, the Brillouin VXH = 0, (1)
shifts which we calculate are more general and contain more
features than those obtained from the DE mode with the use V. (H + 41rM) = 0, (2)
of effective volume anisotropies. Specifically, our calcula- and the equation of motion9 of the magnetization
tion of Brillouin shifts includes, for the first time, exchange MX [H (1) _) ]
effects as well as surface anisotropies. The exchange effects (3)
lead to Brillouin shifts additional to those predicted pre- ) -+ V2M], (t)
viously. where H and M denote the magnetic field and the magneti-

In Sec. II we explain the basis of our theoretical method zation, respectively. Here y = yg/2 is the magnetomechan-
and contrast it with the previously' used method, and in Sec. ical ratio, r, = 21r(2.80) MHz/Oe is the value of yfora free
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electron, and g is the spectroscopic splitting factor. The pa- tion of the magnetization is along [110]' rather than along
rameter A is the exchange stiffness constant, E. is the vol- [001]'.
ume anisotropy energy density, and VM is the gradient oper- For E, we use the well-known expression appropriate
ator in which the differentiation variables are the to cubic crystals
componentsoftheunitvectoru=M/M. Todeterminethe E-,i =K(u2 .u2  

22 K. U2g 2,+ U1 U1 + U1u, ) (8)
Brillouin frequency shift w/(21r) and other aspects of our l
inelastic light scattering problem, we must solve Eqs. (1), where u,, uy, and u, are the components of u along the
(2), and (3) subject to the magnetostatic boundary condi- cubic axes and K, is the first-order cubic anisotropy con-
tions and the general exchange boundary condition 3'10  stant. When written in terms of the components of a along

r~l4\~9Nf 1the xvyz axes, E,,, becomes
Mx =V E.r - M 0. (4) E-i = (K1/4)(4u,- 3u4 +zuu -4u4 +2u4),

Here E,,, denotes the surface anisotropy energy density and (9)
d /dn is the partial derivative in the direction of a unit vector where u' was eliminated by means of U2 = I - u* - .
n which is normal to the ferrorfagnetic film. We recall" that Turning now to E,,,,, we use the two-parameter expres-
at each surface of the film n points toward the film's interior. sion
It should also be noted that we assume H and M to have the E,,, = K, u.. u. + Ku., (10)
form introduced by Rado' ° for the (110)' plane. For other planes

H =1Hi1 + h, (5) of the { 101' type the form of E,, is given by Rado and
M = Mi, + m, (6) Zhang." For the (1 10)' plane, for example, the sign of K, in

where h and m are position and time dependent, Hand M are Eq. ( 10) must be changed, contrary to the impression given
constants, and the inequalities by Refs. 6 and 7. More generally, any definition of surfaceanisotropy constants and their signs must necessarily be ac-

hi/HJI 1 and l,/M'( 1 (7) companied by a specification of the film plane under consi-
are both satisfied. The quantity i, is a unit vector along the z deration. Although the surface anisotropy tensor is the same
direction of the x, y, z coordinate system introduced below, for each of the six { I0}'-type planes, its matrix representa-

Figure I shows the two coordinate systems used in this tion is different for each of these six planes. By writing the
paper. The axes of the x',y',z' system are parallel, respective- E,,,r of Eq. (10) in terms of the components of u along the
ly, to the [ 100]', [010]', and [001]' axes of a cubic crystal. x,yz axes, we obtain
This system is useful for describing the light scattering ex- Ef _- K, u. - K *u2 u(
periments of Hillebrands et al. on monocrystalline films of
bcc iron parallel to a { 1101' plane. The axes of the xvz where we defined K* by
system, on the other hand, are convenient for analyzing the K* = J K - K,, (12)
spin waves because thez axis is parallel to the static magnetic which should not be confused with the K* introduced in
field applied along the [110]' axis. It is assumed that the Ref. 10. The terms - Ksu. and - K 2 ofEq. (11) repre-
monocrystalline ferromagnetic film is bounded by the planes sent, respectively, the out-of-plane and in-plane contribu-
x = ± L but unbounded along the y and z axes. A simple tions to the surface anisotropy energy. Analogously, the pa-
calculation shows that the numerical values of certain pa- pers of Gradmann et al.6" and Hillebrands et al. contain an
rameters involved in the experiments' (namely H and the equatln of the form
quantity K?* defined below) are such that for sufficiently
small values of the film thickness 2L the equilibrium direc- Ed = K su + K. (13)

which may be compared with Eq. ( 11). The resulting rela-
tions

K , = K-K , (14b)

can be shown to express merely an arbitrary sign convention.

(110) 1 10'= III. CALCULATIONS

y;= E0 10]' We assume that inside the ferromagnetic film h and m
are proportional t exp[i(ot - kyy) - ikx], and that out-
side the film (where h will be called ') h is proportional to
exp[i(wt - ky) - k ,x] and m is zero. With the use of the

x= "00,' 1,, m relations (5), (6), (7), and (9) we find that inside the film
Eqs. (M, t2), and (3) yield the equations

FIG. I. The x.~yz coordinate system used in the calculations. Also shown ky h - k hy = 0, (5)
are the cubic crystalline aex',9 ,z'n dthe ( l0)'plane which is parallel to
the fac= ofthe monocrystlline ferromagnetic film. 41rk, m, + 41rkym, + kk + kyh, = 0, (16)
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(i/y)m,-[H. + (2A/M)P2 ]m, +Mh, =0, (17) k' + = +k, and kl,- = -k,. (31)

[Ht + (2AIM)P 2 ]m, + (iu/y)m, -Mh, =0, (18) The only additional relations needed for the regions external
which contain the abbreviations to the film are

Ha =H+ (K1nM), (19) h'+ =ih.+ ,  (32)

Hb = H- (2K,/M), (20) h- = -i - (33)
p

2 
= k + (21) which follow from Eq. (15).

As noted in Sec. II, the boundary conditions we intend
Equations (15)-(18) constitute a set of four homogeneous to use are the magnetostatic boundary conditions and the
linear equations for m_ my, hx, and h. In order that these general exchange boundary condition of Eq. (4). The for-
equations possess a nonvanishing solution the secular deter- mer require
minant of their coefficients must vanish. This requirement
leads to the dispersion relation continuity of hy at x = + L, (34)

(2A/M) 2p 6 + (2A/M)(H. +Hb + 4rM)P 4  continuity ofh. + 4irm, atx= ±L, (35)

+ [41rMH. + HHb - (o/y) 2]P 2  whereas Eq. (4) (supplemented by Eqs. (6), (7), (I1) and

+4rM(H -Ho)k 2=0. (22) (12)] requires

Since ky is a constant determined by the wave number and K, :F A im,/3x =0 at x = ± L (36)
scattering angle of the incident light beam, as explained in Ki*my 4A dmy/ax = 0 atx = - L. (37)
Sec. IV, it is seen that Eq. (22) fully determines the relation When expressed in terms of the eight constituents of the
between wo and k.. We shall label the six roots of Eq. (22) by field h,, Eqs. (34)-(37) become
k ,where n = 1,2,...,6 and use k, 2 = - k,, k, = - k 3, 6
k 6 = - ks. The calculation of the k, values as functions . (k/k,,)h, exp( - ik_L)
of o will be performed numerically.

In preparing to formulate the boundary conditions we - ik + exp( - kL )=0, (38)
find it convenient to express each of the six sets of hy,, , M,, 6

and my, in terms of h.,. This is easily done forkh, by using (k,/k.)h,, exp(ik,,L)
Eq. ( 15). For m., and my., on the other hand, we introduce
the quantities u. and v, which we define by + ih - exp( - kL) =0, (39)

m-=u. h.., (23) 6

M (1 + 47ru,)hx. exp( - ikL)m .= v~h .,(24) =

and calculate with the use of Eqs. (17) and (18). Thus we - h + exp( - kL )= , (40)
obtain 6

M [H. + (2A IM)P 
2 - (ki/y) (k/k)] (I + 41ru,)h,. exp(ik,,L)

U [H + (2AkM)P2I [H, + (2A ) ] (Wy)' -h'- exp( -kL )=0, (41)

6Y(K, + L~k,,)u, h.. exp( - ikL ) 0=, (42)

M{[H + (2A/M)P 2 ] (k,/k) + (il~/7)} 6
[H. + (2A /M)P! ] [H + (2A /M)p] - (a/r)2  X (K, - ,k,, )uh. exp(ik,,,L) =0, (43)

n=1

(26) 6

where we introduced the abbreviation (K* + iAk, )vh_ exp( -ik_ L )=0, (44)
P' .=_ , + k 2

- (27) 6

Next we turn to the regions x>L and x< - L which are (K* - iAk_,, v. h exp(ik,,.L) = 0, (45)

external to the film. All quantities referring specifically to which are seen to be eight honogeneous linear equations for
these regions will be identified by the superscripts e + and the eight unknowns h.1, h,, h3, h34, hx5, h,6, h ', and
e -, respectively, rather than merely by the superscript e. h - .The condition for th se equations to have a nonvanish-
From Eqs. (I) and (2) we obtain ing solution is that t . determinant D of their coefficients be

ikh - kh 0, (28) zero. Since D has 2 S8O terms, and since the parameters of the

k h + ikA, = 0, (29) Hillebrands eta:.' experiment do not allow the kind of ap-
proximations which would simplify D appreciably, we foundso that a nonvanishing solution h3 ,h requires it necessary to obtain the value of D from a computer calcu-

k'= +k, (30) lation (see Sec. IV). The Brillouin shift is then that value of

Upon assuming (without loss of generality) ky > 0 and not- aw/(2-) which satisfies the equation
ing that h must approach zero as x approaches infinity, we D 0. (46)
particularize Eq. (30) to give 1nor to solving Eq. (46) numerically, we note that in the
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limiting case of A = K, = K, = K* = 0 the solution of Eq. ID I for an array of ordered pairs (o,L) in the region of inter-
(46) reduces precisely to the dispersion relation (23) of the est, we find that a contour plot of ID I immediately reveals
DE paper.

2  
likely solutions. Our data array is then used as a starting
point for the more accurate solution of Eq. (46) by a mid-

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION point method.

The numerical calculation of D requires that we first The solutions obtained in this manner consist of plots of
obtain k,, (n = 1,2,...,6) as functions ofwo from the disper- o/(2r) vs 2L for H = 30 Oe as well as for H = I kOe and

sion relation (22). This relation is cubic in P 
2 

and may thus are shown in Fig. 3. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the experimen-

be solved by well-known methods. As to the parameters oc- tal data of Hillebrands et al.' It is seen that the agreement

curring in Eq. (22), we use the representative values between theory and experiment is quite satisfactory, being

A = 2.0) 10- 6 erg/cm, K, = 4.5 X 10' erg/cm
3
, g = 2.09 about as good as that obtained by Hillebrands et al.' by their

appropriate for iron at room temperature, and the values method. Attempts at varying the values of M and K, have

H = I kOe (or H = 30 Oe) employed in the experiments.' not improved this agreement appreciably.

In addition, we adopt the value 4rM = 18 X 10' emu as- Of particular interest is the previously unnoticed fact

sumed by Hillebrands et al. for fitting their data. For k, we that the signs ofK, and K. (and hence ofK, and K*) in the

use the value 1.73 X 10' cm given by the momer -icon- present situation of uncovered (110) Fe on W are opposite

servation condition k, = (4r/A )sin 0. Here A = ,. , - A is to those"" for Al-covered (110) Fe on GaAs. Stated more

the wavelength of the inelastically scattered light and physically, this means that the normal to the film plane is a

0 = 45
°
is the angle ofincidence. The solutions of the disper- hard axis of Fe in the case of the W substrate but an easy axis

sion relation (22) obtained in this way are plotted in Fig. 2. of Fe in the case of the GaAs substrate.

Throughout the range shown, k. 3 and k.5, and hence k, Another new result is that our calculated Brillouin

and k,, are purely imaginary, thus representing surface shifts contain branches additional to those shown in Fig. 3.

modes. On the other hand, k., and hence k, 2 , is entirely real These new branches, shown in Fig. 4, occur outside the fre-

(for all but the smallest values of w), thus representing vol- quency range which has been investigated in the experi-

ume modes, ments' performed so far. The origins of these branches are

Next we calculate wo from Eq. (46) with the use of the certain spin-wave modes which would not exist in the ab-

parameters listed above and the value K = + 2.8 erg/cm
2  sence of exchange.

assumed by Hillebrands et a in fitting their experimental It remains to explain the remarkable fact that the re-
d assum ed by Hi.ebrands ethi eqplacement of'surface anisotropies by effective volume anisot-
data.ropies and the concurrent neglect of exchange effects does
erg/cm

2
. We further note that K which equals - K,,pbe- t

cause of Eq. (14b), is essentially known. The reason is that describe the experimental data of Hillebrands etal.' reasona-
caue, f l Eq. (I 4b), 0.0s es erg/cm2

, can be obtained bly well, as mentioned in Sec. I. We begin our explanation by
its value, namely Kf = - 0.028 rtahcns an be ed dividing each of the Eqs. (38)-(45) by h -. Since they are,
from a calculation of the critical thickness at which the ey in general, not linearly dependent, we proceed to solve them,
axis of magnetization of a (110) iron film switches from by means of Cramer's rule, for the seven variables
[001]', which is associated with large thicknesses, to [110]',
which is associated with very small thicknesses. This switch- (h_,/h )and (h 1/h )'We find, in particular, that for

ing effect was discovered by Prinz, Rado, and Krebs
2 by 2L <15 theamplitudes ofthe fields h., and h. 2 are at least

means of a ferromagnetic resonance method. Since the nu- an order of magnitude larger than those of the other fields

nierical value of D is, in general, complex, our solution of Eq. h. This is an important fact because Fig. 2 shows that the

(46) involves the magnitude ID I throughout. By calculating 1k, i value for n = 1,2 is relatively small, being about 10'

* EXPERIMENT tikOe)I1
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the lowest.lying branch of the Brillouin shift
FIG. 2. Dependence ofk, k, , and k, on w according to the dispersion ,,/(2w) on the thickness 2Lofa (110} Fe film. Thestars (H= I kOe )and
relation (22). The values of k,, k,, and k,, are given by - k,_, - k,, triangles (H = 

3
0 Ge) indicate the experimental data of Hillebrands et al.

and - k, respectively. The calculations are based on H = I kOe and on (Ref. 1), The curves are based on the theory of the present paper and the
the additional parameters given in text. parameters given in the text.
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200 culations of the present paper. A criterion analogous to the
- inequality (47), derived by Rado' for ferromagnetic reso-
0 ISOnance, also requires detailed calculations before it can be

used.

'100
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0 0 200 300 400 Soo Note added in proof The exchange dominated modes
FILM T1ICKKt.5 2Lt.1 predicted in the present paper may correspond to the stand-
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Observation of high-temperature spin fluctuations in UBe 13
by nuclear-spin relaxation

W. G. Clark, W. H. Wong, W. A. Hines,a) and M. D. Lan
Department of Physics and Solid State Science Center, University of California, Los Angeles,
California 90024

D. E. MacLaughlin
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Z. Fisk and J. L. Smith
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

H. R. Ott
ETH .Honggerberg, CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland

We report the extension of measurements of the 'Be spin-lattice relaxation rate in UBe,3 from
300 up to 1000 K. They reflect the fluctuating local magnetic field at the site of the 

9
Be nuclei.

Above about 100 K, there appears a new contribution in addition to the rate observed at lower
temperatures. The high temperature contribution is modeled in terms of the thermal excitation
of low-lying states of the U+ ion along lines used by Felton et al. to explain their
measurements of the specific heat. Our results indicate a splitting of 200 ± 20 K between the
ground and excited states of the system, and a lifetime of 8 X 10-'4 s for the excited states

(width = 95 K).

I. INTRODUCTION =0.2 mm and sealed under He gas in a quartz tube. Stan-

The attempt to understand the mechanism that pro- dard pulsed NMR methods and apparatus were used for the

duces "heavy fermions" in actinide and rare-earth interme- measurements. The furnace used to obtain the elevated tem-

tallic compounds and alloys has been one of the most active- peratures follows designs described elsewhere.' Tempera-

ly pursued challenges in condensed-matter physics over the ture errors were on the order of 10 K, and uncertainties in

past few years. An important key to this understanding is the value of T, at high temperature approximated ± 10%.

their magnetic properties. One useful probe of the magnetic A graph of l/T, as a function of Tover the range 1-1000

behavior is nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), as it con- K is shown in Fig. I. The crosses and x's refer to measure-

stitutes a microscopic probe ofboth the static and the dynam- ments made at 9.0 and 18.5 MHz, respectively. Some of the

ic behavior of the local magnetic field. In particular, it is low-temperature data have been published earlier.' The sol-

known from its large heavy fermion enhancement' and its id line is a fit to the data of the model to be discussed below,

behavior in the superconducting state' that the 'Be reso- and the dashed line is a continuation of the trend established

nance is sensitive measure of the magnetic properties of the by the lower temperature data. From Fig. I it can be seen

heavy fermions in UBe, 3. that the data below 40 K follow the solid curve, and that if it

in this paper we describe measurements of the 'Be nu- were to be extended to higher temperatures without knowl-

clear spin lattice relaxation rate lIT, in UBe, 3 at high tem- edge ofthe higher-T data, the dashed line would be followed.

peratures and analyze them in terms of a simple phenomeno-
logical model. The major result is that a new contribution to
I/T appears above 100 K. From the magnitude and tem- 10.

perature dependence of lIT,, we infer the existence of low- U Ben

lying excited states of the system, which are split from the 7, , - 18.5 MHz, chunk sample

ground state by an energy AE= 200( ± 20) K and have a - - 9 MHz. powder sample

lifetime r= 8 X 10- 
4 

s (i.e., a width =95 K). These results 2 4'

are in substantial agreement with related observations based 't .0
upon specific-heat measurements,

4 
and show in addition the 0

rapidly fluctuating magnetic moment associated with the Z

states. a model. narrow band+ dtscrete states

01 , , -. . .' , . . .
10 100 1000

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS temperature T (K)

The sample was taken from a nominally pure arc-melted FIG. 1. 'Be relaxation rate in UBe,, as a function of temperature. The solid
polycrystalline ingot, which was ground to a particle size line is the model developed in the text and the dashed line is a continuation

of the low temperature behavior. The difference between the solid line and
the dashed line at high temperature is attributed to thermal excitation of

"Pemanent address: Physics Department. University of Connecticut, states 200 K above the ground state and whose spin correlation time is

Storns, CT 06268. 8X 10
-t s.
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The interpretation presented below identifies the low-Tsolid The solid line on Fig. I is then obtained with the assignments
line and its dashed continuation as relaxation of the 'Be nu- R, =0.75(±0.05) s- 1 , Rs = 1.88( ±0.18) s - ', and
clei by itinerant electrons, and treats the high-T rise of the AE/k a = 200( ± 20) K.
solid line as an additional process (called the "additional The model just described provides a good fit to the data,
relaxation") that is thermally excited above 100 K. and yields a value AE /k that is quite close to the one ( 180

K) obtained from the specific heat.4 In addition, from the
Ill. DISCUSSION value of R, we can estimate r for the excited states. By using

In order to discuss our result, we use a formulation of the theory of direct relaxation of a nucleus by a localized
nuclear relaxation that can be applied to both itinerant and electron spin via dipolar coupling9 we estimate
localized electrons. When nuclear magnetic moments are iIT (0.8/,A),/4r (4)

relaxed in a metal by electrons, IIT, can be written as'
where p, is the fluctuating moment associated with the ex--r.(H 2)n.(w)=z? H 2 )nar, (1) cited states, r is the typical distance from a localized excited

T, state to the Be nucleus, and we have included the fact that

where y. is the nuclear gyromnagnetic ratio, (tH 2) is average each Be nucleus has two near-neighbor U ions. If we use the
of the square of the amplitude of the fluctuating magnetic values r=2.8 A (a
field at the nucleus associated with one electron, n~w is the typical U-Be spacing) and j =

(effective) number of electrons (normalized to the unit cell) Bohr magnetons (from the high-Tsusceptibility "), Eq. (4)

that contribute to (&H 2), J(w) = r is the spectral density of gives r = 8.OX 10- " s, or A/k B- = 95 K. The picture that

the fluctuations at the NMR transition frequency o, and I is then emerges from this interpretation is that there is a set of 4

the correlation time for the fluctuations. In Eq. (1), we as- excited states (such as a U3  
r') 200 K above a doublet

sume the short correlation time limit uatin 1, as discussed ground state (suchasaU 3 F6 ) and the excited state systembelow. When dealing with itinerant c o n electrons, has a lifetime of 8 X 10-"s, which corresponds to a width of
n, elkw T A and =A/A (k is Boltzmann's constant; is 95 K. The smallness of rjustifies the use of the short correla-

Planck's constant), and the usual Korringa relaxation rate is tion time limit in Eqs. (I) and (4).

obtained." For direct relaxation by localized electrons, nff The picture obtained from this experiment agrees close-
is the local moment concentration and -r is the lifetime for the ly with what was inferred from the specific-heat measure-

z component of the electron spin. The solid line below 40 K ments of Felton et al.' The main difference compared to their

and the dashed line extension is the temperature dependence work is that they introduced an additional crystal field split-

that one calculates using the model of Korringa relaxation, ting (two levels 115 K above the ground state and two levels
270 K above it for an excited state splitting of 155 K) of the

but in a narrow, Lorentzian-shaped band with a half width at excited state to fi the o d of the

half maximum A = 7.5 K. The implications of this result excited states to fit the observed width of their Schottky

will be discussed in a different publication; it is introduced anomaly. On the basis of our work, we identify that width as

here only to establish the extra relaxation that appears above a lifetime broadening of the levels. The energy scale for the

100 K. excited state observed in our experiment is also the same as

We use the following phenomenological model for the that of a feature seen (but not identified) in the inelastic

additional relaxation. For the sake of concreteness, the same scattering of neutrons by UBe 3 ." For a further discussion
microscopic picture used to explain the specific heat4 is of the neutron results, see Felton et aL4

adopted: The ground state of the U3" ion, which would oth- There are several aspects of the model we have used that

erwise be degenerate, is split by the crystal field into a require comment. Implicit in the treatment is the notion that
ground-state doublet (Id) and a low-lying excited quartet the additional relaxation at high T is due to orientational

(r.). At low T' only the r6 states are occupied. As T is relaxation of a local moment. The microscopic physical situ-

increased, there is a thermal population of the r. states. ation could as well be dominated by transitions between the

They have a different (6 2 ) (and perhaps -) from the electronic levels, or a combination of the two. At the present

ground state, so that as they become populated, 1/T, level of understanding, we cannot distinguish among these

changes accordingly. This model is put on a quantitative cases on the basis of the nuclear relaxation rate; all of them

basis by assuming that there is a splitting AE between the would generate a fluctuating magnetic field that would relax

ground and first excited states of the system and that the the nuclei, and it is reasonable to expect that similar values of

states obey Boltzmann statistics. Then the relaxation rate is a AE and r would be obtained. More detailed microscopic cal-

linear combination of the rate R, associated with the group culations are needed to improve this aspect of the interpreta-

of ground states and the rate R, associated with the group of tiA second point is related to the choice of the 1 doubletexcited states:AseodoitireaetotehoeofheFdubt
and 17 quartet suggested by Felton et al.4 The temperature

IIT = RP, + R,P,, (2) dependence obtained with our nuclear relaxation model is

where P. and P, are the probability that the system occupies not sensitive to the total number of degenerate states, but
the ground or the excited states respectively. These probabi- rather to the ratio of the degeneracy of the excited state to
lities are that of the ground state. We have used a ratio of 2. A similar

I 2e- A/8oT model in which the ratio is I fits the data almost as well and
P. =T I

- /  
P. 1 +2e a  

" (3) gives similar parameters (we did not try other ratios). From
I +2e 1 + 2e/ this observation we conclude that the model used is consis-
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tent with our experimental results, but that itis not uniquely No. DMR-8413730 (UC Riverside), the U. S. DoE (Los
so. Alamos), and the SNFWF (Zurich).

The final point to be made is that the picture of a purely
localized set of spins being responsible for the relaxation is
probably too simplified to apply to the real physical situation 'M. D. Lan, W. G. Clark, C. Tien, D. E. MacLaughlin, Z. Fisk, J. L. Smith.
in UBen3. We expect, instead, that AE represents the differ- and H. Ott (unpublished) have measured I/T, of'Be in the isostructural,

ence in energy between a many-body ground state and a nonheavy fermion material ThBe , in the range 1.5-4.2 K. They find I/
many-body excited state (or states) for which localized TT= 2X 10-s- K ',which is three ordersofmagnitude less than the
states of the U ion felectronsplay almajor role, but that the low-T value seen for UBet, in Fig. i. This difference demonstrates the

importance of the heavy-fermion enhancement for the nuclear relaxation
states responsible for the physical properties cannot be de- rate.
scribed simply in terms of fully localized ionic states. 'W. G. Clark, M. D. Lan, G. van Kalkeren, W. H. Wong, C. Tien, D. E.

MacLaughlin, J. L. Smith, Z. Fisk, and H. R. Ott, J. Magn. Magn, Mater.
IV. CONCLUSIONS 63-64, 396 (1987).

'D. E. MacLaughlin, C. Tien, W. G. Clark, M. D. Lan, Z. Fisk, J. L. Smith,
We have reported high-temperature measurements of and H. R. Ott, Phys. Rev. Lett. 53, 1833 (1984).

the 'Be relaxation rate in the heavy fermion intermetallic 'R. Felten, F. Steglich, G. Weber, H. Reitschel, F. Gompf, B. Renker, and
J. Beurs, Europhys. Lett. 2, 323 (1986).

compound UBe13. An additional relaxation component is 'W. W. Warren, Jr. and W. G. Clark, 3. Phys. E 1, 1019 (1968); A. L.
observed above 100 K. It is interpreted in terms of dipolar Kerlin, Ph.D. Thesis (University of Californiaat Los Angeles, 1972) (un-
coupling to a localized U3' moment with a doublet ground published).
state and a quartet first excited state. The deduced splitting ~W. G. Clark, Z. Fisk, K. Glover, M. D. Lan, D. E. MacLaughlin, J. L.Smith, and C. Tien, LT-17(ContributedPapers), edited by U. Eckern, W.
between the ground and excited states is 200( ± 20) K. The Weber, aod H. Wiihl (Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1984), p. 227.
correlation time for the excited states is 8 X 10-,4 s (width 'A. Abragam, The Principles of Nuclear Magnetism (Oxford University

95 K). Press, Oxford, 1961).
'D. Pines and C. P. Slichter, Phys. Rev. 100, 1014 (1955).
'A. Abragam, The Principles of Nuclear Magnetism (Oxford University

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS Press, Oxford, 1961), p. 380; also D. L. Cox, Phys. Rev. B 35, 6504
We thank F. Steglich and K. Baberschke for helpful (1987).

"See the discussion of the susceptibility in Ref. 4.

discussions. This report is based upon work supported by "A. 1. Goldman, S. M. Shapiro, G. Shirane, J. L. Smith, and Z. Fisk. Phys.

NSF Grant No. DMR-8409390 (UCLA) and NSF Grant Rev. B 33, 1627 (1986).
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Magnetic field dependence of the cyclotron effective mass in the
Kondo lattice CeBs
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F-38042 Grenoble Cedex France

G. W. Crabtree b) and J. L. Tholence
Centre de Recherche sur les Tres Basses Temperatures (CNRS). A. P. 166X,
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A. P. J. van Deursen
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, P. 0. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, 7he Netherlands

Z. Fisk
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

We report the first observation of a field-dependent mass in a hybridizingf-electron system.
CeB6 is an ordered moment heavy fermion system with an electronic specific heat coefficient y
of order 225-300 mJ/mole K2 . Using the de Haas-van Alphen effect at temperatures as low as
60 mK in steady magnetic fields as large as 22 T, we observe a cyclotron orbit of frequency
8680 T for fields along the [ 100 ] direction. The mass of this orbit was measured at eight fixed
fields and found to decrease from l8m, to 8m, as the field increases from 12 to 22 T. The
observed Fermi surface is very similar to that of LaB 6, indicating that thef-electrons are
largely local rather than itinerant in CeB 6, a picture confirmed by bandstructure calculations.
The observed field dependence of the cyclotron mass is consistent with the low-energy scale of
the system as measured, for example, by the Kondo temperature. Our results are compared
with Fermi surface observations in other heavy fermion systems.

The heavy fermion materials form a major challenge to our (3) The electron mass is very high and one or two orders
understanding of the physics of metals.' They are unusual in of magnitude larger than found by conventional bandstruc-
almost every physical property but the most characteristic ture calculations. Estimates show that the masses found in
one is the high value of the low-temperature specific heat dHvA experiments explain the large values of the LTSH
(LTSH). Many of these systems show properties resembling (with the possible exception of CeCu6 ).
the impurity Kondo effect or intermediate valence behavior Here we discuss the results for CeB6 and we show in
and the physics of heavy fermions is closely related to the addition that the electron mass is strongly suppressed in high
physics of both the Kondo effect and valence fluctuations. magnetic fields (see also Ref. 5). This is the first observation
Recently de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) experiments have of a field-dependent electron mass in this type of compound.
provided conclusive microscopic information in a number of It shows that the many body interactions which make the
these compounds: the very heavy fermion system CeCu6  electrons heavy (or in other words slow) are strongly re-
(Ref. 2) (ry 1500 mJ/mole K2), the heavy fermion super- duced in high fields and the electrons become light again
conductor UPt s (Ref. 3) (y = 420 mJ/mole K2 ), the inter- (speed up). At the same time it is observed that the size of
mediate valence compound CeSn3 (Ref. 4) (y = 17 mJ/ the Fermi surface, as measured by the dHvA frequency, is
mole K2 ) and the Kondo lattice CeB6 (Ref. 5) (y= 260 mJ/ field independent. Thus the numberof particles is conserved.
mole K2). The information obtained in these experiments CeB6 is one of the most typical Kondo lattice systems
can be summarized as follows, and has therefore received a lot of attention, see, e.g., Kasuya

(I) At low temperatures the conduction electrons form et al.' The Kondo temperature is very low, only 1-2 K.' It is
coherent states and the mean free path is several hundreds of interesting to compare the experimental Fermi surface infor-
nanometers long. mation to that of LaB6 and to bandstructure calculations by

(2) For UPt3 and CeSn 3 the dHvA frequencies are con- Norman and Min." The results indic::te that thefelectron of
sistent with bandstructure calculations treating the f elec- CeB6 is localized and can be treated as part of the ion core.
trons as itinerant. Thefelectrons form a band at the Fermi This is in sharp contrast to the situation for UPt and CeSn.
energy. (CeB6 will be discussed below.) We conclude that CeB6 belongs to a different class of heavy

fermion compounds: the hybridization is apparently not
strong enough to bring thefelectrons to the Fermi level. Yet
an electron mass enhancement of roughly a factor 100 is

"Also at Laboratorium flir Festkdrperphysik, Eidgenossische Technische obserd.
Hochschule, 8093 Zurich, Switzerland. observed.

blPermanent address: Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois The dHvA effect measures the oscillatory magnetiza-
60439. tion in high magnetic fields which arises due to the quantiza-
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tion of the electron motion on Landau orbits.' The frequency splitting of the Fermi surface. In the strong fields used here
observed when changing the applied field is directly propor- the induced magnetic moment is close to lM/Ce. As a con-
tional to the cross-sectional area of the Fermi surface. The sequence the exchange interaction between the conduction
field and temperature dependence of the oscillation ampli- electrons and the local magnetic moments of thefelectrons
tude allow a determination of the mean free path with re- must be very small.
spect to the effective mass for this orbit. The dHvA effect is The effective mass study was carried out for the field
usually only observed in high magnetic fields and at low along [ 100]. In this field direction and with the present tech-
temperatures. These restrictions are the more severe as the nique one strong frequency is observed of F = 8680 T. This
mean free path is shorter and the effective mass is larger. In frequency is constant with field and temperature to a preci-
order to obtain these conditions our experiments were car- sion of 0.5% showing that the number of particles is field and
ried out in a special dilution refrigerator designed to operate temperature independent. The electron mass was deter-
in the 25T polyhelix magnet of the Grenoble high magnetic mined at different field values by fitting the temperature de-
field facility (SNCI/MPI). A low-frequency large-ampli- pendence to the usual Liftshitz-Kosevich theory for the
tude modulation technique and phase sensitive detection at dHvA effect.9 The resulting masses are plotted as a function
the second harmonic of the modulation frequency were used of field in Fig. I. The mass measured in fields above 30 T by
to measure the signals. van Deursen et alo is also included in the figure. A substan-

The angular dependence of the dHvA frequencies'" tial suppression of the electron mass with field is observed.
closely resembles that for the isostructural compound Also, even in high fields, the masses are very high compared
LaB. . " The latter is an ordinary metal with a LTSH coeffi- to m* = 0.61m, for the equivalent orbit in LaB6 . In order to
cient 2 " = 2.6 mJ/mole K2. Its Fermi surface consists of allow a comparison to the specific heat the data in Fig. I are
spheres centered at the X points of the Brillouin zone which presented on a semi logarithmic scale. The LTSH of CeB
are connected by small necks and contain one electron per has been measured to very low temperatures and in fields up
cell per spin." In addition, CeB6 has onefelectron. How- to 8 Tby Marcenat and by Bredl. 3 There appears to be some
ever, the Fermi surface does not seem to be affected very sample dependence of the absolute values: the linear term y
strongly by this extra electron and we conclude that the f in ze -o field ranges between 225 and 300 mJ/mole K2 . How-
electron is localized and sits below the Fermi energy. Strong ever, the general behavior is the same and it was found that y'
evidence for this interpretation is also found from the band- initially increases with field toward the transition from the
structure calculations by Norman and Min.' They per- low-field antiferromagnetic phase to the high-field phase I.
formed calculations using several approximations first treat- Then a strong decrease of y with field is observed. The curve
ing the f electron on equal footing with the other valence in Fig. 1 represents this field dependence of y schematically.
electrons and next treating it as part of the ion core allowing The cyclotron mass is an integral of the inverse Fermi
ho hybridization with the conduction electrons. Only for the velocity I /vF over the cyclotron orbit. The LTSH coefficient
second approach a satisfactory agreement with the experi- r, if conventional theory applies, is proportional to the den-
mental Fermi surface information is found, although an im- sity of electronic states at the Fermi level which in turn is an
portant discrepancy of 10% in size remains to be explained, integral of 1/VF over the entire Fermi surface. The zero field
This conclusion is opposite to the results for UPt 3 (Ref. 3) specific heat for CeB6 yr = 260 mJ/mole K' is enhanced
and CeSn3 (Ref. 4) where thefelectrons form a band which over the value of LaB6 y,. = 2.6 mJ/mole K2 . This en-
clearly intersects the Fermi level. hancement corresponds to an enhancement of the electron

It is of importance to note that we do not find a double mass and a reduction ofthe Fermi velocity. If we assume that
frequency, not even a beating, as would be expected for a spin the enhancement is nearly isotropic then we can relate the

measured y value for CeB6 to the cyclotron mass for the
present orbit via m*e = (rc,/ry)m*. The mass for the
corresponding orbit in LaB6 is m* = 0.61 m,. " The relation

.500 above is used to adjust the scales in Fig. 1. It shows that the
0Ce 6  zero field effective mass for this orbit should be roughly

-20, 60m,. We find from Fig. I that there is a fairly good agree-
'20- .1oo-

2 50

20 FIG. 2. Field dependence of
I20 30 0 m TD = 2.4 K the zero-temperature dHvA

0 10 2 -30* amplitude. After correction
o
H 
(T) Lfor the temperature depen-

Sdent terms the field depen-
FIG. 1. Field dependence of the effective mass in CeB. for the 8680 T orbit <-7 dence of the dHvA amplitude
withthefield along [1001. Thedata are presented on semi-logarithmic scale _ is (l/B)exp( -am*T,/B)

in order to allow comparison to the electronic specific heat y. For the posi- where a = 14.69 T/K is a
tioningof the scaeofywith respect to that for m see text. Thecurve at low constant. The product
fields represents the specific heat as measured in Ref. 13. The divergence at m* T, which in turn gives
2 T is related to the phase transition going from antiferromagnetic to qua- r 56 78 0 t the mesn free path, is found
drupolla" order. (0,oH ) ( 10

-
2 T -1) from the slope of this plot.
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ment, though not yet quantitative, between y and m* and specific heat is suppressed by a factor 2 or 3 in high fields but

that these are both enhanced by the same amount, in dHvA experiments a search for a field dependence in the
The mean free path of the electrons on this orbit was electron mass did not show any corresponding effect.

determined by analysing the field dependence of the ampli- Further, it is observed that thefelectron is local and has

tude of the dHvA oscillations. First the temperature depen- only minor effects on the Fermi surface. These small effects,

dent factor in the amplitude was eliminated by linear extra- however, deserve our full attention and should be studied in

polation to T = 0. The field dependence of the resulting zero more detail. More experiments are under way.

temperature amplitudes is given in Fig. 2. The straight line We would like to thank J. Flouquet and P. Wyder for

gives
14 

m* TD = 2.4 K where TD is the so-called Dingle their stimulating support and P. Stamp for helpful discus-

temperature which is inversely proportional to the scattering sions. The assistance of M. Caussignac in development and

time 7. Now, since m* is field dependent, so are TD and -. A maintenance of the dilution refrigerator is gratefully ac-

possibly more fundamental property is the mean free path I knowledged. The work was partially supported by the US-
which is inversely proportional to the product m* To. We DOE-BES-Materials Sciences under Contract No.W-3 I-
find no evidence that this product is field dependent al- 109-ENG-38.
though this might be hard to distinguish in a limited field

interval. (For a discussion of the 12.7 T point in Fig. 2 see

below.) From the quoted value for m* To we calculate a '. R. Stewart, Rev. Mod. Phys. 56. 755 (1984); P. A. Lee, T. M. Rice, J.
mean free path I = 0.30 um. The circumference of the real W. Serene, L. J. Sham, and J. W. Wilkins, Comments Cond. Mat. Phys.

space orbit at 10 T is 2srr = 2.13 pmn. Thus, we find that the 12,99 (1986).
electrons form coherent states which extend over a very 'P. H. P. Reinders, M. Springford, P. T. Coleridge, R. Boulet, and D. Ra-

vot, Phys. Rev, Lett. 57, 1631 (1986).
large number of unit cells. 'L. Taillefer. R. Newbury, G. G. Lonzarich, Z. Fisk, and J. L. Smith, J.

Finally, a remarkable effect was observed on thermal Magn. Magn. Mater. 63&64, 372 (1987) and references therein; L. Tail-
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wM. R. Norman and B. I. Min, private communication.

without heating above 1 K, except for the lowest field point. 'For a comprehensive review of the dHvA effect see D. Shoenberg, Mag-

This was taken after one room temperature cycle and m* To  netic Oscillations in Metals (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
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tude higher and up to 15 T no field effects are observed.- For 141n fact, this is an upper limit. The sample is rectangular so that the inho-

CeCu6 the problem is even more interesting: the electronic mogeneous demagnetizing field contributes some phase smearing.
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Hall effect for Kondo systems
P.M. Levy and Wei Guo
Department of Physics, New York University 4 Washington Place, New York, New York 10003

D. L. Cox
Department of Physicx Ohio State University, 174 West 18th Avenue, Columbus Ohio 43210

We have calculated the variations with temperature of the skew scattering contribution to the
Hall effect for a Kondo-type ion. The conduction electron t matrix is calculated by using the
single-ion Anderson model, and the 4felectrons' Green's function is evaluated by self-
consistently solving a set of integral equations. Except for the asymptotic region T/Tk > 1, the
Hall constant is not proportional to the susceptibility, nor does the constant change sign for
realistic values of the parameters entering the theory.

The Hall effect is a fine probe of the details of the scatter- We have derived an expression for this contribution to the
ing of conduction electrons by Kondo-type ions in heavy Hall effect based on the single-ion Anderson model; it is
fermion and mixed valence compounds.' The skew scatter- valid for all temperatures, especially for strong coupling
ing contribution to this effect has been calculated at high T< Tk, and for large fields.4 Here, we limit ourselves to the
temperatures T> Tk and at T = 0 K, 2' 3 but little is known linear Hall effect (in field), for which the spin-independent
about its variation with temperature in between these limits, skew scattering contribution to the Hall constant is4

I

36- C1 e,: 12 sin 772 -~ n( ).,2(,e)Im( e
- 
ht
, 
ZmjG If(E)) o(c) de

H 49 e'Af f 9

where and the susceptibility is6

_oc kDX(T)o(E) 2p(c) = -Im Gf G (c), i= kT
m +jj(j +l)g

Vk is the parameter describing the mixing of the local (4f)
and conduction electrons in the Anderson model, c is the - - I mif tr "f,)P '"(,Th) .(3)
concentration of magnetic ions, n (e) the density of conduc- j(j + 1)g I, ir dh Ih =' o
tion electron states, v(e) their velocity, and 172 is the phase
shift in the nonresonant I = 2 channel. with

The matrix elements of the 4f electrons' Green's func- X(T = 0) = I/TL.
tion have been evaluated by self-consistently solving a set of
integral equations based on the noncrossing approximation. 5  The temperature scale TL is proportional to the Kondo tem-
We used the parameters (in units of the bandwidth D) perature via aj-dependent constant of order unity. For the
r = IrN(O)I Vk 12 = 0.0159 and Ef = - 0.152, where Ef is above-mentioned parameters, the temperature TL is
the energy position of the f electron relative to the Fermi 3.3 X 10-' k ' (in units of the bandwidth D).
level; for these parameters we find the number of electrons in At high temperature, the above quantities approach
theforbital at T = 0 K is nf(0) = 0.86. In Fig. I we present their weak coupling values, which are3

our results for the variation with temperature of the skew
scattering contribution to the Hall constant [Eq. ()] for a 2 mc r + 1)2.. 1)
J=J (Nf=6) level and for 712= -0.1. To ascertain R 49 -rN(On Jj )(21+l )
whether our results are proportional to the product of the
resistivity and the susceptibility, we form the ratio RH/ x X!R sin h(cos 7h + 2 lEll sin 1,

PX, where the isotropic resistivity is just the integral ap- k T 2j + 1 r
pearing in the denominator of R, [see Eq. (1) 1, i.e., (4)

2e. or,-o 2j+ I mc (5)

2 irN(O)neZ ' E5)3 71 Vk 7

x M[- T )n(f)\2()/po(c)]de, (2) andX 
l
/T, (6)
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O R.(T)/R.(T_) RH(0) = j(j+ l)(2j+ 1)

1(0-0 3R MT/X(T,(T0 R (T_)/X(T_)p(T ) Mc 2

F* N(0)nefi
o 5 0 X sin [2i1(0) - 72], (8)

6 (2j+ 1) Pic 20 p ((0) m sin
2  713(0), (9)

0 50 0O)= 2 irN(O)ne2A

0o 0 ,,(0) (2j+ l)sin2 1 3(o) ks, (10)
0 X(0

025 0 0 and

0 f(O) RHO
o~o

,. 0 - ' g/'B pn,(O).t'(O)
01 j .0 10

T/TL = -8 j(j+ l) sin 77 sin[2V3 (0) -72]49 2j + I sin' 77,(0)
FIG. 1. Skew scattering Hall constant for dilute rare-earth impurity con. From the relation of the reduced susceptibility to TL [see
centrations. All calculations are performed in the low-field limit. The pa-
rameter values are E1 = -0.152D, r=O.0159D, Nf=6, and Eq. (3)] wefind

2= -0. 1. The temperature T . is 0.0
7 7

T,.
r*= [(2j + I )sin2 773(0)/r]kB TL. (12)

We note that r* reflects a magnetic Kondo resonance scale,
fk RH namely, the Wilson ratio distinguishes this from the reso-

U wnance scale of the specific heat. Forj = , i/2 = -0.1, and
g P73 (0) = (nlfr/

6
) (nf = 0.86 for Nf = 6 and the parameters

94 ( 2 1 .i used in our calculation) the ratiof(0) is 0.332 while the
-1j(j + ) sin V2 COS 172 + 2jF+ I , calculated value at T/TL = 0.077 is 0.317. In Table I we

(7) compare our numerical results at low temperatures
(T= 0.07 7 TL) with the values found by evaluating the

where n is the number of conduction electrons per unit vol- above analytic expressions valid at T = 0 K. The deviations
ume and spin direction. In Table I we compare our numeri- of the calculated RH (T) andpno (T) values from their limit-
cal results at high temperatures (T= 4.83 TL ) with their ing low-temperature forms arise from the well-known pa-
asymptotic values forj = J. These are found by placing the thology in the noncrossing approximation.'
parameters cited above in Eqs. (4)-(7). The ratiofis 0.048, From the calculated variation with temperature of the
while the calculated value at T/TL = 4.83 is 0.068. It is ratioRu/pnowenotethatwhileitapproacesitsasympto-
noteworthy that this ratio approaches its weak coupling val- tic values at high and low temperatures, it does so rather
ue much more rapidly than the parts which comprise it, see gradually at high temperatures. In the vicinity of the Kondo
Table I. The deviations of the individual quantities are not temperature the Hall constant is not proportional to the
surprising, since corrections to the weak coupling limit are product of resistivity and susceptibility, neither is it at low
logarithmic in TIT,. In addition, this approximation sets temperatures (see Fig. I). Only at T = 0 K can one write it
( - df0/ad) to a delta function, which is less appropriate as shown in Eq. ( II), and at only very high temperatures TI
when k, T= r, IEf I, as we have here. TL ) I does the Hall constant approach Eq. (7). For the case

At low temperatures the calculated values approach we have considered ofaj = level, it would require unrealis-
their T = 0 K values ofttically large phase shifts 72 in the nonresonant channel to

drive the Hall constant negative [see Eq. (8)] (remember
TABLEl. Comparison ofnumerical results with analytic estimates for low sin V2 is negative for - 7r <172 <0). For our parameters,
and high temperatures. The analytic comparisons are obtained from Eqs. / = - 2.24 is required; this is greater than the phase shift
(4)-(11) by using the parameters (in units of the bandwidth D)

r = 0.0159, Ef= -0.152, n (0) = 0.86, iq, = . 0.1, and in the resonant channel. Therefore, for a Nf = 6 level the
TL = x(O) I -, = 3.3x 10-1 k; 1. skew scattering contribution cannot cause the Hall constant

_to change sign at low temperatures. From Eq. (8), we see

t.l,,),_ X.0, ( JA that even for adoublet Nf = 2with V3(0) = (nfir/2) (with,
say, nf = 0.86) an unrealistically large value of r72 = - 0.44

(,)., , )" is needed to change the sign of the Hall constant. 2 We note
T4 TL 0.85 1.0 0.88 0.97 that should 172 be positive, correponding to an attractive po-

(T=0.077T) tential, a sign change between high and low temperatures in
T7TL 3.94 0.86 3.24 1.42 RH is possible for 0.86ir<1 2<l.86r if Nf = 2, and for

(T 4.83TL) 0.291r4 V2 < 1.29tr if Nf= 6. These are still very unrealisti-
* cally large values for 17.
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Transport properties of CeAl3 under pressure
Ch. Fierz, D. Jaccard, and J. Sierro
DPMC, Univernti de Gen~ve, CH-1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland

J. Flouquet
CR TBT/CNR, BP 166 X, F-38042 Grenoble-Cdex France

Transport experiments on CeAI 3 samples under quasihydrostatic pressure up to 1.63 GPa are
reported. Magnetoresistivity measurements in magnetic fields up to 7.3 T from 40 mK to 4 K
were performed. Resistivity and thermopower were measured from 1.5 to 300 K. Taking the
low-temperature resistivity as p = Po + A T 2, A increases initially with pressure as expected
from the zero pressure thermal dilatation. Above 0.2 GPa, both A and po decrease dramatically
with pressure. It is, however, noteworthy that a T' law of the resistivity can hardly be
extracted from the data above 0.2 GPa. The positive low-temperature magnetoresistivity also
varies strongly with pressure. At 0.82 GPa the low field bump has disappeared and the
magnetoresistivity is still positive up to 2.5 K. The thermopower shows an even more drastic
pressure dependence. The negative bump around 3.5 K at zero pressure becomes positive
above 0.3 GPa and a complex temperature dependence develops. The temperature variation
cannot be scaled by a unique pressure-dependent parameter.

I. INTRODUCTION the single but not unique parameter THF can be chosen to be

The CeA13 compound is often quoted as the archetype T , the temperature up to which a quadratic law is obeyed; at
of a heavy fermion (HF) lattice which does not order mag- P= 0, T*= 350 mK.' Another choice commonly used for
netically (see Ref. 1). Applying an external variable such as THF is the temperature of the resistivity maximum,
pressure (P) changes drastically the strength of the elec- TP, (P = 0) = 31.4 K. Special attention will be also given
tronic coupling. However, if it is clear that a strong nonlin- to the field and pressure dependence of po with the aim to
earity with P occurs in all published experiments, there are observe the relation between disorder and lattice properties.
contradictions and also spurious effects among the data.
Measurements of the specific heat CofCeA 3 under P point- II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
ed to a sharp decrease of C/Tat T = 0.4 K at low pressure' Two samples of 3 XO.6x0.55 mm 3 and 3 Xl XO.6 mm3

while the reported negative thermal expansion predicts an were spark cut from the same well characterized batch.
initial increase of y = C/Tat very low temperature.2 Down Quasihydrostatic pressures are achieved in a single pis-
to 1.5K, the resistivityp under pressure seems to show large ton self-clamped cell with a 1:1 mixture of n-pentane and
hysteresis effects due to the pressure cycles.3  isoamyl alcohol as a pressure transmitting medium. The

To clarify the situation, we have performed new resistiv- pressure was inferred to within ± 0.06 GPa from the super-
ity experiments which were extended down to 40 mK. A conducting transition temperature of tin. The absolute ther-
magnetic field up to 8 T was also applied since interesting mopower Q was measured by a differential method using
field effects were found in transport and thermodynamic Chromel and Au + 0.07 at. % Fe thermocouples. Neglect-
measurements. Above 1.5 K, the thermoelectric power Q ing pressure effects on these thermocouples, we estimate the
under pressure was also measured. The absolute thermo- accuracy of Q to ± 0.4/YV K-'.
power Q is very sensitive to the energy derivative of the Both dc and ac techniques were used to measure the
transport integral. Therefore, the temperature dependence resistivity with an accuracy of ± 0.01 and ± 0.007 gfl cm,
of Q reveals often distinct energy scales which are hardly respectively.
seen in other properties."

We will focus mainly on the low-temperature magneto- II. RESULTS AND DISUSSION
resistivity data, notably on the pressure and field dependence
of the coefficient A of the low temperature T2 term of p Our results are in good qualitative agreement with pre-
written asp = po + A T2. This law is generally obeyed at very viously reported data at zero pressure4-7' as well as under
low temperature reflecting the Fermi liquid property of the pressure at ambient temperature.9 In zero field,
ground state." The major role of the local magnetic fluctu- Ap(P)/p(? = 0) at 3.5 K coincides for both samples inves-
ation in the formation of the huge effective mass leads to the tigated. Furthermore neither sample showed any hysteresis
remarkable feature that 4k is roughly proportional to Y, or effects due to the pressure cycles. These facts allow us to
put in another form, to the inverse of a characteristic tem- compare straightforwardly the results of the two runs. Fig-
perature T*.,"i'foneassumesthatp(P) scales asa function ure 1 shows the pressure dependence of A. In zero field,
of T/Tm,(P) over a large temperature range (see Ref. 6), T*,-350 mK at zero pressureand FA/T *is approximately
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constant below 0.2 GPa. In addition, our zero field results 40are in accordance with thermal expansion measurements.' P(GP.J'...o 0 ". - ... ",.
Above 0.2 GPa the amplitude of the T2 term of p is 30 /A0 35

drastically reduced. This reduction is accompanied b at s.

ilar pressure dependence of the residual resistivity po (see -20 .3

inset of Fig. 1). Therefore, we can question the validity of , i .. -

Matthiesen's rule which is assumed in the foregoing. In this
context we note the difficulty to extract a clearcut T' law 0
from our resistivity data between 0.2 and 1.0 OPa For corn- .- ,,

parison purposes, however, we take ourA values as reasona- 0
ble estimates.

Thus, using the zero pressure values in zero field, the 0 20 40 o 0 00 20 '40

proportionality ofF and 11T* yields T* = 1.2 and 3.2 K T (K)

compared to the observed values 0.6 and 9 K at 0.82 and 1.63
GPa, respectively. FIG. 2. Absolute themnopower Q(7") at various pressures. Open circles: 0

Another evidence of the impossibility to scalepp (7) by GPa; croses: 0.35 OPa; open squares: 1.63 GPa. Inset: Q(P) at 3.5 K.

an unique parameter T / TmF is also found if, instead of T*,
TOm is chosen for T

HF. If the scaling is obeyed, the coeffi-
cient a defined as

a = 4A_(P) TP (P)/A(0) TP. (0) is far to be achieved with the present applied pressure. It is

should be of order unity for all pressures. Taking the A val- generally admitted that in the IV domain, the scaling by an
ues from Fig. I and T , as 31.4, 34,45, and 66.2 K at 0, 0.3, unique parameter may be observed as competing phenome-
0.82, and 1.63 GPa, respectively, a is 0.88,0.40, and 0.23 at na of the heavy fermion compounds like crystal field effects
0.3, 0.82, and 1.63 GPa, respectively, and magnetic correlations have collapsed (see Ref. 4). Here

The failure to scale with a single parameter is also exem- the evidence of the occurence of different couplings is given
plified by the pressure dependence of the absolute thermo- by the emergence under P of a double structure in Q( 7)
powerQ. In Fig. 2,Q(T) isshown upto 130KatO, 0.35, and characterized by the observation of a well resolved peak at
1.63 GPa. At zero pressure Q( 7) shows a negative peak at T, above 1.06 Pa. Such a double peak structure has been
3.5 K followed by a broad positive peak whose maximum lies observed in CeCuz Si. above 2.5 GPa (Ref. 5) or CeRu Si2
at TQ (P= 0) = 53 K. We also note a change of slope of at P = 0.'" These anomalies will be discussed in a forthcom-
Q(7) around T, = 30 K. With pressure, the low-tempera- ing paper.
ture negative contribution to Q(7) disappears as shown in Let us focus now on the magnetoresistivity data. On
the inset of Fig. 2. As the pressure increases further, Q re- cooling the initially negative magnetoresistivity becomes
mains positive. Under pressure, T_1 shifts towards higher positive at some temperature T. At zero pressure the field
temperatures with the same relative pressure variation than dependence of T, agrees qualitatively with the one reported
TP i.e., T /TP = 1.75. As the corresponding Grin- by Remenyi et al.' This field dependence is observed up to
eisen parameter 0.3 GPa, T. increasing with pressure. In Fig. 3 we show the

magnetoresistivity Ap(B)/p(B = 0) at 450 mK and variousf - -alog T pressures. Results around 50 mK are qualitatively similart~r e olog V

(V being the molar volume) is still large at high pressure
(-20 forP= 16kbar), the intermediate valent (IV) regime

oar.,)- 0 80

40. t
40 . 0

0, 05,

30i4 "20 FIG. 3. Magnetoresistivity
301 FIG. 1. Pressure depen. ao p(B)/p(B=O) at 450 mK
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except that Ap(B) remains positive up to 7.3 T at all pres- Our main results are as follows: the impossibility to
sures. scale p and Q by an unique parameter; the large difference in

As can be seen in Fig. I, at low pressure (P < 0.3 GPa) the transport properties at low and high pressures (P50.3
A (B) increases initially with B for reaching a maximum at GPa). At P = 0 recent data of transport measurements on
B_ -2 T. The amplitude ofA(B. )/A(B = 0) seems to single crystal" and of muon experiments on polycrystal'4

decrease rapidly with P. Up to 0.3 GPa, the temperature T* suggest that CeA 3 may be magnetically ordered at T- 1.6
up to which at T2 law is observed does not yield a constant K with a very weak moment. An appealing possibility is a

value of A (B) T*. That reflects even at very low tempera- transition under pressure from a long-range magnetically
ture the occurence of competing coupling ie of a coherent ordered phase to a nonmagnetic ground state whereas in
state strongly disturbed by B. CeRU2 Si2 strong antiferromagnetic correlations persist."

Above 0.3 GPa the peaks of both Ap(B) andA(B) have
disappeared. The magnetoresistivity behavior is not a trivial
continuation of the low pressure data. Ap(B) is still positive
at 7.3 T. As it is observed in CeRu2 Si2 ,"it is not precluded
that a maximum in Ao (B) and A (B) will not occur at higher
fields. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the pressure dependence of
Ap= p(7.3 T) -p(0 T) at 2.5 K. Again, the observed
change of regime appears at P-0.3 GPa. It must also be 'G. E. Brodale, R. A. Fisher, N. E. Phillips, and J. Flouquet, Phys. Rev.

stressed that no clear B dependence can be observed in the Lett. 56, 390 (1985).

isothermal magnetoresisitvity data. However, at T = 2.5 K, IM. Ribault, A. Benoit, J. Flouquet, and J. Palleau, J. Phys. (Paris) 40, L-

A (B) shows linear field dependences over large ranges ofB. 413 (1979).
'A. Percheron, J C. Achard, 0. Gorochov. B. Cornut, D. JErome, and B.

Finally, an interesting experimental correlation is that Coqblin, Solid State Commun. 12, 1289 (1973).

po(B)p andpo(P)B behave likeA(B)p andA(P),, respec- 'D. Jaccard and J. Flouquet, Heiv. Phys. Acta 60, 108 (1987).

tively. This result emphasizes again the coupling of the im- 'D. Jaccard, J. M. Mignot, B. Bellarbi, A. Benoit, H. F. Braun, and J. Sierra,
J. Man. Magn. Mater. 47&48, 23 (1985).

purities with the lattice. It is thus questionable to assume 'J.D. Thompson, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 63&64, 358 (1987).

independent mechanisms for these two terms of the resistiv- 'K. Andres, J. E. Graehner, and H. R. Ott, Phys. Rev. Lett. 35, 1779

ity throughout the investigated pressure and field ranges. (1975).
'G. Remenyi, A. Brigss, J. Flouquet, 0. Laborde, and F. Lapierre, J. Magn.
Magn. Mater. 31-34, 407 (1983).IV. CONCLUSIONS V. Vijayakumar, S. N. Vaidya, E. V. Sampathkumaran, and R. Vijayaragh-

The discrepancy of the present results with those of the avan, Solid State Commun. 46, 549 (1983).

specific heat under pressure is unclear.' By contrast, an ex- "A. Amato and . Sierro, J. Map. Man. Mater. 47&4 526 (1985).
"P. Haen, J. Rlouquet, F. Lapierre, P. Lejay, and G. Remenyi. J. Low

cellent agreement has been found under pressure between Temp. Phys. 67, 391 (1987).

specific heat and other experimental methods for other "R.A. Fisher, S. E. Lacy, C. Marcenat, J. A. Olsen, N. E. Phillips, J. Flou-

heavy fermion compounds like CeCu6 or UPt 3 (see Ref. quet, A. Amato, and D. Jaccard, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 26,1257 (1987).
"D. Jaccard, R. Cibin. J. L. Jorda, and J. Flouquet, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 26,

12). This suggests that the low-pressure phase of CeAl3 has 517 (1987).
particular properties very sensitive to the experimental con- 1S. Barth, H. R, Ott, F.N. Gygax, B. Hitti, E. Lippelt, A. Schenk, and C.

ditions. Baines, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 26, 519 (1987).
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Magnetic order and superconductivity In heavy fermion systems (invited)
(abstract)"

G. Aepp
AT& TBell Laboratories. 600 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill New Jersey 97974

The neutron scattering technique, which directly probes magnetic correlation functions, has
been used to identify the magnetic order in several heavy fermion systems, notably U2Zn, 7'

and U, _,ThxPt3. 2 Our measurments 3 show thatpure UPt3, which is su. ,rconducting, is also a
weak antiferromagnet with an ordered moment of0.02Mp and a Nel te Derature of roughly
5 K. We also find that the onset of superconductivity affects the magnetic correlations in UPt 3.
The relation between magnetism and superconductivity in compounds containing copper
oxides is compared to that in the heavy fermion systems.

This paper was not proofread by the author; however, it has been proofread by one of the Publication Chairpersons.

-The work reported was partially performed at Brookhaven (under
U.S.D.D.E. contract DE-ACO2-76CH0016) and Ris* (Denmark) Na-
tional Laboratories.

'D. E. Cox et al., Phys. Rev. B 33, 3614 (1986).
'A. 1. Goldman e! al., Phys. Rev. B 34, 6564 (1986).

1C. Broholm, J. Kjems, G. Aeppli, and E. Bucher (unpublished).

Two-impurity Kondo problem: Relevance to heavy fermions (Invited)
(abstract))

B.A. jones
LASSP. Clark Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

We have applied the numerical renormalization group to the problem of two Kondo impurities
in an electron gas.' This approach allows an analysis of the physics at all temperature scales as
a function of the initial (high-temperature) exchange coupling and of the initial RKKY
interaction. A new symmetry of the Kondo and Anderson models, which we call the axial
charge, provides further details of the important physical states involved in the evolution to the
low-temperature (strong-coupling) fixed point. At high temperatures, we calculate the change
of the coupling interactions as the temperature is lowered from the free-local-moment fixed
point. We identify the relevant lower temperature fixed points, and provide scaling results for
the flows in the crossover regions. We evaluate both the range of validity of thermodynamic
scaling2 at high temperatures and the strong influence of the initial interimpurity interaction
on the scaling of the effective RKKY interaction. At the strong-coupling fixed point we
construct a Fermi-liquid model and calculate the low-temperature specific heat, susceptibility,
and staggered susceptibility; and discuss the nonuniversality of the Sommerfeld ratio. In
particular, antiferromagnetic correlations produce an increased tendency to Cooper-type
pairing, and we discuss these interactions in light of the new axial charge symmetry.
Extensions of these pair interactions to the Fermi liqLid for a lattice provide a possible
description of correlations in heavy fermions.

"Thid work was supported by DOE-Basic Enersy Sciences, Disvioa of 'B. A. Jones and C. M. Varma, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 843 (1987).
Materials Research. 'C. Jayaprakash et at., Phys. Rev. Lett. 47. 737 (1981).
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Spatially dependent correlation functions in the Anderson model (abstract)
Kan Chen and C. Jayaprakash
Physics Department, The Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio 43210

H. R. Krishnamurthy
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India

We report results from a first principles calculation of spatially dependent correlation
functions around a magnetic impurity in metals described by the nondegenerate Anderson
model. Our computations are based on a combination of perturbative scaling theory and
numerical renormalization group methods. Results for the conduction election charge density
around the impurity and correlation functions involving the conduction electron and impurity
charge and spin densities will be presented. The behavior in various regimes including the
mixed valent regime will be explored.

Solutions of the magnetic Eliashberg equations for heavy fermion
superconductors (abstract)

M. R. Norman
Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory. Argonne, Illinois 60439

The Eliashberg equations for magnetic fluctuations are solved for heavy fermion
superconductors. The susceptibility is taken from neutron data, and the Fermi surface from
band calculations. For the case of UPt3 , mass renormalizations of about 16 are found
consistent with de Haas-van Alphen data. A superconducting transition temperature of the
order of 0.12 K is calculated, due to the momentum dependence of the susceptibility, with the
gap function having lines of zeros in parts of the zone. The transition temperature can be
boosted up to experimental values by crude incorporation of interband matrix elements.
Extensions of these calculations to other heavy fermion superconductors will be reported.
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Magnetoelastic Properties Arthur E. Clark, Chairperson

Magnetoelastic effects on antiferromagnetic phase transitions (invited)
W. P. Wolf
Yale University, Applied Physics Becton Center, P. 0. Box 2157, New Haven, Connecticut 06520

C. H. A. Huan
University of Oxford Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford OX) 3PU, United Kingdom

The effect of elastic strains on antiferromagnetic phase transitions is considered. For cases in
which the magnetic and chemical unit cells coincide, the combination of a strain and an
applied field is found to lead to the possibility of a linear magnetoelastic (LME) coupling
which may induce antiferromagnetic order, even in the normally paramagnetic phase. Such an
effect can, in principle, destroy any second-order phase transition. An order of magnitude
estimate shows that the effect is small but not negligible, and that it may explain a number of
unusual effects observed in dysprosium aluminum garnet, including anomalous neutron
scattering, magnetic hysteresis and magnetostriction. Similar strain-induced effects may be
important in many other antiferromagnets, including CoF 2, FeF 2, MnF 2, and aFe20 3, as well
as in mixed crystals with the same structures. Strain gradients may produce similar effects in
other antiferromagnets which are magnetoelectric, including DyPO 4, DyA]O, and Cr20 3.

1. INTRODUCTION and our finding raises the question whether other phase tran-

It has long been recognized that elastic deformations sitions may not also be affected significantly by elastic ef-

can affect magnetic phase transitions.
5 

There are basically fects. In such systems, several new effects should appear in

two types ofeffects: strains due to externally applied stresses, the presence of an applied magnetic field. These include the

and magnetoelastic strains which are the result of the mag- destruction of the phase transition by externally or internally

netic phase transition itself. The former is generally consid- applied stresses, evident as an apparent rounding of the tran-

ered rather trivial, since it merely changes the lattice from sition, and an anomalous magnetostrictive strain which ap-

one structure to another very similar structure, and one pears in the ordered state. Other consequences include a de-

would suppose that a phase transition in one structure would pendence of various properties on the field and temperature

be closely mirrored in the other. The latter effect, on the history of the sample and, in particular, a marked difference

other hand, has been the subject of much discussion and between cooling through the transition in zero field (ZFC)

controversy, and for a time it was believed that magnetoelas- and cooling in a finite field (FC).

tic effects could change a second-order transition into a first- I. THEORY
order transition.

3 
Since all crystal lattices are to some ex-

tent magnetoelastic, this raised the question whether true A. Symmetry considerations
second-order magnetic phase transitions could ever be ob- It is simplest to discuss the effects in terms of a Landau
served in real materials. It was then recognized by Fisher

4  
expansion of the free energy, though the conclusions will be

that the effect of an additional variable such as elastic strain more general, since they are based on essential symmetry
would be to shift the actual critical point and modify the principles.
critical exponents characterizing the phase transition by a Let us consider a magnetic system undergoing a second-
renormalization factor, but not otherwise change the char- order phase transition in which some particular antiferro-
acter of the transition. Subsequently, Bergman and Hal- magnetic order parameter ql goes to ztro. We shall assume
perin' reexamined the renormalization group arguments that 71 has only one component (n = I); for n > I multiple
and concluded that a very weak first-order singularity phase transitions are possible. The corresponding Landau
might, in principle, occur, but in practice, most transitions free-energy expansion is
appear to be close to second order. In any case, neither ap- F. =A.' + I B/

4
+.... ()

plied nor spontaneously generated strains are generally
thought of as destroying the phase transition in real crystals. where A, (T) --.0 as T- Tc. We now include the terms corre-

In this paper we wish to draw attention to an important sponding to an elastic strain c limited for now to a single

class of exceptions to this general rule. We first encountered component. These will have the form
the special circumstances in the course ofa systematic study Fe +F,. ( - o Ce +.. )

of magnetoelastic effects in the metamagnet dysprosium alu-
minum garnet (DyAIG).

6 
However, the same conditions + (Di 7

2
e J G.,

2
e .+ . . ), (2)

may be found in a wide variety of other magnetic systems, where F. represents the purely elastic terms and F., the
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magnetoelastic terms, coupling e to 17. Here o is a possible therefore classify possible translationally invariant order pa-
external stress, which we assume at first to be equal to zero. rameters according to the irreducible representations of the
In the absence of magnetoelastic terms, the strain is then cubic point group O. The specific order parameter which
zero. Adding the elastic and magnetoelastic terms to ( I ) and describes the antiferromagnetic state of DyAIG, 71, trans-
minimizing with respect to e, we find the induced magneto- forms as A ' ,s while the components M, (p = x,y,z) of M
strictive strain transform as T,1. The six components of elastic strain

D.__+"" (3) epq =Eap (p,q= x,,z) transform as (T- xTr ), =A

C,
- 
+G 2+...( + E + T2+ . Thus we can see that products of the form

In the disordered phase, 17 = 0 and the strain goes to zero. To */M,, will transform as

thisapproximation, theonset oforderis not affectedand still T 
+ xA 2+ 

x (A 
+ 

+ E
+ 

+ T2)
given byA, (T,) =0. -A 1+ + E

+ 
+ 2TI+ + 3T +

On the other hand, if there is a nonzero strain as the
result of an external stress a The presence of one A + in this decomposition shows that

one invariant exists. Detailed examination
6 

shows that the
S= (/C) + .... (4) invariant has the form

and the effect of the magnetoelastic terms will then be to shift 71M.C., + */M.C, + 7M, (7)
the conditions for the onset of*/. The new T, will be given by + Me,+which isjust a three-dimensional extension of the last term in

A,(T,)+2D(T )e +G.(T,)e + .... O. (. ) Eq. (6).

However, even though e. shifts T, it will not affect the char- The consequences of a term of the form of (7) are pro-

acter of the phase transition which remains second order in found. If any one of the three products M, cy, M, e, or
this approximation. My , is nonzero by virtue of externally applied fields and

If we look back to the form of Eqs. ( 1) and (2), we note stresses, the resulting term will act exactly the same as that
that we had followed the usual convention

7 
of choosing to for a staggered field, H, and it will serve to induce a nonzero

include only terms even in powers of 1/. The reason, of value ofn for all values ofthe parameters in F, even above the
course, is that odd powers of il are excluded by the require- normal T.. This implies, therefore, that the previous second-
ment of time reversal invariance. However, this restriction order phase transition is now destroyed by the combination of
can be removed if we extend the discussion to include a new an applied field and stress. The stress producing the e's need
variable in the problem, one which is also odd under time not, of course, be applied directly; it may be generated by the
reversal, mounting of the sample, or by imperfections in the growth of

Specifically, let us consider possible terms involving M, the crystal. Such strains will generally not be uniform but
the uniform magnetization. In an antiferromagnet, Mis gen- they can extend over length scales which are long compared
erally zero in the absence of an applied field, but in the pres- to correlation lengths and thus effectively macroscopic. Dis-
ence of a magnetic field, Mis not zero. We must then consid- locations, impurities, or other "dirt effects" can also set up

er additional terms in the free energy. These may include internal strains and these may be more localized.

I B3 /1
2
M

2 + I B2M
4  One region where this effect may be particularly trou-

Fm - HM + I A 2.M' + A37M + blesome is in the vicinity of tricritical points. Here, both the
+ D 2M

2
e + D 3??Me +... . (6) uniform and staggered susceptibilities diverge, and any

Such terms are all consistent with time reversal invariance broadening of the second-order phase transition will be diffi-

but they are not necessarily allowed by other symmetry con- cult to distinguish from the first-order region, spread in field

siderations. For a particular term to be allowed, it must by demagnetizing effects. It could well be that the marked

transform as the identity representation of the symmetry experimental difficulties which have been reported in con-

group of the crystal, including both proper and improper nection with high-resolution measurements of tricritical ex-
rotations and translations ponents

9 
could be the result of accidental strains in the sam-

The requirement of translational invariance immediate- pies.

ly tells us that terms involving odd powers of 77, such as the
term D3 7IMe, will be allowed only ifqi is itselftranslationally B. Magnitude of the effect

invariant, since both M and c are translationally invariant. Microscopic mechanisms responsible for the coupling
Not all magnetic states of antiferromagnetic order satisfy are discussed elsewhere.

6 
They involve strain dependence of

this condition, but many do. All that is required is that the the dipole, exchange, and Zeeman interactions and in gen-
magnetic unit cell should be the same as the chemical unit eral they will be quite complicated and difficult to calculate

cell. This is the case in many antiferromagnets. quantitatively. However, all the mechanisms lead to similar
In addition to the condition of translational invariance, order of magtitude estimates, which agree with available

it is also necessary for the terms in F,,, to be invariant under magnetoelastic data,' and we can discuss these in terms of a
the rotational elements of the symmetry group. This can simple macroscopic model.
only be verified by detailed examination of each particular If - UM is the energy of the antiferromagnetic state at
structure. We can illustrate the procedure by examining the T = 0 K, the change in energy produced by a strain c will be
specific case of dysprosium aluminum garnet (DyAIG). - -UM E = - HVT -o. But UM can also be expressed in

The garnets are cubic with space group Ja3d, and we terms of the mean field acting at T = 0 K, HT - o:
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- = -HT=f0oT0 (8) quite rapidly, but it will never be identically equal to zero, as

Thus, long as there is a finite amount of applied strain (c.
#0).Thus, we must conclude that even a small amount of

H, -'EHTo. (9) stress, combined with a finite magnetization and a nonzero

Since strains are generally quite small, this shows that coupling coefficient D3, will destroy the phase transition. In
the induced staggered field will also be small, relative to the some sense, the system is antiferromagnetic everywhere, ex-
internal fields aligning the spins. However, even a small stag- cept in zero field. Of course, in practice, the region over
gered field will have a significant effect near a phase transi- which the strain-induced order will be observable will be
tion, since the corresponding staggered susceptibility di- quite small, and the usual critical point singularities will be
verges at that point. The effect is similar to that of applying a modified only very close to the zero-strain transition. One
uniform field to a ferromagnet at its Curie point, but with the would normally interpret this as "rounding" due to "experi-
difference that there are no demagnetizing effects to reduce mental imperfections."
the induced moment. In some ways the effect we have found is analogous to

To estimate the order of magnitude of 77 induced by a the fourth-order term 71MMM, discovttd by Alben
given H,, it is simplest to use a mean field model. For a et alto Such a term also induces 7 when a field is applied,
system with S = 1/2, we can write provided only that MMM,:o 0. This purely magnetic term

m = tanh[ (h + m)/t], (10) vanishes when the field is applied along certain high symme-
try directions, such that one or more of the components of M

where m, h, and t are expressed in reduced units, vanishes. The magnetoelastic term (7), on the other hand,
m=-7/i7To, h=H,/HT=o, and T/T . Equation does not vanish for any orientation of the applied field, pro-
(10) can be solved numerically for m as a function of t for vided only that some of the strains are not zero.
given values of h. The results for h = 10- 2, 10-

3, 10- 4, The magnetoelastic terms (7) will also have other con-
10- , and 0 are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that even very sequences. Throughout the antiferromagnetic phase
small values of h can produce quite significant changes in m, (T/ 0 ), the system will be piezomagnetic, that is, an applied
especially close to T,. A simple order of magnitude of the stress will produce a uniform magnetic moment. This mo-
effect can be obtained by considering t = I when we can ment can be thought of as resulting from a strain-induced
expand Eq. (10) to give uniform magnetic field with components ?7c, ip4,, and

h = m3 + ... . (11) 71c,. Such an effect has previously been observed in tetra-

This expression shows quantitatively how even a very small gonal and trigonal antiferromagnets, " but it does not seem
staggered field can lead to a significant induced m. For ex- to have been considered for a cubic system such as DyAIG.
ample, h = 10-' results in m = 0.03. In a more accurate We shall discuss this further in the following section. Simi-
theory, the exponent 3 in Eq. (11) would be replaced by larly, when M and V are nonzero anomalous shear strains
S- -5 and the variation with h would be even more rapid. will be produced, proportional to the products 77M,. Such

Since the magnitude of h is comparable to that of c, we strains will go to zero at T,, as do the regular magnetostric-
see, therefore, that even very small strains can lead to quite tive strains, which are proportional to q/' [Eq. (3) ]. Shear
sizable induced amounts of antiferromagnetic order in re- strains can be especially important in magneto-optical ex-
gions where the usual theory predicts zero. At higher tem- periments where they will produce additional birefringence
peratures (or applied fields), the value ofm becomes smaller effects. They can also affect thermal expansion and magne-

tostriction measurements which will require careful analysis
when linear magnetoelastic terms are allowed by the symme-
try.

1.0 00
1 h-0'- Ill. EXPERIMENTS

m 0.03

0.02 - Experimental evidence for nonzero values of 71 in re-

0.0'- gions where we would expect 7 = 0 is provided by the ther-

0 mal neutron scattering experiments on DyAIG (Ref. 10)
0.5 1.0 1.08 1 withfieldsappliedalong [001] and [ll0]. "Forthesedirec-

tions the induced staggered field due to higher-order mag-
h= 10-2 netic terms is zero, but antiferromagnetic Bragg scattering in

171\ the paramagnetic phase has been observed nevertheless in

I\h- both cases. For the case H//[001 ], one can explain the ob-

0 1.0 t servation in terms of a second induced order parameter,8 but
1.0 t 12 for H//[ 110] there is no such effect. The stress induced

staggered field effect would seem to provide a likely explana-
FIG. I. Numerical solution of Eq. (10) showing the variation of reduced tion. In retrospect, it is really not too surprising that DyAIG
magnetizationmaafuntionofreducedtemperaturet forvariousvaluesof should show magnetoelastic effects even in the absence of
applied field h. For an antiferromagnet, m is the reduced order parameter,
17/1-., and h the reduced staggered field. These results show that even a externally applied stresses, since one can readily expect

very small field can induce a significant amount of order close to a phase strains of the order of 10-'-10- ' due to differences in ther-
transition. mal expansion between the sample and its mounting, or due
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to imperfections introduced during growth. Examining common antiferromagnets satisfy this condition The second
crystals between crossed polarizers often shows patterns major requirement is that the order parameter should be
which would correspond to strains of such magnitudes. In invariant to the inversion operation, if the crystal in fact
any case, the idea should be susceptible to a direct test since, possesses a center of symmetry. This is evident from the fact
by applying varying external stresses in the presence of uni- that the components of both the field and the strain are in-
form fields, one should be able to observe neutron scattering variant under inversion. Thus, all antiferromagnets which
corresponding to antiferromagnetic order in regions of field are magnetoelectric would appear to be excluded, since for
and temperature where the unstrained crystal shows no these the order parameter must change sign under inver-
long-range order. sion. 20 But this still leaves a number of well-known antiferro-

Another experiment on DyAIG in which evidence for magnets including MnF 2, CoF 2 , FeF 2 , and aFe2 03, as well
magnetoelastic effects may already have been observed con- as mixed crystals with the same structures.
cerns the anomalous low-field susceptibility of polycrystal- It is necessary, in principle, to verify that the order pa-
line samples. It was found, already in the very earliest mea- rameter in each case transforms under the various rotational
surements, 3 that there is a small temperature-dependent elements of the symmetry group in the same way as some
ferromagnetic moment below the Neel temperature which is combination of M. eo, where a, 6, Y = x, y, or z, but in
absent in flux-grown single crystals. Recent experiments 4  practice this is not likely to be a limitation since the 18 possi-
have confirmed this effect and have found a monotonic cor- ble combinations of a, 6, and y provide a rich variety of
relation with particle size. Initially, it was thought that finite terms which transform in different ways. Certainly, for each
size effects of the sort postulated by Nel15 might be impor- of the six antiferromagnets listed above, there are at least two
tant, but the particle sizes for which the effect was found invariants: M cy and Mxe. + My ,. Any arbitrary shear
appear to be much too large ( 1-50 pm) and another expla- strain, together with a field not restricted to one symmetry
nation must be sought. axis, will therefore couple to the antiferromagnetic order pa-

If we postulate that the particles are elastically strained rameter in all these cases.
in the course of preparation, the magnetoelastic coupling There is another way to view the mechanism we have
discussed above will lead to a weak ferromagnetic moment, been discussing. In antiferromagnets in which a weak ferro-
which will be proportional to the antiferromagnetic order magnetic moment is allowed by symmetry2 (e.g., NiF 2 ), a
parameter, as observed experimentally. It should be possible uniform magnetic field will clearly couple to the antiferro-
to verify this effect directly by measuring the low-field mag- magnetic order and destroy the phase transition, just as in
netization as a function of externally applied stress. It must the case of a simple ferromagnet in a field illustrated above.
be noted, however, that any quantitative analysis will entail For weak ferromagnetism to be allowed in an antiferromag-
first obtaining a single domain state. This should be possible net, the symmetry must be such that the term 4317M in Eq.
by cycling the magnetic field through the phase transition or (6) is not zero. This is a relatively rare occurrence in high
by cooling in a magnetic field. Such annealing procedures symmetry structures and for all of the six examples listed
may be complicated by nonuniform residual strains, but in a above A, = 0. However, the application of a shear strain to
sufficiently strong magnetic field the purely magnetic such a structure will generally lower the symmetry and a

fourth-order mechanism of Alben et al.° should differen- term in 77M may then become allowed.
tiate unambiguously between the two time-reversed antifer- For example, the application of strain e,, to the tetra-
romagnetic states, A + and A -. gonal rutile structure of the MF 2 will lower the point group

Experiments to study the field dependence of the sign of from D4, to an orthorhombic D21. For such a symmetry, the
77 in single crystals of DyAIG are currently in progress and three components of M transform as B 1, B 2+, and B ', so
will be reported elsewhere. 6 The method being used in- that any 7 transforming as a B +: (i= 1,2, or 3) will give a
volves measurements of the transit time of high-frequency nonzero invariant in Eq. (6), and therefore couple to an
ultrasonic shear waves' 7 which, as we have shown previous- applied field. The case of DyAIG can be analyzed similarly
ly,6 also contains a term linear in 77. Preliminary results indi- as a reduction from 0, to D2h for a strain e,,and toCi fora
cate large hysteresis effects, as expected. general shear strain with ey 96c, O,_ 960.

Further clear evidence for linear magnetoelastic effects The effects of the magnetoelastic coupling are, of
in DyAlG has also been obtained by Dillon et al." using both course, not restricted to the region of the phase transition.
optical birefringence and direct magnetostrictive measure- The phenomenon of piezomagnetism has previously been
ments. In particular, they observed linear variations with studied in several of the antiferromagnets listed above," and
field through zero field, which are direct consequences of the the effect of externally applied stresses on antiferromagnetic
linear magnetoelastic terms (7). These effects will be dis- domains has been reported for CoF2 (Ref. 22) and MnF 2 .3

cussed further elsewhere. "  In all of these earlier experiments, evidence of residual inter-
nal strains in the absence of applied stresses was in fact not-

IV. DISCUSSION ed, but the effect of these strains on the phase transitions to
the paramagnetic state does not seem to have been consid-

We have so far discussed only the metamagnet DyAIG ered before. It is fortunate, in hindsight, that the classic high-
but similar effects should be observable in many other mate- resolution measurements of the critical exponent f in MnF2
rials. One principal requirement is an antiferromagnetic or- (Ref. 24) were made in zero magnetic field, where any resid-
der parameter which corresponds to zero wave vector. Many ual strains would be less important. Also, since Mn2 + is an
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S-state ion, the magnitude of the magnetoelastic coupling V. CONCLUSION
terms will be much smaller than for ions such as Dy ' or Our discussion has shown that relatively small strains

Co2
1 which have large orbital angular momentum ground can lead to significant effects, especially near field-induced

states. phase transitions. It is a complication which will be impor-
One system for which residual elastic strains may play tant only for certain classes of antiferromagnets, those with

an important and so far unrecognized role is Fe. Zn, -1  F2 . magnetic unit cells which are the same as the corresponding
This system shows a number of striking properties in the chemical unit cells, but these include a number of systems

presence of applied magnetic fields, which have been inter- which have been studied quite intensively and where this
preted, with much controversy, in terms of the theory for a fentLre has not previously been suspected of producing any

random Ising antiferromagnet.
25 

It is not clear what role observable effects.
residual strains may have played in any of the phenomena It is interesting in this connection to recall a concept

which were observed, but significant ,fects are certainly introduced by Giauque et al. when they introduced the word
possible. In particular, the formation of antiferromagnetic "pernt" to denote a critical point which has become smeared
domains in the presence of an applied field could be affected out by some effect. For many years this idea was not accept-
by strains in competition with the usually invoked mecha- ed because it was generally believed that long-range order

nism cfstatistical imbalance between up and down spins in a sets in at some specific singular point, and that while elastic
randomly diluted system. Strains could also lead to a small effects might shift that point and alter the thermodynamic
ferromagnetic moment, as discussed above, which could properties in its vicinity, they would not spread the apparent
then complicate the ana!ysis of low-field ac measurements. onset of long-range order over an observable region. Our
Even in absence of residual strains, the anomalous magneto- specific examples have shown that the word "pernt" may
strictive shear strains induced by a nonzero product 77M, indeed describe some real systems if they are accidentally

could affect the optical birefringence which is observed to strained.
sharpen significantly near T, in the presence of an applied The presence of linear magnetoelastic terms in the free

field. energy will have significant consequences also in initially
We shall not pursue these possibilities here, as this is unstrained crystals. For these, some anomalous magneto-

clearly a complex matter, but we must note that it is remark- strictive effects should be observed.
able that the effects of elastic strains, both uniform and local, Our discussion here has been restricted to classical Lan-
do not seem to have been considered in the extensive discus- dau theory, but the effects should be evident also in more
sion of these interesting systems. exact treatments. Other interesting extensions will include

Our treatment so far would suggest that magnetoelastic consideration of systems with order parameters with n > 1,
effects would only be expected in antiferromagnets in which random strains on a micToscopic scale, and effects in systems

the order parameter is even under inversion. This would im- with weakly first-order phase transitions.
ply that all magnetoelectric antiferromagnets, in which 17 In any case, it would appear that linear inagnetoelastic

changes sign under inversion, will not show any linear mag- effects can add a new dimension to the discussion of antifer-
netoelastic coupling. One may note, however, that a material roiagnetic phase transitions.
such as DyPO4 which is magnetoelectric and whose antifer-

romagnetic order parameter transforms as B I does, in fact, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Magnetostriction "Jumps" In twinned Tbo.3 Dyo., Fel.9
A. E. Clark and J. P. Toter
Naval Surface Weapons Center, Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-3000

0. D. McMasters
Iowa State University, Amex Iowa 50011

Large "jumps" in the magnetostriction have been observed in twinned single crystals of
Tbo.3Dyo.7 Fe,.9 (TerfenoI-D) for magnetic fields parallel to the crystalline [ 112] direction.

The interpretation of these large magnetostriction discontinuities is based upon a model of
twinned dendritic Terfenol-D in which the magnetization of one twin jumps between two
[ 1111 directions while the magnetization of the remaining twin undergoes a continuous
rotation of the magnetization. The field dependence of the magnetization and magnetostriction
of cubic single crystals with A 11, >)/iAi was calculated using an expression which included the
anisotropy constants K, and K 2 and compressive loads along [ 112]. With K, = -0.6 J/m

3

and K 2 = - 2.0 J/m
3 

(values appropriate for Terfenol-D near room temperature),
magnetization "jumping" is predicted. For the twinned crystal, the jump in the
magnetostriction was calculated to be greater than 1000 ppm. Because of this large
magnetostriction, it is possible to configure a device to perform a substantial amount of work
by the application of only a triggering magnetic field centered about an optimum bias field.

INTRODUCTION perature-controlled chamber. The magnetic field was ap-

Recent studies have shown that the highly magneto- plied quasistatically in 30-ms steps by a solenoid placed
sRctivent stu havye hown that 0.3, h y<2 maTneo- around the cylindrical Terfenol sample. A soft iron path pro-strictive alloy TbpDy rFe 2 , x = 0.3, c<y<o.2 (Ter- vided flux return. In a conventional fashion, the magnetiza-

fenol-D) grows preferentially along a crystallographic tion was calculated from the flux change in a pick-up coil
[ 112 direction in twinned dendritic sheets.' Because the to a acltdfo h lxcag napc-pci
growth direction is a nonprincipal direction and because wound around the sample. Measurements were made under
gr11o direto stanrinipaln directionepnd becaushe static compressive loads (a) from 0 to 25 MPa at tempera-

11l~A300o magnetostrains along [112] depend upon the tures (T) from - 50 to 90"C.

magnetization in an unexpected way. In untwinned single t ure srats t o 90 *C.

crystal Terfenol-D, for example, the maximum magneto- Figure 1 illustrates the progression in the temperature

striction does not occur with the magnetization direction dependence of the magnetization and magnetostrictive be-
havior at 13.3 MPa as the sample undergoes the transition

parallel to the [112] measurement direction, but with the from a strong positive anisotropy ((100) easy) at low ter-
magnetization directed at some angle between the measure- frm a strong egative anisotropy (0 ) easy) atment direction and the nearby [IliT] direction.2 In a perature to a strong negative anisotropy ((111) easy) at

mentdirctin ad te narby[ 111 iretio.' n a high temperatures. At - 50 'C a conventional magnetiza-twinned crystal, the magnetostriction is even more complex tion curve with a small magnetostriction is observed. The
and difficult to analyze. The purpose of this paper is to exam- primary magnetization process occurs by I r80 wall motion,
ine the magnetostriction of twinned single crystalline Ter- followed by some magnetization rotation away from the
fenol-D over a broad temperature range spanning room tem- fol magnet iaes. rot to - from the
perature. At low temperatures, the nonmagnetostrictive nonmagnetostrictive (100) axes. From - 50 to - 10 °C the
(100) axes are magnetically easy. At high temperatures, the magnetostriction gradually increases until at - 10 'C,highly magnetostrictive (111) axes are easy and magnetiza- K 1=0. At - 10'Cwith the compressive stress of 13.3 MPa
higl "jmpiganetoictur (Ietwe axes are peasypndua t [ 111] providing a preferential transverse easy direction, the mag-tion "jumping" can occur between the perpendicular [ Ill ] netization lies along the magnetostrictive [ I l l] direction for

directnt ani. the g III]directin samse lnth [omay zero applied field. As the field in the solenoid is increased, asurement axis. Huge changes in sample length accompany relatively minor change in length is observed until at a criti-
these jumps. Internally stored magnetic energy is released cal field, H, an abrupt change in length occurs with
abruptly during the jump and can aear as work done Al/I > 1000 ppm. A still further increase in length occurs at
against an externally applied stress. greater fields. At 0 'C and above, the ( I> directions are

EXPERIMENT sufficiently easy to cause the magnetization to "jump" be-
tween two [ I I I ] directions as the magnetic field is applied.

Twinned [ 112] rods of Tb0o3 Dy0 7 Fe, 9 (Q in. diam X 6 For 20 "C < T< 80 C, the break in the curve at H, is even
in. long) were prepared by a free-standing if zone method more distinct. At these higher temperatures, K, is more neg-
(FSZ) using a zoning rate of 20in/h. The [ 112'T crystal axes ative and the barrier between the ( 111J directions is higher.
are parallel to the rod axes to within 2. Magnetostriction The decreasing value of magnetostriction with increasing
measurements were made on 2.2-in.-Iong samples using temperature for 20 "C < T< 80 °C is due to the decrease in
standard strain gauge techniques employing a Tenney tem- the saturation magnetostriction. At the higher temperatures
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FIG. I. Magpeostriction and Magnetization curves of Tho DyFe, at

13.3 MPa compressive stress. must be applied to produce the greater work done by the

expansion against the load. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for
o, = 7.6 and 18.9 MPa. At very low applied stresses (ao< 5

(T> 0 °C) both the magnetization and magnetostriction MPa), internal stresses developed during the growth process
curves consist of three distinct regions: (1) a very-low-field become significant and prevent the H = 0 state from being
region where there is little magnetization and magnetostric- the minimum magnetostriction state (one in which all do-
tion, (2) a magnetization jumping region in which the mag- mains point in the transverse direction). Figure 2 shows that
netic moment jumps between two directions which have for zero applied stress there is no magnetization "jumping."
widely different magnetostrictions, and (3) a magnetization In this case the magnetization process proceeds by 180 wall
rotation region where the magnetic moment rotates toward motion at low fields, followed by magnetization rotation at
the [ 12] rod axis. Substantial magnetostriction also occurs high fields. For a = 0, only this latter process gives rise to
in the high-field region. magnetostriction. At 20 'C approximately 5 MPa is required

Similar magnetostriction and magnetization curves are to achieve 70' wall motion and magnetostriction "jumping."
observed at compressive stresses a> 7.6 MPa. As the coin- The experimental results are summarized in Fig. 3 for
pressive load is increased, however, a larger external field a = 7.6 and 18.9 MPa. Here H = 250, 500, 1000, and 2000

Oe. The onset of the magnetostrictive state ( (I l ) easy)
occurs between -20 and 0"C in Th,Dy.Fe,. with
x = 0.3. For samples where x < 0.3, this onset moves to high-

.......... h.3 D. . ......... er temperatures. 3 
The decrease in the saturation magneto-

1i6 T-20"C striction (Am) of Terfenol-D with temperature is also clear-
. 7.a M,. ly seen in the curves for H = 1000 and 2000 Oe. We find

g 1.2 AA ... /AT= 5.6X 10-/'C. The important experimental
feature of twinned single-crystal Terfenol-D is the large

1change in length at low applied fields. Because of magnetiza-

.8 "-- - tion jumping, magnetostrictions = 800 ppm exist at 250 Oe

for a = 7.6 MPa, and =600 pp|. at 500 Oe with a = 13.8
0.4 MPa.

0 MP. DISCUSSION

,0 __ , __ ,- __, __, Our proposed model of the magnetization process is de-
2000 1ow0 0 1000 20W0 picted in Fig. 4. Here at H = 0 (and with pressure sufficient

FlW 0.) to populate only the [ I l] direction perpendicular to the
FIG. 2. Magnetostriction of the Tbo Dy.. Fe,, at 0, 7.6, and 18.9 MPa. rod axis), a single domain exists which traverses the den-
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FIG. 4. Model of the magnetization procesfor 11] twinned Terfenol-D
single crystal. The.os section of two twinned dendrites is depicted. Twin ~ 0  5 M 20 2t 30
segments are denoted by p and t. E,,.3 1,.s

6 ~drtes. As the field is first increased the magnetic moments FIG. 5. Maguetic energy (MH) cotnverted to work (&A a) during the mag-
netization proceas. Ile dotted line represents loasless conversion. The verti-

remain close to the perpendicular [1111I direction until the cal udifference between the solid line and dotted line is a measure of the ener-
Zeeman energy is sufficient to surmount the anisotropy en- gy stored wvithtin the sample
ergy barrier and perform the work required against the comn-
pressive load. In this region only a small magnetostriction
results. At the critical magnetic field, H, the magnetization converted to work. Because of magnetization jumping, only

ofoe wn jms"t anwdietincls o h [ T a moderate triggering magnetic field (superimposed on a
direction 19.5 from the 12] rod axis, while the magnetiza- static bias field) is required to transfer the energy between
tion of the other twin remains clsoe to the perpendicular the magnetic state and the mechanical state. The size of this

W ~[ IllI] direction [Fig. 4(b) ]. With a further increase in mag- field depends upon the magnetic hysteresis. The quality of
netic field, rotation of both twins toward [1] I 'lOccurs [ Fig. the single crystal used in this experiment required = 100 Qe
4(c)]I. to trigger the "jump." If a bias magnetic field (H. ) is intro-

The application of this model to the data of Fig. 2 shows duced and the magnetic energy E...a is given by the trigger-
that the strain AA that occurs wtth magnetizationjumping is ing magnetic energy, M(H - Hb) rather than by MH, the
given approximately by Jof the saturation magnetostriction. ratio of work to the magnetic energy, W/E.., can become
For measurements along 1112f] and rotation from [ IlI to far greater than unity. Using this phenomenon and samples
[ IT] , the saturation magnietostriction is JA, I . Thus we pre- with low hysteresis, large amounts of energy can be trans-
dict the strain in the twinned sample to be AA = AX,/2 ferred from the internal magnetic state to the external me-
+ AA, /2 = 0 + JItI I = 1067 ppm. Here we assume an chanical state by a small applied magnetic field. The strain

equal volume of parent ( p) and twin (t) and A I I = 1600 discontinuities for twinned [115] samples are limited to
ppm. The calculated value is very close to the observed value -1000 ppm at room temperature. However in [112]
of 1000 ppm. Similarly the magnetization jumip (AM) is untwinned single crystals these discontinuities would be in-
simply given by (M,/2)sin 70.5*=O.5 T, where we take the creased to =2000 ppm, and in single crystal TbFe2 strains
saturation magnetization M, to be 1.05 T. This is close to the up to -3500 ppm might be achieved. A proposed applica-
observed value of AMO.58 T. At higher compressive loads, tion of these magnetostriction jumping alloys is a rapid solid-
the magnetostriction and magnetization becomes somewhat state mechanical switch in which a large amount of energy is
smaller since the angie change is less than 70. transferred between the magnetic and mechanical states. An

Finally, it is important to compare the work done "inchworm" or "magnetostriction" motor developed from
against the compressive load to the magnetic energy sup- these materials would require only small external magnetic
plied through the magnetic field. For pressures of 7.6, 13.3, fields.
18.9, and 24.5 MPa, we measured critical fields H., of 295,
500, 705, and 1000 Oe, respectively. In Fig. 5 we show the
fraction of the magnetic energy (MH) converted to mechan- 'A. E. Clark, J. D. Verhoven, 0. C. McMastems and E. D. Gibson. IEEE

ical energy (ar AX) during the magnetization "jumping" Trans. Magn. MA-22,973 (1986).
prcs.(The additional work done during the final rotation 'J. P'. Teter, A. E. Clark, and 0. D. McMasters, 3. AppI. Phys. 61, 3787

process.(1987).
process is not addressed in the figure.) As the compressive 3A. E. Clark and D. N. Crowder, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-21, 1945
load is increased, a larger fraction of the magnetic energy is ( 1985).
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Magnetoolasticlty and magnetovolume of dilute Cr-Si alloys
H. L Alberts and J. A. J. Lourens
Department of Ptysics Rand frrkaans University, P O. Box S24, Johannesburg 200a South Africa

The recently predicted reentrant feature near the triple point on the magnetic phase diagram of
the Cr-Si system was not observed in magnetoelastic and magnetovolume measurements.
Known itinerant electron theories, which were previously applied successfully to other Cr
systems, fail in several aspects when applied to the magnetovolume of Cr-Si alloys.

INTRODUCTION at. % Si) near the triple point ( 1.0 at. % Si) reveal only one

The previously determined' magnetic phase diagram (I-P forO.74and0.90at. % Si) ortwo (I-Cand C-P for 1.04

of dilute Cr-Si alloys contains a triple point where the para- and 1.42 at. % Si) transitions and not three, associated with

magnetic (P), commensurate (C) spin-density wave, and the P-I-C-I sequence, as suggested by Mizuki et al' We con-

incommensurate (I) spin-density wave states coexist. Mi- clude that the reentrant feature of the magnetic phase dia-

zuki et al) recently suggested a behavior near the triple point gram suggested by Mizuki et aL3 is not detected in a-Tmea-

that is more complex than that previously expected. They surements of polycrystalline Cr-Si alloys. This is in

suggested a sequence of phase changes near the triple point agreement with previous work of Suzuki.

from P to I to C and back to I when cooled below the Niel The AL /L-T curves of the Cr-Si alloys and of CroV,

point (TN,) instead of the sequence P to C to I previously were used to determine' " the mangetovolume, Aw(T), for

observed. We have studied the effects of magnetic transitions each Cr-Si alloy. Typical examples are shown in Fig. 1 (b).
on the magnetoelastic and magnetovolume behavior of di- All the samples display large magnetic effects in the
lute Cr-Si alloys in an attempt to gain a better understanding bulk modulus, B, when cooled from high temperatures. Very
of its complex behavior large ultrasonic attenuation was observed in the alloys with

0.90, 1.04, 1.42, 1.79, and 3.43 at. % Si near their N6el tem-

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS peratures, to such an extent that the ultrasonic echoes were
completely lost near TN so that B could not be measured for

Dilute Cr-Si alloys containing 0.50, 0.74, 0.90, 1.04, these alloys in a certain temperature range near the transi-
1.42, 1.79, and 3.43 at. % Si were prepared from 99.999% tion temperature. Typical examples are shown in Fig. 1 (c).
starting material and concentrations determined as pre- The B-Tcurves display anomalies of magnetic origin only at
viously described.4 Bulk moduli in suitably prepared' sam- Ts and not at the I-C transition temperature TIc.
pies were measured using a phase comparison method' to Using the equation'
determine ultrasonic wave velocities. Thermal expansion
measurements were carried out on the same samples using a
strain gauge technique.' The experimental error in the abso-
lute values of B is estimated to be about 2% while changes in .. ,
the order of 5 in 10 with temperature could be detected -

easily. Those in AL IL and the thermal expansion coefficient ' .
(a) are estimated to be 5% and 10%, respectively. , - a - -

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS ,

The coefficient of thermal expansion was obtained for ,
each sample by differentiating the AL /L-Tcurves. The a-T - • ',

curves for alloys containing 0.50, 0.74, 0.90, 1.79 and 3.43 0
at. % Si display only one anomaly associated with TN in the a a a - ,=,

temperature range 77 K < T< 400 K. Two separate anoma- '"j
lies were observed for c = 1.04 and 1.42 at. % Si. The high -

temperature one is associated with TN and the low tempera- .

ture one with the I-C transition temperature (Trc). The .
transitions at TN on the AL /L-Tcurves were observed to be -
continuous for c = 0.50, 0.74, and 0.90 at. % Si while it was a a a a

distinctively discontinuous for c = 1.42 and 1.79 at. % Si a S

and very nearly so for c = 1.04 and 3.43 at. % Si. The dis- FIG. I. (a) The variation of the coefficient of thermal expansion (a) with
continuitiesorneardiscontinuities in the AL /L-Tcurves are temperature forCr-Si alloys with 0.74,1.42 and 3.43at. % Si. (b) Magneto-
associated with C-P transitions which arefistorderin char- volumeofCr + 0.74at. %Si, Cr + 1.42at. %SiandCr + 3.43 at. %Si.

acter." Typical examples of a-T curves are shown in Fig. (C) Temperaturedependenceofthebulk modulusofCr-Sialoyswith0.
74 ,

1.42, and 3.43 at. % Si. The broken lines in (a) and (c) indicate the expect-
1 (a) for c = 0.74, 1.42 and 3.43 at. % Si. ed paramagnetic behavior of the Cr-Si alloys assuming (Ref. 4) that the

The a-T curves of samples (0.74, 0.90, 1.04, and 1.42 paramagnetic states of Cr-Si and Cr, V, are identical down to0 K.
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a with direct neutron diffr~action measurements of Costs et aV.

Many dilute Cr alloys obey the following equation79 :

Her the-= sip applies toISW loys and the < signt

v is CSDW ones. Compariaon between the present results and
A' this equation is shown in Fig. 2(b) for those alloys that do

I not show I-C transitions. The results do not fit Eq. (2).
. Equations (1) and (2) were previously applied" successful-FI.2 a oprsno

P10.2 (a) i~ l to other Cr alloys. Its failure in the case on Cr-Si alloys is
the measured (Ref. 8) and
calculated ratios of the probably due to the way in which Si affects the electronic
mean square moments of band structure of Cr. Although it has an electron to atom
the Cr-Si alloys relative to ratio smaller than that of Cr, it acts as an electron donor,
that of pure CT. The broken

2 3 itne represents the m ,- through a negative electron reservoir from which electrons
surements of Costa et si. are supplied to the magnetic bands,' when alloyed with Cr.
(Ref. 8). (b) Comparison dTN /dp values determined by Jayaraman el aL.to were

2A ~~~~~~~~of the measurements with usdtcacltthlaethassoitdwthhefr-
b the equation aw. (0)/ usdtcacltthlaethasasitdwthhefr-

+ Aswc(O)'N(x)l order C-P transitions from the Clausius-Clapeyron equa-
T~(r).tion. The results are L = 6.6 1 mol' and 6.3 J mol-', re-

a spectively, for c = 1.42 and 1.79 at. % Si which compare

t fairly well with direct measurements of Benediktsson et al.'
a 'a

3' +

as 1Y. Endoh, 1. Mizuki and Y. tabikawa . Phys. Soc. Jpn. 51,.2826 (1982).
'T. Suzuki, J. Phys. Soc. ipn. 43, 869 (1977).
'J. Mizuki. J. R. D. Copley, Y. Endoh. and Y. Ishikawa, J. Phys. FP16. L 195

(1986).
0 to H. L. Alberts and J. A. J. Lourens. Phys. Rev. B 29. 5279 (1984).~' :H' ' L. Alberts and J. A. J. LouressJ. Plays. F 15, 2511 (1985).

60. Benediktsson, L. Hedman. H. U. Astrom, and K.V. Rao, J. Phys. F 12,

AW7 (C/B)(M 2(7)), () 1439 (t982).
(M( A. B. Kaiser, G. K. White, and F- Fawcett, Phys. Rev. B 11,.7438 (1985).

where Cis amagnetoelastic coupling constant and nm() sM. M. R. Costa, K. R. A. Ziebeck, and P. J. Brown. J. Plays. F 10,.2793
the mean square moment, we calculated (m'(0))c/ (1980).for~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~s eahalyfo9h ageolsi aao W. C. Koehler, R. M. Moon. A. L. Trego, and A. R. Mackintosh, Phys.
(m'(O))c, o ahalyfo hemgeols aao Rev. 151, 405 (1966).
the assumption that C is the same for Cr and its alloys. As "A. Jayaraman, R. G. Maines, K. V. Rao, and S. Arams Pitys. Rev. Lett.
shown in Fig. 2 (a) the calculated values compare poorly 37,.926 (1976).
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Nonlinear magnetization In magnetostrictive amorphous metal ribbons
M. D. Mermelsten) and A. Dandridge
Nazwl Research Laboratwok Washington. DC 203 75-5000

Measurements are presented of the quadratic field and stress contributions to the nonlinear
magnetization in a field-annealed amorphous metal ribbon. The magnetization process is
characterized by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model for a uniaxial single domain with
magnetostriction. Parameter values for the model are deduced from the experimental data.

The longitudinal magnetization M(H,') in a trans- equilibrium state:
versely field-annealed magnetostrictive metallic glass ribbon - '"
is a nonlinear function of the longitudinal field strength H M(Ho') = l+ H + (aa+- 41 H2A
and longitudinal stress a. The linear and nonlinear contribu- ('9Hi0  Ba)o 2HIo
tions to the field and stress-induced magnetization fluctu- + (9M~ N I
ations are revealed by a Taylor series expansion about the kaaH_8voH _2 6V ~o_2
equilibrium state characterized by (Hf,&). A recent experi- (3)
ment has measured the linear response of the magnetization where M=M(AFTj. The coefficients of the linear and non-
to an applied field and stress; i.e., the magnetic susceptibility linear terms in this expansion are determined by evaluating
and the piezomagnetic modulus.' In this Paper, measure- the appropriate partial derivatives of Eq. (2). These suscep-
ments of the magnetization response have been extended tibilities are found to be
into the nonlinear regime to include terms quadratic in field
and stress. Data are presented for the longitudinal field de- M [(+, uM-h), (.
pendence to the non-linear susceptibilities given by (d 2M/ \8dHo ~
subscript indicates the equilibrium state. These nonlinear k''~ (3Aa\ H0'(f+r uR )], (4b)

susceptibilities are calculated from the dipole rotation model 2
(Stoner-Wfolffarth model) and are in good agreement with (8 2

) [6(T + (M2 R8 ,) -&R-R)] (4c)
the experimental results. Model parameter values are de- _8H2 

Jo kH )L

duced from the experimental data. 2

The magnetization process in the transversely field-an- a =(M 3A [u(T7+ HA) - u(H - )]
nealed ribbon is described by the Stoner-Woifartli model k H I. A ~
for a uniaxial single domain with magnetostriction. The do-3,
main potential energy density is[.H+H,+M -HA

where K is the crystal-like uniaxial anisotropy energy den- (828Al& H '1 u( +i')u(T7- Tl)J
sity, 0 is the rotation angle from the easy axis, A, is the satu- kCO O3[(

ration magnetastriction, M, is the saturation magnetization, 2___r j+f~ ~T )
local magnetic field strength. Minimization of Eq. (I) with j MJ (4e)
respect to the rotation angle 0 yields the following expression whrteDicdlafuton(x=du)/.Eq-
for the longitudinal magnetization, Ml = M, sin A hr h ia et ucio x u()/x qa

tions (4a) and (4b) define the free magnetic susceptibility
MAHOc = M,(H1HAIu (H +H A -u(H -H~) XO and the piezomagnetic modulus d", respectively. The

- M,Il- u(H+ HA) -u(H- HA)], (2) remaining coefficients describe the quadratic contributions

where the step fuinction u (x) is equal to unity for x>O0 and of the field and stress to the magnetization fluctuations.
equal to zer forx<0 h fetv aiorp il Ai An elliptically shaped sample was cut from Allied Corp.

given~ ~ <0. T '=H I-aaherecie nstrystfie an-i 2605-S2 material and subsequently field annealed forIh
givn b H = A I -G/',9 whrethecrsta-lke n- along the minor axis in a 10' Aim field at 400 *C. The sample

isotropy field HA = 2K /tU, and the critical stress has major and minor axes of 5.1 and 1.3 cm, respectively,
ac= 2K/13A,. Equation (2) demonstrates that M(H'a) .is .a and a thickness of approximately 25 6um. The field- and

nonlinear function of the aplied field and stress; i.e., it is stress-induced magnetization fluctuations were measured
proprtinalto forH <A ad eual o ±Alfor wit a centrally located 3-mm-long pick-up coil havingN

H> Hr and H< - H,, respectively. Furthermore, the turns as described in Ref. 1. An oscillating field of local am-
magnetization is inversely proportional to H%. The small plitudeHO and frequencya fl wasapplied totheribbon along
field response is obtained by expanding Al(Hao) about the with an oscillating stress of amplitude a, and frequency w.

_________________The field is supplied by a solenoid and the stress is generated
Abo as Goo-Centten, Inc., Newton Centrn MA. by a resonating piezoelectric plate. The magnetization fiuc-
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tuationas, as measured by the electromotive force (ernf) de- -l 4(a c9M) ~(c
velPOed across the pick-up coil, was measured as a function 2 k78 - 0(5

of the applied equilibrium field strength. Each contribution1
expreased by Eqs. (40)-0e) was measured individually by F'(w.k ±"H) I NA (0, ± o)
referencing the lock-in amplifier to the appropriate driving2
frequency. Hence, there are six contributions to the emf: a 2) M

V (wo = JV~ff M(5d)

+NA'Oalto n sinwt, 25) 9(w. N. J~/ oaO
2 Sina U t, (Se)

fl(o,) =IsONAOw, aosn ,t (Sb) where H'' = 14 A/rn is the external field amplitude, A is the
\8o'Joribbon cross-sectional area, and A 'is the cross-sectional ares

10_

-00 -400 0 4(6 SW Nt0 -400 0 400 No

2w. 2..FIG. 1. Digital plots of the em! magnitude
ha, "'a'generated in the 200-turn pick-up coil in re-

sponse to linear and quadratic driving or the
* magnetostrictive ribbon by a longitudinal
* magnetic aid and longitudinal stres. The

field frequency a,,/2r = 3.0 kltz and the
stress frequency a,,/2v = 22 kHz. (a) Lin-
ear response to field driving. (b) Linea re
sponse to stress driving. The solid line for

* the 1.0-mmr sample corresponds to SO-mV
full scale. (c) Harmonic response to field
driving. (d) Harmonic response to stres

,j 1=rldriving. (e) Nonlinear response at w, + wm,

4M -400 -000 _4w00 a to stress and field driving. Mf Nonlinear re-
;1. JAj,J R. (Al.)[ spouse at w~, -Olw. to stress and field driv-

Id 1d) ing.

-M~~~ ~ ~ -4 a 10 _ (k k i

AI.
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of the pick-up coil that is excluded by the ribbon. The results co/ac .0.19. As the applied lield appraches the anisotropy
of these experiments are presented in Fig. I. Shown in Figs. field, the harmonic response rolls off and then displays the
I (a) and I (b) are the magnetic susceptibility and piezomag- delta function responses of opposite sign at ± TH1,. Hence,
netic modulus, respectively. The measured susceptibility ex- the major features of the stress-driven harmonic response is
hibits the general features presented by Eq. (4a). It is rela- in agreement with the analysis. Figures I (e) and I (f) exhibit
tively flat for external longitudinal fields approaching an the two mixed susceptibilities (d 2M/8H&a) appearing at
external anisotropy field [HA ]== 270 A/m and rapidly a ± woH, respectively. Note that the linear susceptibility Xo'
fails to a nearly constant level for IN I > [ , I _ •This oflet is replicated (with a scaling factor) for ITY. I < [ ], ], as
is due to the flux contained with the excluded area A '. The predicted by the model. In this case the two delta function
local field strength is related to the externally applied field responsesareofthesamesignand opposite to that of the zero
strength by H = n H_ where the factor n < 1.0 reflects the field response. This behavior was verified by the lock-in am-
reduction in local field due to the demagnetization field. The plifier phase output.
product nXI is most easily computed from the ratios of the In conclusion, measurements of the magnetization re-
cross-sectional areas (A 'VA = 880) and the ratio of the emf sponse have been extended to include terms quadratic in the
generated by the flux in the respective areas: driving field and stress. These response functions, as well as
n =(WA/ ) (A'IA). It is evaluated to be the linear susceptibilities, are adequately characterized by
n,- 1.9 X 103. Figure 1 (b) illustrates the field dependence the dipole rotation model for a magnetostrictive domain.
to the piezomagnetic modulus. It increases in an approxi- Prominent peaks were observed in the nonlinear response
mately linearly fashion until it peaks at -280 A/m. The functions which corresponds to the discontinuous change in
solid line in Fig. 1(b) is the piezomagnetic modulus of a the magnetic susceptibility at the anisotropy field. Ideally,
field-annealed sample of equal length and a 1.0-mm width. these peaks would be represented by the Dirac delta func-
This sample exhibits a peak in the piezomagnetic modulus at tion. However, the experimental data reveals a distinct
an applied field of - 60 A/m. It is assumed that the tangen- linewidth which is attributed to a distribution in the local
tial field applied to the narrow sample is essentially contin- anisotropy field. (The linewidth may also be due to the inho-
uousin the central 3-mm length enclosed by the pick-up coil. mogeneous demagnetizing field.) This distribution may be
Therefore, the field value corresponding to this peak is taken expressed quantitatively by using a Gaussian distribution
to be equal to the local anisotropy field; i.e., H , -60 A/m. representation for the delta function:
A demagnetizing ratio of n=0.22 for the wider sample may I I / (H - (HA))2\
be inferred from this measurement. This implies a suscepti- 8(H - (HA)) exp - )'2__
bility: ,ro = 8.6x 101. The harmonic response of the field- HA (6)

driven magnetization oscillations is presented in Fig. 1(c). (6)

The dipole rotation analysis predicts that this susceptibility where (HA ) is the mean anisotropy field and H ' is the
vanishes except for the presence of delta function responses standard deviation. This expression is valid for
(of opposite sign) occuring at ± T1,. The measured re- HA'- (HA ). The experimental data indicates a standard
sponse for IH., I < [ I ] _, is reduced by two orders of mag- deviation for the local anisotropy field of 4.5 A/r. This re-
nitude compared to the linear susceptibility and is taken to sut is in good agreement with independent measurements
be essentially zero. The two prominent peaks appearing at on identically prepared samples of the same material.2 The
±T H, verify the presence of the delta functions in the har- magnetic susceptibility and anisotropy field measurements

monic response. Furthermore, the phase output of the lock- imply a saturation magnetization of M = 0.6 x 106 A/m
in amplifier demonstrated that these two peaks are of oppo- which is approximately half the value
site sign. The minorpeaks occuring atapproximately ± H, (M = 1.2x 106 A/n) reported by the manufacturer.3

may be associated with a partial volume exhibiting a slightly This discrepancy may reflect the rather large moment distri-
larger anisotropy field. Figure 1 (d) illustrates the harmonic bution occurring in the ribbon at low field strengths.'
response of the stress-driven magnetization oscillations. The
calculated response is given by Eqs. (4e) and (Se). For 'W. D. Mermelstein, K. Doty, and A. Dandridg IEEE Trans. Mag.
H. I < [H ],, the data is proportional to H as predicted MAG-23, 3512 (1987).

by the rotation model. The ratio of the stress amplitude to 2F. Bucholtz, K. P. Koo, A. Dandridge, and G. H. Sigel, Jr., J. Magn.
the critical stress may be determined by computing the ratio Mapn. Mater. S4-M, 1601 (19S6).
of the slope A8'(2oJi,,)/AH,, to the slope A , 'Allied Corporation, Pamippany, NJ.'K. Mldamud, L J. Swartzendruber, L G. Bennett. J. Cullen, and M. Wun-
This calculation yields a fractional stress amplitude of Fogle1. Appl. Phys. 61, 3644 (1987).
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Improved calculations of magnetoelastic properties In collinear
metamagnets

J. A. TusaYt(sl
D etM-1 of Phsica Memoral Univenuty ofNewfoundland, St John 's Newfoundland A 1B 3X7.
Canada

Metamagnets such as Mn3GaC, Fe-Rh, Mn 2 _. Cr. Sb, and Mn, - Cr.,Sb exhibit strong
nagnetoelastic couplings via strain dependence of exchange integrals. The purpose of this
paper is to improve the calculations of the relevant elastic and magnetic ensemble averages for
model Hamiltonians using some novel non-Gaussian approximations. The results derived are
applicable to a wide range of magnetically ordered spin systems placed on anharmonic crystal
lattices in the presence of an exchange-striction mechanism. It is found that the commonly
invoked polynomial series expansions for the temperature dependence of the displacement and
magnetization are valid only at sufficiently low temperatures. At significantly higher
temperatures exponential series expansions are found to be more appropriate. Intermediate
temperature ranges involve special functions of the paraoolic cylinder type.

L INTRODUCION the so-called exchange inversion, which means that the ex-
change constant is a linear function of strain which goes

The phenomenon of magnetostriction is a manifestation through 0 at TM. The Mn2 - . Cr, Sb compounds also exhib-
of the strain component's e dependence on the magnitude it a spontaneous A-. F transition whose mechanism involves
and direction of an externally applied magnetic field W This a quadratic dependence of the exchange constant on strain.'
has been observed in a very large number of magnetically In Mn3GaC a spontaneous A - F transition at TM a 150 K
ordered substances including metamagnets. The strength of has been observed" together with a uniform quadratic ther-
this effect is measured by the coefficient of magnetostriction meal expansion of the lattice and a volume contraction of
Am[e(h) - e(0)/e(O), which, through the thermody- Ac/ea - 0.45% at TM. This negative volumejump has re-
namic Maxwell relations, is related to the dependence of cently been explained9 using a quadratic expansion of the
bulk magnetization M on the stress component othat is con- exchange constant in terms of E and an inclusion of thermal
jugate to e: (o1

/) h = (aA/A) .. Depending on the sub- fluctuations. The Mn1 I - Cr, Sb compounds undergo transi-
stance and the experimental conditions, A may be positive as tions between noncollinear ferromagnetic (NF) phases and
well as negative, and is usually a highly anisotropic tensor the A phase and the measured'0 A is positive or negative
quantity. By and large, for small h, A is a nearly linear func- depending on x. This exchange-striction mechanism still
tion of h, becoming nonlinear and reaching saturation values awaits theoretical explanation.
as h increases. As the stress cr is increased, A markedly de- The purpose of this paper is to provide a formalism to
creases and a similar trend prevails for the temperature vari- describe exchange-striction-originated magnetoelastic ef-
ation. It is commonly accepted that for small values of mag- fects in a number of magnetically ordered substances (espe-
netization the magnetoelastic effects are predominantly cilly collinear metamagnets) over a wide range of tempera-
caused by the strain dependence of magnetocrystalline an- tures T, applied magnetic fields, and stresses. This model is
isotropy while for M close to its saturation value, they are an extension of earlier ideas on the subject.'-" Due to space
caused by the strain dependence of the exchange constants, limitations of this publication, only the main results will be
Exchange striction plays an important role in second-2 and presented in this paper.
first-order3 phase transitions from the ferromagnetic (F) or
the antiferromagnetic (A) phase to the paramagnetic (P) [I. THE MODEL AND THE METHOD
phase. For example, rare-earth-Al2 compounds' have both Consider the following mean field Hamiltonian for a
positive (Dy, Ho) and negative (Gd, Th) strain derivatives two-sublattice spin system with sublattice magnetizations
of molecular exchange constants close to 0 K. Exchange M, and M2, respectively, placed on an anharmonic crystal
striction is also at play in a variety of metamagnetic transi- lattice in the presence of an external magnetic field h and an
dions. In Fe-Rh, a temperature-induced A - F transition at applied stress o,
TM a 350 K has been observed' together with a fairly linear
unaxial thermal expansion of the lattice and a jump of H=HL +Hm, (1)
Ae/ea + 0.35% at TM. This has been explained6 assuming where the magnetic part of the Hamiltonian is

HM = B2(M, + MZ )B4(M4 + M4 )A2M,.M 2 + A(M.M 2 )2

+ M,.h + M2.h, (2)

and the lattice part of the Hamiltonian is
Premt addriu Deqartmms of( Phy" Univenity of Anerta, Edmon. 4
te, AbataT6O 211, Causa HL T+ - Cke

5 - ac, (3)
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and Tis the classical kinetic energy of the crystal. We further A2 = D_32(x)[6W 4D-n/ I I
aum that thesublattices are equivalent, i.e., thatM, = M2

ad M,-M2-M2cos,0 Moreover, magnetoelastic co-- /4=3_J() 4O4-12
plins an included by expanding the intrubttice and in- and D_ is the parabolic cylinder functionof x where

tersublattice exchange constants in power series as'-" x -- c__ _/24. For the plot of A, (k = 2,4) as a function of
B Bi0+B21 e+B22e2 + ... x, see Fig. 1. At low temperatures (i.e., for x>l),

ndk ax - h-
2 

which leads to a polynomial temperature behav-aior for both (e) and (2) whose explicit form has been shown

A2 imA2, + A21E + A22e2 + , in Ref. 9. On the other hand, at high temperatures (i.e., for
respectively. It isalso assumed that the magnetoelastic part x4 l), we find thatuk oexp( - 72x) which leads to a
of the Hamiltonian can be considered a small perturbation, combination of products of exponential terms with integer
so that the method of calculating statistical averages out- and half-integer powers of T for both (c) and (a2 ).
lined in Ref. 9 can be used in this paper. This yields the It should also be noted that, through the dependence of
following values of the effective stress o, and the effective c2 on (cos €), the value of x changes rather abruptly as T
elastic constants of the crystal lattice: crosses TM. For example, since for Mn3GaC (Refs. 8 and 9).
o= a - (M2 ) (A2,(cos 0) + B2 ,); A2 0>0,A21 > 0, andA 22 <0, and (cos ) changes from - I

to + I at Tm as the sample is heated up, one sees an increase
2 = C2 + (M

2
) (A22(cos 0) + B22); of or, a decrease of c2, and increases of" 2, p44, and (ea2), and

C3 C3; C4 = C4. eventually a contraction of (E) which agrees with experi-
The effective exchange constants of the spin system are simi- mental observations. Moreover, it follows that x diminishes
larly found as in the F phase, making the plot of (e) as a function of Tmore

a2y fu As +A210+Acurved than in the A phase (as a result of x getting closer to

a2 --A20 +A21() +A22(2) +- "; the exponential regime of x =0).
b2 = B20 + B21(6) + B22(e2) +"" It is obvious that the external magnetic field affects the

Here .denotes taking an average of a physical quanti value of (e). In the vicinity of Tu , the effect of h on (E) isHver te dnoes taing aar aeo ane .physical quanity mainly felt through the reorientation between sublattices,
over the corresponding part of the ensemble. 9 The presence i.e., through the dependence of (cos 0) on h. This can be
of te A22 term in II is crucial to the explanation of the long- further analyzed by replacing the mean value (cos ) with
standing controversy9 over the possibility of a lattice con- futeanlzdbrpacgthmanvue(o )wh
traction at Tm. Close to Tm the exchange inversion takes the most probable value cos 0 to get the relationship
placethrougha 2 n=a(T- TM) andfora>Othetransitionis between cos 0 and h as either cos = I or
F- Awhilefora <0thetransitionisA- F.Inthevicinityof r2 -3 + r(2 + r) cos2 + (1 +2r) cos= 1 -A,
the order-disorder temperature T, there is also an exchange
inversion for the resultant second-order exchange constant where r = 2A4M 2/A 2 and A = h2/A 22 M 2. To the lowest or-
d2 = b2 + (cos q)a 2 mb(T - T,) where T, = T. for a(0 der of approximation then, the coefficient of magnetostric-
and T, = TN fora >0. Moreover, ifA4 > 0, an NF phase may tion can be calculated to be
exist around Tu. A=( + cos 0)/(B2 1/A2 1- l). (6)

Ill. THE RESULTS It is clear that A virtually vanishes in the A phase for which

The model and the method described in Sec. II have cos € = - 1. Since in Mn 3GaC, B 2, > 0, A21 > 0, and
been recently applied to collinear metamagnets using the B2 1 >A 2, itcanbeconcluded that A is positive and increases
Gaussian approximation as a way of calculating ensemble rapidly to its saturation value in the F phase for cos =1

averages.9 This approach, however, is adequate only under a
restricted set of conditions, in particular, at high tempera-
tures and outside of the immediate vicinity of the transition fth
temperature. Here, we have extended it by using novel non-
Gaussian integrals" which lead to fast convergence and ana-
lytical properties in the entire range of physical parameters.
The only limitations left are those due to the mean field ap-
proximation (MFA) and the neglect of quantum effects.
The average displacement is then found to be /Ak

W) [At2o 1 + (C3 + #
2a!/6)1,&f 1/.4/

{l +f
2
a, [a.02 + (c3 +P

2
o ,/l2)A4]/21, (4)

and the average of the displacement squared is . .. .

+#a 
I

(e) "(0 + S/2)/ 2 4

1 +6 2u [oup2 + (c +P 2
oa,/12)p4]/2}, (5) FIG. I. Plotofp (k =2,4) asfunctionof x = c2;P'ic andacompari-

where son with the functions x- and exp( - %k7-2x).
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during a field-induced A- F transformation in the vicinity the sign of A2. However, the value of (cos ¢) changes con-
of T'. tinuously with temperature indicating a lack of perfect com-

Close to 7,, however, both 142 and A4 depend on h pensation between the sublattices in the A phase, in agree-
through a strong dependence of (M) on h. The latter rela- ment with experimental data.s'

tionship is rather complicated, but replacing the mean value A more detailed presentation of these calculations will
(M) with the most probable value M, a cubic equation for M be published separately in the near future.
as a function of h is obtained:

dR + 2d4W 3 = h(cos(0/2)), ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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the insensitivity of M to h in the A phase, resulting in a near-

zero value of A. For low fields and Tclose to T, - h"
where = 3.0 within the MFA and, as a result, the domi-
nant behavior of A is

,hv /s exp( -ah" 8 ),
2R. M. Bosorth, Ferromagnetism (Van Nostrand, New York, 1953).
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Magntovolume In fcc ferro- and antiferromagnetic 3d-metal alloys
M. Acet, H. Z1hres, W. Stamm, and E. F. Wassermann
Tieftemperaturphysik, Universitat Duisburg, 4100 Duisburg 1 West Germany

Thermal expansion measurements as a function of temperature and magnetic field were carried
out on Fe-Ni-Cr and Fe-Ni-Mn alloys. The magnetic contribution to the thermal expansion
was determined with respect to the paramagnetic reference samples in the Fe-Ni-Cr and Fe-Ni-
Mn series. We observe a general behavior that alloys which order ferromagnetically show a
positive magnetovolume effect which persists to temperatures much higher than the Curie
temperature, whereas in the case of antiferromagnetic ordering the magnetovolume effect is
positive below temperatures slightly higher than the Neel temperature, and negative above it.

I. INTRODUCTION (b). In Figs. I and 2 the temperature extends to 600 K and in

One major problem in magnetovolume phenomena that Fig. 3 to 1200 K. The magnetic phase diagrams are shown as

still exists is the behavior of antiferromagnetic (AF) systems insets in part (a) or part (b) where PM and SG represent the

which have received much less attention both theoretically paramagnetic and spin-glass states, respectively. The contin-

and experimentally as compared to ferromagnetic (FM) uous line in each figure represents the experimental para-
systems. In this study we give attention to both types of sys- magnetic reference denoted by (ref) and the arrows mark

tems and compare their magnetovolume behavior. To do T. or Tc whichever appropriate. The method of choosing

this we have measured the thermal expansion, Al /I, as a the reference is given elsewhere.' Figure 1 is a combination

function of temperature and field of the sample systems of our present data (T< 300K) and that of Ref. 2 (T> 300
Fe_ NiCr2o and FesoNiMno _ which are FM or AF K). No high-temperature data was available for the x = 10
depending on their composition (mixed magnetic). We have at. % sample. The curves in Fig. 2 were calculated from Ref.

also collected some similar data from literature and present-
ed them along with ours to have a sizable set of results that 30

will enable us to draw some general features of magnetovo- Fe, N, Mns Antiferromagnetic I)

lume effects in FM and AF 3d systems.
II. EXPERIMENT 20 - _32 0 1

The alloy ingots were prepared at Mannesmann Fors-
chung and were chemically analyzed. The samples which
measured 6 mm in diameter and 7 mm in length had both i s-
faces polished and were annealed at 950 C for 15 min and
then cooled in air. A//I was measured as a function of tem-
perature beweer 4.2 and 300 K and as a function of field 0
parallel to the field up to 6 T using a three-terminal capaci- -0 100 2o0 300 o0 , 0 600

tance cell in a variable temperature gas-flow cryostat which Temperature W
also incorporated a superconducting magnet. The primary
(coarse) temperature control of ( ± 250 mK) was achieved 30

by using helium gas flow surrounding the encapsulated ca- Fe N. Mnso. Ferromagneti c b

pacitance cell and the fine control of ( ± I mK) by an ex-
change gas unit within the encapsulation. The thermal ex- * 4
pansion coefficient a(T) was calculated by differentiating 20 - We,-

with respect to temperature an analytical fit to the experi- 3 4 -0

mental 4I/I-vs-T data, 7

1l. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. The temperature dependence of the thermal
exlpanson coelflMent I ,,-.-.
1. N n FeuNIMn._..., and lo0 200 300 400 600
(F*&sAftkd,e$-CO. Temperature 1K)

These systems are shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respective- FIG.1. a vs T for Fe3.NiMn._,. (a) FM and (b) AF. Arrows mark

ly. The samples that show AF behavior are plotted in parts critica temperatures. T7 which is not shownforthe loat. % AFsamplein
(a) and those that show FM behavior are plotted in parts (b) is 4cox.
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30 3 and those of Fig. 3 were obtained from Ref. 2. No low-Fe 6 N Mn3,. Antferromagntic lal temperature data was available for the latter.

0 %.) ./ ; I.."It is seen that in the case of FM systems a( 7) curves
ZS ,.f" always lie below that of the reference both above and below

Tc. The area developed between these curves increases as Tc
S - "increases. In the case of AF systems the curves lie below the

, ._ 20 1 reference and eventually cross it at some temperature
0 T> TN. Below the reference curve, a larger area between the

. 1m curves is developed as TN increases.

2. FeNP Ni.Crz

0 0 2-caThe data for this system is seen in Fig. 4 where the verti-0 100 200 300 400 50 600 cal scale of parts (a) and (b) have been expanded aboutTemperature (K) twice as that of Figs. 1-3. As seen from the phase diagram in

0F the inset, the Tc's and TN 's of these samples are smaller than
Fees No• Mn. Ferroenet'c Ib) the systems presented in Figs. 1-3. Here again the curves for

the FM samples lie below the reference curve as seen in part
20 - M (b). In part (a) we show the data for the x = 14 at. % sam-

-'.- - - " - ple plotted along with the reference sample. In this figure the
. high-temperature data (T> 300 K) is from Ref. 4. The other

z "AF samples (not shown) show similar behavior since their
A TN's are nearly equal. The low TN's( 20 K), on the other

7 I ..* hand, hinder observation of any appreciable magnetovo-
."lume effect.

0 00 2 B. The field dependence of A1/I parallel to the applied
100) 200 300 .00 500 600 fedfield

Temperature IK]
FIG. 2. a vs T for Fe sNi.Mn, .(a) FM and (b) AF. Arrows mark We show in Figs. 5 and 6 the field dependence ofA//at
critical temperatures. 5 K for some of the FM Fe80 - Ni "Cr20 and FeoNi. Mn.s

Ant, fer rom agnetic (a) cs5

An-olerro""gneFEt0_ NepCr2o Attferromognet. (a)

/ 6: 0

/ p600 PM300

10 0 %)

*- 20 (PetMFestlnso°_ 5o, ... 00)pt,, • 1

3+ 0.0l -- I- 194 0004 001

0 200 400 600 BOO 1000 1200 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

Temperature W1) Temperature ()

Ferromagnetic 1b) (b) Ferromagnetic

-12 80O. .,0
20 2

J/7

10 ( (Fe ,Mn ,100 to 1 00 %1.

t) /. 20 10)
10 (.0 /1 --- 01
60 42

L 0 I 0 -" L 1 1 I

200 000 600 800 1000 1200 o so 100 150 00 250 300
Temperature (K I Temperature K)

FIG. 3. a vs 1' for (Fe ,Mnas) eCo,. (a) PM and (b) AF. Arrows FIO.4.avs T forPe,Ni.Cr0 . (a) FMand (b) AF. Arrowsmark Tc in
mark critical temperatures. (a).
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M eFe ld e 

n2e

w Fe,,. tw Feso NiMnso_, T ple K

T"I- T5SK -42i

s r e nti Field an t A m u p l oc- Field sestnolde

ples show field dependence that is in the order of 10' times compared to the FM 3d systems, the factor being about 10'
smaller than for the FM samples and therefore are not plot- larger.
ted. This is also the case for the AF binary systems
Fe1 1 -Mn and Mn,,Cun which we have also studied and ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

will be reported elsewhere. We wouic, like to thank W. Pepperhoff for his continued
interest and his generosity in supplying us the samples. This

IV. CONCLUSION work was supported by the Deutscheforschungsgemeins-
Among the systems that were measured and those chaft (SFB 166).

which were taken from literature, three general features can
be drawn from the data: (I) a ( T) of a 3d ferromagnet al-
ways lies below the paramagnetic reference curve and shows

positive magnetovolume irregardless of the temperature. 'M. Acet. W. Stamm, H. dep hres and E. F. Wasserana, J. Mag. Magn.
(2) a( 7') of a 3d antiferromagnet lies below the paramag- Mater. 68, 233 ( 1987).

sW. Bendick H. H. Ettig, F. Richter, and W. Pepperhoff, Z. Meallkde.
netic reference curve showing positive magnetovolume up to 68,103 (1977).
some temperature above Ts where it crosses it and shows 'M. Hayase M. Shiga. and Y. Nakamura, 1. Phys. Soc. Ipn. 30,729 (1971).
negative magnetovolume. (3) Al/i of Af 3d systems mea- F. Richter and w . Pepperhoff, Arch. EsenhUttenwes. 47, 45 1976).
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Simulation of the magnetostrictive performance of TerfenoI-D
in mechanical devices

G. Engdahl
Electrical Power Apparatus and Systems, ASEA, Vastera& Sweden

L Svensson
Electric Power Research Centre, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

A dynamic simulation model has been developed. Registered data from static measurements of
the magnetostrictive strain for different magnetizations and mechanical stresses are used as
numerical input. Easy examination of differences in dynamic performance between samples of
different compositions and manufacturing methods is also possible due to a computer-aided
input data handling system. The shape of the imposed magnetization can be a step, impulse,
sinusoidal, or an arbitrary function. The mechanical load can be a prescribed force against the
magnetostrictive element or an arbitrarily chosen mechanical impedance. The model has been
verified against dynamic measurements in an experimental setup for sinusoidal and impulse
magnetizations. Comparison between the model and the experimental data reveals that the
model is a powerful tool for designing magnetomechanical devices based on giant
magnetostrictive materials.

INTRODUCTION Newton's second law:

Many potential applications based on giant magneto- 4 d 2x d dx,
strictive materials have been suggested. In order to techni- - = pd' + 2d 17~4 " (5)
cally analyze the various applications, a simulation model f is the magnetostriction (no load), E, is the E modulus for
has been developed.' Registered data from static measure-
ments of the magnetostrictive strain for different magnetiz-
ations and mechanical stresses are used as numerical input. . 'nRI- I -e. (a.).35. .S...u.E. 1,¢96".,. .b . d. •.

.10
3

THE MODEL T

The method of modeling the dynamic behavior of a
magnetostrictive rod is based on cutting it mathematically in G

a finite number of sections where each of them is character- S aB

ized by the state variables x e (see Fig. 1). xi's are the T

actual coordinates of the boundaries between the sections. o,, 0.80
are the mechanical stresses in each section. e 's are the actual
compressions of each section.

The measured magnetostriction and E modulus for dif-
ferent magnetizations and mechanical stresses give, together 0.
with one equation for each state variable, a system which is 2 3 4 5 6 1

solved by a computer program called SANDYS. H K0

Measured quantities: (b ,TMEM 1 1.,turl6,1 I. b .

f =f (H), (I) ,3

E, =E,(Ha,) (2) e.6!

Compression: G -f, =f-(XI+ -xI). (3) s .

Hook's law: B

,, = eE,. (4)

'1 '2 '1-11 '1, 0. 4 6

FlG. 1. Magnetostrictive rod cut in a finite number of sections, each FIG. 2. Magnetostriction curves for material I (a) and material 11 (b). PY
with the state variables x,, o,, and e,. stands for preatress.
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TERFENOL ,ran o.. r3 56a,- 5GO56, -c~'~

MATERIAL I SINUS

rPV--32.MPA M=2.SKG 9-16190KG/ K=317KG/SS

74

5S , s..

o6 70

.002 .004. 6 o

-2 V V V V v 6 .F
O .002 .004 OD6 D

"

oIG 3. 0 002 004 006 As6 01

FG3.Registrations oftdisplacement. velocity, and acceleration for a sinu-
soidally magnetized rod of material 1. M, D and K stand for mass load,

damping coefficient, and spring coefficient. ...

each section, p is the density, d is the section length, is the
relative damping coefficient, and H is the magnetizing field. FIG. 4. Displacement, velocity, and acceleration obtained from the simula-

The shape of the imposed magnetization and the mechanical tion model for a sinusoidally magnetized Terfenol-D rod of material 1. The
load of the rod can be chosen arbitrarily, bottom curve shows the magnetizing H field.

INPUT DATA
The input data can be represented by a set of magneto- the simulation model are shown for comparison. The agree-

striction curves for different mechanical stresses. In Fig. 2 ment seems to be good.
some of such curves are shown for two Terfenol-D rods of The model has also been verified when the magnetizing
different origin. The quality of the rods are not representa- field is a pulse, generated from the discharge current of a
tive for the manufacturers. Instead the two different materi- capacitor.'
als serve as an example of the capability of the input data
handling system. COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT TERFENOL-D

The measurements have been done in a specially de- RODS
signed setup monitoring the magnetostriction for magnetiz- As soon as static registrations of the magnetostriction of
ations up to 7.5 kOe and stresses up to 300 MPa. magnetostrictive rods are completed according to Fig. 2, a

qualitative comparison between different rods is possible for
VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL any specific application.

A specially designed setup for dynamic measurements In Fig. 5 the step response for 3-kOe magnetization is
of the magnetostriction of magnetostrictive rods has been shown for materials I and 11. In order to illustrate the jump-
used for verification of the model. 2 Figure 3 shows the dis- ing process between two curves in the static magnetostric-
placement, velocity, and acceleration registrations for a rod tion curves the mechanical load has been chosen very near a
of material I when it is magnetized sinusoidally. The length pure spring load. The viscous damping has been chosen high
and diameter of the rod is 76 and 6.5 mm, respectively. Fig- enough to suppress significant overshots and the mass load is
ure 4 shows the corresponding curves obtained from the sim- representing the mass of a disk spring. In Fig. 6 a similar
ulation model for the same mechanical load, size, and mag- comparison is made when the viscous damping has been cho-
netization. In Table I the results from the experiments and sen low enough to allow significant oscillations.

TABLE I. Numerical comparison between displacement, velocity, and acceleration obtained from experiments and the simulation model, respectively.

IDIS_. - DlO_ I IVEL_. - VEL.,. I IACC_, - ACC_, I
(mXlo1) (m/sx10') (m/sl)

Experiments 18 72 280
Simulation model 20 74 266
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FIG. 5. Step response for 3-kOe magnetization when the damping coeffi- FIG. 6. Step response for 3-kOe magnetization when the damping coeffi-
cient is high enough to suppress significant overshots. DPY is the added cient is low enough to allow significant oscillations.
static strss tir the spring when steady state is achieved. The length and
diameter of the rod is 100 and 6.5 mm respectively.

posed magnetization makes it a powerful tool for designing
magnetomechanical devices based on giant magnetostrictive
materials.

CONCLUSIO1NS
The measurements verify that the model can be used to

estimate the performance of a rod of a specific material in
different applications. This is possible in all case where the 0G. Engdahl, Proceedings of First International Conference on Giant Mag-

mechanical load is a prescribed force or can be formulated netostrictive Alloys and Their Impact on Actuator and Sensor Technolo-
gy (1986), p.101.

mathematically. The above combined with the capability of 'L. Svensson, ASEA Research and Innovation Technical Report KZES 57-
the model to handle an arbitrary time variation of the im- 010 (in Swedish) (1987).
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Magnetoelastic-surface-acoustic-wave attenuation peaks in thin
ferromagnetic films

D. Walikainen, R. F. Wiegert, and M. Levy
Department ofPhy ia Unierity of Wilconsin-Mulauk Milwaukee, Wconsin 53201

We report on the in-plane magnetic field dependence of the attenuation of 600-MHz Rayleigh-
mode surface acoustic waves (SAW) propagating through rf-sputtered FewB2o and
FessSi'OB12 and evaporated FeNi 3 films. The films vary in thickness from 200 to 2000 A. The

attenuation has narrow (width= 15 Oe) peaks=25 dB/cm at fields= 30 Oe. This is
qualitatively different behavior than previously reported for Ni. Since the hysteresis in these
peaks is very small they may be useful in magnetically controlled SAW filters.

I. IN'TRODUCTION hL'/ + hhl2. 1, (3)

We shall begin by briefly describing the experimental where the h's are the in-plane field components normalized
setup. Figure 1 shows the film-substrate configuration. Here with respect to the anisotropy field and e.a. (h.a.) represents
we have an evaporated or sputtered magnetic film = 200 A the easy (hard) axis. Using these we have an expression for
deposited between two interdigital transducers upon a sin- the energy dissipation per cycle per unit volume,
gle-crystal quartz substrate. A pulsed rf signal is applied to Ed = IHsMG [ AHo/2 sin 2(0o -,) 12
one of the interdigital transducers which produces a surface
acoustic wave (SAW) or Rayleigh wave in the quartz sub- x [B 2 + H s ( + G 2) ]/D, (4)
strate through piezoelectric coupling. The wave propagates where
along the surface where it interacts with the film. The wave is
received at the other interdigital transducer where it is con- B=Hsin +4irM, H5 =0)', AM0 =

verted into an f signal through piezoelectric coupling and D= [AB -Hs(1 + G2 )] 2 + [HsG(A + B)] 2 ,
compared with the transmitted signal. Such designs respond A = H. cos[2( 0 o - 0)] + H sin Ou,
to a slowly ramped in-plane dc magnetic field.

There are two potential uses for these magnetically con- e is the strain, 60 is the equilibrium position for M, 0 is the

trolled SAW devices. One uses the change in sound velocity' angle between H. and H, and 71 is the magnetoelastic cou-

accompanying this change in applied field for Doppler pling coefficient.

tracking of targets. The other uses the large attenuation asso- Our concern in this paper is to discuss the attenuation of

ciated with the field change, which has recently' been in- rf sputtered Feso B20 and Fe78 Silo B 12 and evaporated FeNi3
eaed with toh70 f orld change hich has renthbeen in- films in terms of our single domain model. Here we havecreased (40 to 70 dB/cm) for a change of 80 Oe in the a varied the thickness of the films from 200 to 2000 A to deter-

plied in-plane magnetic field for Ni films. Using this mine if there is a sharp drop in the attenuation at a critical
property researchers have made3 a multichannel filter and a thickness as was found for Ni. No critical thickness was
nondispersive delay line with an adjustable bandwidth. found.

The theory
4 that we have used to understand this at-

tenuation response assumes that the film may be modeled by II. EXPERIMENT
a magnetization vector in the film plane. The theory uses
three ideas. First, the Gilbert equation, We have vacuum-evaporated films of FeNi3 from W

sources onto ST-cut single-crystal quartz substrates pro-
M = y(MXH) + G/M(MXM), (1) vided with interdigital transducers of 0.27-nmn beamwidth

accounts for the dissipation phenomenologically. Here M is to produce and receive 600-MHz Rayleigh waves and with
the magnetization, Mis the change in M with respect to time, electrical contacts to measure the resistance. The base pres-
G is the Gilbert damping parameter, r is the magnetome- sure of the oil diffusion pump vacuum system was about 0.15
chanical ratio, and H is the field "seen" by M. Second, the /sTorr.
SAW's periodic variation of the anisotropy field through A R.D. Mathis SP310 rf sputtering system operating at
magnetoelastic coupling, provides the driving force for M.
Specifically, the SAW of frequency w and wave vector k
produces a variation,

AIJM/2 sin2 (O - O)exp(iwt) (2) .

in the free energy, where H. is the anisotropy field and (0b) -
is the angle (k) M makes with the external field H. Third, to
model the hysteresis we used the Stoner-Wohlfarth theory IENTROZS&EAL FILM

for a single domain, which is represented by the astroid FIG . Schematic of lm-substrate configuration with interdigital tran -
whose equation is (see Fig. 3) duce to produce and receive 600 MHz Rayleigh waves.
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13.56 MHz was used to deposit thin films of Few0
5

o and magnetic layer directed along the easy axis. Let us discuss
Fe78 Si 0 B12. The 4-cm-dim cast disk target was mounted this in terms of the single domain model. Figure 3 is the
10cm above the substrate and presputtered for 90 min at a dc Stoner-Wohlfarth astroid. Here the field values are normal-
bias of 3 kV in an argon atmosphere of 10 mTorr. ized with respect to the anisotropy field. Drawing a line in

Fig. 3 along the direction of the slowly ramped field which
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION has an easy axis component and displacing it with the re-

In an attempt to characterize our films we began to mea- duced permanent magnetization value m we may easily ver-

sure the magnetoresistance. Such information allows us to ify that the intersection of this displaced line with the astroid

determine the easy axis direction, or 0 in our theoretical corresponds to different switching fields. That is, the magni-

expression for the energy dissipation [see Eq. (4)]. For tude of the distance from the origin to the two intersection

polycrystalline samples of 3d ferromagnetic transition met- points are different, A , h +, where s refers to the switch-

als with low saturating fields
6 

the null magnetoresistance ing fields. Consider the response 90" with respect to the easy

curve may be associated with the easy axis which agrees with axis or the hard axis. The dotted line in Fig. 3 shows that the

the hysteresis curves we obtained from our magneto-optical switching fields are equal in magnitude, h ; = h ;. The data

studies.
7 

This uniaxial easy axis varied in direction from film verify this conclusion, and we shall discuss this in the next

to film between 98.5" to 112° with respect to the SAW direc- paragraph.

tion, and the response maxima varied from 14 to 35 dB/cm. Figure 4 shows the Rayleigh wave attenuation versus

The attenuation vs in-plane dc magnetic field has the field for our 200-A Few B20 rf sputtered film. Figure 5 shows

same qualitative behavior for SAW propagating along the the magnetoresistance corresponding to Fig. 4. Here the dot-

center of rf sputtered FeBEo and Fe78 Sil 10 B1 2 and evapo- ted lines correspond to the field directed 112* with respect to

rated FeNi3 films in the thickness range 200-2000 ,. Thus the Rayleigh wave propagation direction. Notice that this is

we need only discuss the attenuation versus in-plane dc mag- the null magnetoresistance, and thus the easy axis is directed

netic field of one film. I shall choose an rf sputtered 200-A& along here. Also, this is the null attenuation direction. The

Feo B2o film as our representative, solid lines correspond to a 90" rotation from this easy axis,

Figure 2 shows the attenuation for an in-plane applied and thus the hard axis. Figure 4 shows the Rayleigh wave

dc magnetic field directed I V with respect to the propaga- attenuation versus field directed 22* with respect to Rayleigh

tion direction of the SAW. Here we choose such a direction wave propagation direction for our 200-A Fe B2, rf sput-

since the response is not symmetric with respect to zero field, tered film. Here we see a response with maximum in attenu-

a type ofbehavior not observed in our Ni films. The ± fields ation of 30dB/cm at fields of ± 12 Oe. If we associate the

corresponding to the maximum attenuation differ by 1.6 Oe switching field with the field corresponding to the maximum

in magnitude. Also, their maximum responses are not equal, attenuation then as suggested in the last paragraph the

differing by 1.6 dB/cm. The higher response corresponding switching fields are equal in magnitude: 12 Oe = I - 12

to the lower field maximum, a general trend in all films. Oej. Figure 5 shows the corresponding magnetoresistance.

We wish to account for such new behavior using our Biasing the sample to the maximum attenuation and

model. Perhaps as for caste Fe75 Si13B10 we have high coer-
civity, hard rods ofFe2 B in a matrix of soft magnetic materi-
al. The Fe2 B provides a permanent magnetic layer. The
asymmetry in magnitude of the ± fields corresponding to /a.
the maximum attenuation may be due to this permanent 2/ 6

4

z

' 12

aa

-90 -IS -30 e 30 6e 90
FtG. 3. Stoner-Wohlfarth uoid where the fields are normalized with re-

FIELD (O.) spect to the anisotropy field. The solid diagonal (dotted) line corresponds
to a slowly ramped dc applied magnetic field with (without) an easy axis

FIG. 2. Rayleigh wave attenuation vs applied field which is directed I"P component. The switching fields are indicated with k,- and h,' (h,). The
with repeet to the propagatios direction for a 200-MA Fes-, rf spattered reduced magnetization m is along the easy axis (e.a.). The hard axis is Ia-
film. beled h.a.
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FIG. 4. Rayleigh wave attenuation vs field for an rf-sputtered 200-A FIG. 5. Magnetoresistance vs field corresponding to Fig. 4. The dotted (sol-
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A model for the effect of stress on the low-frequency harmonic content
of the magnetic induction In ferromagnetic materials

M. J. Sablik, G. L Burkhardt, and H. Kwun
Southwest Research lnstitutt P.O. Drawer 28510, San Antonio, Texas 78284

D.C. Jiles
Ames Laboratory. lowa State University, Ames Iowa 50011

A simple model used previously by the authors to explain stress variation of uiagnetic
hysteresis is now employed to explain the effect of stress on the amplitudes of the first- and
third-order harmonics of the magnetic induction signal resulting from application of an ac
magnetic field of low frequency to a steel specimen. An improved expression for the effective
field contribution H,, due to stress has been derived from thermodynamic considerations.

INTRODUCTION H o2

When a ferromagnetic material is excited by a sinusoidal 2 u M. 2 M ,
magnetic field H of frequency v, harmonic frequencies nv
(where n is an odd integer) are generated in the magnetic where o is the applied stress, M, the saturation magnetiza-
induction B. This generation of harmonics results from non- tion, Mc the permeability of free space, and A, and 43 are
linearity in the magnetic hysteresis. Even harmonics do not dimensionless parameters related to the magnetostrictive re-

occur because the condition that B(t + l/2v) = -B(t) is sponse of the sample.
not satisfied. We can develop a better appreciation of Eq. ( 1 ) by con-

It has been observed".
2 that in steel samples under uniax- sidering

ial stress with stress axis parallel to the applied magnetic G = U- Tn + j ,,, (2a)
field, the harmonic amplitudes are generally larger when the
applied stress is more positive (tension being positive, com- A = G + p0 HM, (2b)

pression being negative). Thus, variation of the harmonic U = kM 2, (2c)
amplitudes is generally monotonically increasing if the stress
applied to the sample is changed from compressive to tensile, where G and A are the Gibbs and Helmholtz free energy of
In some samples under tension, however, the amplitudes the stressed magnetic sample and where T, S, and U refer to
may reach a maximum and then get reduced slightly as the the temperature, entropy, and magnetic internal energy. The

applied tension is increased. effective field in the sample is written as

To account for the above phenomena, we employ a mod- 1 (A + a + 8- ' (3)
el originally used by Sablik et al. to account for the effects H,= aM+- -- H + (M
of stress on hysteresis. The magnetization M(H) obtained 0 5M2 Mo\

?-om that model is computed for a sinusoidally varying with effective field constant a = K/o. We identify the stress
H = H,, sin wt. The result is fitted by a least-squares New- contribution to the effective field as
ton-Raphson technique4 5  to M(t) = m, sin(wt + 0,)
+ m3 sin(3wt + 03), which is the magnetization expressed H = -o( (4)

in terms of the first and third harmonic components. By this 2 p0ok8M/ T

method we get good agreement with the experimentally ob- which means that from Eq. (1),
tained' stress dependence of the harmonics at low frequen-
cies (8 Hz). in other words, the domain wall pinning model3  ( N4 M [, +32 4  5

forM(Ha) canalsoaccountforthelow-frequencybehavior t r(M/M) 2 , I 2\M,
of the harmonic amplitudes.

Equation (5) is reasonable since the magnetostriction A
FORMULATION should be proportional to an even power of the magnetiza-

In accounting for the effects of stress on magnetic hys- tion.3 Note that previous authors"-9 have used H, = (3=r!

teresis, the key addition to the original theory of Jiles and 20u
) (A I/M , ) as the stress contribution to the effective field,

Atherton 7 is the inclusion 3 of a stress term H. in the effec- an expression derived on the basis of magnetostriction with-

tive field contributing to the magnetization. In the paper by in a domain. Wtn considering the bulk material, such an

Sablik et aL., it was pointed out that this field had to change expression is not appropriate, since the bulk magnetostric-

sign with magnetization and hence was an odd power of the tion A changes from 0 in a demagnetized state to A, at mag-

magnetization. Models with H,, proportional to M and to netic saturation.
M 3 were tried with reasonable success. At the end of the Inserting the above expressions into the model previous-
paper, it was suggested that a linear combination of tems in ly used by us, 3.7 we obtain
M and M 3 would be even better. For this paper, we employ M_ (H.) = M, f(H,/a), (6a)
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dff (Icl/i,) -(a + a 1 + 3a , ) WM_ - Mk,) 93g'

(6b) 1.. 3

Mu(H)-M= +M_. =M_ +c(M.--M ir), (6c)

where .,

a")- 3Aal(4oMI ), (7a)
c,"--[9A3,/(4AQM.1) ] (M/M,)2. (7b) , . ,

In the above,fj(HI a) is the Langevin function,6 k is the -40 40

domain wall pinning constant,
3 7 8 = ± I depending on

whether Mis increasing or decreasing, and c is the ratio ofthe
,nitial susceptibilities of the normal (Mt, ) and anhysteretic
(M,) magnetization. The terms Mi. and M_ represent
the irreversible and reversible contributions to the magneti-
zation associated with domain wall translation and domain sIG. I. Fst (A) and third x ) order harmonic ampl itudes vs ppliedwallbendng, espetivey.7  

cma a in AISI 410 steel (R. = 42). The amplitudes are normalized with
wall bending, respetively7 respect to their values at zero stress. A rough straight line to guide the eye is

The expression M., (H) is next evaluated for a sinusoi- drawn through the solid circles computed by the theory, which uses A,(a)
daily varying magnetic field H = H,_ sin o~t at successive given by Eq. (9) and constants A3 = 0.00 014 and A (o) = 0.000 005. If
time increments. The resulting points trace out an initial A, (a) is instead replaced by the constant A j' then the open circles and

followed by a hystereis loop. The dashed curves are obtained for positive stress, indicating that the stres-
magnetization curve thlo e byasepressieedn ,()gie etrft
points on the loop are fitted, using a least-squares Newton- depedent, (a) gives a better ft.
Raphson fitting procedure,4 to the expression

M(t) =misin(Wt+O0) + m 3 sin(3Ot +93), (8)

where the parameters m , and m3 represent the first and third ment indicate a roughly linear variation with stress, with the
harmonic amplitudes. Only two of the four parameters m,, third-order harmonic having the larger slope. This time,
M 3, 01, and 03 are free to vary in the fit. The other two are however, the theoretical curves for the first and third har-
fixed by the constraints that B,,. = /io (H, + M_,u) and monics exhibit a slightly smaller slope for positive stress than
that dM/dt = 0 for t= r/4, 3r/4, 5r/4, etc., where r = 1/v. negative stress, as in experimental data, yielding a good fit.
Thus, the Newton-Raphson fit reduces to a two-parameter We have also plotted M_ IM, vs stress o in Fig. 2 for
fit. The corresponding harmonic amplitudes b, and b3 in B both experimental and predicted variation, using Eq. (9)
can then be computed from m , M 3, 0,, and 03. and again normalizing with respect to the zero stress value.

A good fit is also seen here as well. This should not be sur-
prising since a fit to the harmonic amplitudes should also

RESULTS yield a fit to the total magnetization amplitude as well.
We have have compared our model to the experimental We have varied parameters a, k, a, c, and M, and have

data' obtained from an AISI 410 stainless-steel specimen found that to increase the spread in slopes between the first
having Rockwell C Hardness 42 with a 8-Hz applied mag- and third harmonic normalized amplitudes, one must in-
netic field of amplitude 80 Oe. A fit is shown in Fig. I for the crease a, increase c, decrease k, or decrease a. M, does not
stress variation of the harmonic amplitudes of B when appear to affect the relative spread in slopes.
Ms= 1.35X10 A/m, a= 2750 A/m, km 1800, It is also possible to change the shape of the variation of
a = 0.0033, c = 0.25, A, = 0.000 005, and A3 = 0.000 014.
In Fig. 1, the harmonic amplitudes are normalized relative
to their zero stress value; the normalized experimental first
and third harmonic amplitudes are indicated by triangles
and crosses, respectively. Fcr positive stress, the theoretical Mmx /,
curves are shown as dashed curves. Although these theoreti-
cal curves are approximately linear, they characteristically 1.2

exhibit a greater slope for positive stress than negative stress,
which is opposite to experimental behavior. In practice, it is
known' 0 that A vs M varies with stress. The solid curves in -40 40

Fig. I are for the case where a stress-dependent A I is used in .,
Eqs. (I) and (5), namely,8

A, (01 A (°)[l - (a/g,)'1 2
], g>0 (9

[ '- 0 , o0,( FIG. 2. Maximum value of the magnetization for an 80-Oe applied field vs
where A t5

o =0.000 005 and o, = 40 ksi. This is similar to applied stress a. The theoretical mgnetzation values (solid circles) are
normalized with respect to their zero stress values. Experimental points

the stress dependence we have previously" introduced into (0) for AIS410 steel (R, =43) represent similarly normalized magnetic
the magnetostriction. It is seen that both theory and experi- induction values.
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n n /bCONCLUSION

1.2. We have demonstrated how a simple model can explain
the stress variation of both the magnetization and the har-
monic amplitudes in ferromagnetic steel. A thermodynamic

a expression for the stress contribution H, to the effective
-40 40 field has also been derived, which can be used to relate the

effects of stress to the observed bulk magnetization.
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Fl Magnetic field dependence of the elastic constants In NdSe4a (abstract)
H. Fatterer, T. Yohannes, H. Bach, and J. Pelz
Institutfir Experimentalphylk, Ruhr Universitdt, D-4630 Bochum 1. Federal Republic of Germany

K. Nahm
Department of Physics, Yonsei University, 120 Seoul Korea

Most of the metallic rare-earth chalcogenides of RE37X type, where X stands for S, Se, Te,
show marked elastic anomalies which appear either in conjunction with a structural
transformation or with a magnetic ordering transition. In this contribution we report on results
obtained from Nd3Se4 where the elastic constants display a particular magnetic field
dependence. Single crystals were grown by a Bridgman-Stockbarger method and the three
cubic elastic constants were measured by ultrasonic techniques as function of temperature and
in an external magnetic field. The occurrence of magnetic ordering was proved independently
by susceptibility measurements. Nd3Se4 has been found to order ferromagnetically at T = 52
K. In the absence of an external magnetic field approaching T, from above, the shear elastic
constants (C,, - C, 2)/2 softens by about 40%. Below T, the elastic constants harden again
where the increment of C,, follows the Brillouin function of the magnetization. An external
magnetic field parallel to the propagation direction of the sound waves affects the elastic
anomalies in the paramagnetic as well as in the fenomagnetic phase. Above T, the sound
velocities exhibit a H 2 field dependence, as is expected from a magnetoelastic coupling
mechanism. At temperatures smaller T. the field-dependent elastic anomalies are related to the
hysteresis loop M(H). The change of the elastic constants as a function of the magnetic field is
proportional to the field derivative dM/dH. The coupling coefficient has an opposite sign for
the C4, and (C1, - C12)/2 shear elastic constants.

This paper was not proofread by the author; however, it has been proofread by one of the Publication Chairpersons.

Work supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, SFB 166.
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New Techniques and Applications Conrad M. Williams, Chairperson

Electron spin Injection and detection at a ferromagnetic-paramagnetic
Interface (invited)

Mark Johnson*) and R. H. Silsbee
Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics Cornell University, Ithaca New York 14853-2501

A new technique for investigating conduction electron magnetization is presented. A coupling
between electronic charge and spin transport in ferromagnetic metals follows from generalizing
the linear transport equations. In practice, this means that ferromagnetic films act as
conduction electron spin polarizers. At an interface between a ferromagnetic and a
paramagnetic metal, one can inject and detect nonequilibrium magnetization in the
paramagnet, and use sensitive electric measurements to probe spin transport. Application of a
small external magnetic field dephases the spins. The result is a new technique for measuring
conduction spin relaxation times, which is demonstrated on bulk aluminum samples. Three
advantages of the technique make it applicable to a wide range of studies. (1) The
measurement can be made in the limit of zero field so that systems with interesting properties
which are altered or destroyed by magnetic fields can now be probed (spin glasses,
superconductors, metals with g anisotropies). (2) A SQUID voltmeter with picovolt noise
floor provides a sensitivity that allows detection of one nonequilibrium spin in a background of
102 equilibrium spins. (3) The experimental geometry utilizes microfabrication techniques
and is ideal for application to small-size systems that are inaccessible to conventional electron
spin resonance methods. The geometry conveniently needs but one good surface; other sample
surfaces are available for alteration in situ for the study of surface relaxation effects. Finally,
there are obvious applications to the study of ferromagnets and interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION izers, which will be explained in Sec. II, work in the follow-

The concept that a coupling between conduction elec- ing way. When their axes are aligned, there is a maximum
tron charge and spin exists at the interface between a ferro- current through the detector. When their axes are antia-
magnetic and a paramagnetic metal is introduced, discussed, ligned, there is a current of equal magnitude but of opposite
and demonstrated empirically.' An electric current driven sign through the detector. For angles a between maximum
from the ferromagnet to the paramagnet is spin polarized, and minimum, there is a current proportional to cos a.
and the resulting current of magnetization, I,, creates a We propose several ways to demonstrate this effect. ( I)
nonequilibrium magnetization k in the paramagnet. Con- One could measure the detector current as a function of a.
versely, k can be detected as an electric current across a Although in practice it is difficult to manipulate the axes of
paranagnetic-ferromagnetic interface. Using this concept, a the polarizers, a few examples of this kind of measurement
new, nonresonance technique to measure conduction elec- will be given. (2) If the paramagnetic metal contains some
tron relaxation time T2 in the limit of vanishing applied mag- scatterers that can destroy (relax) the spin polarized elec-
netic field is presented. trons, then the "memory" of the spin orientation is lost after

Figure I illustrates a "thought experiment." In the mid- many collisions, and the nonequilibrium magnetization k
dle is a thin slab of bulk (paramagnetic) metal of thickness decreases exponentially from x = 0 as M = iire - "/a. Here
L. On the left is a source that drives electrons into the metal. d, ---2DT2 is the spin depth (D is the diffusion constant),
They pass through a spin polarizer, so that some fraction of which is the average distance a spin travels in the metal be-
the injected electrons are spin polarized along some chosen fore its spin orientation is randomized. By performing ex-
axis. The conduction electrons move diffusively in the para- periments on several samples that are identical except for
magnet, and the current is drained to ground at the bottom different thicknesses L, the detector current as a function of
of the slab. On the right is a second spin polarizer, whose axis L would decrease exponentially. This would demonstrate
of polarization may be experimentally defined. A diffusing the polarizers, and the decay constant would be a measure of
electron incident on this polarizer will be transmitted if it is the spin depth, i.e., of T2, which is an important property of
polarized parallel to the axis of the polarizer. A detector electronic transport. (3) It is possible experimentally to des-
counts particles that go through the polarizer. The polar- troy M by the application of a small transverse field B. The

spins, which move diffusively, dephase with increasing field
strength, and a measurement of detector current as a func-
tion of increasing B will measure the rate at which the spins

"Present address: Dept. ofPhysics, University of California, Berkeley, CA dephase. Known as the Hanle effect, this is experimentally
94720. the easiest technique, and is presented in detail in Sec. III.
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x=0 Figure 2(a) depicts the injection process for an overi-
dealized Stoner model of the ferromagnet. The spin sub-
bands are shifted, the majority subband ies entirely below
E, and a voltage applied across the interface drives a cur-
rent carried solely by electrons in the minority subband.
There is a current of nonequilibrium magnetization2 asso-
ciated with the electric current, and if there is no relaxation
at the interface, it is trivially given by the number current of
carriers times the magnetic moment that each carries,
1f =-- l,/e, where8 is the Bohr magneton.

In the bulk metal [Fig. 2(b) ], there is a source of inject-
ed magnetization, Im, and a sink of magnetization, which
are the relaxation processes characterized by time T2. The
steady-state magnetization will be a balance between the two
processes, given by M = Im T2/1l = #iAn, where l is the vol-Sume occupied by the magnetization. Figure 2(c) depicts the
detection process. There is no transport across the interface
between the spin-down subbands, because there are no states

FIG. I. A "thought experiment" for spin polarized conduction electrons, available at or near E. in the ferromagnet. However, if Z is a

low impedance ammeter, there will be a current, from the
spin-up subband in the paramagnet to the spin-up subband
in the ferromagnet, that is proportional to M. If Z is a high

IL CHARGE-SPIN COUPLING impedance voltmeter [ Fig. 2 (d) ], then the chemical poten-

In this section, microscopic models of interfacial trans- tial of the ferromagnet will rise to align with that of the spin-
port are presented to illustrate the idea of charge-spin cou- up subband of paramagnet, and this difference of voltage will

be proportional to M. Notice that if the nonequilibrium mag-
pling. Figure 2 depicts the steady-state processes occurring netization were of the opposite sign, then the interfacial cur-
in the pedagogical model of Fig. 1. The polarizers are thin, rent (voltage) would also be of the opposite sign. Thus, the
ferromagnetic films, each a single domain whose axis of films behave in the manner that was postulated for the polar-
magnetization is confined to lie in the plane but may be cho- izers.
sen along any direction within the plane. The axis of magne- The detector voltage Vd can be calculated in a straight-
tization of the left film is chosen to be up, and we consider the forward way. The chemical potential of the detector ferro-
case a = 0. Both films are in interfacial contact with a para- magnet is the same as that of a subband of the paramagnet, so
magnetic metal of thickness L < c,. In steady state, a battery the calculation is performed in the paramagnet, where free-
drives a current through the left film, into the slab. On the electron expressions can be used. We have
right, an impedance Z is chosen to connect the second film to e E + We

the bottom of the slab via an external circuit. - _ = N, (E)dE, (1)

where Vd is assumed small, and N, (E) is the single-spin

E E subband density of states in the paramagnet which is approx-
imately constant near EF. Performing the integral gives
,,M/.=N(E)eV,=(X/ 2 )eVd, and solving for Vd

Vd (ple)(M/x), (2)

NM E) NO _ W where X is the Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility

(a) (b) Wc) (d) X =f 2 N(EF)"
We can readily generalize to the nonideal case, where

the Fermi level of the ferromagnet cuts, in a nonequivalent

for each spin subband s (t or 1) can be defined:

g, =e 2 [N(E,)(v)(t)],, where (vi) is an angular aver-
age of the component of the Fermi velocity perpendicular to
the interface, ( ) is an average transmission probability, and
index iis eitherp for the paramagnet orf for the ferromagnet
(by detailed balance, one could evaluate the quantities in

FIG. 2. Microscopic model for the experiment of ft I. (a) Injecton, (b) either one). For the injector, the net currents are from the
steady-state nonequilibrium magnetization, tMl detection via a low imped- ferromagnet to the paramagnet [Fig. 2 (e) ], and g, 9g, is a
arce smmeter, and (d detection via a high impedance voltmeter for over-
sim;fied Stow ferromagnets. (e) Injection and (f) detection for noidea natural consequence of the difference in density of states and
erromanetic M.s Fermi velocity for the two subbands of the ferromagnet. Let

11M J. Appl. Phys.. Val. 63, No. 6, 15 Apxl i ON M. Johnson and R. H. 81sbW 3936
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Er,, be the Fermi energy of the subband s of the material i, though microscopic arguments have been presented for a
and impose a voltage - Vacrostheinterface. Themagnet- specific model of noninteracting electrons, the physics of
ization in the ferromagnet remains in equilibrium: spin injection and detection can be quite generally derived
EF.f., = Ef, = E. + eV, where E., is the average Fer- from a more fundamental entropy production argument in
mi level of the two subbands in the paramagnet, and the the formalism of nonequilibrium thermodynamics. In an-
chemical potential in the ferromagnet is raised by other paper

4 
it is shown that the generalized linear transport

( - e)( - V.) relative to that of the paramagnet. Then the equations are
electric and magnetic currents from the ferromagnet to the =L 1
paramagnet are, respectively, -J L V L -A T (L +L A(- H*)

T 2 T T '

e TT T
= (g, + gi)V, IM=L3 A V + LA(I)±+L A H

Jm = --[g, (EF f, - EFP ) - g& (EF~f., - EF,) T
J -ge Ff where - H _= (M Ix - H) is the thermodynamic driving

potential for a magnetization current; H is an applied mag-
(g, - g' ) V. netic field; Iq, I, 1, are the currents through the interface

e of charge, heat, and magnetization; differences A V, A (I/T),

The ratio of JM to J, is and AH * are measured across the interface; and LY are the

JM gi -g* p 6. (3 kinetic coefficients. If the terms L , L3j are omitted, the

g, .+ -g e e familiar linear dynamic equations of the thermoelectric ef-
fects are recognized. From the full set of terms, the injector

Notice that if either g, or g, -0 (which implies an ideal relation comes from L 3 (for an isothermal system), the de-
Stoner ferromagnet), then 17I - 1, and we recover the pre- tector comes from L 31 and L33 [with IM = 0 and
viousresult JM =i,4/e. Equation (3) defines the interfacial A( I1T) = 01, and the equivalence ofq for injector and de-
transport patameter 77. Under the assumption of no interfa- tector follows from an Onsager relation.
cial spin relaxation:

J, - J, g, - g, (4 Ill. A NEW TECHNIQUE TO MEASURE T2

J, g, + g, In this section we discuss a specific (one-dimensional,

For the detector [Fig. 2 (f) ], consider first the interfa- random walk) model for how to use spin polarized electrons
cial currents that flow when a low impedance circuit exter- to measure conduction electron relaxation times. Figure 3
nally connects the ferromagnet to the bottom of the slab. shows the true experimental geometry. A bar of pure bulk
Nonequilibrium magnetization has caused a different occu- metal, about 

50
/um thick and 1

0 0 /um wide, is coated with an
pation of the subbands, and the subband chemical potential insulating film. Small windows are photolithographically
is given by defined and chemically etched to the surface of the metal,

ferromagnetic films are evaporated on the windows, and in-
E + C )#klX dium wires that lead to an injector and detector are cold

The current from the paramagnet to the ferromagnet is welded to these films.

J, = [g, (Er,,., - EF,) + g, (EF., - EFf)] The injection current is returned at one end of the bar

e and the detector voltage measured with respect to the other
end, so that (in the absence of spin injection) there is no

-±((EP--Ef)(g, +g,)+LM (g, -g,)). voltage across the detector because there is no net current
e X upstream of the injector. In the vicinity of the injector, spin

Note that there is a forward (paramagnet to ferromagnet)
current between the spin-"up" subbands, and a back (ferro-
magnet to paramagnet) current between the spin-"down"
subbands. When a high impedance voltmeter is inserted in
the external circuit, no current flows (J, 0) and the result 1oo1A X.0

is x

__ g, - 9, 501A
(E•,... e g,... ..................................

e ex gt+g9 
y

The left-hand side is identified as Vd and 71 is identified from z x

Eq. (4), giving ed

V, = , PM/ex. (5)

Thus we learn that, under the assumption of no spin 1.5cm

relaxation at the interface, the magnetization transport pa-
rameter il is the same for injection as it is for detection. Al- FIG. 3. True experimental geometry.
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?,oa a.' ~s Signal oc e .... T I ...... 2 nOS(/ ')
"  (6)

0.18 (c

- oThe signal as a function of field, calculated numerically
Z from this equation with p = 3, is plotted in Fig. 4(c). Note

0 12 that a field along t would generate the same shape signal.
-so -40 0 40 80o0 However, a field along 1 exerts no torque on the spins; theyo Field (Gauss) (b)

0 K o : F__ (Gouss)will not precess, and there will be no quenching of the signal
006 by the applied field. In that case one should see a signal

P 3 (a) n stps independent of applied field (for small fields).
We have presented this model because there is a clear

o oc- 6 - 400 physical interpretation of the signal: it is the Fourier trans-
0 400 800 1200 1600 2000 form of the probability P'(t) of finding an unrelaxed mo-

n steps ment at the detector at time t. An equivalent solution is
achieved by analytically solving the Bloch equations with a

FIG. 4. (a) The unnormalized probability P,_ that a moment took n steps diffusion term.' The solution incorporates three phenome-
to arrive at the detector located at L = 31. in the absence of relaxation. P,., nological fitting factors, each with a direct physical interpre-
is the reduced probability in the presence of relaxation. (b) A detail of (a) tation Th
showing the distribution of arrival times. (c) Signal calculated numerically . e amplitude is largely determined by 77, which is
from Eq. (6). the interfacial magnetization transport parameter previous-

ly introduced. The width is largely determined by the con-
duction electron relaxation time T,. Finally, there is a family

po'arized electrons are injected in steady state at x = 0 and of solutions for the Bloch equations, and a particular solu-
eventually relax by a T, process. We neglect transverse mo- tion is determined by the angle a between the axes of mag-
tion and assume that each electron undergoes a random walk netization of injector and detector. The solution for injector
along the x axis. Every r seconds it moves I = VFs, where v, and detector both aligned along 1 has been presented. An
is the Fermi velocity, either forward or backward. Whenever independent solution is for the case where injector and detec-
an electron is at x = L = pi it has a small probability of exit- tar are at right angles to each other. Then the application of
ing the bar through the detector. For this sample of elec- field of one sign brings the spins towards alignment with the
trons, the distribution of times spent in the bar is plotted in detector and a positive signal results, whereas application of
Fig. 4. Parameters for the results of Fig. 6(a) are r = 9 ps, a field of the other sign brings the spins towards antialign-
1 = 17,um, L = 50 pm, and p - 3. In the absence of relaxa- ment with the detector and a negative signal results. The
tion, the probability P, i just the number of ways to get to resulting signal is "dispersive" in appearance. In general, for
x = pl in n steps, i.e., the binomial coefficient .C( + p)/2, arbitrary angle a between injector and detector, the solution
divided by 2": will be a linear combination of these two, and the fraction of

the solution with injector and detector aligned is cos a, while
P," =(n +)2 -, n+p even the fraction with injector and detector perpendicular is

(n +p)/2 sin a.
-0, n+p odd.

The peak probability occurs at around nine steps [Fig. IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4(b) ], as expected for a random walk. There follows a long The magnetization of thin ferromagnetic films remains
tail that eventually falls off as n /2; it takes a long time for nearly in the plane of the films for fields of any orientation as
electrons to diffuse away from the origin in a one-dimension- long as the applied field is small in magnitude compared to
al bar. In the presence of relaxation there is a probability per the 47rM of the film. At low temperatures, the film will align
step of sr-T2, which is 0.001 for the data of Fig. 6(a), that a as a single domain with an applied field in the plane of the
spin gets randomized by its collision and is lost to the system. film for field magnitudes larger than some characteristic val-
The probability that a spin polarized electron arrives at the
detector after n steps without relaxation is reduced from P.,
by the factor e - "as, and is plotted in Fig. 4 as P'.P.

Next consider the effect on the spin polarized electrons
of a small, static external field parallel to i. We suppose that 60.
the injected electrons are polarized along , and that the axis
of the detector is along .as well. A moment pointing at angle 0
0 to i will register a magnetization proportional to cos 9. An 2o

external field along will cause every spin to precess through
a phase angle of 0 = yBr in each step, where y is the spin -30
gyromagnetic ratio. The signal of the analyzer in a static -150 -100 -50 0 50 , Bo,2 150
magnetic field B is then the sum of the contributions of all Field (gauss)
the electrons, weighted by the probability P ,, that they
started from the injector n steps earlier, and multiplied by FIG. 5. Magnetic field is swept along the - !axis. Between i,, and N.,
the precession factor cos (yBr): the films are aniialigned, and V, changes signs.
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ue Bo, and will stay a single domain until a field Bo in another
direction is applied. The magnitude of B. is determined by a -

number of magnetic anisotropies that may exist within the
particular film, or may exist through an interaction with the R
substrate. High-quality permalloy films on a clean substrate :
have characteristic fields on the order of I G, i.e., an applied
field of a gauss in the plane is enough to orient the magnetiza-
tion of the film. 0

A demonstration of the effect by manipulating the axis (b)
of magnetization of the detector relative to that of the injec- 0
tor may be performed in the following way. Starting with
both films aligned, one could apply a field, in the plane of the
films, in the opposite direction. Each film should have a
slightly different characteristic field because of differring
unique anisotropies, so that each will flip orientation for dif-

ferent field values. The detector voltage should change signs ()

when one of them has flipped but the other hasn't, so that
they are antialigned. Figure 5 presents data from this kind of 0 .
experiment. A constant current is driven through the injec-
tor, and the detector voltage is rec: -ded as the field is swept >

along the 1 axis. Starting at negative field, both films are 0
aligned together along - 1. Near B = 0 there is no Hanle
signal because the field is parallel to the injected spins, so ..

thereisnotorquetodcphasethem. In other words, uptoBo., -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60

the detector records a voltage due to the magnetization in- Feld (gauss)

jected into the bar. At B., one of the pads has flipped its FIG. 6. Examples of data. (a) Ani sweep for the parameters of Fig. 4. (b)
orientation, the pads are antialigned, and the voltage due to A , sweep when the films are antialigned. (c) A "dispersive" shaped signal
the injected spins is negative. At Bo.2 the other pad reverses results when injector and detector are perpendicular. Here they are actually
its direction and the original signal is recovered. Notice that past perpendicular (a = 124°), i.e., partially antialigned.

the characteristic fields are about a hundred gauss, about a
hundred times larger than expected.

Figure 6(a) presents some data which illustrate the anisotropy. In practice this means that the signal is broad-
Hanle effect, and which correspond to the line shape that ened if it is measured at high frequency in a large field. To
was numerically calculated previously for aluminum with minimize theeffect of thisg anisotropy, we compare our data
L = 50 /m. The numerical calculation is equivalent to the with the lowest frequency measurement available, which is
following parameter values of our fitting function: data from Lubzens and Schultz6 at 1.3 GHz. Figure 7 shows
7= 0.067, T2 = 9 ns, and a = 0. Here the injector and 

d e- a comparison of our deduced values of T2 for one sample at
tector are aligned, and the field is swept along i. Recall that different temperatures, compared with Lubzens' 1.3-GHz
the Hanle effect should exist for field sweeps transverse to results. Contributions to the linewidth come from spin-flip
the orientation of the injected spins. Note that the noise inthee dta re copleof icoolt, wichis eary te lvel scattering with impurities, sample surfaces, and phonons.
these data are a couple of picovolts, which is nearly the level The first two account for the residual width at low tempera-
of the Johnson noise of the input circuit. ture. This width is subtracted from the higher-temperature

Recall our interpretation of the data in Fig. 5; the films values for both samples in order to isolate and compare the
reverse their magnetization at different field values, so that
between Bo.1 and Bo.2 they should be antialigned. If that's the
case, one could halt the 1 field sweep between Bo1 and Bo0 2,
then sweep field along the.P direction, which is transverse to 6o r-neresonc.

the direction of the injected spins, and one should see a A T2-I.3 GH

Hanle signal similar to Fig. 6 (a), but the feature should be a 7 20 * T,.-nonresonarce
diprather thanapeak. The data in Fig. 6(b) are from just a T ,h.3G 46

this experiment, and validate our interpretation [the ampli- 1 Ile

tude is less than in Fig. 6(a) because there is less than com-
plete reversal 1. As a final example, Fig. 6 (c) is a demonstra- 2
tion of a sample wherein the injector and detector were
"stuck" nearly perpendicular to each other, and the result is

4 6 810 20 40 60680
a "dispersive"-shaped signal, as previously described. Temperature (K)

The experiment was performed in aluminum, because
T2 has been measured in aluminum by transmission electron FIG. 7. Comparison of relaxation times between the new. nonresonance
spin resonance (TESR). Aluminum is a metal that has a g method and TESR at 1.3 GHz.
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temperature dependence of T2, which is verified to be inde- nonequilibrium spin in a background of 102 equilibrium
pendent of technique. spins; so that if there are a trillion up spins and a trillion

Values of q from 17 data sets, over a temperature range down spins, and one of them is flipped out of equilibrium, it
of 4-45 K, with probe separations of 50, 200, and 300 /m, could be detectedl The equivalent equilibrium magnetiza-
and for sweeps along 1 andfP varied within ± 25% of a mean tion is H = MIX =fiAn/X, where X is the free-electron sus-
value of 0.061. The fact that a single set of fitting parameters ceptibility, and is afew milligauss. Of course, this equilibri-
consistently describes a signal that varies in amplitude by an um magnetization would have to be turned into
order of magnitude gives us confidence in the validity of our nonequilibrium magnetization for it to be detected in our
one-dimensional model. experiment.

The good sensitivity suggests looking for single spin ef-

V. DISCUSSION fects, or quantum fluctuations in magnetic conductance. As

The coupling of charge and spin enables the use of high- a zero field, zero frequency technique it is applicable to sys-

ly sensitive electronic measurements to probe magnetic in- tems whose interesting properties are altered by magnetic

teractions. The technique is experimentally convenient; it fields, such as spin glasses and superconductors. Semicon-

requires only one good surface, and can be used on very ductors whose carriers have adequate mean free paths may

small samples, such as single crystals. We believe our new be studied, if there exist suitable methods for forming ohmic

technique will be useful for a range of studies. The sensitivity contacts.

is readily calculated in terms of spin parameters. Recall Eq.
( 1), and use a free-electron, single spin subband density of M. Johnson and R. H. Silsbee, Phys. Rev. Lett S5, 1790 (1985).

states N t (EF) = 3n/4E,. to get 'A. G. Aronov, Pis'maZh. Eksp. Teor. Fie. 24, 37 (1976) [JETP len. 24, 32
(1976)].

An/n = 3eVd/
2

i1EF. 'R. H. Silsbee, Bull. Magn. Reson. 2,284 (1980).
M. Johnson and R. H. Silsbee. Phys. Rev. B 35, 4959 (1987).

For a sensitivity of a picovolt, 71= 0.07 , and EF = 10 V, we 'M. Johnson and R. H. Silsbee, Phys. Rev. B 37 (1988).

find An/n = 10- , Said another way, the sensitivity is one 'D. Lubzens and S. Schultz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 36, 1104 (1976).
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An alternating-gradient magnetometer (invited)a)
P.J. Flanders
Department of Physics and Laboratory for Research on the Structure of Matter, University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

This paper describes a type of vibrating-sample magnetometer capable of sensitivity exceeding
10-  emu. The instrument is 1000 times more sensitive than a conventional VSM with
comparable working space, and is much quicker to use than a SQUID magnetometer, which
generates point-by-point data. The magnetic sample is mounted on the end of a cantilevered
rod that incorporates a piezoelectric element. The sample is magnetized by a dc field (variable
in magnitude), and is simultaneously subjected to a small alternating field gradient. The
alternating field gradient exerts an alternating force on the sample, proportional to the
magnitude of the field gradient and to the magnetic moment of the sample. The resulting
deflection of the cantilever rod is measured by the voltage output of the piezoelectric element.
By operating at or near a mechanical resonance frequency of the cantilever, the output signal is
greatly amplified. In practice, the operating frequency is 100-1000 Hz, with mechanical Q
values of 25-250. Mechanical and acoustic noise in the environment limits the sensitivity.
Measurements have been made with a signal-to-noise ratio of about 500 on a 25-pUm sphere
with a moment of 3.7 X 10 -

6 emu; this corresponds to a sensitivity of at least 10-8 emu. A
complete hysteresis loop over ± 10 kOe can be made in about 100 s. Measurements have been
made over a temperature range from 77 to 400 K.

INTRODUCTION APPARATUS

This paper describes a modification of an alternating The sensing element is composed of two polarized sheets
gradient method' to measure magnetic moment. The system of a metallized piezoelectric which are cemented back to
uses an alternating field gradient to produce a periodic force back to either side of a thin brass vane. These form what is
on a magnetized sample [Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b) ]. The sample referred to as a series-connected bimorph. Generally, we use
is mounted on the tip of a vertical extension rod, which is a PZT-5B ceramic bimorph,' coated with silver rather than
taken to lie along thezaxis, and the gradient field is along the the usual nickel to avoid the ferromagnetism of nickel. The
x or they axis. The top end of the sample rod is attached to total thickness of the element, including the brass vane, is t,
the bottom end of a piezoelectric element [Fig. l(c) 1. The = 0.6mm. One end of the bimorph is clamped inaslot in the
top end of the piezoelectric element is rigidly clamped. The end of a 5-mm-diam nonmetallic rod. At the clamped end of
force of the field gradient on the magnetized sample pro- the bimorph, a pair of electrodes contact the outer metal-
duces a bending moment on the piezoelectric element, which lized surfaces. These contacts are connected to a high-im-
generates a voltage proportional to the force on the sample. pedance differential preamplifier through light-weight
The output from the piezoelectric element is synchronously shielded wire intended for use in a phonograph tone arm.
detected at the frequency of the gradient field. The ampli-
tude of this voltage is proportional to the magnetic moment
of the sample, which can be varied by changing an applied dc ,b
field H. which is along x.

The first alternating-gradient force magnetometer was
developed by Zijlstra,' who detected the vibrational ampli- -
tude optically using a microscope. Reeves2 detected the vi- F -d

bration amplitude with a piezoelectric sensor, but the sensor
was not part of the vibrating rod; he also designed a null
method for higher stability. Roos et al.' describe a system (C)
basically the same as ours. Our system differs in being more
rugged, and allowing for easy change of piezoelectric ele - LAM

ments, extensions, and samples. Our system also permits ELECTOS

measurements over a wide temperature range (77-400 K eroRPM

has been accomplished) while heating or cooling only the
sample and the tip of the extension rod. -EXTENSION

A review of ac force magnetometers and a comparison AC FIEL

with other methods has been given by Foner.' GA _ SAMPLE

"This study is dedicated to Mula Shtrikman, Bill Doyle, Chad Graham, FIG. I. Configuration of the magnetizing and gradient fields (a) and (b);
and Anti Berkowitz, friends over a period of many years. the bimorph, extension, and sample (c); and the overall system (d).
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The preamplifier is the front end of a lock-in amplifier, typically0.5-1 cm.Agradientof 15-25Oe/cm is achieved at
which automatically tracks the frequency of the ac current in the sample using coils like those described above.
the gradient coils (Fig. 1 (d) ]. Gradients an order of magnitude stronger can be gener-

The length, thickness, density, and Young's modulus of ated for all these configurations if higher currents are used in
the bimorph and extension rod are chosen such that the reso- water-cooled coils6 or if the gap between the coils is de-
nant frequency of the system is in the range 100-1000 Hz. creased.
Higher frequencies in this range are less susceptible to back- The interaction of the fields from the ac gradient coils
ground vibration, and from the iron-core magnet produces an alternating force

The extension rod is cut from a plastic, glass, or metal on the coils (and on the magnet) at the gradient frequency
sheet which has about the same width as the bimorph and is and proportional to the product of the two fields. This force
as free as possible from magnetic impurities. A conducting can produce a motion of the coils which couples to the bi-
spray on the extension rod helps prevent signals resulting morph, either mechanically through the magnet and bi-
from electrostatic charge. When the extension rod or a bulk morph mount, or acoustically through the air, producing an
sample is highly conducting, eddy currents may interfere unwanted output signal proportional to H. This signal can
with the measurement of very small moments. Eddy current be lowered by judiciously reducing the size of the gradient
signals are proportional to the dc field and so appear as an coils, and by minimizing any motion between the coils and
excess susceptibilty. The mass of the sample must be small the poles. Therefore, the coils must always be rigidly at-
enough so that the resonance frequency is not reduced signif- tached to the magnet pole faces.
icantly below 100 Hz. It is also important to mechanically isolate the magne-

The ac gradient along the x or y axis can be generated tometer from the environment. One way to achieve this is to
with one of several coil configurations. We define the field h' attach the bimorph support to a 60 X 60 X 7 mm3 slab of lead
as an ac field which varies as h sin wt. suspended by three rubber cords spaced 55 mm apart [Fig.

In the system shown in Fig. 2(a), a pair of split coils 1 (d) ]. The upper end of each cord is attached to a platform,
(a, - a'), 3 mm thick, 4 mm i.d., and gmm o.d., containing which is positioned with an xyz manipulator clamped to the
250 turns of #36 wire, are spaced 10 mm apart to produce magnet frame. This type of mechanical isolation is effective
oppositely directed fields along the x axis. With a current of because a bimorph mounted vertically responds primarily to
0.25 A rms, the gradient along x midway between the two horizontal forces. Additional isolation stages can be added
coils is about 40 Oe/cm. for higher sensitivity. Mechanical and acoustical noise from

In another system, 2 two pairs of offset split coils (a,a') nearby sources should be kept to a minimum. Noise from
and ( - b, - b') are connected so as to have oppositely di- cooling fans in electronic equipment can be troublesome; we
rected fields. The axis of each pair is parallel to the dc magne- place a power amplifier in the next room and operate it by
tizing field H, and the pairs are offset by ± y [ Fig. 2 (b) ]. remote control.
The gradient dh 'Idy at the center of symmetry where the Unlike the vibrating-sample magnetometer, which re-
sample is located is typically 40 Oe/cm (rms). sponds to a voltage that is induced in a coil by a time-varying

Another coil arrangement permits the gap of the elec- flux from the sample, the piezoelectric elements are not sen-
tromagnet to be reduced to the thickness of a single gradient sitive to a changing magnetic field. The noise from the bi-
coil, which can be less than 10 mm. Here, two identical coils, morph is therefore independent of the magnitude of the mag-
(a, - a) in Fig. 2(c), are offset ± y from the central axis of netizing field and its sweep rate. This is illustrated by the fact
the magnet. The field along x from each coil is oppositely that the system can operate at maximum sensitivity even
directed and the space for the sample between the coils is when the magnet supply voltage has a very large ripple, as

long as the frequency components of the ripple are not too
near the frequency of the gradient coil.

y THEORY OF OPERATION
The orientation of the bimorph will depend on the direc-

tion of the field gradient. In Fig. 2 (a), the force along x from
'dc the interaction of the gradient and the magnetic moment m.

is
MX F = m. dh ,/dx, (i)

while in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) the force alongy is
(o( Ib) (l F, = -. dh',/dy. (2)

For the uses corresponding to Eqs. (1) and (2), m, iso <= -o. ,varied by changing H..
., For a simple cantilever rod, the fundamental resonance

frequency is given by

FIG. 2. Gradeincoilarrpman iits for (a) split para, - a'; b) twoolei 0f= ----- j (Hz), (3)split Ipaina, aand -b, - b*; () oflet paira, -a'in ana'rowgpp. 2v P
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where t and I are the thickness and length of the cantilever range in length from 10 to 25 mm when operated at the
(m), Y is the elastic modulus (Pa), and p is the density fundamental and from 40 to 70 mm when at an overtone.
(kg/m 3 ). The resonance frequency is lowered by attaching a Higher-order mechanical resonances also occur. The
mass to the end of rod or by adding an extension rod. first, second, and third overtone frequencies of the cantile-

Considering only a cantilever of mass W with a concen- ver:, f 2f, and3 f , are at frequencies' 6.26, 17.53, and 34.36
trated sample mass W, fastened to its end, the combined times of, and are generally observed only when the extension
resonance frequencyf, + is given by' rod is longer than 25 mm [Fig. 3 (c)].

ot+a =of,[ W,/( W
. +4.2W,)]1 / 2 (Hz). (4) The bimorph output for each overtone V, is smallerthan the voltage output at the fundamental frequency. Ex-

The resonance for the total cantilever system, ofb + ,+, perimentally, the signal decreases as the reciprocal of the
when the bimorph and the extension rod have equal widths, resonance frequency. Despite the lower output at the first
follows the relation overtone compared with the fundamental, the signal-to-

1 1 (5 noise ratio is often higher. This sometimes favors operation
(ofb+,+,)

2  
(ofb)

2  
(of+)

2  () at the first overtone when maximum sensitivity is the pri-

From this, mary requirement.
From Fig. 3 (c) we see that by operating at the first over-

f of. (6) tone it is possible to significantly increase the length of an
++' {(of,/of b)2 + [ (W, + 4.2WH)/W ]}t/2( extension rod and still work at a high resonant frequency. A

The values for of, and ofb individually can be calculat- greater extension rod length permits the bimorph to be locat-
ed from Eq. (3). Figure 3(a) gives the resulting lengths ed further from the sample. This is an advantage if the tern-
when single-element cantilevers with different thickness are perature of the sample needs to be raised or lowered. The
designed to resonate at of. In general, the extension length greater mass of a longer extension also results in a smaller
and mass required to achieve an optimum of are 10-25 mm change in the resonant frequency when a sample of fixed
and 10-30 mg, respectively. When ob > of,, we estimate the mass is attached. A short, thin extension can be added to the
decrease in resonance frequency as a function of increased end of a longer or thicker one, or the thickness at the end of
sample mass in terms of the ratio of, +,Iof,, using Eq. (4). the rod can be reduced. In addition to raising the resonant
Figure 3(b) shows a plot of of /0 f, against W,/W.  frequency, this lowers the magnetic moment of the extension

Extensions made from glass (0.16 and 0.21 mm thick), in the region of the gradient field.
plastic (0.42 and 0.6 mm), and copper (0.12 mm) generally c When the easy plane of the sample is normal to H, pre-

cise alignment of the sample and bimorph plane are required
to prevent unwanted signals from the gradient along y.

When a bending force is applied to the end of a bimorph,
-o - I F,' , , , the output voltage in terms of this force is given by theF . ,800 ...... *,, expression

V/F=3GYbg 3 (l-6
2
/t2)/2wbtb' (7)

S \ ,, ,20 '.\ ,where 6 is the thickness of the brass vane in the bimorph.
We consider the factors in this equation: G is a mechani-

, cal gain which is unity for a dc field gradient and is equal toa
, "mechanical quality factor Q when the gradient is at the fun-

MO damental resonance frequency. The magnitude of Q varies
with a number of parameters; in our system, it is generally

S . " .. ~between 25 and 250. The expressions for G at the overtones
and for off-resonance operation are given later in the paper.
The quantity g, is the transverse piezoelectric modulus or

....... ............ 1voltage coefficient. For a bimorph made of PZT-5B, g, is
-9.1x 10-1 Vm/N at 20°C, and decreases about 40%

from 77 to 400 K..
0. . When a bending force Fis applied to the end of an exten-

sion rod, the moment arm of the extension increases the bi-
morph output by a factor which is equal to (1 + 1, )/1., so
that

°V IF= 3G(Ib + I. )gst (l _ .52/t 2 )12W~bt b.  (8)

0 9 When Eqs. (1), (2), and (8) are combined, we can predict
the output in terms of the magnetic moment m for a sample

FIG. 3. (a) Fundamental resonance frequency as a function of length, from which is located at the tip of the extension rod. When we
Eq. (3), for simple cantilevers of PZT-SB, glass, plastic, and copper. (b) the in Oe/cm, the force in dynes (10'
Clangeintheresonnt frequencyofacantileverextensionasafunctiono express gradient
sample mas. (c) Fundamental and first three overtones for glass and pe dyn/N), V/m, in volts per emu, g3, in V m/N, and the lin-
tic cantilevers, ear dimensions in cm,
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S( 2 (dh'/dy)10
- 3

tG/ + 2
wa tb 10 MAXThe dimensions of'b , wb, tb, and 6 of our bimorphs are

Z typically 1, 0.15, 0.06, and 0.001 cm.
With a Q of 100, a field gradient of 40 Oe/cm, and an

extension which is 2cm long, Vim, at the fundamental reso- 5 "

nance frequency is 15 V/emu. A moment of 10
- 

emu pro- 2 \

duces a voltage of 0.15 jiV, which can be raised to 1.5V if k / X

the gradient is increased by cooling the coils or by decreasing
their spacing.

In terms of V, m., and G, >

V/mG = 0.05(lb + 1,) (V/emu cm). (10) >7 N.

To provide an independent calibration of the system in
terms of V/m, with the sample in place, we can generate a - 5-
magnetic moment by passing a dc current through a coil 2

which surrounds the sample and has its plane normal to the
applied field. The magnetic moment m of the coil is fA Of 1

m=NIA/10 (emu), (11) -10 1 1 1 1

where Nis the number of turns, lis the current, andA is the 180 200 220 240 260

coil area in cm
2

. -f (Hz)
A coil of 100 turns of #40 wire, with an area of 0.2 cm2

,
will generate a moment of 0.1 emu with a current of 50 mA. FIG.4. In-phase and quadrature lock-in output, Vand V*.asafunctionof

the gradient frequency, for a 3-mm' y-Fe, 0, recording tape sample at re-
This is a moderately large area and mass relative to our sys- manence.
tem. Ordinary magnet wire used for this coil contains
enough ferromagnetic impurity to be easily measurable at
high sensitivity. It is not possible to generate a magnetic mo-
ment in excess of I emu without exceeding the mass limit for
a small system. (One emu is a sphere of nickel about 800pm
in diameter.) stant as the frequency is slowly varied. The value of Q can be

The instrument sensitivity can be made independent of determined from these curves:
changes in many of the system parameters by opening the of( V_,, )
integrator feedback loop of the lock-in and applying the Q f( V_/2) - f, ( V_/2) (12)

lock-in output to a coil like that described in the previous wherefA andfa are the frequencies at which the in-phase
paragraph, placed around the sample. This closes the loop lock-in output drops to half its peak value. These two fre-
and produces a nulling current in the coil which is propor- quencies also are the frequencies where the out-of-phase sig-
tional to the magnetic moment rm. Comparable sensitivity nal V* goes through a maximum and a minimum.
and response is obscirved with and without feedback nulling. The mechanical gains G and G 0 for the in-phase and
Feedback operation is useful if there are variations in Y, g31, T e outputia ith an an
Q, or ,f during the course of an experiment, most commonly quadrature output vary with frequency as
because of temperature changes in the bimorph or extension G( .) = fQ /,.f( I + A 2) (13)
rod. and

G(J) = JQA /f(lI +A
2
), (14)

MEASURING PROCEDURE where

The specimen is usually attached to the end ofthe exten- A [(flf) - (,,ff) ]Q. (15)
sion with grease. The isolation support table is positioned We see that offresonance the quadrature signal isA timesthe
with the xyz positioner so that the sample is at the center of in-phase signal.
symmetry of the gradient coils and the magnet. Centering We can choose to operate either on or offresonance, and
along the gradient axis is particularly important when mea- to measure either the in-phase or the quadrature bimorph
suring a material which hs a low coercive field, since the net output Vor V*, or the associated feedback coil nulling cur-
ac field from the gradient coils is only zero at the center and rent Ir. Use of a long extension rod permits the sample to be
increases with the amount of offset along the gradient axis. in a furnace or Dewar vessel while the bimorph remains at

Before making a measurement, the phase of the lock-in room temperature. If no feedback coil is used and the sample
amplifier is adjusted so that the in-phase and quadrature temperature is varied, it is preferable to measure V off reso-
output voltages Vo and Vo* behave as shown in Fig. 4 when nance from the fundamental so as to minimize any variations
the frequency is varied. The magnetic moment m. of the inG*(T) .Ifoneoperatesoffresonance, Eqs. (13) and (14)
sample and the amplitude of the gradient field are held con- and Fig. 4 show that the gain of the system decreases but the
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variations in f , or Q. To make the gain of the System
independent of changes in temperature, measure .4 rather BA"S~ ~ ~

Figure 5 shows hysteresis loops of a 3-mm2 sample of r-
Fe2 03 recording tape, with the lock-in phase set to 0 and
r/2, for six values off when o~f is 920.4 Hz. Even at a fre. o-66E : 0 - EW 5-:0 1d'E

quency where the output is down by a factor of 100 from the > > >
in-phase resonance value, the signal-to-noise ratio is excel. 0- -l0
lent.

CAUBRATION
-5000 0 5000 -200 0 200 -00 20

The numerical value of m4. can be determined to within H (OE) W(OE) HIOE)

±10% by using Eq. (9) if dh /Idy, g3,, fb, Wb 1 6, 1b, 4,, G,
and Vare known, or the system can be calibrated in terms of FIG. 6. Signals from a 25-pum-diam amorphous Fe,, Co_,S,, B,, sphere

Vand G by measuring a sample of known magnetic moment with a saturation moment of 3.7 x 10- emu and from the background dia-
or the moment from a dc current through a known coil magnetic glass extension tip. Measured at the first overtone ,f= 950 Hz.

Q = I1I5, using the split coil arrangement of Fig. 2(a) but with a2-mmpgp.
around the sample [ Eq. (I11. Reproducibility and accura- The compound extension was l.75xl.5x37 mm' plastic with a
cy are estimated to be within afew percent, depending main- 0.15 X 1.x t10mes' glass tip, and the bimorph was 0.6 x 1.5 x7 mm'.

ly on the precision to which the sample can be positioned on
the extension. Sensitivities better than 10- , 10 -, and 10O-"
emu are achieved with lock-in time constant settings of (a IM2381
10-2, 10-1, and I s, respectively. The signals are on the PERMALLOY

order of 100, 10, and I pV. 0.5 (b Cos NOcI
05

EXAMPLES -0-
-05 1

The performance of the magnetometer is demonstrated 05~~
in Fig. 6 for the case where the sample is a 25-pm ferromag- -1 0 K-OE) -10

netic sphere with a saturation moment of 3.7 X 10-6 emu. >05- >~ (0 5.The~~ ~ ~ ~ mantztocrenFg_7icueasala _
permalloy film, (b) diamagnetic NaCI crystal, and (c) para- --
magnetic sample of Ti.1.

It appears to be almost impossible to make an exterision 1 -
rod of zero susceptibility. One way to cancel out the unwant- - 0 5 -10 0 10

ed susceptibility signal is to insert an ac voltage at the H (OE) H (K OE)

preamp that cancels the signal from the diamagnetic signal. FIG. 7. Magnetization curves of samples having low magnetic moment.
Figure 8 (a) shows magnetization curves at 77 and 110 These ace measured at the first overtone Ifusing the split coils of Fig. 2(a)

K of a small superconducting sample of Ba2 yCu3O7. The withaO0.21 x1.Sx 34 mm' glass extension and 0.6x 1. x 7 mm'bimorph.
temperature was varied by controlling the liquid level below The background is indicated by the dashed curves, (a) A I-mm'. 380-A

perinalloy filmn en a 20-mil Si substrate; , f= 725 Hz and Q, = 207 (ofiet
the sample in an open-mouth container, 0.7 X2.5 X3 cm3  coils of Fig. 2(b)]. (b) A 41.05-mg diamagnetic crystal of NaCl;

X = - 0.513X lO-'emu/gOe. if= 553 Hz. and Q, = 205. (c) A 3.5-mg
paramagnetic cryatal of Ti which contains a ferromagnetic impurity;

=3.2 x 10' emu/g~e, ,f= 678 Hz, and Q= 104.

02

0 10 0 0 0 -X0 -0 00 1010

0H 1000
0I.5 a antzto t7 n 1Kv il n h t10.30
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overtone, f= 349 Hz with no sample. From Eq. (11), the
.I I magnetic moment for this coil is 2.3 X 10-4 emu/mA. The

-6 -., fr-equency of the gradient field is set - 10 Hz above or below
,2 0a , and the lock-in phase is set at ir/2. The current 1, pro-

portional to the magnetic moment, is recorded as the sample
warms from 77 to 295 K after being removed from a small
container of liquid nitrogen. Each curve in Fig. 9 was traced

-, -. in a time ofabout 100 s.
T W . ... ing Large magnetic moments can be measured by decreas-

, ing the field gradient, or by scaling up the size of the system
" -l to accommodate heavier specimens and greater forces. Hys-

--- .,6. teresis loops have been measured with a 2 x 5.25 x 15mm 3

bimorph and a 6 mm diam x 40 mm plastic extension rod.
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Integrated on-line Instrumentation for simultaneous automated
measurement of magnetic field, Induction, Barkhausen effect,
magnetoacoustic emission, and magnetostriction

D. C. Jiles
Ames Laboratory, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011

A microcomputer-controlled instrument for simultaneous measurement of magnetic hysteresis,
magnetotniction, Barkhausen effect, and magnetoacoustic emission is described. It
incorporates custom designed software for control of the magnetic field during operations such
as demagnetization, field sweeping, and anhysteretic magnetization, and for data logging and
analysis. Results are recorded using a 12-bit analog to digital converter and are then stored on
floppy disk. The magnetic hysteresis data are converted into six important magnetic
parameters: coercivity, remanence, hysteresis loss, initial permeability, maximum differential
permeability, and anhysteretic permeability. These, together with the magnetostriction,
Barkhausen, and magnetoacoustic emission, are then related to the microstructure of the
material.

I. INTRODUCTION viously.2 Earlier systems have concentrated mainly on mag-

A multiparameter magnetic inspection system has been netic hysteresis measurements, although a system for simul-
developed for measurement of the magnetic properties of taneous application of magnetic field H and stress a has also

soft magnetic materials. Measurements are all made under been reported.'

on-line computer control using a standard IBM PC desk top Theiner and co-workers 5 have shown that it is advis-
computer. The magnetic field is controlled using an analog able to take a number of independent magnetic measure-

output line from the control and data acquisition system, ments for nondestructive evaluation. Their system measures
which operates a bipolar power supply. Results are taken on the Barkhausen effect, dynamic magnetostriction, and in-

five analog-to-digital input lines and are stored on floppy cremental permeability. From these three measurements it is
disks. Hard copies of results are also generated simulta- possible to unravel the competing influences of several fac-
neously. tors in order to determine levels of stress.6

The instrument allows rapid and simultaneous mea-
surement of a range of independent parameters which can be III. PROGRESS TO DATE
used to characterize the magnetic properties of a material.
The properties measured by the system are all structure sen- The early development of the present system has been

sitive and consequently the system has been used in studies described previously by Habermehl and Jiles.' It now con-

of the effects of microstructure on magnetic properties. tains completely integrated instrumentation for measure-

Each of the magnetic measurements incorporated in the ment of field, induction, magnetostriction, magnetoacoustic
system is widely used in nondestructive evaluation (NDE),; emission, and Barkhausen effect (Fig. 1). These five mea-

however, we are unaware of any previous attempts to coordi- surements are the most widely used magnetic techniques for

nate all five measurements for materials evaluation. The sys- evaluation of intrinsic (i.e., non flaw related) magnetic
tem has consequently proved to be a valuable tool for NDE properties of materials.'

of the condition of steel specimens.
The various magnetic measurements made by the sys- A. Control functions

tern generate a range of independent parameters which can The field control functions, which are common to all
be used to quantify the state of the material. The magneto- measurements, are now operated from one of the two digital-
striction is measured as a function of both field A(H) and to-analog output lines on the Labmaster board.' A number
induction A (B). Hysteresis curves allow determination of of routines have been written to vary the magnetic field in
coercivity H, remanent induction BR, hysteresis loss WH, well-defined ways. These include demagnetization, initial
initial differential permeability li,,, anhysteretic differential magnetization, anhysteretic magnetization, and hysteresis
permeability u,, and maximum differential permeability loop algorith Ms.
IA". The Barkhausen effect and magnetoacoustic emission The parallel port I/0 lines from the Labmaster board
each give count rates dN/dt, total number of pulses are used to operate the instruments directly from the com-
fN(H)dH, and the pulse height spectra N(E). puter. Such operations include zeroing the flux meter when

necessary, enabling and disenabling the three x-y recorders,
II. BACKGROUND and controlling the pen status on each of the recorders to

Microcomputer-controlled systems for measuring the ensure that hard copy recording of results occurs only when
magnetic properties of materials have been described pre- needed.
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C. Analysis
A data analysis software package has been written for

use with the system. This takes the recorded results from
L \ " floppy disk in the form of values ofH and B, A and Barkhau-

sen count rate dn/dt at each point. It then calculates magne-
tization (B - H) /4r, permeability t = B/1H, differential
permeability M' = dB/dH, magnetostriction, and Barkhau-
sen emissions at each point.

Coercivity H. and remanence BR are calculated by in-
terpolation of results close to B = 0 and H = 0 on the hyster-
esis loop to saturation to obtain intercepts on the H and B
axes. Hysteresis loss WH is calculated by integration around
the hysteresis loop. Initial and anhysteretic permeabilities
Am, and pt,, are obtained using linear least-squares analysis
of data at the origin H = 0, B = 0. The maximum differen-
tial permeability lz .. is calculated from the slope of the
hysteresis loop at H = H, B = 0.

A digital plotter (Hewlett Packard HP7470A ) has been
added to the system to provide hard copy plots of various
derived functions which are not recorded on the x-y record-
ers. A routine in the software analysis package enables plots
to be made of magnetization, magnetic induction, perme-
ability, differential permeability, susceptibility or differen-
tial susceptibility against magnetic field using either hystere-
sis loop, initial magnetization curve, or anhysteretic
magnetization data.

D. Barkhausen and MAE
The magnetic Barkhausen effect emissions are detected

from a search coil wound onto the specimen. The signal is
then amplified using a preamplifier (Princeton Applied Re-

FIG. i. Schematicdiagramofthe multiparameternmagnetic measuringsys- search, Model I13A), a filter (Krohn-Hite, Model 3202),
ten. and a pulse counter (Hewlett Packard HP5304A). The

count rate of Barkhausen pulses above a preset threshold

B. Data acquisition level is then measured. By integration of the signal the total

The data acquisition system used has a 12-bit analog-to-
digital converter with eight separate input lines. The pro- 20
graramable gain on the input allows measurement of vol- B 10)tages in the ranges -20 to + 20 mVup to - 10to + 10OV, [/ ,0 .with 4096 incremental steps on each range. Typical oper- 0

ation of the instrument uses an output range of 100 Oe V
from the H field meter (Walker Scientific, Inc. Model MG- 10
3A), and an input range of -0.1 to + 0.1 V on the data
acquisition system. With 12 bits this gives a field resolution
of 0.0048 Oe. Calibration of the Hall probe using a standard /
field of 2500 Oe indicated an accuracy of 2%. Magnetic in- !
duction measurements use a typical output range of 10 1000 / 1000
kG V- 'from the B meter (Walker Scientific, Inc. MF-3A), ,10.1
and with 12-bit resolution on an input range of - 0.1 to 0.1
V this corresponds to a resolution of 0.48 0.

Magnetostriction measurements are taken using a coin- 1
mercial strain gauge bridge (Micromeasurements model .4
3800 wide-range strain indicator). The strain sensitivity is
such that I mV corresponds to 10-strain. For typical oper-
ation of the system on the range - 1.0 to + 1.0 V with 12-
bit resolution this gives a strain resolution of 0.48 x 10- and 205
on the range - 0. 1 to + 0. 1 V this gives a strain resolution FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops for a specimen of terfenol (T-Dy-Fe) under zero
of0.048 X 10- 6. stress and under a compressive load of 140X 10' dyn cm -' (2000 psi).
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FIG. 3. Variation ofmagnetostriction A for the same specimen of terfenol as FIG. 4. Magnetic Barkhausen emission count rate as a function of magnetic
a function of magnetization under zero stress and under a compressive load field for the same specimen of terfenol. The emissions were recorded as the
of 14x 10 dyn cm - H field was increasing after saturating the magnetization of the specimen in

the negative direction.

number of emissions is found. The MAE is detected in a

similar way. the emissions we will use a multichannel analyzer (The Nu-
clei, Inc. Model PCA-1000)

3 
which is a plug-in board for

IV. RESULTS the IBM PC. The pulse height spectra contain additional

Some results taken on a specimen of highly magneto- information which can be related to the microstructure of

strictive terfenol are shown in Figs. 2-4 as an example. The the material.

measurements were made during two experimental runs ACKNOWLEDGMENT

during which the specimen was subjected to zero stress and

then a compressive load of 140x 106 dyn cm- 2 (14X 106 Ames Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department

N m - 2, 2000 psi). of Energy by Iowa State University under Contract No. W-

The hysteresis curve, Fig. 2, shows the reduction in per- 7405-ENG-82.

meability of the material under compressive loading. The

maximum differential permeability was reduced from about 'D. C. Jiles, to be published in NDT Int. (1988).

90 G Oe under zero stress to about 40 G Oe- under 2E. Martin, K. M. Zamarro, andJ. Rivas, J. Phys. E 15, 539 (1982).

140X 106 dyn cm-2 The magnetostriction as a function of 'D. C. Jiles, D. L. Atherton, H. E. Lassen, D. Noble, J. deVette, and T.
Astle, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 55, 1843 (1984).

magnetization is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen from this that A -W. A. Theiner and P. Deimel. "Nondestructive testing ofwelds with 3MA

was improved under compressive loading by as much as analyzer," Twelfth MPA Seminar, October, 1986 (unpublished).

50%. Barkhausen emissions as a function of magnetic field 'W. A. Theiner and I. Altpeter, in New Procedures in Nondestructive Test-
ing, edited by P. Holler (Springer, Berlin, 1983).

are shown for the two stress levels in Fig. 4. 'S. Habermehl and D. C. Jiles, in Review ofProgress in Quantitative NDE,
edited by D. 0. Thompson and D. E. Chimenti (Plenum, New York,

V. PLANS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 1986), Vol. 5A, p. 
843

.
'Tecmar, Inc. 6225 Cochran Rd., Solon, Cleveland, OH 44139.

The remaining task is to fully integrate the MAE mea- 'D. C. Jiles, to be published in J. Phys. F (1988).
surements. For this we use one of the remaining A ID input '

5
D. C. Jiles, to be published in J. Phys. F (1988).

lines on the Labmaster board. The measurement of MAE "D. C. Jiles and D. Utrata, to be published in 1. NDE (1988).
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Large Barkhausen discontinuitles In Co-based amorphous wires with
negative magnetostrlctlon

J. Yamasak
Kyushu Institute of Technology, Tobata, Kitakyushu 804 Japan

F. B. Humphrey
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, Carnegie-Mellon University,
aburgh. Pennsyhania 15213

K. Moh, H. Kawamura, and H. Takamure
Kyushu Institute of Technolovy, Tobata, Kitakyushu 804. Japan

R. M#ImhIll
Royal Institute of Technoloo S-100 Stockholm, Sweden

Magnetic properties, such as domain patterns and anisotropy, were measured for negative
magnetostrictive Co-Si-B amorphous wires exhibiting large Barkhausen discontinuities and the
results are compared to those of Fe-Si-B wires with positive magnetostriction. The Co-based
wire was found to have a bamboolike domain structure at the wire surface. It was also shown
that the amorphous wires prepared by the in-water quenching technique store tensile stress in
the radial direction. The magnetostrictive anisotropy due to residual stress will produce an
axial component of magnetization in conjunction with the two-dimensional geometry of wires
making both Co- and Fe-based wires exhibit large Barkhausen discontinuities along the axis of
the wire.

INTRODUCTION measured in a 60-Hz sinusoidal field in the wire axis direc-

Magnetostrictive amorphous wires prepared by the in- tion. The Co-based wire [Fig. 1 (a)] exhibits characteristic

rotating water spinning method exhibit large Barkhausen properties similar to the Fe-based wire [ Fig. 1 (c) ]. When

discontinuities(LBD).' This property makes amorphous the amplitude of the drive field is below some threshold, the

wires attractive as sensor elements in applications such as wire exhibits no irreversible flux change. A LBD takes place

rotary encoders and high harmonics generators. We report- when the applied field is equal to or higher than a critical

ed earlier that the LBD of Fe-based positive magnetostric-
tive wires is attributable to the anisotropy caused by interac-
tion between magnetostriction and residual stresses
quenched-in during solidification.' For a further under- .O,)
standing of the role of the magnetostrictive anisotropy, we
measured the magnetic properties, including domain pat-
terns, for in-water quenched Co-Si-B amorphous wires with
negative magnetostriction and compared the results with (a) Co 7 2 .51 2.511 5

those of Fe-Si-B wires with positive magnetostriction.

EXPERIMENT

The amorphous wire Co7 2.5 Si12.5 B15 was produced by I
UNITIKA Co.(Kyoto, Japan) by the in-rotating water I

quenching method. The wire has a diameter ofabout 120pm
and a saturation magnetostriction ofabout - 2 x 10-6. The
amorphous phase of the wire was checked by the measure- tb) (Fe 6 CO9 4) 72.Si 12. Sl1 5

ment of the thermomagnetization characteristics. The Curie
temperature and crystallization temperature of wire are 320
and 630 C, respectively. Domain observation was made by 0.2 •012

the Bitter technique applying a constant l0-Oe field perpen- ,o)

dicular to the wire axis. H1__)

RESULTS

The B-H loops of Co-Si-B wires are shown in Fig. I (cIre 77Sis15

together with those of nonmagetostrictive (Fe,Co)-Si-B FIG. I. B-H Ioopscfa-queed (a) Co-Si-B, (b) (FeCo)-Si-B, and (c)
and highly magnetostrictive Fe-Si-B wires. All loops were Fe-Si-B amorphous wires measured at 60 Hz.
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reverse domain nucleation field H,. The value of H, and the
fraction of magnetization participating in the LBD of Co-
based wire are smaller than those of Fe-based wire. On the
other hand, the nonmagnetostrictive Fe-Co-based wire [ Fig.
I(b)] shows the very soft magnetic properties without Co-SI-B 2 0 1i,
LBD. The coercivity is less than 10 mOe and complete satu-

ration can be achieved with an applied field of about 0.3 Oe.
It is clear, by comparing the loops of the three wires, that
magnetostriction is important for the occurrence of LBD. In
fact, the LBD behavior of Co-based wire was found to disap-
pear after stress relief annealing at 420'C for 30 min, as Fe-Si-B
shown in Fig. 2. The annealed wire has the soft magnetic
properties similar to the nonmagnetostrictive wire. FIG. 3. Bitter patterns of Co-Si-B and Fe-Si-B amorphous wires observed

Bitter patterns of Co- and Fe-based wire are shown in with a constant applied field of 10 Oe perpendicular to the wire axis.

Fig. 3. The pictures show only the top surface of the circular
wires, so the actual wire diameter is much larger than the which suggests that the magnetostatic energy is associated
visible width. These domain patterns were observed all along for formation of inner core domain.
the surface of both wires. The Co-based wire [ Fig. 3 (a) ] has Figure 6 shows the distribution of the off-wire axis an-
bamboolike straight walls at the surface, while the Fe-based isotropy in the cross section of wires evaluated from the mag-
wire [Fig. 3(b) ] exhibits the well-known maze domain pat- netization curve measured in an applied field of 100 Oe along
tern. The domain width is about 20/m for Co wire and 4ptm the wire axis for chemically etched samples. The anisotropy
for Fe wire. It was observed that both domain patterns do of Co-based wire is smaller by an order in magnitude corn-
not change their configuration before and after the LBD in a pared to that of Fe-based wire. This difference can be attri-
low applied field. Therefore, both wires must have the corn- buted to the low magnetostriction of Co wire. Both wires
ponent of magnetization along the wire axis in the inner core have the higher anisotropy near the surface which decreases
participating in the LBD. gradually with decreasing wire diameter.

Figure 4 shows a schematic of the domain structures
expected for both wires. From the observed straight walls, DISCUSSION
the magnetization at the surface of Co-based wire is assumed As we have seen (Fig. I ), only the magnetostrictive, as-
to align in the circumferential direction [Fig. 4(a)]. The quenched wires exhibit LBD. This indicates that the magne-
maze domain pattern [Fig. 4(b)] has been previouly dis- tostrictive anisotropy quenched-in during solidification
cussed for amorphous ribbons.' This pattern at the surface of plays an essential role for occurrence of LBD. In general, the
Fe-based wire indicates the presence of domains with mag- reverse nucleation field must be much larger than wall coer-
netization perpendicular to the wire surface. The core do- civity for materials to exhibit LBD. In the classical Sixtus
main size can be estimated to be about 70 and 90/um for Co- and Tonks's experiment,4 the tensile stress applied along the
and Fe-based wires, respectively, from the ratio of reman- wire axis raised the wall energy and increased the nucleation
ence to saturation. The Co-based wire has a single circular field. The tensile stress produced a wire axis magnetization
domain at the core which is covered with domains with mag- component participating in LBD, whereas it seems in amor-
netization in the circumferential direction, while Fe-based phous wires that the tensile stress in the radial direction con-
wire has a circular core covered with a closure domain struc- tributes to the increase of the nucleation field and produces
ture near the surface, wire axis magnetization in conjunction with the cylindrical

The change of the core domain diameter with wire geometry of wires.
length for wires exhibiting LBD is shown in Fig. 5 as deter- The radial tensile stress in amorphous wires originates
mined by the remanence-to-saturation ratio. The short-cut from the unique solidification process of the in-water
wires do not exhibit LBD due to the demagnetizing effect at quenching technique. When the jet of the molten alloy is
the wire ends. The critical wire length to have LBD property ejected into the water, the outer surface first solidifies form-
is about 4 and 8 cm for Co and Fe wires, respectively. The ing the solid wire diameter, and then solidification proceeds
core domain size is a very weak function of wire length, toward the inner core. During this process, the core tends to

Co-SiJ-B Fe-Si-B

FIG. 2. B-H Ioopa of Co-Si-B amorphous wires annealed at 420 C for 30 FIG. 4. Schematic domain structures assumed for (a) Co-Si-B and (b) Fe-
min. Si-B amorphous wires.
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FIG. 6. Anisotropy distribution in wire cross section estimated from mag-

shrink against the surface to create tension in the radial di- netization curve for chemically etched Co-Si-B and Fe-Si-B amorphous
rection. The quench rate is higher at the outer surface and wires.

decreases gradually toward the inner core. The measured

off-wire axis anisotropy shown in Fig. 6 supports this model
of the quenching process. Of course, the radial tension must observed size. Figure 5 shows the core diameter of the Co-

be compensated with the compressive stress in the wire axis based wire as a function of wire length with the Fe-based
direction. These residual stresses would create anisotropy wire included for comparision. It is clear that the core is

with the two easy axes in the circumferential and wire axis large and essentially independent of wire length. Therefore,
direction for Co-based wire and the anisotropy with the easy the stress distribution must be much more complicated than
axis in the radial direction for Fe-based wire. The Bitter pat- our simple model assumed.

terns on the wire surface in Fig. 3 are consistent with such
magnetostrictive anisotropy. However, the shape effect of CONCLUSION
wire other than magnetostrictive anisotropy seems to take The amorphous wires prepared by the in-rotating water
part for formation of the inner core single domains illustrat- quenching technique store tensile stress in the radial direc-

ed in Fig. 4. tion. The magnetostrctive anisotropy associated with this

In the bamboo domains of the Co-based wire, neighbor- residual stress gives rise to the wire axis component ofmag-

ing magnetic spins change their direction along the circum- netization in conjunction with the two-dimensional geome-

ferential direction to store the exchange energy. The neigh- tory of wirs, and makes wires exhibit large Barkhausen dis-

boring spins at the inner part make a larger angle compared continuities regardless of the sign of magnetostriction.

to the outer spins. It is tempting to construct a model where,

for lowering the exchange energy at the inner part, it is pre- 'K. Mohri, F. B. Humphrey, J. Yamasaki, and K. Okamura, IEEE Trans.

ferable for magnetization to align in the wire axis direction in Magn. MAG-20, 1409 (1984); K. Mohri, ibid., 942 (1984).

the expense of magnetostatic energy near the wire ends. 2K. Mohri. F. B. Humphrey, J. Yainasaki, and F. Kinoshita, IEEE Trans.

Thus in Co-based wire, core domain size would be deter- Magn. MAG-21, 2017 (1985).
mH. Kronmiiller and B. Gr6ger, J. Phys. (Paris) 42, 1285 ( 1981 ); H. Kron-

mined mainly by the exchange energy. A simple calculation miller. R. Schifler, and G. Schoeder, 1. Magn. Magn. Mater. 6,61 (1977).
indicates that the core would be very much smaller than the 'K. 1. Sixtus and L. Tonks, Phys. Rev. 47, 930 (1930).
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Training of Barkhausen emission in nickel and Iron
H. Weinstock
Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Boiling Air Force Base, D.C. 20332

T. Erber
Department of Physics, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 60616

Barkhausen emission from annealed nickel and iron was measured with a SQUID gradiometer
that could detect magnetization jumps above a noise level of 3 X l0 - emu. The equipment was
installed in a three-axis 12.7-m-diam Braunbeck coil system at NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center. This arrangement provided an overall cancellation of the geomagnetic field to ± 1 0-6

Oe, and a field homogeneity of 0.001% over a spherical volume of 24.4 in . Auxiliary windings
in the Braunbeck coils were used to generate uniform magnetizing fields at sweep rates as slow
as 0.81 pOe/s. The nickel measurements were carried out in field ranges that interpolated
between those used in previous training experiments with iron and gadolinium samples. In all
cases, repeated field sweeps eliminated or diminished the Barkhausen signals in a systematic
way paralleling the Kaiser effect in acoustic emission. These results can be related to the
training behavior predicted by a general hysteresis theory.

I. THREE KINDS OF HYSTERESIS II. BARKHAUSEN EMISSION AND HYSTERESIS

Hysteresis phenomena in ferromagnets, Ewing arrays, The nickel measurements were performed with essen-
elastic-plastic frameworks, and materials under stress have tially the same equipment that was used in earlier hysteresis
many similar features that can be described in terms of a studies of iron and is described in detail in Ref. 2. Back-
unified theory.' For instance, the training of Barkhausen ground fields were minimized by working at NASA's Atti-
emission in ferromagnets is a direct analogy of the Kaiser tude Control Test Facility at Greenbelt, MD. Measurements
effect in acoustic emission and the shakedown of complex were carried out with a 98% pure annealed nickel cylinder,
frames in structural mechanics. In all of these situations, approximately the size of a pill (3.2 mm high and 5.0mm in
repeated sweeps of a hysteresis or control variable-which diameter). At the beginning of each run, the sample magne-
might be an external load or a magnetic field-diminish the tization was reduced to 10-' emu by the anhysteretic de-
irreversible response of the systems: In materials this corre- magnetization procedure described in Ref. 2. Highly uni-
sponds to a progressive narrowing of the stress-strain hyster- form external magnetizing fields were provided by the
esis loops and the fading of acoustic emission; and in ferro- auxiliary windings of a Braunbeck coil system. The relative
magnets to the closure of M-H loops, and the extinction of orientation of the external field, samples, and SQUID gra-
Barkhausen jumps. Of course, this type of quenching of irre- diometer coils is shown on the inset of Fig. I. The demagne-
versible behavior by self-limiting hysteresis can occur only if tizing factor in this setup is 3.6; consequently, the internal
either the loads or fields are sufficiently small, nickel fields are approximately 0.03H,,. The power supplies

For larger values of the hysteresis variables, the me- of the previous experiments were modified to permit uni-
chanical and magnetic systems generally exhibit a long-term
drifting hysteresis under repeated cycling. For reasons that
will become apparent later, in this intermediate regime GRA.,OETEl

neither the drift nor the hysteresis can be eliminated by sim- co <>
pie conditioning procedures. Finally, for sufficiently high SA .PL6 -
values of the control variables, the iterative time scales of the
hysteresis decrease again. In practice, this means that the
hysteresis loops stabilize in a comparatively small number of
cycles, and that the mechanical or magnetic response of the
systems approaches the steady state of asymptotic hysteresis. "\iI

These general trends have been observed in a variety of
systems. Here, we present some further data concerning the
development of Barkhausen emission and magnetic hystere- HINCREASINr (mOe)
sis loops in field ranges that interpolate between those used
in previous training experiments with iron and gadolinium FIG. I. Strip-chart record of flux variations (M) as a function of external
samples.

2  We also discuss the widely different reasons for field (H). Each vertical division represents 4.86X 10- 1 4 , flux units; each
horizontal division is an increment of 1.37 moe. The vertical lines are due to

the rapid stabilization of hysteresis at low and high field manual resets. The inset shows the orientation of the external field, sample,
values. and SQUID gradiometer.
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form, slow field sweeps extending to 650 mOe. As before,
both the continuous as well as the discontinuous changes in
the magnetization of the nickel sample were measured with
an independently calibrated SQUID gradiometer. The limit- A.0
ing slew rate of this instrument was approximately l054lo/s,
where (b. is the flux quantum (hc/2ee_2.07 X 10

- 7 G cm
2).

This leads to an upper limit of the order of 10-' emu for the
magnetic moments of the Barkhausen jumps that could be 5HINCREASING ( ) 24

detected.2 On the other hand, discontinuous magnetization
changes as small as 3 X 10-8 emu could be distinguished FIG. 3. Reappearance of Barkhausen signals during an increasing field
from the smooth background variations due to the ramping sweep from 525 to 564 moe.

of the external field.
In a similar setup with iron samples the threshold of

Barkhausen emission occurred for external fields in the hysteresis curve for an annealed iron sample. Repeated cy-

range 40-100 mOe. In contrast, the onset of rlhausen cling between the fixed field limits, 0-62 mOe, resulted in a

noise in nickel has had a long and controversial history.' progressive narrowing of the loop, until by the ninth cycle,

Indeed, the present SQUID results show that in nickel, the the loop had closed to within the limit of experimental reso-
onset of Barkhausen noise is not as sharply defined as in iron lution. This terminal behavior is shown in Fig. 5. The typical

and occurs at field values above 200 mOe. These trends are quenching of Barkhasen emission that occurs in this field

consistent with earlier observations of Tebble et al.7 Figures range in iron is displayed in Fig. 3 of Ref. 2.

1-3 illustrate the training of Barkhausen emission: Specifi-
cally, Fig. I shows the response of a previously demagnet- Ill. THE STABILIZATION OF HYSTERESIS SYSTEMS
ized nickel sample to thefirst increasing field sweep from 462
to 513 mOe. In this case, the Barkhausen signals correspond Formally, it is my to introduce a quantitative measure

to individual magnetization jumps of the order of 6 x 10-7 of the stabilization of hysteresis systems: nL is said to be the

emu. Figure 2 is an excerpt from the first decreasing field iterative "time" scale of the stabilization if after nL complete
sweep. This record covers the range 480-455 mOe, and evi- cycles of the hysteresis variable-which could be a mechani-

dently most of the Barkhausen emission exceeding a back- cal loading or an external magnetic field-there are no

ground level of about 10-' emu has been eliminated. This
behavior agrees with the training found in gadolinium at
higher field values.' Finally, Fig. 3 shows the reappearance
of Barkhausen noise during the succeeding field sweep
which extended up to 564 mOe. The nickel results show that
with sufficient resolution, the correlation between hystere- ,
sis, Barkhausen noise, and training previously found for iron
at lower fields (>ZMOe), and gadolinium at higher fields
( > 3 Qe), can also be exhibited in the intermediate field
range > 0.2 Oe.

During incipient and drifting hysteresis, the M-H loops
generally do not close, and their areas do not have a simple
correspondence to the cumulative irreversible magnetiza- E

tion changes due to Barkhausen jumps.2'7 However, if re-
peated field variations over some restricted range reduce or
eliminate the Barkhausen emission, then the associated hys-z
teresis loops also narrow and disappear. Such trends have
frequently been reported in the literature,8 but show up in a
particularly clear way at low field levels and with very slow
sweep rates. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows a virgin

0

FIG. 2. Suppression of
Barkhausen signals in nick-
el in a decreasing field 0isweep fru n 480 to 455 EXTERNAL FIELD (MOe)Moe.

,FIG. 4. initial hysteresis of an iron sample. Each horizontal division repre-
(MOO)m 47) sents a field increment of 8.3 moe; each vertical division corresponds to a

0ECREASi G (roe)flux change of 2.43 x 10- 1 i, units.
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3. 1 portrait in these extended spaces. In the case of ferromagne-

tism, this is equivalent to replacing N6el's ensemble ofpoten-
tial wells by a network of stability troughs." -3 The training
behavior and the Kaiser effect then appear as consequences
of a simple geometric feature-the successive troughs of the
hysteresis networks are linked by monotonic progressions of
instability points. The corresponding iteration index

nL (HI) is just a measure of how many instability points are
traversed before a stable trough in the range O<H<H, is

e reached; cf. Fig. 3 of Ref. I and Figs. 6 and 7 of Ref. 2.
For large values of field or load, nL represents the num-

ber of cycles required to reach steady-state hysteresis."° In

particular, for nickel and iron it is well known that nL (H)
S 10 for HZ 10 Oe. Since ferromagnetic hysteresis cycles
typically traverse more than 109 Barkhausen discontinuities
per cm' of material', the macroscopic stabilization of these
loops after only a few cycles reflects the operation of power-
ful microscopic selection principles. The existence of such
sequences of metastable attractor states can also be exhibited
in model systems such as Ewing arrays. It is plausible to

0 assume that the stabilization of hysteresis loops is the cumu-
'EXTERNAL FIELD (mOe) lative result of energy minimization. However, several corn-

FIG. 5. Closure of the iron hysteresis loop at the ninth cycle. puter simulations of spin glasses" and Ewing arrays"
2 

have
shown that the terminal hysteresis cycles lie on essentially
flat energy terraces rather than in valleys. Model studies sug-

further changes in the response of the system. In practice this gest that in these situations the asymptotic hysteresis cycles
situation is complicated by the fact that the initial conditions are the terminal loops of pseudo-random iterations. It can
have to be specified in some reasonable way so that the mag- then be shown that for an N-state system with an average of d
nitude of nL does not have an arbitrary scale. For instance, in discontinuities per hysteresis cycle, the average number of
magnetism, anhysteretic demagnetization is an accepted cycles required to reach the terminal loop is of the order of
method for establishing a virgin reference state. Another es- nL - N°'/d. For example, in a 6 > 6 Ewing array, N- 1200,
sential complication is that nL generally is a non-monotonic d - 10, and therefore nL - 3.5-this estimate agrees with ob-
function of the peak value of the hysteresis variable. For servations. " If the trend e (N 0 5/d) - 1-10 could be con-
example, in structural shakedown it can be shown explicitly firmed for larger systems, we would have an essentially corn-
that nL is small both in the limits of large and small loadings, binatorial explanation for the rapid approach to asymptotic
but in addition there is an intermediate load, Ws, with the hysteresis for large field excursions.
property that nL ( W) diverges when W, is approached either
from above or below.9 Qualitatively similar behavior ap- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
pears in large Ewing arrays and other magnetic systems.

The Barkhausen training effects described in Sec. II and We thank Dr. M. Nisenoff for his help in all phases of
Ref. 2 fit into this picture because nL (H) in these cases sim- this work.
ply denotes the number of cycles required to reach a reversi-
ble state. Specifically, if H, denotes the threshold field for the
appearance of the initial Barkhausen jump,' then the obser- 'T. Erber, S. A. Guralnick, and H. G. Latal, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 69, 161
vations indicate that nL (H) is an increasing function of the (1972).
field for H ZH,. Furthermore, if after nL (Ht) cycles in the 'H. Weinstock, T. Erber, and M. Nisenoff, Phys. Rev. B 31, 1535 (1985).
interval 0H<H,, another cycle extending to H,> H, is 'r. Erber, J. L. Porteseil, and P. Molho. Philos. Mag. B 52. 963 (1985).

'A. Koller, Z. Angew. Phys. 23, 161 (1967).
added, renewed Barkhausen signals will appear in the range 'K. Stierstadt, Der Magnetische Barkhausen Effekt, Vol. 40 of Springer
above H,: this is the essence of the magnetic Kaiser effect.

2' Tracts in Modern Physics (Springer, Berlin, 1966).
The physical processes that result in this behavior can be 'M. Lambeck, Barkhausen Effeki (de Gruyter, Berlin, 1971).

described with the help of hysteresis manifolds. These are 7R. S. Tebble, I. C. Skidmore, and W. D. Corner, Proc. Phys. Soc. London
63.,739 (1950).

basically phase spaces that are spanned by all the magnetic 'H. Rogalla and C. Heiden. Phys. Lett. A63. 63 (1977).
or mechanical variables that are required to specify the states 'T. Erber and S. A. Guralnick, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) (to be published).
of the systems. Since the effects of hysteresis are multivalued "'ln stress-strain hysteresis, steady-state response may be reached for only a

and history dependent, these spaces have extra dimensions subset of the physical variables (Ref. 9).
"A. E. Jacobs and C. M, Coram, Phys. Rev. B 36, 3159 (1987).

for each control variable. The evolution of an arbitrary hys- "T. Erber, T. M. Rynne, W. F. Darsow, and M. J. Frank, J. Comput Phys.
teresis system is then represented by a unique path or phase 49, 394 (1983).
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Acoustic emission along the hysteresis loops of various
ferro- and ferrimagnets

M. Guyot, T. Merceron, and V. CaganLaboratoire de Maghtisme, C.N.IS, 1, Place A. Briand. 92195 Meudon Bellevue, France

For the first time, the acoustic emission (AE) along a hysteresis loop has been investigated at
variable magnetizing field frequency (10-2 up to 102 Hz) on three very different magnetic
materials: polycrystalline YIG, amorphous FeNiBSi ribbon and mumetal. For all the samples
the AE activity is hysteretic; in the very-low-frequency range it shows two sharp minima
around the coercive field values ± H, and a smooth decrease when approaching the
saturation, as we have reported in a previous paper. At increasing frequency, the AE minima
at H, vanish progressively and in some cases are even replaced by broad maxima, as already
reported in the literature. Such an effect could be attributed to the complex situation occurring
when increasing the frequency, due either to the measurement technique or to physical
phenomena such as echoes. However, we cannot exclude the possible influence of dynamical
changes of the microprocesses which originate the AE. That leads us to the conclusion that AE
is better investigated in quasistatic conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION terials, some results on how the magnetizing field frequency

Acoustic emission (AE) is a general phenomenon ob- affects the AE.
served in various materials, which involves bursts of stress II. EXPERIMENT
waves internally generated during a dynamical process.
Generally, the origin is not well known; in a few cases a pure The samples are toroid shaped in order to avoid any
mechanical origin has been suggested (dislocation or crack shape demagnetizing effect. We present here the results from
propagation, interparticle movement, fracture, etc.), and three very different samples: a polycrystalline YIG, an
various models have been proposed accordingly.' In the case amorphous Fev.4 Ni0.4 B. 12Siv... ribbon" 28 uim thick
of magnetic materials. Lord2 suggested the possibility of AE wounded on a plastic ring and a "Mumetal" thin ring.
during the Barkhausen discontinuities, due to the magnetoe- The magnetizing field is produced by a triangular wave
lastic coupling. More recently, several authors3'4 have attri- current flowing in the primary winding of the sample
buted the origin of AE in ferromagnetic metals or alloys to through a load resistor. As classicaly, the Barkhausen noise
the irreversible movements of non- 180. domain walls is recorded from the voltage induced in a pick up coil.
(DW). In a recent work on YIG samples,5 an insulating For the AE recording, a piezoelectric captor in contact
ferrimagnet, we proposed to associate the AE to the neces- with the surface sample is connected, through a high gain
sary process of DW creation/annihilation along the hystere- (up to 100 dB) amplification chain, to a digital oscilloscope.
sis loop: cn one hand, Mohammad etal.6' , have indeed By using for the present study a scope with a peak detector
shown on ferroelectrics that AE is due to DW creation/anni- function associated with a high sampling rate, we have been
hilation; on the other hand, we have shown earlier' 9" that able to extend the measuring frequency range from 10- 2 up
the DW creation/annihilation is a dissipative process re- to 102 Hz. Using the numerical averaging function of the
sponsible for the main part of the hysteresis losses, scope allowed us to smooth the traces when needed.

Our interpretation is mainly backed by the observed lin-
earity between the total AE activity and the hysteresis losses III. RESULTS
for the loops recorded, for a given sample, at increasing max- Figures 1-3 present the results obtained on each sample
imum field. In addition, our experimental procedure allows at different frequencies: 10-2 up to 10' Hz. The AE and the
us to clearly show an anticorrelation between the AE and the BN amplitudes versus the applied field are shown on the left-
Barkhausen noise (BN): around the coercive field AE ex- hand side and the right-hand side, respectively. The scaling
hibits a sharp minimum, while BN is maximum as classically is indicated in the captions.
known. This observation, which is consistent with our inter- Figure I is devoted to the YIG sample. The BN shows a
pretation, is in contradiction with the few results reported on more or less discrete series of spikes at 10 -' Hz, which shifts
AE along hysteresis loops.""' In fact, these results, ob- progressively to a continuum as the frequency increases. It
tained exclusively on metals or alloys generally magnetized must be remarked that the BN maximum occurs for a nearly
at the line frequency (except Ref. 12, where f= 0.1 Hz), constant field value over the covered frequency range; this
cannot be directly compared with our measurements per- value corresponds roughly to the coercive field H, as oh-
formed on insulators at 10- Hz frequency. served on the 102 Hz plotting which includes the hysteresis

The present paper reports, for various soft magnetic ma- loop.
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IFIG. 3. Mumnetal ring. Sam as Fig. 1, except horizontal field scale:
- _10 0.7 0e/div. As in Fig. 2, the noise level for AE is recorded.

...... roughly conserved up to about 1 Hz although the total am-
plitude becomes compressed; above this frequency the be-

- havior is seen to change progressively to a completely differ-
. .o It ent one as the frequency increases. At 102 Hz the AE now

exhibits a clear maximum around H,.
Figure 2 shows the results obtained on the amorphous

ribbon which presents the same general trends as the YIG

FIG. l.YIGpolycrystafinetoroid.Acousticmission (left-handside) and sample. However, some peculiarities must be emphasized:
Barkhausen noise (right-hand side) vs applied field at different applied field looking at the BN signal, it is obvious that the coercive field
frequencies. All horizontal scales: triangular ac field, 0.6 oe/div. Vertical increases with the frequency and that the singularities of AE
scales: (i) for AF, same arbitrary scale for all frequencies, ground level at (minimum or maximum) follow this variation. The AE am-
the screen bottom. tl) for BN, variable arbitrary scale, ground level at the plitude is much smaller than for the Y1G sample, so we have
center line of the screen.

also recorded the AE noise level with no magnetizing field
applied.

The AE recording at 10-2 Hz confirms our previous Figure 3 is devoted to the Mumetal sample. More than
results: the AE shows a hysteretic behavior with two sharp the amorphous ribbon, the coercive field increases with the
minima around the coercive field and tends to decrease when frequency; the BN shape at 100 Hz allows a deformation of
approaching the saturation. The same general behavior is the corresponding hysteresis loop to be foreseen. The AE

signal (the residual noise level has also been recorded)
shows the same type of evolution as the other samples: how-

8.N . ever, AE does not exhibit at 102 Hz any maximum around
-H,. According to its frequency dependence, one should ex-
. ' -i .... o pect the occurence of a maximum at higher frequency.

IV. DISCUSSION

i - To our knowledge, this is the first study of the AE at
T variable frequency. We have found both AE and BN to be

HZ frequency dependent. Is such a dependence a true physical
r t 7 1 effect or an artefact related to the measurement method?

........ The only published work" concerning measurements along
an hysteresis loop cycled at about 50 Hz makes mention of

§2- 7712 an AE maximum around H,; that is what we observed for
-0017 two among *he three typical samples reported here and for

several others. In addition, the response for the three sam-
... pies at 102 Hz looks different, one of them showing no maxi-

mum at all. This is another good reason not to suspect our
FIG. 2. Amorphous Fe..Nijo.5 2Sio ribbon.SameasFig. 1,except hor. own equipment by itself compared to other authors. How-
izontal field scale: 0.7 Oe/div. Due to the high gain needed for AE, the noise ever, as far as the measurements method is concerned, we
level is different from the ground level, must remark that most of the works in that field are made by
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using the same kind of equipment, namely, a piezoelectric parameters as a function of frequency, our results show (re-
captor set at its resonance frequency and the associated elec- fer to Fig. 1, right) that the DW motion is made of successive
tronics. The response of such a system to a given stress wave jumps at very low frequency while it follows as a whole the
is a damped voltage oscillating at the resonance frequency: at magnetizing field at higher frequencies. It must be remarked
very low frequency, such at 10-2 Hz, the resulting signal at that the AE behavior changes at the same time.
the output of the amplification chain will correctly represent
the AE. On the contrary, at a higher frequency ( 102 Hz, for V. CONCLUSION
example) the time extension of the voltage produced by a If we do not reject a priori some possible dynamical
single spike will no longer be negligible compared to the changes in the microprocesses which originate the AE, we
measurement period, resulting in a possible alteration of the are of the opinion that, when increasing the measurement
final signal which will no longer correctly represent the AE. frequency, some parasitic effects related to the measurement

Another point of interest is the pulse echoes. Taking technique and/or to the physics itself (echoes) may affect
into account the mean velocity of the sound in our materials progressively the quasistatic response and make the results
( = 5 x 10' cm/s), the transit time could typically be about a as a function of frequency hard to analyze. To our opinion, it
fewps. Since the attenuation coefficient is quite small (of the should be better to investigate the origin of the AE by using
order of a few percent), one must expect a great number of quasistatic measurements instead of line frequency measure-
echoes taking place after a single spike. At very low measure- ments; this is particularly true for metallic materials which
ment frequency such echoes might be generally damped pri- exhibit generally at 50 Hz an hysteresis loop yet affected by
or the next spike. At higher frequency, say I Hz or above, the dynamical changes of the number of the DW.
they can overlap and/or even interact with new spikes.
Moreover, according to the measurement frequency some
echoes could be analyzed as actual direct spikes, resulting A E. Lord, in PhysicalAcoustic, edited by Mason (Academic, New York.

1975), Vol. XI, p. 289.
obviously in a perturbed final signal. All these different 'A. E. Lord, Acoustica 18, 187 (1967).

mechanisms combined together lead to a situation more and 'K. Ono and M. Shibata, in Advances in Acoustic Emission, edited by H.

more complex as the measurement frequency increases, Dunegan and W. Hartmann (Dunhart, Knoxille, TN, 1981), pp. 154-

where it could no longer be possible to relate the final signal 174.
4H. Kusanagi, H. Kimura, and H. Sasaki, in Fundamentals of Acoustic

to the primary ultrasonic spike. An additional evidence of Emission, edited by K. Ono (UCLA School of EngineeringLm Angeles,
such a complexity is given by the fact that, at high frequen- 1978), p. 309.
cies, the recorded signal needs to be strongly averaged in IM. Guyot, T. Merceron, and V. Cagan, Phys. Let. A 120, 64 (1987).
order to produce relatively smooth curves, while it can be lJ. Mohamad. L Zammit-Mangion, E. F. Lambson, and G. A. Saunders,

o. Phys. Chem. Solids 43, 749 (1982).
directly reproduced at very low frequencies. 'L. J. Zammit-Mangion and G. A. Saunders. J. Phys. C 17,2825 (1984).

In any event, whatever the physical origin of the AE 8M. Guyot and A. Globus, Phys. Status Solidi B $9, 447 (1973).

may be--non-18(' DW motion
3"4 or DW creation/annihila- 9M. Guyot, Ph.D. thec d'Etat (Paris, 1975).

tyM. Guyot and A. Globus, J. Phys. C 1, 157, (1977).
tion'S-is there any possibility of DW dynamical changes in "0. A. Bartenev, V. A. Khamitov, and E. A. Gorkunov, Instrum. Exp.
the observed frequency range? For metal, the answer is posi- Tech. 27, 205 (1964).

tive if looking at the loop changes (refer to Figs. 2 and 3). It '2R. Rajan, D. C. Jiles, and P. K. Rastogi, IEEE Trans. Mag. MAG-22,

is known that in soft ferromagnetic conductors the number 511 (1986).
'in he authors are in debt to Dr. R. Krishnan who kindly supplied some

of DW increases with the magnetizing frequency. " For insu- amorphous ribbon samples.
lators, although we do not observe any change of the loop -1. H. Hailer and J. J. Kramer, J. Appl. Phys. 41,1034 (1970).
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Modified magnetic properties in laser welded materials
N. Smith and R. Bird
IBM Corporation. Informaton Products Division, 1001 W. T Harris Boulevard West,Charlotte, North Carolina 28257

The magnetic properties of laser welded magnetic materials can be modified by selecting
material composition, and by setup parameters. The modification depended upon the original
material composition, annealed coercive force, and the size of the weld size. Original grain
boundaries were reformed in the silicon iron samples only, which also had the smaller increase
in coercive force. The coercive force of cobalt-vanadium iron with a lower initial value was
increased more than similar samples with a higher initial coercive force value. Double welds
doubled the increase in coercive force of single welds. Magnetic fields of the intensity used in
this test were not found to have a large effect upon the changes in coercive force due the laser
welding process. In prior tests, stronger alternating magnetic fields reduced coercive force in
cobalt-vanadium iron alloys.

I. INTRODUCTION the magnetic properties, as functions of (I) materials, (2)
Prior experiments joined highly permeable, high-satu- material condition, (3) size of welds, and (4) surrounding

ration level magnetic material to thin, high-strength nickel magnetic fields.
iron alloy by means of pulsed laser welding (see Table I).
The advantages of a filler material as shown by Banas' were 1I. METHOD OF TESTING
achieved by tactical relative positioning of the parts in a simi- Four lots of soft magnetic materials of the same shape
lar way to that shown by Saifi and Vahaviolos2 such that were tested. From each lot parts were selected for five differ-
excess material from the upper part flowed into the junction, ent magnetic field conditions forming a 4 X 5 test matrix.
forming fillets, thereby raising the section modulus and thus Each part was individually identified and measured for coer-
reducing the induced stresses below the endurance limit of cive force. Each part was laser "welded"' in magnetic fields
the material in the fused junction.3 Figure 1 illustrates a as shown and then remeasured for coercive force. The aver-
cross section of the setup, and Fig. 2 illustrates a cross sec- age change and standard deviation. Parts from each group
tion of a resulting weld. were sectioned, etched to show grain boundaries, and photo-

Remaining stresses from the welds are primarily tensile, graphed.
tangential to the weld circle, and as noted by Moses and
Thomas4 are beneficial to the B/H relationship in this re- III. DESCRIPTION OF TEST APPARATUS
gion. The resulting detrimental compressive stresses at the Samples were welded in a fixture (see Fig. 4) with coil
center ' are minimized due to distance from the path of high windings, connected as shown below. As the fixture was
flux density. moved in a circular motion the laser fired downward at the

Analysis of our prior laser welding fabrication experi-
mtents for minimum coercive force showed, within some
welds, the original grain boundaries had been reestablished
after the welding. See Fig. 3. Assemblies, held in place by dc: so

magnetic fields at the time of welding, did not function well Mn. Laor PathLe1- Struct-r

at high cyclic rates. Conversely, assemblies held in place by .
high-frequency alternating magnetic fields at the time of
welding, performed well.

From the above experience a second matrix of tests were F--

configured to simulate the welds and quantify the changes in

TABLE 1. Prior weld junction experiments.

Magnetic materials

Ma-etic field CoYe Sipe

120 kHz X X
10 kHz X
I kHz X X

Stedy X I
Earth X X

FIG. I. Cross section of magnetic retention weld setup.
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FIG. 2. Prior experiment showing
typical laser welded junction (d4z

VV ~ (bOX).

top of the test part forming a ring of overlapping spotwelds
(see Fig. 5).

A. Laser I. D. and parameters:

JK Model 702 400 W Neodymium doped: YAG laser.

Pulse duration 0.003 s
Pulse Rate 4.5 Hz
Energy/Pulse 1.0 J FIG. 4. Cross section of test part weld positioning fixture.

Pulses/Part 54.0
Weld Spot Diameter 0.4 mm

Quenched, machined, and annealed
B. Coil power source Initial H, = 0.95-1.15 Oe

1. 100 kHz: 18 V peak to peak To be welded around both ends

2. 10 kHz: 15.5 V peak to peak V. RESULTS OF TEST
3. 1 kHz: 6.4 V peak to peak
4. dc power source: set at 4 V The average increase in coercive force and the corre-

sponding standard deviation for each group of the 4 X 5 ma-
IV. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS TESTED trix are shown in Table II. All of the parts in Lot No. 2

Samples were 2.06 mm diam x 3.00 mm length. exhibited the reestablishment of the original grain boundar-
ies within the welds after the welding process. Figure 6 illus-

Lot No I: Co (48.75%)V( 1.90%)Fe(Balance) trates a typical weld cross section. The increase in coercive
force for this lot was smaller than for any of the other threeQuenched, machined, and annealedlts

Initial H, = 0.75 - 0.95 Oe Figure 7 illustrates a typical weld cross section of Lot
To be welded around one end only No. 1, which was also similar to Lots 3 and 4. None of the

Lot No. 2: Si(2.50% )Fe(Balance) parts in these lots exhibited reestablished grain boundaries.
Machined and annealed The actual confinement of the detrimental effects of theInitial H, = 0.35-0.55 Oe weld to the proximity of the weld was verified by subsequent
To be welded around one end only experiment in which approximately 0.3 mm of the weld end

of the test part was polished away and the part remeasured

Lot No. 3: Same as Lot No. I except: for coercive force, at which time it was determined that its

Quenched, machined, and annealed preweld value had been restored.

Initial H. = 1.55-.75 Oe
To be welded around one end only

Lot No. 4: Same as Lot No. I except:

FIG. 5. Circular pattern of overlapping laser
spotwelds.

FIG. 3. Prior experiment showing
reestablbhed grain boundaries
(200x).
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TABLE I. Increase in coercive force (O). VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Materials Of CoVFe parts Lot No. 3 had a lower increase in coer-
cive force, Lot No. I had a lower final final value due to its

Lot Lot Lot Lot lower initial value (see Fig. 6). The shorter radius of the
No. I No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 Ave. laser path' resulted in shallower welds traversing only the

Magnetic CoVFe SiFe CoVFe CoVFe for
field H = 0.85 H - 0.45 H = 1.65 H = 1.05 CoVFe edge of the flux loop. This, the omitting of the adjoining

magnetic structural member and a lower ac drive voltage,
100 kHz ave. 0.435 0.238 0.362 0.929 0.573 reduced the flux density of the weld losing most of the bene-
I8v sigma 0.032 0.041 0.016 0.102 fits of the alternating magnetic field as compared to the prior

lOkHz ave. 0.443 0.237 0.351 0.882 0.558
15.5 V sigma 0.064 0.031 0.027 0.063 set of experiments.
I kHz ave. 0.387 0.271 0.277 0.898 0.520
6.4 V sigma 0.031 0.025 0.020 0.070
Steady ave. 0.422 0.205 0.327 0.935 0.561

4 V sigma 0.036 0.015 0.044 0.057 VII. CONCLUSIONS
Earth ave. 0.433 0.228 0.293 0.852 0.526

sigma 0.040 0.059 0.049 0.096 The same materials with lower coercive forces are de-
graded more by a given welding process than those with

Average increase 0.424 0.235 0.322 0.899 higher coercive forces: In Table II compare Lots 1 and 3;
Final value 1.27 0.68 1.97 1.95 also see Fig. 6. The size of a weld on a given part causes a

degradation approximately proportional to its volume: In
Table II compare Lots I and 4. The reestablishment of grain

boundaries within the weld was conditional upon material

composition: Fig. 7 versus Fig. 8.
High flux densities within the welds accentuate the dif-

ferences between the results of dc fields and alternating

fields: prior experiments versus Table II. The advantages of
FIG 6. Weld damage to CoVFe in Oe. alternating fields (over no fields) are not as pronounced as

the disadvantages of dc fields: Prior experiments.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Further experimentation is needed to determine flux

FIG. 7. Lot 2: typical weld section
and reestablished grain boundaries ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
(200x). The authors wish to acknowledge M. A. Elkins, IBM

Metallurgist, R. C. Grose, Technician, James M. White,
Physicist, for suggestions and comments; and vendor engi-
neers and technicians for laser welding and instrumentation.

Aftr Welding

Before Welding

S1.65

2 1.27 Lot #1

1.0

0.85 'M. Banas, Opt. Fng. 17, 210 (1978).
I 

1
A. Saifi and S. J. Valtaviolos, IEEE Quantum Electron. QE-12 129

0.5 (1976).

'The results of this achievement are essential for using high-quality soft
magnetic materials together with high strength structural alloys to fabri-
case high performance electromagnetic devices.

0.5 'A. .Mons and B. Tho8m0 Prot. IEEE 122,761 (1975).
S ror. Welding I'The adjoining part was omitted in the test, and the top of the test part was

lowered by the thickness of the adjoining part, thus keeping the Sm step
FIG. 8. Lots 1, 3, and 4: typical weld section and interrupted grain boundar- between the top surfaces. The radius of the circular path of the laser was
ies (200X). reduced to keep all of the laser heated areas on the top end of the teat part.
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rf sputtered CoCr for magnetography
D. Jeanniot, J. C. Bouchand, and G. SacheBull S A., Botte Postale 53, 78340 Les Clayes-SousBou, France

In order to improve the resolution in the inking of the dots, vertical anisotropy media
configuration is applied to magnetography. The magnetization transition zone length between
the dot and the nonmagnetized drum is hoped to be shorter than in the longitudinal
configuration. Some preliminary inking tests were successfully carried out on plane samples. A
specially designed sputtering group was built for the deposition of CoCr layers. The substrates
are full-size drums (diameter = 10 cm, length = 40 cm) and the CooCr2o target is a cylinder
(diameter = 20 cm, length = 50 cm) around the drum. In this paper, the first results obtained
with this group are described. The dispersion of the properties of the CoCr layer around the
drum is less than 10%. The whole incident power range (up to 15 kW) was scanned. The
deposition rate continuously increases with increasing incident power (P.) up to 9 kW. This
rate saturates after 9 kW to a value of 20 A/s. As in the planar diode sputtering system, the
vertical anisotropy of CoCr thin films is improved when high P. values are used. For these
reasons, the optimal incident power was determined as 9 kW. These results show, for the first
time, that a dry process could be used for the deposition of a magnetographic medium on a
drum.

I. INTRODUCTION voltages (Vk and V., respectively), the argon pressure

Magnetic printing has been thought of and developed 2  (PA,) and the thickness of the layer (tc.,r). An example of
along time ago. A compact magnetographic printer has been the resulting variations is given on Fig. 3. The three former
developed since 1980. The working elements of the printer parameters were then chosen in order to get the highest ver-
are the magnetic drum and the recording head. Both are tical magnetic anisotropy. Although the optimal thickness
shown in Fig. 1. The principle of this technology is roughly was found to be about 1 im, the thickness was increased to
the same as in magnetic recording. 2 The main elements of l0 ym for the magnetographic application. The correspond-
the machine are described in Fig. 2. Some years before, the ing hysteresis loops are shown in Fig. 4: the vertical magnetic
perpendicular (or vertical) magnetic recording had begun anisotropy is lowered, but it still remains. Then, some en-
to be developed by many laboratories.3 The most efficient couraging inking tests were carried out which will not be
configuration of the vertical recording on rigid disks was described here.
found to be the double recording-layer-single-sided mono-
pole-type head couple. This configuration was adapted to III. DEPOSITION APPARATUS, PROCESS, AND
magnetography.4 On the other hand, the most convenient PROPERTIES

alloy for the vertical magnetic recording medium was found After this first step, a rf sputtering group was specially
to be the cobalt-chromium alloy. In this paper are described designed to deposit CoCr thin films on the real working ele-
the first results of a new elaboration method of the drum. ment of the machine, i.e., the full-size drum. The cathode

and the drum are water-cooled and the composition of the
II. PLANAR CONFIGURATION EXPERIMENTS target is CosoCr2o. The schematics of this new sputtering

In order to study the behavior of rf diode CoCr thin group is represented on Fig. 5 and the main deposition pa-
films, some depositions were carried out on planar samples rameters are summarized in the Table I. A cylindrical and
(Table 1). The evolution of magnetic and structural proper- removable shield lies between the cathode and the drum dur-
ties with deposition parameters was studied.' The four pa-
rameters that were studied were the cathode and the bias

Ic. ./Er"sn

cell t l

coil cani. n

1119co rin/pin.in

FIG. I. Heed-medium couple for osanetogerphy (Ref. 2). F10.2. Magneogmphic printer cms section (Ref 2).
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TABLE 1. Deposition conditions in the planar and cylindrical configura- P iUARY VtCUM CHAMBERdons 
CoCr TARGET F _ IGSIL

SPlanar Cylidia USRT RI

Cathode shape disk cylinder
diameter (cm) 20 20

length (cm) ... so

Substrate shape disk cylinder o

diameter (cm) 13 10Composition glass FeNi/Al VAL~VE

Etching incident power P. (W/cm
2
) 2.31 1.43 MG STEM

of the Argon pressure P., (mTorr) 11.5 10
cathode operating time t (min) 30 48 FIG. 5. Scheme of the vacuum chamber for the cylindrical configuration rf

energy t XP, (109 erg/cm
2
) 41.6 41.6 sputtering group.

Etching incident power P, (W/cm
z
) 2.31 0.046 (1 = 0)

of the Argon pressure P, (mTorr) 11.5 100
substrate operating time t (min) 6 70 (AP.) ing the pre-etching of both of them. A rf power supply is used

energy t XP, (10' erg/cm
2
) 8.3 8.3 for the pre-etching and the deposition from the cathode and

CoCr incident power P. (W/cm
2

) 3.4 2.4 a dc power supply is only used to sputter-etch the drum
deposition Argon pressure P., (mTorr) 5 10 substrate. Prior to deposition, the vacuum chamber was

deposition rate R (Als) 9.26 9.77 pumped out until the pressure became lower than 5 x 10'

Torr. Then the CoCr cathode was pre-etched in the condi-

tions that are described in Table I.

The second step of the process was the dc etching of the
drum. The variations of the intensity of the current passing

through the plasma when the applied voltage is increased are

siS1 plotted in Fig. 6 for different PA,. The variation of the ap-
ta mplied power with the etching time is plotted on the Fig. 7.

150 This power obviously stabilizes after 20 min and we think
25 that this time corresponds to the end of the etching of the

100 superficial oxide layer.
100 * The third and last step of the process was the deposition

20 of the CoCr layer. In order to increase the deposition rate
so (R), we increased the incident power (P.,) from 0 to 15 kW.

The relation between these two parameters is represented in
Fig. 8. The usual linear relation holds until P. = 9 kW; after

1.5 2 VK

FIG. 3. Perpendicular hysteresis loop squareness (S,) and x-ray diffraction

ratio ',,'uvs cathode voltage in the planar configuration. VWi35,.Ti

2

FIG. 6. Variations of the

2.5 applied voltage ( ) vs the
current intensity (I) dur-
ing the pre-etching of the

(1.u.J b drum for different argon
a pressures.

0.5

0.1 0.2 0.3 04 . I4

5 H (kc1

Pw
(w)

250-

FIG. 7. Evolution of the in-
cident power (P,) with the

200 : etching time of the drum.

FIG. 4. Perpendicular hysteresis loops of two CoCr layers deposited in the
planar configuration with different thicknesses. (a) tc , I /Am and (b) 150

tc = - 9.8pem. -tns
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20 .... 400 I.4i

300

200

1010

3 6 9 12

FIG. 8. Deposition rate (R) and reflected power on the drum (P,) vs

incident power (P.) during the deposition of the CoCr layer.

this value, the deposition rate saturates. Figure 8 also indi-
cates that the reflected power sharply increases after 9 kW; FIG. 10. VSM hysteresis loops of a CoCr layer deposited in the cylindrical
then, thermal losses increase. The optimal value of P. was configuration.
chosen as 9 kW.

A typical x-ray diffraction diagram is shown in Fig. 9, known and a bias voltage would improve the properties of
Although this layer is structurally well oriented, its magnet- the layer.
ic properties do not reveal a vertical orientation. The corre-
sponding vibrating-sample magnetometer (VSM) hystere- IV. CONCLUSIONS
sis loops are represented in Fig. 10. The fact that those two
properties do not fit could be atrributed to the heating of the Based on planar configuration results, a specially de-

substrate during the deposition. These results clearly show signed rfsputtering group has been built for the deposition of

that the properties of rf sputtered CoCr have to be improved, thick CoCr layers ( 10 pm) on full-size drums for a mag-

To complete this first study, some parameters have to be netographic printer. In spite of such large thicknesses, the

optimized: the optimal CoCr thickness still remains un- vertical magnetic anisotropy still exists in the plane films.
The crucial point of the deposition process was the pre-etch-
ing of the substrate. Then, the incident power was optimized
for the deposition of CoCr. The deposited layers are struc-

(002) turally well oriented, but the heating of the substrate during
the deposition is thought to be responsible for their weak

IL vertical magnetic anisotropy. The temperature of the drum,
bias voltage and thickness of the layer must be optimized for
magnetography. This study has shown, for the first time,
that a magnetographic drum can be obtained by a dry depo-
sition process.
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Hard Magnets and Applications E. B. Boltich, Chairperson

Prediction of magnetic phase diagrams of selected (R,,R )2 Fe14B systems
E. B. Boltich, F. Pourarian, R. T. Obermyer,a ) S. G. Sankar, and W. E. Wallace
MEMS Department and Magnetics Technology Center, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 15213

Preliminary experiments on (Tm.Dy- )2Fe, 4B have suggested the presence of axial, conical
and planar regions in the magnetic phase diagram. Here we report the magnetic phase diagram
for this and other mixed rare-earth systems, as predicted by second-order crystal field theory.
The specific systems considered were those containing (Er or Tin) and (Pr, Tb, or Dy). It is

shown that in these systems, which contain two rare-earth ions of opposite second-order
Stevens coefficients, the occurrence of all three regions can be accounted for by second-order
crystal field theory. The shapes of the phase boundaries are discussed in terms of the
stabilization energies of the various rare earth ions. In particular, it was found that the
relatively strong temperature dependence of the stabilization energies of Pr and Tm is
responsible for low-temperature contractions of the planar and axial phases, respectively. This
temperature dependence is attributed to the weaker exchange interaction [ (g - I )J < I ]
experienced by these ions.

INTRODUCTION CALCULATIONAL DETAILS

One of the most technologically important and funda- The multi-ion model employed in the present calcula-
mentally interesting features of the R 2T, 4B class of coin- tion is described in detail elsewhere.

7 
The crystal field coeffi-

pounds is their easy direction of magnetization (see, for ex- cients of the various ions considered were scaled from those
ample, Ref. 1). It is presently known that these systems of Er

3
", according to the (r

2
)'s and a's." The resulting ra-

exhibit two distinct types of spin reorientations, types I and tios are given in Table I, along with the other relevant pa-
2. The former, which is an intrinsic characteristic of the rare- rameters (taken from Ref. 7).
earth ion, occurs in Nd and Ho compounds and is a conse- The same multi-ion model was used to calculate the
quence of higher-order crystal field term?

3 
The latter, with stabilization energies SE(0) and SE (90), of the various

which the present work is concerned, is the result of a con- rare-earth sublattices. These stabilization energies are
petition between the anisotropies of various sublattices defined as [E(O = 0%0 = 0) - E(6 = 45, = 0')] and
(e. g., rare earth and transition metal). 4  

[E(O = 90',0 = (f) - E(O 45%0 = 0 ) ], respectively,
It has previously been shown that many phenomena as- where 0 and 0 are the polar and azimuthal angles specifying

sociated with type 2 spin reorientations can be explained the orientation of the exchange field with respect to the c axis
directly by second-order crystal field theory. Among these and the a-c plane.
are the following: (I) the composition dependence of the
spin reorientation temperature, T,, in the systems RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(Er.Gd I )2Fe 4B, (Er.Y, _) 2Fe 4B, and The predicted magnetic phase diagrams of
(Er. Pr, - )2Fe,4B (Refs. 5-7); (2) the increase in the mag- (TmPr, - )2FeI4B, (Er.Dy, - )2Fe,4 B, and
netization of Er 2Fe, 4B above T, (Refs. 6 and 8); (3) the (Tm.Dy, -. )2Fe,4B are shown in Figs. 1-3. The phase dia-
rare-earth magnetic structures of Er2Fe, 4B and Tm2Fe, 4B grams of the Th systems are, for all practical purposes, iden-
below T, (Refs. 6, 7, and 9); and (4) the presence, in the
magnetic phase diagram of (Er.PrI -) 2Fe, 4B, of axial,
conical, and planar regions.3 The presence of this planar
phniase ind paearamsgiof' mied rreeaeofthiyss haas TABLE 1. Parameters employed in calculation of magnetic phase dia-phase in the phase diagrams of mixed rare-earth systems has grams.
recently been observed in preliminary experiments on the
system (TmDy ,_E , )2Fe 4B.'

5  
B° (Erf) =0.370K B'(Pr) - 3.49 B,(Er)

The primary objectives of the present work are to pre- B (Erf) = - 0.165 K" B -(Th) = - 4.527 B,-(Er)
dict the magnetic phase diagrams of other mixed rare-earth B' (Erg) = 0.344 K B 2(Dy) = - 2.725 B,(Er)
systems exhibiting type 2 spin reorientations, and to corre- R '(Erg) = 0.679 K* B,(Tm) = 3.822 B '(Er)
late the various features observed with individual ion prop- 21jpHe, I = 378 K
erties. The particular systems chosen are those of the type K (42 K) 7.05 X 10 erg/cm'
(R.R -_ )2FeI4B, with R = Er and Tm, and R'= Pr, Th, 4
and Dy. K,, (300 K) = 10.2 X 106 erg/cm3

Permanent address: Physics Department, The Pennsylvania State Uni- 'The signs of the nonaxial terms refer to the basal plane atoms, with the X
verity, McKeesport, PA 15132. axis taken along I 110].
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(Tmx Pr- _Fe4 B (Tmx D Y) 
Fe 4 

B

300 300

200 A / 200
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C
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10

FIG. I. Predicted magnetic phase diagram of the system
(Tm,Pr )2Fe,4B. FIG. 3. Predicted magnetic phase diagram of the system

(Tm.Dy, ,Fe.,B.

tical to their Dy analogs and are, therefore, not shown. That which is dominant at high temperatures." Similarly, since
this should be so, is evidenced by the fact that the stabiliza- Er3

" and Tm" + exhibit planar anisotropy in the Nd,Fe,4B
tion energies, SE(0) and SE(90), of these two ions are notonly of similar magnitude, but also possess similar tempera- structure, compositions sufficiently rich in these elements
ture dependencies, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The phase were found to become planar in the low temperature regime,
diagram of (Erpn a )hFe4B is presented in Ref p 6. where the rare-earth anisotropy is dominant. Conversely,

diagam f (rP1  ).e,4 ispreente inRef 6. compositions rich in the axis seeking rare earths (Pr3
Although these calculated phase diagrams should not Tb3 

oman reaine axia at ra res.
be considered entirely quantitative, due to the various ap- Tb , and Dy ) remained uniaxial at all temperatures.

proximations involved, their qualitative features are consis-

tent with existing experimental data [e.g., the presence of the daries are strongly characteristic of the rare earth species

conical phase in (Er Pr, - ),Fe4B and the apparent pres- present. As can be inferred from the Figs. 1-3, the shape of
ence of the planar phase in (TmDy, .Severalof the cone-axis phase boundary is correlated with the rare

-)Fe4 B] earth ion having the positive Stevens coefficient (Er" and
the more significant aspects of these diagrams are discussed Tm

3  ) In the Er containing systems the uniaxial state was

below.
All of the diagrams show the axial state to be stable at predicted to be stable at all temperatures, for compositions

sufficiently high temperatures, throughout the entire com- with x<0.5. This feature is in agreement with the ex-
psffitiont ranhi fepatures, ttribghut t the naia c periments on both (ErPr, ) 2Fe,4 B and
position range. This feature is attributable to the uniaxial (Er.,Dy, . )2Fe 4B. 6" 3 

In contrast, in the Tm systems, the
anisotropy of the Fe sublattice (as evidenced by Y2Fe,,B), conical state was found to exist for all compositions with

x>0.1, in agreement with preliminary me,!surements on

(Erx0y 1 - )2 Fe,,8

300

200 -- ,

so

A 0 o
too-

Sp
-_80

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X 0 100 200 300

T (K)

FIG. 2. Predicted magnetic phase diagram of the system FIG. 4. Stabilization energy, SE(0), of various rare.earth ions in the
(ErDy, , FeB, NdFe,,B structure.
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[(g -l)J= -] experienced by P"'.
S- g Finally, it should be noted that, according to second-

order crystal field theory, the occurrence of an extended con-
ical phase requires the presence of two different rare-earth

Tb
.- ions having opposite second-order Stevens coefficients. ThisS80-

o Pis conjectured from similar calculations for the system
" (Er.Y - )2Fe14B, which show the conical state to be stable

01 only over a narrow band.
In conclusion, it is noted that second-order crystal field

E, theory predicts the occurrence of axial, conical and planar

- To regions in the magnetic phase diagrams of (R. R; )2Fe 14 B
T _systems, where R = Er or Tm and R' = Pr, Tb, or Dy. Ex-

0 00 200 300 perimental observations on the systems (Er, Pr, - ),Fe, 4B,
T (K) (Er.Dy I )2Fe. 4 B, and (TmDy I )2Fe 4B tend to sup-

port these predictions. However, in the final analysis, de-
FIG. 5. Stabilization energy, SE(90), of various rare-earth ions in the tailed single-crystal work is necessary.
Nd,Fe14B structure.
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Spin reorientation In (Y1 _Sm) 2 Fe 14B
Chin Lin, Zun-Xiao Liu, Yun-Xi Sun, Zheng-Hua Lou, and Bayinqilao
Department of Physic& Peking University, Beijing, People's Republic ofChina

Magnetization measurements have been made on (Y, - Sm, )2Fe14B compounds with x(<0.1
over the temperature range from 1.5 K to room temperature. The c axis is the easy
magnetization direction for pure Y2Fe 4B at all temperatures, reflecting the anisotropy of the
Fe sublattice. X-ray diffraction analyses on aligned powders indicate that all samples studied
have easy magnetization direction parallel to the c axis at room temperature. The addition of
Sm results in a decrease of anisotropy at room temperature. At low temperatures it induces a
spin reorientation in all systems studied. A transition to planar anisotropy is observed for
x = 0.08 and 0.1.

INTRODUCTION substituted by Sm, small amounts of Sm can affect the an-

A spin reorientation has been observed in Nd2Fe, 4 B isotropy greatly. With decreasing temperature, the anisotro-

at about 135 K. Several models"
- 

have been proposed py of the Fe sublattic decreases slightly, while the anisotropy
to explain this behavior. These explanations are not of Sm increases steeply. The resultant anisotropy of the Sm
completely convincing and clear. Investigations on and Fe sublattices varies significantly with temperature.
Nd 2(FeI - 0Co ) ,4B

5 
showed the effect of 3d sublattice an- Spin reorientation were observed in all substituted

isotropy on the spin reorientation. The spin reorientation (Y, -. Sm,) 2Fe 4B samples.

observed in Er2Fe, 4B and Tmz2 Fe 4B
6 

at high temperature is
of a different nature and can be completely accounted for in EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
terms of rare-earth and transition-metal anisotropy compe- Samples of (Y, -,Sm, )2Fe 4B with x<0. 1 were pre-
tition.' Recently, Koon et al.' reported the spin reorienta- pared by arc melting under a purified argon atmosphere.
tion in Y8 Ere.2 Fe14B single crystal. The magnetization be- The samples were annealed in vacuum for several hours at
gins to rotate slowly away from the c axis near 90 K, and 900 °C and quenched. X-ray diffraction analyses on pow-
forms a canting angle of 78 from the c axis at 40 K and dered samples showed that the samples have the tetragonal
below. R 2Fet 4B structure.'0

Sm 2Fe,4B has strong planar anisotropy.9 
The [ 100] di- Powdered samples were aligned in a magnetic field of 10

rection is the easy magnetization direction. In Y 2Fe 4B the kOe at room temperature and fixed in epoxy resin. X-ray
easy magnetization direction is parallel to the c axis. The diffraction analyses on aligned powders indicate that all
absolute value of anisotropy constant of Sm2Fe14B is larger samples studied have easy magnetization direction parallel
than that of Y 2Fe1 4B by an order of magnitude. When Y is to the c axis of the tetragonal structure at room temperature.

Magnetization curves were measured with the measuring
field applied parallel (or,,) and perpendicular (,) to the
alignment direction over the temperature range from 1.5 to
300 K. The modified Sucksmith-Thomson method" was

150 6.

loo
600

Ile50

FIG. t. Magnetization 2 = / 0.60 6//
ISO 1 curves parallel (a,I and too-

perpendicular (a,) to the
600 alignment direction at dif-

to. ferent temperatures for 60
(b)Y, .nS ) 1Fe,B. Solid 60.

0 lines are for a,, dashed ,oo..7 -

.1.5 K lines are for a,. (a) 2o[
650 - x =0.04; (b) and (c) 50 600 650 200 250 500

It -0.10. T (K)

50
(01 0-..6 FIG. 2. Temperature dependencies of the magnetization parallel (a,,) and

0 o zo 0o perpendicular (a, ) to the alignment direction in a field of 2 kOe for
SMO.)" .(Y, S ,Sm),Fe,4Bwith x =0.O4andO.10.
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200 5

FIG. 3. Composition depen-
- to *dence of the spin reorienta- K2

tion temperature for 2 K,
(Y, _Sm. )2 Fe,4B.

0 .02 . 'A 0.06 0.0s o.t09 0.10

T 2,

. .0.04

-3

FIG. 5. Temperature dependencies of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
constants K, and K2 for (Y,. Sm )2Fe,,B. with x = 0.04 and 0.10. Solid

used to determine the magnetocrystalline anisotropy con- lines are for K,, dashed lines are for K2.
stants K, and K 2. A correction for the nonalignment was
carried out in the calculation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Magnetization curves parallel and perpendicular to the
alignment direction at different temperatures for x = 0.04

and 0.10 are plotted in Fig. 1. When temperature decreases
from 300 to 112 K, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the
sample with x = 0.1 decreases. The sample becomes almost
isotropic at 112 K, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The easy magneti- reflects the anisotropy of the Fe sublattice. On the other
zation direction rotates to the basal plane at lower tempera- hand, Sm has strong planar anisotropy. It increases steeply
tures. The anisotropy of the sample with x = 0.04 decreases when the temperature decreases. The resultant anisotropy of

monotonically with decreasing temperature. the sample is determined by the competition between the
Temperature dependencies of the magnetization paral- anisotropies of the Sm and the Fe sublattices. The anisotropy

lel and perpendicular to the alignment direction in a field of2 of the Fe sublattice is dominant at room temperature for
kOe forx = 0.04 and 0.1 are shown in Fig. 2. The spin reor- x<0.1. The samples exhibit easy c axis, When temperature-
ientation temperatures T, were obtained from the inflection decreases, the anisotropy of Sm increases steeply and be-
points in the (a) curves. Figure 3 shows the composition comes dominant at 1.5 K for x = 0.08 and 0.1. These sam-
dependence of the spin reorientation temperature. T in- ples exhibit planar anisotropy at 1.5 K. Spin reorientation
creases gradually with increasing the Sm content. takes place when temperature decreases from room tem-

Compositio lependence of the magnetocrystalline an- perature to 1.5 K. For a smaller amount of Sm, the planar
isotropy constants K, and K 2 at 300 K are shown in Fig. 4. anisotropy of Sm is comparable with c axis anisotropy of the
At 300 K, K, and K 2 decrease gradually as the Sm content Fe sublattice at 1.5 K, resulting a canting angle between the
increases. Temperature dependencies of K, and K2 for easy magnetization direction and the c axis.
x = 0.04 and 0.1 are shown in Fig. 5. With decreasing tem-
perature, K, becomes negative and a spin reorientation takes ACKNOWLEDGMENT
place. The canting angle 0 between the easy magnetization This work was supported by the National Natural
direction and the c axis was obtained from the relation Science Foundation of China.
sin 0 = ( - K,/2K2 ) "

2
. The canting angle is about 10' at

1.5 K for x = 0.04.
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Spin reorientation in substituted Nd 2Co 17 compounds
H. Y. Chen, S. G. Sankar, and W. E. Wallace
Carnegie Mellon University, Mellon Institute and Department of Metallurgical Engineering and Materials
Science. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15213

Nd2Co17 alloy exhibits a saturation magnetization about 30% higher than that of Sm 2Co17 at
room temperature. However, the former is not a useful material for permanent magnet

fabrication due to its basal plane anisotropy near room temperature. In this study, an attempt
is made to investigate the effect of partial substitution of Nd2Co17 with other elements. In
particular, alloys of the compositions Nd 2 - xSmCo13Fe4 and Nd2Co 3Fe4 - T T (where

T = Zr or Mn) have been examined. The results obtained in this investigation show several
interesting trends in the behavior of these alloys. Substitution of - 20% Sm in

Nd2 - , Sm, Co 3 Fe 4 decreases the spin-reorientation temperatures from 613 to 224 K. Further,
an increase in x up to 1.0 causes only a moderate decrease in the saturation magnetization but
results in a considerable enhancement of the anisotropy field. Typical thermomagnetic curves

of Nd2Co 1 Fe 4 _ - T (T = Zr,Mn) exhibit spin-reorientation temperatures. These results are

discussed in terms of preferential substitution of Zr or Mn in this system.

I. INTRODUCTION these compounds were single phase. The saturation magneti-

R 2 Co, 7 compounds exhibit higher Curie temperatures zation and the anisotropy field were measured using a PAR

than the RCo 5 analogs and for the light rare earths, the for- vibrating sample magnetometer. For the latter experiments,

mer materials possess comparable or slightly greater satura- the aligned samples were prepared by fixing the powders

tion magnetization.' Hence, on the basis of only these con- ( 
< 37 ,pm) in paraffin wax in an external magnetic field

siderations, R 2Co17 compounds are attractive for the ( -20 kOe). The Curie temperature Tc and the spin-reor-

development of permanent magnets. However, a third and ientation temperature Tr were determined by measuring the

equally important criterion for the fabrication of permanent temperature dependence of magnetization at low external

magnets is the magnitude and direction of magnetocrystal- magnetic field ( <0.5 kOe) in the temperature range 4.2-

line anisotropy. Techniques for the manipulation of magne- 1200 K.

tocrystalline anisotropy by various substitutions in the rare-
earth-transition-metal compounds were developed by,
among others, Ray and Strnat

2 
and Schaller et al.

3

Specifically, Nd2 Co,? exhibits a higher saturation mag- (0)

netization (3 3 .SPs/f.u. at room temperature) in compari- T T
son to Sm 2 Co17 (23.2u 5/f.u.). However, the easy direction NdC

of magnetization for Nd 2 Co 7 prefers the basal plane.
45 

At- 7oF
tempts were made to modify the anisotropy by partial substi-
tution of cobalt with iron

2 and with aluminum
6

; however, " (b)

these results were not encouraging. Partial replacement of x 0..

neodymium with samarium by Lee
7 
resulted in the modifica-

tion of basal plane anisotropy to a more favorable easy c-axis I Nd5 CO1, Fe4 _ Zr5
anisotropy. In the present investigation, the intrinsic mag- -,

netic properties such as saturation magnetization, anisotro- !

py field, Curie temperature and spin-reorientation tempera- C /cl

ture were determined for alloys of the compositions 6 a__

Nd 2C, 3Fe4 -T, (where T = Zr or Mn) and t
Nd 2 ,Sm.Co, 3 Fe4 . The results show that in the former g Nd2 Co 1 Fe4_Mn

case, addition of Zr or Mn results in a preferential occupa- 6

tion in the 2:17 structure. In the latter case, for some compo-
sitions, the magnetic properties are considerably modified. (d)

II. EXPERIMENT

The alloys were melted in an induction furnace in a wa- ( d a C '

ter-cooled copper boat under a purified argon atmosphere, 0 400 800 1200

followed by annealing at 1000 "C in argon for one week. T (K)

Powder x-ray diffraction patterns with chromium radiation FIG. I. Magnetization vs temperature curves for NdCo,,Fe. - T,

and thermomagnetic analyses were performed to ensure that (T = Zr,Mn) and Nd, ,Sm.CoFe, systems.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the Curie temperatures for the concentrations of Mn addi-

A. Nd2Co13Fe 4 _,T, system tions, T,,, does not occur. The effect of Mn substitution on

Typical thermomagnetic curves of Nd2 Co , Fe4 _T, the decrease of T, can also be explained by its preference for
(T = Zr or Mn) are illustrated in Figs. 1 (a)-I (c). It may be the dumbbell sites. Neutron diffraction experiments report-

noted that Nd2 Co 3 Fe4 exhibits two spin reorientations [ see ed by Yang9 lend further support to these conclusions.
Fig. I (a) 1. The anisotropy is planar at temperatures T < T,,
or T> T,,. At any temperature between T, and T,,,, the S. Nd2 _xSm,Co13 Fe4 system
anisotropy is conical. The magnetic phase diagram of this system is shown in

Upon partial substitution of Fe with Zr, the spin-reor- Fig. 2. It may be noted that the spin-reorientation tempera-
ientation temperature Tx, shifts towards lower tempera- ture T, decreases monotonically with increasing x. The
tures, but Tx, is shifted towards higher temperatures [see variation of magnetization as a function of temperature is
Fig. 1 (b) ]. The value of T,, is nearly the same for all three shown in Figs. 1-3. At x > 0.4, the compositions exhibit un-
Zr-substituted samples (x = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3) investigated iaxial anisotropy at room temperature. The latticeconstants,
in this study. This is perhaps related to the preferential occu- saturation moment, anisotropy field, Curie temperature and
pation of Zr atoms. It is reported8 that Zr atoms can be ac- spin-reorientation temperature of this series of compositions
commodated in the 2:17 structure only at the dumbbell sites are given in Table I and are plotted in Figs. 2-4. Several
(6c) and that too only as zirconium-vacancy pairs. All 6c interesting features are worth noting. With increasing sa-
sites will be occupied by the Zr-vacancy pair when x > I in marium content the spin-reorientation temperatures reduce
Nd2 Co13 Fe4 _ -Zr,. However, at values of 0 <x < 1, small rapidly. While the Curie temperature is substantially unaf-
increases, for example, from 0.1 to 0.3, should have very fected, the anisotropy field increases significantly. The satu-
little effect on T,, . This is borne out by experimental obser- ration moment is not very much altered.
vations. It may also be noted that the small spikes between Thus, it is concluded that samarium substitution is
T, and Tx,, in Fig. 1 (b) are due to the unsubstituted por- very effective in altering the magnetic properties of
tions. Nd 2 - Sm, Co1 3 Fe4 alloys.

Similarly, the spin-reorientation temperature Tx, is In conclusion, it is noted that the spin-reorientation
shifted towards lower temperatures when Mn enters the lat- temperature T, cannot be shifted to below room tempera-
tice [see Fig. 1 (c) ]. However, due to the rapid decrease in ture by partial replacement of the transition-metal sublattice

TABLE I. Lattice constants and magnetic properties of Nd, Sm. CoFe,.

Lattice constant T" 77 K T= R.T. r i

Composition a (A) c (A) p, (/ ./f.u.) H (kOe) u. (/u./f.u.) H. (kOe) (K) (K)

Nd2Co,3Fe4  8.457 12.342 36.99 "" 35.00 1113 613
Nd, SmeCoFe. 8.455 12.322 35.29 '" 34.36 . 1126 330
Ndl *Sm04Co13Fe, 8.453 12.316 35.08 ." 31.15 8.8 1126 224
Nd, 4 Snme.Co,,Fe. 8.446 12.306 35.07 "" 33.44 16.3 1132 148
Nd, 2S 0o 5Co.1Fe1 8.439 12.314 34.58 ... 32.60 25.5 1134 57
NdoSm,.oCo. 3 Fe 8.437 12.314 34.13 17.3 32.24 31.2 1137

Nd,Sm, CO,,Fe4 8.436 12.310 33.32 37.2 31.59 41.0 1137 ...

Nd,SmnCo,,Fe. 8.434 12.310 32.44 51.9 31.05 49.3 1143 ..
Sm2Co,,Fe4  8.416 12.308 30.98 59.9 30.06 53.2 1145 ."
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Structure and magnetic properties of quaternary Pr2 _, RCo14B (R=Dy
and Er) systems and their hydrides

F. Pourarian, S. Y. Jiang, S. G. Sankar, and W. E. Wallace
Carnegie Mellon University, Mellon Institute and Magnetic Technology Center, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15213

Single-phase materials of quaternary Pr2 -, R, Co, 4 B (R = Dy or Er), which crystallize in the
Nd2Fel 4B-type tetragonal structure, form for the compositions only up to about x = 1.5.
Measurements of lattice parameters and the bulk magnetization were carried out on these
compounds and their hydrides. Saturation magnetizations M,, magnetic ordering temperatures
T., spin-reorientation temperatures T,, and anisotropy fields were determined. Pr 2Co,4B
exhibits a transition between uniaxial and planar anisotropy, with increasing temperature.
Partial replacement of Dy or Er for Pr in the Pr 2Co 4B lattice reduces the observed T, and HA

values. Substitution with Dy in Pr 2 - , R Co,4 B has a smaller effect than with Er. This behavior
is believed to be a consequence of a stronger crystal field interaction in the Dy-substituted
systems. AD materials investigated were found to absorb about 3.5 hydrogen atoms per
formula unit at an applied pressure of 10 atm. Introduction of hydrogen into the alloy expands
the lattice, changes the magnetic moment of the system slightly and reduces T,, and HA

significantly. This effect is found to be stronger in the Dy-substituted compounds. The
weakening of the 4f-3d exchange interactions relative to crystal field interactions of the 4lions
is considered to be responsible for lowering the anisotropy fields upon hydrogen absorption.
The results obtained for the host and the hydrides are discussed in terms of their proposed
magnetic phase diagram.

INTRODUCTION als is crucial for the fabrication of permanent magnets. One
objective of the present investigation is to study the influence

Single-phase materials of the composition R 2Co,4B of partial substitution in Pr2 - RCo 4B (R = Dy or Er) on
(where R = a rare earth) in the characteristic Nd 2Fe14B the magnetic ordering temperature Tc, the spin reorienta-
structure can be obtained only for rare earths lighter than tion T ,, and magnetic anisotropy field HA. The work also
Dy.' 2 

This may be a consequence of the small size of the R includes the effect of hydrogen on the magnetic characteris-
atoms in these systems. In the quaternary R2  ,Co, B, tics of these alloys.
where R' = Pr (or Nd), it is thought that the amount R'
needed to stabilize the structure is the largest, the smaller the EXPERIMENT
heavy rare earth.

2  
The purities of the starting metals are 99.9% for Pr, Dy,

In the isostructural R 2Fe14B systems the magnetic an- and Er, 99.95% for Co and 99.98% for B. Pr2 -,RCo, 4B
isotropy arises from teo contributions-the 4f sublattice (R = Dy or Er) were prepared by induction melting of the
and the 3d sublattice anisotropies. -5 

The 3d sublattice fa- constituent metals in a water-cooled copper boat under a Ti-
vors an axial anisotropy as in Y2Fe, 4B.

6 
At room tempera- gettered argon atmosphere. As-cast samples were wrapped

ture the 4fanisotropy dominates over the 3d anisotropy in all in a tantalum foil, sealed in a quartz tube, filled with J atmo-
cases where the R atoms are magnetic, but the axial anisotro- sphere or argon gas and annealed at - 900 *C for 14 days. X-
py develops only in the alloys in which the R component has ray diffraction analysis was performed at room temperature
a characteristic negative second-order Stevens coefficient on randomly oriented powders with the use of Rigaku dif-
(aj <0). For R2Co 4B alloys, the 4fsublattice (R = Pr to fractometer and CrKa radiation. Samples with x< 1.5 were
Th) anisotropy is believed to behave similar to that of found to be single phase.
R2Fe:4B systems. However, the contribution from the cobalt The hydrides were obtained by exposing the host mate-
(3d) sublattice gives rise to a planar anisotropy, such as in rials at room temperature to approximately 60 atm of pure
the case of Y 2Co,4 B.1. hydrogen. After an induction period of - 2-3 h, the samples

The influence of hydrogen on the magnetic properties of absorbed hydrogen and were converted to a fine powder
R2Co 4B, R 2Fe 4B or the quaternary Pr2Fe 4 _ -Co.B alloy (~20-50 Am). A portion of the sample was used for the
systems was shown to be remarkable."'- The hydrogen site lattice constant measurements. The method ofhydride prep-
occupation in the lattice undoubtedly has a strong influence aration for x-ray diffraction work is described elsewhere.' 2

on the exchange interactions and the anisotropy fields of the Lattice parameter refinement was performed using a com-
system." puter program based on Cohen's method.

The research investigation devoted to the studies of the The spin-reorientation temperatures T., were deter-
basic magnetic properties of the Pr-based 2:14:1 type materi- mined from the cusp-shaped part of the magnetization M vs
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Tcurves. The Curie temperatures T7 were obtained by plot-
ting M 2 vs Tand extrapolating toM 2 =0. Magnetization ,000.
measurements were carried out at 295 and 77 K with a PAR
vibrating sample magnetometer in external fields up to - 20 00 • 2_xErxtCo,4  800
ke. Saturation magnetizations M were obtained from M pr rCO4 Hy
vs H isotherms, using Honda (M vs I/H) plots. Anisotropy 6

fields HA were determined at 295 and 77 K for powder with - •
4400 I-size - 37 pm which were aligned in wax, by measuring the 400 T.syd 0

easy and hard directions of magnetization. HA values were 200 200
deduced from the extrapolated intersection of these curves.

0 0
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 0 I 2

Structural and intrinsic magnetic data of all alloys of xEr

Pr2 _.Dy.Co, 4B and Pr2 -Er.Co, 4B and their hydrides, FIG. 2. Magnetic phase diagrams of Pr, ErCo14B and the hydrides

with x = 0, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5, are studied in detail. Single- which shows the border between paramagnetic, basal and axial regions.

phase materials of these quaternary alloys were obtained
only for the compositions up tox = 1.5. These alloys crystal- ues. The relatively small change in Tc upon partial replace-
lize in a tetragonal Nd2Fe2 4B-type structure with the space ment of Pr by Er or Dy in Pr2Co, 4 B, in fact, is partly
group P42/mnm. Efforts to prepare stoichiometric attributed to the 4f-3d exchange interactions. Curie tem-
DY2CO1 4B and Er2Co1 4 B systems and also the composition, peratures of the hydrides could not be determined due to
slightly beyond the Co/R ratio 7 (annealed at 900- their decomposition above - 300'C.
1000 °C for a period of 14 days) have proved unsuccessful. Measurements of magnetization M versus temperature
In these instances prepared alloys were found to contain be- T for Pr2 - 5RCo,,B, with x = 0, above room temperature
tween 20% and 30% of the 2:17 material as a second phase. exhibited an anomaly at about 668 K. This phenomenon was
For Pr 2 _-Dy.Co,4 B, the lattice parameters a, c, and the detected from the spikelike shape in M vs T curves. It is
unit cell volume V showed a linear behavior with the in- believed that the effect of competing anisotropies of Pr and
crease in Dy content, while in Er-substituted systems the Co sublattices triggers a spin reorientation 7,, above which
corresponding parameters decrease nonlinearly with the in- the system favors planar anisotropy. Illustrative M vs T
crease in Er concentration. This behavior may partly be a curves of the partially substituted R elements with x = 1, are
consequence of some preferential site occupation of the Er displayed in Fig. 3. Progressive increase in Dy content in
atoms on R (4f or 4g) lattice sites. Pr2 - R5 Co14B series results in a decrease in 7,. This re-

Results of hydrogen absorption revealed that the by- duction is observed to be larger in Er-substituted alloys. This
drides retianed the Nd2Fe,5B-type structure. The absorbed is thought to be a consequence of'a weaker crystal field inter-
hydrogen leads to an increase of 2. 1% to 3.1% in unit cell action in the Er-containing compounds. Figures l and 2 also
volume. The behavior of the dependence of a, c, and V vs R show the proposed magnetic phase diagrams of
content for the hydrides is found to be similar to their corre- Pr2 - Dy Co 4B and Pr 2 - Er. Co 4B systems. As can be
sponding host alloys, seen, T, is linearly dependent on Dy content up to x = 1.5,

The magnetic ordering temperatures Tc of the partially and it varies almost linearly with Er content only up to
substituted alloy system increase linearly, although slightly x = I. For the latter system, Tr decreases drastically at
with the increase in Dy or Er. This is shown in Figs. I and 2. about x > 1 and no effect was observed down to 77 K. A
In this -eries the 3d-3d direct exchange interactions are con- similar linear dependence was also observed in the related
sidered to be strong and mainly determines the high Tc val- partially substituted (Nd,Pr) system."

000 a . I000

8 00 So *- ,-800 Pr/!T o,4 y5o3 0

400- -": - 400

AxioI t
800 Pr2 _ Dy, CoP4

02 400 600 800 0000

x Dy T (K)

FIG. I. Magnetic phase diagram of Pr, ,Dy.Co,.B and the hydrides FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of magnetization, which shows the T,
which shows the border between paramagnetic, basal and axial regions. phenomenon in Pr, ,Dy.Co,,B and the hydrides.
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20 77 K are lowered slightly upon hydrogen absorption. This is
20 in contrast to the behavior observed previously in related

1- R 2Fe,4 B hydrides and the binary RFe2 hydrides.
9
" The

16 ~change in the 3d moment upon hydriding is presumably an

12 -electronic effect, which is related to the electron transfer
from H to the depopulated 3d sub-bands of the transition

8 elements in the systems.
The dependence of the magnetic anisotropy field HA on

4- Dy or Er content in the series is given in Table 11 for the host

Z, •Pr,.,DYCo,,B and the hydrides. For the Pr 2 _ DyCo1 4B series, HA de-in Pr2 Dy0 Co, 4  creases monotonically with x at 77 K and linearly at 295 K.

in 24 D A Ey0 C014 B The decrease in HA for Er-substituted alloys is rather sharp,4 Pr,,Er, Co,4Bl Y relative to the Dy analogs. This behavior is related to the Er

20 \ 6 atom. In this system Er, with a negative Stevens coefficient,
I . favors a planar anisotropy. Hydrogenation has a marked in-

16 - fluence in decreasing the HA values for a particular composi-
7 tion x. Therefore, in these series, hydrogen has a strong ten-

12 A T 77K dency in lowering the axial anisotropy regions. (This
• \reduction is found to be stronger for Pr-rich systems relative

8 - to the Dy or Er-rich compounds.) It is clear that both the
rare earth and the 3d sublattice anisotropies are significantly

4 \ influenced by the hydriding process.
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Magnetic properties of NdDyFeCoAIB alloys
A.S. Kim
I G Technologies Incorporated. 405 Elm Street, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383

The temperature stability of Nd-Fe-B alloy has been improved by the combined addition of Dy
and Co and either Al, Ga, or Nb. However, additions of large amounts of Dy, Al, Ga, and Nb
substantially reduce the B, from that of Nd-Fe-B, and thus reduce overall magnet
performance. This study shows thyt " roperly combined additions of Dy, Co, and Al to
pseudotemary (Nd,Dy)-(Fe,Co,AI)-B compounds improve both temperature stability and
energy density. H 1 and B, increase more than in the alloys modified with Dy, Co, or Al alone.
The H, of the alloys increases almost linearly with Dy content at a rate of about 6.8 kOe/
at. % Dy, when the alloys contain approximately 5-6 at. % Co, and Al and Dy in a ratio of I
to 1.2 Al/Dy. The temperature coefficients ofB, and HI,, and the irreversible losses of
(Nd,Dy)-(Fe,Co,AI)-B alloys are lower than those of the other alloys tested. When compared
to Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-B alloy, the reduced consumption of Dy increases the energy products and
reduces the material cost, without sacrificing temperature stability.

INTRODUCTION alloys examined are (Nd-Dy-Fe-B), -Al, -Co, -Co-Al,

Since Nd-Fe-B compounds'
2 

were discovered to pro- -Co-Ga, -Co-Nb, -Co-Nb-Al, -Co-Nb-Ga, and -Co-Ga-Al.

duce superior magnetic properties, many efforts have been The permanent magnet properties at different temperatures

concentrated on improving their thermal stability. -8 It has were measured with hysteresigraph equipped with a KJS

been shown that combined addition of Dy and either Al or Associates' temperature probe fixture (TPF-1). The irre-

Ga to Nd-Fe-B compounds increase H, more effectively versible losses were measured with a Helmholtz coil and an

than single addition of Dy or Al. 3 4 
However, it does not integrating digital fluxmeter before and after exposure at ele-

increase Curie temperature, or reduce temperature coeffi- vated temperatures for 1.5 h. The microstructures of the
cients ofB, and H,. Studies have also shown that combined samples were examined by a SEM with EDX.

addition of Co and Dy to Nd-Fe-B increases Curie tempera-
ture and enhances temperature coefficients.

5 6 
However, it RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

does not increase H, efficiently, as it requires large quanti- Various Dy, Al, Co, and TRE contents in (Nd,Dy)-
ties of Dy for high coercivity.

4 ' 
Combined additions of Ga (Fe,Co,AI)-B alloys were tested. Figures 1-3 relate the mag-

and/or Nb to Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-B effectively increase both H, netic properties to chemical composition. As shown in Fig.
and temperature stability, although they significantly re- 1, the (Nd,Dy)-(Fe,Co,AI)-B alloy exhibits its maximum
duce B, 4.7.8 Thus, studies were carried out for the purpose of coercivity when Co content ranges between 5 and 6.2 at. %.
preparing a compound, (Nd,Dy)-(Fe,Co,AI)-B, which It is observed that B, is independent of Co content between
would produce both high H,, and B, with reduced tempera- 3.9 and 7.3 at. %. With this in mind, the (Nd,Dy)-
ture coefficients. (Fe,Co,AI)-B alloys in the region of 5-6 at. % of Co are

EXPERIMENT 24

The magnet materials were prepared by the convention-
al powder metallurgy method described elsewhere . The

000

- - 34

4 6A0 1

'0 1,.5 10 IiCL ................. 0---I

FIG. 2. Variation of magnetic properties, for
FIG. I. Variation of magnetic properties, for (Nd, .Dy.)Y(Fe, I Co.AI00 ),, ,B, magnets. asafunctionofDyand
Nd_.Dy,,Fe._, .Co,AlB, alloys, asa function ofCo content. TRE contents.
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FIG. 5. Variation of temperature coefficients of B and H, for

Ndl-Dy-Fe-AI-B and Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-AI-B magnets, depending on tempera-
FIG. 3. Variation of magnetic properties, for parallel pressed ture0(from0C).

Nd'._ Dy, Fe', . AIy Cos B. magnets, as a function of Al and Dy con-
tents.

examined. The variation of magnetic properties for these al-
loys is exhibited as a function of total rare earth and Dy
contents in Fig. 2. B, and H, change almost linearly with Dy
content. As Dy or TRE inreases, H, increases and B, de-
creases. Magnetic properties are more sensitive to Dy con-

tent when total rare earth is low. Since it is necessary to
maintain relatively high TRE or Dy content for high coer-
civity, high Dy content with lower TRE is desirable for both

2 • .- high B, and H,. Figure 3 shows the variation of magnetic
20/ ' .,properties versus Al and Dy content. As Al and Dy increase,

the coercivity increases almost linearly, while B, decreases.
a0 Unlike (Nd,Dy)-(Fe,A1)-B alloy,3 no optimum composi-

/ ... tion ratio of Dy to Al, showing a peak coercivity, is observed
16 in (NdDy)-(FeCoAI)-B alloy. However, high coercivity

11 '  with good squareness is always observed when the Al/Dy
ratio slightly exceeds one( 1-1.2) in Co bearing alloys.

, ~. While maintaining this Al/Dy ratio and 5.1 at. % of Co,
(Nd,Dy)26(Fe,Co,A) 76 Bs alloys were made with vary-

20 0, 00 ,ing Dy content. The rate of H, increase with Dy for

A,. Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-Al-B alloy is compared with those for other
alloys as shown in Fig. 4. The rate of H, increase with Dy for

FIG. 4. Comparison of H,, variations of various alloys as a function of Dy this alloy is much faster than Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-B or Nd-Dy-Fe-
content. B alloy. Thus, a very high coercivity magnet can be made

with Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-Al-B by utilizing relatively lower Dy
content compared to Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-B or Nd-Dy-Fe-B. Be-
cause Dy content is lower, this alloy exhibits B, higher than
that of Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-B alloy at an identical coercivity level.
However, Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-Al-B alloy has lower B, and H,.,

TABLE t. Magnetic properties at room temperature and irreversible loss at 200 for various Nd-Fe-B magnets.

B, H,1 (BH) I rr. loss
(kG) (kOe) (MGOe) (%,pc = 2.4)

(Nd,,,Dyo 4 ),sFerB. 12.08 20.6 34.4 17.3
(Nd.,Dyo, ),,Fe,, 5 AI, 5B, 12.60 20.2 38.4 12.3
(Ndo..Dyo, 2) ,Fe, 00CoAI,.Bg 11.90 20.4 34.4 1.6
(NdDy,.,), Fe,)CoiOa,, BR 10.67 14.7 26.6 24.5
(Ndo,.Dy,),Fe.,CoOa,,Al,, B. 10.26 2n 8 2.6 6.8
(Nd45 Dyo, ),,Fe-,CoNb, 6BA 11.65 16.0 32.6 7.7
(Nd 00D y, )tsFe.CoNb, ,AI,. B, 10.85 20.3 28.4 4.3

(Nd.Dy.. ).tFe.. CosNb, . Ga,,. B. 10.55 16.4 26.2 13.9
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TABLE I. Quantitative analysis of Ndl., Dy. .Fe. 2 Cos o A ] * s Bs sample

obtained by EDXA.

Fe + Co
Nd Dy Fe Co Al Nd + Dy

Matrix (region a) 11.75 2.15 80.09 5.74 0.0 6.17
Light phase (b) 17.61 3.78 73.02 5.40 0.0 3.66

ed both in the matrix and the 2nd phase without forming Co-

rich phase. It is also noted that A] is hardly detected in the
FIG. 6. Backscattered electron image of NdnitDy, ,Feo Co,,AI, 0B, matrix and 2nd phase, but mainly in the triple junctions of
magnet (etched by 3% nitaJ), the grain boundaries. Therefore, Al is believed to exist in the

grain boundary. Unlike (Nd,Dy)-(Fe,Co)-B alloy,
5 

Co-

than Nd-Dy-Fe-Al-B alloy. For the Co bearing alloy, main- rich phase may be replaced by Al-rich phase in the grain

taining a high Hc requires high TRE or Dy although high boundary, and enter in the matrix. This may account for

TRE or Dy degrades B,. In addition, H, is less sensitive to increases in H, and T, with reduction of temperature coeffi-

the Dy when Co is present. Therefore, it is difficult to pro- cients.

duce both high B, and H, in the (Nd,Dy)-(Fe,Co,AI)-B

alloy.
Neverthless, Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-AI-B alloy seems to be more CONCLUSION

stable than Nd-Dy-Fe-AI-B alloy at elevated temperatures.

As shown in Fig. 5, the temperature coefficients of B, and The Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-AI-B alloys containing approxi-

H., of the former are lower than those of the latter. The mately 5-6 at. % Co, and Al and Dy with about 1-1.2

irreversible loss of(NdogsDyo. 12 ) 15Fe70 2 Cos.oA1, B8 alloy AI/Dy ratio have turned out to be very promising. They

is 1.6% at 200 C, while the (Ndo.9 Dy 0 , ), 5 Fe75.5 A1, 5 B al- exhibit high H, with moderately high energy products and

loy is 12.3%. As shown in Table 1, the Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-Al-B relatively low irreversible losses at elevated temperatures.

alloy exhibits the lowest irreversible loss at 200 °C of the
alloys tested. Ga or Nb addition to the alloy significantly
reduces B,, while it improves H,. The irreversible losses 'M. Sagawa, S. Fujimura, N. Togawa, H. Yamamoto, and Y. Matsuura, J.
of (Ndo.9 Dyo1 ) 15Fe70.3 Co5.0 GaL7 B and Appl. Phys. 55, 2083 (1984).
(Nd.Dyo.. ),Fe7 o.4 Co.o Nb, 6B8 alloys are 24.5% and 'J. Croat, J. Herbst, R. Lee, and F. Pinkerton, J. Appl. Phys. 55, 2078
7.7% at 200 C, respectively. This indicates that Ga or Nb (1984).

'A. Kim (these proceedings).
addition is probably not as effective method as Al addition 4M. Tokunaga, H. Kogure, M. Endob, and H. Harada, in Proceedings of,87

for improving temperature stability and performance. Intermag. Conference, Tokyo, Japan 1987, paper BC-03.
To understand the coercivity mechanism of 'S. Arai, T. Shibata, N. Koshizuka. and M. Nagakura, in Proceedings of'87

(Nd,Dy)-(Fe, Co,AI)-B alloy system, the microstructure of Intermag. Conference, Tokyo, Japan 1987, paper BC-07.
S. Fujimura, M. Sagawa, Y. Matsuura, H. Yamamoto, and N. Togawa,

the specimen was studied with SEM and EDX. The BSE European Patent Publication No. 0134304 (08.07.87).
image of the specimen displays two phases-dark matrix 'Y. Xiao, K. Strnat, H. Mildrum, and A. Ray, in Proceedings of the 9th
and light phase, as shown in Fig. 6. EDX analysis on these international WorkshoponREPM BadSoden. Germany. Aug. 1987,edit-

ed by C. Herget and R. Poerschke (DPG-GMBH, HAUPTSTR.), p. 46
7
.

phases indicates that the dark matrix seems to be (Nd,Dy) 2 'M. Tokunaga, M. Endoh, and H. Harada, in Proceedingsofthe 9th Interna-
(Fe,Col4)B and the light phase (Nd,Dy) 2 (Fe,Co)7 as tional Workshop on REPM Bad Soden. Germany. Aug. 1987. edited by C.

shown in Table I1. It is noted that Co is uniformly distribut- Herget and R. Poerschke (DPG-GMBH, HAUPTSTR.), p. 477.
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Giant Intrinsic coercivitles in as-cast RFe 2Ni2B alloys
J. Strzeszewski,s

) A. Nazareth, and G. C. Hadjipanayis
Department of Physics Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

The origin of high coercivities in as-cast RFeNNi2 B alloys is investigated by correlating the
magnetic properties with the microstructure. Hyster.sis loop measurements showed high
coercivities in samples containing Sm and Er. In SmFe2Ni 2B the coercivities could not be
measured in a field of 80 kOe at 4.2 K but they decreased to 56 kOe at 50 K. The coercivities
are lower in ErFe2Ni2B, reaching the value of 38 kOe at 4.2 K. Electron diffraction studies

showed a multiphase structure with a majority phase having a crystal structure of CeCo4B
type. In SmFe2Ni2 B, many stacking faults were observed which may explain the high
coercivities.

INTRODUCTION magnetic phase in each alloy with Curie temperatures

In recent years the magnetic hardness of the homolo- around 200 C. Hysteresis loops and initial magnetization

gous series T 3,,, R , +I B2, (where T = transition metal curves of RFe2Ni2B (R = Er, Nd) taken at 4.2 K and for

and R = rare earth) and disordered SmCos - , Ni. alloys has SmFe2Ni2B taken at 100 K are shown in Fig. 1. NdFe2Ni2 B

received much attention."-3 These compounds exhibit high while being relatively soft, has the largest moment of the

magnetic anisotropy and crystallographic site disorder. The alloys studied, as expected because of the ferromagnetic cou-

large coercivities observed, particularly at cryogenic tem- pling of Nd with Fe. The shape of the initial magnetization

peratures, have been attributed to domain wall pinning at curves is indicative of a typical uniform domain wall pinning

the atomic scale due to fluctuations in exchange and magnet- process. The critical field H_, at which the v ils begin to

ic anisotropy.
4 

However, recent studies
5 on powdered and move is approximately equal to the coercivity. At this field,

melt-spun SmCo5 - Ni ribbons show a strong size depend- during the initial magnetization process, the magnetization

ence of H, in addition to the intrinsic effect.
6 The coercivity increases almost abruptly. This is consistently evideort in all

of the latter nles was much greater than that of as-cast the alloys studied. The highest H, were obtained for the Sm

alloys. and Er containing alloys (Table I). In fact, the hysteresis

In the present work, we extend our studies to other rare- loop for SmFe2Ni2B could not be obtained at 4.2 K (Fig. I).

earth systems RFe2Ni2 B where R = Pr, Nd, Sm, Er, Dy, and It could be that the second-order Stevens coefficient
7 is nega-

Gd. Our objective is to correlate the magnetic properties tive for Sm and Er compounds only, leading to an easy axis

with the microstructure in order to understand better the for these two alloys and a planar alignment for the others.

mechanism responsible for the giant coercivities observed in This is opposite to R2Fe, 4B behavior. The temperature de-

these materials. pendence of H, for SmFe2Ni2B and ErFe2Ni2B alloys is
shown in Fig. 2. The shape of H, (T) suggests a strongly

EXPERIMENT thermally activated domain wall motion.
The microstructure studies were concentrated on

Bulk samples of the alloys RFe2 Ni2B (R = Pr, Nd, Sm, NdFe2Ni 2B and SmFe2 Ni2B samples. A multiphase struc-

Er, D3 ,nd Gd) were prepared by arc-melting high-purity ture has been observed in NdFeNiB with 1:4:1 (Fig. 3) as
elements (99.9%) in an Ar atmosphere. A CrKa tube was
used for x-ray diffraction analysis. Magnetic measurements
were m; .e using a VSM equipped with a superconducting
magnet with a maximum field of 80 kOe. Thermomagnetic 80 --- NdFe2 Ni2 B(4.2 K) - .....

data were obtained with another VSM using an electromag- -ErFe 2 N, 13( . )

net and a homemade furnace assembly capable of handling smFe2N.2B {100K) IV

temperatures up to 800 *C. Microstructure studies and com- .0

position analysis were performed with a Jeol/100C scanning
transmission electron micros ope equipped with an energy "
dispersive x-ray detector. S 0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-ray diffraction studies established the presence of the -4.0

1:4:1 phase in all the as-cast alloys as the majority phase.
Thermomagnei ic data indicate the presence of a major

-75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75
_______ _____ k0e )

On leave from the Institute of Physics, Warsaw Technical University,
Warsaw, Poland. FIG. I. Hysteresis loops and magnetization curves of RFe2NiB alloys.
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TABLE 1. Magnetic properties of RFexNiB alloys at 4.2 K.

H, (kOe) M, (emu/g) FIG. 3. Electron diffraction pattern
showing the 1:4:1 phase in NdFe2NiB

SmFe2NiB 56.01Y 36.00 (zone-axis 1001.
ErFe2 Ni2B 38.02 53.28

NdFe2 Ni2 B 1.51 81.88
DyFe2 NiB 2.81 55.40
PrFeaNiB 2.34 69.86
GdFe2NiB 0.23 47.77

'At 51 K.

one of the phases present. The micrograph picture of Fig. 4
revealed some layered morphology with many structural de-
fects. Together with the 1:4:1 structure we often found some
smaller grains of the cubic Laves phase Nd(FeNi)2. In ad-
dition, relatively large (a few microns) well-developed
grains of (Fe,Ni ) 2 B were also observed. STEM x-ray micro-
analysis of this phase indicated that it contained much more
Fe than Ni. The domain wall contrast in the 1:4:1 phase was
rather weak, and it was easy to move the domain walls in the
magnetic field of the objective lens (H- 5 kOe). The most
pronounced feature of the SmFe2Ni2B microstructure was
the existence of large areas (several microns) having a hex-
agonal structure with a= 5 A and different values of c spac- FIG. 4. Microstructure of a NdFeNizB sample.
ings. The whole area had the same orientation for the c axes
but different orientations for the a axes. Among the different
values ofc spacing found, c = 6.9 A corresponds to the 1:4:1
phase and c_ 12.9 A may correspond to the Sm 2Co7 B3

structure.9 
Most of the diffraction patterns taken from the

above regions show characteristic streaking in all spots along
the c direction which is probably connected with stacking
faults existing in these samples (Figs. 5 and 6). Besides these
phases very few grains were also observed with a Sm (FeNi) 2

phase and a B-rich Sm(FeNi) 4B4 phase having a tetragonal FIG. 5. Electron diffraction pattern
structure with a = 7.1 A and c = 3.9 A. showing streaking of diffraction spots

We believe that the heavily faulted stacking found in along c-axis in SmFe,NizB.
SmFe2Ni2B grains may lead to domain wall pinning that

-O- SmFe2
Nt2 B ls cost)

ErFe 2Ni 2R 8(

0

20

0
0 80 160 240

TIKI

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of /, in as-cast RFe2Ni 2B alloys. FIG. 6. Stacking faults in a SmFeNiB sample.
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plays an integral role in the large coercivities measured in J. Appi. Phys. 49,2061 (1978).
these alloys. Careful Lorentz microscope studies are under- 'K. H. J. Buschow, M. Brouha, and A. G. Rijttbeck, Solid State Commun.

way o carif ths isue.16.31 (1975).
way o carif ths isue.'I. Qesterreicher, Appi. Phys. 13. 341 (1978).

'M4. T. Mjkhov and 0. C. Hadjipanayis Mapn. Mapn. Mater. 61, 3460
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The effect of Lorentz demagnetization field (LDF) on the saturation
magnetization of SmCos magnets

Shiang-Jiun Heh and Swe-Kai Chen
Materials Research Laboratories, Industrial Technology Research Institute. Chutun& Taiwan 31015
Republic of China

In order to have a further understanding of the cause of the increase in the saturation
magnetization, 4irM,, of SmCo5 magnets in sintering, saturation magnetization as a function of
density, phase change and the grain sizes were measured in this study. While Tawara and
Senno considered that the increasing in 4irM, of the "Ce-Co-Fe-Cu" system was due to the
improvement of the magnetization alignment caused by increasing the grain size during the
magnet sintering process [Y. Tawara and H. Senno, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-8, 560
(1972) ], it was shown that the Lorentz demagnetization field (LDF) [S. Chikazumi, Physics
of Magnetism (Wiley, New York, 1964), Sec. 2-2; B. D. Cullity, Introduction to Magnetic
Materials (Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1972), Sec. 4-3, p. 132] was the major factor in the
4irM, increment after the magnet sintering. As a result of calculation by the use of the LDF in
the SmCo5 system, an accuracy of ± 3% was readily obtained, while that of Tawara and
Senno has an accuracy of 29.6% higher than its normalized (or expected) value in their
system. But if LDF was involved in the "Ce-Co-Fe-Cu" system, a value of + 6.5% can be
obtained. Finally, it was thought that the phase change occurring in sintering, e.g., Sm2Co to
SmCo., may be a minor factor in favor of the increasing phenomena in the system by the
observation of x-ray diffraction patterns.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENT
It was understood that, owing to the shrinkage of a mag- Raw Materials was "Reduction-Diffusion" SmCo. al-

net, the saturation magnetization, 4irM,, of a magnet in- loy with Sm 35.2 ± 0.5 wt. %. After pulverizing and grind-
creases greatly during its sintering process,' i.e., 4irM, in- ing, the average particle size is about 5 ium under the Fisher
creases as the density increases during sintering. For Subsieve Sizer test. Green compacts of pellet shape were
rare-earth cobalt magnets, it was shown that the sintered magnetically die-pressed in a metal mold under a pressure of
density depends on the various processing factors such as 3 T/cm2 with a parallel-to-pressing direction magnetic field
sintering temperature and time, oxygen partial pressure of strength of 17 kOe. After measuring the dimension of the
the sintering chamber used, and positive pressure, negative green compacts directly with a micrometer, it can be esti-
pressure, or vacuum sintering used, etc. mated that the compacts density are in the range of 63%-

According to Tawara and Senno, 2 the 41rAr, values in- 65%. The compacts were then sintered in an atmosphere
crease not only with the increase in density, but also with controlled chamber under conventional steps and conditions
grain growth during sintering in their Ce(Cu,Fe,Co) sys- including different sintering temperatures and times and
tem. Accordingly, they got a 29.6% gain in the 41rM, of their ageing process-s, so as to get sintered magnet bodies with
magnet. They assumed that the gain was due to the improve- relative densities ranging from about 90% to 99%.
ment of the orientation of the easy axis, caused by the grain Magnetic properties were performed with a YEW type
growth during sintering. Obviously, their work was done by 3250, dc B-H hysteresis loop tracer, under a maximum mag-
the use of the normalization of 41rM,, i.e., 4irM, in 100% netic field strength of 15 kOe. Green compacts and sintered
density, and by comparing the normalized 4irM, of the green bodies with dimensions of ro (diameter) X ho (height) and
compacts with that of the sintered bodies. r, X hi, respectively, were tested with the YEW 3250. The

In this study, the increase of 4irM, value of SmCo5 mag- 4nrM, values were taken by the use of different combina-
nets after sintering was checked again by the observation of tions: (r,ho) for green compacts and (r,hj) for sintered
grain size, phase change, and the measurement of 4irM, in bodies. A normalization of a 41rM, was obtained as the
green compacts and sintered bodies. It was shown that as the 41rM, was divided by its relative density. If pores in com-
Lorentz demagnetization field (LDF) in pores of the green pacts or sintered bodies were assumed to be spherical, and
compacts and sintered bodies was involved in the 4rM, nor- the Lorentz demagnetization field (LDF) was taken into
malization process (LDF involved normalization tech- consideration, a modified normalization of 4rM, (LDF in-
nique), the two normalized 4#M, values for both green volved normalization of 41rM,) would be obtained. In this
compact and sintered body of the same specimen are nearly study, x-ray diffraction patterns were used to check the
the same within a ± 3% tolerance. phase changes after sintering. Sintered bodies were ground,
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TABLE 1. Mesatured data of saturaton~ magnetizattin an (4IrM, for (,M ~ /
SmCo2 and Cet(ueiCo), DO: density of green compact, D,: density of (r. (r, V .

sintered body, A0 (r~ho): aet Or meaured 4rM, of green compact;+ 4ijd(I-V ,)B0(,,). apparent or measured 4rM, of sintered body; Nos. 1-5 for+(4M) 6 (l-VV) (I
SmCos; No. 6for ctCuFCo), (Ref. 1). Where, (4trM,),(VV,) is the nlormaiztion value of

4iTM5 , J(4-tM.).(I - VIVO) is the Lorentz demagnet-
Sample Do 40 D, Bo ization field at pores in materials, and (4irM, )., is the ap-No. M% (WG M (WG) parentOr measured value of 41r,.

1M4. 4.5 89.6 7.6 Prom Eq. (1), we can have
2 64.3 4.8 93.8 as V I55~ 2
3 63.*0 4'7 95.3 8.8 (4wM ),_ = (4irM, ).P V (2)4 653.0 4.8 96.0 8.8 P7V
3 65.0 4.9 ". 9.3 Here, (4iaM, )t, is a normalized saturation magnetization
6__65.0___3.5___ 100.0___ 7.0_ with iLDF involved for green compacts and sintered bodies.

This LDF-involved-normalized 4ieM, and the simple-nor.
malized 4arM. for green compacts and sintered bodies are
compared and listed in Table 11.

It is Shown in Table 11 that if LDF is involved in the
etched with a mixture of nitric acid, acetic acid, pure water, normalization Of47M,,the 4arM, increments after sintering
and hydrochloride acid in a ratio of 1: 1: 1:4 .3 Photos of mi- range from - 1.-8% to + 3.2%, as compared with that of
crostructures were taken by using an Olympus optical mi- the Simple normalization about volume fraction of the mag-
croscope at a magnification of 1000 times, and thereafter the nets from + 20.7% to 23.5%. It also can be seen, from Table
average grain sizes were obtained in order to understand the 11, that if the same calculation was done with Tawara's data,
influence of grain growth on the 41rM, values, the increment of 4aM, would be + 6.5% as compared with

the value, + 29.6%, of Tawara's simple normalization.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Figure 1 shows the typical x-ray diffraction patterns of

Table I shows the measured data of saturation magneti- the green compact and the sintered body. 6 '7 A second phase
zation and density of green compacts and sintered bodies for of Sm,Co, exists for the green compacts, but only the SinCo.
SMCo 5 and Ce( Cu, Fe,Co),. phase does exist for sintered bodies. This meas that there is

In view of green and sintered densities in Table 1, it can a phase change during the compacts sintering. Saturation
be seen that there are many pores in the green compacts and magnetization 4iaM, values for SmCo5 and SM2Co7 phases6

sintered bodies. According to Chikazumi4 and Cullity,' in are 835 and 550 emu, respectively! Therefore, the positive
magnetic materials, where pores exist, there appear magnet- tncrement in 4irMs shown in Table 11 was partly contributed
ic free poles on the surface of the pores. by the phase change from Sin,Co, to SmCo5.

The magnetic field induced by these free poles is parallel
to the direction of magnetization. Therefore, apparent satu-
ration magnetization = normalized saturation magnetiza-
tion in materials + magnetic field strength induced by free
poles.

If it is assumed that pores in magnets are spherical, one S S - SMco 5
then has the following relation: R - Sn,,so,

-- sintered body
Gr&een body

TABLE 11. Normalized 4i14, values for green compacts and sintered bo. j
dies of SmCo5 and Ce(Cu,Fe,Co) magnets. A1142 forgren bodies; B1,B2
for sintered bodies. Remarks: Nos. 1-5 for SmCo, magnetsNo. 6for -jl

Tawara's Ce(CuFeCo), magnets; A2 = 47M, ), , Of green compact;
BE = t4srM,),._ of sintered body.

Simple 4arM, LDF-involved 4aM,'
Sample norma21lized 4afM, increment, normalized 41rM, increment.

No. - A, (%) - ,(%) -
A, B, A2 B27' e' o ~O

1 6.981 8.49 + 21.5 8.54 8.82 + 3.2
3 7.46 9 .14 +2.5 9.27 9.37 +21.9

4 7.60 9.17 +20.7 9.46 9.29 -1.8 SMCo5 magnets. Note that asecond phase ofSntCo,for the green compact
5 7.4 942 +4.9 9.1 9.4 +2* 7 was observed while only the SmCo, phase for the sintered body. This meants

6 7.34 9.42 +24.9 9.1679.44 +62.7 that a phase change occurs front Sm2Co, phase for the sintered body. This
6 5 8 70 + 2.6 656 700 +6.5 means that a phase change occurs front SniCo, to SmCo, during the corn.
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grain size. T'herefore, it can be supposed that the increment

in 4irM, is not a function of grain size for the SmCo. system.

CONCLUSION

The increase in 4irM, for the sintered SmCo. magnets is
principally due to the volume shrinkage of the specimen and
thus due to the increase in density, so as to decrease the
pores-induced-demagnetization field. By use of the LDF in-

- ~ volved normalization technique, the variation of the calcu-
lated 4zrM, value from its measured value is readily obtained

25pm within a ± 3% tolerance. The phase-change-induced-incre-
ment of 41rM, as can be seen from x-ray diffraction patterns
has an important contribution to the variation. In fact, the
occurence of a small amount of higher saturation magnetiza-
tion phase and oxidation during sintering, experimental er-
ror, the assumption of the spherical shape of pores in the
calculation of demagnetization field, and grain growth are
also contributive factors to the variation.

FIG 2.Micostuctresof es~, fr dffeentgran szesanddenitis D. L. Martin and M. G. Benz, AIP Conf. Proc. S, 970 (1972).
FIa.-2. Mirthoostue fSn 5fro diffents grai corresponddiny. 1Y. Tawara and H. Senno, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-8. 560 (1972).
89.6% wreth (0pm), o (b) e 9 f.o% Si27pm), (N)9.% 1-5corsponil. () M. G. Benz and D. L. Martin, J. Appl. Phys. 43, 3165 (1972).
8.(11p m), (bt) 9.3% (28pm) c 53 1.8u) d 6 S. Chikazurm, Physics of Magnetism (Wiley, New York, 1964), Sec. 2-2.(14.,um, an (e 99.% (5.9 m).'B. D. Cullity. Introduction to Magnetic Materials (Addison-Wesley, Rend-

ing. MA, 1972), Sec. 4-3, 132.
'C. E. King, 1. R. Harrs, D. W. A. Murphy, and D. Kennedy, in Proceed-

Figure 2 shows the relation between grain size and den- ings of the VI~nternationol Iforkshopon Re- Co Magnetism and theirAppli.
sity for Smur- 5. It is shown that relative densities range from rations, 1982, edited by J. Fidler (Technical University of Vienna, Vienna,

1982), p. 411I.89.6% to 99.3%, while the corresponding average grain 'Yu Chengzhou Ying Qining, and Di Xiuxuan, in Proceedings of the 7th
sizes range from 11.0 to 35.8pm. Figures 2(a)-2 (e) are the International Workshop on Re-Co Permanent Magnetism and their Appi-
photos taken from sample Nos. I to 5 correspondingly. Al- cations, edited by P. Xiaoshuo H. Wenwang, and Y. Chengzhou (China
though the grain growth increases from approximately 3to 7 Academic, Beijing, China, 1983), p. 439.

.H. Kronmiiller, in Proceedings of the 7th International Workshop on Re-Cotimes, and that of Tawara's increases 10 times, the incre- Permanent Ma gnetism, 1983, edited by P. Xiaoshuo, H. Wenwang, and Y.
meats shown in Table II have no significant relation with Chengzhou (China Academic, Beijing, China, 1983). p. 439.
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Thermal stability of five sintered rare-earth-cebalt magnet types
D. Li
Central Iron and Steel Research Institute, Bejin& People's Republic of China

H. F. Mildrum and K. J. Strnat
Magnetics Laboraiory, University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469

Five commercially available magnet types-SmCo., high- and low-coercivity
Sm 2(Co,Fe,Cu,Zr) 17, (Sm,Ce) (Co,Cu,Mn) 7, and Ce(CoCu,Fe) 5-were systematically
studied to obtain a comprehensive overview of the following magnetic properties of interest to
the user: reversible and irreversible losses during thermal cycling between 20 'C and 250 "C;
open-circuit remanent flux loss during aging at 150 °C and 250 °C up to 2100 h, at permeances

ofp = - 2.5 and - 0.5. Room-temperature demagnetization curves before and after aging are
compared to distinguish recoverable (magnetic) from irrecoverable (structural) aging effects.
The Sm, .s Ceo., (Co,Cu,Mn) 7 magnets had the best h ... -term stability under all test
conditions, followed by the high-H, 2-17 and SmCo5  ..e low-H, 2-17 exhibited the greatest
absolute flux loss under all conditions, but it stabilized fairly well after 10 h, and the loss was
recoverable by remagnetizing. In contrast, for Ce(Co,Cu,Fe )s the losses continued up to 2100
h without a sign of flux stabilization.

INTRODUCTION surement was performed with a pull-coil system and preci-

Since their introduction nearly 20 years ago, sintered sion integrating digital voltmeter (IDVM). The flux losses

rare-earth-transition-metal permanent magnets of many during long-term elevated temperature aging were periodi-

different compositions and properties have been developed. cally measured at room temperature with an oscillating sam-

Several rare-earth-cobalt compositions have been widely ac- pie magnetometer (in an open-circuit configuration) or with

cepted based upon their proven performance in spite of high the pull coil and IDVM. The procedures used have been

price and material supply limitations. But applications engi- described elsewhere.'

neers have difficulties obtaining reliable data on the thermal
stability of commercial magnets. Prior stability studies-

6  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

often focused on a single material type. Reversible losses of open-circuit remanent flux as a
To address this problem, we have compiled a com- function of temperature for each magnet type are shown in

parative evaluation of several sintered magnet materials, Fig. 1. Coefficient data at specific points from ambient to the
supplementing our own earlier work with additional maximum temperature of exposure are reported in Table I.
measurements. In all, five representative commercial Average values over discrete ranges of temperature are also
magnet materials were selected for this comparison: listed. The reversible losses are lowest (and essentially the
SmCo5, high- and low-coercivity Sm2 (Co,Fe,Cu,Zr),1 , same) for the high- and low-H, 2-17 magnets. Reversible
(Sni,Ce)(Co,Cu,Mn) 7 , and Ce(Co,Cu,Fe).. The scope of losses for the other compositions increase in this order:
the evaluation includes the reversible and irreversible losses SmCo, (greater by a factor - 1.3), SnCe(TM) (- 2), and
during cycling between 20 'C to 250 'C, open-circuit reman- Ce(TM)5 (.- 3).

ent flux loss during aging at elevated temperatures of 150 Initial irreversible losses and long-term aging losses are
and 250 "C for approximately 2000 h (unit permeances of shown in Figs. 2 and 3 as a function of time at temperature.
B/H= - 2.5 and 0.5), and room-temperature demagnet-
ization curves before and after aging.

0 • e/N 2 .51

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS H 2- 1- 7

The test specimens used were axially aligned cylinders -,

-6.25 mm in diameter with length-to-diameter ratios of
0.83 and 0.20, corresponding to open-circuit operating point
at unit permeance ofp =B/H= -2.5 and -0.5, re-
spectively. ' cal, -. ) "

The salient magnetic properties were first characterized ""

using a recording hysteresigraph and found to be within the @C., f.

range of values advertised by the manufacturers. gco o o o
The reversible temperature coefficients of open-circuit ?"MPERATuOIC Vc)

remanent flux were determined on magnets with p = - 2.5, FIG. I. Reversible open-circuit remanent flux variation as a function of
prestabilized for 5 h at the maximum temperature. This me- temperature.
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TABLE 1. Reversible temperaure ooe fcuts of op n-circuit remanent flux for comaseriall rare-earth-transition-metal magnets, D4Idl~d - 2.5.

Temperature level ()Over temperature sWas -%C

Maignet type +20 +100 +200 +250 20-100 20-200 20-250

Smcos 0.040 0.048 0.060 0.075 0.045 0.047 0.055
Sm,(TM) ,,* 0.028 0.030 0.046 0.060 0.028 0.030 0.042

(Low NH,)
5M2 (TM)1, 0.029 0.035 0.045 0.054 0.032 0.037 0.040

(High mH, 3
SmCe(TM), 0.061 0.068 0.088 0.096 0.062 0.07, 0.078

ct(TMt 0.090 0.104 0.132 .. 0.098 0.111..

'TM is one or several transition metals (Co,Fe,Ct.,Zr,HfMu) .
'Referred to values at 20 'C.

The initial loss depends on the difference between MNH, at the taining cerium as the only rare-earth element continue to
temperature of exposure and the internal demagnetizing lose flux at a much higher rate than the other materials.

field, and therefore on the sample geometry.2 -7 This is par- Figures 4(a) and 4(b) illustrate the effect of long-term
ticularly evident for magnets exposed at 250 *C (Fig. 3). heating on the intrinsic demagnetization curves of two mag-

During long-term exposure the Sm,Ce(TM), magnets net types. For SmCo. magnets, the remanent induction de-
exhibit the best aging behavior. Heating at 250 'C results in a creased - 3% and the intrinsic coercivity - 9% after 2000
loss of only -1I% at the higher permeance, and only - 4% h. Induction losses are completely recoverable by remagne-
at the lower operating point. The aging curves in Fig. 2 indi- tizing in a 100 kOe pulsed field, but the loss of colercivity
cate that the early "prestablization losses" for SmCos and persists. This suggests metallurgical changes in the micro-
high-H, Sm,(TM),, at 150"'C are slightly higher than for structure at 250 'C.
SmCe (TM),, but after - 10 ht the time rate of loss for all For low-H, Sm2 (T ) magnets, the loss in remanent
three compositions is approximately the same. At 250 'C induction under the same conditions is - 4.5 times greater
(Fig. 3) a similar behavior persists for magnets of higher than for SmCo., but is recoverable on remagnetizing. wH,.
permeance, but thep = - 0. 5 sample of SmCo5 was inferior remains unchanged during the exposure, and recharging has
after exposure times > 100 hours; the high-H, Sm. (TM)317 no further effect.
was best. The low-H, Sm2 (TM)31, suffers a severe initial
irreversible loss of 10%-I 2% at 150 'C, but then stabilizes CONCLUSION
quite well at this reduced flux level. The 1-5 magnets con- Three of the five magnet types evaluated-

Smu.,CeO.s(Co,Cu,Mn)7, high-H, SM2(Co,Cu,Fe,Zr)3 ,

LOSS S.,C., 5, 5 e. 5 3r..c.Mn3, Los s. 5 ,3CC.M, 3-, 2-17
%I -- ----- -- -

HIG 50-C 2-17 c. (c.c.. F.), 5 mc,, C. 3co'c,,P53

Is LOWSc 2-13 O 2-7

20 20

S/H 2.S /s -2.5

LOSS." c. c.. 110, LOSSclo~o~. Al)

) o - S-- -- - - -- -- C--

CS~ I I C .C.

Ft AT LOW-H 2-1 
11I AT 2500

S/~oS - , 11o 25 1 5

,cl 1 2 510' IQ' lt ,I 1 s5 lo' lot o
TIME (HOURS) TIME 3Nouns3

FIG. 2. Initial irreversible loss and long tens stability of commercial sin- FIG. 3. Initial irreversible loss and long-term stability of commoericall sin-

tered rare-earth-tranition-mietal magnets, with unit permeance of -2.5 tered rare-earth-transition-metal magnets, with snit peroseance of - 2.5

and 0.5 for - 2000 hat M5*C. and 0.5 for -2000 hat 250C
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10 and SmCo, --exhibit satisfactory thermal stability at tem-
peratures up to 250*C and at operating permeances tl> 0.5,

-:7- FTER GINGat least to 2000 h. The low-H, SM2(Co,Cu,Fe,Zr) V can only
BFRAGN_2000 HOURS AT 250-C be safely operated at 150 *C and 250'C if LaI > 2.0 and when

IRAFTER AGING AN severe initial irreversible losses can be tolerated.

2 1. The Ce(Co,Cu,Fe), magnets exhibit severe long-term
flux losses at these temperatures. Magnets of this type are
limited to operating temperatures less than 150 *C at per-

L/O .0.93meance values [pl > 2 when reasonably good temporal flux
stability is required.

-HtkO.)
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Design applications of magnetic mirrors
H. A. Leupold and E. Potenziani II
U & Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703-5000

Recent developments in permanent-magnet materials have made possible several novel high-
field sources, with great potential application in mm/microwave/optical technology. However,
even the crude approximations to such structures, which are needed to make their manufacture
viable, entail as many as 72 pieces with eight distinct shapes. It has recently been shown that
simpler equivalents of some of the structures can be made with half a structure, when the effect
of the missing half is replaced with that of a reflected anti-image in a ferromagnetic plane. In
this manner, the number of parts is decreased to 36. Further reductions are possible by image
formation of still smaller segments in perfectly diamagnetic superconducting mirrors. For the
ultimate reduction, only nine of the original 72 structural segments are needed. Access to the
magnetic field for electrical leads and other conduits is also greatly facilitated. In this paper,
we describe and analyze several examples of such design simplification with combinations of
superconducting and ferromagnetic mirrors.

DISCUSSION ient access to the field.' Magic rings and similar structures

The recent progress in high-energy product permanent may also be reduced by this approach.

magnets has given rise to the possibility of producing very A configuration that seems promising for microwave

high magnetic fields (H > 10 kOe) with comparatively little applications is the "pearl-string" TWT shown in Fig. 4.

magnetic material. Examples are the rings and spheres "  Such a structure can produce nearly square-wave, on-axis

having continously varying magnetization (CVM) which, fields with amplitudes as high as 15 kOe, as compared to the

in principle, can produce arbitrarily large fields in their inte- 5-6 kOe sinusoidal fields that are at or near maximum for

rior cavities, but which, by practical considerations, are lim- present TWT's. Analysis of such configurations shows that

ited to the order of 25 kOe. Two such structures are shown in their minimum period is about eight times the bore diameter.

Figs. 1 and 2. In both instances, the ideal CVM structure In many cases, it is desirable to have much smaller ratios--as

must, in practice, be approximated by assembly of uniformly little as two or less. Figure 5 shows how the pearl-string

magnetized elements of finite size, i.e., by a structure having period-to-bore ratio can be reduced to four by the introduc-

a discretely varying magnetization (DVM). Even for rather tion of ferromagnetic irises each serving as the antimirror for

crude approximations, such DVM structures are quite coin- a pair of cobased hemispheres.
plex and expensive to manufacture. If, for example, the con- It would be advantageous to form a hemispherical TWT

tinuous polar variation in magnetization in the spherical stack in the manner of Fig. 4. Easy access to the entire bore

structure is approximated by ir/8 radian increments, 72 seg- would then be available by removal of the mirror. This

ments of nine different types are still necessary for its con- would greatly simplify repair and adjustment of internal

struction. wave structures, magnet-stack "tweaking," placement of

Sometimes, if physical and geometrical limitations are electrical and vacuum leads, and the like. Unfortunately, the

not too stringei t, th~e desired field can be produced with a ferromagnetic antimirror, or perfect paramagnet (H = 0)

hemisphere of the same geometry resting on a ferromagnetic would not accomplish the desired effect. What is needed is a

plane, as shown in Fig. 33 The plane then acts as an antimir- regular mirror that forms an identical image, rather than an

ror and reproduces the effect of the missing hemisphere. anti-image. For this, a perfect diamagnet (B = 0) is re-

Such a procedure has the advantage of requiring only half as quired. The advent of the high-temperature superconduc-

many structural parts, and, also, of providing more conven- tors may well provide such a material, although, to date, the
relevant parameter H, (the lower critical field) has been
disappointingly low. For widespread use of diamagnetic
mirrors to be practical, H, would have to be over 5 kOe at
liquid nitrogen temperature.

FIG. 1. Ideal continous CVM ring structure with a 16-segment approxima-
tion. Small arrows show magnetization direction. Large arrow shows work-
ing field. FIG. 2. Ideal CVM structure with a segnented approximation.
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FIG. 3. Hemispherical field
source, or "igloo." The ferro- FIG. 7. Ring pyx. The diamagnetic
magnetic plate at the base repro- mirrors at each end of the ring slice
duces the effect of the missing produce the effect of the missing part
hemisphere. The axial holes in of the infinite ring. Part of one mirror
the iron plate and through the has been removed for clarity.
pole of the hemisphere are for ac-
cess to electrical leads, optical
beams, etc.

With ferromagnetic and diamagnetic mirrors, a number

of interesting combinations become possible. If a quarter

sphere is bound azimuthally by mutually perpendicular dia-
magnetic planea, the magnitude of the field in the cavity
would be that produced by a whole sphere. If the quarter

sphere is further truncated by a cut through the equatorial

plane and bound there by a ferromagnetic plate, the field
magnitude of a full sphere is reproduced in a spherical oc-
tant, with one-eighth the number of magnet pieces found in a
full sphere. Combinations of such possibilities are illustrated
in Fig. 6.

Similar simplifying truncations of magic rings are also
possible, but, perhaps, of even greater value is the reproduc-
tion of the field of an infinitely long octagonal magic ring by
the bounding of an arbitrarily short section with two dia-

magnetic plates, as in Fig. 7. Multiple reflections of the ring
segment in the diamagnetic mirrors create the infinitely long

images needed to supplement the ring slice in producing the

effect of a full ring. The resulting pyx-like structure of Fig. 7
is of potential use in oratrons, Faraday rotators, wigglers,

twisters, and other devices in which high uniform fields are

FIG. 4. String of CVM spheres joined end-to-end to form a "pearl string" needed in flat, compact geometries.
TWT focussing structure and its hemispherical counterpart formed with SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
diamagnetic mirrors.

Potentially useful, but complex, high-field permanent-
magnet structures can be simplified greatly through use of

perfect ferromagnetic and diamagnetic "mirrors." The for-
mer are already practicable to yield fields of up to 20 kOe. At

FIG. 5. TWT stack composed of present, the latter are feasible only for the generation of weak
tandem cobased hemispherical fields at low temperatures, because of the insufficiently high
sources. H, 's of the high-temperature superconductors available at

this time. Material reported recently by IBM seems most
promising in this regard.

6 
The reported H,, of 8.0 kOe at 4.2

K translates to an estimate of about 2.0 kOe at liquid nitro-
gen temperature via the T2 law. If macroscropic aligned
structures of such material could be made, their use would be
marginal for oratron structures and possible for light, com-

/ : pact Faraday rotators. It is clear that a substantial rise in H,
10 would be of enormous benefit to magnetic circuit design.'K. Halbach, in Proceedings ofthe Eighth International Workshop on Rae

Earth Magnets and Their Applications, Dayton, OH, 1985, edited by Karl

1. Strnat (Univerity of Dayton, School of Engineering, Dayton, OH,
1985), p. 128.

IL __ , ;,~ 2
E.Potenziani if and H. A. Leupold, IEEE Trans. Mag. MAG-22. 1078
(1986).

'H. A. Leupold and E. Potenziani II, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-23, 362801 ~~~~~~~~~(1987), lre n .J Bsrb a.Rs

10
0

." rs5 5 5  4H. A. Leupold. E. Potenziani I1, J. P. Clarke, and D. J. Basarab Mat. Res.
Soc. Symp. Proc. 96, 279 (1987).

-E. Potenziani 1t and H. A. Leupold, in Ninth international Workshop on
Rare Earth Magnets and Their Applications, Bad Soden, Federal Republic

.7 of Germany, 1987 (Deutsche Physikatische Gesellschaft e.V., D-5340.
Bad Honnef, I. Federal Republic of Germany, 1987), p. 149.

FIG. 6. Various reductions of magic sphere to quarters and eighths, All 'T. R. Dinger. T. K. Worthington. W. 1. Gallagher, and R. L. Sandstrom,
versions produce the same fields in the interiors. Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, p. 2685 (1987).
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A magnetostrictive motor
N. Ida and L. E. Roamer
Electrical Engineering Department, The University ofAkron, Akron, Ohio 44325

Magnetostriction can be used to effect a linear incremental motion device. Bidirectional
incremental motion can be achieved in which the step size is set by the magnetostrictive coil's
current. Such a device possesses the variable step width, characteristic of analog devices
(unlike salient pole stepper motors). Once the step size is selected by the coil's current, the
device behaves as a digital device with incrementally selected steps. Magnetostriction is a
nonlinear function, dependent on the material. For the small incremental motion we examined,
operation was essentially in the linear portion of the strain versus magnetic field strength
curve.

BACKGROUND (1- I) represents the compression from the equilibrium

Magnetostriction has been used often in analog posi- position I.. The spring constant is k. Sliding friction, which is
tioning problems.' Electrostrictive motors, too, have been velocity dependent, contributes to the damping constant, re-

described.' Magnetostriction is due to deformations of the sulting in a displacement which has a sinusoidally damped

crystal structure of the material (typically nickel) in the component.
presence of an imposed magnetic field.' The forces associat-
ed with crystal deformation are high, but the size of the de- RESULTS

formation is small. The magnetostrictive constant is defined A motor was constructed in the form of Fig. 1. The step
by the relation4  size of the motor was controlled by the magnetostrictive

- Al/I = cB 2  (1) coil's current. The moving element's displacement was mea-
sured after 1000 steps. A graph of moving element displace-

where c = - 10'4 m'/Wb2 for nickel. The magnetostrictive ment versus cycles of energizing the coil current (with
motor (Fig. 1) relies on the length I of magnetized element clutch engagement between coil current pulses) is shown in
(shown as the dotted line) constricting until the energy Fig. 2. A saturation of the magnetostrictive effect was ob-
stored, served at high currents. Low current data were not taken to

f,. de = f avoid operation dominated by sticking friction.
eo, () (v , (2) The use of a uniform magnetostrictive element allows

is equal to the work available from the device, extended motion in either direction. Alternate configura-
tions which use a region of lower reluctance (and corre-

= F Fdl. (3) sponding lower restoring spring constant in the moving ele-
J ment) will behave in a manner similar to the uniform ele-

The force Fgenerated in the metallic structure of the magne- ment case. Of course, localizing the region which accotunts
tized element relaxes after removal of the magnetic field in- for device behavior restricts the range of excursion of the
tensity H. The length dl represents the differential constric- moving element.
tion of the moving member. Integration is over the The moving bar's mass and spring constant system can
constriction length. be described by the well-known second-order differential

By successively (a) constricting the moving member,
(b) releasing one clutch, and (c) deenergizing the coil atect ch

(b) elesingoneaetuated clutch

which causes magnetostriction, motion in one direction can
be achieved. It should be noted that the spring constant con- I
tributes to an energy term which is linearly proportional to mnstrlclveMoement

the compression of the bar, whereas the magnetic energy
term is affected by the magnetic field intensity, which is pro-
portional to the square of the coil current:

AC- .. = f,(,)H' d(vol)= f, (u)Wara dl, (4)

where the bar radius is a. This is balanced or a static position
by

coil for
A'm-h~n.1 = k(l - I)dl. (5) magnetoslrictive

blming

The term k(lo - 1) is the mechanical force of the spring. FIG. I. Schematic diagram of the magnetostrictive motor.
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Displacement Versus Count The hysteresis and linearity of the device were tested by

130 measuring the cumulative displacement for a fixed number
120 2of displacement steps. The device's hysteresis was negligible,
110 affected mainly by nonuniformity in the clutch mechanism.

100 CONCLUSIONS
= g0o-4 s The peristoltic motion motor exhibited a repeatable step

size. The step size was controllable by the current in the
5 driving coil. Large linear excursions of the moving element,

along with small step size, are features of the motor. Simpli-
1 city of construction and repeatability of function present at-

4 tractive features for a motor.
30

20

0 002505 3J. SrnProcedures in Eprmw Pyis(Van Nostrand, News York,

'J. 1t. Brusning, in Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Symposium on Incre-

FIG. 2. Moving element displacement vs cycles ofrcoul current energizing, metalMotion Control systems and Devices, edited by B. C. Kuo. Universi-
or steps. ty of tllinois at Urbana-Chanmpaign, 1 975 (Dept. orElecirical Engineering,

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Urbana-Champaign, IL,
1975).

equation for damped oscillating systems. The high losses in '.Pces nylpei e ahmtshnWseshfe Tumr
Leipzig, 1906), Vol. V, Pact If.

the metal result in rapid damping of the oscillations within 'E. C. Jordan, Reference Data for Engineers, 7th ed. (Sams, Indianapolis,
the time for the clutches to restrain bar motion. IN, 1985), pp. 4-28-4-30.
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Field enhancement in traveling wave tubes with tapered pole pieces
John P. Clarke and Herbert A. Leupold
US Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703-5000

In many millimeter and microwave devices, the heaviest component is the magnetic focusing
structure. Therefore, a decrease in the bulk of this structure can produce a significant
reduction in the mass of the entire device. In this papei, we propose a tapered pole piece
designed to reduce bulk and/or enhance fields in periodic permanent-magnet focusing
structures. To compare these structures with conventional designs, computer calculations have
been performed by the finite-element method. The calculations show that the tapered pole
piece can offer field enhancement or reduction of mass and bulk of the order of 50%. Finite-
element analyses of heat conduction show a favorable comparison of the tapered pole piece
with conventional structures in transporting heat away from the working space. The simplicity
of form of the tapered pole-piece design, the considerable reduction of bulk it affords, and its
adequate heat-handling capabilities make it a promising candidate for widespread traveling
wave tube use.

INTRODUCTION path to the exterior of the magnet structure, which is detri-

In many millimeter or microwave devices, a magnetic mental to the operation of the structure. Because the per-

fields is employed to focus an electron beam in an evacuated meance of the flux path to the exterior of the structure is

tube. Traditionally, the magnetic field has been provided by greater than the flux-path permeance inside, most of the flux

a heavy, bulky electrical solenoid and its accompanying travels to the exterior of the tube and is wasted.

power supply. The demand for airborne and space electron- Indentation of the pole pieces from the outer surface of

ics has increased the need for lighter, less bulky magnetic the stack is commonly used to induce more flux to enter the

field sources for beam focusing in traveling wave tubes. bore, as shown in Fig. 2. When the pole pieces are indented,

The purpose of this work is to investigate a new pole- the length of the exterior flux path between adjacent pole

piece design that will allow a class of permanent-magnet fo- pieces is increased. Lengthening the exterior flux path low-

cusing structures to produce more useful flux and/or reduce ers the exterior permeance and flux leakage. The permeance

the mass and bulk of the structure. Since the heaviest compo- of the bore is unaffected by pole-piece indentation, but since

nent of millimeter and microwave devices is often the focus- the reduced exterior permeance increases the mmf between

ing structure, a weight savings here will result in a significant pole pieces, more flux is forced into the bore of the magnet

percent reduction in weight of the entire device. For pur- structure.

poses of comparison, calculations have been made of tubes While indentation of the pole pieces does reduce the per-

having the same bore diameter of 0.269 cm and period of 1.0 meance of the exterior flux paths, it has the drawback of

cm. For all magnets, we have assumed that B, = H, = 10.0 leaving only about one half of the magnet surfaces in direct

kG. contact with the pole pieces. This decreases the effective per-
meance of the flux path of 'he bore, to the detriment of the
field there. If the pole pieces are shaped with a triangular
taper, as shown in Fig. 3, there is no loss of contact between

DISCUSSION magnet and pole piece. The greater contact between magnet

A conventional permanent-magnetic focusing structure and pole piece favors flux conduction to the working space in
is shown in Fig. 1. The structure consists of axially oriented the bore of the magnet structure. In addition, the tapered
toroidal magnets aligned in opposition and interspersed with pole piece design offers a slightly greater effective magnet
iron pole pieces. The pole pieces provide a path to conduct length, with a concomitant increase in the total mmf driving
flux into the interior of the stack. They also provide a flux the circuit. Figure 4 shows the effectiveness of this pole-piece

design as compared with indented pole pieces.

C _- 4 c"(- ( " ." /4 .

FIG. 1. Conventional permanent-magnet focusing structure. FIG. 2. Permanent-magnet structure with indented polo ieces.
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FIG. 6. Tapered pole-piece structure with copper cooling fins.

FIG. 3. Permanent-magnet structure employing triangularly tapered pole-
pieces. The performance of the tapered pole-piece structure de-

pends on the width of the inner base of the pole piece. As the
7 base of the pole piece is widened, its flux capacity is increased

and the interior flux path is shortened, which results in high-
er fields in the working space. As the base of the pole pieces

6- increases, the effective magnet length decreases, driving
down the mmf generated by the magnets and decreasing the
amount of flux in the working space.

- s-The size of the tapered pole piece base must be opti-
Swm)W mized in order to produce the maximum possible field. Fig-

4- POE PIECES ure 5 shows the effect of pole-piece base width on the field
a. generated in the working space.

The tapered pole-piece is not as efficient as indented
> pole pieces in conducting heat away from the bore of the

magnet structure. Heat conduction in the tapered pole-piece

2- design may be helped by slicing the pole piece in half and
TAPERED inserting copper between the halves, as shown in Fig. 6. The

POLE PIECES insertion of copper does not have an adverse affect on the

1- field inside the working space, if it remains thin enough, that

is, of the order of one-fourth the thickness of a pole-piece
base. Indeed, in some cases, it may enhance the field. When

14 I * 1 the thin strip of copper is inserted between the pole-piece
halves, the heat conduction of the tapered pole-piece design

Fild 1ko9) compares favorably with those of the conventional pole-
FIG. 4. Bulk volume vs field of a conventional indented pole-piece structure piece.
and a triangularly tapered pole-piece structure. At fields greater than 5.0
kOe, the tapered configuration has a volume less than one half that of the
conventional configuration.

Smo- SUMMARY

The pole-piece design, tapered triangularly, shows po-
7W0 tertial for use in traveling wave tubes; it can also afford a

reduction in the mass and bulk of the magnet configuration.
r~oo- The tapered pole-piece configuration is also relatively easy

6to fabricate. One drawback of this structure is that heat can-
not be transported very easily away from the working space

114san- of the tube. Incorporation of a copper cooling fin solves the
heat transport problem of the configuration without the loss
of its magnetic advantages.

a I I I
go 40 so so ic0

Peb-pfe Lewglh/4a1 Period (%)
FIG. 5. Field s base of pole-piece length for a structure with a period of I
cmand ani.d.of0.269cm.A peak field is reached when thebasethiknessis ill. A. Leupold and . P. Clarke, IEEE Trans. Electron Devices ED-34,
35% of the total period. 1868 (1987).
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SEM study of the effect of Zr additive on the microstructures
of Sm(Co,Cu,Fe,Zr)7.6 4 magnets (abstract)

Ying-Chun Lin, Jiang-Ching Lin, Da-Pun Chiang, Kang-Ming Fan,
and Wen Cheng Chang
Materials Research Laboratory, Industrial Technology Research Institute, Hsin-Chu, Taiwan,
Republic of China

The effect of Zr on the magnetic properties of Sm (Co 0.67 - - Cuo.o5 Feo.2S Zr6)7.6 permanent
magnets has been examined by SEM to correlate their initial magnetization curves with
microstructures. SEM shows clear network structures which are weaved by 1:5 phase along
three directions and embedded in a 2:17 phase matrix. The precipitates cross each other at
120'. The structure is very likely the cellular structures observed by the transmission electron
microscope (TEM). The size of network structures corresponds to cellular structures. The Zr
controls the density of network structures and its formation of a Zr-rich phase. For Zr content
around 1.0 wt. %, low density network structures are observed and low-density Zr-rich phases
appear at grain boundaries, and the intrinsic coercivity is only about 800 Oe. For higher Zr
content the network structures are more refined; also the density and size of the Zr-rich phase
are increased. These may be the reasons why its intrinsic coercivity is exceeding 15 kOe.

3993 J. ApO, Phys. 6 (8), 15 Apr1 1988 0021-8979/68/083993-01$02.40 1088 American Institute of Phys= 3993
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Spin Glass Theory, Mostly Rajeev Singh, Chairperson

Short-range Ising spin glasses in general dimensions
Rajiv R. P. Singh*4 and Michael E. Fishers
Baker Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

The equilibrium properties of nearest-neighbor Ising spin glasses on hypercubic lattices are
studied as a function of d, the dimensionality. An expansion of T, (d) to fifth order in inverse
powers of d, augmented by high-temperature series estimates for d = 3 and 4, yields the critical
temperature for all d and for general, symmetric distributions of coupling strengths, J.. By
extrapolation of T to zero, the lower borderline dimensionality is estimated as d, 1 2.5. High-
temperature expansions for the spin-glass susceptibility of the ± J model in powers of
w = tanh2 (J/k 7T) and u = tanh2(H/k. T), where H is the magnetic field, yield estimates of
the magnetic field crossover exponent A for d = 3 to 8.

The role of the dimensionality d in the study of critical proximation. The corresponding estimates of the critical
phenomena is an important one, as evident from various E point for different d can be compared with the critical points
expansions about upper and lower critical dimensionalities. obtained by extrapolating high-temperature series for the
However, whereas the dependence of critical exponents on spin-glass susceptibility. The lid expansions also provide
dimensionality is subtle, the dependence on d of the critical interesting information regarding the variation of critical
temperature itself, in a family of lattices such as the hypercu- temperature with the random coupling distributions. Padi
bic lattices, is more direct. Even in classical theories, such as approximants improve the performance of the series as a
the Bethe-Peierls approximation, the critical point varies function ofd ford < 4. Furthermore, the value ofd for which
with d. Such approximations normally become exact when T, = 0 yields the lower critical dimensionality, d,.
d- oo, and, as shown some time ago,' it may be possible to Finally, we report briefly estimates for the magnetic
expand around this limit in a systematic manner, so as to get field crossover exponent A for d = 3,4,...,8 obtained with the
improved estimates of the critical temperature. Such expan- aid of high-temperature genera!-field expansions of the spin-
sions in inverse powers of d have been generated for Ising,' glass susceptibilities on hypercubic lattices.
and general n-vector2 models (including the spherical model Consider the spin-glass susceptibility
limit, n - co ). These expansions usually prove to be asymp-
totic in nature, i.e., they have zero radius of convergence. Xso = [ (sos) ] , (I )
Nevertheless, the first few terms of the expansions do pro-
vide useful information on the location of the critical point where the angular brackets refer to thermal averaging while

and on its variation with parameters like n or the spin-weight the square brackets denote an average over the distribution

distribution, of nearest-neighbor bond strengths, J,,. Now the susceptibil-
In recent years the study of spin-glass models has at- ity can be expanded5 in powers of w = [tanh2(J/ks T) ], as

tracted theoretical interest. The existence of a finite tempera- Xs .bwo.  (2)
ture transition for Ising spin-glasses in (d>3) dimensions is s (
now well established by numerical calculations." Models The critical point may then be defined via the limit,
with various distributions of random couplings, J,, have
been studied for a range of dimensionalities. However, there w- ' = lim I b, I". (3)
is no theory beyond mean-field theory that relates the criti-
cal points for these different models. Here we report an ex- To see that this expression provides a well-defined expansion
pansion for the critical temperature, T, (d), for general sym- in powers of d, consider the formal diagrammatic expression
metric Ising spin glasses on hypercubic lattices in powers of [(ss,) 2 ] = {CV,} I + O(d ')] (4)
lid or, more simply, in powers of l/(2d - 1). The leading
term in the expansions corresponds to the Bethe-Peierls ap- in which {C, } denotes a sum over "doubled-bond" lattice

chains stretching from site i toj. To leading order in powers
of d, only graphs of I bonds with no closed loops contribute
to b,. If we set

Current address: Institute for Physical Science and Technology, Univer- o=2d-1, (5)
sity of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742. the number of such non-self-intersecting chains is' 0J up to
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corrections of relative order 1/o 2
. This is sufficient to show Notice that this is actually an implicit equation since) 2 de-

that the Bethe-Peierls approximation, namely w, = 1/7, is, pends on T,; however, it is easily solved numerically.
in fact, correct to order 1/2. Graphs containing closed Now for d = 3 the series estimate for the ± J distribu-
loops yield systematic corrections" in powers of l/o. tion is

3 
w4 ± w, - 0.48 ± 0.04 or T

±  
1.2 ± 0.1 (see Ta-

An alternative way ofgenerating theseseriesis to obtain ble I). For a Gaussian distribution this value of w, corre-
a two-variable expression for I/Xso in powers of w and d. sponds to TG -0. 79 ± 0.09. However, on using Eq. (9) to
One may then formally set l/Xso = 0 and solve in powers of estimate the critical point for a d = 3 Gaussian spin-glass
lid (or I/a) for w,. Since the star graph expansion tech- one finds that the moment P2 increases TA) by about 0.02.
nique naturally yields 1/%o, this method proves most effi- This brings the result somewhat closer to the central esti-
cacious. For the ± J model we thence obtain the expansion mate found in Monte Carlo simulations6 

which yield

T() 0.9 ± 0.1. Ford = 4 the series estimate gives' w
±

----/ 3. 10.5=0.21 ± 0.01 or, T,( = 2.02 ±0.06. This value ofw,
2 3 translates, for the Gaussian distribution, into TG)

91.125 699.416 _ = 1.74 ± 0.07; thep 2 term brings T, up to about 1.76, which
o

4  
o

5  
(6) also compares well with the simulation estimate6 

of T,( )
~where J/IkaT~ VW tanh2jk T j )y2. 1.8.

hrh(J/kTfI'I/Padi approximants may be used to assist in the extrapo-

The critical point can be estimated by evaluating the lation ofthe critical points from higher dimensions. Since w,
series. Since the expansion is at best asymptotic we expect seems most reliably determined for d = 3 and, probably, for

the optimal estimates to come by truncating after the small- d = 4 by extrapolation of the Xs high-T series, we have

est term, which proves to be after roughly d terms of the constructed biased approximants which reproduce these es-

series. In Table I we show the best estimates obtained from timates at d = 3 and 4. We believe that such approximants

Eq. (6) compared with the estimates from extrapolation of represent the critical points rather accurately for all d Z 3.
the high-temperature spin-glass susceptibility. 5  

We can then ask: "For what, possibly nonintegral, value ofd

To study the dependence of the critical point on the does w, attain the value 1?" Since w, = I implies T, = 0,

random bond distributions, note that the expansion for w. this represents an estimate for the lower critical dimension-

will be a function of the moments ality d,. We find d, = 2.5 ± 0.2, which agrees quite well with
several real-space renormalization-group calculations.

7

Finally, we report the calculation of the complete dou-
p. = [tanh

2
"(J/kBT,) ]./tanh J/kT, ], (7) ble expansion of,yso for the ± Jmodel ina uniform magnet-

ic field H to order 8 in powers of w and
where, of course, the operation [, depends on the bond u = [tanh

2 
(H/k 5 T)], and the single-variable series for

distribution. Notice that for the ±J distribution we have (4
9
Xso /8u), o, to order 10. From these we can estimate the

, = I (all n). For the much-loved Gaussian distribution crossover or gap exponent governing the field behavior via

with P(J) = (1/ 2,)e--"/2,ontheother hand,ju, depends the usual scaling combination H/ (T- T, )'. Since the se-
explicitly on T,. The first term in the I/a expansion contain- ries are irregular and not so long we extrapolate using the
ing a nontrivial moment arises in third order, the general w, -values obtained from the longer Xs, series and from the
expression being I/o expansions. Our tentative estimates for d = 3 through 8

Wl= 1+ + 4 - #2 +(8) are
6

1(1.(8) ar A= .7, 1.20, 1.0, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00. (10)
In lower orders w, is the same for all bond distributions. The These are consistent with the conclusion that d = 6 is the
deviation for a general distribution from the ± J result can upper critical dimensionality (for leading critical behavior)
be written as above which A takes the mean-field value unity.'

wu - w,' " 3 (1 -,u, ) +0(/L In summary, we have seen that series expansion tech-

w______ ? + 0 (9) niques combined with a study of dependence on dimension-
Sality can yield significant information about "realistic", i.e.,

TABLE 1. Critical point estimates for ± J ising spin glasses: finite-dimensional spin-glass models. In the future, we hope

w= f [tanh'(J/kT)],. to address the role of Griffith's singularities and their tem-
perature analogs in such analyses.

1/(2d - I) series Our work has been supported by the National Science
high-Tseries Foundation through the Condensed Matter Theory Pro-

d w, UP order gram (under Grant No. DMR-87-01223). The interest of

S00 00 06 Dr. Daniel S. Fisher, Dr. L. Chayes, Dr. J. T. Chayes, and
7 0.083 0 0.001 0.0818 5 Professor D. J. Thouless has been appreciated.
6 0.102±0.002 0.1002 3
3 0.139 ±0.002 0.1322 5
4 0.21 ±0.01 0.2133 5 'M. E. Fsher and D. S. Gaunt, Phys. Rev. A 133, 224 (1964).
3 0.48 ± 0.04 0.5036 4 'P. R. Gerber and M. E. Fisher, Phys. Rev. B 10, 4697 (1974).
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Chiral order in a two-dimensional XY spin glass
Hikaru Kawamuraa)
Baker Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

r Masaharu Tanemura
Institute of Stadstical Mathematics, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan

Ordering phenomena in the two-dimensional XY (n = 2) spin glass have been studied by
Monte Carlo simulations with a focus on chirality, an Ising-like, multispin variable associated
with a broken reflection symmetry. The chiral and n = 2 spin-glass orientational degrees of
freedom order in a markedly different way: indeed, the chiral susceptibility can be mapped
onto the spin-glass susceptibility of a pure Ising (n = 1) spin glass.

SUMMARY der in a markedly different manner from the XYspins. The

The ground state of certain frustrated vector spin sys- data for XsG can be well fitted by assuming a simple power-
terns can display a twofold, Ising-like degeneracy in addition law divergence at zero temperature, namely, Xs, a T - y
to a continuous orientational degeneracy associated with the with an exponent r = 1.9 ± 0.1 in agreement with a pre-

original XY spin symmetries. This twofold degree of free- vious result.'On the other hand, thedata forX. indicate that

dom is called "chirality,' ' and is closely related to a reflec- the effective exponent 7 = d(n X, )/d(ln TIJ) increases

tion symmetry of the system. We have studied the nature of with decreasing temperature in the investigated temperature

chiral ordering in vector spin glasses by employing extensive range T >0.25J. In order to make the correspondence with

Monte Carlo simulations for the ± J XY model on the the Ising spin closer, we have defined and computed the re-
square lattice,2 the simplest spin-glass model which can sus- duced chiral susceptibility

tain a chiral degree of freedom. The Hamiltonian is given by (A)', (K) N (5)

'= Jij cos(0, - 4j),1 (1) After subtracting a T= oo background term, we have found

where 0, denotes the orientation of the spin and the sum runs that the net chiral susceptibility A., = ,(T) -,f (0c)
over nearest-neighbor pairs (ij). The JI, are independent can be accurately mapped onto the spin-glass susceptibility
random variables taking the values + Jand - J with equal of a pure Ising spin glass4 with a rescaling of energy/sem-

probability. The local chirality, K. at plaquette cr, is defined perature unit, J, = (l/4)J, where J, is the bond energy of

by the scalar the ± J Ising spin glass. This result indicates that the chiral
component of the two-dimensional XY spin glass behaves

ia = 2-3/2"' sgn(J 1 )sin(O, - 9j), (2) essentially like an Ising spin glass. An interesting possibility
Cm3 suggested by this observation is that in three dimensions an

where the sum runs over a directed contour, say of clockwise XY spin glass might have a phase characterized by a broken
orientation, along the sides of the plaquette. Note that K. is reflection symmetry but with orientational symmetry pre-
invariant under any global rotation of the spins whereas it served.
charges sign under any global reflection 0, -200 - 0,. The The numerical simulations were performed on the
chiral susceptibility for the spin glass is naturally defined by M280H computer at the Institute of Statistical Mathemat-

ics. This study was carried out under the ISM cooperative
X. =N-' [(,rK 2 ]j, (3) Research Program (86-ISM-CRP-24). One of the authors

(H.K.) is grateful for partial support to the National Science
where N is the total number of spins, ( denotes a thermal Foundation through the Condensed Matter Theory Pro-
average, while I J1 indicates a configurational average over gram (under Grant No. DMR 87-01223), and to the Ni-
the bond distribution. The spin-glass susceptibility may be shina Memorial Foundation for the award of a fellowship.
defined in the usual way as The authors are also grateful to M. E. Fisher for discussions

and for reading the manuscript, to D. A. Huse for his useful
'so = N-' [ (S'Sj)2 ]. (4) comments on techniques of data analysis, and to R. H.

Swendsen and J. Wang for sending us their numerical data.
In our simulations, we could equilibrate the system for Discussions with M. A. Moore, C. L. Henley, and R. R. P.

sizesN= L XLwithL = 10, 14,20in the temperature range Singh are gratefully acknowledged.
0.25V< T<J. The chiral degrees of freedom are found to or-

'J. Villain, J. Phys. C 10, 4793 (1977).
'H. Kawamura and M. Tanenura, Phys. Rev. B 36, 7177 (1987). See also

"Present addres: Institute for Physical Science and Technology, Universi- H. Kawamura and M. Tanemura, J. Phys. Soc. Jip. 54.4479 (1985); 53,
ty of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742. 1 Rfrl '1986).
Permanent addrm: Department of Physics, College of General Educa- 'S. lain and A. P. Young, J. Phys. C 19, 3913 (1986).
tion, Omkts University, Toyonaka 560, Japan. 'R. H. Swendsen and J. Wang. Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 2607 (1986).
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Introduction of spin disorder by exchange defects
G. Parker and W. M. Saslow
Department of Physics and Centerfor TheoreticalPhysics. Texas A&M University, College Station.
Texas 77840-4242

Individual negative bonds are introduced in an XYspin system on a square lattice with
otherwise nearest-neighbor ferromagnetic interactions. Using a mean-field theory we wre
found better than 5% agreement between numerical calculations and a continuum the -y for
this discrete system. In addition, preliminary studies of the interaction of two negative t inds
have been made. A continuum theory indicates a dipolelike interaction, some of whose features
have been observed in the calculations. Our results are relevant to alloying-induced spin
disorder, where defects which individually are not strong enough to disorder the host system
can, through a long-range dipolar interaction, interact to produce noncollinearity in the spin
system.

INTRODUCTION cant toward (away from) its direction. The "frustrated"

In order to model the reentrant spin glass-ferromagne- spin is held in place less strongly than the host spins, thus
tic transition,' we earlier considered XY spins on a square introducing, in addition to the ferromagnetic energy scale, a
lattice, with nearest-neighbor interactions, treating the sys- second--and weaker-energy scale. In the remainder of Fig.
tern using mean-field theory.2 In an otherwise ordered array 1, the mean-field solutions are displayed as a function of
of sites with four ferromagnetic bonds of strength J, we temperature: the "frustrated" spin "melts" at a lower tem-
placed sites with two antiferromagnetic bonds. The resulting perature than do the host spins, leaving a collinear system at
ground state is as in Fig. 1 (a), where the "frustrated" spin temperatures above a noncollinear melting temperature
points normal to the ferromagnetic background, and its fer- TNc, but below the host Curie temperature Tc. By introduc-
romagnetically (antiferromagnetically) coupled neighbors ing a finite concentration of these defects, it was possible to

produce small (lOX 10) samples in which reentrance in the
magnetization vs temperature could be seen,2

T-0 To understand the single-site problem better, we rotated
and displaced the negative bonds relative to one another.

4 4 4 4 4 The adjacent-negative-bond configuration (Fig. 2) at T= 0
gives a more dipolarlike pattern than the opposite-negative-

4 --o-. 4 bond configuration [Fig. I (a) ]. Furthermore, when the op-4 4 4 4 4 4 posite bonds of Fig. 1(a) are pulled apart, the canting is
lessened (Fig. 3). The transverse component "melting" tem-

T-0.15 perature TNc in this configuration is decreased, due to the
weaker interactions (Fig. 4). Note that if the negative bonds
are not adjacent, then when the transverse components
"melt," there still remain longitudinal components.

4 4 4 ~'4 4 FIG. 1. Mean-fieldsou4 4 4 4 4, 4 4 ~~tions for Aspin with two op- ______________

posite neative bonds in an
otherwise ferromapeic 4444 44444

T-O.6 host, for various reduced
I - ~~temperatures (relative to 4 4 4 4 4the host Curie tempera- 4444444444

14 ~~ ~ 4 tive bonds of strength 4 4 4

FIG. 2. Z temperatre msan-fiel solution fr a s w two 4a44e4t
I .. negative bonds.
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system where two negative
Q,' \ bonds amemoved apart. v

1 FIG. 5. Zero temperature mean-field solution for a system with a negative~ ~ ~ tbond strength J'= ..

Inear the edges of the periodically repeated cell. To get agree-
ment with our numerical results, it is necessary to include in

the analytic theory (described below) the canting due to
sources in other cells. Doing this with the Ewald technique,

4

a fit of analytical and nun rical results to the pattern pro-
Let us now address the question of how spin disorder is duced by a periodic array of dipoles gave less than 5% dis-

produced by individual bond defects. It is known that if a agreement.
single bond J' is substituted into the above perfect square To model the single-bond problem analytically, we
lattice, the system is stable so long as J'> - .

3 
Thus treated the ferromagnetic host in the continuum limit, ob-

J= - J, the case studied in the above calculations, is at the taining (to lowest order) a Laplace equation, V2S, = 0, for
edge of stability. The bonds in Figs. 1-3 must somehow yield the small transverse components S. of the spins. The nega-
an instability through an interaction effect. tive bond serves as a source (with dipolar symmetry) for the

solution to Laplace's equation. One can employ strictly mi-
SINGLE-BOND PROBLEM croscopic methods, but it is useful to argue that the strength

Before undertaking study of this interaction effect, it is of the dipole can be obtained by minimizing a Ginzburg-
important to understand the single-bond problem. We have Landau free energy:
performed studies of this problem, both on the computer and E = n(J' + J)2 + jbM

4
, (A 4)

analytically, for a weakly unstable single negative bond. This
produces a dipolelike pattern near the bond (Fig. 5), but not

0.40

0.,35 i 14= |0
0.35= 0 to-'

30 ' 30 system

.[ 0.20 0.281
.0.25[ .

0.200
Z \

0.05 - C . 0 -a f

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.
0.00 . 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 5. Dondllatamee 121

ekd Diaane [a]
FIG. 6. Energy ofintesacti asa fu-ction oftbnd separation for a system

FIG. 4. Temperature T. at which the transverse components "melt," as a with two marginally stable (T' = - J) bonds which interact with one an-
flaetion of negative bond sepration. other through the ferromagnetic hoat.
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where a,b > 0. The first piece embodies the information that bonds are parallel to one another and at 45* to the vector
the instability sets in for ' + J = 0, and the second piece connecting their centers. Figure 6 gives our numerical re-
serves to limit the amplitude of the moment. (By considering suits for the case where the negative bonds are parallel to one
the microscopic exchange Hamiltonian, one can obtain ap- another and to the vector connecting their centers. They in-
proximate values for a and b, where the latter comes primar- dicate that the effective interaction strength varies as r- '
ily from nonlinearities in the exchange energy between the for periodic boundary conditions, as opposed to r-2 from
two spins connected by J'.) Minimizing E with respect to/. Eq. (4). We have not yet performed the Ewald sums to ob-
gives tain the analogous result for the analytic theory. We plan to

up --[a(J'+ J)/b1. (2) publish a more complete discussion when this analysis hasiz= / "[a(Y +J)b ].(2) been performed.

The numerical calculations give a/b= - 0.77a,/J' for

J' = - l.IJ, where a, is the lattice constant. When the CONCLUSIONS
Ewald sums are performed, the microscopics predict that We conclude the following: (I) A ferromagnetic system
a/b=: - 0.70ao/J'. Moreover, the numerical calculations which appears collinear at higher temperatures may be non-

verify the J1+J' dependence in Eq. (2), for (J + J') J. collinear at lower temperatures, and thus many real-world
systems which have appeared to be rather uninteresting may

TWO INTERACTING BONDS in fact have a much richer behavior than previously thought;
Consider now a system with two negative bonds. De- (2) Short-range interactions in the Hamiltonian do not im-

spite the fact that there are only short-range interactions in ply short-range effective interactions'; (3) In the alloying
the microscopic Hamiltonian, the effective Hamiltonian for process, noncollinearity may set in at a finite concentration,
the transverse canting contains long-range (dipolar) inter- when the exchange defects introduced by alloying are close
actions. For two dipoles of strength#,i andP2, induced by enough to produce a sufficiently strong interaction. More-
negative bonds 1', we expect that over, chemical clustering may not be necessary for noncol-

E= Ja(J' +J)(p +p) + jb(pI + ) +cpp 2 , linearity.

(3) ACKNOWLEDGMENT
where the interaction term c has the form expected for di- We would like to acknowledge F. D. M. Haldane for
poles in d = 2: making us aware of the onset of the instability atJ' = -J.

c =A(,'l.12 - 2,4,.'22",2)/r,2 •(4)

As for a and b, the coefficient c can be obtained from the
microscopic Hamiltonian; a preliminary calculation yields
that the contribution to A from the spins attached to the
negative bonds is given by (88/15) (J - J'). 'G. 3. Nieuwenhuys, B. H. Verbeek, and J. A. Mydosh, J. Appl. Phys. 50,

1685 (1979); Y. Yeshurun, M. B. Salamon, K. V. Rao, and H. S. Chen,
By minimizing E, for c > 0 we find that P2 = -P, and Phys. Rev. Let. 45, 1366 (1980); M. Hennion, 1. Mirebeau, B. Hennion,

± a(J' +J) + c/and S. Lequier, Europhys. Lett. 2,393 (1986).
+W. M. Saslow and G. Parker, Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 1074 (1986).

Thus, even when (J' + J) > 0, sothat theindividual negative P. D. M. Haldane, C. Jayaprakash, S. Kirkpatrick, and J. Vannimenus,

bonds are stable, if the system has a strong enough interac- Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 25, 209 (1980).
tSee Appendix B of C. Kittel, Introduction to Solid State Physics, 6th ed.tion [so that c> a(J' +,J)], the system can distort. We have ( Wiley, New York, 1996).

verified the prediction of zero interaction when the negative 'J. Villain, Z. Phys. B 33, 31 (1979).
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Phase diagram for the Bethe lattice spin glass (abstract)
J. M. Carlson,"1 J. T. Chayes,b-c) L. Chayes,c),d) and J. P. Sethnaa)

Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

D. J. Thouless )

Department of Physics, University of Washington, Seattle, Washingon 98195

We present the results of rigorous calculations for the ± J Ising spin-glass model on the Bethe
lattice. The phase diagram for varying temperature and fraction of ferromagnetic bonds is
derived near the paramagnetic phase boundary. In addition to the spin-glass and paramagnetic
phases, we find a nontrivial ferromagnetic phase and a magnetized spin-glass phase,
characterized by diverging Edwards-Anderson susceptibility. The recursion relation for the
distribution of single-site magnetizations is studied as a dynamical system on an appropriate
function space, the bulk thermodynamics is described by the attractors of the recursion
relation, and the phase transitions correspond to bifurcations in the dynamics. Using
bifurcation theory, we establish the existence of a stable distribution of single-site
magnetizations near the paramagnetic phase boundary. At least in single-site properties, the
existence proof precludes chaos, and infinite hierarchy of transitions, and other conceivable
bizarre possibilities. While our phase diagram is very similar to the phase diagram for the
Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model, the Bethe lattice provides a useful description of the mean-
field behavior of spin glasses because the interactions are short range, the analysis is much
more straightforward, and the results have been made completely rigorous.

Supported by NSFgrsnt No. DMR-8503544.
b) Supported by NSF grant No. DMR-8314625.
-)Supported by DOE grant No. DE-ACO2-83ERI3044.
' Supported by NSF grant No. DMR-8319301.
cl Current address: Department of Mathematics, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

90024.

Reentrant ferromagnetism in a two-dimensional Ising model with random
nearest-neighbor interactions (abstract)

N. Benayad and A. Benyoussef
Lab. Magnetisme, Faculte des Sciences, Rabat, Morocco

N. Boccara
DPhG/PSRM, CEN Saclay, France and Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois 60680

Reentrant behavior seems to be characteristic of systems with competing interactions even
when no spin-glass phase exists. Using various methods (finite cluster approximation,t mean-
field renormalization,2 finite cluster renormalization, etc.) we determined the phase diagram of
a two-dimensional square Ising model with random nearest-neighbor interactions J#
distributed according to P(Jo ) = ( I - p)&(Jj - J) + p 6 (J4 - aJ), where J> 0 and
0 > a > - 1. Such a model has been considered by Wolff and Zittartz.3 These authors
discussed its qualitative features and argued that a reentrant behavior should be observed. Our
calculations agree with this conjecture.

This paper was not proofread by the author, however, it has been proofread by one of the Publication Chairpeesous.

IN. Doccars, Pys. Le 94A, 185 (1979).
20. 0. lndekeu, A. Maritm A. L. Stella J. Phys. A 15, L291 (1982).

1W. F. Wolfftd J. Zittartz, Z. Phys. B 60,15 (1985).
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The antiferromagnetic spin glass with frustrations (abstract)
M. Blazej, ) S. Krzeminski, ") and P. Rusek
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803-4001

In the antiferromagnetic spin glass (ASG) the distribution of magnetic moment is chaotic but
there is an effective antiferromagnetic order in the system. The chaotic distributed positive and
negative bonds are source of frustrations. We have studied dynamics of ASO using an effective
Lagrangian. The presence of frustrations requires us to introduce additional parameters (gauge
fields). The dynamics of frustrations were described with analogy to dynamics of dislocations
in crystals. We found spin waves with linear dispersion law in ASG. Due to the frustrations
those spin waves are damped and for small frequency they become purely dissipative. The
present method can be applied to a description of other magnetic systems with topological
solitons.

"Permanent address: Institute of Physics, Technical University, 50-370
Wroclaw, Poland.
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High Te, thin-film superconductivity: Science and technology (invited)
T. H. Geballe
for the Stanford Thin Film Group, Department of Applied Physicm Stanford University, Stanford,
California 94305

Thin films of high T, superconducting oxide structures have been synthesized by a number of
different methods by Stanford researchers. High-quality films are believed to be yielding
intrinsic electrical and optical properties which have scientific and technological implications.

Following the discoveries of Bednorz and Miller' and The intrinsic properties are essential for sorting out the
Chu and coworkers,' there has been a widespread survey of features of the many microscopic models which have been
the normal and superconducting properties of the cuprate offered to account for the high T,'s,6 as well as for setting
perovskite compounds responsible for the unexpectedly high limits for technologies. A very large surface current of
superconductivity. Good superconducting properties as - 3 x 108 A/cm2 obtained at 4.2 K from magnetization hys-
judged by relatively sharp resistive transitions and the sub- terisis measurements with the field applied parallel to the
stantial expulsion of flux when cycling through the transi- sample is believed to be near to the depairing velocity and
tion in a magnetic field (Meissner Effect) have led to over- sets a limit of 10 G for the thermodynamic critical field. 7

optimistic beliefs that further measurements of properties of It is a relevant parameter for estimating minimum hysterisis
YBa2CuO7, such as JI, the critical current, would yield in- losses in superconducting power lines.
trinsic values. Single-crystal samples and highly oriented Optical transmission and reflectance and Raman ex-
thin films are now becoming available which show in fact periments show, in contrast to previous reports on bulk ce-
that much of the optical and electrical data taken until re- ramic samples, no evidence for exciton-like peaks in the re-
cently on ceramic samples is actually extrinsic and reflects gion between 0.2 and 1.0 eV.5 The coherence length parallel
inhomogeneities. It has been well documented that even a to the c-axis evaluated by studying paraconducting fluctu-
small degree of nonstoichiometry causes second phases and ations well above T, and from the critical field slope below
weak links. T, is found in a self-consistent manner to be - 2.4, consider-

At Stanford there has been a major effort to produce ably smaller than previous estimates.7 This result offers a
thin films by vapor deposition. Three methods have been simple explanation for why the superconductivity in (RE)
used and all work well: electron-beam, ' magnetron-sputter- Ba2Cu3O -_ 6 is not dependent upon the moment of the rare
ing, and MBE.3 In all cases fluxes of the three metal atoms earth. 4

are simultaneously codeposited on the substrate in the pres- The energy gap measured by tunneling has yielded con-
ence of oxygen. It is necessary to subject the samples to a ductance curves 9 which suggest a spread of values from 0
standard post-annealing treatment in oxygen to obtain su- (i.e., either shorts through the barrier, or gapless supercon-
perconducting films with sharp transitions. Other groups ductivity) to values so much greater than the BCS value as to
have reported similarly good results,' although at present reach or exceed the limits of strong coupling theory.'° The
the sputtering is giving the best. The sputtered samples have majority of values from many groups are in the strong cou-
the lowest resistivities, typically 1.2T + l5j l cm,' which is pling regime." Iguchi etal.'2 found with planar tunnel junc-
a useful measure of sample quality along with the more usual tions fabricated on bulk samples that the gap goes to 0 at
criteria such as a sharp transition. It is likely that the proper- - 50 K which is the T, for YBa2 Cu306.6 .3 Far infrared data
ties of these samples are more nearly intrinsic and thus can in the literature give smaller values for the gap than the tun-
be used to test theories and provide limits for technological neling does, but are also variable. Further work is necessary
purposes. Some of the results so far are summarized below, in order to determine reliable behavior.

Very large critical currents have been measured. Be- The available data on films are still not definitive
cause of the large currents needed and the problems with enough to distinguish and study the microscopic mecha-
contacts, it is more convenient to use magnetization curves. nism (s) responsible for the high T,. But the rapid progress
In the critical state model of Bean, the hysterisis gives the in improving film quality leads one to be optimistic that
critical current. We have tested the model by showing AM, there will be tunneling and optical data of sufficient quality
the difference in magnetization upon field reversal is propor- to decide what the important interactions are. It seems likely
tional to the sample radius over macroscopic distances. that the pairing interaction is due primarily to electron-elec-

tron correlations rather than the conventional electron-

' Memben of the Group ar listed in Rers. t, 2, 3,5 8, 9. phonon interactions. Since the former can involve higher
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energies, there is no reason to rule out much higher T,'s, Mechanisms of Superconductivity, Berkeley. 1987 (Plenum. New York,

even though there is really no solid evidence for existence of inpes)
this ime.'A. Kapitulnik, B. Oh, M. Naito, K. Char, A. D. kent. N. Missert, E, Hell.

T, > 100 K at thstm.man, S. Arnason, J. W. P. Hsu, M. R. Hahn, P'. Rosenthal. R. Barton, M.
The work at Stanford was supported by the AFOSR and R" Beasley. T. H. Geballe, and R. H. Hammond, in Proceedings of

the NSF under the MRL program through Stanford's Cen- High-7', Superconductors, ICT?. Trieste, Italy, July 1987 (World Scien-

ter for Materials Research, and the ONR. tific, Singapore, to be published); B. Oh (anpuhlnshed).-
'M. D. Kirk, 0. P. E. Smith. D. B. MNtW, J. Z. Sun. D. J1. Webb, K. Char.
M. R. Hahn, M. Naito, B. Oh, M. R. Bensley, T. H. Geballe, R. H. Ham-
mnond, A. Kapitulnik, and C. P. Quate, Phys. Rev. B 35, 8850 (1987).

'K. W. Ng, S. Pan, A. L. de Lozanne, A. J. Panson, and J. Talvarchio, in

IM. Nait, R. H. Hammond, B. Oh. M. R. Hahn, J. W. P. Hsu, P. Rn- Proceedings of the 181h International Conference on Low Temperature
senthal, A. P. Marshall, M. R. Beanley, T. H. Geballe, and A. Kapitulnik Physics, Kyoto [Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 26.3,993 (1987) ].
(unpublished). 

5
V. Z. Kresin, Phys. Rev. Lett. (to be published); J. Blezius and J. P. Car-

2
L. Char, A. D. Kent, A. Kapitulnik, M. It. Beasley, and T'. H. Geballe botte (unpublished).
(unpublished). "K. E. Gray, in Proceedings of the International Workshop on Novel

5
E. S. H~ellman, 0.0G. Schlons, N. Minaert K. Char, J.S. Harris, Jr., M. R. Mechanisnms of Superconductivity, June 22-26, Berkeley, 1987 (Plenum.
Beasley, A. Kapitulnik, and T. H. Geballe (unpublished). New York, in press).
'See. for example, B. Dunlap and M. Slaski,J. Magp.Mater. (in press); H. '
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Magnetism and superconductivity In L 2. .SrCuO 4 _y (invited)
D. Jrome and W. Kang
Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (associ au CNRS), Universit Paris-Sud, 91405 Ornay, France
S. S. P. Parkin
IBM Almaden Research Center. 650 Harry Road, San Jose California 95120-6099

We report the results of resistivity and magnetic susceptibility measurements of
La._ Sr, CuO4_Y for 0(x40.20. The various features (superconductivity, spin-density wave
state, and localization) are consistent with a model of weakly correlated two-dimensional
electrons in which van Hove singularities of the band structure near the Fermi level play adeterminant role. We also emphasize that the electron localization observed near half-filling of
the conduction band at x .0.04 can be attributed to the effect of correlations boosted by
electron Umklapp scattering in a nearly nested two-dimensional Fermi surface. We recall that
similar effects have been observed in half-filled band organic conductors and superconductors.

I. INTRODUCTION band are the dx,.y and 2p orbitals of copper and oxygen
The discovery of superconductivity in a new copper- atoms, respectively. In the nearly free-electron limit the con-

based series of conductors has been of considerable interest duction is half-filled for La2CuO4 . The Fermi level lies on orfor several reasons.' First, the La2 -,Sr. CuO 4._ family between two logarithmic van Hove singularities for the te-
with T, = 36-38 K has been the first material to provide tragonal and orthorhombic phases, respectively.
superconductivity above the long-standing critical tempera- In this paper we summarize some experimental results
ture of 23 K. Second, a major advantage of the obtained in the La 2-, SrCuO 4- system for 0gx<0.20 byLa2 .- Sr, CuO4 _y series is that its crystal structure is of the electrical resistivity and magnetic susceptibility measure-
well-known K2NiF4 type2 in a wide regime of alkaline-earth ments. We also discuss the dependence of T, upon Sr substi-substitution with only a single kind of copper oxide plane.' tution within the weak coupling theory of superconductivity

Furthemore, the La-,SrCuO4 _Y series exhibit a and the roleofelectron-electron repulsion and commensura-
wealth of interesting features which we shall briefly summa- bility on electron localization.
rize.

(i) At no alkaline-earth substitution level a small ortho- II. EXPERIMENTS
rhombic distortion from the tetragonal K2NiF4 structure ex- All oxides studied in this work were prepared in the
ists at room temperature and vanishes above 533 K.' usual way and the oxygen content was determined by the

(ii) Substitution of Sr preserves the distorted ortho- weight loss of the sample under reducing conditions. Theserhombic structure up to x _0.09 at room temperature4 ana expei i:.,eirtal pi ced'ires Pre discussed elsewhere.6 Thermo-increases the average valence charge of copper ions above gravimetric analysis shows that the oxygen deficiency isthe charge 2 + in La2CuO4 , increasing in turn the net hole small (y=0 .OI-0.02 ) in all Sr-substituted samples for
concentration available for conduction. 0<x<0.15. This result is in agreement with the early work of

(iii) Superconductivity is observed when x is larger Michel eta!' on oxygen deficiency.than 0.06 or so and T depends on the amount of substitu- The resistivity data were obtained using a conventional
tion-- It passes through amaximumat = 3 6 Kforx=0.15. four contact method on small parallelopipedic samples of

(iv) These oxides are known to act as sponges for oxy- typical size 0.5 >0.5>X6 mm -. The susceptibility experi-
gen which can deintercalate and reintercalate easily even at ments were carried out in a S.H.E. (B.T.I.) VTS SQUID
moderate temperature and pressure. 3 Several experiments metoeerr
have recently demonstrated the dominant role played by the magnetometer.
oxygen stoichiometry in the existence of the superconduct- Ill. RESULTS
ing phenomenon."' 0 It is thus customary to represent the
superconducting lanthanum copper oxide series by the for- A. The high Sr substitution range (0.10<x<0.20)
mula La2, Sr. CuO4., wherey>0. An increase in the con- For large Sr substitution the material is a fairly good
centration of oxygen vacancies (with a concomitant de- conductor at room temperature (p < 3 mfl cm) with a met-crease in the hole concentration) favors the localization of al-like resistivity (i.e., dp/dT> 0) down to the critical tem-
carriers and suppresses superconductivity. perature for the onset of superconductivity (see Fig. 1), The(v) Finally, these materials exhibit a structure of paral- transition temperature is x dependent wit' maximum of
lel conducting Cu02 planes for which electrons travel prefer- the mid-transition temperature at 3 5 K for A = 0.15. It is alsoentially in a two-dimensional (2D) network of Cu and 0 at the same substitution level that the narrowest transition is
atoms. The atomic levels which contribute to the conduction observed (A T/T 6 %). Diffraction studies show that the
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ed samples display the peculiar behavior shown in Fig. 2
08 where a sharp drop of the resistance towards a zero value is

6 ~observed at 35 K after a large increase on cooling. The latter
- a- 09anomaly occurs at a temperature which corresponds to the

superconducting transition in a x = 0. 15 sample. The shift of
C the anomaly under magnetic field (i.e., critical field) is also

IS

-4 similar to the data obtained at x = 0. 15. Thus we may con-
x-~20clusively say that La2CuO4 -, exhibits superconductivity at

3 .... x , ,0 ......... 35K.V-' However, it is also clear that only a minor part of
Un the sample volume undergoes the transition . This argument

(n is supported by critical current and Meisaner expulsion mea-a 1a: x= surement which both give more than 103 times smaller val-
Suesthan those of the x = 0.15 samples. We have also ob-

u served a similar kind of superconducting behavior in

"-.15 esamples which have been prepared with a slight lanthanum
010 20 1 30 40 50 60 deficiency, i.e., La2~ CU0 4.., (x > 0)."~ The magnetic sus-

TEMPERATURE (K ceptibility data of x =0, 0.01, and 0.02 samples are dis-
played in Fig. 3. A susceptibility cusp is observed in the

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of theresisivityofaSr.CuOt, for x = 0 sample at 240 K. At the same temperature, a resistiv-
x s.ee. ity anomaly isalso found (see Fig. 2). At lower temperatures

the susceptibility becomes strongly dependent on the applied
magnetic field. The cusp moves downwards in temperature
with Sr substitution and is no longer observed at x = 0.02.

tetragonal-orthorhombic (T-O) transition is strongly de- Note that the magnitude of the susceptibility approaches a
pressed by Sr substitution. The transition occurs at 300 K similar value in all the compounds shown in Fig. 3 at tem-
and 215 K for x = 0. 10 and x = 0.12, respectively,4 and it is peratures close to = 400 K.
located above 60 K in ax = 0.15 sample, according to neu-
tron" and x-ray' 2 diffraction data. Therefore, the stabiliza-
tion of the tetragonal phase to zero temperature probably IV. DISCUSSION

occurs for a Sr substitution level ofx > 0.15. Hence, the max- We shall now proceed to a qualitative discussion of these
imum in T, at x = 0.15, although close to the T-O transition, data with the goal of learning something about the mecha-
appears to be an intrinsic property of the orthorhombic nism of superconductivity and the interplay between local-
phase. ization and superconductivity. Within the noninteracting

electron picture the Fermi level of the nonsubstituted com-
B. The low Sr substitution range (x<0.10) pound lies at the center of the band formed from antibonding

The properties of La 2- Sr. CuO4 -. change drastically Cu(d,_,) and 0(p) states. As shown schematically in
below x_0. 10. The superconducting state disappears below Fig. 4 the degeneracy of the van Hove singularities at the
x = 0.06, and the temperature dependence of the resistivity center of the band is lifted by the orthorhombic distortion
reveals a minimum at a temperature which increases with
decreasing values of x, as shown in Fig. 2. Many unsubstitut-

3 o. 0 kOe

h- + -01 5 kO.
0p 2. 3x0 -kO40.,, , , I -

0P.1 x=.02 5kO

I ~--- o .

> Q
In U

TEMPERATURE (K)50 100 150 200 250 300
TEMPERATURE (K)

FIG. 3. Magnetic susceptibility vs temperature of La ,Sr, CuO4_, for
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence ofthe resistivity ofLa,-, Sr CuO 4-, for x = 0.0, 0.01, and 0.02. Data are shown for various magnetic fields as shown
.O xO.08. in the figure.
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o )nE) -Atransformation as one might have speculated from compari-
)*.son with layer-type superconductors. 19 As a matter of fact, a

maximum in T, at =40 K can easily be obtained theoretical-l Sl 3 ly within the weak coupling limit when the Fermi level
passes through the van Hove singularity, E,.' 6. 2

0 This situa-
E" 0  -E E, EoE 2  -E tion corresponds toxO. 14 using the same set of parameters

() (b) as above to characterize the orthorhombic phase. The drop
in T, observed when x - 2y decreases can be related to theFermi level shifting away from the singularity E and ap-

FIG. 4. Schematic band structure of La.CuO4: (a) Tetragonal phase, (b) prac hing the middle of the bad
orthorhombic phase. proaching the middle of the band.

We have already mentioned that superconductivity in

pure La2CuO4 is derived from a small fraction of the sample
volume. Since we have always found for the unsubstituted
compounds, values of T, very close to the maximum observ-

with a concomitant lowering of the electron energy. The able T, of substituted samples we are led to believe that the

magnitude of the splitting A is obtained by balancing the local excess hole concentration in parts of the sample exhi-

electronic energy gain and the elastic lattice energy loss.
6  biting superconductivity corresponds to that of about

One phase or the other is stable at low temperatures accord- x 0.15 (for Sr doping). Our results on La-deficient sam-

ing to the concentration of additional holes created by Sr ples support a picture in which the superconducting regions

substitution. With reasonable values of parameters for the arise from the clustering of La vacancies" in small conduct-

orthorhombicity, (b - a)/a = 1%,n6 the Slater coefficient ing domains with a Fermi level near to a van Hove singular-

of the transfer integral, q0a = 6, 16 and an overall bandwidth ity such as El. In other words, lanthanum vacancies are not

of 6.4 eV,
7 

Friedel'a has estimated that the O-to-T transi- equally distributed but form small domains in which the lo-

tion should occur at x = 0. 17 [ assuming an average concen- cal concentration is larger than an average concentration of

tration of O vacancies (yn0,02) as indicated by thermogra- 0.5% or so. The existence of La vacancies in the parent com-

vimetric analysis]. This latter value agrees fairly well with pound La 2NiO4 is indeed supported from structural consid-

the experimental phase diagram (Fig. 5) and suggests that erations.

the maximum in T, at x = 0. 15 is indeed an intrinsic proper- We turn now to the discussion of the very lightly substi-

ty of the orthorhombic state. It is not related to the phase tuted regime. The x = 0 samples exhibit both a resistive
anomaly (Fig. 2) and a susceptibility cusp at 240 K (Fig. 3)
which can be attributed to the onset of an antiferromagnetic
phase revealed in neutron diffraction2 3 

and Mssbauer stud-
ies.24 

As shown in Fig. 3 the susceptibility becomes field
dependent at lower temperatures in agreement with the be-
havior ofa spin-density wave (SDW) state under high fields.

3001"' , It is reasonable to ascribe the antiferromagnetic phase to the
• , onset of SDW state which involves the nesting vector

a Q = (± r/a, ± r/b) of the orthorhombic Fermi surface.
ET\ ERAGONAL The existence of this SDW state is a property of the particu-

| , lar 2D character of the La 2CuO 4 series and is confined to the
200 0 close vicinity of the half-filled band regimc. Model calcula-
2 00 W tions indicate that the SDW state is suppressed very rapidly

upon increasing the concentration of holes and consequent

cdestruction of the nesting properties.6' The critical con-
S oRTHORHOMBICcentration for the destruction of the SDW state x=0.01-C 100 I 0.02, implied by our data is indeed in fair agreement with the

computation of the stability criterion using a strength of the
electron-electron repulsion U which is of the order of the
effective transfer integral between Cu atoms (corresponding
to a weak correlation regime). "

0, SC A minimum in resistance is observed at low tempera-
0 0. 1 0.2 tures for x > 0.01 shifting towards lower temperatures as the

Sr x) substitution level increases (Fig. 2). However, the localiza-

FIG. 5. Phase diagram of La 2_,Sr.CuO4-,. Closed circles represent the tion of the carriers at low temperatures is not accompanied
superconducting transition, open circles the SDW transition, and squares by a loss in the spin degree of freedom as shown by tb sus-
the orthorhombic-tetragonal phase transition (closed squares from Ref. 4 ceptibility data of the x = 0.02 sample. This behavior is
and open squares from Ref. 12). The dashed lines are guidelines for the eye.
The superconductivity at x = 0 is not indicated on this diagram as it con- reminiscent of the localization observed in the one-dimen-
cerns only a small fraction of the sample volume in which the carrier con- sional conductors of the (TMTTF) 2 X series

26 
where a cor-

centration is not that corresponding to "pure" LaCuO. relation-induced localization develops at low temperatures
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The effect of lanthanide substitution on the superconductivity in Ba 2YCu3O7
and (LaSr)2CuO 4 (invited)

H. Takagi,*' S. Uchida, " H. Eisaki," ) and S. Tanaka
Department ofApplied Physics, Faculty of Engineerin University of Tokyo. Bunkyo-Ku.Tokyo 113, Japan

K. Kishio, K. Kitazawa, and K. Fueki
Department of Industrial Chemistry. Faculty of Engineerrng University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-Ku,
Tokyo 113, Japan.

The effect of the lanthanide substitution on the superconductivity in Ba2YCu3O 7 and
(LaSr) 2CuO 4 is investigated. The substitution effect is completely different between the two
Cu-oxide systems. In Ba 2YCu30 7, the replacement of Y with lanthanides gives negligible
change in the transition temperature, whereas a few percent of lanthanide substitution
depresses T, by about 10 K in the (LaSr) 2CuO 4 system. The depression of T, in the latter
system depends on the atomic number of lanthanides. From the results of the magnetic
susceptibility and the relationship between the lattice parameters and T,, we conclude that the
depression of T, cannot be ascribed to the magnetic effect nor to the volume effect. Possible
mechanisms for the depression of T, are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION resonating valence bond.' 5 
It is appropriate now to accumu-

Until recently, superconducting transition temperature late the basical experimental data in order to elucidate the
was supposed to have a limit at around 30 K. However, a mechanism of high T, superconductivity.
breakthrough has been brought about by the discovery of the The effect on superconductivity of magnetic ion substi-
high T superconductivity in the series of perovskite-related tution is expected to provide an insight into the local elec-
Cu oxides. tronic states, since the magnetic ion can suppress the super-

Two types of the superconducting Cu oxides has been conductivity through the exchange coupling without
found up to now. First, 40 K class superconductivity has changing the electronic states in the vicinity of the Fermi
been established in the solid solution system level. In order to investigate the effect of magnetic lanthan-
(La,A) 2CuO4 _, [hereafter denoted as (LaA) 2CuO 4, ide ion substitution on the superconductivity, we have syn-
A = Sr, Ba, Ca] having a K 2NiF 4-type structure.' Shortly thesized Ba 2LnCu30 7 in which Y is replaced by lanthanides
after the discovery of 40 K superconductors, high T, super- and the solid solution system [ (La,Ln)o.925 Sro0 75 ] 2CuO 4
conductivity above liquid-nitrogen temperature has been with a fixed Sr content of 7.5%.
achieved in oxygen-deficient perovskite Ba2YCu3 7 -, with As has been pointed out in the previous studies, '- 9 

the
T, exceeding 90 K. The discovery of Ba2YCu3O_7 - has depression of the superconductivity by the lanthanides sub-
stimulated the discovery of a new series of 90 K supercon- stitution for the La or Y site is much smaller than that by Cu
ductors, Ba2LnCu3O 7, y (hereafter denoted as site substitution, giving an evidence of the two-dimensional
Ba2LnCU3O 7, Ln = Y, La, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er, nature of the conduction electrons. However, the magnitude
Tm, Yb, Tm).6- t

1 of the depression of T, by lanthanide substitution is strik-
The crystal structures of these oxides are characterized ingly different between 90 and 40 K superconductors. al-

by a layered structure. In the 40 K superconductors with a though these Cu oxides possess a similar layered structure.
K2NiF4 structure, the two-dimensional Cu-O layer is isolat- In the 90 K superconductor, the change in T, by the replace-
ed by La-O layers, whereas triple Cu-O layers, the center ment is negligibly small, whereas a clear depression of T, is
layer of which is composed of an array of one-dimensional observed with a few percent substitution in the 40 K super-
Cu-O chains, are isolated by lanthanides layer in the 90 K conductor. A large part of this paper is devoted to the prob-
superconductors. lem of the origin of the T, depression in [ (La,Ln),Sr] 2CuO 4

The absence of the isotope effect in the 90 K supercon- system.
ductors casts a question about the conventional phonon me-
diated superconductivity in these systems. Many theoretical II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
models on the mechanism of the superconductivity in the PROCEDURE
newly discovered Cu-oxide systems have been proposed, The sintered pellets of the Ba2LnCu30, - (Ln = Y,
such as bipolaron,' 2 

plasmon,13 
exciton mechanism,' 4 

and Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb) and
[ (LaLn)o. 2 s Sro.o,] 2Cu0 4 (Ln 3% and 5%, Ln = La, Ce,

Also at Engineering Reawrch Institute, Faculty of Engineering, Univer. Pr, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu) were prepared as
sty ofTokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan follows.
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A. ILCUO0,-, Eut .BamuO_ ((La, Ln),.Srd,CuO,
A prescribed mixture of Ln 2O3, BaC0 3, and CuO was " u

reacted at 900 C with several intermediate pulvarizations. c Er

The obtained powder was pressed into pellets and sintered at 9 8 0
950 "C in continuous 02 gas flow followed by slowly cooling

down to room temperature at 50 "C/h. Room-temperature .Z
x-ray powder diffraction showed that most of the obtained '

samples consist of a single phase of orthorhombic oxygen- u

deficient perovskite. Only for the Yb-based compound, the 13.10
presence of a small amount of secondary phase, of the order

of 10%, was observed. The lattice parameters systematically I I I

decrease with increasing atomic number due to the lanthan- 3781
ide contraction. The results of x-ray powder diffraction are *3

summarized in Table I.

B. [(La, Ln)o.a, Sro.0 7s]2Cu0 4 , (Ln 3% and 5%) 3.76T

A prescribed mixture of Ln 20 3 (for Ce, Pr, and Th sub-

stitution, CeO 2, Pr6O, , and Tb4O 7 were used, respectively.)

La20 3, BaCO3, and CuO was reacted at 900 'C with several I
intermediate pulverizations. The obtained powder was 0 5 10 15 20

pressed into a pellet and sintered at 1050 'C in continuous 02 Ln content (%)
gas flow. The obtained pellet was annealed at 500 °C for 24 h
for sufficient oxygen incorporation. The room-temperature FIG. 1. Lanthanide content dependence ofthe lattice parameters a and c for
x-ray powder diffraction shows that the obtained samples [(La, Ln )o, ,Sro,, ],CuO, (Ln = Eu, Gd, Er).

consist of a single phase of the tetragonal K2 NiF4 structure
for light lanthanide elements from La to Th except for Ce.

For heavy elements, from Dy to Lu, the presence of the sec-
ondary phase was (apparently) observed, suggesting the
presence of a solubility limit. Judging from the intensity, the T , since the former reflects the bulk superconducting prop-

amount of the secondary phase seems to increase with in- erties better than the latter. In order to investigate the nature
creasing atomic number. The presence of the solubility limit of the lanthanides, the magnetic susceptibility in the normal
for heavy elements can be clearly seen in Fig. 1, in which the state was measured. For the susceptibility measurements, a

Ln concentration dependence of the lattice parameters up to SQUID magnetometer SHE model 905 was used.

20% is plotted. The lattice parameters decrease linearly with

lanthanide content for Eu and Gd substitution, whereas the II1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
lattice parameters do not change for Er substitution, indicat-

ing the presence of the solubility limit for a heavy element as A. Ba 2YCu3 O7 system

low as a few percent or less. First, we describe the superconductivity in Ba2LnCu 307

The transition temperature T, of the prepared samples in which Y is replaced by lanthanides. In Figs. 2 and 3 are
was determined by both the resistivity and the magnetic sus- shown the temperature dependencies of the resistivity and
ceptibility measurement. We relied on the Meissner signal the Meissner signal for several members of Ba 2LnCu O7,

data rather than the resistivity data for the determination of respectively. As has been reported by many researchers, T,

TABLE I. The lattice parameters a, b, and c of the orthorhombic structure, the superconducting transition temperature T, defined as the onset temperature
in the Meissner signal, the effective magnetic moment per Ln atom determined from the slope of the inverse magnetic susceptibility versus temperature curve,
and the effective moment expected for free Ln3 are listed for the various members of Ba2LnCUs07.

T, a b c /X.P M,,.,
Ln (K) (A) (A) (A) (jy$) tp,)

Y 92 3.887 3.825 11.67
Eu 92 3.907 3.854 11.73
Dy 91 3.906 3.835 11.72 10.3 10.6
Ho 90 3.896 3.828 11.70 10.0 10.6
Er 59 3.896 3.826 11.68 9.0 9.6
Tm 90 3.892 3.817 11.66 7.3 7.6
Yb 89 3.888 3.807 11.67 4.0 4.5
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistivity for BaLnCu.O.

(Ln = Y, Eu, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb). 0 50 100 0 50 100

T(K)

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility for
Ba 2LnCu,0,. The measurement was performed by slowly cooling the sam-

does not change significantly by the replacement. 
2 2 

All the pie in the constant field of H = 10 Oe.

members shown in Figs. 2 and 3 exhibit superconductivity
with T, of 90 K range. The change in the onset temperature
listed in Table I is, at most, as small as 3 K.

The temperature dependence of the inverse magnetic and Ba 2ErCu 30 7 can be seen in the temperature dependence
susceptibility in the normal state shown in Fig. 4 indicates of the Hall coefficient shown in Fig. 5.
that lanthanides take the valence 3 + in the superconduct- As has been pointed out by many groups, another origin
ing Ba2LnCu307 . The magnetic susceptibilities of all the of the small change in T, by the replacement is that the
members except for Eu obey the Curie-Weiss law. The effec- exchange coupling to the magnetic moment of the Ln3 

+ is
tive moment per lanthanide atom estimated from the slope of
the line coincides well with that of free Ln3  ion, indicating
lanthanide atoms are in an almost free Ln3

+ state. As for Eu,
of which the trivalent ion has the nonmagnetic ground state BaLnCu,O, -- 1Eu
'F, (J = 0) with the excited states 7F, almost 40 K above, 6
the experimental curve can be fitted by the calculated one by Yb
assuming that Eu is in the trivalent ionic state. 5 10

The band calculation indicates that the conduction , 4 -,,. Tm
band is primarily composed of the Cu 3d and 0 2p orbitals Ea,-.
and that Y provides a negligibly small contribution to the 7; 3
Fermi level.2 "23 Therefore one can expect that the replace- E Ho
ment of Y by the trivalent lanthanides does not change the 2 Er
electronic states in the vicinity of the Fermi level. This is 1Dy
probably one of the reasons why T, does not change by the I
replacement. Actually, we did not observe any indication of 0 100 200 300
a change in the electronic states in the various electronic T(K)
properties such as the resistivity and Hall coefficient. As
shown in Fig. 2, all the members show an almost Tlinear FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the inverse magnetic susceptibility for
resistivity. No significant differences between Ba 2YCu30 7  Ba2LnCu,0 (Ln = Eu, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb).
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F 2 be seen from the figure, T, clearly decreases with the substi-
BaLnCu,O tution and the magnitude of the depression depends on the

substituted elements. The superconducting transition be-
.. ,.0. E -.0 comes broad as compared with nonsubstituted sample, prob-

,oo - ably due to the inhomogeneity introduced by the substitu-

-11 tion.

2 a . The onset temperatures of the transition seen in the

" + r Meissner signal for the sample with Ln 3% and 5% are plot-
* - , ted against the lanthanide elements in Fig. 7. The reduction
o of T, obviously depends on the atomic number. T, for non-

100 200 3 0 substituted samples is 38 K. As the atomic number increases,
10 20 30 T, decreases monotonically except for Ce and shows a mini-
T (K) mum at Tb where the depression of T, is 8 and 12 K for 3%

FIG. 5. Hall coefficient of BaYCuO, and BaErCuO, as a function of the and 5% substitutions, respectively. For these light lanthan-

temperature. ide elements, the depression of T, is almost in proportion to
the lanthanide concentration. On the other hand, T, seems
to increase for heavy elements from Dy to Lu but in this case

the material faces the solubility problem. Due to the pres-

weak due to the anisotropic crystal structure in which the Y ence of the solubility limit, it is not clear whether T, in-
laek isdu e fo m the n trpl Cra slayers," which is s creases for heavy elements or not. Since the depression of T,layer is isolated from the triple Cu-O layers , he ntsup- seems to be saturated with increasing the amount of the sub-
ported by the band-structure calculation. Recently, the ants- titution, the depression of T, for those heavy elements
ferromagnetic ordering of the moments on the lanthsanide should probably be larger if the heavy element were soluble.
atoms at low temperature was reported for Gd (TN = 2.2 Then, what is the origin of the depression of T, in (La,
K), Dy(TN =0.92 K), Sm(T =0.60 K), and Sr) 2CuO 4? First, we can rule out the depression due to the
Er(T = 0.59 K).

24 
The observed low N6el temperatures exchange coupling based on the following discussion. The

clearly support that the exchange coupling is too weak to exchange interaction in this system is too weak to cause a
compete with the superconductivity, large depression of T, because of the same reason as in the

case of Ba 2LnCu3O7 . The depression of T, due to the ex-
• "2 change coupling is expressed by the Abrikosov-Gorkov for-

In contrast to the Ba2YCu 30 7 system, a few percent mula
2" 26

lanthanide substitution for La degrades the superconductiv- k, A T, = ('/8) cN(o) r 2
G.

ity. In Fig. 6 is shown the temperature dependence of the
Meissner signal forsamples with 3% Lnsubstitution. As can Here, C, N(0), F, and G denote the concentration of the

magnetic impurities, density of states at Fermi level, ex-
change interaction parameter, and de Gennes factor, respec-
tively. When the depression of T, is primarily caused by the

Th Eu m Nd Pr a

n 3% 0 000 0o o 

0 0 0 o0 0 0 00 o ((La,Ln)tasSr ,)2CuO
.0 0 400,

0 0 0 0 0

~ 0 
0 0 0 0 0 900

0 0 00 0 0 30
00 0 0

0. 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o
0 8 o o o o 30 o 0

-2 o0 o o
0 0 0 00  

o o0 25 o Ln 3%
0 o0 0 0 a Ln 5%

0 00

-3 -
20 30 40 La Ce Pr Nd PmSmEuGd To Dy HoEr Tmb Lu

T (K) Ln

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility for
I(La,l-n)oS.SrOS 12CuO4 (Ln3%,Ln = La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Th). FIG. 7. Onset temperature of the superconducting transition in the
The measurement was performed by slowly cooling the sanmple in the con- Meissner signal for I (LaLn)oe2 ,,Sro s , 2CuO, (Ln 3% and 5%) vs the
stant field of H =10 Ge. lanthanide elements.
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exchange coupling, the depression is essentially scaled by the
de Gennes factor G-- =(U- l)2J(J+ 1) as far as N(O) and 3.80 !
r does not change appreciably. Thus, if LnO + sets as a mag-  " .

ing atomic number from Ce to Gd showing a maximum at
Gd and then decreases from Gd to Lu. In the above scenario, 3.78
Eu should be an exception, since Eu3 + has a pound state
7 F,, J = 0.

On the contrary, the observed depression of T, for Eu is - i
comparable to the neighboring Sm and Gd. Here, one has to '.

bear in mind that Eu prefers not only the trivalent but also I

the divalent ionic state. However, as has been pointed out by
Tarascon et al., the magnetic susceptibility for Eu in the 3.7
normal state can be well fitted by the calculated one by as- 10 20 30 40 50
suming that Eu is trivalent as shown in Fig. 8, indicating Eu TC K
is certainly in the trivalent ionic state. Therefore, the ex-
change coupling cannot be the primary origin of the depres-
sion of T,.

It has been reported that the (LaSr) 2CuO 4 has a much
larger positive pressure coefficient of the transition tempera- 13.30-
ture dT, /dp as compared with the Ba 2YCu3 0 7 system.

27'
2 s

Now, we discuss the problem from the viewpoint that lanth-
anide atoms act merely as spacers. 13 0

Kishio et al. systematically investigated T, of the solid !3.20.
solution system [La0 9 (Sr,BaCa)oI ]2CuO 4 system.29 They "
have found that T, can be scaled well with the lattice param- -

eter a of the tetragonal cell. Based on this finding, they sug- 13.10
gested that the Cu-O bond length is of crucial importance in
determining T. In Fig. 9 the relationship between T, and
the lattice parameters in the [La, (Sr,Ba,Ca) ]2CUO 4 solid
solution system is reproduced together with the pressure 13a0C 20 30 40 10
data. The curve for the jLa,(Sr,BaCa)3 2CuO 4 solid solu-
tion can be smoothly extrapolated to the high-pressure data. (b Tc( K)
Therefore, the solid solution effect of FIG. 9. Relationship between lattice parameters (a) a and (b) c. and T, in
[La,(SrBa,Ca) 12CuO4 seems to be essentially the same as I (La.Ln)o.2,, ,Sro., )2CuO, liarge open circles: Ln = La. Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu.
the high-pressure effect. Gd. Th; Ln 3% and 5%; the data for Eu 10%, 15%. 20% and Pr 10% are

Can the present system be explained on the same line? included ], f Lao.q,(SrBaCa)o ] 2CuO4 reported by Kishio et aL. (small
open circles), and (Lnos ,Sro I ) CuO. with pressure reported by TakahashiThe relationship between T, and lattice parameters is also et al. (small closed circles).

((La. Ln)50. Sro ,)2CW, shown in Fig. 9. The lattice parameters a and c decrea ,e with

2 Eu 5% lanthanide substitution due to the lanthanide contraction,
while T, is always depressed by the substitution. Thus, both~, vs a and T, vs c curves have positive slopes. The tendency

is in the opposite direction to those of the high-pressure data1''' and [La, (Sr, Ba, Ca) ]2CUO 4 solid solution system. There-
fore, the depression of T, cannot be explained simply by the
change in the lattice parameters, i.e., volume effect.

The origin of the depression of T, should be sought in
some effects oher than the magnetic and the volume effect.

0I I An indication of the predominance of the strong modifica-
0100 200 300 tion of local electronic states due to the introduction of

T (K) lanthanide substitution is observed in the temperature de-

FIG. S. Temperature dependence of the magnetic smelbility in the nor- pendence of the resistivity shown in Fig. 10. Whereas non-

mal state for )(Lmo.,,E r.)., sCuO,. The dsedcure e nt substituted samples show an almost linear temperature de-

the calculated one amamns that Eu is in the trivalent ionic state. pendence, a tendency of the negative temperature coefficient
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FAntiferromagnetism In the high-T, related compounds (invited)
S. K. Sinha, D. E. Moncton, D. C. Johnston,a) D. Vakninb)
Exxon Research and Engineering Company, Annandale, New Jersey 08801

G. Shirane
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

C. Stassis
Iowa State University, Ame owa 50010

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on La2CuO4 y have revealed maxima in temperature
indicative of antiferromagnetic ordering. Powder diffraction measurements have demonstrated
the existence of superlattice peaks at temperatures below those corresponding to the
susceptibility maxima, and polarized neutron measurements have confirmed that the peaks are
indeed of magnetic origin. The deduced antiferromagnetic structure in the orthorhombic
(Cmca) phase of La2CuO4 - Y consists of ferromagnetic sheets of Cu atoms in the b-c plane
which are alternating in sign along the a axis [ 100]. The moment is parallel to the c axis. The
Neel temperature is extremely sensitive to the oxygen deficiency y and decreases rapidly to
zero as y goes from 0.03 to 0. The saturated moment is 0.4 lie /Cu atom for samples with the
highest TN (290 K). Antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations have also been observed by polarized
neutron scattering in the paramagnetic phase above TN. Recent results obtained on magnetic
ordering in the YBa2Cu 306 - family of compounds are also discussed, together with the
possible implications for novel superconductivity mechanisms.

From the basic physics point of vi-v., rhaps the most broad rise in the susceptibility in the region - 250-600 K, as
interesting question regarding the bo-c-acd "high-Ta" su- shown in Fig. 1.
perconductors is this: Is the me ho,- ia conventional elec- La2CuO 4 -y is tetragonal at high temperatures and un-
tron-phonon coupling, or is it dhIif. - at from that in all super- dergoes an orthorhombic distortion at lower temperature,
conductors known so far? in particular, if the mechanism is which doubles the tetragonal unit cell ia the basal plane. 1o.1 I
not due to phonons, could it be associated with spin fluctu- The transition temperature T. is highly sensitive to the oxy-
ations or magnetic in Leractions in a general sense? The earli- gen lacancy concentration y in the material, varying from
est theory advocating the latter point of view for the present 450 to 530 K depending on y.9 The orthorhombic space-
group of materids was put forward by Anderson in the form group is Cmca, where (unlike the tetragonal system) the a
of his resonating valence bond (RVB) theory,' and subse- and c axis lie in the basal plane and the b axis is along the
quently several different theories have been presented which original tetragonal c axis normal to the Cu-O layers.
involve superconductivity arising from the same interac- The La 2CuO 4 - y powder samples studied were pre-
tions which produce magnetism, and in some cases, even pared using the normal procedures, 2 and the oxygen va-
coexisting with long-range antiferromagnetic order." - In cancy concentration y was controlled by final heating either
this paper, we shall describe how antiferromagnetic order is in flowing helium, air or an oxygen-rich atmosphere. The
indeed seen by neutron diffraction in this family of com- neutron powder diffraction measurements were carried out
pounds, although, as we shall see, the relationship to super- on neutron spectrometers at the High Flux Brookhaven
conductivity is still unclear at the present time. Reactor, using a neutron wavelength of 2.37 A and a pyroly-

We first discuss the case of antiferromagnetism in the
"parent" compound La 2CuO4 - y of the A2 - %,Bx CUO 4 - y

family of superconductors, where A = lanthanide and
B = Ca, Sr, and Ba. Peaks in the temperature dependence of 1. 5 OVEN-COOLED La2Cu04.y

the measured susceptibility of La 2CuO4 - , were found sev- -,
eral years ago, indicating some kind of phase transition.'
Systematic recent studies by Johnston and co-workers9 indi- A C. 07s K

cate a strong sample dependence to the temperature of this
transition. The temperatures of the susceptibility maxima U. '
are highly sensitive to the value of y, increasing from TN _0
for y = 0 to TN = 295 K for y Z 0.03. The anomaly disap- 600 PSI 02/770 K

pears for La2 - Sr, CuD 4 - y samples for Sr concentrations o. 1_"_"_"'_________________
x Z 0.1. The susceptibility data for x 5 0.1 also indicate a TEMPERATURE (K)

'Praent address: Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50010. FIG. I. Magnetic susceptibility X vs temperature for three samples of
0 1

Also at the University of Penmylvani, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. LCuO, -Y.
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tic graphite filter to remove A /2 contamination to better 3500

than I part in 10.. La2CU04_Y

Figure 2 shows the lattice constants a and c measured as S 3oo T - 15 K

a function of temperature, together with the order parameter
17 of the orthorhombic distortion 2(c - a)/(c + a), as a - 2500 , -
function of reduced temperature T/TO for a sample with s *

y=0.03 . To was found tobe 505 K. Also shown is the intensi- _
ty ofthe (041) orthorhombic nuclear peak (forbidden in the I T - 300 K

tetragonal phase) whose intensity is proportional to 62, z

where 8 is the angle of the octahedral rotation which doubles a I2 ' 24 26 L8
the unit cell." The data is well fitted by qot

°
'
74 and SCATTERING ANGLE (28. DEG)

8- 
0"4 7 6 

over the whole range of temperatures measured,

where t = I T- TolTol. Goo ... ...._.._._.

Careful searches were made at low temperatures for ad- L r
ditional neutron diffraction peaks indicative of antiferro- - 40o. 2  -Y

magnetic ordering. Figure 3 shows such a peak which ap-
peared below 220 K at a scattering angle and which could be 200

indexed as (100). [The resolution of the instrument was
good enough to differentiate this position from the almost 0 T

degenerate (010) position, which showed no peak.] The z

temperature dependence of the peak intensity (measured as z -200

peak height above background) is also plotted in Fig. 3. The o o 200 300

symmetric peak shape is indicative of three-dimensional or- 2 TEPERTURE (K)

dering, and the peak width (which is not significantly
greater than the instrumental resolution width) indicates FIG. 3. (a) Intensity vs scattering angle 20 for neutron powder scans ofthe

coherence of the ordered structure for lengths >200 A. (100) peak region at 15 K and at room temperature. (b) (100) peak inten-

After discovery of the (100) superlattice peak, peaks were sity vs temperature. The solid line is a spin j magnetization curve for

searched for and found at the equivalent reciprocal lattice TN = 220 K, calculated from molecular field theory.

point positions (011), (031), (120), and (300). These are

all forbidden by the orthorhombic nuclear structure. Careful x-ray powder diffraction measurements at these positions

yielded no peaks, which suggested that displacive structural
transformations or oxygen vacancy ordering as the origin of

these peaks was not likely. "

0 , . L a.2co~ 4-In order to confirm that these peaks were indeed ofmag-
. 0  netic origin, a polarized neutron diffraction experiment was

5.38 CO carried out,
14 

These measurements were carried out on a
00o sample with a higher Tv ( = 290 K). In a polarization analy-

sis experiment, one measures the scattering from the sample
S5 36_ 000

°

53 50 which has resulted in a spin-flip of the neutron, both in the

5.34 5 configuration where the neutron spin is parallel to Q, the

momentum transfer vector (HF configuration) and where it

53 __ ,_,___ ,_,_,___, is perpendicular to Q (VF configuration).1
5 

In this way, all
0 200 400 oo nonmagnetic contributions to the scattering are eliminated,

TEMPERATURE (K)
and it can be shown that the magnetic scattering is propor-

2.0 _tional to twice the difference (HF-VF) intensity. This inten-
S() sity was observed at the (100) superlattice point and fol-

1._ La 2 CU0 4
_y lowed a similar temperature dependence to the peaks found

S (04) PEAK' earlier, indicating that the peaks are indeed due to magnetic
i . . INTENSITY ordering.
In 1 0 From the relative intensities of the various magnetic

peaks, and assuming that the magnetic moments are asso-

To- 505 N K ciated with the Cu sites, the antiferromagnetic structure
shown in Fig. 4 was deduced, consisting of ferromagnetic

0.0
0. o. o .o .o o. e 0.0 sheets of spins in the b-c plane alternating in sign as one

T/To moves along the a axis. The moment direction is along the

orthorhombic c axis in the basal plane. From the intensities
FIG. 2. (a) Otthorhombic lattice constants a and c vs temperature, (b) of the magnetic peaks as compared with the nuclear peaks,
Orbohomble diatortion r ad (041) nclear reflection intensity (atb.
unit) vsredu~ed tempeature (T -S0S K); the sold curvea are power the low temperature ordered moment was obtained as
low Ato the data a diacusd in thetext. 0.4 0.15 Aa/Cu atom for the sample with Tv 220 K
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_ S MAGNETIC STRUCTURE TN 150 K (moment = 0.23 + 0.05y ) were found to
show antiferromagnetic ordering. The full ordered amount
expected for a Cu2+ ion is - I P. Zero-point fluctuations
can account for some reduction, but not as large as that ob-
served.

We next examined a powder sample of La2CuO4 -,

(y = 0.03) with TN n250 K for paramagnetic scattering
above TN at 300 K, using the neutron polarization analysis[ - FIG. 4. Proposed spin structure of antifer-FG4.Pro osed L pn_ run corste technique described above. The experiment showed that an-

romagetic Ls2CUO5 - r Only copper sites
in the orthorhombic unit cell are shown for tiferromagnetic fluctuations exist above TN around the
clarity. (100) reciprocal lattice point. Subsequently, measurements

03 2on a large single crystal of La 2CuO4 - (Ref. 20) showed
that these fluctuations are two-dimensional, in the sense of
being antiferromagnetic fluctuations within the Cu-O (a-c)basal planes. The existence of rods of scattering passing

c through the (100) reciprocal lattice point showed that these
OI c planes are uncorrelated. It is interesting to note that for the

two-dimensional spin structure corresponding to that in the
basal plane of the unit cell shown in Fig. 4, the (100) and

and 0.43 + 0.13 pB/Cu atom for the sample with TN - 290 (001) reciprocal lattice points are equivalent (if there is no
K. The magnetic form factor for the Cu atom can also be unique direction for the spins), and indeed rods of scattering
obtained from the data and is shown in Fig. 5. Compared were observed in the single crystal experiment through both
with the standard Cu2 " form factor, the measured form fac- reciprocal lattice points. In the three-dimensional structure,
tor appears to have a shoulder at Q l 1.26 A-, although the they are not equivalent and the intensity around (001) van-
statistical errors in the data are quite large. It is tempting to ishes. The remarkable features revealed by the single-crystal
ascribe these to covalency effects"6 arising from the oxygen measurements are that these two-dimensional correlations
atoms. Note that the symmetry of the magnetic structure exist both below and well above the 3D Nel temperature
does not allow the 0 atoms in the basal planes to have a (the anomalous rise in the susceptibility above 250 K is thus
moment, but the 0 atoms above and below the basal plane presumably due to this effect), and that there is no quasielas-
may. It is an interesting fact that recent spin-polarized band- tic component to the scattering. Rather, the scattering is due
structure calculations by Harmon et aL " yield a small mo- to spin excitations which are highly dispersive, correspond-
ment on these oxygen sites and account qualitatively for the ing to an extremely large in-plane exchange of the order of
shape of the observed form-factor as shown. The magnetic 1000 K. They are also gapless. The picture is reminiscent of a
ordering in La2CuO4 _y has also recently been observed in 2D analog of the spin excitations in chromium.2 The in-
pSR experiments by Uemura et al.'I plane correlation length is of - 100-200 A, but decreases

The most striking feature of the magnetism in very rapidly on doping with impurities.
La2CuO4 - is its extreme sensitivity to oxygen vacancy The picture which emerges then is of a strongly ex-
concentrations, as the ordered state disappears rapidly as y change-coupled 2D spin system with much weaker inter-
goes to zero. Single-crystal neutron diffraction experi- plane coupling (along the b axis), which results in the 3D
ments, 9 carried out by heat treating the crystals in a vacuum long-range ordering at TN. The reason for the weak inter-
to increase y, confirmed this trend. Single crystals with plane coupling can be deduced from the spin structure
TNn 50 K (ordered Cu moment =0.17 0.05,u.) and shown in Fig. 4. The spin at (j, 0, 1) in the center of the

square of the basal plane is coupled (through superexchange
interactions via the out-of-plane oxygens) antiferromagneti-
cally to the four nearest spins in the layer above, but these
interactions exactly cancel in the undistorted tetragonal
structure, leading to frustration. In the distorted orthorhom-
bic phase, a consideration of the relative oxygen displace-

o.a ments shows 22 that the interactions with the pair of spins
which favor the observed 3D structure become stronger than

0.4- those with the pair of spins which oppose it, resulting in the
observed 3D spin structure. It thus appears that the inter-
layer coupling is crucially dependent on the orthorhombic

0.0. distortion in this structure. What is not clear is why Tv0. 0. 1.0 2.5 2.0 5 should be so sensitive to oxygen vacancy concentration, and
a2 (0-11 why the 3D structure does not develop the full Cu2 

Inoo-
FIG. S. Mapeform factor for copper & calcu.. iforCu (solid line), ment at low temperatures. From neutron diffraction data on
expeuntal mesurnents from the pee it otron diffraction work
(Rfd. 13) 0, and calculationsbased onaspin-p, nzedbandstructurecal- different La2CuO4 -, samples,"9 it appears that the 3D or-
culation (Rtff 17)0. dered moment increases monotonically with TN, as one
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Theoretical studies of high T, superconductors (invited) (abstract)a)
D. J. Scalapino
Department of Physics. University of California Santa Barbara, California 93106

The current theoretical ideas concerning the mechanism responsible for the high transition
temperature of the superconducting oxides will be reviewed.

aSupported in part by the National Science Foundation nder grant No.
DMR56.l5454 and the Department of Energy under grant No. DE-
FG03-85ER45 197.
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Magnetic Recording Heads Ching Tsang, Chairperson

Laminated CoZr amorphous thin-film recording heads
James L. Su, Mao-Min Chen, Jerry Lo, and Rod E. Lee
IBM Magnetic Recording Institute, IBM Research Division, Almaden Research Center, 650 Harry Road,
San Jose, California 95120

Recording heads with four-layer laminated CoZr/Ta films as pole pieces have been fabricated
using rf sputter deposition and ion milling techniques. Typical 4irM of 14 000 G were
obtained for CoZr amorphous films compared with 10 000 G for Permalloy films. Recording
tests performed with this laminated CoZr/Ta film head indicate 8-12 dB better overwrite than
with plated Permalloy film heads having an identical structure. However, the former exhibits a
10%-25% lower amplitude than the latter. This may be attributed to the thermal degradation
of the initial permeability p. of the CoZr film during head-fabrication processes. This CoZr/Ta
head also shows poorer amplitude stability than the plated Permalloy head.

I. INTRODUCTION I X 10-  Tor. The magnetic anisotropy of the film was in-
Interest in CoZr alloy films' for recording-head applica- duced by depositing CoZr in a magnetic field of 150 Oe.

tions stems from the need to develop a high-saturation-mag- Typical deposition .onditions were 500-W rf forward power,
netization material to satisfy both read and write require- 8-mTorr argon pressure, and - 20-V substrate bias voltage.
ments in high-density recording environments. A thin-film The deposition rate was 225 A/min. Film thicknesses from

head with CoZr pole pieces has been shown to produce sig- 300 A to 2.2 pm were examined during the course of these

nificant imprc v, nent in the overwrite performance. 2 How- studies. For lamination, a nonmagnetic spacer of either con-

ever, the magnetostriction A of the amorphous CoZr film ducting or insulating materials can be used. In this experi-
reported was + 2.6 x 10-, substantially larger than that of ment, 200-A-thick Ta was chosen as the spacer material. The

sputtered NiFe film heads having A = ( + 0.5-5) x 10- , deposited films were subsequently annealed up to 280 °C in
which was reported to cause wiggles in the readback signal.' N2 or in a vacuum of about 10 mTorr. A top layer of Ta was
Near-zero A has been achieved by adding a nonmagnetic deposited on the sample to avoid oxidation of CoZr during

element such as Nb to the CoZr alloy film,' but usually at the annealing. The thermal annealing was performed with the
expense of 41rM .. In this study, we prepared I-gm-thick following variations: stationary in a magnetic field, rotating
and 12-pum-wide unlaminated CoZr and four-layer laminat- (up to 60 rpm) in a magnetic field, and no magnetic field.

ed CoZr/Ta films to examine domain configurations using The crystal structure of the film was studied using x-ray
the Bitter technique. The unlaminated film exhibited dis- diffraction techniques. The coercivity (H) and anisotropy
tinct closure domains at both edges, while the laminated film field (H,) were evaluated with a B-H looper, while the satu-

did not. This result motivated us to fabricate thin-film induc- ration moment was determined using a vibrating-sample
tive heads with four-layer laminated CoZr/Ta pole pieces to magnetometer. The magnetostriction A was evaluated by ap-
assess the read-write performance. This paper reports on the plying a 15-g load at the center line of a 5.0-cm' square wafer
properties and annealing results of the films and on the fabri- through a three-point bending scheme.6 The permeability,
cation and read-write characteristics of laminated CoZr/Ta was measured with a permeance meter.
film heads including the amplitude stability and the peak
shift. 111 RESULTS

A. CoZr and CoZr/Ta film deposition and properties
II. EXPERIMENT Magnetic properties of the CoZr films were found to

Single and multiple CoZr/Ta films were deposited from depend on the crystal structure of the film. For films deposit-
two separate 8-in.-diam targets in a Perkin-Elmer 2400 di- ed in the amorphous phase, low coercivity was obtained. In
ode sputteing system. The CoZr target used had a composi- general, low power density and low substrate bias during
tion of 6.7 at. % Zr. The Ta films served as protection as well deposition play an important role of keeping the substrate
as spacer layers and were deposited in the same pump cycle, temperature from rising too high, thereby preventing the
Thin glass and A203-coated ceramic substrates were loaded films from forming crystalline phases. Table I shows the
onto a water-cooled table for deposition. There was no inten- properties of amorphous CoZr films, in comparison with
tional thermal bonding between the substrate and water- plated Permalloy films. Saturation moments of 14 kG, 40%
cooled table. Thus depending on the power density and sub- higher than that of Permalloy, were obtained. The perme-
strate bias voltage the substrate temperature increased ability was increased drastically by rotating-field annealing
during deposition. The base pressure of the system was (RFA) from as-depositedvaluesof 750tosubsequent values
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TABLE I. Properties ofamorphous CoZr films and plated Permalloy films.

CoZr Permalloy

As deposited RFA As plated RFA

H, 40.2 e <0.2 e 0.3-0.4 e 0.3-0.4 e

H, 15-20 Oe 2-4 Oc 2.5-3.5 0e 2-3 0e

4rM, 14 kG 14 kG 10 kG 10 kG
/s, 750 3500 2600 4200

A positive positive negative negative
p 77 )Aft cm 2t uR cm
Crystal
structure amorphous fcc

of 3500. However, the permeability suffered a loss with sub-
sequent annealing in either a field or the absence of field.

Figure I shows the degradation in terms of the ratio of Hko FIG. 2. Cross sections of a four-layer laminated CoZr/la film head.
(anisotropy field right after rotating field annealing) to H,,
(anisotropy field after annealing in the absence of field for 1
h at a given temperature) as a function of annealing tem- C. Read-write performance
perature. The 4trM, of the CoZr film remained unchanged Read-write experiments were carried out with four-lay-
after annealing. The decrease in Hk 0 /H , indicates that the er laminated CoZr/Ta film heads and plated Permalloy film
permeability decreases continuously with increasing tern- heads flying on a sputtered Co alloy longitudinal thin-film
perature. Furthermore, a decrease in the permeability from disk which had H, = 1100 Oe, Mt = 2 X 10- emu/cm2 ,
3500 to 1200 was observed if one annealed the films in a field and S* =0.85. All heads had an identical structure and
aligned with the easy axis of the film at 250 C for 6 h. This pole-tip geometry with bottom and top pole thicknesses of
thermal degradation is undesirable, since the film is subject- 2.3 and 1.7 pm, respectively, and a gap length of 0.8 Am.
ed to similar annealing conditions during the head fabrica- Tests were performed at a flying height of 0.2pAm using a 30-
tion. m/s disk velocity.

Figure 3 shows that on thin-film media, the CoZr/Ia
B. Thin-film Inductive head fabrication head exhibits 9-12 dB better overwrite than the NiFe head

Thin-film inductive heads were fabricated for recording for write currents above 80 mA peak to peak. The overwrite
characteristics evaluation. The transducer contains a lower was obtained from the ratio of the residual to original funda-
pole piece, a polymer insulation layer, a 0.8-pm sputtered mental-frequency component of a 250-fc/mm signal after
AI20 3 gap layer, a single-layer 18-turn copper coil, and an overwriting with a 1000-fc/mm signal. Figure 3 also shows
upper pole piece. Both NiFe and four-layer laminated that the CoZr/Ta head produces a peak-to-peak amplitude
CoZr/Ta film heads were fabricated for comparison. The of 250 compared with 300 AV for the NiFe head. The rela-
CoZr/Ta pole pieces were rf sputter deposited and then pat- tively low amplitude of the CoZr/Ta head may be attributed
terned by an ion-beam milling technique through a photore- to the thermal degradation of the initial permeability from
sist mask. Figure 2 shows cross-sectional scanning electron 3500 to about 1200 during head-fabrication processes.
micrographs of a laminated CoZr/Ta head. The Ta spacers Density-roll-off or peak-shift measurements indicate
are clearly visible in the picture. The plated Permalloy shap- that a typeial - 3-dB density of 900 fc/tm and a corre-
ing layers on the lower and upper pole pieces as shown in Fig. sponding dibit peak shift of 12% have been achieved for the
2 are without lamination, particular head-disk combination. Since the overwrite of the

1. - -0 * - 300

0,8 a -

-20 - 200

0.6.
Annealing tinm: I hour without H -40 -100

0 .4 [ a

002 4 0 0 1 100 1 0
02 40 80 120 160 200 240

T m pwe ure *C) Writ C r nt (mA

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the ratio H, /H,, during annealing. FIG. 3. Write current dependence of overwrite and signal amplitude.
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* CoZr/ra head is quite large, the gap length and pole-tip
thicknesses can be reduced to enhance the read resolution.

The stability of thin-film heads is associated with the A

device domain structure.s One of the methods for evaluat- 1 4 -

ing the stability is to measure the amplitude variability by >

repeatedly writing a track and after each write cycle measur- 2-

ing the peak-to-peak track averaged amplitude.
9 

The ampli- E , -

tude variability is defined in this measurement as the ratio of * coZrT. H.,d lnekwdh- w v1,.)

the standard deviation to the mean of the peak-to-peak track 0 _ _ 42OO ; 4 5 6 800 1000 1200 1400

averaged amplitude. Figure 4 shows the amplitude variabil- Tr.ltn o -t (fmml

ity expressed in percent for two CoZr/ra heads. Despite
four-layer lamination, the CoZr/Ta head exhibits larger am- FIG. 4. Readback signal amplitude variability vs transition density.

plitude variability than the Permalloy heads which give a

typical amplitude variability of less than 1.5% for 12-Mm

track heads previously reported,
9 

as well as the Permalloy Ta heads show a lower signal amplitude and larger ampli-

heads investigated here. Furthermore, the CoZr/Ta head tude variability than plated Permalloy heads. The results

shows an increase in the amplitude variability as the transi- suggest that the CoZr/Ta heads fabricated as described here

tion density is increased and the track width is decreased. demonstrated poor amplitude stability, and the use of pole-

The CoZr/Ta heads tested here have positive A of about piece materials with small negative magnetostriction may be

3 X 10
- 6 compared with a small negative A for the plated required to achieve the desired head stability for narrow-

Permalloy reference head. If we assume that the same aniso- track and high-linear-density applications. The CoZr film

tropic stress exists near the air-bearing surface of all heads head is a good candidate for write head applications.

considered here, then these results suggest that controlling ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
the A of the pole-piece material is critical for the amplitude

stability of the head. This is consistent with findings
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• ° CoZrMo amorphous films as a soft adjacent layer for biasing
magnetoresistive elements with a current shunt layer

K, Yamada, T. Maruyarna, M. Ohmukai, T. Tatsumi, and H. Urai
Microekectwnws Research Labortories, NBC Corporation, Kawasaki 213, Japan

Sputtered Co, - Zr6 Mo, (4.4<x< 17 at. %) films have been investigated as a soft-adjacent-
layer (SAL) material for trilayered magnetoresistive (MR) sensors with a MR element layer,
a current shunt layer, and a SAL for biasing layer. The saturation magnetization 4irM, linearly
decreases from 14 to 3 kG with an increase in Mo content. The magnetic anisotropy field Hk
decreases to a low value, equivalent to that for NiFe MR films, as the Mo content is increased.
The magnetoresistance ratio Ap/p is negative, but sufficiently small, namely one-hundredth of
that for NiFe films, while the electrical resistivity p, about 140tils cm, is 5.6 times greater than
that for NiFe films. The films also have a small magnetostriction coefficient A, on the order of
10-7. A 500-A-thick CoZrMo film with 12 at. % Mo content is selected as the SAL, because a
lesser thickness causes an extreme increase in H,,. Higher Mo content degrades the
temperature characteristics of the magnetic properties, due to the lower Curie temperature.
Trilayered MR sensors, 1001im in length and 10 pm in width, are fabricated with a 400-A.
thick NiFe MR layer, a 400-A-thick Ti layer, and a SAL using this CoZrMo film. An excellent
biasing level is achieved with a 15-mA sense current on the MR sensors. CoZrMo amorphous
films have a superior capability as a SAL material, especially for the trilayered MR sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION showed a typical rotatable anisotropy. The saturation mag-
Magnetoresistive (MR) sensors, which detect magnetic netization 4irM,, anisotropy field Hk, coercive force H,, and

signals through the resistance change in ferromagnetic films, Curie temperature Tc were measured by a vibrating-sample
such as NiFe films, have been intensively studied as read magnetometer. The relative permeability p was measured by
elements for use in magnetic recording. For improvement in an apparatus 5 with a figure-8 coil configuration. The satura-
both MR response linearity and sensitivity, MR sensors have tion magnetostriction coefficient A, was estimated through
to be appropriately biased, the Hk change caused by applying stress to the films. The

Trilayered MR sensors' with a MR element layer, a cur- magnetoresistance 6p and electrical resistivity p measure-
rent shunt layer, and a soft adjacent layer' (SAL) for the ments were performed, using a dc bridge technique and a
biasing layer are quite attractive, because of their simple four-probe method, respectively, for the films ion-etched
structure and easy fabrication. However, some restrictions into a 50-pm-wide and 10-mm-long stripe pattern. The films
exist for this SAL, such as a low magnetic anisotropy field were confirmed to be amorphous, in the investigated Mo
Hk equivalent to that for NiFe films and both a low magne- content region, by an x-ray diffraction method.
toresistance ratio Ap/p and high electrical resistivityp, com-
parea with NiFe films, in order to achieve a sufficient biasing III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
level.

Amorphous CoZrMo films have been found desirable A. Co,_,ZrsMo, film properties
for use as a SAL for trilayered MR sensors. This paper re- The 4wrM, at rdom temperature is shown in Fig. I as a
ports in detail on properties for sputtered CoZrMo amor- function of Mo content. With increasing Mo content, up to
phous films as a SAL material. 17 at. %, 4,rM, decreases linearly from 14 to 3 kG, while H,

is almost constant at around 0.02 Oe in the same Mo content
range. It is technically important that the 4rM values, cov-

II. EXPERIMENT

Amorphous Co,,_ Zr6Mo. films were deposited by rf
sputtering, using a 100-mm-diam pure Co plate and 5 X 5- jo
mm 2 pure Zr and Mo chips. After the chamber was evacuat- 7 ,
ed to leas than 3 x 10- Tort, CoZrMo films were sputtered 1o'
in 5 X 10- 3 Tor Ar atmosphere, where rf power density was :1 -
7.5 W/cm'. The film composition was controlled by chang- 6.
ing the number of Mo chips and determined with an electron 0 8 10 15
probe microanalyzer. x (at%)

Magnetic properties were examined after I-h annealing
at 250 *C in a 480-Oe unidirectional magnetic field for mag- FIG. I. Saturation moetization 4srM, at room temperature as a ftnction
netic anisotropy formation, because as-deposited films ofrMo content for Co. ,ZrMo, fims.
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FIG. 2. Magnetic anisotropy field H, as a function of Mo content for I-m- Frequency (MHz)
thick Cam - ZrMo. films.

FIG. 4. Frequency characterfics of permeabiity p for I.,um-thick
COO -,Zr6Mo, RIntS.

ering a wide range, are easily obtained by pertinent control of
the Mo concentration. theHk decrease for these films is greater than the decrease in

Figure 2 illustrates the concentration dependence on 4,rM,.
Mo content of the Hk for l-jtm-thick films. With an increase Figure 5 represents the concentration dependence on
in Mo content, H. decreases. At more than 4.4 at. % Mo Mo content of the A,. As the Mo content increases to 4.4
content, low Hk values are easily achieved, without weaken- at.%, A, decreases gradually from +2.6X!0-6 to
ing their magnetic anisotropy by a rotating magnetic field + 4.9 X 10- 1. With a further increase in Mo content, A,
annealing, shows a negative but small value, on the order of 10' after

The electrical resistivity p is approximately 140 pfl cm crossing zero at around x = 7.5 at. %.
over the investigated Mo content. The total amounts of both
Co and Mo are unchanged in Co _4 - ,,Zr6Mo. system. Bulk
Co and Mo have almost the same p values, 5.8 and 5.3 B. CoZrMo film adaptability as a SAL
pfl cm, respectively. Thus, it is reasonable that the p value The SAL material is required to have small Ap/p values
for the films remains almost constant, independent of the and highp values, as well as soft magnetic properties equiva-
Mo content. The highp value, on the order of 102 fl cm, is lent to those for NiFe MR films. Co - ZrMo. films, with
due to the amorphous film structure, more than 4.4 at. % Mo, have sufficiently small Apop val-

The magnetoresistance ratio Ap/p at room temperature ues, namely one-hundredth that for NiFe films. Thep value
is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of Mo content. for the films, about 140 1 ft cm, is 5.6 times greater than that
Co, - .Zr 6Mo. films with more than 4.4 at. % Mo content for nonmagnetostrictive NiFe films. Using CoZrMo films as
show negative but small Ap/p values, changing from a SAL, the current through a SAL is suppressed to a lower
-0.012% to -0.028% with increasing Mo content, value compared with the current through a MR element lay-

whereas non-Mo films, namely Co94Zr 6 films, have positive er. The MR response from a SAL is neglected due to suffi-
Ap/p values. The negative Ap is very rare in ferromagnetic ciently small Ap/p values.
films, because most 3d ferromagnetic alloys have a positive The magnetic properties for films having a low Tc are
Ap value at room temperature. apt to become worse, due to Joule heating with sense cur-

The permeability-versus-frequency characteristics are rents. The Curie temperature Tc for films with 17 at. % Mo
adequately fiat, up to 20 MHz, as shown in Fig. 4. These flat content is measured as 120 'C, while Tc values higher than
characteristics are attributed to the decreasing eddy current 360 'C are obtained for Mo content less than 12 at. %.
losses due to the high resistivity for the films. A higher A Therefore, 12-at. % Mo content films, namely Coa2Zr6Mo12
value is obtained for films with higher Mo content, because films, are selected as SAL material.

Amorphous CoZrMo films I pm thick have good soft

+0.1 +3

a, 0 "

N .O 1 1 . c + i

0 5 10 1S -10 5 10 I5
X (at%) X (at%)

FIG. 3. Anaiotropiemanetoraistane mtio Ap/pat room tempeatureaaa FIG. 5. Saturation magnetostriction coefficient A, as a fanction of Mo con-
function of Mo content for Cou _,ZroMo' ftim. tent for Co._ ,Zr.Mo. Ata.
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FIG. 6.Thickneasdependenceofmagneticanisotropy field Hk and coercive IV. CONCLUSION
HAmorphous Co_ ,Zr6Mo. films were prepared by rf

sputtering. Their properties were examined for use as a soft
adjacent layer (SAL) material for trilayered MR sensors.

magnetic properties, such as low Hk and H, However, these With increasing Mo content, H1 decreases to a value equiva-
values are greatly influenced by film thickness. Figure 6 rep- lent to that for NiFe films. The films also have both suffi-
resents the thickness dependence of -4 and H, values for ciently small Ap/p value and high p value for use as SAL, as
Co81Zr5Mo1 z films. Both values increase rapidly as the film well as a small 'I., value.
becomes thinner. For 500-A-thick films, H and Hk values A 500-A-thick CoZrMo film with 12 at. % Mo content
are 0.8 and 5 Oe, respectively. These values are almost the is preferable as the SAL, because a lesser thickness causes an
same as those for 400-A-thick NiFe MR films. In addition, a extreme increase in H.. Higher Mo content films have lower
small A, value, on the order of 10-', ensures stability of Curie temperatures Tc.
magnetic properties for films during the fabrication process. by using Co 2Zr6Mo Q films as a SAL, an excellent bias-

In order to investigate the performance of amorphous ing level is achieved on the trilayered MR sensors with a 400-
CoZrMo films as a SAL, 10-pm-wide and 100-pm-long tri- A-thick MR layer, a 400-A-thick Ti layer, and a 5013- SAL.
layered MR sensors were fabricated with a 400-A-thick It is concluded that sputtered CoZrMo amorphous films
Ni8 FeI9 MR element layer, a 400-A-thick Ti layer, and a have a superior capability for use as a SAL material for tri-
SAL using 500-A-thick Co8 2Zr6Mo12 films. layered MR sensors.

Figure 7 shows a typical MR response for the trilayeredl
MR sensors with a 15-mA sense current, where an external ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
field is applied perpendicular to the MR stripe pattern. No
Barkhausen noise is observed for the MR characteristics, The authors would like to thank Dr. S. Esho and Mr. S.
and a sufficient biasing level is achieved for the MR sensors, Ito for their guidance and encouragement. They wish to
where the resistance ratio AR IR for the sensor itself is ap- thank Mr. N. Hayama for useful discussion on MR sensors.
proximately 1.45%.

The thermal stability of the SAL material anisotropy is
an important parameter for the sensor in operation. After a IT. Marayana, K. Yamada, H. Tanaka, S. Ito. 14. Urai, and H. Kaneko.
100-h annealing at 150 C in a 480-Oe field perpendicular to IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-2 2503 (1957).
the easy axis, there is no H5 change for the films preannealed '0. Voegeli. U. S. Patent No. 3 860 965 (Jan. 1975).the easy axis,°ther i s H- cngrhe fildThefrefre, 'F. Jeffers. . Freeman, R. Toussaint, N. Smith, D. Wachenschwanz, S.
at 250 C in a 480-O unidirectional field. Ther Shtrikman, and W. Doyle, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAC-21, 1563 (1985).
CoZrMo films exhibit suitable thermal stability for use as a 4c. Tsang, 1. AppI. Phys. $5, 2226 (1982).
SAL. 1P. A. Caleagno nd D. A. Thompson, Rev. Sci. Instnum. 46, 4 t V15).
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K The track-edge bias profile In shunt-biased magnetoresistive heads
D.E. Heim
IBM Magnetic Recording Institute, IBM Corporation, San Jose. California 95193

r We present a micromagnetic calculation of the variation in bias angle near the track edge in
shunt-biased magnetoresistive heads. This track-edge bias profile shapes the head response at
the track edge and hence determines the minimum track spacing based on considerations of
adjacent track cros4Wtlk. Our results show that the width of the bias profile at track edge can be
substantial and that conditions for minimizing it conflict with those which maximize signal
amplitude.

INTRODUCTION INFINITE STRIPE-HEIGHT LIMIT
The ideal magnetoresistive MR head for high-track- In the limit of infinite stripe height, Ob has only a z de-

density applications should have a sensitivity profile which pendence and represents the bias profile at midheight,
falls to zero as abruptly as possible at the edge of the track. y = H/2, in Fig. 1 (a). The relevant cross-sectional geome-
This minimizes adjacent track crosstalk, permitting a mini- try is shown in Fig. 1 (b). For high-conductivity leads the
mum spacing between tracks. The sharpness of this profile in current enters the sensor films near z = 0 in Fig. 1 (b). The
real heads, hence the ultimate track resolution, is limited by linear current densities, Jm, and JsH, in the two films and
the magnetics at the track edge. An important part of this is the lead current give rise to the applied field biasing the MR
the magnetic state of the MR sensor, and we examine this in element. The distribution of this field is complex near z = 0
a head of shunt-biased type.' and is highly dependent on the specific geometry of the MR/

The geometry of the head is shown in Fig. I. The sense lead junction. In order to study the basic aspects of track-
current flowing in the MR and shunt films is confined by the edge biasing we idealize this field as follows. We assume that
leads to an active region defining the track width, the left the y component of the applied field increases abruptly at
edge of which is at z = 0. The structure is placed between z = 0 from zero to its final value, H,. The solution of Max-
two highly permeable shields. The sense current biases the well's equations for H, at the center of the MR film is
MR element such that the magnetization in the MR film is at straightforward and yields (mks units)
an angle 0

b (y z) relative to the direction of current flow. JMR (91 - g2 ) + Sli (tMR + 2g,)
During reading, a transition in the recording medium H =)

induces an increment, AM, (yz) in they component of the 2 
(tMR + g. + g 2)

MR magnetization. The resultant local change in the MR The z component of the applied field, which is limited to an
resistivity, from which the sensitivity profile is determined, interval near z = 0, is neglected. Its effect on our results will
is2  be discussed at the end.

(yz) = 26p sin b (yz) [ AM, (yz)/IM,]. (I) To obtain the bias profile 0b (z) we resort to a micro-

Although other factors also influence the shape of the track magnetic calculation in which the total energy is minimized

profile, e.g., a finite flying height which enters Eq. (1) in via
AMy (yz), one sees from the proportionality to sin 0

b that Shunt film, Y
the distribution of bias angle plays a co-equal role in Eq. (I). "J' ,,, 1 ,I
As a function of z, sin Ob (yz) is expected to be zero far out- I I
side the active region, where the current is zero, and to in- _
crease over some interval near z = 0 to a final value inside MR fm' ,. ._
the active region. We present here a calculation of this bias (a)
profile.

The bias angle depends in general on both y and z. Pre-
vious work in the infinite track width limitI shows that at the /I
top and bottom edges of the MR film 0b increases from zero ,
to the final bias angle with a characteristic length A. In many V1
applications the stripe height H is sufficiently large relative MR : __ -
toA that the influence of the finite height on the bias angle at Shunt Jw, lf
the center of the element, y = H /2, is small. For these de-
vices the finite stripe height plays no essential role in deter- z-o
mining the bias profile at mid-stripe-height, and we may sim- S/ i e/lshd///

ply consider the infinite stripe-height limit. In the regime of (b)
small MR heights, H< A, however, the influence of the top FIG. I. Geometry ofshunt biasing. (a) shows the head positioned over the
and bottom edges is felt over the whole of the element, and recorded track with the shields removed. (b) is a cross section in the x-z
the fully three-dimensional situation must be confronted. plane showing the element and shields near the left lead in (a).
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with respect to variations in O (z). In our geometry the MR equal to zero. . is the ratio of the hard-axis field to the MR
film is tightly coupled magnetostatically to the adjacent anisotropy field so that the appropriate condition at
shields, similar to the situation considered by Slonczewski in s = + oo is sine = min(fl, 1) and dO/ds = 0. The solutions
studying domain walls in coupled magnetic films.' We sim- for s < 0 and s > 0 are matched at s = 0 by requiring contin-
ply adapt his theory to the particular circumstances of the uity in 0 and dOds.
MR head. The solution of technological interest is for fl< 1, i.e.,

The total energy density per unit area in the y-z plane prior to hard-axis saturation of the MR element. When
takes the following normalized form: y = 0, it takes the following form in terms of s as a function

tMRM,Hk dcos of u--sin 0. For s>O,Er(W)= sr n 2,0 sin 0+\ us + S=-i- sin-'(fl/2) - P/( l
2 )

.
/2

r 2 d s = ]i

ds ds (3) 1
M,, Hk, and tM are the saturation moment, anisotropy x l u [ _ 2)(1 .-. .
field, and thickness of the MR film. The normalized quanti- 2( u) 1

ties in Eq. (3) are s = z/A where (7)

= [ 4IM, tM, ( ,g (4) For -sin-(-V/2)<s<0,
H',, g 2 ) u = sin[s+ sin-'(0/2)], (8)

and while u =0 for s< - sin-( 6/2). The solution obtained

[0, z<0 numerically for a physically relevant value of y > 0 is seen in

IHY/H,, z>, (5) Fig. 2 to differ inconsequentially from the zero exchange
solution.

2(A /M, H, 2) (6) The solution for the track-edge bias profile is plotted in

The first term in Eq. (3) is the energy associated with a Fig. 2 with fl as a parameter. As expected one sees that the
uniaxial anisotropy assumed oriented in the z direction. The bias is established over an interval at the track edge centered
second term is the Zeeman energy. The third term is the at s = 0 where the current enters the structure. The quantity
demagnetization energy arising from the magnetic charge sin 0b at the electrical track edge at s = 0 takes the valuefl /2
density p = - d(M, cos O)/dz in the MR film. Following (forfl < I), one-half the final asymptotic value. Additional-
Slonczewski, this charge appears as a surface charge density ly sin 0b goes to zero at s = - sin - 'fl/2 for the zero ex-
on the outer surfaces of the film as a consequence of a very change solution. An important property of the bias profiles
small canting of the magnetization out of the plane of the in Fig. 2 is that the solutions for the various values of ft are
film (adding negligibly to the anisotropy energy). The sur- not simply versions of universal curve rescaled with f, and
face charge density is then assumed to be imaged perfectly in indeed one sees a strong dependence on f of the interval at
the shields, giving rise to a demagnetization field configura- the track edge over which the bias builds to its final value. To
tion between the MR film and the shields nearly perpendicu- quantify this we define the bias edge width, WE, as the dis-
lar to the plane of the structure. The splitting of the charges tance over which the bias angle changes from 10% to 90% of
between the two surfaces of the MR film and resulting its final value. This is plotted, normalized to the scaling
expression for the demagnetization energy are derived in the length A, as a function of f in Fig. 3. Remembering that A is
Appendix. typically greater than 1/m one sees the possibility of degrad-

The last term in Eq. (3) is the exchange energy of the ed edge widths at the larger values ofrf.
MR film. The first contribution to the exchange energy
arises from the canting of the magnetization out of the plane
of the MR film, while the second is the customary form asso- 1.0
ciated with in-plane rotation. The parameter A appearing in
the definition of y is the exchange constant and equals 0.P

IX 10- erg/cm in 80/20 Permalloy. p-0.75

The length A is seen to be the same as the flux decay 0.6
length found in "transmission line models"' and appears in z=0.5
discussions of they dependence of 0b.' Although A normal- VI 0.4
izes the z coordinate we will see that it is not necessarily the r/=0.25

width of the track-edge bias profile. 0.2
p'-0.1

THE TRACK-EDGE BIAS PROFILE _
0 (z) is the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation S=Z/

which results from minimizing the total energy fdz E,(z). FIG. 2. Track-edge bias profile, sin 8., vs s = zVt with #as a parameter.
In the two domains z>0 and z<0. it has a first integral The solid curves are the zero exchange solution. The dshed curves show
which may in turn be integrated subject to the boundary thesolution forr= 0.00 whichcorrespondstoa200-AfilmofS0/20NiFe
conditions at s= o. Ats= -o we set O and dO /ds andgapegg,=aO. 5m.
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above to still hold, i.e., we expect an edge width comparable
to that found above with a strong dependence on f and with
the same dependencies on the geometrical parametrs

2 through A.
Finally, the finite edge width, WE, is the result of mag-

netic charges in the MR film, built up at the track edge with
1the establishment of the bias, whose sign is such as to gener-

ate a z-directed demagnetizing field, suppressing the bias an-
gle. Although discussed here in the context of shunt biasing,

0 the same considerations should apply to the track-edge bias
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.s 1.0 profiles in other MR biasing methods.

FIG. 3. Edge width Wx vs $ for the zero exchange solution. For nonzero ACKNOWLEDGMENT
exchange W, approaches a small but finite value at j = 0. WVi is the dis- It is a pleasure to acknowledge discussions with J. C.
tance over which sin 0 increases from 10% to 90% of its final value. Slonczewski on his work.

APPENDIX
The edge width WE can be minimized by choosing a

small value offl. However, since//is the final value of sin 0b, Denote the demagnetizing field HD between the MR

one sees from Eq. (1) that the signal amplitude is optimized film and upper and lower shields by H,,, (z) and H2,, (z),

by large values offt, in conflict with the optimum choice ofa6 respectively. Following Slonczewski,3 we assume that it

for track definition. Also, as the track width is reduced, at takes a parallel-plate-capacitor configuration. Gauss's law

some point the track-edge bias profiles from the two track applied to an infinitesimal volume centered on the MR film

edges overlap at the track center, lowering the bias level implies H,. - H2.. = 41rtMRd(M. cos O)/dz. Ampere's

there and reducing the head sensitivity. This occurs earliest law applied around a rectangular contour in the x - y plane

if 6 is large and is another facet of the trade-off between going from shield to shield across the gap and linking infinity

signal amplitude and track profile. via the inner shield surfaces gives gH 1,, + g21'2, = 0.

In addition to the above, the linearity of MR devices These two conditions determine HI, and H2, in terms of 0

depends on bias angle and hence onfl. Optimum design from from which the expression for the demagnetizing energy

a standpoint of overall performance will therefore include E, = (1/81r)yd 3 rjH I 2, the third term in Eq. k3), may be

this consideration in the choice of bias level, derived.

The effect of the neglected z component of the applied
field, depending on its sign, is to increase or decrease the bias
angle at z = 0. However, away from z = 0 where this compo-
nent is zero, the bias angle evolves according to the same 'F. Shelledy and G. Brock, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-tI. 1206 (1975).

wj. 1. Potter, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-10, 502 (1975).
Euler-Lagrange equation whose solution wasjust discussed. 'J.'C. Slonczewski, J. Appl. Phys. 37, 1268 (1966); IBM 3. Res. Dev. tO.

Thus while we expect the z component to modify the detailed 377 (1966).
shape of the bias profile, we expect the conclusions obtained 4D. A. Thompson, AlP Conf. Proc. 24, 52 (1974).
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Behavior of thin-film magnetic recording heads and their application
to micromagnelics (invited)

I. R. Walker ) and A. S. Arrott
Phyrics Departmen. Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia VSA 1S6, Canada

The ac response at frequencies to 50 MHz of two thin-film magnetic recording heads placed in
mirror symmetry with respect to one another is measured as a function of relative position and
applied dc fields. One driven head can be used to sense the presence of a second head even
when the second head is not driven. An array of wires with current in alternating directions
from wire to wire is used to obtain the absolute response of thin-film heads. The efficiency of a
head is found to be about 2/3.

INTRODUCTION APPARATUS
The size scale of most interest in the study of the techni- The apparatus used to investigate heads is shown in

cal aspects of ferromagnetism is from 10 nm to 10)pm, for Figs. 2(a) and 2 (b). As pictured, a single head is being used
these are distances over which substantial changes in the to look at an array of fine Al wires deposited on SiO 2 and Si,
direction of magnetization occur. This scale is the domain of mounted on a chip carrier (18). The position of the head is
the study of micromagnetics. The magnetic recording indus- monitored with an interferometer, one element of which is a
try has pursued ever smaller devices to store and retrieve mirror mounted on the head itself and another is a stationary
information on magnetic disks at ever higher densities. Thin- mirror (15). The head is on the leaf spring suspension ( 17)
film heads are an important element in this pursuit.'-2 The designed for disk operation. Because it is relatively free to
dimensions of their active pole faces are about 2 x 20 pm.

2  position itself on the surface of contact, the attitude adjust-
This enters the range of interest in micromagnetics. The pur- ments can be unsophisticated (16). The lens (13) serves to
pose of the research reported here is to explore the possibili- focus the light from a I-mW linearly polarized He-Ne laser,
ties of using commercially produced thin-film-magnetic re- leaving the interferometer beam splitter (14), onto a photo-
cording heads for the study of micromagnetics. The transistor mounted some distance from the apparatus.
thin-film heads were obtained through the courtesy of the The head assembly is mounted on a thin walled tube (3)
Cybernex Corporation and IBM Canada. supported by pleated brass diaphragms (10) and attached to

The thin-film heads were studied by measuring their small (7.6 cm diam) 30-W loudspeakers ( 1) with their her-
response to one another and to especially fabricated arrays of metic seals perforated for stability against atmospheric pres-
fine current-carrying wires. Phase-sensitive detection and sure changes. The loudspeakers are cantilevered (2) far
signal averaging techniques were employed to extract the from the pair of magnet coils (4) used for the study of micro-
low-level signals in these experiments. Optical interferome- magnetics and to investigate the effect of applied dc fields on
try was used to measure the position of the heads, the heads themselves. A freely suspended head moves about

A schematic presentation of two heads talking to one
another is shown in Fig. 1. Conveniently, these devices are
manufactured so that each slider has two heads. They can be
coupled with mirror symmetry, just as they sit when reading
two sides of the same disk. The head in Fig. I corresponds to
the Cybernex design, containing a center tap on the coil. This
helps in the application of heads as susceptometers, de-
scribed below. The basis problem in using heads is that to be
effective they must be close, at least within several microme-
ters, to whatever is to be measured. This calls for accurate
positioning and the avoidance of dust particles.

The flux gathering capacity of the coils is large com-
pared to that of the pole tips. The areas of the coils and the
pole tips are in the ratio of 5000 to I. In micromagnetic
applications this can result in weak far fields producing most
of the signal unless the tips are sufficiently close to the source
of a strong local field. At a 10-#m separation, two heads talk
primarily through the coils rather than their pole tips. The
experimental arrangement used here permits alignment
within 0.1 pm (see below). FIG. 1 Two Cybmex heads aligned to measure the cro coupling a a

'"leamt ddru,: Cavendish Laboratory, Universiy of Cambide Ma. function of the distance between the heads along the direction of the slide
dioaisy Road, Ca* 'Wp C13 0HE United Kinsdom. (kel to right).
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FIG. 2. (a) Apparatus used to displace one head with respect to a test object
in an applied magnetic field. The components indicated by numbers are
described in the text. Auxiliary coils, not shown, provide fields in other di-
rections. (b) Blowup of the interferometer with a small mirror attached to
the side of the head on the end of the leaf spring (17). The laser light enters

17 along the end of the arrow from (14) to the beam splitter and exits through13 18the lens ( 13 ).

14

0.2 pm when the field is ramped from 0 to 80 G. Vibration interference pattern vanishes as the oil leaves, indicating an
isolation is obtained by supporting the base plate (5) on approach that is within 0.1 pm.
springs (6) that give an overall response at 2.8 Hz. The appa-
ratus can be covered to minimize effects of air circulation.
The test sample is positioned laterally using the slides on a TWO HEADS TALKING
motor-driven goniometer (8). The sample and interferome- The response of pairs of Cybernex heads slid with re-
ter are mounted on a plate (7) attached to the goniometer. spect to one another are shown in Fig. 3. The current was
Plate (9) supports the assembly which is moved in the verti- about a 2 mA peak at 10 kHz, producing a signal of 4pV rms
cal by a micrometer ( I I) attached through plate (12) to the for the Cybernex heads, measured using a PAR 124 lock-in
magnet coils, amplifier. The same current at 50 kHz produced 5 AV using

As the head has considerable freedom with respect to the IBM heads. The minima on either side of the peak are
the loudspeakers that drives it, a uniform and low friction separated by 7.9/pm for the Cybernex heads and by 6.6 pm
lubricant between the head and the test object is important. for the IBM heads.
The low viscosity diester oil, Nye Synthetic Oil 223, manu- The heads can be run through the sliding response to
factured by the William F. Nye Company, worked very well obtain any particular alignment in the plane. The perpendic-
asjudged by the very smooth response of the interferometer ular spacing v-as that given by the oil layer. Most studies of
when the current passing through the loudspeakers was giv- the response of the heads were carried out in the fully aligned
en a linear ramp. The oil was passed through a 0.45-pm filter position. The second and third harmonic responses were
before leaving the factory. The degree of approach of the down by at least 50 dB.
thin-film head to an oil-covered substrate was studied using The magnetization process in heads is primarily one of
a glm slide with a quartz coating. The head is rocked onto rotation from an easy axis in the plane but perpendicular to
the quartz to squeeze out all but a thin film of the oil. The the flux path.3--6 If a field is applied vertically, that is, along
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4 and perpendicular to the direction in which it magnetizes by
rotation, that is, along the magnetic easy axis, change the

_ _ _ _ _ _response of the head by several percent. Two sets of 512 cycle
3 averages for sweeps between - 12 and + i15 G are shown in

fFig. 5. Many, but not all, of the features reproduce. These
S features do not change appreciably with the frequency of
F signal coupled between the two heads. These tests were car-
at 2ried out in the range from 10 to 150 kHz.

The response of the heads is primarily by rotation within
ththe domains, but this leads to some wall motion of the clo-
cyd p osure domains. Presumably the configuration of the closure
Gtfh domains is quite sensitive to the appied fields, For sufficient-

ro 0 t s ly large amplitudes for the cycle of applied fields, the closure
displacement in microns domains go through essentially the same sequence of config-

FIG. 3. Voltage induced in the coil ofone Cybernex head from an ac signal urations. The averaging over many cycles produces an en-
at 2 mA and 0 kHz in the opposite Cybernex head as illustrated in Fig. 1. semble average of the domain configurations in each field.

The variations in any one cycle are greater than or equal to
those in the average. From the size of the effects one might

the axis of the flux path, it takesjst less than 10 G to drasti- judge that about 10i of the ac response depends upon the
cally reduce the response of the IBM heads and just over te closure domain configuration.
G to turn down the response of the Cybernex heads. Figure 4 In previous studies using thin-film heads to measure
records how ces the struc the upper Cybernex head, for an the fields arising from Fe whiskers, several strange effects
eif of 50 mV rms at 10 kHz applied to the lower head, werenoted.Mostofthesecanbetracedtothedependenceof
changes with field applied in the vertical direction using ax- the response of the thin-film head to dc bias fields. The thin-
iary oils (not shown in Fig. 1). When the applied field is film head was successful in mapping out the boundary

cycled between Th G as in Fig. 4, the response differs from between the saturated and unsaturated regions of a partially
cycle to cycle. On a single sweep the coupling between two saturated whisker. In that measurement the head was oscil-
heads is quite noisy. If the sweep is repeated many times and lated over the position of the boundary at 50 Hz. It was
if the response at each field is averaged over the many possible to verify the power law dependence g of the size of
sweeps, one finds reproducible features. When averaged he e saturated region upon the difference of the appied field
over 256 cycles, the structure, as shown in Fig. 4, reproduces and the applied field necessary for the onset of saturation.
precisely from one set of 256 cycles to the next. For small
sweeps in field, e.g., ±I 0.5 G, the averaged signal from one SUSCEPYOMETEFR
set of 256 cycles to the next shows similarities but not true On yeexhawsuedsa sctmtrtoe-
orepodblty. Tharatin-y ms in osre mdo sure the apparent susceptibility of the other head. A 10 MHz
coVerytos, current was applied to half of the winding and the voltage atconfiuratons.10 MHz was measured across the other half using a PAR

A large field (300 G from a hand-held magnet) appliedtemporarily in the vertical direction produces rather bi zarre 5202 lock-in amplifier. As this head moved over another

aftereffects that eventually go away as the head reorganizes
itself into a more standard domain configuration.ield i

Very small fields applied in the plane of the thin films T c in t

- I I I0 J 
I J I

11 -8 01 "Ia 0-4- -11

Applied Field In Gauss
-12 0 is 0 -12

FIG. 4. Turing[ down the sc coupling; between two heads by the application Applied Field in Gauss
of a field in the plane of the thin films along the Axis into which the m~gneti-
zation rtates. The details of the variations are real and reproducibile, oorm, FIG. S. Effect of"an applied field along the easy axis of two Cybernex heads

: spending to lumala in ¢Joare domain wall configurtions. This is shown talking to one another. The field is swept 5 12 imes from - 12 to + 15 0.
i for the Cyee bead. The signs) is averged over 256 field sweelps from The change in the response is 10% of the total signal. Many details or the

I to + I I to - I 10. response are reproducible from run to run, two of which are shown here.
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with no current through its windings, the in-phase voltage
decreased by 35%. This demonstrates the possibilities for
micromagnetic investigations. Experiments with Fe whis- ! >
kers have been carried out, but we have yet to see any effects "
that look like the thin-film head is seeing anything more than
the overall susceptibility of the whisker.9 We would like to be
able to interact directly with a domain wall. With two heads
one then might transmit a signal along a domain wall from
one head to the other.

-8 0 5 16

ABSOLUTE RESPONSE Head Position in Wn

To obtain some information about the absolute response FIG. 7. Voltage generated in a Cybernex head as it moves over the grid of
of the head, we used a grid of wires as illustrated in Fig. 6. wires, shown in Fig. 6, carrying a current of 1.63 mA rms at 10 kHz. The

rtsing background probably arises from the far fields coupling directly to
Microtek Pacific Research cooperated in the production of the detector coils.
the wire grid by plasma etching. The periodicity of the array
is 3.97,pm. The wires were 1.77 pm wide and 0.42/pm high. quartz layer was 1.06 pm thick, measured by a diamond
The purpose of the grid is to reduce the effects of far fields stylus profilometry. The difference of this with respect to the
coupling directly to the coils. The field from an infinite array 0.42 pm height of the wire plus the oil film thickness should
of wires conducting in alternating direction from wire to be the standoff between the pole tips and the grid.
wire falls off exponentially with distance from the wires on This data has been used to measure the efficiency with
the scale of the spacing of the wires. The half period of the which flux from the wires can be coupled to the coils of a
variation seen in Fig. 7 matches the spacing of the wires. The Cybernex head. We define the efficiency of the head by cal-
background signal is probably the far-field effect from the culating the unperturbed flux from the source using the di-
finite grid used in this measurement. The head slider rides on mensions measured by electron microscopy and diamond
a layer of quartz deposited beyond the area of the grid. The stylus. The unperturbed flux that would go into one pole face

is subtracted from the unperturbed flux that would come out
of the other pole face. Half of that value is taken as the next
flux intercepted by the head. The fraction of that flux which
couples to the coils is measured to be 69 ± 6%. This result

r matches well the results of Hoyt et al.""-dE on IBM heads.
The original hypothesis of this work was that thin-film

heads might prove useful for micromagnetic investigations.
daThe sensitivity of the thin-film head response to smallchanges in dc fields was not anticipated. This would be a

problem if the measurements were made in a changing (in
time or in space) field applied over the whole head. A thin-
film head may serve as a tool in micromagnetics when used
as a susceptometer, where it provides the measuring field
itself. A microscopic magnetoresistive probe might be more
suitable as a passive measuring device.t 2
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Bloch line Influence on wall motion response In thin-film heads
B. E. Argyle, B. Petek, M. E. Re, F. Suits,a and D. A. Herman
IBM Research Division, Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

We describe a new dynamic response behavior of domain walls in the permalloy of thin-film
inductive heads. A laser magneto-optic microscope (LAMOM) which enhances the
longitudinal Kerr effect, is used to image Bloch lines (BLs) within the 180 walls by aligning
the optical plane of incidence perpendicular to these walls. BLs are visible due to the reversal
in the Nei-type surface components of the wall magnetization at the BL position. Current
pulses with fast transition times and ac currents within the frequency range of 1-10 MHz are
applied to the integrated coil windings. Continuous excitation induces either a continuous
flowing of the wall network or a temporary displacement. When individual pulses are applied,
displacements of BLs are observed. Correlation of wall displacements with the BL
displacements is demonstrated for some pulsed excitations.

INTRODUCTION area having the greatest length) were investigated in several

The dynamic influence of domain walls on thin film experimental thin-film heads for various pulse shapes fixed
heads has been considered theoretically.'- Due to the coin- amplitude (40-Oe calculated in-plane field at the yoke center

plexity of the problem, these theoretical treatments have line) and for large amplitude (up to 400 Oe) pulses of 50-ns
simplified the real situation; in particular, domain wall duration. Resu!ts of the 40-Oe pulses are shown in Figs. 1-3.

structure has not been included in the calculations. Various In Fig. 4 a single sharp 50-ns impulse of 320 Oe produced the

experimental techniques have been used to observe the do- displacements of three walls present in an apertured yoke
main patterns in thin film heads and the effects these pat- region. Response of the main 180' wall was also studied ver-
terns have on the dynamic response of the heads. These in- sus frequency and amplitude (Fig. 5) for sinusoidal excita-
clude, electron beam5 6 and optical methods. 7"' To observe tions of 1-10 MHz.

the structure of the Neel-type surface component of the do-
main walls in the head, Bitter techniques and spin polarized RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
electron analysis" have been ised In this paper, the relation In contrast to the "rocking" motion at slow excitations,
of the domain wall response to both pulsed and sinusoidal we observe different responses to short transition time
excitation is correlated with the structure of the domain wall ("fast") pulses or to high-frequency sinusoidal excitations.
itself in thin-film heads. The experimental reiults presented The wall network displacement appears to contain little or
here, indicate that complicated wall structure can influence no rocking or other distortions about the head symmetry
the motion of domain walls in permalloy in thin-film heads. axis as exhibited also in the demagnetized state. This wall

translation without breaking symmetry is an unexpected ef-
EXPERIMENT fect which allows us to study the possible coupled Bloch-line

Our experimental technique involves the laser mag: eto- and wall motion effects and their relation to the head dynam-
optic microscope (LAMOM) (Ref. 8) which provides vid- ic response.
eo detection of longitudinal Kerr magneto-optic contrast The responses photographed in Fig. I and plotted in
and real-time, digital image averaging and subtraction. The Fig. 2 are for consecutive trapezoidal pulses having 300-ns
optical resolution is limited by the objective numerical aper-
ture (1.0) and the wavelength of light (0.48/zm) from the
laser/fiber illuminator.") a  -

The wall and Bloch line (BL) displacements were mea-
sured starting with a repeatable demagnetized state Images
of displacements are made by digitally subtracting the im-
ages made before and after the pulse was applied. Slow rise-
time pulses or low-frequency ac excitations produce the FIG. 1. LAMOM difference images showing
well-known rocking motion (not shown) due to the pivoting Bloch-line displacements caused by six conse-
of the main 180 walls about the center. This is expected from cutively applied current pulses. Pulse shape is
the coil field coupling to the closure domains that terminate trapezoidal with 300-ns rise and fall times and

the edge of the yoke and have opposing mag500-ns width producing 40.Oe field at the cen-the 180'wall at tter line of the head's yoke.
netizations. Rocking and subsequent diminishing of the ac
excitation to zero, produces the demagnetized state. In this
state the 180' walls usually contain a single BL near the cen-
ter of the 180' walls.

Responses of the main 180r wall (the one in the yoke

"Now at the University of Arizona, Optical Sciences Center, Tucson, AZ.
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FIG. 4. Diftrence image showing reference background state (R) and dis-
placed wall position (D) afterasingle short pulse (50-ns width 20-ns tran-
sitions) of 320-Oe yoke field is applied. Line scan plot indicates intensity

0 4 across fixed video scan line as indicated.
Nub.er of Puw

FIG. 2. Bloch line and wall displacements imaged in Fig. I after each ap. cements of a single BL traveling along a 18(r wall. Associat-
plied 2ulse. ed with the net BL motion of 32 pm after six pulses, is a 3-/pm

displacement of the wall. After six pulses the displacement
transition times, 500-ns width (FWHM), and 40-Oe coil- per pulse decreases, due possibly to an interaction with the
field amplitude. These results illustrate reproducible displa- nearby intersection with edge closure walls. The bright/dark
cements of a single BL traveling along a 180* wall, Associat- contrast of the wall (apart from the BL displacement re-
ed with the net BL motion of 32pm after six pulses, is a 3-pm gion) photographed in Fig. I is explainable by assuming the
displacement of the wall. After six pulses the displacement wall has a surface Nel magnetization component normal to
per pulse decreases, due possibly to an interaction with the the wall and the wall displacement is approximately the
nearby intersection with edge closure walls. The bright/dark same or slightly less than half a wall width. The area swept
contrast of the wall (apart from the BL displacement rc- out by the BL is the brightest area due to a complete reversal
gion) photographed in Fig. I is explainable by assuming the othe Nel component. Reversing the pulse polarity reverses
wall has a surface N6el magnetization component normal to the direction of the BL displacement (not shown), but not
the wall and the wall displacement is approximately the (on average) the wall displacement. Thus, the wall displace-
same or slightly less than half a wall width. The area swept ment direction appears unrelated (in first order) to any re-
out by the BL is the brightest area due to a complete reversal sidual field acting along the wall as may arise, for example,
ofthe Nel component. Reversing the pulse polarity reverses from some unknown easy axis/coil-field misalignment. As-
the direction of the BL displacement (not shown), but not suming the motion takes place only during the pulse, the
(on average) the wall displacement. Thus, the wall displace- average BL velocity is approximately 10 /m/p2s in the linear
ment direction appears unrelated (in first order) to any re- region of Fig. 2. Three times this value has been observed
sidual field acting along the wall as may arise, for example, however, under some other pulse conditions. The average
from some unknown easy axis/coil-field misalignment. As- wall velocity is an order of magnitude smaller. However, no
suming the motion takes place only during the pulse, the attempt has been made to estimate further the limit on either
average BL velocity is approximately 10/ m/ps in the linear of these values.
region of Fig. 2. Three times this value has been observed The direction of these dynamic wall displacements is
however, under some other pulse conditions. The average usually away from the pole tip (except for some limited

-DSplocement Fvls. Fid

FIG. 3. Wall structure changes oc- -
curring for four asymmetric cur-
rent pulses (fast rise time). Pulse-parameters are 20-ns rise time,300-ns fall time, 300-ns width, and
40-Oe coil field.

0 20 so 5

FIG. 3. Displacement of the longest I8W wall in the yoke due to sinusoidal
currents at three frequencies plotted vs in-plane field, (Field amplitude has
been calculated from the coil turns density and rf current amplitude.)
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... and Feldkeller 12and Knsudaetal. 13in unravelingthe "wall Hubert 7 for 0. 1- and 0. 1- 1.4-o permalloy, respectively,
streaming" and "worming" effects in thin (0.1 pm) permal- do, however, possess the Nel-type structure within the sur-
loy, were also studied. They did not however, improve the face region ( 100-200 A) penetrable with the light waves.
statistics for the chaotic process in 3-4 pm-thick films of The wall's magnetic structure within the bulk film can
heads.' 4  

only be guessed for thick permalloy at this time. If the com-
Additionally we found that single, "fast" pulses (50-ns puted models scale with thickness, there can be several wall

duration with 20-ns transition times) of extraordinarily states as in the case of Hubert's stray field free model.' "The
large coil field amplitude (300-400 Oe) and presumably induced motion of "losenge" and "zig-zag" domain walls
causing an internal field larger than Hk, can produce large has been explained by Labrune et al.'" as resulting from in-
displacements of the wall itself, e.g., tens of microns, as creased wall coercivity associated with a mixed phase in the
shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, there are double images for wall during the wall state transition. And similarly, there
two of the three walls and a single for the third. The doubly may in principal exist several types of Bloch line transitions
imaged walls (R 1,D I) and (R 2,D 2) represent their posi- in thick permalloy, each associated with the joining of possi-
tions before (R = reference) and after (D = displaced) a ble pairs of different internal wall structures. Harrison and
300-Oe pulse is applied. The third wall appears as single Leaver 9 have observed three wall state transitions using
because it displaced less than twice a wall width. One of the transmission electron microscopy on 0. 1-0.28-/pm-thick
two wall network states (R) is frozen in the background films. They presented proposed microstructures for three of
image taken before the pulse is applied; the network arrange- the different types of Bloch lines possible. It is certainly pre-
ment (D) occurring after the pulse has been subtracted, is mature to imply we may be imaging one or more of these
also visible in the difference image. Thus, the wall position possible cases, although Fig. 3 is quite suggestive.
and microstructure (BL position) may both be visible in the
difference image whenever either the wall or BL displace- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ments are larger than a wall width or BL width. For the case We are grateful to John Slonczewski, Philip Trouilloud
(not shown) of the largest pulse applied (400 Oe), the dis- and Al Thiele for valuable discussions.
placed wall state was transformed to all, or nearly all, one
"color." The opposite color occurred when pulse polarity
was reversed. The displacement direction was the same,
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Study of field-driven wall-configuration conversions for laminated Permalloy
In the easy-axis state

D. A. Herman, Jr., B. E. Argyle, P. L. Trouilloud, B. Petek, L. T. Romankiw,
P.C. Andricacos, S. Krongelb, D. L. Rath, D. F. Canaperi, and M. L. Komsa
IBM Research Division. T J. Watson Research Center. Yorktown Height% New York 10598

Laminated Permalloy, with edge-curling walls replacing closure domains, has been proposed to
increase permeability and reduce wall noise in recording. However, in structures meeting the
criteria for Slonczewski's "easy-axis" state, normal walls often coexist with edge-curling walls.
We have used our laser magneto-optic microscope to study inductive-head-yoke shaped
elements of two and four Permalloy layers separated by nonmagnetic, metallic spacers. In the
four-magnetic-layer sample a state with a single wall, terminating at the edge-curling regions
and lying along the easy-axis direction, is often observed on the top and bottom layers. Some
elements may be driven into an easy-axis state with no observed domain walls. The two-
magnetic-layer sample also exhibited simultaneous one-wall structures on the top and bottom
layers. The other stable configuration was a no-wall state on the top layer and a two-wall
(three-domain) state on the lower layer. These "coupled" states were exceptionally stable in
both samples; fields on the order of 300 Oe were required to switch between configurations.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENT

Edge-closure domains in thin-film recording devices Samples with two and four layers of near-zero-magneto-
can lead to wall motion noise, reduced response at high fre- striction Permalloy separated by nonmagnetic, metallic
quencies, and domain configuration instabilities. " This led spacers were investigated. The two-magnetic-layer sample
some years ago to experiments with laminated soft magnetic was plated through a mask with the sputtered seed layer
films, in which flux closure was expected between the mag- removed by sputter etching in argon. The four-layer ele-
netic sheets. Early results were promising-e.g., Feng and ments were shaped by ion milling from a sheet. Magnetic
Thompson found laminated strips had no closure domains layer thickness was obtained with a Dektak profilometer;
(180' walls were present) and reduced permeability roll off spacer thickness was determined from process parameters.
at high frequencies.4 Lazzari and co-workers produced a Conditions limited accuracy in both cases to about 10%.
thin-film head with laminated legs in 1970.3 They reported it Domain-wall configurations and motions were
had no domain walls, and that a two-port consisting of two observed with our laser magneto-optic microscope

heads with pole pieces in contact had a 60-MHz bandwidth. (LAMOM). 5 Samples were observed both on the top sur-
Recently Slonczewski and co-workers presented a theo- faces and through their glass substrates. External fields were

ry for laminated, magnetostatically (not exchange) coupled applied via coils oriented along the x (hard-axis, HA) or y

layers (relatively thick-single layers would support Bloch (easy-axis, EA) direction. Digital image processing was per-

walls).' The theory predicts, for certain geometries, an formed in real-time (TV frame rate) using a PMI C1966
"easy-axis" state. In this state, the magnetization (M) paral- processor. '-.
les the easy axis in a layer's interior, while flux closure is via
a new micromagnetic structure, "the edge-curling wall."
Near an edge, M curls both normal to the film planes [for III RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
closure in adjacent magnetic layer(s) I and in-plane (to
avoid edge poles), leading to the "edge-curling" description. A. Four-magnftlc-layer laminate
Relating energy to dimensions and material parameters, Results for a four-magnetic-layer element (0.5-pm Per-
Slonczewski's theory predicts a given structure will be in this malloy 200-A spacers) are given in Fig. 1. The images are of
"easy-axis" state, in a "hard-axis" state (M parallels the wall configurations at zero bias (stable with respect to small
hard axis), or in a "Bloch-wall" state (walls similar to non- perturbing fields). For comparison, the 180' Bloch walls and
laminated elements with edge-closure domains), triangular closure domains typical of an unlaminated yoke

All three states are seen in practice.' However, in the are sketched in F'g. 1 (a). Two image processing techniques
easy-axis case, we have usually observed easy-axis regions were employed. Figures 1(b) and 1(d) were produced by
separated by 180' walls (without triangular closure do- the Accumulate-Subtract (AS) method. First, with a wall
mains). Such "domained" easy-axis states are not included present, 64 frames were added and stored; the element was
in the theory, and this work is an initial experimental effort then driven to single domain. Accumulation was repeated
to understand them. In one sample we have observed what is and the difference between summations taken. Remaining
believed to be a very stable, single-domain, easy-axis state. figures were obtained by Sequential Subtraction' (SS) of
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FIG. 2. Domain models for an idealized four-magnetic-layer element in the
S one-wall coupled state. (a) and (b) show applicable simple layer pailing

schemes. (C) derives from (b) with an EA field applied (conistemt with4 observations of the outer layers).

The configuration of Fig. 1 (e) was obtained from a one-
wall state by applying (and removing) ~ 300 Oe of HA bias

(the top layer also had no visible walls). This structure ap-FIG. 1. Wall patterns for an unlaminated elmnent (a) and a fot-magnetic- pears to be mainly a (very stable ) singe domain; however, it
layer laminate (b)-(f). The element's front to back length is approximately
125 pm. The dark line around the border of (e) is charred photoreist resi- must be cautioned that walls (unobservable by LAMOM)
due from ion milling. may exist in the ample's inner layers. In a few elements,

images obtained by subtracting (AS) no-wall from one-wall
states have weak traces, which may indicate the presence of

frames taken with the wall driven to slightly different loca- quasi-walls' coupled to true walls in inner layers; such traces
tions by a hard-axis (HA) ac external field. were not observed in any element exhibiting a coupled no-

Figures 1 (b)-I (e) were obtained from the bottom layer wall state. (Even if walls do exist on inner layers, devices
by imaging through the glass substrate. Walls extend from with walls in only half the magnetic volume may still be
the vicinity of the curling region ( - 7/tm wide from theo- attractive from noise and domain stability points of view.)
ry' ), with end points and curvature dependent on bias his- That Fig, 1 (e) is an easy-axis state (M vertical) as opposed
tory. Such a "single-wall state" is consistent with the curling to a hard-axis state was confirmed by comparing the Kerr-
region maintaining the same sense of in-plane circulation effect signal from (M) rotation in response to EA and HA ac
around the element's edge (opposite in top and bottom lay- excitation. This no-wall coupled-state remains stable for HA
ers). Figures 1 (c) and 1 (d) were obtained in sequence from bias fields in excess of 250 Oe and EA fields up to 70 Oe.
1 (b) by (twice) applying and removing - 170-Oe HA bias. Transitions between the one- and no-wall states could be
From 1 (b) to 1( d) the wall's center has been displaced - 25 consistently effected by applying (and removing) HA 300-
pm. This could be reversed by application of an opposite Oe fields of opposing polarities. To clarify, note that reapply-
field of about the same magnitude. Most of the bow seen in ing the same polarity HA field left the element's state un-
I(b) could be removed without displacing the wall's end changed. In finite samples, paired rotation discontinuities
points by agitating with an ac HA drive ( - 50-Oe peak suf- must occur in the curling-edge wall of a no-wall state. Occa-
ficed). Each ofthese wall positions was stable in the presence sional video frames show structure, possibly associated with
of HA external fields up to - 150 Oe. Here stability means these discontinuities, near the angles at top and bottom of
that upon reduction of the perturbing field, the wall's end the elements. This remains to be properly investigated.
points remained near their original locations, although wall Conversion between coupled states was observed in real
bow sometimes relaxed. (The pinning of the end points may time (video frame rate). Figure 3 shows several transients
be due in part to interaction with the edge-curling struc- seen during the transition from a one-wall to a no-wall state.
ture-a topic for future investigation.) The maximum avail- These interim states (with field applied) show first the pene-
able EA offset field (-70 Oe) was insufficient to achieve tration of a spear of opposing magnetization in the front
wall displacement in the element shown. Stable wall displa- domain [Fig. 3 (a) ], then the linking of walls in a snakelike
cements did result in some other elements on this sample formation [Fig. 3(b)] reminiscent of that for domain insta-
with application of EA offsets of this magnitude. (One such
element was checked; its top layer had a number ofcracks or
scratches. It did not exhibit the coupled no-wall state dis-

side) layer of the same element when the bottom (interface)
layer was in a single-wall state. [The wall in the top layer was
sometimes found in the vicinity of the first (left) bend, in
which case it often had small triangle closure domains at one
orbothends.] Figures l(b)-l(d) with 1(f) are typicalofan
indefinite number of coupled (top and bottom layers), local-
ly stable, one-wall states in this element. Wall movements on
the top and bottom layers due to EA bias were consistent a
with a simple symmetric coupling of adjacent layers such as
sketched in Fig. 2 (an axial cut through the middle of a FIG. 3.Transientsobservedduringaone-walltono-wallstateconversionin
sample in an idealized one-wall state). a four-magnetic-layer element.
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bilities in nonlaminated Permalloy yokes.' At -300 Oe, a 1 FIG. 5. Domain models for an
single domain with strong magnetization vector rotation is I element with layers of unequal

duction of the biasing field, rotation disappears thickness in the (a) one-/one-
seen; upon red wall state and (b) the no-/two-
and a no-wall state emerges. Application of 300 Oe in the a b wall state.
opposite direction yields a single domain with the opposite
rotational contrast; upon field reduction, a wall emerges
from the back of the yoke, and the one-wall state stabilizes.

In contrast to unlaminated Permalloy samples, in which between layers indicates the effect is probably not due to
walls can usually be imaged by displacing them with a few plating mask misalignment.) Models for the two coupled
Oe ac drive, laminated walls were rather hard to move. Drive states deriving from (exaggerated) thickness mismatch are
fields (HA ac) of 50 Oe were required to get movements sketched in Fig. 5. The width of the sliver domain in the
on the order of a few pm. In general, wall configurations botm of the twolayer sample [Fig. 4(b)] undoubtedly
were much more stable in the laminated samples. When wall relates to the mismatch, but probably not simply, as suffi-
motion is observed, one is struck by the smooth, fluid nature
of the motion in comparison with the rocking action of con- cient wall coercivity is observed to question whether the

figurations in unlaminated elements. Some of the elements outer layers could be observed simultaneously (we had to

had rough, apparently cracked top surfaces. Even in these flip our samples over) would be very useful. Top and bottom

elements, walls seemed to move smoothly over defects with- configurational hysteresis, referenced to the driving field,
out hanging up as seen in unlaminated samples. would clarify the issues.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
3. Two-magnetc-layer lamInate With zero magnetic field applied a four-magnetic-layer

Results for a two-magnetic-layer laminate (1 -pm Per- sample exhibited two basic coupled magnetic states. One had
malloy, 180-4 spacers) are shown in Fig. 4. The element a single 180P wall originating near the edge-curling region
displays two stable coupled states. When the bottom layer and paralleling the sample's easy axis. By application of fair-
was in a one-wall state [Fig. 4(a) ], the upper layer was like- ly large (about 170 Oe) external fields, this wall could be
wise in a one-wall state. The bottom layer was also stable in a moved to a number of positions within the yoke. A second
two-wall state [ Fig. 4(b) 1, with a central sliver of magneti- state evidenced no walls (at least on the outer layers). Tran-
zation opposing the surrounding domains; this was accom- sitions between the one- and no-wall coupled states required
panied by a no-wall state in the top layer. The element could application (and removal) of large fields ( - 300 Oe). Tran-
be reliably switched between these coupled states by apply- sitions in a given direction (e.g., no-wall to one-wall) could
ing and removing opposing ~ 300-Oe HA fields, be driven by HA field pulses of only one polarity. A two-

An explanation for the difference between the coupled magnetic-layer lamination also yielded coupled top and bot-
states of four-layer elements (Figs. I and 2) and those of the tom configurations; however, these, probably because of
two-layer elements (Fig. 4) may lie in the degree of layer thickness mismatch, did not include a coupled no-wall (sin-
thickness and/or composition mismatch. [Some four-layer gle domain) state. In general, these results support the po-
elements also exhibited two-wall configurations similar to tential of laminated structures for reduced wall-motion
Fig. 4(b). ] When not so extreme as to take a laminated ele- noise and increased domain-wall configuration stability in
ment out of the easy-axis state (into a HA or Bloch-wall magnetic recording devices.
state), thickness (composition) mismatch could still pre-
vent all flux from a thicker (or higher M,) layer from being
returned through its paired layer, forcing in-plane closure
via opposing domains, possibly even requiring triangle clo- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
sure domains in some areas. (The symmetry of wall patterns
at the top and bottom of the yoke along with the difference The authors wish to thank W. J. Fitzpatrick and M.

Lille for their work in automating LAMOM and in develop-
ing new image processing algorithms for it.
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Measured fields and performance of recording heads
J. A. Brug, H. S. Gill, E. Murdock, S. Naberhuis, and G. Tarnopoisky
Hewlett-Packard Labomtoris Palo Aro, California 94304

R. Simmons
Disc Memory DivisioA Hewlett-Packard Boise, Idaho 83714

A method is presented for obtaining the longitudinal magnetic field produced by recording
heads. The method entails the use of a microloop to directly measure the perpendicular field
H. across the gap region of the head and the calculation of the longitudinal field H. using a
transform of , (x). This method has been applied to the study of narrow-track, thin-film
heads. The ability to predict the shape of the readback waveform from a measurement of the
head field is demonstrated.

I. INTRODUCTION Movement of the head relative to the microloop is provided

The magnetic fields that are produced by recording by a piezoelectric transducer using step sizes of 0. 1 pm. The
heads are of interest in magnetic recording because they not adjustment of the position of loop relative to the gap before
only affect the writing process, but they can also be used in the scan is achieved by an X-Ystage that is driven by stepper

conjunction with reciprocity principles and models of media motors.
magnetization to derive readback waveforms. Conversely, An HP3577A network analyzer provides the current to
measurements of head fields and readback waveforms per- excite the head and also measures the output of the preampli-
mit studies of the shape of the transitions in the media. Meth- fier. The gain of the system is calibrated from I to 50 MHz
ods for measuring the field distribution in the very small with a source of field provided by a coil. The measurement
region surrounding the gap of the recording head have been bandwidth is 10 Hz. An HP9936CU microcomputer con-
the focus of a number of recent studies.- 5 We use a micro- trols the stepping of the stages and the network analyzer.

loop to measure the perpendicular magnetic field and dem-
onstrate how the longitudinal field can be obtained from this Ill. MEASUREMENT METHOD AND RESULTS

measurement. An example of the use of reciprocity to relate A measurement of the perpendicular field H, is shown
the head field to the readback waveform is shown for a nar- in Fig. 2 for a thin-film head with pole-tip widths as shown in
row-track, thin-film head. the figure. For longitudinal recording, however, H, is the

component of the field that is coupled to the magnetization
II. APPARATUS in the media. In order to obtain this field from the measured

The apparatus that is used to directly measure the field H, a Hilbert transform' is used.

distribution is based on a method using a microloop devel- The Hilbert transform requires that the fields be two

oped by Hoyt et al. A very small, lithographically defined dimensional with H, = 0. Because of the symmetry of the

conducting loop, shown in Fig. 1, is used to inductively sense head across the track this will be valid at the center of the

the ac field in the vicinity of the pole tips of the head. As the track. The width of the region over which H, is assumed to

microloop is stepped across the gap region, the voltage in-
duced in the microloop is proportional to the time derivative
of the flux that crosses the incremental area defined by the
step size and the loop width. Because the plane of the loop is . Pin
perpendicular to the component of the field in they direc- THI N1L

tion, only this component is sensed by the microloop. z H 0.3
The apparatus that we have developed was designed to PIEOELC

obtain high spatial resolution in the x direction. To achieve Top
this, electron-beam lithography was used in conjunction
with ion milling to form the microloop from a 0.18-pm Au/
Ti film. A linewidth of 0.3 pm for the sense portion of the
microloop was achieved. A quartz wafer with a thickness of
0.5 mm was used for the substrate. The width of the micro- K I
loop d is proportional to the trackwidth of the head being B'"'
studied a"d is typically one-half the track width. The signal MORo
induced in the leads during stepping is reduced to a negligi-m"M
ble amount by making them parallel to the direction of mo- - 9830 a N 7
tion in the region of high field surrounding the gap.

A block diagram oftheapparatus isalso shown in Fig. 1. PIG I. Dh othe pratn reed for potoning the retarding head
The signal induced in the microloop is sensed by a low-noise mW fb tneming the &M using the muiemloop. The dimesions of the mi-
(1.0 nV/Hz"/2 ) preamp mounted next to the microloop. eroloop are shown i the inset to the figure.
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FIG. 2. Example ofa measurement of H, across the gapofa recording head. POWTIod A.ON A
The widths of the pole tips and the gap are indicated in the figur. The
trackwidth is 12 #m and the drive current is 20 mA at 10 MHz. FIG. 4. Variation of H, along the track at a height of0.2pm above the ABS.

H, was calculated using the data shown in Fig. 2 and the procedure in the
text. The inset shows the dependeice of the field on the excitation current in
the head.

be negligible is taken to be the region where H, is not a
finction of z. For narrow track heads the extent of this re-
gion is determined by using a narrow (d = 2pm) microloop scan. It should be noted that H. can be found at any value of
that is stepped across the gap at various values ofz. An exam- y>h above the ABS from a measurement ofHY (x) aty = h.
pie of a measurement is shown in Fig. 3, where the extent of A calculation of H. at a flying height of 0.2gpm is shown in
the region of uniform field in the z direction is 4 pm. Fig. 4.

The analytic nature of the magnetic field in the region A measurement of H, (x) permits a detailed study of the
above the gap allows the Hilbert transform to be used to recording process by using the principle of reciprocity,'
relate the two components of the field. This relationship i, which relates the head field, the media magnetization, and
given by the readback waveform by means of a convolution of the

'~ (x-x)H(x',y =h) head field with the spatial derivative of the magnetization in
H,(x+y>h) = x'- x' h I the media. The expression is

IT ((X X y h dM (x' -x)
where H.(x',y = h) is obtained by moving the microloop V,(x) = . d(' H.(x')dx', (2)
along the airbearing surface (ABS) of the head and h is the - x

effective height at which the field is measured. This distance where V. (x) is the readback voltage at a position x along the
is closely approximated by half the thickness of the micro- track, go is the permeability of free space, v is the head veloc-
loop (0.09 pm) plus any separation of the loop from the ity, wis the track width, 6 is the media thickness, iis the head
ABS. The height of the microloop above the ABS is adjusted current, and M. (x) is the magnetization in the media. The
by observing the interference fringes between the glass sub- integration along x is over the region for which H. (x) is
strate and the ABS. For the measurements presented here, nonzero. For simplicity we have taken the field to be con-
the microloop is kept in contact with the ABS during the stant over the thickness of the media (thickness = 0.075

gm). It should be noted that the efficiency of the head does
not enter the expression because the head field is measured
directly.

An assumption that is implicit in the use of reciprocity is
that the head is a linear device. This implies that there are no

1.0 regions of the head that are saturating and that hysteretic
processes due to domain-wall motion are not occurring. The
excitation current for which linear behavior is observed is

&obtained by measuring the dependence of the field on the
current. This is shown in the inset to Fig. 4. The field distri-
bution was measured with an excitation current in the linear
region below 25 mA (0 peak).

j0 As an example of the use of reciprocity to study the
contribution of the head to the recording process we derives
readback wa ,eform and compare it with a recording mea-

20 surement. In order to evaluate Eq. (2) the magnetization in
PStIAe04m ca o the media is required. This magnetization is, in general, not

F.3.Example ofesurement ofH, along xat various positions a known. However, the arctangent function is a commonly
the tsac& The exae shown o for a narrow-track bead withoa trackwdth used approximation for the transition shape' and is given by
of Sam and a poie-tip thicknes of3pm. The arrows indicate te extent of M(x)/M, = (2/0)tan- '(x/a), where M, is the saturation
the regon of uniro , Hsewr the tack. magnetization and a is the transition length. The readback
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' ' ' ' head at 18.8 m/s on media with coercivity of0.l T. The
bandwidth of the tester is 30 MHz.

1.0-/

IV. DISCUSSION

The readback waveform calculated from the measured
head field shows good agreement with the measured read-
back waveform. While further study would be necessary to
determine the range of the media for which the arctangent

0 transition is valid, the example presented above demon-A . strates the ability to separate the head and the media contri-
o0.1 0. o~ 0.4 W.W butions to the readback process. The application of this
~method to the verification of models of media magnetization

FIG. 5. Example of a comparison between two methods for obtaining the is in progress.

readback voltage. A measured readback voltage, indicated by the data

points, is obtained by flying the head over thin-film media with isolated
transitions. The solid line is obtained by using the procedure in the text with ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
the measured head field. This work is part of a collaborative effort with Professor

Marcel Muller and Kathy Weismehl of Washington Univer-
sity, whose work is supported in part by National Science

waveform V (t) is obtained by carrying out the integration Foundation Grant No. ECS 8603580. Vic Hesterman, Tom
n Eq. (2) and converting to the time domain using t = x/v. Anthony, Lee Carlton, and Lung Tran participated at var-

The frequency response of the head will affect the shape ious stages in the development of the microloop tester. Elec-
of the readback waveform. To include this effect in the calcu-
lation the frequency response of the field is measured with Yu Liu at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories.
the microloop. For the particular head considered here the
magnitude of the frequency response decreases monotoni- 'R. F. Hoyt, D. E. Heim, J. S. Best. C. T. Horng, and D. E. Home, J. App.
cally to 70% of its dc value at 50 MHz. No variation in the Phys. 55, 2241 (1984).
frequency response was observed across the thickness of the 'Roger F. Hoyt, J. Appl. Phys. 57, 3947 (1985).
poles. The readback waveform is modified by calculating the 3R. S. Omdeck, E. G. Persson. N. Curland, and J. H. Judy, IEEE Trans.

frequency components of V(t) using a Fourier transform Map. MAG-23,2491 (1987).
t0. Watanuki, K. Sueoka, K. J. Ashar, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-23. 3164

and using the frequency response to adjust the amplitude of (1987).
the components. An inverse Fourier transform is used to 'Mark E. Re, Romney R. Katti, Stacy L. Zeder, and Mark H. Kryder,
obtain the final waveform. This is shown by the solid line in IEEE Trans. Mag. MAG-22, 840 (1986).
Fig. 5 where an adjustable transition width of 0.2/um is used 6Phillip M. Morse and Herman Feshbach, Methods of Theoretical Physics

(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1953).
to obtain the best fit. Also shown in Fig. 5 is the readback 'See, for example, C. Dennis Mee and Eric D. Daniel, Magnetic Recording
waveform for an isolated transition obtained by flying the Volume I: Technology (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1987).
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Effect of pole tip alignment on magnetic fringing fields from recording heads
P. V. Koeppe, M. E. Re,*) and M. H. Kryder
Magnetics TechnoloW Center, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineerin Carnegie Mellon
Universit. Pttsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

The effect of using pole tips of equal width in thin-film recording heads has been studied by
examining a head having the track edges of its leading and trailing pole tips virtually aligned
on one side and misaligned by 1.5;pm on the other. Magnetic fields produced by this head, as
well as by a head whose edges were aligned by ion milling, have been measured. Using a
magneto-optic photometer system with spatial resolution of less than 0.5 pm, the response of a
thin-film medium spaced 0.25 /m from each head was dynamically monitored at a frequency
of I MHz as the head was scanned beneath it. Results demonstrate that fringing fields emanate
to a larger spatial extent in both dimensions from misaligned edges. These results are
correlated with magneto-optic measurements of the dynamic response of the magnetization
made directly at the pole tips of the two recording heads. Both a wider written track and
broader transitions of magnetization are to be expected in a magnetic storage medium
subjected to the fields in the vicinity of misaligned edges. This indicates that to achieve high
track densities and to avoid interference from signals recorded on adjacent tracks as well as to
minimize distortion during the read process due to a contorted field profile at misaligned
edges, it is desirable to use heads with equal top and bottom pole widths.

INTRODUCTION An argon laser was used as a light source to a polarizing

Magnetic thin-film recording heads have provided high- Leitz microscope, focused by a 125 X, 1.30 NA oil immer-
density digital recording through the utilization of photo- sion objective through the cover glass onto a spot of the
lithographic thin-film technology for the definition of coin- CoNi which was oriented such that its hard axis of magneti-
pact and precise geometrical features. In order to achieve zation lay perpendicular to the gap of the recording head.
even higher recording densities, track widths are being re- The dynamic magnetization of this spot was monitored by
duced by narrowing the widths of the pole tips. With this means of the longitudinal Kerr effect as a head, driven at a
reduction, the spatial offset between the track edges of the frequency of I MHz by a typical current used for writing,
leading pole with respect to the those of the trailing pole, was two-dimensionally scanned by Klinger stepping motors
which is usually incorporated to allow for photolithographic having a spatial precision of 0.1 pm. A spacing of 0.25 pm,
tolerances, becomes significant. A previous study has exam- defined interferometrically, was maintained between the
ined the effects of misalignment of these edges through mea- CoNi-glass interface and the air-bearing surface of the re-
surements made on a large-scale recording model.1 The ef- cording head during the measurements.
fect of this misalignment on the fringing magnetic fields near The result is a two-dimensional spatial mapping of the
these edges is demonstrated here through direct microscopic magneto-optical signal which represents the root-mean-
observation of the dynamic response of a thin-film medium square (rms) average magnitude of the change in the com-
placed at a typical flying height above two thin-film record- ponent of magnetization of the medium in its hard axis. Cali-
ing heads: one having a pair of aligned edges and a pair of bration of this signal to the corresponding field from the

misaligned edges, for direct comparison on the same head; head is achieved through the linearity of the response of the
the second having edges which were aligned by means of ion magnetization in this axis. The saturation field in this axis
milling after deposition. was adjusted to a low enough value (approximately 1000

Oe) to ensure that the heads were capable of saturating the
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES medium. Each of Figs. I and 2 shows contours of the mea-

sured magneto-optic signal on a 0%-100% scale, corre-
The techniques used for this study have been presented sponding to 0-1000 Oe of field.

previously2 and will only be reviewed and updated here. A The dynamic response of the magnetization at the pole
scanning magneto-optic photometer system with a measur- tips of the two heads, under the same drive conditions used
ing spot size of less than 0.5pm in diameter has been utilized above, was measured directly in a second set of experiments
to dynamically monitor the response of a stationary thin film in order to correlate action in the head to the produced fields.
(0.05Jm) of CoNi to thin-film heads scanned beneath it. In The polar Kerr effect was used to monitor the response of the
preparation for these studies, the CoNi was formed on a thin magnetization perpendicular to the air-bearing surface of
cover glass by evaporation at an oblique incidence to define the Permalloy pole tips, as each head was scanned in two
magnetic anisotropy in the plane of the film.3  dimensions under the focused laser beam.' The results are

displayed in Figs. 3 and 4 using a scheme of grey scales,

"Present addres: IBM T. 3. Watson ReUarc Center, Yorktown Heights, where darker regions indicate greater switching of magneti-
NY 10598. zation.
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FIG. I. Contours of magneto-optic signal measured from a thin film of
CoNi in response to a thin-film recording head spaced 0.25 pm beneath it.
The tips of the poles are outlined, showing both aligned and misaligned (by
1.5 pm) edges. FIG. 3. Magneto-optic response measured directly at the pole tip surface of

the recording head measured in Fig. 1. Darker areas indicate greater switch-

ing of the magnetization.

RESULTS

Results from the study of the two thin-film recording alignment of the pole tip edgesminimizestheextenttowhich
heads are shown in Figs. 1-4. Figures I and 2 show contour agnet f the o d tip edges mi nt a nar-plots of the magneto-optic signals measured from the CoNi magnetic fields fringe beyond these edges, maintaining a nar-
medium, rerenin the magneto-o sit ud fo the m on o row track width, while also minimizing the broadening ofmedium, representing the magnitude of the component of the field contours (i.e., the reduction of the field gradient)

the magnetic field perpendicular to the gap (i.e., along the tlon t the r t hf ad
track) at a spacing of 0.25 ± 0.05 pm away from the head. along the track.The ontursin ech aseare pacd 2% (20 O) ~To confirm these results, a second recording head hay-
The contours in each case are spaced 20% (200 Oe) apart, ing pole tip edges which were aligned by ion milling was
from 10% to 90%, inclusive. The relative location of the examined. Contours of measured fields from this head arepole tips beneath the medium is outlined. Figures 3 and 4 shown in Fig. 2. It is evident that the fields are much more
show magneto-optic imagesofthedynamic (rms) switching confined to the physical geometry of this head: Field values
of the normal component of magnetization, measured above 500 Oe extend only 0.5 gm beyond the edges. Virtual-
rectly at the air-bearing surfaces of the two heads. ly no broadening of the contours along the track dimension

Contours of field from a recording head with poles occurs beyond the edges for fields of 300 Oe and above; for
which are essentially aligned at one edge and misaligned by comparison with Fig. 1, the spatial extent of the 500-Oe con-
1.5,um at the other are shown in Fig. I It is apparent that, tour in this dimension in Fig. 2 is a constant 1.6-1.7 pm,
whereas the field 0.5 pm away from each edge of the trailing whether measured above the center or above the edges of the
pole is well above 700 Oe, it drops to 500 Oe at a point 1.75
pm away from the aligned edges, while maintaining a value pole tips.
above 500 Oe to 2.2 pm beyond the misaligned edges. Addi- outward normal component of magnetization at the air-
tionally, significant broadening of the contours of field along bearing surface of the two recording heads under study arethe track dimension (vertical dimension in the figure) is evi- shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Darker areas indicate a larger

dent beyond the misaligned edges, in comparison to the own ing o a e a ea s id t a
aligned edges. The spatial extent of the 500-Oe contour in amount of switching of the magnetization. It is evident that
this dimension is about l.8/pm at the aligned edges, similar more switching occurs near the gap and decreases through

to that above the center of the pole tips, whereas it broadens
to 2.3 ym, away from the misaligned edges. Apparently,

030, S"
7 pm

FIG . S Similar to Fig. I, in response to a second thin-film recording head
with pole tips aligned by ion milling. The spacing is 0.25 pm. FIG. 4. Similar to Fig. 3 for the head measured in Fig. 2.
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thethicknessofthetipsaway from thegap. In regions away would likely be diminished if heads with aligned pole tips
from the gapof thenarrower trailing pole of Fig. 3, very little were used.
switching of the magnetization is observed near the aligned The contorted field profile present near the misaligned
edges, but increases across the pole as the misaligned edges edges may lead to distortion of the read-back signal, espe-
are approached (white to grey from left to right). For the cially for narrow track widths. Distortion during the read
wider, leading pole, the reverse is true: Less switching occurs process has been examined by Feng and Harper,' indicating
in the vicinity of the misaligned edges (both near and away that transitions are written at the edges of the track behind
from the gap). (closer to the rear of the trailing pole than) those in the

A very uniform switching of magnetization is apparent center of the track. This can be explained by the observed
from left to right in the trailing (upper) pole in Fig. 4, with broadening of the field contours near misaligned edges, dis-
nearly all of the action near the gap and very little away from cussed above. Again, this effect should be minimized by pole
it. The wider (tapered) leading pole shows evidence of tip alignment.
switching throughout the thickness near the edges, similar to
that seen near the aligned edge of Fig. 3, but otherwise uni- CONCLUSIONS
form response, from left to right, of larger magnitude than It has been shown through measurements of magneticthat of the trailing pole. fields above thin-film recording heads that a spatial misa-

lignment of the track edges of the leading and trailing pole
DISCUSSION tips of a head can lead to significant magnitudes of fields

The measured fields in Figs. I and 2 are readily correlat- beyond these edges. Images of the distribution of switching
ed to the dynamic response of magnetization at the surface of of magnetization at the surface of the pole tips aid in the
the pole tips in Figs. 3 and 4. Conservation of lines of flux understanding of the measured field profiles. Switching of
from one pole to the other can qualitatively explain the larg- the magnetization occurs throughout the thickness of the
er response observed both laterally and longitudiually near trailing pole at misaligned edges, spreading the magnetic
the misaligned edge of the trailing pole, as well as the dimin- fields in both dimensions beyond the edges. These fringing
ished response at the corresponding edge of the leading pole fields may account for both pulse distortion during read-
in Fig. 3. The observed spreading of field from the narrower back and excess media noise detected at and beyond the
pole to the wider pole in both dimensions, Fig. 1, is a logical track edges on recording media. With media of increased
consequence. Conversely, very little switching occurs away coercivity, these effects can be diminished; however, as track
from the gap in the trailing pole at aligned edges (Figs. 3 and widths are further reduced it is desirable to manufacture
4). Hence, the magnetic field (Figs. I and 2) closes and is heads with equal top and bottom pole widths either through
confined near the gap of this pole, with little spreading. The the use of tighter photolithographic tolerances or subse-
switching which occurs through the thickness of the leading quent tailoring such as ion milling.
pole at the aligned edges and the fact that more switching is
detected across the leading pole than the trailing pole, appar- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ent in both Figs. 3 and 4, cannot be explained by such simple The authors would like to thank the Data General and
magneto-static concepts, but show the results of a complex Magnex Corporations for supplying the heads used in this
three-dimensional geometry and of the action of magnetic study. Special thanks go to W. Eppler and R. Katti for their
domains within the structure of the head. assistance. This work was supported by the Magnetics Tech-

The contours in Fig. I demonstrate clearly that misa- nology Center of Carnegie Mellon University.
lignment of the edges of the pole tips of a magnetic recording
head can result in significant magnetic fields beyond these
edges. Comparing the contours at the left and right sides of
the figure indicates that the fringing fields from a pair of
misaligned poles not only laterally extend the track width,
but also result in wider transitions written in these side zones
on a medium, since the field gradient is reduced there. These
data compare well with results from a three-dimensional 'D.E. Heim and J.E. Monson, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-23, 198 (1987).
computational model,' which also demonstrates an increase 'M.F. Re, R.R. Katti, S.L. Zeder, and M.H. Kryder, IEEE Trans. Magn.

MA-22, 840 (1986).
in the perpendicular component of the head field with misa- 5S.L. Zeder, J.-F. Silvan, M.E. Re, M.H. Kryder, and C.L. Bauer, J. Appl.
lignment of these edges in the vicinity of the edge of the Phy,. Gt, 3804 (1987).
trailing pole, which agrees well with the increased switching 'M.E. Re, R.R. Katti, W. Rave, and M.H. Kryder, IEEE Trans. Magn.

detected there in Fig. 3. Excess media noise at and beyond MAG-2, 3161 (1987).
'E.J. Yarmehuk, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-22, 877 (1986).

the track boundaries in metal film disks, has been measured 'J.s.-Y. Fens and R.D. Harper, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-23, 2082
by YarmchukS; the present results indicate that such noise (1987).
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IMetastable Phases, Quasi-Crystals, and Nonequilibrium Growth Gary A. Prinz, Chairperson

Magnetism of metastable phases: Band theory and epitaxy (invited)
P.M. Marcus and V. L Moruzzi
IBM Research Center, P. 0. Box 218, Yorktown Heightm New York 10598

Total-energy band calculations are used to analyze the magnetic phases of metallic elements as
functions of volume The calculations utilize a fixed-spin-moment procedure, which is
described and justified as a natural generalization of density-functional theory. This procedure
finds the ground-state energies of electronic systems under two constraints, and hence
determines the system energy as a function of two variables--volume and magnetic moment.
The energy function is used to find the ferromagnetic phases and their ground-state properties,
including bulk moduli and magnetic susceptibilities. The systems studied are fcc Fe, fcc Co,
bec Ni, fcc Pd, and bcc Mn, each of which undergoes a phase transition for small changes of
the lattice constant from equilibrium (zero-pressure) values.

I. INTRODUCTION II. TOTAL-ENERGY BAND THEORY

This work uses total-energy band theory to study mag- Band calculations which yield the total energy of an
netic phases of various transition elements in certain cubic electronic system as a function of nuclear coordinates are
lattice structures as a function of volume. The systems cho- now a valuable structural tool; such calculations have been
sen all have phase transitions between a nonmagnetic state applied to find equilibrium bulk lattice dimensions and var-
and a ferromagnetic state for a few percent change in lattice ious deviations from bulk structure at surfaces and defects,
parameter from their equilibrium (zero-pressure) values. etc.7 The present work illustrates the structural value of to-
An essential feature of the analysis is the use of a fixed-spin- tal-energy calculations in another way by exploiting the de-
moment constraint on the band calculation, as well as the pendence of that energy for bulk crystals on an internal de-
usual constraint of a fixed number of electrons in the given gree of freedom, the spin magnetization or degree of spin
volume, which leads to the energy as a function of two mac- polarization, which is strongly coupled to the volume.
roscopic variables-volume and magnetic moment-from These calculations employ the local-density approxima-
which the magnetic behavior asa function of volume can be tion (LDA) for electron-electron interactions, which re-
obtained. Thus we can find the phase lines, which give the duces the calculation for a given nuclear configuration to the
magnetic moment of each magnetic phase as a function of self-consistent solution of a set of one-electron equations tied
volume, including the two-phase range of volume and the together by a common potential that depends on all occupied
stability limit of each phase. We prove some theorems about one-electron states. In periodic problems the one-electron
zhe shapes of phase lines and find the magnetic susceptibility states form energy bands, but the energy bands are not as
along the nonmagnetic segment of the phase line and follow significant as the total energy and may be regarded as an
its approach to singularity as the stability limit of that phase intermediate stage in finding the total energy. The structural
is approached. The calculations exploit the high efficiency of results are then obtained by minimizing the total energy with
the augmented-spherical-wave (ASW) band method, which respect to the nuclear coordinates (or, alternatively, finding
makes possible systematic study of the volume dependence the stress in a given structure). In addition to the LDA, there
of the phases of these elemental systems. are computational approximations characteristic of each

As described in a series of papers, this analysis has method of solving the equations and dependent on the repre-
provided new insight into the nature of the phase transition sentation used for the wave functions and potential. These
between magnetic phases. In this paper we put together in computational approximations are controlled approxima-
compact form the results obtained previously on magnetic tions, which can be improved by increasing the power of the
systems, supplemented by more careful study of the stability representation (and the amount of computation).
limits of the magnetic phases and by addition of magnetic The most favorable case for the LDA, which applies
susceptibility curves in the nonmagnetic phase; we also in- best to states with small changes or slowly varying changes
clude additional elemental systems that show such phase in electron density as a function ofposition, should be deter-
transitions. The picture of the phase transition that emerges mination of energy changes AE when small changes in the
is essentially a modern version of the phenomenological nuclear positions of one phase of one material are made and
Stoner theory, in which the ad hoc internal field of that theo- hence small changes in electron density are produced. Deter-
ry is replaced by the first-principles mechanism of the spin- mination of such AEvalues is the principal application made
polarized exchange-correlation field of modern density- here, where we study the volume dependence ofthe energy of
functional theory. phases of a particular lattice type.
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I11. DOUBLE CONSTRAINTS AND THE FIXED-SPIN- each point, where n (r) = n. (r) + nd (r). Then vff (n.,nd)
MOMENT CALCULATION depends on two independent variables and requires an index
A. Fixed-apin-moment procedure j = u,d since the potentials are different for up and down

The detailed study of the magnetic phases of the ele- spins when n. 5 rd .The solutions of the one-particle wave

ments, their transition, and stability limits, has been made equations for 0 (r) and eq now also require an index j,

possible by a simple modification of the usual spin-polarized and n (r)- j N Nj f fn (r)d 3r, ud, and

band calculation. This modification holds the magnetic mo- N = N, + Nd.
ment M fixed as well as th total number of electrons in a The fixed-spin-moment procedure adds one step to the

given volume V, leading to the function for the ground-state procedure for finding the self-consistent solutions. Instead of

energy E( VM). This function can have two or more minima just fixing N and letting N. and Nd vary until the total ener-
in M at the same V, thereby creating difficulties in the usual gy is minimized, this procedure fixes N. and Nd separately
spin-polarized calculation in which the value of Mis allowed and maintains this double constraint during iteration to self-
to float until E is minimized at the given V. Then more than consistency. Equivalently, we can specify the total number

one M minimizes E and it is not clear which M or mixture of of electrons N and the total (spin) magnetic moment of the
Mvalues will be found. system M = N. - Nd (in Bohr magnetons); for a uniform

Since the fixed-spin-moment procedure is not widely or periodic system we can specify the average electron den-
known, we discuss it explicitly as a simple generalization of sity NI Vand average magnetization density M / V. The cal-
density-functional theory within the LDA and show that the culation is thus a doubly constrained ground-state calcula-
calculations are in fact doubly constrained ground-state cal- tion, rather than a singly constrained one, that finds a
culations, which introduce two different Fermi levels to de- ground state at each equilibrium M, and determines a
scribe the electron distribution.8  ground-state energy E as a function of the nuclear coordi-

nates and N, and Nd or Nand M.
B. Band theory In the LDA with one constraint D. The meaning of two Fermi levels

We first describe the usual form of self-consistent band
theory within the LDA9 (taking energies in Rydbergs and The description of the spin-polarized system for general
lengths in atomic units). The total-energy calculation then M requires two Fermi energies eF. and epd, which are in
reduces to the solution of the set of one-particle equations general unequal. In effect we are dealing with a system in a

[ - V2 + v(n(r))]bi(r) = e , 1 (r), i= I,N, where N is uniform macroscopic magnetic field H, which maintains the
the total number of electrons in the system and the effective magnetic moment of the system. The difference in Fermi
potential ve, (n) is an explicitly known function of the total energies corresponds to a difference in magnetic energy cF.

electron density n(r) containing Coulomb interactions and - EFd = 2,pRH, where/pB is the Bohr magneton (up spins
an exchange-correlation term, which is a known function of have moments in the field direction). In zero field the usual

n (taken from uniform electron-gas theory). The one-parti- constancy of the Fermi energy in an equilibrium state is re-

cle equations are solved self-consistently for the lowest N stored. Equivalently, if the electron energies are defined to
states, yielding eigenvalues e1 and normalized wave func- include the magnetic energy, then a more general Fermi en-
tions #,, which are assumed to be occupied, so that ergy eF----EF -- H will be constant in the system, i.e.,

n(r) = 1~_. I 10b (r) 2. This equation for n(r) brings in the e:, = CF. -p 5 H = EFd = CFd H-MH.
constraint imposed by the specified value of N, which re-
quires that f vn (r) d 3r = N, where the integration is over the IV. MAGNETIC PHASES AND THEIR PROPERTIES
system volume V. For any set of wave functions 0b, and the FROM E(V,M)
corresponding n(r) the total energy of the system can be A. Thermodynamics of the energy function and phase
evaluated as the sum of a potential energy, which is known lines
explicitly in terms of n(r), and a kinetic energy, which is
evaluated indirectly by summing the kinetic energies of the For a crystal of cubic symmetric (the case considered
occupied states, Xi.N 1J, f (r) [ - V2

0; (r)]d
3
r. When the here) the only geometrical parameter is the volume V; alsoN

0, are the solutions of the one-particle equations, the total is fixed by the atomic number if the system stays neutral.
energy is minimized and we will call it E. We note that the Then the band calculation discussed in Sec. III C yields a
Fermi energy e, is the energy of the highest occupied state function E( V,M). The energy function E( V,M) describes a
eN and that Eis a ground-state energy, which is a function of set of thermodynamic states of the crystal, which can be
the nuclear coordinates and N. stable, metastable, or unstable. In general, these states re-

quire a magnetic field H = (aE/aM) , to maintain them-
as noted in Sec. III D. However, the condition (8E/

C. Band theory in the LDA with two constraint M) V = 0 defines a locus in the M- V plane along with
This parameterless (hence first-principles) formulation H = 0, so that states on that locus, if stable, are sustained

of the ground-state energy of an electronic system can be without an applied field. Accordingly it is appropriate to call
generalized to allow unequal spin densities at each point, as these states magnetic phases and their loci phase lines. We
was done by Yon Barth and Hedin. " Without spin-orbit in- include among the magnetic phases the phase with M = 0,
teraction we can simply describe the electronic state by spe- since such states have been found by a spin-polarized cacu-
cifying the separate up- and down-spin densities n., and nd At lation tohaveaminimum ofEat M= 0. An extremum of E
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at M 0 is forced by symmetry, but such a phase can change region of a first-order phase transition. In special cases, the
from stable to unstable where (8 

2
E/8M

2
) v changes sign, overlap region can shrink to a point and the transition be-

i.e., has a stability limit. A paramagnetic calculation, which comes second order. The actual thermodynamic transition

forced up- and down-spin equality at every point, would not point (at constant volume) occurs at the Vo at which the two
locate such a stability limit, minima of E( Vo,M) are equally deep. Since transition from

The general behavior of the magnetic phase lines and of one phase to the other involves only an electronic rearrange-
E as a function of M at various V near a phase transition is ment in zero applied field, but no lattice motion, it can be

shown schematically in Fig. 1. (Actual curves ofE as a func- expected to occur readily without hysteresis as Vo is passed.
tion of Mat fixed Vare given in Refs. 3 and 4.) The curves on
the left-hand side, E( 171,M), i = 1,2,3, show the characteris- C. Additional properties related to phase lines
tic behavior at V, on the M = 0 phase line (with one mini- After finding the phase lines and their stability limits,
mumatM=0),at V2 in a two-phase range with two minima the E values along that line of minima E, ( V) provide
(for M>O), and at V3 in the ferromagnetic range with one further information about the properties of each phase. We
deep minimum (for M0). On the right-hand side the loci note five basic properties.

along which (8E/M) v = 0 are shown, with stable line seg- (1) The equilibrium lattice constant is determined by
merts (solid) corresponding to minima of E(M) going con- dE(/dV= 0. The minimum may occur ins ferromagnetic

tinuously into unstable line segments (dashed) correspond- (FM) phase or a nonmagnetic (NM) phase; examples of

ing to maxima. both cases will be given.

(2) The hydrostatic stress or pressure p - dE, /d V,
B. Two theorems on phase lines which vanishes at the equilibrium lattice spacing, can be

We note two general properties of the phase lines. (I) found at any positive or negative volume change from equi-

The lines terminate in a hook with a vertical tangent.
5 
At the librium; examples will be given.

termination point a minimum and a maximum of E as a (3) The bulk modulus B = V(d
2 Em/dV

2
) can be

function of M merge to give a horizontal inflection point found at any V.

where (8 
2
E/8M

2
) v = 0. Since along the phase line (dE/ (4) A Grilneisen constant

aM) , = 0, we have v d 
3

E. d
2

E
a (aE) V ( E y2 = -

dV+-i-ldM= O, 2 dV' dV
2

can be defined as a dimensionless measure of the deviation of
and hence the slope of the phase line is the E,, ( V) curve from a harmonic (parabolic) curve. We

dM 8 
2E ( 

2
E ' adopt the definition of Dugdale and MacDonald," which

dV dVM kaM J,' modifies a form due to Slater and fits low-temperature data

which is in general infinite at the inflection point, since the better.'
2 We mention this property for completeness, but do

denominator vanishes there. (2) Two successive stable seg- not give any examples here.

ments of the phase line must overlap in V since they are (5) The magnetic susceptibility along the phase line can

connected by an unstable segment of negative slope. The be found from the curvature ofE with respect to Mata point

overlap corresponds to the volume range of the two-phase on the phase line, x = (M/8H) = 1/(( 
2
E/8M

2
) V.

Since Pauli paramagnetism corresponds to a susceptibility
Kio = Ndp2, where Nd is the density of states at the Fermi

level (including contributions from both spin directions)
... , and pn is the Bohr magneton, a susceptibility enhancement

ratio can be defined as /Xo Bl/[#N(8
2

E/M
2
)v].

The values of /It will become much larger than I because
of the effects of exchange, and will become singular at the

STAB, I E . .... stability limit, where, as shown above, (,7'E/M 
2

) _ -0.

V. THE ASW AND GROUND-STATE PROPERTIES
OF FIVE ELEMENTAL SYSTEMS

A. Features of the ASW

The augmented-spherical-wave (ASW) program is a
FIG. 1. Schematic plot of magnetic phase lines (OE1dM) ., on the M- V total-energy band-structure program for bulk periodic crys-
plane (right-hand side) linked to corresponding E-vs-M curves (left-hand tals based ot the spin-polarized local-density one-particle
side) at various values of V. The solid-line segments of the phase line give M
values of stable (orm'etastable) states at minimaofEvsM, asat pont B equations, which achieves computational efficiency through
and C; these stable segments terminate with a vertical tangent as at D. The linearization (of the energy dependence of the matrix ele-
dashed-line segments are M values of unstable states at maxima of E as at ments of the secular equation) and other design features. '3 It
point A. The ferromagnetic segment is marked FM and the nonmagnetic is fast enough to explore systematically the volume and mag-
segment NM. Vertical lines I, 2, and 3 are at volumes V,, V,, and VF in the
NM, two-phase, and FM volume ranges and correspond to the E-vs-M netization dependence of the total energy with accuracy ade-
curves at the left. quate to find the magnetic phases. It is used here in a nonrel-
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o o0 FIG. 4 Same as Fig. 2 for
bce Ni. The two-phase re-
gion has not been resolved
and is either very small or

* collapsed.
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FIG. 2. Ground-state properties of fec Fe vs cubic lattice constant a in A.
Energy changes per atom in mRy from the minimum long the phase lines
are plotted below. The phase lines, which give the magnetic moment per B. Results for specific systems
atom in Bohr magnetons vs a, are plotted above and show two segncits, a
nonmagnetic one (NM) on the M = 0 axis and an overlapping ferromagne- We give now in Figs. 2-6 a summary of results obtained
ticone (FM). The stability limits of these two phases are shown by dashed On the volume dependence of five elemental crystal lattices
lines joining both plots, which border the two-phase volume range. The
equilibrium lattice spacing at the minimum below is marked with an X which show a magnetic phase transition. Each figure shows

above on the NM phase. Also plotted above is the susceptibility enhance- three quantities as functions of the cubic lattice constant a in
ment ratio /XI (scaleontheright-handside) for theNMphase;calculated A: (1) in the lower panel are AE,, curves (energy changes
points are shown, along the phase lines in mRy/atom relative to the mini-

mum), (2) in the upper panel are the corresponding mag-
netic moment curves or phase lines (in Bohr magnetons per

ativistic version with the fixed-spin-moment constraints atom), and (3) in four cases we show the susceptibility en-
described in Sec. III, and the von Barth-Hedin exchange- hancement factor of the nonmagnetic phase. We now discuss
correlation dependence on electron and magnetization den- features of each of these systems.
sity

t 0 
as parametrized by Janak.1

4 
The ASW uses an approx-

imation which sphericalizes the charge density and potential 1. fec Fe
inside the equivalent sphere around each atom and hence is Figure 2 shows that fcc Fe, unlike bcc Fe, is nonmagne-
best suited to study systems with atoms in cubic environ- tic (NM) at its equilibrium lattice spacing a0 = 3.44 A
ments, as used here. (marked with a cross on the M = 0 axis). However, a 5%

The accuracy of the ASW for lattice constants and mag- stretch of the lattice constant produces a ferromagnetic
netic moments is illustrated in Table I for elements in cubic (FM) phase. The overlap forms a well-developed two-phase
structures for which experimental values are known. The region (boundaries marked by vertical dashed lines) within
errors in lattice constants are within 2% in magnitude and which the energy curves cross. We have also found a third
the magnetic moments within 3%. Note that the calculated low-moment FM phase, which exists entirely within the
results are all for rigid lattices and do not include the effects two-phase range of the first two phases. It is not shown here,
of zero-point or thermal motion, but appears in Ref. 4.

The fcc Fe crystal is particularly interesting because,

0 -. S

"~3 fl' P-d }J
f 4.

x FMG 0
,2 \FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2 for fcc

ma f .Pd, with point J as in Fig, 3.
FIG. 3. Same as fig. 2 for fee c o - o The shaded region contains theCo. The point marked J is the unresolved stabity timitsod
susceptibility ratio found by ei5. two-phase region; the gap in
Janak(Ref.17). 20 the susceptibility curve is a

,_,. iM range containing wild oscilla-
t5 a tions that we cannot now fix re-

is liably.

5 3

MAI, . (A)
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' 420 C), so that many of its properties are measured (e.g.,
the saturation moment in Table D. As for fee Fe, the suscep-

x tibility ratio in the NM phase shows a pronounced oscilla-

tion before rising rapidly as the stability limit is approached.
We also plot the point found by Janak at onelattice spacing"1

(solid dot marked J) from a paramagnetic band calculation,
0 FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 2 for bc which shows a large susceptibility ratio, consistent with be-

Mn; narrow unresolved two- ing near the stability limit (but at 3.41 A somewhat above
phase rane as in Fig. 5. our transition range and well below our ao).

tS. b .1 NI

Metastable bec Ni (with respect to fcc Ni) in Fig. 4

T, , , 2, ,, appears to be barely FM at ao = 2.78 , and less than a l%
* , decrease of a appears to bring it into the NM phase. How-

ever, the magnetic moment is so small and the magnetic en-
ergy so weak that details of the transition are not resolvable

although metastable with respect to the bcc crystal by about with our accuracy.' The transition may be a second-order
15 mRy/atom (up to 140 kbar pressure; above 140 kbar the transition or, at most, a first-order transition with a small
fcc phase becomes more stable than the bec phase'), it has discontinuity in M and a narrow two-phase region. The aver-
been grown epitaxially (and pseudomorphically) on Cu for age bulk modulus at the minimum is about 2100 kbar for a

a substantial number of atomic layers.' Hence its properties range of 0.04 A.
are accessible to measurement-at least at the lattice con-
stant of Cu. We have noted that at the lattice constant of Cu
(a 5% stretch) the existence of the relatively unstrained FM 4. fcc Pd
phase provides a plausible explanation of the ease of pseudo- The stable crystal fcc Pd shown in Fig. 5 is NM at equi-
morphic growth." This epitaxial layer hasin fact been shown librium (ao = 3.94 A) with B = 2000 kbar, but is well known
to be ferromagnetic by spin-polarized photoemission stud- to be close to FM. Our calculations show that the equilibri-
ies. 6 urn lattice constant is within 4% or 5% of the transition to

Also shown in Fig. 2 is the susceptibility enhancement FM under tension, but, as for bec Ni, the magnetic energy is
factor X/Xo in the NM phase versus a (scale on the right- so small that we cannot fix the details ofthe transition, which
hand side) evaluated by the formulas in See. IV. The suscep- occurs somewhere in the shaded range in the figure. We also
tibility is very large and rises rapidly as the stability limit of find a range of reduced lattice constant within 1% or 2% of
the NM phase is approached. Oscillatory behavior also ap- the equilibrium value in which X/Xo shows wildly oscillatory
pears in XIX0; the oscillation is somewhat uncertain (we behavior, suggesting the occurrence of further FM ranges
show the calculated points used to draw the curve) since under pressure. We cannot fix the behavior with any accura-
accurate evaluation ofsmall values of ( d 2E /M 2 ) v is dffi- cy, so that range is left blank in the figure. Outside that range
cult, but such oscillations appear also in other cases, the susceptibility behaves more smoothly, decreasing on the

Interesting additional information comes from E, ( V), left and rising to large values on the right. The point calculat-
the energy along the phase lines, using the formulas of Sec. ed by Janak17 

at ao = 3.92 A is now only slightly below our
IV. Thus the pressure on NM fcc Fe at the Cu spacing ao (unlike fcc Co) within the NM range, and the susceptibil-
(a= 3.60 A) is - 330 kbar (I Ry/A' = 21.80 kbar); the ity value is consistent with our results.
bulk modulus of NM fcc Fe at the minimum is about 3500
kbar over a small range around the minimum and decreases
for larger ranges; the bulk modulus of the FM phase is much 5. bcc Mn
smaller-it is about 500 kbar over a range of 0.026 A above Mn is another element close to ferromagetism. Figure
the (extrapolated) minimum at 3.59 A and increases rapidly 6 shows that in the bec lattice Mn is FM at equilibrium
for greater ranges. ao = 2.79 A, in agreement with Kibler" and Fry et al., " but

is close to the transition and has a small moment; a 1.4%
2. fcc Co decrease in a appears to bring it into the NM phase. The bulk

The behavior of fcc Co in Fig. 3 shows an overall simi- modulus at equilibrium is about 2500 kbar. The bcc lattice is
larity to fcc Fe, but now the equilibrium state is FM [as is bcc metastable with respect to the fcc lattice, whose ground state
Co (Ref. 1) 1 with a, = 3.50 A and B=2600 kbar and the is not ferromagnetic, but probably antiferromagnetic"S;
transition, two-phase region, and the stability limits occur at high-temperature stable forms of both bec and fcc Mn exist.
reduced lattice constant. - The transition lattice constant of The general behavior near the transition is similar to bec Ni
3.36 A corresponds to 4% reduction from equilibrium and a and the small magnetic energy makes details of the transition
pressure of 420 kbar on the FM phase. Another difference difficult to resolve; the transitional behavior occurs within
from fcc Fe is that fcc Co is macroscopically stable (al- the shaded narrow region in Fig. 6. The susceptibility rises
though metastable with respect to hp Co below about smoothly to large values as the transitional range is ap-
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Ferromagnetism In ultrathin metastable films of fcc Fe, Co, and Ni (invited)
A. F. Willis,") J. A. C. Bland, and W. Schwarzacher
Cavendish Laboratory, Department ofPhysic& University of Cambridge.
Cambridge CB3 0H4 United Kingdom

We have applied spin-polarized neutron reflection at a grazing angle of incidence to study the
ferromagnetic behavior of thin magnetic films down to the monolayer thickness level. The
reflected intensities I + and I - for spin parallel ( + ) or antiparallel ( - ) to the sample
magnetization are measured near the angle 0, for total reflection: deviation of the flipping ratio
F = I +/I - from unity occurs only for ferromagnetic ordering. In general, deviations ofF from
unity are so small that an accurate determination of the magnetic moment per atom y is not
possible. The success of the present experiments relies on the enhancement ( - 50 X ) of the
magnetic signal when the film is overcoated with a nonmagnetic layer of thickness sufficient to
produce constructive interference in the reflected neutron wave field. With this method, we
have determined the magnetic moments in films of the metastable fcc phases of Fe and Co,
grown epitaxially on Cu(001) single-crystal substrates. The fcc Fe(001) films have lowered
Curie temperatures Tc below 400 K for thicknesses less than 5 monolayers, similar to Ni films.
In contrast, the Co(001) films exhibit a constant value ofY=/1b.tk = 1.8pA down to a single
monolayer thickness over the same temperature range. The fcc Fe films exhibit unusual
magnetic anisotropy properties which are structure and strain related, as determined by low-
energy electron diffraction measurements. The results are discussed in the context of three- to
two-dimensional magnetic scaling theories and predictions derived from local-spin-density
functional calculations of the magnetic moments per atom as a function of volume strain.

I. INTRODUCTION (LEED) measurements9 ' ° have established the degree of

We have studied the ferromagnetic behavior of the strain as a function of film thickness. Perhaps most surpris-

metastable phases of fcc cobalt and iron by effectively ing is the fact that whereas the fcc Co(001) films exhibit
"clamping" the lattice spacing in thin films epitaxially spontaneous magnetization within the film plane for all layer

grown on appropriate single-crystal metal substrates. The thicknesses, the fcc Fe(00 1) films show in-plane magnetiza-

magnetic moments are predicted to change discontinuously tion only for the first monolayer, the succeeding layers up to

with varying atomic volume and there exist ranges ofcoexis- 7 monolayers showing strong spin anisotropy normal to the

tence ot different magnetic phases.1-4 However, to date there interface with remanence strongly dependent on the layer

has been very little experimental evidence to corroborate thickness. The 4-monolayer films shows maximum volume

these views, principally due to the difficulties inherent in expansion and a moment of the order of/p = I to 1.5/uB, in

measuring the magnetic moments in ultrathin epitaxial lay- agreement with the recently predicted "low-moment" ferro-

ers. Recently, we have succeeded in applying spin-polarized magnetic ground state in the fcc bulk iron phase. 3'4

neutron reflectance at a grazing angle of incidence to study In Sec. II, we discuss the spin-polarized neutron reflec-

the ferromagnetic properties of thin magnetic films of Co tion method; Sec. III, the film thickness and temperature-

and Fe down to the monolayer thickness level. - ' The tech- dependent ferromagnetic behavior; Sec. IV, the strain-relat-

nique allows us to determine the magnitude of the magnetic ed magnetic anisotropy, in relation to LEED measurements;

moment per atom/p in ferromagnetically ordered layers, as a and Sec. V, the ground-state magnetic moment behavior as a

function of temperature, thickness, and applied magnetic function of volume strain. Finally, in Sec. VI, we conclude

field, with some remarks addressing spin-wave finite-temperature
The results are unusual in that, whereas the fcc Co(001) properties of these ultrathin metastable magnetic films.

layers remain ferromagnetic down to a single monolayer
with/A =pb.k = 1 

-Bs with no sign of a reduced Tc for tem- 11. SPIN LARIZED NEUTRON REFLECTANCE

peratures up to 450 K, the fcc Fe(001) films are ferromagne- The possibility of using grazing-incidence neutron re-
tically ordered only at temperatures below this value, their flection as a probe of the magnetization density profile at
Tc values being thickness dependent. Similar behavior has surfaces was first proposed by Felcher. " The method of
been observed with thin Ni films.5 The fcc Fe(001) films are near-critical reflection of a spin-polarized neutron beam
unique however, in that they exhibit strong magnetic anisot- offers a specific advantage for quantitative measurement
ropy effects which are strain related, dependent on the num- of magnetic moments. The magnetic scattering cross
ber of layers. Detailed low-energy electron diffraction section gives rise to a spin asymmetry S(q)

=Po- l [F(q) - I ]/[F(q) + I ], where the"flipping ratio"

' Present address: Department of Physics, Pennsylvania State University, F(q) = R +/R - is the ratio of the reflected intensities of

University Park, PA 16802. incident spin-up (R ') or spin-down (R -) neutrons for a
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beam spin polarized to a degree P0, and is a function of the
normal component of the incident wave vector, a: 10 ml Co
jqI =k, - kfI. TheqdependenceofS(q) providesamea- 100 b: 4l Co
sure of the magnetic moment per atom in the ferromagnetic aso-c: 8 ml Co

medium.' 2 However, S(q) only begins to show any signifi- -

cant deviation from zero for the values of q larger than q, 80 a
the value at the critical angle beyond which the reflected +
intensity R(q) falls rapidly and the signal-to-noise ratio be- 4 +
comes a limiting factor. " 2 Thus, the difficulty to date has E

coms aE 20-
been one of obtaining sufficient intensity from samples epi- "
taxially grown on flat single-crystal substrates of size typi- 0 0 c
cally 1-2 cm2 .

We have overcome this difficulty by overcoating the
magnetic thin film with a thicker layer of a nonmagnetic
metal, thereby producing interference in the neutron wave -06 0 015
field sufficient to enhance the sensitivity of measurements by (q - qc)t2
several orders of magnitude in the statistically relevant FIG. 2. Spin-asymmetry ratioS(q) for fcc Co(001) films; copper overlayer
range, q. < q < 3q_, enabling us to determinep in films down thickness t, = 42, 130, and 75 A for r, = 10, 4, and I monolayer (ml), re-
to a single monolayer thickness and surface area 1 cm2.5-' spectively.

A simple application of Snell's law of optics illustrates
the optical interference of neutrons reflected at grazing inci-
dence from thin metallic films; see Fig. 1. Neutrons of wave- (q - q, ) t2 peaks on the critical region q- 2q, the height of
length A = 10 A incident at a grazing angle of incidence 0, on which is a direct measure of the product (/t3) of the magnet-
a film of refractive index n2, characterized by a mean coher- ic film. The position of the peak is effectively "tuned" by the
ent scattering length band a density of scattering centers per thickness t2 of the Cu(00 1) epitaxial overlayer. 3 The film
unit volume N, undergo total reflection when 0j is less or thicknesses were controlled by careful atomic-beam evapo-
equal to the critical angle, 0, = A (Nb / V) "2  with ration (10- In Torr vacuum), the deposited flux being moni-
n2=I - 0,'/2 and V theatomic volume. For positive values tored by Auger signal analysis.9"'
of b, interference fringes arising from the optical path differ-
ence between beams A and B (Fig. 1) are observed for Ill. FILM THICKNESS AND TEMPERATURE
8i > 9, dependent on the fim thickness 12. For a magnetized DEPENDENCE
thin-film sample, thickness t_, b is effectively replaced by A least-squares fit to the cobalt-film data, shown in Fig.
b ± p with ± signs representing the difference in refractive 2, gives values for the magnetic moment per Co atom consis-
index for spin-up or spin-down neutron spin states for a mag- tent with the ground-state total-energy calculations of Mar-
netic scattering length p = b. This causes the spin-up ( + cus and Moruzzi, " who predict a bulk fcc phase moment of
and spin-down ( - ) interference fringes to be displaced rel- u a 1 ruz w predc a b fcc ae moet of
ative to each other giving rise to a spin asymmetry enhance- P fi.p. Weobserves = (1.8 I o. 3 )P foran 18-a-thickmentforq~q.'

3
Co film ( 10 monolayers (ml) overcoated with a copper

ment for q > q.'3 film, 40 ± 5 A thick. The value rises slightly with reducingThis is illustrated by the results obtained for ferromag- film thickness to/ja = (2.1 ± 0.3)p B for 2 monolayers, as
netically ordered thin films of cobalt, epitaxially grown on fi in to .
Cu (001) single-crystal substrates, Fig. 2. The spin asymme- depicted in Fig. 3.try (%)ploted gaist te nrmalzedquanity This behavior is compared with results obtained using
try S I(%) plotted against the normalized quantityg

Z 0 Co/Cu(001)
1.5 -

T
o o IA I B o .

1t -- I THOo
Cu overlayer n LL H

t2 x

t3 01

X x NIytuO0lsingle crys ai af)trateI/

0 2 4, 6 S 10 12

FIG. I. Illustrating optical interference between neutron rays A and B re- 0 2 HICKNES1.(12

fected at grazing incidence from a copper film (thickness t., refractive in- FILM THICKNES(ML)
dex n2) deposited on top of it thin ferromagnetic layer (thickness I,, spin- FIG. 3. Magnetization vs film thickness for fcc cobalt (this work) and nick-
dependent refractive index n ) epitaxially grown on a single-crystal el (Sill et al., Ref. 8) epitaxially grown on CuOMO); theory (Hasegawa,
substrate. Ref. 19).
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FIG. 4. Magnetization vs temperature for fcc films of Cowrl) and----L
FetO01) epitaxially grown on Cu(00I): spin-polarized photoemission -3 -1.5 1.5 3
(SPP) results (Refs. 20and 21). 1 - HSAT/' -

(c) IML
sensitive dc superconducting quantum interference device 0.5 -T=3OK
(SQUID) magnetometer5 to study nickel films at 4 K pre-
pared by epitaxial growth sandwiched between thicker lay- Hjt~e]
ers (500kA) of single crystal Cu(001), shown in Fig. 3. A 71
decrease in the saturation-field moment from that of bulk 0 5 10
nickel,pu = 0.6p,, is observed for films ofthickness less than APPLIED FIELD H1 KO]
18 A, falling rapidly to zero for I or 2 monolayers thickness.
This behavior is in agreement with anomolous Hall-effect FIG. 5. Magnetization vs applied magnetic field normal to fcc, Fe(tX~l) film

measurements"5 on Ni films condensed at 10 K in 10-"1 surfaces, as measured by spin-polarized photoemiaston (Refs. 20 and 2 1).

Torr vacuum, which indicate that Ni does not develop long-
range ferromagnetic order until about 3 ml coverage. The Ni
films' show a decreit ing Curie temperature with decreasing thickness-dependent magnetocrystalline anisotropy ef-
film thickness: Tc 100, 300, and 400 K for 2, 4.5, and 7 fects.

2' Magnetization curves at 30 K for 5-, 3-, and I-mI
ml, respectively. T1.s tehavior has been predicted by various films are shown in Fig. 5. In the case of the 5-mI fcc iron film
mean-field,' spin-w,.ve density,'17 and spin-fluctuation"a [Fig. 5 (a)]1, the remanence is equal to the full saturation
theories. A recent calIculation'" of the finite-temperature fer- magnetization M_, i.e., the perpendicular uniaxial anisotro-
romagnetic behav" r of this itinerant electron system is py K. is sufficient to overcome the in-plane shape anisotropy
snown (solid line, Hg. 3). (Signal to noise ratio consider- energy, K. > 21rM,, such that the spins align normal to the
ations make it imp- ... tical, at the present time, to confirm film plane as the temperature is lowered to 30 K .2 ' The 3-mI
this behavior of such a low-moment system using the spin- film also produces a clearly resolved hysteresis, but with re-
polarized neutron reflectance method.) duced coercivity and remanence [ Fig. 5 (b) 1. Although the

Contrary to Ni, the low-temperature anomalous Hall- I -ml fcc iron film [ Fig. 5(c)]I does not show any hysteresis,
effect measurements'" show that Co, and Fe develop ferro- the steep rise of the polarization (magnetization) curve
magnetic order wit' ina single monolayer. This behavior has P(H) at H =0 [dashed curve, Fig. 5 (c) ] is indicative of a
also been confirmer, by spin-polarized photoemission mea- strong anisotropy component also perpendicular to the film
surementS20 on the u ncoatfed magnetic films, which show the plane."0 ," However, it is not sufficient to bring about a non-
fcc cobalt films remaining ferromagnetically ordered down zero remanence, i.e., K, <c21rM, and the spins align in-
to a single monolay-r on a Cu(001) substrate with no evi- plane. The rounding of the P(H) curves [Figs. 5 (b) and
dence for a lowere"' T, for temperatures below 450 K, as 5 (c) ] arises naturally if the easy axis of magnetization (or
depicted in Fig. 4. Ir -ontrast, the fc iron"' and nickel films' the direction of uniaxial anisotropy) does not lie esactly
show reduced Tc bt havior assa function of deareasing 01 along the surface normal but takes some nonzero angle rela-
thickness, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. tive to the normal direction."5 Then saturation is reached

only asymptotically for a single-domain thin film.
24

IV. MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY BEHAVIOR Magnetization behavior similar to the I-mI fcc: iron film
Spin-polarized photoemission (SPP) measurements in [Fig. 5 (c) ] is observed for the fcc cobalt films (Fig. 2)20

a variable magnetic field applied normal to the surface of fcc With the assumption that the angle between the easy axis of
iron films epitaxially grown on Cu(001) substrates show magnetization and the surface normal is negligibly small
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(i.e., a true "surface anisotropy" effect), the initial slope of zation M has an in-plane component (either parallel or anti-
the magnetization curves [dashed curve, Fig. 5(c) I inter- parallel to the neutron spin vector); magnetization normal
cepts the saturation magnetization value at H., = 5 kOe giv- to the surface gives zero response. However, an applied mag-
ing a value of M, z 1.0 kOe which translates into a tempera- netic field of sufficient strength to pull the spins in-plane
ture-dependent anisotropy constant K= 10 kOe. The gives a positive flipping ratio, F> 1, the magnitude of which
anisotropy field, HA = 2k,/M, amounts to something of relates to the in-plane magnetization. This is illustrated by
the order 20 kOe, giving rise to an anisotropy barrier the SPN flipping-ratio curves, shown in Fig. 6, for applied
UA = iHA M, =0.07 ± 0.01 meV per atom.25 This value is 5 field strengths of 60,1000, and 4000 Oe in-plane to a 3-m! fcc
times smaller than that calculated by Gay and Richter26 for Fe(001) film sandwiched between Cu(001) media at 4 K.
the spin anisotropy of a ferromagnetic iron monolayer Taking the saturation field value H, to be between 2 and 5
(-0.4 meV/atom) arising from the spin-orbit interaction kOe, the magnitude of the flipping ratio (Fig. 6) gives a
between the eigenstates of a thin slab. However, this anisot- value for the mean magnetic moment per atom
ropy energy was predicted to dominate the dipole interac- I <1 p1 < l.Sj B . The SPN results are therefore in substantial
tion energy (shape anisotropy energy 2irM,) only for film agreement with the high remanence curves in Fig. 5.
thicknesses of one or two monolayers. In the case of the fcc The anisotropy and magnetization depends on the de-
iron films (Fig. 5) it is the thicker films only which show tailed crystallographic structure of these films, particularly
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy K. > 21rM,. Surprising- on the lattice strain."- LEED intensity analysis9"0 reveals
ly, the observed P(H) behavior of the cobalt films20 and, the degree of uniaxial strain to be strikingly different for the
therefore, also the anisotropy, appears to be independent of Co and Fe films. Whereas the fcc cobalt layers show an over-
the film thickness. all thickness-independent contraction normal to the surface

The fact that the fcc iron films prefer to align their spins of the order of 3%, similar to the surface lattice relaxation of
normal to the surface while the fcc cobalt films remain in- bulk fcc cobalt, with 2% lateral strain due to the Cu(001)
plane magnetized has recently been confirmed by the spin- substrate, the fcc iron films exhibit an overall expansion nor-
polarized neutron (SPN) measurements.27  mal to the surface, the magnitude of which varies from 1%

The SPN reflection method, illustrated in Fig. 1, mea- to 6% over the range 1-7 ml, as shown in Fig. 7. This expan-
sures the spin-dependent reflectivity only when the magneti- sion reaches a maximum value of 6% for the 5-ml-thick fcc

iron film, before collapsing back to 1% for 7 ml. The point of
interest is that it is the 5-mil-thick film which exhibits the
strongest perpendicular magnetic anisotropy; see Fig. 5. The
different hysteresis behavior is observed to vary with film

1.5 (a) 3MLFe thickness in a complimentary manner to the variation in lat-
H1g-4 000 Oe tice strain as shown in Fig. 7.
T--K These structural variations in the fcc iron films would

appear, therefore, to relate directly to the observed magnetic
1.0 - anisotropy. The anisotropy relates to subtle details of the

.O25 electronic band structure which is critically dependent on
the degree of uniaxial strain, particularly in the case of the

0.5_ _ _ _ fcc iron films.

1.5 (b) 3ML FeH//- HI=1000 Oe

0 T =41K

z7
S7- FMC Fe((O1)

a:n. 6
U_ 0.5 5 -

1.5 (c)3ML Fe
Hy = 60 Oe o 4

- Tf4K 3 2 /\

1.0O - - 1 " EXPANSION ZONE
- / --- -'---

0.5 I I
t25 1.5 2.0 3 t __ I _ _ ____

WAVEVECTOR q iiW-21 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

FIG. 6. Spin-polarizednutro efec'nffippingratio (R R - curve for M0NLAtYERS
3-ml fcc Fe(001) at 4 K showing the decreasing magnitude of F(q) as the FIG. 7. Plot showing the mean lattice expansion (%) relative to bulk cop-
in-phe applkd magnetic field is reduced: (a) 4000, (b) 1000, and (c) 60 per lattice spacing as a function of thickness for fcc Fe(001 ) films, deduced
Oe. from LEED measurements (Ref. 9).
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-! I I magnetic anisotropy, as shown in Fig. 5, suggests that the

SPN Resuts coexistence of all three magnetic phases together with finite-
xccc Fe temperature effects may be important also. For example,

IC s2iau finite-temperature first-principles disordered-local-moment
calculations4 confirm that the magnetic moment collapses as

o 4mltc.c Co the lattice spacing is reduced but that in the low-moment
M.. S retical situation is compared with our experimental SPN re-

'I S sults in Fig. 8.
266 2.72 The important point to realize is that the SPN and SPP

3 0 1 2 3 * + measurements cannot detect antiferromagnetism but the re-
M(r) I I suIts to date confirm ferromagnetic behavior in these fcc

FM cce i .-- Fe(001) and Co(001) thin films. Efforts are in progress to
- stretch the fcc iron lattice further (r. > 2.8 a.u.) by epitaxial

A --c"e- .4 - HSphase growth on Rh(001) (cf. Fig. 8) to stabilize the predictedFM 7' Fe high-spin moment phase.27 2 As shown in Fig. 8, the SPN
, "results confirm the moment of bcc iron,)u = 2.15/1., and fcc

/ I cobalt, IL- =1.8ju..

phase VI. DISCUSSION

There are two key elements in theory of ferromagnetic
thin films: the first, due to Kittel,

25 
predicts that films be-

Fecome single-domain magnetized in a direction parallel to the
/ e surface when the thickness falls below approximately 1000

4, A; the sond, due to Mermin and Wagner, al who showed
0 that, for symmetric short-range interactions, there could be2. 25 2.6 2.7 2.8 no long-range order in strictly one- or two-dimensional (I D

Wigner-Seitz Radius rws(au) or 2D) structures. This predicted instability of ordered
structures in low dimensions is so well known that restric-

FRG. 8. Magnetization vsWigner-Seitzradius (r_),calculated forbccFe, tions placed on the original theory are sometimes over-
fce Fe. and foc Co bulk phases (Ref. 1), showing the experimental SPN looked. Bloch" showed that the result applies only to highly
results: FM-ferromagnetic; AFM--antiferromagnetic (Ref. 4); NM-
nonmagne ic. The vertical tangent fines are points at which the susceptibil- symmetric Heisenberg coupling between spins S, such that
ity (dM/dM),.- is infinite, defining low-spin (LS), high-spin (HS), and the energy E = JS.S, where J is the exchange constant. He
zero-spin (NM) momentphasesoffccironover therange2.66<r - <2.72 found that the number of thermally excited spin waves in-
a.u. (cf. Fig. 7). Inset: total energy (relative to energy minimum) vs mag- creased as T in 3D, but in 2D (or ID) the number of spin
netization, as a function ofr- in this critical range (Ref. 1).

waves diverged at any finite temperature. Since each spin
wave represents a decrease in the magnetization of the ferro-
magnet, an infinite number of spin waves represent a disor-

V. GROUND-STATE MAGNETIC MOMENT BEHAVIOR dered ferromagnet in the low-dimensional limit.
The lattice volume expansion of the fcc iron films, ex- However, these conclusions are not applicable if there

pressed by the LEED meaurements in Fig. 7, translates into exists uniaxial anisotropy An either the magnetic properties
a change in the Wigner-Seitz radius r_ ( V = 4rr3,,, /3) (due to the presence of interfaces or crystallographic ef-
covering the range 2.66< r,, <2.72 a.u. Over this range, fects) or in the exchange itself (the case of uniaxial exchange
band-structure calculations

2 
show a significant change in is the Ising model with magnetic irteractions of the form

the d-band occupancy at the Fermi energy. That is, d bands E = JS X S, ). Both the Ising intcraction and the magnetic
along the zone face of the fcc Brillouin zone change from anisotropy introduce an energy gap in the spin-wave spec-
hole-pocket to filled electron states as r,,, is expanded fi om trum so that the thermal energy kTc comparable to this gap
2.66 to 2.74 a.u. A detailed analysis of the total-energy sur- is required to excite spin-wave disorder. Pinning of spin
faces in moment-volume parameter space obtained from en- waves at the interfaces is possible and this "surface anisotro-
ergy-band calculations using a local-spin-density approxi- py" effectively increases the energy gap further, yielding a
mation' indicate that over this range the bulk fec phase of higher Tc.
iron can exist in any of three magnetic phases-a nonmagne- The much higher Tc threshold for the cobalt films (Fig.
tic (NM), a low-spin moment (LS), and a high-spin mo- 4) would indicate that the spin-wave energy gap is greater
ment (HS) ferromagnetic phases. This is shown schemati- than that ia the fcc iron films. Given that the magnitudes of
cally in Fig. g (inset diagram). The SPN measurements in their magnetic moments are roughly comparable
Fig. 6suggest that the 3-ml fcc Fe(001) film with a magnetic (tc= l.OpB; uF.= IS p,) the results would indicate a
moment per atomp=(l-l.5)#, isin the LS phase (as indi- strong difference in the anisotropic exchange coupling J.
cated in Fig. 8). The magnetization behavior of both films suggest a large

However, the complicated hysteresis behavior of the perpendicular uniaxial magnetic anisotropy,""" which is
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Meier, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 2126 (1987).
isotropy arising from spin-orbit coupling." It is significant, "The effect of increasing perpendicular anisotropy as the temperature is
however, that the magnetic hysteresis behavior of these films lowered is seen in a decreasing saturation field H, (Ref. 21).
as measured by the SPP technique on uncoated films (Fig. "C. Kooy and U. Enz. Philips Res. Rep. 15, 7 (1960).
5) and the SPN technique on coated films (Fig. 6), is the 2For a single-domain thin film uniformly magnetized normal to the sur-

face, the magnetization would produce a rectangular hysteresis loop
same. This would suggest that such effects are not important showing a discontinuous jump from M, to - M, at an external field

in the present case due to the lack of overlap in energy of the H = - (2K/M, ) + 4arM,, arising from a coherent rotation of the
d bands with those of Cu(001). spins. (See Refs. 20. 21, and 23.)

"This value is to be compared with the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
bulk iron, U, =4 /eV/atom, i.e., 100 times less than that of the thin films
(Ref. 26).
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Magnetic structure of bcc and fcc manganese
N. E. Brener, G. Fuslera and J. Callaway
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

J. L Fry and Y. Z. Zhao
The University of Texas at Arlington Arlington, Texas 76019

Self-consistent band-structure calculations are used to obtain the ferromagnetic moment as a
function of lattice constant for bcc and fcc Mn. The ferromagnetic moment of bcc Mn is found
to change discontinuously from a small to a large value as the lattice constant increases, while
the fc moment is found to change discontinuously from zero to a large value with increasing
atomic volume. In the bcc case, the transition occurs inside a narrow double moment region in
which the low spin and high spin states coexist. Information from magnetic susceptibility
calculations on bcc and fcc Mn is used to predict whether the ground state is ferromagnetic or
antiferromagnetic in certain ranges of lattice constant.

I. INTRODUCTION details of the band-structure and magnetic-moment calcula-

The transition metal Mn occurs in a complex body-cen- tions are given in Ref. 8.

tered-cubic phase with 29 atoms per unit cell at room tem- Table I gives the computed ferromagnetic moment of

perature and becomes antiferromagnetic below 95 K. At bcc Mn at a number of lattice constants ranging from 5.2 a.u.

higher temperatures Mn goes into the face-centered-cubic (the computed paramagnetic equilibrium value9 ) to 8.0 a.u.,

(fcc) phase (1364-1410 K) and then the body-centered- wherethemagnetic moment isclose to its maximum possible

cubic (bcc) phase (1410-1450 K), both of which have one value of 5,u,, which is the value of the magnetic moment of

atom per unit cell.' Henceforth the term bcc Mn will refer to an isolated Mn atom. As shown by the table, bcc Mn has a

the one atom per unit cell structure. The question arises as to small ferromagnetic moment in the lattice constant range
what magnetic structure Mn would have in the bcc and fcc 5.2 < a < 6.025 a.u. and a large moment in the region a > 5.9

phases at low temperature if these phases could be stabilized a.u. The calculations reveal a narrow double-moment re-

by epitaxial growth on cubic substrates. 2,3  gion, 5.9 <a <6.025 a.u., in which the low-moment and

Previous theoretical work in this area includes that of high-moment states coexist, with a discontinuous low-spin

Kubler,4 who computed a large ferromagnetic and antiferro- to high-spin transition occurring at a point inside this region.

magnetic moment for bcc Mn at a single lattice constant, Since the total energy was not computed, we cannot deter-

a = 5.82 a.u., and found that Jhe ground state is antiferro- mine the precise lattice constant at which the transition oc-
magneti, at this lattice constant. Bagayoko and Callaway5  curs; however, this has little effect on the overall behavior of

computed the ferromagnetic moment as a function of lattice the moment versus lattice-constant curve since the double-

constant for fcc Fe and found an abrupt low- to high-spin moment transition region is very narrow. The results of Ta-

transition with increasing atomic volume. Subsequently ble I are displayed graphically in Fig. 1, which shows the

Moruzzi et al.6 examined this low-moment to high-moment moment versus lattice-constant curve for bcc Mn. The dou-

transition in fcc Fe in more detail and showed that it is actu- ble-moment transition region is similar to that found by

ally discontinuous with a narrow overlap region in which the Moruzzi et aL.6 for fcc Fe. Additional calculations on bcc Mn
low- and high-spin states coexist. In this paper we use spin- are currently in progress for lattice constants in the region
polarized band-structure calculations to obtain the ferro-
magnetic-moment versus lattice-constant curve for bcc and TABLE 1. Lattice constant a and maanetic moment m for bcc Mn. Indices I
fcc Mn. Information from magnetic susceptibility calcula- and 2 refer to the low moment and high moment states, respectively.

tions is used to predict whether the ground state is ferromag- a (au.) n, (Is) m2 (us)
netic or antiferromagnetic in certain ranges of lattice con-
stat. 5.200 0.76

5,397 0.93

II. BAND STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC MOMENT 5,450 0.97
CALCULATIONS 5.629 1.09

5.800 1.18
We have used the linear combination of Gaussian orbi- 5.900 1.24 2.40

tals (LCGO) method to perform local-density, spin-polar- 5.925 1.26 2.93
5.950 1.28 3.12

ized, all-electron calculations of the band structure and fer- 5.975 1.29 3.40
romagnetic moment of bcc and fcc Mn at a number of 6.000 1.32 3.49

different lattice constants. The program BANDPACK- 6.025 1.35 3.53
AGE

7
(BNDPKG) was employed in these calculations. More 6.050 3.56

7.000 4.37
8.000 4.93

Permanent addes: Univeesidad Santa Maria, Valperaiso, Chile.
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so the case of fcc Mn, no double-moment region is found, but
rather the transition appears to occur at a single point. The
results of Table II are shown graphically in Fig. 2, which
gives the moment versus lattice-constant curve for fcc Mn.

In order to facilitate comparisons with bcc Mn, Table II
4o ,also gives the bcc equal-volume lattice constant (the bcc lat-

tice constant that would yield the same atomic volume).
This equal-volume lattice constant is obtained by dividing
the fcc lattice constant by 2"' 3, which produces a 2 % con-

"a traction. Figure 3 shows the high-spin moment versus lat-
tice-constant curve for both bcc and fcc Mn, where the fcc

Z o curve is plotted versus the bcc equal-volume lattice constant.
W The figure shows that as the lattice constant increases, the
0 bcc and fcc curves approach each other closely, indicating
o that the high-spin ferromagnetic moment in Mn depends

primarily on the atomic volume rather than on the latticeI.'
Z structure.

III. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY CALCULATIONS AND
PREDICTIONS OF MAGNETIC ORDER

The present version of BNDPKG can consider ferromag-

.0 netic and nonmagnetic states but does not permit considera-
tion of a possible antiferromagnetic state. Thus a computed
ferromagnetic moment that is greater than zero indicates
that the ground state is not nonmagnetic, but the BNDPKG
calculations cannot lead to a prediction as to whether the
ground state is ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic. Similar-

S.........o... .... to .ly, a computed ferromagnetic moment of zero indicates that
8.0 60 7.0 .0

LATTICE CONSTANT (o.u.)

FIG. 1. Ferromagnetic moment of bce Mn vs lattice constant. 5.0

a < 5.2 a.u., where the moment is expected to fall to zero at
some point.

Table II gives the computed ferromagnetic moment of
fcc Mn for a number of lattice constants in the range 6.5-9.0 4.0

a.u. As shown by the table, the ferromagnetic moment of fcc
Mn is zero in the range 6.5 < a < - 7.275 a.u. and large in the
region a > - 7.275 a.u., with a discontinuous zero-moment
to high-moment transition occurring near a = 7.275 a.u. In -

:. 3.0

TABLE It. Lattice constant a, bcc equal-volume lattice constant a-., and Z
magnetic moment m for fcc Mn. The bce equal-volume lattice constant is 2
obtained by dividing the fce lattice constant by 2"'.

a (a.u.) a, (a.u.) m ('.) s- 2.0
z

6.50 5.159 0.00 0

6.75 5.357 0.00
7.000 5.556 0.00
7.200 5.715 0.00
7.250 5.754 0.00 to
7.275 5.774 1.71
7.300 6.794 1.85
7.400 5.873 2.82
7.450 5.913 3.20
7.500 5.953 3,42
7.600 6.032 3.55
7.700 6.111 3.63 6.0 7.0 8.0 . 0

$.000 6.350 3,4 LATTICE CONSTANT (o.u.)
9.000 7.143 4.44

FIG. 2. Ferromagnetic moment of fec Mn vs lattice constant.
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5.o- state. Since it is highly unlikely that the ground state would
change from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic and then
back to ferromagnetic as the lattice constant increases from
5.2 to 5.4 a.u., these preliminary calculations suggest that

4.0 bec Mn has a ferromagnetic ground state everywhere in the
range 5.2 <a <5.4 a.u. Preliminary susceptibility calcula-
tions for fcc Mn at a = 6.8 a.u., which are reported in Ref.

:X I I11, indicate an antiferromagnetic ground state at this point.
I' The features of this susceptibility that indicate antiferromag-

Z3. netism are a maximum in yo at a nonzero value of q and a

o ! region of wave vector in whichX is negative. Since in general
2 i a tendency toward antiferromagnetism is expected as theo7 Ilattice constant increases, 2 the fact that the ground state is

Z already antiferromagnetic at a = 6.8 a.u. indicates that it2.0c
.will probably remain antiferromagnetic as the lattice con-

stant increases past this point. Thus these preliminary calcu-
lations suggest that fcc Mn has an antiferromagnetic ground
state everywhere in the region a > 6.8 a.u. Further suscepti-

t.0 bility calculations on bcc and fcc Mn, which are currently in
progress, will be used to check these preliminary results and
conclusions and to determine the magnetic order of the bcc
ground state for a > 5.4 a.u.
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Stoner theory of magnetic structure of alternate cubic phases
of transition metals
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Epitaxial growth of bcc Co on a (110) GaAs substrate has demonstrated the feasibility of
producing thin films of transition metals with structures not usually stable at room
temperature and pressure. Thus an entirely new group of magnetic materials may be possible
with interesting and perhaps significant magnetic properties. In this paper the simple Stoner
theory of ferromagnetism is employed, with exchange-correlation parameters obtained from
Janak's work and density of states at the Fermi level determined from self-consistent,
paramagnetic energy-band calculations. The theory is applied to each of the 3d and 4d
transition metals in both fcc and bcc phases. Ferromagnetism is obtained for bcc Fe, Co, and
Mn and fcc Co and Ni, and strongly enhanced paramagnetism for bcc Sc, -i, and Y and fcc
Sc, Fe, and Pd. Comparisons are made with predictions of total energy and enhanced magnetic
susceptibility calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION the Stoner theory with a fixed parameter I for the 3d ele-

Magnetism is conspicuous by its absence throughout ments, used self-consistent energy-band results for D(Es ),

most of the Periodic Table of elements at standard condi- and considered both bcc and fcc phases. They used a gap
tions of pressure and temperature. In the transition metals equation to study possible antiferromagnetic phases. The
ferromagnetism is found in hcp Co, bce Fe, and fcc Ni, and most satisfying theoretical work to understand ferromagne-
antiferromagnetism in bcc Cr, but no magnetism has been tism in the transition metals was reported by Janak. ' He
reported for 4dor 5d elements. Considerable excitement was employed self-consistent paramagnetic band structures' at
thus produced with the report' by Prinz of the stabilization calculated equilibrium lattice constants and a variational
of ferromagnetic bcc Co via epitaxial growth on a GaAs sub- form of the enhanced susceptibility' which eliminated all
strate. Perhaps there are more magnetic elements in alter- adjustable parameters. His study of 32 cubic elements in-
nate phases which could be stabilized by the same technique, cluding 3d and 4d transition metals correctly predicted the
thus opening up the possibility of new and important mag- occurrence of ferromagnetism in the normal cubic phases.
netic materials. In this short paper the possibility of other
magnetic 3d and 4d elements is investigated theoretically. Ill. FERROMAGNETISM

II. THEORY Janak's procedure and some of his results are used here
to make a quick determination of possible ferromagnetism in

The simplest theory which attempts to account for fer- the alternate cubic phases of 3d and 4d transition metals.
romagnetism is the well known Stoner model2 based upon an D(EF ) was calculated for each 3d and 4d transition metal in
enhanced susceptibility a paramagnetic state using an equal-volume lattice constant

X = X0/( 1 - IxV, (I) for the alternate cubic phase. The calculations were done

where )o is the unenhanced susceptibility and I is an ex- using an augmented-spherical-wave code' with Janak's ver-

change-correlation enhancement parameter. The condition sion of the local exchange-correlation potential.' 6 D(EF)

usually taken for ferromagnetism is a pole of this enhanced was also compared with other existing calculations 1 0 where
susceptibility, which can occur whenever the condition X. possible, and with rigid-band estimations. Ferromagnetism
> 1/1 is obtained in some elemental metal. Within the ran- is expected to occur where D(EF) is largest, which is in
dom-phase approximation .o is the density of states at the elements whose Fermi energy falls near one of the peaks

Fermi energy, D(EF), and the paramagnetic state is unsta- which naturally occur for fcc or bcc d-electron metals. Near

ble if a strong peak care must be taken in calculating both EF and
D(EF) .

D(gE ) > 1/[. (2) In order to use Eq. ( I ) or (2) it is necessary to compute
Penn' considered a q-dependent enhanced susceptibility and 1. For the first effort this was not done, but the observation
a simple s-band model for transition-metal band structures made by Janak that I is an atomiclike property, insensitive to
and studied stability regions in the Periodic Table for ferro- crystal structure, was used. This insitivity to crystal struc-
and antiferromagnetism. Asano and Yamashita employed ture can be observed by comparing his calculated values of1
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TABLE I. Stoner criteria for alternate cubic phases of 3d and 4 transition energy calculations as a function of moment and volume
metals. The alternate structures were chosen to be fcc or bec, whichever confirm this as a stable phase relative to the bcc paramagnet-
does not occur naturally. Lattice constants were chosen to maintain a cell . 3
volume equal to the natura|'y occurring cell volume. For hexagonal metals ic phase.
the alternate cubic phase was chosen to be the one not computed in Ref. 5 of Examining Table I for both cubic phases it is seen that
the test. The columns labeled ID(A) and ID(N) atc the products! times only bcc Mn, Fe, and Co and fcc Co and Ni are likely to be
D(E.) for the alternate and normal phases, respectively. Ferromagnetism ferromagnetic and no 4d elements should be ferromagnetic.
is possible when the product equals or exceeds unity. The latter fact is a consequence of the generally reduced

a D(E) 1 values of D(EF ) and smaller, almost constant values of the
Element Structure (a.u.) (Ry

- ') (Ry) ID(A) ID(N) integrallinthe4delements. ForFe, Co, and Niothertheo-
retical predictions have been made through elaborate mo-

3d Sc bcc 6.740 31.6 0.025 0.79 0.83 ment-versus-volume total-energy calculations.' At zero
Ti 6cc 6.004 26.9 0.025 0.67 0.55

V fcc 6.980 22.9 0.026 0.9 0.57 temperature, pressure, and applied field these agree with the
Cr fcc 6.678 23.2 0.028 0.65 0.25 predictions of Table I and experimental findings. Similar un-
Mn bcc 5.193 33.1 0.030 0.99 0.63 published studies for Mn predict weak ferromagnetism for
Fe fcc 6.499 22.6 0.034 0.77 1.43
Co bcc 5.118 50.3 0.036 1.81 0.97 bcc Mn. 

3 
Ferromagnetism for bcc Mn has not yet been veri-

Ni bcc 5.198 19.8 0.037 0.73 2.04 fled.
Some of the elements exhibit strongly enhanced para-

4d Y bc 7.326 30.8 0.024 0.74 0.46 magnetism (y/2,/, > 4) and are likely to display magnetic
Zr bcc 6.600 16.1 0.023 0.37 0.39
Nb fcc 7.812 21.6 0.022 0.48 0.42 order at larger lattice constants or upon alloying. These in-
Mo fcc 7.420 14.9 0.022 0.33 0.20 clude bcc Sc, Ni, and Y and fcc Sc and Pd.
Tc bcc 5.778 21.0 0.022 0.46 0.37
Ru bcc 5.715 27.3 0.022 0.60 0.33 IV. ANTIFERROMAGNETISM
Rh bcc 5.746 26.6 0.024 0.64 0.43
Pd bcc 5.889 19.4 0.025 0.49 0.78 A simple generalization of Eq. (1) to include a q de-

pendence for X is possible but this also requires determina-
tion ofI(q), which is a difficult task. A self-consistent theory
for X(q) exists and has been applied to some transition met-

for bcc and fcc Sc, which were identical,' I = 0.025 Ry. It is als. 11-
2 

The many-body enhanced susceptibility is defined
thus assumed in this work that I is the same in the alternate by
phase of each element, and Janak's values are taken.=

Table I contains the results of this study. The column
labeled ID(A) provides the test for possible ferromagnetic where A, yo, and X are matrices on a reciprocal-lattice basis.

alternate cubic phases using the criterion of Eq. (2). When The matrix V. is the random-phase approximation (RPA)

ID(EF) exceeds unity the paramagnetic state is unstable susceptibility tensor, A is a tensor determined by the local

with respect to the ferromagnetic phase (it may also be un- exchange-correlation functional, and X is the enhanced sus-

stable with respect to antiferromagnetic or more complicat- ceptibility. No adjustable parameters appear in these quanti-

ed order as well). For the alternate cubic phases bcc Co is ties. '1

predicted to be ferromagnetic and bcc Mn almost ferromag- If the paramagnetic susceptibility of Eq. (3) has a pole

netic. Since the variational theory used to obtain I only en- at some q, ,'(q) - os, then even in the absence of an applied

sures that y in Eq. (1 ) is the minimum for the assumed form

of enhancement,'
7 

it is possible that the tendency for ferro-
magnetism is underestimated, especially for ID(EF) near
unity. More accurate band calculatiots, D(E ) calcula-
tions, or determinations ofl could result in significantly dif- V 1M
ferent predictions for X,. These have been done for fcc Co and it
predict ferromagnetism.' The form of the local exchange- 50 Cr

correlation potential used in the self-consistent band-struc- 11!c
ture calculations may also be a determining factor for these
special cases. More complete studies have also been done for 25 If

bcc and fcc Mn.
For bcc Mn, linear-combination-of-atomic orbitals cal- o

culations"' (LCAO) and augmented-plane-wave
9 (APW)

calculations obtained ID(Er) products which easily exceed i.

unity at the lattice constant used in Table I. A completely
different approach" to calculating the enhanced susceptibil-
ity including the wave-vector dependence has been em- o 0 0.4 0.8 0. to

ployed for several transition metals
2 with the conclusion (a/2aw)q

that bcc Mn should be ferromagnetic at this lattice constant. FIG. I. Exchange-correlation enhanced susceptibility for V, Cr. Mn, and
Spin-polarized band calculations using the LCAO method Mo along a cubic axis. For Cr and Mn. y has been divided by 100 to plot on
find a stable ferromagnetic moment for bcc Mn, t and total- this scale, bMn is bcc and ;'Mn is fcc.
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external field, H(q), Bl(q) = X(q) H(q) may be nonzero, tism for bec Cr and fee Mn. The best chance for magnetic
i.e., spontaneous magnetic order may occur. Whether ferro- order in 4d elements should be Mo, but Fig. I suggests that it
magnetism, antiferromagnetism, or paramagnetism is the will not occur.
stable ground state must be determined experimentally or by
total-energy considerations. A simple model" relates the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Substitutional site preference In a quasicrystal
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Iron has been successfully incorporated in the quasicrystal i-Al7s4i6Mns ~ Fe. up to a
concentration x = 7. A combination of magnetic susceptibility and Mcssbauer study
establishes the fact that there are at least two "classes" in Mn sites and that Fe substitutes for
only one of them. High-field Mossbauer measurements at 4.2 K show that the substituted iron
carries no local moment, while low-temperature susceptibility data indicate that its presence
does not perturb the Curie-Weiss amplitude of the sample. The inference is that both magnetic
and nonmagnetic Mn sites must be present in the quasicrystal and that iron can substitute only
from among the lItter. The simplest interpretation would be in terms of two "classes" on Mn
sites (one supporting a local moment, one not), although the possibility of there being more
than one class of nonmagnetic site cannot yet be excluded.

Recently there has been great interest in the rapidly moment of the sample. It follows that both magnetic and
quenched Al-rich transition-metal alloys showing icosahe- nonmagnetic Mn atoms must be present in these i-phase al-
dral (or i phase) symmetry incompatible with a periodic loys and that Fe selectively substitutes only from among the
lattice.' The bulk of this literature has focused on AIMn and latter.
AIMnSi alloys for which there is now a growing consensus 2  Alloys of A174Si6Mn 2o and AI74Si6Mn 3Fe7 were pre-
that the prototypical "building block" is the so-called pared by induction melting of high-purity Al, Si, Mn, and Fe
Mackay icosahedron (MI) 3 , formula unit Mn, 2(AI/Si) 4 2, in a boron nitride crucible under argon atmosphere. Ribbon
which is found in the crystalline ternary alloy a(AlMnSi). 4  samples of about 1 mm width and 30 pm thickness were
This MI consists of a vacant-centered icosahedron of twelve obtained by melt-spun technique on a copper wheel z 20 cm
(defined as a-site) Al/Si inside an equioriented icosahedron in diameter rotating at 2000 rpm. X-ray diffraction measure-
of Mn, with the remaining thirty (fl-site) Al/Si atoms locat- ments confirm 100% i-phase structure in both alloys (see
ed at the midpoints of the edges of the Mn icosahedron. No Fig. 1). The Mossbauer abosorption spectra were obtained
differentiation between Al and Si location (when the latter is in a standard transmission with a "TCo in Rh source.
present) has yet been made. The magnetic susceptibility X as a function of tempera-

The most important uncertainty for these quasicrystals ture T is qualitatively similar for both i-phase compositions.
concerns the manner in which orientation-maintaining MI In particular, between 20 and 300 K it follows closely a Cu-
interconnect. Extended x-ray absorption fine-structure rie-Weiss dependence of the form
(EXAFS) experiments, 5.6 clearly establish that the MI re- = [Np,/3k(T+ e)] + Xo emu/g,
main practially unchanged on passage from the a phase7 to
the quasicrystalline i phase although their connectivity via where Nis the number of magnetic moments per gram, each
Al/Si "glue" atoms is significantly modified. Two kinds of of effective moment
model have been suggested, both involving MI connections p. = g. B ,(S+ I
along threefold icosahedral directions. One7- 9 places the i-
phase MI centers on lattice sites of a 12-fold-vertex7 three- (in conventional magnetic notation' 7 ), e is the Weiss tem-
dimensional Penrose tile (3D PT) lattice, while the oth- perature, and Xo is a temperature-independent "Pauli" con-
erP'.6 .,o1. is based on a random-packing procedure. tribution from unfilled band electrons. The magnetic suscep-

These models do not contain any precise dual classifica- tibility as a function of temperature for i-Al,4 Mn, Fe7Si6 is
tion of inequivalent Mn (or Al/Si) sites.' 2 Nevertheless, a shown in Fig. 2. Computer fitting to the above equation be-
recent combination of NMR spin-echo' 3 and magnetic sus- tween 20 and 300 K for both the iron-free and iron-contain-
ceptibility 4 experiments has been interpreted in a manner ing samples enables us to extract the relevant magnetic pa-
which suggests that two distinct classes of Mn sites can be rameters Np,, 0, and X0 for each composition. They are
distinguished both in AIMn and AlMnSi quasicrystals, de- shown in Table I.
pending on whether or not they have a localized magnetic We note from Table I that both Npa, and e are fairly
moment Although sor- ,., pticism hab been voiced' 5 con- insensitive to iron concentration x. The sign of 0 is antiferro-
cerning this interpretation, we shall establish unequivocally magnetic, suggesting the possibility of spin-glass ordering at
that such a class separation of Mn sites does exist, low temperatures. The relative constancy of Np., implies

We establish experimentally that Fe atoms substituting that those iron atoms substituting for Mn in i-A174Si6Mn 2o

for Mn in i-A174 (Mn, 3Fe7)Si6 do not possess local magnetic possess essentially the same magnetic moment as do the Mn
moments and also do not influence the total paramagnetic which they replace. The Mdssbauer experiments described
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FIG I. X-ray diffraction patterns of
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below establish beyond question that this moment is zero. It bauer spectra for the i-phase composition A1 4Mn2oFeSi6
follows, since p, # 0, that there must be two separate classes are given in Fig. 3. The zero-field spectrum is closely similar
of Mn in i-(AIMnSi), one possessing a local magnetic mo- in shape tothat analyzed in detail for i-A 6(Mno. Feo.0 2 ) 14
ment and one not. For reasons not immediately apparent in Refs. 18 and 19. We record here (Table 1) only the isomer
iron is only able to substitute for the latter. If the concentra- shifts (IS) and peak-to-peak quadrupole splitting (QS) of
tion x = 7 of iron, which is close to the maximum which will the complete spectra, and note only that the isomer shifts are
still support the i phase, exhausts all of the "nonmagnetic" almost unchanged from the crystalline a phase while the
Mn sites, then the number of Mn sites per gram of mean electric field gradients (EFG) are somewhat increased
i-A174Mn 2oSi 6 that carry a localized magnetic moment is (by 40%-50%) from the crystalline counterpart.'

0 
The

readily calculated as N = 12.5No/M, where No = 6 X 1023 is high-field (80-kOe) observed spectrum is exactly that ex-
Avogadro's number, and M = 3264 is the molecular weight. pected2 for a 5'Fe nucleus interacting with an essentially
Coupling this value of N with the findings for Np'. in Table I sharp magnetic field of 80 kOe (parallel to the y ray) and
now enables us to deduce the effective magnetic moment subject to a randcmly oriented EFG distribution,22 implying
P = 1.7Bohr magnetons per local moment (see Table 1). that the iron atoms carry no local moment. Any iron local

The 4.2-K zero-field and high-field (80-kOe) Moss- moment (whether paramagnetic or incipiently spin-glass or-
dered) in a field of 80 kOe at 4.2 K would severely modify
the Mossbauer Zeeman spectrum from its observed form.

100_ Crystalline a(AlMnSi) is, in essence, a bcc arrange-
ment of MI, connected along (all eight) body-centered axes
by octahedral chains of Al atoms.23 In detail, the origin and

80 -A1
74 St 6 Mn13 Fe7

60- TABLE 1. The Curie "amplitude factor" Np., Weiss temperature 8, and
Pauli paramagnetic component Xo as deduced from measured magnetic sus-
ceptibility for quasicrystalline samples i-Al,Mno Fe Si by fitting to
the Curie-Weiss equations between temperatures T= 20 K ard room tem-

S40 perature (see text). Also shown is the local magnetic moment P. per mag-
netc Mn atom, and the peak-to-peak quadrupole splitting (QS) and isomer
shift (IS) (with resfiect to iron metal at room temperature) as determined

20 from the T= 4.2 K M6ssbauer data.

Np e 0 o p QS IS
0. _ 00 x (10"p/g) (K) (lO'emu/g) (p.) (mm/s) (mm/s)

T (K)

0.0 6.8 13 0.9 1.7 0.45 0.33
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of the qua- 7.0 6.5 10 0.5 1.7 0.41 0.33
sicrystal i-AIMn,,FeSi5 .
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expanded A] "cage" would likely give rise to a smaller itiner-
1 Z ant electron density at these Mn sites and hence be more

. ' "likely to favor conditions for the creation ofa localized mag-
netic moment.

26

99 Within our model we therefore identify two classes of
H 0 Mn sites. The first Ls nonmagnetic, is more compact and less

i 98. asymmetric as regards its Al NN environment, and, being
adjacent to "connected" MI, is only modestly perturbed

rfrom its crystalline "parent" site. The second supports a Io-
- 7calized magnetic moment, is less compact and more asym-

metric in its Al NN environment, is adjacent to a "broken"
MI connection, and is very substantially perturbed from its

0 100. . . .;,. crystalline parent site. This model" is consistent with all the
1 .. *. experimental findings presented if Fe, which is smaller than

z - Mn, can only substitute for Mn in the smaller, less asymme-
0 (b) tric class of sites.

26
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Epitaxial film growth and metastable phases of single crystal Dy by
molecular beam epitaxy

Kai-Yueh Yang and Hitoshi Homma)
Materials Science Division, Argonne Notional Laboratory. Argonne, Illinois 60439

Ivan K. Schuller
Physics Department, University of California-San Diego, La Jolla. California 92093 and Materials Science
Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

We have grown two novel epitaxial phases of dysprosium (Dy) on vanadium (V) by the
molecular beam epitaxy technique. Surface structures are studied by in situ reflection high-
energy electron diffraction, and bulk structures are studied by x-ray diffraction after removal
from the growth chamber. The new hcp phases are -4% expanded uniformly in the (0001)
plane and -9% and -4% expanded out of plane, along the c axes, for noninterrupted and
interrupted deposition cases, respectively. We also observed (2 X 2), (3 x 3), and (4 X 4) Dy
surface reconstruction patterns and a series of structural changes as the Dy film thickness
increases.

INTRODUCTION gaku DMAX II x-ray diffractometer equipped with a 2-kW

Considerable amount of experimental and theoretical CuKa tube.

effort has been directed towards the study of novel struc- A vanadium film was first deposited on the sapphire

tural, electronic and transport phenomena of surfaces, inter- substrate as a buffer layer.' Under appropriate growth con-

faces, and superlattices." 2 Modern technology such as mo- ditions an epitaxial V film (1000 A) with an atomically
lecular beam epitaxy (MBE) enables the creation of smooth surface was grown, as indicated by the streaked
high-quality epitaxial thin films and artificially modulated RHEED patterns shown in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b), with the
superlattices. A metastable bee Co epitaxial film 3 was grown electron beam parallel to (Ill) v and ((10) v respectively,
on GaAs showing magnetic properties similar to bcc a-Fe. and by x-ray diffraction. A Dy film was then evaporated on
Rare-earth superlattice systems [(such as Gd/Y (Ref. 4) theV film, either in an interrupted or uninterrupted fashion.
and Dy/Y (Ref. 5)1 have been prepared by MBE to study A final layer of V(l10) ( -500 A) was always evaporated to
the propagation of the long-range magnetic order by indirect protect the Dy from oxidation.
coupling across nonmagnetic materials. Taeoretical predic- Figures I(c)-I(f) show Dy RHEED pictures at a
tions of anomalous magnetic behavior have been made in
expanded transition metal (TM) films [Ni, Co, V, and Fe
(Ref. 6) 1 and in TM interfaced with normal metals [ Fe/Ag,
Cr/As, and V/Ag (Ref. 7) 1. V(110)

The present paper reports on novel epitaxial phases of io00A
dysprosium (Dy) on vanadium (V) by MBE. Surface and
bulk structures were studied by in situ reflection high-energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) and x-ray diffraction tech- ((b)
niques. The new hcp phases are identified and surface recon-
struction patterns of Dy films are also observed for the first
time.

4A

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -
The samples were prepared in a Riber MBE metal depo- () (d)

sition system equipped with in situ RHEED with a typical
base pressure of 4X 10-" Torr. The films were deposited
from high-purity V (99.99%) and Dy (99.9%) starting ma- OY(OOO1
terials Tbn "temperature-controlled (-900 "C) sapphire soA
( 1120) a-A 120 3 substrates at a rate of0. 5-l.0 A, and with a
pressure of 5 x 10- '0 Torr during evaporation. The film sur-
face structure was monitored by using a l0-keV in situ ('I

RHEED. Bulk structures were studied further after samples FIO. 1. RHEIED patterns at 10 kV from (a) and (b) a 1O(O-A-thick
S V(110) film grown on a sapphire a-A 120, ( 1120) sutitrateat9(0"C, withwere removed from the growth chamber by a two-axis Ri- the electron beam parallel to (I ll), and (I 10)v, respectively; (c) and (d)

4-A-thick Dy(0001) film gownon V(110) in (I 010)o and (100) , or-
Permanent addres: Dept. of Physics, Brooklyn College of C.U.N.Y., entations. respectively; (e) and (f) 50-A-thick DI(0001) film in the orien-
Brooklyn, NY 11210. tations corresponding to (c) and (d).
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IF, - FIG. 3.RlEED patterns at 10 kYfrom a Dy(0001I) fihm grown on V( (110)< 0
I  

at(a) 3 , (b) t2., t)37A,and d) 150A,showing (2X2), (3X 3),and25 27 29 3 3 5 tWO (4X4) reconstruction patterns, respectively, indicated by the faint

20 (DEG.) superlattice lines between the main bright diffraction lines.

FIG. 2. 26-6 a-ray diffraction from a (a) 50-A Dy (0001 ) film grown on
V ( t1t0) in an interrupted fashion, and (b) to-A Dy film grown on V 110 t)
inanoninterrpred fashion, with (2X 2), (3X3), and (4X4) reconstruction patterns

observed for the first time using the RHEED technique. Fig-
ure 3 shows a series of RHEED pictures for increasing Dy

thickness of 4 A 11( c) and 1 (d )] and 50/ A 1l (e) and 1 (f) ] film thickness in a noninterrupted deposition.
in two different azimuthal orientations, (1120)Dy and The in-plane lattice constants obtained for increasing
(li010) [, with respect to the film growth direction. The film thicknesses are a = 3.64A. ( + l% ), 3.72A. ( + 4%),
sharp RHEED streaks are indicative of layer-by-layer and 3.79 g ( + 6%) and out-of-plane lattice constants
growth.Theiongitudinal9.-20x-raydiffractionscanofa 5- Co= 5.88 A (+4%) and 6.18 A (+9%) with (2X2),
ADy film along the film normal is shown in Fig. 2(a). The (3 × 3), and (4 X4) surface reconstruction patterns, respec-
x-ray results imply that the growth direction is (0001), as tively. The (p><p) reconstruction patterns and the in-plane
expected for hcp Dy, with a -- 4% expansion ( Co = 5.88 A) and out-of-plane crystal structures are clearly correlated; for
compared to the bulk cortk = 5.6510A .9 Note that additional large p the structures in both lateral and longitudinal direc-
small peaks due to the finite-size effects are observed in both tions tend to expand. For the interrupted case ( 2 X2) and
sides of the maln broad peak. This fact indicates that both (3 X 3 ) reconsstructions are observed but not the ( 4 X4) pat-
sides of Dy and V interfaces are atomically smooth and chec- tern. At the present time we have not determined in detail
mically sharp. This is possibly due to the fact that the binary the unit cell of the modulated surface structure. In general
phase diagram of Dy and V shows them to be immiscible,'0o the less dense surface structure will accomodate a larger,
so there is no interdiffusion, and because the many interrup- more complicated unit cell. Obviously the surface recon-
tions (- 2-min stop after 5 A deposition) may allow the Dy struction and the structural changes with film thickness re-
atoms to diffuse laterally and form smooth layers. quire further study.

The in-plane lattice constant of Dy (a0 = 3.72 A ) ob- The relative epitaxial orientations of Dy(0001I) to
taimed from the RHEED streaks in Figs. 1 (c)-I (f) is ap- V( 110) was determined from the RHEED measurements
proximately 4% expanded relative to the bulk lattice con- (Fig. I ) as well. The (11I20) t~ is found to be parallel to
stant ab"" = 3.5915 A,.0 

Therefore in the interrupted (Ill0)v, the well-known Nishiyama-Wassermann orienta-
deposition a new modified hcp phase an~ = 3.72 ,A ( + 4% ) tion' 'in the fcc( Ill1 )/bc( 110) system. The same orienta-
and co = 5.88 A ( + 4%) was grown. It is quite interesting tion was reported in Gd/Nb,'t

2 
whereas a new orientation

to note that an expansion is observed in both lateral and was recently found in the Ce/V system. 0 
The magnetic prop-

longitudinal directions, so simple epitaxial geometric argu- erties of this new expanded hcp phase is an interesting sub-
ments combined with Poisson ratios cannot possibly explain ject for further study especially regarding changes in the
these results. If the growth is not interrupted the growth magnetic structure and phase transitions.
changes considerably.4(-ray diffraction from the Dy film
shovt a larger perpendicular expansion C = 6.18A

( + 40/ct) [see Fig. 2(b)] and a thickness dependence ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ranging from a0 = 3.64 A ( + 1% ) to a0 = 3.79 A + 6% ) We thank M. Grimsditch for useful conversations. This
for the in-plane spacing. This observation may relate to the work was supported by the Office of Naval Research, Con-
fact that fast deposition (or noninterruption) stabilizes tract No. N00014-83-F-0031, and the U. S. Department of
metastable and largely strained structures, an expanded one Energy, Basic Energy Sciences-Materials Sciences, under
in this case. Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38. The work at UCSD sup-

The Dy film surface shows a modified in-plane structure ported by DOE Contract No. DE-FGO3-87ER45 332.
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4.

Spin-polarized electron energy-loss spectroscopy of metastable
bcc cobalt films (abstract)a)

D. M. Lind,b) Y. U. Idzerda,c) G. A. Prinz, B. T. Jonker, and J. J. Krebs
Naval Research Laboratory, Washingtom DC 203 75

Recent developments now allow for the study of the spin dependence of electron energy-loss
features for scattering from magnetized ferromagnetic materials. Particular interest in such
studies has been focused on Stoner (or spin-flip) excitations' because of their fundamental
nature as well as their proposed role in the polarization enhancement for low energy secondary
electron emission from ferromagnets. 2 We have performed spin-polarized electron energy loss
spectroscopy (SPEELS) on thin (-40-A) metastable bcc Co( 110) films which have been
grown by e-beam evaporation on atomically clean GaAs( 110) substrates. Surface order and
cleanliness of the substrate and grown film are monitored by LEED and AES. Details of the
bcc Co deposition, growth, and characterization have been reported elsewhere. After growth,
the thin ferromagnetic films are magnetized to near-saturation remanence magnetization along
the in-plane [001] (magnetically easy) direction3 by placement in the center of a pulsed coil.
The spin-polarized primary electron beam is obtained by photoemission from a negative
electron affinity GaAs surface excited by circularly polarized light. The direction of
polarization of the electron beam is easily reversed without changing the beam intensity or
transport characteristics. The degree of polarization of the source is estimated to be 28-30%.
The scattering geometry is chosen so that only the energy-loss spectrum of the specularly
reflected beam is measured by a hemispherical energy analyzer. We obtain spin dependent loss
spectra for specularly reflected electron beams for a range of primary beam energies. Two
polarization dependent features are observed in the energy-loss spectra, a shoulder at 1.6 eVand a well-defined peak at 2.8 eV. The data obtained is normalized to the measured elastic

peak intensity, which is assumed to be the same for both spin polarization directions.
Polarization analysis shows both features to be due almost entirely to inelastic scattering of
incident electrons polarized parallel to the spin-down (minority) direction. The FWHM of
both features are quite narrow, suggesting a near rigid exchange splitting for the bcc Co bands.
The magnetization reversal behavior and the energy dependence of these spin-dependent
features are consistant with the behavior of Stoner excitations. We have tentatively identified
the feature at 1.6 eV as the primary Stoner excitation which implies the exchange splitting for
bcc Co is also 1.6 eV. The higher-energy peak is most likely a second peak in the Stoner
density-of-states.4 Additional theoretical calculations are being performed to verify these
identifications.'

"'Work supported by the Office of Naval Research.

vNRL/ONT fellow (post-doe).

"NRL/NRC fellow (post-doe).

'I Kirschner, Phys. Rev. Lett. 55, 973 ( 1985). and references therein.

2H. Hopster. Phys. Rev. B 36, 2325 (1987).
'G. A. Prinz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 1051 (1985).
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Local structure of AI75(Mn,CrRu,Re,Si)25 icosahedral alloys studied
by pulsed neutron scattering (abstract)

W. Dmowski and T. Egami
Department of Materials Science and Engineering and Laboratory for Research on the Structure of Matter,
University of Pennsylvania, 3231 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104-6202

P. A. Bancel and P. A. Heiney
Department of Physics and Laboratory for Research on the Structure of Matter. University of Pennsylvania,
3231 Walnut Street. Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19104-6202

K. Volin
Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

The discovery of an icosahedral phase in a rapidly quenched Al-Mn' alloy has stimulated
intensive research on the structure of these materials. We studied several single-phase
icosahedral alloys to address a problem of isomorphous substitution and quasicrystallinity in
these solids. The use of neutrons is attractive because the neutron scattering length of Mn is
negative and this provides additional diffraction contrast. Since icosahedral solid lacks
translational symmetry we used approach based on the pair distribution function (PDF)
which gives an averaged distribution of interatomic distances. We observed significant
differences in the diffraction pattern (DP) depending on kind of element that substituted Mn.
For instance partial substitution by Cr resulted in strong (110000) peak while (100000)
remained very weak. After total substitution DP was still different from the x-ray DP for Mn.
For Ru the (100000) peak was the strongest whereas for Re (1 10000). Substitution of Al by
3% of Si caused an increase of (100000) and (110000). The peak positions in PDFs
correspond well to distances calculated for the three-dimensional Penrose tiling, suggesting the
presence of a quasicrystalline substructure. The observed changes in diffraction patterns and
PDFs indicate nonrandom substitution in these alloys, for instance, Ru is found only on
vertices. The vertex-vertex distances are predominantly observed in Al-Mn positional
correlations. The effect of compositional order on local structure and magnetic properties will
be discussed.

'D. Shechtman, I. Blech. D. Gratias, and J. W. Cahn, Phys. Rev. Lett. 53,
1951 (1984).

Specific-heat measurements for the quasi-crystalline, first cubic
approximant and hexagonal phase in AIMnSi (abstract)

K. Wang and P. Garoche
Laboratoire de Physique des Solides, Universite Paris-Sud, Bat. 510. 91405 Orsay Cedex, France

Y. Calvayrac
Centre d'Etude de Chimie Metallurgique CNRS, 15 Rue Georges Urbain, 94407 Vitry Cedex, France

We have investigated the low-temperature specific heat of the quasi-crystalline (Q-C)
Al 3 2 Mn 21Si 5a related first approximant and hexagonal crystalline phases. All measurements
were performed on small, 2-mg, single-phase crystals. The structure of each phase was
carefully analyzed by x-ray diffraction and for the Q-C phase all pies positions were correctly
indexed to a "six-dimensional crystal" model.' The samples where obtained by planar flow
casting and for the hexagonal phase by an adequate annealing of the Q-C phase. The low-
temperature specific heat is analyzed in a standard way as the sum of three electronic,
magnetic, and phonon contributions. This analysis indicates unambiguously the presence in the
Q-C phase of a large magnetic term (C / T = 11 mJ/mole K K) that is supposed to be caused
by the thermal excitations of a spin-glass-like ordering.' Such a large magnetic contribution is
observed neither in the hexagonal phase, which has a different local symmetry, nor in the cubic
approximant with the same local icosanedral symmetry. Thus it is proposed that the random
freezing of the Mn spins observed in the AlMnSi Q-C is not a canonical spin-glass state but a
specific property of spins on a quasi-periodic lattice.

'J. Cahn. D. Shechuman, and D. Gratia, J. Mater. Res. 1. 13 (1986).
'F. L. A. Machado, W. G. Clark, L. J. Azevedo, D. P. Yang. W. A. Hinen. J.
J. Budnick, and M. X. Quan, Solid State Commun. 61. 145 (1987).
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Reentrant Spin Glasses Wayne M. Saslow, Chairperson

Magnetic structure and dynamics anomalies In "reentrant" spin glasses
(invited)

M. Hennion, B. Hennion, I. Mirebeau, and S. Lequien
Laboratoire Lhon Brillouin," CEN-S clay, 91191 Gif/Yvette Cidex, France

F. Hippert
Laboratoire de Physique d Slide, Universitg d'Orsay, 91405 Orsay Cidex, France

Neutron studies performed at zero field and in applied field on the reentrant spin giasses
Nil - Mn and (Fel _ ,Mnx )75P 6B6A13 reveal new features both in the static and in the
dynamic correlations. The small-angle scattering shows a maximum at a finite q_ value in
applied field. High-energy resolution measurements show that the stiffness constant of the spin
waves has a still more surprising temperature dependence than first expected: as the
temperature decreases it goes through a minimum and then increases further in the lowest-
temperature range. We report the evolution of these features as a function of field,
temperature, and concentration. q_ varies linearly with N- with a slope which is related to
the stiffness constant D of the spin waves. The dynamic anomalies are also seen in a field which
saturates the magnetization.

I. INTRODUCTION neutron experiments which allow a straightforward mea-

The reentrant spin glasses (RSG) are disordered alloys surement of the spin correlations and the spin dynamicsare
where exists a competition between ferromagnetic and anti- especially useful. In all RSG the main results in zero applied
ferromagnetic interactions with a dominant ferromagne- field are the observation of an intense elastic intensity arising
tism. When lowering the temperature T, the susceptibility' well below T, in the q range 10-2-10 -i A -' (Ref. 7) and of

and low-field magnetization measurements 2 suggest the ex- strong anomalies for spin waves. Up to now, the elastic in-

istence of two phases below the paramagnetic state: a ferro- tensity was generally interpreted by a breakdown of long-

magnetic phase below T, and spin-glass properties below a range ferromagnetic order: the analysis of its asymptotic be-

lower-temperature To. Actually the observation of these havior at large q values yields a finite correlation length K -

properties (thermal history effects, magnetic viscosity, and at low temperature.' This interpretation was supported by
hysteresis) does not prove that long-range ferromagnetism the first observations of dynamic anomalies: as T decreases

is really destroyed and does not even allow to determine a the stiffness constant D of spin waves first increases as in

unique temperature T.. It was even argued in the case of usual ferromagnets and then shows an anomalous decrease.9

AuFe,3 that the system continuously evolves with T and It was thus first concluded that spin waves disappear at low

does not show any well-defined transition. Actually, the temperature with some intermediate regime where the elas-

macroscopic measurements which probe a large-scale be- tic intensity and the spin waves are observed simultaneously.

havior are insufficient to describe the RSG since they do not This picture does not give any role to transverse components

inform on the correlations between the spins. The M6ss- but rather emphasizes that of cluster uncorrelated from a
bauer experiments,4 which probe the "local" magnetization percolating network.
have usually been interpreted by a microscopic change from In this paper we mainly present neutron experiments in

a collinear state to a noncollinear one either in zero field or in applied field. As we have shown previously in the case of

applied field. This would occur at a canting temperature T. NiMn and a-FeMn, ' the scattered elastic intensity I(q) ex-

between T and To, and would consist in a freezing of spin hibits a structure at a finite q,_ value. Similar results were
components transverse to the mean magnetization, accord- also observed in FeAI." I This very new feature is analyzed
ing to the Gabay and Toulouse theory. ' We note that the here as a function of field, temperature, and concentration;
mean-field model predicts below TK a coexistence of a spin- its variation in the qH plane reveals the major role of trans-

glass state for transverse components and long-range ferro- verse components. On the other hand, the spin-wave anoma-

magnetism for the longitudinal one but its application for a lies are far more surprising than expected: indeed, we have
real system is a priori questionable. Recent Mossauer ex- observed a further increase in the D(M) variation below the

periments were interpreted by the existence of ferromagnetic abnormal decrease.' 2 This behavior is studied here as a func-

correlations between the transverse components.6 Thus, tion of concentration in the a-FeMn system. In the follow-
ing, we examine successive magnetization, small-angle neu-

Laborstore commu CA-CNRS, tron scattering, and inelastic measurements.
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1 range. These two results suggest an incomplete alignment of
the spins in technically saturating fields.

0.9 -' X0.22
0.9 (Fex flnx)is PSB,1,A 3  III. SMALL-ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING IN

X4.235 APPLIED FIELD

0.7 X4.245 Small-angle neutron scattering measurements were per-
, formed in the range of the scattering vector 0.01 <q<0.15

-0.6 X .26 A-, applied field 0<H<12 kOe, and temperature 10
K < T< 400 K. The results were obtained by using two dif-

0.5. ferent techniques. In the diffraction technique, we do not
0.t • • -' perform any energy analysis, but we can measure the scat-

4 tered intensity 1(q) for several orientations (qH) simulta-

0.3 neously, with the help of a multidetector. These measure-

mments were made on the spectrometers PAXY at Orphee
0.2 - and DI 1 at I.L.L. They are only significant at low tempera-

01-ture (Ta 10 K) when the spin-wave contribution is small.
0.1 -- "- XO., At higher T, elastic measurements (in the direction q11H

only) were carried out on the triple-axis spectrometer 4F2 at
0 5 10 15 20 Orphee in order to eliminate the spin waves. Data were cor-

N&Oel rected by subtracting either a high-temperature spectra at
FIG. 1.Magnetization M vs applied field H at IIK in T= 2T or the environmental background. Details have
(Fe, I. MK been given previously.'°
(Fe, _Mn, ),5P,,B~kl, and Ni, . As already reported, the main result is the occurrence of

a maximum ofl(q) for q = q_ when His above the knee in
the magnetization curve (H 1.5 kOe). This "structure" is
seen in all studied samples except in the true spin glass. In the

II. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION BY MAGNETIZATION detector plane, it is observed at the same q._ value for all
MEASUREMENTS angles a = (q,H), while its intensity depends on a (Fig. 2).

The systems studied are amorphous By analyzing the a dependence of the scattering, we can

(Fe,-.Mn.) 75P16B6A 3 (x=0.22, 0.235, 0.247, 0.26,
0.41) and poly and single-crystal NiI -_. Mn. (x=0.19,
0.216, 0.25). All the studied samples have a rather high Cu-
rie temperature (T. , 200-300 K) and a low freezing tem- 9
perature (T 0 l10-40K) except (Fe.5 9Mno.4) 75P,5 B6A1 3  2
which is a true spin glass (Tg = 35 K) and Nio.7 5 Mno.2,

which is a RSG close to a spin glass with no well-defined 8 - 1 4 * -
transitions. The transition temperatures are determined as r
usual by susceptibility measurements '( 7): when the tem- 4 7.6k0e
perature Tis lowered, X' shows a sharp increase at T, then a 7
rounded maximum close to the demagnetization limit and 0 0.05 qtA')

decreases further. TG is defined here by the inflection point 4-

inthedownfallofX'(T). 3  " 6- Ni Mn0.79
Many low-field magnetization measurements have been 7 N 0 81 M

reported in these systems (see, for instance, Refs. 14 and Li
15). We would like to point out interesting features of the c- o a

M(H) curves in higher applied fields (0.1 <H<20 kOe) .0
which are generally not outlined. In this field range (Fig. I) 00 o 00 V
the most remarkable feature is the existence of a knee
between 0.8 and 1.5 kOe which locates a change of regime. It £ MA %')' OV

is observed at all temperatures although smeared out in the 3 --- 0I2 ad o0
vicinity of T. This behavior looks closely similar to that of
an usual ferromagnet where the sharp increase of M(H) 0 II
between 100 and 800 Oe corresponds to the removal
ofBloch wals. By contrast in the true spin glass 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
(Fe,.,,Mn., )75PBAI we see no we-defined saturation q(A-)
plateau. In RSG the plateau shows a residual slope which

increases with Mn concentration. Magnetoresistance mea- FIG. 2. Ni.., Mn,,: 1(q) intensity at It K for H=7.6 kOe and various
angles a = (%H: a - O, 30% 90r (V.O,A). lnsert: anisotropy ratio R vs q:

urements in reentrant AuFe ( Ref. 16) show that this slope N = 0, and 7.6 kOe (O,A). Note that in this figure as in Fig. 3, data points at
also increases when T decreases in the lowest-temperature very small q have been omintted (we, for instance. Lequien etae).

0 ).
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FeAI. The slope s of the lines q-,,-, sl]- increases with
N 0 1  Mn 0 .216  Mn concentration, i.e., when the ferromagnetic character

T=11K decreases. We can try to be precise about that point by com-
6 Y. paring this slope s with the stiffness constant D. A quantita-

HkOe) tive determination of D is difficult as it is model dependent

r" 5.8 (see below). This prohibits a precise analysis of the two
I P. 6.4 a-FeMn alloys. However, from a rough comparison between

a 7.8 Nio.784Mno.2t6 and (Fe0 .765 Mno.235 )75 PJ6 B6A13 we estimate
9.5 that D is roughly three times greater in the NiMn than in the

-a 11.25 a(FeMn) sample. (At 10 K, D ranges respectively from 18
-. 12 to 20 THz A 2 

and from 7 to 9 THz Az.) Very interestingly,
/ , the ratio value sFr, ,nlNm,, = 1.7 is close to the ratioN DNMf/D.M, suggesting that q,, varies with .H-/D.

As a remark, in reentrant FeAl, the q.,_ are higher than
2, in the present systems at equal field value." This suggests

0 1 that FeAl is a soft system with a very low D value in agree-
0 0.05 01 merit with the fact that spin waves" are unobservable at low

q(k,-l temperature.
The temperature dependence of the intensity has been

FIG. 3. Ni-,Mno,2,,: J(q) intensity (qj]fl at 11 K for various applied studied at several fields and is reported in Fig. 5 for
fields. The lines are guides to the eye. Nio.7 Mno.216 at 5.8 kOe. It shows a continuous decrease

when Tincreases from 10 K and disappears around 120 K,
i.e., roughly at the same temperature where the abnormal

separate the longitudinal (L) from the transverse ( T corre- intensity measured in zero field disappears. We note a small
lations, which is obviously meaningful in technically satu- change ofqm., with T, outlined in the figure, which is slight-
rating fields. We show that L and T do not depend on a, i.e., ly different from that observed in other samples.'" The tern-
are isotropic in the space. The a dependence of the intensity perature variation ofq,., does not reflect the strong anoma-
results from tht iorm of the magnetic interaction with the lies of the D stiffness constant.
neutron.'° In this context the anisotropy ratio Finally, the asymptotical behavior of 1(q) for q , q.,
R = is written as R = 2T(q)/[L(q) + T(q) 1. R studied at 10 K in zero field and in applied field, is well
is nearly q independent and equal to 1.55 ± 0.05 (insert Fig. reproduced by a squared Lorentzian law, whatever the value
2), which shows that the transverse correlations represent of H (Fig. 6). Direct comparison between measurements at
80% of the total scattering L + T. When H increases, q... H = 0 and H # 0 is possible since the isotropy of the in-field
increases while the intensity strongly decreases (Fig. 3). As experiment is restored by averaging all q lirections in the
no good fit with simple mathematical law could be found detector plane. The correlation length K -', deduced from a
(see Lequien et al."), q, was deduced from eye-guide fitbyalawl= 4 /(K

2 
+ q

2
)

2
,decreasesslowlywithHwhile

lines. For all the studied samples, we show that q,, is pro- A is independent of H (insert Fig. 6).
portional to F- once the demagnetization effects are cor-
rected (Fig. 4, see also Ref. 17). This was also shown for

~H=S Mke

1'~T -Nio. 764 MnO.216  TK~~0087- T T=30K

100 - -Ki 1 * T=60K

0OW iFel x  
Mn0 )7 5  P.6 B6 A J, T=60K

X- 22 T=B11K

00 L

002 1-

ii.. a L. *. J0 0.05 0.10 0.15
a 0 40 60 SO 100 120

FIG. 4. q,_ vs 4H at 11 K in Ni,,,Mno,, (0; and FIG. S. Ni,.M4Mn,% :1(q) intensity (ql1I) at 5.Sk0e for various tem-
(Fe, ,Mnd, ),P,,B.AI,, x = 0.22,0.235 (M ). The demagnetization ef- peratut's T The full lines are guides to the eye. The dashed line shows the
em have been corrected. The full lines are guides to the eye. The dashed variation ofq, with temperature. Data have been obtained using a three-
lines are extrapolatcd , rs. axis spectrometer.
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x = 0.235, thus excluding the possibility of an artefact in
NiMn due to chemical inhomogeneity (local ordering). The

08- bilK characterization of the dynamical behavior in RSG systems
is of great importance for the understanding of the micro-
scopic nature of these peculiar systems. We then tried to

0.7 establish the concentration dependence of the dynamical
anomalies in the a-FeMn. Neutron measurements were car-
ried out at the Orphee reactor in Saclay on samples with

0.6 NJ.74 0.216 x = 0.22 andx = 0.247 to be compared to the previous study
o H=0 for x = 0.235. Complete results with detailed experimental
* 12 k0e conditions will be reported elsewhere but here we may sum-

0.5 12865 marize the main conclusions.
* 4.2 In the x = 0.22 sample spin waves are easily observed at

LSe all temperatures. The stiffness constant display the abnor-

04 7.8 mal decrease, but then it levels off below 30 K. In the
x = 0.247 sample, lower values of the stiffness constant were
expected. In order to facilitate the separation between elastic

0.3 20 and inelastic components we have performed a complete set
0A) of measurements in an applied field of 3.4 kOe. Indeed, this

adds an energy gap of 0.0095 THz to the spin-wave energy

02 -t 10 and, moreover, strongly reduces the magnetic elastic peak in
4 AM,.. V-'.at;' 'the low-temperature state. By the way the magnetization

.was thus kept to its saturation value, which does not exhibit
H Ok5. any anomalous decrease at low temperature. Measurements

01 - s were carried out between q = 0.035 and 0.075 A and are
illustrated in Fig. 7 where the spectra obtained at q = 0.050

A -1 at several temperatures are reported. Here again the

0 005 0 01 0 015 minimum of the spin-wave energy is clearly evidenced and
2(A,-2)  the complete data analysis effectively gives a minimum for

the stiffness constant simultaneously with a maximum of the
FIG. 6. Ni. M%_. ALsymptoticbehavi -AI =ftqZ) ast Kforvar- damping. In order to check the field effects, measurements
ious applied fields H. The arrow indicates the intercept of the straight lines a function of the field (including H = 0) were first per-
with the intensity axis. Insert: mean correlation length K - and A param-
eter deduced from a fit with a squared Lorentzian law A /(K + q2)2, e formed at 12 and 80 K on both sides of the minimum of D. At
I(q) data correspond to an average on all a = (q,H) angles. these temperatures the only differences between measure-

ments without and under field are a slight reduction of the
damping and of the intrinsic gap: D was found independent

V. INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING

In all the studied RSG systems ferromagnetic spin
waves appear below T. They obey a law Ao = A + Dq

2,
where A is a small anisotropy gap and D the magnetic stiff-
ness constant. When the temperature is lowered D displays Paal

the usual increase below T,, but then goes through a maxi- 300 q-00ssA" T=12K, M 3000

mum and starts to decrease while the spin waves become S oT 405. M=800
heavily damped and the static transverse susceptibility in- (Fe xHnsxl5 PA5ial3
creases. The final evolution in the temperature range where a X.O,247
spin-glass-like character appears is rather controversial.

23  
200

The first measurements on Fe, Cr. (Ref. 9) concluded to
the complete collapse of the spin waves, thus supporting the
breakdown of long-range ferromagnetic order. But recent I
measurements on the same sample with a better resolution

24  11
ascertain propagative spin waves down to 10 K. This empha- a

sizes the difficulty to get unambiguous results in the lowest-

temperature range due to the coexistence of a huge elastic
signal and of heavily damped spin waves of small energy. In -_---

Ni 0 7 4Mn0 2, 6 ,
t the relatively large D values made the mea- o r 0 - 1 004

surements easier and it was then revealed that after its abnor- 0q02 H 9P.l vT,Hz)
mal decrease, the stiffness constant was increasing again, FIG. 7. (Fe., Mn._,,P,,BA,: intensity vs frequency at q = 0.05,
while the damping exhibited a maximum. The same behav- and H = 3.4 kOe for various temperatures. The lines are calculated neutron
ior has been found in a (Fe _Mn,) 75P1 6B6 AI3 for crosssectionusingtheDHOmodel (seethetext).
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20 VI. DISCUSSION
I DHO Analysis

0 sHere we examine elastic and inelastic neutron results

(Fel1 xxlnx)7s P16B6Al 3  successively. The asymptotical behavior of the SANS inten-
sity in applied field (Fig. 6) is essentially the same as in zero

4 ~~field, with a finite correlation length K -'deceaing with H.
Considering that the in-field experiments are performed at
"technically" saturated magnetization, this result helps to
be precise about the meaning of the K parameter: rather
than a size of a ferromagnetic domain, it represents a scale of
mainly transverse spin fluctuations which coexist with infi-

- -nite range order.
o x0 22 The main difference between the zero field and the in-
SX=0,235
x=O 247 field experiment is the observation of a structure once the

0 L magnetization is technically saturated. We show that this
0 so 100 isc 200 structure has a dominant transverse character. Thus it seems

TiK unlikely to interpret it by a modulation of the spin length as
I r T done in Ref. 11 which would mainly concern the longitudi-

DL Analysis nal component. In the same way we cannot be sure that an
15 analogy with the intensity profile found in phase separation

(Fe xMnx)75 P16B6A 3  of binary alloys (see Ref. ) is significant. Such an analogy is
mostly meaningful for longitudinal correlations where we

can establish a direct correspondence between magnetic and
chemical scattering lengths. Considering the transverse
character of the structure, a possible interpretation would
have been to invoke some periodicity in the rotation oftrans-

5 - verse components in order to describe some kind of helixes.

*-X= 23S These helixes should belong to domains of random orienta

I.X=0.247 tions in order to ensure the existence of a maximum for all q
01 1-_ directions which is rather unlikely. An alternative picture
0 50 100 150 200 has to be found, based on the following considerations.

TIK) When increasing the field, the strong decrease of the inter.ii.

ty associated with a small increase ofq... is strongly sugges-
FIG. S. (Fe, -Mn, ),,P,5 B5 A1,. Stiffness constant as a function of tem. tv fte vlto ffrrmgeial oreae eet
perature for x = 0.22, 0.235, 0.247: (a) using the DL model analysis, (b) tive of the evolution of ferromagneticafly correlated defects

using the DHO model analysis. Note that measurements corresponding to where the intensity is related to the defect's volume and q..
x = 0.247 are performed in a field H = 3.4 kOe. to its size. This picture is also supported by the law q.

-/HD. Similar relationships are used to define the size of
magnetic defects like Bloch walls or defects induced by an-
isotropy. 

9 '2 Very interestingly, this law is also predicted to
determine the transverse correlation length in ferromagnetic

on the field. Then, further investigations with increasing systems perturbated by random fields.
2
' Since it does not

temperatures revealed a measurable field dependence of D depend on the exact nature of the perturbation, it could be
mostly in the neighboring of T,. It corresponds to a strong extended to reentrant systems. In the present case, the diffi-
field dependence ofthe Curie temperature as already noticed culty is to precise the requirement which could give rise to
in the Fe. Cr, _-..' We evaluated T, = 248 K with H = 3.4 the observed structure. One could possibly imagine volumes
kOe to be compared to 221 K without field! inside which the transverse components M, perform a 21r

The overall results of the D evolution with temperature rotation. Since the total transverse magnetization is zero in-
for the three concentrations are reported in Figs. 8(a) and side the volume, the corresponding form factor, related to
8(b). In the absence of any specific model to describe the the Fourier transform of MT is zero at q = 0 and exhibits a
dynamics of these systems, the neutron cross section was maximum at a finite q, value. In absence of any precise
parametrized with a double Lorentzian (DL) or a damped model we get a rough estimation of the mean defect size by
harmonic oscillator (DHO) form. As emphasized in many taking a vorticelike picture as suggested in 2D simulation.22

previous studies the parameters values are strongly model It yields a similar form factor with a q, = iriR, R being
dependent, so that we cannot argue on their absolute values, the vortice radius. We thus get a mean defect size of about
But the most striking feature is that regardless of the model 100 A to be compared with the "asymptotical" length K -

the dynamics study reveals a minimum in the stiffness con- of about 10 A. If this interpretation ofq,,.. is good, the pres-
stant variation concurrently with a maximum of the damp- ent observations show that when T decreases below TK, the
ing. The temperature of the extremum is not sharply defined defects keep roughly the same size. Therefore, the main ef-
but it obviously increases when the spin-glass character is fect of the temperature, i.e., the decrease of the intensity can
enhanced, be attributed to the thermal increase of the mean transverse
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Field cooling and demagnetizing field Influence on the magnetic structure
observed In reentrant spin glasses

I. Mirebeau, M. Hennion, and S. Lequien
Laboratoire Lion Brillouin," CEN-Saclay. 91191 Gif/ Yvette Cidex. France
F. Hippert
Laboratoire de Physique du Solide, Universiti d'Onay 91405 Orsay, France

In reentrant spin glasses, small-angle neutron scattering measurements performed at low
temperature in an applied field show a magnetic structure, i.e., a peak of the scattering 1(q) at
a finite q_ value. This structure has been studied as a function of applied field, cooling
conditions, and sample geometry. The q_ value is found proportional to . where i, is
the internal field. In FeMnPBAI, the structure is insensitive to the field applied during the
cooling process H, whereas in NiMn q. increases with Ho1 . This difference between the
two systems is reminiscent of that observed in magnetization measurements which show that
the memory effects induced by field cooling are stable in NiMn and unstable in FeMnPBAI.

The reentrant spin glasses (RSG) are characterized by The samples were rectangular platelets of a few mm thick-
competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interac- ness and about 2 cm2 surface. The field was applied either
tions, the frustration arising from chemical disorder. The along the length or along the width of the platelets leading to
mean magnetic interaction is nonzero (J > 0 here) instead of different values of the demagnetizing field Hd. The scattered
null in classical spin glasses. When lowering the tempera- intensity was corrected for external background and calibra-
ture, susceptibility and magnetization measurements show a ted in absolute units using a slab of nickel.
transition from para to ferromagnetism at T, and below a The polycrystaline NiMn and amorphous FeMnPBAI
lower temperature TG, spin-glass-like pro -erties.' Like the samples have very similar characteristic temperatures (T.
usual spin glasses, the RSG below To can schematically be = 250 K; To = 30 K). After cooling in zero field, the mag-
classified in two types according to the rigidity of the spin netic structure is observed for H> 1.8 kOe. Its intensity de-
system. In the rigid ones (NiMn,2 FeZr) field cooling in- creases with T and disappears at a temperature T K between
duces a displaced hyteresis cycle. In the nonrigid ones T, and To (TK = 130 and 90K, respectively, in these NiMn
(FeMnPBA], 3 AuFe) relaxation effects occur: the hystere- and FeMnPBAI samples). The study of the scattering an-
sis cycle is first of all displaced, but this effect is unstable and isotropy in the qH plane (In/l -Iq,= 1.55) shows that the
easily washed out by the applied field. Despite these analo- correlations are mostly due to transverse components.' The
gies with usual spin glasses, other measurements such as in- existence of frozen transverse spin components below TK
elastic neutron scattering,4 polarization analysis,5 and elec- was also concluded from Mdssbauer experiments.5

tron microscopy6 show in the RSG studied here the Figure I shows the scattered intensity as a function of q
persistence below To of long-range ferromagnetic order as- for several values of the applied field H and for
sociated with spin waves and micronmeter sized domains. two orientations of the sample with respect to H in
As a matter of fact, the magnetization curve M(H) is, except (Feo.765 Mno.235 ), P 6 B6 Al 3 . When H increases the intensi-
its low field part, similar to that of an ordinary ferromagnet: ty dtcreases and q,._, increases, whereas the magnetization
it exhibits a saturation plateau when the applied field H ex- remains almost constant. Clearly the demagnetizing effects
ceeds 1 or 2 kOe (insert of Fig. 1). In NiMn, FeMnPBAI, are not negligible as the intensity for a given value of H is
and AuFe, we have observed by small-angle neutron scatter- strongly dependent on the sample orientation. In Fig. 2 (a)
ing (SANS) in an applied field a magnetic structure, i.e., a q,, is plotted versus H for the two orientations. The corre-
maximum of the scattering curve 1(q) at a finite q,_ value sponding curves are found similar but translated one from
of the scattering vector q.7 This structure strongly depends the other by a quantity AH of about 550 Oe. AB is very close
on the field, the temperature, and the concentration. In or- to the difference A-d between the demagnetizing fields eval-
der to be precise about its field dependence we have studied uated by using magnetization measurements on a piece of
the influence of the sample geometry (demagnetizing ef- the same sample and approximating the platelet by an ellip-
fects) and of the field cooling conditions in Nio.0 4Mno.216  soid' (&Hd = 720 - 230 = 490 Oe) .When q.. is plotted
and (Fe 0 . 765 Mno.2 3 5 )7 5 P16 B 6AI 3. as a function of Hi., where H,, = H - H, all the data

The SANS measurements were performed using the XY merge on a single curve. Similar results are found in a
multidetector of the ORPHEE reactor at Saclay at tempera- (Fe0 .78 Mno.22 ) 7, P16B.AI3 sample where Hd is much greater
turesbetween9and 120 K and magnetic fields between 0 and (AHI = 1350 Oe) and in Nio.7Mno.216 [Fig. 3(a)] for
12 kOe. The scattering vector rangewas0.01 <q<0.15 A-5 . which we measured two platelets of different shapes. In all

cases q, is found proportional to PK-, [Figs. 2(b) and
, 3(b) ] as shown by B6ni, Shapiro, and Motoys' in FeAl. In

Labtoire commun CEA-CNlS. Ni0 .71 Mno2 1 6 measurements up to 12 kOe show unambigu-L 4077 J. Appl. Pys, 63 (8), 15 April 1988 0021-897988/08407703802.40 @ 1988 American Institute of Physics 4077
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scattered intensity decreases with H, 1 . Moreover, when by the transverse components. This law predicts that the
H = 0, the signal which is isotropic after ZFC because of structure would disappear in zero field. Unfortunately, we
random domain orientations becomes anisotropic cannot test the validity of this law down to the zero internal
(I , > J. ,) after FC. This is consistent with the existence field, as the structure is concealed at low H., values by a low
of an important remanent magnetization. q scattering of many origins both nuclear and magnetic.

In conclusion, the study of the structure with several It is a pleasure to thank B. Farnoux and A. Brulet for
cooling conditions shows qualitatively the same differences their participation tothe SANS experiments and A. Miedan-
between the nonrigid FeMnPBAI and the rigid NiMn as Gros for his help in performing the magnetization measure-
shown by magnetization measurements. Moreover, in NiMn ments.
the structure and therefore the transverse correlations are
modified by H,., 1, even in an applied field range (H > 2
kOe) where the magnetization is found almost insensitive to 'B. V. B. Sarkissian. J. Phys. F 11, 2191 (1991).
H_,. We thus observe important modifications of the spin 'J. s. Kouvel and W. Abdul-Razzac. J. Mag. Magn. Mater. 53, 139
correlations with Hand H_1 which have a very small effect (1985).
( %) on the mean magnetization. The study of the struc- 'S. Senousi and Y. Oner, J. Phys. (Paris) 46, 1435 (1985).

Bture as a function of applied field and sample geometry 'B. Hennion, M. Hennion, 1. Mirebeau, and F. Hippert, Physica 136B. 49
tureas funtio of ppled feldand ampe gemety 0986).

shows that qm_ is proportional to VWti where H., is the 51. Mirebeau, G. Jehanno, I.A. Campbell. F. Hippert. B. Hennion, and M.
internal field. Measurements with several Mn concentra- Hennion, J. Map. Magn. Mater, 54,99 (1986).

'S. Senoussi, S. Hadjoudj, R. Fourmeaux (unpublished).tions, which will be reported elsewhere, show that q_ var- 'M. Hennion, I. Mirebeau, B. Hennion, S. Lequien. and F. Hippert, Euro-
ies approximatively with /Ht/D where D is the spin-wave phys. Lett. 2,393 (1986); S. Lequien, 1. Mirebeau, M. Hennion, B. Hen-
stiffness. We note that such a law is expected rather general- nion, F. Hippert, and A. Murani, Phys. Rev B 35, 7279 (1987).
ly when there is a competition between the exchange, the 'J. A. Osborn, Phys. Rev. 67, 351 (1945).

'P. B6ni, S. M. Shapiro, and K. Motoya, Solid State Commun. 60. 881
anisotropy, and the external field energies. " This result (1986).
could help to relate q... to a size of magnetic defects defined '"W. M. Saslow, Phys. Rev. B 35, 3454 (1987).
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Magnetic correlations In amorphous Fe-Zr alloys
J. J. Rhyne and R. W. Erwin
nstute for Materials Science and EngineerinX National Bureau of Standards, Gaitherburg

Marjland20899
J. A. Femandez-Baca
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge Tennessee 37831

G.E. Fish
AlliedvnaL Inc., Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Results of high-resolution small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) studies on amorphous alloys
of composition Fe.Zrj0o _ -, x = 90, 91, 92 show that ferromagnetic correlations exist below
To, but that conventional long-range orde. lestroyed by competing exchange interactions.
The transition temperatures drop with increasing iron concentration (T, = 226 K for FemZr
down to T , = 175 K for FegZr). Data taken at very low Q (0.008 A-' < Q < 0.02 A ')
provide evidence of relatively large (= 2 00 -= 4 00 A) static spin clusters which do not disorder
at T,. Superposed on this is an ordering with a second shorter length scale which shows a cusp
(not divergent) at the bulk T.. The data were fitted to a combination of a Lorentzian and a
power of a Lorentzian, the latter of which represents scattering from clusters with a
Maxwellian distribution of sizes.

INTRODUCTION is considerably higher resolution than was used in the pre-

Alloys of iron and zirconium, Fe.Zrjoo_ ., can be made vious neutron experiments4 on Feg, Zr9 which were made

amorphous by melt spinning over a limited composition only for Q>O.04 A -' and has led to a refined interpretation
range of approximately 88 <x <93. In this composition of the magnetic ordering.
range the metals have extremely unusual magnetic behavior,
as first recognized by Hiroyoshi and Fukamichi.' Recent
complete magnetization and Mssbauer studies of the alloys EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
in this range have been reported by Ryan et al.2 which also The amorphous alloys were prepared in ribbon form by
confirmed many of the features of previous investigations inside-roll chill-block melt-spinning techniques. About 15 gcited in Ref. 2. isd-olcilbokml-pnigtcnqe.Aot1

Amorphous FeZr - exhibits a relatively low-te- of sample were wound on an aluminum frame to form a plate
moranos frm aexhibitsm to anvely uonven- geometry for the transmission neutron measurements.

perature transition from paramagnetism to an unconven- In a conventional ferromagnetic system, the increase in
tional ordered magnetic state. The temperature varies spatial coherence of the spin fluctuations as Tapproaches T,
strongly with composition and is highest for the alloys with s ta Lorentzian cross section form for the neutron
lowest iron composition (e.g., T, = 265.5 K for x = 88 to T, gives r'se to ao
= 163 K for x = 93).' The alloys show a very large high- scattering:

field susceptibility at 4.2 K which mcreases with x, and the I(Q) = A/(Q 2 + A-2 ), (1)

magnetization does not saturate in fields as high as 19 T. within the static approximation (integral over all inelastic
The z-component magnetic moments obtained by extrapo- processes), where K is the inverse spin correlation length. At
lating high-field data to H = 0 also decrease with x und are the phase transition, K approaches 0, and below T, K has two
several tenths of a Bohr magneton lower than that deduced components, of which the transverse KT remains 0 (spin-
from the Mdubauer hyperfine fields which are found to be wave scattering) and the longitudinal component K, rises
increasing' or constant2 over the full range 0.88 < x < 0.93. sharply and thus suppresses the scattering from the longitu-
These results, as well as others mentioned later, suggest the dinal fluctuations. Below T, the Lorentzian coefficient A
presence of competing exchange interactions in these alloys decreases linearly to zero reflecting the Bose population
and of a nonconventional ferromagnetic state (described as a factor.
"wandering-axis ferromagnet '" 2) below T, with a lower- The temperature dependence of the scattering from
temperature "freezing" of transverse spin components based Fe. Zrjo - is highly anomalous as evidenced by a plot of the
on irreversibilities in the susceptibility.' inverse intensit) I(Q) - ' vs Q2 in Fig. I for Fe,, Zr, (similar

In this paper we report the results of small-angle neu- data were obtained for the other two compositions). For
tron scattering (SANS) studies of the magnetic order in al- temperatures from about 95 K up to above T, = 210 K, the
loys of Fe.Zrog_. with x = 90, 91, and 92. These experi- scattering is Lorentzian for Q values larger than approxi-
ments were performed at the National Bureau of Standards mately 0.03 A - '. However, at lower Q's the inverse scatter-
Reactor SANS instrument using 8-A neutrons which yield- ing turns down sharply toward the origin for T> 95 K and
ed data down to wave-vector transfers Q = 0.008 A. - ' This also for temperatures above the magnetic ordering tempera-
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Eq. (3) above is a function only of the dimensionless product
FeqtZi KxR from which the spin correlation length , for a particular
T =205K value of K-, can be determined as that value of R which re-

ducesS(KR ) to l/e using the calculated (fitted) value of the
exponent z. For a Lorentzian squared function (z = 2) " is

225 simply 1/K.
1Equation (3) is an excellent representation of the scat-

tering data for all three compositions over the full range of T
ivK and Q (0.008 < Q < <0.06 A-'), as shown by the solid

A lines in Fig. I for Fe, Zr9, for example. At the lowest tem-
peratures where the curves have no low Q inflection (appar-
ent "frozen spin" regime), the upper limit of the Q range was
restricted to Q <0.03 A - I because of calculational difficul-
ties. The power z for FeI Zr9 ranged from about 2.7 at low T
to 4.3 at 160 K, and showed a cusp minimum (z = 2.6) at

o 6 12 16 24 30 36 T,. Above T, z increased sharply to 44 at 225 K.
q',0 'A 2, From Eq. (3) two spin correlation lengths can be de-

FIG. . Inverse intensity vsQ I from the SANS data on Fe,, Zr, plotted for rived: (a) that represented by the Lorentzian scattering and

several representative temperatures below and above T = 205 K. The (b) that given by the power-law Maxwellian distribution.

change in curvature with temperature is discussed in the text. The latter is longer, and shows little awareness of T,. The
persistence of the associated non-Lorentzian (low Q portion
in Fig. 1) scattering above T, reflects definable spin cluster

ture. Similar low-Q behavior has been seen in units which remain to temperatures well above T,. Ryan et
(Fe Nioo - • )soP2o alloys' and in Fe22Cr7s.

6  
aL.' also noted the appearance of "magnetic broadening" in

As will be discussed later, the unusual low-Q depen- their hyperfine spectra more than 50 K above T,.
dence suggests the presence of near ferromagnetic clusters Figure 2 shows the two spin correlation lengths derived
which do not disorder at T, upon which are superposed dy-
namic spin fluctuations (or alternatively a wandering static
disorder) of a shorter length scale. At temperatures below ,

95 K where irreversibilities in the susceptibility occur, the Fer
scattering (Fig. I ) for the larger Q is observed to depart from T=1227K
Lorentzian and to have a form which can be represented by a," -
the sum of a Lorentzian and a Lorentzian squared with the = n

same inverse correlation length:

I(Q) = 2A B (2)

Q _2 + K' (Q
2

.+/
2

)
2 

'2)

The Lorentzian squared term is normally ascribed to scatter-
ing from static "frozen" spin clusters and its amplitude B is
proportional to (qEA - M

2 
)K where qE. is an Edwards-An-

derson "spin-glass" order parameter, and M is a static mag- F e..5

netization (if present). Tf2OSK

The functions represented by Eqs. (1) and (2) will yield u
curves of I/I vs Q2 which have only positive curvature. It is
evident from Fig. I that they will thus not represent the high- o
er T data when the low-Q region is included. In particular 2
the abrupt change in curvature at low Q implies a second K-

(or length scale) is present in the system. In view of this, we
have chosen to evaluate the data using the sum of a Lorent- Fe, ,
zian and a function representing spin clusters of N spins with 9 T =75K

a Maxwellian distribution of sizes. For this combination the
scattering per unit volume has the following normalized "
form apart from constant factors:

AM
2 = + C( (3)

0.)Q~a~C (K)' 40. 80 12D ISO 200 240 29
Cis proportional to (qp, -i m2 ), and the exponentz reflects r (K)
the breadth of the distribution. In the limit z- c the real FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the two length scales (correlation

space distribution becomes a delta function (ferromagnetic lengths) observed in Fe.Zr, , alloys. The curves marked Lor and
limit). The Fourier transform S(K-R) of the second term of (Lor)' are the conelation lengths derived from the two terms of Eq. (3).
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from the above analysis for each of the three Fe. Zru -

compositions, x = 90, 91, and 92. It is noted that they have 75Fe" 9t-
similar qualitative features--the longer characteristic length .
associated with the Maxwellian cluster distribution which is . T=205K
relatively less temperature dependent, and the Lorentzian
characteristic length which rises on approach to T, in a rath- E -
er conventional fashion, exhibits a cusp, and then decreases ,
to a shallow minimum followed by a small change of curva-
ture at approximately the spin "freezing" temperature. It
should be noted that the values of the Lorentzian correlation 0 2

length are essentially the same as obtained from fits to Eqs. so 200 220 240

(1) and (2) if the low-Q data (below the inflection point in
Fig. 1) are omitted from the analysis. Although the qualita- c0 . 4o o j 0 0 240 250
tive features are similar, in the Fe1 Zr9 alloy the length scale r (K)
is rather longer than that reported previously. 4 The differ-ic rahrser tan ombationpoiroed vios' nThe iffer- FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the Lorentzian coefficient A showing
ence arises from a combination of improved statistics in the its nonconventional sharp increase with decreasing temperature. The inset
SANS data and systematic errors in the resolution correc- shows the peak in the susceptibility (A /K2) at T,.

tions required by the large vertical divergence inherent in a
triple-axis instrument used for the previous work, as shown in Fig. 3, rather than exhibiting the linear T form

characteristic of a normal ferromagnet. This would suggest
CONCLUSIONS that the associated scattering is at least in part static in char-

The broad distribution of exchange fields apparent in acter like the power-law Lorentzian scattering.
amorphous Fe, Zroo_ - alloys results in a nonconventional The balance between competing ferromagnetic and an-
magnetic state, as illustrated by the present SANS results. tiferromagnetic exchange interactions, presumably respon-
Initially there are large (order of 200-400 A) spin clusters sible for the destruction of long-range order in these alloys, is
(presumably static) which persist to temperatures well be- very sensitive to local environment effects as illustrated ( I )
yond the bulk critical temperature as determined by the ac by the rapid change in T, with Fe concentration, and (2) by
susceptibility or from the coefficient of the Lorentzian term the near ideal Heisenberg ferromagnetic order induced by
in the neutron scattering [X a A I/, Eq. ( 1 ) and shown in the partial substitution of Ni for the Fe [for example, in
Fig. 3 (inset) ]. Because the background subtraction process Feo Ni2oZro (Refs. 9 and 10)1.
removes effects of chemical clustering, these clusters have a
magnetic origin, although they may be possibly induced by ACKNOWLEDGMENT
metallurgical concentration fluctuations. The clusters are Work at Oak Ridge was supported by the U. S. Depart-
relatively abundant in number, as reflected by the intense ment of Energy under contract No. DE-AC05-840R21400
low-Q SANS. Superposed on this length scale is a second with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
characteristic distance (reflected in the larger Q Lorentzian
scattering) which is quite temperature dependent, exhibits a
signature at T, and remains of order 100 A below T_. This 'H. Hiroyoshi and K. Fukamichi, Phys Lett. 85A, 242 ( 1981).

latter length may represent a characteristic periodicity in the 'D. H. Ryan, J. M. D. Coey, E. Batalla, Z. Atounian, and ]. 0. Strom-
"wandering axis" ferromagnet or it may reflect a truncation Olsen, Phys Rev. B 35, 8630 (1987). This reference also contains addi-tional citations to previous work which are omitted here.
in the range of magnetic excitations. Recent inelastic scatter- 'K. M. Unrsh and C. L. Chien, Phys. Rev. 30, 4968 (1984).

ing data' taken on Fe,1 Zr9 with 100-/ueV energy resolution 'J. J. Rhyne and G. E. Fish, J. Appl. Phys. 57, 3407 (1985).

show no evidence of discrete propagating spin waves, rather 'M. B. Salamon and A. P. Murani, 1. Appl. Phys. 55, 1680 (1984).
oS. K. Burke, Ph.D. Thesis, Imperial College, 1980 (unpublished).

only a broadened "diffusivelike" spectrum which is consis- 'A. Guinier and G. Fournet, Small-A4ngle Scattering of X-Rays (Wiley.
tent with strongly damped spin waves having a maximum NewYork, 1955).
low-Tstiffness Dz 15 meV A2. 8(to be published).

It should be noted that the Lorentzian scattering oh- 'R. Krishnan, K. V. Rao, and H. H. Liebermann, J. Appl. Phys. $5. 1823
(1984).

served in the SANS is not of the conventional dynamic form, J. A. Fernandez-Baca, J. J. Rhyne, and G. E. Fish. J. Magn. Magn. Mater.
since the coefficient "A" [Eq. ( I)] rises at low temperature .4-57, 289 (1986); also these proceedings.
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Spin-wave excitations In amorphous Fe78B13Si9
S. C. Yu and J. W. Lynn
Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742 and National Bureau of
Standards Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

J.J. Rhyne
National Bureau of Standards. Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

G.E. Fish
Allied Signal Inc., Morristown, New Jersey 07969

Inelastic neutron scattering measurements have been used to study the long wavelength spin
dynamics of the high T, amorphous ferromagnetic alloy FeB 1 3Si9 (Metglas 2605S2). Spin
waves were observed over the accessible wave-vector range of 0.06 A -, <q<0. 12 A - , for
temperatures between 473 K (0.67 T,) and 705 K (0.99 T,). The magnon dispersion curves
exhibit the conventional quadratic relationship E = D( T)q

2 + A, typical of an isotropic
ferromagnet, where the small energy gap A 0.05 meV is attributed primarily to the dipole-
dipole interaction. An estimate of the T= 0 value of D= 156 meV A' was obtained from a plot
of D(T) vs T extrapolated to low temperatures, while the Curie temperature of 710 K was
obtained from the extrapolation of D(T) to zero at high temperatures. Spin-wave linewidth
data for TIT, =0.9

5 
showed the q

4 
wave-vector dependence expected for magnon-magnon

interactions.

INTRODUCTION beam position, and precautions were taken to minimize air

The magnetic properties of metallic glasses produced by and sample-container scattering at the small wave-vector

rapid quenching have been the subject of considerable scien- (q) transfers required in the experiments. A fixed incident

tific and technological interest. Alloys, of composition near energy of 13.5 meV was used and a pyrolytic graphite (PG)

TMsoM2,0 can exhibit very low coercive fields, quite high filter was placed after the PG (002) monochromator to sup-

permeability, and have Curie temperatures well above room press high-order wavelength contaminations. Soller slit hor-

temperature. Allied Signal has found that the metallic glass izontal collimators of 12'- 11'- 12'-16' were used to produce a

having the nominal atomic composition Fe7,B,,Sig FWHM (full width at halfmaximum) energy resolution AE

(Metglas 2605S2) has extremely low core loss at power of0.35 meV at the elastic position. The wave-vector transfers

transformer frequencies and inductions. The Curie tempera- examined were in the range 0.06A - < q<0. 12 A -' and the

tures and the crystallization temperatures of this alloy are temperature range was from approximately 473 K (0.67 T,)

found to be higher than any of the other Fe-B-Si amorphous to 705 K (0.99 T,). At lower temperatures the spin-wave

systems. I energies were too high to measure with these experimental

In order to obtain a better understanding of the high T, conditions.

amorphous alloys, we have undertaken detailed neutron
scattering studies of commercially available Fe78B1 3Si9 to
determine the temperature and wave-vector dependence of RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
the spin-wave excitations. Previous neutron scattering stud- Values of the spin-wave energies and linewidths were

ies on ferromagnetic metallic glass systems showed that con- obtained by convoluting a theoretical cross section with the
ventional spin-wave excitations are found at small wave vec- instrumental resolution and least squares fitting to the ob-

tors.' The present results confirm the basic conclusion that served spectra. Additional experimental details are given in
spin-wave theory is quite successful in describing the long Ref. 3. The spectral weight function used in the convolution
wavelength magnetic excitations in amorphous Fe7, B 1 Si 9 . was a double Lorentzian-type cross section. Figure I shows a

set of typical constant-q neutron scans at 0.08 A - ' for 635,
EXPERIMENT 660, and 698 K. The background and elastic scattering

The sample of Fe, B,, Si9 used in our measurements which arises principally from the furnace have been sub-

was prepared in ribbon form from the melt by rapid quench- tracted. Spin waves for both neutron energy gain (E<0)
ing techniques in vacuum. Approximately 17 g of the rib- and energy loss (E>0) are easily observable and well re-

bons 20 Mm thick and 2.5 cm wide were loosely wound be- solved until they merge into a single central peak close to T,.
tween two aluminum posts to produce a flat platelike The solid lines are the result ofthe least-squares fits, and the
sample. This was mounted in a vacuum furnace, and the spin-wave positions are indicated -by arrows. The actual

neutron scattering measurements were taken on a conven- spin-wave energies occur at an energy which is lower than
tional triple-axis spectrometer at the National Bureau of the observed peak position due to resolution effects.3 We also

Standards Reactor. The amorphous nature of the system re- observe a broadening of the peaks with increasing tempera-

quired that measurements be taken near the forward (000) ture.
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tained from the slopes of the dispersion relations.

'500 .+t, ,

300-

0 0.75 can be extracted from the spin-wave data by convoluting the
E (meV) cross section with the instrumental resolution and least-

square fitting the energy, linewidth, and scattering strength
to the data. Typically, reliable linewidth data can be ob-
tained in this manner when the linewidths r, (FWHM of

The spin-wave energies obtained from the fits yielded the Lorentzian spectral weight function) are greater than
the quadratic dispersion relation expected for an isotropic about 30% of the instrumental energy resolution. As can be
ferromagnet: seen in Fig. 3, spin-wave linewidth data for T/T, z 0.95 (698

E, = D( T)q
2 + A + .. -, (I) K) show the usual q4 wave-vector dependence expected for

thermally induced magnon-magnon interactions. The error
where D(7) is the spin-wave stiffness constant, q is the mag- bars shown are statistical only.
non wave vector, and A is an effective anisotropy gap which In summary, the overall results indicate that conven-
originates mainly from the dipolar interactions. We found a tional hydrodynamic spin-wave theory provides an appro-
gap of A = 0.05 meV independent of temperature over the

range of the measurements. The stiffness constant D ob-
tained from the slopes of the dispersion relation curves is 0.7
shown in Fig. 2 as a function of temperature. The renormal-
ization of the spin-wave stiffness is typical of isotropic ferro- 0.6 e TB3 s 9

magnetic systems. The Curie temperature of 710 K was ob- 0.5 8
tained from the extrapolation of D(T) to zero at high
temperatures, while the estimation of the T = 0 value of t 0.4 Z

D= 156 meV A2 
was obtained from the plot of D(T) vs T a3 0

extrapolated to low temperatures. From the extrapolated 0,2i

valuesD(0) and T,, the ratio (D/T,) was determined to be
about 0.22 meV k2/K, which is quite similar to values found 01

in other amorphous transition metal ferromagnets' In the 0
Heisenberg model this ratio is directly related to the range of 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
the exchange interaction.' The values of D obtained in the q4 - ((474)

present measurements are somewhat smaller than the values
measured for FesI BtSig and Fe,, B10Sit5 by Minor et al.5

The observed spin-wave scattering will also have an in- FIG. 3. Intrinsic spin-wave linewidth F, (FWHM of the Lorentzian spec-
trinsic linewidth which can be measured if the instrumental tral weight function) vsq' for Fe7 B,%Si, (T, = 710 K) at T= 678 K. The
resolution is sufficient. The magnitude of these linewidths instnunental energy resolution (FWHM) was A = 0.35 meV.
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priate description of the long wavelength magnetic excita- 'A. K. Bhatnagar and N. Ravi, Phys. Rev. B 28, 359 (1983).tions in the soft amorphous ferromagnetic alloy FeWB.Si9  . Lynnand .J. Rhyne, inSpin Waves and Magnetic Excitations, editedby A. S. Borovik Romanov and S. K. Sinha (North-Holland, Amsterdam,
1988), Part II, Chap. 4.

'j A. Fernandez-Baca, J. W. Lynn, J. J. Rhyne, and G. E. Fish, Phys. Rev.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT B 36, 8497 (1987).

The research at the University of Maryland was sup- 4
Further discussion of this point can be found in Ref. 3.

TW. Minor, B. Lebech, K. Clausen, and W9J. Dmowski, Rapidly Quenched
ported by the National Science Foundation grant No. DMR Metals, edited by S. Steeb and H. Warlimont (Elsevier, New York, 1985),
86-20269. p. 1149.
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The domain and the domain wall structures of an Fe0OZr1 o reentrant alloy
S. Senoussi and S. Hadjoudj
Laboratoire de Physique des Solidea Universit Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France

P. Jouret, J. Bilotte, and R. Fourmeaux
Laboratoire d'Optique Electronique du CNRS, 29 Rue Jeanne Marvig, 31055 Toulouse, France

Lorentz electron transmission microscopy investigations of the magnetization structure as a
function of temperature (6 K < T < 290 K) in amorphous films of FegZr,,o are reported.
Magnetic domains as large as - 50 lm are observed. It is found that the domain configuration
stays essentially unchanged upon cooling through the so-called reentrant spin-glass phase.
However, direct magnetic measurements on the same sputtered films show that the degree of
spin-glass order which sets in below - 30 K is rather low, whereas the Curie temperature
exceeds 290 K.

During the last few years, considerable attention has velocity of the incident electrons, H the local magnetic field,
been paid, both theoretically' and experimentally, to the and M the local magnetization. For soft magnetic materials
magnetic alloys which show reentrant spin-glass behaviors, with no external field, H = 0. Then, equating the Lorentz
Detailed investigations of the transport and magnetic prop- force and the centrifugal force leads (for the transmitted
erties2 of crystalline reentrant alloys Ni, - .Mn_ and electrons) to an angular deviation 0 = (M, )d(e/2 Um)t 2

Au, - . Fe. and of amorphous (Fe78Mn2 2)75 P1,B6AI 3 have where (M,) now refers to the component of M perpendicu-
led us to the conclusion that both the familiar drops of the lar to the beam axis (generally the in-plane magnetization)
zero-field-cooled magnetization MzFc (7) below T and the averaged along the trajectory of the electron within the film
characteristic shapes of the magnetic cycles of these systems of thickness d, U is the accelerating potential, and m the
were principally connected with domain pinning and anisot- electron mass. It can easily be shown"° that (1) due to the
ropy effects, whereas the spontaneous magnetization stayed deviation of the electron beam in opposite sense either side of
essentially the same during cooling through the reentrant a given domain wall, the latter will be imaged either as a dark
phase. A somewhat similar conclusion was reached by Kou line (divergent wall) or as a bright line (convergent wall).
vel and Abdul-Razzaq.5  (2) A further important property of the ETM technique is

In order to further clarify the nature of the reentrant that the magnetization M inside the domains themselves is
state we have undertaken a systematic investigation of the perpendicular to the magnetic ripples that generally exist in
magnetic properties of amorphous Felo -. Zrn , near the the image and that are due to small spatial fluctuation of M.
composition x = 10, both by means of Lorentz electron The Fe-Zr sputtering targets were prepared by induc-
transmission microscopy (LETM) and by direct magnetic tively melting together the Fe9oZr1, composition. The result-
measurements on the same specimens. Here we report pre- ing ingot was then given an appropriate form and subse-
liminary results on sputtered amorphous FeqoZrlo films. We quently sputtered directly onto a substrate formed by a cop-
have chosen to begin with this composition which had been per grid covered by a thin ( - 200 A) carbon layer. The tem-
extensively investigated recently by various experimental perature of the substrate during deposition was 115 K. The
techniques" - and because it seemed that the ferromagnetic film thickntsses varied from 500 to - 3000 A and were de-
correlation length (A,) in the amorphous magnetic phase termined from the weight gain. Both x-ray"-9 and ETM dif-
would be as low as 22 A.. fractions indicate that the material was amorphous. The

Two TEM were used in this study: the high-voltage elec- density determined on an identical but thicker (10/pm) ma-
tron microscope 7the Laboratoire d'Gptique Electronique terial"9 was equal to the nominal composition within 0.5%.
du CNRS i Toulouse (operated at 2 MV) in which the tem- The domain structures of a 1600-A-thick Fe.Zr,( film
perature of the specimen could be controlled (within few at two representative temperatures (54 and 16K) are shown
degrees) from - 10 to 290 K and a Philips EM 400 micro- in Fig. I. Note that the micrographs at 54 and 16 K corre-
scope (biased at 120kV) alsoequipped with ahelium-cooled spond to the same area of the specimen but differ in the
sample holder, the temperature of which could be varied associated out of focus distances (overfocused, respectively
from -6 to 290 K. To facilitate the interpretation of the underfocused images). It is well known in Lorentz micros-
magnetic state of the present reentrant alloy, it is interesting copy that reversing the sign of the out-of-focus distance
to recall briefly how electron-transmission microscopy can changes the light trances of the domain walls into dark traces
allow direct observation of the magnetic structure over a and vice versa.
very large spatial scale ( - 0. pm-i mm).'" Basically, this is The most characteristic features of the domain configu-
because the magnetic flux density B(r) = H(r) + 4irM(r) ration in Fig. I are as follows. First, we observe the existence
at any point r of the magnetic substance produces a Lorentz of very large, practically macroscopic, domains and domain
force - (e/c)vX (H + 4irM) on the travelling electrons walls with quite unusual shapes, that is, instead of the famil-
and thus a deviation of the transmitted electron beam. Here, iar linear walls typical of many crystalline materials, here we
e is the charge of the electron, c the velocity of light, Y the have closed and somewhat concentric loops with many
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no magnetic charge in the bulk material) and thus mini-
mizes the magnetostatic energy associated with the intrado-
main structure. It is to be noticed that the presence of circu-
lar flux lines as well as the high curvature of the domain
walls both imply that magnetocrystalline anisotropy is negli-
gible within the film as expected for amorphous systems. It is

T=16K also interesting to note that contrary to crystalline alloys, we

find that the angle of the wall (i.e., the angle between the
magnetic moments at either sides of the wall) is not constant
along a given loop but fluctuates considerably between 0*
and 180" varying rather abruptly near the point where sever-
al walls come together. The domain patterns displayed in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) correspond to two different remanent
magnetization states and were obtained just after the sample
had been submitted (at the indicated temperatures) to a lon-
gitudinal field high enough to line up all the inital domains of
the demagnetized state. The field was then removed and the
subsequent micrographs were recorded few minutes later at

T:54K the indicated temperatures.
As in Fig. I we observe some closed loops, but in addi-

tion the domain walls now have a preferred direction which
is that of the remanent magnetization. It is also of interest to
note the marked difference between the domain structure
associated with the remanent magnetization at 54 and 16 K.
This difference is probably connected with the onset of some
spin-glass freezing and therefore with some increase of the
hysteresis effects in the low-temperature state.

FIG. I. Domain structures of a sputtered amorphous film ( 1600 A thick) of
Fe.Zro at 16 K (a) and at 54 K (b).

branches stretching from the small loops towards the larger
ones. The second result of Fig. 1 which is especially interest-
ing for the reentrant problem is the striking similarity T=16K
between the domain structure at 54 and 16 K. A third impor-
tant property concerns the presence of a fine magnetization
structure or ripples inside the domains themselves.

It is a well-known property 0 of Lorentz microscopy
that such striation lines are perpendicular to the local mag-
netization. This information joined to the fact that a bright
line of the domain-wall image corresponds to a counter
clockwise wall (viewed from the top side of the microscope)
whereas a dark line corresponds to a clockwise wall (i.e., a
clockwise rotation of the spontaneous magnetization
through the wall) enables us to determine the distribution of
the magnetization in the specimen.

Several interesting properties can be deduced from these T:=5K
observations. In particular, we easily observed that the com-
ponent M. of the magnetization perpendicular to the wall is
continuous (i.e., is conserved) on crossing the wall. This
means that no significant amount of magnetic poles and
therefore no self-magnetostatic energy are present within the
walls. The same is true for the bulk of the domains where we
can deduce from a detailed inspection of Figs. I that, within
a given domain, the flux distribution is linear and uniform in
certain area ofthe domain and circular in certain other areas FIG. 2. Domain structures of the same amorphous FeoZr,0 film as in Fig. I
with a smooth transition between the two regions. This mag- except that the sample has now a remanent magnetization; (a) T= 16 K.
netization distribution satisfies the condition Vm = 0 (i.e., (b) T= 54 K.
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As already mentioned, the reentrant transition is more tentatively propose that a possible and simple criterion to
easily revealed in the temperature variation of the zero-field- probe the diminution of the longitudinal (or spontaneous)
cooled magnetization Mz (7) in low field. We have me- magnetization below T could be given by the drop of the
sured the m (7) curves of our film in various constant field cooled magnetization mpc (7) (in low H) upon cooling
fields. Due to the lack of space the results will be reported through the reentrant transition.
later, together with other measurements on samples with It is to be emphasized that direct observation of the mag-
different Zr concentrations. A small but well-defined falloff netization structure by Lorentz ETM at very low tempera-
of mzpc (7) was clearly seen below =30 K, giving further tures is not very usual and this technique is therefore promis-
evidence that a transition towards a spin-glass reentrant ing and interesting for its own right.
state takes place below about 30 K. However, the Curie tem- Finally, in order to lower the Curie temperature of our
perature of the film exceeds 290 K, implying that the degree FeZr films and get more reliable information on the reen-
of spin-glass order in our specimen is very weak compared trant state we are planning to prepare other specimens both
with that in bulk materials prepared by the melt-spinning by different sputtering technique and by the coevaporation
technique. The reasons why the degree of ferromagnetic or- method.
der could be so high in our materials are not clear for us but We wish to thank I. A. Campbell, A. Fet, H. Hurde-
are discussed in Refs. 8 and 9. quint, and M. Laridjani for many stimulating discussions

In conclusion, the dimensions of the magnetic domains concerning this work, We also thank Mrs. Vaures for prep-
reported here ( - 50pm) are more than four orders of mag- aration of the films.
nitude larger than the ones ( -2.2 nm) deduced from neu-
tron scattering data.

6 
We therefore believe that despite the

fact that the degree of spin disorder is very weak in our sput- W. M. Saslow, Phys. Rev. B 27, 6873 (1983); 33, 7845 (1986).
tered films, the data are more consistent with our domain ZS. Senoussi, Phys. Rev. Len. 51, 2218 (1983); Phys. Rev. B 31, 6086

anisotropy picture
3

"A
' 

according to which the spontane- (1985).
'S. Senoussi and Y. Oner, 3. Magn. Magn. Mater. 40, 12 (1984); J. Appl.

ous magnetization or, equivalently, long-range ferromagne- Phys. 55, 1472 (1984).

tic order are little perturbed by the spin-glass reentrant tran- 4
s. Senoussi and D. Elkhatouri, J. Magn. Map. Mater. 54-57, 153 (1986).

sition, whereas the drop of mzrc with decreasing T is 5J. S. Kouvel and W. Abdul-Razzaq, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 53, 139(1985).
primarily due to the increase of coercivity and anisotropy (. 9. hyne and G. E. Fish, . Appl Phy) 51,3407 (1985).
effects upon cooling through the reentrant transition.'

2 
We D. H. Ryan, J. M. D. Coey,. E. Batlla Z.5Altonian, and J. . Strdw-'effH.Ryas.M.pon ocycooBalinag tAltuniugnd .0.Strtna

believe that this conclusion is valuable for many convention- Olsen, Phys. Rev. B 35, 8630 (1987).

al reentrant systems. Nevertheless, in our opinion
4 

the tran- 'M. Laridjani, B. Krishnan, and P. Rougier, Mod. Phys. Lett. B (in press)
sition between the pure ferromagnetic order and the pure 

9
M. Laridjani and J. F. Sadoc, Mod. Phys. Lest. B (in press).

'
0
H. W. Fuller and M. E. Hale, J. Appl. Phys. 31,238 (1960).

spin-glass disorder as a function of concentration is not "Li Mirebeau, J. lehanno, L A. Campbell, F. Hippert, B. Hennion, and M.
sharp and the competition between the two types of order Hennion, J. Magn. Map. Mater. 54-57,99 (1986).

would be very severe near the so-called multicritical concen- "It is to be emphasized, however, that the present results do not rule out the

tration x,. It is then possible that near x, the spontaneous possibility that some degree of static spin fluctuations exists inside thedomaines themselves at very short scale. In fact, previous transport na-
magnetization decreases significantly as the sample is cooled surements,' which probe the degree of magnetic disorder on the scale of

through the reentrant state so that the above conclusions the electron near free path (10-50 Al together with preliminary LETM
would not hold entirely. This concentration region might be observations with higher magnification, give evidences that there are stat-

more favorable to check the recent theoretical predictions' ic transverse fluctuation" with wavelength distribution extending from
-10 to about 1000 A. It could be interesting to see whether these data are

concerning the structure of the magnetization in reentrant consistent with a somewhat different analysisofthe neutron dataof Refs.
spin glasses and in canted ferromagnets. As in Ref. 4, we 6 and 7.
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"Zero" frequency spin relaxation in reentrant magnets
E. M. Jackson, S. M. Bhagat, and S. B. Uao
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Maryland, College Park Maryland 20742

M. A. Manheimer
Laboratory of Physical ScienceA 4928 College Avenue, College Park Maryland 20740

We present the frequency and concentration dependence of r, the parameter which
characterizes the low-temperature increase in the magnetic resonance linewidth, for several
reentrant magnets belonging to the alloy series (Fe.Ni, _, )7 5G25 and (FeP Nil -P, ) G20. A
comparison is made and it is shown that, near the spin-glass-reentrant transition
concentration, the low-frequency dependence of F1 is dramatically different for these two
apparently similar systems.

In a variety of randomized spin systems, it has been oft"1 (O,p) at largep in both sets can be taken as support for
shown' that there is an increase in the spin resonance the previous idea2 that F, (0, p) is controlled by the large
linewidth at low temperatures given by the relation clusters in the system.

Ar =,(T/T)exp( - TIT,(1) The surprising feature in Fig. 2 is the rapid increase in
wher r, (vT)andToe(, p ) , ae ee r, below about 5 GHz. Further, it becomes more marked as

where r (v,p) andT(v, p) are empirical parameters, v p -p+. In this connection, it may be useful to note' that in

beingthemicrwavefrequencyinGHz' Inarecentnoterwe the concentrated spin glass (Fe0 ,6 Ni.9 )75 G25, F, in-
reported on the frequency dependence of the parameter F1 creases rapidly with decreasing v for v<4 GHz. In some
for a number of reentrant ferromagents belonging to the se- sense the present results are disappointing as they fail to
ries a-(Fe.Ni, Ip )wG 2o (I) (p = 0.11, 0.14, 0.16, 0.19, provide additional confirmation for the picture proposed in
0.21, 0.24) and a-(Fe.NiI - )75G25 (II), (0 = 0.17, 0.18, Ref. 2 to understand P1 (,p). On the other hand, the inter-
0.20,0.25, 0.30). The percolation concentrations (p.) are esting question is, can one qualitatively understand the rea-
0.10 and 0.165 for I and II, respectively. It was found that son for this dramatic difference between the behaviors of two
(of. Fig. 3, Ref. 2) forboth land II, the value of r, (35,p) is very similar permalloys placed in an amorphous matrix?
directly proportional to the number of isolated Fe spins in It seems reasonable that a larger F should be consid-
the system provided that the coordination number is taken ered symptomatic of greater magnetic inhomogeneity. In
to be 12. At the low-frequency end, data were available only this connection, a comparison of the other properties of se-
for I, and it was shown that 17! (0, p) varies roughly as the ries I and II alloys yields interesting clues. For instance, (i)
number of large clusters obtained from the scaling hypothe- for a given Fe concentration it is found 6 that a series I alloy
sis3 for p close top,. The present experiments, on the fre- hasa T, roughly 100Khigher than a series II alloy; (ii) the0
quency dependence of rF, in series II alloys, were undertaken
to provide additional evidence for this low-frequency behav-
ior. Indeed, both series of alloys exhibit roughly the same
dependence on v forp values well above p.. However, forp
close top, the preseat data show a totally unexpected rapid
riseinr, (v,p) as v drops below about 5 GHz. Here, we 1500
compare and contrast this low-frequency behavior in series I 92 GHz
and II alloys.

The experimental methods have been described else- 1200 f (FepNi,.p),,G5
where.4 Measurements of linewidths were made in the paral- p -0. 17
lel and perpendicular orientations at v = 2, 2.9, 3.4, 4, 6, 10, 900
22, and 35 OHz. A typical set of 11 and f values as a
function of Tare shown in Fig. I where we have indicated
the "definition" of ArL in Eq. (1). Hereafter, we will dis- 600 r±
cuss only the parallel orientation data. , is roughly the ArL
same in both orientations. Figure 2 shows r, (p, v) as a
function ofvfor series II alloys with thep values listed above. 300
For comparison, in Fig. 3 we have reproduced our earlier
results in series I alloys. It should be noted that in both cases
the lines through the data are guides to the eye. It is clear that I .... . . .

for (p --p,) Z 0.08 the v dependencies agree remarkably 0 20 40 60 0 120

well. However, r t for series II alloys is roughly twice as

large as that for comparable series I materials. The vanishing IG. 1. Linewidtl, as a function of temperature in a reetrant magnet.
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0 11derstanding must await the development of a microscopic
0 10 20 30 theory of spin resonance Iinewidths in reentrant magnets.

Y' (GHz) One of us (S.B.L.) is thankful to the National Science

FIG. 2. Dependence of r, (p, v) on the microwave frequency for the reen Foundation for support under the U.S./China cooperative
trant alloys, (Fe, Ni, ,),, G,5  program.

K magnetization in a series I alloy is significantly larger' 'S.M. Bhagat and H. A. Sayadian, J. Magn. Mapn. Mater. 61, 151 (1986).
than that for the corresponding material in Series 11; (iii) the 'Mt. A. Manht.imer, C. B. Liao, S. M. Bhagat, and K. Moorjani, Solid State
spin resonances in series I alloys are markedly narrower; Commun. 63,21 (1987).

'D. Stauffier, Phys. Rep. 54.1 (1919).(iv),.p, is smaller for the serieslIsystem 7; (V) the T', values of 4S. M. Bhagat, D. I Webb, and M. A. Manheimner, J. Magn. Magn. Mater.
series II alloys are extremely sensitive to small changes in the 53. 209 (1985).
amorphous matrix.'All of the above suggest that, for a given 'S. B. Liao, S. M. Bhagat, M. A. Manheimner, and M. J. Park, Solid State

valu of(p p,) on shuldexpet t oberv wier isti- 'M. Manheimer, S. M. Bhagat, L. M. Kistler, and K. V. Rao, J. App. Phys.
butions of interaction energies and consequently greater in- 53,2220 (1982).
homogeneities in series 11 alloys. Obviously, a thorough un- 'T. Mazumndar and S. M. Bhagat, J. Mapn. Mags. Mater. 66.,263 (1987).
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- Quenching of ferrimagneticlike ordering in SrCr6 Fe4019 hexagonal ferrite
X Obradors, A. Labarta. and J. Tejada

Departament Ftlsca Fonamenta4 Univenitat de Barcelona Diagonal 647 08028 Barcelona, Spain

M. Pernet
Laboratoire de Cristallographik. CNRS 166 38042 Grenoble France

J. L. Tholence and M. Saint-Paul
CRK TA T, CNRS 166x, 38042 Grenoble, France

B. Barbara
Laboratoire Louis NeL, CNR3 166X 38042 Grenoble. France

We report here measurements of high field (H< 150 kOe) isothermal magnetization, dc and ac
susceptibility, and Mdssbauer spectroscopy of the exchange frustrated insulator SrCr5 Fe40 9 .
The isothermal magnetization and Mossbauer spectroscopy results are consistent with a

ferrimagneticlike transition at Tc =250 K. Low field dc and ac susceptibility measurements

reveal a reentrant spin-glass transition at low temperature but they fail to show any anomaly at
the nominal Curie temperature Tc. This unusual feature is interpreted as indicative of a

transition where long range ferrimagnetic ordering has been replaced by a correlated spin-glass

phase with finite spin correlation length.

INTRODUCTION bution by means of neutron diffraction and Mbssbauer spec-

Crystalline hexagonal ferrites SrFe,2 -. Cr. 1 9 (x<8) troscopy.' In summary, it has been shown that the octahe-

are multisublattice ferrimagnetic compounds evolving from dral sites of the magnetoplumbite structure contain about

a collinear magnetic ordering (x = 0) to some kind of non- 10% of Fe ions while the tetrahedral and five-fold sublattices

coilinear disordered magnetic structure, as it has been are fully occupied by Fe ions.

proved from magnetization and Mossbauer spectroscopy Isothermal high field (H<150 kOe) magnetization

measurements." The fundamental feature needed to under- measurements were carried out in the 4.2 K< T< 300 K tern-

stand the magnetic behavior of this series of insulating corn- perature range at the Service National des Champs Intenses,

pounds is the underlying topological magnetic frustration Grenoble. In the same temperature range we performed low

associated with the Cr ions distributed within the three octa- field dc (H= 8 kOe) and ac magnetic susceptibility mea-

hedral sites of the magnetoplumbite structure. " For in- surements. The dc magnetization was measured by means of

stance, we have recently shown that in an isomorphous com- an extraction magnetometer and ac susceptibility was mea-

pound containing only Cr ions, SrCr8Ga 4O,9 , no magnetic sured with a mutual inductance bridge in a rms field of 10 Oe

ordering exists down to 4.2 Kin spite ofthe existence ofvery and a frequency of 110 Hz. Finally, zero field "
7
Fe Mass-

strong antiferromagnetic interactions.
4 

Actually, the topo- bauer spectra were recorded in a conventional constant ac-

logical magnetic frustration of these magnetoplumbite sys- celeration spectrometer in the 78 K<T<300 K temperature

tens is very similar to that existing in octahedral site spinels, range.

such as ZnCr2, Ga2 - 04, where a complex antiferromag- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

netic-spin-giass behavior has been detected.-
7

In this work we report a magnetic investigation of the In Fig. I we display the temperature dependence of sev-

end member of the series, SrCrFe4O19, focusing mainly on eral isothermal magnetization curves where it may be ob-

the ferrimagneticlike ordering observed at Tc = 250 K. We

conclude from high field magnetization, low field dc and ac 10o
susceptibilities and zero field Mossbauer spectroscopy mea- n o

surements that the transition observed at Tc = 250 K is to a o

correlated spin-glass state with vanishing small spontaneous 
"  °

,-

magnetization. The existence of this intermediate state o

among spin-glass and true long-range magnetic ordering has 5 ,.do-

been experimentally characterized
8 

and clearly detected oA,.o' o .o
-

from measurements of the spin correlation length by means 0

of small angle neutron scattering.
9

EXPERIMENT 0 50 100 15o0

The synthesis procedure and the basic structural char- H (Ke)

acterization of the SrCr8Fe4O1 9 oxide has been previously FIG. 1. laothuem mapetiation carm orSrCrFt40, (I) T- 4.2 K.
reported together with an investigation of the cation distri- (2) T- 68 K, (3) T- 151 K, (4) r- 220 K, (5) T= 297 K.
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the "Fe hyperfine field as measured by
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of spontaneous magnetization M. and M6ssbauer spectroscopy.
manetic remanence M,.

perature. It is noteworthy that the setting of the low-tern-
served that the room-temperature curve has a linear M-H perature anomaly in M o goes in parallel to a step increase of
relationship, indicative of pure paramagnetic behavior, M,. We remark as well that the spontaneous magnetization
while in the remaining curves the magnetization is very far at T=- 0 K corresponds to about M0 = 0 .9/ ti/f.u. which is
from saturation, having a very important differential suscep- much smaller than the value expected from a collinear ferri-
tibility even at the maximum field of 150 kOe. This behavior magnetic ordering (M,=lO.flp5/f.u.), thus indicating a
is consistent with the previous conclusion of a noncollinear very strongly perturbed ferrimagnetic spin structure.
spin ordering in the SrFe, 2 - . Cr. 019 series, as indicated by The existence of a well-defined transition at Tc = 250 K
the composition dependence of the 0 K saturation magneti- has been deduced as well from the temperature dependence
zation. t In Fig. 2 we plot the temperature dependence of the of the 57Fe hyperfine field measured by means of M6ssauer
spontaneous magnetization Mo while the high field differen- spectroscopy. A complete report of our M6ssbauer investi-
tial susceptibility X, corresponding to the M(H) = gation will be published elsewhere; however, we would like
Mo + XH law followed in the high field region is represented to look here at the temperature dependence of the mean hy-
in the inset of Fig. 3. In the Fig. 2 we plot as well the tempera- perfine field (Fig. 4) which has a behavior typical of magne-
ture dependence of the magnetic remanence M, measured tically ordered compounds with a Curie temperature in
after the application of the maximum magnetic field of 150 agreement with the isothermal magnetization study.
kOe. All the magnetic characteristics of SrCrsFe O,9 report-

From the results reported in Fig. 2 we infer that a ferri- ed up to now seem to be consistent with a ferrimagneticlike
magneticlike ordering is established at Tc = 250 K with ordering at Tc = 250 K and indicate that probably a spin-
some kind ofanomaly or transition occurring at a lower tern- glass reentrance occurs at a lower temperature. The exis-

tence of a spin-glass reentrance at low temperature has been
indeed verified from low field susceptibility measurements.
As it may be observed in Fig. 3 and 5 the dc susceptibility and

12 PCthe in-phase component of the ac-susceptibility X' display

10

'a z.° 1.0

taK

-6c

0.5 / T 1T0

50 10 . 150 200 20 300
T(K)

0.0
0 100 200 300

FIG. 3. dc mogetiratioomeaeured at constant field (H - 8 kOe) in field T (K)
cooled (PC) and zero Uld cooled (ZFC) pocemeL uIet: Temperature
depedence of the h ield eriamad sucetiillty mesured in the o- FIG. S. Temperature dependeneof the i-s"nblmae -ucqtibliity X'. Imst:
themal lratli. curves. Temperature dependence of the out of phase wiceptlbility X.
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the typical spin-glass cusp at 23 and 68 K, respectively. In phase should be an important spin relaxation, thus leading to
the same way, the out of phase component of the ac-suscepti- a very small magnetic remanence, and a strong polarizibility
bility X" show a peak at about 55 K, a temperature slightly with external magnetic fields which enhances the apparent
lower than the vusp in X', as typically occurs in reentrant ferrimagnetic order. Within this context the low-tempera-
spin glasses. 9 Furthermore, the dc susceptibility presents the ture spin-glass reentrance should mark a further freezing of
characteristic spin-glass irreversibility among zero field the magnetic moments below Ts.It remains, however, to be
cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) processes.' ° It is clear elucidated if the spin freezing occurring at T. is consistent
then that the low-temperature anomaly observed in the with a slowing down of the transverse spin components, as
spontaneous magnetization corresponds to a phenomenon predicted by Gabay and Toulouse 2 and experimentally veri-
of spin-glass reentrance. fled by M6ssbauer spectroscopy in several systems' 1 ' or

A full study of the low-temperature spin-glass reen- corresponds mostly to a small clusters blocking phenome-
trance in SrCrsFe40 9 will be reported elsewhere but we na.'" Actually, our interpretation of the magnetic properties
want to remark here that a very strong magnetic field depen- of the exchange frustrated SrCrgFe4O 9 system in terms of a
dence of the dc susceptibility peak temperature has been ob- quenched ferrimagnetic ordering points to the validity of the
served and the Te = 68 K peak temperature of X' corre- second model for this system. Further neutron scattering
sponds to the zero field limit of the dc susceptibility peaks. and Mssbauer spectroscopy studies are in progress to clar-
This explains then the different peak temperatures observed ify this open question.
in Figs. 3 and 5.

However, what is strongly surprising in these low field 'X. Obradors, A. lsalguk A. Collomb, M. Pernet, J. Pannetier, J. Rodri-
susceptibility curves is the fact that any anomaly is actually gpez, 3. Tejada, and J. C. Joubert, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-20, 1636

* observed at the nominal Curie temperature Tc. This striking (1984).
anomalous result may only be understood if we assume that J. A. Pereda A. lalgud, 3. Tejada, F. Litterst, and X. Obradors, Hyper-

fine Interactions 28, 569 (1986).
the transition observed at Tc is not to a true long-range ferri- 

3
x. Obradors, A. Collomb, M. Pernet, D. Samaras, and J. C. Joubert, J.

magnetic ordering which should display a divergence in the solid State Chem. 56, 7t (1985).
susceptibility at Tc but only a transition to some kind of 'X Obradors, A. Labarta, A. Isalgui, J. Tejada, J. Rodriguez, and M. Per-
correlated spin-glass phase have a finite correlation length. net, Solid State Commun. 65, 189 (1988).

D. Fiorani, S. Viticoli, J. L. Dormann, J. L. Tholence., and A. P. Murani
In this way if the spin correlation length remains finite and Phys. Rev. B 30, 2776 (1984).
the developed magnetic clusters have vanishing small mag- 'J. L. Dormann, A. Saifi, and D. Forani, Hyperfine Interactions 25. 561

netic moments the divergence of the susceptibility will drop (1986).
this behavior is often observed J. Hamman, D. Fiorani, M. El Yamani, and J. L. Dormann, J. Phys. C 19,out. Actually, at tendency to 6635 (1986).

in reentrant spin glasses where it is found that in the ferro- sR. B. Goldfarb, K. V. Rao, and H. S. Chen, Solid State Commun. 54 799
magneticlike transition the ac susceptibilty remains much (1985).
smaller than that expected from the demagnetizing field 'J. J. Rhyne, Physics 136B, 30 (1985).
limit.5  

°'K. H. Fischer, Phys. Status Solidi B 116,357 (1983); 1, 13 (1985).
I. IJ. Rhyne and G. Fish, J. Appl. Phys. 57, 3407 (1985).

A quenching of the long-range ferromagnetic order has '2M. Gabay and G. Toulouse. Phys. Rev. Lett. 47, 201 (1981).
been conclusively observed by Rhyne, in exchange frustrat- '"I. A. Campbell, S. Senousi, F. Varret, J. Teillet, and A. Hanzic, Phys.
ed amorphous systems such as Fe 1 Zr9, by means of small- Rev. Lett. SO, 1615 (1993).
angle neutron scattering

9"' clearly showing that the spin '4J. L. Dormann, M. El Harfaoui, M. Nogues, and J. Jove, J. Phys. C 20,
L161 (1987).

correlation length remains finite and as low as 27 A. 1G. Aeppli, S. M. Shapiro, R. 3. Birgeneau, and H. S. Chen, Phys. Rev. B
Characteristic features of this correlated spin-glass 25. 2589 (1984).
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Magnetic behavior of CeFe2: Effects of ruthenium substitution
S.B. RoyandB. R. Coin
Blackett Labofory, Imperial College, London SW7 2BZ United Kingdom

We report ac-susceptibility measurements on the Laves phase compo ds Ce (Fe, _ Ru. )2
with x = 0.02,0.04, and 0.06. The results show that the ferromagnetic, lignment of Fe
moments seems to be very easily disrupted by substitution of Ru on the 7e sites. All the three
compounds, as well as showing the pars- to ferromagnetic transition, indicate another
transition at lower temperature. In the case of the x = 0.02 compound, the character of the
susceptibility at the lower transition is similar to that seen in reentrant spin glasses, while in the
compounds richer in Ru the suppression of the low-field response is much more drastic.

I

INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Of the RFe2 Laves phase compounds (where R is a rare The temperature dependence of the ac susceptibility of
earth dement or Zr or Y), CeFe2 seems to possess idio- thealloys Ce (Fe, -Ru.) 2 withx = 0.02,0.04, and 0.06is
syncratic features, since both the moment per iron atom shown in Fig. 1. The samples were cooled down to the 4.2 K
( 1.15 pt ) and the Curie temperature (230 K) are very sig- in zero field and the susceptibility X was measured at differ-
nificantly lower than the values of the order of 3 .4,p and 600 ent temperatures while warming up slowly. We notice that in
K found in other compounds. Furthermore, neutron scatter- addition to a typical para- to ferromagnetic transition at a
ing studies have been interpreted as showing strong ferro- higher temperature (T,), there is quite a sharp change in
magnetic correlations above the Curie temperature (T,), slope in the X vs T curves at a lower temperature T. This
persisting even up to 4T,.' Recent ac-susceptibility and mag- behavior is similar to that observed in reentrant spin glasses.'
netization measurements on CeFe2 with substitutions of Co The change at low temperature becomes much sharper in the
(Ref. 2) and Al (Refs. 3 and 4) at the iron sites have re- x = 0.04 and 0.06 specimens indicating very drastic canting
vealed other interesting aspects of the magnetic behavior of of spins which may even correspond to antiferromagnetism.
CeFe2 . Rastogi and Murani 2 

observed a reduction in mag- This is very similar to that observed in CeFe2 with 10% Co
netic moment at low temperature with 4% cobalt substitu- substitution where further dc magnetization study showed a
tion and a dramatic loss of magnetic moment at low tem- rapid reduction of magnetic moment. We have recently per-
perature with - 10% cobalt substitution that suggest a formed neutron scattering measurements6 on CeFe2 with
transition to antiferromagnetism. For Al additions, even 2% 10% Co. The results indicate a lattice distortion and pres-
substitution shows a reentrant spin-glass like behavior at low ence of weak magnetic peaks below the lower transition tern-
temperature, ' 4 and at 8% Al long-range ferromagnetic or- perature, hence some sort of antiferromagnetic order. We
der is no longer found, being replaced by spin-glass-like be- are planning to do similar neutron measurements on our
havior.4 

All these results raise doubts about the true magnet- present alloys as well.
ic character of pure CeFe2  and suggest that its To summarize our results, we can say that the low-tem-
ferromagnetism may be very close to some type of instabil- perature anomalies produced by substitutions of 10% of co-
ity. Here we report our ac-susceptibility results on the alloy-
ing effects of Ru at the iron sites of CeFe2 .

EXPERIMENT 10 .e Ie, 
2
,R .

The alloys were prepared by arc melting from metals of •0 F t 1 Ruo ).

at least nominal 99.99% purity and suction chill casting into Le Fe.9, R't06 4

copper molds to produce square cross-section rods. The al-
toys were homogenized in vacuo at 600 "C for 2 days and . w
then at 700 C for 5 days. The samples were subjected to '2O

metallographic analysis to investigate the possible presence . .
of second phase. Though in some of the alloys a very small .......... ire
amount ofsecond phase was found, this was considered to be .
negligible for the purposes of our present study. X-ray dif--/
fraction examination of the alloy with 4% Ru shows it to
have the CIS Lavas phase structure of the parent compound *_ 61
CeFe. ac-susceptibility measurements were performed with rt"REM IKELVIN)

a driving frequency of 300 Hz and a driving field of 0,7 G FIG. I ac uepblifty of Ce (Fel Ru ), aloy n a ftmcion of ten-
parallel to the axis of samples. perature.
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bait for Fe in CeFe2 are produced even more rapidly with Ru The very general observation of stinking effects by sub-
substitutions. The microscopic origin of these effect is not stitution on the Fe sites of CeFe, suggests that the ferromag-
yet clear. Were the disruption of perfect order in the Fe sub- netic structure of this phase is rather fragile. It may be im-
lattice to produce competing (antiferromagnetic) interac- portant to consider, as a contribution to such effects, the
tions, one might expect a reentrant spin-glass type of behav- possibility of moments on the Ce atoms, since recent theo-
ior, as observed in the 2% Ru specimen. The same retical'0 and experimental" work on ZrFe2 and YFe2 has
explanation seem unlikely to hold, however, for the drastic indicated moments on the Zr and Y sites antiferromagneti-
collapse of magnetic response in the more concentrated al- cally coupled to those of the iron sites.
loys, especially in the light of the neutron results for the 10%
Co alloy. 6 A low-temperature loss of response due to a sharp DeotsD.GoranK.t..Ziec .Aw.Py.2,07
onset of anisotropy effects that strongly pin domain walls, as 2A. K. Rastogi and A. P. Murani, in Pnocesdinssofthenternaional Con-
suggested for Fe-Ni and Fe-Ni-Mn alloys,' would not ex- ference on Valence Fluctuationx Bangalome 19817, edited by L. C. Gupta
plain the neutron data, and it should be remembered that (Pletn, New York, 1987).

competing interactions exist in that system also. Theoretical DF.raechnadS..daCh.3.Mg.Mn.ae.5.20(1985).
discussions' on the effect of random anisotropies may, how- 'S. B. Roy~ and B. Rt. Coles, J. Phys. F 17,.1215 (1987).
ever, be relevant, and it is interesting to note that in pure 'B. R. Coles, B. V. B. Sarkissian. and R. H. Taylor, Philos. Ma&. B 37,489
CeFe2 Msauer studies' show asharp change in direction (1975); B. V. B. Sarkisamn, J. Phys. FP11, 2191 (1951).

.. B. Roy. S. J. Kennedy, B. R. Coles, and A. P. Murani (unpublished).
at 150 K of the easy axis. It moves in the 0IT0) plane by 20' 7T MiNyazaki, Y. Ando, and M6. Takah",j Phys. Rev. B 4 6334 (1986).
with respect to its former [00 1] direction. If that arises from 8W. M. Saalow. Phys. Rev. B 35, 3454 (1987); Phys. Rev. Letd. 50, 1320
different temperature dependencies of various Fe-Fe inter- (1983).

actions afurther development to the point where aferromag- 9U. Atzmony and M. P. Daiel, Pitys. Rev. B 10, 2060 (1976).
"P. Mohn &a.o K. Schwarz, Physic& B IM, 26 (1985).

netic/antiferromagnetic phase change takes place seems 'J. G. M. Artitage, T. Dumelow, R. H. Mitchell. P. C. Riedi, J.5S. Abell. P.
possible. Mobn. and K. Schwarz, J. Phys. F 1IC L141 (1986).
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High-pressure study of the magnetic states of disordered NI-Mn alloys
R.G. Atken
Department of Physics University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte. North Carolina 28223

K Daneofvar
Department Of El-cr-cl Engineering, Uni-erlio of North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte,

North Carolina 28223

Low-field ac susceptibility measurements have been performed on disordered Ni_ Mn,
where x = 0.216, 0.225, and 0.265, under hydrostatic pressure up to 21 kbar. The measured
susceptibility X., exhibits transitions from paramagnetic to quasiferromagnetic to spin-glass
states on cooling. The pressure dependence indicates a decrease in the magnitude of X. and
opposite shifts in the temperatures of the two transitions. The nature of the quasiferromagnetic
state is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION superparamagnetic clusters and their subsequent blocking.
Experimental work on a number of spin-glass alloys has Recent magnetization measurements investigating the uni-

indicated that there exist, within a restricted concentration directional anisotropy associated with displaced hysteresis
regime for each, two apparent phase transitions: a paramag- loops have been interpreted in terms of a domain model.'
netic -- quasiferromagnetic on cooling, and a quasiferro- The ac susceptibility measurements are summarized in
magnetic - spin-glass transition.' The temperature T, for Figs. I (a)-! (c): the specimen ( 3 X I X 1 mm) was in each
the first transition, and Tf, for the second transition to the case mounted with its long axis parallel to the magnetic field;
"reentrant" spin-glass phase, are typically found as a func- the pick-up coil was mounted directly on the specimen. For
tion of composition to merge at a multicritical point; further Nio.0 7 Mno.21 6 and NiO.775 MnO.225 the behavior is qualita-

variation in composition results in a single transition tern- tively the same, with a large low-temperature peak in the
perature T. between paramagnetic and spin-glass states. In neighborhood of 35-50 K, and a more demure knee in the
parallel with this have been theoretical predictions of such vicinity of room temperature. Under hydrostatic pressure,
behavior for systems exhibiting frustration between compet- the lower peak height drops in both cases, while it is not clear
ing ferro- and antiferromagnetic interactions. 2 More recent from this plot whether there is a shift in temperature. The
theoretical work by Gabay and Toulouse has predicted an upper knee shifts to lower temperature under pressure, and
additional "mixed" character to the reentrant state in which this is more pronounced for Nio.775 Mno.225 . The curve for

it displays a spontaneous ferromagnetic moment. We report Nio.775 Mno.265 is substantially different; only a single peak
on a low-field study of Ni-Mn in which we vary the pressure, seemingly occurs, in the neighborhood of 80 K.
rather than the external field. The same data reveals more when plotted as l/X,, ver-

sus temperature, as shown in Fig. 2. For Ni0 5.,Mno.21 6 and
Ni0.775Mno. 225 it is seen that in the temperature interval

II. REVIEW OF DATA between the lower peak and the upper knee the data may be
fitted to a Curie-Weiss form. The negative Curie-Weiss O'sWe have measured the ac susceptibility X for indicated in the figure are not to be taken seriously as the

Nil - ,Mn, wherex = 0.216, 0.225, and 0.265 under hydro- measured susceptibility has been used; due to the details of
static pressures up to 21 kbar in an ac driving field of -1 G our experimental procedure it was not possible to determine
peak-peak superimposed on the earth's magnetic field. The the susceptibility in fundamental units. However, it can be
alloys were swaged and annealed at 1000 'C for 3 h and water shown that
quenched prior to measuring X with a standard ac induc-
tance bridge operating at 23.3 Hz. Hydrostatic pressure was I/X,, = l1 X, - N/I o  (1)
generated by a self-clamp technique4 ; a 1:1 fluid mixture of
n-pentane and isoamyl alcohol was used as the pressure me- in MKS units, where N is the demagnetization factor of the
dium. The pressure and temperature at low temperatures specimen. The shift will result in higher O's. The work of
were determined by a lead manometer situated adjacent to Goldfarb et al on Nio.78 Mno.246 indicates similar behavior
the sample and by a germanium thermometer, respectively, with 0 = + 117 K. The interpretation given there involved

Ni-Mn is a prototypic spin-glass system. Early work superparamagnetism among large (350,) clusters whose
done by Kouvel et al. on this system before the discovery of own ferromagnetic freezing temperatures are taken to be re-
susceptibility cusps demonstrated the spin-gla s nature of sponsible for the upper knee. This interpretation was but-
thesealloysbyvirteofdisplacedhysteresisloops upon cool- tressed by their ability to scale isotherms taken at various
in, magnetic viscosity, etc.' Subsequent to this, Goldfarb et temperatures between the peak and the knee to a universal
al. investigted the sA susceptibility and magnetization for curve, fit by a Langevin function.a
atomically disordered and weakly ordered Ni3Mn and were The curve for Ni0.735 Mno.265 , which appears to exhibit a
led to interpret their results in terms of the formation of simple peak when plotted directly, indicates a hint of Curie-
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the measured ac susceptibility (X under hydrostatic pressure up to - 21 kbarfor Ni Mn. where x =(a) 0.216,
(b) 0.225, and (c) 0.265.

Weiss behavior over a limited temperature range when plot- differ in detail with those reported by Goldfarb'0 for
ted as IIX.~ vs Tin Fig. 2 (c) . Ni0.779Mn, 22 ,1 and also with those obtained by Hurdequint

Before discussing these results, it should be pointed out at Orsay on another NiD735 Mn%.,, specimen.
that the magnetic properties of Ni-Mn alloys are sensitive to
the degree of atomic short-range order present in the sam- IIDSUSO
pies and, hence, are dependent on the heat treatment per- Il.DSUSO
formed. This sensitivity has been demonstrated for other The pressure dependencies reported here bear some si-
systems such as Au-Fe. 9 Thus, our results for Ni0 ., Mn.2 milarity to those reported by Wu et al on Pd-Fe-Mn. 12.

3

1 /X. a a a
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FIG. 2. Tmpeatum deperideseol'X,., plottedm as/11. v T,uwider hydrotatic prere or Ni Mn, wherex= (a) .216, (b)0.225, and (c) 0.265.
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The limiting cases of this system are Pd-Fe, which is known of pressure should have a similar effect to variation in con-
to exhibit giant moment ferromagnetism,"4 and Pd-Mn, centration in that it will increase nonunidirectional contri-
which exhibits giant moment ferromagnetism below its or- butions to the anisotropy. This may explain the more rapid
dering temperature only for Mn-concentrations below 3 dropoffof, below the low- temperature peak under pres-
at. % and spin-giass behavior below a freezing temperature sure.
at higher Mn-concentrations. For the 5 at. % Mn specimen
studied there, the lower transition temperature, associated
with spin-glass freezing, is enhanced under pressure. This
effect is presumably caused by an enhancement of nearest- 'R. D. Shull, H. Okamoto, and P. A. Beck, Solid State Commun. 20, 863

(1976) on Fe-Al; B. H. Verbeck, G. J. Nieuwenhuys, H. Stocker, and 3. A.neighbor Mn-Mn antiferromagnetic coupling due to re- Mydosh, Phys. Rev. Lett. 40,586 (1978) on Pd-Fe-Mn; M. D. Wu, R. G.
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Spin dynamics of the reentrant spin-glass system amorphous
(FeCr_,) 75P1sC1o (abstract)

P. Mangin, D. Boumazouza, and B. George
Universite Nancy 154508 Vandoeuvre, France

R. W. Erwin and J. J. Rhyne
National Bureau of Standard, Gaithersburg Maryland 20899

Spin-wave excitations have been studied by neutron inelastic scattering in a series of
amorphous (Fe.Cr, )75P,5C, 0 alloys with x = 0.75, 0.725, and 0.700 and are correlated
with small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) results. The Curie temperatures of the three
compositions are 212, 18 1, and 134 K, respectively. These alloys show reentrant spin-glass
behavior characterized by a maximum in the spin stiffness parameter D below 0.5 T_, and an
increase in the spin-wave linewidth at low T. This corresponds to the development of a static
spin-glass phase as observed by the onset of a Lorentzian-squared component in the SANS.
The maximum in D shifts to higher values of T/T, for smaller Fe concentrations reflecting the
increased width of the exchange field distribution. The results for the T dependence of the spin
stiffness parameter and the subcritical SANS are remarkably similar to those for crystalline
FeCr alloys' having the same T,, although the Fe concentration in the analogous crystalline
materials is muh lower (e.g., T, = 178 K) for crystalline Fe26Cr7 4 and close to the expected
percolation concentration.

'S. M. Shapiro, C. R. Fincher, A. C. Palumbo, and R. D. Parks, Phys. Rev.
B 26, 6661 (1981).

Double-phase transition In Au82. Fe 17.5 ? (abstract)
L. D. Rakersa) and Paul A. Beck
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Urbana,
lllinolj 61801

The low steady field susceptibility measured as a function of increasing temperature in a field
parallel to the plane of a thin (0.03-mm) disk of Au5 25 Fel.7 does not give any indication of
magnetic "phase transitions" or for the presence of an intermediate long-range ferromagnetic
phase. These findings are in accord with the earlier observation that the temperature of the
hyperfine splitting in the "Fe Mossbauer spectrum is distinctly lower than that of the "critical
susceptibility peak"; the latter clearly does not correspond to the onset of long-range
ferromagnetism. If measured in a field of 9.6 0e, the susceptibility has a well-defined
maximum at - 100 K, but in a field of 500 Oe the maximum shifts to - 50 K. Showing
isothermal remanence as well as magnetothermal history effects up to at least 130 K, the alloy
is clearly spin-glass-like well above the temperature of the maximum. The magnetic viscosity
increases gradually on cooling and "freezing" takes place in a temperature range extending
over 100 K. The susceptibility maximum is a kinematic effect; it does not signify a phase
transition. The crossover from the paramagnetic state into the spin-glass state is a very gradual
one in Aus,s FeM7 .

"Present addre: Electro-Optsi Division, Honeywell, 2 Forbes Road,
Leaia, MA 02173.
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Hyperfine Fields, Mdssbauer Effect, and NMR R. D. Taylor, Chairperson

A Mossbauer study of fine iron particles (invited)
Z. 0. Qiu, Y. W. Du, H. Tang, and J. C. Walker
Department of Physics, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

M6ssbauer spectroscopic measurements have been carried out on uniform-size Fe particles
over a size range from approximately 150 to 400 A. The particles were produced by
evaporation into a nitrogen atmosphere. We have discovered that the thin oxide coating on
these particles results in a significantly altered surface-phonon spectrum as well as increased
coercivity and a larger magnetic hyperfine field for the Fe core. These results correlate well
with studies on thin epitaxial films.

I. INTRODUCTION II. PREPARATION OF FINE PARTICLES

Between atoms, molecules, and bulk solids there is an There are a number of techniques used to prepare fine
intermediate region of fine particles with the linear dimen- particles. The main methods are chemical reduction, 6 hy-
sions of the order of 10 to l0 A. The study of fine particles in drosols, impregnated porous materials,"s granular metal
this size range is important for both technical applications films by cosputtering of metals and insulators, 9 and evapo-
and for basic research. When the size of the solid is reduced ration into an inert gas.2o Gas evaporation is perhaps the
to a value smaller than some characteristic physical length, most commonly used method. Particle size can be controlled
new phenomena can arise which can be quite different from between 10 and I( A, depending on the inert-gas pressure,
bulk behavior. There are two primary ways in which these the type of gas, and the temperature of the metal vapor
new phenomena arise. The first is through size effects asso- source. Usually, the diameter of the particle is roughly pro-
ciated with limited boundary conditions. These effects have portional to the pressure of the inert gas and the atomic
been associated with properties which differ significantly weight of the gas. When the evaporation temperature is
from bulk forms. Examples are thermodynamic size effects,' raised, the particle size increases and the distribution of par-
superparamagnetism, superconductivity, 3 optical size ef- ticle size becomes wider. Experimentally, the size distribu-
fects,4 and quantum size effects. A recent review of quantum tion of fine particles can be rather well controlled.
size effects has been given by Halperin.' We have prepared fine iron particles by evaporation into

A second way new phenomena arise is through surface a nitrogen atmosphere. 2' The nitrogen pressure was in a
effects. Fine particles have a large specific surface area. The range 0.3-30 Torr. The average particle diameters deter-
atoms at the surface have lower symmetry, lower coordina- mined by the Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET) nitrogen
tion number, and different energy than in the bulk. There- absorption method are listed in Table 1. An electron micro-
fore, the physical and chemical properties of the surface or graph is shown in Fig. 1. While no histogram of particle sizes
interface are generally different. These effects show up as was made, a study of the electron micrographs plus consider-
different surface and interfacial magnetism, different ation of uncertainties in the specific area determination by
phonon spectra, and different surface electronic structure, the gas absorption method leads to the uncertainties in parti-
Compared with thin film, fine particles have some advan- cle diameters quoted in Table I. Particle-size variation is
tages for the study of surface or interfacial properties.6 The greater for the larger particles than for the finer ones. Before
strongest advantage is that they can often be more easily the sample was taken out of the vacuum chamber, nitrogen
produced. For this reason fine particles have a large poten- gas that contained a small amount of oxygen was intro-
tial for applications. Fine iron particles have been used to duced. The particles were oxidized slowly on their surfaces,
make high-density magnetic recording media,7 materials for and the passivating surface oxide layer prevented the parti-
heterogeneous catalysis, ". ferrofluids,'0 etc. cles from being further oxidized when they were exposed to

Among many experimental methods used to study the air. These small iron particles often have a net magnetization
properties of fine particles, M6ssbauer spectroscopy can be
used to help to estimate the particle size of small ferromagne-
tic particles," to study magnetic excitations, 11 surface mag-
netic structure, 3 the phonon spectrum, "' and the magnetism TABLE 1. Diameter of the samples.
of surface and interfaces. "-

In what follows, we will discuss Mossbauer measure- Samples NI N2 N3 N4
ments s a major component in other measurements on fine Diameter (A) 164 ± 30 268 ± 37 349 ± 49 404 ±160
iron particles in the range from 150 to 400 AL.
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a ,

FIG. I. Electron micrograph for fine iron
particles: (a) NI. (b) N2. (c) N3, (4)
N4.

c d

5000 A

as a result of having a very small number of noncanceling A. Recoilless fraction or Debye-Waller factor f
magnetic domains. This leads to attraction between adjacent The recoilless fraction factor f, which determines the
particles, amount of Mossbauer absorption, generally reflects the lat-

A well-formed chain-of-spheres-like arrangement due tice vibrational properties of the absorber. The absorption
to the static magnetic interaction was observed, particularly area of the spectrum is approximately proportional tof The
in the smaller particle case [Fig. I (a) ]. rhe single-domain lattice vibration or phonon spectrum can be characterized
size of the fine iron particles is about 150 A4. When the parti- by a Debye temperature OD which is related to thef factor by
cle size is much larger than the single-domain size, the parti- the following relation:
cle converts into a multidomain state, and the static magnet-
ic interactions between the iron particles are weaker so that FDby, = exp 6E, + dX
the particles distribute more separately [Fig. 1(d)]. The --k, 4 I - i "
iron has bcc crystal structure and the particles show truncat- When the lattice is rigid the Debye temperature has a large
ed rhombic dodecahedral crystal morphology habits. value and so doesf The reasons forf to be different in fine
Ill. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION particles as compared with bulk materials are as follows:

( I ) the cutoff of long-wavelength phonons due to finite-

Pioneering work on fine Fe particles was carried out by size boundary conditions,
von Eynatten and Bdmmel.23 The work here follows closely (2) the "softening<f the surface phonons and the large
the work of Picone, Haneda and Morrish,"2 although our specific surface area fG ie particles, and
samples are different in that they were purposely oxidized on (3) the macroscopic motion of the fine particles.
the surface with an oxide layer of about 20-30 A in thick- Morrish and Picone24 studied the oxide layer on the iron
ness, and some of our conclusions are quite different. The particles which they produced. From theirf measurements
Mossbauer spectra are superpositions on an a-Fe spectrum they determine the Debye temperature to be about 100 K,
and an iron oxide spectrum. From the nature of the oxide which is much less than the bulk value, von Eynatten and
part of the spectrum, we concludethat theiron oxideis com- B6mmel" studied loosely dispersed fine iron particles with
posed of y-Fe2 03 or Fe3 04. different sizes and the particles embedded in different matri-
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ces. They suggested that the decrease of the recoilless frac- show that, for weakly bound particles such as ours (which
tion f is either due to random motions of the microcrystals are at least magnetically bound to each other), we can model
or surface phonons. They discussed these two effects quanti- their motion by assuming them to be harmonic oscillators of
tatively but could not decide which effect was the more im- mass M bound to the surrounding medium by face constant
portant one. These ideas were more systematically devel- q. The oscillation frequency is then W = (8IM) "n and
oped by Picone, Haneda, and Morrish." In what follows, we X 1 2
use their analysis. )=' ( +

Originally, thef factor comes from the relation 2 expPXLUP7) 0

f= exp ( - 4ir2(x2 )/ 2). For kT)fiw, we can write (4%') = kT/q. This implies that
xis the displacement of the atom whichfshouldinclude = exP( - 4kT/qA2). One difficulty in applying this

Here model to our samples is that it does not explain the larger
two parts: (1) the macroscopic random motion of the crys- difference between the loose and pressed samples for the
tallite, and (2) the oscillation of the atom around its equilb- smaller N, particles compared with the larger N4 particles.
rium position. Generally these two parts are independent so This different behavior points more towards a strong role for
(x

2
) = (xj) + (x42) andf fff 2 . For a macroscopic crys- surface-phonon-mode "softening," as this would be much

tal, the first part can be ignored;!f = I andfis only due to more apparent in the 160-A N particles than in the 400-
the second part, i.e., the phonons. But for fine particles, the A N4 particles. However, this simple model assumes that q,
first part may no longer be ignorable. In order to determine the spring constant, is not dependent on particle size. Since
this, we made two types of samples: (a) a loose dispersion of the force between particles is at least partly magnetic, this
fine iron particles, and (b) a highly compressed sample of assumption is probably not valid. We are left then with the
iron particles in a boron nitride matrix. Thus the only differ- feeling that oscillatory motion of the whole particle plays an
ence between these two types of samples is the possibility of important role in the overall Mossbauerf for the 160-A N,
macroscopic motion of particles in the loose structure. The particles at least.
Mossbauer spectra of these two types of samples, for particle Because the oxide layer is on the surface and the a-Fe is
samples NI and N4 (see Table I), at 4.2 K and roGm tem- in the core of the particle, the absorption areas of the oxide
perature are shown in Fig. 2. At 4.2 K, the loose and pressed iron and the a-Fe spectra can supply some information
samples show almost equal absorption areas, indicating that about the phonon spectrum at the surface and in the core of
the macroscopic motion of the particle is essentially stopped. the particle. For the compressed samples, in which the mac-
At room temperature, however, the absorption areas of these roscopic motion of the crystallites is greatly reduced, we see
two types of samples are quite different, especially for N I. that the absorption areas of the iron oxide spectra decrease
This suggests that macroscopic motion of the individual par- more rapidly than that of the a-Fe spectrum as the tempera-
ticles indeed, plays an important role in thef factor. This is ture is raised from 4.2 K to room temperature, indicating
treated very well by Picone, Haneda, and Morrish'2 who that the phonons at the oxide surface are significantly sof-

tened, relative to the iron core. The effect remains even when
the different Debye temperatures of bulk Fe and bulk oxide
are considered. This result is consistent with earlier results of

,4P T=4.2K Picone, Haneda, and Morrish, implying a Debye tempera-
0ture for the oxide surface of about 100 K. The Fe core shows

a normal, essentially bulk, Debye temperature.

N4L T= 4.2K 8. Thermally Induced superparamagnetc relaxation

Superparamagnetic relaxation is generally important
for the magnetic behavior of microcrystals. The relaxation
time r can be approximately described as

N4P 300K r = ro exp(KV/kT),rwhere r is of the order of 10- s, K is the crystal anisotropy
constant, and Vis the volume of the fine particle. When r is

N4L 300K less than the characteristic measuring time, superparamag-
netic behavior will appear. For M6ssbauer spectroscopy,
which has the time of measurement of about 10 -'s, the con-
dition for superparamagnetic behavior is V< 2.3kT/K,2

5

which gives the critical diameter for iron particles to be

- - ...8 0 L 4 L about 70A .This value is less than the particle size of ourV12 -8/ -4 0 4 8 12samples, so we are not surprised that we see no superpara-
VELOCITY (mm/s) magnetic peak in our M6ssbauer spectra. But if kT/KV is

FIO.2.Msbauerandspectraat 4.2and 30MK for (a)sample NI and (b) not too much less than 1, the hyperfine field of the particle
sample N4. L and P represent loose and pressed samples, respectively. divided by the hyperfine field of the bulk materials is propor-
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tinnal to T,
26  

TABLE 11. Parameters ofthe hyperilue field. Ho refers to T- 0 hyperfine

H(VT)IH(O)= I - kT2KV.

In other words, there should be a linear term in the Samples NI N2 N3 N4

H(V,T)-T curve. This was indeed found in Fe2O3 Parti' H,(kW) 34.27±0.15 342.21 ±0.24 341.19±0.13 340.32±0.33
cles.27 

In the work reported here we found no linear term in B(10
6
K

-
31

2
) 6.30±0.13 5.45-±0.24 5.17±0.13 4.87±0.23

measurements on our samples. We think the reason is that
the magnetic interactions between the fine iron particles cre-
ate an energy barrier even higher than the normal crystal
anisotropy energy, preventing any noticeable superpara-
magnetic response. Furthermore, a noticeable increase in >B(O), which is usually the case. We can begin to relate
the coercivity of the particles with decreasing particle size surface phenomena determined from careful thin-film mea-
implies a large surface anisotropy at the interface between surements to macroscopic measurements on magnetic fine

the a-Fe and the oxide coating. This also serves to effectively particles. This can have considerable importance in using

increase KVand suppress the linear term. fine magnetic particles in magnetic recording.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
C. Hyperfine magnetic fields We made fine iron particles with four different sizes. By

When the temperature is well below the Curie tempera- using Mossbauer spectroscopy, we found that the center-of-
ture, thermal excitation of the magnetic moments results in a mass motion of the particles plays a very important role in
reduction of the magnetic hyperfine field. This can be de- the Debye-Waller factor for the smallest particles, and that
scribed by a spin-wave model with the following formula: the phonons in the surface oxide layer are significantly

H(T) = I'( l - BT 3 2 ). softened. The static magnetic interaction among the iron

We use this formula and obtain a least-squares fit to our particles, as well as strong surface-induced magnetic anisot-
data. The results are listed in Table 1I. ropy, reduces the thermal relaxation of magnetization of the

From this table, we can see that both Ho and B increase fine Fe particles so that the variation of hyperfine field with

as the particle size decreases. The change of the hyperfine temperature reflects only spin-wave excitations. The

field might be interpreted as a demagnetization effect of sin- changes of H and B as a function of the particle size are

gle crystals and a dipolar field of the neighboring microcrys- explained qualitatively in terms of surface magnetic effects.

tals. However, it is hard to explain the change of the B value The increase in magnetic hyperfine fields at T = 0 for the N,

by demagnetization or dipolar mechanisms. As mentioned particles compared with N. contrasts with the work of Pi-

before, fine particles have large surface to volume ratios. We cone, Haneda, and Morrish, where no increases were report-
believe the changes of the Ho and B are both correlated with ed, but is consistent with our own thin-film work where in-

oe the pareticreW ed inkth creases in magnetic hyperfine fields at Fe surfaces in contact
this increase in the surface of the particles. We think this with both metal and insulating overlayers has been seen for
because, for epitaxial Fe films covered by various materials, some time.
the Ho and B of Fe at the interface is generally different from
that of bulk iron, as determined by extensive work in this ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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MOssauer Investigation of zinc ferrite particles
H. Tang, Y.-W. Du, Z.-Q. Qiu, and J. C. Walker
The Johns Hopkins University, Baldimsore, Maryland 21218

Milsbauer spectra of ZnL2 Fe2.3 04 particles at different temperatures have been obtained.
They have been analyzed with five components, one due to the A-site Fe3 + ions, and the others
due to the B-site Fe2 + and Fe2 + ions. Magnetic and electronic properties have been discussed
with regard to zinc substitution and temperature dependence.

I. INTRODUCTION pied by Zn2 + ions as well as Fe3+ ions. Therefore an octahe-

Magnetite and related ferrites have long been a subject dral cation, either Fe' or Fe2 ', may have different
of great interest both due to their fundamental electric and nbers of Zn2  and Fe3  ions occupying its six nearest
magnetic properties and their important technological ap- tetrahedral sites. While an Fe3 I ion carries a large magnetic
plications.1 This class of materials possesses the so-called moment, a Zn2 + ion does not. Consequently, the superex-
spinel structure and can be represented by the formula change interaction of each B cation with its six A nearest-
(M) I M2]O4, in which the round and square brackets refer neighbor cations depends on the population of Zn2  ions
to iron and other metal ions situated in an oxygen tetrahe- among the six A cations, which in turn determines the hyper-
dron and octahedron. In pure magnetite, the tetrahedral (A) fine field at the nucleus of the B cation. In addition, the s-
sites are all occupied by Fe3 + ions, and the octahedral (B) electron density at the nucleus of this B cation is also likely to
sites by equal numbers of Fe3 + and Fe2 + ions. The coexis- be dependent on the composition of the six tetrahedral near-
tence of di- and trivalent ions in the B sublattice and the est neighbors. Hence the spectrum must be composite.
dominant antiferromagnetic couplingbetween theA- and B- The probability of having n Zn 2 + ions out of six A ca-
site moments make this class of materials rich in physics. If tions is
other metal elements are substituted into magnetite, they P(n) =6x"(1 ,6-generally prefer to occupy B sites with zinc as one of the few 'Al

exceptions. Since Zn2+ ions tend to form sp3 hybrid orbits, where x is the occupation percentage of Zn2 + ions in the A
they are much more favored to occupy A sites.2 Presence of sublattice and the Zn2+ ions are assumed to distribute ran-
nonmagnetic Zn2+ ions in Zn-substituted magnetite are ex- domly. For our case, x = 0.2. Then, the significant configu-
pected to alter the local magnetic properties as well as elec- rations for six A nearest neighbors are 6Fe, 1Zn5Fe, 2Zn4Fe,
tric properties. In this paper, we report our study on
Zn0 .2 Fe. ,04 ferrite particles with M6ssbauer spectroscopy,
which is a powerful technique in probing local magnetic
properties. The effect of zinc substitution on magnetic and
electric properties and other related issues will be discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT
Nearly spherical Zno.2 Fe2 . 0 4 particles of about 300

in diameter were prepared with the chemical coprecipitation
method.'3 The Mossbauer target was made by compressing
the mixture of 90 mg of the ferrite powders and boron nitride
into a thin pellet. M6ssbauer spectra at different tempera- (b)
tures were obtained on our Mossbauer spectrometer with a
100-mCi "Co source embedded in a Rh matrix and a high-
count-rate detector. A cryogenic system was employed to
provide good temperature control with stability better than
0.5 K. Analysis of the spectra was carried out with a least-
squares it program. All the isomer shifts are given with re-
spect to a-Fe.

IlL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A room-temperature Mdssbauer spectrum of I

Zn.2Fe2 ,0 4 is shown in Fig. I(a). It clearly consists of -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12
several components. In fact, the appearance of multicom- VELOCITY (mm/s)
ponents should be expected and can be justified from the FIG. I. Mlsbauer spectrum of Zno ,Fe2.O, particles at (a) 300 K, (b)
following argument. In Zn, 2 Fe2.0 4 the A sites are ocu- 150 K, and (c) 5K.
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ri TABLE I. M6Uba@uW parameoco of Z0 2 FnZ.04 at 300150, and 85 K, the significant reduction in the hyperfine field for B, in the
whom B, (n - 0,.2.3) rep ts the B-site Fe ioa with n A-te Znl

+  caseofx = 0.2.
nearet nahbom (6 and IS denote quad-polesphn and isomer d, The two Mdssbauer spectra (b) and (c) shown in Fig. I
_e_ _ __ively, are taken at 150 and 85 K. Both have been fitted with five

T Crystalline H QS IS Lie components, with their parameters shown in Table 1. Many
(K) site (kae) (mm/1) (mm/S) mtnuity of the characteristics of the room-temperature spectrum re-

main. For instance, the isomer shifts of the B components
300 A 494(2) -0.00(l) 0.31(I) 0.40(5) still bear a mixed-valency character. However, this should

Be 465(2) -0.01(1) 0.34(1) 0.27(5)
B, 441(2) -0.01(I) 0.40(2) 0.27(5) be subjected to question, especially for the 85-K case. At
B2 410(3) 0.00(1) 0.46(2) 0.28(9) such a low temperature, electron hopping should have sig-
A, 369(0) 0.02(2) 0.45(3) 0.17(7) nificanty slowed down, or even stopped if a Verwey transi-

350 A 506(2) 0.01(1) 0.31(l) 0.40(5) tion exists above 85 K. In either case, the Mdssbauer spec-
Be 507(2) 0.03(1) 0.53(l) 0.31(5) trum would distinguish the Fe

2 component from the Fe '
B, 480(2) -0.02(l) 0.44(2) 0.35(6) one. In this case, the number of Mossbauer components aris-B2 454(3) -0.02(2) 0.55(2) 0.23(6) ing from the B-site Fe

2 * and Fe
3+ 

ions should be doubled,
Be 405(8) - 0.04(3) 0.61(3) 0.13(5) namely, 8. Obviously, without a prior knowledge of the eight

85 A 515(2) 0.01(1) 0.33(l) 0.40(5) hyperfine fields, a free fit with so many components can by
B, 518(2) 0.02()) 0.55(l) 0.34(5) no means be physically meaningful. At present, our fit with

S 496(3) -0.02(1) 0.44(2) 0.36(5) fourBcomponents and oneA component maybe the beat
B 473(3) -0.04(2) 0.55(2) 0.18(g)

B3 428(8) -0.09(g) 0.73(3) 0.12(5) one can do.
All the five hyperfine fields increase as temperature de

creases. The hyperfine fields of the B components increases
faster than that of theA component, a phenomenon that has

and 3Zn3Fe ions, each with a probability of 0.262, 0.393, been observed! This implies that the B-site spin waves are
0.246, and 0.080, respectively. Accordingly, we have fitted easier to excite. AnA Fe3+ has twelveB Fe3+ orFe2" near-
the spectrum with five components, four from the B iron ions est neighbors, so that the superexchange interaction is very
and one from the A iron ions. The excellent quality of the strong. Thus the tetrahedral spins are more rigid and should
spectrum ensures that such a multicomponent fit with no be less sensitive to thermal disturbance. At 85 K, the reduc-
restrictions on the parameters is justifiable. One can actually tion in the hyperfine field as each Zn2  is added from B. to
see the stepwise feature in line 1, clearly indicating a five- B2 becomes 22.5 kOe, contrasting with the value of 26 kOe at
component structure. The obtained Mossbauer parameters room temperature. This can also be understood from the
are listed in Table I. Based on the line intensity, the hyperfine above argument based on the intensity of superexchange in-
field, and the isomer shift, each component has been success- teraction.
fully assigned to a specific configuration. In fact, we have done a whole series of low-temperature

The A component always has the largest hyperfine field Msabsauer measurements. The reason for reporting only the
at room temperature, and its isomer shift indicates pure tri- 85- and 150-K spectra is twofold. First, together with the
valent irons. There are more features for the B components. room-temperature spectrum, they furnish a complete pic-
Their isomer shifts correspond neither to divalent nor to tri- ture. Secondly, 85 and 150 K sit below and above the Verwey
valent irons. Rather, they represent a mixed-valency state of transition temperature, respectively, of magnetite at 119 K,9

the B Fe3 and Fe + ions. This state is associated with a fast so that we can determine whether a Verwey transition exists
electron hopping between neighboring B Fe3  and Fe2 +  in our Zno.2 Fe2 .s0 4 sample. Because of the small difference
ions.' At room temperature, the hopping rate is faster than between the 85- and 150-K spectra and the difficulty regard-
the Larmor precession frequency of the iron moment, so that ing differentiation of the Fe2+ component from the Fe3

the M6sauer spectrum only displays a time-averaged va- component as stated above, the question remains unan-
tency.S" The data of the quadrupole splitting, which show an swered. It is mentioned in Ref. 10 that the Verwey transition
increasing trend with increasing number of Zn nearest is suppressed even for a 2% Zn substitution. This contrasts
neighbors, are also very informative. The hyperfine field de- with the results by Merceron, Djeg-Mariadassou, and Dor-
creases with increasing number ofZn2

1 ions. A reduction of mann," that in the Mg2+ - and Li2 + -substituted magnetite,
about 26 kOe is found for each added Zn2+ ion from Bo to the Verwey transition is maintained up to high substitution
B2 . For B3 the drop is much greater, suggesting that when ratio. Certainly, there is a difference that Zn2 + ions substi-
the number of Zn2 + reaches 3, half of the total, the superex- tute into theA sites while Me2 + or Li + into the B sites. Use
change interaction is greatly reduced. Dobson, Linnett, and of other experimrntal techniques, such as neutron diffrac-
Hahman have found that in the system ZnFe3 -, 0., there tion, may help determine whether the Verwey transition ex-
is no magnetic ordering for x>0.8. Since x = 0.8 represents ists in the Zn, 2Fe2 .O 4 system.
the case that has occupation ratio of Fe3 + to Zn 2  in the A It has been reported elsewhere that the B sublattice has a
sublatticejust opposite to that ofx - 0.2, theleast number of lower Debye temperature than that of the A sublattice.8 In
A-site Fe+ nearest neighbors, 3, for x = 0.2 just corre- the Zn0 2 Fe2.sO 4 ferrite we have examined, however, such
sponds to the maximum number for x = 0.8. Therefore, the an effect has not been observed. The ratioof line intensities of
absenceof magnetic ordering for x = 0.8 may be related to the combined B components to the A component is found to
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Isomer shift and magnetic properties of EuO under pressure
R. D. Taylor and J. N. Farrell"
Phyda Dtvison. MS K764, Los Alamos National Laboratory. Las Alano New Mexico 87545

We have measured the Mssbauer effect of 5 'Eu in EuO at temperatures down to 4 K and
pressures to 31 OPa. At ambient pressure EuO becomes ferromagnetic at Tc = 69 K; at 31
GPa, Tc = 105(2) K; and a maximum value of Tc in the region 15-25 GPa is inferred. A
Brillouin fit of the hyperfine-field-temperature data at 31 GPa gives a reduced magnetic
moment compared to ambient although the magnitude of the saturation hyperfine field is not
reduced. The isomer shift with pressure weakly supports the expectation of an intermediate-
valence change with pressure above 14 GPa.

INTRODUCTION isomer shift of Eu2 + is about - 12 mnn s 'with respect to

There has been a widespread interest in the interplay of Eu +. The source-absorber was held in a furnace cryostat
the magnetic properties of divalent europium compounds whose temperature could be determined and controlled to

about ± 2 K. The MWssbauer spectra were fitted assuming
and intermediate valence brought about by pressure, tem- abont ±r spe witt aseming
perature, and alloying with selected impurities. Eu ions in an appropriate Hamiltonian for '3t Eu with magetic hyper-
EuO are divalent and have a magnetic moment at ambient fine splitting. The fits yield values of the linewidth (fixed to

conditions; the ferromagnetic ordering temperature Tc is the room-temperature value), the isomer shift, the intensity,

69(1) K. Trivalent Eu ions are nonmagnetic and have an and the internal field.

ionic radius about 20% smaller than divalent Eu. It is inter-
esting to speculate that the application of high pressures to RESULTS
EuO would drive the system into an intermediate-valence The isomer shift of 'S Eu as a function of V/V O (pres-
regime and produce dramatic changes in its physical proper- sure) for two samples of EuO is given in Fig. 1. Sample I
ties. used silicon oil as a pressurizing medium, and data at room

A number of experimental studies of EuO under pres- temperature only were taken upon reducing the pressure.
sure have been reported.'" Nolting and co-workers' have Pressure-volume data of Zimmer et al." for EuO were used to
considered the coexistence of magnetism and intermediate convert the pressures. The break in slope near 13 GPa is less
valence and have made a prediction that Tc for EuO at 30 evident in the data for sample 2, which used argon as the
GPa will be near room temperature. pressurizing medium and a sequence of increasing pressures.

This is a preliminary report on the pressure-tempera- Data at room temperature for sample 2 track the 4-K data.
ture dependence of the isomer shift and the hyperfine field of At first glance these data suggest a pressure hysteresis for the
15'Eu in EuO. The Mcssbauer effect is a powerful tool for isomer shift, but that is yet to be proven.
such studies. The isomer shift is related to the valence, and The hyperfine field as a function of temperature for EuO
the hyperfine field is related to the magnetic moment and
provides an unambiguous way to measure Tc. The measure- PRESSURE, GPa
ments can be carried out in a diamond anvil cell. 0 10 20 30

EXPERIMENT IEu i EuO
The Mdesbauer effect ofthe 21.5-keV level of 15'Eu was nE

used to obtain isomer shift and magnetic hyperfine field in-
formation of EuO as a function of temperatures down to 4 K E -0t
and of pressures up to 31 OPa. A 160-mCi '5 1SmF, source E
was generally used and was held at the same temperature as L
the absorber. Stoichiometric, unenriched EuO was con-
tained in a Merrill-Bassett-type diamond anvil cell9 by a 90-
Ta--lO-W gasket that also served as a collimator. The sample
volume (initially 0.24 mm diam by 0.03 mm thick) con-
tamed EuO, ruby chips for measuring the pressure," and a 300 K; P decreasing
presurizing medium for obtaining approximately hydro- .,4.0 K; P increasing

static pregsres. The 8X 10- 6 -g sample (6 mg/cm
2 of .12_ _

'stEu) and the 6 mm diameter of the source result in very 1 o.s ow oa 0o0 07

low counting rates; a datum could be obtained in about one V/0
day. No Eu20 3 impurity was detected in the samples. The V

FIG. I. lomer shift of'"Euin BuOasa function of presure and of rduced
volune for two umplae (fee text). Shbftisn fimeed too SnIF sourcest

"Now at Tliedyne rown El ned, Hunthitte, AL 33807. the same tenperaure.
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7Iat 31 Opt is shown in Fig. 2. 'lii. rapidl rise associated with EOHyperfine field vs. Temperature
magnetic ordering in the sample provides a sensitive, though 4

laborious, way to determine Tc at pressure. ne saturation P- 31 Goa
field at 4K and 31 OPa is - 36.7 Tto be compared with
- 29.0 T at ambient pressure. Thbe ordering temperature at 30

31 GP* is 1053(2) K whereas an onset temperature crudely
defined by the long tail above Tc may be as high as 230 K. I

Lin x-ray absorption measurements? strongly suggest
EuO undergoes a mixed valence transition starting at about 2
7.0 OPa with the valence reaching 2.38 by 30 GP&. Optical 11to
reflection measurements' show an insulator-metal transi-
tion near 14 GPa, and x-ray structure measurements exhiibit
a softening near 13 OPa, fr-om these results Zimmer et a.'4
conclude that EuO undergoes a continuous valence change 0 so too 151o 200 250 30

starting near 13 ON. Electrical resistivity measurements6

have been interpreted to show a semtionductor-to-semicon- Tm eaue
ductor transition near 14 (3Pa with a gradual approach to FIG. 2. internal field in EuO at 31 OPa as a function of temperature. Pa-

metallic behavior by 25 GPa. Massbauer isomer shift mea- ramieters for the Brillouin fit shown are given in the text. Note the long tail

surments with pressure to 15.3 GWa show' a linear behavior above T-.

with a slope of 0. 1 mm s- t~p G5-; they ascribe most of the
change to an ordinary volume dependence of the isomer shift one at 9 GPa indicate a reduced moment compared to the
and the residual to avalence shift to 2.05 at 15 ON.- Our data expected value ofpi = 7#,~ for Eu2  . On the other hand, the
give a slope of 0.08 mmn s-'GPa t' for the 4-K. data with monotonically increasing magnitude of the saturation inter-
increasing pressure and 0.12 munst- GPa-'for the 300-K nal field suggests an increasing moment with pressure. We
data above 15 GPa. Extratcting a valence change from the note, however, that the internal field arises from a number of
Mo5ssbauer isomer shifts with pressure is not straightfor- contributions, detailed analysis is needed to understand the
ward; it depends upon establishing the proper pressure con- apparent contradiction. We plan to obtain additional data in
tribution for a Eu2 ' "system with no valence change." At the intermediate-pressure regime to help clarify the role of
present we merely comment that the trend shown is in the intermediate valence on the ferromagnetic properties of
direction of a valence change toward Eu3". EuO.

The hyperfine field at saturation arises from a number of
contributions but is usually taken assa measure of the mag- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
netic moment at the Mossbeuer site. Our value at 31 OPa We acknowledge the helpful discussions with J. 0. Wil-
continues the trend found' at lower pressures. lis, M. Pasternak, and D. Wohilleben. The source was kindly

The increase of the Curie temperature of EuO with pres- loaned to us by J.0G. Mullen. This work was supported by the
sure was first studied by McWhan, Souers, and Jurat using U. S. Department of Energy, BES-Materials Science.
an ac susceptibility technique. They found that Tc increases
nonlinearly with pressure, reaching about 124 K at 8.2 GPa. 'D. B. McWhan, P. C. Staten, and G. Jura Phys. Rev. 143, 385 (IM6).
The slope of Tc with pressure continues to increase accord- 'A. Jaaamn A. K. Singhs, A. Chatteejee, and S. K. Devi, Phys. Rev. B 9.
ins to Moser, Kalvius, and Zinn' with Tc reaching 176(3) 2513 (1974).

K at 15.3 OPa. Dihlarzio et a!.' associate certain features of 3U. F. Klein, 0. Wortnan., and 0. Ms. Kaivius, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 3,
the pressure-resistance curves with Tc and find similar 5017)

'H. 0. Zimmer. K. Takemmua, YL Sysaen.s and K. Fischer, Phys. Rev. B 29.
trends to 15 OPa but with a saturation value near 200 K in 2330 (1984).
the range 20-25 OPa. Our data (Fig. 2) show Tc to be 105 K 'I. Moser, 0. M. Kalvius, and W. Zinn, in Proeedingsof the International
at 31 GPa, a value sharply lower than extrapolations of the Conferaee on the Aplicationa of the Masuhauer Elfect. Melbourne Aus-

previous experimental data and in disagreement with the allaAugs 1987 1 Hyperfine lntm~et. (to be published) I.
'D. Debtarzio, M. Croft, N. Sakai, and M. W. Shafer. Phya. Rev. B 3S, 8891

early predictions of Tc -300 K at 30 GAL8. A refined theo- (1987).
rys predicts that Tc should have a maximum for EuO-type I1. Rolar, K. Keulez, R. Dartysa, A. Fontaine, A. Jucha, and D. Sayers in
system accompanied by a reduced moment. The flriiloubt IXAFSand Nea E41o Structure II, edited by K. 0. Hodgaon, B. Hed-
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Probing molecular cages In polymeric gels using paramagnetic Ions: Internal
motion of cupric Ion In a cage

Darbha Suryanarayana
Materials Engineer & Systems Technolog Division, IBM Corporaion, Endicott New York 13760

The effect of high-energy irradiation on the aqueous solutions of certain water soluble
polymers, namely, poly(vinyl alcohol) and poly(ethylene oxide), brings about physical and
chemical changes. The cross links or networks formed in the polymer chains cause gel
formation. These gels are considered to be made up of cubic cells or molecular cages with size
varying between 0.6 and 1.5 im. Such cages have been recently probed using the paramagnetic
ions of hydrated cupric as well as vanadyl ions and were studied by electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) and pulsed EPR techniques. The time-dependent EPR spectra of Cu2" ions
in the cages are analyzed in this study using specific motional models, employing the modified
Bloch equations. Computer simulations show that the spin probe's motion is governed by the
segmental motion of the polymer chains.

INTRODUCTION results show that the spin probe behaves like a free ion in

The paramagnetic spin probes, such as nitroxides' and rather large molecular cages, whereas in small cages the spin

peroxides, "3 have been utilized in the past to probe poly- probe develops significant bonding with the polymer chains.

mers. Recently, this technique has been extended to probe The nature of chemical bonding between the metal ion and

complex systems, such as molecular cages in polymeric gels. the PVA chains has been determined using the pulsed EPR

A combined study using both electron paramagnetic reso- technique.'' In the case of Cu" +, the proposed structural

nance (EPR) and the pulsed EPR spectroscopic techniques model is schematically shown in Fig. 1. It is pointed out here

have been used particularly to extract valuable information that the spin-probe motion is greatly influenced due to its

concerning the motion and coordination of paramagnetic interaction with the polymer chains. Since the polymer ex-
spin probes incorporated in the polymer gels.'" hibits segmental motion along the direction of its chain axis,

Gels of water soluble polymers, such as poly (vinyl alco- the spin probe also moves with it. As a result, the EPR spec-

hol) (PVA) and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), have been tral line shapes are expected to change when measured as a

commonly prepared by irradiating the aqueous polymer so- function of temperature. In this study, the time-dependent

lutions using high-energy radiation, such as x rays or y rays.' EPR spectra of the Cu" ion are analyzed with specific ki-

The irradiation process creates transient free radicals in the netic models and are presented in this paper.

polymer chains,' such as main-chain radical, Figure 2 shows the experimental EPR spectra of

[-C-C-c-].
and the end-chain radical, CUPRIC IoN S0UND TO

POLYMER CHAIN[-C-C-] -C. . . .,

Bond formation with neighboring chains, resulting in cross z
linking and formation of networks, is energetically favored
by the presence of such radicals. When the number of cross-
linking sites increases, the solution viscosity increases, caus-
ing gel formation. Highly cross-linked gels are insoluble in
water. The structure of polymer gel has been considered to C
be made up of cubic cells or cages with an average edge (L). H CH"

In PVA gels, the cell dimension has been calculated5 using "" *'H "

the following equation: H'_ '"N ---- j o.

(L) (nm) =O.25[(5.1XIl0+ I.37XI08 C)/R I'l2 , Hcs CU

where C is the concentration of PVA in H20 and R is the 'C 1
dose in rads. Thus, by controlling C and R it is possible to " .H H

prepare PVA gels with various average dimensions. Typical - H H H

cage sizes can vary between 1.5 and 0.6 nm upon exposure to
10-100 Mrsd range.

These cages are large enough to accommodate complex
spin probes of transition-metal iom," such as hydrated cu- FIG. I. Scheatic representation of the hydrated Cu'2 ion bonded to the
pric CO + (uH20)61 and vanadyl ions [ VO

2 + (H2O) 5 ]. The PVA cains.
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1PR SPECTRA OP CUPRIC ION
IN POLYMER GELS

IT 1110K) IT- 77K11

A

FIG. 2. EPR spectra ofCu'* ions formed in
the PVA gels (Rtef. 5). Curves Aand BreferAi to the spectra measured in the Large cage at

XJ5 298 and 77K;, C and D were obtained in
small cages at 298 and 77 K.

'e'IV

20002000

CU2
+ (1 10), in the PVA gels having large and small cages.2  In Eq. (3), y is the gyromagnetic ratio, H, is the microwave

For CU2
1 ions in large cages, the room-temperature EPR magnetic field, r is the mean lifetime of any species in the

spectrum (as shown by curve A, Fig. 2) revealed a broad system, (T',)- is the average linewidth of species s in the
isotropic line, which is due to the rapid internal motion of the absence of motional effects, Mo is the magnetization of the
spin probe. At liquid-nitrogen temperature, the spin probe's species along z, w' is the sweep of the spectrum in frequency
motion is hindered and the EPR spectrum (also shown in units, and a', is the resonance frequency of species s. Equa-
Fig. 2, Curve B) revealed the anisotropic parallel and per- tion (3) contains both real and imaginary parts.
pendicular features, which are characteristic of Cu"~ spec- G = G,, + iG_. (6)
trum. In the small cages also, the EPR spectra (shown in
Fig. 2, curves C and D) revealed similar motional effects and Since the G. term yields the desired EPR line shape, its
the motional time scale was different. In the past, no detailed explicit form has been derived for the two-jump (N = 2)
analysis was pursued. Since these spectra contain all the es- case and is given as
sential information about the motion of the spin probe, an G, = 2[ (4 + 2r/T,)a + 1.b 7c] /2(a 2 + b 2C2) (7)
attempt has been made in this study to simulate the EPR where
spectra using a theory2 described below. a=-l, /2-rw~2 8

THEORY b = Awl + AW2 (9)

The spectral dependences as a function of jump rate, c=I+rT.(0
r'~, have been calculated using the formalism of modified In the above equations, it is assumed that T, = T'22 = TV,

Bloch equations. The polycrystalline EPR spectral line For the CU2 + EPR spectrum, one must consider both the g
shape is written a2 and A (hyperfine) anisotropy. Neglecting the nuclear qua-

./2 drupole term, one can write the resonance frequency, w', for
Y(N,Tr) = 7 1 G(0,0,r,N)sin G. (2) a single orientation as

e-o. 44-a
The gesneral solution G for Nsites is written as - = (1 1,12,13) PH(s) + m12(s))(j)

GI,,rM =lHM Vr f. (I -J[(;1)
J I/ where m, has 21+ I states with nuclear spin I= for cop-

(3) per. T"he diretion cosines, 11, 12, and 13, are given by
1it I= sin 0cog , 12 =sin 0sin 0, 13 =cose1. (12)

I AN + l Na~r) (4) SPECTRAL SIMULATIONS

andThe polycrystalline EPR specta were computer simu-
a, =(T.)' i(w., -aw). (5) Iated, using Eqs. (2)-(12). Simulations were performed us-
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RESTRICTED MOTION OF CUPRIC ION: POLYMER CHAIN DYNAMICS
SIMULATED EPR SPECTRA

(ITWO-AUMIP MOOEL)

'I i ,I
0.0001

0.0'I/

0.01

(CIIi (TETRAGONAL)

0.03 FIG. 4. Schematic models of polymer chain dynamics in cubic and tetrahe-

dra1 latticea.

0.05 can produce whole molecule rotation, segmental motion, or
translation motion of the polymer molecule.

9 
Assuming that

1.0 the backbone of the gel surface occupies a lattice structure,
the conformational changes correspond to movements on

200 GAUSS this lattice. If the bond angles are fixed at 90", we have a cubic

lattice. If the angles are 109"24' apart, then we have a tetrahe-
dral lattice. Thus, rotational isomeric states are possible at
0', 90', - 90 for a cubic lattice and 120', 0, - 120' for a

FIG. 3. Simulated EPR spectra of Cu+ motin using the tw'jump model tetrahedral lattice. Schematically, these polymer dynamics
9

are shown in Fig. 4. Since the spin probe is bonded to the
ing IBM PC AT. The principal g and A values of Cts2 polymer, its motion is governed by the segmental motion of
(gl = 2.40, g = 2.04, 41, = 140 0, and A,1 = 10 G) that the polymer chains. In the cubic lattice dynamics model, the
correspond to the "rigid" limiting EPR spectrum were used spin probe's motion is confined to a rotation in a single plane,
in the simulations. A linewidth of 40 G was also used in the which results in only partial averaging oftheg and A tensors.
simulations to match the experiment. Since the EPR spectral However, the tetrahedral polymer lattice dynamics can
linewidths are of the order of a few megahertz frequency, the cause rotation of the spin probe in an arbitrary plane, and it
r value is expected to lie between I and 0.0001 ps, and it was can create a rather complete mixing of both parallel and
varied in appropriate intervals between these extreme limits, perpendicular components of the g and A tensors which is
Figure 3 shows a few typical simulated EPR spectra ob- needed to produce the desired isotropic spectrum under rap-
tained for cupric ion motion. The features of the calculated id rotation.
spectra are briefly described in the following.

Using "very fast" interconversion rates (r= 0.0001 CONCLUSIONS
pas), the simulated EPR spectrum yielded an isotropic quar-
tet spectrum, which corresponds to an ideal situation where The time-dependent EPR spectra of Cu"

4 found in the

both the g and A values of cupric ion are fully averaged. PVA gels have been simulated using the two-jump model

Because of motional narrowing, the simulations predict a employing the modified Bloch equations. The segmental

resolved quartet spectrum, which is cbtracteristic of a freely motion of the polymer chains might play a role in spin-probe

rotating cupric ion. However, when the interconversion rate motion in the molecular cages.
is "slow" (r,<0.00l ps), then the resolved quartet spectrum 'L. Beliner, Editor, Spin Labeling. Theory and Application (Academic,
undergoes fine broadening, yielding a broad single-line EPR New York, 1976), Vol. I.
spectrum. This simulated spectrum matches closely with the 'D. Suryanarayana, L. Kevan, and S. Schlick J. Am. Chem. Soc. 104, 668
experimental EPR spectrum observed at room temperature (1982).
[see Fig. 2(a) 1. For r values close to 0.1 s, the simulated 'D. Suryanarayana and L Kevan, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 104, 6251 (1982).

'D. Suryanarayana, P. A. Narayana, and L Kevn, J. Phys. Chem. 6, 4579
spectra revealed the presence of weak hyperfine lines in the (1982).

low-manetic-field or high-g-value region, and their features 'D. Suryanarayana, P. A. Narayana, and L. Kevan, Inorg. Chem. 22, 474
are comparable with the experimental spectra. (1952).

M. Dole, J. Macromnol. Sci. Chem. IS, 1403 (1981).
'B. Ranby and J. F. Rabek, FSR Spectroscopy in Polymer Research (Spring-

Ur, New York, 1977).
Since the gel contains a fraction ofthe solvent, it iscon- 'A. Danno, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 13, 609, (1958); 13, 614 (1958); 13, 722(1958).

sidered that the polymer chain experience continuous born- OR. T. Bailey, A. M. North, and R. A, Pethrick, Molecular Motion in Highbardment from the solvent molecules. The elastic collisons Poymers (Clarendon, Oxford, 1981).
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A NMR study Of YCo 12B. and GdCo12BG Intermetallic compounds
K. Erdmann and M. Rosenberg
Experimentalphysik V1, Ruhr-Universift, PB 102148, 4630 Bochum, West Germany

K. H. J. Buachow
Philo$ Research Laboratorie.% 5600 JA Eindhoven. The Netherlands

Spin-echo nuclear magnetic resonance was used to study 19Co hyperfine fields in the
intermetallic compounds RCo 2B6 with R = Y and Gd. Two groups of signals were obtained
and interpreted in terms of anisotropic orbital contributions to the hyperfine field in the
domain walls and domains.

INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The alloys RCo 2B6 (R = rare earth) crystallize in the

hexagonal SrNi 2B6 structure (space group R3m) with one The frequency-corrected spin-echo spectra of the sam-

R site (3a), two Co sites (18g and 18h), and one B site plesYCO
°

2B6 andGdCo
°

2B6 takenat 
4
.
2 K

in the frequency

( 18h). From magnetization measurements it is known' that range 10-100 MHz are shown in Figs. I and 2, respectively.

Co atoms have a rather small average magnetic moment1co In the spectrum of YCoj 2B6 the "B and "B signal contribu-

ofabout 0.44p, in both alloys. The GdCo 2B6 sample with a tions can be expected only in the lower-frequency range

compensation temperature of 47.8 K has a ferrimagnetic ( 
< 10 MHz) because both the small average Co magnetic

spin structure in which the Co and Gd magnetic moments moments and the small hyperfine coupling constant for the

have opposite directions. The Y atoms can be considered as Co-B interaction
3 

shift the transferred HF(B) to low values.

nonmagnetic, whereas the Gd magnetic moment Pod This situation seems to be different in the alloy containing

reaches the Gd
3 

+ free-ion value of 7/pR. Because of differ- Gd. Here the large Gd magnetic moments shift parts of the

ences in the number of R, Co, and B atoms in the environ- "B resonance to values above 10 MHz. Because of the low R
ment of the two Co sites, the values of the Co magnetic mo- concentration in these alloys a significant contribution from

ments and therefore the hyperfine field (HF) at the Co( 18g) 99Y and "'Gd + Gd nuclei can be excluded. Therefore,
and Co(18~h) nuclei could also differ. On the other hand, a nearly the whole intensity in the spectra has to be ascribed to

nuclear-magnetic-resonance (NMR) study using the spin- signals.
echo method can provide evidence of differences in the val- Roughly, the spectra can be divided into two parts.

ues of the electronic magnetic moments of Co atoms in do- Starting with YC, 2B 6, one subspectrum, which will be dis-

main walls and domains, cussed below, consists of seven narrow and equally spaced
lines (Av = 1.85 MHz) and is centered in the high-frequen-
cy region at 76.2 MHz corresponding to HF(Co) = 7.55 T.

In the lower-frequency range three peaks at 26.7 MHz
EXPERIMENT (2.64 T), 39.4 MHz (3.90 T), and 49.5 MHz (4.90 T) are

The measurements on powdered samples prepared as found. In the sample containing Gd the upper subspectrum

described in Ref. I were carried out in zero external field at is shifted to 80.5 MHz (7.97 T) as the central frequency and
4.2 K using a modified Bruker B-Kr 322s pulse spectrom- has a width of about 13 MHz ( 1.29 T). The very regular
eter. To determine the hyperfine field distribution, nuclear structure found in the Y-containing sample is no longer pres-
signals were excited by pulses of I and 1.4 ps duration with ent. In the lower-frequency range one broad intense peak
50 ps delay time between them, the repetition time of the around 38 MHz (3.76 T) with a width of about 15 MHz

pulse sequence being typically 100 ms. After accumulation (1.49 T) and a comparable low-intensity peak at 20 MHz

of the phase-sensitive detected spin echoes, digital filtering (1.98 T) are found. The very regular structure in the high-

was carried out using a window of ± 200 kHz. As a measure frequency range ofthe YCo12B6 spectrum provides evidence
of the number of nuclei with Larmor frequencies in this win- of a well-defined quadrupolar splitting of the Zeeman line
dow around the spectrometer frequency, the echo amplitude into seven equally spaced components separated by 1.85
was determined and corrected for both the spectrometer fre- MHz due to the "Co nuclear spin of J. This was checked by
quency response and the third power of frequency. Further the nuclear-double-resonance technique where the nuclear
evidence pointing to the quadrupolar nature of the splitting magnetization at a certain transition (here J_- - 4) is mea-

found in the YCo,25, NMR spectrum was gained by apply- sured by a standard spin-echo pulse sequence. A pulse with a
ing the nuclear-double-resoance method

2 
with a pulse se- frequency differing from the spin-echo pulse frequency is put

quenceof 5pa-Sps (delay)-5#i-Wi0/s (delay)-7ps, where before the echo sequence. If the frequency difference is equal

the first pulse (pumping pulse) -.s to have a frequency dif- to the quadrupolar splitting frequency vQ, the spin-echo am-
ferin, from the following spin-. '.o sequence. This time, be- plitude increases, as shown in Fig. 3.
cause of the small band .; Ith oft ac power amplifier used for One is indeed tempted to assign the two subspectra to

determination of the spin-echo spectra, a broadband (I- Co signals arising from nuclei located at the crystallographi-

400-MHz) power amplifier was used. cally different Co sites in the RCoB 6 lattice. The environ-j 4113 J. Appi. PhyS. 63 (8), 15 April ION 0021-8970/80/004113-030240 M 19" A0ns Iraftft of Pt,,ysics 4113
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Sy C12 B6
0 12 B6

I FIG. 1. "Co spin-echo spectrum of
a YCo,2B, taken at 4.2 K in zero external
4 field with a pulse separation of r = 5C.s.

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 50 vIMHz

2 3 /. 5 6 7 8 HF ("CoIT

mentofCo( 185) atoms consists of three Co(18g) neighbors cies in the interpretation of the two subspectra as derived
at about 2.53 A, four Co(18h) neighbors at about 2.53 A, from the two different Co sites. First of all, the appreciably
four B neighbors at 2.04 A. and two R neighbors at 3.24 A. higher intensity in the low-frequency range does not agree
The total number of neighbors of the Co( 18h) site is also with the equal populations of the two sites. Second, there is
thirteen, but here one finds only one R neighbor at 3.21 A, no explanation for the large width of the low-frequency sub-
four Co(18g) neighbors at about 2.50 A, five Co(18h) spectrum as compared to the high-frequency one. An analy-
neighbors at about 2.50 A and three B neighbors around sis of dipolar contributions under the assumption that the
2.03 A. From NMR measurements in binary Co-B alloys it magnetization rotates in the hexagonal plane would give rise
has been found4 that /co decreases as the number of Co to shifts ofonly ± 0.05 T for YCo1 2B6, which are very small
neighbors decrease and the number of B neighbors increases. compared with the difference of 1.26 and 1.01 T between the
Applying this result to the alloys investigated one would main peaks in the low-frequency subspectrum.
assign to Co at the 18h site a higher magnetic moment and a Because of the above-mentioned difficulties another ex-
larger value of the HF. One can try to estimate the magnetic planation is needed. The basic assumptions in this model will
moments at the two crystallographically inequivalent Co be that the Co spin moments do not differ very much and
sites in the YCo1 2B6 sample by ignoring an orbital contribu- that the high-frequency subspectrum arises from domains
tion to HF(Co) and taking for both sites the same hyperfine and the low-frequency one from domain walls. We believe
coupling constant of II T/pUS.4 With average hyperfine that the relatively large difference between the centers of the
fields of 3.3 ± I T and 7.55 T for the two sites, one finds subspectra of about 4.24 T for both R = Y and Gd arises
values of (0.30 ± 0.09)/,u and 0.6 9 /,u for the 18g and 18h from a strongly anisotropic orbital moment of the Co atoms.
sites and an average value of (0.50 ± 0.04) /B, which is Such effects have been observed in several types of R-Co
close to the one determined from magnetization measure- (Ref. 5) and B-Co (Ref. 6) compounds, giving rise to two or
ments (0.44/uD). three Co lines differing largely in the hyperfine field. Even

But a closer analysis of the spectra points to inconsisten- small orbital moments can strongly influence the hyperfine

SC 12 B6  FIG. 2. Spin-echo spectrum of

. GdCO,,B taken at 4.2 K in zero exter-
*.2 K nal field with a pulse separation of

= 50 ps. The spectrum mainly reflects
the "9Co hyperfine field distribution, but
contributions from "B signals are also
present in the frequency range below 20
MHz.

7 2 156 60 7 i0 90 VMHZ

2 ~a 7 W ("$Col/Ti
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from + 0.2 to -0.4 T, which can partially explain the
smearing of the structure in the NMR spectrum of this com-

3.7 3MHz pound.
* Support for the assumption that the Co moments at the

two sites are not too different comes from preliminary Moss-
S.bauer measurements of "Fe-substituted GdCo 2B6 made in

- our laboratory. About 80% of the whole intensity in the
M6ssbauer spectrum originates from Fe with hyperfine field

. Yo Bvalues between 13 and 15 T.
0.6" Y C012 B6 An argument in favor of the assumption that the high-

frequency signals originate from nuclei in domains is pro-
C I vided-besides the smaller intensity--by the above-men-ui 0.2- tioned M6ssbauer experiment, where a "Fe quadrupolar

0 Isplitting nearly equivalent to the value of 1.85 MHz obtained
f of 7is p 78 from the 9Co NMR experiment has been found. It is ob-
frequency ot first pulse / MHz vious that the M6ssbauer spectrum is representative for nu-

clei located in the doma- . However, more experimental

FIG. 3. Results of the nuclear-double-resonance experiment in the sample data on RCo12B6 compounds with different R and NMR
YCo,2B. at a frequency corresponding to the transition of the central line measurements in magnetic fields are needed in order to be
( = - J) of the quadrupolar split septet. The spin-echo amplitude in de- able to make a definitive choice between the two possibilities
pendence on the pumping frequency is shown and it is seen that the maxima presented in this paper.
correspond exactly with the maxima found in the spin-echo spectrum.
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A NMR study of R2(TM) 14B compounds with R Sm, Gd, or Lu and TM Fe or
Co

K. Erdmann and M. Rosenberg
Experimentalphysik VI, Ruhr-Universitiit, PB 102148, 4630 Bochum, West Germany

K. H. J. Buschow
Philips Research Laboratories 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Nuclear-magnetic-resonance spectroscopy was used to study hyperfine fields at Fe and B sites
in R2(TM) 14B compounds with R = Sm, Gd, or Lu and TM = Fe or Co. The transferred
hyperfine fields at B sites reflect changes in the magnetic structure of these compounds and are
discussed in terms of dipolar fields

I. INTRODUCTION partial removal of "B signal contributions due to a faster
In a previous paper' we reported results of both Moss- transverse relaxation than that of "Fe nuclei can be seen by

bauer and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measure- comparing the "B- 57Fe frequency range with 'B spectra
ments on R2(TM) 14 B alloys, where R was a nonmagnetic (bottom parts in Figs. I anu 2), which appear in the lower
element (La, Y, or Th) and TM = Fe or Co. In this paper we frequency range 10-23 MHz far ..-aN om "Fe resonances.
extend the NMR investigations to the compounds The "'B spectra were taken at the same values of r as those
Gd2Fe,4B, Lu2Fel 4B, Sm 2Co 4 B, and Gd2Co14B, where all for the higher frequency range and also at r" = 20/us in order
the rare-earth (R) atoms except Lu carry a magnetic mo- to get the "true" B hyperfine field distribution. In the spec-
ment. In addition to the hyperfine fields (HFs) at Fe nuclei trum of Lu 2Fet4B we were able to determine HFs(Fe) of
located at six crystallographically different lattice sites 16k, 29.4, 33.0, and 37.1 T at sites 8j, 16k2, and 8j2, respectively,
16k 2, 8j ' 8j2,4e, and 4c in the tetragonal unit cell, we want to in good agreement with Mbssbauer results, which are indi-
study the transferred hyperfine field (THF) at B nuclei 1o- cated by arrows in the figures. The Fe ( 16k, ) signals expect-
cated only at 4g sites. The investigated compounds show ed at 30.8 T could not be separated because of the intense "B
both magnetic anisotropies, being uniaxial for TM = Fe and signal occurring in the same frequency range. In the Gd-
planar for TM = Co, and small and vanishing R magnetic containing sample the HFs(Fe) are shifted to 33.3, 35.9, and
moments (Sm and Lu) or large R magnetic moments (Gd), 40.1 T for sites 16k,, 16k 2, and 8j2, respectively, which, ex-
respectively, which in the latter case order ferrimagnetically. cept for the first one, are also in good agreement with Mbss-

bauer results.
II. EXPERIMENT The NMR signals arise mainly from domain walls

The alloys were prepared by arc melting in high-purity where contributions to HF(Fe) such as dipolar (Hdip ) and
Lorentz fields (HL.,) depend on the position of the nucleusaR (TM)4ae vaum aneing. For threareee s in the wall. This leads to shifts in frequency and broadening

R2 (TM) ,4B phase was obtained. For NMR measurements
the ingots were crushed to powder to reduce eddy currents. of the resonance lines and -besides the small intensity-

The measurements were carried out at 4.2 K in zero may explain why no distinct Fe(4e) and Fe(4c) lines could
external field in the frequency range 10-100 MHz with a be detected. The shift of about 3T found for all Fe sites in
modified Bruker B-Kr 322s pulse spectrometer. Spin echoes Gd2Fe,4B compared to the corresponding sites in Lu2 Fe, 4B
were excited with 0.5-r-0.65/zs pulse sequences at optimal agrees quite well with the increase of the average Fe magnet-ic moment when Lu is replaced by Gd in R2Fe 4B. 2

power levels. For each sample we chose a separation r Th Boet h heir lwfeq sid

between the pulses that allowed us to reach the best resolu- The B spectra have maxima at their low-frequency side
tion of the NMR spectrum. The phase-sensitive detected and corresponding to values of the transferred hyperfine field
accumulated spin echoes were digitally filtered with a win- THF(B) of 2.40 and 3.16 T for R = Gd and Lu, respective-
dow of ± 100 kHz before the echo amplitude was deter- ly. Although B atoms occupy only one site in the
mined. The amplitudes were corrected by the spectrometer R2 (TM) ,4B structure, the whole range of B signals extendsresponse and divided by the third power of frequency over =2.6 and = 1 2 T for R = Gd and Lu, respectively.

These values can be compared with those determined in

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION La 2Fel4B as a reference, namely THF(B) = 2.81 T for the
THF at the maximum intensity and a range of 1.5 T. TheA. Gd2F9140 and Lu2 Fe14B large broadening of the B spectra has to be attributed to

In the samples containing Fe a superposition of 'B and domain-wall effects, leading, as in the case of the Fe lines, to
"Fe signals was obtained in the frequency range 35-55 MHz distributions of both Hdip and H1 _, but in the case of B they
(Figs. I and 2). To resolve the 57Fe spectra the pulse dis- are amplified because of the larger gyromagnetic ratio of " B
tancerwas set to 3 0 0 js and also to 1000ps for R = Lu. The and 'B nuclei.
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FIG. 1. Frequency-corrected NMR
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10 ated fromt Mtissbauer spectra.
B
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In order to estimate domain-wall effects in the NMR site in the unit cell where the negative sign denotes a direc-
spectra we calculated the local dependence of H,~ in 1800 tion opposite to the local magnetization. At the edge of walls
walls, choosing a reasonable width of 3 nm and the classical and in domains, the dipolar fields reached values of 1. 1 and
continuum approximation for the magnetization rotation 0.85 T, respectively, where the splitting is negligible. There-
from [001 ] to [001 ] in the [ 110] plane because the [ 110], fore adifference of about 1.2 Tarises between the hyperfine
direction is the easy direction for the spins when turning out fields at B nuclei located in the center and at the edge of the
of the tetragonal c axis, at least for R = Gd above 1 10 K.4 walls, corresponding to a tie frequency range of 16 MHz if
We took spheres of 10 n radius, an average value foritty of only Fe magnetic moments contribute to the dipolar field.
2.2 us [except i1Fo ( j2) = 2.ju I and a value for /Urd of The range of variation ofHd1 , drastically increased when the
'7pu. In the center of the walls the Fe sublattice creates dipo- Gd sublattice contribution was taken into account. In the
lar fields between -0. 1 and + 0. 1 T, dependent on the B vicinity and in the center of the walls Hdip was shifted to

5,T

4.4

a - FIG. 2. Frequency-corrected NMR spin-echo
-I=100P spectrum of LuFe,,B taken at 4.2 K in the fre-

t aQOpsquency range 13-61 MHz with pulse separation

30 A5 i5b 60 5 hvIMH. r=20, 300, and 1000 ps. Arrows indicate

i 5 30 3 5 4 .0 HF(Fe) I T HFs(Fe) evaluated from Mossbauer spectra.
13 16T) The discontinuity of the amplitudes in the spec-

10 trum taken with r = i
0 0

,s is due to a multi-

>
0  plication of the amplitudes by a factor of 25.

-c 2
0ps
/ E t300Js

1b 1M 2 -13 1/. 1t 1bt I 2b 1/MNz

3-0 3.5 k0 TIFIBIT
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. .. .. .. .. .which was found in Co, - ,FeB alloys with a similar envi-
ronment of B nuclei,"7 we obtain a ratio of 2.8 between

7B Sm2Co 4B THF(B) values in R2Fe14B and R2Co,4B. Preliminary inca-
2 14SUrementS Of SM2Fe14B with planar anisotropy (as
4,2 K Sm 2Co,4B) give a value of THF(B) = 4.03 T, which is

about 3.5 times the value we find in the latter compound,
E supporting the expectation of our estimation.

A difficulty arises when one considers the strong reduc-
tion of the frequency width of the B spectrum to about 1/6 of
its value in the R2Fe,,,B compounds with axial anisotropy
when Fe is replaced by Co. From the above considerations

Is 20 2s VIMHz one would expect reductions of only about 2/3 of the value
;.0 , t2 f4 1. 1:8 THP(Bl/T found in the Fe-containing compounds.

The reason for this discrepancy resides in the circum-
FIG. 3. Frequency-corrected "B NMR spin-echo spectrum of SmCo,,B at stance that the investigated Co)-containing compounds ex-
4.2 K taken with r = lO1)ps. hibit planar rather than uniaxial anisotropy. This gives rise

to a different magnitude and dependence of dipolar fields on
the location of the resonant nuclei in the domain walls.

between - 0.3 and - 0.15 T, whereas at the edge and in the In the case of planar anisotropy, with the magnetic mo-
domains it reached 1.65 and 1.5 T, respectively. Evidently ments in the walls rotating in the [001] plane, we calculated
the additional dipolar contribution of the (3d sublattice in- the variation of the dipolar field taking is,, = 1.4/t., disre-
creases the range ofvalues of H5,, up to 2.5 T, corresponding garding the rotation of magnetic moments inside the sphere
to a "B frequency range of 34 MHz. The values obtained for because of the small anisotropy constant K3 in the plane. For
Fe contributions alone to Hd1 p and that including the Gd pj = 0.3Ma (Ref. 5) (Sm2CO14 B) the dipolar field reached
contribution are in good agreement with the experimental - 0.24 T with a splitting of ± 0.08 T around this value
data for the B spectra in R.Fe14 B with R = La or Lu and in when the magnetization is parallel to (l1101. In the case of
Gd,Fe,,B, respectively. uR= 

7YB (Gd2Co14B), Hdip reached - 0.58 T with a split-
IL smC01481 and GOSCO148 ting of ± 0.23 T. Both the positive shift of THF(B) (0.34

In the Co-containing samples pure "B spectra were ob- T) and the increase of the B hyperfine field range (0.3 T)
tained in the frequency 15--28 MHz. "9 Co signals were de- when comparing Gd2Co14B with Sm2Co,4B are in qite
tected only above 70 MHz for R = Sm and above 75 MHz good agreement with the measured B hyperfine field distri-
for R = Gd. Both the frequency at the maximum intensity in butions.
the "B spectra and the range of B frequencies are changed
when Fe is replaced by Co (Figs. 3 and 4). The values of
THF(B) at maximum intensity and the range of B signals
are 1.16 and 0.2 T for Sm2,C 1 3 and 1.49 and 0.5 T for
Gd.Co, 4B. The rather large shift of the B lines to lower fre- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
quencies mainly results from the smaller hyperfine coupling Financial support received from the Deutsche For-
constant ac~ and the smaller average Co magnetic moment schungsgemeinschaft and the Commission of the European
of about 1.4 14. Taking for the average Fe moment in Community in the framework of the research program
R2Fe, 4B a value of 2.2 jut and a ratio a,915 ac 0  1.8, "Concerted European Action on Magnets" is gratefully ac-
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NMR spin-echo studies In sputtered Heusler alloy films
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We have carried out at 4-K spin-echo studies (of 
55

Mn, 
63

Cu) on sputtered Heusler alloy
(Cu 2MnAI) films with substrate temperature 7, in the range of 50-300 *C in order to obtain
microscopic information on the magnetic structure. For T, = 60 °C a very broad spectrum is
obtained, revealing incomplete (disordered) formation of Cu2MnAI. For T, = 158, 167, 170,
and 210 "C, well-defined spectra are observed with Mn at 227 MHz and Cu at 241 and 259
MHz, respectively. Signal intensity studies reveal a maximum for T, = 167 'C in general
agreement with the magnetization results of Morisako, Matsumoto, and Naoe. The signal
frequencies are also in agreement with those obtained for the bulk alloy. For T, =300 "C, the
spectrum is broadened but the signal frequencies of Mn and Cu remain practically the same.
This spectrum is also quantitatively different from that observed for the film with T, = 60 C,

where a low-frequency tail is observed. The effect of post-annealing the films is also presented.

INTRODUCTION Hensler alloys following cold work was already reported.
2 

It
The magnetic properties of sputtered Cu2 MnAi was shown in Pd2 MnSn that the Mn moment on the regular

Heusler alloy films were shown to depend very sensitively on Sn site is antiparallel to the lattice magnetization. The Mn-

the substrate temperature ,.' The saturation magnetization Mn coupling at short distance in Heusler alloys is known to

M, increases monotonously when T, increases from 50 to
170 "C then decreases drastically for T, above 210 *C. The x- -, . 6oC

ray diffiraction diagrams showed that the films deposited at

T, of 50 "C were composed of crystallites of Cu2 MnAI. For
T, = 170 *C an additional CugAi4 phase was also formed. T,= 100OC

For the films deposited at T, = 210 °C the intensity of the
diffraction lines corresponding to Cu2 MnAI became
weaker. These lines completely disappear with higher 7, of
255 'C. We report here the NMR spin-echo studies of these ,- =15 'C
films in order to obtain information on the magnetic struc-

ture of these samples.

T=Mn T" 170 °C

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS .C.

The NMR measurements were done at 4.2 K using a E
frequency variable spin-echo apparatus. The rf field of the
exciting coil was parallel to the film plane. The film thick- o T. 210 

0 C

ness was about 1 pm and the surface area I cm2
. -

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONJS 4 T. 300 *C
The NMR spectra in zero external field are shown in

Fig. I. The resonance frequencies corresponding to 
52

Mn,

6
3
Cu, and 65Cu nuclei are about 227, 241, and 259 MHz,

respectively, i.e., the same as in the bulk Cu2 MnAI Heusler 200 220 240 260
alloy. The very broad spectrum for the film with T, = 60 "C F CMHz)
clearly shows that its crystalline structure is far from an or- FIG. 1. "Mn. "Cu. and "Cu spin-echo spectra at 4.2 K in sputtered
dered state. The line shape for the sample with 7, = 167 'C Cu, MnAI Heusler alloy films deposited at various substrate temperatures
is intermediate between those with T, = 158 C and 7, T,.Theresidualfinesbetweenthemainlinesareduetodeviationfromexact
= 170 C. The line broadening due to atomic disorder in stoichiometry.
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FIG. 3. Spin-echo spectra at 4.2 K for Cu2 MnAI alloy films deposited at T,

FIG. 2. Integrated signal intensity as a function of the substrate tempera- = 6and 300'C after annealing at 160 C.
ture T,. The x symbols at 60, 250, and 300 C correspond to samples after
annealing at 160C for 4 t.

bulk sample since annealing Cu2 Mnln and CU2MnAI
be antiferromagnetic. 3 Consequently the saturation magne- powders in the range2 200-250 °C for 24 h gives the maxi-
tization of a disordered Cu2 MnAI alloy should be reduced. mum ordering. The resonance spectrum of the powdered
As T is raised to 170 "C the resonance lines become sharper, Cu2 MnAl sample is then quite similar to that observed for
revealing a quasi-ordered structure. For T,> 170 °C the the film with T = 170 *C. We wanted to study the effect of
spectrum is again broadened but the main lines remain clear- thermal annealing on the properties of the films. For this we
ly discernible, selected three badly formed films with T, = 60, 250 and

The amount of Cu2 MnAI phase with theL 21 structure 300 °C and annealed them at 160 °C under avacuum for 4h.
is proportional to the integrated signal intensity. Since these For the sample with T = 250 "C no spin-echo signal was
films are soft ferromagnetic materials, a dc field of 5 kOe detected as before. There are changes both in the line shape
applied parallel to the film plane is enough to obtain practi- and in the intensity for the two other films (Fig. 3). How-
cally the same enhancement of the nuclear signal for all the ever, the annealing effect was much more spectacular for the
samples. The signal intensity was found to increase with the film with T, = 60 'C with an increase in the signal intensity
substrate temperature T, up to 167 °C (Fig. 2), in agreement by a factor of 4 (Fig. 2). Clearly, this annealing results in a
with the dependence of the saturation magnetization on T,. better crystallization of CU 2MnAi alloy. For the samples
A slight decrease in signal at T, = 170 'C is coherent with with T, = 250 and 300 'C phases other than Cut MnAI are
the formation of Cug A 4 phase as shown by x-ray difrac- so stableat 160 'C that annealing has little effect on the crys-
tion.' The absence of Cu2MnAI phase at T, = 255 'C as re- talline structure of the film.
vealed by x-ray diffraction is confirmed by the nonobserva- In conclusion, spin-echo studies of sputtered Cu2 MnAI
tion of any spin-echo signal in this range of frequencies. Thus Heusler alloy films show that a well-ordered CU2 MnAI
the small residual magnetization at this point could be due to structure is obtained when the substrate temperature T, is
some Mn-based alloys among #-Mn and Cu 9AI4 phase as maintained in the range 160-210 'C. For the sputtered film
detected by x-ray diffraction. What is surprising is the reap- prepared with lower T, a substantial improvement can be
pearance of the spin-echo signal for the film with T, achieved by post-annealing the sample at a higher tempera-
= 300 *C. We can explain the dependence of the signal in- lure under a vacuum. On the contrary, annealing has little

tensity on T, as follows. The optimum temperature for the effect on the films deposited at high temperatures.
formation of Cu MnAI phase with a well-ordered structure
is about 167 'C. When the substrate was maintained near
250 'C the formation of other phases was strongly favored to 'A. Morilnko, h. Matsumoto, and M. Naoe, International Symposium on
the detriment of CU, MnAI. At higher temperature several Physics of Magnetic Materials, 1987, Sendai, Japan.'J. Schaf, K. Le Dang, P. Veilet, and I. A. Campbell.J. Phys. F 13, 1311
phases coexist and none was favored. It should be pointed (1983).
out that this behavior is much more complex than that of the 3K. Le Dang, P. Veillet, and I. A. Campbell, J. Phys. F 8 1811 (1978).
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Magnetic clseiig In LsNIs_,F9, compounds

Gmoulede Phydwdo S01144 ENS; Univer:04 PAvis V1, 2 keuni47 7PakQ 0,Fnc

G. Jehanno
DPILSRM CENSac*aj 91191 G(im ur-yveue Frnce

The magnetic phase diagram of LaNis _. Fe. (0czxc 1.2) has recently been investigated down
to 20 K. This range has been extended here down to 1.6 K. Magnetic susceptibility curves
X( 7) go through a maximum and then strongly decrease upon cooling below a temperature T,
which, for all iron concentrations, is smaller than 15 K, i.e., much smaller than the Curie
temperature T, for x>0.4 or the spin freezing temperature for x < 0.3, previously determined.
This anomalous behavior is correlated to a sharp decrease of the electrical resistivity at Ti.
Massbauer spectra do not show any anomalous behavior of the hyperfine field upon cooling
through Ti. These results, associated to the continuous behavior of the magnetic susceptibility
and electria resitivt verus thr nnentration, suggeat that with dereasing ong

range ferromagnetic ordering for x>0.4.

INTRODUCTION The magnetic measurements have been performed using
In a previous work' we have shown that partial substitu. a SQUID magnetometer in an applied field H = 20 Oe. The

tion by iron for nickel in the intermetallic compound LaNi, electrical resistivity measurements device has been previous-
induces a drastic change of the magnetic properties of this ly described,' as well as the Moasbauer experiment condi-
enhanced Pauli paramagnet: in the pseudobinary hexagonal tions.'
compounds LaNi. - Fe (0 <x~l.2), Fe ions carry amag-
netic moment ranging from 1.23 p, for xO.5 to I.52jus for RESULTS
x = 1.2. The iron spin freezing has been investigated 2 for the The zero-field-cooled (ZFC) magnetic susceptibility is
temperature range above 20 K: for x < 0.3 the observed pro- reported in Fig. I for typical concentrations
gressive spin freezing has been related to the 2D character of (x = 0. 1,0.4,0.75) which illustrate the physical properties of
the magnetic lattice; for x>0.4, a long-range ferromagnetic this system on both sides of the critical concentration
ordering takes place at a temperature T, rising from 50 K for (0.3 <x, < 0.4).
x = 0.4 up to 240 K for x = 1.2. The magnetic phase dia-
gram (Fig. 3 in Ref. 2) shows that forx40.3, the compounds
exhibit a spin-glas state whereas for x>0.4 a ferromagnetic-
phase is evidenced.

in the present paper, we complete the magnetic phase 116 Is
diagram in the (x,T) plane at lower temperatures (1.6
K <T< 20 K) from magnetic, electrical resistivity, and X.0315
Massbauer measurements. our results confirm the very pro- 'r .1
gressive spin freezing in these compounds down to lower
temperatures.

EXPERIMENT 54

Polycrystalline samples of different iron concentrations
are the same as those described in Refs. l and 2. For improv- .1
ing the quality of Mdssbauer spectra an enriched !"Fe sam-
ple has been prepared for x-=04 in order to get an absorber 50

with 0. 1mig "'Fe per cm'."61

T(K)

FIG. I. Zero-fleld-oooled aeteic suncepibility in a keld H= 20 Ge vs
O' Pu at ddrew. EisSKT, 5 Avanc Tabs Hoouuan. 100 Tanis, mcreaa~ng temperature for diferet iron concetratio. (Tbe semples

Tunilc have been cooled at a rate 20 K per hour.)
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For x =0.4 and 0.75, the peak at higher temperature,
50 ± 5 and 100 K, respectively, corresponds to the onset of
long-range ferromagnetic ordering at T, . For x = 0. 1 two K

ZFC susceptibility cusps have already been reported at
Te = 160K and To -100 K.but nospontaneous magneti-
zation is observed. For al1 Fe concentratio s, we find a new '7much smaller tha these characteristic temperatures, name-
ly, T, =3.5± 0.5, 8,and15 K for x =0.,0.4,and.75,
respectively, which gives evidence of another spin freeing. 1 2 3 45 6

The resistivity curves p(72) are investigated since they INK

probe the temperature dependence of the local spin correla-
tion (S, S )A at the scale of the electron mean free path A.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 2. For all concentrations, a FI.3 a Misae
very sharp decrease of p upon cooling is observed at s tem- 42 (F peched near L.N ,

W peratture smaller but close to T,. Actually, T, corresponds to (40 K) and T. (8 X). (b)
a break in the slope of the p(T) curve, which suggests the Hyperfine field vs tempera-
existence of enhanced magnetic fluctuations at thi tempera- -se o o&4. vicilinfth.
ture. Such fluctuations are even more apparent at low con-vintyoT,
centrations x where, like in the x =0. 1 sample, p () goes
through a maxinum in the close vicinity of T1. Note that the
amplitudes of the susceptibility cusps at T, and T. have the '

* same order of magnitude, because X is a probe of the bulk 170 x.04
magnetic properties and is thus sensitive to the onset of a
long-range ferromagnetic ordering. The very small anomaly 100
ofp() at T, is due to the fact thatp(7) is only sensitiveto s:so
the local spin properties and this means that the ferromagne-

* tic phase is very inhomogeneous at the microscopic scale of A 'Ml W 2o 30
with large local spin fluctuations which freeze at T_ T1. lb)hIK

To further investigate the nature of this spin freezing,
1 7FeM&ssbauer absorption experiments have been carried
out on the LaNi 6 Feu4 compound. This yields a unique qua-
dripolar spectrumn (&EQ = tJ1)mrn nthe paramaguetirc this temperature is not associated with a transition from a
region and shows that magnetic ordering appears near T, ferromagnetic phs tos retat spin-gas stat. In patc-

is K Hs_ poweaver bdo sto K[F agna ethe spectru ular, down to 1.4 K a quadrupolar interaction is present.
is a~. upof vry roa stuctreessmageti spctum Tis shows that the orientations of the magnetic moments

and of a residual paramagnetic component which prgrs are not randomly distributed with respect to the local princi-
sively disappears near T = 35 K. This can be itrreted as plai fteeeti il rdet(F)
being due to small superparamagnetic clusters fluctuating at Moreover, the measured hyperfine field [Fig. 3(b)]
frequencies much higher than the nuclear Larmor frequen- vaismotlandesothwaydsctnuyb-

At lower temperatures (T< 30 K) six well-defined lines
Of magnetic spectrv are present [ (Fig. 3(a)]. We also ob-
serve that the shape of the spectra does not change with
temperature in the vicinity ofT, =8 K. T"his indicates that go

P

X. OAO so

T c FIG. 2. Reistivity ve tem. 0~ U m OA s

.76 concentration as in Fig. 1.
(use eanplas have been

X.41cooled at a rate 201 K pe FIG. 4. Magnetic pLane diagram of LaNi, - Fe. at low temperature. F is
As hour.) the nhoengmo- Iheroanagnetic plase, P is the paramagnti pbae. and

I1 50 S the api glass phase. Experimentuideteratinationsof theCutie temnper-
k 5 Iharet (flil lie) have been repote from Rd. 2 using the same symbols con-o

0 so 10PkWeby the resultfor x - 0.6. Experimental data for T, (danhedlifte) have
bu edducedfrmmagnetic (A)and tramsport() poperties a ex-

1(K) plained in the text.
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tween 30 and 1.4 K. This rules out the possibility that collec- ture of the magnetic lattice2 with iron spins almost exclusive-
tive freezing of transverse spin components occurs as has ly located in the plane z = 1/2 of the hexagonal structure.
been observed in other cases.45 For x>0.4 the sharp drop of resistivity at T, can be com-

All the magnetic spectra have been fitted in terms of a pared to the behavior of another RKKY spin glass,
uniqueset ofhyperfine parameters. The quadrupole interac- Sn - .Mn. Te,7 in which Tj could be ascribed to the reen-
tion was blocked at the value obtained at 77 K (AE2 trantspin-glass temperature T,. The decrease ofp at T, cor-

- 1.035 mm/s) and for all the spectra the same values of 0 responds to an enhancement of the short-range spin correla-
(the angle between Rh, and the principal EFG axis) and q tion at the expense of the weak long-range ferromagnetic
(the EFG asymmetry parameter) have been found, close to ordering. There is, however, drastic differences between the
60 and 0.55, respectively, spin freezing at T, in Sn1 _ -MnTe and the spin freezing at

Finally, we note that for the spectrum at 12 K [Fig. T, inLaNisFe,.First, areentrantspin-glassphaseisbest
3 (a) ], a slight misfit is visible on the left-hand side of line 3. evidenced by a cusp in the imaginary part of the ac suscepti-
It is weaker at 16 K and 8 K and it disappears at 4.2 and also bility xL,s while no anomalous behavior of the real part X;,
20 K. At the present time we do not know how to explain this is detected (Fig. I in Ref. 8). To the contrary, in
modification of the shape of the magnetic spectrum which LaNis , Fe,, T, corresponds to a cusp of the static suscepti-
occurs at a temperature slightly higher than T1. bility, i.e., a cusp of X, in the low-frequency limit. Second, a

The set of these results lead to the magnetic phase dia- reentrant spin-glass phase can be observed only for spin con-
gram displayed in Fig. 4. A spin freezing is evidenced in the centrations large enough to lead to the onset of a long range
whole range of iron concentration at a temperature T, lower ferromagnetic order at T, >T,, with T, -T, at the magnetic
than the Curie temperature T, for x>0.4 and lower than the percolation threshold x.. However, in LaNi, - . Fe., we ob-
spin-glass freezing temperature for x < 0.3. This result still serve anomalies of p( 7) and X(7) curves at 7, in both
extends to lower temperatures the outstanding progressive ranges x > x, and x <x,. In addition, T, is much smaller
spin freezing observed for T> 20 K.2  than T, in the range x > x,. This additional spin freezing at

T, < T, is thus best understood in terms of percolation with

DISCUSSION finite size clusters coexisting with the infinite ferromagnetic
cluster formed at 7',.

Magnetic transport properties and Mssbauer experi-

ments show that the spin freezing at T, is most likely attrib- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
utable to the freezing of local spin fluctuations. This conclu- We are indebted to P. Lethuilier for his assistance in
sion is sustained by the fact that the x dependence of T, is SQUID measurements.
very small. We can, at last, compare this system
LaNi - ,Fe. with other spin glass systems previously de-
scribed in the literature, considering separately the two parts 'J. Lamloumi, A. Percheron-Guegan, J. C. Achard, G. Jehanno, and D.

Givord, J. Phys. (Paris) 45,1643 (1984).
of the diagram: x < 0.3 and x > 0.4. 'M. Escome. 3. Lamloumi, A. Percheron-Guegan, J. C. Achard, and A.

For x<0.3, the anomalous behavior of x( T) and p(T) Mauger, . Man. Mag. Mater. 65, 63 (1997).
can be compared with a spin clustering observed below T, in 'M. Esoorne, A. Manger, D. Ravot, and J. C. Achard, J, Phys. C 14. 1821
insulating spin glass EuSrS.6 Note, however, that such a be- (1981).
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ic interactions ae short range, favoring magnetic clustering. 11. A. Campbell, S. Senoussi, F. Varret, ]. Teillet, and A. Hamzi6, Phys.
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K Local atomic structure In amorphous Fe-P alloys
R. L. MoCally, J. S. Morgan, T. J. Kitenmacher, and K. Moorjani
The Johns Hopkins UniwArt Applied Physcs Laboratory, Johns Hopkins Road Laurel Maryland 20707

Amorphous alloys Fe.Pioo- have been fabricated by rf sputtering in the composition range
50<x<75. Only a-Fe7s Pis is ferromagnetic at 293 K, with its Mosbauer spectrum consisting
of six broad lines. This simple spectrum difers markedly from that of c-Fe3 P. Similarly,
thermogravimetric analysis yielded T, = 550 K for the amorphous phase, a value considerably
lower than that of the crystalline phase (700 K). The Moasbauer spectra of the samples having
x<71 were all similar quadrupole-split doublets. Mean isomer shifts (IS) and P(H) and P(Q)
distributions were determined using Window's method. The isomer shift is nearly independent
of concentration in the range studied here, but differs significantly from those of the crystalline
compounds c-FeP, c-Fe2 P, and c-Fe3 P. The effective quadrupole interaction is also nearly
constant for 50<x<71, indicating a similar local Fe environment. These results contrast
sharply with c-Fe2 P and c-FeP, which have different crystal symmetries and whose quadrupole
interactions differ substantially both from each other and from their amorphous counterparts.

INTRODUCTION Indeed, failure to bond the glass substrates to the cooled

Although amorphous alloys of Fe with sp elements of holder with a paste of apiezon-N and Cu powder resulted in
groups III and IV of the periodic table such as B, C, Si, Ge, polycrystalline films,

and Sn have been studied extensively,' it was only recently The amorphous structure of the samples was verified
that comprehensive investigations were begun on the glass- using a wavelength-dispersive x-ray spectrometer. Moss-
forming elements of group V. In particular, Chien et at.2  bauer spectra were obtained at room temperature (293 K)

recently examined hyperfine interactions and magnetic using a conventional constant acceleration spectrometer

properties of amorphous Fe-Sb alloys over a wide composi- with a 5 Co in Rh source. The hyperfine field distributions
tion range. Until now, amorphous alloys of Fe with P have P(H) and quadrupole distributions P(Q) were obtained us-

been made by electrodeposition3 or melt spinning,"' s and ing Window's method" with 15 terms in the Fourier series.
consequently the range of accessible compositions was limit- Isomer shifts (IS) were determined from the centroids of the
ed to that near the eutectic Feso pin. fitted spectra, and are reported relative to a-Fe.

We have used rf sputtering to fabricate films of The Curie temperature of a-Fe, P25 , the only composi-
Fe, P 1_ for 50,x< 75. Our aim was tolearn how the local tion that was ferromagnetic at 293 K, was measured using
atomic environment of the Fe atoms and ordered magnetic thermogravimetric analysis. The sample was placed in a
phases varied with composition and how they differed from commercial thermogravimetric balance (Perkin-Elmer
the crystalline Fe-P compounds in this composition range. TGS-2) and heated at a constant rate of 40 K/min. An exter-
Mossbauer spectroscopy is an especially powerful tool for nal magnetic field, supplied by a small permanent magnet,
this purpose and has been used here to determine magnetic exerted a force on the sample which disappeared when the
hyperfine and electric quadrupole field distributions, there-
by gaining information on the variation of the magnetic mo-
ments of the Fe neighbors and the local symmetry of the Fe
environment. Measurements of isomer shift yield informa-
tion on the charge distribution near the nuclei of the Fe
atoms. The Curie temperature of a-Fe7, P2 s, the only coin-
position that was ferromagnetic at 293 K, was also mea- X
sured.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Films were fabricated by rf sputtering in an Ar atmo-

sphere, with the vacuum before sputtering in the 10-1 Torr I t I A
range. The 1.5-4-pm films were prepared on 0.15-mm-thick -8 4 0 4 0 200 400
gh substrates. Because of the undesirable properties ofele- Vol (mm/we) Magnetic field (kO.)

mental P, sputtering targets were appropriate mixtures of
commercially available polycrystalline Fe-P compounds, FIG. I. M6aisuerspectra and P(H) distributions for a-Fe , Pis (top) and
viz., c-Fe. P, c-Fe P, and c-FeP. All stated compositions a c-Fe, P (bottom) at 293 K. The values of the hyperfine sid used by Wfip-
those of the starting mixtures. For compositions with xW71, pinetal. (Ref 7) to it the spectrum ofc-Fe3 P areindicated by the X'son
it was essential to cool the substrates with liquid nitrogen. the axi of the P() diftnbition foe -Fe, P,.
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FIG. 3. (a) M6ssbauer spectra for c-FeP at 293 K. (b) Mbssbauer spectra

FIG. 2. Mdasbauer spectra and P(Q) distributions for the amorphous al- of c-FeP at 293 K.
Ioys a-Fe. Po, at 293 K.

fields used by Wiippling et al to fit their spectrum,' while the

Curie temperature was reached, thereby yielding the value component at 247 kOe is between the other two hyperfine

of T,. fields they employed.
We found that the Curie temperature of a-Fe7, P., is

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 553 K. This is close to the value of 550.9 K reported by
Logan and Sun

3 
for an electrodeposited sample with

The left-hand side of Fig. I compares the Mossbauer x = 74.2. For comparison, Tc ofc-Fe3 P has been reported as
spectra ofa-FesP,3 and c-Fe3 P. The amorphous material's 700 K.' The suppressed value for the amorphous sample
spectrum consists of six broad lines whose relative intensity results from a distribution of the magnetic moments as well
ratio suggests that the magnetization is largely confined to as exchange interactions arising from many inequivalent

the plane of the film. The spectrum of c-Fe3 P, similar to that sites in the amorphous phase.

reported earlier,' is quite complex, consistent with its tetra- Samples with x<71 are paramagnetic at 293 K. Their
gonal crystal structure and three distinct Fe sites. Wippling spectra and corresponding P(Q) distributions are shown in

et aL' resolved a similar spectrum into four separate six-line Fig. 2, and are similar over the entire range 50<x<7 1. Un-
spectra, each having different hyperfine fields and isomer like amorphous Fe-Sb,

2 the quadrupole-split spectra are
shifts. The physical basis for using four spectra to describe symmetric; i.e., the intensities of the absorption peaks are
three Fe sites is not apparent; nevertheless their values for equal.

the hyperfine fields lie well within the bounds of the P(H) For comparison, Fig. 3 displays the spectra for c-Fe2 P
distribution for the amorphous sample, as shown on the and c-FeP. The difference between the spectra of a-Fe67 P33

right-hand side of Fig. 1. We obtained an approximate fit to (cf. Fig. 2) and c-Fe2 P is especially striking, in both shape
the spectrum ofc-Fe3 P using Window's method

6 by employ- and isomer shift. Crystalline Fe2 P has two distinct Fe sites,
ing 25 terms in the Fourier series. The derived P(H) distri- and following Wappling et a.,' we fit its spectrum with two

bution shows three major peaks. The components at 177 and quadrupole-split doublets, each having a different isomer

287 kOe correspond almost exactly to two of the hyperfine shift. The results [6, = 0.438 mm/s, L2 = 0.01 mM/s,

0.6 - (a) 0 J 0.8 (b)
0

0.6 FIG. 4. (a) Isomer shifts (relativetoa-Fe) and (b)
effective quadrupole interactions for a-Fe.P_ -..

0.4- alloys and crystalline Fe-P compounds. The quad-
E E 0.4- rupole splittings plotted for 

the 
amorphous samples

E E re the positions of the peak in the P(Q) distnbu-
_ tions. Symbols + areforamorphoussampleaand o

-Ln 0.2- areforcrystallinecompounds. Thelinesconnecting
0 0.2 the +'a are to guide the eye.

I I o r o I
40 60 80 100 40 60 80 100X X
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(IS)1  0.606 mm/s. and (15)2 0. 172 mmn/s] are in ex- ronments ofthe Fe atoms in the amorphous phase. However,
cellent agreement with those given earlier.' Crystalline FeP they differ significantly from the quadrupole interactions of
has a single Fe site, and our values (6 = 0.65 mm/s and either c-Fe2 P or c-FeP, indicating dissimilar local environ-
IS = 0.31 min/s) are again close to previously reported val- ments for the two phases.
ues.7

The important results of the Mossbauer investigation ACKNOWLEDGMENT
anecompiled in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).- Figure 4(a) shows IS as This work was supported by the U.S. Navy under Con-
a function of composition for the amorphous and crystalline trat No. N00039-87-C-5301.
samples. The differences for the two phases are striking,
especially at x = 67. Chemn et a)3 found for a-Fe. SbIaes-
that the isomer shift was nearly constant, diminishing only
slightly below x =60, while for x Z 60 it dropped sharply to
the value of pure Fe. The present data suggest a similar de-
pendence in a-FeP 1oo-, except that it is shifted inx. Fig- 'K. MoorjsnisandlJ. M. D. Coey, Magnetic Glases (Esevier, Amsterdam,
ure 4(b) displays the composition dependence of the qua- 1984).

drupole interaction. The values given for the amorphous 'C. L. Chein, G. Mian, and K. M. Unruh, Phys. Rev. B 32, 5582 (1985).
sampes re he psitonsof he pak f te P() dstfbu- 'I. Logan and E. Sun, J. Non-Cryat. Solids 20, 285 (1978).r smpls ae te psitonsofthepea oftheP(Q ditriu- M. Eibschiutz.M. E. Lines, and H. S. Chen, Phys. Rev. B 25,425 (1983).

tions. The interactions for c-FeP and c-Fe2 Pare substantial- 'K. Tanak" N. Saga, and K. Hiran, 1. App). Phys. 64), 728 (1986).
ly different, which reflects the different crystal symmetries 'B. Window. J. Phys. E 4.40) (197 1).

for these compounds. On the other hand, the quadrupole R. Wappling, L. Higgstrom, S. Rundqvist, and E. Karlsson. J. Solid State
Chenm. 3,276 (1971).

interactions for the amorphous samples are nearly constant 8E. Lisher. C. Wilkenson. T. Ericsson, L. Higgstrom. L. Lundgren, and R.
over this composition range, indicating similar local envi- Wappling. J. Phys. C 7,1344 (1974)
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Unusual magnetic and lattice transformation in UNiSn, a possible
half-metallic ferromagnetic system

N. Bykovetz and Warren N. Herman
Physics Department Spring Garden CollegA Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19119

T. Yuen, Chan-Soo Jee, C. L. Lin,a) and J. E. Crow
Physics Department, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122

UNiSn, as well as certain other ternary actinide compounds, displays very anomalous behavior
in the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity, p (T). In UNiSn this unusual p(T)
dependence has been attributed to half-metallic behavior with a semiconducting gap in the
minority spin band and metallic behavior in the majority spin band with a ferromagnetic
transition in the vicinity of 50 K. We have studied UNiSn using ..Sn M6ssbauer spectroscopy
and observed that annealing procedures influence the microscopic properties of the sample in a
profound way. As-cast samples are nonmagnetic. Annealing in the neighbor of 800 °C results
in the formation of a magnetic component. The conversion to a magnetic phase is incomplete
even after annealing for 210 days at 800 "C. The magnetic component goes through two
transformations: (I) a region below approximately 60 K where there is a coexistence and
gradual transformation of paramagnetic to magnetically ordered material and (2) a region
below 43 K where the magnetic component is completely ordered. In the region between 43
and 60 K, the hyperfine field shows a sequence of first-order transitions. The temperature
dependence of the "9 Sn hyperfine field for UNiSn is presented and discussed along with
measurements of the temperature dependence of the specific heat, electrical resistivity, and the
temperature and field dependence of the magnetization.

This paper was not proofread by the author; however, it has been proofread by one of the Publication Chairpersons.

INTRODUCTION suggest that UNiSn is a half-metallic magnet, i.e., a system

For several years, there has been rapidly growing inter- with a semiconducting gap in the minority spin band and

est in 5f-electron metallic systems with much of the current metallic behavior for the majority spin band.' The unusual
interest being driven by the anomalous behavior, e.g., heavy- properties reported for UNiSn have been attributed to this
fermion, spin-fluctuation, and Kondo behavior, reported for band structure. As with NiMnSb, a compound isostructural

many of these systems.z It has long been recognized that a to UNiSn, the splitting of the bands in these systems leads to

crucial parameter influencing the electronic and magnetic a 100% spin-polarized state. This feature has been attributed

properties of actinide (Ac) alloys and intermetallic coin- to the lack of inversion symmetry in such a structure. We
pounds is the Ac-Ac spacing, d A.. Hill has shown that for have measured the temperature dependence of the specific

dA, < a critical spacing d, =3.4-3.6 A, local magnetic heat C(7') and electrical resistivity p(T), along with the

moments are quenched due to the increase of intersite f-f temperature and field dependence of the bulk magnetization

overlap and that for dAA, > d, fispd hybridization is the on UNiSn. At low temperatures, UNiSn orders ferromagne-
3  ticaly and at high temperatures, it is paramagnetic with adominant factor influencing local moment formation. This

fact has attracted interest in systems with large dA.-A, where paramagnetic moment equal to (3.31 ± 0.02) ye and an an-

through alloying or selection of structure, thef-spd hybridi- tiferromagnetic Curie-Weiss temperature of 66 ± 3 K. In

zation can be varied. A very interesting new class of equi- addition, we have measured the temperature dependence of

atomicternaryUTXcompounds, withTbeingad transition the ...Sn hyperfine field Hhf in UNiSn using ttSSn Moss-

metal and X being a group-Ill, -IV, or -V element, has been bauer spectroscopy. These results indicate that the heat

recently reported.4 These compounds have dA.A Z d, and treatment of this system has a profound influence on the

display a variety of unusual electronic and magnetic proper- microscopic magnetic properties observed at low tempera-
ties. The compounds within this new class having the largest tures. The transition from the low-temperature ferromagne-

dt, crystallize in a cubic MgAgAs-type structure and dis- tic state to the paramagnetic state in the vicinity of 43 K is

play the most unusual properties. Within this subclass, unusual.

UNiSn is the most interesting. UNiSn has a large dA..A
.a4.51 A and a pronounced maximum in the temperature EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

dependence of the electrical resistivity p(7) followed by an The samples were prepared by melting stochiometric
exponential high-temperature resistivity which approxi- ratios of the constituents in a conventional inert atmosphere
mately follows a gap dependence of the form arc furnace. The samples were wrapped in Ta foil and placed
p(T)ocxep(&/2k7'). Recent bend-structure calculations in an evacuated quartz tube for annealing. The samples were

annealed at a variety of temperatures extending from 500 to
Pm adm Physics Deprswmmt, Brookhaven NaJosal A , 1000 C and for several different time intervals extending up
Upn 14Y 11973. to 210 days. Powdered x-ray diffraction studies were used to
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check the homogeneity and structure of the unannealed and too
annealed UNiSn samples. For the annealed samples, the x- 0 o*)
ray studies showed that the UNiSn crystallized in the cubic so
MgAgAs-type structure. The indexing of both the positions 20

and intensities of the diffraction lines is consistent with the 3®

MgAgAs structure, which is a modified Heusler alloy struc- (b)

ture of the type X2YZ with one X site empty. The Ni ion is at 250

theXsite, i.e., (0,0,0), whereas the U and Sn are at the (4,,) 200

and (%44) positions, respectively. The room-temperature 20

lattice constant was 6.39 A. The temperature dependence of 5 )
p( T), C(T), andX(T) was measured using a standard four- :
probe dc method, a quasi-adiabatic heat-pulse method, and a
Quantum Design SQUID (superconducting quantum inter- o ...........
ference device) magnetometer, respectively. The UNiSn i0.
Mossbauer specimens were prepared by crushing the sample o(
in a high-purity argon glove box and embedding 600-mesh G s0
sieved powder throughout a lucite disk. The absorber thick- 40

20 00ness was typically 10 mg/cm2 Sn. A Ca" 9 SnO3 source was L
used in conjunction with an electromechanical velocity 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

transducer in a triangular velocity mode. The temperature Tem .t,,. K)

dependence of the M6ssbauer spectra was measured from FIG. 2. Specific heat, magnetization, derivative of the resistivity (curve
1.6 to 300 K using a He bath or an adjustable He-flow cryo- shown in Fig. I), and the "Sn hyperfine field as a function of temperature
stit. (&ample annealed at 800 "C for 52 days).

Shown in Fig. I is p( 7) vs T for UNiSn annealed at

800 "C for 52 days. This behavior is very similar to the p(7) dp/dTvs T. The maximum in dp/dTvs Tappears to corre-
data reported by Palstra etaL." In the vicinity of 300 K,p(T) late with the features seen in C(T) and M(7). Thus, based
varies approximately as exp(A/2kT) with Am0.07 eV. The on these measurements it would seem that UNiSn has a fer-
resistivity reaches a value at the maximum which is orders of romagnetic-to-paramagnetic transition with a Curie tem-
magnitude larger than anticipated for the unitary limit for a perature T= 43 K. Thep(7) behavior is qualitatively con-
metallic system. According to a recent band-structure calcu- sistent with the anticipated behavior of a
lation, the increase of p( 7) with decreasing Tis due to the metallic-to-semiconducting transition in the vicinity of T.
semiconducting gap in the electronic structunre. At lower To more clearly establish the nature of the low-tempera-
temperatures the system orders in a half-metallic magnetic ture state we have also measured the '9Sn Mdssbauer spec-
state with the majority spin band becoming metallic.' tra versus T for UNiSn annealed at several temperatures and

The temperature at the maximum inp(T7) does not cor- for several time periods. Shown in Fig. 3 are representative
respond to features observed in C(T) and M(T). Shown in Mossbauer spectra of UNiSn taken at different tempera-
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are C(7) and M(7), respectively, for
UNiSn annealed at 800 °C for 52 days. There is a sharp peak
in C(7) at T= 43 K and this temperature corresponds
closely to the break in M(7) vs T. The T dependence of
M(7) is very similar to the behavior seen for other ferro-
magnetic transitions in weakly magnetic systems. Shown in
Fig. 2(c) is the temperature derivative of the resistivity

Co

r\ W...

i4 .

so* 31) 1111 011 M MO N . . . . . . . . .

-to - 0 S 10

Temperature (KM Velocity (m/a)

FIG. I. Temperature vatiation of the realstivity of a UNiSi sumple an- FIG. 3. 'Sn Massibuer spectra above and below the 43-K macroscopic
nmle a 800 C fior 52 day transition temperature.
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S- --- Certainly the HM-vs-T behavior obtained, along with
the T dependence of dp/dT, M( 7), and C(7), indicates that
the transition between the low-temperature half-metallic
ferromagnetic state and the paramagnetic semiconductor-
like state at T> 60 K is not second order, but instead is better
represented by a continuous sequence of first-order transi-

0 tions. Even though careful hysteresis studies have not been
completed, preliminary measurements of dp/dT vs T have

a - 2 10 days shown no appreciable hysteresis. The lack of hysteresis may
o - 52 days just reflect a small difference in the free energy of the two
A - 3 day. states. More careful studies are underway to address this

- 20 urs issue.
.... iIn conclusion, the measurements of dpdT, n(7te, and

o 10 to 30 40 so so M() nclearly indicate a transition from a paramagnetic state
Temperature (K) (with antiferromagnetic exchange) at high temperatures,

i.e., T> 60 K, to a ferromagnetic state at low temperatures.
FIG. 4. Fc.centage of Sn seeing a hyperfine field in UNiSn samples an- The drop in resistivity, as well as the electronic contribution
nealed at o °C for different time intervals. to the low-temperature specific heat, suggest that the ground

state is metallic. The T dependence of M(T) and the pres-
ence of a unique hyperfine field indicate that this metallic

tures. At 4.2 K, the spectrum is best fit with approximately state is ferromagnetic. The T dependence of H,, dp/dT,
90% of the Sn ions seeing a well-defined Hhf = 7.4 T and the M(7), and C(7) in the vicinity of Tc point toward a un-
remaining Sn ions seeing a zero field. The isomer shift of the usual ordering of the 5fmoments. Even though these studies
zero-field Sn is slightly higher than that of the Sn in the do not directly indicate that the magnetic state is a half-
magnetic phue. This result indicates the presence of a sepa- metallic state, many of the features are consistent with what
rate nonmifgnetic component. (The amount of the nonmag- would be anticipated assuming this new and unusual ground
netic compoiicsat decreases for samples annealed for longer state.
times.) As Tincreases, the fraction of Sn seeing Hhf remains
constant up to 43 K wher a precipitous decrease occurs, as ACKNOWLEDGMENT
part of the Sn goes into a zero-field state. This is seen in Fig. 3
as an increase in the central dip of the M6ssbauer pattern This work was supported by the National Science Foun-
(and is correlated with a corresponding decrease in the field- dation under Grant No. DMR 8219782.
split area). The temperature dependence of the percentage
of Sn nuclei seeing a nonzero Hhf is shown in Fig. 4.

Shown in Fig. 2(d) is the ten perature dependence of
Hhr for a sample annealed at 800 °C for 52 days. The Hhf as 'G. R. Stewart, Rev. Mod. Pitys. 56. 755 (1984).
T- 0 is 7.4 T and decreases with increasing T. However, Hhr 2B. Johansson, 0. Eriksson, M. S. S. Brooks, and H. L. Skriver, Phys. Scr.
is still at 0.8 of the saturation value at 43 K, the temperature T13, 65 (1986).
at which anomalies occur in dp/dT, M( 7), and C( T). Be- 'H. H. Hill, in Plutonium 1970 and other Actinides, edited by W. N. Miner

(Metallurgical Society of the AIME, New York, 1910), p. 2.cause the percentage of Sn nuclei seeing aHhf decreases rap- "4". T. Palstra, G. J. Nieuwenhuys, R. F. M. Vlastuin, 3. van den Berg, J. A.
idly above 43 K, it is difficult to trace the decrease of Hhf Mydosh, and K. H. J. Buschaw, J. Mag. Magn. Mater. 67, 331 (1987).
with precision for T> 50 K. A smooth extrapolation of Hhr and references therein.
vs Tas shown in Fig. 2 (d) would suggest that 1 1

r would go 5R. C. Albers, A. M. Boring, G. H. 0. Daalderop. and F. M. Mueller, Phys.Rev. B36,3661 (1987).
to zero at or below 60 K, which is much larger than Tc given 6R. A. deGroot, F. M. Mueller, P. G. van Engen, and K. H. J. Buschow.
by the macroscopic measurements. Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 2024 (1983).
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- Environmental Influence on the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate
in Cu. Pt,

J. Banhart
Institutfuir physikalische Chemie, Universitit Munchen, Sophienstrasse 11, D-8000 Muinchen 2,
Federal Republic of Germany

P. Weinberger
Institut f r Technische Elektrchemie, Technische Universitht Wien, Getreidemarkt 9,
A-1060 Wient Austria

H. Eberta) and J. Voitlander
Institut f ur Physikalische Chemie, Universitat Minchen, Sophienstrasse 11, D-8000 Munchen 2.
Federal Republic of Germany

The influence of the surrounding atomic configuration on the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation
rate of Pt in disordered Cu. Pt, - . alloys has been studied theoretically by calculating the
electronic structure of CuPt clusters embedded in a coherent potential approximation medium.
The resulting average nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate is found to be in a very satisfying
agreement with experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION DOS corresponding to a particular site i occupied by species

In substitutional alloys the nuclear spin- -ttic relaxation a and cluster configuration J can be obtained from the

rate maps neighborhood-dependent partial local densities of expression

states (DOS) at the Fermi energy. For this reason it offers nFI(E) = - (l/r)lm Tr R"[ "r'],, (1)
the possibility to investigate the effects of short-range order where the supermatrix ' is defined by its elements
and segregation in a rather ditcct way. Within the frame-
work of multiple scattering theory the relaxation rate can be [ 1 ]= {(t _- t )SO + [ ,r Id1 -. (2)
calculated as a function of configuration and-in the case of The size of the supermatrix is N X 2 X (1_,.. + 1)2, where N
binary alloys-its dependence on the number of atoms of one is the number of atoms of the cluster and I,... is the maximal
component occupying a particular shell of neighbors or the angular momentum quantum number used. In Eq. (2) t is
short-range order parameters, respectively, can be studied, the single site t matrix of species a and in Eq. (1) R' is a
A comparison with the corresponding results for the statisti- matrix of radial integrals'
cally disordered case allows a quantitative illustration of the
validity of the coherent potential approximation (CPA). Rz. = Z (r)Z, (r)d r, Q = (K,/s). (3)
Furthermore, a comparison with experimental values can be
used to interpret data corresponding to one and the same The configuration-dependent DOS can now be used to cal-
"macroscopical" concentration, however, obtained from culate configuration-dependent nuclear spin-lattic relaxa-
samples of different preparational origin and therefore dif- tion rates
ferent states of order. In the present paper the theoretical Pt ( e) ( 2j+l
nuclear spin-lattic relaxation rate in Cu. Pt I - is discussed (T T) j=- 41rkfi T ") 6j(j+ 1)
for a number of concentrations considering all possible con-

figurations of a first-neighbor shell cluster and are compared X [ fl:A(EF)R (EF)]2
with available experimental data. For Cu50 Pt5o also short- I
range order effects resulting from a shell of second neighbors + . - n;'(EF) n '  I (Es)
are taken into account. In addition, experimental order-de- _o 3j+ I

pendent specific heats are discussed. X R .. ,()P), (4)

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK where the R (EF) are renormalized radial integrals ac-
The presented calculations were performed using the cording to Eq. (3.20) of Ref. 4. For further numerical details

fully relativistic embedded cluster method (ECM) 1 and are see Ref. 5.
based on results obtained within the framework of the fully
relativistic Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) CPA meth-
od.2 In terms of the so-called scattering-path operator i " the Il. RESULTS AIKD DISCUSSION

As the number of atoms of a particular species in a first-
neighbor shell cluster varies from 0 to 12 for a fcc lattice a
total of 144 configurations has to be considered. Going be-

Prepset address: Siemens AG.ZFETPHI I, Paul-osen-Str. 100, D- yond a first shell of neighbors, the number of configurations
5520 Erlangen, FRG. increases dramatically. For CusoPto, it can be argued' that
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in accordance with the CuPt structure short-range ordering Fermi level falls into the onset of the sband above the dband.
seems to occur not in the first shell, but in the second shell or It should be noted from Fig. I that values to the right of the
beyond. This particular case can easily be handled in the CPA result are due to "likewise" ordering (segregation),
present approach, because by putting "effective" (CPA) whereas the values to the left incorporate the cases with "an-
atoms at the positions of the first shell only 10 different sec- tilikewise" ordering (short-range ordering, SRO). In terms
ond-shell configurations have to be considered. Including of the Warren-Cowley SRO parameters a,, which are de-
the second shell, however, implies that the size of the matrix fined for an A atom at the center as
in Eq. (2) increases from 234 for one shell to 342. (5)

In Fig. I one can see that in CuoPtso the effects on the Pt
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate due to changes in the 1o- where n, is the number of all the atoms in the rth shell, n,
cal atomic arrangement are quite pronounced. These effects that of the B atoms, and values to the right of the CPA value
are found to be large for the first-shell cluster [Fig. I (a) I as correspond to positive a, and vice versa.
well as for the second-shell cluster [Fig. 1 (b)]. As com- Figure 2 summarizes the results obtained for various
pared to CusoPto the effects in Cu71Pt29 on the Pt relaxation "macroscopical" concentrations and compares them to the
rate due to changes of the configuration are much less dras- experimental ones given by Itoh, Asayama, and Kobayashi.6

tic. This, of course, has to be expected since in Cu7 1Pt29 the From this figure it seems that on the scale of T1T for Cu-rich
Cu PtI - , alloys such at Cu7 Pt29 local arrangement effects
are of minor importance. By comparing the theoretical val-
ues with the experimental data, 7 it is evident from Fig. 2 that
for Cu-rich or Pt-rich Cu. PtI - . alloys the agreement is ex-

CuAPt 5 a cellent. Unfortunately in Ref. 6 no account is given of how
the samples were prepared. It is therefore difficult to com-

I ment on the fact that for Cu 50 Pt50 the experimental value is
I considerably below the CPA value in the regime of segrega-

| tion.
,0.0 : By approximating the DOS for the long-range ordered

state in Cu5oPt., by a two-shell cluster corresponding to the
occupations in the CuPt structure, one effectively includes

0.06 .also a third shell, since this third shell contains in the ordered
number of P tosn t frst shell structure six atoms of each kind.' This situation is well rep-

resented by the embedding CPA medium. Together with the
0. ~DOS for the statistically disordered case (CPA) this ap-

CuNPtno proximated DOS for the ordered case can be compared to
1-t : ,,, CPA the experimental values for the linear coefficient of the spe-

0.10. cific heat y. The coefficient r is predicted by the calculations
to change from 1.34 to 1.08 mJ/K 2 mol due to ordering. This

* :result is in nice agreement with the experimental findings for
0.01 disordered7' (1.59 mJ/K mol) and ordered7 (1.03 mJ/K

mol) CuPt alloys.

0.06

number of Pt atoms in the second shell

0.1. (TIT) pt Cu. Pt I-_

1.11 0.1

i. Cu ,,Pt s

o~ I Ie l ii 1 "
nimtblr of Pt stams ;nthe frst shell

FIG. I. Pt nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate in Cu.Pt, __ for vaious i 1 0 0 0 0 50 7 0 9
atomic cosllgurations. The crosses represent the possible configurations, FIG. 2. Pt nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate in Cu Ptn ,; solid circles:

~while the circles give the CPA results. (a) Pt in Cu~ePtA with the occupa- expenmenta ( Ref. 7 ); open circles: KKCR-CPA reults; solid bars: range of
tion of the flrstonighbo shell varied. (b) Pt in Cu,1 ,Pt~e with the ocupa- variation due to changes of configuration in the first-neighbor shell; dashed
tion of the second-neighbor shell varied and CPA atoms in the nsat shell, br: range of variation due to changsaof onflgsraion in the second-neigh-
(c) as foe (a) but for Cu1 1 l't2 . ho shell.
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Crystal/chemical structures and magnetic properties of naturally occurring
Mn1.7 Fe.3 04
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Department of Chemistry, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1055

C. Bluncson
Spelman College. Atlanta. Georgia 30314

An unusually pure MnFe3 _ O4 sample (xag 1.3) from a regionally metamorphosed ore body
is expected to exhibit an approach to thermodynamic equilibrium unattainable in synthetic
materials. This expectation is confirmed by the observation of (1) a small tetragonal distortion
and (2) a complete ordering of Fe on the B sublattice. "'Fe M6ssbauer spectra, obtained at
298, 175, 125, and 92 K and in an external field of 30 kG at 92 K, exhibit magnetic hyperfine
splitting requiring the fitting of two subspectra, I and II. At 298 K, He. = 418 kOe, a = 0.36
mm s ',and e= 0 for the more intense subspectrum I, whereas for II He. = 403 kOe, 8= 0.34
mm s ',and e= - 0.15 mm s- '. The two subspectra are not split by a 30 kG external field.
Subspectra I and II correspond to Fe 3 ions located on a single magnetic sublattice.
Subspectrum 11 is assigned to Fe3 

+ ions in regions with locally, large tetragonal distortions as
a consequence of Mn clustering, which has often been invoked to explain the crystal
chemistry and physical properties of Mn. Fe3 -xO 4.

INTRODUCTION The iwakiite occurs in a regionally metamorphosed ore de-

Among the spinel ferrites, the Mn, Fe 3  O4 system, posit in which the mineral assemblage indicates formation
for I <x(3, is perhaps equaled only by Fe304 (Ref. 1) in temperatures between 675 and 975 K and pressures between
the challenges it has presented to the development of a coin- 0.4 and 0.8 GPa, conditions appropriate to the medium pres-
prehensive description of its structure, properties, and their sure epidote-amphibolite metamorphic facies.' The regional
interrelationships. 2 Thus, notwithstanding the large body of basis of the metamorphism leading to this occurrence of iwa-
previous works, the crystal chemistry, and electrical and kiite indicates heating and cooling rates much lower than
magnetic properties of Mn. Fe3 - 4 are of current inter- those obtainable in a laboratory synthesis, a more facile mass
est.' The principal obstacle in and between investigations of exchange between solid and vapor phases,' 6 and hence,
this system is the difficulty in achieving equilibrium among a greater opportunities for attaining equilibrium crystal/che-
number of interrelated processes. For example, the occur- mical structures.
rence of the tetragonal distortion is determined not only by Chemical analysis of iwakiite from the Gozaisho Mine
the achievement of equilibrium in the cation distribution of was performed by earlier investigators and the composition
the Mn and Fe ions but also by the approach to equilibrium was found to be Mnl. Fe2s Mgo.os Aoo*4Tio.o9O 4 . As
of redox processes among the + 3 and + 2 oxidation states ions other than Fe and Mn are present at less than 0.1 atoms
of Fe and Mn and by electron transfer processes which can per AB, 04 formula unit, the composition of this specimen
occur at temperatures too low for the concomitant changes may be given to a good approximation as Mn1.7 Fe1 3 04.
in atomic positions necessary for thermodynamic equilibri- X-ray powder diffraction was performed using CuKa
um. Therefore, the availability of a naturally occurring Mn. radiation and a powder difiractometer. After repeated
Fe, .04 sample from a setting suggesting a high degree of grinding with an agate motor and pestle, ultrasonic dispersal
thermal equilibration has generated this study as the investi- and separation with a hand magnet, a pure iwakiite specimen
gation of this sample might provide a unique opportunity to with a particle size less than 50,um was mixed with a silicon
further our understanding of the Mn. Fe3 - 04 system. This internal standard and the following lattice constants were
is a report of some of our studies of this mineral which is determined from the (404) and (440) lines: ao = 0.8514 nm
known as iwakiite. 4  and c, = 0.8552 nm (c/a = 1.004), in good agreement with

The close approach of the crystal/chemical structures previous values."
in this sample to thermodynamic equilibrium is indeed dem- The techniques for obtaining"' and analyzing the MOss-
onstrated by ( I ) the observation of a tetragonal distortion at bauer spectra have been reported in detail elsewhere. The
a manganese content lower than that for any tetragonally only aspect worthy of note here is the higher resolution of the
distorted synthetic sample, (2) an ordering of Fe3 

+ exclu- room-temperature spectra (512 data points) relative to the
sively on the B sites, and (3) compelling evidence for Mn + low-temperature spectra (256 data points).

clustering.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EXPERIMENT The "Fe Mdssbauer spectra are shown in Figs. I and 2.

The iwakiite specimen used in this study comes from the In Fig. I the data (points) are shown with the results of a
Typelocality, Gozaisho Mine, near thecity oflwaki, Japan.4  single hyperfine pattern fit (solid line). The inadequacy of
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FIG. 2. Sante as Fig. I except that the solid line now represents a fit Of Aw

FIo. 1. "Fe Mbdsbauer spectra of iwakite at (a) 92 K and (b) 92 K. and in hyperfine patterns to the data. Comparison with Fig. I shows a considerable
an externally applied field of 30 kG. The points are the experimental data reduction in the amplitudes of the RESIDUAL and a randomization of the
and the solid line is the fit of a single hyperfine pattern to the data. The structure in the RESIDUAL.
RESIDUAL is the difference between the data and the fitted pattern. The
large amplitude of and considerable structure in the RESIDUAL are to be
noted. of the RESIDUAL. The hyperfine parameters resulting

from the two pattern fits are given in Table I.
Irrespective of how the data are fitted, it is clear that the

this fitting scheme is clearly evidenced in the pronounced applied, longitudinal magnetic field of 30 kG occasions no
structure in the plots of the difference between the data and additional splitting of the spectrum even though the sample
the fitted pattern, e.g., the RESIDUAL, and in the maxi- is magnetically saturated [see Figs. 1 (c) and 2(c)]. If Fe
mum excuraions in magnitude of the RESIDUAL at indi- occupied the A and B sites of the spinel structure, a splitting
vidual points which is 4-5 times that expected. Further, the of the spectrum into two distinct components would be ex-
structure in the RESIDUAL indicates the presence of an- pected.9 The apilication of the external field leads to a re-
other hyperfine pattern. Therefore, the spectra were fitted to duction ofH. for subspectra land I, and the Fe3 + ions are,
two hyperfine patterns and the results are shown in Fig. 2. therefore, located on the B sites.9 Thus, with respect to the
The improvement in the fits is clearly evidenced in the close iron cation distribution, this manganese ferrite is highly or-
correspondence between the data and fits, especially for the dered.
line near + 8 mms - ', in the reduction of the magnitude of The observation of a bulk tetragonal distortion provides
the RESIDUAL, and in the randomization in the structure further evidence of the high degree of thermal equilibration
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TABLE 1. "Fe Maultaner parameters of iwakiite at several temperatures and in an aplied magnetic field.

H& f (6 Integrated

Temperature Subspectrumn (kOe) (mms'-') (ma S) inensity

298 K 1 4 1 8 (4 )b 0.01(2) 85

11 403(3) -015(3) 03Ocis

175 K I 49D0(1) 0.07(1) 67
0.018 (6)

11 467(l) -0.13(2) 33

125 K 1 498(I) 0.06(I) 67
-0.004(4)

11 486(1) -0.12(1) 33

92 K 1 507(l) 0.05(I) 75
0.005(5)

11 493(l) -0.15(1) 25

92 K 1 481 (l) 0.05(l) 75
-0.002(3)

H_, =30 kG t49()-0.15(1) 25

'Number in parentheses indicates error in last digit of reported values.
'Relative to an iron metal absorber, &U1) = 0.365(l) and 8(11) = 0.339(8) at 298 K.

in this sample. The cubic-tetragonal phase boundary at 300 kiite) occurring under the pressure, temperature, and time
K had been placed previously at x= 1.9 in Mn.Fe, - ,04 conditions of regional metamorphism has been confirmed.
(Ref. 10) and only noncooperative local distortions were The Fe3 + ions occur exclusively on (he octahedral (B) site.
proposed for a synthetic sample with an x value of 1.66. " In The x value in Mn., Fe, - ,04 at the cubic-tetragonal phase
contrast, the tetragonally distorted iwakiite indicates that boundary is also lowered to -1.7 in this naturally occurring
the equilibrium, cubic-tetragonal phase boundary is Closer to sample. Convincing evidence for Mn" clustering is also
an x value of -. ?. provided by "Fe Mobssbauer spectroscopy.

It now remains to provide some insights into the nature
of the iron sites giving rise to subspectra Iland 11. The differ- 'R. J1. Rasmussen, Rt. Aragon, and J. M. Honig, J. App. Phys. 61, 4395
ence in 5 is not statistically significant and is in all likelihood (1987) and references therein.

artiactof he fttig shem tha trats5 asa fee an- F. K. Lotgering and A. M. van Diepen, . Phys. Chem. Solids 34. 1369
an atfcofteftigshmthttet asafeva- ( 1913) and references therein.

able. The quadrupole interaction is significant and indicates 'V. A. M. Brabers, Y. G. Proykova, N. Salerno and T. E. Whall, J. Appl.

larer iel grdint nd resmaly argr stedistoin 4S. Matsubara, A. Kato, and K. Nagashimsa, Mineral. J. 9. 383 (1979).
tha tht o suspctrm 1 Itisproposed that the greater York, 1973), pp. 61-71, 304-305.

locl ste isorton esutsfrom a clustering of Mn' ' ions in 'A. Miyashiro, Metamorphism and Metamorphic Belts (Heisted, New
thevicnit o th Fe 'species of subspectrum 11. The oc- York, 1973), pp. 22-28.

curneoa e ion in acluster ofMn'" ions would lead NucI. Instrsun. Methods 14. M.7 Po1i9a7,). H adadL.Hri
to adeceas inthemagnitude of H, 12.1 in good accord 1B. J. Evans, F. Grandjesa, A. P. Litot. Rt. H. Vogel, and A. Gerard. J.

wih h rlaie agiudsof Hff (I) and H,,, (II). Magn. Magn. Mater. 67.,123 (0957).
9B. . Evns, . Phs. Cem. olid 29 157 968).
'"H M.O'Byon Jr an H.J. evisten, . Pys.Chem. Solids 30,1719

synteti samles theexpctaton L. Cervinka, Rt. Hosemann, and W. Vogel, Acta Crystallogr. A 26. 277

of clserappoac tothermodynamic equilibrium of the 2B. J . Evans and L. J. Swartzendruber, Phys. Rev. B 8. 223 (1972).
crysal/cemial sructresof a manganese ferrite (iwa- 'F. san der Wouds and G. A. Sawatzky, Phys. Rev. 8 4. 3159 (197 1).
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Solitons and Spin-Wave Instabilities Jill C. Bonner, Chairperson

Microwave solltons In magnetic garnet films (invited)
P. Do Gaspens, R. Marcelli, and G. MIccoli
Isftuto di E1etronica della Stato Solido del Cooglio Nazionale dells Ricercha Via Cineto Romano 42,
00136 Roma Italy

This work concerns some recent results on the excitation of solitons at microwave frequencies
in planar magnetic films. In particular, yttrium iron garnet (YIG) possesses the intrinsic
properties of dispersion and nonlinearity required for a system to support such a kind of waves.
In this framework, experimental results on a novel nonlinear effect, related to the propagation
at about 7 0Hz of magnetostatic volume waves in YIG films having thicknesses ranging
between a few microns to more than 100/Mm, have been interpreted in terms of a solitonic
excitation process. By starting from those findings, this paper presents an analysis of the
experimental aspects as a function of the various parameters involved (i.e., thickness,
frequency, wave vector, and so on) together with a concise discussion with respect to the
presently available theoretical approaches.

INTRODUCTION different kinds of MSW's can be excited: (1) forward vol-
ume (MSFVW's), (2) backward volume (MSBVW's), and

Formally, a soliton is defined as a traveling solitary (3) surface waves (MSSW's).They exhibit different proper-
wave which preserves its shape and velocity also after acolli- ties of dispersion as a function of frequency (for example,
sion with another soliton, the only possible consequence of a "up-chirp" trend for MSFVW's and "down-chirp" trend for
mutual interaction being a phase shift.' Such a definition MSBVW's) which make them suitable for several applica-
does not include dissipation in the medium which, however, tions as delay tines6 in microwave signal processing. Fur-
in some cases strongly affects the propagation characteris- thermore, MSW's are also nonlinear, owing to the intrinsic
tics. In practice, at least a small dissipation effect does exist, nonlinearity in the motion equation of the microwave mag-
but it is negligible when compared to dispersive and nonlin- netization (Landau-Lifschitz approach7 ). However, in the
ear terms. In fact, a balance between the dissipation and standard derivation of the dispersion relation,' the nonlin-
nonlinearity could generate solitary waves but not solitons in earity is assumed to be small and hence negligible with re-
the absence of dispersion.2  spect to the linear terms. For practical purposes, the validity

In common practice, it is not always possible to achieve of the above first-order approximation holds until input

suitable materials that satisfy the condition of a sufficiently power levels of about some mW in a continuous-wave (CW)
low dissipation. For instance, in the case of transparent me- regime for volume magnetostatic waves.9 Above that, the
dia, low-loss optical fibers had to be fabricated before the nonlinear contribution is no longer negligible and, conse-
propagation of light soitons could become experimentally quently, a severe limitation of the rf pulsed signal starts to
feasible.' Apart from the interest in the basic research, the take place.
above successful result has been the starting point for the From a theoretical standpoint, owing to the wide spec-
development of a wide variety of remarkable applications in trum of physical situations in which soliton propagation can
optical signal processing, such as the outstanding case of the be involved, several mathematical models are available to
soliton laser.4  describe the phenomenon. In spite of different starting

In principle, some systems in the field of acoustic and points, however, common features among them are the bal-
radio-frequency signal transmission also exhibit peculiar ancing between the contribution due to the dispersion, coin-
features to support soliton excitation. In particular, magnet- monly quantified as a second- (or higher-) order derivative
ic films such as yttrium iron garnet (YIG) or some other of the wave function with respect to the propagation direc-
substituted compositions qualitatively possess properties of tion, and the contribution due to the nonlinearity, common-
nonlinearity, dispersion, and low magnetic damping which ly depending on a power expansion of the wave function. For
appear appropriate to support the propagation of solitons at instance, the so-called sine-Gordon equation has been par-
microwave frequencies through the utilization of magnetos- ticularly successful in figuring out the behavior of unidimen-
tatic waves (MSW's). In fact, as is well established, magne- sional magnetic systems.'
tostatic waves are inherently dispersive slow electromagnet- In the present case, owing to the particular shape of the
ic wavess which are generated in a magnetic garnet (or starting magnetic equations, the approach based on the non-
ferrite) chip polarized by an external dc field H. Depending linear Schradinger equation (NLSE) " seems to be the most
on the direction of H. with respect to the film plane, three appropriate to describe the physical environment. In this
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-i way, expcted threshold powers for the onset of self-modula-
tion and self-channeling of initial wave forms (pulses),
which eventually develop into solitons, can be derived in a irwep.. g at

dipolar approach.' 2

_-i~put pulse
EXPERIMENT

In the framework of microwave signal propagation, circulator
some nonlinear phenomena deduced by analyzing the time
envelope of an output pulsed signal have been recently inter-
preted in terms of multisoliton excitation. In order to experi-sI s2
mentally achieve that result, garnet films characterized by ------ a
comparable dipolar and exchange energies have been ex- 7s
ploited. In order to satisfy the conditions of balancing
between the nonlinearity and the dispersion, it has been HO
found that the operational frequency had to fall within a
discrete number of well-defined regions of the magnetoex- o] I
change spectrum, close to the so-called repulsion gaps.Y3 In line

fact, experimentally resolvable gaps can be observed when-
ever some specific values of spin pinning at the film surfaces
are obtained for thicknesses not exceeding 5-6 pim (i.e., the
thinner the film, the higher the gap resolution).' 4 In the ex-
periment of Kalinikos and co-workers,' 3 

no soliton excita-
tion has been observed for operational frequencies falling FIG. 1. Experimental setup. In this configuration, well-shaped radio-fre-

outside the repulsion gaps. quency pulses as short as 20 ns can be launched.

Dissimilarly to the procedures of the above measure-
ments, here the detection and analysis of the output signal onto a grounded alumina substrate and a rectangular garnet
envelope in the time domain is not considered a technique chip is placed on them. One transducer is the launcher and
capable of achieving unambiguous results. In fact, mainly the other one is the receiver of the device. Specifically, 10-
owing to its limited operational bandwidth, an MSW disper- mm-distant 50-f-matched microstrips, evaporated on a
sive delay line (DDL) introduc-es an amplitude modula- 254-pm-thick alumina substrate, are utilized. As the oper-
tion'" of an rf pulsed signal passing through it. Such a modu- ational frequency is around 7 GHz, the constant dc field is
lation is higher when narrow-band microstrips are adopted about 4200 Oe. As mentioned, such a choice is due to the
to launch and to receive the signal, as is done in the present fundamental requirement to cut off any other source of non-
case. For example, for an MSW device characterized by a linear effects, especially the interaction with spin-wave
passband of about 100-150 MHz at 10 GHz, the presence of manifold. In fact, the work frequency falls definitively out-
several modulation side lobes hinders and confuses the de- side the region of overlapping between magnetostatic vol-
tection of possible satellite peaks peculiar to a multisoliton ume waves and half-frequency exchange spin waves (see
excitation. Consequently, the time-domain measurement Fig. 3) where a drastic limitation of the signal' output takes
technique has been excluded here and the nonlinear behav- place. On the contrary, if the configuration to excite
-or of the MSW DDL has been investigated by looking at its MSSW's is used, signal saturation due to the above mecha-
power response, namely, by measuring the peak output pow- nism occurs even at a rather low power level (i.e., about
er (P.t) as a function of the peak input power (P ,). Fur- - 20 dBm),thus masking the possible presence of other
thermore, films thicker than 6 pm have been utilized to nonlinear effects in that power range.
check the possibility of nonlinear wave excitation in the pure As a preliminary check, the power response to a CW
dipolar regime, thus avoiding the exchange interaction con- input signal has been analyzed. According to previous analo-
tribution. A schematic drawing of the experimental appara- gous measurements, 8 the relative trend is found to be linear
tus utilized in the present series of measurements is shown in
Fig. 1. 

..Another important step is to avoid the generation of
saturated power responses induced by standard nonlinear
processes such as the interaction of MSW's with spin-wave
manifold (second-order Suhl process) 6; for this reason, in
the present work, only magnetostatic volume waves have
been exploited.

To give a deeper insight, a schematic drawing of a simple
two-port DDL used to generate MSFVW's is sketched in
Fig. 2, where the d field Do is placed normal to both the chip ,

surface and the propagation wave vector. According to stan- FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of a typical configuration for a dispersive delay

dard procedures, two matched microstrips are evaporated line utilizing MSFVWS.
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FIG. 4. Typical power response nonlinear above a certain threshold sug.

FIG. 3. Graphic representation of the operational internal magnetic field sesting the existence of microwave soliton. In this specific case a 32-pm-
and frequency (black arrow) within the limits of MSW propagation and thick YIG film has been exploited. The operational frequency was 7 0Hz
existence of o/2 spin waves, as taken from Fig. I of Ref. 17. (i.e., He = 4.20 kOe) and the pulse length t, = 30 ns.

observed nonlinear effect can be interpreted in terms of a

up to input values of the order of 15 mW above which the decrease of the propagation loss inside the magnetic film for
output signal starts to appear saturated. When pulsed signals input power larger than the threshold value Pi. by invoking
are launched, the same linear response is always reobtained a mechanism of self-induced transparency.

20

whenever the pulse length t. is of the same order or higher Such an effect was discovered and studied in a resonant
than the characteristic delay time T,. When pulses shorter medium for a short pulse of coherent optical radiation
than T, are exploited, the response starts to be nonlinear which, under proper conditions, was found to propagate
above a defined threshold power (P. ) of the order of some without attenuation (from that, the use of the term "trans-
hundred ofMW or less, where the measured output power is parency"). The basic physical concept is that a pulse whose
found to be greater than that expected from the extrapola- duration t. is much shorter than the typical relaxation time
tion of the initial linear trend. Such a peculiar behavior is T, of the material does not lose energy as dissipation pro-
shown in Fig. 4 for a 32-#m-thick YIG film and for a pulse cesses cannot be activated. Above a well-defined threshold,
length of 30 ns (t. < Td = 65 ns). power is absorbed by the medium during the first half of the

The depicted power trend is opposite to what is observed pulse and given back during the second half.
when a signal limitation'

7 
occurs; thus, standard nonlinear The above picture is rigorously valid only for t, r, but,

mechanisms such as interaction with spin-wave manifold,'
6  

provided that the dissipation be properly accounted for [as
multimagnon or multiphonon confluence,'

9 
can be defini- in Eq. (3) and related discussion], it maintains its validity

tively excluded as origins of the phenomenon. up to tp : -r,. For t, > r,, the system loses energy according
to the standard linear damping mechanism.

THEORY AND COMPARISON In some previous works, it has been shown that the self-

The experimental finding of Fig. 4 (and analogous re- induced transparency effect is related to a soliton formation

sults for different films and pulse lengths), suggests that the process. The theoretical treatment has been developed for

loss reduction measured above the threshold power is quan- short electric field pulses by (i) combining the Maxwell and
titatively comparable with the intrinsic propagation loss of Bloch equations and (ii) noting that the pulse envelope is

the material. In fact, the total insertion loss affecting the rf described by a wave slowly varying with the time and the

pulsed signal passing through the measurement setup and distance (frequency and wave-vector modulation).

the device is due to both mismatch and propagation loss. The The solutions of the Bloch equations obtained by the

former one is related to various technical reasons such as above method break into a sequence of solitary waves which

matching of transducers, dissipation on cables and connec- have the properties of solitons
2
"; these theoretical results

tors, and so on, and it is inherently independent on the na- have been successively confirmed by experimental find-

ture of the input pulse. On the other hand, the propagation ings.' 22 As is well established, the Bloch equations have the

loss is correlated to the intrinsic properties of the exploited same formalism for the electric
20 and magnetic

3 
fields be-

film, namely delay time and magnetic damping, according to havior. Thus, the analogous treatment can be straightfor-

the simple relation (given in dB): wardly exploited for the magnetic-dipole moments as well as
for the electric ones.

PL = 10 log,, [exp( - yAHTd)] (1) The relaxation time ofa garnet system is evaluated by its
where y is the gyromagnetic ratio (in Oe- s--), AH is the resonance full luiewidth AM and it is defined by
feromagneticresonance(FMR) full linewidth (inOe), and r, = 2/(yAH). The linewidth for the utilized samples
T7, is the charactedstic delay time (in s). In this picture, the ranges from 0.3 to I Oe, consequently -, varies between 114
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and 380 ns, well above the pulse durations during the experi- 400
ment, which do not exceed 60 ns.

The other condition to be satisfied is that t, must be less
than the delay time Td. If te > Td the soliton cannot be
formed, as the spatial length of the pulse is greater than the
physical dimensions of the system, and the spins are not re- 300

laxed by the second half of the pulse in a time useful to appre-
ciate a propagation loss reduction. In this way, the spin sys-
tem practically "sees" a CW signal with a consequent linear
behavior. 0200

For a given pulse duration t. and peak power P.., the
pulse loses energy from t = Oup to t -t, owing to the damp-
ing contribution related to the fact that tp 5 r,. If the remain-
ing part of the pulse area (i.e., the energy available at t = t, ) t
is greater than the required energy threshold, the input pulse oo
generates a soliton which is detected at the output as a de-
crease of the propagation loss.

Owing to the bidirectionality of the transducers, the de-
lay line configuration shown in Fig. 2 does not allow the
creation of one soliton at a time. Hence, we can figure out a
"plus" soliton going directly to the output of the device, and /t 2 ,-2 5
a "minus" soliton bouncing on the film end nearest to the P r10-

launcher. However, the energy of the minus wave is partially FIG. 5. Experimental values of threshold power (in /W) as a function of
recaptured by the input microstrip, thus remaining under the inverse squared pulse length t72 for films having thickness of9pm (full
the needed threshold value. Eventually, the plus soliton squares), 32 Am (open triangles), and 107 pm (asterisks), respectively.

gives the unique effective contribution to the measured loss
reduction.

In the assumption that a soliton propagates loss less, the threshold power (which is also function of the pulse length)
above picture can be quantified as follows. The output power ranges from = 400 to =IpW.
in the linear and nonlinear region is written, respectively, Concerning a (possible) analytical description of the

P t) -Pi exp -Td for P<Ph, , motion of magnetostatic solitons, recently the nonlinear
Schrbdinger equation (NLSE) has been proposed as the

pL) _P. exp r rAHTd exp ( + D) most suitable candidate. By starting from the MSW disper-
sion relation (which implicitly relates the angular frequency

for P > Ph,., (2) w0 to the wave vector k), a functional variation on w and k is
where introduced to achieve a proper operator to apply to the am-

plitude of the magnetostatic wave function 4p. Physically, op
D = rAH(Td - ti,) (3) represents the potential function of the amplitude of the mi-

is the factor of the reduction of the propagation loss due to crowave magnetization m normalized by the saturation
the soliton excitation above the threshold, and r is the mis- magnetization M,. By standard mathematics, a NLSE is in-
match loss of the device. ferred from which the threshold power values can be calcu-

To test the assumption that the loss reduction is due to a lated. " The development is quite straightforward,' but
vanishing (or, at least, a reduction) of the propagation loss a reasonable comparison between theory and experiment
the D values inferred by Eq. (3) by means of experimental can be done only by having a correct evaluation of the frac-
determinations of AH and Td have been compared with the tion of input power which actually enters into the YIG film
slope variations deduced from several plots similar to those and by accounting for both boundary effects 7 and beam
of Fig. 4. The rather good agreement 4 found in the compari- steering.' 7' 8 Nevertheless, the theory gives the correct order
son of those two sets of D-factor values seems to confirm the of magnitude for Plh, values and, as verified in a recent
validity of the soliton hypothesis. Five pure YIG films hay- work,' 4 a linear dependence on t ' ' has been found to fit the
ing thickness ranging between 9 and 107 pm have been ana- experimental trends (see Fig. 5 for film thicknesses of 9, 31,
lyzed. They had been grown under different conditions and 107pm, respectively).
(growth temperatures and melt compositions) and, conse-
quently, are characterized by different FMR full linewidths. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Furthermore, their delay response depends on the thickness The authors are indebted to A. Paoletti for the encour-
(besides the bias conditions and the work frequency).8 . 25  agement and help. This work has been performed in the
Due to the above reasons, the (average) D factor varies from framework of ajoint cooperation between Consiglio Nazion-
1.04 to 0.36, which is equivalent to an increase of the power ale Ricerche and Selenia S.p.A. (which has supported the
output of about 2-4 dB with respect to that expected in the work of R. M.) and also supported by the P. F.
linear regime. In the same time, the measured value of the "M.A.D.E.S.S."ofCNR.
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One-dimensional Dzyaloshlnskl-Morlya antiferromagnets In an applied field
Cing Xia and Peter S. Riseborough
Department of Phyric Polytecknic UniVeriO,, 333 Jay Street Brooklyn, New York 11201

We examine the'one-dimensional antiferromagnet, with a small Dzyaloshinski-Moriya
component to the exchange, in a symmetry-breaking magnetic field. In the classical,
continuum limit, this system is shown to obey a double sine-Gordon field theory which
supports nonlinear, soliton excitations as well as linear, spin waves. We examine the dynamic
spin-spin correlation function. We find the contributions coming from the nonlinear soliton
excitations and the contributions from the quantized linear excitations. The quantized spin
waves produce nonlinear contributions to the correlation functions that exhibit qualitative
similarities to the soliton contributions.

I. INTRODUCTION which resemble those of the classical nonlinear excitations.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the dy- In Sec. IV we shall discuss our results.

namics of nonlinear systems. This interest has spurred on
investigations of low-dimension magnetic systems, since
these provide almost ideal testing grounds of nonlinear field II. THE CLASSICAL CONTINUUM THEORY
theory. The main advantages of low-dimensional magnets We shall describe the spins of the A and B sublattices by
are twofold: The role of the nonlinearities are enhanced at classical vectors of length S. The polar angles of the spin S,
low temperatures, since the low dimensionality favors the of the A sublattice are denoted by (Oi + 0j, *, + opi )I
occurrence of large amplitude fluctuations yet suppresses whereas the spin S' of the B sublattice are denoted by
long-range ordering. Secondly, magnetic systems are usually (19i - 0, - q'1 ) and the direction of this vector is then
well characterized by Hamiltonians that contain only one or reversed.
two parameters that can be fixed by experiment. This simple These classical variables have the Poisson brackets
description also includes the advantage offered by the possi-
bility of applying a uniform magnetic field, which allows the I cos 0, sin 0,
predictions of the nonlinear field theories to be tested under a {01;41 = {00P1} 1 - s 0- sin= 0,
variety of experimental conditions. 2." sin' ®9 - sin2 0'

The one-dimensional easy-plane magnets have been a I _sin 0, cos 0,
subject of intensive investigations, since they have an inte- 2S sin' 0, - sin2 e1
grable sine-Gordon field theory as their classical continuum
limit. In this note we shall investigate such a system, namely and
a one-dimensional array of spins coupled by an antiferro-
magnetic Heisenberg exchange interaction and a small {MI;0} = {1>141} = 0.
Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction. The Dzyaloshinski-
Moriya interaction produces an easy plane. We then apply a After forming the equations of motion for the four vari-
magnetic field to break the spin rotational symmetry within ables, we Taylor expand and linearize the resulting equa-
the easy plane. The Hamiltonian of this system is tions treating d lay, 0, and 97 as quantities of the same order

of smallness as A,, = D/J or A, = gut8H'/2JS.
7 1 I JiS1+, + I ( - ) D(S, A S, +) We shall introduce a dimensionless time r = J St, so

the resulting equations can be written as

For convenience, we shall take D to be directed along "r = +s
the z axis. The easy plane is then the x-y plane, and we may 6 _/ 40 + /t
choose H to be aligned with the x axis. There exists some -= 4 i +_ +Ac t0cost),
preliminary evidence that the above Hamiltonian may pro-

vide an appropriate description for CuBr 2 2DMSO an S _ = - cos 4[40.p - 2+ 0 (1)(b+2 -+
antiferromagnet with J/K = - 13.4 K. r +

In the next section, we shall show that the above system _ sin @(E + I "2." +A2 ,cos 2++
has as its classical continuum limit a double sine-Gordon 2 + s
field theory. We shall examine the nonlinear excitations and
evaluate their contributions tothedynamic correlation func- + 2
tion. In Sec. III, we shall show that these linear excitations
provide nonlinear contributions to the correlation functions, and finally
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+Acos(4 __ _Ah( cos t- o

Using these equations, we may eliminate 0 and p' to ob- 2 sech 2 71
tain the energy density sin(0)+I - ,h/( h +Ad) tanh2 7

A2- (A - 2)sin
2

o where

227 = [2(y - (r)]/4 1-"9[,(A,, +Ad)].
+ - sin

2
[ + The soliton has an activation energy of

-A.,sin2isin 4 )+2h.dsin sin O
. E, (v)= 4IhI [A h (Ad +Ah)

The equations of motion have solutions which are en-
tirely of in plane character, 0 = ir/2. The in-plane angle Ad Ad + 2h + 2[A (Ah +Ad )]/2
must then satisfy the double sine-Gordon equation, + - In(

a 240 a 24D2 k, Ad
- -2 sin 2)- 4,d cos4).

dr
2  

=- Near q=21r, the dominant soliton contribution to the

This equation possesses many interesting solutions, the quasielastic portion of the dynamic spin-spin correlation
most notable of these are the soliton excitations, given by function is given by

Syy ) n, exp [ -- E, (w/q*c)]
4itKn(fE, (O)) j1 - (/q*c) 2q*c( (rSA,)sin{q I -(o.qc) lnb/4[Ah(A,,

×!" sinh (rq4)t[ - _w/ c 2 ] _,,A, +"Ad

wherec = IJ Iis the characteristic velocity, q* = 12-- qj, p, =b, + -(2i+ 1) + C - ,
and 2 2

[1- A, %,\2] - where a is the canting angle between neighboring spins. This
b A I 1 A- canting angle is chosen such that the terms linear in i van-

I. J \A,+Ad J ish from the Hamiltonian, that is it is found from the equa-
The function K, (x) is a modified Bessel function. The x-x tion
component is given by a similar expression in which sinh is a
placed by cosh. sin a = Ad cos a - Ah cos -.

Ill. THE DISCRETE QUANTUM SYSTEMS The Hamiltonian is expanded in powers of the spin devi-
ation operators b, and S'. The terms of higher order than

We shall examine the spin-wave dispersion relation of quadratic may be neglected for sufficiently large values of S.
the discrete quantum system, and then evaluate the contri- The quadratic Hamiltonian may be diagonalized for Fourier
butions that these linear excitations make to the dynamic transforming to k space, and then letting
correlation function.

The Hamiltonian is rewritten in terms of the variables 0, = (a,,/fi ) (a' + a _)
S' and ip, defined by the Villain transformation and

St, = e* + 1), S, = (i/a. ) 4 (9/2) h a ),

Si- =S 2-S,(S, + I)e -"', where

where la,, I

[q,,,S;] =j5, . cos a +A d sin a + cos(k/2) +A,, sin(a/2)

The angle operator 4p, is then rewritten in terms of its (cos a +Ad sin a) (! - cos(k/2)) +A,, sin(a/2)

deviation from its equilibrium value through Thus, the harmonic spin-wave Hamiltonian .- iouid to be
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= ' ! (ata5 + aka~), should provide a direct measurement of the spin-spin corre-
2 lation function and possibly the spin-wave dispersion rela-

tion.
where In the harmonic approximation, the z-z correlation

fik/21J IS [(cos a + Ad sin a) + cos(k/2) function consists of twodelta functions corresponding to the
spin-wave creation and annihilation processes. The in-plane

+ 'Ah sin(a/2) 1/2 correlation functions can only be evaluated as a power series
X {(cos a + Ad sin a) [1 - cos(k/2) in S -'. In addition to the elastic Bragg scattering, and the

single spin-wave creation and annihilation processes, there
+ 2,, sin(a/2)} 2,are distinctive nonlinear processes. The lowest nonlinear

contributions are of order unity, and these include the two-
spin-wave sum and difference processes. The two-spin-wave

The interactions produce corrections ofhigher order inS-. difference processes form a continuous spectra centered at
An inelastic neutron scattering study of CuBr2 2DMSO wo = 0, and its y-y component is given by

S"(q) = 21r cos
2
(a/2)

× [ I + N(Oq,/2 -k )]N(O~q,/2 + k) (n' - ., _ k + coq-12 I k )

where N(x) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function. At that the q=21r quasielastic peaks are not unambiguous sig-
low temperatures, the Bose-Einstein function may be ap- natures of solitons, since the in-plane correlation function
proximated by for noninteracting spin waves also shows similar features.

exp ( #&wo) The solitons would also show up as a small w > 0, quasi-
elastic peak in the z-z correlation function near q - 0. Despite

for q=21r. Thus, the intensity of this quasielastic peak its small predicted intensity, such an observation would be of
should show the same type of exponential field and tempera- significance since it is an unambiguous signature of nonlin-
ture dependence as the soliton central peak near q _ 27r. The ear excitations and is completely absent from the harmonic
corresponding x-x component is given by a three-spin-wave spin-wave theory. CuBr 2 2DMSO might prove to be a suit-
difference process, and like the corresponding soliton contri- able system for testing the above results.
bution is reduced in magnitude from its y-y counterpart. In
the next section we shall discuss our results.
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Two-magnon excitations In quantum spin chains
Jian-Min Liu and Jill C. Bonner
Department of PhyicA The University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island 02881-0817

Quantum spin chains of higher spin are interesting in the case of both ferromagnets and
antiferromagnets. They comprise a wide range of model types-Bethe-Ansatz integrable,
nonintegrable, and with limited integrability. It is not well appreciated that the two-magnon
(two-body) problems is always solvable, by Bethe-Ansatz and Green's-function techniques,
regardless of the integrability character of the entire model, with interesting implications in the
context of solitons and bound solitons. Chubukov and Kveschenko have suggested using the
two-magnon problem in a test for integrability and claim to find additional classes of integrable
spin chains for s = I and s = 3" Here we investigate this situation.

INTRODUCTION Our continuing interest in generalized Heisenberg spin
chains with general spin s led us to consider the two-magnon

Recent developments in the area of conformal invar- (two-spin deviation) problem. Two-magnon states are, of
iance, and also in the phenomenon of chaos, have focused course, low-lying excited states for the ferromagnetic (FM)
attention on nonintegrable model systems. Spin clusters and problem. As is well known, the one-magnon (single spin
spin chains provide excellent hunting grounds for research deviation) problem is always solvable, and is the basis for
into integrable and nonintegrable phenomena. Further- simple spin-wave theory. It is less well recognized that the
more, considerable interest has been generated in the critical two-magnon problem can also always be solved exactly, for
behavior of Heisenberg-like antiferromagnetic (AFM) spin all spin values s and types of interactions, even when the
chains of general spin as a result of a prediction by Haldane complete spin-chain problem is not integrable.
that integer spin XXZ chains show radically different T = 0 Recently, Chubukov and Kveschenko4 have studied the
phase behavior from half-integer spin chains. Affileck has two-magnon bound-state problem in generalized spin chains
generalized Haldane's work, using techniques of conformal of higher spin, specifically s = I and s = 1. Their investiga-
invariance to make predictions for the critical behavior of a tions are based on an observation by Haldane5 6 concerning
variety of spin-chain systems of general spin s, including the behavior of bound n-magnon complexes. For any Hamil-
models with spin anisotropy, alternation, and biquadratic tonian of spin s, the n-particle bound-state spectrum has dis-
exchange. Very recently, Afleck, Kennedy, Lieb, and Ta- persion branches ranging over n consecutive Brillouin zones
sakii (AKLT) have investigated AFM "valence-bond in an extended zone scheme, for n<2s, while the spectral
state" spin chains, inspired by a conjecture of Anderson2  dispersion curves for n>2s extend over 2s zones. More com-
that resonating valence-bond systems may play a key role in pactly, bound n-magnon dispersion branches extend over
high-temperature superconductivity. AKLT draw upon ear- N = min (n,2s) Brillouin zones. Haldane investigated both
lier exact results by Klein.' nonintegrable5 and integrable5 model spin chains, illustrat-

Integrable and nonintegrable spin chains are fundamen- ing his observation for the case of s = 3. For the nonintegra-
tal to the study of magnetic solitons. Generally speaking, ble (Heisenberg) model, the dispersion branches consist of
true solitons are nonlinear excitations of integrable systems. both real and resonant portions, and the various branches
In the case of nonintegrable systems, the nonlinear excita- are not continuous across the five zones, showing gaps at the
tions do not have the stability properties of solitons in inte- zone boundaries attributed to Umklapp processes.5 How-
grable systems, and will tend to decay in time. Valence-bond ever, in the case of an integrable class of general spin-s chains
(VB) systems are an interesting intermediate case. We refer with SU(2) symmetry, first discussed by Takhtajan7 and
to systems where all states can, in principle, be obtained ex- Babujian, all branches turn out to be real (i.e., lie outside
actly for finite and infinite system size N as "integrable." the two-spin-wave continuum); and the various branches
AKLT have demonstrated that for VB systems, the ground remain continuous through the zone boundaries, showing
state and ground-state pair correlation functions can be no gaps. Chubukov and Kveschenko studied just the two-
found exactly, but not the excited states. Hence we find it magnon problem, and their major interest was to find gener-
convenient to refer to this new VB class of systems as having alized spin models having the "zero gap at the zone bound-
"limited integrability." Spin systems with limited integrabi- ary" integrability criterion conjectured by Haldane.
lity character are not new: they occur routinely in models A simple spin-chain system which displays all the var-
with competing interactions, and have been studied under ious (non)integrability features noted above is the spin-I
the names "disorder (order)" points and trajectories, "one- general bilinear-biquadratic model whose Hamiltonian is
dimensional lines," etc. They reflect a compensation effect
where the competing interactions in some sense cancel and
hence simplify the model. X SrSi+ $+ o2 )x (1)
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where J = - I for ferromagnets and IJ I for antiferromag- and the bound-state branches varies as the ratio of the two
nets. As the ratio parameter# varies, a number of interesting competing interaction terms in the Hamiltonian varies. At
special cases result. special ratio values, the character of the two-magon spectra

(i) P = 0. This gives the regular Heisenberg spin chain changes qualitatively (for example, a bound-magnon disper-
for s = I, predicted by Haldane5 to have a gap between the sion branch may touch or emerge from the 2SWC contin-
AFM ground state, which is a nondegenerate singlet asso- uum).
ciated with exponential decay of the pair correlation func-
tion, and the excited-state continuum. RESULTS

(ii) P = - I. This is a Bethe-Ansatz integrable model The excitations for several of the above s = I special
with SU(2) symmetry.7"s The ground state is a nondegener- models are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 (a) illustrates the Hei-
ate singlet below an excited-state continuum. There is, there- senberg spin chain withfi = 0. The boundaries of the 2SWC
fore, no AFM gap, and the AFM ground-state pair correla- are given by
tion function shows power-law decay. s'(k) = 2.(I ± cos k/2), (2)

(iii) 6 = + 1. This is also a Bethe-Ansatz integrable
system, but it has SU (2s + I ) symmetry in the case of AFM. where 0< Ik I <Tr. The 2SWC is indicated by the shaded area
This implies SU(3) symmetry in the case of spin I and an in Fig. l(a). For the Heisenberg FM, a single branch of
AFM Brillouin zone extending over ± 21r/3 instead of bound states appears below the 2SWC, degenerate with the
± 3r.10 FM ground state at k = 0.

(iv) 6 = + J. This model has been discussed in detail In Fig. I (b), corresponding toi = - 0.5, the bound-

by AKLT as an example of a VB system with limited integra- state dispersion branch below the 2SWC has moved up clos-
bility.I The AFM excitation spectrum is also under discus- er to the continuum, with a smaller gap between continuum
sion.1  and bound-state branch at k = ir. The notable feature, how-

(v) f = - 1. In this system, the behavior of the FM ever, is the emergence of a second branch of bound states

excited bound states is interesting, reflecting the onset of above the continuum at low k (the remainder of the branch

crossover between the characteristic "single-spin-deviation" disappears into the 2SWC as resonant states). The critical

behavior and the "two-string" (in Bethe-Ansatz terminol- value of P at which this second branch first starts to emerge

ogy) behavior characteristic of the integrable SU(2) mod- from the continuum at k=0 is given by P = - 1.12.13 This
el.12  new mode above the band enters the 2SWC at wave vector

For the two-magnon problem in spin chains, there are k( - .\ #_
two types of excitations. Free or scattering-type excitations k=2arccos -- for ->/>-1. (3)
produce a two-parameter continuum in the thermodynamic The result is that the upper bound-state mode lies entirely
limit which weterm the two-spin-wave continuum (2SWC). above the continuum for fl< - 1. Obviously the point at
Other excitations are the single dispersion branches corre-
sponding to bound complexes to two reversed spins. If the L e is special.exprssins or hes brnchs ar rel, he oun-stte is- Let us consider the case P = - I shown in Fig. 1 (c) in
expressions for these branches are real, the bound-state dis- an extended zone scheme. The lower and upper bound-state
persion branches lie outside the 2SWC. Otherwise, the branches coincide with no gap at the zone boundary, k IT,
branches enter the 2SWC and the states have resonant char- continuing across the two consecutive Brillouin zones. The
acter. In general, we find that the relation between the 2SWC situation is reminiscent of the integrable model discussed by

Haldane, 6 and the associated discussion. It turns out that the

(b ) spin-i bilinear-biquadratic model at the special value
, = - I is the spin-I member of the class of SU(2) Bethe-

Al AE Ansatz integrable models"0 whose FM spectral behavior is
discussed above.6 The qualitatively different behavior of the
two bound-state branches for #< - I and fl> - I again
indicates that here is a special point.

0 .k 0 k We briefly survey the models with 6i> 0. For 0<fl# ,
no upper bound-state branch appears, and the lower bound-

AE 
- state branch shows a progressively decreasing energy gap at

k = 7-. No special behavior is observed at the point/P = + ,

corresponding to the s = 1 Klein-Affleck VB system with
limited integrability, which is therefore qualitatively similar
to the Heisenberg FM at P 0. However, at the special inte-
grable point # = +1, the single bound-state branch de-

FIG. 1.Two-magnonexcitationsforspecialcasesofthegeneralspin-I bilin- taches itself completely from the continuum, lying below
ear-biquadratic chain. Th, 'bided area represents the two-spin-wave con- even at k = 0. This indicates that the aligned "ferromagne-
tinuurn (2SWC) and the solid lines represent bound-state dispersion tic" ground state, the lowest-lying state of the 2SWC, is no
branches. (a) shows the spin-t Heisenberg antiferromagnet. (b) corre-
sponds to an intermediate case with,6= -- 0.5, and (c shows the special longer the lowest-lying excitation of the system for ,> 1.
behavior of the bound-state branches at the integrable point P = - tin an Hence the SU( 3) integrable model is also a special point as
extended zone scheme, far as two-magnon excitations are concerned.
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SBETHE ANSATZ INTEGRABLE MODELS 8 = J(y - 1). (10)

The spin-I models corresponding to1 = ± I of Hamil-
tonian ( I ) are special cases of two spin-s classes of integrable Substituting (10) into Hamiltonian (7) gives

models."' Each class of models has a Hamiltonian which H= - J(2 + r)J' [ (S,.S,+ ,) + (SI.S,+ ,)2], (1)
takes the form of a power-series expansion of the bilinear
term (Si'Si + I) up to power 2s. However, the coefficients corresponding to the integrable point fl = + 1. Hence the
differ in the two cases. It is interesting to note that the AKLT s = 1 Chubukov-Kveschenko results yield both known
class of integer-spin chains with VB ground-state character s = I integrable models, but nothing new in addition.
also possess Hamiltonians of this general form.' The Chubukov-Kveschenko results for s = I may turn

The Lai-Sutherland class of integrable models are de- out to be more interesting. No identity of the form of (6)
rived from Hamiltonians based on the spin permutation op- exists in the case of s = i-hence the situation is not obvious-
erator for general s,"° the Klein-Affieck models are based on ly trivial. Adding fourth-order terms to Hamiltonian (4)
spin-pair projection operators,' and the SU(2) class were would be trivial, since we have the s = J identity
discovered via a systematic procedure using the Yang-Bax-
ter generalized star-triangle relations. ?' The question of in- (S,'S,+ , )4 __ _ 5($,"S, + )3 + (
terest remains: Are there additional classes of spin chains + W(Si.S,+ ) + W. (12)
which are fully integrable or have limited integrability which Chubukov and Kveschenko claim the existence of a class of
have not yet been discovered? integrable s spin chains according to the relation:

Chubukov and Kveschenko used a Green's function ap-
proach to study the two-magnon problem. Using Haldane's - 1 -- V7 + J8 = 0. (13)
result6 as a predictor of integrability, they studied models of Now the Bethe-ansatz integrable SU(2) chain with s = J is
the general type: given by Hamiltonian (4) with coefficient values

NH=-J [(s,.si + +(s,.s,+ I) 2  Y= - = (14)

It is easy to see that these special values satisfy relation (13),
+ 8(Sj.S, , )3]. (4) and hence (4) contains a known s = J integrable model as a

In the case of s = 1, their Green's-function method yields special case. Whether new s = J integrable models occur also
classes of integrable models whose coefficients are related by cannot be simply'ruled out as in the case of s = 1, and hence
the condition further investigation of such a possibility is proceeding.
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Spin-wave Instabilities and their revival by nonlinear mechanics (invited)
H. Suhi and X. Y. Zhanga)

Department of Physics. University of California, San Diego La Jolla, California 92093

Spin-wave instabilities in high signal power ferromagnetic resonance, first noted more than 30
years ago, have in recent years been reexamined in the light of modern dynamics. Both
experiments and computer simulations have demonstrated limit cycles, period doubling,
quasiperiodicity, and chaos as the rf power is progressively increased above the original
threshold value. A distinctive feature of this problem is the participation of a vast number of
spin-wave modes in the original instability, driving the system to a new fixed point with high
excitation of an entire manifold, The next instability is a Hopf bifurcation in which a pair of
collective modes grows into a limit cycle, and an accompanying spatial correlation pattern.
Center manifold theory is used to establish these results. Prospects for some approximate
analytic (as distinct from computational) treatment of the succession of higher bifurcations
are discussed.

Recent years have seen a revival of activity in a more able to answer this question for the case of the subsidiary
than 30-year-old subject: the outbreak of stochastic motion absorption,2 which is slightly simpler than the case of the
of magnetization in high-power ferromagnetic resonance ex- main resonance. In the same Ref. 2, experimental data were
periments. This renaissance appeared in the wake of recent presented which confirmed that theory, up to the highest-
growing interest in nonlinear mechanics, power level then used. As we known now, that new steady

An account of the oldest work in this field is given, for state, in its turn, goes unstable as the power increases beyond
example, in Ref. 1. There, it is explained how the uniform a second, higher threshold. In fact, there appears to be a
precession of the magnetization set up by the microwave rf whole cascade of successively higher thresholds ending in
field begins to parametrically feed certain spin-wave modes, chaos. Actually, what now appears to be the second thresh-
once the rf power exceeds a certain threshold. This happens old seems to have been observed quite early3 in the form of
as the result of nonlinear couplings of the uniform precession what were then called relaxation oscillations. (By now these
to those spin waves whose frequencies stand in the proper oscillations have been confirmed by many investigators.)
(i.e., energy-conserving) relationship to the frequency of the Revival of interest in this subject began in the 1970's and
precession. Depending on the experimental situation, one intensified in the early 1980's with a number of theoretical
distinguishes two principal regimes: (1) Spin-wave and papers.4"' These employed the terminology (though not
precession frequencies are equal when two precessional usually the methodology) of nonlinear mechanics. Almost
quanta break up into pairs of spin waves with equal and without exception (see, however, Ref. 5) they involved coin-
opposite wave vector (to conserve momentum). This hap- puter simulation of a stripped-down model which coupled
pens in the usual ferromagnetic resonance condition. (2) the uniform mode tojust one pair of spin waves, ignoring the
Spin-wave frequency is equal to one-half the precessional fact that in general a whole manifold of spin waves is eligible
frequency, in which case one precessional quantum splits for unstable growth. These calculations revealed almost the
into two spin-wave quanta, again with equal and opposite whole gamut of phenomena associated with increasing
momenta. This is the case under conditions of so-called "driving" parameter in other nonlinear systems (such as flu-
"subsidiary absorption," which characteristically sets in id flow between rotating cylinders, or in planar fluid systems
only above a certain threshold power, in contrast to the usual subjected to destabilizing temperature gradients). Most of
resonance condition. Under very special experimental con- the motivation for the crop of theoretical papers over the
ditions there is also a third case: coincidence of subsidiary past two years or so has come from the beautiful experiments
and main absorption. This case is marked by an especially of the Jeffries group at Berkeley,6 who were able to observe
low onset threshold of the instability. Finally, somewhat dis- these phenomena in resonance experiments on yttrium iron
tinct from these cases is the instability due to parallel pump- garnet spheres. Quite a few of their results are as yet unex-
ing. In that case the rf and dc fields point in the same direc- plained, but a substantial number can be well categorized
tion, and a signal quantum breaks into two half-frequency according to the schemes current in nonlinear dynamics. So
spin-wave quanta directly, without using the uniform it is with the results of other experimental groups, such as
precession as intermediary. N.R.L.7 and at UC San Diego: each group finds something

These effects were explained in the 1950's on the basis of unexpected and unexplained, in addition to results that are
a mode-mode coupling theory that explained the observa- more or less clear.
tions available at the time quite well.2 Once the instability At some point it becomes necessary to come to grips
onset conditions were understood on the basis of'a linearized with the issue o' the instability of an entire spin-wave mani-
theory, the question immediately presented itself: What does fold, as distinct from the model restricted to only one pair
the steady state look like beyond the instability threshold, if (or, for that matter, any finite number of pairs, of spin
indeed there is a steady state? One of the authors (H.S.) was waves). We have been able to do this for signal powers rang-

,Now at Control Data Corporation, 7801 Computer Ave. S., Minneapolis, ing from zero to values slightly above the second threshold.
7

MN 55435. This is done by first of all tracking the fixed points in the
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phase space subtended by the system: (spin waves + uni- ticular, it should cause the imaginary part of the susceptibil-
form procession) as a function of signal power, and then ity at resonance to decline with power more slowly at the
examining the motion of small disturbances around that main resonance than in the case of coincidence of main res-
fixed point. Consider the main ferromagnetic resonance. At nance with the subsidiary absorption.
very small applied signal, all the spin-wave amplitude co- However, there is one case in which coupling constant
ordinates of the fixed point are very small, appropriate to renormalization is of the essence, rather than a mere quanti-
thermal agitation, and the uniform precession coordinate tative improvement: the case of parallel pump instability
has its usual small-signal value. As the signal is increased, (PPI). In that case, it is the rf signal field itself that parame-
that fixed point begins to move, at first hugging the axis trically feeds power into the spin waves directly, without the
denoting the uniform precession, until the signal attains val- brokerage of the uniform mode. Therefore (unless there is
ues very close to the old instability threshold of 30 years ago. reason to include the back reaction of the increased absorp-
From then on it rises sharply into the phase space, but of tion on the rf field), there would appear to be nothing to
course does not go to infinity as would be implied by strictly prevent the spin waves from growing indefinitely once
linearized theory. Instead, when the signal power exceeds threshold is exceeded. In that case the runaway is prevented
the threshold by a few thermal energies, the fixed point set- exclusively by coupling constant renormalization, which,
ties down at a more or less fixed location in phase space, at here too, decreases to a value just below threshold value, no
which all the relevant spin-wave amplitudes now have finite matter how hard the system is pumped. The need for such
values. Further increases in signal power do not increase the renormalization was already pointed out by Zakharov et a.
precession angle. The reason for all this is that via the nonlin- As the power is increased beyond a further threshold,
ear coupling terms some small amount of power is being fed the system once again becomes unstable due to interactions
parametrically from the uniform precession to the spin among the now highly excited spin waves. This is verified by
waves (even at low signals) in such a sense as to decrease the determining the new "normal modes" of the system, that is
damping of the spin waves. As the old threshold is ap- to say the spectrum of small excitations around the steady
proached to within a thermal value, that damping becomes state. There are, of course, as many of these as there are spin-
very small, of the order of a thermal field (in appropriate wave modes, and below the new threshold they all decay
units). The expressions for the amplitudes of spin wave de- with time. But as that threshold is approached, the real part
generate with the uniform mode will then have the thermal of the decay rate of one particular pair (with complex conju-
driving field not only in their numerators, but will then have gate eigenvalues) steadily decreases, eventually crossing
nothing but the magnitude of that driving field in their de- zero at the new threshold, but the imaginary part of the de-
nominators. So, while their phases are then still random, cay rate remains finite. This pair has all the characteristics of
their magnitudes are finite and nonthermal. In the meantime a collective mode: a superposition of the original spin-wave
the damping of the uniform mode is greatly increased due to amplitudes, all of comparable size. (There is actually a sec-
the loss of power to the spin waves and the uniform mode is ond pair of collective modes, which, however, remains sta-
thus prevented from growing further with increasing signal. ble.) Beyond threshold, then, we have a pair of growing os-
So in a certain sense the old instability theshold doesn't exist cillatory modes. (All modes other than this exceptional pair
at all; what really happens is that the character of the steady remain stable.) We have shown elsewhere that if the lowest-
state changes rapidly and drastically within a very small order nonlinear terms are included in the analysis, the ampli-
range of applied power around critical. Alternatively, if one tude of the runaway oscillatory pair actually settles down at
neglects thermal agitation, this situation can be described by a finite value, and the steady state is thus a limit cycle. This
two distinct fixed points, a low-signal one (with all spin- process is called a Hopf bifurcation. The frequency of the
wave amplitudes equal to zero) which goes unstable above limit cycle turns out to be between tens of kilohertz and I or 2
the old threshold, and a high-power one that has the same MHz. Associated with this is a characteristic spatial auto-
form as the one just described. Taking into account thermal correlation pattern in the magnetization,' which oscillates in
agitation shows how the first fixed point changes continu- time with that frequency. At a given time, the autocorrela-
ously into the second fixed point. tion decays with distance as l/r, times a sinusoidal function

There is yet another effect that independently reinforces of r with a wavelength of the order of a domain wall thick-
this movement of the fixed point from position I to position ness. This pattern should show up in the structure factor
2: The interaction of the degenerate, highly excited spin measured in a suitable scattering experiment.
waves among one another. That interaction renormalizes A mathematical technique for establishing this Hopf bi-
the coupling constant responsible for the old instability, di- furcation for a system of essentially infinitely many modes is
minishing that constant progressively more and more as the so-called center manifold theory. This proceeds as fol-
threshold is approached. Its final value is such as to prevent lows: close to threshold the interesting few collective modes
the fixed point from wandering off to infinity; it ultimately (for simplicity we shall speak of a single one) decay or grow
sticks at location 2, very nearly the same as the one discussed only slowly with time. Therefore, in the equations of motion
above. This added effect has, however, an experimental con- of the remaining "single-particle" mode amplitudes, the
sequence: Detailed calculation shows that this gradual di- slow collective mode may be considered constant. The solu-
minution of the renormalized coupling should have a more tions of these equations involve that collective mode, and
noticeable effect on the high-power behavior of the main when these solutions are substituted in the equation of mo-
resonance than on that of the subsidiary resonance. In par- tion for the collective mode, a single equation is obtained for
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that mode alone, the so-called center manifold equation.' wherey = Zp,,0 /2A 2. Fork, slightly larger than k,'"', there
This program must be carried far enough to yield the lowest is a solution with y small
order nonlinear term of that equation, since the sign of that
term will determine if the limit cycle exists or not. The pro- (9
cess sounds simple, but frequently requires tedious algebra. t [I,
The complexity becomes quite prohibitive if one now looks for which
for the next higher threshold; aside from this, one cannot be A ,,
sure that higher nonlinearities would not have to be taken A- 1-I (10)
into acount to discuss that threshold. - I7 2I

We now sketch the formal development of these ideas. Thus, A is infinite at h, = Acr", and B* would appear to
The results concerning the fixed point follow directly, and be zero exactly at that point. In actual fact, if the thermal
quite simply, from the equations of motion for the slowly field is retained in the equation for BO, a more careful analy-
varying amplitudes Bk (t) of the spin waves Bke 'O (the uni- sis at h, = h " shows that A cc 1/ - I there. This
form precession amplitude being denoted by Bo ): means that exactly at h V, Bk still goes like the square root

b,, = ipAOB 2B *- - i1BA of the thermal field. But beyond h c"', B, acquires a nonther-
mal value, rising out of the noise as /(h,/h _') - I.

+ i k o PkBk, B_ k.B * k + ihk, As already mentioned, when the uniform mode does not
00 provide a "buffer" between the rf drive and the affected spin

B0 = i YpoB, B Bk B - Bo - i(h, - ho). (1) waves, the steady state comes about somewhat differently.
For the case of parallel pumping, the equation of motion is

HerepkA,,. is a coupling constant of spin waves k and k'and 7
is a damping constant (for simplicity assumed k indepen- Bk -B, +ihgB*uB +iIpkk.Bk,.B B + h,
dent). hk is the thermal field agitating the k th spin wave, and (11)
h, the signal field (both fields in frequency units). Of course,Ah, h and may be neglected. It has been assumed in (I1) that where/zi is a dimensionless and ( for simplicity) k indepen-

S ignal frnequecyd. Ihseerng forumed I th t dent coupling constant. The steady-state solution for B,owh = wo = signal frequency. Disregarding for the moment

the third term in the first of Eqs. (), which represents the with the third term on the right-hand side neglected is found
nonlinear interaction among the k #0 spin waves, the and 1Pkk.Bk,.B_,. constructed from the solution. That sum

steady-state form of Eq. (1) can be written resubstituted in the equation then gives a new coupling con-
stant

Bk =t7hk + ipkOBO' k 7- kIBo , (2a) I( I . 1( 2

BO ih,7+ h(f2_z ) (12)

where Iterating this process drives y' to a fixed point given by

XPkoBkB (. (3) M'=p-2ip'X I k,12Ph , (13)

In the latter sum, only the nonrandom phase part so that

- . .B1),() 1,2,114,2(yI 12 /(,72  W )
is retained. 

I _

The "sticking" ofBo close to threshold is seen as follows: By graphing both sides of this equation it is seen that
Near threshold 1B.1' = f/Pko. Assume that q' - I'l'h ' never reaches zero. Therefore, the steady-state

value of B, remains finite. A similar result can be demon-
IBo1' - (,1P o ) - (A o .) lh .1, (5) strated for the case of perpendicular pumping at resonance,

where A is to be determined. Then from Eq. (2a) and acts in addition to the limiting mechenism already dis-

Bl,,- (e"'l + ie
2
'*" ~)/2,, (6) cussed.

However, the steady state eventually goes unstable, and
where b,, is the (random) phase of hh, and qo the phase of the manner in which the instability develops follows from
Bo,  slightly perturbing the equations of motion (I) about the

Y if. (fixed point. The variations 6Bo and 6B, are assumed to vary
pO(BkB-k),,, =----' ppoe" . (7) as e", and a characteristic equation is obtained for A. The

From the steady-state equation (2b) for Bo, we then find vast majority of these A's can be guessed without analysis: it(noting that A, = *eu', and using B Bhni is highly plausible that there are B,'s that behave almost
(notn ,;haltd n/2 ), exactly like the original Bk's, but with decay constants

A• A-l±pkBo1, (15)
A +/,/ (8) where pk now stands for the coupling constant (renormal-

1f h " + y/7 ized if necessary). According to our previous discussion, all
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these A are negative since pk JBo0
2 never quite reaches ,/. By where p, is the value of pok involved in the first threshold,

analogy with the electron theory of metals, these excitations and _ is an average of p over all the coupling constants

may be called "single-particle" modes. implicated in the single-particle modes. This equation shows
Almost all, but not all the modes belong to this quasipar- that any initial a is eventually driven to settle on a limit cycle

tide spectrum. Two pairs of modes with complex conjugated of squared amplitude
A's split off from this quasicontinuum of negative A's. The JaJ

2 = (Re A)K. (23)
corresponding eigenmodes are superpositions of spin waves.

At a f field given by It is clear that the complexity involved in determining
the next higher bifurcation would be prohibitive. One of the

([ 12N - JBo12pto)/2 = 71, (16) needs in this area of investigation is the construction of some

where kind of iterative map that can, with some degree of credibil-
ity, mimic the sequence of bifurcations, including the final

I!? I IBIp, (17) one to chaos.
N 1 More ambitiously, one may go beyond mode-mode cou-

hk_ -2( 'j Lo
2 

I
4 ) (18) pling and consider the full partial differential Landau-Lifs-

V2 - ( O k IB
2

BjO
4

)
2  

' chitz equation, including dipolar interactions described by
the real part of one of the two collective pairs of A's crosses div h = - 47r div M. Such attempts are found mainly in the

the imaginary axis, at a finite imaginary value approximately Russian literature, and some special cases of integrability
equal to t'2 f2,. The new instability threshold for the signal were found (soliton solutions, etc.). Recently, Zachary and
feul t can e e wai tyted thomouresoldr forhsinhal collaborators" have established some results for the dimen-
field can be estimated from our earlier conclusion that sionality of attractors that the solutions must have. So far,
!Ba, except in critical places, can be set equal to 27,iI I So these methods have not yet made much contact with experi-
that 1ment, but the future of the theoretical side of this subject may

B5 12 = 1/2A2. (19) well be in that direction.

Using the value of A found earlier, it follows that the new
critical field

h 6"" = 4h ," (20)

in terms of the critical field of the first instability. [Actually,
this is not quite correct, since in solving the equation for A we
assumed h, to be close to h , but a more accurate result
can be found rather easily from Eq. (8).]

Finally, the tedious task of finding the new fixed point, if R. W. Damon, in Magnetism:A Treatise on Modern Theory and Materials,

any, beyond h "''"
) must be undertaken. If it exists it will editedbyG.T. Radoand H. Suhl (Academic, New York, 1963). Vol. Ip.

have the form of a limit cycle in the space of the Bk, with 551.
frequency 1-(A._o,!)--- 2N27. The "center manifold" proe- 'H. Suhl, J. Phys. Cheos. Solids 1, 209 (1957).

'T. S. Hartwick, E. R. Peressini, and M. T. Weiss, Phys. Rev. Lett. 6, 176
dure outlined above is carried out on the equations satisfied (1961).
by bBk, Bo, but taken to third order in the increments. The 'K. Nakamura, S. Ohta, and K. Kawasaki, J. Phys. C 15. L 143 (1983): X
"single-particle" mode amplitudes are eliminated in favor of Y. Zhang and H. Suhl, Phys. Rev. A 32,2530 (1985); F. M. deAguiar and
the unstable olictive mode. The detailed calculation is S. M. Rezende. Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 1070 (1986).

'H. Suhl and X. Y. Zhang, Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 1480 (1986).
quite complex and is reported in Ref. 10. The result is a 60. Gibon and C. Jeffries. Phys. Rev. A29, 811 (1954).
differential equation for the amplitude a of the collective 'F. Rachfordand L. M. Pecora, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 32,599(1987);LM.
mode, which is found to have the form Pecora, ibid. 32, 527 (1987).

2 'V. E. Zakharov, V. S. L'vov, and S. S. Starobients, So. Phys. Usp. 17, 896

Aa - ara 21) 1975).

dt K (21) '. Carr, Applications of Center Manifold Theory. Vol 35 of Applied Moth.
ematical Sciences (Springer, New York, 1951).where X. Y. Zhang and H. SOhl (unpubliuhed).

"IT. L. Gill and W. W. Zachary, J. Appl. Phys. 61,431 (1987); and W. W.
K [I + (3/,2) I-[1 - (p, ), (22) Zachary (private communication).
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Instabilities of spin waves in parallel-pumped easy plane ferromagnets
S.P. LimandD. L. Huber
Department of Physim University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

By applying the S-theory formalism of Zakharov et al. to a microscopic hamiltonian with
uniaxial easy plane anisotropy, we arrive at a set of equations for the system that describe the
spin waves and their mutual interactions. The parameters in the theory are related to the
various interaction constants of the microscopic hamiltonian. Numerical studies of this system
of equations indicate that the stationary states are ones where all spin-wave pair correlation
functions have the same phase. The phenomenon of phase locking is universal, independent of
the mode of approach to equilibrium. It is found that there is no dependence on the namber of
modes (up to 100) for the above behavior. This, together with the form of the equations,
indicates that a similar result should hold for a macroscopic number of modes. Results for the
stationary magnon population are presented. In the phase-locked regime, the approach to a
stationary state is governed by a pair of coupled first-order differential equations. Linearizing
these equations about the stationary points, we find that the approach to equilibrium involves
purely exponential decay just above threshold, and, at higher power levels, we have damped
oscillatory decay.

I. INTRODUCTION deration of the specific solutions to these equations for up to

Instabilities of spin waves in magnetic materials under 100 modes leads us to infer the general solution in the neigh-
both parallel and perpendicular pumping are well-known borhood of the stationary states of a macroscopic ensemble
experimental facts. ' The recent interest in chaos has of modes. We also characterize the approach to the station-
spurred a renewed interest in this area, and recent studies ary states and the range of pumping field strength over
show such systems to be dynamically rich. which such states are stable.

In his pioneering paper, Suhl9 first gave a theoretical
understanding of such instabilities for perpendicularly II. MODEL
pumped ferromagnets. Schlbhmann " et a and Gottlieb and We adopt for our study an easy plane ferromagnetic sys-
Sul" followed up with an explanation for the parallel case. tem with static and oscillating magnetic fields perpendicular
Some years later Zakharov eta. 2.3 presented a microscopic to the hard (x) axis. The microscopic hamiltonian for such a
theory of the parametric excitation of spin waves in parallel system is
pumping experiments. This subsequently became known as
theS theory, andvariousauthors 1

.4.
5 haveinvestigatedthe H - -'JSi Si + Y'DSxS -gpHYS

equations of motion derived in Ref. 12 numerically and ob- .
tained period doubling and chaotic behavior. However, such + gph cos (w. t) Y S", (1)
work was done with special, ad hoc choices of parameter i
values and was limited to a two-mode approximation. An where the prime signifies a sum over nearest neighbors only
alternative model of instabilities in parallel pumping based and both the exchange energy J and anisotropy energy D are
on the Landau-Lifshitz equation6 has been proposed by positive. H denotes the Zeeman field and h the oscillating
Waldner et a. 6 As for perpendicular pumping, Zhang and field with frequency om,/21r. In conventional pumping ex-
Suhii ' " and Rezende et a.' 9 have recently analyzed it from periments, only magnons near k = 0 are excited. On apply-
a microscopic viewpoint, and the latter group has also inves- ing the S theory in this long wavelength limit, we obtain the
tiated a two-mode model for this case--analogous to that equations of motion2'
investigated in Refs. 14 and 15. dnk  /

Although the two-mode models were successful in re- - nk -+Vain k+T Sin(Ok-Ok) (2)
producing some of the features of the parallel pumping ex- -- s +
periments, they remain approximations, without basis for dOk Aw + 2T#,i
the choice of parameters or justification for restricting the 2dt n6 .
number of modes to two. As shown by Suhl and Zhang," in
parallel pumping, an entire manifold ofspin wavesbecomes + Vros ok + T aA. cos(k - , --. ) (3)
excited above threshold. In this paper we mitigate these two
objections. Starting from a microscopic hamiltonian, we oh- and
tam explicit expressions for the parameters that appear in V = (DSz/4)[guI/(guH + DSz)]I 2 , (4)
the S theory for the model of an easy plane ferromagnet with
static and oscillating magnetic fields lying in the easy plane. T = - (Dz/4A) I (2guH + DSz/2)/(guH + DSz) ], (5)
We also go beyond the two-mode approximation. A consi- where A is the number of spins, z is the number of nearest
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_ o./2. We panels, we plotted A(t), the variance in the phases, defined
have assumed that all of the participating modes had the by
same frequency and decay rate r. Here, n, and OA are related ) oo[ , \/ ]211/2

to the ensemble averages of the following correlation func- AO= ) M I(t)- tb(t)Ii00 , (8)

tions of bose operators ck and c that diagonalize the zero- K-l0O/ [ itii l

order hamiltonian: while in the lower panels, we plotted the total magnon popu-
lation N(t) defined by

<clk (t)ck (t) > nk (t), (6)
too

<c(t)ck(t) > =-ok (t)e"=-n t)e +''. (7) N(t)= ni n(t) . (9)

We discuss the solutions to (2) and (3) in the fbllowing A comparison of the upper and lower panels show that phase

locking occurs before NOt) reaches its stationary value.

IlL FIXED POINTS AND LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS The phase-locked fixed points can be obtained from the
equations of motion by setting the left-hand sides to zero and

The equations of motion (2) and (3) have been investi- taking b,, - 0-. We then have
gated with parameters in the physically relevant ranges,
Aw > 0 and T< O, for a variety of initial conditions for up to sin o = yV, (10)

one hundred modes. It is found that for V< y the system N o = - Vo 0 )1(3T). (11)
relaxed to the trivialfixedpointwhere n, n2 =...=0.
When V exceeded this threshold, the existence of nontrivial Since the physically meaningful states must have No > 0 and
(i.e., noj 0) fixed points become possible. In all of these as T< 0 in an easy plane ferromagnet, with Aw > 0, one can
calculations, we restrict In, (0) to suitably small quantities have stationary states with
to comform to physically realistic situations although the
results still stand when this requirement is relaxed. Other- No = [&i + (V

2 
- r2 )'2 ]/(3?TI) (12)

wise each n, (0) was arbitrarily chosen. Without exception it for all V> y. In addition there are also physically accessible
was found that both stable and unstable fixed points were stationary stes where
ones of common phase. That is No= [A - ( V2 .- r2 )'"2]/(31T ) (13)

= O= ... ='o(mod 21r). Furthermore, in the evolu-tion towards the stable fixed points the phas become for r'< V< (v2 + Ani2)"/2. As will be shown below, these
tione t or the stabefixed pointws rthed has b e latter states are unstable with respect to infinitesimal pertur-
locked before the fixed point was reached. That i bations whereas the former are stable.

01)= 0 2 (t) = ... = 0(t) as 0*(t) - 0 ial emninta eeA ,oewudhv
The locking of phases is illustrated in Fig. I for different Finally we mention that were o <0, one would have

pumping fields with arbitrarily chosen initial conditions physically meaningful stationary states with
above threshold for a hundred-mode system. In the upper No - (V

2  
Y

2
)1

/2 
- I ,I]/(31T ) (14)
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for V> ()A + Aw 2)'1 2 
and like (12) above, they are stable. perplime since it is the sum of the occupation number that

The analysis leading to Eqs. (10) and (11) does not equals a constant, the individual components being depen-
provide information on the stability of these fixed points. We dent on the initial conditions.
can obtain such information by linearizing the equations of The analysis outlined in the preceeding sections charac-
motion about the fixed points. In doing this we take phase terizes the nonequilibrium stationary states of the system.
locking into account explicitly by setting Ok = Ok' = 0. As discussed in Ref. 8, with increasing power the stationary
Summing (2) over k and linearizing with respect to state in the easy plane ferromagnet (CH3NH,)CuCI4 is fol-
6N = N- N o and 60 = 0 - On we find the solutions for 8N lowed by a regime where the spin-wave population oscillates
and biu to be sums of two exponential functions with argu- in time and, ultimately, to a chaotic regime. An extensive
ments given by analysis of (2) and (3) fails to reveal any periodic or chaotic

S± = _r ± (y
2 + 12No1Tcoa 0 )1/

2 . (15) behavior at high-power levels. The failure to locate any peri-
From this, it is quite evident that N and 6# win decay to odic or chaotic behavior appears to invalidate the applicabil-
From thiditisuited eviTs th th ad pw idecay ro ity of the S theory in describing these phenomena on easy
zero provided 12NO VT cos 0t < 0. With the physical re- plane ferromagnets with dominant single ion or exchange
quirement that No > 0 and T< 0, the accessible stable sta- anisotropy.
tionary states are ones where Vcoso>0. That is
Vos 0 = + (V

2 
- 7

2
)1 2. Otherwise, for

Vcos 0o = - (V
2 

- 72)112, the states are unstable. Note
that for 12NoVTcos 00 < - y the roots S± are complex
leading to damped oscillatory decay for 6N( t) (cf. right half 'S. M. Rezende, F. M. deAguiar, and 0. F. de alcantara Bonfim, J. Magn.
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Chaos in spin clusters: Correlation functions and spectral properties
Nira| Srlvastava, Charles Kaufman, and Gerhard Moler
Department of Phytsoc The Universiy ofRhode Island Kingston, Rhode Island 028801-0817

We investigate dynamic correlation functions for a pair of exchange-coupled classical spins
with biaxial exchange and/or single-site anisotropy. This represents a Hamiltonian system with
two degrees of freedom for which we have previously established the integrability criteria. We
discuss the impact of (non-)integrability on the autocorrelation functions and their spectral
properties. We point out the role of long-time anomalies caused by low-flux cantori, which
dominate the convergence properties of time averages and determine the long-time asymptotic
behavior of autocorrelation functions in nonintegrable cases.

Classical spin dynamics of magnetic insulators, which an autonomous Hamiltonian system of two degrees of free-
employs classical counterparts of quantum mechanical e- dom. It is completely integrable if there exists an indepen-
change Hamiltonians, has proven to be very useful and illu- dent integral of the motion in addition to H. In a previous
minating in statistical mechanics and magnetic materials re- study,3 we have determined the following integrability con-
search. For a direct connection to experimentally observable dition for the two-spin model( I):
quantities and for easy comparison with the results of quan- (A. - A,) (A, - A,) (A4 - A )
turn spin dynamics, it is convenient to focus such classical
dynamical studies on the properties of dynamic correlation + J2, (4 -A,) = 0 (4)
functions. Nonintegrability effects in spin dynamics have re- , c1lY)
ceived their due share of attention only fairly recently." In and have constructed explicitly the second independent inte-
fact, spin dynamics lends itself ideally to the study of classi- gral of the motion for the integrable cases.
cal and quantum chaos, which is necessarily numerical in its In the present work, we study two types of autocorrela-
nature, for the following reasons: The "phase space" of a tion functions for classical spin clusters:
finite classical spin system is a compact manifold, and the (i) autocorrelation function as a time average,
energy is bounded by a finite interval; the Hilbert space of a I
finite quantum spin system has a finite dimensionality. (S *(t)S 7) = imn 1 Id'S-(t + 'St,
These special features allow for a numerical analysis with no T- .T I

further truncations or approximations which are likely to I = 1,2; a = x, y, z, (5)
introduce artificial effects. The object of the work reported where the quantityS '(t)S7(0) is averaged over all points of
here is to study autocorrelation functions and their spectral a single phase-space trajectory. Since the phase flow genera-
properties in integrable and nonintegrable spin clusters, ted by Hamiltonian (1) is not ergodic on the energy hyper-

Consider a system of two localized classical three-corn- surface even for nonintegrable cases, correlation functions
ponent spins S, = (S ', S Y, S1), 1 = 1,2, specified by an in- defined as (microcanonical) phase averages are in general
teraction Hamiltonian of the general form different from (5), but no less interesting in the context of

our study. Here we focus our discussion of phase averages on
H= { - ,,S -+JA,[ (S,) 2

"+(S0)2]1, canonical ensembles at infinite temperature:

(1) (ii) autocorrelation function as a phase average,

which includes both exchange and single-site anisotropy. Its (S(t)Sa)
time evolution is governed by the equation of motion

dS,/dt= -S, XH/aS t H,S }, 1= 1,2, (2) -(41r)- 2 JdS'(0) JdS2(O)S(t)S(0), (6)

where
where the quantity S '(t)S "1(0) is determined as a function

S } -, (3) of the initial conditions [S,(0),S 2(0)] and then averaged

are the Poisson brackets for classical spin variables. Their over all initial conditions in phase space. Both types of auto-

structure guarantees that the Hamilton equation of motion correlation functions are real and even functions of time.

(2) is consistent with the Heisenberg equation of motion for In integrable ases of the two-spin model (i), the course

quantum spin operators. If the classical spins S, are ex- of any trajectory is confined to an invariant torus, implying
pressed in terms of sphez'cal coordinates as that the correlation function (S 7 (t)S 7)T is either periodic,

if the two fundamental frequencies of the torus are commen-
S, = S( sin t?, cos i,,sin t? sin V,cos 0, ) surate, or quasiperiodic, if they are incommensurate. In ei-

then a set of canonical variables is given by p, = Scos 0,, ther case, the intensity spectrum of (SI(t)S7)T as deter-
q= = ,. Hence, the classical two-spin system (I) represents mined by its Fourier transform
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+ are expected of autocorrelation functions defined as time
02"q (0)) d + ete(S ,(t)S") (7) averages over chaotic trajectories.

is discrete, governed by these two frequencies and, unless the For a specific example, we consider the nonintegrable

time evolution ofS7(t) is harmonic, also by their sums and case J, = = 1, J, = 0, A, = 2, A, = - 1, A, = 0 of the

differences, two-spin model (1). We have evaluated for a particular set
Quite generally, a continuous frequency spectrum is of initial conditions the three autocorrelation functions

necessary to produce a correlation function which decays to (SI' ( it) ) r, a = x, y, z, via the average over a time interval

a constant asymptotically for long times. In integrable two- of length T = 100 000 from the time series of a chaotic tra-

spin models, this can only be realized in autocorrelation jectory. Figure 1 shows the function (S I (OS ) 7- for 0 < t

functions of the type (S'(t)SI'),, which draw on the com- <250 and the functions (S S()S ) T, (S (t)SI ) r for
bined spectrum of the time evolution for all initial condi- time differences up to t = 100. All three correlation func-
tions. This spectrum is, in general, entirely continuous. For tions clearly decay to zero. The rate of decay is slowest in
the purpose of illustration, we present here the exact auto- (S'(t)S I')rT and fastest in (SI (t)SI )T. The yy- and zz-
correlation functions (S '(t)S I) p for two integrable cases of correlation functions exhibit distinct oscillations unlike the

(1) for which the analysis is particularly simple. xx-correlation function, which decays much more uniform-

(I) "Ising model" (4J=1 =0 , J,=2, A, =,y = A, ly. The decay ofthese correlation functions results as a con-

=0): sequence of the chaotic nature of the trajectory and implies
that the phase flow in the region sampled by the trajectory

(S x,(t)Sx) p = sin(2t)/2t 1, (8a) has mixingcharacter. Theoscillationsindicatethat this mix-

=P, (w)p = (r/6)e(2 - al). (8b) ing flow is superimposed on a quasiperiodic flow which is

(II) Heisenberg model (J, = J =J = 1, 4x =.A , mostly perpendicular to the x, direction. They are signs of
= A, = 0): qusiperiodicity over short times, i.e., periodicity subject to

continued phase slips. The inset to Fig. I(a) shows

1 + 3sin(2t) (SI(t)ST) onalog-logscale. For20<t< 100, thecurveis

6 3 G10-
3 +2t 2  

3--4t 2 teoo
8t4  

+ 3 t- -cos(20, (9a)
gt4 8. . . ..............

= -6() + w')0(4 - a?)e(2 - lIol).
3 24 V

(9b) :\
In both models, the correlation functions decay algebraical- 02

ly. The dominant term of the long-time asymptotic decay is
determined by the strongest singularity in the continuous 1.. .

part of the intensity spectrum. In case (I), this is a discontin- 0 so 100 160 2M 280

uity at aoj = 2, which results in the l/t behavior of (8a). In
case (II) the linear cusps at a? = 0 and a?! = 2 give rise to _.. . ...
theleading l/t2 terms in (9a). Note that in both models, the , SI

intensity spectrum has an upper frequency cutoff. This is so 0 !
because the time evolution ofSl'(t) is harmonic for any ini-
tial conditions. This property is no longer present in the next
simplest integrable case of the general two-spin model (1), 21'_
the XY model ( =J, = 1, J =0,A , =-A, = A, = 0). ' ,
Here the time evolution is expressible in terms of Jacobi el- 0 20 ........
liptic functions for arbitrary initial conditions,' and the in- 0 20 30 40 so 80 70 so so 100

tensity spectrum of the autocorrelation functions has no up -' 0.0

per frequency bound.
In the nonintegrable cases of the two-spin model (1),

i.e., for parameter values which do not satisfy the condition - V0 30 40 o 80 70 80 90 00
(4), only a subset of the phase-space trajectories is confined
to invariant tori. For these regular trajectories, the autocor- FIG. 1. Normalized autocorrelatio function (S7(t)S7),/((S7') ),

relation functions (S '(t)SI,') , have the same characteristic a = x, Y. A for the nonintegrable classical two-spin model defined by Ham-
properties as in the integrable cases discussed previously: no iltonian (I) with parametervalues J = ,= 1, J, =0,A, = 2,A, = - I.
decay, discrete spectrum, two fundamental frequencies. A,= 0 The results are obtained from the chaotic trajectory specified by the
However, in nonintegrable cases, the set of invariant tori is initialconditios' = .0 0'2 = 2.01P' = 3.0, V 12" = 1.29, and eval-
nowhere dense in phase space, even though it has a nonzero uated by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration via the time average over

an interval of size T = 100 000. The inset to (a) shows the same correlation
measure. Between any two tori, there is a region in which the function (S-t)S)r/(S,)')rinadoublylogarithmicplotfor esbe.
phase flow is chaotic. Quite different characteristic features tween t 20 and t =200.
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nearly straight, indicating that the xx correlations decay al- portant role in dynamic correlation functions. In K systems,
gebraically: (S I()Sf ) - which are characterized by a special type of mixing flow (a

It is interesting to compare our findings with existing phase flow associated with a positive Kolmogorov entropy
results for autocorrelation functions of area-preserving production), and where none ofthe long-time anomalies de-
maps. A numerical study of the standard map

6 
yielded alge- scribed above can occur, the autocorrelation functions decay

braic decay close to - t - 1/3; a similar study of the quadratic exponentially in time.'
0 

In the model of Ref. 8, the effect of
map? also found algebraic decay, but the exponent value only one sticky boundary is considered, and fast algebraic
could be placed only somewhere between 1/2 ,td 3/2. On decay ensues. In Ref. 9 the effects of a fractal structure of
the basis of a Markov chain model for transport in the sticky boundaries are included, which results in consider-
boundary layer of a chaotic region, Hanson, Cary, and ably slower algebraic decay. Since we are, as described pre-
Meiss

s 
predicted more rapid algebraic decay, -t - ; a viously, in an intermediate region, the intermediate expo-

considerably slower algebraic decay, - t - -.,, was predict- nent value is to be expected.
ed by the more elaborate calculation of Meiss and Ott

9 based We have also determined the intensity spectra of
on a Markov tree model. We can place our result among (S '(t)S')T, a = x, y, z, directly from the time series of the
these others as discussed in the following, chaotic trajectory (see Fig. 2). Each spectrum is continuous,

In a previous comprehensive study' of time averages in as is characteristic of a chaotic trajectory. We observe
classical two-spin systems, we have already found evidence marked enhancements at cto=0.8 and cat 1.3 in the spectra
that the phase flow in chaotic regions is ergodic, but also that ofS 1 and S I. These oscillations are, as noted above, appar-
the convergence of time averages can be extremely slow due ent in the correlation functions (SY1(t)S0)r and
to long-time anomalies caused by low-flux cantori via two (S I(t)Sl ), (see Fig. ). Our results also indicate that none
different mechanisms: (i) In a region of widespread chaos, of the spectra diverges in the low-frequency limit ct-0,
the dominant mechanism is attributable to the stickiness of which is consistent with the rapid algebraic decay of the
its boundaries. They typically consist of layers of cantori correlation functions.

separated by Birkhoff chains, in which chaotic trajectories In summary, we have found that algebraic decay of au-
become temporarily trapped. We have found that the slow- tocorrelation functions occurs in nonintegrable two-spin
ing down of convergence due to this mechanism is consider- systems already for time averages over single (chaotic) tra-
able but not alarming. (ii) A different mechanism, which is jectories. In integrable two-spin models, by contrast, auto-
responsible for much stronger long-time anomalies, occurs correlation functions decay only as a result of phase averag-
in situations where a chaotic region is tessellated by cantori ing.
into roughly equal-sized compartments. A characteristic A number of interesting questions remain to be an-
feature of this case is that time averages appear to converge swered: What is the role of invariant tori in the correlation
slowly to some mean value, similar to case (i), but then sud- functions (S1'(t)S ')p in nonintegrable models, given that
denly start to converge toward a different value [again slow- the tori ate nowhere dense in phase space? How do the ef-
ly as in case (i) 1, and that this abrupt change happens repea- fects of nonintegrability identified here for classical spin
tedly but irregularly, each change occurring as the trajectory clusters make their appearance in autocorrelation functions
switches compartments through one of the low-flux cantori, of quantum spin systems near the classical limit? A more
The time scales of this process are typically much larger than systematic study of dynamic correlation functions in inte-
in process (i). The averages over the trajectory at hand have grable and nonintegrable classical and quantum spin clus-
converged quite well. Thus the series must be long compared ters, which attempts to answer these and other questions, is
to any anomalies encountered, and the time scale for the currently in progress.
remaining anomalies to be met must be very long compared We thank H. Thomas and R. Weber for their continued
to the averaging time used here. interest in this project. This work was supported by a grant
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Chaos in magnetic garnet thin films
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Ferromagnetic resonance in thin magnetic garnet films has been studied at excitation
frequencies of 10 GHz and from room temperature to 4.2 K. Powers sufficient to drive the
magnetization to large precession angles have been studied. Second-order Suhl instabilities of
the main resonance have been observed as an onset of auto-oscillations of the magnetization.
These oscillations include regular and irregular oscillations, very noisy collective oscillations,
as well as spiking. They have been observed in real time and by spectral analysis. In pure
yttrium iron garnet (YIG) films the oscillations have been observed in the frequency range
from 0.5 to 2 MHz at 300 and 4.2 K. In going from 300 to 4.2 K the threshold power level p,,
in YIG films is lowered by three orders of magnitude, while the frequency of the regular
oscillations are nearly independent of temperature. Ifp h is connected to the intrinsic damping
parameter y, then y is temperature dependent, which is in fair agreement with the large
number of narrow resonance features observed in the films. Preliminary simulations using a
model extending the S theory of Zakharov and Nakamura for large precession angles give time
evolutions that are qualitatively similar to the experimental observations. Regular and weekly
irregular oscillations are found for one spin-wave mode coupled to a linear resonance circuit,
i.e., a phonon mode. More irregularity is found for two coupled spin-wave modes excited to
large precession angles.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTS

The response of magnetic systems, both ferromagnetic Single-crystal YIG films were grown by liquid-phase

and antiferromagnetic, at high rfpowers is known to lead to epitaxy with thicknesses from 0.70 to 1.30 14m. The sub-
a chaotic response of the magnetization vector. These inves- strates were cut to 3-mm disks and a pixel of less than I mm
tigations have been known for some years for parallel diameter was etched

5 into the disk. The samples were
pumped geometries in antiferromagnetic resonance." mounted in the center of a TE 102 cavity of a 10-GFz

As these investigations are undertaken in the 10-GHz spectrometer. Both the field and the sample could be rotated
range the materials are required to have a weak exchange about mutually orthogonal axes to assure the perpendicular
coupling between the magnetic sublattices and, therefore, orientation of the field to the film surface.
have a low Tv. Consequently, these experiments have been The microwave power is supplied by a Varian klystron,
restricted principally to the antiferromagnetic copper com- having an output power of approximately 300 mW. The
pounds. As a result of these low Neel temperatures, the in- power incident to the cavity is controlled by a stepper motor
vestigations are limited to temperature ranges near the hell- controlled precision attenuator.

um temperature region. A typical linewij h at room temperature was 0.3 G at 10
Nonetheless, these successful investigations have stimu- GHz. At high rf powers, the ferromagnetic resonance goes

lated considerable theoretical interest in this process and the into the nonlinear regime and the crystal detector output is

field has recently become very active.'" recorded on a storage scope having 512 c-annels and from
More recently, experiments have been undertaken in there the data are transferred to a computir for final storage

yittrium iron garnet (YIG) spheres using the parallel pump and analysis. At high rf powers the second-order Suhl insta-
configuration. 

2
" These ex periments have been undertaken bilities of the main resonance are observed and a typical out-

at the subsidiary resonance, at both liquid helium and room put of the chaotic response detected in the crystal detector is
temperatures. In this paper, we report the first observation shown in Fig. 1 (a). The magnetic field range of the chaotic
of the chaotic behavior ofthe ferromagnetic resonance in the oscillations is shifted to lower fields with increasing power

perpendicular orientation in thin YIG films at room tem- due to the opening of the magnetization vector. As the power
perature and liquid-helium temperature. is increased, the system goes from the initial chaotic state

into a region of stable oscillations, as slsswn by the signal in
Fig. I (b). On further increasing the power a bifurcation to a
period 2 response as shown in Fig. I c) occurs. At still high-

This ,, ork was performed hite on sahbaticat Ie. to the Uniersily of er powers the system becomes chaotic again.
Osnabruck and the University of Zurich 1986-1987. In the helium temperature region, 4.2 K, the oscillations
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Sigrcol (t +4p~S)

~ ~ ((F)IG.03. Return map for the signal shown in Fig. I (a).

I

magnons are coupled to other k 540 magnons and at suffi-
ciently high rf power auto-oscillations are observed. The ex-

Time (Sec) periment has no way ofimeasuring the number ofk 540 mag-
nons nor their k value.

FIG. 1. Room-temperature detector response to the slow oscillations of the To analyze the data, the one-dimensional time signal is
precessing magnetic vector in time. (a) A chaotic response at :ow power.
(h) A regions of stable oscillations at initermsediate power. (c) The hifurca- embedded in a multidimensional phase space by use of the
tion process at higher powers. At still higher powers the response is again time delay method. ~ The voltage is stored in integral units
chaotic similar to the pattern shown in (a). of time r0 in the storage scope. An n-dimensional time series

is generated in the usual fashion by the sequence of
are observed to occur at approximately 30 dB less power V(t + no). In this manner a 2D or 3D phase space portrait
than that required at room temperature. The initial response can be constructed by plotting V(t), V(i + r),,VO + nr).
observed at low power is a spiking phenomena in the precess- The 2D phase portrait for the signals in Fig. I are shown in
ing magnetization vector, as shown in Fig. 2. At higher pow- Figs. 3-5 for r = 4 us. Detailed analysis of these curves and
ers, again periodic bifurcation and a chaotic behavior are others as functions of power, temperature, and other param-
observed. eters will allow a comprehensive evaluation of the fractal

Ill. RESULTS AND DICSSO properties of the system.

A. Room temperature B. Liquid-helium temperature
The amplitude of the rfdetector signal is proportional to At liquid-helium temperature the distribution of the

the number of k = 0 magnons excited by the rf field. These spiking freuency as a function of the magnetic field for a
variety of power levels is shown in Fig. 6. The peak in the

25 frequency and their falling off at either side of the peak fre-
200 quency is not understood at this time. With a further in-

crease in power, the period and bifurcation of autooscilla-

Sthough at much lower powers than those observed at room
o 0-Oo-0temperature.

Time (sec)

.1 ri

000 500 2000 5

Signal (t + 40jis) 50 5 C 202

Signal (t + 4oos)
FIG. 2. (a) Spiking observed in the YIG film at 4.2 K. (b) Thse return map
for the spiking process. FIG. 4. Return map for the signal shown in Fig. 1 (b).
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FIG. 5. Return map for the signal shown in Fig. I (c). FIG. 6. Dependence of the spiking frequency on magnetic field at different
input power levels. The solid curve corresponds to 36 dB; the dashed line, 22
dB; dotted line, 20 dB; and the dot-dashed line, 18 dB.

IV. THE MODEL spiking is also seen in the simulations. Moreover, coupling

Simulations have been obtained using a model extend- only one spin-wave mode with a linear oscillator represent-
ing the S theory of Zakharov-Nakamura

5 6 
for large preces- ing a phonon mode, resulted in weakly chaotic behavior sim-

sion angles. The analysis is simplified by employing the ilar to the experimental conditions performed at parameter
..stroboscopic model" (SM) which integrates the spin settings where magnon-phonon interaction are obvious.
precession between strobing times analytically. For small
polar angles 0 of the spin precession, the SM is equivalent to ACKNOWLEDGMENT
the S theory, which uses the Holstein-Primakoff transfor- The authors wish to thank Mr. A. Brockmeyer for the
mation in the classical limit. Since the stroboscopic model is growing of YIG films, Mr. R. McMichael for assistance with
described in detail elsewhere,tt only one point is mentioned the data, and Dr. M. Warden for his many helpful conversa-
here. tions.

In the S-theory, standing spin waves interact by a Ham-
iltonian quadratic in the operators for each mode. Similarly,

this interaction is expressed in the SM as components of

classical spins, Si and 2d; also quadratic in the two interact-

ing modes, k and j. After integration over one period
between consecutive strobing times, the equations of motion 'H. Yamazaki, . Phys. Soc. Jpn. 53,d1155 (984).

are modified from S-theory as follows: 'F. Wainer e D. R. Barbens, and H. Yamazaki, Phys. Rev. A 31, 420

dO 0  
(1985).

th = drivingy term + sin sin' m b l o fH. YaT azaki and M . W arden, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn SS, 4477 (1986).
d rit ig 'H. Yamazaki, M. Mino. H. Nagashina, and M. Warden. J. Phys. Soc.

ipn. 56,.742 (1987).
X sin 

2
( k - + damping term. 'V. E. Zakharov, V . Lvov. and S.S. Starobinets. Usp. Fiz. Nauk. 114,

609 (1974) [Soy. Phys.-Usp. 17, 896 (1975)].
= term + Cos 'K. Nakamsura, S. Oha, and K. Kawasaki, J. Phys. C 15, L143 (1982).

sn 'S. Ohta and K. Nakanura, 3. Phys. C 16, L605 (1983).
'H. Suh and X Y. Zhang, Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 1480 (1986).

X cos 2(ie -fro ) + detuning term. 'S. M. Rezende, 0. A. Bortim, and F.M. de Aguiar, Phys. Rev. B 33, 553
(1986).

These equations yield time evolutions of auto-oscilla- "A. 8. Smianov, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 90. 385 (1986) [.So. Phs. JETP 63,
tions similar to those in Fig. 1. 222 (1996)].

As examples, using only two coupled modes, period "F. Waldner, .. Phys. C (to be published).
combined with some irregularity in the amplitud G. Gihaon and C. Jeffries, Phys. Rev. A 29,811 1984).

-doubn "F. M. de Aguia, and S. M. Rezende,. Phys. Rev. Lett. 56,1070 (1986).

appeared in the simulations that are similar to those ob- "P. Bryant, C. Jeffries, and K. Nakamura, NucL. Phys.B (lobe published).

served in the experiment. At high-power levels, irregular "T. S. Stakelon and A. C. Gerhardstein, Rev. Si. Instm. 47. 637 (1976).
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Excitation spectra of generalized antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin
chainsa) (abstract)

J. B. Parkinson"I and J. C. Bonner
Department of Physics, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island 02881

We compare the excitation spectra in the presence of a magnetic field of a number of integrable
(exactly solvable) and nonintegrable quantum spin chains of various spin value s. The
archetypal Bethe-ansatz integrable model is the s = Heisenberg antiferromagnet (HB AFM).
The excitation spectra are characterized by a soft mode which tracks across the Brillouin zone
as the field increases to its saturation value. A class of Bethe-ansatz integrable models with
SU(2) symmetry and the general spin s display excitation spectra qualitatively similar to the
spin-4 model above, for all s. A second class of Bethe-ansatz integrable models has SU(n)
symmetry, where n = 2s + 1. Like the SU(2) integrable chains, these models have gapless
excitation spectra, but the basic Brillouin zone changes from k = + 27/(2s + I )a. Studies
show that periodicity of the SU(3) member of the class changes (increases) as the field
increases to saturation. For both classes of integrable models, there is a single type of excitation
pattern which is generically similar for all s. In the case of the other models, on the other hand,
numerical studies show that the excitations divide into at least two distinct classes. In the case
of the s = I HB AFM, at high fields (corresponding to ST, = NN - I .. ,N/2) the
excitations map approximately onto the complete set of excitations for s = 1, whereas at low
fields (S', = N/2,N/2 - 1 . 0) the excitations have notable classical character. In the case
of the s = I model with pure biquadratic exchange, one set of excitations, corresponding to S',
even (ST. = NN - 2,...,2,0), again shows an approximate mapping to the complete excitation
set for s = [. The second class of excitations, corresponding to S- odd, are very different. They
are symmetric about k + ir/2afor all Si., i.e., correspond to a basic Brillouin zone of
+ ir/2a.

"Supported by NSF Grant No. DMRS6-03036.
"'Visiting from Dept. of Applied Math., UMIST. Manchester, UK.

Spin-wave instability and "true" foldover in single-crystal YIG films
(abstract))

Y. T. Zhang,t C. E. Patton, and G. Srinivasan
Department of Physics, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

High-power pulsed microwave measurements of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) in yttrium
iron garnet (YIG) films have been extended to include all three in-plane and out-of-plane
microwave and static field combinations forFMR. The 5. 1-pum-thick films were prepared by
liquid phase epitaxy on single-crystal gadolinium gallium garnet substrates and subsequently
etched to form 500-gum circles. The FMR spectra were obtained with a 9.18-GHz pulse
spectrometer as described in Ref. I. The results confirm the conclusion of Ref. 1. The pulsed
microwave FMR at high-power levels yields line broadening due to spin-wave instability
processes, rather than the shifts and distorted profiles which occur due to heating under cw
excitation conditions. The key new result is the explicit correlation between the microwave

field amplitude for the onset of the line broadening and the FMR pump configuration. In
addition to these line broadening effects at high power, a "true" foldover effect is observed for

the perpendicular-to-plane static field case: the FMR shoulder shifts down in field at high
powers, due to the nonlinear response and the limitations on that response from the spin wave
instability processes.

"The YIG films were provided by J. D. Adam, Westinghouse Research
Laboratory. This work was supported in part by a grant from Verbatim
Corporation and Air Force Contract No. F-19628-85-0002.

"' visiting scholar from the Shanghai University of Science and Technolo-
gy, PRC, May, 1985 to April, 1987.

'Y. T. Zhang, C. E. Patton, and M. V. Kogekar, IEEE Trans. Magn. MtAG-
22, 993 (1956).
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Superconductivity and Magnetism of High Tc Superconductors. I B. C. Sales, Chairperson

Superconductivity and spin-glass ordering in RBa2 (Cu, _x Fe,) 3 O : R =Y,Gd;
O<x<0.12

K. Moorjani, J. Bohandy, B. F. Kim, and F. J. Adrian
The Milton S Eisenhower Research Center, The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory,
Johns Hopkins Road. Laurel. Maryland 20707

Y. W. Du, H. Tang, Z. 0. Oiu, and J. C. Walker
Department of Physics and Astronomy. The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Samples of oxygen deficient perovskites, YBa2 (Cu, - , Fe, ) 30 and GdBa 2 (Cu , - , Fe, ) 3 Oz
(z 7) were prepared with up to 12% Fe substituting for Cu. A novel variation of the
microwave absorption technique was employed to establish the superconducting transition in
these samples and to show that the reduction in the transition temperature with increasing Fe
concentration is faster in the Gd samples than in the Y ones. In both series of samples, the
room-temperature M6ssbauer spectra reveal two distinct Fe sites corresponding to two local
oxygen coordinations, and more significantly the spectra at 4.2 K for specimens with x>.0.03

show that the Fe moments are magnetically ordered, leading to the coexistence of
superconductivity and magnetism.

INTRODUCTION easily resolves multiple superconducting phases.
1 

The tech-

The superconducting transition temperature T, of the nique is further well suited for studies of superconducting

archetypal oxygen-deficient perovskite,' YBa2 Cu 30. phase transitions since abrupt changes in microwave resis-

(x = 7, Tc = 95), remains essentially unaltered when Y is tance are recorded only if the changes are magnetic field

replaced by a host of magnetic or nonmagnetic rare-earth dependent.

ions,
2 

and the substitution of the isotope' 0Is for 06 or re-

placing one of the oxygens by sulphur
4 

also does not alter T,.
However, replacing Cu by almost any other element' sup- EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
presses T. We have previously reported on x-ray structural

studies and dc resistivity measurements
6 

for the two Fe-sub- Samples of YBa2 (Cu Fe, ) 30 were obtained by
stituted perovskite series, YBa2 (Cu, - Fe, )30, and grinding, pressing, and sintering appropriate amounts of
GdBa2 (Cu, _,Fe, )3O,, with 0<x<0.15, and have also re- Y2 0 3 or Gd2 0 3 with BaCO3 , CuO, and Fe0 3 in flowing

ported Mossbauer spectroscopy results
7
- on materials with oxygen for 12 h. The process was repeated at least three

x = 0.06. On the basis of crystal chemistry and the ionic times so as to complete the solid-state reaction and obtain

radii involved, Fe is expected to substitute for Cu and this is single-phase materials with high oxygen content (z = 7).
All samples here investigated by the x-ray diffraction meth-

borne out by our previous
7 8 and present M sshauer studies od which revealed the pure samples (x = 0) to be orthor-

that reveal two Fe sites in agreement with the high-resolu- hombically distorted with increasing tendency towards the
tion neutron scattering studies9 on YBa2 Cu3 0, powders stabilization of the tetragonal phase on increasing the Fe

and x-ray diffraction studies"
0 

on single-crystal YBaCu3  concentration.
6 

Conventional ESR (9.3 GHz) and Moss-
0,, both having established the existence of two Cu sites: a bauer spectrometers were employed to obtain the microwave
fourfold oxygen-coordinated square planar Cu(1) site response and the Mwsbauer data.
between the planes of Ba ions and a fivefold oxygen-coordi-
nated square pyramidal Cu(2) site between Y and Ba
planes. The Mbsbauer studies also reveal that for samples RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
with x ?_ 0.03, superconductivity and magnetic ordering Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the mi-
coexist at 4.2 K. crowave response for five samples from the series YBa2

In the present study, the suppression of T, with increas- (Cu, -Fe,)30, with 0<x<O. 12. Corresponding data for
ing Fe concentration,6 is demonstrated by a novel variation the GdBa2 (Cu, -. Fe, )3 , series with 0<x<0.095 are quite
of the microwave absorption technique." The details of this similar resulting in the variation of T,, with the Fe concen-
technique will be published elsewhere,

2 
and here we only tration, shown in Fig. 2 for both series. Within experimental

point out that the high sensitivity of the technique allows error, the values of T, and their decrease with increasing x
detection ofsuperconductivity in powder samples as small as are in good agreement with the values obtained from dc re-
I n.g; since the superconducting transition is recorded as a sistance measurements.6 Additional information is discern-
peak, the technique allows a precise measurement of T. and ible from the detailed temperature dependence ofthe micro-

4161 J. Appl. Phys. 63 (8).15 AprIl 1988 0021-8979/88/084161-03$02.40 © 1988 American Institute of Physics 4161
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FIG. I. Temperature dependence of the microwave response for
Y1a(Cu,-,Fe,)3O, forO<x<O.12. 1.01

3%

wave response. For example, the spectrum for x = 0 in the Y .99
series (Fig. 1) isa superposition of two peaks corresponding
to the existence of two distinct superconducting phases with .98

slightly different values of T, in this particular sample. How- .97
ever, other samples in the series, prepared ostensibly in the
same manner, exhibited a single-peak characteristic of a sin- .96 .
gle superconducting phase. The broadening of the peaks in -4 2 0 2 4

samples with x > 0.003 suggests an "inhomogeneous line ,
broadening" due to multiple unresolved superconducting 0.3%
phases. It should be noted that the increase in linewidth with
increasing x is nonmonotonic reaching a maximum at Fe " , '
concentrations less than 9.5%. Whether this is related to the .999
orthorhombic-tetragonal crystalline transition observed in .998
these series of materials6 remains to be explored. .997

The room-temperature M6ssbauer spectra for the Y and .996
Gd series are similar and for the former series are shown in ,995
Fig. 3. Focosing on the spectrum for the lowest Fe concen- .994 , , , , , ,

-4 -2 0 2 4

VELOCITY (mm/5)

-"I T FIG. 3. The room-temperature M6ssbauer spectra for Y:Fe series.

70 - tration (0.3%), tu' the moment, it represents the superposi-
5tion of three pairs of nonsymmetric quadrupole split doub-

olets. Two of the doublets represent approximately 90% of
the spectral area while the remaining central doublet shows a
much smaller quadrupole splitting and possibly arises from a

30 o Gd small number of octahedrally coordinated Fe sites in the
20 -grain boundaries of the material. The other two doublets, the

pair with the larger splitting (QS = 1.94 mm/s in the Y:Fe
1[ Icompound aid QS = 1.97 mm/s in the Gd:Fe material) is to0 -1 L , I i

0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 a 9 t1 11 12 be associated with the planar Cu(l) site, while the doublet
Fe concentration M% Fe) with the smaller splitting (QS = 1.09 mm/s for Y:Fe and

FIG. 2. Variation of the critical temperature with the Fe concentration in QS = 1.05 mm/s for Gd:Fe) corresponds to the pyramidal
Y:Fe and Gd:Fe series. Cu( II) site. The slightly different small isomer shifts for the
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* lhedrally coordinated at the high iron concentration as seen,
3% .i for example, in Fig. 3 with 12% Fe.

I- Since Fe, for the most part, has clearly substituted into
.997 the Cu sites that play a central role in the superconductivity

.994 # IN of these materials, it is rather surprising that for concentra-
I tion of Fe equal to or higher than approximately 3% the

.991 Mdssbauer spectra reveal magnetic ordering at 4.2 K (Fig.
4). The spectra are complex, show a distribution of magnetic

.988 1 - hyperfine fields with a broad range of -200-400 kOe, and
-2 -a -4 0 4 8 52 resemble those of spin-glass ordering in the sense that no

VELOCITY (mm/s ) sharp transition to the ordered state is observed but instead a
large broadening in the wings is seen, and the spectra cannot
be fit assuming a constant angle between the local magneti-
zation direction and the electric field gradient. The coexis-

- tence of the magnetic ordering with large local magneti-
4% zation and superconductivity implies a robust

superconducting mechanism and/or a rather short correla-
tion length for electron-pair formation.

'C. W. Chu, P. H. Hor, R. L. Meng, L. Gao, Z. 3 Huang, and Y. 0. Wang.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 58. 405 (1987).

.994 'P. H. Hor, R. L. Meng, Y. 0. Wang, L. Gao. Z. J. Huang, . Bechtold, K.
-12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 Forster, and C. W. Chu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 1891 (1987); D. W. Murphy,

VELOCITY (am/s) S. Sunshine, R. B. van Dover, R. J. Cava, B. Batlogg, S. M. Zahurak, and
L. F. Schneemeyer, ibid. 58, 1888 (1987).

FIG. 4. The Mdsabauer spectra at 4.2 K for Y:Fe (top) and Gd:Fe (bot- 'B. Batlogg, R. J. Cava, A. Jayaraman, R. B. van Dover, G. A. Kourouklis,
tom). S. Sunshine, D. W. Murphy, L. W. Rupp, H. S. Chen, A. White, K. T.

Short, A. M. Mujsce, and E. A. Rietman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 2333
(1981); L. C. Bourne, M. F. Crommie, A. Zettl, Hans-Conrad zur Loye.
S. W. Keller, K. L. Leary, Angelica M. Stacy, K. J. Chang, Marvin L.

two quadrupole doublets differ from the Fe' I ions in Fe2 03 Cohen, and D. E. Morris, ibid. 58, 2337 (1987). However, a small isotope
and are in fact closer to metallic Fe suggesting complicated effect has recently been reported [K. J. Learyetal, ibid.59, 1236 1987)].

'I. Fellner, I. Nowik, and Y. Yeshurun, Phys. Rev. B 36, 3923 (1987).effective valence, like that of Cu in these materials, for Fe 'G. Xiao, F. H. Streitz, A. Garvin, Y.W. Du, and C. L. Chien, Phys. Rev. B
ions. The values of isomer shifts and quadrupole splittings 35, 8782 (1987).
are essentially independent of the Fe concentrations. The 'T. J. Kistenmacher, W. A. Bryden, J. S. Morgan, K. Moorjani, Y.W. D,
line intensities and the degree and direction of the asymme- Z. Q. Qiu, H. Tang, and J. C. Walker, Phys. Rev. B 36, 8877 (1987).

'H. Tang, Z. Q. Qiu, Y-W. Du, G. Xiao, C. L. Chien, and J. C. Walker,try are, however, clearly dependent on the amount of Fe, but Phys. Rev. 836, 4018 (1987).
in a manner that does not lend itself to a detailed explanation 'z. Q. Qiu, Y-W. DO, H. Tang, J. C. Walker, W. A. Bryden, and K. Moor-
at present. The intensity ratios for the two doublets would be jani, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 69, L221 (1987).
expected to be in the 2:1 ratio if Fe were to substitute ran- 'J. E. Greedan, A. H. O'Reilly. and C. V. Stager. Phys. Rev. B 35. 8770

(3987); F. Beech, S. Miraglia, A. Santoro, and R. S. Roth, ibid. 35, 8778
domly for Cu, and this is indeed occasionally observed. But (1987).
the ratio depends critically on the formation condition of the '°G. Calestani and C. Rizzoli, Nature 328, 606 (1987).
compounds and often varies from the 2:1 ratio. Moreover, "K. Moorjani, J. Bohandy, F. J. Adrian, B. F. Kim, R. D. Shull. C. K
since the crystal structure goes from orthorhombically dis- Chiang, L. J. Swartzendruber, and L. H. Bennet, Phys. Rev. B 36. 4036

(1987).toted to purely tetragonal phase on increasing Fe concen- '2B. F. Kim. J. Bohandy, K. Moorjani, and F. J. Adrian. 1. Appl. Phys. 63,
tration, one would expect a larger number of sites to be octa- 2029 (1988).
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Stabilization of the tetragonal phase of YBa2 Cu3 0 7 -_. through the addition of
Fe Impurities

M. T. Causa, S. M. Dutris, C. Fainstein, H. R. Salva, L. B. Steren, M. Tovar,
and R. Zysler
Centro Atomico Bahloche and Instituto Balseimr Comisibn Nacional de Energia Atbmica and Universidad
Nacionalde Cuyo, 8400 Bariloche, Rio Negro, Argentina

We report normal and superconducting properties of Fe-doped YBa2Cu 3O7 _s . Results from x-
ray powder diffraction, electrical resistivity, magnetic susceptibility, and ESR measurements
are presented. The structural effects of doping are described and their correlation with the
change in superconducting properties is discussed. Similarities with the superconducting
properties of oxygen deficient YBa2Cu30 7 - are analyzed. The comparison of the average
distance between impurities (or oxygen vacancies) with the coherence length of the material
suggests the existence of a nonhomogeneous order parameter in the region of low
concentration of defects.

The recent finding of new superconductors • with high ing an indication of the incorporation of the Fe atoms into
transition temperatures has raised the question of whether the structure. For Fe concentrations above x 0.03 a tetra-
the microscopic mechanism leading to superconductivity is gonal phase was always observed (region II) with lattice
the same as in known superconductors. Part of the problem parameters close to those obtained for the tetragonal phase7

is to determine what is the response of these materials to the of pure YBa 2Cu 30, _5 above 750 *C. Samples with
presence of magnetic impurities. In the family of compounds 0.01 < x < 0.03 formed in either structure without a definite
ABa2Cu 3O, - . the A atoms may be yttrium or almost any relationship to the nominal Fe concentration. Our samples
element of the rare-earth group. It has been found so far 3' always showed in their x-ray diffractograms the presence of
that the superconducting transition temperature, T. = 90 K, other phases, which we have identified to be mainly the cubic
is not affected even when the A atoms carry a well-defined phase BaCuO2 and the orthorhombic "green phase"
magnetic moment such as in the case of Gd, Dy, or Er. This Y2BaCuO5 . Another phase not yet identified was also pres-
fact is usually explained through the argument that the A ent in the intermediate region around x = 0.02 character-
atoms occupy sites in the crystal structure isolated from the ized by a relatively strong peak corresponding to a lattice
Cu-O planes where superconductivity is believed to occur. If spacing d = 2.865(5) A. This peak was also observed in
this is the case, it is an interesting problem to study the effect samples with x>0.10. The observed x-ray patterns were
of magnetic moments associated with atoms located within compared to a standard sample prepared with a controlled
these superconducting planes. We report results on Fe- mixture of three major phases present in the samples. As a
doped samples of YBa 2Cu 3O7 - 6, assuming that Fe atoms result we estimate the impurity phases content to be in the
most probably replace Cu ions in the lattice. Preliminary range from 0.5 to 6 wt. %.
data' showed that Fe addition considerably affects the crys- The electrical resistivity of low Fe concentration sam-
tal structure of the material. We present a detailed account pies (x<0.003) showed a metalliclike temperature depen-
of the x-ray patterns, electrical resistivity, magnetic suscepti- dence from room temperature down to 100 K and a sharp
bility, and electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements as superconducting transition, as indicated in Fig. 2. Samples
a function of the Fe concentration. with x>0.005 displayed a semiconductorlike resistivity and

The samples were prepared from BaCO., Y20 3, and a a considerable broadening of the superconducting transi-
mixture of Cu and Fe oxides coprecipitated from an aqueous tion. In the case of samples with tetragonal structure the
solution of the corresponding nitrates. The starting materi- superconducting transition was also shifted to lower tem-
als were thoroughly mixed in appropriate amounts for the peratures.
nominal concentration YBa 2(Cu1 ,Fe,)307_-,, pressed Magnetic susceptibility measurements were made using
into cylindrical shape, and allowed to react in an 02 atmo- a Faraday balance magnetometer, in the normal state of both
sphere at 950 "C for 12 h. The samples were then slowly "pure" and Fe-doped samples in order to determine their
cooled to room temperature, always in an 02 atmosphere. magnetic characteristics. Undoped YBa2Cu30 7 - S samples

X-ray powder diffractograms were made at room tem- showed a weak paramagnetic behavior. The temperature-
perature and two regions were identified as a function of the independent component of the susceptibility, measured for
Fe concentration. A first region, named I in Fig. 1, was ob- two differeit samples, indicates a Pauli paramagnetic sus-
served for O<x<0.01 and corresponds to the orthorhombic ceptibility r, = 3.5 x 10-' and 4.8 X 10-' emu/mole Y,
structure stable at room temperature' for the undoped com- after including corrections for the core diamagnetism but
pound. In this region the orthorhombic distortion is slightly not for the Landau diamagnetism of the conducting elec-
reduced with the a4dition of Fe. A small but monotonous trons. The corresponding values of the parameter r in a free-
increase of the atomic cell volume with the Fe content was electron model are 25 and 34 mJ/mole Y K2 for the two
also determined beyond the experimental uncertainty, giv- samples. Although a comparison with other reported mea-
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Si ESR experiments at room temperature showed in all
38. ..B . . cases an absorption line at an aver,=ge g value of 2.09, The g0.05 0.1 value and line shape observed allowed us to identify this

spectrum as arising primarily from the Y2BaCuO5 phase
FIG. 1. Lattice parameters and unit-cell volume vs Fe concentration. (pure BaCuO 2 shows no ESR signal for the same sensitiv-

ity). The observed ESR intensities correlate with the
amount of this impurity phase determined from the x-ray

surements shows that there is considerable scattering of the analysis. No other ESR line that could be associated with Fe
values of X. depending probably on the particular sintering ions was observed.
conditions of the material, the values are in reasonable agree- The superconducting transitions, as measured by the
ment with those derived from the specific-heat anomaly- 9 at magnetic susceptibility when cooling in a magnetic field of
the superconducting transition, assuming a Bardeen-Coo 50 G, followed the same trend of the resistive transitions. For
per-Shrieffei (BCS) relation AC/yT= 1.43. the samples in region I the onset temperature departed very

A small temperature-dependent component was also little from the values of the undoped material, the transitions
observed in the undoped samples. It followed a Curie-Weiss broadened with the increase in the Fe content, and the dia-
paramagnetic law, and the Curie constants for the two sam- magnetic susceptibility measured at low temperatures be-
ples measured are consistent with average magnetic mo- came smaller. Figure 2 shows the measured onset tempera-
ments of 0.2 6/u, and 0.44uf per Cu ion, respectively. In tures and also the temperatures where the diamagnetic
order to estimate how much of the measured moments is signal reaches a value of 8 X 10- emu/g. This point corre-
actually associated with the YBa2Cu 30 7 - . phase we mea- sponds to a 6% Meissner effect (for a density of 6 g/cm3 ),
sured separately the magnetic susceptibility of the other and it has been taken as an indication of the width of the
phases known to be present in our samples. We found that transition. Tetragonal samples showed also a larger depres-
both Y2BaCuOs and BaCuO 2 are paramagnetic above 55 K sion of the superconducting transition temperature.
(the lowest temperature reached in the measurements) with As a conclusion, we can say that Fe doping of
effective moments of 1.74,u, and 1.93p, per Cu ion, respec- YBa 2CuO, _ produces changes in the superconducting
tively. Y2BaCuO, had an antiferromagnetic Curie-Weiss properties that clearly correlate with structural modifica-
temperature 0 = 43 K and BaCuO 2 a ferromagnetic 0 = 24 tions of the crystal lattice. Low concentrations of Fe
K. From these values and the estimated concentration of (x < 0.01 ) reduce the orthorhombic distortion of the lattice
these two phases in our samples we conclude, in agreement and large concentrations (x;_t0.03) stabilize a tetragonal
with other authors, -t that most of the measured magnetic structure. Associated with these changes the temperature
moment is originated in the impurity phases. This fact is dependence ofthe electrical resistivity becomes semiconduc-
important because the Fe-doped samples also showed a torlike and the superconducting transitions broaden and
Curie-Weiss paramagnetic behavior and the measured Cu- shift to lower temperatures. These effects are not unique of
rie constants had to be corrected for the estimated contribu- the Fe doping uf the samples. The same behavior has been
tions from the impurity phases. An average effective mo- observed 2 for doping with nonmagnetic elements such as
ment o., = 5.2(5) #,~ per Fe ion was then determined for Zn, or when the samples are annealed in reducing atmo-
the samples in region 11. For low Fe concentration samples spheres. " Similar effects have also been observed when rela-
the contribution of impurity phases was comparatively larg- tively large rare-earth ions occupy the A sites. In this case
er and did not allow a precise determination of the magnetic the lattice parameters correlate with the ionic radii of the
moment. rare-earth ion, and there is also a systematic trend of de-
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Magnetic properties of Y-Ba-Cu-O superconductors
T. R. McGuire, F. Holtzberg, D. L. Kaiser, T. M. . and S. Shinde
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

We report on the superconducting magnetic properties of two polycrystalline YBa2Cu 30 ,
samples which have high densities and show current densities of 7 X 0 A/cm2 . In addition,
two single crystals are studied, one of which can support a current density of 3 X 106 A/cm 2.
The diamagnetic shielding in these samples in fields of 14 Oe is almost 100%, but the Meissner
effect in applied fields above 1000 Oe is less than 1%.

In a recent paper' we compared the magnetic properties H both parallel and perpendicular to the orthorhombic c
of some polycrystalline samples of YBa 2Cu 3O, with that of axis.
a single crystal. The present paper represents a continuation As mentioned, the samples are listed in Table I along
of this earlier study. As previously noted, we report on those with the several measured properties. These properties in-
samples which exhibit some improved or unusual feature of clude the transition temperature as projected from the sharp
interest, decrease in magnetic moment as shown in Fig. 2. The sharp-

The samples are listed in Table I. Two of them are poly- ness of the transition is given by AT, which is the tempera-
crystalline and two are single crystals. All compositions ture interval to reach half the value of the low-temperature
have the perovskite-related orthorhombic structure and the superconducting moment.
single crystals showed a twin structure2 arising from the dis- The next two columns of the table list the percent of the
tortion due to the tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transi- sample which is superconducting as extracted from the dia-
tion. All four samples were annealed in oxygen3 '4 to optimize magnetic shielding and from the Meissner effects. These per-
the superconducting transition temperature ( T, ). centages are based on the concept that for a reasonably sym-

The polycrystalline sample A which has a density p Z 5 metrically shaped specimen a demagnetizing coefficient (n)
g/cm3 was prepared by mechanically alloying a powder mix- can be calculated from which the theoretical susceptibility
tureofY 20 3, BaO, and CuO in a mixer mill. The powder was 0X,h) can be obtained as given by Xth = l/4r( 1 - n). Since
cold pressed at 345 MPa to form a 1.25-cm-diam pellet the initial slope (dashed line OA in Fig.l) gives the experi-
which was sintered at 950 *C for 40 h in air, then cooled mental susceptibility X:'_,, then X, /Xth is the ratio listed in
down to 750 "C and held for 20 h in flowing oxygen gas. As a the table. Similarly, a value of X** determined for the
final step the sample was furnace cooled to room tempera- Meissner effect (point C in Fig. 2) gives a ratio X*/,h./,
ture at a rate of 100 C/h. Further details of preparation and However, it is probably more meaningful to list */, lX
properties are reported by Park, McGuire, and Tsuei.5  which is the ratio of the Meissner effect to the diamagnetic I

Polycrystalline sample B has a density ofp = 6 g/cm 3. It shielding, and this is given in the table.

was prepared by compacting precalcined YBa2Cu30, Critical current densities ( J) are listed for each sample
powders isostatically, at - 150 MPa, and then sintering in in Table I. These are obtained using the relation' J,
flowing 02 at 950 °C for 72 h. Subsequent annealing in flow- = 30M(max)/r, where M(max) in gauss is the largest val-
ing 02 produced larger grains with very high twin density.
Details of sample preparation and microstructure are given
by Shinde et al.6 TABLE I. YBaCu,0.

The single-crystal growth technique is reported by Kai- Size Jo
ser et al.' and Holtzberg et al.' Essentially, pellets of mixed (ram) T, AT, X, eIX/.,, (A/cmz) p

raw oxides were heated in Pt or Au crucibles until melting Sample h,w,t (K) (K) (%) (%) (I tW0) (g/cm')
occurred. Upon cooling crystals were found within cavities
in the solidified melt. Typical size was I X 1 mm in area and A 7.6

2.2 89 3 58 21 31 5.00.01 mm thick. In calculating volumes of single crystals for 0.14
magnetization data the theoretical density p=6.4 g/cm' is B 4.8 4
used. 2.15 85 12 100 18 75 6.0

The measurements reported are magnetization carried 0.65
out on a SHE SQUID magnetometer. This instrument has a x-1 (11) 1.4 86 10 too 3 1600 6.4
sensitivity of ± 10- 6 emu with a temperture range of 4.5 to 0.9
300 K in fields up to 40 kOe. A typical set of measurements (1) 0.04 85 20 100 33 200

include a constant-temperature (usually at T= 4.5 K) mo- X-2 (11) 0.6 90 3 100 20 3600 6.4

ment-field loop extending from 0 to 35 kOe as illustrated in 0.25

Fig. I, and in addition a temperature dependence at a low
magnetic field (usually about H = 14 Oe) as shown in Fig. 'At H= 14 Oeand T= 4.5 K.
2. This figure shows the results for the single crystal X-2 with 'At H=O Oe and T =4.5 K.
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FIG. 1. Magnetization of sample B at 4.5 K. Dashed line 0A indicates ini- The theoretical highest density is 6.4 &/cm'
.

tilt slope ftom which r. can be calculated.
are estimated to be only one-tenth of this value, as listed in

us obtained in the magnetization loop and r is an estimated Table 1. Details of the magnetic measurements on the single
radius for the sample in cm. The units of J, are A/cm2

. If the crystals are given by Holtzberg et al."o
sample is in the shape of a sphere or cylinder with the applied Otte might expect to reach some average value of the
field along the cylinder axis no problem exists for determin- single-crystal current density of J, = 106 A/cm 2 

for poly-
ing r. If the sample is in the form of a platelet with a cross crystalline samples. In Fig. 3 the estimated current density is
section 1 X 0.04 mm it is more difficult to assign a radius. plotted against sample density for several polycrystalline
Our general proceduret 

is to calculate an average radius samples; two from this paper and the two samples reported
based on one-half the square root of the cross-sectional area by us in Ref. I. Current densities increase with sample den-
of the sample perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. sity but remain much lower than levels suggested by single-
This gives a simple method of comparing J, in the various crystal data. The increase ofJ, shown in Fig. 3 can be qual-
samples. The last column of the table lists the densities calcu- itatively accounted for by fewer voids in the high-density
lated for the polycrystalline samples and a theoretical den- sample, but the general low level of J, makes is appear that
sity of 6.4 g/cm

3 
assigned to the single crystals. another source limiting J must be present. It is speculated

First, consider the current densities. The single crystal that nonsuperconducting grain boundary layers are limiting
X-2 gives a current density J, =3.6x 106 A/cm 2, the high- J, in polycrystalline materials.
est value which we have so far observed. This sample is also A second interesting feature of YBa 2Cu 30, supercon-
quite small and probably subject to the largest error in the ductors is the small or incomplete Meissner effect. Some
determination of r. The larger crystal X-1 has a value of comments were made on this condition in our earlier paper.'
l.6X 10' A/cm2 

similar to that found in previous work.' As noted in Table I the ratiox* /,, is less that 50% in fields
This large value forJ, is in the Cu plane perpendicular to the of 14 Oe. At higher fields the ratio is still smaller. In Fig. 4
caxisof the crystal. Parallel to thecaxis the current densities V,*/,I", ratios versus applied field are plotted for samples

reported in the present paper. It is noted from the table that
01 I I .d

1 
"-
7  

the Meissner effect is up to 50% of the diamagnetic shieldingIco-o- -o ...-- - [.

0-0-0- 0- --- 10 0
Lc-o - __s ia /_ _ oo~~_- .I ,

4 L 0 ~

0

0 10 20 50 60 70 80 9o oo -In

TEMPERATURE (K) 0 90 20 30
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence ofmagnetic moment of single crystal X-2. H Os)
The Mled cirles are for Hpsrallel to thec axis and the open circles ae forH FIG. 4. The Meissner effect as a percentage of the diamagnetic shielding as a
perpendicular to the c axis. The measurements are at H,, 14 Oe. Point C function of the applied field. Data points are marked; 0, sample B; 0. crys-
marks the value of the Meisner effect. tal X- 1; and 0, crystal X-2.
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at fields of 14 Oe. As seen in Fig. 4 for the higher field the We wish to thank S. K. Kang, S. 1. Park, and C. C. Tsuei
Meissner effect is 1% or less. In the single crystal X-2, which for sample A. We are grateful to H. Lilienthal for his help
gave the highest values for current density, the ratio of with magnetic measurements.
M(Meissner)/M(shielding) is only about 1%. For the sin-
gle crystal X-1, which has a lower value of J,, the ratio is
positive, i.e,, there is frozen in flux rather than an expulsion
of flux. The values for the Meissner effect in the ceramic 'T. R. McGuire, T. R. Dinger, P. J. P. Freitas, W. J. Gallagher, T. S. Plas-

kett. R. L. Sandstrum, and T. M. Shaw, Phys. Rev. B 36, 4032 (1987).
sample B at the higher field is also small. 2

D. L Kaiser, F. Holtzberg, B. A. Scott, and T. R. McGuire, Appl. Phys.
At this time we do not have a direct comparison of the Lett. 51, 1040 (1987).

Meissner effect in YBa 2Cu30 with that found for example 3S. B. Qadri, L. S. Toth, M. Osofsky, S. Lawrence, D. U. Gubser, and S. A.
is indicated by Rabinowitz, Gar- Wolf, Phys. Rev. B 35, 7235 (1987).

in alloys such as Nb3Sn. It si'P. M. Grant, R. B. Beyers, E M. Engler, G. Lim, S. S. P. Parkin, M. L.
win, and Frankel," that there is an incomplete Meissner Ramirez, V. Y. Lee, A. Nazza, J.E. Vazquez, and R. J. Savoy, Phys. Rev.
effect in a Nb 3Sn cylinder. Certainly a mixed state must exist B 35, 7242 (1987).
in the YBa 2Cu3O, crystals where large regions of normal 'S. Park, T. R. McGuire, and C. C. Tsuei (unpublished).

cSc Shinde, T. M. Shaw, T. R. McGuire, and D. A. Chance (unpublished).conductivity are adjacent to superconducting regions. The 'F. Holtzberg, D. L. Kaiser, B. A. Scott, T. R. McGuire, T. N. Jackson, A.
magnetic field in the normal area is not pinned to the crystal Kleinsasser, and S. Tozer, Chemistry of High Temperature Superconduc-
in the sense thai the measurement gives a large positive mo- tos, American Chemical Society Symposium No. 351, edited by D. L.
ment. Quite possibly the crystals of YBa2Cu 30, have an Nelson, M. S. Whittingham, and T. F. George (American Chemical So-

ciety, Washington, DC, 1987), pp. 79-84.
internal structure due to twinning which enhances the mixed 'W. A. Fietz and W. W. Webb, Phys. Rev. 178, 657 (1969).
state. The exterior of the crystal which carries superconduct- 'T. R. Dinger, T. K. Worthington, W. J. Gallagher, and R. L. Sandstrom,
ing currents of over 106 A/cm

2 
is not affected by the twin- Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 2687 (1987).

ning. At this time we do not know if the small Meissner effect ,
0
F. Holtzberg, T. R. McGuire, D. L. Kaiser, and B. A. Scott (unpub-lished).

is a fundamental property or depends on crystal imperfec- 'M. Rabinowitz, E. L. Garwin, and D..r. Frankel, Lctt. NuovoCimento7,
tion. t (1973).
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Low-field characterization of YBa2 Cu3 0 7 , single crystals
H. Claus,* G. W. Crabtree, J. Z. Liu, W. K. Kwok,b and A. Umezawa c )

Materials Science Diuison Argonne NationalLaboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

Low-field magnetization measurements in fields from 0 to 100 G at temperatures from 4.2 to
100 K on single crystals of YBaz Cu3 O7 _ - are presented. The crystals have sharp inductive
transitions at 91.5 K, occasionally with additional structure suggesting a second phase with a
lower T,. For all crystals in all directions the Meissner effect is a small fraction of the shielding
effect. Low-field measurements of Ha within I K of T, show a linear temperature dependence
with a slope of 80 G/K, much smaller than observed at higher field.

In this paper we show that low-field magnetization mea- initially cooling the samples in zero field to 4.2 K. The crys-
surements are an effective method for characterizing the tals A, B, and C in Fig. I were grown by the annealing meth-
magnetic properties of single crystals of the high- T, super- od and all have a common temperature of 91.5 K for the
conductor YBa2 Cu3 0 - . Our measurements were done in onset of superconductivity. Whereas crystal A has a narrow
a SQUID magnetometer designed to work at fields of 100 G transition typical of a single-phase superconductor, crystals
or less and temperatures between 4.2 K and room tempera- B and C from the same batch show structures below T, sug-
ture. The main feature of this magnetometer is fast field and gesting the presence of a second phase with a different trani-
temperature sweep capability, allowing, for example, for a tion temperature. This structure is similar to that observed
temperature sweep between 4.2 and 100 K in less than one by Hammann et al.' in the ab plane of crystals grown by a
hour. Since no superconducting shield is used to trap the similar method. Crystal D, grown by the second method
field, the field can be varied continuously from 0 to 100 G.' described above, shows a significantly lower onset of super-

The single crystals investigated in this work were grown conductivity and a much broader transition. Considerable
by the annealing method described earlier.2 Y2 03, BaCO3, improvement in the onset temperature and the transition
and CuO were mixed in stoichiometric ratios, ground with a width can be obtained by oxygen annealing, as shown by
mortar and pestle, and put into a platinum crucible which Kaiser et al.' The majority of crystals grown by the anneal-
was placed in a furnace at approximately 975'C for 3-5 ing method haveshielding curves similar to crystalsBand C.
days. The reaction product contained many small single Only a few can be found of the same quality as crystal A.
crystals which were ea. !y removed. Crystals produced by Measurements like those in Fig. I are a convenient method
the same method were used in earlier experiments on critical for selecting good crystals for other experiments.
magnetization currents.3 4 

A second method described by The Meissner effect in all ofthe crystals is ofthe order of
Kaiser el al.' was also used to produce crystals. This method 5% of the shielding effect. Therefore when a crysta. is cooled
involves growth from the melt near the eutectic point of a in a magnetic field, most of the flux is trapped inside the
mixture of the starting materials. None of the crystals pro-
duced t--. either technique were annealed after growth.

Approximately 20 crystals were investigated in the
course of this work. Their sizes varied from 0.1 to 0.5 mm
typical dimension. Normally the c direction of the crystals 0

was the shorter of the three dimensions, although occasion- Z D
ally crystals of nearly cubic shape could be found. The ab - .2
plane (i.e., perpendicular to the c axis) was easily recogniz-
able by its shiny, metallic appearance, while the other facets is

were a dull gray. The crystals were visually oriented with an -. 4 -B

stereo optical microscope so that the applied field was either <
parallel or perpendicular to the c axis. Because of substantial A

twinning' which interchanges the a and b axes, we made no -. 6

distinction between various directioins in the basal plane.
Figure I displays typical magnetization versus tempera- -8

ture curves for several single crystals. Shown are shielding
curves obtained by measuring the magnetization with in-
creasing temperature in a field of 10 G along the c axis after -t

0 20 40 60 60 100

*'Permanent address: Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Chi-
eago. Chicago, IL 60680. TIK)
joint Appointment with Department of Physics, Purdue University,
West I afayette. IN 47907. FIG. t. Shielding curves for various single crystals measured in t0 G. M is

"Joint tppointmment with Department of Physics, University of Alberta, normalized to 1.0 at 4.2 K. A. . C, and D refer to different crystals as
Edmonton, Canada. explained in the text.
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difficult to obtain because of the irregular shape of the sam-

FIG. 2. Shielding curve measured in t0 G after zero-field cooling to 4.2 K pie. When the demagnetizing factor is taken into account,
(triangles) and inverted flux trapping curve measured in zero field after there is no anisotropy observed in the shielding for the field
field cooling in 10 G to 4.2 K (circles), along the c axis or in the ab plane. These results are consis-

tent with earlier measurements on small single crystals.
7

sample and cannot be expelled. One consequence of this is To determine the variation of 142 with temperature

that if the field is turned off after field cooling to 4.2 K the close to T, - 91.5 K for crystal A of Fig. 1, shielding curves

sample displays a positive magnetization due to the trapped were measured in various magnetic fields along the c axis as

flux. As the temperature is raised in zero field this flux even- shown in Fig. 3. The value of T, for each field was obtained

tually is released from the sample and the positive magnetic by extrapolation of the linear part of the shielding curves to
tuaeny disalears M/H = 0. The uncertainty in this procedure is less than 0. 1

This flux trapping experiment can be compared with the K. The shielding susceptibility MIN for the various fields

shielding curves as shown in Fig. 2. The sample used for this shown in Fig. 3 converge to the same value at low tempera-

flux trapping experiment is the one with the sharpest transi- ture to within 5%. However, near T. the curves showsa wide

tion in Fig.l, sample A. For comparison the positive magne- range of slopes, the smallest slope corresponding to the lar-

tization for the flux trapping experiment has been inverted. gest field. This behavior can be explained qualitatively by the

The close agreement of the two curves is consistent with the temperature dependence of Ht . In an ideal sample, all flux

small Meissner effect observed in this sample. will be shielded for temperatures below that where H,

We estimate the shielding at 4.2 K in crystal A to be no equals the applied field. Thus the magnetization must

0 - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - l0

H- 3OG

; -. 3 6OG / -. 3

-6 3G/ -. 8 20OG.

5 -. 9 -. 9 lOG

2G 2G
S-1.2 -1.2

86 88 90 92 94 86 88 90 92 94

T(K) TIK)

FIG. 3. Shielding curves measured in various magnetic flelds: 2 G (open FIG. 5. Inverted flux trapping curves measured in zero field on warming
circles), 10 G (triangles), 30 G (crosses), and 60 G (filled circles), The after cooling the sample in various fields to 4.2 K. The magnetization is
magnetization is normalized by the applied magnetic field. normalized by the applied cooling field.
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change from full shielding at this temperature to zero shield- conductivity should be independent of the cooling field as is
ing at T,. As the applied field is increased, the temperature indeed observed in Fig. 5.
where the field equals H, falls and the temperature range This work was supported by the U.S. Department of
over which the shielding falls to zero increases. Energy, Basic Energy Science Materials Sciences under

The temperature dependence of He2 determined from Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38. We thank D. J. Lain for
Fig. 3 is very small as shown in Fig. 4. The relationship useful conversations.
between H and Tis linear with a slope of 0 G/K, about a
factor of 100 smaller than the critical field slope observed at
higher field.1" This is consistent with the suggestion of up-
ward curvature in the critical field measured resistively on 'G. Griffith and H. Claus, J. Magn. Mag. Mater. 54-57, 151 (1986).
some single-crystal samples.' However, it should be pointed 2j. Z. Liu, G. W. Crabtree, A. Umezawa, and Li Zongquan, Phys. Lett. 121,
Out that because of the rounding near T, of the magnetiza- 305 (t987).

3G. W. Crabtree, J. Z. Liu, A. Umezawa, W. K. Kwok, C. H. Sowers, S. K.tion curves in Fig. 4 the values we obtain for H 2 are not Malik, B. W. Veal, D. J. Lam, M. B. Brodsky, and J. W. Downey, Phys.
unique. For example, if the onset of diamagnetism is used to Rev. B 36,4021 (1987).
determine H.,2 its temperature dependence near T, is con- 'A. Umezawa, G. W. Crabtree, J. Z. Liu, H. W. Weber, W. K. Kwok, L. H.
siderably larger. Further work relating to this problem is in Nunez, T. J. Moran, C. H. Sowers, and H. Claus, Phvs. Rev. B 36, 7151

(1987).progress. ID. L. Kaiser, F. Holtzberg, M. F. Chisolm, and T. K. Worthington, J.
Figure 5 demonstrates how the flux trapping curves de- Cryst. Growth 85, 593 (1987).

pend on the magnetic field applied during cooling. After ini- 'Hoydoo You, R. K. McMullan. J. D. Axe, D. E. Cox, J. Z. Liu, G. W.
tially cooling the sample in the field shown in Fig. 5 to the Crabtree, and D. J. Lam, Solid State Commun. (to be published).

lI .Hammann, M. Ocio, E. Vincent, A. Bertinotti, D. Luzet, A. Revcolevs-
lowest temperature the field was turned off. The curves in chi, and J. Jegoudez, in Proceedings of the Yamada Conference on Super-
Fig. 5 were then obtained on warming in zero applied field, conductivity in Highly Correlated Fermion Systems, edited by M. Tachiki,
Quite similarly to the shielding curves of Fig. 4, the slopes of Y. Muto, and S. Maekawa (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1987), p. 325.
the flux trapping curves of Fig. 5 near T, strongly depend on 'Y. lye, T. Tamegai, H. Takeya, and H. Takei, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. Let. 26.L 1057 (1987).the field applied during cooling. However, because the mea- 'T. K. Worthington, W. 1. Gallagher, and T. R. Dinger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59,suring field is zero, one would expect that the onset of super- 1160, (1987).
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Flux creep In high T, superconductors
C. Giovannella
Physique des Solides, Bat. 1(a 91405 Oray, France
and Dipartimento di Fsica, I I Uniuersitb di Roma, Via 0. Raimondo, 00173 Rome. Italy

P. Rouault and I. A. Campbell
Physique des Solidex Bat 310, 91405 Orsay, France

G. Collin
Universiti Reni Descartex 4 at. de rObseuatoire 73006 Pari; France

We have performed torque experiments on ceramic samples of the new superconducting
perovskites and we studied the flux creep properties of both LaSrCuO and YBaCuO. In
addition to its higher T., the latter shows stronger flux pinning. Nevertheless, flux pinning in
both samples well below T is so weak as to be very detrimental to possible high-current
applications. Some consequences of our observations on the superconducting "glassy" state are
pointed out.

The study of the response of superconductors to an ap- sitivity of our apparatus, we were not able to detect any
plied magnetic field gives important information for their torque signal. On the other hand, the signal in curve A of
possible future applications.' Moreover, because of the Fig. i, recorded after the same protocol with H, = 20 G,
granular nature of these new sintered oxides, interesting shows a clear torque signal. This weak viscous signal
signs of a possible "glassy" state are expected.

2  
changes little in intensity or form up to H, = 100 G. Above

Following these two main ideas we performed a series of H, = 120 G (protocol I) a dramatic increase of the torque
torque measurements on sintered pellets of intensity is observed, curve B of Fig. 1. Increasing H, further
LassSro.jsCuO 4 _6 (LaSrCuO in the following) and up to our maximum field results in a continuous increase of
YBa 2Cu 307 -6 (YBaCuO in the following). Several experi- the viscous torque signal. In agreement with the interpreta-
mental protocols have been used. tion of magnetic hysteresis curves,' we have suggested that

(1) After zero-field cooling (ZFC), the fie d is raised to this behavior can be understood in a granular model
2
'
4 

for
a value H, in the initial direction 6 = 0, and is tuen rotated at the superconductivity. For fields between 10 and 120 G the
a constant rate through 360 and back (about 15 min for a flux lines have penetrated into the "weak link" structure
full rotation). The torque signal is monitored permanently. connecting the strongly superconducting grains. Above 120

(2) After ZFC the field is cycled up to our maximum G some flux lines begin to penetrate the grains themselves
value (8.7 kG) and back to zero before raising the field again irreversibly. This field can be considered as an "effective
to H, and rotating as in (I). H," for the grains.

(3) As in (2) except that after raising the field to H, it is Recordings following protocol 2 (after field cycling to
turned through an angle 0 and kept at this angle while the 8.7 kG) show an "almost-rigid" signal for low turning fields,
s,.gnal relaxation is monitored as a function of time. H, <200 G (curve C of Fig. I), and again a fully developed

(4) The sample is field cooled (FC) in H., and after
stabilizing at temperature T the field is rotated.

Torque signals are proportional to M A H and are ex- r'aul
pected to be detected only for applied fields H, greater than
the lower critical field for flux penetration, He, and smaller 0.1 A
than the higher critical field H 2 .' Once the field has pene-
trated the sample a magnetization M is created along the 0 ------------- FIG. I. Torque intensity (LaSrCuO
field direction;ifthefluxlinesarestronglypinned, following .- sample) against the angle betweenfiel 1, 2, 4, a torque signal proportional to sin 6 should -0.1 20Qauss the rotating magnetic field H, and
protocols the initial direction, when the field is
be observed. No relaxation should be seen following proto- 01 B '"' rotated at a constant rate. The ar-

col 3. We refer to this as the "rigid" regime. Otherwise, if we / rows at 36"indicate that the sense of
are in the weak pinning case, flux lines will lag behind the 0 -- - - .4 ------- rotation of the field was reversed.

, Curve A: after ZFC, H, =2O0 .
field when it is turned, with a certain lag angle, and only a Curve : ame as cr A wt H,

constant torque should be detected; we call this the "vis -0.1 . N. 120QSS Curv0 ue as curve A with H,
, , , = 120 G. Curve C: after field cy-

cous" regime. cling to 8.7 kG and back to zero fol-

In the LaSrCuO case, depending on the H, value and the 2.5 - -lowed by rotation in turning fields

protocol that has been used, we indeed observed both the -2H5, = 200 0.

rigid and the viscous regimes. We will summarize the mea- 200 gam
surements made at 4.2 K, i.e., at Tabout one-tenth T,.

BelowH, = 6 G aRer ZFC (protocol 1), within the sen- 0' 360" 01
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viscous regime for H, > I000 G and Oo 5-10r. In parallel (a) After protocol 2 with H, 1.0 kG it is still possible
with this crossover the shape of the relaxation (protocol 3) to observe a part of the flux strongly pinned; see Fig. 3(0).
also changes form,' Fig. 2(a). Relaxarion in the almost-rigid Preliminary results on single crystals in perpendicular ge-
regime cannot be parametrized over the whole time range as ometry (HIc) show that the field needed to induce a fully
r=A-Bint(Ref. 6), as is clearly shown by Fig. 2(b).A viscous regime is as high as 3-5 kG.
stretched exponential cannot fit the curve either over the full (b) The signal decay in YBaCuO is slower than in
time range used, even for our relatively restricted time win- LaSrCuO, Fig. 3(b); note that the comparison has been
dow 1-2500 s. Relaxation experiments on longer time scales done at the same ratio T/T and probably at almost the
are in progress. After field cooling (protocol 4), with H. and sameH/H 2 .
H, both equal to 100 G, we observed a "static" torque simi- The situation is thus marginally better than for
lar to, but less intense by a factor 10, than that we obtained LaSrCuO, but there is considerable creep for rather low
after protocol 2 and H, = 200 G. This can be understood as fields at Twell below T,. A possible explanation of the better
due to partial flux trapping in the grains during cooling in results can be found in the role played by the observed twin
field through the transition temperature. Relaxation after boundaries' and in the suggestion that nonsuperconducting
FC is very weak up to H, = 200 G and starts to be important crystal planes can act as pinning centers.8

for H, >350 G, indicating the crossover to a strong flux creep Let us now consider the consequences for the "glassy"
(viscous) regime. state problem. Torque relaxations showing flux line creep

We would like to stress that in LaSrCuO the relaxation (which has been considered the hallmark of a glassy state)
rate can be very strong, with up to 40% loss of signal in 2500 were observed in the whole range of fields used for both
s (after protocol 2 with H, = I kG and 5' at 4.2 K). This samples. Following the interpretation given above, we are
result shows flux line pinning is weak and seems to us to rule dealing with two different situations: (a) field penetration
out the use of this material as a high-intensity current car- into the weak link structure (H, = 6 to 100 G); (b) field
rier. penetration into the grains (H, > 120 G). In the first case the

In the case of the YBaCuO sintered sample the picture is weak links between superconductor grains are due to the
very close to that already described for LaSrCuO, but some intergranular material. In the second case there are two pos-
elements seem to suggest that for this material the situation sibilities: () the grains are themselves inhomogeneous with
is not quite so bad. flux creep paths constituted by the twin boundary regions

(or less probably by other defects, like zones with different
oxygen stoichiometry'), so we are dealing with defect prop-
erties that are extrinsic to the material; (2) flux creep paths

0 -

In r-0.1 r ' + ; ; ;+I .. .... ........... ........ .
-0.16r(aul

-0.32 - ........ .-.

-0.48 Ht
-0.5

-0.64 A 1

-0.80 . . . . . . .
-1.5 0.5 2.5 45 6. 5 8.

In t -1.5

Yr . . 360"

0.96 ., H0

0.92 - 02 -r

0.2 010

0.84 05 60.05

0.4 -1.5 0.5 2.5 45 65 &S0.80 51J Int

-1.5 0 2.5 4.5 65 85t

FIG. 3. (a) Same a curve Cof Fig. I for YBfaCuO sample with H, = I kG.
FIG. 2. (a) Torque (LaSrCuO sample) as a function of time on in r(t) I Theyscale units ae not comparable with those of Fig. I. b) Torque (YBa-
vslnIplotat T=4.2 K,e= S'fordifferentvalues offleld. (b Torque r CuOsample)as afunctionoftimeasforFig. 2(alttH, = IkG, e= "for
(normalized to r. the value at t = 0) against In t, for different values of two different temperatures. Note that T = 10.6 K corresponds to the same
feld. T/T, ratio as used for the LaSrCuO sample in Fig. 2(a).
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are provided by specific crystal planes so the behavior found 'K. A. Muller, M. Takashise, and I.G. Bednor7 Phys. Rev. Lett. 55, 1143
inthese experiments is intrinsic to the two-dimensional l )

Ifl'C. Giovannella, P. Rouault, 1. A. Campbell. and G. Collin, J. Mod. Phys. B
(2D) structure. 1, 1017 (1987).

The low-field intergranular glassy system is a 3D system 'J. Rosenblatt, C. Lebeau, P. Peyral, and A. RAboutou. Proceedings of the
while the high-field intragranular one could be basically 2D. Workshop on Josephson Effects-Achievements and Trends (ISI, Torino,

As a consequence theoretical models should explain both 1 18.ovnea.GCol.P.ouutadI.ACmblEuohs
regimes. A possible approach is through the analogy CeE. 4.vnnla 109 (1987).oaut nd1 . apelErohs

between the X- Y ferromagnet and the disordered junction 'A. C. Mota, A. Pollini, P. Visani, K. A. Muller and J.6G. Bednorz, Phys.
array.4Rev. B 36,.7 (1987); 36, 4011 (1987).

'B. Raveau and C. Michel, Proceedings ofthe European Workshopon High
T, Supercondktcors and Potential Applications, Genoa, 1987, edited by
the Commission of the European Communities (unpublished); G. Van
Teneloo, H. W. Zandbergen. T. Okabe, M. Takeda. J. Van Landuyt, and S.
Anselinckx, ibid.; G. Collin (unpublished).

'C. Chappert, C. Giovannella, P. Beauvillain, and G. Colin, J. Mod. Phys.
BHI, 993 (1987).

'S. Senoussi, M. Oussena, M. Ribault, and G. Collin, Phys. Rev. B 36,4003 'H. Hervieu. B. Domenges, C. Michel, and B. Raveau, Europhys. Lett. 4,
(1987). 205 (1987); 4,211 (1987).
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On the critical fields and current densities of YBa2Cu3O7 and Lal.85 Sro., 5 CuO4

superconductors
S. Senoussi, M. Oussena, and S. Hadjoudj
Laboratoire de Physique des Solides, Universitb Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France

We report a detailed investigation of the magnetic hysteresis of YBa2Cu30 7 oxide in fields
ranging from -0.2 Oe to 35 kOe and at different temperatures (4.2< Te 100 K). It is shown

that the magnetic behavior is that of a granular type-II superconductor in which strongly
superconducting grains are coupled via less superconducting links. As a result, at low-H
(H;520 Oe at 4.2 K) the sample appears like a single superconducting filament while at high
enough field (H>t 5 kOe) it behaves like a granular superconductor with most of the weak
links being broken by the applied field. Five threshold fields are identified charaterizing the
above magnetic regimes and the transition between them. It is concluded that the critical
current density within the individual grains could attain 10' A/cm2 .

During the last few months there have been several but measurements that the upper critical field H,2 (0) exceeded
limited studies of the magnetic hysteresis cycle of the several MOe. It is to be stressed that in order to remove any
YBa2Cu30 7 superconductor.t" Very recently we reported4'  magnetic memory acquired during previous field cyclings
detailed investigations of the magnetic and transport proper- we have systematically heated our sample up to 110 K and
ties of Lao.8, Sro 15 CuO4 oxide in the superconducting state, then cooled it down in H = 0 to the desired temperature
One of the most significant results deduced from the magnet- prior to the measurement of the M-H curves.
ic data was that the critical current density in this material Figure I shows a set of low-H cycles all plotted after
could attain 106 A/cm2 . It was also found that the macro- zero-field cooling, following the above procedure, to the in-
scopic critical current was limited both by the microstruc- dicated temperatures. We note a global but gradual diminu-
ture (weak links) and by the size of the sample. We present tive of the hysteresis effects with increasing temperature.
an extensive investigation of the hysteresis cycle of
YBa 2Cu 30 7 at various temperatures (4.2<T< 100 K) and
fields ( - 35<H<35 kOe). We find that the relationship M "i
vs H evolves considerably with H exhibiting very different
regimes characterized by five different threshold fields. As ,H5)

for the LaSrCuO system most of the data are analyzed in the --0

framework of the phenomenological model of Bean' and 02

are consistent with the picture that the present specimen is T I

formed by strongly superconducting grains connected via
less conducting (or weak) links. From the experimental 0 - ---

point of view, at very low H, the distinction between the
weak links and the basic grains is hard and the whole sample 01

appears roughly like a single (but dirty) superconducting
filament. On the other hand, at sufficiently high field (H> 5 0

kOe at 4.2 K, for example) the superconducting behavior is 03
that of a conventional granular superconductor. Moreover, z2O K
it will be deduced from the present data that the critical 0
current density within the grains could be as high as l0- to 01
107 A/cm2 .

The preparation of the YBa 2Cu 307 material followed -
the same procedure as in Ref. 10. As in this case, x-ray dif-
fraction analysis and scanning electron microscopy observa- ="0K

tion indicated that our materials are single phase and granu- 0
lar with grain size of the order of I to 100 um. The sample
was approximately cylindrical 6 mm long and 2.5 mm in 41I 0K

diameter. Its magnetization was measured with a vibrating _ _ _ _

sample magnetometer as described in Refs. 4 and 5. The T---T 91
resistivity p(T) (4< T<300 K) and the magnetoresistance -20 -10 . 10 20 H(O)
p(H) in very high pulsed fields up to 430 kOe of a specimen FIG. .The magneation as a function of field at very low Hand at various
prepared in the same condition as the one considered have temperatures. The inset shows the M-Hcurve at a higher field and at 4.2 K.

been reported in Ref. 10. It was inferred from those transport The small asymmetry of the initial branch is due to the earth field.
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Starting from the origin and examining the initial branches pend on the texture of the material and would be probably
of the cycles, we observe that the variation of M with H is more typical of the crystallites. The c axis of which are per-
quite linear and reversible up to a first (but ill-defined)" pendicular to the field H. Figure 3 shows that if the applied
threshold field H, . Moreover, in this field region the sam- field is further increased the magnetization goes through a
pie exhibits perfect diamagnetism (i.e., - 41rM = H) with- maximum at some field H,, and then decreases steadily with
in the sensitivity (- 8%) of the magnetometer. H. The examination of the high-temperature isotherms of

As H is further increased, marked departure from lin- Figs. 3 and 4 shows also that for high enough fields and
earity together with a regime of weak irreversibilities set in. temperature the M-H curves approaches once again, tangen-
This behavior holds up to a second threshold field H,2 (also tially, a reversible behavior above some threshold field H9
ill defined) " beyond which the irreversibilities decrease sub- (T).
stantially whereas the M-H relationship becomes again ap- It is of interest to note that the same characteristic hys-
proximately linear (see inset). As in Ref. 5 we shall call H , teresis loops and therefore the same threshold field were
the first critical field of the weak links, since it is probably the seen' in La, 5s5Sro0 sCuO4 oxide except that the various
field at which the first flux lines penetrate appreciably the threshold values were three to six times lower in this materi-
sample through the weakest links. al. A possible interpretation of the field H9 is that it is the

The physical meaning of H2 is less clear, but we tenta- field above which the pinning forces F,, (Refs. 9 and 13) on
tively propose that it could be the field limit where most of the vortex lines within the grain become negligible compared
the weak links are broken. In this case, H 2 would represent to the magnetic driving forces so that the Mvs H law would
a sort of second critical field for the weak links. The quasire- be governed principally by the equilibrium mixed state. To
versible behavior observed for H > H 2 (see inset of Fig. ) discuss further this point, let us assume69& that the critical
ceases at a third (also ill-defined) threshold field H, mark- current density J, (in A/cm2 ), the radius R (in cm) of the
ing the onset of a regime of strong irreversibilities. This is grain, and the magnetization are related by the relationship
illustrated in Fig. 2 at the appropriate field scale. As dis- J, = - 15 (M, - M )/R, (I)
cussed earlier5 H,9, would be associated with the first critical whereM+(H) and M (H) refer to the algebraic values of
field of the superconducting grains and would therefore be a the magnetization at H on the ascending and the descending

more intrinsic quantity of the YBa2Cu3O, system. However, branches, respectively, of the magnetic loop [i.e.,

it is to be noted that the individual crystallites of the poly- Mrnhes, is th e etic l he.,

crystqline YBa2Cu), 7 are highly anisotropic1
2 with M (H) - M (H) is the distance between the two

H., (H IC)/H., (HIC) = 10-15. Therefore the critical field branches at H]. Then according to Eq. (1) above, the
threshold field H'(T7) is the limit above which the critical

H9, and the critical current density in the grains would de-

Tz20K I ------

,m

0 :4,2K d .. --

T:60K

T:80K 0 , T-20K

-2 .1 0 1 2 ll5) -2 0 -10 0 10 20 H(K

FIG. 2. A set of hysteresis cycles plonied at the same temperature us in Fig. I FIG. 3. The same M-flrelationships and the same temperatures as in Figs. I

bul the M and Ii scales are about 100 times larger here, and 2 but plotted at still higher fields.
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Let us now try to calculateJ. at4.2 K (Fig. I) where the
0.40 ,condition H<H

g 
is certainly well fulfilled. Considering first

T:85K the low-H limit (H<Hn =80 G) above which the sample
2 -- - ceases to behave like a single filament of radius R = 1.25

-2 1rKG) mm. We find that this limit corresponds roughly to J, = 500
0.02 A/c '

. As discussed in more detail in Ref. 5, this value
should coincide with those which could be deduced from

.---- --- -_ resistivity measurements, provided that the sample is homo-
4 geneous and continuous at a scale much lower than its linear

dimensions. We have carried out critical current measure-
rw ments on several different YBa2Cu30 7 samples immersed inx 0.40 - liquid nitrogen and having approximately the same dimen-

T--90K sions (- 10 mm long, 4 mm diameter). We found that in
0. - - . 1 ~H(K . some cases J, exceeded 200 A/cm'.
0.01I Second, considering the high-H limit such as H> H

,I (or M=30 emu/cm3 
at 4.2 K, Fig. 3) and taking R = I to

I T :90 K 100#m for the grain radius we easily calculate that the cur-
-... M ... rent density within the grains would be of the order of 10' to

-101 A/cm 2.

o F , -T :96K Finally, we emphasize that we have carried out mea-
-8 -4 0 4 H (G) surements on many other granular YBa2Cu 30 7 from differ-

ent sources. We generally observed the same characteristic
FIG. 4. Showing the evolution of the magnetic cycle near the transition behaviors marked by threshold fields (H 'j, H ,
temperature, note the expanded Mand H scales with respect to the preced- Hsi], H., and H

0
) more or less comparable to the ones

ing figures. reported here.

current density J, becomes practically zero (within the pre-
cision of the experimental data). Other possible interpreta-
tions ofH 5 (T) in terms of a glassy behavior (an Almeida-
Thouless-like line in the T-H plane) are discussed in Ref. 4. 'T. R. Dinger, T. K. Worthington, W. J. Gallagher, and R. L. Sandstrom,
It is interesting to look at the evolution of the magnetic cycle Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 2687 (1987).

2J. Z. Sun, D. J. Webb, M. Naito, K. Char, M. R. Hahn, J W. P. Hsu, A. Din the transition region near 90 K. This is depicted in Fig. 4 Kent, D. B. Mitzi, B. Oh, M. R. Beasley, T. H. Geballe, R. H. Hammond,
where we have expanded the M and H scales with respect to and A. K. Kapitulink, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 1574 (1987).
Figs. 1-3. It is found that the diamagnetic cycle collapses at 3D. A. Esparza, C. A. D'ovidio, J. Guimpel, E. Osquiguil, L. Civale, and F.

v data.'0  
de La Cruz, Solid State Commun. 63, 137 (1997).about 94K in good agreement with the resistivity 'M. Oussena, S. Senoussi, and G. Collin, Europhys. LUtt. 4, 625 (1987).We believe that the magnetic measurements reported in 5S. Senoussi, M. Oussena, M. Ribaulh, and G. Collin, Phys. Rev. B 36,

this paper can be interpreted qualitatively as follows. First, 403, (1987).
since the magnetic screening is quasicomplete for H(H,'j, it "C. P. Bean, Phys. Rev. Lett. 8, 250 (1962); Rev. Mod. Phys. 36. 31

(1964).is reasonable to assume that to a first approximation the 'Y. B. Kim, C. F. Hempstead, and A. R. Strnad, Phys. Rev. 129, 528
whole sample behaves like a single but dirty filament up to (1963).
H=Hn. then, as the field is further increased a growing "P. W. Anderson, Phys. Rev. Let. 9, 309 (!962),J. Phys. 36, 39 (1964).number of weak links are broken. As a consequence, at W. A. Fictz and W. W. Webb, Phys. Rev. 178,657 (1969).ca M. Oussena, S. Senoussi, G. Collin, J. I. Broto, H. Rakoto, S. Askenazy.
H > H most of the superconducting grains are disconnect- and J. C. Ousset, Phys. Rev. B 36, 4014 (1987).
ed from each other and the magnetic behavior approaches "The threshold fields reported here are defined either by deviations from
that of a conventional granular superconductor in which the linearity of the M-H law or by the onset (or the vanishing) of the hystere-

si effects. Both phenomena appear or disappear rather gradually as asuperconducting entities would coincide with the cystalline function of H, making it very difficult to define the critical magnetic pa-
grains revealed by electron scanning microscopy and other rameters with good precision. This is probably connected with the fact
microscopic techniques of observation. In other words, at that the weak links and the grains considered here have many different
the lowest field the superconducting order seems to be sizes and shapes.

'.T. R. Singer, T. K. Whorthington, W. J. Gallagher, and R. L. Sandvtn vachieved by a coherent process, whereas at high enough field Phys. Rev. Lett. 59. 2687 (1987).
it is dominated by percolation phenomena. "P. G. deGennes and J. Matricon, Rev. Mod. Phys. 36,45 (1964).
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Constricted diamagnetic hysteresis loops observed
for the high T, superconductors

U. Atzmony,a) R. D. Shull, C. K. Chiang, L J. Swartzendruber, and L. H. Bennett
National Bureau of Standards Gaithersburg Maryland 20899

R. E. Watson
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

Magnetic hysteresis loops, ac susceptibility, and resistivity measurements have been made on a
Ba. YCu3 07 - .- type high- T, superconductor. The shape of the hysteresis loops well below T,
are reminiscent of constricted hysteresis loops observed in certain ferromagnetic materials
which are usually associated with magnetic aftereffects. Similar dynamic effects, with a time
constant on the order of 10 s at 40 K, are shown to be present in the superconducting material.
This dynamic magnetic viscosity effect is in addition to the flux creep observed for longer time
periods.

INTRODUCTION RESISTIVITY AND ac SUSCEPTIBILITY

The application of the recently discovered high-tem- Resistivity and ac susceptibility measurements as a
perature oxide superconductors 2 such as La-Sr-Cu-0 and function of temperature are compared in Fig. 1. Both the real
Y-Ba-Cu-0 depends on details concerning their critical cur- and imaginary component of the ac susceptibility are plot-
rents and response to applied magnetic fields. Magnetic hys- ted. In Fig. I resistivity is given in ml cm and the suscepti-
teresis loops we have observed from these oxide supercon- bility is given in rationalized units (equivalent to 41rM with
ductors have a shape which reminds one of the well-known M in emu/cm3 ). The resistivity indicates an onset tempera-
constricted hysteresis loops3 in certain ferromagnetic mate- ture of 92 ± 2 K and a zero resistivity at 86.5 ± I K. This
rials. Such loops are attributed to magnetic aftereffects (i.e., can be considered representative of a typical sample of super-
magnetic viscosity) in ferromagnets. Because of this similar- conducting Y-Ba-Cu-0. The ac susceptibility also indicates
ity in the hysteresis loop shape, we measured time-depen- an onset temperature of 92 ± 2 K.
dent magnetization and found that, in addition to Ander- From the ac susceptibility, the transition width (10%-
son-Kim4 flux creep which has a In (t) behavior for times 90%) is approximately 15 K and the sample achieves nearly
greater than about 100 s, a magnetic viscosity with a time 100% superconductivity at low temperature. It is interesting
constant on the order of 10 s is observed. When the measure- to note that the transition width indicated by the ac suscepti-
ment time is slow compared to the faster time constant, and bility is much broader than the approximately 5 K width
fast compared to the flux creep, the hysteresis loop can be indicated by the resistivity. Furiher, zero resistivity is seen to
closely approximated by the Bean critical state model.5 6  occur near the temperature at which, according to the sus-

ceptibility measurement, the sample is approximately 50%
SAMPLE PREPARATION

A number of oxide superconductors with varying com-
position and heat treatment were prepared and measured.
We report here on one typical sample which was prepared
from stoichiometric mixtures of BaCO3, Y2 0, and CuO 0.3
powders with 5 mol % of hafnium oxide added as a replace- , . . - - 2

ment for CuO. The powders were mixed mechanically and - -
sintered at 690 "C for 10 h. The material was ground to pow- % -0.2
der and sintered again at 820 'C for 10 h. The last step was - -0-

repeated at 910 oC before the powder was pressed into pellets -
approximately 12 mm in diameter. The pellets were fired at -0.6 0 - o .I

960 "C for 12 h and cooled in steps of 50-100 to 150°C. - .. ,i~ti,.I.
Holding time at each temperature step during the cooling /
was 2-6 h, except at 750 °C and 500 °C, which were 15 hand o
II h, respectively. All these processing steps were carried out so '- to 130 5

in air. Temperature, K

FIG. I. Plot of the resistivity and complex ac susceptibility vs temperature
for the as-Y-Cu-O type sample studied in this paper, Squares are the mea-

__sured values for the real component of the susceptibility, crosses are the
"Permanent Addres: Nuclear Research Centre-Negev, P.O. Box 900 1, imaginary component of the susceptibility, and the dotted line is the resis-

Beer-Sheva, Israel. tivity (right scale). The diamonds are calculated points (see text).
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FIG. 3. Time dependence of change in sample magnetization for two steps

FIG. 2. Experimental (squares and solid line) and calculated (dotted line) in the applied magnetic field. The data were taken on the virgin curve. The
hysteresis loops at 38 K for the sample studied in this paper. The inset gives magnetization change, AM, given in G represents 41r times the value a
an expanded view of the experimental virgin curve. The magnetization, giv. emu/cm'. The top curve is for a sudden jump in applied field from 90) to

en in G, represents 4OM where M is in emu/cm
3
. 1000 Oe, and the bottom curve is for a sudden jump in applied field from 400

to 500 Oe. The dotted line represents, roughly, the transition between an
exponential behavior and a In (t) behavior.

superconducting, and the peak in the imaginary component
of the susceptibility also occurs at this temperature.

From Fig. I it can be seen that the imaginary part of the J, = J o/( l + B/B_,

susceptibility undergoes a peak near 85 K and does not re- where J, is the critical current at flux density B, J, is the

duce completely to zero at the lower temperatures. This critical current at zero flux density, and B, is a parameter
same type of behavior has been noted for the La-Sr-Cu-O representing the flux density at which the critical current is

system by Oda et al. Assuming that the energy loss arises that at zero flux density. The value of J, used in Fig. 2
primarily from eddy currents induced in the normal portion (I 1000 A/cm

2
) is approximately that which would be ob-

of the material, the peak in the energy loss can be understood tained by substituting the maximum observed magnetiza-
roughly in terms of the Gorter-Casimir two-fluid model.' In tion in the formula given by Bean

6 
for a plate geometry as J,

this phenomenological model the electrons are divided into a = 40M ID, where M is in emu/cm
3

, J, in A/cm
2

, and D is
fraction w of superconducting electrons, and a fraction the thickness in cm. This value for J, is considerably less

(I - w) of normal electrons. The changes in superconduct- than those found by Dinger et al.
to 

for single-crystal
ing current induced by the magnetic field will cause dissipa- Y , Ba2 Cu301 - .. These authors found, at 40 K, approxi-
tive eddy currents in the normal electrons. Thus the eddy- mately 40 000 A/cm

2 
for H parallel to the Cu-O planes, and

current losses will be roughly proportional to npw ( I - w), 110 000 A/cm
2 

for H perpendicular to the Cu-O planes. This
where n, is the density of electrons and/p is their mobility, reduced critical current for polycrystalline material has been

This product, normalized to agree with the experimental attributed to the presence of "weak links" in the grain boun-
data point at 80 K, is also plotted in Fig. 1. Good agreement daries by McCallum et al."
with the observed values is obtained except very near the
onset temperature.

HYSTERESIS MEASUREMENTS RELAXATION EFFECTS

A hysteresis loop obtained at 38 K for applied fields up There are interesting differences between the calculated
to 3 kOe is shown in Fig. 2. The sample was cooled in zero and experimental loops of Fig. 2. The Bean model assumes
field to obtain the virgin curve. At 38 K the ac susceptibility that fluxoids, once formed by the application of magnetic
measurement indicates that the sample is almost completely fields, are pinned in place. If the fluxoids were free to move
superconducting and the initial slope of the magnetization and obtain thermodynamic equilibrium, a magnetization
versus applied field has a slope nearly equal to - I (as ex- curve with little or no hysteresis would result. Since the true
pected for a nearly perfect diamagnet). From the inset in picture appears intermediate to these two situations, the ex-
Fig. 2, which shows the virgin curve, it can be seen that M vs perimental hysteresis curve has less area, i.e., is more

H begins to curve (flux begins to penetrate the sample) at a pinched, than the Bean-model loop. Further, due to relaxa-
very low field, < 80 Oe. A very large hysteresis is also seen at tion effects in the fluxoid motion, the measured hysteresis

this temperature. loop will depend on the rate at which the loop is traversed.
In Fig. 2 the measured hysteresis loop is compared with For the experimental hysteresis loop of Fig. 2 the time be-

one calculated using the phenomenological model of Bean
6  

tween experimental points was approximately 15 s.
for a plate geometry (the sample size used was 0.90 mm The presence of Anderson-Kim flux creep in these su-
thick by 4.5 mm wide by 4.7 mm long with the field applied perconductors has already been noted by a number of auth-
parallel to the surface of the plate). The variation in the ors (see, e.g., Ref. 10). This creep, due to thermally activat-
critical current with field was assumed to have the form used ed jumping over flux pinning sites, has a In(t) behavior and

by Kim, Hampstead, and Stmad,
9 

i.e., was observed in our samples for times greater than about 20
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s. The above-mentioned analogy with pinched hysteresis tallographic easy direction. The time constant for this celax-
loops in ferromagnets led us to look for dynamic effects at ation at 38 K in the sample observed was = 10 s. We have
times shorter than 20s. Toobserve such effects, the magnetic observed the same type of behavior in a number of samples
field was stepped in 100-G increments, with 90 s between processed in different ways, and more extensive measure-
steps, and the resultant magnetization followed on a record- ments are underway to establish the temperature and sample
er. The time constant for the field step was approximately 2 s dependence of the effect.
and the response time of the magnetization measurement
was 1 s. Two of the curves obtained are displayed in Fig. 3. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
One curve, labeled 400 - 500 Oe, is for the step occurring on We thank D. Mathews and R. Drew for technical assis-
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New glassy features In high-T, superconductors
Y. Yeshuruns)

IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

Y. Wolfus
Department of Physics Bar-llan University, Ramat-Gan. Israel

I. Felner
Racah Institute of Physics Hebrew University. Jerusalem, Israel

Magnetic measurements on a high-T, superconductor YBa2 Cu3O7 reveal new spin-glass-like
features. At low temperatures and low fields the irreversible part of the field-cooled
magnetization M,, rotates with the sample as a rigid entity. The rigidity is broken and part of
M,, disappears above an angle 0* which decreases with increasing temperature or field. This
behavior resembles that of spin glasses and differs qualitatively from the behavior found for
Nbi.

This paper was not proofread by the author; however, it has been proofread by one of the Publication Chairpersons.

In the effort to understand and characterize the features Figure 1 exhibits typical M(O8) data for various fields.
of the new superconductors, an enormous amount of work The most obvious feature in this figure is the strong angular
has been devoted to their magnetic properties. One of the dependence of the magnetization. To understand this feature
intriguing features of their materials found in magnetic mea- we recall that in VSM measurements the measured magneti-
surements - is the striking resemblance to the magnetic zation M is the projection of the total sample magnetization
properties of spin glasses.4 We have recently reported' on a in the direction of the field H. The magnetization m is
glassy features in YBa 2CU3O7 . Here we report on new fea- composed of reversible and irreversible components:
tures5 which resemble those of spin glasses. We have studied (I = )H + M), (1)
the angular dependence of the field-cooled magnetization of
YBa 2Cu3O7 by rotating the sample relative to the applied In the polycrystalline YBa2Cu1 O7 the bulk susceptibility is

magnetic field. We find that at low temperatures and low of course isotropic, and thus the reversible contribution yH

fields the irreversible part of the magnetization Mi, rotates is always in the direction of H. The irreversible part M_,,, on

with the sample as a rigid entity. At higher fields and tem- the other hand, might be coupled to the sample and rotate

peratures, the rigidity is broken and part of the Mr disap- with it as a rigid entity. It should also be taken into account

pears above an angle 0* which decreases with increasing that as a result of the field Mirr might lag by an angle 

temperature or field. These results resemble the behavior in relative to the sample for a rotation 0 of the sample. Thus,

spin glasses" - and are qualitatively different from those we the measured contribution of the irreversible magnetization

observe in the ordinary type-Il superconductor, Nb. is expected to be M,. cos (0 - 0) where 0<4b and the mea-

The sample was prepared from a mixture of BaCO3, sured magnetization is

Y20 3, and CuO powders (at least 99.9% pure) in stoichio- M = yH + M,, cos(d - 0). (2)
metric proportion according to the formula YBa 2Cu3O7 . Several features characterize the data of Fig. I. General-
Finely ground powders were pressed into a pellet approxi- ly speaking, all curves exhibit the same shape. However, note
mately 1.5 cm in diameter, and heated to 900 °C for 16 h in that M(2r) < M(O) and this difference is more pronounced
flowing oxygen. The product was then quenched to room for the higher fields. Moreover, irreversibility in M(e,) sets
temperature, reground, and heated again to 900 °C for 48 h, in at high angles. This is demonstrated in the lower part of
then cooled to ambient temperature. Powder x-ray diffrac. Fig. 2 where we exhibit the angular dependence of the mag-
tion shows that most of the observed lines could be indexed netization at 4 K for H = 1500 Oe. At an angle 4* (which
with an orthorhombic cell with lattice constants a = 3.822 decreases with increasing field and temperature) there is a
A, b = 3.891 A, and c = 11.67 A, in fair agreement with total breaking of the rigid moment and the signal is not re-
published data.9  covered when the sample is rotated back from 21r to 0, de-

The angular dependence of the magnetization was in- monstrating the complete disappearance of the original irre-
vestigated via measurer- -nts of the magnetizaaion on a vi- versibility.
brating sample magnetometer (VSM) with a 2tr-rotating In the low-field regime, the asymmetry in M(1) is im-
sample holder. The sample was cooled in an applied field H portant only at a high angle of rotations. Thus, using Eq.
from well above the transition temperature T, to the measur- (2), we can deduce Mir, directly from the raw data by taking
ing temperature, which is stabilized to better than 0. 1 K. M., = (M(0) - M(ir) 1/2. The inset of Fig. l exhibits the
With the same field on, the sample was rotated by an angle 0 field dependence of M,. Note the resemblance of M,, (H)
relative to the applied magnetic field. We then measured the to the thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) in spin
magnetization M as a function of 0. glasses.'

The effect of the field on the rigidity of M, is more

"Permanent address: Department of Physics, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat- dramatic at high temperatures. This is obvious from Fig. 2
Gan. Israel. where we demonstrate that the effect of 45 Oe at 67 K is
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qualitatively similar to that of 1.5 kOe at 4.2 K. For higher ces: (i) M(O)/H curves for Nb coincide for the various
fields the initial cos 0 dependence is abruptly interrupted at a fields for most of the angular span, as expected from type-Il
relatively small angle 0* which decreases with the increase superconductors below Hl. For YBa 2Cu3 07 , on the other
of/H. hand, the situation is completely different (see Fig. 1), im-

To complete the experimental description, we compare plying that there is no true Meissner regime for this material.
the results with FC data for Nb (Fig. 3). The figure exhibits (ii) In the high-field regime we observe a plateau above an
M(O) dependencies for Nb which resemble those of angle 0, (H), implying that the magnetic moment is not ca-
YBa2Cu3 0 7. There are, however, two important differen- pable of following the sample but the lag 0 - 0 is a constant

(see inset, Fig. 3). Very similar results, though on a limited
angular span, were obtained by Heise"

5 
in his torque experi-

.01 ments. The plateau in high fields is limited to a small angular

span and the overall shape of M(Ol) is symmetric around 1r
and is reversible, implying that Mi, is still a rigid body in
spite of the fact that in this case TIT,0 .5. This is to be

.03- contrasted with the asymmetry and the irreversibility for
-T=e7K YBa2Cu30 7 where the rigidity is broken and M,_ already
H=45 Oe vanishes for T/T, <0.05.

Both Nb and YBa 2Cu30, are type-II superconductors
characterized by a mixed phase above He in which flux
might be trapped and pinned to imperfections or disloca-

-. 05 tions. Pinned flux might explain the glassy features found in

I experiments'-
3 

and it yields, in particular, a natural ex, lana-
tion for the present experiment: The trapped flux, which

-0contributes a positive magnetization at qS = 0, is rotated with

.3 the sample and generates a cos 0 shape. The fact that a cos 0
shape is found in the FC experiments for fields well belowHt implies that flux is trapped during the cooling process,

-. 8 =1500 Oe while crossing the mixed phase.
A different approach for the explanation of our results is

based on recent superconducting glass models which have
- 1 .3 _ been suggested mainly for granular superconductors '

"'
3

but are quite appealing for the oxide superconductors be-
cause of their porous nature. In this picture the magnetic

-1.8 , ,field induces frustration" by favoring nonuniform phase dif-
0ANGLE (radians) ferences between neighboring grains which are weakly con-

nected via a Josephson coupling. The concrete analogy

FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the field-cooled magnetization for between this frustrated phase and the magnetic spin-glass
YBa2CuO at 4 K for 1.5 kOe and at 67 K for 45 Oe. Arrows indicate the system yields a natural explanation for irreversible phenom-
direction of the rotation. The measurement starts at 0 = 0, the sample is ena in the oxide superconductors. In this sense, the striking
rotated to 21rand back to zero. Note the break of rigidity at the critical angle similarity between the results presented here and the experi-
0a denoted by the arrows and the irreversibility. The data taken from 2r to
zero coincide with the (reversible) angular dependence of the zero-field- mental findings in spin glasses

67' 
lends much support to this

cooled magnetization. The lines are a guide to the eye. approach.
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Multiple coil pulsed NMR method for measuring the multipole moments
of particle accelerator bending magnets

W. G. Clark, T. W. Hijmans, and W. H. Wong
Physics Department and Solid State Science Center, Uniuersity of California at Los Angeles
Los Angeles California 90024

An important step in the development and manufacture of the bending magnets for the
proposed superconducting supercollider particle accelerator is measurement of the multipole
moments of the magnetic field. This paper describes a method for doing so that makes use of
the simultaneous pulsed NMR signal from a large number of coils placed on the diameter of a
circle. From the value of the magnetic field thereby measured on the boundary, the multipole
moments are obtained. Details of the basic concepts of the method are presented, along with
some results of an early test of it.

I. INTRODUCTION measured counterclockwise from they axis. Since there are

One of the technical challenges of the proposed Super- no sources of the magnetic field in this region, each Carte-

conducting Supercollider (SSC) particle accelerator is the sion component of the magnetic field B = (B,,By,B,) satis-

design, fabrication, and testing of long, high-field magnets fies Laplace's equation. Thus, if any component of B is speci-

whose homogeneity must meet stringent specifications.' In fled on the boundary of a region (the circle), it is determined

this paper, we describe a novel multiple coil pulsed magnetic throughout the region (inside the circle). The solution of

resonance (MCPMR) method for testing such magnets. It this boundary value problem gives

uses a pulsed magnetic resonance signal that appears simul- B,(R,O) =Bo+B o  R "[b. cos(nO) -a, sin(n0)
taneously in a large number of sample coils to map the field. B +
These measurements are then used to calculate its multipole (I)
moments. Although the method is being developed for use The coefficients a. and b, are the multipole moments that
with the SSC project, it should be useful as well in many are used for trajectory stability modeling. They are calculat-
other applications, such as other accelerator designs and ed using the Fourier inversion formulas:
magnetic resonance imaging magnets. The material present-
ed here focuses almost exclusively on the SSC application. b, .- B (R,O)cos(nO)dO, n = 1,2,..., (2)
We describe the main principles and technical consider- -rBoR" I
ations, and include a brief report on the performance of our - f By(R,O)sin(nO)dO, n=1,2.... (3)
first prototype system. a, = 1rBR------ n

The quantities needed in the SSC application are the The frequency of the magnetic resonance precession w.
multipole moments of the magnetic field in the region tra-
versed by the particle beam. They determine the stability of is given by the magnitude ofB of the magnetic field, whereas
the orbits, etc. The MCPMR method obtains this informa- fqs. ( )-(3) refer only to it ay component. 2 Sine the field
tion by measuring the magnitude of the magnetic field at a configuration of the SSC magnets involves only very small'1discrete number ox'points on the boundary of a circle perpen- components Bx, and Bz, and a small variation Bo - B, along

discetenumer f pint onthe ounaryof cicleperen- the y direction, the relation between WOL, we expand the rela-
dicular to the beam path and centered on it. This is done by ti tion between B and tL to first order in a Taylor series:
observing simultaneously the frequency of the free-induc-
tion decay signal from nuclear (or electron) spins in a large B aL (R,O)
number of coils located on the circle. The multiplole mo- 'B
ments are then calculated from these data. 2-

I. MULTIPOLE MOMENTS AND HOW TO OBTAIN THEM - (B +By +B,) B(l (Bo-B)) (4)

We begin with the definition of the multipole moments where WL (R,O) is the magnetic resonance frequency at R,0
and show how they are related to the measurements made on the circle and y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the resonant
with the MCPMR method. We use the following coordinate spin. For the design goals of the SSC magnets, the above
system: They axis is vertical, and is the direction of the large approximation corresponds to an error of approximately I
dipole field B, that bends the particle trajectories into a hori- part in 106 fur the determination of B,. Examination of Eqs.
zontal path. The z axis is horizontal and along the particle (2)-(4) shows that from a measurement of WL at all points
trajectory; the x axis is horizontal and perpendicular to it. of the boundary, the multipole coefficients are determined.
The circular boundary upon which the field measurements One important point to note here is that within the
willbemadeiscenteredattheoriginandliesinthex-yplane. fiamework of this approximation, only the variation of B

P Points on the circle (radius R) are specified by the angle 0 along they direction is measured (see Eq. (4) 1. It is, never-
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theless, sufficient to obtain the multipole coefficients. It does not require auxiliary, time-dependent fields that are incom-
not, however, determine the orientation of the probe in the patible with the SSC configuration. A further advantage is
dipole field. For that, other means must be used, such as that when measuring oL simultaneously in a large number
orientation via the null voltage from a Hall effect probe. of coils, one is rather insensitive to spurious drift or modula-

Equations (2)-(4) imply that COL is known everywhere tion of the magnetic field. The observed signal is the cnve-
on the circular boundary. Since it is not practical to measure lope of the free induction decay obtained with phase coher-

* it at all points, WL is measured instead at a discrete number ent detection.3 It displays beats whose frequency f1 is the
of points. For this case, one then replaces the integrals in difference between wL (determined by the magnetic field)
Eqs. (2)-(4) with discrete sums. We consider the case of M and that of the reference oscillator (Wit) that governs the
samples at the locations R, 21rm/M with m taking integral phase sensitive detection. This beat signal is digitally pro-
values between 0 and M - 1. The result is ceassed to extract the time interval T for N beats, and from

2 M "LR-,I )cos(2-n), ( that wL for each coil is determined.
M(ob. L )R= -L M M (5) We have constructed a prototype MCPMR system

along the lines described above. A more detailed report on it
- 2 _ _R 2irm 2sin(2rmn\ ( will be published elsewhere. It has eight small magnetic reso-

a (W- - ,o0 R -M M nance coils the are excited by a single transmitter. Each coil

where (w1 ) is the average of o L over the circular boundary. has its own receiver channel and digital processing to obtain

In applying Eqs. (5) and (6) it is important to make the fl. Both protons in water at room temperature and 3He gas at

number of probe positions M at least twice as large as the 4.2 K have been used as the working substance at

largest multipole index n to avoid the biasing that is inherent o /21rz 10 MHz, which corresponds roughly to the SSC
in discrete Fourier transforms. Also, going from the contin- injection field. The digitized data are sent to a microcom-

uous case [Eqs. (2) and (3)] to the discrete case [Eqs. (5) purer. A single cycle of excitation, digitizing, and reading
and (6)] is an approximation, whose seriousness is easily into the computer takes about 50 ms. Simple programs have

modeled for a given situation, been developed to perform the processing associated with
Eqs. (5) and (6). In a relatively homogeneous field (free

Ill. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MCPMR induction decay time of =-1-2 ms), a field measurement

METHOD good to about 1 ppm is obtained. Tests with time varying
fields confirms that the field profile is accurately recorded

In this section we describe briefly some general consid- even when the field is not static.
erations that apply to the MCPMR method in the context of Several further developments of this system are planned
the SSC application, describe a prototype working system for the near future. The number of coils will be increased to
that uses the MCPMR method, and comment on some possi. 32 to permit measurement of higher multipole moments.
bilities for future development. The operating frequency will be raised to 217 MHz to ac-

The design goals of the SSC magnets are operation from commodate the 6.7-T storage field of the SSC Finally, a
0.3 T at particle injection to storage at 6.7 T with the magnets material with a narrow electron-spin-resonance line, such
cooled to 4.5 K. The typical mulitpole expansion coeffi- as' (fluoroanthene) 2 PF6, will be used at 280 MHz to per-
cients are of order I or lessin units of 10- 4 B0 .Wetake 1% of form warm bore measurements at 0.01 T.
this as a target figure for the accuracy of each field measure-
ment; i.e., WL should be determined at each point to I ppm.
Here we adopt the very conservative estimate that the center
of tLe resonance frequency can be determined to 10% of its ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
width. It then follows that the width of the resonance line This report is based upon work supported by the U.S.
should not exceed 10-' of its central frequency (or field). Department of Energy, Contract No. DE-AC02-

This situation forces a compromise regarding the size of 87ER40350. One of us (W.G. C.) also expresses strong
the individual samples. They must be small so that the thanks to the Free University of Berlin and the Technische
linewidth associated with magnetic field inhomogeneities is Hochschule Darmstadt for their hospitality while part of the
still small (and so that its position is precisely determined), work was being done, and to the Alexander von Humboldt-
but they should be large to obtain a favorable signal-to-noise Stiftung for a U.S. Senior Scientist Award that helped to
ratio. We have performed a detailed analysis of this situa- support it.
tion. There is no space to present it here, we simply state that
by using 3He at 4.5 K as the working substance, it is predict-
ed that the conditions for precision field measurement are
readily satisfied over the range 0.3-6.7 T using surprisingly
small samples. There are two advantages that follow from '"Conceptual Design of the Superconducting Super Collider," edited by J.D. Jackson, Report SSC-SR-2020, SSC Central Design Group, c/o Law-
using small samples; many of them can be used in the re- rnce Berkeley Laboratory, 90.4040, I Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA
stricted space available in the SSC bore, and very little pulsed 94720 (March 1986).
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. Superconducting and magnetic properties of RBa2 Cu3 07-_ compounds
S. A. Shaheen, N. Jisraw, Y. H. Lee, M. Croft, and W. L. McLean
Serin Physics Laboratory, Rutgers University. Piscataway New Jersey 08855-0849

H. Zhen, L. Rebelsky, and S. Horn
New York University, Department of Physics 4 Washington Place, New York 10003

Superconducting properties of RBa2Cu3 07 - compounds (R = Y, La, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy,
Ho, Er, Tin, and Yb) have been studied by dc electrical resistivity and ac magnetic
susceptibility techniques. Except for R = La, which is superconducting below 50 K,
RBa2Cu 3 O - . compounds exhibit sharp resistive and inductive transitions in the 90-K range.
The nearly constant value of Tc for magnetic R ions indicates a very weak interaction between
R ions, as anticipated from the known crystal structure of these materials. The effects of
annealing in oxygen and argon, and air quenching, on the superconducting properties are also
discussed.

The recent discoveries of superconductivity with crit- The x-ray diffraction patterns of the RBa 2 Cu 3 0 _
ical transition temperatures T. near 35 K (Refs. 1-3) compounds revealed peaks characteristic only of the
and 90 K (Ref. 4) have stimulated unprecedented world- YBa2 Cu3 07 -type structure (1:2:3 structure), except for
wide efforts for the preparation and characterization of R = Ce, Th, Yb and Lu. All RBa2 Cu3 07_ compounds
La 2 _,(Ba,Sr),CuO4 _, compounds with the K2 NiF 4  forming the 1:2:3 structure were orthorhombic except for
structure and REI% Cu307 _ compounds (R = Y or a rare- R = La and Pr, which were tetragonal within the resolution
earth element) with the YBa2 Cu3 07 ._-type layered struc- of the diffractometer. YbBa2Cu3 07 - and
ture. These compounds are of great physical interest because LuBa2 Cu3 07 , did form the 1:2:3 structure, but also con-
oftheoccurrence of superconductivity at such high tempera- tained unknown impurity phases amounting to 5%-10% in
tures, and, additionally, they are of significant technological Yb-based samples and 40%--60% in Lu-based samples.
importance. With both these aspects in mind, we are prepar- CeBa2 Cu3 07 formed an unknown structure.
ing, characterizing, and studying the physical properties of TbBa2 Cu3 0 - did not form well in our three attempts and
the RBa2 Cu3 07 -. series. was not studied further.

Although it has been stated' that making the 90-K oxide Figure 1 shows the electrical resistivity (p) versus ten-
superconductors is relatively easy, experienced scientists perature data for the RBa 2 Cu3 07- compounds with
have found difficulties in producing the complete set of 90-K
superconductors in the R 2 CU301 -. series.6 The reason
may lie in the fact that fabrication conditions which are ap- 6.RBGCUSO,- R
propriate for Y]a 2 Cu 3 07 -. are not necessarily appropriate I
for its rare-earth analogues. In this paper we describe our , . .
optimized conditions for preparation of some individual °"
members of the RBa2 CU3 01 , series and present electrical
resistivity and magnetic susceptibility data on those . "
members of the series that exhibit superconductivity above . 2 . - -

liquid-nitrogen temperature.
Several sets of RBa, Cu 3 O_ -. samples were prepared .

by solid-state reaction of rare-earth oxides (or yttrium ox- . 0 .
ide), barium carbonate, and copper oxide powders in an alu-
mina crucible using a standard procedure described in the * 7,
literature7 for YBa2 Cu 307 - , i.e., by calcining in air, pelle- 7
tizing, annealing in oxygen, and slow cooling. The calcining
temperature of 950 "C is appropriate for RBa2CuO, -
compounds with R = Y, La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy and Ho, " .

and 920-935 'C for the remaining members of the rare-earth 2.... " . .
series. The best results were obtained when materials were
calcined for 16-24 h, and one or two intermediate grindings _

were applied. The pellets were pressed at 4 kbar, sintered at o;
900-930 "Cin air or oxygen for at least 6 h, and slowly cooled 100 200 300
in an oxygen atmosphere at a constant rate of 0.5 'C per Temperature(K)
minute in the range 630 "C- i50 C. Details of the experiment FIG. Resistivity as a fuiction of tempeature for PRB Cu, 0, owm-
are given elsewhere.' pounds (t = Y, or the rate-earth eement indicated).
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R = Y, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, and Yb which annealed pellets were then quenched by removal from the
exhibit superconductivity in the 90-K range. furnace at 900-930 *C. Ax-annealed pellets were cooled in an
LaBs 2 Cu3 0 - . was superconducting in the 70-K range. Ar atmosphere to room temperature by shutting off the fur-
CeBa2 Cu3 07 - and PrBa2 Cu 3 07 -. were semiconducting nace. X-ray spectra of air-quenched, oxygen-annealed, and

or insulating down to 4.2 K. The highest observed value of argon-annealed GdBa2 Cu3 07 - samples are shown in
T, (wherep drops to 50% of its extrapolated normal-state Fig.3. The spectra of the Ar-annealed samples clearly indi-
value) is 92.5 K for a GdBa2 Cu3 07 - . sample (not shown cate the multiphase nature of the sample. The multiphase
here). The width of the transition At (over which p drops nature of the Ar-annealed samples was also apparent from
from 90% to 10% of the extrapolated normal-state value) is the dirty green color of the crushed powders. There is very
typically 1-2 K. The YBa2 Cu3 0, - and YbBa2Cu0.0 - , little difference between the spectra of the oxygen-annealed
samples exhibited the lowest resistivity and sharpest transi- and air-quenched samples. The spectra are essentially char-
tions (At - 1.0 K). Both these features are normally indica- acteristic of an orthorhombic 1:2:3 phase in both cases. A
tive of the good quality of the samples. However, our comparison of the superconducting properties of the air-
YbBa 2Cu 3 O,, sample was multiphase material. Similar quenched, Ar-annealed, and 0 2-annealed GdBa 2 Cu307
observations were also made by others7 

for a multiphase samples is made in Fig. 4. The Ar-annealed sample was insu-
YbBa2 Cu3 07_ sample. This suggests that low resistivity lating. The 02 -annealed sample showed a linear decrease in
and a sharp resistive transition may not necessarily indicate the normal-state resistivity on decreasing temperature and a
good sample quality for the oxide superconductors. sharp transition in the 92-K range. The air-quenched sample

Some general trends were noted. The transition tem- exhibited a slightly activated behavior before the onset of

perature for the superconducting compounds is nearly inde- superconductivity in the 60-K range. The most striking dif-
pendent of the rare-earth element in the RBa2 Cu 3 07 - se- ference between the 02-annealed sample and the air-

ries. If R is taken from the middle of the rare-earth series, i.e., quenched sample is apparent from the static magnetic sus-
Eu, Gd, Dy, the single phase 1:2:3 structure is easily formed ceptibility data where Meissner effect is very tiny for the
and sharp superconducting transitions above 90 K are ob- air-annealed sample as compared to the 0 2 -annealed sam-
served. On the other hand, it is very hard to produce a single- pie. The Ar-annealed sample showed no evidence for super-
phase RBa2 CU3 07 - . compound with the end members of conductivity down to 4.2 K. The observed Meissner effect of
the rare-earth series, i.e., for R = Yb and Lu. The transition - 7% for 02 -annealed sample is, in fact, somewhat underes-

width At increases and Tc decreases in the RBa2 Cu3 07 _ timated because Curie-like paramagnetic susceptibility asso-
series as one proceeds from R = Eu to R = La, i.e., from the ciated with the large magnetic moment of Gd atoms over-

middle to the beginning of the rare-earth series. Supercon- shadows the Meissner signal, as is apparent from the upturn

ductivity is only observed if R is a trivalent ion. (R = Ce, Pr, in the magnetic susceptibility at temperatures below the su-
and Th are not trivalent under oxidizing conditions in the perconducting transitions. Using the measured effective

RBa 2Cu 3 O- series.) paramagnetic moment of 7.65p/ corrections can be made.

The normalized ac susceptibility data for some of the However, here we are concerned only with the relative mag-
RBa2 Cu 307-_ samples is displayed in Fig. 2. The nitude of the Meissner signal for the air-quenched and oxy-

noteworthy features are sharp transitions followed by a near- gen-annealed samples. The magnitude of the Meissner signal
ly-temperature-independent value below 77 K for all of these in the air-quenched sample is so small that it can hardly

samples. account for a bulk superconductivity in this sample. This

The effect of air quenching and Ar-annealing on may mean that oxygen content is probably not homogen-
RBa 2 Cu 3 07 -, samples was also investigated. The pellets of
RBaCu 307,_ which were superconducting in the 90-K
range were annealed in Ar and air at 900-930 C for 6 h. Air-

Ar - annealed

GdBa2Cu 30 7 -.

~ .8 r 02 - annea~ledR-=...: . . .

i , - ' Ar- uenLe
-[0. *2. - ""

70 so 100______________ 20 30 40 50 60
70 80 00 100

Tner .) 20

FIG. 2. Nonmalized ac susceptibility as a fanction of temperature for FIG. 3. X-ray spectra of air-quenched, Ar-annealed, and O-annealed
RBa2CuO, _ compounds (R = Y or a rae-arth ion). OdBaCu0, _ samplea.
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1.0 1 due to the more oxygen deficient regions of the samples.
GdBao Cs3O7 -x 1.0 More systematic studies are needed to determine to what

.... extent oxygen content and its homogeneous distribution are
"0.5 Ar -annealed 0.0 important for the bulk superconducting properties of these

ar - oxide superconductors.
In summary, we have shown that superconductivity inE 0.0- the RBa2 Cu3 07 - series is observed only in those cases

02 - anneaed where the rare earths are trivalent. The transition tempera-
ture is nearly independent of the rare-earth ion, indicating a

-0.5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ weak interaction between the rare-earth ions consistent with
15 the 1:2:3 crystal structure. The amount of the oxygen con-

tent and its homogenous distribution in the lattice seems to.4.
GdBa2CusO,-s be critically important for the bulk nature of the supercon-

10 . . .ductivity in this class of materials.
............... This work was supported by Grants Nos. SNJCST 86-

atr - quenched 240040-13, SNJCST 87-240090-13, and DMR 85-11982.

02 - annealed\
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X-ray absorption spectroscopy studies of high-T, superconductors
Y. Jeon, F. Lu, H. Jhans, S. A. Shaheen, and M. Croft
Department of Physic. Rutgers University. Piscataway, New Jersey 08855-0849
P. H. Ansad
Seton Hall University South Orange, New Jersey 07079

X-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements on rare-earth (R) and Ba sites in the new
superconducting oxides and in binary rare-earth oxides are discussed. All of the near-edge
spectra appear to manifest a continuum resonance feature whose energy is qu,='itatively well
correlated with the R-O and Ba-O bond lengths. Evidence supporting a seco such feature
related to the R/Ba interatomic distance is also presented. Finally, simultaneous consideration
of both of these features appears consistent with the inverse square-law expectation for the
interatomic distance dependence of the energies of these spectra features.

The discovery of high- T, superconductivity has stimu- feature provides the best empirically defined reference ener-
lated a great deal of interest in oxide-based materials. X-ray gy in the near-edge spectra and will be used as the common
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has been used by a number zero of energy in our discussion. Feature b is the weakest
of authors to probe valence states and local bond lengths in feature and will be discussed later. Feature c has been attri-
these new materials. - Here we are concerned with the in- buted previously to a continuum resonance caused by the
terpretation of continuum resonance features occurring in oxygen ligands about the rare-earth site. Is
the 60-eV range following an x-ray absorption edge in terms It should be noted that feature c moves to higher ener-
of local neighbor shell distances. We will address the intera- gies (relative to the WL) as R moves to the right in the rare-
tomic distances surrounding the rare-earth (R) and Ba sites earth row in the R203 compounds. By virtue of the lanthan-
in R2O3, as well as in the superconducting RBa2Cu30 7  ide contraction, the R-O separation contracts uniformly in
(sometimes referred to as 123 compounds) materials, these cubic sesquioxides. 2 Thus, the CR feature responds to

A continuum resonance (CR) in an XAS near-edge the decreasing size of the near-neighbor ligand cell as one
spectrum occurs when: a local maximum in potential occurs would expect from the simple particle in a box analogy. The
in the vicinity of the atom being excited; and when the yes- R-O relation in these cubic R10 3 compounds is related to
tiges of a bound-localized state for this potential exists just that in the parent florite structure. The parent florite struc-
above the escape threshold for photoelectrons.5 6 This reso- ture has the R sites in eightfold coordination with the 0 sites
nance in the free-photoelectron spectrum resembles the with the R-0 bond length being 3a/4, where a is the florite
more simple case of an electron in a one-dimensional box cell parameter. In the C-R20 3 structure two of the 0 neigh-
where the first energy level (e) is related to the box length L
via the standing-electron wave condition, i.e., e = (h 2/2m)/ -L3
4L 2 = (151 eVA 2)/4L 2.6  I

In the past, a number of studies have quantitatively re-
lated the energy of the continuum resonance above the K
edges to the bond length for low-Z gas-phase molecules."- .

In these studies the electron count of the molecule intro- . b FIG. I. Rare-earth (R) and Ba L3
duced chemical shifts in the resonance energy versus bond- L9 spectra in R2O3 and 123 supercon-
length corrclations.' Continuum resonances have also been ducting oides. Note feature: the
interpreted as occurring in materials where a metal atom sits labeled features in the spectra are

as follows: a, a white line (WL)
in a shell of strongly electronegative ligand atoms.'' t 

In feature, c, a continuum resonancethese cases, although the containment has a strong geometri- (CR) due to the oxygens ligands;ineti o s'~ and ba feature interpreted here in
cal character the specific backscattering efficiency of differ- , terns ofa aused here-

C terms fra CR caused by the more-
ent ligands should also play a role in the energy of the reso- . distant R/Ba shell. The dashed
nance through the backscattering phase factor."n verticle lines are included to help

In Fig. I we show the R-L 3 and Ba-L 3 spectra of a series illustrate the eseray shifts of the
of cubic R203 and RBa2Cu3O (R = Sm) compound. These features. The scales at the bottom

formoinfa cubic disto0ted d 03.Te of the figure indicate the correla-
heavy R20 3 compounds form in a cubic distorted florite tion between the energy of the
structure, 2 and the orthorhombic oxygen-deficient 123 su- a 2U.2 spectra features b and c and the in-
percouductor structure has been discussed extensively in the _ teratotnic distances involved.
recent literature. I'-I7 We have labeled three spectral features
which recur in all of the spectra. The very stong feature a is

the vestige of the 2p -Sd atomic transition and is typically -20 0 20 40 60
called a white-line (WL) feature-'a We note that the WL Energy (eV)
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bors are removed from opposite sides of the R atoms and result would appear at first compatible with the common CRroughly sixfold (actually four plus two) coordination of R interpretation of feature c in all of these L3 spectra.

with 0 remains.'
2 

Alternation of which oxygens are re- We will now consider several points regarding the weak
moved also doubles the unit cell of the C-R 20 3 structure feature b in the spectra in Fig. 1. First, we note that feature b
relative to the parent fioite structure. In Fig. 2 we have appears to persist in all of the spectra. Second, we note that
plotted the average fBorite-related R-O bond length versus feature b appears to respond to local atomic volume changes
the energy of the CR for the R20 3 compounds. between compounds in a manner qualitatively reminiscent

We turn now to the rare-earth sites in the 123 supercon- of feature c. That is, across the R20 3 series feature b appears

ducting oxides. Referring to Fig. I it is clear that the R-L3 is to move to higher energy with the lanthanide contraction,
qualitatively quite similar in the sesquioxides and 123 ox- and feature c in the Sm 123 compound has moved in the
ides. The continuum resonance feature c is, however, shifted lower-energy (volume expansion) direction relative to the
to lower energy in the 123 oxides. Hence, again using the C-R20 3 materials. Third, the rate at which feature b moves
quantum box analogy, the R environment might reasonably with atomic volume expansion is less than the rate with
be expected to be expanded relative to that in the C-R 20 3  which feature c moves. Indeed, in the Ba-L3 spectrum fea-

compounds. The recent detailed structural work on the 123 ture b has become an unresolved shoulder on the edge of the
oxides has shown that the R sites are eightfold coordinated strongly red-shifted feature c. Finally, we note that if we
to 0 with bond lengths in the 2.37-2.42-A range-that is, were to try to apply the interatomic separation versus CR
expanded beyond the 2.25-2.37-A range in the R20 3 corn- energy results we have obtained above (for feature c) to fea-
pound.'

7 
We plot the energy of the R continuum resonance ture b we would have to consider atoms at distances strictly

feature c versus the R-0 separation (r) for a number of greater than 3.2 or 3.5 k to explain feature b.
RBa2Cu30 7 compounds in Fig. 2. The solid line in Fig. 2 is a With the last point above in mind, it is important to
least-squares fit to the combined sesquioxide and 123 oxide realize that the R and Ba sites in all of these compounds will
data. The empirical R-0 bond-length relation have direct line of sight coordination to eight R or Ba atoms
&E = - 23.6r(eV/,) + 90.8 (eV) would appear to hold with separations in the 3.68-4-A range. By line of sight, we
true for all of these data. mean that no other atoms intervene. Thus, if neighbor back-

Ba is the element immediately preceding the rare-earth scattering from t ie highly coordinated 0 neighbors can in-
series, hence its L3 edge is closely related to the R-L3 edges. duce a geometrical CR then, in principle a similar effect
Thus, it is not surprising to note in Fig. I that the Ba-L 3 edge could occur from the R neighbors. The fact that the R neigh-
shows a CR reminiscent of the R spectra and that this reso- bors are more distant and not strongly electronegative argue
nance is shifted toward lower energies (i.e., in an expanded for a small effect, but that is what is observed. In Fig. 2, we
environment). Due to oxygen deficiencies, and oxygen dis- have plotted the positions of the feature c versus average R-
placements, the Ba sites in the 123 oxides have four oxygen R and/or R-Ba bond lengths for those compounds. The
neighbors on one side at a distance 2.74-2.79 A and six oxy- smaller slope of AE versus distance relation noted qualita-
gen neighbors on the other side at a distance 2.90-3.02 A. tively above is clear from the points. In making this plot, we
The energy ofthe CR peak for the Ba-L3 spectrum is plotted are in effectproposing that features b be interpreted similar to
in Fig. 2 versus this range of bond lengths. The nonsymme- feature c, but that it is the R (and Ba) shell of atoms about
trical environment of the Ba at present precludes a better the R (or Ba) site that is the cause of the feature b. It is
determination of an average bond length. We note that the interesting to note that the calculations of Kutzler et al.

t 
8

linear empirical relation derived above for the R sites would in which the ligand atoms only are included faithfully repro-
clearly underestimate the Ba-0 bond length. Since the quan- duce feature c but fail to produce feature b. This is at least
tum box analogy would foreshadow such a deviation the Ba consistant with our proposed action that it is the atomic shell

beyond the ligand shell which produces this feature.
Three points motivate the notion to consider all of our

40 . . results for feature b and feature c simultaneously: first is the
, - expected Ec I/L 

2 
dependence from the quantum box anal-

35 . * rC
3  

R 0 O ogy; second is the long-bond-length deviation of the Ba-fea-
> oA.ooo, s.o, ture-c result from the R-feature-c extrapolation; and third is

t 0the still stronger long-bond-length displacement of the fea-

W 25 ture-b results. Accordingly, we have fitted our interatomic
separation r versus feature energy AE data in Fig. 2 to the

20 "-. relation AE = (h 
2
/2m) SIr

2 
+ AE o and obtain the dashed

line displayed in Fig. 2 (with S = 1.10 and AE o = 5.9 eV).

2.2 2.6 -- 0 3.4 3.8 By simultaneously fitting our R-R and R-0 results we are
assuming th-t the difference between backscattering from R

Interatomic Separation ( ) and 0 is in some sense negligible at interatomic distance

FI1. 2. The energy AS of spectral features b and (ie Fig. I) plotted vs above 3.5 A or so. This need not be true; however, the fact
averae interatomic separation of the shell we are associating with the re- that the Ba-O deviation from the R-O results seem quaita-
spective features. The solid line is a linear it of our R-0 future c results
[AE- - 23.6 r(eV/A) + 90.8 (eV) ]. The dashed line is adequate lit of tively consistent with the resulting fitted dashed line is en-
all of the results to the equation AE = 162. 1/ (eV/kl) + s.9 (eV). couraging. To summarize, we wish to note that we have put
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Correlation between electronic states of 0, Cu, and Ba In several high-T,
superconductors

S. HomandJ. Cal
Department of Physi=x New York University, 4 Washington Place, New York New York 10003

S.A. Shaheen and M. Croft
Department of Phystic Rutgers Uniersity, Pftcataway, New Jersey 08854

C. L Chang and M. L denBoer
Department of Physi1t Hunter College of the City University of New York New York New York 10021

X-ray photoemission measurements of Y-, Sm-, Eu-, and Yb-based high-temperature
superconductors show a clear correlation between Cu 2p satellite features, which previous
work has shown are associated with materials which exhibit superconductivity, and a high-
binding-energy peak in the 0 Is spectrum. In samples with varying oxygen content the
intensity of the Cu 2p satellites changes, reflecting the Cu valence which varies between 1 +
and 2 +. The high-binding-energy 0 peak appears to track the Cu valence. This high-binding-
energy peak may be indicative of the presence of 0 2p holes, suggested in some models as
necessary for superconductivity. The Ba 3d peak position also changes systematically with the
Cu valence.

A number of core-level x-ray photoelectron spectro- served a split 0 ls spectrum in LaSrCuO4 and concluded by
scopic studies of high-temperature superconductors of both varying the takeoff angle that a peak at a binding energy of
the 40-K-type (generic formula La2 - Sr. CuO4 ) and 90- 531 eV was due to adsorbed 0- ions while another peak at
K-type (modified perovskites with the generic formula 529 eV was a feature of the bulk. Kohiki, Hamada, and
RBa2Cu 3O, where R can be Y or most rare earths) have Wada7 measured a similar spectrum in YBa2Cu 3O7 and
been reported. This work has reached a reasonable consen- found that the 531-eV peak decreased as the temperature
suson the valence of the Cu; most x-ray photoelectron spec- decreased from 350 to 180 K. In contrast, Sarma et aL.8

troscopies (XPS's) show that Cu in both types of systems is found that the 529-eV peak decreased between 300 and 80 K,
in a 2 + oxidation state. Fujimori et al.' observed satellites while a new peak appeared at 533 eV. They also concluded
of the Cu 2p peaks, only present in materials which exhibited that the 53 l-eV peak was due to adsorbed 0, as it increased
superconductivity, which resembled those observed in CuO, with time after sample cleaning. On the other hand, Horn
in which Cu has a formal 2 + valence. Similar observations et al.2 showed an 0 Is spectrum with peaks at 529, 531, and
were made by Horn et aL,2 who concluded, by comparing 533 eV on an YBa2Cu30 7 sample with reduced 0 content;
superconductors and nonsuperconductors prepared by re- only the 533-eV peak was present on a sample with higher 0
ducingtheoxygencontentandbysubstitutionofPr (valence content which exhibited superconductivity at 90 K. This
greater than 3 + ) for Y (formal valence 3 + ), that Cu in seems to support the notion that 0 2p holes are present. The
materials which exhibited superconductivity was primarily same conclusion was drawn by Thiry et al.,9 who observed a
in a 2 + formal oxidation state as in CuO. The correlation of resonance in valence-band features related to 0 at the 0 2s
superconductivity and divalent Cu was also observed by binding energy. Some of these disagreements may be related
Shen et al. and Bianconi et al.4 on the basis of the Cu 2p to the experimental difficulties involved in measuring oxy-
spectra. Within the resolution of the XPS technique, there is gen with XPS. Charging may occur in these poorly (nor-
no evidence for Cu in other oxidation states. Thus Steiner mal) conducting materials, particularly before scraping off a
et al. compared Cu in LaSrCuO4 with materials in which surface layer which is produced in air and which we often
Cu is formally divalent and trivalent, and concluded that at find is insulating. Besides the sample, oxygen may be present
most 5% of the Cu was trivalent. These studies are directly on the sample holder, nearby chamber parts, and adsorbed
relevant to determining the mechanism of high-temperature in the form of CO or CO2 on the surface or in grain boundar-
superconductivity, as several ,nodeb predict charge fluctu- ies. In this work, we study oxygen by observing correlations
ations of the Cu ion between 2 + and 3 +. Other models between features in the Cu 2p spectra already demonstrated
emphasize the importance of both Cu 3d holes (hence to be related to superconductivity and associated features in
Cu2+ ) and 0 2p holes in order to achieve the superconduct- the 0 Is spectra, thus eliminating ambiguities due to spur-
ing state. Thus a study of the electronic state of oxygen is ious oxyg-n. We show that there is a high-binding-energy
necessary. oxygen Is peak which is clearly associated with supercon-

Unfortunately, there has been considerably less agree- ductivity. We also find variations in the Ba 3d spectrum in
ment on the charge state of the oxygen. Shen et al.3 reported these samples.
that before cleaning, YBa 2Cu 3O 7 showed split 0 Is peaks, We have measured the XPS spectra of superconducting
and the higher-binding-energy peak became smaller on Y, Sm, Eu, and Yb perovskites both as initially introduced
claning, but published no spectra. Steiner et al.6 also ob. into the measurement chamber and after successive stages of
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cleaning (by scraping with an A120 3 file). Samples were pre- single sharp peak at a high binding energy of 533 eV.
pared using sintering and oxygen annealing techniques by A similar systematic trend is also apparent in the Ba 3d
now well described in the literature. For comparison, an Y- spectra plotted in Fig. 2. The unscraped spectrum shows a
based perovskite with a reduced oxygen content (achieved single sharp 3d512 peak at a binding energy of 780.2 eV. In
by rapid quenching from above 900 C) which did not super- the nonsuperconducting Y and the Eu- and Sm-based sam-
conduct was also measured. The Y samples were measured ples, which have only weak Cu 2p satellites, the spectrum
soon after preparation, and portions of their XPS spectra broadens and shifts about 0.5 eV to lower binding energy. In
have been previously reported;2 however, the other samples the Yb-based sample, in which the Cu satellites become sig-
were stored in air for as much as several weeks before mea- nificant, the spectrum shifts an additional 0.5 eV lower. In
surement. All spectra were taken at room temperature in a the superconducting Y-based sample in which the Cu satel-
previously described UHV system2 equipped with a VSW lites are most prominent, the spectrum has shifted a total of
100-mm analyzer and a MgKa x-ray source. 1.5 eV to lower binding energy than in the unscraped sur-

At the top of Fig. I we show that Cu 2p,12 and 0 Is face.
spectra of the superconducting Y sample before scraping In Table I we list the binding energy of the Cu 2

P3/2,

and corresponding spectra of the nonsuperconducting Y 0 ls, and Ba 3d5 /2 of the superconducting and nonsupercon-
sample after cleaning. The satellite features of the Cu spec- ducting Y-based samples. We also list the relative concentra-
trum characteristic of Cu 2+ , and corresponding to "well" tions of each element at the surface region, estimated using
and "poorly" screened final states,"° are weakly evident in the following procedure. First, we subtracted the back-
the latter, reinforced by the MgKa high-energy satellites of ground under a particular peak and integrated to find its
the Cu 2P112 peak which have not been removed. On the total area. This was then corrected for the photoionization
unscraped sample, a single sharp O ls peak at about 531 eV is cross section of the particular level as tabulated by Ley and
apparent, while the nonsuperconducting sample exhibits a Cardona" and for the analyzer transmission function,
split 0 ls spectrum with peaks at 529 and 531 eV and a weak which is inversely proportional to the electron kinetic ener-
shoulder at higher binding energy. Both the Eu- and Sm- gy. A value of 2 was assigned to the Ba 3d/ 2 level. Previous
based samples plotted below in Fig. I show almost no sign of experience has shown that this procedure is not usually ac-
the well-screened Cu 2p satellite, indicating that Cu in the curate to better than 50%, although relative concentration
surface region measured by XPS is not in the formally 2 + determinations may be more precise12 Table I indicates re-
valence state of CuO. Correspondingly, the 0 ls spectra assuringly that the amount of each element in the surface
show only two peaks at about 529 and 531 eV, with no sign of region does not differ significantly from that expected from
a high-binding-energy shoulder. In contrast, the Yb-based the bulk stoichiometry, with the principal difference
sample shows a noisy, but significant, Cu 2p satellite, and its between the superconducting and nonsuperconducting sam-
0 Is spectrum shows, besides the low- and medium-binding- pies being the lower oxygen content of the latter,
energy peaks at 529 and 531 eV, a high-binding-energy peak The 0 ls and Cu 2p results have important implications
at about 533 eV. Finally, the superconducting Y-based sam- for the electronic structure of 0 in the high-temperature su-
pIe shows a very prominent Cu 2p satellite, indicating in perconductors. Although we are unable to vary the takeoff
agreement with previous work5 that the Cu is nearly diva- angle, in agreement with other authors6 ,s we identify the
lent. The corresponding 0 Is spectrum now consists of a medium-binding-energy 531-eV peak as an impurity due to

species such as CO or OH-, adsorbed on the surface or in
_ _ _ grain boundaries of the sample, or originating from the sam-

Cu 2p3/2 .o Os ple holder. This is suggested both by its prominence on un-

:' s. .: scraped surfaces and by the observation that, if the supercon-
., .. ducting Y-based sample is allowed to remain in the vacuum

system for many hours, a shoulder at about 531 eV begins to
... -,.. form on the 533-eV peak. We identify the low-binding-ener-

"... .Eua2cu3O7

STM92U307Ba 3d

c. ~.- _ _2C0 FIG. 2.X-ray phoeerun

... .. o. - me.,.. , ,

n " uB,2cUO7 . 3d. core levels of several su-
945 perconducting and nonsuper-ffink Erg (eV) .EkC-0 conucingoxde ervskt

as noted and described in the

FIG. 1. X-ray photodeetron spectra (XPS) of tie Cu 2p,/2 and 
0  Is co re  . bemectO7 ..... itext.

levels ota number o0'supereonductlng and nonsupereonducting oxide per- W+ u
ovskiten aIbelled and diseussed in the text- The high binding energy peak . . , .
observed ms prominently in superondueting Yla5Cu3%O as charcteris-
ti o'CW *, mad is sociated with a high binding energy featume in the 0 1 5
spectrum. Binding Energy (eV)
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TABLE 1. The binding energy (D.E.) and relative intensity (R.I.) ofindi- state and hence at a higher binding energy, while generating
cated peaks in the XPS spectra of the superconducting and nonsupercon- Cu in its higher 2 + valence state. The reduced oxygen
ducting YBa2CU3O, samples. Relative intensity was estimated as described
in the text, and normalized to make the Ba 3d5/2 intensity equal two. Al- charge in the superconducting materials, however, is also
though intensity estinsates are subject to large errors, it is evident that there predicted by models of superconductivity which rely on 0O2p
is more oxygen in the superconducting sape holes.

Cu 2312 ols a 3,/,A tentative interpretation of the Ba 3d spectra is on simi-
Cu Z,,, ts Ba 3,,2  lar lines. Steiner et aL previously observed two Ba peaks on

B.E. R-1. D.E. R.I. D.. R.t. La 1.%5Bau0 15 CuO. at 7 80.4 and 77 8.7 eV and, noting that the
high-binding-energy feature increased with electron escape

Superconducting 933.1 3.2 532.8 10.0 778.4 2.0 angle, concluded that it was due to 0 defects associated
Nonsuperconducting 932.5 2.4 531.1 4.8 779.7 2.0 with the Ba, of which there would be more present at the

surface. On an unscraped surface, the high-binding-energy
feature may also be due to formation of another Ba coin-

gy peak at 529 eV with bulk 02-. pound, such as BaO, at the surface. We then identify our
We tentatively suggest the following explanation of the higher-binding-energy peak observed on the unscraped sur-

high-binding-energy 533-eV 0 Is peak. To our knowledge, face with their 780.4-eV peak, and the low-binding-energy
thi. peak has not been observed by others at room tempera- peak observed on superconducting Y with their 778.7-eV
ture, although it might be related to the 533-eV peak ob- peak. The Sm-, Eu-, and, to a lesser extent Yb-, based sam-
served below 90 K by Sarma et at.,5 whose valence-band ples represent intermediate cases between these extrema.
spectrum differs from others."9 In the oxygen-deficient Y The shift and broadening may then reflect the fact that we
sample the Cu valence is less than 2 + , reflecting the ability are unable to resolve the two peaks. As their relative propor-
of the bulk oxygen to remain in its preferred 2-formal va- tion changes with oxygen concentration, the average peak
lence state without fully oxidizing the Cu. On the other position will shift accordingly.
hand, in the Y-based material with a full oxygen content, This work was supported in part by the National
there is insufficient valence electron charge (a "charge Science Foundation under Grant No. DMR-852 156 1, by the
shortage") such that the Cu is fully oxidized to 2 +, and yet Department of Energy under Grant No. DE-FGO2-
the oxygen must be content with a charge state less than 85ER45 195, and by Grant No. 666450 from the PSC-
2 -, producing a single high-binding-energy 0 Is peak. CUNY Research Award Program of the City University of
Since the Cu valence is not greater than 2 + ,' simple charge New York.
counting arguments require that in a material with a full
seven oxygen ions per unit cell those ions must have a formal
charge less than 2 - Thus this peak is direct evidence of
unoccupied 2p levels in the oxygen. The Eu-, Sm-, and Yb- 'A. Fujimori, E. Takayama-Muromarhi, Y. Uchida, and B. Okai, Phys.
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Superconductivity and magnetism In transition-alement-substituted
YBa2Cu30 7 compounds

Gang Xiao, F. H. Streitz, A. Garin, M. Z. Cieplak, and C. L. Chien
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218
A. Bakhshai
Department of Physics, Goucher College, Towson, Maryland 21204
Superconducting properties of YBa2 Cu307 have been investigated by a systematic substitution
of 3d transition elements for 10% of the Cu ions. Early transition elements Ti, V, and Cr affect
the superconducting temperature of YBa2 Cu3 07 only slightly. Local magnetic moment
formation is observed in Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni substituted compounds. T, strongly correlates
with the size of the paramagnetic moments, possibly due to scattering from the magnetic sites.
Zn displays a phenomenal ability to suppress T because of the elimination of the 3d holes. The
Zn compositional dependence of T, indicates that the superconductivity completely disappears
at 13-14 at. % of Zn. It is suggested that Zn preferentially substitutes the Cu(2) sites.

A number of theoretical and experimental studies-5  ate grindings. The total firing time was about 50 h. The sam-
have indicated that both Cu and 0 are the crucial agents for ples were furnace cooled very slowly in order to prevent an
high- T, superconductivity in YBa 2 Cu3 07. The low-dimen- oxygen deficiency. The resistance of the samples was deter-
sional character of the Cu-0 planes and chains in the struc- mined by using a standard four-probe method. T, was cho-
ture appears to be the critical feature sustaining the high sen to be the midpoint of the resistive superconducting tran-
transition temperature. The superconducting electrons sition. Magnetic susceptibility was measured on a
come primarily from the spd hybridization states of the Cu superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
and 0 ions.6 An understanding of the Cu contribution to the magnetometer in the temperature range 5-400 K. X-ray dif-
superconductivity of YBa2 Cu 3 07 should help to elucidate fraction revealed that the samples were all single phase, with
the nature of the superconducting mechanism. One ap- the same perovskite-type structure as the YBa2 Cu 3 07 com-
proach to this problem is to partially substitute other 3d pound.' The fact that all of the samples in our substitution
transition elements for Cu. Such substitution is facilitated by ranges are single phase supports the substitution of the Cu
the fact that the ionic sizes of the 3d transition elements are sublattices. Otherwise, if Y or Ba were replaced, the extra Y
similar to those of Cu. Changes are induced in the electronic or Ba and deficient Cu atoms (comparing with the formula
structure at the Cu sites since the 3d elements allow a wide YBa2 Cu 3 07 ) inevitably would lead to off-stoichiometry, re-
range of valence states and different occupations of the d suiting in multiphase samples with a high level of 10%-30%
band. In addition, some 3d transition elements such as Fe of extra phases. This would be clearly visible in the x-ray
and Co possess a localized magnetic moment. The formation spectra.
of a local magnetic moment can strongly affect supercon- In Fig. 1, the superconducting transition temperature
ductivity, providing clues as to the moment-induced pair- T, of YBa2 (Cuo.9 A0 , )307 is plotted against different 3d
breaking mechanism. Partial substitution of Cu by other 3d element substitutions. Also presented is the magnetic sus-
transition metals is also of technical importance, as it allows ceptibility at 100 K, which will be discussed later. In the
us to ascertain which 3d elements are "friendly" to the early-transition-element region, (Ti, V, Cr, and Mn), T, is
YBa2 Cu 3 07 compound and which elements should be only slightly reduced. There is a sizable dip in T, in the mid-
avoided, transition-element region (Fe, Co, and Ni); however, the

Using the YBa2 Cu3 0 7 compound a systematic substi- most dramatic reduction in T, occurs when Cu is substituted
tution of the 3d elements for 10% of the Cu ions has been by Zn.
carried out. The samples are represented by Among the transition elements, V has the smallest effect
YBa2 (Cu,.9 A., ) 301, where A = Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, C, Ni, on the T. of YBa2 Cu, 0,. The temperature dependence of
Cu, and Zn. This level of substitution provides a sizable the normalized resistance of YBa 2 (Cuo Vol )307 is diS-
change in T, in each case but is not large enough to destroy played in Fig. 2, which shows a T, of 91 K and a transition
superconductivity. A strong correlation between supercon- width of about 3 K. We attempted to substitute 50% of the
ductivity and the electronic and magnetic behavior of the Cu by V, but unfortunately the material was no longer single
substituting elements has been observed. Since Zn was found phase and became an insulator. Generally, impurities of ear-
to have a strong effect on YBs 2 CU3 0,, we have also studied ly transition elements do not produce large effects on the
the Zn compositional dependence of T, for superconductivity of YBa2 Cu3 07 and accordingly the ear-
YB 2 (Cu1 _ Zn.)307 (0<X 0.20). ly-transition-metal oxides can be used as substrates for

Samples used in this study were prepared by using solid- YBa2 Cu3O 7 thin films, since these oxides should in princi-
state reaction methods. The sintering process was carried pie only slightly alter the properties of the superconducting
out at 950 "C in an oxygen atmosphere with a few intermedi- film.
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1 TI V - II Fe C. NI Cu Zn A = Zn) showed the Meissner effect at low temperatures.

120 I Magnetization and susceptibility data for the pure and sub-

stituted YBa2 Cu 3 0, compounds as a function of tempera-
100 -. ture have been measured. Above T,, the susceptibility be-

- comes positive in every sample, and can be fitted very well by
80 - CD a Curie-Weiss law of the form

X = Xo + Np.sr /3ka (T - To). ()

6o 3 HereX. is temperature independent (resulting from diamag-
I ",, netism and Pauli paramagnetism), N is the number of mag-

' netic ions, p,l is the effective magnetic moment in units of
PB, and To is the Curie-Weiss temperature. The analysesindicate that Cu ions carry a small paramagnetic moment of

21 - 0.22B with a small but positive Curie-Weiss temperature.
-r - Vd When YBa 2 Cu3 07 is alloyed with a 3d element, both the Cu

0 ' , I N L 0 .and A sites should satisfy the following approximated rela-

4 6 a to 12 tionship:

N (valence electrons) 0.1pI + 0.9p2 =p , (2)

FIG. I. T, (solidline) and magneticsusceptibilityat 100K (dashedline) of where p., is the measured magnetic moment from the Cu-
YBa-(Cu., A_ ) 0,, where A is a 3d element, as a function of the number rie-Weiss law, PA and Pc, are the respective moments of A
of valence electrons, and Cu, and 0.1 and 0.9 are the relative concentrations of the

A and Cu ions. Assuming Pcu =0.2 2p, we estimated the

In the mid-3d-element region, where there is a large sup- paramagnetic moment of Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni in the

pression of T, the magnetic susceptibility (y) is greatly en- YBa 2 (Cu
o.

9 Ao., )307 compounds. The values are

hanced. Obviously, from Fig. 1, there is a strong anticorrela- PMn =2.01/a, pre=3.61p8 , pc.=3-20pp, and PN,
tion between Tc andx, with the exception of Zn, which will -z2.

05
p/ , whereas the paramagnetic moments for other

be discussed later. As we will show later, the enhancement of transition elements are all less than 
0

.
5

B.

susceptibility is due to the appearance of a large local para- Disorder induced by the substitution may also be a con-
magnetic moment in the mid-3d elements. Most likely the T tributing factor affecting T, but it probably is not the domi-
suppression arises from pair breaking by conduction and d- nant mechanism. With the same level of substitution among
electron exchange scattering9 

at a paramagnetic site. This is the different 3d elements, there is a systematic change in T,
to be contrasted with the rare-earth substitution results'

0
" as shown in Fig. 1. The anticorrelation between T and mag-

in YBa 2 Cu 3 07 which show that the large localized moment netic susceptibility i' .... - to rccotcile with a disorder

of the rare-earth ions does not couple to the superconducting effect.

state. At the Cu sites, the s-d exchange interaction is much AcLher important factor which can influence the su-
stronger, and the relatively large conduction-electron den- prconducting properties of these compounds is the valence

sity at the Cu sites ensures that the superconductivity will be state of the 3d element. In fact, even in pure YBa2 Cu3 07,
sensitive to the presence of magnetic ions on those sites. the valence states of Cu remain controversial. If charge bal-

All samples which are superconducting (except ance is assurcnd. ( u h-. an average valence of 2.3 +. It is
generally accepted that the Cu(2) sites in the Cu-0 2 planes
have valence 2 +. Then the Cu( 1) sites should have valence

3 +. But photoemission data
2 

show only Cu'
+ 

states with
1.2 little or no evidence of Cu + states. Other 3d elements could

have rather different valence states. Furthermore, it has been
known that the oxygen content plays an important role in

0.8 YBa 2 Cu3 07. Therefore, to understand the behavior of T, in
2 3d-element-substituted YBa2 Cu3 07, it is important to de-

termine the valence state of the 3d transition elements and
Lthe oxygen content. Further work along this line is being

0.4 'persued.
Yja,('u9V.0 )0 Of all the substituting 3d elements, Zn is unique. It has a

definite valence state of 2 + and a filled 3d level (3d o),
therefore with no local moment. Indeed the Zn-substituted
samples have low magnetic susceptibility as shown in Fig. 1.

100 20 300 Surprisingly, the T, suppressing power of Zn is even larger
T 00 than that of Fe and Co. Intrigued by th! 'inding, we have

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the normalized resistance of made a series of Zn-substituted sampl-, represented by
YBa2( urVO, ),0,. YBa2 (Cuo Zn,)30. Detailed x-ray diffraction mea-
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3.92 .Many theoretical mod.s. have suggested that the cru-

3.9 cial aspect of the high-T, superconductors is the holes in the
3d bands ofCu

2 
+. The Zn2  

ions, with the same valence but

3.8s b one extra d electron, will eliminate the 3d holes upon substi-

E tuting the Cu2 
+ 

ions. This accounts for the rapidly decreas-
$1, 3-88 7 YBS.(Cu,_=Zn.)3o, ing T, caused by Zn substitution. Another important factor,
a

34 as revealed by x-ray diffraction, is that the orthorhombic
structure is unaffected, despite the large amount of Zn sub-

3.82 a'stitution. This indicates that Zn may be preferentially substi-
a" " )tuting the Cu(2) sites, thereby further amplifying the effect.

00 .. In conclusion, systematic variation of T, with different
3d-transition-element substitutions in YBa 2 Cu3 0 have

80 YBaa(Cu,_.Zn,).O, been studied. Formation of local magnetic moments in Mn,
Fe, Co, and Ni suppresses T, in accordance with the size of

80 the magnetic moment. Such behavior can be best explained
by a paramagnetic-moment-induced pair-breaking mecha-

' 40 nism. Substitution of Cu by Zn negates the superconductivi-
1 i% _ ty of YBa2 Cu 3 07 dramatically, which can be accounted for

20 by Zn2 I filling the 3d holes of Cu2 +. We suggest that Zn is
preferentially substituting the Cu(2) sites. Early transition

o elements Ti, V, and Cr seem to have a small effect on the T,
5 tlon (. 7 2oof YBa 2 Cu 3 07. It suggests that the oxides of the early tran-

L sition elements may be used as substrates of the YBa 2 Cu 307

FIG. 3. (a) Lattice parameters of YBa2(CuI - ZnI )IO7 as A function of thin films because of their relative ineffectiveness in sup-
Zn content. (b) Variation of T, with Zn content. The solid dots are T1's pressing T.

obtained from magnetization measurements under a field of 30 Oe, and the This work was supported by National Science Founda-
bars represent the resistive transition (90%-10%). tion Grant No. DMR86-07150 and MEM87-18496.

surements show that the structure remains orthorhombic
throughout the composition range. The lattice parameters a, 'V. I. Emery, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 2794 (1987).

b, and c, as shown in Fig. 3(a), are very close to those of 'J. E. Hirsch, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59,228 (1987).

YBa2 Cu3 07. This indicates that the oxygen vacancy order 'Linus Pauling, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 225 (1987).

or the linear chain structures of the Cu( 1) sites remains in- 'K. Kamaras, C. D. Porter, M. G. Doss, S. L. Herr, D. B. Tanner, D. A.
Bonn, J. E. Greendan, A. H. O'Reilly, C. V. Stager, and T. Timusk, Phys.

tact. Cava et al. t3 have determined the lattice parameters of Rev. Lett. 59, 919 (1987).

YBa2 Cu 3 07 - with various oxygen content (0 < 6 < 0.7). 
5
H. Ihara, M. Hirabayashi, N. Terada, Y. Kimura, K. Senzaki, M. Aki-

The lattice parameter c, most sensitive to 6, is linearly depen- moto, K. Bushida, F. Kawashima, and R. Uzuka, Jpn. J. App. Phys. 26,
dent on Shaving a slope of (1/c) (Ac/ ) ---- - .37%/O L460 (1987).

dL. F. Mattheiss and D. R. Hamann, Solid State Commun. 63, 395 (1987).
atom. The c parameters of the Zn samples are essentially 'R. J. Cava, B. Batlogg, R. B. van Dover, D. W. Murphy, S. Sunshine, T.

constant. We estimated the variation of oxygen content from Siegrist, J. P. Remeika, E. A. Rietman, S. Zahurak, and G. P. Espinosa,

the largest error bar ofc, and 6 came out to be ± 0.03, which Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 1676 (1987).
should have a negligible effect on T",. 8R. M. Hazen, L. W, Finger, R. . Angel, C. T. Prewitt, H. K. Mao, C. G.

Hadidiacos, P. H. Hor, R. L. Meng, and C. W. Chu, Phys. Rev. B 35, 7238
The composition dependence of T, is shown in (1987).

Fig.3 (b), where the solid circles represent the T, obtained 'S. V. Vonsovsky, Yu. A. Izyumov, and E. Z. Kurmaev, Superconductivity

from magnetization measurements, and the bars are the of Transition Metals (Springer, Berlin. 1982).
o"P. H. Hor, R. L, Meng, Y. Q. Wang, L. Gao, Z. L. Huang, J. Bechtold, K.

transition widths from resistive measurements (90% to Forster, and C. W. Chu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 1891 (1987).
10% resistance drop). The value of T, reduces rapidly and "Gang Xiao, F. H. Streitz, A. Gavrin, and C. L. Chien, Solid State Com-

monotonically with the Zn content. Superconductivity corn- ,mun. 63, 817 (1987).

pletely disappears around 13-14 at. % of Zn. The transition "P. Steiner, V. Kinsinger, I. Stander, B. Siegwar, S. Hiifner, C. Politis, R.
Hopp, and H. P. Mutler, Z. Phys. B 67,497 (1987).

width also gradually broadens at higher Zn oncentrations, "R. J. Cava, B. Batlogg, C. H. Chen, E. A. Rietman, S. M. Zahurak, and D.
caused by substitutional disorder. Werder, Phys. Rev. B 36, 5719 (1987).
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Magnetic behavior of both superconducting thin films
and their deposition targets

K. Moorjani, J. Bohandy, F. J. Adrian, and B. F. Kim
Applied Physics Laboratory, The Johns Hopkins University, Laurel Maryland 20707

U. Atzmony,") R. D. Shull, C. K. Chiang, L J. Swartzendruber, and L. H. Bennett
National Bureau of Standards. Gaitherbur& Maryland 20899

The superconducting properties of the bulk oxides La .s5 Sro ,sCu04_ and Ba2 YCu 30 - ,
were investigated through their magnetic behavior by vibrating-sample magnetometry and
complex ac susceptibility, and by dc resistivity and microwave response. These oxides were
then used as targets in the preparation of thin films using a laser-ablation technique. The
superconducting properties of the films were established through their microwave response.
The M-H loops at low temperatures clearly establish the type-Il behavior of the Ba-Y-Cu-0
materials. The real part of the ac susceptibility showed the superconducting transition.
Simultaneously, the imaginary part of the ac susceptibility showed the existence of
nonsuperconducting portions in the samples which have a low enough resistivity to carry a
significant amount of current. The novel method of microwave response was used to detect the

*superconductivity for both the bulk oxides and the thin films.

INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since the pioneering discovery of superconductivity at The bulk La-Sr-Cu-0 laser target was prepared as fol-
the amazingly high temperature of 30 K in the La-Ba-Cu-0 lows: Initially, the appropriate amounts of blended
system by Bednorz and Miiller,' there has been an unprece- Ba(OH)2, SrCO3, and CuO powder were sintered at
dented amount of research devoted to the search for super- 1000 "C in air. After an x-ray powder diffraction pattern
conducting materials with even higher transition tempera- verified that the majority of the material was
tures. A transition temperature of 40 K was soon found in La, 8 Sro.s CuO4 - ., the ceramic powder was compacted in
the analogous system La-Sr-Cu-O (Refs. 2-4) and the su- a hydraulic press into a disk shape ( - 3.8 cm diameter) and
perconducting phase stoichiometry was identified as then fired again at 1000 "C in air, furnace cooling the disk
La1 8sSr0.15 CuO4 _ . Subsequently, superconductivity afterwards. A similar process was used to prepare the Ba-Y-
was discovered at 90 K,' and the responsible phase identified Cu-O laser target: Initial sintering of the proper amounts of
as Ba 2 YCu3 0 

- 
Y . Simultaneous with the search for new BaCO3, Y203, and CuO powders was performed at 900'C in

high-T, superconducting materials there has been a parallel air; the Ba2 YCu, G7 y structure was verified by x-ray anal-
effort devoted to the preparation of these new superconduct- ysis; a disk (-6.2 cm in diameter) was hydraulically
ing oxides in thin-film form by a variety of techniques in- pressed; and a final firing at 950 °C in air followed by a slow
cluding sputtering,9 electron-beam evaporation, "," and la- stepwise cooling to 350 °C was performed.
ser evaporation.".-. Thin films are needed by the electronics Thin films of both La 8 5 Sro.1 5CuO 4 ,0 and
industry for the construction of devices using the new mate- Ba2 YCu3 O7 ,y were prepared by laser ablation of the bulk
rials. Because of the sensitivity of the superconducting tran- superconducting oxide targets (described above) in vacuum
sition temperature of the new materials to structure and using a pulsed eximer laser operating at 193 nm. A schematic
composition, the preparation of thin films has not been easy, of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Either irradiation of a
generally requiring great control over the processing vari- single spot on the target for 30-100 s using a pulse rate of 10
ables. In this regard, the laser-ablation process" holds a cer- Hz (with 'an average energy per pulse between 120 and 170
tain attractiveness because it appears to be relatively insensi- nJ) or stepwise rastering the irradiation spot across the tar-
tive to many of these processing variables. In this paper we get for 30-100 s was used to deposit approximately 2-pum-
will document the relationship between the thin films pre- thick films onto fused silica substrates (at ambient tempera-
pared by our novel laser ablation process and the bulk super- ture) located in front of, but oriented at a 30 angle to the
conductors from which the films derive. In addition, we parent target. These two methods produced essentially
present M-vs-H hysteresis loops of the high-T supercon- equivalent results. These initial films, however, were not
ductors used as the target material for the laser ablation, electrically conducting. Subsequently prepared thicker films

are presently being analyzed by x rays.
The alternating-field reversible magnetic susceptibility

of our target material was previously measured 2 
- a Hart-

shorn-type bridge circuit. Both the real and imaginary com-
_ponents of the susceptibility were measured. Sharp drops in

* "Permanent address: NRCN, P. O. Box 9001, Beer-Sheva, Israel. the real parts of the susceptibility at 41.5 and 94.5 K for
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METER

VACUUM CHAMBEF,

SPECIMEN
EXCIMER LASE" CE

4193 NMI FIG. I. Schematic of the laser-ablation pro-

ABLATED cess for creating thin films of the high-T, su-
MATERIAL perconductors.

LENS

FILM
PARTIALLY " SUBSTRATF

WINDOW

LaLSSroICSCUOA and Ba2 YCu30 -_y, respectively, dem- field. This material likely possesses a small amount of ferro-
onstrated the relative Meissner effect as the materials be- magnetic impurity with a very small coercive field. The mag-
come superconducting (i.e., strongly diamagnetic) on de- netic hysteresis loops measured on the same sample at 50 K
creasing temperature. The electrical resistivity (measured (Fig. 2) show that the superconducting oxide
by a dc four-point probe method, with a measuring current Ba2 YCu3 07 -, displays type-ll superconducting behavior.
of I mA, using Pt wires attached with silver paste) for the For these measurements, in order to eliminate the trapping
Ba-Y-Cu-O laser target exhibits metalliclike behavior be- of magnetic flux in the sample during cooling, the sample
tween room temperature and T,; and a sharp drop in electri- was first cooled to 50 K in zero field.
cal resistivity at 94.5 K agrees well with the T, value deter- As seen in the inset in Fig. 2, the M-vs-Hcurve for small
mined previously' 2 from the alternating-field susceptibility applied fields (less than about 100 Oe) is nearly linear. How-
data. M-vs-H magnetic hysteresis loops were i aeasured for ever, even for the lowest field loop taken, : 50 Oe, the pres-
the Ba2 YCu3 07 y laser target at room temperature and 50 ence of hysteresis can be detected. This illustrates that flux
K using a vibrating-sample magnetometer. These show that penetration occurs at very low fields (i.e., Hj is very small ).
at room temperature the magnetization of the Ba-Y-Cu-0 For larger fields, the magnetization deviates strongly from
material is positive and is not a linear function of the applied linear behavior and goes through a minimum in magnitude

as the field is increased further. From the flatness of the M-

2- B02YCU,307-y

0<1.

-,o -5 4 5 0

H (kOe) 20 30 40 50 60
T>MPERATURE (K

FIG. 2. Mantzto as a tanction of applied field isotherms (at S I K ) for
thebk Ba2tYCu,0O_, targlet material. The magnetic field was cycled as FIG. 3. Microwave signal vs temperature for Lat 5 ,Sro ,CuO, _,in (a)
indicted. The inset shows an exjpanded view of the low field ioope, bulk and (b) shin-flm forms.
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vs-H curves at the largest fields used in this study (9 k0e) it ing oxide target by a laser-ablation process without requiring
can be seen that H, is very large. The outer envelope of the any special environments or procedures to control the vapor
hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 2 describes the M-H loop composition, and without the necessity for any subsequent
which would have been traced out for this superconductor in thermal treatment of the deposited film. Microwave absorp-
the absence of measuring the enclosed minor loops. tion has been illustrated to be a fast and sensitive method for

The superconducting .-ansitions in the laser-ablated detecting the presence of a superconducting transition in the
films (as well as in the bulk superconducting oxide targets) thin films. Finally, we have characterized the electric and
were detected by a novel method based on the microwave magnetic behavior of the superconducting target material by
response of the specimen in a conventional homodyne-type measurements of magnetic hysteresis loops and electrical re-
ESR spectrometer operating at 9.1 0Hz.I2 This method is sistance.
essentially the observation of that part of the change in mi-
crowave loss which is produced by the application of a small
alternating magnetic field (<5 Oe). As a material goes
through a superconducting transition, there will be a maxi- '1J. G. Bednoz and K. A. MiUer, Z. Phys. B 64, 189 (1986).

mum in the change in the microwave loss, as shown rather 'C. W. Chu, P. H. Hor, R. L. Mong, L Gao, Z. 1. Huang, and Y. 0. Wang,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 55, 405 (1987).

dramatically for pure niobium at 9.3 K in our earlier publica- 'R. J. Cava, R. B. van Dover, J. B. Batlogg, and E. A. Rietan, Phys. Rev.
tion announcing this sensitive technique.'" As shown in Fig. Lctt 58,408 (1987).
3, both the laser-ablated film and the bulk target of 'J. M. Tarascon, L. H. Green, W. R. Mckinnon, G. W. Hull, and T. H.

La,,,Sro.,5CuO4_. display this absorption peak (at the Oeballe, Science 235, 1373 (1987).
L, .rh 'H. Takagi, S. Uchida, K. Kitazawa, and S. Tanaka, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 26

same temperature) near this material's superconducting L123 (1987).
transition temperature (41.5 K) determined from the mag- 6R. J.Cava, A.Santoo, D.W.Johnson, Jr.,andW.W.Rhods, Phs.Rev.

netic susceptibility data, thereby showing the laser-ablated B 35, 6716 (1987).
'M. K. Wu, J. R. Ashburn, C. J. Torn, P. H. Hor, R, L. Meng, L. Gao, A.

film possesses the superconducting oxide. In addition, the J. Huang, Y. Q. Wang, and C. W. Chu, Phys. Rev. Le. 58.908 (1987).
equivalence of the microwave signatures for the bulk and 'R. J. Cava, B. Batlosg, R. B. van Dover, D. W. Murphy, S. Sunshine, T.

thin-film material indicates the form of the superconducting Siegrist, J. P. Remeik, E. A. Rietman, S. Zahurak, and C. P. Espinoa,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 5, 1676 (1987).

oxide in the laser-ablated film must be nearly the same as -M. Kawasaki, M. Funabashi, S. Nagata, K. Fueki. and H. Koinuma, Jpn.
that in the target. For the laser-prepared thin film and bulk J. Appl. Phys. 26, L388 (1987).

Ba 2 YCU3 07 -, the microwave absorption signatures were 'OR. B. Laibowitz, R. H. Koch, P. Chaudhari, and R. J. Gambino, Phys.

also observed.'
2 

Again the appearance of the absorption Rev. B 35, 8821 (1987).
"M. Naito, R. H. Hammond. B. Oh, M. R. Hahn, 3. W. T. Hsu. P. Ro-

peaks for both materials near the T, (94.5 K) determined senthal, A. F. Marshall, M. R. Bensley, T. H. Geballe, and A. Kapitulnik.

resistively and magnetically proves the existence of the su- J. Mater. Res. 2, 713 (1987).

perconducting oxide phase in the thin film, 'K. Moorjani, J. Bohandy, F. J. Adrian, B. F. Kim, R. D. Shull, C. K.

In conclusion, we have shown that for both Chiang, L. J. Swartzendruber, and L. H. Bennett, Phys. Rev. B 36, 4036
(1987).

La,.,,Sr0 .,,Cu0 4 ,_ and Ba 2 YCu30 7 _,, thin supercon- "D. Dijkkanp, T. Venkatesan, X. D. WuS. A. Shaheen, N. Jisrawi, Y. H.

ducting films may be prepared directly from a superconduct- Min-Lee, W. L. McLean, and M. Croft, Appl. Phys. Lett. 51, 619 (1987).
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EPR, magnetization, and resistivity studies In doped (4-for 3-d Ions)
and undoped RBa2Cu3Oy high Tc superconductors
(R Y,PrNd,Eu,Gd,Ho,Er, or Yb) (abstract))

D.C. Vier, J. F. Smyth, C. T. Saling, S. Schultz, Y. Dalichaouch, B. W. Lee,
K. N. Yang, M. Torikachvili, and M. B. Maple
University ofCalifornia, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093

S. B. Oseroff
San Diego State University, San Dieg, California 92182

Z. Fisk, J. D. Thompson, J. L. Smith, and E. Zimgiebt
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamom New Mexico 87545
We have measured electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), resistivity, and dc susceptibility

from 2 to 300 K for the oxide high 7c superconductors (R)Ba2Cu3O,
(R = Y,Pr,Nd,Eu,Gd,Ho,ErTm, or Yb). Selected systems were doped with 3-d ions
(CrMn,Fe,Ni,Co, or Zn) or 4-/ions (Gd or Er) which presumably substitute for the Cu or R
site, respectively. In the systems studied we have observed an EPR line at low temperatures
(T< 40 K), which exhibits an increase in intensity and decrease in field for resonance as the
temperature is lowered. The ESR linewidth is also temperature dependent and exhibits a
minimum at about 15 K. An additional EPR line that can be associated with a Gd- , Mn2 + or
Er3 + ion was observed for those samples where these ions were present as dilute impurities. In
some of the samples another EPR signal is observed with properties that depend on sample
preparation conditions. The behavior and origin of all lines will be discussed. The variation of
T, with concentration of the added impurities over the range (1%-15%) will also be
presented, and compared with previous studies in other superconducting systems.

"This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under
Grants Nos. DMR-86-13858 and DMR-84-11839, the U.S. Department
of Energy under Grant No. DE-FG0386ER45230. and Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratories.

Magnetic ordering and crystal field effects in REBa 2Cu30 7 - (RE=Gd, Dy,
Ho, Er)a) (abstract)

B. D. Dunlap, M. Slaskib) D. G. Hinks, C. Segre,c) K. Zhang,c) L. Soderholm, M. Beno,
G. W. Crabtree, W. K. Kwok, S. K. Malik,d) I. K. Schuller, J. D. Jorgensen, and
Z. Sungaila
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne Illinois 60439

Heat capacity, resistivity and magnetic susceptibility data have been used to study electronic
and magnetic properties of REBa2Cu.O7 - . compounds. Neutron diffraction on the Ho
compound shows identical crystal structure to YBa 2CuO 65 . All the compounds are
superconducting at T, = (93 ± 2) K. Magnetic transitions are observed in the heat capacity
data at T,, = 2.2,0.95,0.17, and 0.59 K for RE = Gd, Dy, Ho, and Er, respectively, and the
magnetically ordered state is found to coexist with superconductivity. Estimates have been
obtained for the magnetic moment in the crystal field ground state and the energy splitting of
the first excited state crystal field level.

"Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, BES-Materials Sci-
ences and Chemical Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

b' Permanent address: Inst. Phys. Polytech., Krakow, Poland.
"Permanent address: Dept. Phys., Illinois of Technology, Chicago, IL

60600.
8
'Permanent address: Tnts Inst. Fundamental Res.. Bombay, India.
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! A new method for determining superconducting transition temperature T,
(abstract)

Ronghua Xue and Quar Lu
Department of Physics, Nanjing University, Nanjing, China

A new method for measuring superconducting transition temperature Tc is presented. In this

method, the initial superconducting transition temperature T, is determined by the
temperature dependence of the voltage which is induced on a M pick-up coil and is
proportional to the diamagnetic susceptibility of the superconducting sample. The alternating
magnetic field for the measurement may be very low (down to 80 Alm) and only several
milligrams of sample are needed. The experimental results show that this method is very
sensitive and simple.
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Superconductivity and Magnetism of High T, Superconductors. II Zachary Fisk, Chairperson

Magnetic behavior of Y-Ba-Cu-O superconductors prepared under different
oxygen anneals

T. Datta, Carmen Almasan, and J. Estrada
University of South Carolina. Columbia, South Carolina 29208

C. E. Violet
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California 94550

D. U. Gubser and S. A. Wolf
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C 20375

In our study of three YBa2 Cu3 oxides prepared with different oxygen anneals, we observed
that the temperature derivative of the magnetization or susceptibility X( T) of these high- T,
superconductors has a maximum at approximately the transition temperature, T,. This
temperature as estimated by the peak value of (OX/dT),, ranged between 55 and 65 K. The
most oxygen-poor sample showed the lowest T, and the most oxygen-rich sample showed the
highest T,. In the subcritical region, a novel irreversibility is observed in the field-cooled
warm-up and cool-down behaviors.

In this paper we describe the magnetic behavior of three then the weak dc measurement field, B, was applied.
YBa2 Cu, 07 _ . specimens prepared under different oxygen The magnetic moment M(7') or susceptibility, X(7),
annealing conditions. We also propose a novel analysis of the where X-=M/B per unit mass, was obtained? by holding B
susceptometric data. Finally, we report on an unusual irre- constant and increasing the sample temperature in a pro-
versible behavior of the field-cooled magnetization in the grammed sequence of steps until the preset maximum
subcritical region. (> T,) was reached. These data are termed zero-field-

The YBa2Cu307 _ samples were produced by the well- cooled warmup (ZFCW, or for brevity ZFC). At the end of
known solid-state reaction of gravimetric amounts of pure a ZFC run, if desired, the temperature was cycled up and
powder oxides of Y, Ba, and Cu. Two specimens, A and B, down in steps, to obtain the field-cooled (FC) and field-
were prepared at Lawrence Livermore National Laborato- cooled warm-up (FCW) data. Three fields (0.1, 1.0, and 10
ry,' and sample C was prepared at the Naval Research Labo- mT) were chosen, and typically the data were taken between
ratory."' Both A and B samples were sintered for 16 h at 5 and 250 K.
950 *C. The resulting mass was x-ray analyzed, reground, Typical susceptibility data, x(7), for specimens A and
and pelletized. The pellets were annealed at 950 'C for 5 h, B are exhibited in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b). Both ZFC diamagne-
cooled to 720" C, held for 12 h, and then cooled slowly tic shielding and FC Meissner effect data are shown. An
( - 1° C/ain) to 200 *C and then removed from the furnace. interesting property of these data is the flatness of X above
For B the cool down was conducted in air, whereas A was T,. This suggests that the samples are relatively defect-free.
cooled down with flowing oxygen. Sample C was prepared as Although not resolvable on the scale of the figure, a struc-
follows: Mix powders of BaCO, CuO, and Y.0 3, immerse tureless weak paramagnetism was also observed above T,.
mixture in alchohol, and pulverize loose agglomerates in an We observed that for I < B < 10 mT, X( 7) was not sensitive
ultrasonic mixer, calcine for 6 h at 925-950 'C with interme- to the applied field. Similar X( 7) data were also observed for
diary grindings, grind and cold press into pellets and sinter specimen C. The data of Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b) are similar to
in air at 925-950 'C for 12 h, and move into an oxygen fur- those reported in many other recent publications.'"-

nace, heat to 950 'C for several hours and slow cool The first and second derivatives of the susceptibility
(1 "C/rin). The specimen compositions were estimated by with respect to T, for specimens A and B, are shown in Figs.
a microprobe technique. The oxygen content was lowest in 2 (a) and 2 (b). In both cases a strong peak is observed in the
sample B and highest in sample C. It has been shown that first derivative. If we assume this peak temperature to be a
YBa2Cu307 - . occurs in two forms with transition tempera- close approximation to the transition temperature T, we
tureof =60 and =90 K, which depends on the oxygen stoi- find for specimen A the value T, = 62 K and for B T, = 55
chiometry and ordering of the vacancies.'5  K. The onset temperature for both samples was 84 K. These

The measurements were made with a computer-con- values are consistent with those reported for oxygen-poor
trolled variable-temperature superconducting quantum in- YBa2Cu301 -, samples, i.e., 0.2<x<0.5.4 When analyzed

terference device (SQUID) (VTS) suseptometer. The by this derivative technique the data for higher fields also
specimens were small irregular 2x2x8 mm3 parallel- displayed equally convincing peaks at T,. This is also true
pipeds. With both the specimen and the VTS cryostat in zero for specimen C, for which the T,, as determined by the deriv-
applied field and at room temperature, the samples were in- ative technique, was 86 K; the onset temperature was 90 K.
serted into the cryostat and the temperature reduced to =5 The width and asymmetry of the transitions, as well as the T
K. The system was allowed to thermally equilibrate, and could also be determined from the second derivatives which
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FI I() Magnsetic susceptibility of sample Aas afunctonsof tempera. FIG. 2. (a) First.-and second-temperature derivative analysis of the suscep-
ture. The zero-field-cooled data represent diamagnetic (flux) shielding and tibility data of Fig. I1(a). Notice the outstanding peak at 62 K in the first
the field-cooled data represents Meissner effects or flux expulsion. (b) Mag- derivative. This is also the temperature where the second derivative crosses
netic Suscepsbslity of sample B ab a function of temperature. In this came the the baseline. (b) First- and second-temperature derivative analysis of the
flux shielding is about 3 times stronger than in sample A; however, the flux susceptibility data of Fig. I1(b). The peak temperature is 55 K. A smaller
explosion or the volume of perfect superconductivity is not increased as peak was observed between 60 and 90 K, but is not shown for clarity.
mud'.

are included in Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (b). For accurate line-shape 0 -
analysis and transition-width detertnination more data at
smaller temperature intervals would be needed.0

Miller, Takaahige, and Bednorzt0 have reported the ir- 00 Yea2Cu3O' (C)

reversible behavior of zero-field-cooled LaBaCuO. For our 0OFC
materials, we observe that even the field-cooled behavior is -2 ,, FCW

irreversible in the subcritical. region. This behavior was most
pronounced in specimen C. It was noticed that X(FCW) and 3

X(FC) were not the same. In the T, - 20 K S TS T, re-
gion, as shown in Fig. 3, IX(FCW) I>IJX(FC)1. Also, -4

AX(T) = X(FCW) - X(FC) was irreversible under temn- . g eo
perature cycling. This behavior is exhibited in Fig. 4. This -5

irreversibility may be due to the time dependence of flux
pinning or due to a spin-glass ordering in the material. -6 0 100 150ti 200

We suggest that the derivative analysis shown here may Temertue (K)
be fruitful for other physical properties such as resistivity. FIG. 3. Evidence ofirreversibility in the FC and FCW data for pecimen C.
Furthermore, line-shape analysis of the first and second de- in the subcrit region.
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I Effect of vacuum annealing on the superconducting transition temperature
of the Y-Ba-Cu-O system

Dalian Wang, Guobin Wu, Shengtao Huang, and Chenghuan Tang
Department of Physics, Wuhan University, Wuha, China

Wanqiu Cel and Peng Dan
Industrial University of Wuhan, Wuhan, China

The effect of vacuum annealing on the superconducting transition temperature T, of the
ceramic superconductor Y-Ba-Cu-O system with a perovskite-type structure has been
investigated. For fixed annealing time, the resistivity increase and T, decrease become larger
for higher annealing temperature, and the crystallographic lattice parameters decrease slightly
with increasing annealing temperature. This may be understood as the result of the
introduction of oxygen vacancies in the basal plane of the CuO 6 octahedra. Therefore, it seems
to be quite important to reduce the density of oxygen vacancies in the present system.

INTRODUCTION within a few hours after the above procedures. The resistivity
Bednorz and Miiller' have discovered the possibility of data were taken with it standard four-probe technique. The

superconductivity around 35 K in the Ba-La-Cu-0 system. resistivity of the single-phase samples in the normal state
Uchida and Takagi etal.2' 3 have observed the Meissner effect was a few hundreds of #l cm at room temperature; the cur-
and established superconductivity in the system. Within a rent density used for measurement was 0.03 A/cm2 . The
few months, several groups have reported additional re- mutual-inductance method was adopted to measure the ac
sults.- Chu et al.,' Hikami et al.,' and Zhao er al.' indepen- magnetic susceptibility. The powder x-ray analyses were
dently discovered the superconducting trai .ition at 98 K in performed on a nearly single-phase compound of
the Y-Ba-Cu-O system. We .d, prepared some YBa2Cu309_ after annealing at various temperatures.

YBaCu 3O9 - Y on nearly single-phs,' samples which exhibit
superconductivity at 90-9' K iJ a transition width AT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
= 4 K. We have studied the effect of vacuum annealing at

elevated temperature o the value of T, and crystallographic Figure I shows the temperature dependence of the resis-
lattice parameters to obtain knowledge of the proper condi- tivity for specimens annealed at va:ious temperatures. The
tions for preparation. As reported by Michael and Raveau 9  values of the resistivities are attached to the corresponding
and Siegrist e: al.,"0 oxygen intercalation and disintercala- points. It is clear that the resistivity changes quite drastically
tion can take place easily for La-Sr-Cu-0 and Y-Ba-Cu-0 with annealing temperature; for a fixed annealing time, the
systems. According to their results, the oxygen vacancies are resistivity increase and the T. decrease become larger at
mainly distributed in the basal planes of the CuO6 octahedra. higher annealing temperature.
Sin(e the electron transport has a quasi-two-dimensional na-
ture (as has been revealed by measurements of the supercon-
ducting critical magnetic field H,2 for single-crystal speci-
mens), the conduction electrons are expected to stay mainly 9.,o, .0o.

within the basal planes, and therefore oxygen vacancies may
have an important effect on Tc. ,'. ,o t

EXPERIMENT
The experiment has been carried out in the following ,..,o..'

way. The single-phase samples of YBa 2Cu309 - for the (-gooC
present experiment were prepared from a mixture of Y20 3,
BaCO3, and CuO with purities of 99.9%, 99.5%, 99.7%,
respectively. Appropriate amounts of the well-mixed con-
stituents were pressed into pellets, then heated at 960 C for
16 h in atmosphere. The calcined powder was subsequently
well ground, pressed into a disk-shaped form, and then sin- i
tered at 960 "C for 10 h in flowing 02. After this procedure, ,oo KP.Aru3P K7

the furnace was cooled down slowly to room temperature.
The samples were then annealed at various temperatures ins a FIG. I. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of the specimes of theY-Ba-Cu-O system prepared by 2-h vacuum annealing. In the parentheses,
vacuum of about 10-s Tort for 2 h and quenched to room the anneaing tempeture are indicated. The values of the reastivites are
temperature. The resistivity measurements were carried out attached to corresponding points.
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probably due to different sample conditions: the samples we
measured were quenched, but their samples were annealed.
We will clarify this in future work. More detailed investiga-
tions of the structure analysis are under way and will be
presented later.

f The changes of resistivity with annealing temperature in

vacuum can be understood by the disintercalation of the
oxygen in the basal planes. Due to the production of oxygen
vacancies during annealing, randomness is introduced in the
conduction path of the hole carrier and the density of hole

2 e 20 0carriers itself is reduced. As a result of these changes, the

value of T, also changes. The observed behavior reminds us
FIG. 2. X-ray powder diffraction pattern for stoichiometric single-phase of the theoretical predictions on the effect of randomness on
YBa 2Cu3 G -,. superconducting T. However, we have not yet carried out a

detailed analysis in the framework of electron localization
due to randomness. This remains a future problem.

To confirm the superconductivity further, the ac sus- In summary, we have showed that T, depends on vacu-
ceptibility was measured. It was found that, compared with um annealing in a sensitive way. Therefore, it seems to be
the unannealed sample, the amplitude of the ac signal at T. quite important to reduce the oxygen vacancy concentration

becomes smaller, and the sharpness of the transition in the in the present systems.

annealed samples becomes broader, with an increase of an-
nealing temperature.

The x-ray powder diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 2. 'J. 0. Bednorz and K. A. Muller, Z. Phys. B 64. 189 (1986).
According to a preliminary x-ray analysis of this single- 2S. Uchida, H. Takagi, K. Kitaawa, and S. Tanaka (unpublished).
phase compound YBa 2 Cu

3
O 9 - , it is suggested that the 

3H. Takagi. S. Uchida, K. Kitazawa, and S. Tanaka (unpublished)

structure my be of an orthorhombic type with the crystallo- 
4C. w. Chu, P. H. Hor, R. L. Meng, L. Gao, Z. J. Huang, Y. Q. Wang, J.
Bechtold, D. Campbell, M. K. Wu, J. Ashburn, and C. Y. Huang, Phys.

graphic lattice constants a= 3.828 A , b--3.896 A, Rev. Lett. (to be published).
c = 11.687 A in the unanneated samples. This is consistent '. J. Cava, R. B. Van Dover, B. Batlogg, and E. A. Ricurtan, Phys. Rev.

with the result reported by Kadowaki et al. " The oxygen Lett. 53, 208 (1987).
tfor the material annealed at various temperatres i 6

Z. Zhao, L Chen, Q. Yang, Y. Huang, G. Chen, R. Tang, 0. Lin. C. Cui,
content L. Chen, L. Wang, S. Guo, S. Li, and J. Bi, Nature (to be published).
a vacuum was determined by measuring the weight loss on 'D. Y_ Finmore, R. N. Shelton, J. t. Cem R. W. Mccallum, H. C. Ku,

reduction to Cu metal and Ba and Y oxides, yielding the R. F. McCarley, S. C. Chen, P. Klavins, and V. Kogan (unpublished).

valuesy = 2.5, 2.9, 3.8, 5.1, respectively. It appears that the 8S. Hikami, T. Hirai, and S. Kagoehima (unpublished).
9C. Michel and B. Raveau, Rev. Chim. Miner. 21,407 (1984).

lattice parameters are slightly dependent on the oxygen con- 'T. Siegrist, S. Sunshine, D. W. Murphy, R. J. Cava, and S. M. Zahurak
tent. They also decrease slightly with annealing temperature (unpublished).
in a vacuum. This appears to be in substantial disagreement "K. Kadowaki, Y. K. Huang, M. van Sprang and A. A. Menovski (unpub-

with the work of Cava et al.' 2 and Gallagher et al. 2 Both tshed).
e R. J. Cava, B. Batlogg, C. H. Chen, E. A. Rietman, S. M. Zahurak, and D.

thewe papers report increases in the a and c lattice parameters Werder, AT&T Bell Labs preprint (July 1987).
and in the unit cell volume as the oxygen content is de- "P. K. Gallagher, H. M. Bryan, S. A. Sunshine, and D. W. Murphy, AT&T

creased; only the b parameter was found to increase. This is Bell Labs preprint (July 1987).
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Effective electron interactions due to virtual charge and spin excitations
in an extended Hubbard model for Cu-O superconductors

H.-B. SchOttler
Center for Simulanonal Physics, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Georgia,
Athens Georgia 30602

A. J. Fedro
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois 60115
and Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

We have studied the effect of virtual Co-O charge and spin fluctuations in the perovskite high-
T materials by applying a strong coupling expansion to an extended Hubbard model with
hybridized Cud orbitals and O p orbitals. Results for the charge and spin fluctuation-mediated
effective interactions are derived and discussed.

Several nonphonon mechanisms of high- T. supercon- can be accommodated either in Cu" or in 0 ionic configu-
ductivity have recently been proposed for the copper oxide rations. The difference in energy between these two possible
based perovskite materials. These mechanisms are based on configurations is E = Ed - ep - Up + 6 V. Thus, for E. > 0,
the idea that attractive pairing interactions might be mediat- Cu" 4 is energetically favored, whereas for E. < 0, 0- is pre-
ed by charge' or spin 2 3 fluctuations involving both the cop- ferred. The case E. > 0 has already been discussed in Ref. 6.
per (Cu) and the oxygen (0) sites. Here we present further Here, we consider the case E. < 0, assuming again that the
results which we have obtained from a strong coupling treat- hybridization and the intersite repulsion are small, i.e., it 1,
ment of the simplest model Hamiltonian proposed to de- V4 IE. 1, and It l, V< Ud + E >0.
scribe these effects. The model consists of a two-dimensional We focus on a subspace of low-lying states where all Cu
(2D) square network of hybridized copper (x2 -. 9,2) d orbi- ions are in the charge state Cu2" whereas 0 ions a allowed to
tals and bond-parallel oxygenp orbitals4 augmented by Hub- attain the charges 0, 0-, 0 a - . The hybridization term in
bard-type Cu- and O-on-site interactions (Ud and U, re- ( 1) gives rise to transitions from such low-lying states into
spectively) and a nearest-neighbor Cu-O intersite repulsion highly excited ones where one or more Cu ions have been
(V) which leads to a Hamiltonian"-: promoted to charge states CuI or Cu3". These virtual exci-

tations are eliminated from the Hamiltonian by means of a
H=([ t.(ct cs+h.c.)+ n,nj) canonical transformation, H' = exp (iS) Hexp( - iS),

which is constructed such that the new Hamiltonian H'

+ causes transitions only between the low-lying states. Our
+ (en, + (J,n, n ). () goal is then to determine H' perturbatively to order t '. Al-

though this can be accomplished, in principle, for the most
Here, t,, denotes the d-p hybridization strength (with general case defined by (I), our task is simplified consider-
Iti ( = t = const). The first summation is over all Cu-O ably, if we do not include thep-orbital on-site repulsion U. in
nearest-neighbor bonds (#) and spin S = T or 1. The phase the zeroth-order (t = 0) Hamiltonian, but rather treat the
(sign) prefactors of the orbitals are chosen such that tu U terms as a "small" perturbation, to be added to H', in
= +t ifj=R +x or R-y, ty = -t ifj=R-x or additiontotheperturbativet 2 termsarisingfromthecanoni-

R + y, and t. = 0, othcrwise. Here, i=R denotes a Cu site cal transformation. This approach is justified as long as
and j = R ± x, R ± y are its four nearest-neighbor oxygen Up < IE. 1, U, + E.. In the following, we shall ignore these
sites along the x and y direction, respectively. The second U terms altogether.
sum is over all Cu and all 0 sites i with c e, -=, U = Ud, or It is convenient to formulatc the solution for H'in terms
el ep, U - U., respectively, where ed and c. denote the of appropriate linear combinations of the oxygen p orbitals
corresponding on-site energies for electrons (not holes). surrounding a given Cu site i. These new oxygen orbitals
The operator ci creates an electron with spin Sat a Cu or 0 correspond to new fermion operators given by 0,, = 00s
site i; ndswcicu and n,-n,, + n, are the corresponding and P - tb fit, where

occupation numbers.

the "half-filled" system (corresponding to the undoped 1 X (
La2CuO, material, for example). all d orbitals are singly 2 ; N 0 0
occupied and all p orbitals are doubly occupied, if we let 0 2 2
t = 0 for the moment. This is equivalent to the ideal ionic

configurations Cu2+ (3d 9) and 0 (2p). If we remove a is a unitary 4 X 4 matrix of c numbers, and t are I X4
small number of electrons from such a half-filled "vacuum" matrices of the old and new p-electron operators, respective-
state (e.g., by divalent doping in T 'u0 4 ), the extra holes ly, with components
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4

-- [C + 4. t -As Ct + , CI _%] not in general commute with each other whenever i and I
and denote two nearest-neighbor Cu sites which share a common

oxygen nearest-neighbor. Similarly, two fermion operators
t = [Dt St At Bt] likeDt andAz, forexample, donotobeyordinaryfermion

defined for each Cu site imR with nearest-neighbor 0 sites anticommutation rules for a pair of nearest-neighbor Cu
j-R ±- x, R ± y. s and 4's denote the 4 I hermitian con- sites (i,1), since the set of all single electron orbitals corre-

jugates of t and ks, respectively. The new oxygen or' tais, sponding to the operators Dis, Sis, A w, and Ba, defined by
corresponding to Ds, Ss, As, and Bs, have been c sen Eq. (2), is nonorthogonal and overcomplete.

such that they transform like x2 
- ), x

2 + y2, x, and y, re- In the half-filled system, allp orbitals are fully occupied

spectively, under the symmetry operations of te point and hence all terms oforder t2 in H' vanish. The low-energy

group of site i. Thus, the t¢, term in (1) hybridizes the properties of the system are then governed by an order t'

(x
2  - ) copperdorbitalatsitei(ca) only with the oxygen antiferromagnetic superexchange coupling of the form

D orbital, but not with the S, A, or B orbitals. Furthermore, J., S.S between nearest-neighbor Cu spins (i,1). Thus, the

without the U terms, the occupation numbers of the new ground state is characterized by an antiparallel alignment of

orbitals, n-n' + n , and n'=at als (a =-D, S, A, B; nearest-neighbor Cu spins. In the presence of a small con-

ts 1), remain good quantum numbers ofthe zeroth-order centration of holes in the oxygen p orbitals, however, the

(t = 0) Hamiltonian. Using these simplifications, H' (with- coupling JD tends to locally align nearest-neighbor Cu spins

out Up terms) can then be written in the following compact in parallel if their common nearest-neighbor p orbital hap-
form: pens to be occupied by an unpaired electron, since the p-

electron spin prefers to be aligned antiparallel to both near-
H' = ' [eD (n ) + eD(ni)ni + UD(n;)nh nD est-neighbor Cu spins with a coupling constant JD ).J,. Bythis mechanism,2 

doping with a small number of holes can

+ , (n,)S.SD]. (3) suppress the antiferromagnetic order of the system.
Here, we would like to point out that the same mecha-

Here, the summation (i') is restricted to Cu sites L, nism, at larger dopant concentrations, may in fact give rise to
n; m-n

s 
+ n' + nf is the total occupation number of nonhy- a new type of magnetic order. In this new ordered state,

bridizing oxygen orbitals surrounding site i, and Sf and S'D which is dominated by the Cu-0 exchange coupling JD, the
denote, respectively, the spin operator ofa copper d electron Cu- and the O-spin systems exhibit a ferrimagnetic align-
and of an oxygen D-electron at site i with components ment, with all Cu spins oriented in parallel, but opposite to

S = ( I t all the (also parallel oriented) 0 spins. Analogous consider-

'= -aa .a. (a=cDv=x, yz), ations apply if the Cu-0 exchange is dominated by a direct

where a'are the Pauli spin matrices. The operator functions (Heisenberg exchange) ferromagnetic contribution J , <0

e D, D, VD, and JD are given by (with JD < IJ I) between copper d and oxygen p orbitals, a
possibility that has recently been discussed in the context of

e,(n,) = 4(e, + 2V)n! - 4t
2
g4(ni), (4) spin polaron formation.' In that case, (JD + J <0), the

ED (nt) = J(ep + 2V) - 2t 2 [ g2 (n,) magnetically ordered state at higher dopant levels would be

ferromagnetic with all Cu and 0 spins aligned in parallel. We+ g() - 2g 4(n)], (5) also note here that the ferri- or ferromagnetic spin fluctu-
UD (n;) = 4t 2 [ g2 (n;) + g 3 (n;) ations invoked in the foregoing discussion may give rise to

- g,(n;) -g 4 (n;)], (6) attractive superconducting pairing interactions, between p
electrons, similar to a recently discussed "double exchange"

JD(n;) = 8t2[ g2(n;) +g.(n;)], (7) mechanism.' However, these spin fluctuation mediated in-
with energy denominators teractions are likely to be attractive only in the triplet chan-

l/g,(n;) = U, +E. + (n; -7)V, (8) nel and would hencegive rise toan odd-parity (anisotropic)
superconducting order parameter.

l/g 2 (n ) = Ud + E, + (n; - 8)V, (9) Tostudythe roleofvirtual Cu-Ocharge fluctuations' in

1/g 3(n,) = -E. - (n; -6) V, (10) H',itisinstructivetoconsiderjustasingleCu0 4 cluster, and
ignore, for the time being, the spin fluctuation (JD) term in

l/g4n)= -E, - (n-7)V, (11 ) (3). The new oxygen orbital occupation numbers nj (a

and E, = e, - ep + 6V< 0. = D, SA, B) are then conserved within the isolated cluster.
H'is restricted to the subspace of low-lying states where To estimate the effective interactions between a pair of holes

all Cu ions are in the charge state Cu2 
+. H' conserves the occupying one or two of these oxygen orbitals (a, = D, S,

total Cu-site occupation number n, = n,, + n,. However, A, B), we compare the energies ?. (needed to introduce a
we should stress that the oxygen orbital occupation numbers single hole into orbital a, starting from the half-filled "vacu-
n* (a =D, S, A, B) or the total "on-te" spin S- S, +SI um") with the energies Z. for introducing a pair of holes,
are not conserved quantities in H'. This can be seen by ex- one into a the other into f. The effective hole-hole interac-
pressing these operators (n, ST) in terms of the original p- ion for such a pair of orbitals is then given by %# = ?.
electron operators cp, cpt, using Eq. (2). One then notices - ?. - ?. Using Eqs. (4)-(l 1), we find that all U, van-
thattwooperatorslike, e.g., nandn1(a.8= D,S,A,B) do ish for V- 0. Assuming 0< V4Eoamin (JEll, U, + E.),
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we find that AOD > 0 is always repulsive and of order 'C. M. Varms, S. Schmitt-Rink, and R. Abrahamna Solid State Commoun.
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Magnetization of high-temperature superconductors (abstract)
Sang Boo Nam
University Research Center. Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435

Superconducting Ba (X = Y, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, Er, Yb) CuO were made independently by the
solid reaction method via mixing barium carbonate, (X) oxides, and copper oxide with atomic
ion ratio Ba:X:Cu = R:I:R + I with R = 1 - 4, and sintering at 900-1000 °C for 24-72 h. (I)
The best superconductor was found to be formed via R = 2 and sintering near 950 *C. All
samples studied were found to have layered perovskite x-ray diffraction patterns. Samples via
R = 1,3, and 4 were also found to have structures similar to those via R = 2, and found to have
two phases by the x-ray diffraction. The temperature-dependent magnetizations M(T) were
measured by using the BTi SQUID susceptometer. The transition temperature T, was
determined by extrapolating M( 7) and was found to be sensitive to the cooling rate of the
sample during its synthesis. The Meissner effect was observed up to 78-92 K, and the fluxoids
were found to be trapped while the samples cooled in a finite field at all temperatures below T,.
M(T) was found to be of three types: type I being similar to that of Pb, type 2 having a knee
perhaps due to the two crystal structures, and type 3 having zero slope near To, perhaps due to
the sample crystal sizes being less than the effective penetration depth. Samples with large
crystal sizes were found to be of type I or 2. The measured M(T) can be understood in the
framework of the BCS theory, and 2A(0)/k T, were deduced to be in the range of 3-4.4.
However, the magnetic hysteresis was found to be present at even low field 30 G at 10 K, and
M( 7) near T, was found to be sensitive to thermal fluctuations. Various mechanisms for
superconductivity in these systems will also be discussed.

'S. Nan,, Videotape on High T, Superconductors, APS Meeting, March 18,
1987; Videotape on High T, Superconductors, MRS Meeting, April 23-
24, 1987.

Correlation between the superconducting properties and the oxygen
stoichiometry in YIBa2 Cu30 (abstract)

J. F. Marucco, K. Wang, and P. Garoche
Laboratoire de Chimie des Solides Uniersiti de Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay Cedex. France and
Laboratoire de Physique des Solides Universiti de Paris-Sud Bat. 510, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France

The phase diagram of the YBa2Cu3O, compound has been studied by thermogravimetric
measurements. In order to reach the absolute value of the oxygen content, the starting oxides
and carbonate were carefully weighted and reacted directly in the thermobalance. The
temperature range for the respective formation of the YBaCu30 and Y2BaCuO5 was
determined; thus a single phase was obtained at high temperature. The phase diagram was
constructed from the reacted material by a series of isothermal treatment under a precise
partial pressure of oxygen. Step by step the oxygen partial pressure was reduced and both the
kinetic of the reaction and the equilibrium value were monitored. For each step the oxygen
partial pressure was cycled back and forward to insure a good equilibrium state. The change in
the rate of evolution of the oxygen loss with temperature is possibly related to the
orthorhombic to tetragonal structural transformation. The phases identified from the phase
diagram where quenched and the correlation between the oxygen stoichiometry and
superconducting properties established from the analysis of the low-temperature transport and
calorimetric properties.
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I- Are the high T, superconducting materials bulk superconductors or grain
boundary percolating network superconductors? (abstract)

N. Garcia, S. Vieira, A. M. Baro, J. Tornero, L. Vazquez, J. Gomez, A. Aguilo,
S. Bourgeal, A. Buendia, M. Hortal, M. A. Lopez de Ia Torre, M. A. Ramos, and R. Villar
Univenidad Autonoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

K. V. Rao, D-X. Chen, J. Nogues, and N. Karpe
Royal Institute of Technoloy. Stockholm, Sweden

We have studied the physical properties of high T, Y-Ba-Cu-O, superconducting materials
with levitation, ac susceptibility, macroscopic resistivity, resistivity as measured by scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) and Hall effect. Levitation experiments show that the powder of
the as-prepared material does not levitate at liquid nitrogen while pellets and powders that
have been heated above 450 *C do levitate (are superconducting). These experiments seem to
indicate that clustering and intimate contact of fine grains are necessary for levitating. The ac
susceptibility experiments show that diamagnetism is extremely sensitive to pellet density. The
higher the density and the smaller the field amplitude the less diamagnetic is the system. This
is interpreted as evidence for a surface, not a bulk effect. Resistivity at 17 "C measured with
macroscopic contacts is of the order of 10 (1 cm. When measured with microscopic STM
contacts, a clear semiconducting behavior is observed. This observation does not preclude
grain boundary regions with metallic conductivity. We conjecture that the bulk of the grain is
semiconducting with a conducting percolative network of grain boundaries that is the source of
the superconductivity. We propose a model of a superconductor-metal-superconductor
percolative network based on the excitonic model of Allender, Bray, and Bardeen to explain
the high values of T. Hall measurements show large effective masses in agreement with an
excitonic model.

Properties of high T, superconductors with modified compositions
(abstract)

S. Jin, R. C. Sherwood, T. H. Tiefel, K. B. van Dover, R. A. Fastnacht, and M. Yan
A T& TBell Laboratories, 600 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

The recent discovery of high T, superconductor materials such as Ba2YCu30 9 - stimulated
worldwide interest in the subject. The interactions of the superconducting oxides with other
oxides and metals are of considerable technical importance because of the need for (i) proper
stabilizer for superconductor-normal metal composite wire, (ii) nonreactive crucible materials
for crystal growth, and (iii) suitable substrate materials for thin-film/thick-film
superconductor devices. In this paper, the effects of various metal and oxide additions (up to
10%-50% by weight) on superconducting transition properties have been investigated using
magnetic susceptibility and resistivity measurement as a function of temperature. Fine particles
of metals and oxides were intimately mixed with the Ba2YCu309 - . powder, pressed into
pellets, and then sintered at 900-1000 *C followed by slow cooling in oxygen atmosphere to
achieve chemical homogeneity, desirable crystal structure and oxygen stoichionetry. Some of
the oxides and metals were relatively benign and did not significantly affect the
superconducting transition behavior, while others either caused less sharp transition (e.g.,
broad transition to below 77 K) or essentially eliminated the superconductivity, The
experimental results and interpretations will be presented and their technical implications will
be discussed.
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Superconductivity above 110 K In the orthorhombic phase of the Y-Ba-Cu-O
ceramic compounds (abstract)

J. Baszyflski
Institute of Molecular Physic Polish Academy of Sciences. 60-179 Posnah. Poland

We present the results of the study the crystalline structure of the high-temperature
superconducting (above 110 K) phase in the ceramic compounds Y-Ba-Cu-O. These ceramics
were prepared with nominal compositions represented by the formula Y1.2 Bao.8 CuO4 -5.'

From Fig. l it is evident that the diamagnetic shift starts at 126 K and at 112 K the air value of
the solenoid inductance is achieved. The detailed HTS phase structure was evaluated from x-
ray diffractograms (Fig. 2) which are obtained from the samples of the same chemical nominal
compositions but have essentially diverse physical properties-see Fig. 2. We have concluded
that the crystal symmetry of HTS phase is orthorhombic: a = 3.756 Ak, b = 3.45 A, and
c = 13.186 A with peculiar superstructure in plane (112), which could be also attributed to the
plane (311) diamond type too.

This paper was not proofread by the author however, it has been proofread by one of the Publication Chairpersons.

t n~s

HS

FIG. FIG. 2.

'M. K. Wu, 1. R. Meng, L. Gao, Z. J. Huang, Y. Q. Wang, and C, W. Chu,
Phys. Rev, Lett. 58, 908 (1987).

Pairing and magnetic Instabilities in high T, systems with finite U (abstract)
A.J. Fedroe
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois 60115 and Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois 60439

S.K. Sinha
Exxon Research and Engineering Company, Annandale, New Jersey 08801

We consider the Anderson lattice for finite U using a novel equation of motion technique. The
method employs a truncation scheme based on a projection operator which projects out of any
operator its exact thermal average in the space of correlated single-particlelike excitations, i.e.,
excitations both in the presence and absence of the opposite spin state. Thus, this method is
good for all U. This is important in these superconducting transition metal oxide systems since
experimental evidence has shown that the bandwidth/U is not small. For the single-particle
spectrum we naturally generate the anomalous correction induced pairing and resulting gap
equation for finite U, in contrast to previous treatments based on the large- U limit, where on-
site double occupancy is excluded. The magnetic and pairing susceptibilities are calculated in a
similar manner, again for finite U, and the competition between these instabilities will be
discussed.

The work of A..F. was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,
DES-Materials Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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Some novel melt-spun superconducting materials (abstract)
Akihisa lnoue, ) Kunio Matsuzaki, and T. Masumoto
Institute for Materials Research. Tohoku University, Sendai 980 Japan
K. V. Rao, Han Zeng He, and D-X. Chen

Department of Soli State Physics. Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm Sweden

A new class of Fe-, Co-, Ni-, Cu-, and Ge-based ductile ribbons in which an amorphous matrix
containing less than 12 vol. % of a fine dispersion of 0. 1-3-Mum size particles of immiscible
elements M = Pb, Bi, Sn, or In have been produced by a modified melt-quenching technique.
The Fe- and Co-based alloys containing Bi and Pb are found to be ferromagnetic above room
temperature and also superconducting at temperatures in a range 7-9 K depending on the

alloy. The saturation magnetization in these usual alloys range from 92 emu/gm for CO-Si-B-
Pb-Bi to 15 emu/g for Fe-P-Pb-Bi at 77 K. At the superconducting transition the resistivity
typically is found to drop by 2-3 orders of magnitude with a transition width -0.5 K before
the "zero" resistance value is reached. In all the alloys studied the T dependence of the
resistivity shows a typical metallic behavior despite its high magnitude (a few thousand/zA cm
in some cases). Extremely high values are found for the upper critical fields (1.6-1.72 T at 4.2
K) with critical current densities typically around 1.3 X l0' A m-2 at 4.2 K. For Ge-Pb-Bi-Sn
H,2 values of 5 T are obtained at 3 K. Along with detailed studies of magnetic and
superconducting properties, extensive TEM, and x-ray characterization data will also be
presented. Attempts to explain the above described behavior in terms of proximity,
percolation, and surface properties at the dispersed Pb, Bi particles are found to be
unsatisfactory. As far as we know there exists no theory that can explain the co-existence of
ferromagnetism and superconductivity of the type described above. Time permitting, we will
also discuss our recent work on high T oxide materials produced by melt-quenching
techniques. Thus amorphous composite materials exhibiting unique and useful characteristics
which cannot be achieved for homogeneous amorphous alloys can be produced by melt
quenching. These materials are of importance both for scientific and engineering points of
view.

This paper was not proofread by the author; however, it has been proofread by one of the Publication Chairpersons.

Guest scientist at Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm.
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Recent Developments in High To Superconductivity R. L. Greene, Chairperson

Studies at IBM on anisotropy in single crystals of the high-temperature oxide
superconductor YjBa2Cu3O._, (invited)

W. J. Gallagher
IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, P.O. Box 21& Yorktown Heightm New York 10598

A series of studies carried out at IBM on the magnetic, transport, and optical properties of
single crystal Y1Ba2Cu3 O_ - demonstrate the overriding importance of anisotropy in its
superconducting and normal-state properties.

INTRODUCTION Ba layers. Band-structure calculations indicate that the con-

An avalanche of scientific activity has followed the dis- duction electrons reside primarily in the planes, although the

covery of high-temperature superconductivity in La-Ba-Cu- chains also make contributions to the electronic properties.

0 (Ref. 1) and the subsequent achievement of supercon- Anisotropy investigations have thus looked for two-dimen-

ducting transition temperatures T. in Y-Ba-Cu-O (Ref. 2) sional anisotropy that might be associated with the Cu-0

exceeding that at which nitrogen liquifies. Widespread ap- planes as well as for ftirther anisotropy that might be asso-

plications of these new materials have been anticipated, al- ciated with the chains.

though some aspects of the magnetic and electrical proper- The paritectic decomposition of Y Ba2Cu 30-_ from

ties of the early ceramic materials were far from ideal and far the solid state makes the growing of large crystals difficult.

from what would be adequate for many applications. For Studies by Kaiser et al'1 resulted in the identification of a set

instance, resistive transitions in modest magnetic fields were of conditions for Cu-0- and BaO-rich compositions in which

very broad, indicating a rapid decrease of the temperature at crystals ranging in size from < 100 #im to a few mm in size

which zero resistance was achieved, although some manifes- can be grown. After a subsequent oxygen anneal the crystals

tations of superconductivity clearly remained in very high display sharp transitions near 92 K with ac susceptibilities

fields. Critical currents, even in zero field, were low having l0%-90% transitions widths of 0.12 to0. 15K. Crys-

(Wi000A/cm2). Superconducting energy gap A measure- tals grown by Kaiser et aL.' were used in all of the studies

ments from tunneling and infrared refiectivity measure- summarized here with the exception of some of the early

ments spanned a range from 2A/kA T, = 1.5-11 or greater, magnetization data taken on crystals grown by Dinger et al.5

with complicated structure showing up in the infrared data using a starting composition closer to that of YBa2
and multiple gaps indicated by some of the tunneling mea- Cu307 -
surements. Recent measurements of single-crystal speci-
mens have to a great extent implicated anisotropy as the MAGNETIZATION MEASUREMENTS: CURRENT
explanation for these perplexing early results. This paper DENSITY AND LOWER CRITICAL FIELDS

summarizes the results of recent low- and high-field magnet- Magnetization measured as a function of magnetic field
ic measurements, transport measurements, and infrared re- provides a noncontact way of measuring lower critical fields
fiectivity measurements made at IBM on high-quality sin- and depinning current densities. As magnetic fields are ap-
gle-crystal specimens3 of YIBa2Cu307_ -. (Restrictions
of space and time prevent adequate referencing in this article
of all the relevant activity inside and outside of IBM.) 0

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND CRYSTAL GROWTH

Studies by a number of groups' have resulted in the
identification of the crystal structure of YBa2Cu,0 - as 0 -

an oxygen-defect layered perovskite with the superconduct- ci

ing properties optimized for oxygen stoichiometries ap- -11.07 A 0 O0
proaching 7. The crystal structure for this oxygen stoichiom-
etry, illustrated in Fig. 1, can be seen to consist of stacked 0= Copper
perovskite blocks of BaCuO, YCuO, and BaCuO. The cen-
tral plane of oxygen atoms is missing in the YCuO blocks L AIeA A
and the CuO plane between the BaCuO blocks has half of its
oxygen atoms missing. The resulting crystal structure thus . ,
has two-dimensional sheets of Cu-0 surrounding the Y-
atom planes and one-dimensional Cu-0 chains between the FIG. I. Crysta structure of Y,BaCU30,.
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...... plied to superconducting samples, the magnetization first TABLE 1. Anisoropic parameters of Y,BaCu,0_.
increases in opposition to the applied field. The cancellation
is perfect until the lower critical field H., is reached, above H,
which flux begins to penetrate the sample. Pinning prevents Measured parameters
the flux from immediately moving far in from the surface of T, 92.4 K

the superconductor. The strength of the pinning will deter-
mine how large the surface screening currents can get before dH5 T 3.8 T/K 0.54 T/K
JxD forces cause flux bundles to jump further towards the dT (4.5k) e.05 T 05T

sample center. Once the flux has penetrated to the sample J, (0 T, 4.5 K) 1.6x 10' A/cmn 3.2 x f0 A/crn'
center, there is a simple relationship

6 
between the measured 2 -9

magnetization and the depinning critical current kaT,

iJ (1"1) = 20M/r, where J. (B ) is the critical current at

internal field B r, Mis the sample magnetization, and ris the Derived parameters
radius of the (cylindrically shaped) sample. Implicit in this Ha (0) 240 T 34T
relationship is an assumption that the pinning is uniform in
the measured sample and that its field dependence is small. (0) = 43 A 3 A

Magnetization-versus-field hysteresis loops measured
at 4.5 K by Dinger et al.

5 
are shown in Fig. 2 for a crystal Ht (0) 2.8T

mounted with the CuO planes both perpendicular [Fig.
2(a) ] and parallel [Fig. 2(b) ] to the field lines as illustrated K=OL(0 i0A 9=.270AgZ=6 r~offi5.6
in the insets. The differences in the scale and in the shape of
the curves for the two orientations are striking. [Note the
ordinate scale in Fig. 2(b) is ten times smaller that that in shows the field and temperature dependence of the critical
Fig. 2(a).I The lower critical fields, H ' and H1, for crys- current density as deduced using the Bean formula

6 
from

tals oriented such that the applied field is perpendicular and hysteresis curves like those shown in Fig. 2 but taken in addi-

parallel to the Cu-O planes, respectively, were determined tion at a number of higher temperatures. (Note that the
from the point in the initial part of each loop at which the curves in Fig. 3 are labeled according to the direction of the
departure from linearity begins. Anisotropies in H., for two applied field. Thus, for example, the curves labeled with H1
crystals were in excess of 10:1. The values for one crystal, are for fields applied perpendicular to the Cu-O planes in
corrected for the demagnetizing factors, are listed in Table I. which case the induced currents flow along the planes. The

The difference in the magnitude of the hysteresis in the same convention is followed in Table I.) According to Fig. 3,
two loops in Fig. 2 indicates the substantial difference in the critical current anisotropy is -7:1 at 4.5 K and zero
pinning strength for the two orientations. The large magneti- field, increasing to - 20:1 at 4 T. It is significant to note that
zation loop in the perpendicular orientation indicates strong the critical current density along the Cu-O planes remains
pinning for vortices that thread the Cu-O planes and thus substantially in excess of 106 A/cm2 out to 4 T and 4.5 K
high critical currents along the directions of the planes. In with nosign ofarapid fall-off. The anisotropy increases con-

constrast, the smaller loop with the sharp break at H1, in the siderably at higher temperatures and fields as the fall-off of
parallel orientation isindicative ofwak pinningbetween the current density with field becomes more rapid first for the
planes and low critical currents between the planes. Figure 3 parallel orientation but eventually for both orientations.

G.04 . ._._._._._._._Measurements taken by Dinger et al. on a second crystal

confirmed the same general behavior and actually indicated
a stronger anisotropy of20:1 in the critical current density at

0.02 low temperature and zero field (J = 3.2 X 106 A/cm2 
and

A = 1.6X l0W A/cm2 ).
G Above H,, a slow relaxation of the magnetization in the

E

=E-0Oa4 .' . . .

4.5 K *

-0.02 . . . . . ,ol .. . s . .
Io

- -D 0 20 40 as a u 4
Applied FIeld (o) Applied Field (kG)

F10.2. Magnetization vs applied field hysteresis loop for &crystal oriented FIG. 3. Current density as a function of field at vaiou temperatures for
with the eld (a) perpendicular and (b) parallel to the Cu-0 planes. fields oriented parallel and perpeneicular to the Cu-O planea
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single crystals was observed. This behavior is similar to that 25

observed in La 2 -Ba.CuO 4 polycrystalline samples by
Mialer, Takashige, and Bednorz.' Figure 4 reproduces a plot 20
given by Worthington et al." of the magnetization versus -
time for a field of I T applied perpendicular to the Cu-O - .-

planes. The magnetization can be seen to have changed by
more than 2% and the time dependence to be consistent 0
with logarithmic behavior for times longer than 1000 min.
(For practical reasons, magnetization data like those report- 5

ed in Fig. 2 are taken a few minutes after establishing the
0

field.) Logarithmic time dependence has long been associat- 70 75 8o 85 90 95

ed with flux creep in type-Il superconductors. It is thus clear Temperature (K)
that the superconducting-gla -tate behavior described by

thatthesuprcoductng-las-stte ehavor escibe by FIG. 5. Upper critical field of Y,Ba3CuO, - for field parallel and perpen-
Mfiller, Takashige, and Bednorz7 occurs within a single dicul"r to her Cu- f planes.

crystal above Hot.

HIGH-FIELD DATA. UPPER CRITICAL FIELDS transition temperature of several crystals was seen by

To determine the upper critical field, H 2 , Worthington, Worthington etal." for rotations of 0, 45, and 90' in the a-b

Gallagher, and Dinger' measured the high-frequency - plane in several fields.
100 MHz) ac susceptibility in field as a function of tempera-
ture. As the field increased the transitions were observed to TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS: RESISTIVITY AND
broaden from their zero-field values, but they remained easy HALL RESISTANCE ANISOTROPY
to pick out. Figure 5 shows datal for critical fields upto 23 T The most direct consequence of the conduction-electron
for fields applied parallel to the Cu-O layers and up to 15 T density that is expected to reside mainly in the Cu- planes
for those applied perpendicular to thelayers. Except for tem- in Y.Ba2Cu3 O7 - , is an anisotropic conductivity. Because
peratures very close to T,, the data in each orientation are of difficulties in getting large crystals and in making contacts
consistent with a linear temperature dependence as is expect- to them there are surprisingly few data on this. Tozer et al- '
ed from anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau theory. The slopes in succeeded in making contacts to the corners of the
the two orientations differ by a factor of 7. Extrapolation of 300x 100-pm 2 a-c face of a 300X300 1I00-pm 3 crystal.
the H0,2 curve with a slope of - 3.8 T/K back to zero field (The crystal was twinned so the labeling of thea and b direc-
according to thedirty-imrit isotropic formula (with no Pauli tions is arbitrary.) Their resistivity data, reproduced in Fig.
paramagnetism limiting effects) gave 6, show a linear decrease along thea-b planes (i.e., inpb ) in
H, (0) = 240 T. A linear extrapolation back to zero tern- agreement with the behavior seen in ceramic materials. Its
perature, which might be more appropriate for an anisotrop- magnitude just above the transition of -180 p11 cm is
ic superconductor, yielded instead 350 T. The perpendicular roughly the same as that seen in the best ceramic samples,
critical field extrapolated back to zero temperature accord- although it is about twice that seen in the best oriented film
ing the dirty-limit isotropic formula gave H. 2 (0) = 34 T. samples. (The reason for the larger resistivity value seen in
Data taken on. another crystal with a 2-K lower transition this direction and also for the slightly depressed T could be
temperature displayed a slightly smaller anisotropy of 5:1 a slight oxygen deficiency.) Along the c-axis direction, the
and gave an indication of an upward break in H 2 occurring magnitude of the resistivity is about 2 orders of magnitude
at - 78 K. The break observed in H I. in that crystal was larger than Pab and its small, upward-curving temperature
apparently not an intrinsic property of YIBa 2Cu30 - . dependence suggests tendency toward semiconductive or lo-

Even though the crystals studied were twinned, if there calizing behavior at low temperatues. The ratio of the resisti-
were a strong uniaxial anisotropy associated with the Cu-O vities at - 100 K is about 80, which is slightly larger than the
chains, it should be reflected in changes in the critical field of
crystals rotated within the Cu-O planes. No change in the

M3020

A14
" 

a , , 
0.010

0.00

?lowsm (IdMAtN ) 0 too M~ Q0o

Temperaurea(e

FIG. 4. Mssaetntio dcay a fnctio time in OTapplepepeadieu Temperature (K)

la" to the Ca-O plkaf FIG. 6. Anisotropic resistivity of Y1BDhCuO,_
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value of 49 that is expected from the square of the critical and 4 , the Ginzburg-Landau penetration depths, A and
field anisotropy. The only other data on resitivity anisotropy A,. and the thermodynamic critical field, H. Here the sub-
of which we areaware, thoseby Enomoto etaL. for a [011]- scripts Z and 0 refer, respectively, to values appropriate for
oriented thin film, showed a resistivity anisotropy ratio of directions perpendicular to the Cu-O planes and within the
about 40 just above T. Cu-O planes. The quantities are derived from the measured

A nearly-temperature-independent and electronlike quantities according to the methods described in Ref. 9 using
Hall constant was also measured by Tozer et al. for a field the anisotropy ratio given by the ratios of dHc2 /dT near Tc
applied perpendicular to the contacted face. The magnitude and the standard isotropic dirty-limit extrapolation to get
of the Hall number obtained by normalizing the Hall con- H, 2(0). Obviously, use of the larger anisotropy observed for
ductance to the inverse of the unit-cell volume was in the He, at lower temperatures or a different extrapolation meth-
range of 1.2-1.5 electrons per formula unit. (In a material od would alter the numerical results. We note that the zero-
with a complicated band structure like YBa2 Cu3O7 , the temperature coherence length perpendicular to the Cu-O
normalization is more a convenience than something with layers, g, = 4.3 , is greater than the 3.9-A spacing between
physical significance.) Both the negative value for the Hall the Cu-O layers adjacent to the Y layer, but it is significantly
number and its termperature independence are in contrast to less than the spacing of the Cu-O planes separated by the
results measured for polycrystalline ceramics and for films one-dimensional Cu-O chains. According to the Josephson-
oriented with their c axes perpendicular to the substrate and coupled layer model, 15 the crossover to two-dimensional be-
along the field direction of Hall measurements. havior is expected when gz = sl/2., where s is the effective

interlayer spacing. If the effective interlayer spacing is gov-
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Electronic structure, charge transfer excitations, and high-temperature
superconducting oxides (invited)

A. J. Freeman, Jaelun Yu, S. Museidda, C. L. Fu,* and J. -H. Xu" )

Materdal Research Center, Nortawstern Uniwrsnt, Evanston, Illinois 60208 and Department of Physics
and Astrnomn Northwestern Unenrity Evansog, Illinois 60208

We present high-precision results on the electronic band structure and properties of
YBa2 C 3 7 -, YB2Cu30, GdBa2Cu.0-/ -, and La2 _ ,M.CuO4 as obtained from highly
precise state-of-the-art local density calculations. The results obtained demonstrate the close
relation of the band structure to the structural arrangements of the constituent atoms and
provide an integrated chemical and physical picture of the interactions and their possible
relation to superconductivity. The ionic character of the Y is proven by similar detailed highly
precise local density calculations for high Tc GdBa2Cu3O,, and explains the coexistence of
magnetism and superconductivity in the high Tc rare-earth superconductors. Surprising
features are the low density of states (DOS) at E, especially for 8>0.1 which is lower per Cu
atom than that in La - .Sr. CuO4-in agreement with experiment and a relatively large
magnetic Stoner factor. Strong indications are demonstrated for the inadequacy of a
conventional phonon mechanism for obtaining the higher Tc . Charge transfer excitations of
occupied Cul - 0 dpir antibonding orbitais into their empty Cu 1-0 dpo, antibonding orbital
partners, result in poorly screened "Cu

3
"-Cu

4 '
" -like charge fluctuations. These charge

transfer excitations (excitons) thus lead to strong polarization effects in these poorly screened
(highly ionic) materials and induce attractive interactions among the 2D electrons. Thus,
these interactions via exchange of excitons enhance the electron pairing and serve to enhance
the Tc proposed for the quasi-2D superconductors.

1. INTRODUCTION GdBa2Cu3 O--indicate a number of common chemical and
The discovery of the high Tc superconductors physical features, especially the roleofoxygens (and oxygen

La2 - IM CuO4 (Ref. 1) and YBa2Cu3 O 7 _ (Ref. 2) has vacancies), which bear further scrutiny. In this paper, we
generated excitement among scientists and technologists on provide a brief summary of the results on the detailed elec-
an unprecedented scale. It has also led to considerable effort tronic structures of the La 2 -MCuO 4 and LnBa2
to understand the mechanism giving rise to their supercon- Cu30 7 - 6 systems, compare them, and point out their rela-
ductivity. One of the starting points is certainly a detailed tions to charge transfer excitations as a possible mechanism
picture of the electronic structure of the compound, a goal of superconductivity.
which is achievable by present day supercomputers in com-
bination with highly precise numerical methods to solve the II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF
local density (I.D) Kohn-Sham equations in a self-consis- La,-,M-CuO 4

tent way. Even today, the origin of superconductivity in the Early on, the results of highly precise all-electron local
new metallic oxides remains a challenge despite some in- density full potential linearized augmented plane wave 3

triguing hints obtained from experiment and electronic (FLAPW) calculations of the energy band structure, charge
structure calculations. Still, it is now quite apparent that densities, Fermi surface, etc., for La2 _-MCuO4
understanding the electronic structure and properties of the (M = Sr,Ba) 4 

demonstrated: (i) that the material consisted
new high Tc superconductors is emerging. This is an impor- of metallic Cu-O( i) planes separated by insulating (dielec-
tant step towards achieving an understanding ofthe origin of tric) La-O(2) planes and (ii) that this 2D character and
their superconductivity. Detailed high-resolution local den- alternating metal/insulator planes would have, as some of
sity band-structure results have served to demonstrate what their most important consequences, strongly anisotropic
has been our major emphasis, namely, the close relation of (transport, magnetic, etc.) properties. Thus, the calculated
the physics (band structure) and chemistry (bonds and va- band structure along high symmetry directions in the Bril-
lenoes) to the structural arrangements of the constituent louin zone shows only flat bands, i.e., almost no dispersion,
atoms, and may provide insight into the basis mechanism of along the c axis, demonstrating that the interactions between
their superconductivity. Results obtained on the systems we the Cu,O(2), and La atoms are quite weak. However, along
have studied-La2CuO 4, YBs 2Cu3O7 , YBa 2Cu3O6, and the basal plane directions there are very strong interactions

between the Cu-O( 1) atoms leading to large dispersions and

)Psnt addren: MetS, & Cebrmk*Div ONL P.O. Box& a very wide bandwidth ( - 9 eV).
Rdge, Teeme 37831. The band structure near E, has a number of interesting

b Ptt adhwu Son"llsi Imtitkute ctMve , Academy oS-nm features. What is especially striking is that, in contrast to the
o0 " fIIWMMCh o000&0 complexity of its structure, only a single free-electron-like
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4. van Hove SPS in the DOS are reproduced with this slab
3 approach.
2. In the band structure shown in Fig. 1, the strongly dis-

persed band A along the r-X (110) direction has only a Cu
d - 0 (1) p,., component, while band B along the I-
G-Z (100) direction, especially at G, (i.e., the van Hove
SPS point), is a mixture of Cu d , - O(1) p,, and Cu
d2 - O( 2 )p, orbitals. Another notable feature in the band
structure of La2CuO4 is that the character of the bonding
partner (band A') of the antibonding Cu d -Op,

-5 band A consists not only of the Cu de_ _ - Op, orbitals
-Z - but has a large contribution from Cusp orbitals, as also de-

-? I scribed by others." (Note that these results are significantly
-a different from the two-dimensional tight binding model of
r G, Z x r z G Mattheiss,8 where the antibonding band A and B, as well as

FIG. 1. Band structure of body-centered-tetragonal LazCuO, along sym- the bonding band A, were regarded as having the same Cu
metry lines in the extended Brillouin zone. (See Ref. 4 for the notations d, -,, - Op, orbital character.)
used.) The quasi-2D properties of the electronic structure are

also supported by plots of the charge densities of electrons at
EF (cf. Fig. 3). This charge density consists mainly of Cu

band crosses E, (cf., Fig. 1) and gives rise to a simple Fermi d _- and 0(1) p,,y hybridized orbitals in the plane with
surface. Since this band A in Fig. I originates from the Cu some additional contributios of the Cu d and O(2) p, com-
d_, - 0(1) p, orbitals confined within the Cu-O(I) ponents. There is essentially no electron density around the
layer, it exhibits clearly all the characteristics of a two-di- La site at E. This means that the La atoms do not contribute
mensional electron system. Particularly striking is the oc- directly to the dynamical processes involving electrons near
currence of a van Hove saddle point singularity (SPS). Such Ep. Further, an analysis of the band structure shows that the
an SPS is expected, and found (cf. Fig. 2), to contribute 5d level of La lies more than I eV above E.; the 5,p levels of
strongly, via a singular feature, to the density of states La were found4 to lie far below E. (- 15 eV). Thus, it is a
(DOS). As we shall see, this dominance of the DOS near E. fairly good approximation to consider the La atoms to be
by the SPS contribution is responsible for many of the strik- described in chemical terms as La3" ions.
ing properties of this material with M. additions. In view of the results presented above, we would ex-

The remarkable 2D nature of the electronic structure pect-as a first approximation-that the introduction of di-
leads to a simple picture of the conductivity confined essen- valent elements (e.g., M = Ba, Sr, etc.) as substitutional re-
tially to the metallic Cu-O( I ) planes separated by insulating placements for La would not change any major feature of the
(ionic) planes of La-O(2). This picture is strongly con- band structure, charge density, DOS, etc. Thus, the use of a
firmed by independent calculations which model rigid band approximation to treat the case of alloys,
La 2 - , M. CuO4 as a single slab consisting ofa Cu-O ( I ) lay- La 2 - M. CuO4 , may be considered as a quite good first ap-
er sandwiched by one La-O(2) layer on each side. (Note proximation when x is small ((0.3). (This has been con-
that such a slab has the correct stoichiometry and is charge firmed by independent virtual crystal approximation calcu-
neutral.) The electronic structure near E4 is dominated by
the same single band of 2D p-d bounding character; the nest-
ing feature6 (with zone boundary spanning vector) and the

E, 

L

!Z'U,

"-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 .4 0

E (eV) FIG. 3. Contour plot in the xz vertical plane of valence charge density at E
FIG. 2. Blow-up of the density ofstate near E, for IAUO4 . for La2C'O.
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lations.5 ) Hence, in this spirit, the variation of composition x derived properties as obtained from the same highly precise
in La2 - , MCuO4 can be taken into account simply as a state-of-the-art local density approach. These results dern-
change in the position of EF, that is, EF = Ep (x). Further, onstrated the close relation of the band structure to the
since EElies very close to the SPS, N(Ep) is extremely sensi- structural arrangements of the constituent atoms and have
tive to the position of Ep relative to the singular point (cf. helped to provide an integrated chemical and physical pic-
Fig. 2). As a function ofx, N(EF) varies from 1.2 states/eV ture of the interactions.
cell at x -0 to 1.9 states/eV cell at x = 0.16. This large The important structural features of the YBa2 Cu3O7 -6
variation in N(E,) will immediately affect a number of compounds arise from the fact that (2 + 6) oxygen atoms
properties such as the magnetic susceptibility, specific heat, are missing from the perfect triple perovskite, YCuO 3
etc. (BaCuO 3) 2. These vacancies arise from a total absence of 0

One major effect of the van Hove singularity on the atoms in the Y-O planes (which seems to separate the Cu-Cu
properties of the system is the anomalous behavior of Tc interactions across the Y plane) and an absence of 0 atoms
with varying composition x in La2 - .M.CuO 4. With in- in the Cu planes between the Ba-O planes (which leads to the
creasing x, the superconducting critical temperature Tc in- formation of linear chains of Cu-O-Cu). As a result, there
creases rapidly from 14 K for x -0.05 to a maximum of 37 K are two Cu ions (called Cu2) in five-coordinated positions,
forx= 0.2 but then drops sharply for larger x values. Under as shown in Fig. 4. Since the interatomic distance Cu2-04
the condition that the pairing potential V, in the pairing in- (2.303 A) is much larger than Cu 1-04 (1.850 A),' 2 the Cu I
teraction parametr A = N(EF) V, is constant, the change in ions have a rather weak interaction with tht c Cu2 tons. The
T. with the composition x is associated with a change of Cu2 ions are in the locally very strong tetragonal distortion
N(EF). In fact, recent reports9 show a large variation of Tc  and this yields a 2D structure for these planes similar to that
vs x which rises sharply from 0 K at x <0.03 to 22 K at of La2 - M.CuO 4. The additional distortions of the 02 and
x = 0.08, hits a maximum at x 0.15 and then drops off 03 ions (the so-called "dimpling") arises from the absence
sharply. These results are very consistent with our picture. of 0 ions in the adjacent Y-0 plane. From the contour plots
Thus, it is clear that the strong variation in N(EF), derived of the valence charge density of YBa 2Cu307 on two vertical
from the quasi-2D van Hove singularity, plays a dominant planes cutting the Cu-O bonds, it is apparent that there is an
role in the anomalous behavior of Tc as a function of x. overall two-dimensionality to this system; the three horizon-

In total energy frozen phonon calculations5 on tal Cu planes of the unit cell form, in fact, separated entities
La. - . M. CuO4, the role and effect of the optical breathing which do not interact with the neighboring entities along the
mode turned out to be significant. Since the breathing c axis.
phonon mode involves the motion of oxygen atoms against The calculated valence-band structure of stoichiometric
the directional bonding of Cu d-Op in the plane, the in-plane YBa 2Cu 30 7 along high symmetry directions in the bottom
Cu d,, , -0(1) ps., states of the 2D conduction bands are (k, = 0) plane of the orthorhombic BZ is shown in Fig. 5.
strongly affected by the breathing displacement. On the oth- The very close similarity in the band structure for the k. = 0
er hand, the out-of-plane Cu d, -0(2) p. orbitals, which are and k. = ir/ planes'0 indicates the highly 2D nature of the
quite localized in the plane, are not much affected by the band structure.
same breathing mode. But, because of the relative change of It is seen from Fig. 5, that as in the case of La2CuO4, a
the Cu d-,, -O(1) p,.y and Cu dF -O(2) pz, the charge remarkably simpleband structure nearEF emerges from this
fluctuations between Cu atoms, which can be as large as 0.3
electrons at the maximum of the 0 displacement, lead to
transitions of the out-of-plane Cu dr-0(2) p, into the in- z
plane Cu de~- , 0() p,,,. Since the out-of-plane (anti-
bonding) Cu d?-0(2) p, states near EF are localized, we
expect that the localized Cu de -O(2) p, states, introduced
by the charge fluctuation, may couple to the delocalized con- Cu2/
duction electrons of the in-plane Cu d , _ -0(1) p,., orbital
and possibly to form an excitonic state.' Thus, a key role in 03
possible charge transfer excitations (CTE) is played by exci- 02 \ //

tations between occupied localized Cu d-O(2) p, and emp- 04 FIG. 4. A local environ-
ty itinerant Cu d,' - -0( I ) p., states. We emphasized that ment for the Cul and Cu2
these could couple resonantly with natural "Cu2 +-Cu3 +- Cul atoms in Y naaCuo, fol-
like" charge fluctuations which exist in the x>0 com- 01 lowing the Y-Cu2-Ba-Cul-
pounds, with important consequences for the superconduc- y Ba-Cu2-Yorderingalongz.
tivity. x 04

III. ELECTROIC STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF

For the 90 K superconductor YBa2Cu3 O._-, discov- Cu

ered by Chu at a, we presented'" ' detailed high-resolution 03
results on the electronic band structure and density of states 02f 42 J. Ap. Ph., Vol. 3, o.8, 1 April INO Freeman et a/. 4222
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4- which agrees with the conclusion of a recent experiment13
has a number of important possible consequences for DOS
derived properties and superconductivity, including re-
duced screening, an increased role for the polarization of

C B,\ionic constituents, lowered conductivity (and reduced su-
perconducting current carrying capacity), etc.

IV. THE ROLE OF OXYGEN VACANCIES: YBa2Cu3Oy vs
-2 YBa 2 Cu3Os

Recently, several neutron experiments 4 showed that
- 4 -the oxygen vacancies concentrate on the 01 sites and change

the composition and symmetry from orthorhombic (in
YBa2Cu3O 7 ) to tetragonal (in YBa2Cu306). The absence of

-6 oxygens on the 0 1 site destroys the ID chain structure in the
YBa2Cu 30 6. The additional oxygen vacancies, therefore,

-8 change the local symmetry as well as the electronic configu-
r X S Y r ration around the Cu! sites. In this geometry, each Cu! ion

FIG. 5. Band structure of YBa2Cu,0, along symmetry directions in the k, would be completely isolated from the other Cu I ions in the
-0 plane of the orthorhombic Brillouin zone. Cu ! plane (having no oxygens lying between the Cu I's) and

remain as Cu + ions with a completely filled d shell. Hence,
the d-orbital states of Cu I are expected to be very localized in
the Cu! plane. One notable consequence of the change of

complex set of 36 bands (originating from three Cu (3d) and structure is that the Cu 1-04 distance in YBa2Cu30 6 is even
seven 0(2p) atoms]. Four bands-two each consisting of shorter than in YBa2Cu30 7.
Cu2(3d)-02(p)-03(p) orbitals and Cul (d)-01 (p)-0 4 (p) To examine these expectations and to provide insight
orbitals--cross EF. Two strongly dispersed bands C (S into the possible role" of the CTE in the I D chains of YBa-
and S4 in Fig. 5; the labelling is given by their character at S) 2Cu307 - 8 , we compare the results of calculations' 5 for both
consist of Cu2 (d.. - )-02 (p )-O3 (p5 ) combinations and YBa 2Cu30 7 and YBa 2Cu 30 6, focussing on the roe of chains
have the 2D character which proved so important for the versus planes. The calculated band structure (near EF) of
properties of La2 - M. CuO4. The symmetry allowed inter- tetragonal YBa2Cu 30 6 and orthorhombic YBa2 Cu30 7 both
actions of the Cu2 bands with the Cu I band result in a com- exhibit two strongly dispersed 2D bands crossing EF consist-
plicated dispersion for the Cu2 bands (as occupied bands) ing of Cu2(d 9 - 2 )-O2 (p )-O3 (p,) orbitals in the 2D Cu2-
along r-X and r- Y. Note that the S, and S , states have the O planes. However, the dominant 1 D electronic structure,
same symmetry and so can interact (anticrossing) and dis- arising from the linear chains in YBa2 Cu30 7 - ., is complete-
perse along the S-Y direction. Significantly, the ly absent in YBa2Cu30 6. Instead of the ID structure of dpa
Cul(d?_,f)-Ol(py)-O4(p,) antibonding band A (S, in and dpr states from the Cul01-O04 chains, the 0 6 com-
Fig. 5) shows the (large) ID dispersion expected from the pound has two bands consisting of Cu! d, (d_)-O4 p, (p,)
Cu 1 -0 1 -Cu I linear chains but is almost entirely unoccupied. orbitals and are degenerate at the points r and M in the BZ.
This band is in sharp contrast to the ir-bonding band B In addition to the two conduction bands crossing EF,

[formed from the Cu i(d, )- 01(p,)-O4(py) orbitals] there is a very small contribution to N(E,) from the Cu I
which is almost entirely occupied in the stoichiometric complex in the linear chains; therefore, the DOS at EF of
(6 = 0) compound and becomes fully occupied for the su- YBa2Cu30 6 is reduced to 0.67 states/eV Cu atom, which is
perconducting materials (6>0.1). We will soon see that smaller than that of YBa2Cu30 7. In addition to the reduc-
since this almost flat r-bonding band B (the states S5 in Fig. tion of N(Er), there is a strong hybridization of the Cu2-
5) lies just below and crosses EF (for 6 = 0) along S- Y, it 02 (3) dpc bands and the Cu 1-04 dpsr bands along the rM
gives rise to peaks in the DOS near EF making the DOS at EF direction.
sensitive to the position of Er, (i.e., to 6).

In our calculation for 6 = 0, the DOS at EF, N(EF), is V. STONER FACTORS AND MAGNETISM IN V AND Gd
1.13 states/eV Cu atom, which is comparable to the 1.2 and TRANSITION-METAL OXIDES
1.9 states/eV Cu atom found earlier for La2 - M, CuO4 at In considering magnetic properties, we calculated' the
x = 0 and at the peak at x = 0.16, respectively. For increas- Stoner factors for both YBa 2CY30 6 and YBa2Cu 3O. We
ing6values (henceincreasingEp),N(Ep) decreases sharp- found a surprisingly large Stoner factor. S=N(EF)I,
ly. Thus, for 5=0.1, N(EF) =0.87 states/eV Cu atom S= 1.12, forYBa2Cu30 7 - at &=0 (indicating a possible
while, for 8 = 0.2, N(EF) = 0.52 states/eV Cu atom (after magnetic instability), with the largest contribution to S
which the DOS remains roughly constant). This means that coming from the 0 1 and 04. As 5 becomes greater than 0.1,
the N(AE') per Cu atom values in the high Tc superconduc- the Fermi level EF increases and moves above the flat dpir
tor, YIa 2Cu 1O7_ 8 , are significantly lower than was found band formed mostly by the 01, 04, and Cu I orbitals, and S
earlier (either experimentally or theoretically) for the (low- drops sharply to 0.86 for 6 = 0.1 and 0.52 for 6 = 0.2. In
er) high Tc superconductor, L&2 _. M. CuO4. This result- contrast, the Stoner factor for YBa2CuO,, S = 1.38, is even
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larger. Further, the dominant contribution to S comes from
the 2D layers of Cu2 and 02(3) where the 2D conduction well dispersed extended ban-' .LF
bands originate. This suggests a possible magnetic ordering
in the 2D Cu2-02 (3) conducting layer, as a result of local-
ization of the Cu2-02(3) hybridized states within each 2D
layer due to the isolation of Cul ions, which may relate to its
observed semiconductivity. These results appear to be con-
sistent with the recent susceptibility experiments' 6 on both E
orthorhombic YBa2Cu3O -a and tetragonal YBa2Cu30 6.
In the experiment, YBa2Cu307 -S shows Pauli susceptibil-
ity, but YBa2Cu30 6 shows a Curie-Weiss behavior.

Charge density calculationss' " ' reflect the structural
properties of the material. Charge density plots for the indi- localized states below EF
vidual states near EF demonstrate the 2D nature of Cu2-02-
03 dpa bands and the ID nature of the Cul-0-04 dpcr
bands. The ionic Y (or R = rare earth) atoms act as electron
donors and do not otherwise participate. Also, the partial F 6. Shemaic drawing of the ID electronic structure Of YBa2CU,,
DOS at E, for Y give extremely low values for the conduc-
tion electrons (the same is true for Gd ). These results give an
immediate explanation for the observed "' coexistence of the
high Tc superconductivity and magnetic ordering in the electronic structure with two types of electronic states in it,
RBa 2Cu30 7 - structures. The lack of conduction electron one free-electron-like (the well-dispersed dpo' band) and the
density around the R site' s means that the unpaired rare- other localized (the almost flat dpir state). When the local-
earth felectrons are decoupled from the Cooper pairs (i.e., ized hole is created (effectively a "Cu" 4 complex") due to
magnetic isolation) and so cannot pair break, the excitation, a strong attractive correlation between the

hole and excited electron may lead to an electron-hole bound
state ("exciton"). Hence, this excitation of the localized dpir

VI. EXCITOt4IC MECHIANISM OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY to the extended dpi with the electron-hole correlation in the
We have made crude estimates" of the electron-phonon ID electronic structure will give rise to a strong polarization

interaction in YBa 2Cu30 7 -6, using the rigid muffin-tin ap- in the 1D chains between two conduction planes and couple
proximation (RMTA) to calculate the McMillan-Hopfield to the 2D conduction electrons, which carry most of the
constant I and the electron-phonon coupling constant A. superconductivity.
Surprisingly, by far the largest contribution to a7 comes from We can draw an analogy between the electronic struc-
the 01 atoms, again indicating the important role played by tures near EF of La.CuO4 and YBa 2Cu 30; we find the elec-
the "metallized" oxygens. We find that the calculated Tc, tronic structure of a well-dispersed d, _ -p.., band and a
even for the assumed Debye temperature OD = 100 K, can- fairly localized d? -p, state in the 2D Cu plane of La2CuO4
not exceed the value of -32 K-a similar limit found pre- corresponding to that of a strongly dispersed Cu -01-04
viously in La2 - M. CuO4 .

9 Despite the crudeness of the dpor band and a localized Cul-O1-04 dpir state in the ID
RMTA approach, it is expected that this estimate cannot be chain of YBa2Cu30 7 . In fact, the 2D dpi conduction bands
so far off (i.e., a factor of 3) and so casts doubt on a purely in the Cu2 plane of YBa2Cu307 are well separated at E.
electron-phonon explanation of the observed high Tc . from ID bands, while the 2D conduction bands of the

Many authors have discussed the excitonic mecha- d p ,-p,, orbitals in La2CuO4 show a hybridization with
nism20 of superconductivity, in which the effective attractive the localized d2 -p. orbitals along the (100) direction.
interaction between conduction electrons originates from For La 2 -M CuO 4, we discussed the importance of
virtual excitations of excitons rather than phonons. The ba- "Cu

2 +
-Cu

3 +
-like ' , charge fluctuations in connection with

sic idea of the models proposed is that conduction electrons the possible role played by charge transfer excitations
residing on the conducting filament (or plane) induce elec- (CTE) in superconductivity. Concerning the superconduc-
tronic transitions on nearby easily polarizable molecules (or tivity in YBa2Cu0 7, it is expected that the Cul-01-04
complexes), which result in an effective attractive interac- chain can play a critical role. A simple rigid band treatment
tion between conduction electrons. As perhaps a striking of the band results" suggests that the
realization of the excitonic mechanism of superconductivity, Cul(du)-0l(p,)-O4(px) (dpir antibonding) band be-
YBa2C 30 7 - 6 has two 2D condution bandsand additional comes fully occupied for 6>0.1. Hence, excitations to its
highly polarizable ID electronic structure between the two (almost) empty Cul (d2-, )-Ol(p,)-O4(p,) (dpi anti-
conduction planes. bonding) partner band can create strong polarization fields

We previously discussed" the importance of the ID fea- because the dpir state is highly localized spatially whereas
ture in the electronic structure near E,, pointing out the the dpi state is fairly itinerant along CuI-Ol chains. As a
possible role played by charge transfer excitations ("exi- result of the difference in the bonding character of the dpir
tons") of occupied (localized) Cu 1-0 dpir orbitals into their and dpi states, a "local" charge transfer excitation (CTE)
empty (itinerant) Cul-O dpi antibonding partners. As from the dpir state to dpi state may lead to significant elec-
shown schematically in Fig. 6, we can charavurize the ID tronic polarization. Incorporating the interactions between
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One-dimensional Hubbard model with first- and second-neighbor hopping
T. A. Kaplan
Department of Physics and Astronomy and Centerfor Fundamental Materials Research. Michigan State
University. East Lansing, Michigan 48824

The one-dimensional Hubbard model with first- and second-neighbor hopping, t, and t2, with
t2zt,/2 and large repulsion U, is proposed as a testing ground of Anderson's idea that the
existence of an resonating valence bond ground state in the half-filled-band case will show
superconductivity when a finite concentration of holes is introduced. Interestingly, our
preliminary calculations in the U = o limit for small chains have revealed a new mechanism
for enhancement of singlet pairing: We find that for t2 < 0 the ground state is a singlet, and, for
t2 < 0 and It2/t, < 1, the nearest-neighbor extended-singlet-pairing correlation function
becomes enhanced appreciably as the temperature decreases below t,.

Anderson has recently proposed' a novel and attractive pansion in some way. Following Oguchi' and Sutherland,6

mechanism for high-T superconductivity based on the idea as well as Anderson's physical requirements, .2 1 will assume
of resonating valence bond (RVB) states.2 See also Refs. 3 that an RVB state has in its expansion, states with only
and 4. We argue here that this RVB state is somewhat ill short-range bonds. But then it cannot represent the above
defined, we note that a definition which was probably in- Heisenberg chain with its quasi-LRO, nor, probably, the
tended and which is in accord with that of a number of other ground state of the same model for the square lattice with its
authors5' 6 does not apply to the two lattices thought to be LRO.
pertinent to the recently discovered high-T, superconduc- As Majumdar has shown, 5 the spin-j Heisenberg chain
tors, and we point out that there is a model to which the RVB with the ratio of second- to first-neighbor interactions J2/
idea does apply. The latter is the one-dimensional Hu-bard J, = 4, both being antiferromagnetic, has as its ground state
model with first- and second-neighbor hopping, t, and t2, precisely such a short-range bond VB or RVB state. Namely,
with t2=t,/.,2 and large repulsion U. In the course of the .-[12][34] [56]..., where [ij] is the familiar two-particle
first step in an investigation of this model, namely, a study of singlet. (The RVB state is a linear combination of this VB
the infinite-Ucase, we have found an entirely different mech- state with its degenerate counterpart . [23][45]- .) And
anism for singlet-pairing enhancement, which occurs for a in view of the recent calculations of Tonegawa and Har-
possibly realistic situation; these results will be described. ada, 6 the bonds probably remain short ranged for J2/J near

Early papers which discuss valence bond (VB) states 4. Since the half-filled-band Hubbard model with large re-
and their linear combinations7-9 argue that a certain class of pulsion Uand parameters t1 for hopping between sites i andj
VB states (noncrossing Lewis diagrams) are independent corresponds to a Heisenberg model with exchange param-
and their number equals the number of singlets for the num- eters J, = 2t '/U, we see that the Majumdar condition is
ber of (spin-4) particles being considered; i.e., these VB established when t2 = t,/Nr2. Thus, the notion" - that when
states span the space of singlets. (By a singlet I mean a state some electrons are removed from the 1-filled band, these
with S2 = 0, where S is the total spin.) Anderson' seems to singlet pairs would tend to move as units, giving rise to su-
define an RVB state as any state with such an expansion, but perconductivity, could be tested within this Hubbard model.
ascribes special physical properties to such states: they are Of course, this is one-dimensional, so no phase transition
liquidlike"2 and there is no long-range order. ' However, could occur at nonzero temperature T; however, one could
one can show that a singlet state can have long-range order see if pairing fluctuations or correlations were enhanced by
(LRO), as can readily be seen" in the ground state of a the existence of the VB pairs.
model of Lieb and Mattis." That state is a singlet (for the The Hamiltonian of interest is then
antiferromagnetic case) and the correlation function
(S,-S,) for spins at sites i andj is identical, I" in the thermo-
dynamic limit, to that of the famous antiferromagnetic Neel H = t, I at a, + ,. + t2 a! ,, 2. + h.c.
state where the spins on one sublattice are described by the
"up"-state a, the rest by f. In fact, singlet ground states can + U(In, n,.)
have widely varying properites such as the following, for
example: a Neel-type antiferromagnet, as above; a Heisen-
berg AF with LRO but large zero-point fluctuations, as ex- Here a,, destroys an electron at site i with spin o, and
pected for the square lattice with nearest-neighbor (NN) n --- at=,a. Let NN. be the number of electrons and
interactions; the NN-interaction AF spin-I Heisenberg number of sites, respectively. We are interested in perturba-
chain with its quasi long-range order "; the simple Fermi sea, tion theory when Uo 11, 1t21. Asis known, aconvenientap-
which is liquidlike. Hence, to attach any special physics to a proach is through an effective Hamiltonian--see, e.g., Refs.
general expansion in singlet states, one must limit that ex- 17-19. 1 will follow Hirsch's notation fairly closely. I consid-
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er N/N, < 1. The effective Hamiltonian is TABLE I. Energies, expectation values of the square ofthe angular monien.
turn, and the, = I singlet and triplet propagators for the eight lowest eigen-

) = t1  states ofi. t, - ,= - 0. 1, number ofelectrons =4, number ofsitesHed = P (t, a' aa+,., -+ t2 I a'a, b .c. 7

+ O(q4t/U), (2) Singlet Triplet

where P is the projection on to the unperturbed states, i.e., Energy S
2  propagator propagator

the states with no doubly occupied sites. 2° 
The terms of -4.1801 0.0000 0.2362 0.0180

O(t/U) were written by Hirsch"; they contain the ex- -4.1159 2.0000 0.1722 0.0863
change terms plus second-neighbor hopping terms, with and - 400.6 W.0000 0.013 0.0697
without spin flip. There are similar terms for t22/U, with -3.9839 2.0000 0.0312 0.0925
fourth-neighbor replacing second-neighbor hopping; also -3.9550 6.0000 0.0000 0.1814

first- and third-neighbor hopping terms cc tt 2/U. - 3.3605 0.0000 9.1314 0.0065

Clearly, the first question that must be addressed is - 3.3300 2.00 0.1015 0.0362

"what are the eigenstates of H&5 when U = co?" In other
words, what are the eigenstates of just the sum of the first
two hopping terms in Eq. (2)? For the case t2 = 0, thermo-
dynamic quantities 2t '22 as well as energy eigenvalues and ei- the spurious, boundary-condition-dependent splitting
genstates22 are known. I give a somewhat different formula- caused by periodic boundary conditions, I decided to work
tion of the latter. Define the N-fermion states with chains in studies of finite systems.

1 =J2.2, ... aON a , ,, 0), (3) Using binary arithmetic to represent and manipulate the

states (3) plus a diagonalization routine," I diagonalized
the U = no effective Hamiltonian for small systems. I con-

where 0) is the vacuum. Call the first term in Eq. (2) th,. sidered the cases N = 2, Ns = 3,4,...,10, and N = 4, Ns
And consider chains first (open ends). Choosing basis states = 5,6,7. Use was made of only S, as a good quantum num-
as in (3) but with a fixed ordering of the j's, for example, ber. The largest matrix handled was 210X210, which oc-
JI <j2 <"" <JN (for uniqueness of the signs of the basis curred for the case N,Ns = 4,7. Results for this case, with
states), it is clear that because of the projection operator, the it = - 1, t2 = - 0.1, are given as an example, in Table I,
order of the a's along the chain can not be changed by aPPi- where various properties of the lowest eight energy eigen-
cation of h. That is, there is no matrix element of hI between states with S, = 0 are shown. There are six S. = 0 spin states
basis states with different spin configurations, {o,G2,...,UN } for four electrons; among these the eigenstates of S2 must
= {o}. Furthermore, the submatrix of h, for a given {o is include two singlets, three triplets, and one quintet. The lat-

clearly independent of {u}: The matrix elements are either 0 ter are seen among the six lowest states, which are split by
or 1, and they depend only on the sets ofpositions {j,,....and about 5% of the central value; also these are rather close
{j ,..} in the initial and final states. It follows that each compared to the jump in going from state 6 to 7-quite rea-
energy eigenvalue has (at least) the total spin degeneracy 21

.  sonable from our discussion and considering the value of t2 '
Also, the solution for the case of equal spins is just that of the t,. The ground state is seen to be a singlet. I found for aA
noninteracting spinless fermion problem. Since the energies cases considered that the ground state is a singlet for t2 < 0,
for a chain of such fermions are nondegenerate, we see that while for t2 > 0, the state of highest multiplicity is lowest.
the degeneracy of each level is 2'. Writing the I th eigenstate Also shown in Table I are the singlet and triplet propa-
of the spinless fermion problem as gators, defined as follows, using a notation similar to

Hirsch. 19 Let_c,(Uj2A,... )1 ,,j2, ... ),
Po(r) = l/(Ns- r- 1) J(00,+,) (5)

in an obvious notation, we see that the eigenstates of our
t2 = 0, U = no problem can be written be the propagator as a function ofr corresponding to the pair

.1(.a2, ..., N) destruction operators

= C,(jUj,2 ...)Ija,J2a2,...). (4) 01 = a,,a,, I - a, a, (SP),

,<,j... 01= a,,a,+1, + a,,a,+ (TP), (6)

Ofcoursethe C1(j,1,...) are just Slater determinants ofthe for singlet pairing (SP) and triplet pairing (TP). ( ) de-
one-particle eigenfunctions evaluated at the positionsj, ..... notes the average in a given eigenstate. These are quite simi-

For rings, the above argument does not hold, since the lar to the extended singlet and triplet pairing correlation
spin configuration can be changed (e.g., by hopping a parti- functions defined by Hirsch,' 9 the closer analogy being the
cle from site Ns to site 1, in which case there is also a sign thermal average, which is discussed below. So far I have only
change for even N). The implied removal of the spin degen- calculated Po( I) = P., and this is shown in the table. The
eracy can be checked easily for two electrons and three maximum propagator is the ground-state value of Ps,. The
sites. 23 ' It is also clear that introduction of the second- most interesting aspect of these results is the fact that the
neighbor hopping t2h2 can change the spin configuration, so values of Psi, in the ground state is appreciably larger than
this is expected to remove the spin degeneracy. To get rid of the average of the P., values over the six low-lying states,
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(Psp),,- This is measured by the factor neighbors and are bordered by an empty site.
f---- (PS)O(PsP) , (7) The latter gives, perhaps, some insight into the cause of

the singlet-pairing enhancement found above. Extension of
where (Psp)o is the ground-state value. The results in the this to larger N is in progress. I also note that convergence
tablgivef---- 3.3 (themultiplicities2S + I must be incuded questions that will occur for large enough Ns will have to be
in calculating (Psp). ]. It changes by very little as N. goes considered.
from 5 to 7, or when t2 decreases (even to the limit 0), for I thank Dr. S. D. Mahanti, Dr. Kenn Kubo, Dr. M.
N= 4. The interesting implication is that the thermal aver- Challa, Dr. R. Day, Dr. I. Borysowicz Dr. M. Thorpe, and
age (PS ) T at temperature Twill increase by about the fac- Mr. Joel Gales for many helpful discussions.
torfas decreases from a value higher than the splitting of the

low-lying levels (O(t2)) to a much lower value. But rough
ball-park values are ItlIzl eV, and t 2zO.l-O.1t, which P.'W.AndersonScence23,11% (1987).

'P. W. Anderson, Mater. Res. Bull. 8, 153 (973).
might put the temperatures at which the model is producing 'G. Baskaran, Z. Zou, and P, W. Anderson, Solid State Commun. 63,973
"action," i.e., appreciable enhancement ofthe singlet pairing (1987).

correlations, in the range of the high Ta's recently observed 'P. W. Anderson, G. Baskaan, Z. Zou, and T. Hsu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58,

(= 100 K). Further, linear chains of Cu and O exist in these 2790 (1987).
'T. Oguchi, 1. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 5. 323 (1986).

materials and seem to be fundamental to the high T,'s ' B. Sutherland, preprint.
found.

2 6"2 7  
'G. Romer, Nachr. Ges. Wiss. Gottingen, Math.-Phys. K). 337 (1932).

Clearly further studies of this model are warranted. The 'L. Patling, J. Chem. Phys. 1, 280 (1933).

most immediate directions are to get results for larger Nand 9L. Hulthen, Ark. Mat. Astron. Fys. 26A, 11 (1938).
"P. W. Anderson (private communication).

Ns, find the pairing propagators for larger r and the more "T. A. Kaplan (unpublished).

general functions of three distances (still with four field op- "E. Lieb and D. Mattis, 1. Math. Phys. 3, 749 (1962).
erators), and to calculate the thermal averages indicated. '3. Oitnaa and D. D. Betts, Can. J. Phys. 56, 897 (1978); 

J
. E, Hirsch,

Phys. Rev. LetL 51, 1900 (1983).Also the spin-spin and charge-charg orrelations need to be The correlation function -0 as i -j-.m, but slowly. A. Luther and i.
calculated. These are in progress. Peschel, Phys. Rev. B 12, 3908 (1975). Sufficiently slowly that the struc-

An interesting theoretical approach is the next level of ture factor diveses (at the antiferromagnetic wave vector); this is hardly

perturbation theory, still within the U = to model, consider- liquidlike behavior.
C. K. Majumdar, J. Phys. C 3, 911 (1970). See also P. M. van den Broc,

ing t2 h 2 as small, so the t2 = 0 eigenfunctions (4) are the Phys. Lett. 77A, 261 (1980).
unperturbed eigenstates.

2
8 Again, we have a degenerate per- ' r. Tonegawa and 1. Harada (unpublished).

turbation theory, the degeneracy being precisely the spin de- "E. C. Kemble, The Principles of Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hill,

generacy 2 N
. 

The new effective Hamiltonian will have the New York, 1937) (reprinted by Dover, New York, 1958), Sec. 48C.
A. B. Harris and R. V. Lange, Phys. Rev. 157,295 (1967).

matrix representation J. E. Hirsch, Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 1317 (1985).

" "'O. , " ]O'l""" ) "2This projection, crucial to the whole idea, seems to have been omitted in a(el .1 ... Nrecent work: J. Parmenter, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 923 (1987).

=( 0 (o .. '0'0 10 1 4tbo(0 ' .ON)), (8) 2G. Beni, T. Holstein, and P. Pincus, Phys. Rev. B 125,164 (1973).
2Z. 0. Zoos and D. J. Klein, J. Chem. Phys. 55, 3284 (1971); D. J. Klein,

where 09(o, ...) are the lowest unperturbed eigenfunctions. Phys. Rev. B 8, 3452 (1973); D. J. Klein, W. A. Seitz, ibid. 10, 3217
Hence, Hf, is a function of the N spin-I operators a, asso- (1974).

ciated with N pseudosites v = 1,...,N. (These are clearly not 2'3. H. Van Vleck, Quantum Theory ofAtoms, Molecules, and Solids (Aca-
demic, New York, 1966). p. 475.

the lattice sites for our Hubbard model.) Symmetry tells us 
2

The conclusion of total spin degeneracy was first reached by J. Sokoloff,
that this must be invariant under uniform spin rotations. As Phys. Rev. B 2,779 (1970). However, he claimed it for rings; the correct
a start, I worked this out for N = 2, arbitrary N s , in which statement concerning bondary-coondition efrects was made by Zoos and
case symmetry gives R, =. A + Bs,.s2. I won't write down Klein, J. Chem. Phys. 5, 3284 (1971). The difference is important, of

course, only for finite systems.the somewhat cumbersome expressions for the constants A "2IMs. routine EIORS, ISML Library, Addition 9.2, revised Nov. 1984.

and B. The important points are (i) B = * 2 where f <0, in '6L K. Schuller, D. G. Hinks M. A. Beno, D. W. Capone II, L. Soderholm,

agreement with the exact diagonalization results that a sing- J. -P. Locquet, Y. Bruynseraede, C. U. Segre, and K. Zlang, Solid State
let (triplet) is lowest when 12<0 (>0), and (ii) contribu- Commun. 63,385 (1987).

1 W. W. Warren, Jr., R. E. Walstedt, G. F. Brennert, G. P. Espinosa, and J.
tions to B from the various terms in Eq. (8) when the expan- P. Remeika, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 1860 (1987).
sion (4) is used occur only when two electrons are nearest "This approach was used in Refs. 22 for the case 9, = 0, U large and finite.
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Magnetic susceptibility of rapidly solidified YBaaCu3 0 7.. superconductors
M. E. McHenry, J. McKittrick, S. Sasayara, V. Kwapong, R. C. O'Handley,
and G. Kalonji
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.
Massachusetts 02139

The superconducting YBa2Cu3O, - phase has been produced through a novel rapid
solidification processing route yielding a high-quality granular superconducting phase.
Features in the magnetic susceptibility as measured at various fields can be attributed to
important transitions in the superconducting behavior of these materials. At low fields (- 20
Oe) anomalies in the susceptibility arise from decoupling of the grains in these polycrystalline
materials. Susceptibility response at higher fields ( - 100 Oe) is representative of randomly
oriented superconducting grains which show local superconducting current densities
comparable to those of single crystals. At even higher fields features consistent with Muller's
superconducting glass state model are observed.

INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in The diamagnetic response of our polycrystalline
oxide materials' led to a torrent of activity in investigating YBaCuO superconductors below H, is not uniform. A tran-
and attempting to understand their properties. Central to sition from nearly perfect diamagnetism [X = - 1/(41r)]
the demonstration of bulk superconductivity in these mate- at H-0 to a lower constant value ofx occurs at Hd - 25 Oe.
rials is the observation of a significant Meissner effect. With This transition has been attributed to grain decoupling3 '
this torrid activity in high-temperature oxide superconduc- and is shown for our materials in Fig. 1 (a) where the mag-
tivity has come a wealth of magnetic susceptibility data often netization as a function of low applied fields is depicted at 10
with anomalous features and sometimes with ambiguous in- K. Figure 1 (a) shows this decoupling phenomenon to be a
terpretation. In this paper we discuss the physical origins of source of hysteresis in these materials as is evident in the
some anomalous magnetic susceptibility data we have ob- irreversibility of the magnetization with increasing and de-
served in the study of our materials. Our results show the creasing fields. When the bulk intragranular linear response
need to view susceptibility data with the same caution with is subtracted from the data in Fig. 1 (a) it can be seen that the
which resistance measurements are viewed, decoupling event magnetization behavior mimics that typi-

cal of dirty type 11 superconductors for fields extending well
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE above H,, but on a greatly reduced field scale as shown in

We have undertaken a novel rapid solidification pro-
cessing route to prepare high-quality polycrystalline sam-
pies of the high T, YBa2Cu 307 - phase. A variety of meta-
stable phases have been produced in this way and reported a
elsewhere. 2-3 'The step most critical to producing high-tern- i
perature superconductors involves annealing of the rapidly
solidified oxide precursors at 950 °C in oxygen with subse- 0 s ,so
quent slow cooling to produce the now famous orthorhom- m FIG. I. (a) Field depend-
bic 123 phase. The use of rapid solidification of the oxide ence of diamagnetic re-
material allows for notable chemical homogeneity as well as 002 sponse at 10 K for 123 corn-
for latitude in controlling the microstructure of these materi- &t pound in increasing (open

a0. (b) symbols) and decreasingals. The melt extraction technique employed for rapid solidi- closed symbols) fields.
fication of these alloys yielded flakes of material typically ( (b) Same as (a) with linear

50 pm in thickness which after annealing yielded the 123 response subtracted. (c)
phase with grains typically - 10pm long and -2-5 pm in 0 s.0 nS o Temperature dependence

11(m ofsrusceptibility 4r~Matwidth. These flakes were subsequently crushed into powder 2Oeforfieldcooled t FC)
and compacted into pellets. The resulting material was con- 0.2 and zero-field cooled
firmed by x-ray diffraction and TEM to be of single phase. 4.0 22 o (ZFC) conditions.
Resistance measurements revealed a T, of 91 K with a AT, P (c)

I K (measured between 10% and 90% of the resistive ,.
transition). Magnetic measurements have been performed Z.6

at fields up to 50 kOe using a SQUID magnetometer at the .a 20 0 No , ,o
Francis Bitter National Magnet Lab. TM
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Fig. I (b). As discussed in a previous paper3 this grain de- measurements have been noted by Gallagher et al,6 who ob-
coupling phenomenon displays a unique temperature depen- serve a discontinuity at 60 K in the ZFC susceptibility mea-
dence. For our material the field H1 at which grain decou- sured at 0.01 Oe while Grant et aL/7 have noted similar be-
pling occurs decreases with increasing temperature, with the havior in their materials between 40 and 70 K for
grains being nearly completely decoupled at zero applied susceptibility measurements at 20 Oe. On the other hand,
field for temperatures greater than - 50 K. Kwak etal.4 have noticed the grain decoupling phenomenon

With this behavior in mind it is possible to understand at 77 K at - 25 Oe while Ginley et a. and Schirber eta. 9

the anomalies in the low field susceptibility data as shown in notice discontinuities in the diamagnetic shielding at - 88 K
Fig. I(c). This figure shows the susceptibility as a function for fields of 3 and 2.50e, respectively. Ifall ofthese suscepti-
of temperature for an applied field of 22 Oe. This field was bility anomalies are due to grain decoupling, these results
chosen so as to be in the middle of a low field transition from suggest that this phenomenon may be controllable by pro-
high initial susceptibility to lower values [Fig. 1(a)]. The ceasing.
zero field cooled (ZFC) susceptibility for H < Hd (correct- The importance of grain decoupling is further empha-
ed for sample demagnetization effects) reflects 100% of sized by comparing the critical current densities derived
ideal diamagnetic shielding [X - 1/(4i)]. In Fig. 1(c) from the remanences of two M-H curves. Figure 1(b) re-
for temperatures less than - 5 K the 22-Oe applied field does veals a remanent magnetization of -0.22 emu/g which cor-
not exceed H and this ideal susceptibility is attained. responds toacritical current density'"ofJ, - 30M,/R -500
Between 10 and 50 K the 22-Oe applied field is greater than A/cm2 . This value is typical of polycrystalline samples " and
Hd and thus represents a field on the decaying portion of the thus implies that the most important determinant of critical
grain decoupling magnetization curve. This explains the current densities in polycrystalline superconductors may be
nonsaturating nature of the ZFC susceptibility observed in the strength of the grain boundary Josephson junctions. Fig-
this temperature range. The branch of the susceptibility ure 2 shows a typical magnetization versus field curve for
curve above 50 K saturates at a value of - 60% of ideal this sample at 5 K driving the materials to H = 25 kOe then
diamagnetic response. reversing the field. Note that on this large field scale the

The initial magnetic response of Fig. I (a) reflects per- grain decoupling is not noticeable and the magnetization re-
sistent currents which arise so as to shield the entire macro- frects intragranular processes. The remanent magnetization
scopic sample. Above Hd flux begins to penetrate the grain for this loop can be used to calculate J, where in this case the
boundary regions which to this point have acted as weak pertinent dimension would be the grain size. Using these
Josephson links coupling the superconducting grains of the parameters a J, -2 X 10' A/cm at 5 K can be calculated.
material. Above -50 K the grains are nearly completely This intragranular critical current density is reflective of
decoupled even at zero applied field and the ZFC susceptibil- what may be expected of single crystals or of polycrystalline
ity represents the response of a randomly oriented aggregate samples with strongly coupled grains. Indeed this critical
of uncoupled superconducting grains. The saturating nature current density is comparable to those being reported for
of the branch of the susceptibility curve above 50 K and the single crystal samples. 2 Anomalies in the temperature de-
limiting value of the susceptibility which it approaches are pendence of the critical fields, current densities and penetra-
influenced by several features of this uncoupled aggregate. tion depth were also noted in these materials and are dis-
The shape of the grains now determines the demagnetization cussed in more detail in Ref. 3. In that reference a
effects (whereas the sample shape does for H<Hd). The microscopic model of flux pinning of the twin boundaries in
uniaxial anisotropy of these materials5 decreases the suscep- these materials is offered to explain some aspects of the data.
tibility by a factor of three for randomly oriented grains. Figure 3(a) shows the susceptibility as a function of
Finally, any preferred orientation to the grains will further temperature for an applied field of 100 Oe for our sample.
complicate this issue. A susceptibility 50% of that ofan ideal Over the entire temperature range the ZFC susceptibility is
diamagnet has been estimated for a random aggregate of
spherical grains in which the individual grains display uniax- -_

ial anisotropy.4 The value of 60% we have attained is possi- SK

bly reflective of the nonspherical shapes of our grains.
We believe that this grain decoupling phenomenon may

be the source of much of the disparity which exists in the
reported values of the diamagnetic susceptibilities of these
materials. This points to the necessity of examining complete . _
magnetization versus field curves in understanding the re-
sponse of these materials. Specifically, low-field ac and dc
susceptibility results displaying large diamagnetic response
should be viewed as possibly arising from weakly coupled .0 , 3 , , .
grains; the low-field response may not be representative of ,
the material's response at slightly higher fields. It is also HMtos)

clear from the literature that different temperature depend- IG. 2. Diamagnetic response of 123 materil at S K in increasing (open
encies for the decoupling event exist for materials made by symbols) and decreasing (closed symbols) fields. Note the magnitude of
different processes. Anomalies in low field susceptibility the applied field relative to that used in Fig. 1.
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set of (T*, H) points we have determined that our material
obeys the H*-k(T7,) 1 1 dependence noted by Muller

- but with a proportionality constant k which is an order of
magnitude larger than that reported in Ref. 13 for La-
2CuO4:Ba. This larger proportionality constant is consistent

(5) orzeofld cde n cncuso w nt that YBaCuO haszniro

4n fed Olet duced through a nvlrpdsolidification processing route

(b) 10 ~ o yild ahighqualthserodycytin material. the
~~~~ra disp b l y mantlon vierus fedehaior sheosten li chn

1ilresponse hi oulb eete of singlent crytal s ocreof

strongly coupled polycrystalline materials. The high-field
smooth indicating that by this field the grains are decoupled response of these materials shows features consistent with
and the sample is behaving as an aggregate of randomly ori- the superconducting glass state model but with parameters
ented noninteracting prains. The susceptibility is seen1 to sat- consistent with the stronger superconductivity.
urate at a value of 62% of ideal diamagnetism which is simi-
lar to the value attained in the decoupled branch of Fig. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Field Ion microscopy of the high T, superconductor Ba2YCu3 0 7 -, (abstract)
A. J. Malmed, R. D. Shull, C. K. Chiang, and H. A. Fowler
National Bureau of Standards Gaithersburx Maryland 20899

Field ion microscopy (FIM) observations (using either hydrogen or neon gas) were
performed on both the high T, superconducting oxide Ba2YCu30 - (0 < x < 0.5) and the
related nonsuperconducting oxide Ba2YCu30 6 .For the superconducting material, ac magnetic
susceptibility measurements determined a transition temperature of 92 K. At 30 K strong
preferential images of atomic or molecular layers were observed for Ba2YCu30 7

perpendicular to the long c axis, but not for Ba2YCu30 6 . The pieferential field evaporation or
field ionization responsible for the layered images (possessing a spacing of approximately 12
which is equivalent to the c-axis lattice parameter) in the superconducting oxide below its
transition temperature is interpreted as possible evidence for the existence of relatively highly
conducting atomic layers in the unit cell of this material at low temperatures. Computer
simulations of FIM images expected under various assumptions of preferential imaging are
most consistent with the layered images being due to the copper-oxygen end planes (those
located between the planes of Ba atoms). FIM observations of Ba2 YCu 3 O7 - performed above
the superconducting transition temperature (at 100 K) showed primarily a highly intense
disordered image similar to that obtained for the structurally related nonsuperconducting
oxide Ba2YCu 30 6 at low temperatures, and faintly discernible parallel rows of atoms. Both
twins and grain boundaries in Ba 2YCu307 - . have been observed in the FIM at low
temperatures; and no special images related to the superconducting state have been found to be
associated with these structural features. To date, consistent observations have been performed
on approximately 100 specimens, thereby assuring that the present observations are not
artifacts, but representative of the bulk material. Similar FIM observations have also been
obtained for the related high T, superconductor Ba2YbCu30 7 -
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Spin excitations In La2CUO 4
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Fine Particles Ami Berkowitz, Chairperson

Macroscopic quantum tunneling in single domain magnetic particles
A. DeFranzo, I. Klik, and L. Gunther
Tufts Univesity. Medfor4 Massachusetts 02155

A. G. Swanson and J. S. Brooks
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215

Since the 1950's there have been a number of experimental observations involving small single
domain (SD) magnetic particles (5 200 A diameter) which have been attributed to what we'd
today call "macroscopic quantum tunneling" (MQT) of the magnetization in its switching
from one easy axis direction to another. A comprehensive study of this phenomenon is not
only of great interest for the sake of fundamental physics: It is of utmost practical importance
in that MQTsets a limit on the lifetime of information storage on magnetic tapes and films. In
this paper we present a brief summary of some of the latest results of our theoretical and
experimental studies of this phenomenon.

I. BACKGROUND 4.2 K. Subsequently, Bean and Livingston"0 suggested quan-

The relaxation time r" of the magnetization M in small tum tunneling as a possible explanation. Neither idea was
(5 $200 A) single domain (SD) magnetic particles is strong- pursued further, to our knowledge.
ly dependent upon temperature because of the barrier UB In 1973, Bostanjoglo and Gemiind 2 suggested quan-
due to anisotropy energy. Numerous experiments measuring turn tunneling explicitly as a mechanism to account for their
.r either directly' or indirectly through an analysis of M6ss- observation that the velocity of extraordinary viscous wall

bauer spectra2 have exhibited Arrhenius behavior, r- = V0 motion in 83% Ni-17% Fe films reached a constant value

X exp( - OU.), indicative of switching by thermal activa- below temperatures on the order of 10 K. Switching in small

tion (TA). Here v0 is a frequency typically O( l09-10'
0 sI-') occluded oxide particles was assumed to dominate viscous

and # = (k 7) - 1. However, some experiments indicate that drag on wall motion in the film matrix.
r may be finite as T_ 0 K (instead of so as expected). Such Recently, Uehara and Barbara" have observed anoma-
behavior has been attributed to "quantum tunneling" of the lous behavior in the relaxation time for magnetization rever-
magnetization in its switching from one easy axis direction sal of chemically disordered SmC03.5 Cu,.5 . They claim evi-

to another. Since the magnetization is a macroscopic vari- dence for a crossover to wall jumping via a quantum
able representing the correlated behavior of many electrons tunneling process below a temperature of about 10 K. We
[ typically greater than O( 104) ], such tunneling is an exam- believe that their explanation requires further study for three
pie of what has come to be referred to as "macroscopic quan- reasons: First, the crossover temperature is too large from a

turn tunneling", or simply MQT.3-5 To date, clearcut evi- theoretical standpoint. Second, a distributioi' of volumes for

dence of MQT has been seen only in Josephson junctions.6  their activation process can account for their experimental
The finiteness of r at T = 0 K is extremely important in results. Third, the temperatures studied weren't low enough

the field of information storage: In order to increase the den- to see a leveling off as T-0 K.

sity of information storage in magnetic tapes and films, SD
particles will have to made smaller. Since Us decreases with III. SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
decreasing particle size, the temperature will have to be There are two basic mechanisms which have been con-
lowered to keep r" long enough. However, there exists a sidered for magnetization switching in SD particles-wall
crossover temperature To from classical Arrhenius behavior switching and rotation in unison. In the case of wall switch-
to MQT, below which - saturates to its zero temperature ing, a wall is nucleated on one side of the particle and sweeps
value. Theoretical estimates" of To range from about 50 mK across the particle. MQT for this mechanism was first con-
to a few degrees K, dependent upon the switching mecha- sidered by Stauffer"' in the absence of an applied magnetic
nism and the material, field and neglecting the effect of dissipation on the quantum

tunneling rate vQT. He obtained in the WKB approximation

II. EXISTING EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR MOT IN vQr = A exp( - B), (I)
SD PARTICLES where A is a frequency prefactor estimated by Stauffer as

In 1954, Weil" found that particles in a sample of nickel (N 2o,/Mn,) "' andBis the WKB exponent given by B- v
powder failed to reach their blocking temperature' down to (m, a) ,12/4. Nis the number of elemental spins, o, is the
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energy per unit area of a wall, m is the mass per unit area of and coupling constants c. for the oscillator coordinates x.
a wall and v is the particle volume. Alternatively, we can are chosen so as to reproduce the classical equation for the
write dissipative macroscopic coordinate(s). Then the entire set

of coordinates can be quantized in the usual way. For a SID
,(2) particle, we have considered two sorts of heat baths-a set of

where K is the anisotropy constant and y = A (gyromagne- magnetic field oscillators and phonons coupled magneto-
tic ratio) = #9. elastically. Here we discuss only the former.

We wish to note here that wall switching requires a wal Suppose we add to the external field acting on M a fluc-
thickness < particle radius and hence is restricted tomateri- tuating field h (of. Brown'9 ), setting h = CcXa. If the

als with very large anisotropy, such as the rare-earth alloy spectral function
4

SmCoISCuI.3.
The case ofrotation in unison is more complicated: First, J(o) = (ir/2) (c /m o,, )8(4) - ro (7)

we have two coordinates specifying the state of a particle, say
the spherical coordinates 0 and 0, giving the direction of the is chosen to equal (a/Mg)w, it is easy to show that we obtain
magnetization M within a given particle. Second, there is the the Gilbert equation. Thus, this heat bath model is reason-
important question of the source of an effective inertia, asso- able for a magnetic system whose classical behavior follows
ciated with the polar angle 0. the Gilbert equation. (We cannot assume apriori that such is

For magnetic films, the Landau-Lifshitz equation or its the case for SD particles.) It is then straightforward to de-
improved version, the Gilbert equation, 

5 
has been found to rive the effective action4 

in imaginary time r used to calculate
describe experiments reasonably well. The latter reads vor, starting with the Gilbert Lagrangian.

m With the energy

M = AMXVu-MXM (3) density given by Eq. (4) we obtain

T = M M d" v - M{ (i/g ) +H}(l +cs O) + K sin
2 

0

Here u is the energy density as a function of (0,) and a Jo
is a dimensionless parameter reflecting dissipation, being aM " . )(s2 (8-6')
typically of order 10-3_10

- 2. In the case of a SD particle + J' dT(r-T)-2 2

with simple uniaxial anisotropy in an external magnetic field

H parallel to the z axis, we might have approximately + sin 0 sin 0' sin
2  )]. (8)

u= -MHcos0-Kcos . (4)

In 1958, Smith applied the Gilbert equation to a thin V. A SPIN DYNAMICS APPROACH
film with weak uniaxial anisotropy in the plane of the film
(so that K44rM

2 ) and ar4 1, showing that 8 satisfies the As an alternative approach, the magnetization can be

equation treated as a large spin. Equation (4) is then represented by
the Hamiltonian

S+ 4ragM + 4 -W = o. (5) H= -w, - - h9, (9)

It is apparent that demagnetization energy generates an ef- where w = gH is the Larmor frequency, K = KI
2
/M 

2
v, S, is

fective moment of inertia I = v/4rg
2

. "t If we calculate the the spin component in the external field direction and h is the

WKB exponent neglecting dissipation using Eq. (4) for the fluctuating field of Sec. IV. This model is a trivial example of

energy density u, we find for H close to the critical field quantization of a macroscopic variable.

Ho =-2K /M above which the barrier vanishes Now let h = 0 in this Hamiltonian. Then the spectrum
consists of 2S + I energy levels E. = - Wm - Km

2
, - S

BnBo( I - A) 3 / 2
, (6) <m<S. If - S< w/2ic<S, then there exists a barrier in the

where h-H/Ho and B0 -vVK/p exactly as in the case of total energy separating the spin-up and spin-down states.
wall switching. The crossover temperature is estimated by The problem is to determine how the presence of the barrier
setting Bo=---U,(h=0)=Kv/kT. This leads to To  influences the relaxation process as compared to the K = 0

=PVK/k, which is explicitly independent of volume, case. The problem is solved by applying to it the theory ofthe
When vu- 10- "' cm

3 
(corresponding to particle radius of 30 time-convolutionless master equation 2

' for the density ma-
A), K- 106 erp/cm (corresponding to magnetite), and trix or(t). It is assumed that the time scale of the heat bath is
j ~ju, we have Bo - l X 10' and To - 60 inK. much shorter than that ofthe spin. Fora spin ofmagnitudeS,

the master equation results in a linear system of 2S + I equa-
IV. A HEAT BATH OF MAGNETIC OSCILLATORS AND tions for the diagonal elements of the density matrix. The
THE EFFECTIVE LAGRANQIAN case S = 1/2 is trivial, but the S = I case is easily solved

2 1 
to

Quantum tunneling of a macroscopic variable has been yield for the diagonal elements of o (i = 1,2,3):
shown to be sensitive to dissipation. Furthermore, quantiza-
tion of a classical system with dissipation is not straightfor- a,(t) A, + B,, exp( - ,t) + C, exp( - At). (10)
ward. Fortunately, it is often possible to quantize a dissipa- Thedecay ratesA U are not in the Arrhenius form. However,
tive system by modeling the source of dissipation as a the form ofthe solution changes dramatically in the classical
reversibly dynamical coupling of the system to a set of bar- limit (S- ,6 0, K-0). It is obtained by using the spin
monic oscillators.' The sets of masses to., frequencies w., coherent states representation in trigonometric parametri-
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zation.
2 

The resultant equation reproduces essentially the a model with transverse anisotropy, wherein a term K'v
F6kker-Planck equation of Brown,

19 
only the temperature X sin

2 0 sin 2 0 is added to the Lagrangan in Eq. (8). This
dependence and physical origin of the diffusion coefficient term produces an effective inertia M

2
v/Zg

2
K' as anticipated

an specified. Brown"e and Aharoni
22 determined from this inRef. 17.Forsmall6l - h,wefindB-N(K/K ')1

2 31 2

equation the decay rate in the Arrhenius form. and a corresponding crossover temperature T
-g4l(KK')"1

2
/kM. This model should be reasonable for

Vl. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES magnetite, for which K- K'- 10
6
ergs/cm

3 
and M 500 G.

Experiments on samples having a distribution of occlu- For a 60-A-diam particle of magnetite, B- 6000 83/2 and

sions or local inhomogeneities (such as those of Refs. 12 and To.1 K, so that MQT should be readily observable. Soon
13) have the disadvantage that the single domain regions or thereafter, the theory was extended to deal with quantum

particles, in which switching across a barrier takes place, are nucleation in bulk samples. Both works have been accepted
not only difficult to characterize, but also are describable by for publication.
parameters such as size which are widely distributed. It
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small particles would clearly strongly affect the course of tion time r exceeds experimental time scales, usually set at 100s.
low-temperature measurements of the sort envisioned. We 'See, e.g. C. P. Bean and J. D. Livingston, J. AppI. Phys. 30 1205 (1959).

""Clumping of particles" was also a suggested possibility.
were able to make use of the availability at the National "0. Bostanjoglo and H. P. Gemund, Phys. Status Solidi 17, 115 (1973).
Magnet Laboratory of high magnetic fields and low tem- "M. Uehara and B. Barbars, J. Phys. (Paris) 47, 235 (1986).
peratures to obtain the first clearcut evidence of the occur- "D. Stauffer, Solid State Commun. 18, 533 (1976). Domain wall tunneling

rence ofthe Verwey transition in samples of magnetite ferro- in bulk specimens was earlier studied by T. Egami [ Phys Status Solidi B
f7, 211 (1973); Phys. Status Solidi A 20, 157 (1973) ].

fluid 25 26  
"T. H. O'Dell, Ferromagnetodynamic$ (Wiley, New York, 1981).

'6D. O. Smith, J. Appl. Phys. 29,264 (1958).

VII. DISCUSSION "We would expect that for a pancake-shaped particle or for a spherical
particlewith strong transverse anisotropy (with respect to 4'), qualitative-

We hope that we have convinced our readers that the ly similar results should be obtained.
subject of MQT in SD particles is an exciting subject war- "See the note added in proof.
ranting much further study. We believe that much needs to 'W. F. Brown, Jr., Phys. Rev. 130, 1677 (1963).

baW. F. Brown, Jr., Magnetostatic Principles in Ferromagnetism (North-
be done in the areas of dissipation and effective inertia. The Holland, Amsterdam, 1962); T. L. Gilbert, Ph.D. thesis.
spin-density matrix formalism must be studied at low tem- "F. Shibata, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 49, 15 (1980).
peratures. A Heisenberg model of ferromagnetism with 2A. Aharoi, Phys. Rev. 133, A447 (1964); ibid. 177 , 793 (1969).
magetoelastic coupling should prove very useful. Previous "We thank Tony Nunes for discussions regarding this problem.

n E. J. Verwey, Nature 144, 327 (1939).
experiments indicating MQT should be continued down to ":A. DeFranzo, L. Gunther, J. S. Brooks, and A. G. Swanson, Bull. Am.
lower temperatures. Finally, experiments of the sort out- Phys. Soc. 32, 846 (1987); Proceedings of Low Temperature Physics
lined in Sec. VI should be carried out." Conference XVIIL Kyoto (1987). We are grateful to the Ferrfluidics

Note Added in Poof, Soon after this paper was submit- Corp., Nashua, NH, for providing us with sample.
i61n a different but related area our Tuft group is also examining MQT in

ted for publication, E. Chudnovsky and L. Gunther devel- magnetic bubbles. Preliminary studies indicate this to be an important
oped a theory of MQT in ferromagnets which was applied to phenomenon at Io-v temperatures.
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Hysteresis of submicron permalloy particulate arrays
J.F. Smyth and S. Schultz

University of Calfornia, San Diego and Centerfor Magnetic Recording Research
La Jolla California 92093

D. Kern, H. Schmid, and Dennis Yee
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

We have prepared controlled arrays of submicron permalloy particles as part of a program to
determine the magnetic properties of verifiable single-domain particles (SDP) and the effects
of interactions between SDPs. We have measured the hysteresis loops of these arrays as a
function of size, aspect ratio, and spacing. The arrays are fabricated utilizing electron beam
lithography and liftoff techniques. Each array consists of approximately 106 identical particles
with identical spacing between the particles. Particle size and spacing [center-to-center
distance (ccd) ], vary from 5/um X 15 pm (width by length) with ccd of 25/pm to 0.07
um X 0.1 pm with ccd of 0.25 pm. The thickness of the films varied from 0.072 to 0.049 pm.
Hysteresis loops are obtained utilizing a SQUID magnetometer. For well-separated particles
we observe an order of magnitude increase in H, with decreasing particle size, and then a
subsequent decrease in H, as the ccd is reduced. However, even for the smallest particles, the
ratio of the remanence to saturation magnetization indicates that they are not single domain,
and the loop shape is not indicative of Stoner-Wohlfarth behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION moments several orders of magnitude smaller than has hith-
An accurate description of the magnetic properties of erto been reported.

strongly interacting superparamagnetic particles remains an The ideal magnetic particle, from a theoretical perspec-
unsolved problem. If the properties of the individual parti- tive, is an ellipsoid whose magnetization would be uniform
cles are specified, numerical simulation techniques should be under all applied fields and which would switch via coherent
applicable, and considerable progress along that direction rotation as discussed by Stoner and Wohlfarth2 (SW). It is
has been reported.' In principle, it would be desirable to generally accepted that, in principle, barring effects due to
determine the complete microscopic status of an interacting surface spin pinning, a sufficiently small, homogeneous, iso-
spin system, but the experimental problems are quite forni- lated particle should exhibit such behavior. While it would
dable. Suitable samples require a knowledge (and control) be preferable, at least initially, to be able to produce such
of the particles' size, shape, morphology, magnetic proper- particles and demonstrate SD behavior, it is really not neces-
ties, and their relative orientations and spacings. Attempts at sary for the purpose of making progress on the question of
such studies by using magnetic tape media and varying pack- the nature of the interaction field, and the magnetic proper-
ing fraction have been hampered by particle clustering, lack ties of strongly interacting particle arrays. If the magnetic
of controlled orientation, and a lack of accurate knowledge hysteresis behavior of isolated individual particles could be
of the magnetic behavior of the individual constituent parti- determined, whatever it turned out to be, then one could
cles. To overcome these difficulties we have prepared con- subsequently investigate the effects of interactions by vary-
trolled arrays of permalloy particles utilizing ultrahigh-reso- ing the particle spacing. The results of measurements on
lution electron beam lithography, which we then study with such suitably prepared samples could then be compared with
SQUID magnetometry. In addition to serving as a suitable numerical simulations.
material for these controlled interaction studies, the use of II. SAMPLE PREPARATION
permalloy is of interest in its own right, as we believe these The particle arrays were made utilizing ultrahigh-reso-
experiments represent measurement of controlled particle lution electron-beam lithography and liftoff techniques de-

TABLE I. Representative array parameters.

Thickness Particle size ccd-a ccd-bb  
Total number Squareness ratio Coercivity

Array (A) axb(pm) (pm) (pM) of particles M,/M, H, (Oe)

4 515 5x 15 20 30 16100 0.78 6
B 735 Ix3 8 10 99 680 0,11 25
C 735 0.3x0.9 3.5 4.3 3149410 0.12 50
D 515 0.072x0.143 0.3 0.4 12755510 0.32 120
F-1 650 0.21 x0.41 1.7 2.2 11672500 0.10 so
E-2 650 0.21x0.41 0.8 1.0 11672 500 0.05 35
E-3 650 0.21X0.41 0.5 0.6 11 672500 0.03 30

mccd-a is the cester-to-center distance along the c direction.
bcc-b is the center-to-center distance along the b direction,
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signed especially or nanolithography.
3 4 

Representative ar- size is reduced (arrays B-C-D), we find there is an increase
ray parameters are presented in Table 1. In Fig. I we present in H, and the changes in squareness as noted in Table 1.
a scanning elecron microscopy (SEM) picture for array E-3, In Figs. 3 (a)-3 (c) we present hysteresis loop data, ta-
illustrating the quality of the arrays and particles. The mag- en as for Fig. 2, but where the array samples are all for the
netization measurements were made utilizing a SQUID same particle size, and where the interparticle spacings were
magnetometer which is crucial to this work, as the total reduced for the purpose of increasing the interactions. We

number of particles need to form a detectable moment, and note that while the values of H, (defined as the field for
also the physical size of the arrays, become limiting factors which the magnetization equals zero) do indeed decrease
when particle dimensions are -0.1 uim. The largest center- with decreasing particle spacing, there are other changes in
to-center distances (ccd) between the particles (for a given the general shape of the loops which clearly indicate that
sized particle) were chosen to be the farthest apart the parti- such a simple description is inadequate to parametrize the
cles could be placed without making the sample too large for magnetic properties of these systems.
the SQUID measurements. For arrays B, C, and E-l, the
field at the center of a particle due to the nearest neighbor
(approximated as a point dipole) was less than I Oe; for
arrays D and E-2, - 10 Oe; and for array E-3 - 50 Oe. The
use of pure Si substrates is important, and the diamagnetic
susceptibility has been subtracted from the hysteresis loop - -

data when appropriate. (a)
U

0 0
l. EXPERIMENT

In Figs. 2(a)-2(d) we present hysteresis loop data tak-
en for the arrays indicated with the dc field in the plane of the

substrate and parallel to the particle long direction. The ar- --
rays for this series were all made with large interparticle . :

spacings, which were chosen so that the hysteresis loop pa- a (b)

rameters would be a measure of the individual noninteract- ^
ing particle properties. Array A, with 5 X 15jm particles, Z

has an H, -60e that is still comparable with that of the bulk 0-
film as-deposited, which had an H, - 2 Oe. As the particle

a

-a I:

(d)

0

X

a -2

-4 : I  ; ; ; : 1

* 0

-S

-1000 0 100

FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops for arrays with parameters as described in Table I.
The interparticle spacings were chosen to as large as possible so as to allow
the measurement of the magnetization behavior of the isolated particles.
(a) Array A, particles 5X 15um with a coercivity H, comparable to the

FIG. I. An SEM display ofarray E-3 (described in Table 1) taken at 20 KV, bulk film. (b) Array A particles I x 3 m. (c) Array C, particles 0.3 x 0.9
X70 0D. The permaloy tArticle are 0.21X 04 pjum. A magnetization sam. Am; and (d) Array D, perticlemO.07x0.I4/um. Wenote there isan increase
ples conaists of approximately I0' such particles, in H, with decreasing particle size.
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We have also measured the ferromagnetic resonance

(a) (FMR) of these arrays. The angular dependence of the field
5 - for resonance of the fundamental mode is in qualitative

/, agreement with the particle shape anisotropy.' Details of
this experiment will be published elsewhere.
a In his pioneering papers,7 Brown addressed the question

- 0 as to the critical size of a spherical particie below which the
magnetization is uniform. Recently, Aharoni has extended

athis work to include ellipsoids of arbitrary aspect ratio, and
when we apply his criterion to our material we find that one

-a should not expect fully single-domain behavior even for our
smallest particles. However, the same criterion predicts that

4 particles with an aspect ratio of 10/1 with our smallest
l .. widths ( -0.07 pm) should definitely be single domain, and

we are in the process of preparing a new series of arrays
(b) which will encompass this range of parameters.

x x
a
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Particle size dependence of the magnetic properties of ultrafine
granular films

S. H. Lioua) and C. L Chien
Department of Physics and Astronomy. The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Magnetic granular solids consist of ultrafine metal granules of nanometer sizes embedded in an
insulating medium. The magnetic properties are dictated by the microstructure such as particle
size, metal volume fraction, which are process controlled. We report the results of a series of
granular Fe (SiO 2)4o films in which the particle size has been systematically varied. The

magnetic coercivity, ranging from 500 to 2200 Oe, increases with particle size. The
ferromagnetic-superparamagnetic transition had been studied by SQUID magnetometry and
Mossbauer spectroscopy. The value of the magnetic anisotropy energy is found to be much
larger than that due to magnetocrystalline anisotropy.

INTRODUCTION (within 5 at. %). The microstructure of film was studied by

Granular metal films are small metal particles of nano- transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron and

meter size embedded in an insulating matrix. The persistent x-ray diffractions. The magnetic properties were determined

interest in this class of composite material is due primarily to by SQUID magnetometry and Mossbauer spectroscopy.
their unusual transport, optical, and superconducting prop-
erties.'- 3  The magnetic properties of granular RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Ni-(SiO2,A12 ,03), Co-SiO2, Fe-SiO2 , etc.," 7 have also been The morphology of the composites was revealed by
reported. TEM. Figure 1 shows typical bright-field TEM images of

The magnetic properties of granular solids are deter- Feo(SiO 2).o (p = 0.29) with different deposition condi-
mined by the intrinsic properties and the volume fraction of tions. By varying the substrate temperature from 300 to 875
the metal, as well as the granule size. The main features of K, the size of the granules increases from 30 to 50 A. The
the magnetic behavior of these films are the presence of a ability to control particle size with a fixed metal volume frac-
ferromagnetic-superparamagnetic transition and high coer- tion is clearly demonstrated by the data shown in Fig. 1. The
civity. particles are nearly equiaxial with small aspect ratios.

The investigations of the granular films so far have been X-ray diffraction was used to examine the crystal struc-
emphasized mostly on the properties affected by the metal
volume fraction in the films. However, for a given process
condition, the average size of the metal particles in granular Fe (S 0)
films has been found also to depend on the metal volume 2-9Vo.o X re
fraction. This means that the physical properties discussed
are affected by both the particle size and the volume frac- -
tions. There are very few systematic studies of the magnetic M C. 87L 5
properties affected only by the different granular sizes.

In this paper we investigate the magnetic properties, and

specifically, the particle size effects of granular
Fe6o(SiO 2 )4o, with a Fe volume fraction of p = 0.29. We

have chosen the volume fraction ofp = 0.29, which is much
less than the percolation threshold (p, =0.6), so that isolat-
ed granules can be assured. The magnetic properties have
been found to depend sensitively on the particle size.

EXPERIMENT

The granular metal films were made by using a high-rate
magnetron sputtering device. The vacuum prior to sputter-
ing was in the 10

-
" Torr range with a LN2 cold trap in the

chamber. The granular metal film about 3-6,pm thick were
prepared by rf sputtering at an argon pressure of 4X 10- '
Torr from composite targets of Fe and SiO2. The composi-
tion of films, was determined by atomic absorption and flu-
orescence x-ray spectroscopy. The composition of the films
were found to be very close to that of the sputtering targets FIG. I. TEM micrograph of granular Fe,0(SiO 2 ), (29 vol. % Fe) films

prepared at various substrate temperatures: (a) 875 K, (b) 675 K, (c) 475
11 Present address: AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07914. K. (d) 300 K.
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FIG. 2. Variation of coercivity of Fe100(SiO0), 29 vol. % Fe at 6K with 0 100 200 300 400
substrate temperatures. T ()

FIG. 3. Zero-field-cooled and field-cooled magnetic susceptibility vs tem-
perature with an applied field ofH = 10 Oe of Few(SiO2) deposited atture of the Fe particles. For the samples prepared at low 675 K. The mrow indicates the blocking temperature of Tt

substrate temperatures, the x-ray diffraction pattern of films

can be consistently indexed to a-Fe and the amorphous SiO 2
matrix. This is also confirmed by Fe 7 

Mossbauer spectros-
copy. However, there is an asymmetric broadening of the (-r) and at temperatures above the blocking temperature
main x-ray diffraction peak, the (110) peak, suggesting the (Tai), defined by
possibilities of other phases in the film. The asymmetric T,= CV/kR [ln(r,/r0 ) . (2)
broadening is more pronounced for the film prepared at
higher temperatures. The detail of this asymmetric broaden- At T> TB5 , the relaxation time of the magnetic moment vec-
ing is still being investigated. tors is shorter than -r,, hence the specimen appears to be

The magnetic coercivity (H,, at 6 K versus the sub- paramagnetic even though each granule remains magneti-
strate temperature is shown in Fig. 2. The value of H in- cally ordered. Superparamagnetism and the associated
creases dramatically from 500 to 2200 Oe when the substrate blocking phenomenon have been observed in magnetic
temperature is increased from 300 to 875 K. Since higher granular materials by several techniques.

6 9
," The two tech-

substrate temperature produces larger granules, H' is evi- niques we employed were SQUID magnetometry and "Fe
dently size dependent. For single domain small particles, M6ssbauer spectroscopy with characteristic times of -, = 10
there area number of possible contributions (magnetocrys- s and r-2 = 10-' s, respectively. Such a large difference in
talline, shape, stress, surface, etc.) to H,. In the case of Fe characteristic times enables us to determine separately the
particles, the magnetocrystalline contribution, assuming it is relaxation time constant ro, and the magnetic anisotropy en-
the same as that of bulk Fe, is about 600 Oe, which is much ergy (CV) of the granules. A significant advantage of using
smaller than the H, found in the films prepared at higher two measuring techniques is that the ratio of the measured
substrate temperatures. Effects due to stress, surface, and blocking temperatures

possibly long-range interaction between the particles cannot T8 I/T112 = In(,r 2/o)An(r,/ro) (3)
be easily delineated. Almost all the existing models of H,
assume free-standing particles or particles dispersed in a is independent of sample. From Eq. (2), using the values of
nonbonding medium.' In granular Fe-Si0 2 films, the parti- r,, r2, TB,, and T. 2 one can obtain the magnetic anisotropy
cles are strongly bonded to the matrix, probably under large energy via
stresses. A significant portion of the Fe atoms are also at or CV= ka T, [In(I 2/n')/( I - T I /T 8 2 )]. (4)
near the particle surface. Further investigations are needed
to clarify the importance of these contributions. For the Feo (SiO 2 ),40 sample deposited at 675 K, the magne-

Coercivity, remanence, and other magnetic properties tization under an applied field of 10 0e is shown in Fig. 3,
of ultrafine single-domain magnetic particles decrease rapid- where the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC)
ly with temperature due to superparamagnetic relaxation, data are shown. T., = 160 K is chosen to be the cusp below
Assuming a simple Arrhenius law, the superparamagnetic which irreversible behavior is observed. The granular sam-
relaxation time is' pie was then measured by 57

Fe M6ssbauer spectroscopy. At
temperatures above the blocking temperature ( TO2 ), i.e., in

r = ro exp(CV/kB T), (1) the superparamagnetic regime, only a central peak was ob-
where Cis the total magnetic anisotropy energy per volume, served with no magnetic hyperfine splitting. At lower tem-
Vis the particle volume, and ro is related to the natural gyro- peratures, magnetic hyperfine splitting appears, whose in-
magnetic precession time, estimated to be in the range of tensity increases at the expense of that of the central peak.
10- -l0- 3 s. Superparamagnetic behavior can be observed The value of T8 2 = 450 K can be conveniently determined

by using an instrument with a characteristic measuring time using a zero-velocity thermal scan method, in which the in-
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tensity of the central peak is measured as the samnple tent. be independent of samples, we have determined the magnet-
perature is varied. For other samples, of course the values of ic anisotropy energy. The anisotropy constant is much larger
TO I and T.2 will be different, but the ratio of T, IITS 2 than that due to iagnetocrystalline anisotropy.
remains the same at 0.35. It is clear from Eq. (4), since the
terms within the brackets are independent of samples, CV ACKNOWLEDGMENT
scales with the blocking temperature. The average diameter Th~is work was supported by ONR Contract No.
of the small particles obtained from TEM (Fig. 1) is 451A for N000I48S-K-0175.
Feon(Sioi)on prepared at 67 5 K. Consequently the magnetic
anisotropy constant (C) is 1. 5 X 10 erg/cm3 . This value is 'B. AbeIks, P.Sheng, X . Couts, and Y. Arie, Adv. Phys. 24,407 (1975).
about two orders of magnitude larger than bulk magneto- 'Ping Sheng, Phys. Rev. B 31, 4906 (1985).
crystalline anisotropy of Fe (1 X 10 erg/cm3 ),4 indicating 1'oeevSpcndcly(CibdeUieriyPeLno.
that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy is not the 4. 3. Hauwer Solid State Common. 37, 349 (198 1).

main contribution in ultrafine single-domain particles. 53. I. cattleman, Y. Goldstein, and S. Bozowaki. FPtys. Rev. B 5, 3609
in summary, we have synthesized Fe-Sic) 2 granular (l1972).

.3. 1. Gittleman, B. Abeles, and S. Bozowski, Plsys. Rev. B 9,389J 01974).films with different particle sizes by changing the substrate 'S. Barzulaii, Y'. Goldstein, and 1.5S. Helman, Phys. Rev. B 23,1809 (198 1).
temperature. The much enhanced magnetic coercivity has a. S. Jacobs and C. P. Bean, in Magnetism Ill, edited by G. T. Rado and H.
been found to scale with the particle size. The ferromagnetic- Sul (Academic, New York, 1963). p. 275.
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Preparation and properties of sputter-deposited crystalline
ultrafine particles

S. Ohnuma and A. Kunimoto
The Research Institute ofElectric and Magnetic Alloys, Sendai 982, Japan

T. Masumoto
Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Sendal 980, Japan

The composition and size dependence of the magnetic properties of crystalline Fe-Co and Ni
ultrafine particles has been investigated. Samples were prepared by sputter deposition onto
sputter-etched polyimide substrates. Little difference between the magnetic properties of
crystalline and amorphous particles was found in Fe-rich alloys, but we found a greater
influence of magnetocrystalline anisotropy in Co-rich alloys. When the particles are larger than
2500 k, the samples have negative anisotropy K. (easy direction parallel to the substrate
plane). As the particle diameter decreases, K. becomes positive, and the coercive field H,
increases from a few hundred oersteds to a maximum of more than 1000 Oe. Below a particle
diameter of about 1000 A, M,, K., and H, all drop rapidly toward zero, presumably due to the
appearance of superparamagnetism. Annealing above about 200 'C leads to significant
increases in H, K,, and M,, and also to significant changes in the line shapes of the x-ray
diffraction patterns, as a result of stress relaxation. A low-temperature diffusion process
leading to changes in the morphology of the subparticles may also be a cause of the increment
of magnetic properties on annealing.

INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have previously reported a method for producing a As in the case of amorphous ultra fine particles, - the
planar array of elongated ultrafine amorphous particles samples have the geometrical form of conventional thin
(UFAP).' The particles were elongated fingerlike projec- films, bu: the surfaces are dull black with very low reflectiv-
tions in a perpendicular array on the polymer substrate, and ity. The particle size and shape were kept similar for samples
were mostly isolated from one another. They had a magnetic over the full range of composition studied.
easy axis perpendicular to the substrate surface, attributed to X-ray diffraction shows a bcc structure from x = 0.0 to
the shape anisotropy of the particles, and coercive fields as 0.8 in Fe, - Co. UFP. hcp and fcc structures are found in
high as 700 Oe.' Very recently, the first attempt to use these Co and Ni UFP, respectively. Each line of these diffraction
UFAP as perpendicular recording media has been carried patterns was considerably broadened from the stress which
out., appears during the deposition.

The same technique can be used to prepare arrays of Figure I shows the composition dependence of the mag-
crystalline particles. This paper reports the composition and
size dependence of magnetic properties of crystalline Fe-Co 16, 02

particles covering the entire composition range, and also of _A -. hwN Fit

pure Ni particles, as well as the effects of annealing on the _2 14 - , Ms .
magnetic properties. 4 12 Fe-Cox UFP

EXPERIMENT a 2,106

All the samples in this work were made by rf sputtering .., iu-.- .

from homogeneous arc-melted alloy targets, using essential-
ly the same preparation technique described previously.' 3-  ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0

The particles were examined by scanning electron micros- Hc
copy (SEM), and the crystalline structure was confirmed by w o o -
x-ray diffraction. Annealing treatments were carried out in
vacuum ( 10- 6 Torr) at temperatures up to 500 *C. The
magnetic hysteresis loop at room temperature was measured 0o0

Fe .2 .4 .6 .8 Cowith a vibrating sample magnetometer at a maximum ap- F, content)
plied field of 9 kOe to give the total magnetization, the mag- FIG. I. Composition dependence of magnetic properties of as-deposited Fe
netic anisotropy, and coercive fields parallel and perpendic- UFP. Curve labelled "Thin Film" is for samples deposited on glass sub-
ular to the substrate plane. strates at the same time as the corresponding UFP samples.
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1500 t ___o _ Cwhich have no magnetocrystalline anisotropy; in these mate-

V I rials, H, and K. show a sharp decrease at high Co contents.
SParticle size effects on magnetic properties are shown in

' O:FC-Cos Figs. 2 and 3. The particle size was controlled by varying the
t a:a1 deposition time, with other preparation conditions fixed. Be-

-- - low a critical value of diameter (Dr = 800-1000 A), M,,

1000 K., and H. all drop rapidly toward zero. This is attributed to
Bthe onset of superparamagnetic behavior. The reduced abso-

i ' lute value of M, in UFP is attributed to the morphology of
ro UFP. The fingerlike particles are subdivided into smaller

Oparticles of about 100-300 A, some of which may be super.
paramagnetic. 2 [See Fig. 5(a).]

200 ~As the particle diameter increases, the easy magnetiza-
0 2 .,0' tion axis rotates to be parallel to the sample surface, as

SM.o, D0 o,,) shown by the anisotropy data in Fig. 2. This result is strongly
related to the morphology of particles'; with longer sputter.

FIG. 2. Change in magnetic properties with mean diameter of FeoCo,, ing time, the individual fingers grow together at their tips
Co, and Ni particles, and eventually the surface becomes a continuous film.

The particle size dependence of H, is also shown in Fig.
2. A maximum coercive field greater than 1000 Oe is ob-

netic properties of as-deposited Fe-Co UFP, with a diameter tained at the critical diameter Dr for the Fe4o Co 0 alloy.
of about 1000 A and an aspect ratio of about 4. Measurement The rapid drop in H. above DT is attributed to the size effect
techniques are described in Ref. I.The variation of the mag- in single domain particles. The slower decrease in H, above
netization is similar to that of bulk samples and of contin- 2500 A may be due to domain wall nucleation. The arrow
uous (nonparticle) thin films. However, the absolute value labelled Dc in Fig. 2 indicates the calculated critical diame-
of M, is lower; this will be discussed later. Perpendicular ter where a domain wall could be nucleated in these parti-
anisotropy larger than 106 erg/cm' is seen in all composi- cles, approximated by Kittel's method; the calculated Dc is
tions, with composition dependence almost the same as that near the diameter where H, begins to decrease. The proper-
of M,. Coercive field increases with increasing Co content, ties of Ni particles depend less strongly on particle diameter.
has a broad maximum around x = 0.6, and then decreases However, SEM observation of the particles and the be-
very slightly. havior of K, show that the decrease in H, begins at the diam-

The fact that the measured coercivity remains high eter at which the particle tips start to join together. There-
while the magnetization decreases in Co-rich particles fore, Nl's model' may also have to be considered.
means that the anisotropy cannot be due solely to shape an- Figure 3 summarizes the effects of successive 20-min
isotropy. Co has strong uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisot- annealing treatments on the magnetic properties of Co and
ropy; therefore, crystalline anisotropy can contribute to H, Ni UFP. The coercive field of the annealed samples is greater
in single-crystal Co-rich particles. This interpretation is sup- than 1000 Oe for all compositions in the Fe-Co series. The
ported by the behavior of amorphous (Fe-Co) so B2o UFP,2  saturation magnetization of Co UFP increases by more than

50% after annealing. The improvement is interpreted in

1200 Co

4000 1
N0 1.0 0

100. - a

0 5  
0.6

NI0~o "z1 '-i •.2 Co UFP

1200 o 0

c.,c ---------... -- .< a
"

400 --. - 0.6

0 0 100 200 300 400 500
0 100 200 3 400 50D NEUN E~~TR.5~lInnTa(TWrninANNEALING TEMPE iTI.RE, Ta(*C xImin.

Tct(C) s2nn

FIG. 4. Dependence of x-ray linewidth and intensity on annealing tempera-
FIG. 3. Effect of annealing on magnetic properties of Co and Ni particles, ture of Co UFP.
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0 0. 6 0 0.2u- 150 "C, the x-ray linewidth decreases, suggesting stress re-
0l axation or grain growth. Also, the relative intensity

1(002) /(1o1) increases, indicating crystal orientation. Fur-
thermore, high magnification SEM examination shows that
the surface of each particle after annealing above about
300 *C changes from bumpy to very smooth (Fig. 5). This
change can be explained by assuming that small secondary
smaller particles diffuse together at quite low temperature,
thus changing from superparamagnetic to ferromagnetic.

(a)
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Variation of magnetic properties with composition in (Fe-Ni),G Sig BIG
amorphous ultrafine particles

S. Ohnuma and M. Mitera
The Research Institute of Electric and Magnetic Alloys Sendal 982 Japan

C. D. Graham, Jr.
Department of Materials Science and Engineering University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

T. Masumoto
Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan

The composition dependence of magnetic properties in ultrafine (Fe _xNi, )76Sis BI6
amorphous particles has been investigated. Samples were prepared by sputter deposition onto
sputter-etched polyimide substrates. The particle diameter was held constant at about 800 A,
and the LID ratio was approximately 4. The room-temperature saturation magnetization (M,)
decreases with increasing Ni content and extrapolates to zero at about x = 0.9. All the samples
showed positive anisotropy (K.). This anisotropy varied linearly with Mf, suggesting that its
origin is largely the shape anisotropy of the particles. Furthermore, the measured
perpendicular coercive field varied linearly with K. IM,, as predicted by a simple Stoner-
Wohlfarth single domain model. However, the absolute value of H, and its angular
dependence cannot be explained by the coherent rotation model.

INTRODUCTION ing sample magnetometer. Coercive fields, H,, parallel and

A planar array of elongated ultrafine particles can be perpendicular to the substrate, and magnetic anisotropy,

prepared by sputter deposition onto a sputter-etched poly- K., were obtained from the hysteresis loop. The effective

mer substrate.' The long axis of the particles is perpendicu- thickness of the magnetic layer was estimated by direct

lar to the plane of the substrate, and the particle diameter can thickness measurements of continuous (nonparticle) films

range from a few hundred to a few thousand angstroms, with deposited on glass during the same deposition run as the

length-to-diameter ratios up to about 5. The arrays have a ultrafine amorphous particle (UFAPI samples. All data

magnetic easy axis perpendicular to the substrate surface presented in this paper are for as-deposited particles.

with K. /2M = 0.1 to 0.2, attributed to the shape anisotro- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
py of the particles, and coercive fields as high as 650 Oe (Ref.
2); however, there is limited information on this topic. The samples have the geometrical form of conventional

In this paper we report on the preparation of ultraline thin films, but the surfaces are dull black with very low re-
(Fe. Ni, -, ) 76Sis B 6 amorphous particles made in this way. fiectivity. Examination of the samples in the scanning elec-
We also describe the composition dependence of magnetic
properties over the range x = 0 to 0.7, and compare the high
coercivity with a Stoner-Wohifarth model. We chose this 0.0 0.
alloy system because its magnetization is easily controllable
and its magnetic anisotropy is negligible.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Sample preparation was essentially the same as de-
scribed previously.' A polyimide substrate was sputter
etched to produce a densely packed array of needlelike pro-
jections on its surface. The sputtering targets were homogen-
eous arc-melted disks of high-purity (Fe-Ni) 76 SisB 6. The
deposition was carried out at room temperature in Ar at a
pressure of 6 mTorr. The presputtering background pressure
was in the 10 - Torr range.

The morphology of the particles was examined by scn-
ning electron microscopy (SEM), and x-ray diffraction was 0.0 0.5
used to confirm the amorphous structure. The value of (11m)
room-temperature saturation magnetization (M,) was ob-
tained from the field required to saturate the magnetization FIG. I. SEM photographs of sputter-deposited ultrafine amorphous
in a direction perpendicular to the film plane, using a vibrat- (Fe,., Ni,, ),, Si, B,, particls.
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tron microscope shows that elongated fingers of amorphous

alloy have grown from the projections on the substrate (Fig. FIG. 4. Perpendicular anisotropy vs square of magnetization for

1). X-ray diffraction reveals a typical amorphous structure (Fe,_.Ni.),Si4 B,. UFAP.

for all the compositions studied.
Magnetic properties of ferromagnetic ultrafine particles

strongly depend on the size, shape, volume fraction, and size the samples showed positive anisotropy K., meaning that

dispersion of the particles. One of the important advantages the easy direction of magnetization is perpendicular to the

of this preparation method is the ease of controlling the size plane of the substrate. The coercive field also decreases with

and shape of the particles,' which are distributed uniformly increasine Ni content in almost the same manner as K., and

on the substrate (Fig. 1 ). The size and shape of the particles extrapolates to zero at about x = 0.8.

could therefore be kept similar for samples over the full Figure 4 shows the measured anisotropy plotted against

range of compositions studied. the square of magnetization over almost the entire composi-

Figure 2 shows a typical example ofmeasured hysteresis tion range. The relationship is linear with relatively little

loops parallel and perpendicular to the substrate. As de- scatter, suggesting that these UFAP samples are behaving as

scribed previously,' they have an easy axis of magnetization a collection of single-domain particles whose anisotropy is

perpendicular to the substrate plane and a large coercive controlled by their shape.

field, in spite of having an amorphous structure. Figure 3 Figure 5 shows that the measured coercive field varies

shows the composition dependence of the magnetic proper- linearly with the saturation magnetization for samples of all

ties of (Fe, I Nix )76 Sig B, 6 UFAP. The value of M, de- compositions. This result indicates that the coercive field

creases with increasing Ni content, consistent with earlier can be attributed to the shape anisotropy of the particles, and

data on rapidly quenched amorphous ribbons and with mea- also suggesting that the particles are single domain particles.

surements on continuous (nonparticulate) sputtered amor-

phous films, and extrapolates to zero at about x = 0.9. All

500

.MOO
1000 , 400 (Fet" Ni) 7  Sis B 6  0

ZG goo- Amorphous Ultrafine

6O0 -Ms Particles 0

400 _2s1's 300 ,- 0 2
o p00.4
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5001

0 7 fo 0

,u 200 - Hc FIG. 3. Composition de- 0 200 400 oo 800 1000

to pendence of nagnetc Ms(emu/cc)

o . .e .8 .0 (Fe,_Ni,),Si,, FIG. 5. Coercive field vs saturation magnetization for
x(Ni ) UFAP. (Fe, - Ni.),.Si. Bt, UFAP.
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Furthernore, according to the well-known Stoner- X 10
Wohlfarth coherent rotation model, the coercive field is
known to be proportional to the ratio of anisotropy to mag- 0o
netization. As shown in Fig. 6, the measured perpendicular 0 30 60 so
coercive field of the UFAP varies linearly with K. IM, as e (deg.)
predicted by Stoner and Wohlfarth.

Although the magnetic properties agree qualitatively
with the coherent rotation model, if we calculate the shape
anisotropy the absolute value of H, is about one-fifth of the acknowledge M. Yamada at Hitachi, Ltd. for his assistance
single-domain value. And the data for the angular depen- with the SEM measurements.
dence of coercive field (Fig. 7) do not fit the coherent rota-
tion model. The discrepancies are presumably due to particle 'S. Ohnuma, Y. Nakanouchi, and T. Masumoto Proceedings of the 5th
interaction effects,' plus the effect of the complex but un- International Conference ont Rapidly Quenched Metals. 1117 (1984); S.
known morphology where the magnetic material is attached Ohnunsa, Y. Nakanouchi, C. D. Graham, Jr., and T. Masumoto, IEEE

Trans. Magn. MAG-21, 2038 (1985).
to the substrate projections. Some magnetic material is de- 'S. Ohnunsa, Y. Nakanouchi, C. D. Graham, Jr., and r. Masumoto, IEEE
posited in the valleys between the substrate projections and Trans Magp. MAG-22, 1098 (1986).
may act as domain nucleation sites. IT. Masumoto. K. Watanahe. M. Miters, and S. Ohnuna, in Amorphous

Magnetism 1, edited by R. A. Levy and Rt. Hasegawa (Plenum, New
ACKNOWLEDGMENT York, 1977), p. 369.
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Particulate metallic glass composite magnetostrictors for Interferometric
magnetometry

D. Bngel, M. R. J. Gibbs, and P. T. Squire
School of Physics, University of Bath, Badl, BA2 7A Y United Kingdom

The design of sensor heads for fiber optic interferometric magnetometers is critical when sub-
nano-Tesla fields are to be measured. Magnetically soft metallic glasses can exhibit large
magnetostrictions and are candidates as materials for this application. However, their
usefulness is limited at high frequencies through eddy current losses in bulk materials. This
paper discusses the use of particulate metallic glasses in an inert binder. Measurements are
presented on magnetization and magnetostriction of these composite materials in the quasi-dc
regime. Their dynamic behavior when used as magnetic field sensors is also described.

1. INTRODUCTION The magnetic material was mixed by hand in the select-

The use of magnetostrictive particles as sensor head ed binder: epoxy, cement, or engineering adhesive.3 The
constituents for interferometric magnetometers (for princi- composite was then placed in a jig for curing. Specimens of 5
pie, see, for example, Ref. 1) has the potential of partly over- cm X 1-2 nun diameter were thus produced.
coming sensitivity reductions at high frequencies due to
eddy current loss. Ill. INFLUENCE OF SELECTED FACTORS ON dc

A preliminary study of the magnetization loop and mag- MAGNETIZATION LOOPS AND MAGNETOSTRICTION
netostriction of Metglas 2605SC (Ref. 2) in a platelet state is For sensor applications one objective is a large gradient
presented. The specimens are a composite of the magnetic of magnetostriction with applied field (AA lAH). This re-
material in platelet form embedded in a binder. quires a large magnetization change with the applied field,

A number of parameters may be influential in the both at dc and modulation frequencies. The factors men-
achievement of a useful magnetostriction value (at least a tioned in the Introduction were taken in turn and the mag-
few ppm). They fall into two related categories: (a) those netization and magnetostriction loops were measured using
which affect the magnetostriction and magnetization of indi- the apparatus described in Refs. 4 and 5, respectively.
vidual platelets: platelet size, shape, and annealing condi- Figure 1 shows the effect of platelet size range on the
tions; and (b) those which control the magnetization of the following properties: (a) magnetization at the maximum
specimen and its (engineering) magnetostriction A: platelet field available (9000 A/m), (b) coercive field (He) corre-
orientation, packing factor, voids volume fraction, and me- sponding to a minor loop (9000 A/m is not sufficient to take
chanical properties of the matrix. The importance of each of any specimen to saturation), and (c) magnetostriction (ob-
these parameters (except platelet geometry, over which we tained between 0 and 6000 A/m).
have at present no control, and voids volume fraction for
which results are not available at the time of writing) is dis- 0X (pml (C
cussed on the basis of systematic measurements of M-H and 04

A-H loops after a section on the production of platelets and 0_3

preparation of specimens. In the light of these results an 02

attempt is made to use the optimum composite as a magnetic
sensor head constituent in an all-fiber Mach-Zehnder inter- Hc A(A/mi (hi
ferometer. 15

1000.
II. PLATELET PRODUCTION AND SPECIMEN 500.
PREPARATION M - - sbulk. ---

25-mm-wide Metglas 2605SC was embrittled in air at 0 m75 n.
)

450 "C for 10 min. The strip was then cut into 50-75 mm
lengths for a ball mill which was run for 24 h at approximate- 0"25.
ly 60 rpm. This produced platelets having a range of sizes 00 0 20 80 6 140 180 220 (im)
after sieving: <53, 90-150, and 180-250 ym. It should be
noted that these sizes are well above the critical dimension FIG. I. Magnetization at 9 kA/m (a) coercive field (b), and dc magneto-

astriction (c) as a function of platelet size range. The Metglas 2605SC (Ref.
for single domain behavior. X-ray diffraction did not reveal I) platelets were packed at 70% of total weight in an epoxy matrix
any sgn of crystallization. (GY250/HY837) (Ref. 2).
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For 70% weight of magnetic material in an epoxy bind- M
er, the change in magnetization is roughly fivefold (from 75 {kA/ml
to 390 kA/m) for platelet sizes varying from 50 to 250 pm~180
but may vary according to other factors. The specimens have
low susceptibility and the magnetization at 9000 A/m is well 4
below the bulk magnetization at this level of drive field. On
the other hand, H, varies from a few thousand to a few 1
hundred A/m as size increases, but is still well above the

The magnetostriction values for all the ranges ofplatelet 6 weight)
size are of the order of 0.1 ppm, much smaller than that of FIG. 3. Effect of platelet concentration (% ofspecinen weight) on magnet-
the bulk value (30 ppm) for the as-received state. However, ization at 9 kA/m for 90-150-Mm Metglas (2605SC) platelets (Ref. 1) in an
despite a spread of results reflecting the variations between epoxy matrix (GY250/HY837) (Ref. 2).
nominally identical samples, Fig. I shows an upward trend
for the magnetostriction as the platelet size increases; maxi-
mum values of 0.4 ppm were obtained for the larger sizes, from 2.7 kA/m down to 1.5 kA/m. This was also observed

The effect of annealing was investigated on platelets of for thermally treated (preannealed) platelets and gave a de-
< 53 1m; these were annealed prior to immersion in the ep- crease of magnetization form 139 to 80 kA/m; the coercive

oxy matrix at 380 "C for 10 min in a flow of argon pressur- field was down from 830 to 530 A/m. The comparison
ized at 1/2 atm. A reduction in H1, was observed ( 1.5 kA/w between various cured binders never exhibited such a
down to 0.6 kA/m) and also an increase in the magnetiza- change. In this case the importance of the binder lies rather
tion (52-80 kA/m). The magnetostriction of the epoxy on its effect on the magnetostriction, easiness of platelet ori-
composites with preannealed platelets was not distinguish- entation, and high achievable packing factor. For orienta-
able from unannealed ones. tion, we need a low initial viscosity matrix; for a high magne-

In order to investigate platelet orientation, two epoxy tostriction, experience shows that the epoxy binder inhibited
composite specimens with their long axes orthogonal were the specimen expansion less than cement (Autostic) and
placed for curing in a field of 0.4 T parallel to one of the long engineering adhesive (Rocksett).3 If a thermal treatment is
axes. The hysteresis loops were then measured and the required, we need a binder with high-temperature capabili-
change in their shape suggests orientation of the platelets ties. These requirements are not always compatible.
(Fig. 2). Any coercive field change was undetected, and the
magnetostriction values lie in the range of results of Fig. 1.

The magnetic material concentration was stepped from IV. OPTIMUM MATERIAL FOR A MAGNETIC SENSOR
70% to 85% by weight in an epoxy matrix for the size range The composite chosen was an 80% weight concentra-
90-15Ojsm. Figure 3 shows an increase in the magnetization tion of 190-250jim thermally treated (380 'C, 10 mins in
at 9000 A/m. A possible change in coercive field was again atm argon) platelets oriented along the length of a GY250-
not detected, and the magnetostriction is small. HYI341GB matrix specimen. The magnetization at 9000

To assess the role of the matrix, the platelets ( < 53um) A/m, the coercive field, and the dc magnetostriction were
were immersed in the unactivated resin GY250 (viscosity of 290 k /m, 340 A/m, and 0.43 ppm, respectively. The re-
22-28 Pa s at 21 *Q. Another specimen was prepared in the sponse at I kHz of this sensor head and a strip of bulk materi-usual way, with a hardener. The results were a decrease in al were measured in a standard all-fiber Mach-Zehnder in-
magnetization from 87 to75 kA/n going from the soft to the terferometer.'
hard matrix; the coercive field underwent the same trend, The output was obtained as a function of dc bias field.

For comparison, the rms value of the ac field was taken to be
half the coercive field of the sample studied, i.e., 3.1 A/m for

M 1k/m0 the Metglas strip and 170 A/m for the composite. In this
condition and in the linear region of the curves the ratio of

100- ic, 4 the slopes (do/dH) between composite- and strip-based sen-
sors outputs was 0.01 to 0.02. This shows the difficulty of the
composite to be magnetized at ac as well. The extent of the
quasi-linear region for the composite sensor is about 15 kA/
m against 1.7 kA/m for the Metglas strip. 20 kHz was the
upper limit for a response of the composite to a I kHz, 80 A/
m (rms) field vhereas the strip reacted to 3.1 A/m (rms) at
100 kHz.

V. DISCUSSION
FIG. 2. Mret of curin in a0.4 T magnetic field on the hysteresis loop. The The coercive field of the composites is very much larger
specimens were 90-1 50-pm platelets of Metglaa 2605SC (Ref. I) embedded
in an evoxy matrix (GY20/Y371 (Re. 21 wd packedat 70% ofsped- than in the bulk material, but annealing can lead to partial
me, weilht. (a) Fe*.d parallel to spect..-en axis. (b) no fiekl, (c) field I. recovery. H, decreases with increased platelet size both in
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the unannealed and annealed states. There is no detected The magnetostrictions achieved are all very low com-
packing factor dependence of coercive Hield. pared to bulk material. The magnetization energies and co-

These results indicate that the magnetization process in ercive fields are large, and in the fields available the magneti-
the composite materials is governed by the magnetic proper- zation change, and hence magnetostriction, is small. Also
ties of the individual platelets. Optical microscopy reveals the matrix may constrain the material or give poor strain
ploughing and bending of the platelets, and Gibbs et al.4  transfer. More importantly, the gradient of magnetostric-
have demonstrated the increase of H, on inhomogeneous tion with applied field, the crucial parameter for sensors, is
deformation and its recovery by annealing. Therefore, the very low, and this is reflected in the interferometer results.
increased H, (compared to annealed platelets) is ascribed to
inhomogenous plastic deformation of the platelets during VI. CONCLUSIONS
ball milling. Maximum domain wall pinning comes when In general, for metallic glass platelet composites, the
the pinning center is spatially of the order of the domain wall magnetization, coercive field, and engineering magnetostric-
width.6 Given that there is no observable packing factor de- tion were severely degraded compared to results on ribbon
pendence of H, we assume that there are no domain struc- material of the same composition.
tures larger than the platelet size, and hence that the domain Consequently, the performance of the composite as a
wall pinning centers are within each platelet. The shear magnetic sensor head in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
bands and their associated strain fields are therefore the like- was also worse than for ribbon form material: the ac ( 1 kHz)
ly cause of domain wall pinning in the individual platelets. field-induced electrical output phase change with dc field

After annealing, the irregular surface topology may pro- was 2% of the as-received sensor response. The primary
vide the difference from the bulk material and explain the cause of this is the low susceptibility of the composite giving
size dependence of H, as the surface-to-volume ratio in- little magnetization change, and hence a small magnetostric-
creases with decreasing size. tive response.

Figure I shows the magnetization increasing as the par-
ticle size increases. Also, annealing increases the magnetiza- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
tion in the maximum field. We therefore assume that the
magnetization attained is again determined by the individual We acknowledge the award of an S.E.R.C. cooperative
platelets. Inhomogeneous deformation increases magnetiza- grant with S.T.C. Technology Ltd. for this program.
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in magnetization observed. Annealing reduces the stress in
the platelets and leads to a reduction of magnetization ener-
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an interaction between the platelets and matrix. enzi, Electron. Lett. 16, 508 (1980).
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Enhanced magnetic coercivity in magnetic granular solids
Gang Xiao and C. L. Chien
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

We have fabricated magnetic granular Fe-SiO 2 solids over a wide metal volume fraction range
15%-100%. The microstructure of the samples has been characterized by using transmission
electron spectroscopy, electron diffraction, and M6ssbauer spectroscopy. Giant magnetic
coercivity, as high as 2500 Oe, has been observed in samples with nanometer particle size. The
behaviors of coercivity across the metal volume fraction range are attributed to the change of
particle size and percolation effect.

I. INTRODUCTION atomic absorption, x-ray fluorescence analysis, and target

Magnetic fine particles in the size range of a few to a few composition, with general agreement within 5 at. %.
tens of nanometers have been of persistent scientific interest The microstructures of the samples were examined by
and of technological importance."' - This is the size range transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electron and x-
near or below the critical size for the formation of single- ray diffraction, and complimented by "Fe Mdssbauer spec-
domain particles in which superior magnetic properties, un- troscopy. Magnetic measurements were performed by using
attainable in bulk solids, are realized. Chemical methods a SQUID magnetometer. The coercivity was determined

(e.g., forced hydrolysis) are often used to produce relatively from either a complete or a portion of a hysteresis loop with
large (hundreds of nanometer) and free-standing particles, magnetic fields up to 50 kOe. Measurements were made at
The fine particles must be prevented from coalescing into various temperatures from 2 to 400 K.

large aggregates, and in the case of metal particles, from
oxidizing. This necessitates the use of an inert medium in III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
which the fine particles are dispersed as evenly as possible Inherent to granular metal systems is the phenomenon
through nontrivial processes. of percolation. The percolation threshold (p, ), above which

A different, and in many respects, superior method for a connecting network of granules exist, is usually near a met-
making ultrafine magnetic particles is the vapor deposition al volume fraction (p) of about 50%-60%.' This is illustrat-
of metal-irnsulator composites. These granular metal films ed by the TEM micrographs shown in Fig. 1, where the
consist of ultrafine metal particles of only a few nanometers structures of two samples, Fego (Si0 2 ), and Few (SiO2 )4,
in size with rather uniform sizes and dispersion. It should be
noted that in the vapor deposition method, the fabrication,
the dispersion of the ultrafine particles, as well as coating
onto a desirable surface are achieved simultaneously without
additional processing.

Because of the unique microstructure of ultrafine parti-
cles, unusual properties have been realized in granular metal
films.' In this paper, we will describe the fabrication and
characterization of a magnetic granular system Fe-(Si 0 2 )

where the ultrafine Fe particles are embedded in an amor-
phous Si0 2 matrix. A dramatically enhanced magnetic coer-
civity, as high as 2500 Oe, achieved in this granular system
will be reported. Such coercivity is about 50 times higher
than that of the bulk Fe.

II. EXPERIMENTS
The granular Fe-(SiO ) samples were fabricated by us-

ing a high-rate rf magnetron sputtering system. Samples
over a large Fe volume fraction range (p) of 15%-100%
have been made. The sputtering targets were composite tar-
gets of pure Fe and Si0 2 with appropriate composition. The
presputtering pressure in the vacuum chamber was in the
10-' Tor range. Care was taken in maintaining constant
sputtering conditions to assure a uniform size of the ultrafine - ."-
granules. The samples, with thicknesses of 2-5 pm, were -

deposited onto various substrates kept at room temperature. FIG. i. TEM micrograph of granular Fe, (SiS, ), (70 vol. % Fe) and
The composition of the samples was crosschecked with Fe .(SiO, ). (29 vol. % Fe) films.
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V .1 - <--1 is less than 50 Oe due to magnetic multidomain structure, we
find that the granular Fe sample has an H, as high as 2500
Oe at p = 46%. Then H, precipitously drops to a value of
about H, - 50 Oe, which is close to the value of the sputtered

with respective Fe volume fractions of 70% and 29% bulk pure Fe, and remains at that value from p = 60% to
(which are above and below the percolation threshold), are 100%. The precipitous decrease in H, is attributed to the
clearly displayed. The Few (SiO 2 ) , sample consists of large percolation effect. Asp approaches the percolation thresh-
connecting granules, while the small Fe granules are well old, formation of a connecting network of small granules
separated in Feu (SiO,),. With room-temperature sub- starts to occur. As a result, magnetic coercivity reduces sub-
strates, we observed a monotonic increase of granule size stantially.
with Fe volume fraction. Specifically, we obtained average As shown in Fig. 3, H, decreases as temperature in-
granule sizes of 17, 38, 50, and 70 k for samples with creases due to superparamagnetism.45 

According to Kneller
p = 14%, 29%, 38%, and 70%, respectively. These approx-
imately equiaxial granules exist in magnetic single-domain

form because their sizes are smaller than the critical size for
single-domain Fe partic' ( -200 4).' 2000

Electron diffraction established that, for samples with
relatively large particles whose diffraction patterns are not 1600
excessively broad, the granules have a bcc structure, the
same as a-Fe. Further confirmation came from 

7
Fe Mbss-

bauer spectroscopy. Figure 2 shows the M6ssbauer spectra 1200
of a number of granular samples at 4.2 K. For sample with /
smaller granular sizes, as realized in samples with lower vol-
ume fraction, the spectra lines are broader as expected. The :c 800
line positions are slightly different from that of bulk Fe. It is
also apparent that there are no evidence of large contribu-
tions from Fe oxides. From these results one c in conclude 400

that the granules are essentially pure Fe granules.
In Fig. 3, the coercivity (H,) data of the Fe-(SiO2 ) _

system at 2, 77, and 300 K are presented as a function of the 0

Fe volume fraction p. The results at 2 K are close to the 0 100 200 300 A00 500

ground-state properties, in which one observes a giant en- Sub. Temp (C)
hancement of H,. Spectacular changes of H, occur in the FIG.4. Magnetic coercivity asafunction of sample deposition temperature
range of 29% <p< 60%. Keeping in mind that H, of bulk Fe for a Fe-(Si02 1 sample with a volume fraction of 28%.
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and Luborsky,6 the temperature dependence of coercivity out that the enhancement of H, is not due to the particles in
for noninteracting uniform particles is contact nearp, where one may imagine the existence of some

chain-of-spheres-like arrangement. Particle size is the domi-
H = H,a ( I - ),( 1) nant factor affecting H,. One of the ample evidences is

where T, is the onset temperature for superparamagnetism shown in Fig. 4, where H, is enhanced with particle size. In
which is proportional to the magnetic anisotropy energy KV, these samples the volume fraction is much below p, where
with K being the anisotropy constant and V the granular particles are well isolated from each other. Other evidences
volume. can also be found in a related publication.'0 The fact that in

For samples deposited at room temperature, larger par- ultrafine granules H, is size dependent cannot be satisfacto-
ticle sizes are realized in samples with higher values ofp as rily accounted for by existing models.
mentioned earlier. This would normally result in a stronger However, it must be recognized that the above-men-
dipole-dipole interaction, which tends to decrease H. as es- tioned models, and indeed almost all the existing models,
tablished both theoretically7 and experimentally.' There- assume free-standing particles or particles dispersed in a
fore, the observed increase of H, must be associated with the nonbonding medium. In the granular Fe-SiO 2 system, the
effects due to the increase of particle size. This indeed is particles are strongly bonded to the insulating matrix and
supported by the following experiment. We deposited three may be subjected to very larger stresses. For small particles,
samples with the same volume fraction (29%) at three dif- a large portion of the Fe atoms are at or near the surface. The
ferent temperatures 30, 200, and 400 * C. The high substrate number of surface atoms increases with particle size. The
temperature effectively enlarges the particle size. In Fig. 4, metal-insulator interfaces may dominate the coercivity in
Hc is plotted against the substrate temperature. Clearly, such systems. Under a reversing field, the moment reversal
high H, is a result of enlarged particle size. It is notcd that may well begin first at the surface and then propagate
the strength of the dipole-dipole interaction in samples with throughout the particle.
the same volume fraction is about the same.

There are two essential features of the behavior ofH, in IV. SUMMARY
the granular Fe-Si0 2 system. First, H, increases dramatical- Granular Fe-SiO 2 solids over a large metal volume frac-
ly with particle size. Such a phenomenon, observed at 2 K, is tion range (15%-100%) have been made with a magnetron
not a thermal artifact due to magnetic relaxation,5 but intrin- sputtering system. The granular nature of the samples has
sic to Fe-SiO 2 . The second is the extremely high H, values been characterized by transmission electron microscopy,
(at least 2500 Oe) achieved in the granular system. electron diffraction, and "Fe Mdssbauer spectroscopy. A

According to conventional theories,9 for Fe particles giant magnetic coercivity of 2500 Oe is observed at 46%
with sizes less than 120 A, the rotation-in-unison mode of metal volume fraction. The Ha, of the samples with higher
magnetization reversal is more favorable than bucking and volume fractions drops to the bulk Fe value. The observed
curling modes. In this mode, the zero-temperature coercivi- behaviors of)H, are due to changes of particle size and perco-
ty H,, is 2K /M, where M is the magnetization and K is the lation effect.
effective anisotropy constant from various contributions ACKNOWLEDGMENT
such as magnetocrystalline, shape, st-ain, etc.,4 which are
largely independent of size. Since the magnetization remains This work was supported by the Office of Naval Re-
relatively constant in our Fe-Si0 2 system, the effective K search Contract No. N0001485-K-0175.
would necessarily be size dependent in order to account for 'B. Abeles, in AppliedSolidStateScience. Advances in Materials and Device
the experimental results. Further difficulties are encoun- Research, edited by R. Wolfe (Academic, New York, 1976), p.1.
tered when very large Hc values are to be accommodated in 'J. A. A. J. Perenboom, P. Wyder, and F. Meier, Phys. Rep. 18, 173(1981).
various models. Both the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and 1 P. r Rev. Mod. Phys. 5, 333 (1986).

the maximum strain induced coercivity of bulk Fe are only 'A. H. Morrish, The Physical Principles of Magnetism (Wiley, New York,
of the order of 600 Oe.4 In the rotation-in-unison model, H, 1965).
was predicted to be as high as 5000 Oe but only for particles '1. .Gitleman, B. Abeles, and S. Bozowski, Phys. Rev. B 9, 3891 (1974).

6 E. F. Kneller and F. E. Luborsky, J. Appl. Phys. 34, 656 (1963).
with an extremely large aspect ratio.4 The chain-of-spheres 'E'. P. Wohlfarth, Proc. R. Soc. London Set. A 232, 208 (1955).
fanning model

9 
indicates a maximum H, of 2700 Oe for an 'A. H. Morrish and S. P. Yu, J. Appl. Phys. 26, 1049 (1955).

infinitely long chain in a random system. These extreme par- 'I. S. Jacobs and C. P. Bean, Phys. Rev. 100, 1060 (1955); E. H. Frei. S.

ticle shapes and morphology were not revealed in our TEM Shtrikman, and D. Treves, Phys. Rev. 106,446 (1957); 1. S. Jacobs and C.
P. Bean, in Magnetism 111, edited by G. T. Rado and H. Suhl (Academic,

micrographs, although there are evidences of neighboring New York, 1963), p. 
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granules in contact for samples nearp,. It should be pointed "S. H. Liou and C. L. Chien (these proceedings).
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Magnetic properties of gas atomized powders of AI74Mn20Si6
M. E. McHenry, R. A. Dunlap,a) R. Chatterjee, A. Chow, and R. C. O'Handley
Department of Materials Science and Engineering Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139

Rapidly quenched powders of A174Mn 2oSi 6 were prepared by the ultrasonic gas atomization
technique. Particles ranged from less than 40 pm to greater than 150/pm. The smaller particles
were found to be primarily of the icosahedral phase. Larger powders showed an increasing
proportion of the fl-AI-MnSi phase. There was no evidence for the presence of a-AIMnSi
commonly found in crystallized icosahedral AlMnSi alloys. Magnetic measurements showed
the existence of a local Mn moment in all alloys. This moment was found to be 1.27/1k for the
icosahedral phase and 0.63jus for the,6 phase.

I. INTRODUCTION performed in He. No evidence of excessive surface oxidation

A quasicrystalline phase with icosahedral symmetry was observed in the air-quenched sample. (2) A sample was

was first reported by Shechtman et al.' in AI86TM, 4  splat quenched by melting in an arc furnace under an atmo-

(TM = Cr,Mn,Fe) alloys. This phase coexisted with a ma- sphere of He and splatting using a hammer-anvil method.

trix of fcc Al. Subsequently it was found
2 

that the addition of (3) A powder sample was prepared by ultrasonic gas atom-

Si to Al-Mn has several positive effects on the formation of ization. The powder was quenched in an argon atmosphere

the icosahedral phase: ( I) a sharpening of the electron dif- and the various size particles were separated by sieving. (4)

fraction spots and the x-ray diffraction peaks for this phase, A sample was prepared by spray depositing ultrasonic gas

(2) an elimination of the fcc Al phase, and (3) an increase in atomized particles onto a Cu substrate. Quenching was per-

the stability of the icosahedral phase as suggested by an in- formed under argon.

crease in the crystallization temperature. A close association X-ray diffraction measurements were performed on a

of the icosahedral Al-Mn-Si structure and crystalline a- Rigaku RU300 rotating anode diffractometer using CuKa

AlMnSi has been suggested
3 and Audier and Guyot

4 
have radiation. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measure-

proposed an icosahedral structure based on an interconnec- ments were made on a Hitachi S-800 SEM. Magnetic suscep-

tion of the McKay icosahedra which make up the a-AlMnSi tibility measurements were made on a S.H.E. VTS905

structure. SQUID susceptometer.

Although the exact structure of the icosahedral phase is
not known for certain, a comparison of experimental mag- Ill. RESULTS
netic data ' 

with model calculations of the electronic struc-
ture (e.g., Ref. 9 and references therein) provides insight A. X-ray diffraction measurements
into the effects of icosahedral symmetry. It is important as Characteristic x-ray diffraction patterns are illustrated
well to consider data on icosahedral alloys in the context of in Fig. 1. Both melt-spun samples as well as the splat-
results on similar alloys with known crystal structures. The quenched sample were found to show x-ray diffraction pat-
present measurements on ultrasonic gas atomized powders terns which are characteristic of the icosahedral phase with

of various sizes allows for the comparison of the magnetic no evidence of the presence of any significant quantity of a
properties of alloys with varying proportions of the icosahe- second phase. The 44-pum powder showed primarily diffrac-
dral phase of AlMnSi and crystalline (hexagonal) ,- tion peaks due to the icosahedral phase. Peaks which were
AlMnSi. Results for single-phase icosahedral AIMnSi pre- indexed as f-AlMnSi with an intensity of about 20% of the
pared by melt spinning or splat quenching and single-phase icosahedral peaks also are observed in this diffraction pat-

fl-AlMnSi prepared by spray deposition are presented as tern. An increasing proportion ofI3-AlMnSi relative to ico-

well. sahedral AlMnSi is observed in alloys quenched at progres-
sively lower rates. The 150-pm powder (not shown in Fig. )

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS shows predominantly the fl-AlMnSi phase and a smaller
quantity of icosahedral AlMnSi. The spray-deposited sam-

Samples of AI74Mn 2oSi, were quenched using the fol- pie shows the presence of only f-A]MnSi.
lowing techniques: (1) Two samples were prepared by
quenching from the melt onto the surface of a single Cu
roller. In one case the surface speed of the roller was - 60 B. SEM measurements
m/s and the alloy was quenched in air. For the second sam- SEM photographs of a small particle (- 10/um diame-
pie the roller surfn-, . :ed was - 30 m/s and quenching was ter) and a larger particle ( - 150 /m diameter) both pre-

pared by gas atomization are illustrated in Fig. 2. The small

- On leave from Department of Physics, Dalhousie University, Halifax, icosahedral particle shows crystallite growth with the five-
Nova Scotia B3H 315, Canada. fold symmetry characteristic of the symmetry of the domi-
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aTABLE 1. Parameters obtained from magnetic susceptibility measure-'K = aments of rapidly quenched AI 4 MnoSi. alloys. The quench rate was esti-
mated on a basis of sample preparation parameters and secondary dendrite
arm spacings.

IdT/dt Par Xo a
Sample C'C/s) (.) (cm'/g) (K)

( (b) Melt spun (60 m/s) 4 x 10' 1.30 2.00x 10
-  

3.8
Melt spun (30 m/s) 2 X 10' -1.3 ... ...

Splat quenched 5 x10' 1.27 1.98 x 10- 3.6
44-/zm powder 2 X1l' 1.22 5.40X 10

-  
4.1t: I 

150-pm powder -0 1 1.04 2.71x10- 1.2
i Spray deposited -10'- 101 0.63 2.41 x 10- 35

300 40.00i 0o 0000 7000 6000 500n

*(c)

X - Xo =CT- 0), (1)

,,, where the constant C is given in terms of an effective para-z_ ,. tj " 
?  i, I)) lZ i : magnetic mromnent/z~fr as

d) C = n,/213k,. (2)

n is the concentration of magnetic ions (Mn) per unit vol-
ume. Parameters obtained for the susceptibility data for the
AlMnSi samples are given in Table I. We should stress that
the values of /p0 are average Mn moments as it is not yet

33.8 4.o0 0IDA., 60.0 c o.oo s.o clear if all Mn carry the same moment in these alloys.

20 (DEGREES) The sign of the parameter 0 given in Table I for these

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns (CuKa) for (a) melt-spun sample (60 alloys suggests the presence of antiferromagnetic coupling

m/s), (b) splat-quenched sample, (c) ultrasonic gas atomized powder between moments. The insert in Fig. 1, illustrating the sus-

(- 44pum diameter particles), and (d) spray deposited sample. ceptibility of zero-field and field-cooled samples, shows the

nant phase. On the other hand, the crystallite growth on the onset of spin-glass behavior below about 5 K as a result of
this distribution of magnetic interactions.

150-pum particle [ Fig. 2 (b) ] shows the hexagonal symmetry Thei e s s growing evidence of two distinct transition-

of the dominant hcp fi-AlMnSi phase. Sectioned powder metalsitesin icosahedral alloysg
2 although thereis no reason

particles revealed dendritic growth in the smaller icosahe- mtlstsi cshda los lhuhteei orao
based on structural models that these sites exist in propor-

dral particles. From the spacing of the secondary dendrite tions iven b the olden mean. It has been sugested that
arms" it was possible to estimate the cooling rate of these n n y car goldenmmeane othe sgges tdtatpartcle as how in abl 1.Mn only carries a moment on one of the sites.20s 

Mdssbauer

particles as shown in Table 1. measurements clearly indicate a relatively low symmetry for

C. Magnetic susceptibility measurements the transition-metal sites"-" and have been interpreted
t2 in

terms of 'wo distinct sites on the outer shell of a MacKay
The temperature dependence of the magnetic suscepti- cluster. It is clear from the present measurements that the

bility of the single-phase icosahedral and fl-phase samples crystalline fi phase shows a much smaller average Mn mo-

(melt spun and spray deposited, respectively) is illustrated ment than the icosahedral phase. As fl-AIMnSi (and a-
in Fig. 3. Titese and the other alloys show a susceptibility
above about S K which exhibits a Curie-like behavior. These
data are described by a Curie temperature 0 and a suscepti- xO 10 no

bility X sto

160

40 "- mt spun

20Spa

0

3 pm 20 pm 0 so 100 ISO 200 250

(a) (b) T(K)

FIG. 3. SQUID susceptibility measurements of (a) melt-spun sample (60
FIG. 2. SEM photographs of ultrasonic gas atomized particles of (a) - 10 m/s) obtained in an applied field of 20 kOe with insert showing low-tern-
pm diameter and (b) - 150pm diameter. Note the pentagonal and hexag- perature susceptibility measured at 100 Oe for a sample initially cooled in
onal facets in the (a) icosahedral-rich and (b) .- rich particles, respectively. zero field (ZFC) and a sample cooled in 100 Oe (FC).
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AIMnSi as well) contain no Mn-Mn nearest neighbors and IV. CONCLUSIONS
no Mn on icosahedral sites (where we would expect the for- Rapidly quenched A174Mn 20Si6 alloys are found to be
mation of a large moment

9
) we would not expect it to have a either of the icosahedral structure or of the/f-AlMnSi phase

large average magnetic moment. If we accept the usual or a combination ofthese two. A quench rate on the order of
structural models of the icosahedral phase in which building .- It0 K s- 'is necessary to completely eliminate theO6 phase
blocks based on the crystalline materials are interconnected and a quench rate below - 102 K s is necessary to remove
in some way to preserve fivefold rotational symmetry, then it all traces of the icosahedral phase. No evidence was seen in
is necessary to account in some way for the increase in the the x-ray patterns of any of the alloys for the presence of the
Mn moment. a-AIMnSi phase as is often seen in recrystallized icosahedral

The rapid quenching necessary to produce the icosahe- AIMnSi alloys.'
6 

Gas atomized particles are seen to exhibit

dral phase is most likely responsible for the introduction of crystallite growth which is characteristic of the symmetry of
disorder in these alloys. This can explain the magnetic data the crystal structure.
in one of two ways: (I) average Mn-Mn distances are de- The magnetic moment of Mn in the icosahedral phase is
creased as a result of the disorder or (2) in the icosahedral found to be significantly larger than in crystalline f phase.
phase some small percentage of Mn occupies the high sym- This may be explained in terms of the introduction ofdisor-
metry icosahedral site. A combination of these two effects der as a result of the rapid solidification process resulting in
may be present as well. Mtssbauer measurements can pro- either Mn-Mn nearest neighbors or Mn atoms at icosahedral
vide some important information concerning this problem sites. The precise details of the icosahedral structure are not
but unfortunately have not as yet provided an answer. Thesie n yet known. The icoshedral phase of Al-Mn-Si shows spin-
distinction between magnetic and -onmagnetic Mn sites on glass behavior below about 5 K.
the outer shell of a MacKay icosa,.dron is not inconsistent
with the picture of an increased Mn moment due to a reduc-
tion in the average Mn-Mn distance. It is likely that the dis-
tinction between magnetic and nonmagnetic sites'

2 
arises

not because of the distinction between vertex and edge sites
in the MacKay cluster but because of distinctions in the Mn
atom's role in bonding to adjacent clusters. In a recent model
Nanao ' has decorated a three-dimensional Penrose tiling in
such a way that a small but significant fraction of the Mn are 'D. Shechtman, 1. Blech, D. Gratias, and J. W. Cahn, Phys. Rev. Lett. 53,
in icosahedral sites. If we assume that the predominant rea- 1951 (1984).

C. H. Chen and H. S. Chen, Phys. Rev. B 33,2814 (1986).
son for an increase in the average Mn moment is due to 'V. Elser and C. L. Henley, Phys. Rev. Lett. 55, 2883 (1985).
icosahedral-site Mn we can estimate the percentage of Mn at 'M. Audier and P. Guyot, Philos. Mag. B 53, L43 (1986).
this site. Taking the calculated moment for Mn on this site to vM. Cooper, Acta Crystallogr. 20, 614 (1966).

bS. E. Youngquist, P. F. Miceli, D. G. Wiezler, H. Zabel, and H. L. Fraser,
be 3.6,u,, we find that the increase inuzf r between the crys- Phys. Rev. B 34, 2960 (1986).
talline and quasicrystalline phases can be accounted for by 7s. J, Poon, A. J. Drehman, and K. R. Lawless, Phys. Rev. Lett. 55, 2324
20% of the Mn in the high symmetry icosahedral environ- (1985).
ment. Certainly we would expect that if Fe substituted ran- 'J.. Hauser, H. S. Chen, andl. V. Wasezak, Phys. Rev.B33,3577 (1986).

M. E. MeHenry and R. C. O'Handley, Mater. Sci. Eng. (1988).domly for Mn in icosahedral alloys then this icosahedral site 
0
v. Anand, A. J. Kaufman, and N. J. Grant, in Rapid Solidification Pro-

should be seen as a low quadrupole split component in the cessing II, edited by R. Mohrabian, B. Kear, and M. Cohen (Claitors,
M6ssbauer spectra. Dunlap et aL 2 have suggested that Fe Baton Rouge, LA, 1980), p. 273.
does not substitute randomly for Cr in icosahedral AI-Cr "N. J. Grant, in Advances in Powder Metallurgy, edited by G. Y. Chin

(ASM, Metals Park, OH, 1982).
alloys but has a particular site preference. There is therefore '2R. A. Dunlap, D. W. Lawther, and D. J. Lloyd (to be published).
no reason to assume a priori that Fe should substitute ran- '"M. Eibschutz, H. S. Chen, and J. J. Hauser, Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 169
domly for Mn in icosahedral Al-Mn-Si. The lack of a corre- (1986).
sponding component in the Fe M6ssbauer spectrum is there- "L. J. Swartzendruber, D. Shechiman, L. Bendersky, and J. W. Cahn.

Phys. Rev. B32, 1383 (1985).
fore not conclusive evidence that Mn does not exist in a high 's. Nanao (private communication).
symmetry site. '"R. A. Dunlap and K. Dini, 3. Mater. Res. 1, 415 (1986).
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Noncollinear magnetic structure of CoFe2O4 small particles
K. Hanedal and A. H. Morrish
Department of Physics, University ofManitoba, Winnipeg Manitoba, R3T2N2 Canada

The magnetic structure of small CoFe2O 4 particles has been investigated as a function of the
particle size. Samples (in the 10-100 nm size range and up) were prepared by chemical
precipitation followed by a heat treatment at relatively low temperatures. Mossbauer spectra of

the "
7
Fe nuclei, obtained with a longitudinal magnetic applied field, unambiguously establish

that a noncollinear structure exists that is most pronounced for the smallest particles. The
analysis indicates that a surface effect of the crystallites that make up a particle is the origin of
this phenomenon. A model is proposed in which the CoFe20 4 crystallites that make up a
particle consist of a core with the usual spin arrangement and a boundary surface layer with
atomic moments inclined to the direction of the net magnetization. The temperature
dependency of this structure is also examined.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENT

Cobalt ferrite (CoFe20 4 ) is a spinel and is usually as- Small particles of CoFe20 4 (in the 10-100 nm size
sumed to have a collinear ferrimagnetic spin structure. This range and up) were prepared by chemical precipitation and
spinel was shown to be partially inverse with the formula subsequent heat treatment at relatively low temperatures for
(CoFe_,) [Co,_,Fe,+ ]O4, where the round and extended periods of time. Three samples, each with different
square brackets indicate A and B sites, respectively. The ra- particle sizes, and labelled A, B, and C, were made by chang-
tio, Fe(A)/Fe(B), has been found to vary from 0.61 ± 0.04 ing the thermal conditions during the heat treatment for the
to 0.87 ± 0.04 for two extremes-quenched (q) and slowly dried precipitates. Electron-microscope photographs,

cooled samples (s.c.), respectively.
"2 

For both ionic distri- EPMA composition measurements, room-temperature x-
butions, a magnetic moment of more than 3 pa per unit ray diffraction patterns, and M6ssbauer spectra at 4.2 and
chemical formula or 71.5 emu/g is anticipated assuming 5 300 K taken with a 

5
Co/Rh source driven by a triangular

p, for Fe
3 

+ and 3/in for Co
2  

ions. The values observed, 3.4 wave form were obtained. Absorbers were made by dispers-
M. for s.c. and 3.9 pa for q, respectively, confirm this expec- ing and binding the particles in benzophenone. Msbauer
tation.' spectra were also taken with a large magnetic field applied

Several authors, using large applied fields, have found along the propagation direction of the r rays at 4.2 K and
that the saturation magnetization ofCoFe20 4 small particles temperatures up to 150 K. The data were analyzed with a
diminishes rapidly with decreasing particle size.

" 5 
Such a least-squares computer program that assumed the line

phenomenon has been interpreted consistently in terms of shapes were Lorentzian.
our previous Mossbauer studies of small CoFe20 4 particles
where it has been found that a noncollinear spin arrange- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ment exists, possibly at or near the surface of CoFe20 4 parti- A typical example of the electron-microscope photo-
cles.

6 
This conclusion was based upon the presence of the graphs is shown in Fig. I for sample B. In any given sample

second and fifth lines of the 
57

Fe M6ssbauer spectra obtained the particles are fairly uniform in size. The median size for
with a large magnetic field applied along the propagation each sample is listed in Table I. X-ray diffraction of all sam-
direction of the y ray. A noncollinear structure has been ples showed only the spinel phase; an example ofthese data is
found near the surface for various materials in fine particle shown in Fig. 2 for sample B. Information on the crystallite
form, such as y-Fe2O 3, NiFeO 4 , and Cr0 2

1 
Furthermore, it size was deduced from x-ray line broadening using the Sher-

has been analyzed that the particle morphology or a bound-
ary surface layer of the crystallites that make up a particle is
an important factor influencing the noncollinear magnetic F
structure in fine particles. As a natural extension, in order to
examine if such an analysis is applicable to CoFe20 4 small
particles, a similar investigation by using Mossbauer spec-
troscopy has been made for additional samples of CoFe204
with different sizes, and is the subject of this report. In addi-
tion, the temperature dependency of this structure is also
explored.

:j 500nm

Present addreas: Research Institute for Scientific Measurements, Tohoku
University. Sendai, Japan. FIG. 1. Electron photomicrograph of small CoFe,04 particles (sample B).
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TABLE I. Data for CoFeO 4 samples A, B, and C.
___________________________________________ 0.51 -CoF. 20.

Particle Crystallite-
size size 04 8O

Sample (A) (A)

A 300± 50 200 t047 (

B 500 150 240
C 3500 400 420 045-

rer formula, and is also given in Table I. The chemical corn- -0 5 0 5 o

position, particularly the ratio of Co to Fe ions, as deter- V.oc Ity (_)/s)

mined by EPMA measurements, was close to the nominal FIG. 3. Mssbauer spectra of small CoFe,0 4 particles (sample B) taken at

value for all samples. 4.2 K.

The Mbssbauer spectrum obtained at 4.2 K is shown
for sample B in Fig. 3. There is not much difference to note responsible. The Fe spins in small CoFe20 4 particles are
among the absorption profiles at 4.2 K for these samples. canted with respect to the direction of the external magnetic
Two overlapping six-line hyperfine patterns corresponding field since substantial second and fifth absorption lines are
to the "FeinBandA sites havebeen fitted. Although visual- obviously present. The average spin-canting angle e
ly the sixth B-site line seems to be smaller than the A-site line between the direction of the external magnetic field and the
for every sample, the spectra in an applied field for these direction of the magnetization is evaluated and is given in
samples will reveal that the B-site area is indeed larger than Table II. This trend increases in smaller particles and is less
that corresponding to "Fe in A sites; the feature is consistent pronounced in larger particles.
with that observed for bulk CoFe2O4.t '

2 This implies that It is pertinent to examine the data in terms of the particle
there must be a large distribution of B-site hyperfine fields in morphology, if the relationship between the crystallite size
small CoFe20 4 particles. Further, the hyperfine field for and the spin structure exists. From the value of the relative
some of the "'Fe in B sites must be nearly the same as that for intensity of the 2,5 line areas compared to the 1,6 line areas,
"Fe in A- sites. The shoulder at the sixth B-site line becomes the thickness of the spin-canted surface layer of each crystal-
less visible at 300 K for every sample, indicating a more lite was evaluated assuming a spherical shape, no cavities,
rapid decrease in hyperfine field with increasing tempers- and random canting angles between 0 and 90, the mainte-
ture at the B site than at the A site. nance of local magnetic order, and a 3 2:t line area ratio. The

Misbauer spectra taken with a longitudinal 50 kOe
magnetic field at 4.2 K are shown in Fig. 4. Not only are the
A- and B-site patterns separated, but also the magnetic
structure is revealed. In a collinear magnetic system, the
atomic moments lie along the direction of the external mag- 0 5'

netic field, and the polarization conditions require the disap-
pearance of the Am = 0 lines (2,5 lines) in the hyperfine
pattern. For simplicity the data were fitted with a total of "a'

only two six-line patterns, one with normal line broadening 0 48

for A-site cations, and the other with fairly large line broad-
ening for B-site cations. Some parameters obtained are sum-
marized in Table II. The ratio of the A- to B-site patterns is ,
approximately 0.5-0.6, which is somewhat less than the
minimum reported for ceramic samples. .2 The difference in
the preparation methods and in the particle sizes may be ,

0.85

20 ~ ~~~~~ 486 n eo.I o

lA

FIG. 4. M6ssbauer spectra of small CoFe2O, particles taken at 4.2 K in a
FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns taken using CoKa radiation for CoFe,0 4  longitudinal external magnetic field of 50 kOe for (a) sample A. b) sam-
particles (sample B). Here 20 is twice the Bragg angle. pie B. and (c) sample C.
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TABLE [1. Parameters deduced from M6asbauer spectra of small CoFe2O, particles in a longitudinal magnetic field of 50 kOe at 4.2 K.

Area Average canting angle (deg) A, (.4,B) Canted-layer
ratio H,(A) H,(B) thickness

Sample (A/B) (kOe) (kOe) A site B site Both sites A,., (A.B) (A)

A 0.607 551 484 35 36 36 0.272 16
B 0.523 553 489 26 28 27 0.159 to

C 0.511 553 483 22 20 21 0.092 I1

random-angle assumption is equivalent to an average cant- the important factor for spin canting. Therefore, CoFe20 4
ing angle of 54.5, which is consistent with earlier results.8  crystallites that make up a particle may be visualized as hay-
Thevalues of thecanted-layer thickness deduced (Table II) ing a core with the normal (bulk) spin arrangement and a
are remarkably similar considering the experimental errors. boundary surface layer in which the spin arrangement takes

An analysis based on particle size does not give consis- a noncollinear structure.
tent results for the thickness of the canted layer. Hence the Finally, something about the temperature dependency
data imply that the crystallite rather than the particle size is of this magnetic structure will be mentioned. M ssbaner

spectra at T = 100 and 150 K in a magnetic field of 50 kOe
taken under the same geometrical arrangement as was used
in Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 5 for sample B. The average spin

0335 canting angle, 27at T= 100 Kand 21°at T= 150 K, has
-been found to change only slightly with the temperature; the

o 327 phenomenon is slightly more pronounced at the lower tem-

0319 peratures.

oi. , i'G. A. Sawatzky, F. van der Woude, and A. H. Morrish, J. Appl. Phys. 39,
1204 (1968).

o 184 1G. A. Sawatzky, F. van der Woude, and A. H. Morrish, Phys. Rev. 187,

747(1969).
0 ISO- F. M'llard, P. Germi. and A. Rousset, Physica 86-88B, 1393 (1977).

'A. E. Berkowitz, J. A. Labut, and C. E. VanBuren, IEEE Trans. Magn.
o1rs MAG-16, 184 (1980).

'R. E. Vandenberghe, R. Vanleerberghe, E. DeGrave, and G. Robbrecht,
J. Mapn. Mapn. Mater. 15-18, 1117 (1980).

-to -5 0 5 'o 'K. Haneda and A. H. Morrish Proceedings of the International Sympo-
Veocy (,-/s) sium on the Physics of Magnetic Materials (World Scientific, Singapore.

1987), pp. 214-217.
FIG. 5. Mossbauer spectra ofsmall CoFe0, particles (sample B) taken in 'A. H. Morrish and K. Haneda, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 35, 105 (1983).
a longitudinal external magnetic field of 50 kOe (a) at T= 100 K and (b) 'A. H. Morrish, K. Haneda, and P. J. Schurer, J. Phys. (Paris) 37, C6-301
at T= 150 K. (1976).
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Magnetic properties of thin-film Ag + Iron-oxide granular metals
R. D. Shull, U. Atzmony,a) A. J. Shapiro, L. J. Swartzendruber, and L. H. Bennett
National Bureau of Standards Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

W. J. Green and K. Moorjani
The Johns Hopkins University. Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel Maryland 20707

The magnetic properties of iron-oxide particulates dispersed in silver (prepared by rf diode
sputtering silver and iron oxide over a wide composition range) have been investigated using
the M6ssbauer effect, electron microscopy, and vibrating sample magnetometry. The sputtered
films are nanocrystalline mixtures of immiscible particles of the two constituents (even when
only a very small amount of silver is present). At room temperature, the Mossbauer effect data
show that for most compositions (even those with low silver content) the majority of the film
is superparamagnetic, with the fraction of material in the superparamagnetic state increasing
with increasing Ag content. Consistent with these results, very narrow hysteresis loops were
observed. On decreasing the temperature to near 100 K, the fraction of material in the
superparamagnetic state decreased and the magnetically ordered component increased.
Electron diffraction patterns clearly showed the presence of polycrystalline Ag and Fe 3 04 in
the films, but composition analysis (0.03,um resolution) was unable to separate these regions.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

When two immiscible constituents, one a metal and the Thin films of interspersed silver and iron-oxide particu-
other a nonmetal, are simultaneously condensed from the lates were prepared by rf diode sputtering over a wide range
vapor, the resulting thin-film deposit often has a unique mor- of compositions. Sputtering was performed upward with the
phology.'1. This composite material, characterized as an in- target, which consisted of mechanical mixtures of high-puri-
timate mixture of granules of the two constituents having a ty needle silver and iron-oxide powders, located approxi-
size on the order of nanometers, is generally referred to as a mately 8 cm below the fused silica substrates. A sputtering
granular metal. If the metallic constituent possesses a mag- gas pressure of 6 pm (high-purity argon) was standard for
netic moment, the magnetic properties of the composite ma- all the runs, as was the application of 400 W rf power to the
terial have been found to be a strong function of the relative electrodes. Our typical specimens (1-2 pm thick) were ob-
amounts of the two phases." - For example, in the Ni-SiO tained after sputtering for 7 h. Both commercially obtained
granular metal system,3 4 the material is ferromagnetic at Fe2 03 and the Fe3 04 iron-oxide powders were used in the
room temperature for the very Ni-rich compositions and be- initial sputtering targets. Qualitatively, we did not observe
comes superparamagnetic on addition of SiO2 in excess of any major difference in the magnetic behavior of the thin
40% (by volume). In a very narrow composition range near films prepared from the two oxide forms. Apparently, dur-
40% SiO2 , on cooling, the superparamagnetic material be- ing the sputtering process under our conditions the iron-
comes ferromagnetic at a characteristic temperature which oxide phase is broken up and subsequently reforms. All data
decreases with increasing SiO5 content. For higher SiO 2  (except that for sample C) reported here are for sputtering
contents, superparamagnetic behavior is observed at all tem- deposits derived from the use of the commercial Fe3 04 ox-
peratures. In the Co-SiO2 (Ref. 6) and Fe-SiO 2 (Ref. 7) ide powder. Since the composition of the thin-film deposit
granular metal systems, similar magnetic behavior has been was not the same as the composition of the powder mixture
observed; but the composition region in which the superpar- in the sputtering target, the specimen notation used in this
amagnetic-ferromagnetic transition occurs is shifted to a paper denotes the qualitative composition of the thin films,
higher Si0 2 volume percentage. By analogy, it might be ex- identified by letters in ascending order of increasing silver
pected that for granular metal systems in which the nonme- content. Compositions were quantitatively determined by
tallic component is the only constituent possessing a perma- using energy dispersive x-ray analysis in a scanning electron
nent magnetic moment (so that there still only exist microscope. Transmission electron microscopy observa-
magnetic interactions between chemically similar entities), tions of the specimens were performed using a high-resolu-
similar magnetic behavior would be displayed. The present tion 300-kV microscope. Separately deposited very thin
investigation of the Ag + iron-oxide system provides infor- samples (requiring no additional thinning) were prepared
mation to test this hypothesis and provides a basis for the for the TEM observations, since conventional electrochemi-
understanding of the magnetic behavior in a granular metal cal or ion thinning processes created uncontrolled artifacts.
system comprised of constituents in which both components M6ssbauer effect measurements were performed using the
possess a magnetic moment. sample as the absorber and a 0.5 mCi "Co in Rh source. The

equipment was calibrated using an Fe.03 powder sample.
Permanent addres: NRCN, P. . Box 9(X)I, Beer-Sheva. Israel. The zero of velocity for the M6ssbauer spectra herein is tak-
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SAMPLE C

2 (b) 116 K

C 
4

(a) Room Temp
FIG. 1. Transmission electron micrograph for a thin sputtered film of
Ag + iron oxide containing approximately 19 wt. % Ag.

"V6,04" Powder

en as the center of a pure Fe room-temperature spectrum. -10 -a -e -' -2 0 2 4 6 10

For each spectrum, the typical data accumulation period Velocity (mm/see)
was 5 days and the maximum effect was typically 0.1%. Due
to the small sample volumes used in this study, saturation
effects were not important. Magnetic susceptibility and hys- FIG. 2. M6ssbauer effect spectrum (a) measured for a sputtered film of

Ag + iron oxide containing 5 wt. % Ag (crosses) and for the starting com-
teresis measurements were made using a vibrating sample mercial Fee, powder (solid line) at room temperature and (b) measured
magnetometer. for the 5 wt. % Ag composite at 116 K.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
of the Mossbauer effect data of Fig. 2 (a) with that displayed

Transmission electron microscopy of thin films pre- in Fig. 3 for a thin film sputtered using only the commercial
pared by cosputtering silver and iron-oxide powders directly Fe3 04 nowder target proves that sputtering without silver
onto carbon-coated TEM grids showed that the deposits does not result in the deposition of superparamagnetic iron.
possessed a granular morphology with nanometer-sized par- Similarly, if the pure Fe2 03 oxide form is sputtered by itself
ticles. An example is shown in Fig. 1. The same Ag/Fe ratio under the same conditions, only a magnetically split spec-
was measured for the two distinct features in this picture trttm, although indicating a combination of Fe2 0, and Fe3
(i.e., the large dark circular areas and the lighter matrix).
Electron diffraction patterns for this material could be in-
dexed by the superposition of diffraction rings for Fe304
and Ag. We believe that the large dark regions in this picture
are not chemically different from the matrix, but are thicker SPUTTERED Fe30, (R)
(less transparent) conglomerated regions in the deposit. We - -'-•

have been unable to image any regions with distinctly differ--
ent composition and, consequently, tentatively conclude -

that the small amount of silver in the deposit is located in the C.
boundary regions (dark in contrast) between the light-co-
lored nanometer-sized Fe304 cells. Z

The room-temperature Mssbauer effect data for a thin C
film of silver + iron oxide with - 5 wt. % silver is shown in
Fig. 2(a). This spectrum appears to be a superposition of
two components: (I ) a multiple line spectrum extending to "e, Powe,
large velocities indicative of magnetically ordered Fe 30 4  a

and (2) a larger intensity central doublet spectrum centered
near I mm/s, indicating superparamagnetism similar to that -, - - - ' 0 4

reported by Kundig el al.' for submicron particles of Velocity (mm/see)
a-Fe2 0,. The relative intensities of the spectral components
show that only small amounts of silver are required to break FIG. 3. Room temperature Mjsbsauer effect spectrum for a powder sample
up the Fe3 04 into superparamagnetic regions. Comparison (solid line) and for a sputtered film (crosses) of commercial Fe, O.
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SAMPLE D As more Ag is added to the deposits the proportion of
. dmaterial in the granular metal that is magnetically ordered

. . at room temperature decreases, while the amount of super-
14 .- paramagrietic material increases (see Fig. 4). With increas-

ing\k. content either the distance between the iron-oxide
particles increases (thereby, decreasing the magnetic inter-

RO0. T.. action between particles) or the already very small iron ox-
ide particles become even smaller (which also decreases the

(' superparamagnetic blocking temperature), or both. In the
( Fe-SiO 2 system, the transition between superparamagnetic

and ferromagnetic behavior was attributed to a size reduc-
-. *4 .tion of isolated magnetic particles.

7 
In the present study, we

S 1K " have not measured the Mossbauer data at a sufficient num-

* ber of temperatures to determine the relative importance of

**.*I: t\*ab l4j .O / the interparticle/intraparticle interactions.
. ,,. ..- ,, -,- -The very small proportion of magnetically ordered ma-

O eterial at room temperature in sample D (indicated by the
" / M6ssbauer data in Fig. 4) was consistent with the measure-

(b) bment of only a very narrow magnetic hysteresis loop at this
-1o -a -e -, - 2 " 4 . ' ' '1o temperature.Ondecreasingthetemperaturetobelow 140K,

Velocity (mm/see) the area of the hysteresis loop significantly increased. Sam-
ple E (Fig. 4) shows the temperature dependence of the

FIG. 4. Mossbauer effect spectra for sputtered films of Ag + iron oxide M6ssbauer effect data for a specimen containing much more
containing (a) 18 wt. % Ag (sample D) and (b) 80 wt. % Ag (sample E), Ag ( - 80 wt. %) than any of the other samples. No magne-
measured at the indicated temperatures. tically ordered material is observed at room temperature;

and after cooling the sample to - 140 K, there is no appre-

04 environments, is observed in the thin-film deposit. The ciable change in the Mdssbauer pattern. Presumably, for

magnetically split spectrum in Fig. 2(a) indicates that the sample E the iron oxide particle size is so small that the
magnetically ordered material in the Ag -- iron-oxide blocking temperature lies below 142 K.

granular metal is primarily Fe3 04 with some admixture of In conclusion, cosputtering Ag and iron oxide has been

-Fe 03. Comparison of the unpolarized spectrum from the found to form a granular metal over a wide composition

commercial Fe3 04 powder (note this material also contains range. There are many similarities between the magnetic be-
havior of these granular metals and the behavior previously

some admixed Fe2 03 as indicated by the enclosing quota- observed for conventional granular metals whose magnetic
tion marks in the figure) with the granular metal spectrum constituent was the metal. Nonetheless, superparamagnetic
in Fig. 2 (a) also suggests the Ag + iron-oxide thin sputtered behavior is observed in this granular metal at surprisingly
film possesses a magnetic polarization. Since the propaga- low concentrations ( - 5 wt. % ) of the nonmagnetic compo-
tion direction of the y radiation is perpendicular to the plane nent. This result may be due to a difference in the relative
of the film in our experiments, the smaller intensities of the
second and fifth absorption lines of the granular metal indi-
cate the magnetic polarization must be out of the thin-film
plane. There may be applications of this in the high density 'B. Abeles, P. Sheng. M. D. Coutts, and Y. Arie, Adv. Phys. 24,407 (1975).
vertical recording industry. After cooling this sample to low 'B. Abeles, Appl. Solid State Sci. 6,1 (1976).

'Y. Goldstein and J. I. Gittleman, Solid State Commun. 9. 1197 ( 1971).temperatures, the Mbssbauer effect spectrum shown in Fig. 4J. 1. Gittleman, Y. Goldstein, and S. Bozowski, Phys. Rev. B 5, 3609

2(b) was measured. At 116 K the superparamagnetic por- (1972).
tion of the sample which was responsible for the intense cen- 'J. L. Dormann, P. Gibart, C. Suran. J. L. Tholence, and C. Sella, 1. Magn.
tral doublet in the room-temperature spectrum has become Magn. Mater. i5-18, 1121 (1980).

'S. Barzilai, Y. Goldstein, 1. Balberg, and J. S. Helman, Phys. Rev. B 23,
magnetically ordered. This is consistent with a distribution 180 (1981).
of particle sizes in the sample, each size with its own charac- 'Gang Xiao, S. H. Liou, A. Levy, J. N. Taylor, and C. L. Chien, Phys. Rev.
terstic magnetic blocking temperature.

9 A similar change in B 34, 7573 (1986).
the Mossbaer pattern on cooling was observed by Xiao 'W. Kundig, H. Bommel, G. Constabaris, and R. Lindquist. Phys. Rev.conptg a in 142,327 (1966).
et W for a granular metal of Fe + SiO containing 60 at. % -4pplications of MossbauerSpectroscopy edited by R. L. Cohen (Academic,
Fe. New York, 1976), Vol. 1.
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The application of sodium amalgam to prepare ferrofluids containing iron
particles In mercury

L. Taktics~i
Department ofPysics. Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts 01610

Mercury-based ferrofluids are prepared by using sodium amalgam to reduce iron into mercury
while agitating mechanically and magnetically by an ordinary magnetic stirrer. The field
dependence of the room-temperature magnetization is measured and used to determine the
particle size distribution and its aging behavior. Samples prepared by the conventional method
of electroplating into a mercury cathode are also studied for comparison. It is shown that the
samples prepared by the two methods are very similar and the small amount of sodium
remaining in the samples prepared from sodium amalgam can enhance the stability.

INTRODUCTION manent magnets several years ago.5 Sodium amalgam can be

Most ferrofluids consist of small single-domain magnet- prepared by dissolving metallic sodium in mercury, a very
ic particles dispersed in water or organic solvents. Such fer- exothermic process best performed under inert gas atmo-
rofluids are commercially available and have several techii sphere. The required amount of sodium amalgam is poured

cal applications.' Ferrofluids based on mercury assa carrier into a beaker and put onto a magnetic stirrer. The quickly
liquid are of special interest because of their high electrical rotating stirring bar and the rotating magnetic field pro-
and thermal conductivities. The main problem here is the duces enough mechanical and magnetic agitation to prevent
agglomeration of the magnetic metal particles into larger the growth of dendrites. To conserve sodium a ferrous solu-
ones. This process can be greatly reduced but not completely tion is preferred as electrolyte. This is poured onto the mer-

avoided by additives such as tin and sodium."' Our current cury with the stirrer running. Usually, it takes about 3 h to
reserchgoa is o sudythemetalury ad manetc pop- oxidize most of the sodium solved in the mercury. If slow

erties of ferrofluids containing iron particles in mercury. srutirrn opedomenaiy abubsanta mounredth fhoei
The standard procedure to prepare these materials is to umtisn stlpesen inmhmercry, an thestprearaiount po-

electroplate iron into a mercury cathode from an aqueous cess canl besontine. the end of the proessathen iron

solution. Continuous mechanical and magnetic agitation is cs a ecniud tteedo h rcsteio

necessary to avoid the formation of dendrites instead of amalgam produced is pipetted out and washed with acetone.

small spherical particles.' A much simpler approach, utiliz- This method is less controllable than that using electrolysis,
ing he eduing bilty f sdiumamagaminstad f uing especially because the speed of the reaction depends on the

igt cureucig ablity pofssiume. amalg insatea ouin ares of the interface between the amalgam and the eletrolyte.
dirct urrntis lsoposibl. 5  hisi5 ttrctie a soium Usually, the mercury falls into droplets as a result of the

itself has been shown to improve stability.' Several samples sirntesz ftedolt n h rao h nefc
were prepared by both methods. The field dependence of the stiring, quthe sneizeofte. roer a the ree of theac
magnetization was measured and used to determine the par- samples are not very sensitive to the conditions of the prep-
ticle size distribution both immediately after preparation aration, the method can still be advantageous when quick
and after aging at room temperature. production of a small amount is necessary.

SAMPE PRPARAIONThe maximum solubility of sodium in mercury is about
SAMPE PRPARAION5 at. % at room temperature. The amalgam used in this

Samples were prepared by both electroplating and from study contained 4 at. % sodium. As two sodium atoms are
sodium amalgam. To prepare the electrolytic samples, a cell needed to reduce a ferrous ion, the highest iron content pos-
similar to that used by van Wonterghemn et al." was con- sible is 2 at. %. As part of the sodium reduces hydrogen
structed. Usually an aqueous solution of FeCI, was used as instead of iron, the actual iron content is less than that,
the electrolyte. The composition of the ferrofluid samples is usually below I at. %

determined by the amount of iron dissolved in the electro-
lyte. Our samples contained about 0. 5 at. % iron. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Although the method using electrolysis is fairly simple, The field dependence of the room-temperature magneti-
an even simpler method which can be performed in any zation was measured to determine the size distribution of the
chemistry laboratory without prior preparation is possible iron particles. Measurements were performed immediately
utilizing sodium amalgam. This method was used to prepare alter preparation and after aging at room temperature for
iron amalgams in connection with the development of per- several days. Control samples kept frozen at dry ice tempera-

ture were also measured and showed no significant changes.
On leave from thieCentiral Research Instituterfor Physic, Budapest, Hun- The measurements were carried out in a vibrating sample
Pary. magnetometer at room temperature up to a field of I T. Sam-
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Flo. 1. Mapetization curve Of sample B (prepared from sodium ama]- _ (b)
iptm) immediately after preparation (a) and after aging for 42 days at room
temperature (b). 0.

0.3 . . . ." . . . .

pie masses of about 1.5 g were used giving large, well measur- u2.

able magnetic signals. Some typical magnetization curves 0.1(C)

are shown in Fig. I.
The ferrofluid samples are superparamagnets consisting 0.

of freely rotating single-domain magnetic particles embed- 0 5 1o 5 20

ded in liquid mercury. As the magnetic moment of the parti- Diameter (inm)
cles is large, the problem can be treated classically. The con-

tribution to the magnetization is described by a different FIG. 3. Particle size distribution ofsample B (prepared from sodium amal-

Langevin function for each particle, the exact field depen- gam) after preparation (a) and after aging at room temperature for 4 days

dence being determined by the magnetic moment of the actu- (b) and 42 days (c).

al particle. The total magnetization of a sample is given by

the sum of the contributions from the individual particles. In

the reverse direction, the probability distribution of magnet- distribution of magnetic moments can be converted into the

ic moments can be determined by decomposing the tnes- distribution of particle diameters.

sured field dependence into a linear combination of Lange- To perform this procedure, a computer program similar

vin fnctions. Assuming that the magnetization of the to that described by Weser and Stierstadt
6 

was applied. De-

particles equals to the room-temperature magnetization of magnetization effects were treated in the mean field approxi-

bulk iron and the particles are approximately spherical, the mation using a combined demagnetization factor to take into
consideration the shape of both the satanle as a whole and
the individual particles. Although the particle size distribu-
tion is sensitive to the demagnetization factor assumed and

the shape of the particles can be nonspherical especially after

02- aging, we have no means to distinguish changes of the de-

magnetization factor from changes of the particle size distri-

(a) bution.

007- RESULTS

Several samples were prepared using both electrolysis
0.2- and sodium amalgam. The average particle size of the as-

_prepared samples varied from 2.4 to 4.3 nm. In the present
S0.1- paper, the particle size distribution and its aging behavior is

shown for two typical samples prepared in different ways but
0.0- having very similar characteristics. One of them was pre-

pared by electroplating iron into a mercury cathode from

0.2. FeCI3 solution (sample A). The other was made from sodi-

um amalgam using FeCI2 as an electrolyte (sample B). The
iron concentrations estimated from the saturation magneti-
zation are 0.4 and 0.9 at. %, respectively.

The particle size distribution is shown for sample A on
0 -Fig. 2. Shortly after the preparation, the average particle

Diamete () ,diameter obtained is 3 nm and the number of particles larger
than 8 nm is negligible. During the first four days, the aver-

FIG. 2. Particle size distribution ofsample A (electroplated) after prepara- age particle diameter increases to 3.5 nm, After 42 days, the
tion (a) aed afteragingat room tempeature for4 days (b) and 42days ()*
FD)dD is defined as the volume fraction of the particles with diameters distribution of the particle diameters splits into two regions:

between D ...d D + dD. The small size region below 8 nm shows the steady increase
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ofthe particle size. At the same time, a substantial fraction of means. The samples so produced are very similar to others
much larger particles appears. Although large particles can prepared by the conventional method of electroplating. A
be formed by the agglomeration of much smaller ones, this slightly smaller aging effect was seen in the sample prepared
result can also be an artifact. Some particles can become from sodium amalgam, probably because of the stabilizing
elongated changing the demagnetizing effects. As the sam- effect of sodium remaining in the sample.
pies were aged in the sample holders, the formation of ag-
glomerates at the walls of the sample holders is also possible. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
This possibility is underlined by the fact that a small hystere- The author expresses his thanks to Dr. C. Landee for the
sis effect is observed indicating a ferromagnetic contribution permission to use his magnetometer and for his helpful com-
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ple A, the presence of very large particles is much less clear
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negative probability can be observed between 8 and 13 nm
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Effect of magnetic field cooling and magnetization anomaly in magnetic
fluids near melting point

H. Miyajima, N. Inaba, S. Taketomi, M. Sakurai, and S. Chikazumi
Department of Physics, zaculty of Science and Technology, Keio University, Hiyoshi 3-14.1.
Yokohama 223, Japan

The magnetization process of ferrofluids with carrier fluids of water, paraffin, and
alkylnaphtalene was investigated in a temperature range from 77 to 300 K as functions of the
freezing rate and the intensity of cooling magnetic fields. A uniaxial magnetic anisotropy is
induced by field cooling in frozen ferrofluids. This induced anisotropy which is caused by the
formation of clustering of magnetic particles disappears on heating near the melting point. The
magnetization of the frozen fluids exhibits an anomalous increase below the melting point of
the carrier fluids. In a frozen state, no relative motion of particles, such as Brownian motion,
occurs. With increasing temperature, the inhibited motion will be released gradually by the
recovery of viscosity. The anomaly may be related to glassy transition and premelting. These
magnetic properties are discussed in terms of mesoscopic phase transition between liquid and
solid.

INTRODUCTION The magnetization curve for paraffin-based fluid frozen

Magnetic fluid that is a suspension of colloidal particles in Hf = 3.5 kOe is shown in Fig. I for two directions of

dispersed in a carrier fluid exhibits ferromagnetism of fluidal cooling field relative to the external field Hr. The difference

state and possesses many kinds of characteristic phenome- between the two curves is caused by the magnetic anisotropy

non like optical birefringence.' Usually these particles are induced by field cooling. The magnitude of the induced an-

subject to Brownian motion in the liquid. However, when isotropy K. at 77 K was evaluated as 4.0 X 10' and 8.2 X l0'

the magnetic fluid is frozen below the melting point of the erg/cm for water- and paraffin-based magnetic fluids, re-

carrier fluid, no relative motion is allowed. With gradually spectively. These values depend strongly on the intensity of

increasing temperature, the inhibited motion will be released cooling field. The magnetic fluid frozen without Hf natural-

above some temperature, say, the glass transition tempera- ly showed an isotropic magnetization curve and no induced
ture. Therefore, a transition of the physical properties anisotropy.

propeties The magnetization at constant fields varied with temn-
between solid and liquid can be observed by using the mag-

netic fluid as a magnetic probe. Recently, Hoon et al. ob- perature rather complicatedly. Figure 2 shows the tempera-
served below the melting point of water that the magnetic ture dependence of the magnetization for water-based fluids.

torque amplitude for a water-based magnetic fluid after As seen in the figure, the field cooling seems to strongly

freezing in a magnetic field of 8.4 kOe shows some anomalies affect the magnetization near the melting point T.,. That is,

which may be attributable to the premelting of the particle the magnetization after cooling without Hf exhibited anom-

surfactants.? alous variation near T.,, especially in a low magnetic field of

In this paper phase transitions of magnetic fluids 0.5 kOe, while the magnetization observed after field cooling

between solid and liquid are discussed in terms of magnetic
field cooling and size distribution of particles.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS -20- .o '/

Three kinds of magnetic fluid containing Fe304 parti- 20

cles whose carrier fluids are water, paraffin, and alkylnaph-
talene were prepared. The values of viscosity of these sol- 9 is FeO, paraffin

10-2 pT 77K
vents are 1.002XI0 - 2 

P (water, 20"C), 93.6x10
-2 P:3 0e

(alkylnaphtalene, 20 "C), 37.2X 10- 2 P (alkylnaphtalene, t3
38 'C), 3.53x l0 - 2 P (paraffin, 20'C), and 3.06x l0- 2 P oprallet
(paraffin, 40 'C). The melting temperature T. was deter- a PerpendiculOr

mined to be about 268, 196, and 265 K for water, paraffin,
and alkylnaphtalene, respectively. These values are some-
what lower than those of pure fluids because of the presence 00 1 2
of surfactants in the solution. The magnetization and the H kOeI

torque of these magnetic fluids were measured in a tempera- FIG. I. Magnetization curves measured at 77 K for paraffin-based magnet-

ture range from 77 to 300 K as a function of the intensity of ic fluid frozen in Hf = 3.5 kOe. Two curves were obtained by applying mag-

cooling magnetic field H,. netic field parallel and perpendicular to the cooling field.
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of magnetization for water-based mag- T I K I

netic fluid. The notation H1 and H, represent the cooling and the external FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the induced anisotropy for a paraffin.

magnetic field, respectively, based ferrofluid frozen in H, = 3.5 kOe and measured in H, = 8 kOe. The
inset shows the magnetic field dependence of the torque curve at 77 K.

varied rather smoothly near T,,. Figures 3(a), 3(b), and

3 (c) show the variations of magnetization for water-, paraf- K, decreased abruptly at about 200 K, which corresponds to

fin-, and alkylnaphtalene-based fluids in 0.5 kOe after cool- T., and finally down to a very small value ofthe order of 102

ing without Hf, respectively. It should be noted that such an erg/cm
3 or less above about 230 K. The insert shows a

unusual behavior in a lower field is commonly observed in torque curve from which K, was determined.

any magnetic fluids and also that they occurred not at the

melting point but below this point (in the case of paraffin- DISCUSSION

and alkylnaphtalene-based fluids) or above (water-based The size distribution of magnetic colloid is known to

fluid). take a logarithmic normal distribution function
3 

given by

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the in-

duced anisotropy constant K, for the paraffin-based ferro- f Ir) = 1/[2cror exp(a
2
/2)]

fluid. The value of K. decreased linearly with increasing

temperature below about 180 K and somewhat bent away X exp - (In r - In ro)
2
/2o 

2
, (1)

from the straight line between 180 and 200 K. The value of where r is the radius of the particle, ro the average radius of

the particle, and or the standard deviation of the distibution.
By using the relationships proposed by Chantrell eta!.,' the

mean radius and the standard deviation for the paraffin-

s o .. based fluid are estimated to be 31 & and 0.23, respectively.

Therefore, the average energy of single particle K. V is eval-

1, : uated to be 1.6X 10- " erg, where K. is the anisotropy con-

• . , Istant of Fe30 4 and Vis the average volume of the particle.

It is considered that the magnetic particles in a magnetic

fluid form clusters elongated along the applied field. These

clusters are solidified by cooling below T,,. The shape an-
0 bisotropy of the cluster assumed to form an ellipsoid can be

I.. calculated, but the magnitude is smaliler than that of ob-

" . ': served one by one-fifth. The dipole-dipole interaction energy

-o a ... lfh Ed between the colloidal particles which form into a line

f. , parallel to the magnetic field direction is given by

1:0 s k , ; Ed =NMo fH(O')sin 0(O')dO' (2)

Sik alkytnaphtalene

H*. * k -3.61,Mo/d' sin
2 , (3)

10 .where do is the average distance between particles, I, the

s..,,,.,. saturation magnetization of a ferrofluid, Mo the average
- magnetic mc.nent of single particle, H the molecular field

35, given by dipole moments, 0 the tilting angle of the magnetic
50 100 1SO I10 2 S0 300 moment from the chain axis, and 0 is the angle between the

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of magnetization in H, = 0.5 kOe for magnetic moment and the external magnetic field. By using

magnetiefluid frozen without H,. (a), (b), and (c) show water-, paraffin-, ro and a for the paraffin-based ferrofluid obtained in the

and olkynaphtalene-based magnetic fluids, respectively. The &row indi- above section, the anisotropy energy constant caused by this

cates the melting point or the solvent, interaction is estimated to be about 1.9 X 10' erg/cm
3 

at 77
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K by assuming that the particles are almost contacted. The nian motion of particles. On the other hand, when a magnet-
evaluated value is slightly larger than "he observed one ic field H. is applied, the chainlike cluster is formed along
shown in Fig. 4. This may be caused by the following situa- this field and solidified below T,,. Because of the dipole-
tion: The cluster formed only one linear chain. The interac- dipole interaction between colloidal particles, both thermal
tion between clusters was ignored. The average particle size agitation of magnetic moments and Brownian motion of the

and the average distance between particles were used. The particles have a small effect on the variation of net magneti-
colloidal particles were assumed to obtain dipole magnetic zation near the melting point. Therefore, the magnetization
moments and high-order interactions between the particles varies smoothly near T.
were ignored. The induced anisotropy is, however, consid- The physical meaning of T, is not yet fully understood,
ered to be mainly caused by the dipole-dipole interaction, but there are some papers on this points. O'Grady el at. mea-
Further investigation on this point will be needed. sured the temperature dependence of the initial susceptibi]-

As mentioned above, the magnetization measured un- ity for a toluene-based ferrofiuid of Co particles.5 They
der a constant field exhibits unusual behavior near T.,. The found that the 1/y - T plot in a freezing region bends at
alignment of the magnetic moments of colloidal particles in about 200 K which is lower than T, by 40 K. Hoon et aL.
ferrofluids under the applied magnetic field is caused by the suggested that the local regulation under the effect of local
following two processes: namely, the direction of the io- pressure or premelting may be responsible.2 While Soeffge
ment in the particle is changed against the magnetic anisot- and Schmidbauer studied on a diester-based Fe3O4 ferro-
ropy of the particle, and also the moment can be aligned by fluid over a wide temperature range from 4.2 to 380 K by
the rotation of the particle. When the colloidal particles are measuring ac susceptibility,6 and they found that spin-glass-
frozen without Hr, their magnetic moments are directed ran- like behaviors in a frozen state, that is, X in a solid state, takes
domly in space without forming clusters. In the frozen state a maximum at a temperature which depends strongly on
below T., which is some temperature related to the viscosity, external magnetic fields. In present investigations, the mag-
there is neither induced magnetic anisotropy nor relative netization anomaly caused by the recovery of viscosity wa
motion, such as Brownian motion or rotation. The variation observed near T,. It is considered that T, is similar to th,
of net magnetization of ferrofluids is produced only through glassy transition temperature which often observed in amor-
the former process. Therefore, especially under a low mag- phous semiconductors and metallic alloys. The effect of
netic field, it is difficult to align the moments, so that the net freezing conditions on T. and the x-ray analysis of the struc-
magnetization is small. With increasing temperature below ture at about T, are now being investigated.
T the net magnetization of ferrofluids was j.adually de-
creased since the thermal agitation of magnetic moments in ACKNOWLEDGMENT
particles is increased. With increasing temperature above T.a
but below T,,, the viscosity of the ferrofluid is decreased This work was partially supported by Yanada Science

gradually, so that the inhibited motion is released gradually, Foundation.

and the colloidal particles turn not only to form chainlike
clusters but also to align the easy direction toward the mag-
netic field. The alignment of the magnetic moments toward 'S. Chikazumi, S. Taketomi, S. tUkita, T. Mizukami, M. Setogawa, and Y.
the applied field is easier than below Ts . As a result the Kurihara, J. Man. Map. Mater. 65, 245 (1987).

'S. R. Hoon, B. K. Tanner, and M. Kilner, J. Map. Mash. Mater. 39,30
magnetization is increased gradually. Under a low magnetic (1983).
field like 0.5 kOe as shown in Fig. 3, this variation was clear- 'C. G. Granqvist and R. A. Buhrman, J. Appl. Phys. 47, 2200 ( 1976)
ly observed. On the contrary, when the ferrofluid is heated 'R, W. Chantrell, J. Popplewell, and S. W. Charles, IEEE Trans. Magn.
up above T. and recovers large fluidity as a liquid, the mag- MAG-14, 975 (1978).

uK. O'Grady, A. Bradbury, S. W. Charles, S. Menear, J. Popplewell, and R.
netization is decreased with increasing temperature by the w. Chantell, J. Map. Map. Mater. 31-34, 958 (1983).
thermal agitation of magnetic moments and violent Brow- 6F. Soeffge and E. Schmidbauer, J. Map. Map. Mater. 24, 54 (198 1).
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Transport Properties Howard T. Savage, Chairperson

Magnetotransport" An ideal probe of anisotropy energies In epitaxial films
(invited)

E. Dan Dahlberg and Kevin Riggs
School of Physics and Astronomy University of Minnesota, Mineapol Minnesota 35435

G.A. Prinz
Naval Research Labomtories Washington. DC 20375-5000

Magnetotransport measurements provide an ideal probe to determine the various anisotropy
energies in epitaxial magnetic films. The extraordinary Hall effect (EHE) can be used to
determine the perpendicular or surface anisotropy energy while the anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR) can be used to investigate the in-plane anisotropy energies. The
advantage of magnetotransport over more tranditional measurement techniques used to
determine these anisotropy energies is the ease of the technique, the lack of a need for
sophisticated equipment, and the insensitivity of the techniques to the magnetic properties of a
semiconducting or insulating substrate. Both the EHE and the AMR have been used to study
the magnetic properties of epitaxial iron films grown on GaAs substrates. The results of the
EHE and the AMR study and how the various anisotropy energies compare with those
determined by the more traditional techniques of ferromagnetic resonance and vibrating
sample magnetometry will be discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION geometries. In one the magnetic field is applied perpendicu-

The recent application of molecular-beam epitaxy lar to the plane of the film and in the second it is applied

(MBE) to the manufacture of thin magnetic films has pro- parallel to the plane of the film.

vided a number of interesting phenomena for study1-4 and Considering the former geometry first, with the magnet-

certainly more surprises are forthcoming. However, asso- ic field applied perpendicular to the plane of the film, the off

ciated with the advances in this area resides the difficulty of diagonal resistivity or the voltage perpendicular to the cur-

measuring the magnetic properties of films which range in rent is measured I see Fig. I (a) ]. This geometry is the usual

thickness from submonolayer to 100's of nm in thickness. one for the ordinary Hall effect (OHE). Our interest will be

For the study of the anisotropy energies in these materials in the magnetic contribution to the measured voltage which

one normally considers the use of a SQUID or vibrating is referred to as either the extraordinary Hall effect (EHE)

sample magnetometer (VSM). In this paper we will discuss or the anomalous Hall effect in the literature.

another technique, magnetotransport, which provides infor- Tht EHE voltage or resistance is linearly proportional

mation on the various anisotropy energies of thin MBE films to the component of the magnetization perpendicular to the

grown on semiconducting or insulating substrates. Also in- plane of the film, M,. For this reason the EHE varies with an

cluded are some magnetotransport study results of MBE applied perpendicular magnetic field only if M is less than

grown iron films. The data have been accumulated from iron the saturation magnetization of the film. The magnitude of

films of 4-20 nm in thickness grown on { 1101 surfaces of the applied magnetic field necessary to saturate the EHE

GaAs.
Some advantages of magnetotransport to determine an-

isotropy energies of MBE films as compared to the above (a)
techniques are the itisensitivity to a semiconducting or insu- - FIG. 1. The different magnetic
lating substrate, the simplicity of the experimental setup and field geometries for the magneto-

/1/1 ~' tiansptort mesurmeis ae
the relative low cost of the equipment. The first is probably ranshown. tn (a) the rmagetic fieldis
the most important reason for considering magneto- applied perpendicular to the plane
transport to study MBE films since in either a VSM or or the film with mesurements of
SQUID magnetometer it is difficult to subtract the magnetic the transverse resistivity. This is
ontribution of the substrate from the data whereas in mag-- the geometry for the EHE. in (b)

the magnetic field is in the plane of
netotransport it is only the metallic portion of the sample the film for meaurements of the
(the thin film) which is measured. All the anisotropy ener- / longitttdinal resistivity. This ge-

gies may be determined by measuring the magnetotransport I H ometry is used to measure the

properties of the films in two different applied magnetic field Y 1 AMR.
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signal is related to the perpendicular or surface ansiotropy side-jump. Here the details of the two models will not be
energy. In general the importance of determining the per- discussed and the interested reader is referred to Ref.7 for a
pendicular anisotropy energy may be realized by considering very useful comparison of the two models. For the present
the recent theoretical predictions and experimental confir- discussion only the fact that the two models may be distin-
mation3 that for iron films grown on the {101 plane of Ag guished by measuring the magnitude of the EHE and corn-
possess a surface anisotropy energy sufficiently strong to paring it to the resistivity of the materials is necessary. In the
overcome the demagnetization energy and orient the mag- case of the skew scattering model the magnitude of the EHE
netization perpendicular to the plane of the films. Although should scale with the resistivity p whereas the side-jump
one does not expect this situation to occur in all MBE films it mechanism predicts the magnitude to be proportional to the
does suggest the possibility should not be overlooked, square of the resistivity. Although not developed in detail in

When the applied magnetic field is in the plane of the this paragraph, one should accpt that a Hall-type measure-
film the diagonal resistivity or the voltage parallel to the ment in a magnetic system can probe the component of the
current is measured [ see Fig. I (b) ]. Assuming that the mag- magnetization perpindicular to the plane of the film. What is
netization is uniform then the measured resistance depends now necessary to consider is how this perpendicular compo-
only upon the angle between the magnetization and the cur- nent varies as a function of an applied magnetic field.
rent in the sample. This effect is known as the anisotropic Normally the magnetization of a thin magnetic film is
magnetoresistance (AMR). Clearly if the magnitude of the assumed to lie in the plane of the film due to the demagnet-
AMR is known (which is defined as the resistance of the film ization energy in the absence of any external magnetic fields.
with the magnetization parallel to the current minus the re- The interaction energy of the magnetization with a field ap-
sistance with the magnetization perpendicular to the cur- plied perpendicular to the plane of the film (H,) can rotate
rent) then a measure of the resistance of a film determines the magnetization such that it develops a component normal
the projection of the magnetization on the current direction, to the plane. Considering only these two energies (which
For different crystallographic directions one may determine usually are dominant) to be present in the film then the ener-
the magnitude of the field necessary to saturate or rotate the gy of the film per unit of area is given by
magnetization to the selected direction. With this informa- F= (4riM,/2) - (tMzH,),
tion and utilizing an analysis similar to that used in a vibrat-
ing sample or SQUID magnetometer measurement one may where 47r is the demagnetization factor appropriate for a
determine the various crystalline anisotropy energies.6  thin film, t is the thickness of the film, and M, is the z compo-

Two final comments before proceeding are that the sam- nent of the magnetization.
pies will be considered to have a uniform magnetization and If a large surface anisotropy energy is present it also
the magnetoresistance associated with nonmagnetic effects must be considered. The possibility of a surface anisotropy
will be considered to be either nonexistant or negligible. In energy due to the reduced local symmetry was first intro-
practice, effects from both of the above are present but for duced by Neel' and to lowest order is given by
the following reasons they will be negected. First, contribu- F =K,(M./M2), (2)
tions from them are usually easy to separate from the quanti- where K, is the surface anisotropy constant. Considering all
ties of interest (as will be born out by the examples of data the energies in Eqs. ( I ) and (2) to be present one may show
shown here). Second, their neglect greatly simplifies the dis- the equilibrium value of M, in an arbitrary perpendicular
cussion of the magnetotransport properties. In the next two magnetic field to be
sections we will discuss in greater detail the two measure-
ments described above and review some of the results which M, = (4ir + 2K,/M 2t) -'H,. (3)
we have obtained using these measures on MBE grown iron Obviously this equation is valid only if M, < M, and it is this
films. In the last section is discussed other potential uses of requirement which provides the signature in the EHE data
the magnetotransport data. necessary in the analysis of the data for the determination of

K,.
II. EXTRAORDINARY HALL EFFECT From Eq. (3) ones sees the value of M. to be linear in

As stated above, using the Hall geometry with the mag- the applied magnetic field until the magnetization saturates.
netic field applied perpendicular to the plane of the film one Any measurement sensitive to M, will therefore vary linear-
may determine the presence and magnitude of a surface an- ly in the applied field and then ..uo uptly stop changing as the
isotropy energy. In this geometry it is the of-diagonal corn- magnetization saturates. The miagnetic field where the satu-
ponent of the resistivity which is measured just as in the ration occurs (H,) can be csiculated by substituting M, for
ordinary Hall effect, Theorigin of the EHEis, however, very M, in Eq. (3) and solvi, g for H,. This operation results in an
different than the OHE. The EHE arises from an asymetry in H, given by
the right-left scattering of the conduction electrons from the H, = 4irM, + 2K, /M, t. (4)
component of the magnetization perpendicular to the cur-
rent. Physically it is the spin-orbit coupling which links spin- Based upon the discussion thus far one would expect the
space to real space and provides this scattering asymetry. magnetic field dependence of the Hall resistance for a perfect
There are two theroretical models which provide the neces- sample 1 defect and strain free and with only the energiessary scattering asymmetry in magnetic systems. One is re- descr: bed in Eqs. ( I ) and (2) present I to have a steep initial

ferred to as skew scattering whereas the other is called the sic pe consisting almost entirely of the EHE followed by a
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more modest slope associated with the OHE. The field at
which the slope of the Hall resistance changes corresponds
to a value of the applied field which is of sufficient strength to 2
saturate the magnetization of the film in the perpendicular
direction. Above this field value there is no change in the to2

value of M,, assuming the sample is well below the Curie E 6

temperature, and therefore the magnitude of the asymmetric cI
scattering is constant beyond this point and also the Hall . 2
resistance associated with the EHE. At higher field values lot

the Hall resistance is only that due to the OHE. The magni-
tude of the EHE or what is known as the spontaneous Hall
resistivity, R,, is the Hall resistivity at the saturation field 2

minus the resistivity of the ordinary Hall effect. Although
functionally this is straight forward, in practice it requires a inL
knowledge of the internal field for a correct subtraction of 2 5 10 2

the OHE resistivity. Also, in a real sample things are r- RESISTIVITY (p A -cm)

complicated as shown in Fig. 2 which shows the Hall volt.s: FIG. 3. A log-log plot of the EHE magnitude or R, vs the resistivity for the
of a 16-nm-thick film as a function of applied magnetic field, different film thicknesses. The data were taken with the current in the (100)
One notices that there is not an abrupt crossover from the direction and from the slope of the line shown in this figure indicate the side
low field regime to the high field regime. For this reason an jump mechanism as dominating the EHE.

operational definition must be made for both the saturation
field and the Hall voltage at saturation. This is most simply
done by performing a least-squares fit to the initial data and by Berger9 which predicts the magnitude of the EHE should
the data taken in the largest applied fields. Then the inter- be proportional to the square of the resistivity.
cept of the two lines defines the saturation field and Hall We turn now to the other and for the purposes of this
voltage at saturation, paper the more germane aspect of the EHE data, the satura-

For the epitaxial iron films we have studied the Hall tion field of the magnetization. Figure 4 shows how the field

data have been analyzed in the above manner. In discussing defined as H, varies as a function of film thickness. Compari-

the results we would first like to address the origin of the son of this figure with Eq. (4) would suggest that a surface

EHE in these films. As mentioned previously the two theo- anisotropy energy does play a role in these films. However,
retical models can be distinguished by comparing the magni- Eq. (4) assumes the magnetization of the films is indepen-
tude of the EHE to the resistivity of the films. For the iron dent of the thickness of the films. In the case of the iron films
films we have studied the resistivity of the films depend upon we have studied experimental measurements of the satura-

the thickness of the films as expected due to surface scatter- tion magnetization 0 reveal the above film thickness depen-
ing. This distribution of resistivities allows a comparison dence of H, may be entirely explained by variations of the

between the resistivity and R, with the results shown in Fig. saturation magnetization, i.e., the data are consistent with
3. A least-squares fit to the data is shown in the figure and its K, = 0. The fact that a large surface anisotropy is not pres-

slope is consistent with the side-jump mechanism proposed ent indicates that the phenomena predicted' and observed' is
not necessarily common.
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FIG. 2. The measured Hall voltage of a 16-nm-thick film. The saturation FIG. 4. The variation of the saturation field H, with film thickness. The
field H, is defied as the field given by the intersection of a straight line fit to variation stem from the thickness dependence of the magnetization and not
the low- and high-field data. a surface anisctropy energy.
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An interesting feature of this work is a comparison of magnetic field is rotated in the plane of the film. This effect is
the EHE study with a study on similar films using ferromag- shown in Fig. 5 for a film 9 nm thick in an applied field of 10
netic resonance (FMR)." The FMR work included films kOe. As shown in this figure the resistivity of the film varies
with an iron oxide coating and others with an overcoating of as the square of the angle between the magnetic field and the
Al. The EHE study included only oxide covered films. The current direction in the film. Of course, if the applied field is
results of the EHE data were consistent not with the oxide insufficient to overcome the crystalline anisotropy energies
covered film FMR data but instead with the AL covered film of the film then the magnetization will not remain parallel to
data. This surprising result was attributed to a coupling of the applied field. One could, in principle, use this fact to
the iron resonance to the oxide. determine the anisotropy energies by making a large number

In concluding this section we would like to emphasize of measurements of the resistance as a function of angle in
the ease in making the above measurements we have dis- various magnetic fields. Fortunately there is an easier way to
cussed. The necessary ingredients are to have a film thick determine the anisotropy energies with magnetoresistance.
enough to be continuous (probably only a few atomic layers If a field is applied parallel to a hard axis the resistance
dependent upon the substrate quality), leads attached to the will vary smoothly with increasing field until the magnetiza-
sample (five are a minimum for four terminal measure- tion is saturated along the hard axis. The shape of the ob-
ments) and a magnetic field of sufficient strength to orient served magnetoresistance is very similar to what one oh-
the saturation magnetization in a direction perpendicular to serves in a B-H loop experiment and the analysis of the data
the plane of the film. In all probability it is the last require- to determine the anisotropy energy is the same. In continu-
ment which most experimentalists will find most difficult to ing the analogy with a B-H loop measurement if the the ex-
accomplish for in situ measurements. ternal field is applied along the easy axis of a demagnetized

sample then as a function of applied field the data are again
Ill ANISOTROPIC MAGNETORESISTANCE very similar to those obtained from a B-H loop measure-

ment, i.e., the resistance changes rapidly in modest fields, as
Studies of the anisotropic magnetoresistance entail mea- the sample becomes a single domain, and then saturates.

surements of the diagonal resistivity [as in Fig. 1(b)] as a However, the analogy to a B-H loop study no longer holds if
function of the angle between the magnetization and the cur- one reverses the magnetic field direction and tries to measure
rent (e). As a rule the resistance is a minimum when the the coercive field. As shown in Eq. (5) the resistance de-
current is perpendicular to the magnetization and a maxi- pends on the cos2(8) and therefore if the magnetization re-
mum when it is parallel however exceptions are known. verses by 180' the resistance will have the same value. For
Since the applied magnetic field lies in the plane of the film this reason coercive fields cannot be determined by magne-
the magnetic fields necessary for the measurement need only toresistance.
to be sufficient to overcome the crystalline anisotropy ener- The above experimental procedure may be applied in
gies of the bulk film and need not be as large as in the EHE the simple case where in the plane of the film there is only
case. Just as in the EHE, it is the spin-orbit coupling which hard and easy axes. A more interested situation arises when
gives rise to the AMR. Theoretically the correlation between there is a hard axis, an easy axis, and an intermediate axis in
the AMR and the spin-orbit coupling has been worked out the plane of the film. This is the situation which occurs for
by several researchers 13-

1
6 and the interested reader is re- the iron films we have studied which were grown on the

fered to these references. An important point to make, how- { 10} surface of GaAs. The iron films grow ina [ 110] direc-
ever, is the AMR is not a measure of the magnetoresistance tion which results in an easy axis (the (100) direction), a
one normally associates with a nonmagnetic material. The
AMR is associated with the magnetic state of the sample and
is independent of the orientation of the current with respect
to the crystallographic axes. It is this fact which allows one 877.25

to utillize the AMR of polycrystalline films in technological -Theory
applications.

As we have stated, the power of an AMR measurement - 877.00
of an MBE single-crystal film is that it provides a sensitive

measure of the direction of the saturation magnetization in - 878.75
the plane of the film. If the magnetization makes an angle a
theta with respect to the current then the resistivity one mea- ,n
sures is given by 876.50

P =Po + AP( -cos 2 O), (5)
876.5

wherep, is the isotropic resistivity (not the residual or zero F
temperature resistivity) and Ap is defined as the difference
between the resistivities measured with the magnetization 878.00 L I I

0 50 100 150parallel and perpendicular to the current. It is clear that in a 9
magnetic field large enough to maintain the saturation mag-
netization in the direction of the applied field the measured FIG. 5. The resistance of a 9-nm-thick film as a function of the angle an

resistance should oscillate with a period of twice 0 as the applied hleld of 10 kOe makes with the current direction.
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hard axis (the (1l) direction), and an intermediate axis both the easy and intermediate axes where the transition
(the (110) direction) in the plane of thefilm" with the hard occurs. In other words the magnetic field direction in the
axis direction between the easy and intermediate directions, plane is fixed and as the field is varied the components of the
Because of the large demagnetization energy of the thin films magnetic field in the crystallographic directions when the
the magnetization lies in the plane of the film for all magnetic transition occurs is measured. An example of this analysis is
fields applied in the plane of the films. This means for the shown in Fig. 7. In this figure is plotted the transition in both
magnetization to rotate from the easy direction to the inter- increasing and decreasing field for a 17-nm-thick film. The
mediate direction it must rotate pass the hard axis direction. point at which the two curves intersect coincides with the
This has interesting consequences if one considers in detail critical point where the transition becomes second order.
how the magnetization rotates from the easy axis to the in- From analysis of the data such as shown in this figure one
termediate axis. may determine the appropriate anisotropy energies. For the

If the field is applied parallel to the intermediate axis the iron films we have investigated a uniaxial anisotropy energy
magnetization rotates to a position closer to the hard axis. not occuring in bulk iron must be considered. Although this
Once the component of this field in the hard axis direction is is somewhat surprising the magnetoresistance analysis6 is
of sufficient strength for the magnetization to pass the hard consistent with an analysis based on ferromagnetic reso-
axis the magnetization will abruptly rotate into the interme- nance data. IS
diate or (110) direction. This situation is analogous to a first
order transition where the applied magnetic field plays the IV. CONCLUSIONS
role of temperature. The abruptness of the transition is We have shown how simple magnetotransport measure-
shown in Fig. 6 where the magnetoresistance of a 16-nm- ments may be used to determine the various anisotropy ener-
thick film with the current in the (110) direction or interme- gies in MBE grown films. As compared to other techniques
diate axis is shown. Also in this figure one will note the pres- used for analysis of MBE films the magnetotransport is

ence of hysteresis in the transition which is dominated by the simpler and less expensive as a rule and possibly most impor-
energetics of the domain patterns and motions in the films. tant the magnetotransport measurements are insensitive to

Thus far the discussion has been limited to fields applied the presence of a semiconducting or insulating substrate. In
parallel to the intermediate axis. In practice one may use addition, when used in conjunction with the more tradition-
fields applied anywhere in the plane of the film between the al measurement techniques magnetotransport may indicate
intermediate and hard axis directions. Of course, with the the presence of unsuspected phenomena occuring in MBE
field applied parallel to the hard axis there is no longer a first- films." Also the magnetotransport data may be useful as a
order transition but more a situation as described previously measure of the spin-orbit coupling in MBE films. As was
when only a hard and an easy axis were considered. It is clear pointed out in the discussions both the EHE and the AMR
then that the magnitude of the abrupt magnetization rota- theories rely on the spin-orbit coupling for connecting spin
tion depends upon the crystallographic direction of the ap- space to real space. As yet a systematic investigation of this
plied magnetic field. This is analogous to the thermodynam- type has not been carried out. A final point is the magneto-
ic situation of a phase diagram with a first-order transition transport properties also contain other useful information
line terminated by a critical point and one may construct a such as band structure information from measures of the
phase diagram by plotting the field components parallel to
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FIG. 7. The components of the applied field along the (100) axis versus the
IG. 6. The reaitance ofa 16-nm-thick iron with an applied magnetic field (110) for the first-order magnetoresistance transition of a 17-nm-thick

parallel to the intermediate axis (the (110) direction). The curve to the film. The data were taken for various angles between the applied field and
right is in increasing magnetic fied whereas the one on the left is in decreas- the crystallographic axes. At each angle there are two data points; one asso-
ing field. ciated with increasing field and another with decreasing field.
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Exchange forces between domain wall and electric current In permalloy films
of variable thickness

0.-Y. Hung and L. Berger
Physics Department. Carnegie-Mellon Uniuersity. Pittsburgh, Pennsyluania 15213

Wall displacements are induced by large current pulses crossing a wall, in Ni,,Feg9 films. In
films of thickness w < 35 nm containing Neel walls, the sense of wall motion is found to be
independent of the magnetization sense in the two domains adjacent to the wall, and is
identical to the sense of motion of the electronlike charge carriers. This shows that the wall
motion is not caused by stray magnetic fields, but rather by s-d exchange torces generated by
conduction electrons. The value =_5X l0' A cm -2 of the needed current density agrees with
predictions of a theory based on s-d exchange. In the case of cross-tie walls in films with 35 nm
< w < 86 nm, the sense of wall motion does depend on the sense of the domain magnetizations.

The force of the circumferential magnetic field of the current is probably important, here.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
In a recent theoretical paper,' we proposed the existence As in Ref. 3, Ni-Fe films are prepared by vacuum depo-

of an interaction between a magnetic domain wall and an sition. Most have the nominal composition Nis, Fe,9 , a few
electric current, arising from the s-d exchange and spin-orbit Ni 78Fe22 or NiasFe, 5. A magnetic field is applied during de-
interactions. This "exchange-drag" force would be domi- position to induce an in-plane easy axis z. Walls are parallel
nant in metallic films of thickness w < 0.1 um, while hydro- to this axis, and normal to the current [Fig. I (a) ]. Sample
magnetic "domain-drag" forces2 associated with the Hall and current leads must be as coplanar as possible, in order to
effect are important in thicker samples. The exchange-drag minimize the force on the walls associated with stray mag-
force per unit wall area is predicted to have the form netic fields generated by the current in the leads. Therefore,

the silver-paint leads used in Ref. 3 are replaced by thinner
F. = 2Mp- '(1iu, - v,.), (1) leads made of Ni-Fe film, which are merely an extension of

the sample itself [Fig. 1 (a) ]. For similar reasons, the curva-
where M, is the saturation magnetization, v, the electron ture of the Coming 7059 glass substrates has been measured
drift speed assumed normal to the wall, v. the wall velocity, by optical interference methods. During currents equal to a
ju, the intrinsic wall mobility, andfl, a correction coefficient typical value for wall motion, the easy-axis component of the
of order unity. The current densityj, is related to v, through total stray field, averaged over film thickness, is calculated to
the carrier density n, and the carrier charge be less than 3% of the average coercive field/zH, = 160pT
e*= 1 .60X 10 '9 C: of our samples.

In order to extend the range of critical current densities
= ne'v, . (2) j, which can be determined experimentally, a constant mag-

netic field H, parallel to the easy axis is applied. It producesPreliminary experimental data3 for Ni,,Fe,9 films of a force parallel to the exchange-drag force. For a given],
thickness w= 30-40 nm suggest that the exchange-drag value, the field H. is increased gradually until a given wall is
force exists, and yield/l, - + 1.8. Current pulses I<45 A, of seen to move during current pulses. This determines one
duration =I/js, are used. They have the shape of a decreas- point P, in the (H,,],) phase diagram [Fig. 1(b)]. Then
ing exponential. Current-induced wall displacements are ob- another j. value is chosen, and the procedure is repeated,
served with a polarizing microscope, through the Faraday giving a point P2. In that manner, the boundary line between
effect. The critical current densityj, for wall motion is mea- regions of static walls and of moving walls can be found [ Fig.
sured, and is 1-2 X 10" A m-2 in samples of wall coercive 1 (b)]. By using Eqs. (I) and (2), the equation giving this
field/JoH, --50 pT. phase boundary is predicted to be

The fact3 that the experimental value of I is of order
unity means that the current-induced drive force [ v. term in H, = ± H, - (fl,/ne*Li )j. . (3)
Eq. (I) I is described by the same mobility M, as the more
familiar intrinsic damping force acting on a moving wall If H, is assumed to be independent ofj,, Eq. (3) predicts the
[term in v. in Eq. ( I ) ]. In turn, this suggests that the damp- boundary to be composed to two parallel straight lines [see
ing force in Ni-Fe films has the same physical origin as the curves labeled "const. H," on Fig. 1 (b) ]. The intercepts of
drive force, namely an interaction of magnetic spins with these lines on the H, axis are ± H,. The intercepts on thej,
conduction electrons, axis are ±j,. Even if the part of the boundary close to thej,

The purpose of the present paper is to confirm these axis corresponds to too high currents to be found directly,
early results, and to study the influence of parameters such the intercepts ±j, can still be determined by linear extrapo-
as the film thickness and the sense of the domain magnetiza- lation of the known part of the boundary [ Fig. 1 (b) ]. This is
tion. the so-called "field-assisted" method to findj,.
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Ni-Fe lead Calculations of heat diffusion through sample and sub-
- I _J strate indicate that Joule heating causes a sample tcmpera-

I ture increase AT= 200 *C. However, most of this increase
A g Cu cladding happens at the end of each exponential pulse, when the cur-

-m wlpoint - rent has already passed its maximum. Hence, the resulting
resistivity increase and H, reduction probably do not affect

domain wall Zmuch the measuredj, values.

a) a Since, > 0 by definition, we introduce a quantity], -,

with j,/+ - =j, when walls move at H. = 0 in the same

i I , v, O sense asj,, andj, ... -j, when they move in the oppo-

I c site sense. In the case u, 00, vo. =0, one can show from Eqs.
vw=O ~(1)-(3) that F,!], = 2M,1Hc/j, + Hence, the quantity
" 0 2MHc/j, + - has the meaning of a drive force per unit cur-

~ ~ ' k. versu (1-3taFj =MH/ -Hnethiessantt

H K. a H2  rent. On Fig. 2(a) we plot 2MH,/j, + versus thickness w
-- ' - , for all samples. We assume M, = I. 1 T, a value derived from

measurements of anomalous Hall effect in our films. Also,
v 0 the phase boundary has been corrected for the H, reduction.

b ) We distinguish between walls of "type" l and type 2,
depending on the sense of the magnetization in the two do-

mains adjacent to the wall (see insert of Fig. 2). Wall type

FIG. 1. (a) Nickel-iron thin-film sample, with coplanar current leads. (b) can be determined by moving the wall with a field H,. If the

Phase diagram in (H,,j. ) plane, for experiments assisted by a field H,. The exchange-drag force of Eq. (1) were the only force exerted
two solid lines labeled "const. H," are the predicted phase boundary for by the current on the wall, MH/j, , - would be indepen-
incipient wall motion, under the assumption of constant H,. The four solid dent of wall type at all thicknesses. The domain-drag force

2

lines labeled "red. H," are the experimental phase boundary, where H. is is also independent of wall type, but is small in films as thin
reduced for increasing current. as ours. However, the sample current produces a circumfer-

ential (or "global") magnetic field, which runs in closed
loops around the sample. The field component along the

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS easy axis z has opposite signs at the top and bottom of the

The films range between 14 and 86 nm in thickness, film. If the current density is uniform, the change of sign

Wall displacements induced by a current are observed in all takes place exactly at the median plane of the film, and the
42 samples studied. Because of local H. variations, only a net force on the wall vanishes.

4 
On the other hand, a vari-

part of the wall actually moves. As stated above, a constant ation of electrical resistivity of a few percent across the film

field H, is used to assist the exchange-drag force. However, thickness results in a nonuniform current, and in a signifi-
wall displacements were observed in some samples even cant net force on the wall. This "global-field force" has op-

without field assistance, because of an especially low value of posite sign for wals of types I and 2.
At thicknesses smaller than = 35 nm, MH / , + has

For each sample, a phase diagram like Fig. 1(b) is approximately the same value for walls of both types [Fig.

drawn. However, in contradiction with the assumption of
constant H, the experimental phase boundary for incipient
wall motion is usually bent sharply at the point D where it t0 b)2
crosses the H axis [see curves labeled "red. H," in Fig. 02
1 (b) 1. A likely explanation is that the short current pulses
"shake" the wall, excite modes of wall oscillations, and cause 2MsHc -9N 0 20

reduction of pinning forces. In other words, the coercive -_ (0 ) C

field is a decreasing function H. (j ) of the current density. 1.0 O.5 - + 2
We expect this function to satisfy H, ( - b) = H, (i,). Be- .0t- ,lobal-field
cause of this evenness, a graphical construction [Fig. 1 (b)] 0.5 + 4+

can be used to find what the phase boundary would have +5 +)
been in the absence ofthis "H, -reduction effect." Select two + 0 . " + " w(nm)
opposite values j. and - j.. The corresponding points on : 20t x +" ^*+

-05 f ++

the experimental phase boundary are C and C'. Draw the - e .T
straight line CC'. Draw a straight line DE through point D, -l.0 x M

parallel to CC'. It is the corrected phase boundary, and its
intercept on the j. axis is j,. Values of j, range between FIG. 2.(a) Thequantity 2MHj ,whichisthesameasthedriveforce
2.3x 10" and 360X 10" A m

- 2
. A simplified model of wall per unit current, is plotted versus samplethickness w. Two kindsof'symbols

modes based on the harmonic oscillator predicts that H, is a correspond to different wall "types," i.e., different senses of the domain
magnetization. (b) Rough decomposition of the drive force on a wall into

linear function of I j' 1, in agreement with our experimental an exchange-drag part, which is independent of wall type, and a global-field
findings, part, which changes sign between walls of types I and 2.
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2 (a) ]. This indicates that exchange-drag is dominant in this absolute magnitude of the exchange-drag force decreases
:'Lckness range. At w>35 nm, the value ofMH,/j,+ _ for towards zero between 15 and 40 nm [Fig. 2(b) I.
type I walls is found [Fig. 2(a) ] to have a sign opposite to On the basis of anomalous Hall-effect measurements,
that for walls of type 2. This indicates that *he global-field the hydromagnetic domain-drag force

2 
is expected to be

force becomes important in this thickness range. positive and small in our samples. Its value is predicted in the

Now, we attempt a rough separation into exchange-drag "single-wall" model to be proportional to thickness, and
and global-field forces. The combination equivalent to

[ (2M.Hj, - ), + (2MHlj,+ - ),]/2 2MfHlj.. + 0.09X 10-9 N A -'

of experimental values for walls of type I and 2 at the same at w = 65 nm. This is almost negligible.
thickness represents the type-independent part of The global-field force seems to vanish for the thinnest
2M Hj/j, - . Hence, it is to be identified with the ex- samples [Fig. 2(b) ]. This is what is expected if the resistiv-

change-drag force [Fig. 2(b), curve labeled "exchange ity difference across the film thickness is assumed not to

drag"]. Similarly exceed a finite value as the thickness is reduced. At 35

± [(2M, H/j, - ), - (2MH/Jj - )2]/2 nm < w < 65 nm, the sign of the force for a given wall type
indicates that the resistivity is maximum at the film bottom.

is the global-field force for walls of types I and 2 [see corre- This is consistent with the fact
6 
that crystal-grain boundaries

sponding curves on Fig. 2(b) ]. and voids are more numerous at the bottom surface than at
The exchange-drag force has the largest absolute magni- the top of a film exhibiting columnar structure.

tude (Fig. 2 (b) ] at w 15 nm, with At larger thickness w > 65 nm, the sign of the global-

2M H/j, , - 0.6 X 0-9 N A -
'. field force for given wall type is reversed (Fig. 2), indicating

Using this value and the expression that the resistivity is maximum at the film top. This might be
jm tcaused by a small but increasing oxygen or carbon contamin-
J +- =n~e*H/fiH,/g ation as the vacuum degrades during film deposition

derived from Eq. (3), and assuming (p1.5 X 10
-
' Torr). However, Auger analysis shows no

Ro = (noe*) - lAX 10- " m' C- such gradient of oxygen or carbon concentration across the
film thickness.

from measurements of ordinary Hall coefficient R, in our

films, and p,=1.5 m'C
-
' from Ref. 3, we obtain ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Electrical and magnetic properties of semiconducting ternary U compounds:
UTSn and UTSb

T. T. M. Palstra,Ol G. J. Nieuwenhuys, R. F. M. Vlastuin, and J. A. Mydosh
Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium der Rijks-Universiteit Leiden, 2300 RA Leiden. The Netherlands
K. H. J. Buschow
Philips Research Laboratories 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands
We have measured the electrical-transport and magnetic properties of several intermetallic
compounds UTSn and UTSb, where T is a transition metal. The electrical resistivity is up to
three orders of magnitude larger than usually found for U-based compounds. This is ascribed
to the occurrence of a spin polarized energy gap related to the MgAgAs-type crystal structure.
For UNiSn at least one spin band closes at low temperature, resulting in half-metallic behavior.
Interestingly, the magnetic properties exhibit Kondo-lattice character and weak-momentordering.

I. INTRODUCTION 500 < T< 1000 C (not shown) to the formula appropriate
Since the discovery of the half-metallic ferromagnets' for semiconductorsp-exp(E ,p/2k T), we obtain a value

there is a growing interest in the Heusler compounds of the of Eap = 0.12, 0.44, and 0.34 eV for UNiSn, URhSb, and
MgAgAs-type structure. This activity stems from the re- UPtSn, respectively. Note that the absolute value of the re-
markable fact that 100% spin polarization occurs at the Fer- sistivity is up to three orders of magnitude larger than usual-
mi surface, resulting from a semiconducting energy gap in ly found for intermetallic compounds. In addition the resis-
the minority-spin band at the Fermi level, whereat the ma- tivity of the nonmagnetic materials is very high. The highest
jority-spin band exhibits normal metallic behavior. This value was observed for TiPtSn, which has a residual resistiv-
phenomenon was studied first for 3d-band compounds, like ity of 6.3 X 10+ /5 fl cm.
NiMnSb. Because of our general interest in the magnetic and Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the mag-
electrical transport properties of U-based compounds, we netization of the U-based compounds. At high-temperature
have investigated whether such behavior could also be estab- Curie-Weiss behavior is observed with effective moments of
lished for 5f-band compounds. 3.08, 3.25, and 3.55/p8 /f.u. and large negative Curie-Weiss

For that purpose we have prepared the systems UTSn temperatures of - 75, - 11, and - 100 K for UNiSn,
and UTSb, with Tbeinga transition metal. Most compounds URhSb, and UPtSn, respectively. In spite of these effective
crystallize in the hexagonal Fe2P- or CaIn2-type structure, moments with large antiferromagnetic interactions, no clear
which are characterized by normal metallic conduction and antiferromagnetic ordering is observed at low temperature.
local moment behavior, as has been discussed extensively UNiSn has a change of slope in the M-T curve at 47 K,
elsewhere.2 Still, a few compounds adopt the desired URhSb exhibits a broad maximum with an inflection point
MgAgAs-type (C I b ) crystal structure, like UNiSn, URhSb, at 37 K and UPtSn only shows a leveling off of the Curie-
and UPtSn. Interestingly, these compounds exhibit semi- Weiss increase of the magnetic susceptibility below about 75
conducting-like behavior in the transport properties, and a K. The two small steplike anomalies in the M-T curve of
magnetic behavior reminiscent of Kondo-lattice systems. UPtSn at about 5 and 25 K can probably be ascribed to the
Since this combination is highly anomalous we have ex- presence of 0.3% of the binary compound UPt, which is
tended our studies of the magnetic and transport properties
by measuring and comparing the electrical resistivity, Hall
resistivity, magnetization and specific heat of these com-
pounds, and their nonmagnetic (Th, Hf, Zr, Ti) T (Sn, Sb)
reference materials.

U URh Sb (/10)

11. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS Te 6i Pt Sn ID)
For sample preparation and experimental procedures FIGtr eNp. .Temperature de-

we refer to Ref. 2. In Fig. I we show the electrical resistivity Thi resistivit of th, ele)trical-4 resistivty of ( U, Tht) NiSn,

of the three U-based compounds UNiSn, URhSb, and U Pt Sni/it) (U. Th) PtSn and (U. Hf.
UPtSn. These compounds exhibit a low-temperature resis- UMS Zr) RhSb.
tivity increase, beyond which an exponential decrease is ob- 2
served. Fitting the data in the temperature interval

"Present address: AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974. T (K)
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x UNiSn

U10 M UP~n ' FIG. 4. Temperature de-
d0neo 1t 4 pendence of the Hall resis-.... FIG. 2. Temperature depen- 0 s tivty of UNiSn. URhSh,

$2 ..... ...*." : . dence of the dc suseptibility (
=

T (11 and UPtSn. The inset

of UNiSn, URhSb, and NiSn shows the temperature de-
UPtSn. L a pendenceof the magnelore-

UP+Sx3) sistivity coefficient a(see
0text).

0 )K) 100 0 0 100 150

T (KI

ferromagnetic (Tc = 27 K). pounds are semiconductors. This is confirmed by the rela-

In Fig. 3 we show the specific heat of several compounds tively large values of the Hall resistivity, which is inversely

plotted as C/Tvs T . For the U-based compounds a A-like proportional to the carrier concentration. The semiconduct-

anomaly is clearly observable at 48 K for UNiSn and at 35 K ing properties cannot be ascribed to ionic or covalent bonds,

for URhSb and UPtSn. The nonmagnetic materials exhibit but rather to the fact that the valence band is completely

low values for the specific-heat coefficient y filled. This property seems to be closely related to the band

< 2 mJ/mol f.u. K
2 , and Debye temperatures (calculated structure of the MgAgAs-type crystal structure,

3 
since high

for T< 10 K) ranging from 185 to 310 K. resistivity values were also observed for binary
We plotted in Fig. 4 the Hall resistivity RH of UNiSn, Mg 2(Si,Ge,Sn,Pb) (Ref. 4) and ternary AsAgMg and

URhSb, and UPtSn. For UNiSn the A-like anomaly in the SbAgMg, all crystallizing in the MgAgAs-type crystal

specific heat and resistivity peak at 48 K is reflected in a structure or the related CaF 2-structure.

sharp wedge-shaped maximum ofRif at 40 K. However, for Still, the exponential decrease of the resistivity with in-

URhSb and UPtSn not such pronounced anomalies are pres- creasing temperature is only observed at high temperature,

ent at the temperature at which the specific-heat anomaly is whereas the resistivity remains rather constant below room

observed. Nevertheless, the specific-heat anomalies are still temperature. This must probably be ascribed to impurity

reflected in the field-dependence of the transport properties band conduction. However, for the U-based compounds the

for these compounds. In the inset of Fig. 4 we plotted the resistivity even decreases with decreasing temperature at

(transverse) magnetoresistivity coefficient, a( T), defined as lower temperature. For UNiSn a dramatic decrease of the
resistivity is observed below 55 K and a residual resistivity of

[p(H) - p(O) 1/p(0) = a(TtH 2. 413 pf) cm is attained, comparable to typical values for oth-

Here an abrupt increase of the coefficient a( T) occurs below er intermetallic compounds. We believe that this decrease in
60 K for UNiSn and below 30 K for URhSb. the resistivity of the U-based compounds is caused by a de-

crease in the size of the energy gap, probably induced by

III. DISCUSSION magnetic interactions and ordering. For UNiSn the energy
gap in (at least) one of the spin bands disappears below 55

A salient feature of our experimental results is the ex- K, resulting in metallic conduction.
tremely high electrical resistivity of these compounds, being This interpretation is in keeping with recent band struc-
up to 3 orders of magnitude larger than usually found for ture calculations,

6 
which show (at T= 0) that UNiSn be-

intermetallic compounds. The exponential decrease of the longs to the class of half metallic ferromagnets, i.e., the ma-
resistivity at high temperature indicates that these com- jority spin band exhibits metallic conduction, whereas the

minority spin band has an energy gap at the Fermi level. It

should be mentioned that these band structure calculations
a U NSn give no information about the type of magnetic interactions

A UIb (ferro- or antiferromagnetic), although it was clearly estab-
-
05  

llU PtSn lished that the magnetic properties are related to the U
x ThNi Sn bands, as the Ni d bands are almost completely filled.This
+06 T n means that with UNiSn we have found an analogue for

0 ~NiMnSb, where the conduction band is 100% spin polar-

-Q4 .- " '--- -- ized. Furthermore, this interpretation requires that the con-
duction band is strongly hybridized with the 5fband. This

02 has also been suggested from recent XPS measurements,'
which show that the 5fband is very near the Fermi level. For

c ' ; l URhSb and UPtSn a much larger energy gap is present at
T'

t
lOK

2
) high temperature and consequently the band gap fails to

completely close at lower temperature. Nevertheless for
FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of (U, Th) NiSn, UPtSn some closure of the band begins below 100 K and
(U,Th) PtSn, and URhSb plotted as C/Tvs T'. results in a resistivity decrease of a factor two.
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A second remarkable property of these compounds is IV. CONCLUSION
the magnetic behavior. Magnetization measurements at The electrical transport properties of the compounds
high temperature reveal effective moments of 3 .0- 3 .5ya / UTSn, UTSb, and their nonmagnetic reference materials are
f.u., which agree with typical values of local U moments. governed by an energy gap at the Fermi level, resulting in
Local-moment magnetism is in keeping with the Hill crite- semiconducting behavior. At lower temperature the gap is
rion, which predicts local moment magnetism for U-U spac- strongly influenced by the magnetic behavior and for UNiSn
ings larger than 3.6 A as is the case for these compounds. 2  one spin band gap closes below 55 K. Hence, this compound
Also the band structure calculations6 show that the magne- belongs to the class of half-metallic magnets, due to the pres-
tism in these compounds originates from the U 5felectrons. ence of the 5felectrons of U. The magnetic ground state is
Yet, in spite of the high-temperature moments and large an- highly complex and a complete understanding requires
tiferromagnetic interactions, no standard local moment further study, including the optical behavior. If the spin or-
magnetic ordering is observed. Instead, weak anomalies are bit coupling is important, then a large magneto-optical
observed in the magnetization measurements (Fig. 2), with (Kerr) effect should be observed.
corresponding anomalies in the specific heat (Fig. 3), indi-
cating some sort of phase transition and/or crystal field ef-
fects. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The overall behavior of the magnetization is reminiscent We acknowledge the support of J. van den Berg. This
of spin-fluctuation behavior, as observed for heavy-electron work is in part supported by the Nederlandse Stichting voor
systems.' Here also large effective moments with large nega- Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie (FOM).
tive Curie-Weiss temperatures were observed at high tem-
perature, turning to weakly magnetic systems at low tem-
perature. This correspondence is most remarkable because
of the greatly reduced number of conduction electrons in the
cases of URhSb and UPtSn. Still, the linear specific heat 'R. A. de Groot, F. M. Mueller, P. G. van Engen, and K. H. J. Buschow,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 2024 (1983).
coefficient, y, has a value comparable to values of metallic 2T. T. M. Palstra, G. ]. Nieuwenhuys, R. F.M. Vlastuin, J. van den Berg, J.
systems, e.g., y = 10.9 mJ/mol K

2
, whereas the residual re- A. Mydosh, and K. H. J. Buschow, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 67, 331 (1987).

sistivity, P. = 19 000/ufl cm, is orders of magnitude higher 'S. H. Wei and A. Zunger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 528 (1986).
than in metallic systems. Speculatively, we suggest that this 'A. F. Wells, in Structural Inorganic Chemistry (Oxford Press, London,

1984). p. 1315.
-value results from a hybridization of the impurity band 'W. B. Pearson, in The Crystal Chemistry and Physics of Metals and Alloys

with the nearby lying 5fband. This could result in an en- (Wiley, New York, 1972), p. 207.
hancement of the y value with respect to the low-tempera- 'R. C. Albers, A. M. Boring, G. H. 0. Daalderop, and F. M. Mueller, Phys.
ture density of states value expected from the residual resis- Rev. B 36, 3661 (1987).
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The electrical resistance of Cr films
J. A. J. Lourens, S. Arajs, H. F. Helbig, L. Cheriet, and EI-Sayed A. Mehanna "

Department of Physics and Center for Advanced Materials Processing, Clarkson Uniuersity,
Potsdam New York 13676

Measurements of the thickness dependence of the electrical resistance of two very thin Cr films
deposited at substrate temperatures of 385 and 360 'C and pressures of 4X 10- and 10- 6 Torr
are reported. Preliminary measurements of the thickness dependence of the NMI temperature
(TN) of the film deposited at 360 "C at thicknesses > 10 nm are also presented. In these two
films the resistance in the thickness region 2<d<7.5 nm can be very well described by
R a [(did,) -'] - with d, equal to 1.64 ± 0.20 and 1.03 ± 0.20 nm, respectively, and
t = 1.34 ± 0.11. The N6el temperatures show a turning point artcdnd 14 nm in agreement with
the known thickness dependence of the stress. dTN/dS, has been found to be 1 100 K/kbar
where S, is the internal tensile stress in the film.

INTRODUCTION mination of the critical thickness d, which marks the onset
Using Monte Carlo methods, Zabolitzky t calculated the of the metal-insulator region is precluded by the highly acti-
Ugonductivite arldom metos, oabeito n c tdte- vated conduction mechanisms at very low film thicknesses.conductivity of a random network of resistors in two dimen- It has nevertheless been found that d, can be indirectly in-

sions and found the finite-size conductivity exponent t/v to terred from the measurements and that can be determined

be 0.973 ± 0.005 in very good agreement with the results of with an accuracy of om 8% in Cr films.

other researchers (references cited in Ref. 1). Since the gen- th scond o o t in is cocene
eraly aceped alu of he oheenc legth xpoentv i 1, The second objective of this investigation is concerned

erally accepted vaue of7the oher encength exponent v is with the effects of film stresses on the Nel temperature
= 1.297 0.005. Experimental confirmation of this value ( TN) of thin Cr films. It has been found by Mehanna' et al.

of has so far involved model percolating systems only. For that Cr films having thicknesses of 70-100 nm deposited on
example, in a recent investigation Dubson and Garland' Coming glass (no. 7059) substrates at a substrate tempera-
measured the resistance of a percolating pattern on an alu- ture of 400 'C show well-defined anomalies in the electrical
minized plate and fitted their results to the power law resistivity versus temperature curves at T. A direct correla-
R ac (f, -f) -where f is the fraction of the sample area tion with the stress vs thickness curves of Abermann and
covered by holes in the sheet and A is the critical hole frac- Martinz6 could, however, not be carried out in the absence of
tion. These authors found that t = 1.29 ± 0.03 for site per- a 400 'C isotherm in the stress-thickness figure of these auth-
colation on the square lattice and 1.34 ± 0.07 for random- ors. It was therefore decided to measure TN of Cr films de-
void continuum percolation, proving that t depends only on posited at 360 'C for which a stress-thickness relation exists.
the dimensionality of the system. A tensile stess maximum occurs near a film thickness of - 14

Various onduction mchanisms exist in real two-di- nm followed by a compressive maximum near -50 nm. Ac-
mensional systems. Near the onset of conduction at very low
average film thicknesses highly activated conduction mech- cording to the model of Aberma n and Martinz,6 the maxi-
anisms between isolated islands occur.3" As the islands start film growth and hence also the end of the formation of con-
coalescing with increasing thickness continuous metallic tinuous metallic paths as mentioned above.
paths are formed and the system undergoes a metal-insula-
tot transition. As the thickness increases further the conduc- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
tivity is influenced by grain boundary, surface, and rough-
ness scattering. One purpose of the present investigation was With a view to extracting the critical exponent t we first
to see if the critical exponent t associated with conductivity present and discuss the results of observations on two Cr
canbedeterminedin thepresenceofother conductingmech- films. Film I was deposited on a Corning glass (no. 7059)
anisms in very thin films. Measurements of the resistance of substrate at a temperature of 385 'C, a deposition rate of 0. 1
two Cr films, one in the thickness region 0 < d < 26 nm and nm s-i and a pressure of : 4X 10- Torr. The correspond-
the other in 0 < d < 10 nm, have been carried out under ing parameters for film 2 are 360 °C, 0.7 nm s- and
slightly different deposition conditions. For very thin films it 5 I X 10-6 Torr. The resistances of films I and 2 as a func-
is reasonable to expect that R cc (d - d,) -'where d is the tion of average film thickness in the region 0 < d < 10 nm are
average thickness of the film. A direct experimental deter- shown in Fig. I. Conduction in film I starts at a thickness of

about I nm. Hereafter R decreases rapidly by a factor of
i0' as the thickness changes from 1 to .- 3 nm. Conduc-

tion in film 2 appears at -0.2 nm which points to the effect
of the deposition parameters in determining the size of the

"Present address: Military College. Cairo, Egypt. islands in the two films. The initial rapid decrease in resis-
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FIG. 1. The log of the resistance, R, vs film thickness, of Cr films I and 2. FIG. 3. The resistance, R, ofCr films I and2vsd-d, in the metal-insula-
tor region. The straight lines have a slope of - 1.31 and d, equals 1.68 and

1.11 nm for the two films, respectively.

tance below ~ 2 nm is believed to arise from activated con-
duction mechanisms which exist at thicknesses close to the playing a distinct concave upward and downward feature
onset of conduction and the formation of continuous metal- near the beginning of the fits for d, equal to 1.3 and 2.6 nm,
lic paths at the slightly higher critical thicknesses of 1.03 and respectively. A similar analysis pointed to the existence of a
1.64 nm as found below. This is indicated in region A of Fig. critical thickness in film 2. Sliding least squares fits were
2 which shows the conductivity of the two films as a function subsequently performed on sets of data each spanning 5.5
of film thickness. The conductivity increases rapidly in re- nim of thickness for each film, starting at thicknesses in the
gion B and then much more slowly in region C. range 0.5 < d, < 3.5 (e.g., with d, = 2 nm, a fit would cover

In analyzing these results the relation 7 Rd = Ko + K1/ the range 2 < d < 7.5 nm). It was found that t decreases for
d + K3d 3 was fitted to the measurements on film 1 in region each film from about 1.8 to I with increasing d,. However, X2

C of Fig. 2 where the conductivity is apparently influenced increased rapidly from - 8 X 10- to more that ten times
by grain boundary and roughness scattering as described by this value at t = 1.52 in the case of film 1. A similar behavior
the second and third terms of this equation. In the thickness was displayed by film 2. Hence, the upper limit of the critical
region from 7.6 to 13.5 nm AR 2 = (R - Ra, )2 is always exponent is taken to occur at t = 1.45. The rapid increase in
smaller than 2.5 Wl2 which implies a rather good fit to the X' above this value is attributed to the effects of the activated
data. At a thickness of 7.4 ± 0.2 nm AR2 starts to incease conduction mechanisms. Application of the scaling law to
rapidly with decreasing thickness reaching a value of - 180 values of d<7.6 nm yielded a lower limit of t = 1.23. There-
Q1 at 6.5 nm. Hence, application of the scaling law becomes fore t = 1.34 ± 0.11 with corresponding critical thicknesses

physically meaningless for values of d exceeding 7.6 nm. A of 1.64 ± 0.20 and 1.03 ± 0.20 nm for films 1 and 2, respec-
fit of the above relation in the region 2 < d < 8 nm produced tively. Figure 3 shows the resistance versus d - d, for the
K, < 0 which is physically unacceptable. If only the first two two films in the region where the conductivity is dominated
terms are fitted, i.e., with K3 = 0, a very bad fit is obtained. A by the formation of continuous metallic paths. For these fits
least squares fit of R cc (d - d, ) -'to the data on film 1 in the error in t amounts to only ± 0.005 (two standard devia-
region B of Fig. 2 using the critical thickness d, as a variable tions), the much larger error of - 0.11 reflecting the over-
revealed that 1.3 < d, < 2.6 nm, the experimental points dis-

o FiO.5 m eam

*14 5- 14.3am

i FIG. 2. The conductivity.ot / B , of Cr films I and 2 vs d. Oenm ., '

10- Not all the experimental 20.2 fle
points are shown. Regions 

-

' 8 ~ ~~~~A, and C ar eerd o et

- in the test. The vertical .... .
Sdashed lines below 2 m in-

dicate the critical thickness
4 of ech film. 20 40 to o soo iWO
ST (C)

FIG. 4. The resistance of Cr finm of various thicknesses vs temperature,
N 4e0 14 Meltemperatures are indicated by n arrow. For each curve the resistance

d (nm) is in arbitrary units.
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The maximum in AT. occurring at a thickness of - 14
0 inm agrees with the stress vs thickness measurements of

40 
\  Abermami and Martinz' (cf. Fig. 5), thus confirming the

end of the coalescence stage around this thickness. If we
20 I 1 assume a force per unit film width of 0.8 N m- for Cr6 at 14

Snm, then dTN/dS, = 102 K/kbar where S, is the tensile stress
in the film. In bulk Cr, dTN/dp. - 5 K/kbar. It appears

0/~ 4 u that in thin films rather large shifts in TN due to film stresses
- 2 40 GO so too can be observed which would render the determination of

d (nm) the critical exponent associated with the shift in the absence
of stress rather difficult.

FIG. 5. The shift, ATE, from the value in bulk Cr as a function of film
thickness d. The dashed line indicates the stress vs thickness variation' CONCLUSIONS
where stress is plotted on an arbitrary scale.

We have identified a percolating region in Cr films
which can be reasonably well described by R oc (d - d,) -

lapping effects of the other conduction mechanisms into the with t = 1.34 ± 0.11. In agreement with stress vs thickness
metal-insulator region. curves,6 a maximum shift in T occurs near a film thickness

A search for the Nel temperature in film 2 which had a of 14 nm. dTN/dS = 102 K/kbar where S, is the internal
thickness of 10.5 nm when the first deposition was terminat- tensile stress in the film.
ed at a substrate temperature of 360 °C, revealed that
TN = 366 K, 55 K higher than the value in bulk Cr. Deposit- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ing an additional 3.8 nm of Cr on this film raised the Neel One of us (J.A.J.L.) thanks the RAU and FRD for fi-
temperature to 371 K while a decrease to 340 K was ob- nancialsupport and Clarkson University for its warm hospi-
served for a film of total thickness of 14.3 nm. Figure 4 illus- tality.
trates the anomalies in R as a function of T and Fig. 5 the
shift in TN as a function of film thickness together with the
expected variation according to the internal stress measure- 'V. G. Zabolitzky, Phys. Rev. B 30,4077 (1984).
ments of Abermann and Martinz6 

who employed a cantile- 1M. A. Dubson and J. C. Garland, Phys. Rev. B 32, 7621 (1985).
ver method to measure the stress. We emphasize that our 'C. N. Neugebauer and M. B. Webb, J. Appl. Phys. 33, 74 (1962).
measurements are preliminary in the sense that film thick- 4C. 

J. Adkins, J. Phys. C IS, 7143 (1982)
'El-Sayed A. Mehanna, S. Arajs, and H. F. Helbig, J. Appl. Phys. 61, 4273

nesses were obtained additively. Furthermore, extensions to (1987).
our equipment are being made to locate anomalies below 'R. Abermann and H. P. Martinz. Thin Solid Films 115, 185 (1984).
room temperature. 'H..U. Finzel and P. Wissmann, Ann. Phys. 43, 5 (1986).
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Magnetic properties across the metal-insulator transition (invited)
Subir Sachdev
Centerfor Theoretical Physics, P. 0. Bax 6666, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06511

R. N. Bhatt and M. A. Paalanen
A T& TBell Laboratories Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

We review recent theoretical and experimental work on the metal to insulator transition in
doped semiconductors. The spin excitations on the insulating side of the transition can be
described in terms of a spin-1 Heisenberg antiferromagnet with the spins randomly located in
space. Numerical analysis of this Hamiltonian has led to a fairly complete understanding of the
static spin susceptibility and the electron spin resoifance spectrum. The physics on the metallic
side far from the transition is also fairly well understood in terms of a recently developed
theory of the disordered Fermi liquid. The physics near the transition point is, however, still
not clear. All the experimental evidence indicates the presence of local electronic moments on
the metallic side of the transition. Recent theoretical work and open problems in the
description of such a metallic phase are briefly discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION uous, i.e., the conductivity or increases continuously from
This paper presents a review of recent theoretical and zero as n goes above n,: o,- (n - n )". The exponent Y is

experimental work on the study of the metal-insulator tran- expected to be a universal feature of the transition: in other
sition in doped semiconductors. We will focus, in particular, words, it is independent of the details of the microscopic
on phosphorus silicon (Si:P) as a prototype system on which interactions and just a property of the scale-invariant critical
a large body of experiments have been performed recently.' point describing the transition. Experimentally M has been
Although the original studies on this system were performed found to be near 0.5 in uncompensated semiconductors like
two decades ago,2 there remain gaps in our understanding of Si:P but its value in compensated semiconductors (e.g., sili-
the physics, especially at doping concentrations n which are con doped with a donorlike phosphorus and an acceptorlike
close to the metal-insulator transition density n,. boron) is near 1.6 A number of theoretical works have ad-

We begin by presenting an overview of the properties of dressed the question of the exponents but have not been suc-
doped semiconductors as a function of doping concentra- cessful in clarifying the experimental situation. In compar-
tion. The physics is best understood by considering three ing theory to experiments it is important to keep in mind that
regions of dopant concentration: (i) insulating, (ii) transi- the finite-temperature experiments may not be measuring
tional, and (iii) metallic. These regions are discussed briefly the true asymptotic critical behavior of the putative zero
below, with the details being relegated to the subsequent sec- temperature scale-invariant theory. Ifthis is the case, then it
tions. is clearly necessary to focus on the "nonuniversal" finite

At very low phosphorus doping concentrations the ex- temperature thermodynamic and magnetic properties in the
tra electron carried by phosphorus remains bound to the transitional region for a complete understanding of the phys-
excss positive charge carried by the phosphorus nucleus. ics.
The strong Coulomb interactions between electrons coupled As one increases the density further, the system goes
with the strong positional disorder prevent any charge trans- into a noncritical metallic phase. This region can be de-
port and the system is an insulator.3 However, the weak orbi- scribed by a disordered version of Landau's Fermi liquid
tal overlap between neighboring electrons leads to an antifer- theory.'-" The properties of this Fermi liquid theory are
romagnetic interaction which dominates the magnetic very similar to those of the conventional Fermi liquid theory
properties." A good model for the low-lying excitations is of clean metals. Charge, spin, and energy diffusion occurs by
therefore a spin-i Heisenberg Hamiltonian with the spins the excitation of long-lived quasiparticles. Theoretical calcu-
located randomly in space. At high temperatures the elec- lations of the thermodynamic and magnetic properties of the
tron spins fluctuate independently of one another and yield a system are possible in this region: the dimensionless param-
Curie susceptibility. As the temperature is lowered, the spin eter measuring the strength of the disorder is small and can
fluctuations are gradually quenched and only a smaller num- form the basis of an expansion in perturbation theory.
ber of spin degrees of freedom remain active. In Sec. II we Further details on this point of view and comparison with
briefly discuss a simple picture of condensation of electrons experiments are discus%d in Sec. Ill.
into tightly bound singlet pairs which gives a satisfactory The theoretical challenge that remains is to come up
explanation of the experimental data. with a theory of the transition region which is capable of

With an increase in phosphorus density, the overlap explaining the transport (conductivity), thermodynamic
between the electron orbitals increases and the system un- (specific heat and spin susceptibility), and dynamic spin
dergoes an insulator to metal transition. Stress-tuning ex- (electron spin resonance and nuclear magnetic resonance)
periments have established that this transition is contin- properties. The transition region is bracketed by two differ-
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ent types of behavior, both of which are amenable to descrip- ,
tion by a simple intuitive picture: antiferromagnetically in- \CU,,RE .
teracting electron local moments on the insulating side and
non-plane-wave quasiparticles on the metallic side. The Cn
transition region exhibits features of both quasiparticle and '-o

local moment like behavior. In particular, as we shall discuss
in Sec. IV, the experiments now appear to present unambigu-
ous evidence of the presence of local electron moments on
the metallic side of the transition. The interaction of the iten- ,o - ,
erant quasiparticles with the local moments needs to be un-
derstood in greater detail. The problem is clearly enormous-
ly complicated: the interaction of a signal local moment with
electrons in a clean metal is by itself nontrivial" and the ,,
present situation involves many local moments interacting M)
with electrons in a dirty metsl. Nevertheless, some progress FIG. I. Temperature dependence of the paramagnetic spin susceptibility of
can be made at a phenomenological level, leading to experi- SiP for different values of the phosphorus concentration n/n,. The metal-
mentally testable predictions. Recent attempts by one of us

2  
insulator transition occurs at n,.

in this direction are described in Sec. IV.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec.

II reviews work on the insulating side of the transition while of the electron moments due to their mutual exchange inter-
Sec. IIl does the same for the metallic side of the transition. actions. As the temperature is lowered an increasing number
Section IV presents a discussion of the theoretical implica- of electrons condense into tightly bound singlet pairs with
tions of experiments in the transition region and a brief dis- their nearest neighbors; only the unbound spins contribute a
cussion of a phenomenological theory of this phase.' 2  Curie-type susceptibility (X-. IT). The decrease in the

number of unbound spins with temperature is therefore the
11. THE INSULATING PHASE reason for the slower than 1T temperature dependence of

Eq. (2). A computer renormalization group calculation by
This section will be brief because the situation on the Bhatt and Lee' 5 has put this picture on a more rigorous foun-

insulating side of the transition has recently been reviewed in dation and also yielded results for X( T) which have tem-
separate articles.,3' 4 We only present enough details to perature dependence similar to Eq. (2).
place the discussion on the metallic side of the transition in In addition to the variation in the total spin susceptibil-
context. ity, the ESR linewidth and resonance field also exhibit non-

Since there is no charge transport in the insulating trivial dependence on temperature and frequency.'" This can
phase, it is useful to focus solely on the spin excitations of the be understood in terms of a slowing down of the diffusion of
system. These can be described by the Hamiltonian spin excitations which must accompany the condensation of

the singlet pairs.' 7 Over the timescale probed by ESR, the
H = S (1 ) small diffusion coefficient localizes the electronic excitations

on small clusters (sizes <20). On such small clusters thewhere S, is a spin-1 operator for the electron localized secular approximation for evaluating the ESR spectrum
around the impurity phosphorus nucleus at R,. The ex- breaks down. It is necessary to resort to computer diagonali-
change constant J,, is positive and depends exponentially zations of the spin Hamiltonian; these are fortunately tract-
upon the distance between R, and Rj.4 The positions of the able because of the small cluster sizes. The results fit the
impurity nuclei R, are assumed to be distributed randomly experiments well, confirming the localized nature of the spin
in the silicon crystal. This random Heisenberg Hamiltonian excitations.
has formed the basis of our understanding of many experi-
ments on the insulator. IM. THE METALLIC PHASE

An important experimental probe is electron spin reso-
nance (ESR). The total weight under the ESR peak gives the On the metallic side of the metal-insulator transition
electron spin paramagnetic susceptibility. In Fig. I we show powerful analytic methods are available for the calculation
the electron spin susceptibility measured in this manner for a of the magnetic, transport, and thermodynamic properties
variety of dopant concentrations n. We focus on concentra- of the system.',' All these methods rely upon a perturbation
tions n < n, in this section. The temperature dependence of expansion in the disorder present in the system. Deep on the
the susceptibility X(T) is described very well by the phe- meallic side of the transition, where the large number of
nomenological equation dopant electrons raises the Fermi energy EF, it can be shown

that EF is the largest energy in the problem rather than dis-
X(T) = A(n)T (2) order and electron-electron interactions; consequently the

where A (n) depends on the density and the exponent perturbation expansion may be expected to work reasona-
er=0.6. bly. As we shall discuss in this section, it is in this region that

This temperature dependence of the paramagnetic su- the analytic methods have been most sucessful. The pertur-
septibility can be understood in terms of a gradual freezeout bation methods can also be combined with renormalization-
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group methods to make predictions all the way up to the infrared cutoff (the larger of the temperature Tor measure-
metal-insulator transition but these have been far less suc- ment frequency wu). Keeping terms to leading order in pow-
cessful, ers of in Tr1"/(Epr), where ris the elastic scattering time, it

The zeroth-order description for the metallic side of the is then argued that a resummation of these same terms cap-
transition is the system with no disorder. This system is as- ture the important physics in 2 + e dimensions. Following
sumed to be described completely by Fermi liquid theory. the example of classical phenomena, it is hoped that this will
Spin, charge, and energy transport in the system occurs via yield useful results in three dimensions. Such a procedure
movement of quasiparticle excitations. The quasiparticles yields a description of the metallic state in terms of a disor-
have mass m* interact with each other via the Fermi liquid dered Fermi liquid. This Fermi liquid has several features
constants A 1 and A a in the density and spin channels respec- which are identical with the clean system: the low-lying exci-
tively. The usual Landau interaction constants F' and F tations are quasiparticle and quasihole-like states which are
are related to these by responsible for charge, spin, and energy diffusion. The quasi-

particle wave functions, however, are no longer planewave-
F /[ I - A ;/(21 + 1 (3) like: the elastic scattering from the impurities yields wave

functions which average over the nonzero angular momenta

and similarly for F7. For technical reasons, the A parameters interaction constants and only the A ' and A 0 terms survive.
are more convenient in disordered systems. Performing and Another important feature of this disordered Fermi liquid is
physically interpreting a consistent perturbation theory that the interaction constants and the quaisparticle weights
about this state is not easy; although the initial insights for are now scale dependent; the temperature T (frequency 0j)
Altshuler and Aronov' s came eight years ago, it is only re- defines relevant length scale of the system ,ID IT (jD I )
cently that a proper physical understanding of the structure where D is the diffusion constant.
of the perturbation theory has emerged.7" ° The perturba- Faraway from the metal-insulator transition this theory
tion expansion is easiest to organize in two dimensions where can be used to make definite predictions. The conductivity
one obtains logarithmically divergent terms involving the I 6(T) is predicte6 o have the temperature dependence19-21

o ( T ) I! + '6 ( 4 1 + ,J A fl, . l + A - )) ( 4

016 (2Err)'+ 4 A - ' 1)

in a space of dimension 2 + c where or" is the conductivity 1where y is a phase space factor of order unity. Examining
and A ( a Fermi liquid interaction constant of the clean Fer- Fig. I again we see that in the region n > n, the spin suscepti-
mi liquid, and j6 is phase-space factor of order unity. We bility does have a weak upturn at low temperatures which
replace e by I in the above expression to get an estimate of the can be fit to a _T term. However, an n approaches n, the
conductivity in three dimensions. The resulting f- term in spin susceptibility increases much more rapidly at low tern-
the conductivity can have either sign depending upon the perature, and smoothly crosses over the T- Y dependence
magnitude of A *. This expression has been fit successfully to upon the insulating side of the transition. This rapid increase
the temperature dependence of the conductivity in Ge:Sb.22  is clearly beyond the applicability of the perturbation theory

The coefficient of the ,T term is arbitrary in the fit and can expression in Eq. (5). The spin diffusivity has corrections
be used to determine the value of the Fermi liquid interaction which are exactly the inverse of the spin susceptibility, as
constant. A more stringent test would require the use of this might be expected in any Fermi liquid.
known interaction constant in some other experiment, but Another magnetic property which is correlated with the
this has not been done for Ge:Sb. In Si:P, the physics is coin- spin susceptibility is the ESR linewidth. 27 As on the insulat-
plicated by the presence of six valleys in the conduction band ing side of the transition, the hyperfine interaction of the
and the scattering of electrons between the valleys. The val- electrons with the phosphorus nuclei is an important source
Icy scattering rate is an additional parameter which affects of spin dephasing, although certain spin-orbit scattering pro-
the conductivity and makes a determination of the coeffi- cesses may also be significant. Here we only treat the hyper-

cient of the /- term from first principles difficult." fine term for simplicity. In the clean Fermi liquid the

In a similar manner the spin susceptibility x,, (T) is linewidth is given by a spin relaxation time 1/1, = 21rNoA 2
,

found to have the enhancementl 24- 26  where No is the density of states at the Fermi level. In the
disordered system the suppresion of spin diffusivity leads to

X = T I + r 21A * (T7')11l, (5) a decrease in the amount motional narrowing and a broaden-

'Vo (2Er) '+ ing of the line. A direct calculation shows
25 2 6

I _ 1 i+ 2y +[21n(l+A80I)-AO.I](Tr),',) (6)

., ( ). (2Epr)'
+

For small A F1 Eqs. (5) and (6) predict that the enhancement spin susceptibility and the ESR linewidth persists all the way
of the susceptibility and the linewidth are identical. Experi- to n,; this cannot be understood in the framework of this
mentally this prediction is borne out by the experiments on perturbation theory. This proportionality is an important
Si:P." In actuality the proportionality between the electron constraint which should be satisfied by any theory of the
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transitional phase in uncompensated semiconductors. loo
SINGLE

Mention was made earlier of the ,alley structure of the

silicon conduction band which complicated effects in the ,o
comparison of the theory with the data on Si:P. It was shown
in Ref. 28, however, that this valley structure can be turned
into an advantage by making experimentally testable predic- 2 0

tions which are a nontrivial consequence of the structure of

the disordered Fermi liquid theory. Using an analogy be- 'oo.

tween the valley and spin quantum numbers, it was noted
that the decrease in spin diffusivity with falling temperatures 2.

should have a parallel in the temperature dependence of the
valley diffusivity. The valley diffusivity measures the rate at
which a polarization of the electron population in the valley 2

configuration would diffuse. Such a polarization is dynami-
cally created by an ultrasonic wave propagating through the
silicon crystal. It is therefore not surprising that the attenu- 25 2

ation rate of the ultrasonic wave is proportional to a valley
relaxation time. This valley relaxation time is the analog of FIG. 2. Spin susceptibility (X) and conductivity (a) for two different me-

the spin relaxation time that is measured in an ESR experi- tallic samples of Si-P. The suceptibility is normalized to the susceptibility

ment. Reasoning in analogy with the spin relaxation time we (Xo) ofafreeFermi gas, while the conductivity is normalized to the conduc-

conclude that the ultrasonic attenuation in tivity of the sample at 10 K (o). The solid lines represent theoretical renor.
can therefore omalization-group calculations of two versions of the disordered Fermi liq-

multivalley doped semiconductor like Si:P should have a uid theory. The two versions differ in their treatment of the valley index of

temperature dependent increase at low temperatures which the conduction band. There is only one adjustable parameter in the theoreti-

can be correlated with the broadening of the ESR line. This cal calculations, and it is used to fix the high-temperature point common to

temperature dependence of the ultrasonic attenuation has a the two solid curves and the experimental points.

clear signature in its dependence on the direction of propaga-
tion and polarization of the ultrasonic wave. An experimen-
tal measurement of the ultrasonic attenuation should there- The results of this calculation depend upon whether the dis-

fore provide a rather unambiguous test of the applicability of ordered Fermi liquid preserves the many-valley structure of

the disordered Fermi liquid theory in Si:P. the underlying conduction band or averages over it; both
cases are presented in Fig. 2. As plotted in Fig. 2, there is
only one adjustable Fermi liquid constant which determines

IV. THE TRANSITION REGION the theoretical curves. This constant is used to fix the high-
temperature starting point of the renormalization-group cal-

In this section we discuss the region just around n,. As culation; this is the point at which the two theoretical curves

noted in the introduction, no complete theory of this region intersect in Fig. 2. The lack of any correspondence between

exists. We will discuss a few significant experiments and the theoretical and experimental curves indicates the inap-

present recent theoretical attempts in understanding this re- plicability of the disordered Fermi liquid theory. Neither of

gion. the theoretical curves is close to vertical as the conductivity

Reexamining Fig. I we see that the spin susceptibility and susceptibility vary on the same temperature scale. To get

gradually crosses over from a weak T correction at high better agreement with the experiment it is then clearly neces-

densities to the almost Curie-type behavior in the insulating sary to introduce a different model which treats the spin
phase. A remarkable feature of the data is that on the metal- excitations and charge transport differently from one an-

lic side of the transition (at a density of 1.09n, ) the suscepti- other.

bility at 50 mK is over ten times larger than that at 10 K. Before abandoning the Fermi liquid description at den-

This clearly cannot be explained by the expression in Eq. sities close to n., it is of interest to examine whether its gen-

(5). A similar point is made by Fig. 2: in this figure we have eral physical framework is useful, independent of the valid-

plotted the temperature dependent susceptibility as a func- ity of perturbation theory. The disordered Fermi liquid

tion of the conductivity for two different metallic samples theory framework allows one to make phenomenological

(n = 1.09n, and 1.25n, ). The almost vertical slope of the scaling ansatzes for the frequency, density and temperature

line clearly indicates that the temperature dependence of the dependences of the thermodynamic quantities of the system.

susceptibility is far stronger than that of the conductivity. For example, it states that asymptotically close to n, the

This disagrees with Eqs. (4) and (5) which predict a change conductivity should satisfy the following equation':

in the conductivity and susceptibility of the same order of

magnitude. We also show in Fig. 2 the results of a renormal- o(n, 7) = (n - nc )"( [ T'(n - n,)] (7)

ization group calculationas-
9 for the temperature depen- where (b is smooth function of its arguments. Attempts to fit

dence of the susceptibility and conductivity. This calculation the data in Si:P to Eq. (7) have not been successful2 indicat-

can be interpreted as a resummation of an infinite number of ing that the corrections to scaling terms in the experimental

terms in the weak disorder perturbation theory; Eqs. (4) region of interest are so large that the scaling concept is not

and(5) contain only the leading order terms in this series, very useful.
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Two recent nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) ex- issue that arises at the outset is the lack of an analytical
periments'"' have provided important clues about the na- description of the spatial and dynamical correlations in the
ture of this intermediate phase. The first by Paalanen et al." local moment susceptibility. In Ref. 12 a simple phenomeno-
measured T, relaxation times of Si29 nuclei. They found logical description of the local moments is assumed. All spa-
strong enhancements over the Korringa relaxation rate pres- tial correlations are ignored and the local moments are as-
ent in a clean metal. In addition, the T, relaxation rates were sumed to be randomly located. After averaging over the
strongly dependent upon the magnitude of the magnetic locations of the moments, this leads to a momentum inde-
field. These results were explained by Gan and Lee3" using a pendent local moment susceptibility X(w. ). It is assumed
simple two fluid model of the electrons. The electron liquid that the spectral weight in X is zero above a spin-fluctuation
was assumed to be made divided into two mutually indepen- frequency o., with w, satisfying o 4 EF. Then to second
dent components: (i) a disordered Fermi liquid which was order in coupling K between the local moments and the con-
responsible for the charge transport and (ii) electron local duction electrons several important features of the proper-
moments, which were precursors of the spins on the insulat- ties of the system can be understood which are independent
ing side of the transition and were responsible for the large of the spectral shape of X(w. ). At any finite temperature T
spin susceptibility. The local moments were necessary in the the self-energy I (w) of the electrons in the Fermi liquid has
model of Gan and Lee 32 to explain the magnetic field depen- the form
dence of T,. The second experiment by Alloul et al.31 mea-
sured the NMR signal from P nuclei. The interaction of the I(k,o) = Y c (k,oj) + w ( 1 - Z) - t sgn(w). (9)
P nuclei with the electrons leads to a shift in resonance fre- 2ri.

quency of NMR (the Knight shift). If the electron is in a Here Yc is the Fermi liquid self-energy from the Coulomb
localized bound state near a nucleus, then the shift is so large interactions between the itinerant electrons and remaining
that the NMR signal from the nucleus becomes part of the terms arise from the interaction with the local moments. The
background. The NMR experiment therefore only measures only wave-vector dependence in I is contained in Yc. The
the signal from the P nuclei which interact with itinerant frequency renormalization factor Z can be shown to arise
electrons. The experiment found an abrupt decrease in the from the local moment spectral weight in the region W > T
Knight shift as the doping density was changed from l.ln, and the inelastic scattering from the local moment spectral
to n,. This can be interpreted as the transformation of the weight in the region w < T. It is shown in Ref. 12 that the
itinerant quasiparticle spectral weight into local moments. renormalization factor Z cancels in the expression for the
This transformation occurs while the system still has a non- compressibility and conductivity, but yields an enhance-
zero conductivity at zero temperature. ment of the spin susceptibility. The local moment inelastic

The two-fluid model discussed by Gan and Lee32 isactu- scattering (described by the term r,, ), however, leads to a
allyaveryold oneand was alsousedby Quirt and Marko33 in decrease in the conductivity. Using a local sum rule on the
their early experiments on the magnetic properties of doped magnitude of the local-moment spin at each site it can be
semiconductors. At its simplest level the model can be taken shown to exponential accuracy in T/0oS that
as a phenomenological description of the electronic states as 1/2-,i, ~ TK 2Nx, ( T), (10)
being made up of two independent fluids: a Fermi fluid with where y, (7") is the static local moment susceptibility. As-
extended quasiparticle-like excitations which carry charge, suming that the spin susceptibility of the itenerant electrons
spin, and energy and a configuration of localized moments is negligible compared to that of the local moments this im-
which consist of electrons singly occupying localized states mediately leads to an experimentally testable connection
and contributing a large spin susceptibility. To go beyond between the temperature dependence of the spin susceptibil-
this model it is obviously necessary to introduce an interac- ity and the conductivity. As discussed elsewhere 2 this corre-
tion between the two components. Such a program would lation is found to be consistent with experiments except very
have to ultimately show the correlation between the decrease close to the metal insulator transition.
in the quasiparticle weight in Fermi fluid and the increase in As an aside we note that although the inelastic spin-flip
the weight of the local moment spectrum. In the remaining rate -,. will modify all the quantum interference effects in
part of this section we summarize the result of a recent at- the disordered Fermi liquid, it will not show up as an addi-
tempt by one of us 2 to develop a theory of the interaction tional linewidth in the ESR experiment. In particular rix, will
between the local moments and the Fermi liquid, be relevant in choosing between the various renormalization

The Hamiltonian describing the interactions of the Fer- . • p omi lqui an th locl mmens cn b writenas ollws: group fixed points of Finkelsten.7 ' The reason it does not
mi liquid and the local moments can be written as follows: contribute to the ESR linewidth is simple: the ESR experi-

H = H, + Y J, S,.S, ment measures the total electron spin susceptibility while r,
,, represents relaxation of spin between different parts of the

electron system. An analytic calculation describing this phe-
+ K, S1 Ck +b. O O c (8) nomena in detail can be found in Ref. 12.

The results that emerge out of this analysis of the inter-
where Hn is the Fermi liquid Hamiltonian for the quasi- actions between the local moments and the disordered Fermi
particles, c' is a quasiparticle creation operator, S, are local liquid are therefore very simple. The dominant effect of the
electron spins interacting with each other with exchange J, local moments on the Fermi liquid is to introduce a frequen-
and with the extended quasiparticles with exchange Ki. An cy renormalization factor and a strongly temperature depen-
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" Electrical transport properties of thin epitaxially grown iron films on GaAs
F. J. Rachford, M. Rubinstein, and G. A. Prinz
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington DC 203 75

We have determined the components of the magnetoresistance tensor through fifth order in the
magnetic direction cosines for four epitaxially grown iron films with thicknesses between 200
and 60 A at 300, 77, and 4.2 K. We have also determined their magnetic anisotropy parameters
from ferromagnetic resonance at 300 K. These phenomenological parameters provide an
excellent description of the magnetic field dependence of the planar magnetoresistivity for
electric current directed along the [001], [ 110], and [ 1,2 ] directions and the applied fields
necessary to produce spin flops.

There have been many recent papers on the properties of dicular anisotropy constant. Table I displays the room-tem-
epitaxially grown iron films.' In an attempt to further inves- perature resistivity, the magnetic anisotropy and magnetiza-
tigate the properties of these films, we have conducted elec- tion parameters deduced from FMR for these four films, and
trical transport measurements on samples with iron film those for bulk iron. Their dependence on film thickness are
thicknesses between 200 and 60 A. in agreement with the previous studies. In particular, we

Thin iron films were grown on GaAs substrates by MBE note ( 1 ) the existence of a large uniaxial anisotropy attribut-
techniques. As in previously reported samples, the substrate ed to the lattice mismatch between the GaAs and the Fe film,
orientation was chosen to be a (110) face. GaAs was chosen (2) the change in the easy direction of magnetization from
as the substrate because its nearest-neighbor distances are the [001] to the [ITO] when the sample thickness is less than
close (within - 1.4%) to that of bc iron, and also because 100 A indicated by the change in sign of K., and (3) the low
magnetic films deposited on semiconductors have applica- magnetization of the iron films compared to the magnetiza-
tion potential. tion of bulk iron at room temperature (41rMw 21 kOe).

In order to make transport measurements on the iron Previous magnetometry and FMR studies have shown
films, it was necessary to use a highly insulating GaAs sub- the existence of a first-order magnetic phase transition in
strate. The (110) substrates were prepared using conven- (110) iron films with a {0011 easy axis.2 This transition
tional polishing and annealing procedures. The film thick- occurs when a magnetic field is applied in the (110) plane of
nesses were measured by x-ray fluorescence after the the iron film and aligned near the hard [ lTO] axis. A sudden
samples had been grown and removed from the vacuum spin flop occurs with increasing field as the magnetization
chamber. The samples were then photolithographically abruptly realigns from a direction near the [001 ] to a posi-
etched with a pattern of three conducting strips, one along tion near the [ ITO] axis. In this paper we report this transi-
the magnetically easy [001] axis, one along the [ 110] axis tion plus a new transition observed by monitoring the resis-

and a third along an intermediate direction [IT T2] at 45- tivity or the planar Hall effect. The measurements are
from the [00 11 axis. A strip of iron film was also left intact sensitive to such transitions due to the small but easily ob-
for subsequent analysis by FMR. The samples were allowed served magnetoresistive anisotropy in the films. The new
to oxidize in air. It is believed that this produces a stable transition is closely related to the old, and involves two
oxide surface of 30-35 A, removing approximately 15 A of successive spin flops. The double transitions can be calculat-
metallic iron. ed from a knowledge of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy

Four samples, 200, 160, 90, and 60A + 5 A thick, were parameters derived from the FMR experiments.
analyzed by FMR using the methods explained in previous In Fig. 1 (a) we have plotted the electrical resistance
publications.' The 200- and 160-A samples were found to measured in the 160-A-thick iron film as a function of ap-
have their easy direction of magnetization along the [001] plied magnetic field for a series of fixed angular orientations
axis, while the two thinner samples have their easy axis along
the [1101 direction. The samples are single domain, and
their magnetization lies in the plane of the film. In order to TABLE 1. Phenomenological magnetic and electrical transport parameters

analyze the observed anisotropy of the FMR spectra, the for several thin iron films used in this study assuming K,/M = 0.27 kOe.

following energy density expression was employed:

E = -HM +2rM2 + K, (aa' + a2al 22) Thickness 4rM K. /M K /M p (300 K)

(A) (kOel (kOe) (kOe) (Pl cm)

+ K. sin2 0 + K " sin
4 

0 + K, (M,/M)
2
, (1) bulk 21 0 0 9.71where 0 is the angle between M and [001] in the (110) 200 17.6 -0.22 +0.009 23.0

plane, the a's are the direction cosines of M with respect to 160 16.5 -0.05 + 0.15 30.9
90 12.6 +0.35 -0.1 68.1

the cubic crystalline axes, and M, is the component of M 77 73.3

normal to the surface. K. and K. are the epitaxy-induced 60 11.4 + 0.63 - 0.16 177.5

uniaxial in-plane anisotropy constants, and K, is the perpen-
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EXPERIMENT THEORY

- FIG. 1. (a) Experimentally determined re-
m T sistivity vs applied magnetic field for various
(A -4angles of the applied magnetic field. (hi
4 Theoretical family of magnetization curves

. as shown in (a).
Z 0
0 m
M

aoo 4 00 800 200 400 600 800
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(a) (b)

of the applied field with respect to the crystalline axis of the 160-A-thick iron film. The solid line is the theoretical pre-
film. The direction of the current is along the [1101 axis. The diction. The crosses are the experimentally observed values
angles indicated are for the direction of the magnetic field of the spin flop. The theory numerically calculates the mag-
with respect to its initial direction along the [001] easy axis netic energy [Eq. (1) ] as a function of initial magnetization
in the (110) plane of the film. Initially the film is magnetized state, field amplitude and orientation, and predicts the orien-
with a strong magnetic field along the [ 0011 axis, i.e., 0

° 
in tation of the magnetization. The regime of double spin flops,

Fig. 1 (a). cross hatched in the diagram, extends from > 90 to < 120
°

For this film, abrupt changes in the resistivity as a func- in this sample.
tion of applied field are observed whenever the field angle To illustrate the origin of the spin flops and to relate the
0> 63°. These changes are caused by spin-reorientation tran- transition for 90°<0< 120 to the previously studied case
sitions which produce a sudden change in the electrical resis- where 63* < 0 < 90 we present a contour mapping of the en-
tance because of a small (0.3%) anisotropic magnetoresis- ergy surface for the magnetization of the 160-A sample as a
tance in these iron films, function of magnetization angle in the (110) plane (relative

In order to reproduce the actual data traces we need to to [001] and the applied field) for the two symmetric cases
find the magnetoresistance tensor for the film. We do this by where the external field is applied at 70 [Fig. 3 (a) ] and at
measuring the resistance in a saturating field as a function of 110* [Fig. 3(b)]. At zero field minima occur at the 00 and
angle in the (110) plane assuming perfect alignment of M
and Hand negligible "forced" magnetoresistance. The high
field data is fit to a fourth-order expansion of the cubic and ED s Ise t 14 le l

orthorhombic magnetoresistance tensor in the direction co- -
sines of the current direction and the direction cosines of the 3%WoM

magnetization with respect to the crystalline axis.3 
With a

knowledge of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants
(obtained from FMR), we can reproduce the detailed shape t

of the resistance (and planar Hall effect) curves as a func- 2
tion of magnetic field. Figure 1 (b) shows the "theoretical" e
results for this sample while the experimental results are tSO• •

shown in Fig. l(a). lee
When 900<0< 120 for this film, two magnetic-field- E

induced spin-reorientation transitions are seen, and when
0 > 1200, only a single transition is observed. The behavior of 0

the transition when 0 < 0 < 90 has already been discussed OM O DI E TI lO I(DE
previously.' 2  

ANGLE FOM P3LED DIECTION wan)
In Fig. 2 we plot the magnetic fields at which these tran- FIG. 2. Magnetic field amplitude, in Oersteds. at which spin "lops are o-

sitions occur versus field angle in the (110) plane for the served tooccur for the 160-A-thick iron film ana functionofthe field angle.
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trajectory is theoretically reversible in applied fields. Experi-
.. .mentally, a small hysteresis is noted. This is an example of

the previously studied magnetization reorientation transi-
tion,' and indicates that wall reorientation proceeds by do-
main wall formation and motion.

In Fig. 3(b) we plot the case where the external field is
applied at 110* to the [0011. The energy contours are mirror
reflected about 90 from those of the previous example. The
magnetization is initially directed along the [0011. As soon
as a magnetic field is applied, the global energy minimum is

found near ISO*, D011]. We experimentally find that the
magnetization does not immediately reorient to the global

- ,R U minimumbutremainsinthelocalminimum near [001] asin
MAGNETIZATION ANGLE (OEGREES) the first example until a transition to the local energy mini-

mum near the [ 110] becomes energetically favorable. At
. this point, we assume two -90 walls are generated and

- WJI ~ \sweep through the sample reorienting the magnetization to
!/Jfl/j/ii the global minimum near the [110]. As the field increases

// further, the magnetization follows a trajectory which is the

/mirror image of the previous case [Fig. 3(a) 1. The transi-
tion at - 100 G is not reversible and the magnetization ro-

tates to the 1001] as the field is subsequently reduced to zero.
w Since reorientation is delayed until -90 rotations are

' energetically favorable we conclude that the reorientations

of angles greater than 90* occur by a two step process and
that large reorientations do not occur until "90* walls" can

be generated. In this calculation, we assume that the sample

MAGNETIZATION ANGLE DEGREES is single domain except during the magnetization reorienta-
tions, when one or two <90' domain walls are generated and

FIG. 3. The contours of energy vs magnetization angle and applied field rapidly sweep through the sample.
orientations in the ( I0) plane: (a) Happlied at 70' from the [0011 and (b) Thus, using Eq. (1), the parameters obtained from fit-
H applied at 110' from the [001 ]. ting the FMR data on each sample and the experimentally

determined magnetoresistivity tensor for each film, we can

ISgO' positions corresponding to the equivalent cases where numerically calculate the magnetic energy and generate an

the magnetization is oriented along the [0011 or the [0011. acceptable fit to the transition data and the nonsaturated

The magnetization is assumed to be initially directed along magnetoresistance curves.

the [0011. In Fig. 3(a), asthemagnetic field is increased, the
magnetization slowly rotates as the energy minimum shifts
to a larger angle. The trajectories of magnetization are indi-
cated by directed lines intersecting the contours. At about
260 G the energy for an orientation at approximately 74* 'J. J. Krebs, B. T. Jonker, and G. A. Prinz, J. Appl. Phys. 61. 3744 (1987)

becomes less than the minimum near 24* and the magnetiza- and references therein.
-K. B. Hathaway and G. A. Prinz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 47, 1761 (1981).

tion suddenly reorients. Here we have neglected the domain 'R. S. Birss, Symmetry and Magnetism (North-Holland, Amsterdam.
wall nucleation energy, and the magnetization reorientation 1964).
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Magnetothermal conductivity of ErAI2 for cryogenic applications
C. B. Zimm, C. K. Campenni, and J. A. Barclay
Astronautics Technology Center. Madison, WiV/onsin 53716

The thermal conductivity K of rare-earth intermetallic compounds with magnetic ordering
temperatures To below 100 K is a key parameter affecting their use in magnetic refrigerators
and regenerators. We have measured the thermal conductivity of ErAI2, To = 12 K, between 5
and 170 K in 0- and 7-T applied magnetic fields. The zero-field results show a strong, 20-K-
wide minimum in the thermal conductivity near the ordering temperature. The results at 7 T
indicate that the magnetic field eliminates the minimum and produces a monotonic
temperature dependence. We attribute these effects to magnetic scattering of electrons.

INTRODUCTION pie was verified by metallography. The sample was cut to

Magnetic refrigeration technology currently under de- form a rectangular rod of 3 mm X4 mm X 30 m size.
velopment for use above 20 K typically uses as a refrigerant a Thermal conductivity was measured using a steady-

ferromagnetic rare-earth (RE) intermetallic compound op- state, longitudinal heat-flow design, as described by Arenz,

erating near its Curie point Tc. The heat transfer from the Clark, and Lawless.
6 

The configuration is nontypical in that

magnetic refrigerant is a critical part of the thermodynamic a single thermometer is used to determine the thermal con-

cycle; hence the thermal conductivity K of intermetallics in ductivity of the material between two heaters. Use of a single

the presence of an applied magnetic field B. is a key param- thermometer to measure a temperature difference cancels
eter needed for designing magnetic refrigerators. out much of the thermometer calibration error that can oc-

Unfortunately, measurements of thermal conductivity cur in the conventional dual-thermometer, single-heater

for RE intermetallic compounds below 100 K are sparse, configuration.

and we know of none in high magnetic fields. This is not Figure 1 shows a cross section of the apparatus, which

because the magnetic component of the thermal resistivity includes a vacuum chamber with a pumping tube at the top
(1/K) is negligible. Indeed, a strong correlation of the ther- and an oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper base
mal resistivity of REAl2 compounds with the de Gennes fac- (62 mm o.d.). The base contains electrical feed-throughs to
tor, (g - 1)

2
J(J + 1), suggests a strong magnetic compo-

nent of the thermal resistivity in temperatures up to 270 K.2.
3

A sharp anomaly in thermal conductivity has also been ob-
served for GdA]2 at its 160-K Curie point.

4 " UrNC

The electrical and thermal resistivities normally show
similar behavior, conventionally described by the Wiede-
mann-Franz relation. Field-dependent magnetic scattering ,om,

in electrical resistivity is illustrated by measurements on Gd, co-1

coupled with an excellent correlation between the field de-
pendence of the specific heat and the field dependence of the
temperature derivative of the resistivity.

5 
Simple theory pre- vAcuUM CHAMR

dicts2 
that the phonon scattering of the electrons carrying

heat should drop faster with declining temperature T than
the magnetic scattering, provided T < T< OD, where OD is
the Debye temperature. Hence the magnetic scattering com-
ponent of thermal conductivity for ErAI 2, a Laves phase fer- RSO

romagnetic with a Curie temperature of 12 K, should be
strong. With the above motivation, we have measured the -
thermal conductivity of ErAI2 for B, = 0 and 7 T.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The ErAI2 sample used for this study was made by the
Materials Preparation Center of Ames Laboratory, at Iowa
State University. The erbium used was of true 99.9% atomic
purity with respect to nonmetallic elements and approxi-
mate 99.999% purity with respect to metals, including other
rare earths. The aluminum was 99.999% pure. The constitu- INDIUM \ F /

ents were arc-melted and then arc-cast in an argon atmo-
sphere. The polycrystalline single-phase nature of the sam- FIG. I. Schematic of the thermal-conductivity apparatus.
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enable cryogenic heat sinking of the electrical leads. The ity of both test samples measured in our apparatus generally
sample is held in place in an OFHC copper support which is agreed to within 5% of the NBS reported results. Measure-
secured to the base. Indium gaskets are used between the ment using boiling N2 below 80 K and boiling He below 7 K
sample, the support, and the base; the seal between the base are less accurate due to the small heat loads used. The appa-
and vacuum chamber is an indium O-ring. For field-depen- ratus has the capability of measuring thermal conductivity
dent studies, an 8-T superconducting solenoid that sur- over a large range of values. For instance, measurements on
rounds the vacuum chamber is used to apply field parallel to ErAI2 were obtained between 4.5 and 175 K by varying the
the long axis of the sample. The vacuum chamber is sur- total applied power between 0.01 and 4.12 W.
rounded by a boiling cryogen (helium or nitrogen) that
serves as a heat sink. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Each heater consists of an OFHC copper split clamp Figure 2 shows our measured zero-field thermal-con-
tightened onto the sample with screws. Two J-W, 510-fl ductivity data for ErAI2 . Also shown for comparison are the
metal film resistors, connected in parallel are potted inside published measurement of Bauer, Gratz, and Adam.1 The
each heater with epoxy. The total change in resistance was large minimum near 12 K was reproduced over several runs
less than 0.2% between 4.5 and 300 K. The heaters are ta- using two different types of thermometerg.
pered to approach line contact with the sample so that the We ascribe the large difference between our measure-
distance between the locations of heat input can be precisely ments and those of Bauer and co-workers to sample purity.
measured. Our samples were made from rare earths of 99.9% atomic

The thermometer is attached to the side of the sample purity with respect to all elements including oxygen and hy-
near the non-heat-sunk end using shrink-wrap tubing and drogen. Most commercial sources of rare earths of nominal
dental floss. Copper-filled grease is used to ensure effective 99.9% purity with respect to other metals contain a few
thermal contact between the sample and the thermometer. A atomic percent of oxygen and hydrogen. Such impurities
silicon (Si) diode is used to measure the sample temperature may serve as effective scatterers of electrons, thereby de-
in zero field. Due to the strong field dependence of the silicon creasing K at low temperature.
diode, a bismuth ruthenium oxide (BRO) resistor, which Application of a 7-T magnetic field produces a large
exhibits only a 75-mK field dependence at 4 K, is used for change in thermal conductivity near the Curie point of
field-dependent studies. Zero-field thermal-conductivity ErAI2 (Fig. 3). The effect fades with increasing tempera-
data were obtained between 4.5 and 35 K using the BRO ture, becoming barely resolvable above 25 K.
resistor; this data agreed with the data obtained using the Si The RE Laves phases are very brittle and prone to
diode. The thermometers were calibrated against a carbon- cracking. We noted that presence of at least one microcrack
glass thermometer calibrated by Lakeshore, Inc. The nonlin- on our sample. Such cracks should not change the tempera-
earity of the BRO resistor required fitting of the calibration ture or field dependences of K, but our measured values
data. might differ from that of a completely crack free and void-

The dual-heater, single-thermometer design effectively free specimen by a constant scaling factor.
measures the thermal conductivity of the sample between A simple theory gives a qualitative understanding of the
the two heaters. Initially a power is applied to the lower above thermal-conductivity results. First, note that heat
heater (Q), and the steady-state temperature (T,) is record- may be carried by both electrons and phonons. Arguments
ed. A portion of the applied power (AQ) is then applied to have been made3 that the phonon conductivity in RE Laves
the upper heater while reducing the lower heater power by phase compounds around 20 K is quite small; moreover,
A , the total power applied to the sample is thereby held thermal conductivity of the magnetic insulators
constant as the subsequent steady-state temperature (T 2 ) is Gd2(SO 4 )3-8H 20 and Dy 2Ti207 show no field depend-
recorded. The tlermal conductivity at Ts = (T 2 - TIM2
is then given for a sample of constant cross section A by

K = (A )(L)/W T 2 - T,) (A) ,30 ErAI ......................

where L is the distance between the two heaters. A computer
system controlled the heaters and acquired the data. To >

F 20-minimize averaging the thermal conductivity over wide tem- 0
perature spans, the system monitored the temperature rise a X +

(T 2 - T1 ) at each data point and adjusted the subsequent 0 + + +

AQ to maintain a temperature rise of less than 2 K. Steady- -' 10 . +
state temperatures were recorded when the rate of tempera- a 1/ + +
ture change was less than 3 m K/m in. +*. + BAUER ea

Optimization of procedures and verification of calibra- +,0

tion of the thermal-conductivity apparatus was accom- 0 • , 0 10

plished through analysis of two National Bureau of Stan- 0 R , 100 150

dards (NBS) standards: sintered tungsten (NBS Research

Material No. 8422) and austenitic stainless steel (NBS Stan-
dard Reference Material No. 1460). The thermal conductiv- FIG. 2. Measured thermal conductivity of ErAI3 in zero applied field.
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FIG. 3. Measued thermal conductivity of ErAJ2 in 0- and 
7
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T~ aple ma. IG. 4. Temperature divided by the measured thermal conductivity of
netic fields. The Curie point of ErA!, is 12 K. ErA!, Three types of eiectronic scattering are evident: W. (impurity scat-

tering), W., (spin scattering), and WIf,, (phsonon scattering).

ence.' Hence consider only the electronic contribution to the ing that 7 T nearly saturates the spin system at Tc, but not at
thermal conductivity. Using the thermal equivalent of 30K.
Matthiesson's rule, the electronic thermal resistivity can be
Written as2 W, = W.' + W.. + W,, where W,, is due We have observed that the thermal conductivity of

to te sattrin ofeletros byimprites nd efets, ErA 2 is strongly temperature and field dependent in a 10-K

W i th sctteingby pin, ad Wtis he scattering region about Tc. Such effects, arising from the magnetic
W... isthe caterig byspis, nd W.phih scattering of electrons, must be considered when designingby phonons. A linearized Boltzmann equation approach or modeling thermomnagetic devices using rare-earth inter-

predicts for B, = 0 the following temperature dependence metallic compounds.
for each of the scattering terms multiplied by the tempera-
ture: ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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B. = 0, a nonzero T = 0 intercept, Wo; a higher constant (1987).
value just above Tc, W0 + W.,; and a gradual increase due 1E. Bauer, E. Grat, and G. Adam, J. Phys. 16, 493 (1986).
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Enhanced spin-density waves in Co-Cr superlattices
Shihui Ge*) atid M. B. Steams
Department of Physict Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287

The electrical resistivity of a series of Co-Cr multilayered thin films (MLS) of equal layer
thickness of -30-30 A made at various substate temperatures and deposition rates of 0.5 and
2 A/s was measured over the temperature range of 4.2-350 K. The most striking feature seen
in several of these MILS was that the bump near the N~el temperature 

T
. of the spin-density

wave (SDW) of Cr was 2-4 times greater than that seen in CrCo alloys. The bump in the MLS
is also much sharper than that of the alloys. The resistivity bump and an increase in T. in the
alloys has been attributed to an enhancement of the SDW due to the exchange interaction
between the Co moments and the SDW. It is proposed that the even larger enhancement of the
SDW in the MLS is due to the superlattice structure of the MLS. This changes the Cr Fermi
surface by introducing new Brillouin zones and thus increases the nesting which gives rise to
the SDW. The variation of the TN values of the MLS varies systematically with the substrate
temperature. Other similarities and differences between the MLS and the alloys resistivity
behavior are discussed.

INTRODUCTION the resistivity for several MLS. A comparison between the

Because of their application as a recording and storage resistivity behavior of the MLS and alloys is discussed below.

media the properties of thin films of Co-Cr alloys have been
studied extensively in recent years. Since thin multilayered SAMPLE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENTS
structures (MLS) allow the opportunity of achieving The Co-Cr MLS were prepared by evaporation in a
greater structural variety than alloys, MLS of Co-Cr are of UHV system having two water-cooled, shrouded e-beam.
special interest for both their potential practical use as well guns and a reciprocating shutter.' 3 A high-speed 8-in. Var-
as for their inherent scientific behavior. The magnetic and ian cryopump provides a base pressure of - 5 X 10- '0 

Torr.
structural properties of Co-Cr MLS have been previously The ambient pressure during deposition depends on the de-
studied by x-ray scattering,

1
,
2 

magnetization measure- position rate and is typically about 10 -Torratarateof-l

ments,"
3 

and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR).' Here we A/s. The materials used in the evaporization were 99.95%
report on the unusual resistivity behavior found in certain pure cubes of the elements - 1 cm on a side. The films were
MLS of layer thicknesses of about 30 A Co-30 A Cr, indicat- deposited onto p-type oxidized single-crystal (100) Si sub-
ing the presence of enhanced spin-density waves. strates. The temperature of the substrate, T,, was varied be-

Since the 1960s severa: groups have extensively studied tween 173 and 573 K and the deposition rates used were 0.5
the resistivity of Co-Cr alloys."

-
' The magnetic contribu- and 2 A/s. The resistivity samples were prepared in the

tion is manifest as a bump in the resistivity near the NeI shape of a dumbbell having a small connecting area. In order
temperature TN. Defining TN to be the inflection point in to investigate the deposition distribution and the reproduc-
this bump it was found 7

. 
that, upon the addition of Co to Cr, ibility of the measurements, two resistivity specimens were

T
N first decreases up to -2 at. % Co; it then increases up to fabricated in each sample fabrication. As seen below, the two

-4 at. % Co after which it again decreases. It has been pro- specimens gave similar resistivity behavior.
posed'° that the oscillatory behavior of 

T
N is due to competi- The resistivity was measured on the dumbbell-shaped

tion between scattering by the magnetic impurities (which samples using the standard foir-terminal method. A sample
decrease 

TN ) and an exchange enhancement of the electron- holder incorporating four spring-loaded probes provided
hole pairing or nesting of the Fermi surface by the exchange good, reproducible contacts to the MLS. The profile of the
coupling between the magnetic impurity moments and the cross-sectional rod of the sample was determined using a
1r)W (which increases 

T
N). Susceptibility measurements DEKTAK II profilometer. The center rod of the dumbbell

indicate that the magnetic moment of Co is strongly coupled which defines the geometry of the sample had typical dimen-
to the SDW." sions of a length of 3.5 mm with a width of I mm and a

Other workers"' have attributed the rise in TN above 2 thickness of - 3000 A. The errors in widths and thicknesses
at. % Co to the increased stability of the SDW with Co con- could be quite large so that it is estimated that the cross-
tent since neutron scattering experiments have shown that sectional area was known to only - 10%-20%. Thus the
the SDW becomes commensurate at Co concentrations absolute resistivies are less well known compared to the rela-
greater than 2 at. % Co. tive resistivities which are estimated to be known within

We have found a similar, but greatly enhanced bump in 0. 5%. The temperature of the sample was varied from 4.2 to

300 K in a Janis Supervaritemp Dewar. The sample was

SThis work wasdonewbeon ve from Department ofPhlwm Iamzou placed in an oven for higher-temperature measurements. We
Umvenity, LUnzob Umu, Peoples Republic of China. limited the temperature to 350 K since we did not want to
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TABLE 1. Summary of fabrication conditions and TN, Tw, p(77K), and AI/p, values for nominally 30-30 A Co-CrMLS. (RTdenotes room tempera-
ture.)

T (K) T T - T-. p(77 K) AP/p--

MLS (K) (K) (K) (Mf cm) %)

Deposition rate of 2 A/s

C044 573 260 24 52.5 6.6
C043-1 523 262 24 53 4.9
C043-2 523 258 21 58 (RT) 4.9
C042 473 295 18 49 2.9
C041 423 307 9 52 0.7
C040-1 373 327 44 None
C040-2 373 312 9 46 0.3
C036-1 313 311 43 94 12.5
C036-2 313 314 38 73 9.8
C037-1 313 298 12 47 3.6
C037-2 313 285 12 47 1.3
C039-1 273 270 43.5 None
C039-2 273 283 50 (RT) None

Deposition rate of 0.5 A/s

C031 523 281 30 62 9.8
C029 473 293 9 36 0.7
C028 423 312 11 41.5 1.2
C030 373 322 25 58 5.3
C033 273 281 23 58 1.2
C032 173 291 41 104 3.3

diffuse the interfaces of the MLS. We had determined that B for the alloys is 3.3. This is similar tothesizeofthebunpin

this was a safe temperature from FMR measurements and C042 which is shown in Fig. 1. As seen in Table I and Fig. I
magnetization measurements, the bumps in several of the Co-Cr MLS are 2-4 times larger

than those seen in Co-Cr alloys.
In order to compare various other features of the MLS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION with those of the alloys we list some properties of the alloys

The values of T, TN, the difference between TN and the in Table II. We see that the p(
77 

K) values of the MLS are

temperatureat whichp_, occurs, TN - T_. the resistivity comparable to those of alloys containing 5-8 at. % Co while

at 77 K, p(
7 7 

K) and the size of the bump, B = (p_ the TN - T_ values of the MLS are more similar to those

-- p )/p,,, are tabulated in Table I. The TN values were ofalloys containing 3 at. % Co or less. Thus the bumps in the

determined, as usual, from the minimum of the derivative of MLS are much sharper than those of the alloys and the be-

the resistivity with respect to temperature, i.e., the inflection havior of the MLS is quite different from the alloys in many

point. The most striking feature is the size of the bump in the details.

resistivity of several of the MLS. To put this in perspective it In column 3 of Table I we list the TN values as a function

is of interest to compare this size with those ofCoCr alloys
5  

of T,. It is seen that they have a systematic variation with T,,

listed in Table II, where it is seen that the maximum value of maximizing slightly above the TN of pure Cr for a T, of

TABLE IL Relative bump height, Ap/pm, and p(77 K) for Co-Cr alloys.

TN T- TN-T- P(77 K) &o/p
at % Co (K) (K) (K) (fl cm) %) Referance

0 313 1.0 0.8 6
•[290 280 to 9.6 .0 9

3 304 280 26 24'5 1-4 8
3.4 304 275 29 1.65 9
3.5 316 275 41 29 '0 2.3 6

4.4 309 260 48 35.3 3.1 6
4.4 301 265 36 2.3 9
5 247 235 62 49.9 3.3 8
6.2 290 220 70 44.5 3.0 6
6.5 267 218 49 3.2 9
8 250 ISO 70 50.8 3.3 6
8 260 190 70 53.0 3.3 8
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short out the higher resistance of the MLS unless an MLS
96 ross., region exists completely across the width of the neck of the

. 3131 Ssample. Thus the samples having larger values of B should
92 have higher resistivities as observed. We have also found that
96 we do not get large B values in any samples having neck

widths of greater than 1 m. If this is the correct explana-
eG tion of the random occurrence of high B values it is likely

that we have thus far only seen quite reduced values from

5 6 those present in the MIS. We expect to see even greater
T C4 resistivity bumps in MLS having narrower necks. Moreover,

from the structural computer analysis of the x-ray scattering
a spectra of Co-Cr MIS of various thicknesses we have found
0- that MILS having layer thicknesses of 15-20 A grow with

52 both superior alignment of the MLS and much fewer pure
crystallites present. Thus MLS of these thicknesses should

63 K also give higher B values. We are in the process of verifying

this explanation by both reducing the neck width of present
CoN2 samples by ion milling and by growing new samples with

52 reduced neck widths and layer thicknesses - 15-20 A.
WThe enhancement of the SDW in alloys, over that in
4 e pure Cr, has been attributed to the effects of the exchange

W0 I , M M W 4W interaction between the Co moments and the SDW.' ° Such

T (K) an effect would also be expected to occur in the MLS due to
the proximity of the ferromagnetic Co to the Cr layers. It is

FIG. I. Temprature dependence of the resistivity of a series of nominally proposed that the increased enhancement of the SDW in
30 A Co-30X Cr MILS made at different substrate temperatures at a depo- somofeM that inethecalloysnisnuento the super-
sition rate of 2 A/s. some of the MLS, over that in the alloys, is due to the super-

lattice structure which introduces new Brillouin zones and
thus causes an increased nesting of the Fermi surface of Cr.

373 K. The variation is seen to be similar for the two depo- Thus this effect is of special interest since it would be one of
sition rates. The range of TN values is similar to that seen in the few cases in which real superlattice effects are seen in
CoCr alloys, metallic multilayer systems.
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Magnetoresistance of very thin cobalt-gold multilayers with perpendicular
anisotropy

C. Dupas, J. P. Renard, J. Seiden, and E. V6lu
institut d'Electronique Fondarentale, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique UA 22, B& 220,
Universiti Paris-Sud 91405, Orsay Cidex France

D. Renard
Institut d)Optique, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique UA 14, B&L 503, Universiti Paris-Sud,
91405, Onay Cedex, France

We report magnetoresistance (MR) measurements on Au/Co/Au sandwiches and Au/Co/Au
multilayers, deposited on polished glass substrates in ultrahigh vacuum, with Co thickness
ranging between 3 and 30 A. The experiments were performed at room temperature in the field
range 0-0.8 T and at low temperature 1.3-4.2 K in the field range 0-5 T for different field
orientations with respect to the film and to the current. For Co thickness below 11 A, the
experimental data are consistent with an easy axis perpendicular to the film, in agreement with
previous ferromagnetic resonance and magnetization measurements. From the hysteretic
behavior of the MR, coercive fields of a few 102 Oe at room temperature are observed. In Co
bilayers, the MR is enhanced with respect to the MR of simple sandwiches and indicates a
square hysteresis loop. The abnormally large MR of the ultrathin Co films is attributed to a
Co/Au interface resistance related to walls between Co domains with alternating
perpendicular magnetization.

We present here magnetoresistance studies of ultrathin ray diffraction and by transmission electronic microscopy
films of cobalt, consisting of a few atomic layers sandwiched (TEM). The TEM results obtained on a 80-A-thick Co film
between thicker gold layers which extend our previous work show that the Co film on Au( I l) is hcp with the c axis
on three samples.' Previous SQUID measurements of re- perpendicular to the film.6 The sandwiches have sharp inter-
manent magnetization parallel and perpendicular to the film faces and good crystallinity. The upper Au layer (250 A
plane2 3 and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) experi- thick) protects the sample against oxidation. In order to
ments- 4 have shown that the Au/Co/Au (I l) sandwiches measure their resistance R, the samples were cut to the fol-
with a cobalt thickness less than II A have an easy axis lowing dimensions: I X 10 mm 2. Electrical contacts were
perpendicular to the film plane. This interesting feature is made by sticking gold leads with silver paint on the top gold
not usual for ferromagnetic films. Indeed, the magnetization covering. Four-points measurements were performed with
is generally parallel to the film in order to minimize the de- an ac bridge operating at low frequency (32 Hz), with very
magnetizing field. In our Co films, out-of-plane interface weak power dissipation (10-8-10- 9 W and high precision
magnetic anisotropy overcomes the shape anisotropy which (1R /R = 10- s-10 -6). The MR was measured both at
favors the in-plane magnetization, when the Co thickness room temperature in the field range 0-0.8 T and at low tem-
becomes smaller than II A. perature (1.3-4.2 K) for magnetic fields in the range 0-5 T.

The aim of this work is to confirm the perpendicular Several field orientations with respect to the film plane and
orientation of the spontaneous magnetization of ultrathin the electric current could be obtained. In this article, we will
Co films by magnetoresistance (MR), which is a simple use the following notations: H1 for a field perpendicular to
technique well suited to metallic magnetic thin films5 and to the film plane, and H, for a transversal fields, i.e., in the film
obtain information on some important characteristics of the plane but perpendicular to the electric current.
films such as the coercive field. The experiments were per- In the samples studied, the electrical conductivity is
formed on simple sandwiches Au/Co/Au with Co thickness mainly determined by the gold layers which are much
t,. ranging from 3.2 to 30 A and on Co bilayers thicker than the cobalt layers. Indeed, the room-tempera-
Au/Co/Au/Co/Au with tc. = 8 and 30 A and gold inter- ture value of the resistance before any thermal cycling is
layer spacing tA. ranging from 15 to 400 A. The samples are close (to within 10%) to that of a pure gold sample having
prepared by slow evaporation in ultrahigh vacuum (starting the same geometry. Owing to this fact, it is very suprising
pressure of about 10-'o Torr) onto a glass substrate with that the magnetic behavior of the cobalt layers (first magne-
very small surface roughness (5 A). The film thickness is tization curve, hysteresis) is clearly seen in the MR. The MR
monitored by a quartz oscillator during deposition. The first of sandwiches with to <8 A is rather different for H, and
Au layer (thickness 250 A) consists of large polycrystals H,. A marked hysteresis in R(H) is observed, as shown in
(typical lateral dimensions 2000-3000 A) with random ori- Fig. I. R reaches a maximum value, which is slightly smaller
entations in the plane of the film but with a ( 111)-oriented than the initial value in zero field, at a field which is likely
surface. The surface exhibits terraces with monoatomic close to the coercive field H,. At low temperature, for fields
steps. The characterization of these sandwiches is performed much larger than H, a parabolic dependence R *(H)
by in situ resistivity, followed by post-deposition grazing x- = R (0) + aff, classical for a metal, is observed. Co contri-
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FIG. 2. Room-temperature perpendicular magnetoresistance of a Co hi-
layer, Au/Co/Au/Co/Au with t, = 7.5 Aand t_ = 30.4 A. The coercive
field is H, = 493 Oe and AR (14 )/R (0) = 1.3%.

2.14 magnetization has a perfectly square hysteresis loop, which
is characteristic of ferromagnets with strong uniaxial anisot-

ropy. In constrast, for the same samples, the MR in field H,
0 2 H (T) 4 parallel to the film plane shows a smooth field variation and

little hysteresis (Figs. I and 3). This clearly confirms the
FIG. 1. Magnetoresistance of a Au/Co/Au sandwich with t., 7.6 A at perpendicular orientation of the spontaneous magnetization

1.3 K for magnetic fields (a) perpendicular (H, ) and (b) transversal (H, ). in the thinnest Co films.

In high field, H> 2 T, the parabolic magnetoresistance of gold is observed. Some general trends can be inferred from Tables I and

bution to the magnetoresistance can be obtained as
AR (H) = R (H) - R * (H). An estimation of the magni- 5.55

tude of the Co MR contribution is given by the ratio AR,,,(
/R(O) of the maximum of AR at H = H, to R(0). This
ratio can reach a few percent, as shown in Table I, for sand- 3
wiches with very thin Co layers and for Co bilayers with tco o
=.8 A and t, = 30 and 127 A. In these bilayers, the hystere-

tic behavior of R(H) is spectacular since the peaks of R at 5.A5
H = H, are very narrow, especially at room temperature
(F;g. 2). Furthermore, the zero-field Co contribution 0 I 2
AR (0), after having put the sample in a high field, is close to
zero. These features strongly suggest that the perpendicular

TABLE t. Low-temperature main characteristics of the thin Co films mag- (b)
netoresistance. The data are given at 4.2 K except for the two thinnest films T= 4.2 K
with 3.2 and 3.7 A, for which the data are at 1.3 K. Notice the decrease of 5.6
the cobalt contribution to MR and the decrease of the coercive field HA with
increasing the cobalt thickness t,.

1co tA. H, '

(A) (A) AR /R(O) (Oe)

Sandwiches 3.2 2.2X 10' 5380 5.5

Au/Co/Au 3.7 1.4X 10' 4730 , , , , , , , , , , ,
7.3 5.3 X 10' 21g0
8.1 5x 10-  4300 0.5 0 HI (T) 0.5

30 3.2X 10-' 140

Bilayers g.2 7.7 1.1 X 10-1 930 FIG. 3. Magnetoresistance of a Co bilayer Au/Co/Au/Co/Au with 
1
c.

Au/Co/Au/Co/Au 7.5 30.4 3x 10-' 1650 = 7.5 A and A, = 30.4 A at 4.2 K for (a) H, and (b) H,. Notice the
33 15 3X 10-' 137 square hysteresis for perpendicular field orientation and the large MR of

this sample AR_, iR(0) =3%.
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TABLE II. Main characteristics of the thin Co films magnetoresistance at
routemperature. The ,_ /R(O) values for sandwiches are approsima- s

tive because the MR peaka around H, are broad and the field range too
restricted for allowing the accurate determination of the high-field MR be. 
havior.

0.1 /
tc. IA, H,
(A) (A) ARIR(O) (0e)

Sandwiches 8.1 3xlO- 600 -

Au/Co/Au 11.1 2XO
-  

430 -
30 8XlO-1 56. _

Bilayera 8 15 5.3X 10- 520 V
Au/Co/Au/Co/Au 7.5 30.4 1.3 x 10 490

8 127 8.3X 10- 430
10.3 410 1.2X 10- 52033 15 l.3xI0 -' 60 ___________________

33 Is I.3xO-1 0 0 .0 0 (deg .rees)

II, in which the main characteristics of the samples are re- FIG. 4. Angular dependence ofthe coercive field oftwo Co bilayers with t,
ported: = 7.5 A, tA. = 30.4 A and with t, = 8 A. t_, = 127 A at room tempera.

(i) For the simple sandwiches, the Co contribution to ture. 0 = 0 corresponds to perpendicular orientation. The dashed curve is

MR decreases with increasing Co thickness and becomes H, (0) = 0.043 x (cos 8)-

very small for the films with parallel orientation of the spon-
taneous magnetization (for to, > 

1 1 I).
(ii) In Co bilayers with to, -= 8 A, a Co MR much larger average deviation of an electron crossing, respectively, a do-

than in simple sandwiches with the same t.. is observed for main and a wall, AD and A w the respective lateral size of a
gold interlayer thicknesses tA = 30 and 127 A; this "bilayer domain and a wall, and ,A the electron mean free path.
enhancement" is also observed in the sample with to, = 33 Assuming physically reasonable values for the param-
Aand tAu = 15 (Tables I and 11). eters: Ao = 2000 A, Aw = 20 A and I(cos D - cos 0w) 1

(iii) The coercive field H, at low temperature, is a de- =n0.5, relation (1) gives AR /R . 10 -', which can account
creasing function of tc for small thicknesses. It exhibits the for the experimental results.
expected decrease with increasing the temperature. In conclusion, we have confirmed by magnetoresistance

Finally, we show in Fig. 4 the angular variation of the measurements the perpendicular anisotropy of the ultrathin
coercive field of two Co bilayers at room temperature. H, is hcp Co films on Au ( 111), and we have determined the coer-
minimum for perpendicular orientation of the field, 0 = 0, cive field ofthese films. The strong contribution of Co to MR
which again confirms the perpendicular anisotropy of the is probably related to the walls between the Co domain with
films. However the data cannot be perfectly fitted to the alternating perpendicular magnetization. This assumption
simple law H, (0) =- H, (0) (cos 0) - ' which would hold if has to be checked by further experiments on other metallic
the parallel field component had no effect on the magnetiza- multilayers such as fcc Co/Cu for which the perpendicular
(ion. anisotropy is smaller than for Co/Au ( 111 )7.8

There is no straightforward explanation for the large

MR of the ultrathin Co films embedded in gold. The devi-
ation of the current lines by the alternating induction in- 'E. V6lu, C. Dupas, D. Renard, J. P. Renard, and J. Seiden, Phys. Rev. B
duced in gold by the Co domains with perpendicular magne- (to be published).
tization gives a contribution to MR which is at least 2 orders 2C. Chappert, D. Renard, P. Beauvillain, J. P. Renard, and I. Seiden, J.

Magn. Mats. Mater 4-57.795 (1986); C. Chappert, Ph.D thesis, Umiver-
of magnitude smaller than the experimental data.' We sug- sit Paris-Sud, Oray, 1985 (unpublished).
gest that the large Co MR results from a gold-wall interface 3C. Chappert, K. Le Dang, P. Beauvillain, H. Hurdequint, D. Renard, and
resistance due to either the deformation by magnetostriction C. Marlit r. Proceedings of the Conference on Magnetic Thin Films, Stras-
of the atomic array induced by the large magnetic induction bourg, 1986 (Les Editions de Physique, Lea Ulis, France, 1986), p. 59.

C. Chappert, K. Le Dang, P. Beauvillain, H. Hurdequint, and D. Renard,in the Co walls, or to an abnormally large density of 3d elec- Phys. Rev. B 34, 3192 (1986).
tron virtual bound states near the gold Fermi level, genera- 'T. R. McGuire and R. I. Potter, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-II, 1018
ted by the Co atoms in walls. These mechanisms which will (1975).
be discussed in details in a forthcoming paper, lead to the 6C. Cesari, G. Nihoul, and D. Rensard, Proceedings of the Conference onMagnetic Thin Films, Strasbourg, 1986, Ref. 3, p. 55; D. Renard and G.following MR contribution: Nihoul. Philos. Mag. B 55, 75 (1987).

R IR-(AIt)[IAw/(Ao +Aw)] 'D. Pescia. 0. Zampiei, M. Stampanoni, G. L. Bons, I. F. Willis, and F.
Mei, Phys Rev. Let. 58, 933 (1987).

I(COS -- (I) 1J. P. Renard and P. Beauvillain, Proceedings of the 7th General Confer-
IosOD- c W) ence of the Condesed Matter Division of the European Physical Society,

where t is the whole thickness of the sample, On and Ow the Pisa, 1987 1 Phys. ScT. TIS, 405 (1987) 1.
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Transport and magnetic properties of amorphous Feso-.M.B14SS
(M=Mn, V, Cr)

S. U. Jon and S. M. Yang
Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica, Taipe4 Taiwan, Republic of China

A series of amorphous Fego. M B14Si6 (M = Mn, V, Cr, and x = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14
at. %) alloys have been made by the spinning-wheel method. We have measured the density 8,
saturation magnetization M,, electrical resistivity p0, Hall resistivity p,, and
magnetoresistance Ap/po of each sample at room temperature. The anomalous Hall coefficient
Rs is determined from the relation pH = ROB + RM,. R, is found to vary as R, = Apo" .The
density, magnetization, and magnetoresistance are all decreasing functions of x. The Curie
temperature Tc is determined from the low-field thermomagnetization data and the Arrott
plot. The positive forced magnetoresistivities are discussed from the viewpoint of the current
models.

I. INTRODUCTION The measurements of Hall voltage V is repeated after re-
In the past, most of the papers dealing with transport versing B and I. Then, the Hall resistivity is calculated asa

and magnetic properties of ferromagnetic metallic glasses Pu = (wt /41d) [ V ( + B, + I) - VH ( + B, - I)
are associated with the alloys on the right-hand side of the - VH ( -B, + I) + VH ( -B, - I)], (1)
Slater-Pauling curve. "- In this paper we shall qualitatively
discuss the experimental results of a few metallic glasses where wand t are the thickness and the width of the sample,
on the left-hand side. These include amorphous and d is the separation between Hall probes. Both t and dare
Feo_ MB 1 4Si6 with M = Mn,V,Cr. measured with a micrometer and a translation stage, and w is

For the anomalous Hall effect, the results will be dis- calculated from the density and the mass of each sample.
cussed from the viewpoint of the side-jump mechanism. From thep,-vs-B curve, we determined the anomalous Hall
The quantities, such as magnetization, ferromagnetic aniso- coefficient R, by extrapolation of the relation
tropic resistance (FAR), and Curie temperature, are all de- Pv = RB + R,M, back to B = 0. Because the field was not
creasing functions when plotted versus x. The positive sufficiently large (B< 18 kG), Ro was left undetermined.
forced magnetoresistivities are discussed with comparison of The Hall conductivity is defined as yq =PH/Po•

the current models.5 6 All results presented here are limited The magnetic moment of each sample was measured
to data taken at room temperature, although some of the with a vibrating sample magnetometer. For high-tempera-
data at low or high temperatures are also available. ture measurements an oven assembly (model 151 ) was used.

Each sample was in an argon atmosphere and the heating
IL EXPERIMENT rate is about I K/min. In principle, the Curie temperature of

each sample was determined from each corresponding low-
A series of amorphous Feso_ - MB 4Si6 (M = Mn,V, field thermomagnetic curve. At one point, we have also per-

Cr,and x = 2,4,6,8, 10, 12, and 14 at. %) alloys have been formed more-detailed measurements and the Arrott plot
made by the rapid-quench method. For x > 14 at. %, Fe-M was used to determine the Curie point of one of the samples.
alloys are nonferromagnetic at room temperature.

For the electrical resistivity and FAR measurements,
the standard four-point technique was employed. We used a
stable dc current source (North Hills CS- 12) to supply cur-
rent, and a Keithley 181 nanovoltmeter to measure voltages. TABLE 1. The density 6 and the electrcal resistivity p. of
Thermoelectric voltages were eliminated by reversing the Fe. M.B,4Si(M = MnCrV) glasses at room temperature.
current and by taking the average. The applied magnetic
field in either the perpendicular or the parallel direction was A(g/cfn) po (/n cmn)

as large as 6 kOe. The FAR is defined as Ap/ X
Po

= (P, -p,)/( p, +- Jpp), 7 where p, is the saturation (at.%) Mn Cr V Mn Cr V

value of the resistivity in perpendicular field, andp, is that in 2 7.55 7.4 6.5 165.93 120.01 140.75
parallel field. The forced magnetoresistivities l/p(lp/aB), 4 7.54 7.4 ... 138.71 118.97 ...
and l/p(8p/B)1 are determined from the slopes of eachp, 6 7.53 7.39 6.1 167.03 125.74 160.01

8 .. 7.39 5.9 ... 118.46 146.59andp0 versus external field (B7=.51) plot 1 . 7.39 5.7 164.61 121.44 220.13
For the Hall-effeet measurements, all leads were welded 12 7.50 7.2 ... 147.12 125.15 ...

on the top surface and an additional Hall probe was used 14 7.49 ... 5.5 111.30 ... 158.87
with a potentiometer to eliminate misalignment voltages.j 430 J. Appl. Phys. a (8). 15 Apri 1988 0021-89791881084303-03$02.40 IJ 1988 American Insttiute of Physics 4303
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Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS X (at%/VCrMnI

Table I shows the density and the electrical resistivity of FIG. 3. The FAR (Apfp.) and the forced magnetoresintivities; as a function
each sample at room temperature. The density is, in general, of concentrationXjin Few , B ,Si 0 glasses ( T= 295 K).

a decreasing function of x. However, there does not seem to
exist a definite relationship betweenpo and x. The uncertain-
ty of po may still result from the sample thinness, about 10- on a double logarithmic plot. Then, from the slope of the
15,um, and from residual irregular surface, fitting straight line nt = 1. 7, close to the value of 2.

The compositional dependence of -',, at room tempera- Figure 3 shows the summarized results of magnetoresis-
ture is shown in Fig. 1 for each series of M = Mn,Cr,V tance data, including the FAR and the forced magnetoresis-
glasses. nil roughly vanies from 2.0 to l.0X 10-4 tivities, of each sample at room temperature. The FAR for
(ail cm)-'. yq reported here for the x=,O at. % glass is each series of alloys is seen to decrease with increasing x.
smallerthan-rm=5X 10-4 (jufl cm-' quoted from Ref. 1. Generally speaking, thep, andp,, obtained are typical in
Since our measurements were carried out at room tempera.
ture, the side-jump mechanism 4 is expected to dominate over
the skew scattering mechanism. According to the theory of

the former mechanism, the anomalous Hall coefficient 600

not through a temperature effect but by changing the solute 1K)0 a
concentration, since in metallic glasses It, and po are almost 4W
temptiature independent.9" 0 Then, a constant nil would im- -j
ply that A and M, viry with the alloy compositions. Figure 2 300- 04

shows data points for varying impurity concentrations of
M = Mn,Cr,V. They are fitted with an empirical formula:

R,.4p,- (2) M

10- 0

-0.5 o -FIG. 2. Double logarithmic0-V
5 plot of the anomalous Hall co- 0 0rQ:Lr efficient R, vsthe electrical re- a -Mn0

- ' nSiStiVitY Of tWeM)W],a,,5i
aglasses at room temperature. I- -

o 4 8 12 16
X (ot 5*/VCr~n)

FIG. 4. The magnetization and the Curie temperature of each aeries of

f 0 (~c)Fess -M. 84Si. glasse (M bnCrV).
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thatp saturates around Hd = 1.5 kOep 11 saturates around principle, it is not as accurate as that from the Arrott-plot
Hd = 0.6 kOe, and for B. >/MoHd a linear field dependence method. We have noticed that when Arrott plots are used Tc
ofp, and Pl, is found. Before saturation, the influence on p, is slightly different for the heating runs and for the cooling
and p, is purely ferromagnetic in origin in that the actual runs which may be due to crystallization or structural relax-
domain configuration and the intrinsic anisotropic scatter- ation.
ing play a role."" 2 After saturation, we find the values of IV. CONCLUSIONS
l/p(8p/pB) are not the same as l/p(dp/pB),. However,
thegeneral trend of l/p(qp/p.B) is the same in that l/p(ap/ We have studied the transport properties, such as the
8B) becomes more positive and increases with the concen- Hall and the magnetoresistance effects, and the magnetic
tration as shown in Fig. 3. Since we have made thermal ex- properties, such as magnetization and Curie temperature of
pansion tests on these glasses, 3 together with other evi- (FeM)&oB14Si6 metallic glasses (M = Mn,CrV). It is con-
dence, 14 we find that x <6 at. %, Fe-M alloys are Invar cluded that the side-jump mechanism dominates for these
alloys. However, because the Invar anomaly disappears for materials and is mainly responsible for the anomalous Hall
x>6 at. % samples, and l/p(@p/OB) increases even for effects. The magnetoresistivity observed has also been qual-
paramagnetic glasses, i the forced magnetostriction mecha- itatively examined. Further studies require careful annealing
nism does not seem to explain the whole situation of our for the materials and using sufficiently strong fields.
cases.' A member of mechanisms affect yp/8B, including
the ordinary magnetoresistivity due to the Lorentz force, the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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spin-up band is full, XHF = 0, and when the spin-up band is (1978).
S eJ. P. Jan, in Solid State Physics, edited by F. Seitz and D. Turnbull (Aca-not, D -()+ D - (F) Therefore, when adding demic, New York, 1957), Vol. 5.

Mn,Cr,V, the spin-up band becomes more empty (weak fer- 'A. K. Agarwala, Ph.D. thesis, Carnegie-Mellon University, 1985.
romagnetic), and XnF increases with x. This may explain 'J. lvkov, Z. Marohnic, E. Babic, and P. Dubek, J. Phys. F 14, 3023

our observation that l/p(i@/aB) increases with x. The de- (1984).
foN. Teoh, W. Teoh, and S. Acajs, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 38, 919 (1977).

tailed conditions require the band structure of these materi- "A. K. Agarwala and L. Berger, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-22, 544
als. (1986).

For magnetization data, Fig. 4 shows that both the mag. "A. P. Malozemoff, Phys. Rev. B 32, 6080 (1985).

netization M, and the Curie temperature Tc decreases with "3Data to be published.
"J. Kamarad and Z. Arnold, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 23, 69 (1981).increasing x as expected. The Curie temperature is deter- "R. Kern, M. Naka, and U. Gonser, Proceedings on the 4th International

mined from the low-field thermomagnetization curve and, in Conference on Rapidly Quenched Metals, Sendai, 1981, p.8
4 7
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Soft Magnetic Materials and Domain Effects Robert E. Fontana, Chairperson

A new type of high-resistive soft magnetic amorphous films utilized
for a very high-frequency range

H. Karamon
Sony Magnetic Products, Research and Deve' oment Division. Tagajo, Miyagi 985, Japan

A new type of high-resistivity soft magne.ic amorphous alloy film with a very fine two-phase
heterostructure was found in cosputtered Fe-B-C films. These amorphous films are found to
have a number of superior properties in the high-frequency range (over- 10 MHz) over not
only regular amorphous films, but also sendust film cores, which have already been applied to
high-density recording media having high coercivity. They were found to exhibit unique
isotropic soft magnetic B-Hcurves with high B, ( - 15 000 G), low H, ( 0.3 Oe), and highp
( -- 4/Zf cm), and the reduced magnetization versus reduced temperature curve was almost
the --ane as the] = oo curve of the Brillouin function. A very high permeability with less core
loss, especially in the high-frequency range, was also experimentally observed in those
amorphous films.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
There has long been an interest in high-density record- Amorphous Fe-B-C films were deposited by rf magne-

ing technology, but recently this topic has become the sub- tron cosputtering onto fotoceram substrates, using 5 X 5 X 2
ject of intensive study. In the field of magnetic recording, mm3 boron carbide (B4C) chips placed on a 100 mmo pure
ferrite heads, connected with oxide media, have been in great iron target. The system was initially evacuated down to ap-
use for a long period of time. On the other hand, metal proximately I X 10-6 Torr before introducing Ar gas, and
heads' ,'2 for use with high H, metal media, 3 ' utilizing metal- settiag the sputtering Ar gas pressure to a required pressure
lic materials such as sputtered sendust and single-phase in the range between I and 7 X 10-2 Torr. The vertical dis-
amorphous films (regular type), have only recently been tance between the water-cooled electrodes was 40 mm. The
introduced in order to achieve high-density recording. Re- rf power and Ar mass flow were kept constant at 300 W and
cently, the trend in magnetic recording technology is shift- I cm'/min, respectively. The saturation magnetic induction
ing away from the familiar analog recording to digital re- (B.) and coercivity (H,) were measured by a vibrating
cording in order to obtain a higher recording density and sample magnetometer and the temperature dependence of
higher performance. Accordingly, it is necessary to operate saturation magnetization in the range 77-900 K was ob-
over the approximately 50 MHz range at the shortest wave- tained with a Faraday-type magnetic balance. The crystalli-
length because of the tendency towards higher frequency
and higher recording density, employed in the digital re-
cording system (Digital High Definition VTR, for exam-
pie) . There exists a great deal of core loss in such a high-
frequency range, and the metal heads, which have already
been introduced, show a large amount of reduction in the
reproduced characteristics. On the other hand, ferrite heads
have an associated problem when applied to high-density
recording technology, that is, the low B. of soft magnetic
ferrites makes them incompatible with metal media. In order
to solve those two major problems, a new type of high-resis-
tive metal film with high B, coupled with a small core loss in
the high-frequency range, was developed for high-density
digital recording. These high-resistive metal films possess a
very kite. two-phase heteroamorphous structure, combining
properties ;uch as high B, and high permeability in the high-
frequency range. Some of the unique properties of the new
type of two-phase heteroamorphous films, compared withtye ofular two-phase tamorphous films, wimered wih FIG. I. Lorentz electron micrographs of a FeoBuC heteroamorphous
the regular single-phase amorphous films, will be reported in film. (Accelerating voltage 200 kV.) (a) Dark-field intage. (b) Diffraction
the next section. pattern.
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FIG. 2. Variation of roercivity (He ) of the sputtered two-phase hetero- P10. 4. A depth profile of the particular aample sthowing remarkably soft
amorphous films (Fe-B-C) with Ar pressure and target area fraction. nei prprtie (B, = t4 50 GlHr =O0.30e, p= 400pfl cm).

I zation and Curie temperature were also derived from the
[ above data. Specific resistivities (p) were measured by the ment of magnetic walls is fairly smooth in the case where the

141
four-probe method. X-ray diffraction with CoKa, ESCA, lonetaIlic aorpth .ous regtions are extremely snmall in size,

and transmission electron microscopy were employed to de- as shown in Figs I and 2. The crystallization temperature
termine and analyze the amorphous structure. The frequen- ( T ) and Curie temperature ( T, ) determined at this com-
cy dependence of the effective permeability for the thin-film position are approximately 775 and 715 K, respectively. In
samples was plotted by a high-frequency permeance me- addition to this, it is found that T. is always greater than T,
ter. 7 In the analysis of the amorphous structure owing to throughout the range of sputtering conditions. The composi-
the extremely small size of the metal and nonmetal phase tion of the remarkably soft magnetic film was determined to
regions (-50 A in size), which is beyond the limits of the be approximately Fe6OB3C 6 (atomic concentration) from
presently available technology, it was impossible to separate- thedepth profileof the sampleexamined by ESCA, as shown
ly analyze the boron content in the metal phase and the B/C in Fig. 4. Figure 5 exhibits a typical B-H curve of the amor-
ratio in the nonmetal phase. Therefore, the compositions re- phous Fe6oB34C 6 sample, showing an isotropic nature. The
ported are of the overall composition of both phases. unique isotropic B-H curve seems to be caused by isotropic

wall nucleation, originating from the very fine two-phase
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION heteroamorphous structures. Curves of reduced magnetiza-

In the earlier studies we reported that the cosputtered tion M(T)/M(O) against reduced temperature T/T, de-
amorphous Fe-B-N films' consist of two extremely fine rived from the Brillouin functionj = I and oo are shown in

amorphous phases (-50 A in size). Identical structures Fig. 6. As is well known, for large values (j = o) the expres-I sionrisothepsamesas the Lin evin)functioncindicatinuthe

were also observed in cosputtered amorphous Fe-B-C films, sion is the same as the Langevin function, indicating the

as shown in Fig. 1. Their coercivity and specific resistivity system behaves in a totally classical manner. For the indicat-

measured for a wide variety of sputtering conditions are ed sample, the experimental curve closely follows thej =

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. We report here that the unique soft curve ( X indication), if we allow a rough extrapolation of

magnetic properties emerge at some particular data points in the data points from 77 K. It may be said that the result can

the figures. Those values of B,, H, and p were measured to be caused by the appearance of the unique amorphous struc-

be 14 500 G, 0.3 Oe, and 400 /fl cm, respectively, for the ture.
film shown in Fig. 1. The increase of resistivity seems to
originate through the coexistence of both very fine nonme-
tallic and metallic amorphous phases, as shown in Figs. 1
and 3. The appearance of soft magnetic properties with a
comparatively small coercivity indicates to us that the move-

,_7

FIG. 5. Typical B-Hcurve cfthe two-phase heteroamorphom film indicat-
FIG. 3. Variation of apecific resistivity (p) of the sputtered two-phase he- ed in Fig. 4. Those soft magnetic amorphous films show an isotropic nature
teroamnorphous films (Fe-Bl-C) with Ar pressure and target area fraction, in B-H curve.
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FIG. 8. Collection of data on the typical low H, soft magnetic materials

FIG. 6. Curves of reduced magnetization vs reduced temperature derived utilized for head cores, referring to their B, and p properties.
from the Brilloun functionj = and w. Those X indications in this figure
represent the same sample exhibited in Figs. 1, 4, 5, and 7.

collectively in Fig. 8. To increase the value of B,, materials
Figure 7 shows the high-frequency dependence of the are usually required to be metallic, and nonmetallic materi-

permeability. The soft amorphous ribbon and sputtered sen- als tend to have low B,. They are, in general, contrary to
dust film, already utilized for metal heads, are employed as a each other. The new materials, however, fall outside these
comparison with our unique amorphous films. The best per- categories, cc nbining high p with high B,, as shown in Fig.
formance on permeability with lowest core loss especially in 8. The new amorFhl, u, alloy films possessing high B, and p
the high-frequency range can be observed in the new type of are sufficient enough to satisfy the metal media region, and
amorphous films in the figure. to perform with an excellent, low core loss capability in the

high-frequency range. The process of developing metal
CONCLUSION heads and utilizing those unique materials is in progress.

The relation between B, and p for typical low H, soft
magnetic materials utilized for magnetic head cores is shown ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Effects of hydrogen and nitrogen Ion bombardments on soft magnetism
of Iron films during double-ion-beam sputtering

M. Na akubo, T. Yamamoto, and M. Naoe
Deparment of Phical Electronic& Tokyo Insiute of Technology, 2-12-1 Oh-okayama Meguo-ku
Tokyo 152, JopWn

The dependence of the crystal structure and magnetic properties of iron films on preparation
conditions has been investigated in detail by using a double-ion-beam sputtering system.
During sputtering of an iron target by argon ions, the growing surfaces of iron films were
bombarded by nitrogen or hydrogen ions with different kinetic energies below 500 eV. It has
been found that these ions changed significantly the film structure and magnetic properties
through the process of collision and reaction with iron atoms at the surface layer of growing
film. As a result, the small amount of hydrogen or nitrogen added into iron films by ion
bombardment improved effectively the soft magnetic properties of iron films. The iron films
with saturation magnetization 4rM, as large as 22 kG and coercive force H, as low as about 5
Oe were prepared by adjusting the accelerating voltage in the range of 100-300 V and the
partial pressure of hydrogen or nitrogen in the range of 10- -10- I Torr.

I. INTRODUCTION of a constant accelerating voltage V. of 500 V and a con-

Recently, it has been found that a magnetic layer with stant ion current of 4 mA. The deposition rate under these

large saturation magnetization 41rM, and low coercive force conditions was 14 A/min. All films were deposited without a

Hc is required in the thin-film type of head for achieving high magnetic field. The auxiliary ion source bombarded the

density in a perpendicular magnetic recording system.' Pure growing film surface on the water-cooled glass slides at var-

iron is one of the most suitable materials for such a high- ious accelerating voltages V, below 500 V. Either a mixture

performance head because it has a 4irM, as large as 21.5 kG of argon and hydrogen (Ar + H2 ) or argon and nitrogen

and permeability as high as several hundreds. (Ar + N2 ) was introduced to the pressure of 1.8 X 10-4

However, the magnetic properties are remarkably af. Torr. The ratio in percentage of hydrogen and nitrogen par-

fected even by the small amount of gaseous and metallic tial pressure to total pressure of gas mixture will be repre-

elements included in the films. Therefore, the apparatus with sented by Rl, and R, respectively, In order to control the

good controllability for thecontent of theseelementsinfilms nitrogen content in iron films, RN, was changed from 10%

is necessary for improving the soft magnetic properties of to 100% under the condition of current density Id of 20A/

iron thin films. For this propose, the double-ion-beam sput- cm2. On the other hand, in order to investigate the bombard-

tering method is much more useful than conventional sput- ing effect of argon and hydrogen ions, Id was ranged at 10,

tering methods because it can control the ions for sputtering 20, and 100 pA/cm2 under the condition of R., of 50%.
the target and ones for bombarding the film surface, inde-
pendently and separately.2 3

In this study, both hydrogen and nitrogen were used as
additional elements for bombarding the growing surface lay- r 1.. _.uc
er separately. Hydrogen is very interesting as an additional
element because of its active deoxidization and small radius, I
leading to a large diffusion constant in iron. On the other io. awnl Ar:N) 10MS

hand, nitrogen is necessary for synthesizing the iron-nitride - Ar H

such as r/-Fe4 N and Fe8 N with 4rM, larger than that of .. i
pure iron. 

5

Therefore, the effects of bombardment and addition of - T 130 110

these elements to the crystal structure and magnetic proper- .

ties of iron thin films have been investigated in detail.
i ion Beam .

II. EXPERIMENT

Figure I shows the schematic diagram of the double-

ion-beam sputtering apparatus used in this study. The ion
sources are Kaufman type with two grids. Pure argon was
Introduced throgh the man ion source into the chamber to Ar i

the pressure of I X 10-4 Torr. The main ion source sputtered
a pure iron target with 99.99% purity under the conditions Fio. i. Schematic diagram of the double-ion-bea vuttering appratus.
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The thickness of specimen films was approximately 0. Films bombarded by argon and nitrogen ions
3000 A. The composition and crystal structures of the films Nitrogen is one of the well-known active elements for
were analyzed by means of x-ray diffractometry and XMA, iron. The double-ion-beam sputtering system is capable of
respectively. 4irM, and H, were determined on the hystere- changing the nitrogen conteit in iron fims by adjusting the
sis loops observed by using VSM. conditions ofbombarding nitrogen ions such asR, and V,,.

Figure 3 shows the dependencies of the interplanar spacing d
IlL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION of the iron-nitride crystallites on V. and RN., where values
A. Films bombarded by argon and hydrogen Ions of d were calculated from the position of the highest peak in

x-ray diffraction diagrams. All the iron-nitride films deposit-
Figure 2 shows the dependencies of saturation magneti- ed on the substrates at room temperature showed only one

zation 41rM, and coercive force H, on accelerating voltage diffraction peak, and the strongest diffraction intensity was
Vv. The magnetic properties of iron thin films changed sig- obtained in the films at V, of 150-300 V.

nificantly with V. and current density of argon and hydro- The nitrogen content in films increased monotonically
gen ions bombarding the film surface Id. to about 21 at. % with RN,, as shown in Fig. 3. In this case,

4irM, took the maximum value of about 21 kG when Id the argon content in the film at R,, of 100% was approxi-
was 20 pA/cm2. The films bombarded by only argon ions mately 10 times as large as that in the film at R,, of 10% in
(R, = 0%) and the films bombarded by argon and hydro- spite of the lower argon partial pressure in the auxiliary ion
gen ions at Id of 100 MA/cm2 showed 41rM, below 20 kG. source. Also the argon content in films increased with V, for

H, of the films bombarded by only argon ions was about all of the bombarding ions. These results may indicate that
6.5 0e and did not apparently depend on V,.. On the other the argon atoms ejected from the main ion source and then
and, when RH, and Id were 50% and 100/pA/cm2, respec- repelled by the target occupy the vacancies in films by bom-
tively, H, increased monotonicaly with Vv. However, when bardment of energetic nitrogen ions or hydrogen ions.6

I d was 20 and 10pA/cm2 at Rm, of 50%, H, took the mini- For RN. of 100% and 50%, the orthorhombic phase
mum value below 5 Oe at V,. of 100 and 300 V, respectively. -Fe2N and the hexagonal phase Fe3 N, respectively, were

Each of the films having a different H, also showed dif- synthesized in films with higher nitrogen contents. For RN,
ferent x-ray diffraction diagrams. H, looked to be in propor- of 20% and 10%, a small amount of nitrogen atoms may
tion to the intensity of the diffraction peak from (110) plane enter into the interstices among the iron atoms, expanding
of a-Fe. The films with the lower H. showed the x-ray dif- and distorting the lattice of iron crystallites, as shown in Fig.
fraction diagrams with the broader and smaller peaks. 3. For the films bombarded by argon and hydrogen ions, the

The iron thin films with a minimum H, of below 5 Ce change of d was less pronounced. This may be due to the
and maximum 41rM, of2l kG have been prepared at an Id of difference of atomic size between hydrogen and nitrogen.
20 /A/cm 2 and V. of 100 V when RH, was 50%. These Figure 4 shows the dependence of 4irM, and H. of these
results suggest that the bombardment of a proper amount of iron-nitride films on Vv. When RN, was 100% and 50%,
hydrogen ions with moderate energy to the growing film 41rM, took the minimum values 1 and 10 kG, respectively, at
surface is useful for improving the soft magnetic properties V,, of 150 V. Also, the H, of these higher nitriding films
of iron thin films. increased drastically with Vv in the region of 0-150 V.

These results can be attributed to the well crystallization of
'-Fe2 N and Fe3 M grains, because '-Fe2 N is nonmagnetic at

I I , I ,room temperature and Fe3 N has a much smaller 4rM, than
a-Fe.

I ] on curren, Go4NtSf

drn,y Lr., i mo

0.0% RNZ-100%

S A R., -0% 100 2.0 0 0 -- 21at%

10 - 50%

20 ~
5- 0 2.05 "

0.................... -------------------- -- 8-.-% .nd 50%

diiii 2.027 1, a-Fe
i I I I|III

0 100 300 500 0 10 300 500

Vsg ( Volt. )

F10, 2. Dependence Of 41M, and H, on accelerating voltage VY. for films Vag ( Volt. )

bombarded by argon and hydrogen ions. FIG. 3. Dependence of interplanar spacing d on V.
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nificant decrease of 4rM, due to a decrease of iron packing
Rdensity in the films, improving the microscopic uniformity

20 - " in films.7

IV. CONCLUSION
' Iron thin films have been deposited by means ofthe dou-

ble-ion-beam sputtering apparatus with an iron target of

99.99% purity. The effects of bombardment of hydrogen

So00 and nitrogen ions to the surface layer of growing film on
their crystal structure and magnetic properties has been in-

vestigated.
AR., The bombardment of argon and hydrogen ions with

150 'F-2 % o proper kinetic energy gave rise to an improvement of micro-
- 6 0scopic uniformity, making the crystallites in the films finer.

I N 50% Consequently, 4aM, and H. of these films were 21 kG and
100C 

A
below 5 Oe, respectively, at V of 100 V and of 20

FsA/CM
2 .

X 13 As for the films bombarded by argon and nitrogen ions,
50- " the semihard compounds of -Fe N and Fe3 N were synthe-

20% sized in the films with higher nitrogen content. On the other
hand, for lower nitrogen content, the films exhibited large
4 rM, above 22 kG and low H, of 5 Oe by adjusting the

0 100 300 500 nitrogen percentage to 10% and the accelerating voltage to
about 250 V.

Vsg ( Volt. It has been found that the double-ion-beam sputtering

FIG. 4. Dependence of 4rM, and H, on V. for films bombarded by argon method is a very useful technique for controlling the magnet-
and nitrogen ions. ic properties of iron thin films, especially by bombarding

proper ions with moderate energy to a growing film surface.
On the other hand, for RN, of20% and 10%, the change

of 4rM, with an increase of Vv was not so remarkable. And 'Y. Niimura, S. Nakagawa, Y. Kitamoto, and M. Nane, J. Appl. Phys. 61,
the H, decreased with increase of V,, opposite those for RN, 3152 (1987).
of100% and 50%. Especially, at RN, of 10% and V, of 250 'M. Naoe. M. Yamaga, and N. Terada, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-21, 1900

V 4M, and took a maximum value of above 22 kG and (1985).mi n dtookamaximum value below 5 e re . 3N. Terada and M. Naoe, Mater. Res. Soc. Synsp. Proc. 58, 37 (1986).
a minimum value below 50Oe, respectively. 'r. K. Kim and M. Takahashi, Appl. Phys. Lett. 20, 492 (1972).

The iron content in the films and the ferromagnetic ex- 'N. Terada, Y. Hoshi, M. Nae, and S. Yamanaka, IEEE Trans. Map.
change force among iron atoms are considered the main fac- MAG-20, 1451 (1984).
totS for determining the value of 4arM,. Therefore, it may 1B. 0. Jobansson, H. T. G. Hentzell. J. M. E. Harper, and J. J. Cuomno, J.Mater. Res. 1, 442 (1986).
imply that the small amount of nitrogen atoms in the inter- 'Y. Nagai, A. Tago, K. Yanagisawa, and T. Toshima, J. Appl. Phys. 61,
stices among iron increase the exchange force without a sig- 3481 (1987).
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Effects of boron Implantation In films of Iron-nickel
J. Ryu, K. Castell, W. Nowak, and C. Vittoria
Northeastern Univesity, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

We have implanted boron ions into films of Fe-Ni alloy composition. A homogeneous
distribution of boron was determined from the sputter Auger analysis with a concentration of
18% and 34% for low- and high-dose implantation, respectively. The resistivity of film was
increased by a factor of 2 and 4 as a result of low- and high-dose implantation, respectively.
The magnetic properties of these films are studied as a function of annealing temperature by
using FMR measurements. Both the uniaxial anisotropy field and FMR linewidth are
dramatically decreased as a result of annealing at elevated temperatures. The changes of
effective magnetization of these films are strongly dependent on implanted boron
concentration.

I. INTRODUCTION ed, and annealed state. Resistivity of the film was measured

A number of techniques, such as melt quenching,' vapor using a four-probe technique. The magnetic properties, ef-

condensation in thermal evaporation,
2 

or sputtering
3 

pro- fective saturation magnetization (4orM.,), FMR linewidth

cess and ion implantation,
4 

have been employed to produce (H), and anisotropy field (HA) were determined using the

amorphous alloys. Ion implantation is a process that can be standard in-plane FMR analysis.
6 The FMR experiment

used to introduce controlled amounts of foreign atoms into a was performed in a microwave cavity tuned to 9.5 GHz. In

layer adjacent to a material surface. This technique has been this measurement, a dc magnetic field was applied parallel to

extensively used in magnetic bubble technology, since the the film plane.

first discovery of altering the magnetic anisotropy in garnet
crystals.' In this study, we have produced amorphous Fe-

Ni-B alloys via ion implanting boron into crystalline Fe-Ni Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
films and investigated the changes in magnetic properties of The depth distribution of the implanted boron was oh-
these films after ion implantation and post-annealing treat- tained by using the sputter-Auger technique, as shown in
ment. Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), resistivity, and Fig. I. Boron was uniformly distributed in ranges of 200-

Auger analysis were performed to characterize the films. 2400 A from the film surface. The concentration of boron

was 34% (peak at 1000-1400 A) and 18% (peak at 750 A)
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE for high- and low-dose implantation, respectively. Clearly,

Thin films of Fe2oNiso and FeoNi3o were thermally the distribution of boron is more homogeneous in the high-
evaporated in thicknesses ranging from 1400 to 3100 A on a dose implanted sample. Further, reflection electron deflec-
quartz or slide glass substrate. The substrate was heated at tion(RED) analysis revealed that complete amorphous and
250"C using a quartz lamp heater. The pressure of the highly damaged (diffused ring pattern) structure in high-
chamber was initially I x 10-6 Torr, but increased to and low-dose implanted samples, respectively.
I x 10-

5 
Tort during deposition. Boron was implanted into The changes in resistivity of implanted samples after

these films at an ambient substrate temperature. The im- annealing are shown in Fig. 2. As expected, the values of

plantation conditions in terms of dose and energy were resistivity are increased four and two times in the high- and
4 X 1016/cm 2 

at 20 keV, 5.7 x l0'6 /cm 2 
at 40 keV, and

9.7 < 10'l6/cm 2 
at 80 keV for lower-dose implantation and

1.2X 017/cm 2 
at 20 keV, l.7X 0"l/cni 2 

at 40 keV, and _ 60

2.9x 10| 7/cm
2 

at 80 keV for high-dose implantation. The F
concentration and distribution of boron was determined
after implantation by using a sputter-Auger technique. The 4.

depth distribution of boron was deduced from the sputtering
rate which was determined by measuring the depth of the \34%B
crater after sputtering in a given time. The structure of the 20

films after implantation was determined by using reflection ...........

electron deflection (RED) at a beam energy of 50 keV. The "

implanted films were annealed in 5 X 10
-6 

Torr vacuum at 0 0, 02 0 3

temperatures from 100 to 350 "C in 50 °C intervals. The an-
nealing period was 30 min at each annealing temperature. Depth m}

Resistivity and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measure- Fl). 1. Depth distribution of implanted boro in Fe-,Ni3v thin a.im- The
ments were performed on films in the as-deposited, implant- thickness of the film was 3100
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FIG. 2. Changes in resistivity as functions of implantation and anealing FIG. 4. Changes in effective magnetization 4rM as functions of ion implan-
conditions. The soid circle and triangle represent FanNi, and Fe,oNio tation and post-annealing treatment.
thin films respectively. Note that the resistivity of high-dose boron im-
planted Pe20Niw film was increased abnormally after post-annealing.

of both high- and low-dose implants show a minimum after
annealing films at 200 *C. Annealing these samples above

low-dose implanted sample, respectively. Annealing of these 200 "C resulted in a rapid increase in HA..

films at elevated temperature resulted in slow decrease in A typical plot of effective saturation magnetization
resistivity. However, the resistivities of films annealed at (4nrM) as a function of annealing temperature is shown in

350 C were still higher than the resistivities of as-grown Fig. 4. The changes in 4nrM are strongly dependent on the
films. It has to be mentioned that the resistivity of some of alloy composition as well as boron concentration. Thermal
high-dose implant samples, especially in permalloy compo- post-annealing has little effect on effective magnetization at

sition, are dramatically increased after annealing. We could temperatures lower than 200 *C. Annealing these films

not observe ferromagnetic resonance in these samples. Thus, above 300 "C resulted in a gradual increase in 41rM. Compar-
we believed that these samples are magnetically disordered ing the values of 41rM for high- and low-dose implanted
or paramagnetic in these high-dose levels (34% B). Fe7,Ni 3o films, it is clear that high-dose boron implantation

The changes in anisotropy field (HA ) are relatively in- reduces the effective magnetization. The reduction in 4irM
dependent of alloy composition or implanted boron concen- may be related to a new magnetic ordering or presence of
tration, as is shown in Fig. 3. The values of HA are decreased paramagnetic phase. The results of FMR measurements for

in all samples as a result of ion implantation and annealing at as-deposited, ion-implanted, and annealed films at 200"C
elevated temperatures. In low-dose implanted permalloy are summarized in Table I.
(Fe2oNiso) films, the HA are minimum after annealing at
150-200 *C. Annealing these films above 200 "C resulted in a
slight increase in HA. In Fe7oNi3o composition films, the HA IV. CONCLUSION

Amorphous thin films of Fe-Ni-B were produced via the
ion implantation technique. Uniform distribution of boron

lo t
a Fe2oNw:low dose

so- F 7N60: low dote
• Fer0NMo thJ dose TABLE I. Results of FMR neasurements for films of FenaNiss and

0 s0 Fe-mbi 0 composition in as-deposited, boron-implanted, and annealed
((5 = 20D0"C) states.

x .0- Fe20Niss(3 100A) FeNi, (25W A)

asdp imlntipln As-dep. iplant implant

AS- AS- ioo tso 20oo Zo 3oo 35o 47M
DER IMP. Annealng Temp. (C) (kG) 10.3 10.6 9.5)?) 15.1 10.4

(Oe) s0 6 75 6 5

Flo. 3. Changes in anisotropy ield H, as results of ion implantation and Af/

pot..aneal tosentaAt A minimum v"ae of HA i$ obtained after annal- (O) 62 29 ... 176 91 41

a nat 200"C for an sples
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was obtained by implanting this species in three different ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
dinesand energies. The minimum valuesOf H,, and AJ'lwere

We are grateful to Dr. Dean Casy of GTE Laboratores
obtained after post-annealing these films at temperatures of W r rtflt r enCs fGELbrtre

200-250 'C. The annealing results were independent of alloy for help with ion implanting boron in this research.
composition. Typically, the values of H4 were measured to 'R. C. OHandley, ].. Hmepwa, R. Ray, and C.-P. Chou, Appl. Phys. Lett.
be in the range of 2-7Oe and AH in the order of 30-500e 29,330 (1976).
after annealing the films at 200 oC. The value of 4irM is 2A. 0. Dirks and I .- M. GiJaber., Thin Solid Fms 58 333 (1979) ,

3R. J. Koblib, . A. Abo, A. Oangule. J. Cuomo, nd E. iokbolm,
strongly dependent on alloy composition and relatively inde- AppI. Phy& Lett. 33,473 (1978).
pendent on annealing treatment temperatures below 30 "C. "P. Ziemsn, Mater. Sci. Eng. 69,95 (1985).
The low value of 4rMin high-dose implant FeNi films ~$ Wolf, J. C. North, R. L Rams, M. Robiion, and H. J. Levinstein.AppL Phys. Le. 19, 298 (1971).
may indicate the presence of the paramagnetic phase in hglh 6RonaW P. Soohoo, Magnet Thin Films (Ha & Row, New York,
boron concentration samples. I95).
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t Magnetic properties of Ion-beam sputter-deposited Fe-NI-B-SI films
J. Ryu. Y. Huang, and C. Vtt
Center for Electromagnetics Research, Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

We have produced Fex-Nim_.-Bis-Sis (x = 20,40, and 75) and permalloy thin films on a
silicon substrate using ion-beam sputtering technique. Four-point probe measurement
indicated that quarternary films had 3-4 times higher resistivity than permalloy films, and this
ratio was not changed after thermal annealing. The values of saturation magnetization were
determined to be 5-13 kG depending on Fe concentration. The anisotropy fields of these films
were in the ranges of 2-15 Oe after deposition, however, these values were reduced by more
than 50% after annealing with field. The lowest value of the anisotropy field was 1.3 Oe for the
pennalloy film after thermal annealing without field.

1. INTRODUCTION gas was introduced into the ion source. The pressure of the

High saturation magnetization (4irM,) and low uniax- chamber during growth was maintained at 3 X 10- Tort.

ial anisotropy field (HK) are essential for microwave fre- Silicon substrate was mounted parallel to the target at a 4 in.

quency application of magnetic materials. Magnetic oxide distance. The substrate was not heated, but was rotated at 2

films have been used extensively for microwave devices. The rpm speed to enhance the uniformity of the film. The voltage

values of saturation magnetization of the oxide films are and current of the ion beam were 1 keV and 50-60 mA,

typically only half those of the metal films. Recently, high respectively. Under these conditions, the deposition rate was

4rM, low H., and relatively high-resistivity amorphous Fe- 3-4 k/s. The thickness of the film, measured by using a
Ni-BSiribons wern praed hinarist comopo s b- surface profilometer, was in the range of 2400-2800 A. AfterN i-B-Si ribbons ' w ere prepared in various com positions by de oi on o e s t ofil s w s a e l d in v c u l w r
using the melt-quench technique. For microwave device ap- deposition, one set of films was annealed in vacuum lowerplication, it may be essential to develop these materials in than 2x 0-s Torr at 275 Cfor 30 min using aquartz lamp
pthinit formay be thssetiwe have produced thin films of heater. The other set of films was annealed in a magnetic
thin-film form. In this study, we ve oe thin field of 300 Oe applied along the hard axis of the film which
Fe-Ni-B-Si alloy on a Si substrate via the ion-beam sputter- was determined from vibrating sample magnetometer
ing technique. In addition, permalloy films (Fe2o-Ni) were (VSM) measurement. For resistivity and magnetic property
prepared for the purpose of comparison. measurements, specimens were cut into disk shape (6 mm in

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE diameter). Resistivity of the film was measured by the four-
point probe technique. The saturation magnetization and

An apparatus as shown in Fig. I was used for deposition the coercive field H. were measured with a vibrating sample
of Fe-Ni-B-Si as well as Fe-Ni films. The target of desired magnetometer. In addition, the magnetic anisotropy was de-
composition was mounted on a water-cooled holder and a 3- termined by measuring the VSM hysteresis loops along both
cm beam diameter Kaufman-type ion source was used for easy and hard axis and corroborated by FMR technique.
sputter deposition. The compositions of the targets used are
Fe2o-Nigo and Fe.-Nis,-Bi2 -Sis (x = 20, 40, and 75) in IlL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
atomic percent. Since the film composition was not deter-mined, compositions described in this paper referred to the Typical hysteresis loops of the permnalloy and Fe-rich
target composition. The deposition chamber was initially (x = 75) quarternary films in the as-deposited state are
pumed cownositoow T he n pupositionchamberasiii y A shown in Fig. 2. Although these two films have nearly the
pumped down to lower than 2X× 10 -' Toff, then purified Ar same coercive field, permalloy film has much smaller anisot-

2 RPM M M
ION SOUR ROTATION-

I -- eaas

~ TARET 5 -020

(a) 20150 (b1 7a515/5
TO VACUUM FIG. 2. Typical hystesis loops of the a-deposited (a) petmalloy and (b)

FIG. i. Schematic diaram of the ion-.beam sputter.depoition system. Fe-rich quatlernary aims.
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FIG. 3. Typical hysteresis loops ofthnealfed ( ) Pe-alloy and (b) F- I 0
rich qu ateinrylms. Notethequparenea (M IM, ) oftheFe-rich filns is 0 A 8 C D
greatly increased as a result of field annealing.

Aloys

FIG. 5. Values of coercive field (H,) and anisotropy field (H,) as functions
of alloy composition and annealing condition. A, B, C, and D represent

ropy field. in Fig. 3, the hysteresis loops for the same sa- FeoNiw, Fe-xNi 0 BSis, Fe.Ni^B,Si. and FesNi BSi. films, reapec-
pies after 275 "C annealing in a magnetic field of 300 Oe tively.

along the hard axis are shown. Comparing Figs. 2 and 3, the
hysteresis loops for the as-deposited and the annealed per-

malloy film are almost identical. However, in the Fe-rich

(x = 75) quarternary film, the squareness (M,/M,) ofhys- plotted in Fig. 4. As expected, the Fe-rich (x = 75) film

teresis loops increased remarkably as a result of field anneal- showed the highest 4mrM,. After annealing without field, the

ing. This increase in squareness of the hysteresis loop was values of 47M, for all but permalloy films increased slightly,

observed in all quarternarY films. The highest M/M,, values and this trend was more significant in the Fe-richer films.

obtained for the FeoNi4oBsSis films after annealing were The highest value of 4irM, is 13 300 G, obtained for the

98% and 88% along the easy and hard axis, respectively. Fe1 3NiB 5Si5 film after thermal annealing without field.

Furthermore, in some Ni-rich (x = 20) films, square- The resistivity of all but the Ni-rich(x = 20) films was not

shaped hysteresis loops were obtained in all orientations of sensitive to annealing treatment. In the Ni-rich film

applied magnetic field. No particular easy or hard axis of (x = 20). the resistivity decreased from44 to 32/l cm as a

magnetization existed in these films. One notable feature ob- result of annealing. Generally, the resistivities of the quarter-

served was that annealing the film at 275 C in a magnetic nary films, in as-deposited as well as annealed states, were 3-

field of 300 Oe along the hard axis resulted in a complete 4 times higher than that of permalloy film. However, the

rotation of magnetic easy axis in all samples. resistivity of our quarternary films (about 40 Ufl cm) is

The values of 4rM, and resistivity as functions of noin- much less than the values obtained from the amorphous rib-

nal film compositions as well as annealing conditions are bons (p = 100-200 pfl cm) (Ref. 2) or the amorphous

films
3 

of similar compositions. This low-resistivity value in-

dicates that our films may contain cyrstalline structure, al-
though they have a high concentration (20%) ofglass-form-50 ©

o ~ ing elements, boron and silicon.
2I The values of coercive field (H) and HK were deter-

25 -mined from the hysteresis loops. The results are shown in

* i Fig. 5. While the change in H, for the permalloy films is
negligible, H, in all the quarternary films increased about

1 100% as a result of annealing. An increase in H, of the quar-
o O is-ma ternary films tends to indicate that crystallization occurred0 [ thsimai amem 0]

0 during annealing. The value of Hx for the permalloy films
10 - 0 ftwaer 0 was not changed after anneal with field, however, this value

decreased 30% after annealing without field. In all quarter-

s 5- 5nary films, the values of Hr drastically decreased as a result

of annealing.
C I I i

A a C 0

IV. CONCLUSION
MoY The Fe-Ni-B-Si system exhibits the following proper-

FIo. 4. Values ofaturation magnetization (4rM) and reativity (P) 8 ties: (1) The saturation magnetization, 4irM,, can vary
faneion, of alloy comepesisiou and annealing condition. A, %t C, and D
loyaoms ofall PeeN N6-,5 FeWtN,0B,,I,, and PesNi, B,, between 10 000 and 13 000 G for the iron-rich (x = 75)

films, respecavely, films. This is to be compared to 7000-80000 for the permal-
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loy film. (2) -Me H,, values for the as-deposited flsare cmplet rotation of magnetic easy axis as areutoanel
always higher than HK values obtained for annealed films. ing the films in a magnetic field along the hard axis of magne-
The lowest values of Hj are 1.3 and 5 Oe for the permalloy tization.
and the iron-rich (x = 75) quarternary films, respectively. 'L. T. Kabacoff, Md. Wun-Fogel, and F. Bucholtz, IEEE Trans. Ntagn.
The system also exhibits square loop properties. The reman- MAC212014 (1985).

is i theorde of R. Hasegawa and J. A. Dermon, Fhys. Lett. 42A. 407 (1973).
ence magnetization is relatively high and isi h 3re f R' .IKobbika 1. A. Aboa& A. Gangulm I I.1 Cuomo, and E, Kiokhoh,
94%-99% after field annealing. (3) Finally, we observed Apl. Phys. Lett 33, 473 (1978).
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Induced magnetic anisotropy related to the local atomic order: A study in
amorphous Co-Zr and Co-Zr-M thin films

G. Suran, M. Naili, and J. Sztem
CNRS, Laboatoire de Magnhtisme 92193 Meudon Cedex, France

The in-plane uniaxial anisotropy K., induced by a magnetic field applied during the
deposition, was investigated in amorphous thin films ofCo, _,Zr, and Cot - .- ,Zr, M,
(M = Ti, Nb, and Pt) obtained by rf sputtering. For a given concentration K. presents a bell-
shaped variation as a function of Ar pressure P,,. The critical pressure for which the
maximum value of K, is obtained and the absolute value of (K. ),_ changes for the various
alloys. These results and the high value of (K ) ,,, are explained by a model where (K.), is
related to the local anisotropy via the local structure upon the nonmagnetic metal. (K,),,, is
essentially related to a pseudodipolar short-range order.

INTRODUCTION fields we computed 41rM,, Hk, and the g factor. The value of

Col _,M, amorphous alloys, where M is a nonmagne- HA determined by the two techniques generally agreed with-

tic early transition-metal (ETM) like Zr, Ti, or Nb, are in ± 5%. The characteristics ofthe FMR spectra also gave a

promising materials for application as thin-film recording valuable indication regarding the magnetic homogeneities of

heads.' A high permeability could be obtained only in thin the samples.

films which possess a small but well-defined uniaxial anisot-
ropy field Hk. In films prepared by sputtering a more on less RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
well-defined Hk field is formed spontaneously during the The variations of H, and H, were studied systematical-
deposition process and it is necessary to adjust the magni- ly as a function of the main deposition parameters, which are
tude of Hk by a post-deposition annealing treatment.

2  
PA, and the rfinput power Wr. For a given composition the

We recently performed a study
3 

on CoI - ,Ti, amor- value of K, is essentially related to PAr- Figure I shows the
phous films where we tried to control the magnitude of Hk typical variation of K, as a function of PAr in a-Co , - Zr,
by applying a dc magnetic field during the deposition. Our thin films. For a given concentration K, follows a bell-
experiments showed that for a given concentration the value shaped-like variation as a function ofPA, with a well-defined
of K, = HkM,1/2 could be largely varied by changing the maximum value (K. ),,. In a given alloy Co, _ ,M, (K,
pressure of the sputtering gas P,. The results were ex- )... occurs always for the the same pressure (PAr),r inde-
plained by a model, based upon a detailed structural investi- pendent of the concentration. At a given concentration the
gation, where it is assumed that K, is related to the local smallest value ofK,,(K, ),,,, is always obtained for the low-
anisotropy of Co atoms. est pressure used which in the present experiments is

Here we report an extension of the previous work to PA, = 2 X 10- ' Torr. The FMR measurements confirmed
amorphous Cot - , Zr, and Co, _ ,Zr, M. thin films with the high magnetic uniformity ofthe thin films independently
M = Nb, Ti, and Pt. from the composition. For perpendicular resonance on all

the alloy systems investigated we obtained a spin-wave spec-
FXPERIMENT trum, the various modes nicely following a quadratic disper-

mhe a-Co, _ M. films were deposited by rf sputtering sion law.

onto water-cooled glass substrates. We used Ar as a sputter- In Fig. 2 is shown (K.)m,, as obtained on all the alloys

ing gas. During the deposition process a dc magnetic field of investigated. In the alloys containing only NTM, (K.),..
700 Oe was applied parallel to the substrate surface.' We decreases continuously when the total amount of the NTM
used a vacuum-melted target ( 150 mm diam) of CQoZr6 on x + y increases. Another characteristic is the absolute over-
which small triangular-shaped plates of Zr, Nb, Ti, and/or all value of (K.),.... which is exceptionally high, almost an

Pt were disposed in a regular way. The concentration range
investigated is reported in Table I. The lowest amount of
ETM necessary to obtain an amorphous Col - , M, alloy is TABLE 1. Composition of the various deposit and concentration range in-

for M = Zr and corresponds to x = 0.05. The presence of Zr vestigated.

in the ternary alloys permitted to obtain the amorphous state Concentration range
in all the compositions investigated (Table I). The thickness investigated
of the films was in the range of 0.1-0.3 /m.

The coercive field H, and the uniaxial anisotropy field Composition X Y
H, were deduced respectively from the hysteresis loop de- o, - 0.052<x<0.16
tected along the in-plane easy and hard axis. The FMR mea- Co, _ ,ZrNb, 0.055 0.023y<0.075
surements were performed at 9.8 GHz with the external field Co, - - ,Zr,Ti, 0.049 0.04 <y<0.105
both perpendicular to the film plane and parallel to the in- Co, - ,.,ZrPt, 0.065 0.1 <y<0.1 75
plane easy and in-plane hard axes. From the three resonance _
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matrix of clusters with trigonal (hcp like), octahedral (fcc
like), and icosahedral symmetries. Similar to crystalline Co-
rich alloys, a-Col _ M, exhibits a structural transformation

o:COZaround a critical temperature T, which requires a well-de-
fined activation energy Qo=0.15 eV. 5 The high anisotropy
state corresponds to the transformation of octahedrallike
clusters to trigonal ones, the high value of (K,)m,, being
related to the local anisotropy of Co atoms located in tri-
gonal-type clusters, K. being maximum when the probabil-
ity is highest that these clusters are oriented along the ap-

a plied field.
Based on these hypotheses, the variation of K. as a func-

3 tion of PA, is explained as follows: the energy Ef of the sput-
tered atoms as they arrive on the substrate is related to PA,
and can be computed using a formula of the literature.6 At

low Ar pressure (i.e., PA , = 2 X 10
- 3 Torr) the values ofEf

and Q are high (Q= 1-1.5 eV following the metal) so the

films are built up essentially oficosahedral and low anisotro-
py octahedral clusters. For high PA, (i.e., PAr = 15 mT) the
sputtered atoms are thermalized to the temperature of the

10 3"rrl plasma, T, -400 K. Now E1 is low so a significant amount
of trigonal-type clusters are formed which explains that the

FIG. 1. Variation of K. as a function of Ar pressure in Co, Zr amor- value of K. is much higher than for low -PAr, but these clus-
pho. tinofs , as a ters are oriented more or less randomly. When K

= (K,)., PA, = (PA,),, and the as-computed value of

order of magnitude higher than that obtained when K, is Ef is close to 0.15 eV. The phase transformation is the largestso part of octahedral clusters will be transformed to trigonal
related to a mono- (or diatomic) directional order via pseu- (or icosahedral) ones and the easy axis of the trigonal clus-

dodipolar interaction. These overall results are qualitatively ters will be oriented along the applied field in order to mini-
similar to that obtained on a-Co - Ti. and we explain

them by using the model proposed for a-CoI - jT. mize the total energy acting upon the films.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), (PAr )¢, is different for the var-The main assumption is that the structure of a- ious alloys. The energy loss of a sputtered atom is related to

Co1 - M, alloys films is formed of a random ontinuous the ratio of atomic mass of the sputtered atoms to the Ar

particles, so for a metal with higher atomic mass a higher
PA, is necessary in order to obtain the same E. (PA,),
increases with the atomic mass of the various metals M in

TI Z, Pt Co1 I -M. as expected from the computation. The decrease
(a) of (K. ) .. with increasing NTM content is believed to be

I I I related to the increasing disorder in the Local structure: the
P Tey trigonal (and octahedral clusters) progressively lose their

t . bond orientational order so the corresponding local anisot-
ropy decreases.'

(V'u)man The definition of the local structure for a given concen-
tration is related to the particular NTM. The main param-
eters are believed to be the minimum NTM metal content xG

CcZPPt corresponding to the amorphous state and the structure of
the crystalline phase. Among the NTM investigated xo is
highest for Ti(x, = 0.14). Ti and Zr possess a hcp structure

(b) while Nb has a bc one. For a given concentration in layers
containing Ti the trigonal-like clusters are better defined,
while the inclusion of Nb should favor the formation of the
octahedral clusters. This explains that for a given concentra-
tion x + y (K,),, is respectively the highest and lowest for
CoZrTi and CoZrNb.

o The concentration dependence of (K,),,, in
Co E- , - ZrPt. alloy is different from the previous ones.

FIG. 2. (a) Location of (.)_. for the various alloys. (b) Maximum in- The results can be explained by assuming that the amount
dueed anisotropy (K.),_ as a function of Co conoentration for the various and definition of the trigonal-type clusters does not change
alloys, when one increases the Pt content in the films.'
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FIG. 3. Minimum induced anisotropy (K,),,., for P.,, 2x 10 'Ton., FIG. 4. Variation of H, with deposition parameters. (a) Vaniation of H,
in the various alloys, with rf input power W.. The value of H. reported for each composition

corresponds to a typical sample. (b) Variation of H, with P.,, in
a-Co, ,Zr, thin films.

In Fig. 3 are reported the variations of (K, ),,,, with Co
content for the various alloys. In alloys containing only
NTM for a given concentration x + y, the value of (K. ),,,
is practically same. This result is believed to be related to the is a glass-forming transition metal (NTM)-are deposited
fact that the physical origin of (K. ).,,, is now essentially by rf sputtering in the presence of a dc magnetic field, the
due to a pseudodipolar directional short-range order, so it is trend in the variations of the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy K.
independent of the nature of the NTM. The magnetic an- as afunction of deposition parameters and concentration are
nealing performed on a-Co, - ,Ti. films showed8 that onl the same. The values of K. change with the pressure of the
samples deposited at PAr < 3 X 10 ~ Torr when K. was sputtering gas showing a maximum (K. ) ... for a critical
smaller than H0r erg /cm 3, it could be suppressed by anneal- pressure. (K. ) _, is related to the local anisotropy K, of the
ing in a rotating magnetic field, while (K.)..., remained Co atoms located in trigonal-like clusters.
unchanged.

The variations of the coercive field H, with the depo-
sition parameters are shown in Fig. 4. The absolute value of
H, and the trend of its variation were the same for the var- '.FjmrN aas .HrsJ hnH oia .StadH
ious alloys for a given set of deposition parameters. H, de- 'HSujiri . Np. Kazama, .6 Hi1se3.nHMoa1.atnd.
creases with increasing Wrr [Fig. 4 (a) ]. Wrf determines the 'Y. Shimada and N. Saito, Jpn. J. AppI. Phys. 25,419 (1986); H. Sakakima
deposition rate; the decrease of H, is probably due to alower IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-19, 131 (1983).
amount of nonmagnetic defects, like rare-gas incorporation, 'G. Suran, K. Ounadjela, and F. Machizaud, Phy. Rev. Lett. 57. 3109
when the deposition rate increases. Dependence of H. upon (1986).

P'~K. Ounadjela. 0. Suran, and]1. Sztern, Thin Solid Films 151, 397 (1987).
.,, for Cot - Zr, is shown in Fig. 4(b). H, is practically 'B. W. Corb, R. C. O*Handley, J. Magesar, and N. J. Grant, Phys. Rev.

constant for PAr < (PAr)_, and increases slightly but signifi- Lett. 51. 1386 (1983).
cantly for PA, > (PA, ),.This result is related to the contri- 'F. J. Cadieu, and N. Chencinski, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-11, 227

butin o th locl aisorop to , va te deelomen of (1975).
butin o th locl aisorop to , va te deelomen of 'G. Suran. K. Ounadjela. F. Machizeud, and J. Sztera, IEEE Trans. Magn.

the randomly distributed trigonal-like clusters. MAG22585 (1986).
In conclusion, when a-Col M. thin films-where M 'A. Materac and G. Suran (to he published).
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Perturbations to the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold In 2 X 20 im
M-R memory elements

C. S. Comstock, H. Y. Yoo, and A. V. Pohm
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and Engineering Research Institute,
Iowa State University, Ames Iowa 50011

Perturbations to the Stoner-Wuhlfarth threshold in 2 X 20 pm M-R memory elements have

been examined experimentally and analytically. For the small dimensioned elements studied

the perturbations are large. The thresholds were reduced up to 50% for transverse elements

and increased 10% or more for longitudinal elements.

I. INTRODUCTION The bulk ternary double-layer material before etching

*Magnetoresistive memory elements have been studied typically had an anisotropy constant of 18 ± 3 Oe and a co-

by the authors for memory applications requiring nondes- ercive force of 0.3-0.8 Oe. This ternary alloy has an anisotro-

tructive readout, nonvolatility, integrated circuit compatibi- py constant substantially larger than 80-20 permalloy.

lity, and high density. In general, the integrated circuit and Switching fields were provided by sense currents through the

high density requirements dictated that the elements be of M-R elements and word currents through orthogonal, 15-

small dimension. At these small dimensions, demagnetizing um-wide word lines I Fig. 1 (c) ]. Nominal sense currents

effects and exchange significantly perturb the Stoner-Wohl- were 3-4 mA and nominal word currents were 15-30 mA.

farth threshold; these effects have been examined experi- The material hadaresistance of7-10fl/- andamagnetore-
mentally and asalytically, sistive coefficient (AR /R) of 2.4% ± 0.3%.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) depict the 60-Hz switching be-

II. EXPERI9..EM TAL STUDIES havior for both transverse (a) and longitudinal elements
(b). The longitudinal elements thresholds were determined

8 X 8 test arrays of 2 x 20 pm memory elements were for the memory mode' in which the interior of thinner layer

used to make the experimer *al measurements. The elements is switched to change state. Output from the elements were

were made from two layers of 150-A-thick ternary alloy 1-4 mV for nominal drive conditions. A strong field was

(65% Ni, 15% Fe, 20% Co) separated by a 50-A nonmag- used to initially align the magnetization at the edges

netic layer. (In our laboratory Ta typically is used fo the (H> 200 Oe). In Fig. 2(a) the small difference in the re-

separation layer. The test elements were prepared by lion- quired word current to switch the element from one state to

eywell Inc.) the other indicates a slight amount of skew.

The uniaxial anisotropy axis w.s either parallel or per- Figure 3 depicts the switching threshold for a transverse

pendicular to the long dimension of the element. Those ele- element with little skew. The indicated error in HL is a con-

ments with the easy axis perpendicular to the long dimension sistent one arising from the error in the sense line width

were labeled transversed elements and those with the easy

axis parallel to the long dimension longitudinal elements.

The elements are depicted in Fig. 1. TRANSVERSE ELEMENT 3, 2
ISENSE 3.4 ma
VERT: 2 mv/div HORIZ. 

=
1.5 ma/div

ISv t Ni Fe Co (651, 15%, 201)

LONGITUDINAL ELEMENT

A O AE EAST AXIS

2v . LONGITUDINAL ELEMENT 7, 17

TRANSVERSE ELEMENT IS = 4.5 ma

T VERT S m/di V 1W = 10 ma/div
( TO LAYER . S1BTT AlAIR

"", E /Jc I ENT

FIG, 1. Longitudinal and transverse magnetoresistive memory elements. FIG. 2. Element switching.
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FIG. 3. Transverse element threshold.
FIG. 5. Theoretical thresholds.

(2 ± 0.2 pm). In Fig. 3 the assumed H value for the theo-
retical curve was selected so that the thcoretical curve
matched the experimental data at the point the HL and HT from the easy axis equally in opposite dirctions (0), a sim-
values were equal. The transverse field Hr was provided by pie one-dimensional torque differential equation can be de-

the sense current and the longitudinal field HL was provided rived which describes the average rotation of the magnetiza-

by the word current. tion within the layer. For longitudinal elements, this

Figure 4 depicts the threshold characteristics of a small equation is as follows:

skew, longitudinal element. The transverse field was pro- 2 + MHL s +2A±L +MH in0+ MHr co
vided by the sense current and the longitudinal field by the dX2

word current in this case. Again, most measurement error + 27M2T
, 

CM . d2(sin 0) .....
arose from the error in the element width. The theoretical + 2mM ' ds ) Mk sin 9cos 9,
curve was matched to the experimental data at the point where 0 is the angle of rotation, M is the magnetization, A is
where Hr and HL were equal by adjusting the value of H. the exchange constant, Tis the thickness of a single magnetic

III. THEORETICAL STUDIES layer, and S' is the effective separation of the two layers as

As previously reported
2 

for fiat double-layer structures given below:

where the top and bottom layer magnetizations rotate away S'= S + 1( coh aT/2 - Ia-Tk cosh aT/ r- - i1/-- si-nh a r/2J
a=44rM/2A4

The quantity S is the separation from the bottom of one
20 LONGITUDINAL ELEMENT magnetic layer to the top of the other. The equation for the

18 transverse elements is similar except the demagnetizing term

16 SESE LIE 04involves the cos 9 rather than sin 0.16 SENSE LINE 4 The magnetization was assumed to be parallel to the

14 M6e090 ~edges at the edges. For field values below the threshold, two

12 solutions exist. One solution corresponds to the zero torque,
stable solution; the other corresponds to the zero torque so-

to lution at the point of unstable equilibrium. When the two
esolutions coincide, the threshold is reached.

This equation was solved numerically by an iterative
SOEM PODIFIED THRESHOLD procedure. Figure 5 illustrates the resulting transverse and

4 ms -SnS.O- longitudinal thresholds for a sample with Hr = 18 Oe,I'-'L ""RT " T = 150 A, width = 2 pm, s = 50 A, and M, = 983 emu/

cm
3
.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 For the transverse elements, the magnetization curls to

HT IN Oe be parallel with the edges. Both exchange and demagnetizing
fields arising from the curling at the edge provide torques

FIG. 4. Lonidinal element threshold. aiding the switching, as evidenced by the reduced threshold
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in Fig. 5. For the longitudinal elements as the magnetization one-dimensional torque differential equation was found to
is rotated, the edge curling and demagnetizing fields provide give results which agreed with experimental results within
retarding torques and consequently increase the threshold, experimental error if demagnetizing effects in the long di-

To estimate the demagnetizing effects in the long dimen- mension were included. The model was found to be a useful
sion for the finite length 20-pm sample, an ellipsoidal ap- tool for fine tuning values of material parameters such as H,
proximation was used. Longitudinal demagnetization for and device parameters such as thickness and separation.
the 20-pm-long elements increased the effective H, for Experimentally and analytically it was found that the
transverse elements by 7 Ge and reduced the H value for threshold diminished for elements with their easy directions
the longitudinal elements by 7 Ge. The true demagnetizing perpendicular to the long dimension. The magnetization
field is nonuniform because the shape is not ellipsoidal. A curls to be parallel with the edges. Both exchange and de-
smaller demag ietizing is expected in the center of the ele- magnetizing fields reduce the threshold field values in this
ment. case. For elements with the easy axis in the long dimension,

To compare theoretical predictions to the experimental the thresholds are increased.
data, the assumed value of HK for the theoretical model was
adjusted until the theoretical curve matched the experimen- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
tal data at the point where HL and HT were equal. As seen in The authors would like to thank Jeanne Cacavas for
Figs. 3 and 4, the theoretical curves agreed with the experi- typing the manuscript and Katherine Trahanovsky for mak-
mental data within experimental error. Independent mea- ing the measurements and reducing the data. This work was
surements of Hz in the individual elements were not avail- supported by grants from Honeywell, Inc. and Control Data
able. Corp.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
For the 2-p m-wide elements studies, exchange and de- 'A. V. Pohm, . M. Daughton, C. S. Comstock, H. Y. Yoo, and J. Hur,IEEE Tramns. MAG-23, 2575 (1987).

magnetization fields significantly perturbed the Stoner- 'A. V. Pohm and C. S. Comstock, J. Map. Magn. Mater. 54-47, 1667
Wohlfarth threshold. The analytical model employing a (1986).
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On the pinning of domain walls in low magnetization materials
C. H. WOmer and J. E. Vald~sa)
Instituto de Fsica Universidad Catlica de Valparaiso, Casilla 4039. Valparaiso 2, Chile

The proposal of an interaction potential between 18(0 Bloch walls and nonmagnetic obstacles,
precipitates or pores, is presented. Use is made of the analogy between this phenomenon and
the pinning of grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials. The model takes into account the
increase of energy due to the flexibility of the boundary and it is applicable to low
magnetization materials. Using this approach it is possible to calculate the coercive force and
to compare it with early findings. The numerical values obtained are in agreement with the
values we find in the literature with the advantage that the proposed potential is expressed in a
simple analytical form.

INTRODUCTION THE MODIFIED GLADMAN'S MODEL

The determination of the coercive force in ferromagne- The model proposed by Gladman considered the dis-
tic materials is a problem of considerable interest, both theo- placement of a planar boundary along its normal direction
retical and practical. The first model that describes that be- when it is pinned by a spherical inclusion of radius R. Let us
havior was proposed by Kersten.' He assumed that fix the origin of our coordinate system in the center of the

coercivity was due to the pinning of Bloch walls by second- particle; a plane parallel to the ,Z plane contains the unper-
phase particles, considered the walls as rigid walls and calcu- turbed boundary (see Fig. I).
lated the area decrement to obtain an expression for the sur- Gladman assumed that the perturbed boundary is an
face energy density, which allowed him to determine the hyperboloid of revolution. In a plane through its symmetry
coercive force. axis (plane XYin Fig. 1), the hyperbola has the equation

The analogy between this problem and the calculus of y = /2) (R 2 - 4.2/4) 1/2/(4 - X), ()

the yield stress in two-phase alloys was pointed out by
Gaunt.

2 
He used this insight for modeling the pinning phe- where 4 is the distance between the unperturbed boundary

nomenon, the Bloch wall bowing, in a manner similar to the and the inclusion. It is to be noted that Eq. (1) implies that

mechanical problem of dislocation bowing due to pinning the hyperbola has asymptotes for x = 4 and y = 0, and also

centers. that it intersects the spherical inclusion at right angles.

Another approach which takes into account the flexibil- For different positions of the unperturbed boundary

ity of Bloch walls was developed by Della Torre et al.
3- 5  wall, the hyperbolic profiles of the perturbed wall are shown

They used a numerical model considering the wall energy in Fig. 2.

and the magnetic interaction between the pinning obstacle At this point we depart from Gladman's treatment, and

and the Bloch wall to obtain its shape. we calculate the area variation of the boundary due to the

The pinning of domain walls by nonmagnetic second- pinning effect of the inclusion. Let us consider Fig. 3; the

phase particles by pores is similar to the pinning effect of length element over the hyperboloid is dl = (dp2 + dx2) 1
/2,

precipitates that impede grain growth in polycrystalline ma- dp being the corresponding element over the asymptotic

terials, a phenomenon known as the Zener drag.
6  plane. Hence, the area variation is

After the Zener treatment, there have been several
works concerning the grain-boundary pinning problem.

Gladman
7 

treats the problem as one of a planar boundary
and Hellman and Hillert' consider the growth as due to a
curved boundary. Comments on the validity of these models Uformed Wall

of grain growth inhibition has been recently presented.
9'
"

Gladman's model, although it includes a superflous pa- , 4  Defo-d Wall

rameter, is specially well suited for describing the growth of
a 180' domain wall, since it considers the movement of a
plane unperturbed boundary.

In this paper we modify Gladman's proposal, inspired Sph. io
by the dislocation pinning analogy developed by Gaunt, and

we develop and apply it to the phenomenon of migration of a
180' domain wall pinned by an array of nonmagnetic parti-
cles or pores.

"
1
Present address: Departamento de Fisica, Universidad de Santiago de FIG. I. A cut ofthe pinned boundary. The growing boundary moves in the

Chile, Camilla 5659, Santiago 2, Chile. + X direction.
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FIG. 4. Interaction energy for the wall-particle system vs undeformed
boundary position.

FIG. 2. Wall profies.

We apply these findings to the pinning of a I 0 domain
wall growing in the + x direction. Considering that the ma-

A '2T P(d - dp), terial at the left-hand side of the wall (Fig. I) is magnetized
f ~in the - y direction and the material at the right-hand side is

where yo is the ordinate of the contact point between the magnetized in + y direction, an external field H pointing in
hyperbola and the inclusion, the + y direction causes the wall movement in the indicated

Using Eq. (1) the following is obtained: + x direction.

AA' = ir yo - R + (474) The increase in energy of the wall by the phenomenon of

XIn I (2,R + / (2R - ] (2) pinning is assumed as the product of a constant energy Sur-
face density, o, times the increase in area as calculated in

It is easy to show that Eq. (5). Then, the energy of the wall one-particle system can

yo ( 2 /4)/2,(3) be written as

hence, 1,. '(1 2 [(/2 In 12t/ 1(~ +~R(..L. ~ '~2,R~ )

+ (L In R+, 1 - I .(4)0, otherwise.

(4)- / (6)

The total area variation, AA, is obtained by subtracting We assume that the pinning centers are distributed in an
from AA ' the area of the circle of radius yo; that is, equivalent simple cubic lattice, with concentration N. Using

& = AA' - ir(R 2- 2/4). (5) this distribution we further assume that, for a macroscopic
description, the energy per area of the wall boundary asso-
ciated to each pinning center is

' 

dl

x5~ A

B

(is 1.0 1 .5 2.0 2.5 3.0

SATURATION MAGNETIZATION tMA/M)

FIG. 5. Coercivity vs saturation magnetization curves. (a) Sukienniki and
Della Torre results, P and P'separate regions of low and high nsagnetiza-

FIG. 3. Sam eas g.Ibut showing the amproeeton. tion; (b) our results.
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Ithprsenficatcmpent the ntcoierction hieh

55 manei materials, our model is suitable for low magnetiza-

0k and seth material's parameters employed by Sukien-
0 OL0W5 0.00 0 . ii n el Torre-' to compute coercivity versus satura-

008TV J/m') ion magnetizaion and coercivity versua wall energy den-

FIG. 6. Cocervity vs wall energy density. (a) Sukienniki and Defta Tm sity. Ours and their results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
results; (b) our results. respectively. We observe that our curve in Fig. 5 lies between

the two proposals of these authors. The curves in Fig. 6 show
a linear dependence between coercivity and wall energy den-
sity, differing in slope.

U(g) =U(41/N 213. (7) Furthermore, using the values for magnetic garnets
j As usual," we estimate the coercive field by means of cited in Ref. 4, we obtain a coercive force of 5.5 A/m. It has

the xpresionthe same order of magnitude (3.1 A/m) reported in that
the xpresionwork.

H, = (24u0M, )1 ~ (8) In the present work the domain is modeled as asurface
with no structure. However, we think that more realistic
results could be obtained by first considering the magnetic

wbere/&o is the permeability of free space and M-, is the mag- dipole effect before including the domain wall width.
netization at the saturated state. Then, a numerical calcula- In summary, we have proposed a simple analytical
tion allows us to write for the coercive field expression for the interaction energy between a domain wall

H, = K(rro.R /4,M.)N 2/3, (9) and a precipitate. The application of the proposed potential,
with K = 1.09. Kernsten's finding' was roughly one half of already discussed, is in good agreement with the cited nu-
the value we obtained. merical findings.

The total surface density energy of the wall-particle sys-
tem in the external fields H is 'M4. Kersten, Grundlangen eise, Therne der Fermmagnischen und den

e(~)= u~) -2p0 MHg. 10) Koerzinjvknafl t(Hirzel, Leipzig, 1943).
e~g)= u~) -2juo HP. 10) 'P.- Gaunt. Philos. Mall. 48, 261 (1983),

'E. Della Torre and M. Torfeb-Isfahani, J. Appi. PhMs 53, 4309(1t982).
This is displayed in Fig. 4, showing a local maximum at 'E. Della Torre, J. Kuihanek, and A. Sukiennicki. IEEE Trans. Maps.

MAG-19, 2004 (1983).1.98R. The gradient of this energy density gives us the 'A. Sukienniki and E. Della Torre, J. Appl. Phys. 55 3739 (1984).
pressure on the wall. 'C. Zener quoted by C. S. Smith, Trans. AIME 175. 15 (1948).

It is tu be noted (Fig. 2) that the sequences of wall pro- 'T. Gladman. Proc. Rt. Soc. London Ser. A 294.298 (1966).
fies are not symmetrical respect to the Y axis. Just after the 'P. Hellman and M4. Hillert, Scan. J. Metal!. 4.211 (1975).

VC. H. Winier and A. Cabo, Scr. Metal]. 18, 565 (1984).wall touches the precipitate (=-R), a suction force ap- oC. H. Wirner, A. Cabo, and M4. Hillert. Scr. Metall. 20,9529 (1986).
pears over the wall; this force changes its direction at~ 0. 1"C. Kiliel. Rev. Mod. Phys. 21, 541 (1949).
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Period competition In a stripe domain structure subjected to a periodic field
P. Molho, J. L Portesell, andY. Souche
Laborare Loui Nee CN.R.S-U.. T.M.G.. 166X, 38042 Grenobe Cedex, France

The behavior of a parallel array of stripe domains subjected to a periodic field was studied.
Experiments were performed on a layer of single-crystal ferrimagnetic garnet (bubble

material) featuring in zero field a periodic pattern of parallel stripe domains. The layer was
applied to a magnetic tape on which a sinusoidal waveform was recorded. The garnet-tape
distance, and hence the interaction strength, could be varied. The resulting domain patterns
were observed in polarized light. We present results obtained for a recorded wavelength (66
pm) equal to six times the natural domain period (I I pm). The domain structure adapted
itself by reducing the number of stripes, in particular by means of dislocation glide in the stripe
array. This resulted in various modulated stripe patterns. The transitions between structures
with different stripe numbers could be observed. These were achieved by local distortions of
the parallel array around dislocations. The total energy of the garnet layer was calculated as
the sum of magnetotatic, wall, and interaction energies for various interaction strengths. The
equilibrium domain configuration could be deduced by minimizing the energy with respect to
wall positions. The calculated modulated domain structures are in agreement with the
observed one.

I. INTRODUCTION decreased. The first stage (a) consisted of modulated stripe

Much attention has been paid in the past few years to widths, the number of stripes being preserved. In the next
period competition effects which occur when a periodic sys- step (b), dislocations appeared in the stripe array and al-
tem is subjected to a perturbation of different wavelength.' lowed for collapse of some stripes.This collapse did not take
Quasi-periodic patterns were observed in a convecting ne- place in an homogeneous fashion (may be due to imperfect
matic liquid crystal subjected to spatially periodic forcing.2.3  tape-garnet parallelism) and showed progressive accommo-
We report here similar experiments on a periodic domain dation of the DS to the recorded period. This mechanism
structure (DS) in a garnet layer (bubble material) subjected continued as h was further decreased (c) until the final state
to the periodic field created by a magnetic tape on which a (d) obtained for maximum interaction (h = 0), which was
sine signal was recorded. Such a setup was already used to again made of parallel but fewer stripes with modulated
study the feasibility of magneto-optically reading magnetic widths.

media, and it was observed that the DS in the garnet could
reproduce the recorded wave in a certain wavelength III. THEORY
range.'' We deal here with the evolution of the DS when the
garnet-tape interaction increases, which is achieved by de- The above patterns were interpreted by calculating the
creasing the air gap between them, when the recorded wave- energy of the DS as a function of h, including the dipolar
length is large with respect to the natural period of the DS. energy of the magnetic layer, the wall energy, and the inter-

action with the tape. Let Do be the initial period of the DS, D,
the period of a hypothetical undeformed DS after suppress-

II. EXPERIMENT ing a certain number of stripes, D2 the recorded period, and

The sample was a 5.3-pm-thick garnet layer of formula
(YLuBi) 3(FeGa) 5032, epitaxially deposited on a Ill-ori-
ented GGG substrate. Its saturated flux density 41rMs was z
188 G, and its equilibrium period (twice the width of a single
"up" or "down" stripe) was 11/m.

The magnetic tape was a regular, longitudinal recording
audio tape. The wavelength of the recorded sine wave, and x.
hence of the field which acted upon the garnet, was 66pm. p I I 1 -.

The garnet was held parallel to the tape as indicated by
Fig. 1, the parallel stripes of the initial DS being oriented
across the tape axis. The tape-garnet distance A could be h
varied, and domain observations were performed by means
of a polarizing microscope using the magneto-optical Fara- t

day effect. D2
Figure 2 shows some stages in the evolution of the DS,

from the initial structure made of equal parallel stripes, as h FIG. I. Principle of the experimental setup.
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layer by the magnetic poles on the upper face of the layer can
be expressed by the Fourier series?;

H. (xz)= -2rMs ao + (a co -I2rx/D

X expj2rz/D + bk sin j2vrx/D

× expf'2irz/D) )

with

aok = ( -) +
D/2r,

ara ( )- X+'(2/D) cosj2'x/D dx

FIG. 2. Evolution of the a )' + ))kk + I I D

domain pattern as the inter- - sinj2wrl,/D) (Q>1),
action strength is in- I
creased. /----( -1)+ (2/D) sinj2srx/Ddx

=(-l )*/jir(cosJ2i1A:+ ,/D

-cosj2lrl,/D) (Q> 1.

Let

2N, NAo 0_Jk = ( )"snkl,
k=1 k=.2N. 2N,

Aj =ji'/2 a,, = Y (- )'sinj2irls/D,

2N.I 2MB, = yhT , I 6A = FE ( - 1)k oatij ,ID.
Then

. (xz) - 21rM. (A, + , (2/jr)(A, sj2ix/D

+ B sinj2irx/D)expJi#vz/D), (2)

N, and N2 the smallest integers such that ND, = N2D2 D and similarly, the magnetization in the layer is

period of the overall system. (A + , 4The DS can be assimilated to a sequence of magnetiza- Mx s o+s (/i)(jcs2r/

tion steps (Fig. 3). A period D contains 2N, steps (stripes);
the k th step is located a distance Ik away from the origin and + B, sinj,,x/D) (3)
has a width Ik , I - I.

The z component of the field created inside the garnet Taking into account both faces of the layer, the demag-
netizing energy per unit area of layer is

=(2M2D lwn2 ) 
2 i A + B 1)/..(

I IThe field created by the tape is9
U L H.,,=Hosinl(2rx/D2 + i)exp( -2lz/D 2), (5)

FIG. 3. Rtepresentation ofthe domain structure by a sequenceofperiod Dof where 8 is the phase shift of the recorded periodic signal with
magnetization steps. The distance ofthe k th step to the ori m s It 0). respect to the origin of the x axis (see Fig. I ). Ho depends on
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f- TABLE I1. Czofgurations (N,.V2) corresponding to the valums of D, for
which the eergy minimization was performed, and values of the interac-
tion field H, (see text) for which every configuration is the lower.energy
state.

S D 1(p1m) I 11.65 13.2 14.67 16.5 18.86 22 33 66
N, 6 17 5 9 4 7 3 2 1
Ni 1 3 1 2 1 2 I 1 1
H,(Oe) 0 45 100 115 125 135 145 ......

the remanent magnetization of the tape. The interaction en- FIG. 4. Calculated stripe widths compared to the observed ones; upper:

ergy per unit area reads N, = 6,N 2 = 1,H, = 800e; center: V, = 5,N2 = 1,H, = IOOe (equilib-

- h+.rium); lower: N, = 4, N2 = I; HI, 125 Oe (equilibrium).

E,  -ID L M(x)H,, (xz)dx dz. (6)

All contributions cancel out in the integration over a stripes merge into one) at the approximative rate ofone col-
period D, except that of the N 2th harmonic: lapse per period D 2: the configuration is now defined by

Ei - (D2/N 2 ) (MsHo/2T
2
)exp( - 21fh /D 2) (N I = 5, N 2 = 1). The observed 1k are again in agreement

with calculations for H, = 100 Oe which is the equilibrium
X[I -exp( -2rreD 2)](AN, sin 

6
+BN, cos6). field for that configuration (Table 1). In the lower part of

(7) Fig. 4, the structure locks to (N, =4, N = 1) and the 1k

Finally the wall energy per unit area of layer is correspond to H, = 125 Oe, also the equilibrium field for

E. = e2N 1lD, (8) that configuration (Table 1).
It can be concluded that the DS adjusts its period to the

a being the superficial energy density of domain walls. interaction by locking to the recorded wavelength. The pat-
Given D1, which fixed the values of N,, N 2, and D tern (N, = 6, N2 = I ) persists over an extended interaction

(NID, = N 2D 2 = D), we calculated the set of/k which mini- range due to the energy barrier which prevents stripe col-
mized the total energy ET = E, + E + E. as a function of lapse. On the contrary, the patterns (N , = 5, N2 = 1) and
the parameter h. We performed this minimization for values (NI = 4, N 2 = I) can be observed only in a reduced region
of D, corresponding to small integers N, and N 2. Thus we in which they are close to the equilibrium state, because of
obtained the dependene of the l4 at equilibrium on h, to- easy motion of the dislocation which have appeared. The
gether with the energy ET at equilibrium. From these data, transition regions are complex, may be of very big period,
one can plot the energy versus D. The curves show a mini- and exhibit considerable distortion of the stripe array
mum which yields the equilibrium value of D, for given h. around dislocations. The final pattern (maximum interac-
For better physical understanding, the results are given in tion) is essentially homogeneous, but it is difficult to say if it
terms of the interaction field is periodic due to limited observation field. We can only say

H, = Ho exp( - 21rh /D 2 ) [1 - exp( - 2tre/D2 ) ] that motifs of configurations (N, = 4, N2 = 1), (NI = 3,

Xexp(21re/D 2) N 2 = 1), (N I = 2, N 2 = 1), appear in that structure.
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A theory of the three-dimensional solenoidal magnetization configurations in
ferro- and ferrimagnetic materials

R. Viaming
niueriaty ofTechnoloa, DeJf The Neiherlandr

H. A. M. van den Berg
Siemen& P. O Box 3240, Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany

A method for constructing three-dimensional solenoidal magnetization distributions, with
invariant magnitude of m, in arbitrarily shaped objects is presented. The formalism harks back
to the theory developed by van den Berg for two-dimensional m distributions. The space within
a general object fl is partitioned into i subspaces Ili, described by a family of surfaces to which
the magnetization is tangent. A characteristic equation which defines the course of m at each
of the surfaces is derived. A boundary condition for I arises naturally, or can be chosen to
determine in at the surface. Within the above framework an infinite number of solutions are
generated that, in general, exhibit singularities. Special attention, also from the topological
point of view, is paid to the m distributions having point defects only.

INTRODUCTION stated problem. To derive a solenoidal m field in Il,, a family

Landau and Lifshitz' founded the basis of the micro- of unbounded surfaces f1 (q) = 0 whose members have no
magnetic theory, which was further developed into a self- point of intersection inside (I, is defined. The magnetization
consistent mathematical framework by Brown. Explicit so- is required to be tangent to the surfaces at the surfaces. On
lutions of the magnetic dipole distribution in eachf,, m will be determined by the characteristic equations
three-dimensional objects could be formulated in a few spe- and the complementary boundary conditions. The distribu-
cial cases only, owing to the strong nonlinearity of the equa- tions at the surfacesfi constitute the total vector field in Iri.
tions. In this paper, again, a special situation is treated be- There are two situations for every surfacefr. First,fi has at
cause we confine ourselves to ideally soft-magnetic objects of most points of contact with the boundary M0, and, second,
sufficient dimensions to which no fields are applied. The one or more lines of intersection with &A, exist. In the latter
magnetostatic energy dominates the magnetization distribu- case a boundary condition for , is created in a natural fash-

tion and can be minimized by taking a solenoidal configura- ion, which might lead to a line singularity, as described later
tion, e.g., V-m = 0 and m parallel to the object boundary. on.
The most important exchange interaction is included in the As outlined above, the determination of m at each f,
ferromagnetic condition mm = m2. Hubert

2 and Arrott
3 
at- constitutes an essential step in our framework. For simpli-

tempted to solve this problem by taking m equal to city, we define an orthonormal coordinate system with vari-

I = rot A, however, a third-order differential equation in A ables q', q
2

, and q
3 

where q' and q' determine the positions at
was obtained, which could only analytically be solved for a eachf, at which eachf, is defined by a specific q

3
. Obviously,

few s c m = 0 since m is tangent tof,. Thus, we have transformed

In this paper an analytic method is presented that gener- the three-dimensional problem into a two-dimensional one

ates solenoidal three-dimensional magnetization distribu- without loss of generality, which is governed by the follow-
tions. In principle, it is an elaboration of the two-dimension- ing equations:

al theory of van den Berg.4 
This method will be developed in V-m = 0, (2)

the first part, while, subsequently, a few examples will be
discussed. Special attention will be paid to the i distribu- rnr = ms = (rl)

2 
+ (r

2
)

2
, (3)

tions with singular points only, because they are expected to mn- = 0 (a normal to 80l). (4)
possess the minimum energy.

By defining a new variable,
THEORY = m2/m', (5)

In order to give a proper description of the magnetiza-
tion distribution within a general object it is necessary to all the m components can be eliminated from relations (2)
decompose the object space fl into i subspaces fl, which and (3) in an orthonormal curvelinear system. The ultimate
satisfy: partial differentQl equation solved by the method of charac-

finflf=0 for i9j and Ufl,=fl. (I) teristics(seeSneddon
5

) yields the system

At the boundary 81 of f, p ,is required to be tangent to w. L= h 2 h 3 e, (6a)
In each fI, a solenoidal m distribution will be derived. The a dt
distributions in the various subepaces f), constitute the total dq2  

- hlh3 , (6b)
vector field in A, which is always a valid solution of the d -
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d + /ah 2 h3 + dhh ing number n, described by Mermin.' A point singularity at a

dt k 6) surface is characterized by it and it can be found by taking a

where t is a position parameter along the characteristic and null-homotipic curve (a curve that can continuously be de-

the coefficients hy are the fundamental transformation func- formed to a point without leaving the surface) around the
tions.6 This system generates curves, called characteristics, singularity and calculating:
to which the magnetization is perpendicular. The comple- (
mentary boundary condition is defined at curve r, not per- ~ y d
pendicular to i at which m is given. In general, the charac- in which is the angle of . with respect to a reference direc-
teristics intersect and mostly ambiguities in m arise at these tion. From this winding-number conservation law (7), it is
points. To stave off these ambiguities, mathematical singu- obvious that at least one singular point at f, exists when fj
larities have to be allowed at points and along lines at!f. In intersects/t1i along one single line (Fig. 1).
two dimensions, these lines represent domain walls as van
den Berg4 demonstrated. This two-dimensional method will EXAMPLES
be transposed to the three-dimensional case. In three dimen-
sions a point singularity and line defects at eachf, generally A physical meaning can be attributed to the coefficients

pile up to line and surface defects (domain walls), respec- h, in Eq. (6). Let's take q' along the m lines ( = 0), which

tively. is always locally possible. From (6c), it follows

Evidently, the initial curve ri plays an important role in dh2h3 = 0. (8)
determining the magnetization on!f. If a line of intersection aq(

between 6fl, and a specificf exists, this boundary naturally In other words, the cross section h2h3 of the tube bounded by
forms the curve r, at which ni, and thus g, is prescribed. m lines is constant, e.g., the flux is conserved (see Fig. 2).
Whenf is a closed surface inside 6I, the boundary r, on!f Let's subsequently pose the following extra limitation:
can be freely chosen; however, it should be emphasized that
this freedom, in general, does not exist whenf belongs to the h= h2(q

2,q3); h3= h3 (q2,q). (9)

class of generalized tori. This class has specific significance A moving Serret-Frenet frame can be introduced9 for each
for al distributions that contains point singularities only. of the parameter curves. The tangential t and the principal

Let's introduce a classification of the surfacesf that are normal n are indexed with the corresponding parameter
completely located in fl,. Within l1,, the surfaces f1 are number. Then
closed (compact and having no boundary) if they do not t2'tl = 0 (10)
intersect with Bfl,. All two-dimensional, orientable, and
closed surfaces can be topologically classified according to holds. Let r denote the position of the characteristic curve;

the genus number g, simply meaning the number of "holes" then relation (10) leads to

in the surface. This number is related to the Euler-Poincari d 2r dr r .9 2r
characteristicX (see Dubrovin

' ) byX =2- 2g.X is related iq2 aq I q2  -.q (q2)
2

to the number and nature of the signularities. For example, a From Eq. (9) and the definition of h2, it follows that
nonvanishing continuous vector field tangent to a sphere
(g = 0) must be singular at least two points. The only cate- . =0. (12)
gory of surfaces that need not have singular points is the one .3q2 dqt o.q 2

withX=0andg= l.Theonlysurfaceswith X =0thatare This means that the second term in (11) is zero and
oientable and suit our purposes is the torus and the surfaces n2"t = 0.
homeomorphic to it, called generalized tori. The family f! Thus, the principal normal from the characteristic is
should merely consist of these tori when an m distribution perpendicular to the surface and therefore each characteris-
with the smallest number of defects possible is aimed at. tic is a so-called geodesic curve at the surface. The physical

Let's consider such an m distribution in the simply con- interpretation of it can be found in the geodesic parallels9

nected subspace 1I,. At least two singular points lie at the which coincide with them lines. This means that the shape of
"axis" of the tori system, which is formed by the degenerated the cross section of the magnetic flux tubes (see Fig. 2) does
"outermost" torus that asymptotically approaches to &Il,. not change along a particular a line. Corresponding q, lines

Another useful topological concept is that of the wind-

su"bp b characteritics q2 q ra h2 h h3

FIG. i. Surfacef, that in- FIG. 2. Infinitesimal tube

in which the flux is cap-
tersects fl, at the initial p e tured. Shaded am is con-
curve [',. giat.

Inan
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Sthotfon ax line ofiaeseolon

F1. 3. Okalmpresion
Of three f,'snear Arrott's .I
sngular point The tick Z
Huneisa charateitic.

.' .IT ... .

eed byvan dnBer can bementioned. Her, the familyf------------- -- Ik

The eodsic ontheplae aestaigh lies erpndiula to FIG 4.Cylinder solution of Atrott projected on the plane4 0 0, z > 0. The
ran aadwhich intersect one another. Lines of dicn lie ofitretino h ab~ove plane and the toni are indicated by the

tinit in to b~. oanwls hudaiet tv f rwie.........

'Me ylider oluiondescibe byAffot3 s aothe or inspherical coordinates,

te cnissofte eerlze tr. h pole f o- .= - sin 0 cos 0, (16d)

srcigthese tni upiidbthfattateojct M,= I sin 0 15 cos1 9 + 3. (160)
psessrotational symmetry. First, a better understanding

ote singularity is required. Therefore, a faniilyfA of non- Unortunately, the magnetization on the cylinder casing
cmatsurfaces that is developed about the defect locted cannot be covered by one single analytic expression, but nu-

at th rgnis introduced: mrclintegration shows the tori that exist in the cylinder.
Ithst epointed out that the magnetization lines are of

fi(,,)= r sin 9 jcos + i= 0, (13) itnfinite length anthese toriand not periodic! Figre 4 shows

weer80are spherical coordinates. for convenience, a the magnetization in the upper quadrant of the cylinder.
nonorthogonal system is defined: Also some tori are plotted. The magnetization patterns all

X = CO V, 4a) have more or less the same structure, a fact already recog-
cos v~(l~a) nized by Arrott, due to the rotational symmetry and the fact

y= usiu, 014b) that tori system must converge to the cylinder surface 601.

Z= ,2U/14-w,(~ The interesting question of whether Arrott's solution with
whereqt ~ W ar elae14advcesetvey)heqia only point singulartities can be generalized for arbitrary ob-

lneqaintoEq. (6) yield eu jects will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.

(U - 1 2  C(S W) + 42u-5W)+ 0(s'w)
(1) 'L. Landau and F_ Lifshitz, Phys. Z. Sowjemu8n. 153 (1935).

2A. Hubert, Phys. Status Solidi 32, 519 (1969).
where s denotes the position parameter along 1 . When we 'A. S. Arrott, B. Heinrich, and A. Aisaroni, IEEE Trans Mapn. MAG-15,
put C(s,w) = 3, (suw) -0, and sign (g) =-1, Arrott's t228 (t979).

4 .A .vnden Berg, J. Appl. Thyu. 61,4194 (1987).
"simplest" point singularity in a field of constant magnitude 'I N.S SdoEements o Purtial Differential Equtations (McGraw-Hill,
is obtained. The course of the corresponding characteristic is Tokyo, 1957).
given in Fig. 3..m for the above values is given by 6J. A. Stratto, Electroagqnetic T'eary (Mc~raw-Hill, New York, 1941).

[(U41 B. A. Dubrovin, A. T. Fontenko, and S. P. Novlkov, Modern GeometrY
_ -(I' 4 )312/2u 6 ], (16a) MeoseandAppikains 11tSpringer New York, 1985).

(U4 
- u,4)

3
1
2 u~,3'+_0 'N. D. Merenin, Rev. Mod. Phys. 51, 591 (1979).

M.I (16b) 'T. J. Willinore, D~flerenrial Geometry (Oxford University Press, Oxford,
20 k (U4_0 o) /' 1983).
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Im
I Effect of preannealing on the kinetics of the reorientation of the

field-i. duced anisotropy In CoZr thin films (abstract)
Tomasz Jagielinski
Diversfied Technologies Group-Research Laboratories Eastman Kodak Company,
San Diqto California 92121

In this paper, we will analyze the changes in the kinetics of the induced anisotropy due to
preannealing in 300-A and I-pm-thick Co4Zr6 amorphous films. Samples were prepared by
a dc sputtering method. A silicon wafer with SiO2 overcoat was used as a substrate material,
and a field of 200 Oe was applied during the deposition to induce uniaxial anisotropy. Based on
x-ray data and resistivity measurements, the films were considered amorphous. The samples
were annealed in a magnetic field at temperatures up to 500 C, and the annealing time was
varied from 0.5 to 400 h. As previously reported, the anisotropy, K,, in as-deposited samples is
a function of sample thickness and varied from 1.6X 10' ergs/cm3 for 300-A film to l X 10'
ergs/cm' for 1-pm films [T. Jagielinski, J. Appl. Phys. 61, 3237 (1987) ]. It was found that the
K, in thick films is reversible, and the kinetics can be fully explained by the anelasticity model
[T. Egami, Rep. Prog. Phys. 47, 1601 (1984) ]. The mean value of the activation energy is - 2

eV for samples preanneled at 375 C. However, in the case of thin films, an additional
irreversible component of anisotropy, always along the direction of the field applied during the
deposition, is observed. The magnitude is a growing function of annealing temperature, and is
as large as 3 x 10' ergs/cm3 for a 300-A sample preanneled at 400 C. The origin of the
irreversible component of the anisotropy is not well understood. Based on x-ray data, we
concluded that this effect is not related to crystallization. However, since anisotropy is
thickness dependent, the structure of the film-substrate interface seems to be responsible for
the irreversible part. The reversible parts of anisotoropy behave similarly in both thin and thick
films and are 1.6X 10 ergs/cm3 and 8X IO3 ergs/cm3 for 300-A and I-pim films, respectively.
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Spin Glass: Experiment Jim Kouvel, Chairperson

Rb2Cu1 _ Co, F4, a two-dimensional Ising spin glass
C. Dekker, A. F. M. Arts, and H. W. de Wijn
Fyisch Laboratorium. Rikruniversiteit Utrecht, P. 0. Box 80.000, 3508 TA Utrecht, The Netherlands

We report on the dc susceptibility of the insulating spin glass Rb 2CuI - , Cox F4, with x = 0. 22.

This model compound is a realization of the two-dimensional short-range Edwards-Anderson
model, which has competing nearest-neighbor Ising interactions. Below a frequency-dependent
freezing temperature spin-glass behavior is observed for longitudinal spin components only.
The nonlinear part of the susceptibility is found to excellently obey static T, = 0 scaling with

,6 = 0.0 ± 0.1 and A = 3.2 ± 0.2, in conformity with the Monte Carlo results for the two-

dimensional Edwards-Anderson model, T, = 0,_G = 0, and A = 3.5 ± 0.5. These findings thus

provide experimental evidence for the lower critical dimensionality for Ising spin glasses to

exceed 2.

INTRODUCTION x. In fact, for x = 0.06 we find that the system essentially

A consensus has been reached that the lower critical behaves as a uniaxial ferromagnet.

dimensionality d, for Ising spin glasses is between two and Randomizing Co and Cu spins over the square lattice

three."
2 Extensive Monte Carlo (MC) simulations as well as leads to a distribution of nearest-neighbor exchange interac-

various theoretical arguments have convincingly shown that tions that is special in that it tends to bond randomness. As

the three-dimensional (d = 3) Ising spin glass (SG) enters has been pointed out,' in the Cu compounds the arrange-

an ordered phase at a finite critical temperature T,, while for ment of the Cu
2

+ d,,-, and d - , ground-state orbitals is

d = 2 order is not achieved until T, = 0." As concerns the such that they alternate along the crystallographic 11001

experiments performed up till now, a vast number of three- and 1010] axes, leading to a ferromagnetic Cu - Cu ex-

dimensional SO systems have been studied, but data for change. As illustrated in Fig. i, the substitution of Co for Cu

d = 2 systems are still scarce. Besides, the few reports on the then results in two possible Cu - Co exchange interactions,

latter' all concern planar spin ordering, rather than spin or- depending on the orientation of the Cu
2 + 

orbital relative to

dering along an easy axis, such as considered in the MC and the Cu-Co bond. The exchange is antiferromagnetic in case

theoretical calculations on Ising SO systems. the dorbital lobe points towards the Co ion, and ferromagne-

In this paper, for the first time experimental data on a tic otherwise.'" In Rb , Co, w thus have two ferro-

d = 2 Ising SG, viz., Rb 2CuI - .Cox F4, are presented. This magnetic (Cu - Cu and Cu - Co) and two antiferromag-

model compound closely conforms to the characteristics of netic interactions (Cu - Co and Co - Co). By virtue of the

the d = 2 short-range Edwards-Anderson (EA) model,
6  high uniaxial Co anisotropy the Co-Co and the Cu-Co inter-

i.e., Ising anisotropy, a square lattice, and a distribution of actions are expected to be Ising-type in character. The phase

ferro- and antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbor interactions, diagram of Rb 2Cu,Co,F 4 contains a SO region for

As it appears below, our results are strikingly similar to 0.2 <x <0.4, bordered by ferromagnetic and antiferromag-

those from MC simulations of the d = 2 EA model, culmi- netic phases." In this range of concentrations,

nating in an excellent T, = 0 scaling of the nonlinear suscep-

tibility.

MAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF Rb 2Cu,_COF, i I I r

The crystal structure of Rb2Cu, - xCoF 4 is, as that of
the pure end members, of the K2NiF 4 type. The magnetic .. .. .

ions are situated on a simple square lattice within widely i
separated layers, with the intralayer exchange at least three -,.- - -. ..-
orders stronger than the interlayer exchange. Rb2CoF4 is an I [ I I
archetypal d = 2 Ising antiferromagnet, ordering with the ,

spins along the tetragonal axis below 
T

, = 103.0 K.' The
magnetic properties of Rb2CuF4 presumably are quite simi-
lar to those of the extensively studied d = 2 ferromagnet 0 Co O K 0

K 2CuF 4, which has predominant Heisenberg exchange with C C , F F AF AF

small (- I %)XY anisotropy such as to leave the spins with- o o
in the plane.' Our magnetization experiments on Rb 2CuF4

indeed establish planar ferromagnetic ordering, and further FIG. I. Distribution of ferromagnetic (F) Cu-Cu and Cu-Co and antifefro-
yield T, = 6.0 ± 0.1 K. Because the uniaxial single-ion an- magnetic (AF) Co-Co and Cu-Co exchange interactions in
isotropy of Co

2
" is so strong, Co substituted for Cu directs Rb2Cu1 -CoF, for x = 0.22. Also indicated are the in-layer d orbital

the spins along the c axis already for small Co concentrations lobes of Cu".
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Rb2Cu t - . Co. F4 may thus serve as an experimental realiza- creases with decreasing temperature down to the lowest tem-
tion of the d = 2 EA model, perature reached. In other words, we do not observe the

characteristic plateau in MFc( 7) below Tf seen in metallic
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS spin glasses, such as CuMn,' 2 as well as in insulating spin

glasses, such as Feo,5 Mno TiO,. t3 Rather than attributing
Single crystals of Rb2Cu1 I - Cox F4 over the entire con- this to an effect of the dimensionality, we believe this to be

centration range were grown from a stochiometric melt of caused by a reduction of local magnetizations by low-lying
RbF, CuF2, and CoF 2 with the Czochralski pulling tech- thermal excitations residing on the percolating Cu back-
nique. Here, we focus upon the results for a good-quality bone. Below approximately 3 K, the FC magnetization ap-
sample with x = 0.22, as determined with atomic absorption pears to be dependent on the cooling rate. Apparently, at
spectroscopy. The sample was shaped roughly to the form of these low temperatures the FC magnetization deviates from
an ellipsoid with dimensions 7.0X 3.9X 1.3 mm 3. Magnetic the equilibrium magnetization.
moments were measured with a vibrating-sample magne- Upon lowering the temperature, the magnetization be-
tometer with a sensitivity of 10- ' emu. External fields up to comes increasingly nonlinear with the field. In order to ex-
12.5 kG were applied. All fields were corrected for demag- amine this in detail, we have measured M FC( T) curves such
netization effects. In zero field, the earth magnetic field was as in Fig. 2 for as many as 35 fields ranging from 1.0 to 12 500
compensated by a pair of Helmholz coils. The sample was G at 19 disc.rete temperatures between 1.67 and 4.25 K.
oriented to within 2' with its c axis parallel or perpendicular From these data M FC(H) isotherms were deduced.
to the field direction. Below 4.25 K, the temperature was
stabilized to within 0.01 K by controlled pumping of a liquid
helium bath. Above 4.25 K, temperatures were maintained
with a servostabilized He gas flow to an accuracy of 0. 1 K. STATIC SCALING

Two different experimental procedures were used: (i) In case a phase transition occurs at zero temperature,
field cooling (FC), where the field was turned on at high thedependence of the nonlinear part of the magnetization on
temperature, say 20 K, and the magnetization M(T) was field and temperature can be cast into a scaling relation of
measured after slow cooling (typical cooling rate of the form3

5 mK/s), and (ii) zero-field cooling (ZFC), where the sam-
ple was slowly cooled in zero field to the temperature of I - (TM/H) = Tof(H/T) , (1)
interest, at which the field was switched on and M(T) was where/5 and A are critical exponents, and f(x) is a scaling
monitored as a function of the time. function, which asymptotically behaves as fAx) = cx2 for

In Fig. 2, the temperature dependences of the FC and x-0, and asf(x) - 1 for x- x. In Eq. (1) it is implicitely
ZFC magnetizations are shown in an external field assumed that the linear part , o of the susceptibility follows
H = 10.0 G. For H1ie a SG-like maximum in Mz C(T) is the simple Curie behavior appropriate to systems with a
observed near 3 K, which is accompanied with the onset of symmetric distribution of exchange interactions, i.e.,
strong hysteresis in FC and ZFC magnetizations. For Hie Xo = CIT, with C = I in the notation of Ref. 3. In real sys-
(inset of Fig. 2), the FC and ZFC data are essentially indis- tems, however, the interactions generally do not average out
tinguishable, demonstrating that the freezing is restricted to to zero. In Rb 2Cuo.0 7 CoO2 2 F4, the high-temperature data in
longitudinal spin components only. Taking the peak position fact follow the Curie-Weiss law xo=C/(T-O), with
of M ZSC(T) as a phenomenological definition of a freezing 0 = 5.1 + 0.2 K, a value above the freezing temperature T.
temperature T, we observe strong dynamical effects, i.e., a This implies that in the temperature regime of our analysis,
decrease of T. from 3.10 K at 10 s to 2.97 K at 90-s observa- 3.20 K < T<4.25 K, short-range ferromagnetic correlations
tion time. Both for Hl1c and Hie the FC magnetization in- result in an anomalous ,( 7), and further affect the nonlin-

ear part of the magnetization.2 To account for this, we follow
Omari et al. 4 by choosing~oHand Trather than Hand Tas

0.6 -T the scaling fields. This leads to
0.5 L 0. FIG. 2. Field-cooled (filled I - (M/XH) = Tof(rjJ/T"). (2)

10.5 sy bls nd z

E symbols) and ze..-field- Figure 3 shows our FC data scaled according to Eq. (2)
0.. - cooled (open symbols) for temperatures ranging from 3.20 to 4.25 K and fields

, 0.4 D, 05 magnetizations of ranging from 1.0 G to 12.5 kG. Here, values of Xo as obtained
-E 'b, u _.bCo.oF

4 vs tem-

pe b iC n a field of 10.0 G from the linear part of the MFC(H) isotherms have been
a 0.3 12 3 1 5_ peratare in edo 00

. .along the c axis. The ZFC inserted. The noteworthy result is that this set of data can bek magnetizations were taken brought to conformity with T. = 0 scaling. The critical ex-
0.2 at 10 s (circles) and 90 s ponents obtained arei = 0.0 ± 0.1 and A = 3.2 ± 0.2. It is

on ahe field. inset shows the known that critical exponents from scaling may suffer from

0. ZFC coincident FC and ZFC deviations when using too large a field or temperature
magnetizations vs tempera. range." Essentially the same results are, however, obtained

o.t L ture for Hie. when restricting the data set to fields so small that the non-
0 1 2 3 4 s 6 s linear part of M(H) is less than 10% of Vo Inclusion of

Temperature (K) temperatures lower than 3.20 K leads to a deterioration of
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100 inwhichr= (T- T,)/T,ftx)behavesasx2 /6 inthehigh-x
-C..' :limit, and fl, y, and 6 are critical exponents. For the range of

T, from 3.0 down to 0.5 K, fits of a quality comparable with
the fit of Eq. (2) are obtained. We find 6 = 21.0 ± 0.2, and,

RbCu0,Co. , with decreasing To, y varying from 0.8 to 23, and 6 from
T =0 0.04 to 1. 1. There, however, appears to be a small but definite

' = 3.2. =0 trend towards better fits the lower T, suggestive of
: 4.25 K T, =OK.

o 3.95 K In conclusion, we have shown that experimental data on
3.0a K the static magnetization of Rb2Cuo.*7 Co. 22 F4 are consistent
3 3.05 K with a T, = 0 scaling. This verifies the MC results on the

* 3.50 K
3.5 K d = 2 EA model, and provides experimental evidence for a
I3.2. K d, larger than 2. A more extensive report, including the ac

10-1 ,.,,.... , .... -... susceptibility, will be published elsewhere.
10-, 10, 10, 10,

Xo H / T"
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Spin-glass behavior in mixed metal oxides with a rutile-type structure
A. Labarta, X. Obradors, and J. Tejada
Facultat de Fisica. Universitat de Barcelona, Diagonal 647. 08028 Barcelona, Spain

F. J. Berry and M. Sarson
Department of Chemistry, University of Birmingham, P. 0. Box 363, Birmingham BIs 27T,
United Kingdom

We report here on the magnetic properties of compounds of composition Fe_- Crx SbO 4 and
Fel_ -,Ga, SbO4 . The introduction of paramagnetic CrI + and diamagnetic Ga3" into the
rutile-related iron antimonate lattice does not destroy the antisite atomic ordering which exists
in iron antimonate of composition FeSbO4. The initial slope of the Curie temperature
dependence on x is similar in both series, indicating that Fe3 

+-C
r + interactions are very

small. The magnetic susceptibility measurements recorded from the compounds of
composition FeI -. Cr, SbO4, x < 0.4, and Feo.9 Gao. ISbO4 show them to behave as spin glasses
at low temperatures. The inhibition of compounds of the type Fe _- Cr, SbO4, x > 0.4, and
FeI -. Ga. SbO4, x > 0.1 to undergo a spin-glass transition above 4.2 K is associated with a
dilution effect.

INTRODUCTION 7Fe and 21Sb Mossbauer spectra were recorded at var-

We have recently reported' on the observation of spin- ious temperatures between 77 and 298 K with a micropro-
glass behavior in the rutile-related iron antimonate of com- cessor controlled Mdssbauer spectrometer using 57Co/Rh
position FeSbO 4, which contains a superlattice,2 and have and Ca 21SnO3 sources. All the spectra were computer fit-
associated the spin-glass transition with antisite atomic or- ted. The magnetic susceptibility measurements were per-
dering.' We are currently accumulating experimental data formed in the temperature range between 1.7 and 80 K with
to increase the general understanding of the mechanisms in- a SHE SQUID magnetometer with applied fields up to 100
volved in spin-glass behavior, in this paper we describe the Oe, and with a Faraday balance in the temperature range
changes in the magnetic properties of this rutile-related ma- between 80 and 1000 K with applied fields up to 5000 Oe.
terial which result from the substitution of the Fe3 

+ species
by paramagnetic Cr + and diamagnetic Ga3". RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The magnetic susceptibility data recorded between
EXPERIMENT 1.7 and 1000 K for the compounds of composition

The compounds of composition Fe,_Cr.SbO4 (x = 1, Feo.9 Gao. Sb0 4 and Feo.6Cro.4SbO4 are shown in Figs. I
0.7, 0.6, 0.4, 0.1 ) and Fe, _.Oa.SbO 4 (x = 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, and 2, respectively. The maximum in the zero-field-cooled
0.1) were prepared by coprecipitation techniques. (ZFC) magnetic susceptibility recorded from

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the inverse of

the moagnetic susceptibility of the compound

Io

." ~ F9Ga.. Sb04.

/

T(K)
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* FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the inverse of the

... ..... .. Fmpc susceptibility of the compound

fil-coe an iedcoldsucptbliis

TOe

Fe, Cr SbO4 (x =0. 1, 0.4) and Fe. 9 Gao. SbO 4 atllow antisite atomic ordering which exists in iron antimonate be-
temperatures, together with the irreversible ZFC and FC ing conserved when Cr3  and Ga enter the lattice. The
magnetic susceptibilities at 1000 ye, suggest that these three 'Sb Mossbauer spectra recorded at 298 K from all the sam-
compounds behave as spin glasses. Compounds in which the ples were characteristics of Sb, . The observation of broad-
Crl' concentration exceeds 0.4, or those in which the con- ened lines in the spectra recorded at 77 K is indicative of the
centration of Ga? + is larger than 0. 1 show no minimum in presence of a supertransferred magnetic hyperfine field at
the low-temperature susceptibility data which suggests the the 'Sb nuclei.'
disappearance of the spin-glass behavior or a decrease of the The magnetic susceptibility data recorded from all the
spin-freezing temperature below 4.2 K (Fig. 3). compounds in the high-temperature regime, i.e., T> 300 K,

The "7Fe Mdssbauer spectra recorded at 298 and 77 K obey Curie-Weiss laws which allow an evaluation of both the
from the compounds in the series Fe1 ,Ga. SbO4 and Curie temperature 6 and the effective dipolar magnetic mo-
Fe , -. Cr. SbO4 were all similar (Fig. 4) and show the pres- ment y,, The results are collected in Table I. The 0 value
ence of high-spin Fe"~ cations. The similarities between the increase with decreasing values of x, and the effective dipolar
chemical isomer shift and quadrupole splitting data record- magnetic moment varies within each series according to the
ed from the two series of mixed oxides are consistent with the concentration of paramnagnetic Fe" and Cr3 ions or dia-

IG. 3. Temperature dependence of the inverse of

E the magnetic susceptibility of the compound
* Fe0 ,1GJa3,bO,.

.." II a

T(K)
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TABLE I Effective magnetic moments per formula unit and Curie ten-
peratures for compounds of composLtion Fe,-Cr.SbO, and
Fe,_Ga, SbO, deduced from the high-temperature regime (T> 300K).

X p, (Bohr magnetons) 0 (K)

2. Fe,_. Cr.SbO0
I 4.01 108
0.7 4.62 189
0.6 4.56 250

I 0.4 5.29 356
0.1 5.73 446

Fe, _ •Ga.SbO.
0.7 3.05 99
0.5 4.09 210

0.3 4.96 347
0.1 5.62 447

ior may be related with ferromagnetic interactions between
b, clusters. In the final temperature regime, i.e., T< 20 K, a

minimum is observed in the ZFC susceptibility which corre-
2 sponds to the freezing of the spins. The freezing temperature

decreases when x increases, and no minimum in the ZFC
susceptibility is observed above 4.2 K in compounds in
which x > 0.4.

3 Despite evidence of the cluster formation below 200 K,
the M6ssbauer data above 77 K do not show any slow relaxa-
tion phenomena. The results indicate that the relaxation

-e -4 0 4 times of the short-range magnetically ordered clusters are
Veloei y/mm%, significantly faster than the Mossbauer time scale rw.M

FIG.4. "FeMdssbauerspectrarecordedfromFeoCro,SbOat (a) 298K Further Mdssbauer spectroscopic experiments below 77 K
and (b) 77 K. are currently in progress to examine the variation of the re-

laxation times with temperature. In this respect it is perti-
nent to note that the broad-lined unresolved "Fe Mdssbauer

magnetic Ga3 + ions. The initial slopes of the O(x) curves are spectrum recorded' at 77 K from iron antimonate, FeSbO4,
similar for the two series showing that the magnetic interac- shows that at this lower temperature some of the short-range
tions between CrI I and Fe3 + and between Cr3 

+ and Cr3 magnetically ordered clusters have a relaxation time r com-
are very small. Although the results obtained in this high- parable to the M6ssbauer time scale. It therefore appears
temperature regime are characteristic of pure paramagnetic that although the introduction of Cr3  and Ga3  into the
behavior, the large values of 0 indicate that strong antiferro- rutile-type structure does not affect the occurrence of cluster
magnetic interactions exist between the spins. The paramag- formation, the relaxation times at given temperatures of the
netic behavior in both series is conserved until a temperature clusters in the Fe, -. Cr SbO 4 and Fe, -. Ga. SbO 4 systems
of 80 K is attained for compounds in which the iron concen- are faster than both r and TMf as a consequence of the de-
tration is less than 0.6, i.e., x > 0.4. The magnetic susceptibil- crease in the cluster-cluster magnetic correlation.
ity data for compounds in which x <0.4 begins to deviate
from the Curie-Weiss behavior at temperatures below 200
K. The decrease of the effective paramagnetic moment in
this regime is indicative of onset of clustering between the
individual Fe3  species at these temperatures. However, 'F. J. Berry, M. Sarson, A. Labarta, X. Obradors, R. Rodriquez. and 1.
after a regime in which the data follow a Curie-type depen- Tejada, J. Solid State Chem. (to be published).
dence on temperature a new straight line relationship with F. J. Berry, 3. G. Holden, and M. H. Loretto, 1. Chem. Soc. FaradayTrans.smaller magnetic moments is observed which corresponds to 1 83, 615 (1987).sJ. A. Mydosh, in Heidelberg Colloquium in Spin Glasses, edited by J. L.
the formation of clusters with antiferromagnetic correla- Van Hemmen and 1. Morgenstern (Springer, Berlin, 1983), p. 79, and ref-
tions. The positive 0 values of this new Curie-Weiss behav- erences therein.
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F Spin-glass behavior of cubic Tbo03 Y..7 Ag: A scaling of the thermoremanence
M.R. SaidandJ.S. Kouvel
Department ofPhyicA University of llnoi.s Chicago, Illinois 60680
T.O. Brun
Materials Science Division. Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

Magnetization-versus-temperature (M-vs-7) measurements in a fixed field on cubic
pseudobinary Tbo.3Yo.7 Ag show that M for increasing and then decreasing Tbifurcates at the
antiferromagnetic N&1 point (TN = 36 K), where Mis maximum. The resulting
thermoremanence (M ), which decays very slowly with time, diminishes with increasing T
and vanishes at TN. Thus, the long-range antiferromagnetism appears to coexist with spin-
glass ordering. Measurements of MR with increasing Twere also made for different cooling
fields (Hl ) The changes of M. with Ha and Tare found to reduce to a universal relationship
between the temperature-normalized quantities, m = Mi /Mo( 7) and h = H /H(7). Setting
both the initial slope of m vs h and the saturation m at high h equal to unity, we determine that
Mo( 7) = Mo(0) exp ( - T/TO), with Mo(0) = 0.82/uB/Tb atom and To = 4.3 K, and that
Ho(T) varies analogously, with Ho(O) = 225 kOe and the same To. A similar temperature
scaling of Ma vs H., with similar exponential forms for Mo( 7f and Ho(7), has been deduced
earlier for Ag-Mn and other canonical spin glasses.

While many chemically disordered systems at certain homogeneity. A thin rod sample (-l I X 8 mm3 ) was
compositions are known to undergo "reentrant" transitions spark-cut from each polycrystalline button and annealed
from ferromagnetism to a spin-glass-like phase upon cooling successively at 500, 400, and 300 "C for 3, 2, and 1 day(s),
(as evidenced by the onset of magnetic irreversibilities and respectively. Magnetizations were measured with a vibrat-
time dependencies), there have been no reported examples ing-sample magnetometer at temperatures down to 4.2 K in
of analogous transitions from long-range antiferromagne- fields up to 56 kOe.
tism (AFM), except for (Fe,Mg)Cl.' However, a case that Some of the basic magnetic properties of our
relates to the latter is that of disordered Tb, Y - ., where Tbo.3 Yo.7 Ag sample are displayed in Fig. 1. After zero-field
thex = 0.05 alloy was found2 to have both a long-range (he- cooling to 4.2 K, its magnetization (M) was measured in a
lical) AFM and a spin-glass-like irreversibility of the mag- fixed field (H) of 10 kOe as the temperature (T) was raised
netization that persists up to the susceptibility-peak tem- up to ~ 140 K and then lowered slowly back to 4.2 K. We see
perature, which presumably is the antiferromagnetic Nel that M has a pronounced peak at 36 K, above which M vs T
point; thus, there appears to be a coexistence of AFM and is reversible, but immediately below which the two M-vs-T
spin-glass (SG) ordering. An AFM-SG coexistence may curvesbifurcate, thecurvefordecreasing T lyingincreasing-
also be occurring in disordered Gd. YI - alloys, where re-
cent rneutron diffraction work3 has revealed a helical AFM
for x down to 0.015, which is well into the dilute composition
regime characterized as SG from the resistivity behavior4 

3 A
(though not so from the susceptibility behavior5 ). 0.32 H = 10 KOe 80

We have recently begun to investigate the nature of the M
breakdown of the long-range AFM in the pseudobinary 0
compounds, Tb Yj Ag and GdY, _xAg, whose high m. , 0
crystal symmetry (cubic CsC-type) is expected to allow the W.(koe/,
breakdown to occur more readily (i.e., at larger x) than in O.a 4

the hexagonal Tb Y I - , and Gd. Y I - alloys, thus making X0
it easier to study in detail. Consistent with this expectation,
our preliminary results for both series of compounds are 0.08 .. 20
showing that even at x as large as 0.5 field cooling produces a -

thermoremanence which decays logarithmically with time, 0C . 0 . . . .
indicating that some SG order may be accompanying the 0 40 8o 120
long-range AFM. In this paper, we will present our most T(K)
complete magnetization results to date, which are for the
compound TIb.3 Yo.7Ag. FIG. I. Manetization (M) of Tb,Yo., A measured in a 10-kOc field(after zero-field cooling) as temperature (7) is raised (open circles) andOur sample compounds were prepared by arc-melting then lowered (closed circles). Thermoremanenoe (MR) then measured
together 99.95% pure metals under argon; the buttons were with increasing T Inverse initial susceptibility (x- ) also shown vs T M
flipped over and remelted several times to ensure chemical and Mg in units ofusp per Tb atom.
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FIG. 2. Thermoremanence (MR) of Tb 5 3 Y 0 ,Ag measured with increas-
ing temperature (T) after cooling to 4.2 K in various fields, as labeled. [In- 0.6- 4 0

set: Mo(logscal)vsT.] MandMoinunitsof/z.perThatom. 6

0.4-

ly above the other as Tapproaches 4.2 K. When the tempera- 6

ture cycle was completed, H was removed and a thermore- 02

manence (MR) was observed. Upon subsequent warming in
zero H, MR decreases monotonically and vanishes at or very 0 D 1 2
near the temperature of maximum M. Figure 1 also shows H_/N

the variation with Tof the inverse initial susceptibility ,X- '.
Above its minimum at 36 K, ,y- ' vs Texhibits a linear (Cu- FIG. 3. (a) Thermoremanence (M) ofTbo3 Y- Ag vs cooling field (H,.)
nie-Weiss) behavior, whose T-axis intercept gives at various temperatures (T). M, in units ofp, perT batom. (b) Universal
6 = - 22.5 K and whose slope gives an effective paramag- plot of M,/Mo versus H, Ho for various T. Initial slope (dashed line) and
netic moment (,up) of 10.23 p a per Tb atom, which is con- saturation level of M,/M, are both scaled to unity.

sistent with the theoretical p value of 9.72/1B for Th3' plus
some conduction-band polarization.

The susceptibility-peak temperature (36 K) is clearly
associated with magnetic ordering, and very recent neutron prohibitive) produce the isotherms of M vs H,1 shown in
diffraction work at the National Bureau of Standards' on an Fig. 3(a). From the latter, we see that MR approaches a
identically prepared sample of Tbo,3 Yo7 Ag shows that this high-H, saturation level that rises as the approach to satur-
temperature is the N el point for a modulated variant of the tion slows down with decreasing T. Indeed, the very system-
r7r70 antiferromagnetic configuration found earlier7 in atic changes in the shapes of these curves suggest that they
ThAg. Since this temperature also marks the onset of a SG- may all be related through a simple temperature scaling. We
like irreversibility in M, it appears to represent where AFM tested this possibility and succeeded in finding temperature-
and SG order set in coexistently. Our observation that the normalizing quantities for which the points of M6 /
thermoremanence which persists up to this temperature, de- Mo(7)--rm vs d/Ho(T)=h closely follow a universal
cays logarithmically with time, further supports this inter- curve for all T. The absolute scales of Mo(T7) and H,( 7)
pretation. were fixed by setting both the initial slope of nm vs h and the

The time decay of the thermoremanence (M ), though saturation level of m at high h equal to unity. The final re-
an important feature, is too small (about 5% in I h) to affect suits of this procedure are given by the m-vs-h plot in Fig.
significantly the measured temperature dependence of MR 3(b), which clearly displays the universality referred to
shown in Fig. I. Hence, we decided to extend our study of above. The values of Mo( 7) that we used are plotted logar-
MR vs T to different cooling fields (H,,). By cooling our ithmically against Tin the inset of Fig. 2. The linear behavior
Tbo.3YuAgsample from above 36 K slowly down to4.2 K of this plot below 12 K gives Mo(T) = M,(0) exp( - TI
in various H, then removing H. and measuring the TO), with Mo(0) = 0.82 IA per Th atom and T. = 4.3 K.
changes of M5 as T was raised, we obtained the results Analogously, the Ho(T) values that we used are found to
shown in Fig. 2. For each H,, M, decreases monotonically obey (again oelow 12 K) the relation, Ho(T)
with increasing , and although its relative rates of decrease = H,(0) exp( - T/T,,), with H,(0) = 225 kOe and again
aresmaller forlowerH,,, MX vanishes in each caseessential- To = 4.3 K. A similar temperature scaling of MR vsHd (but
ly at the N6el point (TN) of 36 K. restricted to the initial slopes and the saturation Mi values)

Points taken from the curves in Fig. 2 at different tem- with similar exponential forms for Mo ( 7) and H.o( 7), has
peratures up to 18 K (above which the relative errors are previously been deduced for As-Mn and other canonical SG
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Nonstationary spin glass dynamics from susceptibility and noise
C, measurements

Ph. Refregier, M. Ocio, J. Hammann, and E. Vincent
Dpartement de Physique G n4rale, Service de Physique du Solide, et de Risonance Magneique
Centre dEtudes Nucliaires de Saclay, 91191 Gi/-sur- Yvette Cedex, France

Nonstationary dynamics has been observed in very-low-frequency (10-2-10 - 1 Hz) ac
susceptibility and noise measurements on the thiospinel CdCr,.7 Ino3 $4 spin glass. The time
relaxation of the ac susceptibility yields a large decrease of the out-of-phase component X'
towards a finite stationary value. The relaxation of the spectral density of the magnetization
derived from zero-field noise measurements is in remarkable agreement with the behavior of
,. The observed time dependence compares well with the predictions from the
thermoremanent magnetization decay analyses. In the range of times ofX'" measurements, the
linear-response theory applies to the nonstationary dynamics.

Nonstationary dynamics has been found in various spin bility X' at a temperature T= 12 K (T/T s = 0.72). The
glass systems whether they are metallic like Cu:Mn' and main figures correspond to a frequency v = 10-2 Hz, the
Ag:Mn" 3 or insulating like CsNiFeF 6 and CdCr, Ino.3 S4.4 insets to v = 8 x 10 -2 Hz. The experimental points have
The compound Euo.,Sr0.6S is an exception among the cur- been obtained from SQUID measurements in an applied
rently studied spin glasses where no aging effects could be field of about I mOe using a digital method. Each experi-
detected in the limit of small applied fields.' The nonstation- mental point is taken over two periods I/v of the ac signal.
ary dynamics was mostly evidenced in the time decay of the The time scale covers a range of 20 h for the results at 102
thermoremanent magnetization (TRM). The decy was Hz. The origin of the scale is taken from the time the sample
found to depend on the time t. the system has spent below has reached the working temperature of 12 K after a rapid
the freezing temperature T. before the field is switched off. cooling from above Ts.
This waiting time dependence (aging effect) has already Both components of the susceptibility decrease as a
been extensively studied. Two main regimes were distin- function of time towards a finite stationary value which is
guished. As long as t. remains smaller or of the same order given in the figures by the dashed lines. However, the vari-
as the observation time t, (tr, = 0 at the field removal), ation is ten times larger for ,Y" than for X'. After 10 min
the nonstationary contribution dominates the response func- (three first experimental points), X is still 50% larger than
tion,3"4 but a stationary contribution can be defined in the its equilibrium value at v = 10' Hz, whereas at the same
limit of large values of t,. as compared to t,,. The experi- time X' exceeds only by 5% its equilibrium value. At such a
mental conditions prevailing in most TRM decay measure- low frequency a very long waiting time is needed in order to
ments (t.,. > 0. 1 s, 100 < t,. < 1s s) make them especially get the correct value of the stationary response. The value
suitable to study the nonstationary dynamics. They cannot indicated in the figures is obtained after an experiment of 15
give detailed information on the stationary part. The situa-
tion is reversed in susceptibility or noise measurements 1. 5
which are indeed made at constant frequency v, i.e., at a
constant observation time of order 1/v. The waiting time t., 2
is, in these experiments, the time t the sample has spent at the P -
working temperature (i.e., the age of the system). It is al- v a. 10"2 Ht
ways larger than t.. ac susceptibility and noise experiments 0. -
have been widely used to study the stationary dynamics. bT.me (hours)
However, even in these experiments, nonstationary effects 4 i i
may be important at very small frequencies.

'  j. I a 5

In this paper, we show evidence for a large time depen-
dence of the ac susceptibility measured at 10-2 Hz and
8 10- " Hz in the thiospinel spin glass CdCrl 7 Ino.3S4 . The
results are compared to those of noise experiments and to the -02
behavior expected from a previous quantitative analysis of
the TRM decay. The finear-theory approach is found to be Time (hours)
valid in the range of times of susceptibility and noise experi- - i i i
ments. 5. 10 15 20

FIG. 1. Out-of-phase susceptibility X' as a function of the time spent at the
LOW-FREQUENCY SUSCEPTIBILITY AND NOISE working temperature T/T, = 0.72 for v - 10

- 2 Hz. The inset shows the
In Figs. I and 2, we show the time dependences of the sults for v = 8 X l0- Wz. The dashed line represents the equilibrium

value, and the solid line corresponds to the values calculated from the pro-
out-of-phase susceptibility X' and of the in-phase suscepti- posed expression for the relaxation function.
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FIG. 2. In-phase susceptibility x' as a function of the time spent at TIT,
= 0.72 for" v = tO-0 Hz. The inset shiows thie results for s. 5x8 10- Hz. FIG. 3.0Out-of-phase susceptibility -as afunction of time at T/T,= 0.72

The symbols are the same as in Fig. I. and v = 10.2 Hz in a reduced time scale. The full points correspond to the
measured .t-' values, the crosses to the normalized values of the spectral

a density of the magnetization (M
2
(v~t)), and the solid line to the valuesdays. s The same amount of variation is observed at calculated from the proposed espression for the relaxation function. The4

v' = 8 × 10- 2 Hz in a much shorter time scale. The rate of dashed line gives the equilibrium value.
decay increases as the frequency increases.

A more-detailed representation of the time dependence
of/" at v, =102 Hz is given in Fig. 3 for the first four hours
of the measurement. The ,l, values (full circles) are comn- In the limit of ac and noise measurements i.e., ro,. < f&.,
pared to values derived from a noise measurement (crosses) A~,,2,,ob and the exponential in ,a can be expanded to first
and from the TRM decay measurements (solid line), order:

Itn the noise experiments, one measures the flux fluctu-
ations which are induced by the sample in a pick-up coil azaot, ,[ 1 - (fo,/r)fl], r t:,. (2)
coupled to a SQUID magnetometer. These fluctuations are The stationary contribution ( t, ) has already been ex-
proportional to the magnetization fluctuations in the sam- tensively studied and compared to the stationary susceptibil-
pie. In the present experiment, no magnetic field was applied ity. In particular, at 12 K,/"' and ,t, were found to display a
(H residual < I mOe). The sample was rapidly cooled down power-law dependence of the frequency v. A discrepancy
to 12 K and the experimental points were determined as a was noted between the exponent a of this power law and the
function of the time tspent at this constant temperature. For4

eac pont he ois sinalwasrecrde ovr 20 sandthe exponent a of the TRM decay4 though the linear theory was
modul pofn the Fouier comnntl at 10rde Hze wa0s calulte previously shown to be valid. 4 '9 

A detailed analysis of the
m o d u e e t h e F o u i e r o m p n e n t a t 0 -2 H z as c l c u a t - e q u i l i b r i u m v a l u e s o f t ' a n d l , " r e v e a l e d t h a t 1 ' t h e e x t r a p o -

ed; tbse whole process was repeated 64 times in order to deter- lated value of X' to zero frequency, was 35% lower than the
mine the mean value of this component. The results propor- dc field-cooled susceptibility ,KFC. Therefore, according to
tional to (,M/2 (vjt)) are represented in Fig. 3, their average linear theory, the stationary contribution in the relaxation
level being normalized to that of the x" values. The time function must be more properly written as a7,, = X'FC -,"

dependence of (M 2 (v,t) ) at 10-2 Hz is the same as that of +A,"weeAad~aecmltl eemndfo
,/-. This is an indication for the validity of the relationship the frequency dependence of the stationary values of / and
between these two quantities sa derived from the fluctuation- g". It has been verified that within our experimental time
dissipation theorem (FDT). range the variation of, a,, cannot be distinguished from that

COMPRISN WIH TE ANLYSS OFTHETRM off t ,T" which was the simplified expression used in the anal-
CMARIO IhTh NLSS FTETysis of the TRM measurements.

DECAYWith the stationary contribution derived from the equi-
Our suggestion to quantitatively analyze the TRM de- librium susceptibility and the nonstationary contribution

cay in the whole range of times investigated was to introduce derived from the long-time TRM decay, the relation ( 2),
an effective time A. defined by updated, can now be analytically Fourier transformed and

d =[ t ( t + t )]"dob,,the time dependencies of ,' and ,'" evaluated within the
dA 1~/(ta. t,,]$dt,.,framework of linear theory. The solid lines in Figs. 1-3 cor-

whereM is anaging parameter.3 .4 
In this approach, the decay respond to this evaluation. From Figs. 1 and 3, it appears

can be repreented by a relaxation function at constant age: that very good agreement with the experimental values is
found for '". This agreement is observed not only for

o =a o -expr -- (A/r) ], 7'c t . (1) v=- 10-2 Hz but also forv= 8 X10 2 Hz where the values
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of t, It,. are much smaller and out of the fitting range of The results suggest that the linear-response theory can
relation (1). In the case of X', the expected decrease as a be applied to the nonstationary dynamics. It must be
function oftimeis always much faster than the observed one, stressed, however, that the present conclusion only corre.
but the discrepancy is probably not significant owing to the sponds to the limit t.,, < t,. In our approach the limit is
very small variation ofx' ( 5%). equivalent to Az t= 1 which defines the range of times where

The above comparisons confirm our analysis of the the measurements are made at constant age. In other words,
TRM relaxation function. Aging phenomena, which had up the system does not change during the time of the observa-
to now mostly been evidenced in the t,_ > t. range, appear tion and the derived response function, though it is not the
to play also a significant roleinthe tb,. < t. rangeof times. It equilibrium response, describes the dynamics of a system
implies that the TRM relaxation function indeed includes an frozen at a given stage of its evolution. Our analysis in terms
aging contribution in the whole time range, even at the very of A is meant to describe the same frozen dynamics in the
short times when the stationary part becomes predominant, range where t, becomes larger than t. and where the state

On the other hand, it appears that the linear theory can of the system changes continuously during the observation.
be applied in the study of the nonstationary dynamics, at It is therefore very interesting to check the validity of the
least in the limit tob, < tw linear theory in this extended range.

A measurement of the magnetization relaxation in-
SUMMARY duced by different variations of the applied field has shown

In the thiospinel spin-glass compound CdCr, Ino S4 a the validity of the superposition principle even in the regime
large time dependence of the out-of-phase susceptibility X' of long observation times. It would be of interest to also
has been found forv= 10-2 Hz and T/T= 0.72. The ob- check the validity of the FDT in this regime by deriving the
served bebavior is another evidence for theimportanceofthe autocorrelation function from noise experiments, and com-
nonstationary dynamics which was otherwise extensively paring it to the relaxation function.
studied by TRM decay measurements. The reported time
dependence of X * is shown to be in remarkable agreement
with that of the spectral density of the magnetization
(M

2 
(vt) > derived from a zero-field noise experiment at the 'L. Lundgren, P. Svedlindh. P. Nordblad, and 0. Beckman, Phys. Rev.

same frequency. It can be concluded that the relationship Lett. 51, 911 (1983).
between x"' and (M

2
(v,t) ) derived from the FDT remains 2R. V. Chamberlin, Phys. Rev. B 30, 5393 (1984).

'M. Alba, M. Ocio, and 1. Hammann, Europhys. Lett. 2,45 (1986).
valid in the case of the nonstationary dynamics as it was in 'M. Alba, J. Hammann, M. Ocio, Ph. Refregier, and H, Bouchiat, J. Appl.
the case of the stationary one. Phys. 61, 3653 (1987).

The measured time dependence of X ' and X' has also 'N. Bontemp, and R. Orbach (unpublished).
been compared to that calculated from a previously pro- '. Lundgren, P. Svedlindh, and 0. Beckman, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 31-

34, 1349 1953).
posed expression for the relaxation function. This expression 'Ph. Refregier, E. Vincent, J. Hammann, and M. Ocio, J. Phys. (Paris) 48,
was first derived from a detailed analysis of TRM decay 1533 (1987).
measurements. Its final quantitative determination for TITg 'in Ref. 4 we published values of the exponent a for the power-law frequen-
= 0.72 was obtained by deriving the stationary part from cy dependence of t" which were smaller at 10- Hz than at 10 Hz. This

discrepancy was the result of a too short value of the waiting time. At
the frequency dependence of the equilibrium values of both equilibrium a remains constant in the frequency range published and
components of the ac susceptibility at the considered tem- equal to its value at 10 Hz.
perature. Good agreement is found for the time dependence 'W. Reim, R. H. Koch, A. P. Malozemoff, M. B. Ketchen, and 14. Maletta,
ofX'. A discrepancy is noted in the case ofx'; it is believed to Phys. Rev. Let. 57,.905 (1986).

'"L. Lundgren, P. Nordblad, and L. Sandlund, Europhys. Lett. 1, 529
be nousignificant owing to the very small variation of X'. (1986).
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Isothermal anisotropy rotation In a Au-Fe spin-glass alloy
Kh. Ziqand J.S. Kouvel
Department of Phy= Unit-sity of finom Chicago, Illinois 6D680
Magnetization-vector measurements were made on a slowly rotating disk sample of Aug, Fe,,
after cooling to 4.2 K from above T, ( 52 K) in a 15-kOe field that saturates the
thermoremanence. For M r , the magnetization component transverse to the applied field H,
results are shown as HMT vs 0, the sample-rotation angle relative to H, for 0 cycled between 0'
and I8M at each value of H. For H 5 0.1 kOe, HMT varies nearly reversibly in simple accord
with an anisotropy field HK (0.41 kOe in size) that rotates rigidly with the sample. At higher
H, the rotational hysteresis grows rapidly until, for HZ 0.4 kOe, another simple but highly
irreversible behavior is observed. From this behavior, it is deduced that HE rotates relative to
the sample isothermally when the torque on it exerted by the sample magnetization reaches the
magnitude of a frictional torque. The frictional-torque coefficient is seen to decrease steadily
with increasing H, as confirmed by direct measurements of the rotations of the remanence that
result from sample rotations in various H at 4.2 K.

The spin-glass (SG) alloys of Mn in Cu, Ag, or Ni are that field cooling to4.2 K resultsin aM-vs-H hysteresis loop
known to exhibit a unique characteristic behavior when that is symmetric about the origin and fairly broad; for H4,
cooled in a magnetic field (H,) to well below the SG-freez- = 15 kOe, which is sufficient to saturate the thermoreman-
ing temperature (Tg). The magnetic anisotropy then seen is ence (M, = 9.8 emu/g), the coercivity is 0.48 kOe. Qualita-
almost purely unidirectional, the single easy direction being tively, this behavior (where M5 decays slowly with time) is
that of H,, and any subsequent isothermal changes of the typical of Au-Fe and other SG systems that do not clearly
magnetization (M) in moderate fields (H) are nearly elas- manifest a unidirectional anisotropy even after field cooling
tic, as manifested in narrow displaced hysteresis loops.' This to well below Ts.
behavior has been shown theoretically2 to be consistent with Using the quadrature arrangement of magnetometer
the notion that the randomly oriented atomic spins are ex- pickup coils described previously,3 we measured both ML
change coupled so strongly that their rotation against rela- and Mr, the sample magnetization components longitudinal
tively weak Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya-type forces is essentially and transverse to the applied field H in the plane of the sam-
rigid. This notion was further supported by our recent mea- pie disk rotated about its axis. The Aus Fe,5 sample was
surements of the components of M parallel and perpendicu- initially cooled from above T. down to 4.2 K in H,, = 15
lar to H in which a field-cooled Ni-Mn sample is slowly kOe. Starting at the lowest Hof 0.05 kOe, ML and Mr were
rotated at 4.2 K.3 Basically, our results showed that M ro- measured as the sample was rotated in progressive angular
tates elastically under the combined influence of H and a steps from 0 = C to8 = 180" and back to 0= 0, the initial
unidirectional anisotropy field (Hr) whose orientation in field-cooled position. These measurements were then repeat-
the rotating sample remains fixed. ed at successively higher H up to 2 kOe. However, before

Subsequently, by similar magnetization-vector mea- each change of H, the sample at 0 = 0 was subjected to a 15-
surements, we have been examining several situations in kOe field, which restored the thermoremanence to its origi-
which the orientation of HK in a field-cooled SG sample does nal saturated value isothermally, thus removing the need for
not remain fixed but changes irreversibly as the sample ro- additional field cooling.
tates in a stationary field. We first encountered this phenom- In Fig. 1, our results for each Hare displayed as a plot of
enon in the same Ni-Mn sample but at higher temperatures HMT versus increasing and then decreasing 0. Theoretical-
(nearer yet still below T, ), which is where a "redefinition of ly, the 0 dependence of HMT (the magnitude of the magnet-
the direction of the anisotropy axis" was previously observed ic torque) is predictably simple if the anisotropy field HK
by torque measurements on dilute CuMn.4 However, our produced by H,, is fixed in the sample, so that O, the rota-
most complete results to date regarding this phenomenon tion angle of H,, equals the sample-rotation angle 0. In that
are for Au-Fe well below T,, and they will be described in case, since the equilibrium condition for the sample magneti-
this paper. zation M is

For our magnetization-vector study of Au-Fe, a circu- HMT=tIMsin 0 = HMsin(O, - 0), (1)
lar-disk sample (5 mm diam, 0.5 mm thick) was cut from an
alloy ingot of 15 at. % Fe, kindly supplied to us by Dr. H. where 0 is th( rotation angle of M, it follows that HMT is
Claus. The sample was annealed for 3 h at 600 "C and water zero at 0 = 0 and 18(r, between which HMT varies reversi-
quenched. Consistent with this thermal treatment,5 the tem- bly through a maximum, whose value rises linearly with H
perature dependence of the low-field magnetization showed until it reaches HKM at H = H,, where it remains for all
a peak at T. = 52 K, below which the magnetization is irre- H> HK. Our results appear to follow this simple behavior
versible with field and temperature. Conventional measure- but only at 0.05 kOe and (though less ideally) at 0.1 kOe,
ments with a vibrating-sample magnetometer also showed where the rotational hysteresis is fairly small-which agrees
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with increasing and then decreasing 0 (sample-rotation angle relative so tion is that the torque on HK exerted by M, which from Eq.
field H) for various H (in kOe), where Mr is magnetization component (I1) equals HMT, is opposed by a frictional torque having a
transverse so H. Vector diagram at top shows sample magnetization M, certain maximum value (to he called HKMa). Since HMT
anisotropy field H,,, and rotated coolingi-field direction in sample (H,,r) cannot exceed/-/ Ma, it levels off upon reaching that value
relative to fised applied field H. (or its negative ), and the subsequent frictional rotation of

with the reversible tow-H regime sen in reen torque mea- Hr in the sample produces the observed, rotation~al hystere-

a (desis (w

surements on Au82 Fe18.a At higher H, the rotational hyster- sswhose energy per cycle, W, o, is plotted versus H in Fig.
esis clearly becomes a dominant effect, which for H>0.4 kOe 2 ). Equating the plateau levels of HMT in Fig. 1 to If Ma,

resuts n aothe siplebut ighy irevesibe . we obtain a = 0.297, 0.275, and 0.244, respectively, forres0lts 180 another ......re ..me,...-0.41,.
where HMr rises to aflat plateau with increasing 9and then -=04 ,ad2ke
descends with decreasing 9 to a negative plateau of about the To see how the frictional-torque coefficient a changes at
same magnitude. higher H, we performed another experiment, which would

However, even for this high-H regime, the initial rise of also check directly the rotations of HK in the sample at 4.2
E M r from zero at 9 = 0" is reversible. Hence, it is still valid K. Namely, we rotated our field-cooled Au53 Fe, 5 sample
to deduce from Eq. ( I) with 0r =90 that from90=O0to0=9,0= ( =90"or 18(0)in various Hup to 15

kOe, then removed H and measured the orientation of the
(dM/d9)o' = M-t( ! + H/Hi), (2) remanence, which corresponds to the orientation of Hrc

for the inverse initial slope of MT vs 9. Our experimental (whose shift from the H,, direction in the sample is 9,,
values for this quantity are plotted against H in Fig. 2; from -0Gx). Our results in Fig. 2 show for both 9,, values that 9,,
the linearity of this plot we find via Eq. (2) that M = 10.2 - 09 remains small up to H = 0.1 kOe, which is also the
emu/g and HK = 0.41 kOe. The product, H,,M = 4.18 approximate threshold field for the rotational hysteresis. At
kOe emu/g, is the peak value of riMr predicted for reversi- higher H, 9,,, - 0,, rises rapidly, then gradually approaches
ble behavior, and it is clearly much larger than the plateau 9,,. For H H,,, when qS in Eq. ( 1) is very small, it follows
levels at which HMr is truncated in Fig. i. Hence, with that a sin 0,,, and we find from 9,, - 09r for both 9,, val-
reference to the vector diagram in this figure, we deduce that ues that a=O0.216,0.087, andO0.044, respectively, for H =2,

H,, and therefore M remain fixed relative to H when the 8, and 15 kOe. Thus, a continues to decrease steadily with
sample-rotation angle 9 exceeds some critical value 9,,; in the increasing H.
sample frame, the orientation of H,, chnnges such that 90, In a future report, we will compare our Au-Fe rescits in
stays equal to6O,. Analogusly, as~isiooi red from 180', the greater detail with the frictional anisotropy model, which
orientation of H,, in the sample changes when 6 decreases was first invoked for the anisotropy rotations seen in an XY
below 1 80' -26,, and 6,, stays equal to 9- O, thus produc- spin glass ( YTh),7 and which appears to pertain to previous

i ngteosre eaieplateaus ofHMr. torque data for Cun 4 The latter also revealed time-depen-

The phenomenologsca rationale implicit in this descrip- dent (viscous) anisotropy changes, which our measure-
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Torque relaxation in a CuMn spin glass
C. Giovannellas ) and I. A. Campbell
Physique des Solides, Universiii Paris Sud, 91405 Orsay, France

Torque relaxation data on a Cu 5-at. % Mn sample at different temperatures are presented.
The relaxations after field cooling and after zero-field cooling are different at each
temperature, implying that the in-field states of the sample after these two procedures are
different. Torque data for the effective anisotropy K are compared with values from
experiments having shorter time windows so as to obtain information on relaxation over a very
wide time spectrum. The estimated effective T. values tend to a frequency-independent limit at
low frequencies.

I
Relaxation in spin glasses has been studied principally 25, 11, and 2.5 kg at 4.2, 8.6, and 16 K, respectively. Figures

through magnetization measurements, first from relatively I and 2 thus correspond to measurements made with H less
high fields and more recently by very precise low-field than, of the order of, and greater than H,. In the three cases
SQUID experiments.' T

5 .ese have been analyzed phenom- the relaxation patterns after FC and ZFC are far from identi-
enologically using a combination of power-law and cal, so even in a field H greater than H, the internal state of
stretched exponential decay functions. One can also use the sample still depends on its magnetic history. The fact
torque measurements to see transverse relaxation after the that when the field is subsequently reduced to zero, TRM
direction of the field has been changed.2'

3 
The field rotation and IRM are equal, means that the ramping down procedure

tends to turn the spin system against the anisotropy axes and modifies the state of the sample and to a certain extent
so in a different perturbation from a change of the strength of smudges out previous magnetic history. The well-known
the applied field, standard TRM and IRM curves (Fig. 2 inset) are thus not

We have made measurements on a Cu 5-at. % Mn sam- characteristic of the state of the sample in field, but of a state
pie with a Tg value of 28 K, using a capacity cell torque- modified by field ramping.
meter. Experiments following different protocols have been We can also use the torque data in combination with
reported' [e.g., turning the field after field cooling (FC) to results from other techniques to obtain informations on the
T, or alternatively zero-field cooling (ZFC) to T followed by relaxation over a very wide time scale. EPR,5'

5
ac transverse

ramping up and then turning the field ]. The results showed susceptibility,6 and torque are all analyzed in terms of effec-
that for given H and T the torque decay varied substantially tive values of the anisotropy constant K, for which the ac-
depending on the previous magnetic history of the sample, cepted mechanism is that of triad anisotropy arising from
i.e., the internal state of the sample was strongly history de- the Dzaloshinsky-Moriya interaction.' The appropriate
pendent. Here we give data on the same sample at different time window in which the value of K is "measured" for the
temperatures. two former experiments can be considered to be their inverse

First, in Figs. I and 2, we show decay curves for the frequencies, i.e., about 10- " s and 3x 10-2 s, respectively.
torque signal (normalized each time to the value immediate- We can then plot on the same figure the anisotropy at each
ly after turning the field) for a field of 8.7 kG and a turning temperature measured at 10- i s from EPR, at , X 10-2 s
angle of 5', at various temperatures. The curves in Fig. I from transverse susceptibility, and from I s to 2 x 103 s from
correspond to measurements in the FC condition; and in
Fig. 2 after ZFC followed by field ramping up to the same
field value before turning. It can be seen that relaxation be- F/r
comes more rapid as the temperature is raised; the relaxation 1.

after the ZFC procedure is at each temperature substantially 0.8 4? v
faster than after the FC procedure. We can compare with . . . .
magnetic data. Remanent magnetizations are conventional- 0.6- 86K
ly measured with the field reduced to zero either after FC or
ZFC, giving thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) and 0.4 16.0K
isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM), respectively. It
is well established that at a given T, TRM equals IRM when 02
the magnetizing field used is greater than a value referred to
as H, (see inset to Fig. 2).' The natural implication of these Cun 5n/,
results is that the state of the sample is the same after FC or 0. O 500 1000 1500 2000
ZFC if a field H> H, is applied. For our sample, H, is about tIsec)

FIG. I. Relaxation of the torque signal after FC in a field of 8 7 kG to 4.2.Permanent address: Dipartimento di Fisica. It Universita degli Studi di 8.6, and 16.0 K and turning angle of 5". Torque normalized to the value
Roma, 00173 Italy. immediately after turning.
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0 t(secl FIG. 3. Comparison of effective anisotropy values K from different experi-

ments. Curves I and 2 are data for EPR and transverse susceptibility at 30
FIG. 2. Same as for Fig. I but following ZFC to the same temperatures. Hz, respectively, from Ref. 6. Curves 3 and 4 are FC torque values, H, equal
Inset: schematic TRM and IRM curves, following Ref. 4. to 2 kG, taken I s and 2000 s after turning. The normalization constant for

all the torque data has been adjusted so that the extrapolations at zero tees-

the torque (giving us a total range of 13 decades in time!) All perature coincide with those for the other results.

these experiments are performed in fields of the order of a
kilogauss. In fact, none of these experiments is strictly mea-
suring K, as the observed signals will be reduced by a rota- by a power law, with a varying from a value of about 0.05 at
tion of the triad anisotropy axes during the experiment (this 20 K to about 0.01 at 4 K. These numbers are similar to those

is directly observed in torque2). It is legitimate to compare estimated from magnetization decay at much longer times,
the three experiments but keeping in mind that the effective and can be compared with the intrapolations between neu-
K is a convenient but loose way of expressing the data. tron spin echo and magnetization which cover a similar time

Figure 3 shows that in the range of time scales from window. ' On the other hand, a careful comparison between

3X 10-
2 sto2x l0 3 

s the temperature T'at which Kgoes to Mn NMR frequency and temperature dependence of TRM
zero by extrapolation is slightly lower than the cusp value at temperatures below the cooling temperature in CuMn
To and is independent of frequency within the accuracy of (Ref. 11) gives results in which at T.< T, there is only weak

the extrapolation. (The difference between T and T
o has relaxation concentrated at high frequency. The temperature

been discussed in Ref. 8.) On the contrary the "EPR" value at which the applied field is modified in strength (or direc-of Td is about 30% higher. The effective is thus frequen- tion) clearly plays a vital role in the form of subsequent re-
laxation.

cy dependent at high frequencies, but as the frequency is

lowered the effective value of T. tends to a constant rather These results give an indication of the form of the trans-

than going to zero. This is a further indication that the order- verse relaxation over a very wide time spectrum for a spin

ing in a canonical Heisenberg spin glass is not simply a dy- glass in a field and at temperatures below Tg. A great deal

namical effect but that the limit T. ( - 0) is well defined. remains to be understood, even on a phenomenological level,
Note that these are measurements on a spin glass in afield concerning the relaxation in even the canonical spin glasses.

not in the usual zero-field condition. The high-frequency ef-
fect leading to the shift of the EPR T can be pictured as a
trapping of the system within a restricted part of phase space 'R. V. Chamberlin, G. Mozurkewich, and R. Orbach, Phys. Rev. Lett. 52,
on time scales up to 10'- ins for temperatures well above T. 867 (1984); P. Norblad, P. Svedlindh, L. Lundgren, and L. Sandlund,

The form of the relaxation is strongly nonexponential, Phys. Rev. B 33, 645 (1986); M. Ocio, M. Alba, and J. Hammann, J. Phys.
as in the case of magnetization relaxation.' If we restrict (Paris) Lett. 46, L 1101 (1985); M. Ocio, H. Bouchiat, and P. Monod, J,

Magn. Magn. Mater. 54-57, 11 (1986).ourselves to the time scale accessible in our experiment, the 2. 8. Pastora, T. W. Adair, and D. P. Love, 3. Phys. Let. 44, L859 (1983);
curves can be parametrized by products of power laws D Avanitis, Doctorate thesis, Orsay, 1984.
(t 0 ) and stretched exponentials [exp( - t 0 ) ]. 'C. Giovannella, 1. A. Campbell, and F. Hipper, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 1030

The fact that we obtain relaxation faster than a power (1987).
4 H. Bouchiat and P. Monod, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 30, 175 (1982).

law in our time range is not a waiting time effect (we find no 'S. Schultz, E. M. Gullikson, D. R. Fredkin, and M. Tovar, Phys. Rev.
observable waiting time dependence of FC relaxation) but Lett. 45, 1508 (1980).
may well be because we perturb the sample rather too vio- 'D. Youm and S. Schultz, Phys. Rev. B 34, 7958 (1986).
lently by turning the field through 5* (giving a transverse 'A. Fert and P. Levy, Phys. Rev. Lett. 44, 1538 (1980); A. Fert and F.

Hippert, ibid. 49, 1508 (1982).
field of up to 750 G), so we are not strictly observing relaxa- 'N. de Courtenay, A. iert, and . A. Campbell, Phys. Rev. B 30, 6791tion associated with spontaneous equilibrium fluctuations. (1984).
If we plot our results together with EPR and transverse sus- 91. A. Campbell, Phys. Rev. B 33. 3587 (1986).
ceptibility values for K with the appropriate time windows ' F. Mezel, A. P. Murani, and J. L. Tholence, Solid State Commun. 45,411

(1983).
as a function of log t, the data suggest that the relaxation "H. Alloul, P. Mendels, P. Beauvillain, and C. Chappert, Europhys. Lett.
over the range 10- "o s to a few seconds can be parametrized 1. 595 (1986).
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- Spin-glass dynamics In Fe 2 -,Ti+,O 5
R. L. Lichti and S. Kumar,
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409

C. Boekema
San Jose State University, San Jose, California 95192

Zero-field muon-spin-relaxation (/iSR) and X-band ESR have been used to study the spin-

freezing dynamics in single crystals of the Ising spin glass Fe2 - TiI + 05. Parameters
obtained for the power-law and Vogel-Fulcher descriptions of the critical slowing are
consistent with other methods for x = 0 and indicate significantly slower freezing in Ti-rich
samples. Interpretation of cluster effects, observed in x = 0.25-pSR data, as a Griffiths-like
phase yields an estimate of 61 ± I K for the N6el temperature in site-ordered Fe2 Tie s .

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A single-crystal sample of composition Fe,, Ti1 .255

The effects related to formation of a spin glass extend was investigated using pSR measurements in zero applied
well into the paramagnetic phase and are easily observed in field. As previously reported, 

. 
the dominant feature in the

experiments sensitive to spin dynamics. Measurements of relaxation rate versus temperature curve is a sharp peak at

spin-correlation times show increasing correlations starting T. (see inset, Fig. I ). This peak is accompanied by a drop in
at temperatures several times the spin-glass temperature Ta, relative asymmetry to one third. At temperatures below the

and in some cases indicate a divergence as Ta is approached peak the relaxation is best fitted by an exponential square-
from above. A number of mathematical expressions have root time dependence associated with a spin-glass state hay-
been used to describe the spin-freezing process. Those most ing fast-fluctuation modes.

7 
t The simultaneous occurrence

frequently applied are the phenomenological Vogel-Fulcher of these three signatures identifies T, as 43.5 ± 0.5 K for this
law oxide spin glass. Above 60 K, the relaxation exhibits single

," = o exp [E/k( T- To )] (1) exponential behavior expected for spin dynamics in a para-
magnetic system.

adopted from the field of structural glasses, and a power law The data between T. and 60 K clearly show nonexpon-
of the form ential behavior but are poorly fit by the exponential square-

r = r [ T/(T- To)] (2)

derived from mean-field theory. The To in these expressions
is a critical temperature associated with the spin-glass transi- 8 A

tion, distinguished from an experimentally defined freezing 5-

temperature T., and r o is the characteristic spin-correlation
time. 6

In the region just above Ts, small clusters of spins may Z
freeze into a "glassy" state while the rest of the sample re- 0 . 0 1

mains paramagnetic. Such cluster formation can be treated 6 TEMPERATURE

as inhomogeneous freezing with some (cluster) fraction of ULii

the sample in the spin-glass state at a given temperature, thus i2

yielding a distribution in T. Spin dynamics should then take c "10

on a nonexponential character due to slow paramagnetic-
like response of small frozen clusters."'2 Randeria et al.' sug- O ,
gest that this case, where long-time dynamics may be domi- 0
nated by cluster effects, is similar to the Griffiths phase of a Ui-.

4

diluted ferromagnet and can be identified as a separate inter- 0:
mediate phase between the paramagnetic and spin-glass u_ 2

states.

We have performed zero-field muon-spin-relaxation 4o 60 70

(pSR) and X-band ESR linewidth measurements on the an- TMERATURE" (KI
isotropic spin-glass system Fe2 -,TiI + 0, using single-
crystal samples.4-' Here we concentrate on the spin-freezing FIG. 1. Two exponential analysis of zero-fielduSR data in Fe, ,,Ti, ,O,

parameters for the power law and Vogcl-Fulcher descrip- for 43.5< T<60 K. (a) Rate constants: (O) fast relaxinguSR component.
(0) slow-relaxing/pSR component ( x 10). Insert shows full temperature

tions, and on the presence of cluster effects in the spin dy- dependence for asinglecomponent analysis. (b) Fractionalstrengthoffast-
namics. relaxing /SR component.
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FIG. 2. Power-law description of spin freezing in Fe, - Ti, - .0,. Open FIG. 3. Vogel-Fulcher description of spin freezing in Fe, Ti, _ 0,.
symbols are ySR results for x = 0.25: (0) fast-relaxing uSR component Open symbols are/SR results for x = 0.25: (0) fast-relaxingpSR compo-
T<60K, (0) slow-relaxing/iSR component T<60K, (L) single compo- nent T<60 K, (0) slow-relaxing uSR component T<60K, (6) single
nent T> 60K. Filled symbols are ESR results: (0) x = 0, (0) x = 0.20 component T> 60 K. Filled symbols are ESR results: (0) x = 0, (U)

x = 0.20.

root time dependence observed for T< Tg. The analysis re-
ported is a sum of two exponentials, selected to minimize the entzian at higher temperatures but became progressively
number of fitting parameters. Figure I displays the tempera- more asymmetric at lower temperatures. The derivative
ture dependence of the two rate constants and the fractional peak-to-peak width used here provides a general width de-
strength of the fast-relaxing ASR component. termination. This approach works well down to approxi-

In order to compare spin-freezing parameters from the mately 
2

T., where fits to the freezing laws were terminated.
,uSR data with those obtained by other methods, separate fits Typical fits for a single-temperature cycle of each sample are
to power and Vogel-Fulcher laws were performed for the plotted (filled symbols) in Figs. 2 and 3.

single exponential rate constant for T> 60 K and to both rate
constants for 43.5 < T< 60 K. These fits are shown in Figs. 2
and 3 along with those from the ESR measurements dis- DISCUSSION
cussed below. Tholence et al. determined the power-law ex- Fe2 TiO5 (pseudobrookite) was initially chosen for a
ponent and Vogel-Fulcher energy paramet . for spin freez- study of spin-freezing dynamics in insulating short-range
ing in Fe2 TiO5 (i.e., x = 0) from the dependence of T. on spin glasses because its highly anisotropic magnetic charac-
probe frequency using susceptibility and neutron scattering ter represents an excellent experimental approximation to
data. A comparison (see Table I) of their results and our the Ising model. The stoichiometric compound shows uniax-
,uSR results for T> 60 K (x = 0.25) show nearly an order of ial spin-glass behavior with a cusp in the low-frequency sus-
magnitude diffrence in these parameters. ceptibility at - 55 K along the orthorhombic c axis, while

Two single-crystal samples of composition Fe2.oTi 5  transverse components remain paramagnetic to much lower
and FelsoTit.2O, were studied from 77 to 400 K using X- temperature,1

0 
ordering below 10 K.'-" Random mixing of

band ESR. The line shapes were well approximated as Lor- Ti4 
+ ions into the nominally Fe' + sites of the pseudo-

TABLE I: Spin-freezing parameters for Fe, Ti, , 0, using power-law and Vogel-Fulcher descriptions.

Power law Vogel-Fulcher
Concentration

x To (K) zV To (K) Elk (K) Method

(0) 47.4 9.5 43.5 170 T, vsf'
0.0 47± 1 7.8 1 43±2 170±7 ESR (T> 110 K)
0.20 42 2 1.4 0.2 37 1 30 3 ESR (T> 80 K)
0.25 41 ± I 1.0 0.2 36 2 25 5 ,uSR (T> 60 K)

41.8 ± 0.4 0.9 0.2 36 1 23 2 uSR (43-60 K)
fast component

-41 -0.2 -35 -6 uSR (43-60 K)

slow component

'J. L. Tholence et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 54,57, 203 (1986).
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brookite structure causes this system to become a spin glass perature paramagnetic dynamics. Theoretical models place
rather than an antiferromagnet. Introduction of additional cluster effects at long times consistent with the latter assign-

Ti
4 
+, necessary in order to obtain large single crystals for ment. Pinkvos et al.

2 
have treated similar jSR data from

the/uSR work, forces some of the iron ions to become Fe
2 + single crystal CuMn as inhomogeneous spin freezing. Their

and introduces additional randomness, results indicated the coexistence just above Tg of spatial re-
A comparison of the parameters shown in Table I indi- gions having fast spin fluctuations with regions of more

cates agreement between the ESR results for x = 0 and those strongly correlated spins.
obtained by Tholence et aL Furthermore, the /ASR results for Assumption of the existence of a Griffiths-like phase

x = 0.25 (T> 60 K) and the ESR results for x = 0.20 are implies a critical temperature for cluster formation, The on-

compatible. One may conclude that these various methods set of two-component relaxation in the uSR data for
are probing the spin freezing in a similar manner. The aim Fel 75Til.2505 places that temperature at 61 ± I K. That

here is not to argue that ESR or uSR data should be treated value should apply to all concentrations since theoretically it

using specific functional forms, but rather to compare pa- is the ordering temperature of the undiluted system. It thus

rameters from several methods using the more commonly may represent the N6el temperature at which antiferromag-

applied spin-freezing descriptions. netic ordering should take place in Fe2 TiO5 if site mixing

The combination of magnetic probes applied to did not occur.

Fe, - Til , O yields a consistent picture of the effect of In conclusion, cluster effects have been observed in the

increasing titanium content on the spin dynamics of that spin-freezing dynamics of the Ising spin-glass system
system. The observed decrease in critical temperature with Fe2 - TiI + Q 0. in zero-field pSR relaxation measurements

dilution is a common feature of paramagnetic to ordered or just above T.. Interpreting these effects as a Griffiths phase
spin-glass phase boundaries. Perhaps more interesting are yields an estimate of6l K for the critical temperature in site-
changes in the power-law exponent and Fulcher energy pa- ordered Fe. TiO5 . ESR and/4SR data on titanium-rich sam-

rameter, which measure how rapidly fluctuations slow with pies indicate less rapid freezing in the diluted pseudo-

decreasing temperature. The factor of 5 to 8 decrease in these brookites and yield power-law and Vogel-Fulcher param-
parameters in going from x = 0 to 0.25 indicates much less eters consistent with other methods.

rapid spin freezing in the diluted pseudobrookites.
The appearance of cluster effects just above the spin- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Energy gap in concentrated spin glasses
S.B. LiaoandS. M. Bhagat
Department of Physics. University of Maryland. College Park, Maryland 20742

M. A. Manheimer
Laboratory for Physical Science, College Park. Maryland 20740

K. Moorqani
Applied Physics Laboratory. Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, Maryland 20707

Using magnetic resonance data at several frequencies, we have obtained the temperature
dependence of the field-induced magnetization (M) in three concentrated spin glasses. At
every frequency, M is independent of T for T$ Ts- and drops linearly with Tat higher
temperatures. [M(O) - M(7) ]/M(0) is closely represented by the function [exp(A/
T) - 1] --', where A is a characteristic gap energy with values close to the corresponding
Curie-Weiss temperatures 6, but much larger than the respective spin-glass transition
temperatures Tso.

Recently,' two of us have reported on the temperature energy A in addition to recognizing that in REE at low T,
dependence of the field-induced magnetization (M), de- and in concentrated spin glasses, the usual spin-wave inte-
rived from magnetic resonance measurements at 35 GHz gral is cut off at the lower limit (due to break up or nonexis-
( 1 10 kOe), in a number of reentrant ferromagnets (REE) tence of the infinite cluster) and only the term correspond-
and one concentrated spin glass (SG), belonging to the se- ing to excitations at the gap energy survives thereby yielding
ries (Fe. Ni, -p ) 75 P 6 BA13. It was found that in the REEs (cf. Fig. 4, Ref. 1).
the variation of M with Tshows marked deviations from the M, - M(T) 3M C
simple T3 2 law at low temperatures while in the SG, M t ( l)
constant below T,, and drops linearly with Tfor Th TIn. Mo Mo exp(A/7) - I

The observations were interpreted by (i) introducing an en- for 0<T<T,,, T =A/In(l +C). Further, Mo is the

ergy gap A in the excitation spectrum, i.e., e = A + Dq2 , and 0-K value of M and C is a measure of the DOS at A. For

(ii) providing a nonzero density of states (DOS) at the gap (Fe 6Nio.s4 ) G25 , the SG discussed in Ref. 1,
A ( 145 ± 5) K at 35 GHz and its closeness to the paramag-
netic Curie temperature, 0, = ( 140 ± 10) K was used to

oo . suggest that 6 was a measure of the intracluster exchange.
The main idea is that in the presence of a magnetic field the
magnetization induced in a concentrated SG reduces with
increasing Tas a consequence of the break up of spin clusters

9000 we,, " and A is the characteristic energy for this process. Here, we
* . r present further evidence in support of this contention. We

\_HL have reanalyzed our previous data23 on the temperature de-
pendence of M in three concentrated spin glasses

8000
~~~2100.

(F0ep Ni,1+_ 7 G2 5 . +(e i~

22

6000 p =0.16 +

22 GHz 900

50 100

T (K)

FIG. I. Temperature dependencies of the observed magnetic fields for reao-
nanin (Fe,. sNi.o.),,G.. Notethatthesvalueshavetobecorrected for FIG. 2. Variation of field-induced magnetization. wath temperature, in
lineshape effects (Refs. 2 and 3) prior to substitution in Eq. (2). (Fe, Nio. ),,G,,. The data are labelled by the frequency (in GHz).
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FIG. 5. Normalized plot showing Comparison of Eq. (1), full line, with

2 experimental points: (FeO16Ni. )jP,6BAl,, 35 GHz, C=1.75;
I I ~(Fe. Nio),,)P.4B , 22 GHz, C = 1; Mn~,B,,, 22 GHz, C = 0.85.

0 I I 1 1 I I 1 . t I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
T (K) where."3 Here, we concentrate on the T dependence of

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for (Feo Nio,, ).G20. M()). The explicit dependence on w is stated merely to as-
sert that we are discussing T dependence of a field-induced
M. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show 4irM, as a function of T, for

(Feo0 6Nio0s)7 5 G25, (), (FeooNio )aOG2o (II), and various frequencies, corresponding to I, 1I, and III, respec-
a-Mn45 B5 2 (III). Recall that M is derived from parallel tively. In every case, it is noted that M is relatively flat at low
(magnetic field in sample plane) and perpendicular (field T but drops linearly with Tat T> Tx,. As seen from the
normal to sample) resonance data at several frequencies be- normalized plot in Fig. 5, this is precisely in accord with Eq.
tween 35 and 2 GHz. To recapitulate, a typical set of data (1). The values of A required to explain the data in terms of
showing the T dependencies ofthe observed resonance fields Eq. (I ) are in Table I. A is relatively insensitive to frequency.
are in Fig. 1. The linewidths being large, detailed calcula- In Table I we have also listed values of the other two charac-
tions"3 were necessary to obtain the "true" resonance fields teristic temperatures, TsG (the zero-field spin-glass transi-
which will satisfy the Kittel equations: tion temperature) and 0, (the paramagnetic Curie tempera-

wl/ = - 4irM, + H,_ ture obtained from low-field susceptibility studies at high
7.' In every case, A is much larger than Tso but of the same

= [(H 11 + H,) (H11 + H=, + 4rMjj )],/2 (2) order as 0, further supporting the suggestion in Ref. 1, that
We set M, =M1 = M(o), assumed y to be independent of T 0s measures the intercluster coupling while 9p and A de-
T, and found that H_ $0 at low Tand increases rapidly as T scribe the intracluster interactions. It should be recalled4

drops below Tao. Details on H. have been presented else- that in all these SGs the low-field susceptibility does not
exhibit Curie-Weiss behavior except at rather high T
( ; 10TsG ). Thus, they are not conventional paramagnets

2o 1 over a wide range of temperatures above TsG. This, com-
bined with the near equivalence of A and 0, strongly sug-
gests the picture proposed in Ref. 1. To reiterate, as the tem-

0 0perature is lowered below the paramagnetic region, stable
A500 spin clusters are nucleated and the susceptibility deviates

A a - Mn,,B from the Curie law. The characteristic energy for the forma-
0 tion of clusters is the intracluster coupling represented, on

the average, by 9p. At the opposite end, starting at T = 0,
*0o - application of a magnetic field causes the cluster moments to

35 orient along the applied field giving rise to the sizeable values
22 for 41rM. in Figs. 2-4. Note that the clusters are likely to bek9

50TABLE 1. Characteristic temperatures for concentrated spin glasses.

0, Sample (K) (K) (K)

0 : 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 (F,,Ni,),,G2. 29 140 130±20
T(K) (FNio )oGo 16 140 100 ±20

Mn..S2 18 100 80 ±20
FIG. 4. Same u Fig. 3 for a-Mn,,B__
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quite large' because p is rather close to the percolation con- 5301. One of us (S.B.L.) is thankful to the NSF for support
centration. As the temperature is raised, the reduction in M under the US/China cooperative program.
occurs via the breakup of these spin clusters which again
brings into play an intracluster interaction energy, namely
A. The third characteristic temperature Tso is measured at
or near zero field. It provides a measure of the intercluster 'S. B. Liao and S. M. Bhagat, Solid State Commnun. (in press).
coupling which is understandably weaker than the interac- 's. B. Liao, S. M. Bhagat, M. A. Manheimer, and M. J. Park, Solid State
tions necessary for the formation of the clusters in the first Common. 63, 119 (1987).

pM. J. Park, S. M. Bhagat, M. A. Manheimter, and K. Moorjani, J. Magn.
place. Mag. Mater. 59,287 (1986).

The work performed at A. P. L. was supported by the V. Mazundar and S. M. Bhagat, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 66, 263 (1987).
Department of the Navy under Contract No. N00039-87C- 'M. F. Sykes, D. S. Gaunt, and M. Glen, J. Phys. A 9, 1705 ( 1976).
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Spin-density wave in spin glasses (CuMn) and other dilute alloys (YGd)
(invited) (abstract)a)

J.A. Mydosh
Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium, Rijks-Universiteit Leiden, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands

Spin glasses have been of particular interest in magnetism for the past 15 years. Their present
theoretical description, based upon a simple physical model, requires a fundamentally new type
of statistical mechanics for its solution. Most experimental interpretations have attempted to
follow this approach, although its physical meaning and direct comparison are partially
obscured and somewhat strained. Almost 30 years ago Overhauser proposed a spin-density-
wave (SDW) model which endeavored to explain the "antiferromagnetic" behavior in dilute
alloys such as CuMn. In the intervening period the spin-glass phenomenon has mainly evolved
unconnected with the SDW approach. However, in recent times a series of neutron-scattering
experiments has renewed the connection and introduced the distinction between a "long-
range" SDW as found in YGd and the "short-range" SDW of the spin glasses, e.g., CuMn. It is
the purpose of this paper to review the available evidence for a SDW mechanism in these dilute
alloys relying not only on neutron-scattering data, but also on macroscopic measurements such
as specific heat, magnetization, and susceptibility. Here clear-cut differences arise between the
long-range and short-range SDW's which are related to the glassy dynamics of the latter
systems.

4

A full length paper will appear in an upcoming issue of J. Appl. Phys.

Magnetic susceptibility in the spin glass system, [(CH 3)3NH]Co l -,Ni,, C 3 2H 20
(abstract)')

Gerald V. Rubenacker, Donald N. Haines, and John E. Drumheller
Physics Department, Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana 59717

The pseudo-one-dimensional mixed system [ (CH.,) 3NH ] Col - Ni Cl3 2H20 was found to
exhibit spin-glass behavior below a characteristic temperature evidenced by the onset of time-
dependent thermoremanent magnetization. In order to confirm the spin-glass behavior we now
have studied the ac susceptibility of this series in zero field using an ac SQUID susceptometer.
Along the weak ferromagnetic axis (a axis), the ac susceptibility shows a cusp at the spin-glass
transition temperature. Increasing the measurement frequency from go to 160 Hz increases the
slope of the susceptibility below the transition temperature but no significant shift in the
transition temperature itself is seen for this small frequency range. Spin-glass behavior is seen
only along the a axis and a typical antiferromagneic transition is seen along the c axis.

"This work was supported by NSF grant DMR-8702933.
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Asymmetric hysteresis cycles as a probe of local fields In metallic spin
glasses (abstract)

Laurent P. L6vy, and H61kne Bouchiat
AT&T Bell Laboratories 600 Mounitain Avenue. Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

We have studied the magnetization in the spin-glass phase of AgMn under the repetitive
application of a small (10 Oe<h<50 Oe) magnetic field [assymetric hysteresis cycles (L. Neel,
in Proceedings of the R. A. Welch Foundation Conference on Chemical Res. II, Atomic
Structure, Houston, Texas, 1958)] after the sample has been cooled in a static field H
(0<H< 1.1 kOe). When H = 0, the magnetization m, in the field offstate (h = 0) grows as
the logarithm of the number of cycles (n), while the magnetization in the on state (h #0) M,
decreases with cycle number. This weaker response reflects an increase of the stiffness of the
spin system after each cycle. At low temperature m, grows linearly with temperature, reaches
a maximum around T-0.6 T and decreases as Tg is approached. The effects are larger when
the system is prepared in a nonequilibrium state (rapid thermal quenching, or removal of the
static field H). The irreversible growth of the magnetization m, scale linearly with T (i.e.,
exchange) for samples of 0.5 and 2.6 at. % Mn concentration. We find that m, grows as the
value of His increased, reaches a maximum around H- Tg /15 and decreases slowly at higher
fields. We suggest as a possible interpretation of this phenomenon, the existence of a cavity in
the distribution of local fields acting on the low temperature excitations. Additional
information on the role of anisotropic forces will also be presented.
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